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Genius

Cecil B . DeMille
Result :

"The Heart of Nora Fly nn
This week's attraction in America's leading theatres
DISTRIBUTORS
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE, LTD
Jesse LLaskx Feature puy ^
FOUR, EIGHTY-FIVE FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YOR.K CITY
Jesse L.Lasky
Samuel Goldfish Cecil &. DeMille
Pres.
Vice-Prei. and Treas.
Director Gen

PRICE

10 crs-

lUd'^aiK^r Picture PlaxrPiv/^ni
CJUtTEk i/K HAfMbi^ and
leA
Drama

of 5bciai

and College

Life

imnofrORTUME
31 baiiU of wiix for Hittiofif of ttone^
Dir€>ciion
of O "t i * Tutnc r
BooVr through
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PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS

A YEAR

OANiEL
FROHMAM
PRESETSTS
FOK
LAUGHING PURPOSES

THE

SCREENS

FOREMOST

COMEDIAN.

RYMORE
IN

A

PICTURIZATION

N
H

=

OF
**

THE

I

CELEBRATED COMEDY

O
J

i

The

Red

Widow

= Channing Pollock and
i
Ren no J d Wo/f\
Released

C/CefiO HAmiBAL BUTTS ARRl V£5 JS7/| 1 1 111fT
JUSTrn TIME TO B£ TOO LATE. "''""'I" '

APRIL
20TH
on the

^Paramouiit^^roaram
i
FAMOUS

PLAYERS

niM

€

ADOLPH
ZUKOR,
president
DANIEL-FROHMAN, MANAGING director
I24-I30
CANADIAN

WEST
S6XH
STREET,
NEW
YORK
DISTRIBUTORS-FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE Ltd.

The "Vtvmt" adT*rtis«r« believa TOIT wottt wUle; Juiti^ tiiMi.
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Vol. 13.

NEWS

OARAMOUXT
wishes the exhibitors of America to
realize how many and how influential are the people
opposed to sensational and suggestive pictures. AVe
are endeavoring to do this through advertising in the
Saturday Evening Post, Woman's Home Companion,
Every Week Magazine. Associated Sunday Magazine, American Glub Woman and. on ]May 11th, in
thirty-five of the greatest American newspapers.
There will be 10.000,000 copies of this advertisement
printed — enough to reach 10 per cent of the population of the country. Each advertisement contains the
coupon reproduced below.

Some proportion of these coupons will reach every
exhibitor who is not running an exclusively Paramount Program.

We know how many people in America will pay to
see big, clean, vital pictures, such as Paramount Pictures. We know how many will refuse to look at sensational and suggestive pictures. We hope the coupons from this advertisement will make all exhibitors
realize these things as well as Paramount exhibitors
realize them.

To the Owner of the Motion' Picture
Theatre Nearest My Home

1
★

it*

.

I am opposed to sensational and suggestive motion pictures. I would like to
see Paramount Pictures. I will support
you in any conscientious effort toward
bigger, cleaner, better motion pictures.
Name
Address

".

A-

B« inre to mention "IIOTION PICTXTBE NEWS" when writing to advertiieri.

Xo. 18.
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what

PICTURE

Released This Week:

are

Daniel Frohman presents
PAULINE FREDERICK in
THE MOMENT BEFORE
produced by
The Famous Players Film Co.

you relying
on for the
future

NEWS

of your

Jesse L. Lasky presents
MARIE DORO in
THE HEART OF NORA FLINN
produced by
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co.

business?

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES
TRAVEL-PICTURES No. 12
"The Lowlands of Luzon"
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS No. 12
Preparedness (Taking of New York)
Psychology, by Munsterberg
Men Who Make Us Laugh
Remarkable Hands
Better Babies
Trickids
PAR AMOUNT- BRAY CARTOONS
No. 17
"Col. Heeza Liar Wins the Pennant"
Write

<y FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

Our

Exchange

L-' FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK. N.Y.

Today

a/ FORTY FIRST ST.

^ ^

■yOTT are wasting your opportunities if YOTT ignore advertising.

2610

MOTION

PICTURE

Short

Vol. 13.

NEWS

Subjects

Besides your feature, what do you
offer your patrons? Do you try to
fill out your program or to
strengthen your program?
Paramount

Pictographs

Paramount- Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures
Paramouitt-Bray Ani?nated Cartoons
and Bray-Gilbert Silhouettes
Paramount short subjects not only
entertain but build for future business— they strengthen

the strongest

program.
What are you relying on for the
future of your business?
Write

Our

Exchange

To-day

^aram(mit^lcture4-(^aorc^^^
<y
FOUR EIGHTY FIVE
NEW FIFTHAVENUE
YORK. N.Y. a/ FORTYFIRST ST,

V

B« lur* to m«ntUn "MOTIOV PIOrufcE ITEWB" when wrttins to advutiiera.

No. 18.
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Famous

ll I

Players

iiiiiiiiiimiiittNiiiuiiiiitniiiiMiMiniiiiii
Film

Co.

Mary Pickford
Pauline Frederick

Marguerite Clark
Hazel Dawn

Peggy Hyland

John Barrymore

Jesse L. Lasky
Geraldine Farrar
Marie Doro

Feature Play Co.
Blanche Sweet
Fannie Ward

Cleo Ridgely
Wallace Reid
Mae Murray
Victor Moore
Theodore Roberts
The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co.
Anna Held
Lenore Ulrich
George Beban
Myrtle Stedman

Constance Collier
Vivian Martin

Pallas Pictures
Dustin Farnum
Maclyn Arbuckle
Winifred Kingston
Florence Rockwell
^
Elsie Janis (Bosworth)
What are you relying on for the
future of your business?

W rite Our

Exchange

Today

USSfsr YORK. NL.Y.

Uany a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the "News,"

roi2
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BETTER
THAN
PROGRAM
PICTURES
©1916
CALIFORNIA MOTION
PICTURE CORPORATION

A

TRADE

MARK

WE HAVE DETERMINED SHALL, WHENEVER FLASHED UPON THE SCREEN.
IMMEDIATELY CONNOTE ULTIMATE ACHIEVEMENT IN
PICTURE PRODUCING ART
44

THE

LAW"
UNWRITTEN
MARKS THIS NEW FILM STANDARD

PERTINENT
THAT

TALKS

HIT THE

"The

MARK

Only Way"

"Setting a Standard"
"A

Question of Logic"

"Maintaining
" Robbing
"Co-operation;

a Standard"

Peter to Pay Paul "
an Illustrated Definition"

ABOVE ARE THE TITLES OF SIX TALKS,
EACH OF WHICH CARRY A MESSAGE FOR
THE STATE RIGHT BUYER. A F^ST CARD
TO US WILL BRING THEM FORTHWITH
WE WANT YOU TO READ THEM

FIRST SERIES OF RELEASES

BY STATE

RIGHTS

MARCH
Beatriz
Michelena
in "The
Law"
(By EDWIN
MILTON ROYLE—
Produced inUnwritten
Seven Pretentious Parts)
MAY
Beatriz(By Michelena
in "The
C. N. and A. M. WILLIAMSON.

Woman
Dared
To be released Who
in Eight parts)

JULY
met"
"Kis
Skinner in
(By EDWARD
To be
released
in Ten parts)
Otis KNOBLAUCH.
CALIFORNIA

MOTION

PICTURE

SAN RAFAEL,

CORPORATION

CALIFORNIA

2616
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No. 18.

. ,r'y .
EXCIU3IVE

DISIRIBUTQRS

OF CIAMKIMBAIL

IEWJSJ.SEIZMCK
PRODUCTIONS
INCT126 -W--**ST.,NEW

YORK CITY

YOUM

HERE IS
THE NUCLEUS
OP THE
ORGANIZATION THAT WILL
PRE9ENTTHE
STAILOF
IN PICTURES

FmST
THE

RELEA5E

BEATURES

SMS
THAT WILL

TSEVERFADE!

CQMMONIAW

BOBERI

W. CMMBERS

S"OL.J.

NED M
KPITZEP

JULY

15*^ IS DRAWING

NEAR.

"My Staff is Now
En^a<?ed in Sorting
Over Th© Thousands
of AiypUcationsForOur
>SGmce
Prcparatoiy
to Their
Tour of The
T
V
a.

Country

: IS

YOURmME

ON

THEIU

LlSir

T
R
f

Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTUHE NEWS" when writing to advertiseTi.
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m

MY

I

CLARA
LEWIS

FIRST

KIMBALL

J.SELZMCK,

President

production"

YOUNG

HLM

130 W. 46^£

CORPORATION
ST., NEW

If ;oa like the "News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

YORK

CITY
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Returns

Ya\

TKe value of long runs is in direct ratio to tKe drawing power of a picture.
V-L-S-E from its verj? inception Kas espoused runs of two or more days. It Kas done this
in tKe firm conviction tKat its product merited, to an unusual degree, such extended showings.
That this conviction has been fully justified is proven in the following letter from the
Majestic Theatre Compan^ of Detroit. The experiences related in this letter are typical of
those of many other exhibitors.
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Slljr iiaipatir Wc\m\xt tomijang,
HIGH CLASS PHOTO PLAYS
THEATRE LOCATION
Majestic Theatre Building
WOODWARD AVE.
AT WILLtS
PHONE Grand lOO

Jlttr.
ONE
orCOMFORTABI.C
THB LAMaCSTCMOUMD
AMD
MOST
FI.OOIVTHCATRKSIMTHVWUT
SCATIMC CAPACITV. 2 1 AO

V. L. S. E., Inc.,
Detroit , Uich. ,
1600 Broadway,
New York City, N. Y.
Gentlemen:—
The following letter bearing on the policy of this theatre wherein we changed from
running four features a week to our present policy of running one feature an entire
week, and the attendant successful results from a box office stand point for six
months, may be of interest to you.
The Majestic Theatre seats approximately 2,100 people tmd was opened April 1, 1915.
On account of its being located two miles from the downtown section, some of the
Directors favored a daily change in our program while some of us believed in three
changes per week. The matter was finally compromised with a change of four bills
per week. This policy lasted thirty days when we went to three bills a week.
At that time one of your representatives sirrived in Detroit and told him of our
plans, asking him if he thought we were making a mistake. He told us that we were
but the mistake was in not running the feature an entire week, and he proceeded to
give us arguments in support of this. The radical change suggested by him sort of
took our breath away, but the apparent sincerity of his statement convinced us
and we resolved to give it a 30 days' trial.
At the end of August, considered not a good show month, we found that our receipts
had increased $2,700 over our banner month which was in April. September showed an
increase of $900 over August ; October $400 over September ; November $700 over
October; December fell off slightly; January $800 over November; and February,
according to present indications, will run from $400 to $500 more than January.
We believe that two things have helped make this increase in our business. First,
running a feature an entire week; second, our policy since doing this has been to
only book features that we have seen lirst, we figuring that we know the wants of
our patrons better than some manufacturer in New York or California. Further, in a
nice way we have given our patrons to understand that we have taken great 3>ains in
selecting for them only the best of features and we believe that this has strengthened their confidence in us.
We are writing you this letter as this policy was suggested by one of your district
managers and we feel more than grateful to you.
Yours truly,

Va II K\
Va\
WA Va
Wt\
rA'Al 1
VA 1 Vt\
Va I
Va\
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The

DECIDES"

law

By Margaret
Featuring Bertsch
Dorothy
Harry
Bobby

Kelly
Morey

Connelly

A revelation in mistaken
mother - love, picturing the
rack upon wKicK all are
placed wKen a motKer's
adoration for Ker son
clashes with Kis duty
to his >wife, and
shoNwing the cold,
unsympathetic
view-point of
the law.

•

J-r^ j—Fmm J-^— j—r^ j^r—
TREYITAGRAPR

^-f^ vi-u.

Ti .

COIF!M7yOFMERICA

.l^.S.'E.
d tfirou^h^
"2^0(1 R-cLe^se
jdf- Ulf^ .
LIT. Ldg
Mf. lag VAT^a^ir,

Inc.
Uig

i
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Sallie Fisher
(Famous DillingKam Star)
Richard

C.
and

Travers

4^

John"T Junior
he
are presented in

Litt

Shep

le

Bar

herd

gai

n
in 5 acts

of

Row

By H ONward McKent Barnes.
Fred E. WrigKt, director
William

Gillette

is presented in
Sherlock Holmes'
Arthur BertKelet, director
Great

Essanay Features
"TKe Havoc"
"TKe Discard"
"Vult ures of Society"
"The Misleading Lady"
"Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines"
"A Daughter of the City"
"The Alster Case"

Rav
n en"
Wing"
Crimso
'The The
"The Man Trail"
"A Bunch of Keys"
"The Blindness of Virtue"
"In the Palace of the King"
"The White Sister"
"The Slim Princess"
"Graustark"

Re£e& sed

through.

V

L.S.E. Inc.

I B^TMB ^^Tmm ^^mtm ^^nm ^^Fim i^^BM M^^r mm ^^ftmm ^^mtm ^^Fam

What

Big

Four

BRANCH
OFFICES

Features

Mean

criminating Exhibitor and

His

to

a Dis-

Patrons

Philadelphia
Pittsburg
229 M. 120, Si.

Alianu
75WJimSl.
Boston
67Clm^St.

PALACE

THEATRE

tl7 FainhA:

Chicago
V. L. S. E. , Inc. ,
New York.

San986MmikdSL
Frandsco
Sail Lake Gty
l29E.Seami
SoMSl.

Gentlemen:—

StLouit
3630 CWk Si.

The management and Palace Theatre Patrons are delighted with the special
features produced by the V. L. S. E. , Inc.

Seattle
415 Otl» Si.
Washington

Moving pictures have become a most interesting and entertaining feature
to the general public. They have developed a taste for clean, enjoyable
amusement, which has been our aim since opening the Palace Theatre.

D.C
811 E. Sttl

Ardnore, Penna.
129 W„i 7(* St.
lOcveUDd
2077 E. -tikSL
DaOai
t900
Denver
I ■433

BRANCH
OFHCES

Si.

Detroit
502 PrUt SmlA
eu,.
Kamas Gty
Mo.
l2lkerW^lmaS>

It has always been our desire to find features of pleasing and drawing
value. Recently it was our pleasure to sign a contract with your exchange
for Wednesday and Friday nights.

Lo( Angeles
643 5.. Obc Si.
Mimieapoii*
60g N. Fm a*.

!n presenting these specials to
ourselves, more than appreciate
and entertain.
It also shows a
fact, the receipts have doubled

New
1600 York Gty

our patrons, we find that they, like
the endeavors of your exchange to please
substantial increase in our receipts, in
and gone far beyond our expectations.

fe trust your good work will continue and we feel certain, in expressing
to you our good will and appreciation, that our house is only one of the
many that has increased its patronage since enjoying this service.
"/ know not how
to govern our own
course save hy the
proven exj^erienct
of others.

Very truly yours ,

New
N.342W. Orleans
Bm^mc Si.
/// IValUnSL
Syracuse
Toronto
15 Wlhen Ac
Montreal
204 Sl Cclhtrin,
Si.
!4:i

f?I4!

PALACE THEATRE CO.

V
^
—

14^!-

14^ Ul^ Idl^
1^
«—ri j—Tm. j-r— j'-r^ jt^- j^^^ ^-r—

VL.S.
■ ■ i" *rmm

E.

1^
■^Tn

Inc.

^Hnmm ^^^m ^^rmm ^TT^ ^^W» ^^rmm
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THE

VITAGRAPH

COMPANY

Presents
FRANK

DANIELS

TKe Dean ofinall Comedians

"THE

ESCAPADES
OF
Each Morning
THE

HEARST

MR.

JACK"

NEWSPAPERS

Present* Jimmy S-winnerton's funny drawings of tKe "MR. JACK"
pictures on tKeir page of cartoons.
TKe cartoons are funny,
but not so funny as
FRANK

DANIELS
in tKe reel

Tkis

"MR.

JACK

HIRES

Week

A

STENOGRAPHER"
TKere are eigKteen and a Kalf
billion stenograpKers in tKe world,
and seventeen and nine-twelftKs
billions answered Mr. Jack's
advertisement.
Mr. Jack is sad —
sad because tKe otKers didn't call.
But "tKe otKers" pounded on tKe
door, not a stenograpKer but
Mrs. Jack OtKers.
A tKousand foot frolic of funny
film — of foolisK frets and frills.

-^1

Released Monday?, May ist
TKrougK tKe V. L. S. E.

^^VITACRAPH

COMPANY oP AMERICA
EXECUnVE OTTKXt
EATT -IV sr. and LOCUST AVE.. DROOKLYN. N.Y.
NEW YORK - CHICAGO • LONDON • PARIS

2630
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NEWS

HE/UmVIUlGRMHI

Ever9 twenty -four Kours tKe v^orld is sKocked hy a
sensational piece of nev?s. TKe newspapers are hardly
off tKe presses before tKe Hearst- VitagrapfK News
Pictorial flasKes tKe same news tKrougKout tKe country.
TKe

News

value of a ney^s pictorial is its news.

means ever}) Kappening of interest from every part of
tKe vJorld.

In no otKer news release can you get "all tKe news all
tKe time," except in tKe HEAR5T-VITAGRAPH
NEWS
PICTORIAL.

Of course, you pa>) for tKis service! But, anytKing
wortK Ka\)ing is wortK pa3)ing for, and tKe up-to-tKeminute exKibitor is paying for it, and is satisfied. He
gets wKat Ke pa>)s for— results in tKe box office.
Mr. ExKibitor, if ^ou are not using tKis News

Reel we

understand
Kope you \\'ill see one — and tKen -^ou
wK>) Kundreds of successful exKibitors demand
and will take no OtKer.
HEARST-VITAGRAPH

Released

Twice

a Week

TKrougK

tKe V.

L. S. E.

COMPANY oP AMERICA
€%<?VITACPAPU (xccunvx
ocriCK
•''Hf'4TiEATT 15* ST. «,<! LOCUST AVE. DROOKLYN. N.Y.
'1 #■ NEW YORK • OJICACO
LONDON • PARIS %.F

B» inre to mention "MOTIOK PICTUHE NEWS" when writing' to advertisers.
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General
Film

Service

LOIS
MEREDITH

ill

in

SPELLBOUND

Direction

Wednesday
May

H.M.&'E.D.Horkhei

17th

offer in the
EVERY

General

FOURTH
A

Five
with

LOIS

Reel
such

JACKIE

Feature
stars

KING

SAUNDERS
The

Publicity

A big campaign in
newspapers
and magazines.

be adequately told in
less than 5,000 feet of
film. NO PADDING.

Special press sheets.
Big variety of posters.
Special lobby displays in frames.
Cuts and matsJ ^
Hand colored slides.
Heralds, streamers,
etc.

Big stars, gorgeous
sets, superlative photography.

Lexington

as

MEREDITH

Knickerbocker Star
five reel features are
stories which cannot

326

service

WEDNESDAY

HENRY

■

of

Avenue,

New

York

City

mer
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Success

founded

General

SERVICE

upon

Film

Will

Vol. 13.
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Service

never

grow

less.

WHY?

Because
By

a

it's bulwarked

Stood

An

exhibitor

Branch

that

policy
the

wrote

test

of

[to our

has
time.

Omaha

Manager: —

"The only thing we are sorry for is that
we didn't sign for General Film Service two
years ago. Our patrons are simply crazy
over your programs.

General
200

They couldn't be beat."

Film
Fifth
New

Company
Avenue

York

Be sure to mention "MOTION FICTTTBE TSTEWS" when writing to i^lTertlteri.
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If you like the "News," writs our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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RESURRECTION

MOLLIS"
OF
Presenting an all-star cast of
eminent VitagrapK players.

Is] a tKree part drama

Of Keart tKroLs —
Of tke love of a girl,
TKe supposed demise of Ker \o-Oer,
And the joy tkat follows Kis resurrection

"THE

RESURRECTION

HOLUS"
OF
Is anotKer one of tKose
Broadway? Star Features
TKat are knov?n as tke best tkree reelers
in the world.?
Released Saturda^), May 6tK,
TKrough tKe General Film Company

^/t&yiTACMPU

COMPANY oP AMERICA
EUEomvi omcu
EATT -IV-ST. ami LOCUST AVE. DROOKLYN. N.Y.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • U>NDON • PARIS

Be mire to mention ■ MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.

Vol. 13.
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THE REGULAR
VITAGRAPH
PROGRAM
For tKe Week
Commencing May ist
Consists of

"Jane's Husband"
One-part Comedy — Monday, May ist
Presenting :

A One-F>art Comedy
Featuring Edith Storey
For Monday.

"Some

Another Comedy Release
On Friday.

EDITH STOREY
and Thomas R. Mills.

One-part Comedy — Friday, May 5th
Presenting :
MART ANDERSON,
Webster Campbell,
Anne Schaefer and Otto Lederer.

"TKe
And a TKree-part
Broadway Star Feature
Enacted by an all star cast
On Saturday.

Ckicken

Resurrection

Three-part Drama — Saturday, Maj) 6th
BROADWAY" STAR FEATURE
of HoUis
Presenting
:
Walter McGrail, Belle Bruce
and Arthur Cozine.

Released through the
General Film Company.

^(?VITAGIUPH COMPANY oP AMERICA
(xccvnvc o*nccx
EAST IV ST. Mi LOCLfST AVC BROOKLYN. N.Y.
%0
NEW YORK* CHICAGO • LONDON • PAIUS

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By iriving YOU value.
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TUBIN
RELEASES

WEEKT

OF

MAY

I

THjEBOCKSHOriii
MWDONCOMEBV

THE
MAY 4NONE
MAY

"

(two act drama)
E
CANDL

SO

BLIND
(three act DRAMA)

6

(one ACT comedy)

FAfflER'S

NIGHT

OFF
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America's
SIS

Most

Famous

SERVICE

Funmaker

HOPKINS
In tiie One Reel Comedy

"A

DUMB
Released Friday,HEIRESS"
May 5th
The rollicking laugh-maker, Sis Hopkins, is the heiress' and she is dumb because
a palmist
has told
that the
to will mishap
be her life's
tune hunters
flockheraround
her first
and man
causesheonespeaks
laughable
after mate.
anotherFor-in
this thotisand-^oot succession of smiles, snickers and laughs.

Goan?

If you
Four-a-Week, Each
a Sure-Fire Subject
with Admitted BoxOffice VeJue — But
at the Price of Ordinary Releases.

Kalem Short Pictures Have Feature
Headliners — But
You Get Them in
Regular Genera]
Film Service.

—

me

"HAM AND THE MASKED MARVEL"
"ROMEO OF
COAL-WAGON"
Vivacious
EthelTHETeare
in a delightful
The popularburlesque
Ham ofin thea prize
rapid-ring.
fire
knockabout
mix-up
which
turns
a
joke onMaythe 3joker.
Released Wednesday,
Released Tuesday, May 2
Courageous HELEN GIBSON, the most daring actress in pictures, in
"THE
HUMAN
TELEGRAM"
Released Saturday,
May 6
A quarter mile slide down a shaky telegraph wire strung over the precipice
and across the yawning valley is the climax of an episode of the "Hazards of
Helen"
with and
the a thrills
that haveone.
madeBarely
this have
seriesyour
famous.
daringin
slide is apacked
new thrill
nerve-gripping
patronsThesettled
their seats again when Helen astounds them once more by dropping from a rope
to the top of a speeding train.
One and Three Sheet. Four-Color Lithographs on all Kalem one reel releases

KALEM
235-239

COMPANY

W. 23d

St., New

York

City

The moie YOXT read tliese advertisements tlie more osefol to TOIT we oan make tlio "Newi."
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May
"THIRTY

"Plump
Loving

May
"A
with
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18th

DAYS"
with

and and
Runt"
(Hardy
Ru({e)

wives, a cruel judge
and a hobo

19th
FAIR

EXCHANGE"

"Pokes
and
(Burns and Stull)

Jabbs"

Clothes don't make the man
when it's a police uniform

Slapsticks with stories. Superior casts
Comedy posters that start the laugh
326 Lexintfton Avenue, New

York City

COMEDIES
Every
Every

Friday

Thursday
POKES

PLUMP
and

and

RUNT

Be jure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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12th

"BROKEN
Featuring

and

2639
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FETTERS"
Landis

Madeline

Pardee

soul struggle involving

women
who
an instant.

two.

met but once— for
★
★
★
Coming

"THE

CHORUS

AND

THE

Marie

»»

~ !

May

19

GIRL
KID
Featuring

Empress

"The

Colonel's lady and
— Kipling
Judy O'Grady are sisters
under their skins."

1 Direction

of H. M.

£y E. D. Horkheimer

'Posters that invite business, not frighten it away."
325 Lexintfton Avenue. New York City

Knickerbocker
Every
The
Quality
Three

HNICKERBOCKER
Reel

Release
FEATURES

We have secured advertisers to talk to YOU. Listen to theml

Friday

in

The

General

Film

Service

2640
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of

Photoplay

You know the old saw about brevitybeing the soul of wit.
Just as surely is it the soul of
the photoplay.
Essanay's one, two and three reel
comedies and dramas are condensed
to pure essence — no dilution —
nothing superfluous.
The action is quick, sharp, clear,
concise.
Essanay goes to as much pains to
pick its short subjects as it does
its longer features.
It picks each for its proper length
and gives 5^ou the best there is to
be had.
Its greatest actors appear in short
plays as well as in the longer.

"Rsisia

miay

Trade Mark
IU8.U.SJ»4t.lB07'

1333 Argyle St., Chicago

Be «ure to mention "MOTION PICTUHE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Essanay's

Short

SERVICE

Subjects

"IN THE

MOON'S RAY"
presenting
Francis X. Bushman

A story
kidnaping
and their
ruse.
2 Act

of the theft of a scarab, the
of a girl by a band of crooks,
capture through her clever
Drama

Reissued May 2

"THE
FABLE
OF THE
WHO
PREACHER
FLEW HIS
KITE BUT
NOT
BECAUSE
HE

WISHED

TO

DO

SO."

By George Ade
May 3
One of the inimitable humorist's
new, quaintly satirical fables on human
foibles.
/ Act Coincdv
"ONCE

A THIEF—?"
presenting

Bryant Washburn and Nell
The world is quick to blame
once found guilty. Is the world
Is a man once a thief, always a
3 Act Drama
May

Trade Mark
Reg.U.S.P»t.l907

Craig
a man
right ?
thief?
6

1333 Argyle St., Chicago

Onr advertiMtt tell iu wliea we rive 70TT the best magrazine.
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TTie^MATCHMAKERS
t^ZZ^i BY WILLIAM ADDISON LATHROP \i
THREE-PART DRAMA WITH A^
STRONG
COMEDY^ INTEREST!!^

I

Featuring Sally Crute, Robert Brower, "the grand old man of the movies," and
William
screen. Wadsworth, whose character delineations have made him famous on the
This is the photoplay
film about that
whichhasthebeen
Moving
PicturebyWorld
said: "It atis its
a clean,
unpretentious
appraised
the director
true
value, and made thoroughly entertaining by the acting of the cast and the manner
of its pictorial embellishment."
Released Tuesday, May 2d
ONE, THREE AND SIX SHEET POSTERS
THE
REAL
DR. KAY
SINGLE REEL COMEDY, with Raymond McKee as the aspiring young doctor,
and Guido Colucci as the lawyer who was mistaken for the doctor.
Released Wednesday, May 3d
SINGLE SHEET POSTERS
ORDER POSTERS FROM MORGAN LITHOGRAPH CO., CLEVELAND

Pioneer Makers of Motion
Pictures
Orange, New Jersey
2826 Decatur Avenue,
Bedford Park, N. Y.
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to serve you

The

General

Film Company

Branches

Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Haven
Newark
New Orleans
New York City (4th Ave.)
New York City (23rd St.)
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland

Atlanta
Baltimore
Bangor
Boston
Buffalo
Butte
Charlotte
Chicago (City Hall)
Chicago (Wabash)
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas
Denver
Des Moines
Detroit
Harrisburg
Houston
Indianapolis

St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Scranton
Seattle
Spokane
Syracuse
Washington
Wheeling

Jacksonville
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Memphis

Wilkesbarre
CANADA

Montreal
St. John

Toronto
Winnipeg Vancouver

General
200

Film

Company

FiftK Avenue
New

Tork

The "ITewt" adTertliers believe Y0t7 worth while; justify fhem.
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"Th
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PAGE

1333
Chicago
Ceo ^\gyle
K. Spoor,St.,
President
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INTERNATIONAL
HIM
PRESENTS

9fe

SERVICE..^

MJfSTERIES

toattxritio

UOWM)
a^Q

ESIABRODK

JEANSDIHERN.

Reduced

V^VHARJON

Sbxy hf ihremti
ocenario

Carru^oiv

ACHIEVEMENT

We

do not need to use superlatives —

Nor

do we

deem

it necessary

to say that
THE

MYSTERIES

OF

MYRA

is the greatest feature series
ever released.
We

will let this information
come

from

1,487

of the

leading exhibitors, reviewers
and

newspaper

attended

men

who

the private show-

ing of this feature series.
And

furthermore, to reiterate
our contention, we might

add that out of an audience of1^48/ we actually
closed

703

THIS

IS HISTORY!

You

can

nearest

book

contracts.

it at our

exchange.

ID-

*
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130 West 46th St.
New York City

WORLD
FILM
CORPORATION

The

New

World

Film

Trade

Mark

-: ;

Typifies

a

New

Day

for

Exhibitors

For with it comes the first of the New Day Brady' Made pictures.
For the first time exhibitors may obtain pictures not alone under the name of, but
under the personal supervision of the foremost theatrical genius of the time.
Into these plays are thrown all the stars, all the directors, all the resources that
formerly went to make up two big weekly feature releases.
Then comes the great national advertising campaign to still further popularize the
pictures of this already nationally known producer.
Never before has a new trade mark symbolized so much of dependable quality backed
by years of experience and success.
Don't delay your booking and miss the opportunity to be the exhibitor of your
communis to tell the public through the display of this trade mark that you can show
them the I,much demanded

World

P ictures,

Brady^Made

nil niiiiiliiiniilii'iiiiiiHM rill r i iin i mm i nrini nn i ii M I iin Ml n n II rui li I liii 1 1 rii n M[ ■ Ni i iii ||p ||||| ii . m
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiniiiiunniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii!iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
A iBtgtflat't inooen ii measnred by its adTertiaingr.

Look over th« "Itswt."
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"i ThsaTi's Goers

NA/orld

Film

Thousands

of

Corporation
Dollars

to

Is

Aid

Spending
Exhibitors

With thii double page spread in the Saturday Evening Post, May 6th,
World Film opens the greatest National Advertising Campaign now being
conducted in the motion picture business.
Every two weeks until the Summer

months a full page ad. will also appear.

Reaching the millions of readers of this great publication it will create a
demand to see the new Brady^Made plays in every community.
Your patrons will ask you for them.
When
NeW'Day

they do, be in position to tell them that you will show

these

pictures regularly.

Shrewd exhibitors took advantage of our startling "Show Me" Day offer
which met with instantaneous response the country over on April 24th.
If you missed it, wire for a World

Film salesman or contract now.

'iiiimm
'

""'I li.iiirinilj

miillllHIIIi'M'!" 'l!l|'ljl!l!i|lPpariii;iii':'!ii" !i'ii[:!'i"ii'iMiiiiiiiiiiinillllllillli|J
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These
Who

Are

the

Produce

Master
\A/orld

Directors
Pictures

Their past performances are indicative of their future results and your
assurance that they will produce only dependable plays.
Tourneur directed "Trilby" and "Alias Jimmy Valentine"; Capellani prO'
duced "Les Miserables" and "Camille"; Chautard is responsible for "The Rack"
and "The Boss"; Crane made "As Ye Sow" and "Old Dutch"; August staged
"The Yellow Passport"; Thornby did "Her Maternal Right"; Taylor picturized
"Passersby"; O'Neill contributed "Bought."
Under the further supervision of that master craftsman of the stage —
Wm. A. Brady — can there be any doubt in your mind as to the supreme
quality of pictures these geniuses will produce?
Directors, stars, pictures and national advertising combine in their strongest
elements to make NA/'orld Pictures, Brady^Made, supreme in the feature field.

FRANCIS NELSON U EDWIN AUGUST UMmOSTRICHE J i\IIC FRANCIS U DORIS ffiNYON UARTORASEEYM MOLLIEWNG U JOHN HINES UaAW WHIPPLE

li..li::i:tttt
YOU are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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PRESENTS
Film Corporation

KIMBALL

YOUNG

in

THE

FEAST
A New

OF

LIFE

Day Production

A gripping picture of life and love that adds much to the laurels of
A. Capellani, the director of "Camille" and other great successes.
it is another of the NeW'Day, Brady' Made plays typical of these
dependable successes to follow:
Kitty Gordon in "Her Maternal Right"
Robert Warwick in "Sudden Riches"
Alice Brady in "Tangled Fates"
Gail Kane in "The Other Sister"
WORLD
130 West 46th Street
:'lll'!''lliili!l"ii':ii:iMiiir!i|.
r^^ffllliil:
lll!:illlllllllllTHII!II!f;!l|l|||||

FILM

COKPOKATION
New York City

iiMinlilJIIiJIiHLIIirririliiiriiiiiiiiMiiHiiiiii
WWLP
FILM OTroMfSOM
.''i'ii'"iniriii'!!iii'!iiii!iini!iiiiirriiiiiiiiiiiiti!,iiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiinni!i'![iiiiiiiiinnii
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WHEN

The

"sure-fire

gets

stronger,

series" —

more

with each release — is pouring

vivid,

a golden

of box-offices. Quick action will bring "The
your house.

BOOK

YOU

the

series

more

stream

into thousands

Social Pirates" treasure to

are spreading like wild-fire and you can't afford to be TOO

"The

that

powerful

IT NOW! — for the reports of overwhelming

Next

SHOW

success

LATE!

Release:

Master
Swindlers"
Released Monday , May 1st

Sixth of the fifteen two-reel episodes — each telling a complete story. Mona

re

and Mary turn their attention to the "Social Pirates" of the art world and
clash with Harry the Hun, an art thief, and Melnotte, a crooked dealer.
Gripping in its tense cross-play of clever wits and desperate schemers, with
suspense that holds to the last scene.
Featuring MARIN

"•"i OLLIE

Stories by GEOR
GE
SAIS

KIRKBY

BRO^SON

HOVi'ARD

A Special General Film Release — Ask Your Manager
The Tremendous Publicity Backing

KALEM

COMPANY

235 ^est

Many a packed house is directly traceatle to an advertisement in the "News.'

About
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-4Ke most magnificeni motion picture aoVel
eVer presented. Cosi ^960,000°*'to produce.
Twenty diapterX-anew feature chapter every weelc
beqinnina May22'**l Word-ftory in leadinq newipaperr.
Ziei^,Mi$9Bi]Iie Burke; ihefupporlin^caSi headed

A^Mr.Henry Kolker; ihe auihorf, Mr.SrMrf. Rupert
Huqher; ihe producer, Ceorqe Klcine. Wire your
neareft Kleine Exchange ai once.
GEORGE KLEINE
805 East 175 thST, NcwYorkCitM •

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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H.B!Vt&mer

TheBeggatr
o£

CawMLpoire

For the week of April 30th the TRIANGLE-Ince Picture will be H. B. Warner in
"The Beggar of Cawnpore." This, the second play in which this popular star appears,
is a picture so powerful yet so picturesque that it will seldom be equalled.
Based on the Indian Sepoy Rebellion and the terrible massacre of Cawnpore which
was a vital point in the history of India, C. Gardner Sullivan has woven a wonderful
sketch around the happenings that transferred the entire Indian Government to the
English Crown.
Just imagine the terrible fighting
that is staged between the British and
a horde of savage natives five times as
large. Picture the realism of this great
conflict as charge after charge is made.
You and your patrons alike will appreciate the bravery and courage that
are shown.
H. B. Warner
is an officer of
the British
Army Medical
Corps working on an East Indian Desert.
Deserted by his
native assistants who believe the camp to be infected with
cholera he is left alone, with his dead
the dangerous
companion, there to exist on the smouldering sands of
the burning desert until he is relieved from his desperate
condition.
The horror and terror of it all
"gets" him and he resorts to the aid of
morphine in his medical cabinet.
Lower and
lower he sinks, until on his return
to civilization the drug has such a
hold upon him that he cannot shake
it off, and he leaves his sweetheart in
disgrace.

Be s'T" to iTKiTitior "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" ■when writing to idvertisers.
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This

Man

Sank

2(

\TRIANG
p LE.
L
A

Deep

months later Warner is living in a disrepu^I^^H
in Cawnpore leading the life of a helpless,
hut
table
^l^^w.^.t^aJj^^^B
^^SLf^^l^^^^^B
drug-crazed beggar in the crawling slums of this
mysterious city, kept alive only by hasheesh, the Indian substitute for cocaine.
In a vague underground way he hears the first rumblings of
the Sepoy Rebellion.
The single spark of manhood that is left
tries to come to the surface, but it is a terrible struggle. The crav^^S^ ^i^d fancies of
.^^^M^^fc^^
Br

^^HH^HTN^j.
nJJ^v^^^BCpQl^

the diseased mind
long neglected

rewarded,
for at this ^^^^^^^^^^^^|||^^^^^^^^^
come to Cawnpore
^^^^^^^^^
^0"ous but
to visit an aunt. His knowledge of the ways of the natives, of their plans and ambitions
makes it possible for Warner to rescue the girl of his heart from her terrible predicament
and win back her love.
The way he does it constitutes a sequence of scenes rarely
/
thrilling.
For the same week the TRIANGLE-Fine Arts Picture will be Norma Tal-

n

madge in "The Children in the House," a picture that is bound to touch the heart
strings of every married man and woman.
If you are an exhibitor and are not running TRIANGLE PLAYS why not /
"i^'
send in the attached coupon for convenience? Possibly there is some further / Gentlemen:
I UB u
uT^^,^,
information you may desire.
^
n r. at,.

TRIANGLE
■■■■^^^

FILM CORPORATION,
■
1^ ■
■

TRIANGLE

1457

Broadway, '
N.
am.
■

Plesae pliee my
Y. // PLAYS.
£^T?1S
/ nsme
on the maUlnc Uit
for the Triangle weekly ud
/

Address
PUVY//£
=
^^^.sS^mssBSBn umitsssSBtaJa Capacity

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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of iheHour!

"The Secret of the Submarine" strikes the fever-heat interest of every red-blooded
American — pictures the subject of strongest appeal in view of our nation's present relation to
the world war !— shows the remarkable submarine invention-idea, attributed to Thomas A. Edison, with which
the U. S. COULD SM.\SH ALL THE DREADNAUGHTS AFLOAT!! Furious subsea struggles are enacted by an intrepid company headed by Juanita Hansen and Thomas Cliatlerlon, tlie popular co-stars!
Book
Which

The
Can

Be

Greatest
Shown

In

Attraction

Your

Community

RUSH RESERVATION
NOW— to get "first chance" for exclusive run. Release
date, May 8th. Fifteen Two-Act Chapters — one released each week. Stupendous production —
costing fortunes — made by the producers of "The Diamond From the Sky" and "The Girl and The Game" —
Samuel S. Hutchinson and John R. Freuler. Act now — get this money-maker for your house.
Apply to the "The Secret of the Submarine" department of any Mutual
Exchange, or at Mutual Film Corporation, 71 W. 23rd St., New York City.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON
President
AMERICAN
FILM
COMPANY,
Inc
CHICAGO, ILL.

Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to sudvertisers
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FEATURE

Each chapter of "The Secret of
the Submarine" is crammed with hardsurprises,Chapter
astounding
feat; — thrilling
full ot
patriotic hitting
fervor!!
One shows
undersea struggles — the smashing of the inby the the
spy —ocean
his —escape
from theof subsea boatventioninto
the sinking
the
submarine and deadly peril of the occupants ;
Get this enthralling American Film Novel <>i
the Hour! Get the big calibre cooperation
that goes with it.
Over lOOO
Newspapers

Leading
to Print

Powell's Great Story
E. Alexander Powell, famous war correspondent and
submarine authority, has written the
stirring narrative, "The Secret of the
Submarine."
It will
millions
— who will
want beto followed
see the mo-by
picturesto— coast:
in the livest newspapers
from tion
coast
New York World
Philadelphia Inquirer
Pittsburgh Gazette Times
Baltimore American
San Francisco Chronicle
Indiatnapolis
Star
BuffcJo Courier
Cleveland Leader
DeJIcis Journal
Omaha Bee
Milwaukee Jou: nal
Los Angeles Record
And lOOO
Others
This

Opportunity

Means

BIG

MONEY!!

It means capacity — standing 'em up out to the
street!!
too powerful
to let
to another This
house. is Vour
reservation "competition"
involves no obligation
— sogo
R-U-S-H it now! Don't miss this chance to show "The Secret
of the SubniariiiL" and boom the popularity of your house.

Tf you like

News." write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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I

^TheBton

Edward Goxen,
Lizette Thorne and
George Field featured

$

in a "Flying A" twopart domestic drama
with a delightful comedy relief. Directed
by Thomas Ricketts.
Released May 1st.
....
Lying
Lips
Frankly n Ritchie, Winnif red Greenwood and Eugenie Forde in a five- part, powerful
Masterpicture. Strong heart appeal in every foot of this virile masterpiece. Directed by Edward Sloman.
Released May 4th.
With

a

Life

At

Stake

A "Mustang"
western life.
Art byAcord
Nita Davis
a compelling love story,two-part
with new, drama
thrillingofadventures.
Directed
William and
Bertram.
Releasedin May
5th.

Billy Van
Deusen's
Ancestrie
Ain "Beauty"
costume
comedy bywith
Carol
Halloway,Released
John May
Sheehan
and John Steppling
the prominent
roles. Directed
Archer
McMackin.
3d.
All

For

V
V

Nutting

Orral
and May
Lucille
by Phil Humphrey
Walsh.
Released
7th. Ward in a "Beauty" comedy that is a riot of fun. Directed
The American Film Company standard of excellence is reflect'id by large and steady
box office profits. Insure your money-making by booking these productions.
All "Flying
A," State*
"Beauty"
and "Mustang"
distributed
throughout
the United
and Canada
ex':luaively productions
by the Mutualare Film
Corporation
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON. Pre..
CHICAGO, ILL.
I

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertiieri.
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MUTUAL

MOTION

BinMSnisDreain
A VOGUE
Comedy
that hits the "bulls-eye" of success
—with Paddy McQuire, Rena Rogers, Arthur Moon and Louise
Jwen — all VOGUE
stars and 100 per cent laugh makers.
Directed by Jack Dillon. Released May 7th.

Out

For

The

Count

Arthur Tavares and Madge Kirby!
The last word in
comedy production. This VOGUE
comedy is a screaming hit.
Poor little Madge almost marries a fake count.
Directed by Rube Miller. Released May 2nd.
Vogue
Comedies
are in vogue. Be the
popular exhibitor in your community. Show
VOGUE
comedies — and get the crowds ! !
Distributed throughout the United S'ates and Canada
exclusively by Mutual Film Corporation.

'\If\CJW
VUIjUEi

nil MCinc.,
riLiTlOy

Slapstick With a Reason

and Santa Monica
Gower
Los
Angeles,
California

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look over the "Newi."

\GUB
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MUTUAL
MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

\

6aamoDt

Co.

PRESENTS
TAe

QUALITWFAITH
STARRING
GERTRUDE
A N;D ;

ROBINSON

ALEXANDER
RELEASED
\\
^\

IN

GADEN

MAY

WHICH

I
A

WO

SAVES LOVE
A
MAN'S

MINISTER
WHO
HAS
FALLEN

J

3
GRCAT
GAUMONT
SINGLE
MUTUAL
SEE

REELS
WEEKLY

AMERICA

FIRST

KARTGOW
KOMICS
••REEL
LIFE
THE
MUTUAL
FILA^
MAGAZINE.
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WEAKLING

(2 Reels)
A craokerjack red-blood story, made in
Florida. The cast is Barbara Gilroy,

Louise Emerald Bates, Harris
Gordon and Thos. A. Curran.
Released

May

2

SSCOMEDIES
IIIIIU
KILFUL
RUGGIST'S
ILEMMA

May-'^1
^^'-

Frances Keyes in a ludicrous chain of
lightning situations. The kind you
like.

LEIGHER'S
sllll" TRATEGY
A unique picture with some
d a r e - d evi 1
work
in the
snow.

iSi
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lias made

more?

exhibitors

than

P/JRTS
moncY
any

of ecjual mad^nitudc

^^1^
I ' ^
s\M
\gA
p
monlns

No. 18.

for more

other

feature

in the history

oP

maintainQd a i
rental
minimum

n ^

>5V
^
of^lOO. a dax} for SxyL
and every print was bookecl solid

played
16,000 in
admissions
Gass ^loTheatre
Spokane

at 0/N6
25^alweek
trie
in

/\/(?t Profit lo fiousQ ^2,100. Ran Twcek^
alThe Grand Circus in Pelroih ©"weeks at ^
Qi-iinn's ^uperba , Los i^ngclcs.
PA/nAQEP
GQQP5
Rm 7 TO 21 vf\ys f\i rnese big hcmszs
- cinanmi
• CHIC^CO

ORPHEUn
BUTTCRFLy

CLEUH/lrtP
CLEi/6LflnP

LIBERTy
P(\R\S

t1fLM/lUKE£
PORTOLfl
■• S/ltlFR/inCISCO
PICKVWICK
SflliD/EOO
GflRRICK • •• niNHE/tPHIS

I^

^

FILM

SIJiTV-EIOHT

EflRninC

BOOKiriQS

PROVE
MUTUAL

STRfldP •WINTER
- ROCHeSTER
neTRopoLiTflii •• sr.PflUL
CLASS (\
SPOMNE

POWER

FOR

Ti4£ EXHIBITOR
HAS "^.^LV
BEdUn.
RETURI1
DflTES

' 1)
^
W

•- msH,D.c.
BUFFALO

/>) HEW

TERRITORIES

. ^sU yourMw^\

(f}(chdna(/

CORPORATION

tranches

in

rtMERICrt

J^^5/V/y /?. /7?£-i/^ £•/?.
7/ West l^'-'St.
Be iurt to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertiser*.
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The

Stars who

%

in Metro Pictures during
the Summer months:
Mme.

will appear

/

Petrova

Francis

X. Bushman
Beverly

Bayne

W(5
Lionel

Barrymore
Emily

Stevens

Harold

Lockwood
T

May

Allison
Edmund

Breese
Viola

Dana
S

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

Drew

c
Msurguerite

Snow

Ethel Barrymore
Mabel

Taliaferro

COMING—

The
Francis

Treat

of the Season

X. Bushman

In a Stupendous
ROMEO

and

Beverly

Production

and

Bayne
of

JULIET
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UNICORN
FILM

SERVICE

CORPORATION

Quality
Reasonable

Attractive

Films
Prices

Posters— Efficient

Service

THE exhibitor who uses UNICORN FILM SERVICE will receive the
highest quality of one and two reel subjects. There is something
refreshingly different about UNICORN pictures — the comedies are
really humorous, the Westerns are full of life, and the dramas tell a strong
interesting story — plus the fact that the casts are made up of stars and
prominent actors of national reputation — and, best of all, the prices for service
are particularly reasonable.
We release twenty-one reels per week — three a day.
UNICORN FILM SERVICE POSTERS are of exceptionally striking
designs, the kind you have always been looking for; one and three sheet posters
with one reel subjects; one, three and six sheet posters with two reel subjects.
The efficiency of our organization is something you will learn through
association.
EXCHANGES:
Boston
29 W.Washington St L. J. Meyberg
207 Pleasant St. . Fred B. Muiphy IIndianapol
Chicago
.
Mailers
Bldg.
Blanche
L.J. Schlaifer
St.
L. C. Gross
Cleveland . 730 Prospect Ave.
'^7 Dwig
Sp""gfi^^*^'
Eastern
TrusthtBldg.
>r nch II Bangor,
125 Fourth Ave. .
New York City 130 West 46th St. . W. L. Merrill Pittsburg.
Jack
Kraemer
W. D.
Ward
Buffalo
. 23 W. Swan St.
. Fred B. Murphy Detroit . 183 Jefferson Street
Harry E. Coffey
Cincinnati
531 Walnut StSalina St.
Western Division Manager — J. A. Eslow
^- dway
ny, '680 Broa
^y^"^"^^
Branches 1I Alba
Philadelphia 1309 Vine St. . . . A. G. Steen
To Be Opened May 15th.
Sam Werner Atlanta
.
St. Louis . 3628 Olive St.
San Francisco
Dallas Washington
Salt Lake City
Seattle Portland
. . J. W. Morgan Denver
Kansas City Gloyd Bldg.
New Orleans Los Angeles
Minneapolis Produce Exchange . . J. C. Woolf
We are ready any time now to serve you — are you
ready? For particulars write to the exchange office
in your territory, or direct to New York Main Office.
UNICORN
126-130

West

FILM
SERVICE
CORPORATION
IKE SCHLANK, General Manager
New York City
46th St.

{Names and dates of our releases can be found in "schedule of
current and coming releases" on back pages of this publication)

We have secured advertisers to talk to YOU, Listen to them!
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all over the country are
BOOKING

animated cartoons featuring
I
In

Side

MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
VERMONT
MASSACHUSETTS
CONNECTICUT
RHODE ISLAND
NEW YORK CITY
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
DELAWARE
MARYLAND
DIST. OF COLUMBIA
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
VIRGINIA
I
OHIO
MICHIGAN
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
WEST VIRGINIA
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
WISCONSIN
NEW YORK STATE
EXCLUSIVE OF
GREATER NEW YORK
MISSOURI
KANSAS
IOWA
NEBRASKA
CALIFORNIA

I

I

Connedies

If you have not booked these box ofRce attractions, telegraph or write
the live-wire exchangeman in your section.

I

I
1

Splitting

TEXAS
MINNESOTA
NORTH DAKOTA
SOUTH DAKOTA
WASHINGTON
OREGON
IDAHO
MONTANA
AUSTRALIA

PHOENIX FILM CORPORATION
131 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
MUTT

AND JEFF FILM EXCHANGE
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

ELECTRIC THEATRE & SUPPLY
13th & Vine Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
STANDARD
FILM
STANDARD

^..mcinnati, ot°
(Jnio
SERVICE glfrfirjFILM SERVICE Detroit, Mich.

LIBERTY FILM RENTING CO.
105 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM
207 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

CO.

ESSAMAR FILM CO.
15 W. Swann St., Buffalo, N. Y.
ASSOCIATED FILM SERVICE
Gloyd Building, Kansas City, Mo.
MUTT & JEFF FILM DISTRIBUTORS
Freemont, Neb.
PEERLESS FILM SERVICE
100 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Investment Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
REX

AMUSEMENT
CO.
Galveston, Texas
ZENITH FEATURE FILM CO.
Lyceum Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
REELPLAY FEATURE CO.
1019 Eastlake Ave., Seattle, Wash.
AUSTRALASIAN FILMS Sydney, Australia
American representatives, 729 Seventh Ave, New York
I

I.
Be sure to mention "MOTION PIOTTJEE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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91 pages

of paid advertising —
Issue of April 22

Not

exceeded

93

by any other picture journal

pages

of

paid

of that week

advertisingIssue

Three

pages

in excess

of the

the^second|largest|amount

jl04

of

paid

of

pages

picture

journal

advertising

in

carrying

excess

the

advertising
amount
regular

of

of

that

of

week —

any

MOTION

IN

ever

VOLUME

May

6th

journal

the

of

largest

carried

in

NEWS

OF

AD-

EXCELLENCE-

IN

ADVERTISING

next

a

journal.

RELIABILITY-

EDITORIAL

will be repeated

week.

amount

and

picture

IN

page

29

carrying

that

picture

PICTURE

VERTISING-IN

This

of

largest

advertising

issue

LEADS

the

second

April

advertising —
Issue

Greatly

of

RESULTS!

week- --Watch

the change

The mote YOV read these advertisements tlie more useful to YOTT we can make the "Hews."
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industry

is fully
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Manufacturers
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Distributors

The

Accessory

The

Players
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reigns

hereby

victory
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Central

The
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Place

Grand
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Show
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Every
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and

possible

and

thank

invite

believe

the Exhibitor

Come

in While

Makers

and

the victory

cordially

represented —

rests with

their friends

full cooperation
is essential

the

Space

the Exhibitors.
who
from

to motion

have

all others
pictures.

Is Available!
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for

nition and their
and

unqualified

leaves

of

them

in

3, 4,

Finest

the

Exhibitors

their

the

1, 2,

Birth

The

By

Central

May

The

Exposition

~

Great

The

recog-

complete
victory
for

co-operation.
The

roll of honor

is attached.

It tells the story of practical recognition because each name stands
for a space

contract

at the

Palace

Exposition.
This
before
Rolfe,

list will be twice
the

Art

Motion

A.

quality

as long

opens.

Governor,

tee for the
tion.
LEE

show

B.

Exposi-

OCHS, President
Branch No. 11

Picture

League

218 West

A.

is a guaran-

of our

of America

42nd Street

Palace
5, 6

Show

Since

the

Industry

have

a mood

Exhibitors

THE

ROLL

OF

HONOR

Metro Pictures Corporation
Vitagraph Company of America
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
Mutual Film Corporation
Thanhouser Film Corporation
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Triangle Film Corporation
Fox Film Corporation
Rolfe Photoplays, Inc.
Columbia Pictures Corporation
Quality Pictures Corporation
Popular Plays & Players
Famous Players Film Co.
Simplex Photo Products Co.
Typhoon Fan Company
Menger & Ringe
Automatic Ticket Company
American Photoplayer Co.
William Sherry Film Co.
B. F. Porter
American Seating Company
General Electric Company
Morning Telegraph
Novelty Slide Company
Motion Picture News
Moving Picture World
Exhibitors Poster and Supply Co.
Northwestern Electric Co.
Champion Sport Exhibition Co.
Motography
Cash Register Co.
National

Motion Picture Mail

The "News" EidTertiseis believe YOV worth while; jiutify them.
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Stars Appearing

DAVID

HORSLEY

CRANE

In

PRODUCTIONS

WILBUR

In Mutual

Masterpictures

GEORGE

OVEY

In Cub Comedies

MARGARET
WILLIAM
And

GIBSON

CLIFFORD

The Celebrated

BOSTOCK
ANIMALS
In Centaur Features

DAVID

HORSLEY

PRODUCTIONS

Regularly Released on Mutual Program
Book Them at Your Mutual Exchange
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Not
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Well,
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Records,
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CHAPLIN'S

CHARLIE

ON

BURLESQUE
An

Box=office

Essanay-Chaplin

Comedy

"CARMEN"
in Four

Part^

Form1204
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"When You See it

"The Exhibitors*

in 'The News*

Medium of

It's NEWS"

[HAS THE gUALITY CIRCULATION
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
427 SO. FIGUEROA STREET

SEVEN

Volume XIII

HUNDRED

NEW YORK CITY
AND TWENTY-NINE
MAY

What

Will

OF THE TRADEj
SEVENTH AVENUE

Communication'*
CHICAGO.
ILLINOIS
no SO, DEARBORN STREET
No.

6, 1916

Chicago

THE

following letter seems to close at once and for all
time the wholly unnecessary and greatly exaggerated wrangle between the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League
York show matterand
: the Board of Trade over the New
Motion Picture Board of Trade of America, Inc.,
18 East Forty-first Street,
New York City.
Mr. J. Stuart Blackton:
Dear Sir:
We have your communications of the 19th and 21st inst.,
and after due deliberation, we are satisfied that it is the intention of your body to co-operate with the Motion Picture ExLeague of
America,
therefore,
we accept
your
propositionhibitor's
with
thanks,
and and
we will
forthwith
recommend
that the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America give its
hearty approval and support to the Exposition held by the
Motion Picture Board of Trade of America, Inc., at the Madison Square Garden, May 6 to 14 inclusive.
With the acceptance of your offer, we feel that all misunderstandings are swept away and that henceforth it will be
the duty of both of our bodies to co-operate in every possible
manner for the best interests of the entire industry
Yours very truly,
LEE A. OCHS,
President of State Branch No. 11,
Acting as representative for the Motion Picture
Exhibitors'
of
* League
*
* America.
DY "greatly exaggerated" we mean that there were
^
never any cross-purposes between the directors of
the Board of Trade and the exhibitors of New York or
of the National League. An original neglect grew through
added misunderstandings and misrepresentations into what
seemed to be antagonism.
The muddle is cleared. We are to have two shows.
And now with harmony back of each, with enthusiastic
co-operation all along the line — and what is of more importance, with the air cleared and minds thinking of the
future, it would seem that it will all be for the best.
^
^
^
pr XHIBITORS are pretty well stirred up and, judging
from reports there will be a heavy attendance at
both shows. This will make the exhibits worth while.
Good spirited advertising will send the public in paying
numbers through the door-s of both expositions.
Two weeks is not too long for a double exposition such
as this one promises to be, with Art Director Rothapfel
and Art Director Rolfe each on his mettle and a friendly
rivalry back of each management to outdo the other in the
way of entertainment. Surely visiting exhibitors will get.
their money's worth this time.

18

Do?

DUT we are already thinking l:)eyond New York and
'-^
about Chicago and the Exhibitors' Convention there
in July.
This convention has vast possibilities. It can, if it will,
accomplish the one great need of the day, namely, a genuine and powerful working combination between all present
organizations and branches of the industry. It can, if it
will, build a united front.
:|; Hi ^
W7E

are all pretty sure of one thing now — and that is
that our enemies are without and not within the
industry. We have learned — and the wrangle here in New
York helped to this end — that there are no differences of
aim and intention between manufacturers, exhibitors and
distributors, that on the other hand each branch needs the
other's
mighty
badly, not only for outside fighting but
also forhelp
inside
prosperity.
*
*
*
VY/E have no places now for those with rnalice in their
^
hearts, for agitators, for peanut politics, for "rule
or ruin," for half-baked speeches on exhibitor .oppression
and the like. We want to forget the past and think of the
future.
We want construction. We want constructive leaders,
constructive organizations. We want conferences. We
want the best exhibitors and the best manufacturers and
the best distributors in and at the head of their respective
organization and all of them conferring and working out
the serious economic and legislative problems that will
seriously impair this industry if intelligent conference and
unified action do not correct them.
sfi
^
""PHE signs are in the air — of this better, broader spirit.
In Cincinnati the exhibitor? are working hand in hand
with the Chamber of Commerce, tackling civic problems
like any other legitimate business house. In Pittsburgh
the Screen Club is fighting a state censorship in a way
that wins tmiversal admiration and respect.
This is constructive work.
/^HICAGO can make this spirit, the work, the policy of
^ this whole industry — first by electing a set of officers
for the M. P. E. L. of America M'ho will be leaders in the
best sense of the word, — constructive leaders, and secondly,
by working out a practical scheme of country-wide cooperation with the industry at large.
William A. Johnston.

Copyright, 1916, by Motion Picture News, Inc.
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law. Overworked as most of the judges are, they assume,
for the sake of speed, that an administrative body like
the censor board is right unless the contrary is proven.
And then they make it as difficult as possible for the private
individual to prove the contrary.
We regret exceedingly that the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court frowns upon the exhibition of a picture in the trial
of a case against the censors, as a common practice. We
think such an exhibition the most efficient and intelligent
evidence a judge can have — the only first-hand evidence,
it might be said. The picture on the screen in the courtroom is the whole case on celluloid. The judge may
instantly place himself in the position of both parties as the
film passes before his eyes, and determine whether censor
or producer is in the wrong.
*
*
*
A ND, apart from this excellent feature of such a practice,
it is the producer's only real safeguard against the rather reckless animosity of a censor whom he has haled
into court--an animosity which has been revealed on
several occasions.

The ofUce of the company is the address of the oncers.

In spite of the Supreme Court's ruling, we trust that producers will continue to insist upon their right to exhibit
the pictures that are the bases of their suits to the court.
Sooner or later judges must see its wisdom.

Entered as Second-Class matter at the New York Post-Office.

The Tribune and Censorship

Subscription $2 per year, postpaid in the United States, Mexico, Hawaii,
Porto Rico and the Philippine Islands. Canada, $3; Foreign, $4 per year.
N. B. — No agent is authorized to take subscriptions for Motion Picture News
at less than these rates. Have the agent taking your subscription show his
credentials and coupon book.

""THE sincere gratitude of the entire motion picture
industry, as well as that of Motion Picture News,
is extended to the New York Tribune for its exhilarating
declaration against censorship, published recently
apropos of the Cristman- Wheeler bill passed by the New
York State Legislature.
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Overworked Judges and Officious Censors
'T'HERE is little comfort or satisfaction for the motion
*■ picture manufacturer in the decision of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court this past week, sustaining the State
Board of Censors in their appeal from the Court of Common Pleas, which reversed the censorial findings on the
picture, "Vjrtue."

^

't^

IN eflfect, the Supreme Court ruled that the lower tribunal can only properly set aside the judgment of the
censors upon the ground that they have been guilty of
"an abuse of discretion."
Abuse of discretion, in the administration of a law like
this, is, of course, easy to recognize, perhaps, but hard to
prove. It is a phrase that seems to mean a great deal more
than it actually does mean.
'T'HE powers of a censorship board are, of necessity, almost entirely discretionary. They have, and can have
no exact standards to apply. Discretion, like charity, can
be made to cover a multitude of sins. An abuse of discretion is something about which you may have a moral certainty, and yet be utterly unable to demonstrate it as a legal
certanty. And the more general the powers of a Board like
this are, the harder it is to prove abuse of discretion. No
one knows what is expected of the censors and what isn't.
The Board itself doesn't know. But it solves the flifficulty
by assuming that it has a right to do anything it pleases,
and succeeds in so many instances that its members
come at last to feel highly insulted if any unfortunate
producer happens to call
* them
* to *account.
'T'H.XT is what the Pennsylvania Board of Censors have
done and are doing. And they are able to do so only
because the courts are too busy to stop and interpret the

"TF the authorities want to tax motion pictures they may
be able to justify that on economic lines," concludes
the editorial. "There is no possible justification for an
attempt to set up a censorship over them in addition to
what the law now provides.
*
*
*
*'|VIOTHING could be stupider, as a matter of. state
policy, that to undertake to censor anything written, published or presented by pictures. And specifically
there is now probably less real occasion for any interference with the commercial output of motion pictures on
the score of decency and morality than there ever has been
in the brief history of the industry. The manufacturers
have learned that smut *and *
suggestiveness
don't pay."
*
"WERY true. The manufacturers have. It was a diffi' cut lesson, but it has been learned.
But when will the professional reformers learn that
smut and suggestiveness won't pay them any more, as far
as the American people are concerned, than it has paid the
manufacturers ?
The Pittsburgh Screen Club and Mr. McAleer
"VY/E TAKE pleasure in directing the particular attention of the entire industry, exhibitors and manufacturers alike, to the inspiring work that has been and
is still being done by the Pittsburgh Screen Club in
combatting the oppression of the Pennsylvania State
censors.
It is almost without a parallel in the history of the
business — but it should not long remain so. We commend the Screen Club of Pittsburgh and Mr. John
McAleer, chairman of the Campaign Committee, to all
those who are compelled to defend themselves against
censorship, — as an example and as an ally.
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Audience of 1,500 Hear Orchestra of Thirty-one Pieces and Chorus of Thirty Voices Make Formal Opening — Men
and Women Prominent in Industry as Well as Amusement and Social Circles Present — Light
Effects Impressive — Special Program Is Arranged for the Event
nience of patrons have evidently been Mr. hand, and the foyers, balconies and boxes
SL. ROTHAPFEL opened his longpresented a scene almost as brilliant as a
^ heralded Rialto Theatre in New
Rothapfel's
principal policy. The Rialto night at the opera. The performance was
York, on April 21, with a blare of Theatre has an atmosphere of vastness,
delayed to allow the crowds to surge
trumpets. The blare of trumpets is not a roominess, cleanliness and safety. Everyaround
figure of speech, for the formal opening
thing is provided for the patron as comments. the house and inspect its arrangewas announced by an immense orchestra,
pletely as at the Metropolitan Opera House,
with a preponderance of brass, backed by a and the ushers, in neat livery, each with a Striking Light Effects
large chorus pouring forth its greeting, silver-mounted swagger stick, are polite,
Then a bugle call announced the fact
while an audience of more than 1,500 rose and above all, serviceable. The seats are that the entertainment would begin in five
to its feet and applauded enthusiastically.
comfortable, and every one gives an unob- minutes. The corridors were quickly destructed view of the screen.
The opening of the Rialto must be looked
serted, and by the time the orchestra struck
upon as a decided success. It was also a
The lighting effects are a source of con- the first notes the seats were filled.
sincere tribute to Mr. Rothapfel, for while
stant admiration, and the program is pracLights, shedding a soft violet glow over
things are seldom apt to work smooth on
tically the same as those which Mr. Roth- the auditorium, changed to lavender, to
apfel inaugurated at the Strand and the rose and to a soft yellow, while the great
an opening night — and did not in this case
— the audience came prepared to like the Knickerbocker, in New York.
pipe organ, one of the largest in the counplace, to be pleased with the entertainment
A special program was arranged for the
try, started in on the special dedication
offered, and to cheer Mr. Rothapfel and his opening night, but we are given to under- number. The orchestra, of thirty-one
staff on every possible occasion. Thus the
stand that this same program will be fol- pieces, and a chorus of thirty voices joined
lowed in form at all performances, with in.
new theatre starts its career under auspicious circumstances, and with every prosweekly changes. This is the order of enThen came the "Rialto March," a stirtertainment presented for the opening :
pect of proving the same example and aid
ring number, after which Hugo Reisento other exhibitors that its promoter has 1. Opening of the Rialto; special music
feld, the musical director, leaped up the
made of other houses which he has made
steps, reached behind a maroon curtain,
and singing, including the "Rialto and
famous all over the country.
brought out Mr. Rothapfel, who bowed
March,"
composed
for
the
occasion
by
The various New York dailies reported
A. Holzman.
to the cheering audience.
the opening of the Rialto as an event of 2. Rialto topical digest; a combination of
Although the Rialto was announced as
various news weeklies.
importance to the public and of significance
a theatre without a stage, it has enough
to the amusement world. It remains for 3. Two solos by Mary Ball.
of a stage to accommodate not only the
Motion Picture News to report the event
large chorus, but to provide room for
Classical dance, by Pauline McCorkle
and Violet Marcellus.
dancers. These extra numbers, however,
to the exhibitor. In doing so, we can furnish no more pithy summary than to quote 4. Travelogue pictures.
were kept short, and the Rialto kept well
from Alexander Wolcott in the New York
5. Violin solo by S. Fidelman.
within its character of photoplay house.
Times:
Orchestra, boxes and balcony were filled,
6. Five-reel feature — Douglas Fairbanks
Luxury, Attractiveness and Convenience
in "The Good Bad-Man."
and everybody on hand seemed anxious '^o
7. Baritone solo by Alfred de Manby.
have a part in making the new venture a
"Thethat
difference
queer, onjiggly
Male quartet.
success. Mr. Rothapfel and his executive
films
used to between
serve asthechasers
the
staff, consisting of Alfred de Manby, perKeith programs fifteen years ago and the 8. Two-reel Keystone comedy — Roscoe
sonal assistant; Charles G. Stewart, manelaborate photoplays of 1916 is no greater
Arbuckle in "The Other Man."
ager; Edwin Mocsary, treasurer, and Ben
A representative gathering attended the
than the difference between the evilly ventilated little nickelodeons and the luxurious
opening. Men and women prominent in H. Atwell, publicity director, were very
the motion picture industry, as well as in much on the job, each one with his hands
theatre which was opened last night."
amusement and social circles, were on full in his separate department.
Luxury, attractiveness, and the conve-

f HOW THE AUDITORIUM OF THE NEW RIALTO THEATRE LOOKS:
REAR OF ORCHESTRA FLOOR, SHOWING APPROACH TO
I
GENERAL IMPRESSION OF THE DECORATION SCHEME
MEZZANINE AND BALCONY
§iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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cost of much lal)or. Tilings so intricate in
their details cannot lie perfected under
I ARE YOUR PATRONS DOING | these conditions, and when their newness
I
THIS, MR. EXHIBITOR? | wears off the imperfections should disI Motion picture theatre patrons of | appear.
Mr. Rothapfel has a large staff to assist
I Terra Haute, Intl., are writing to their |
1 congressmen and senators to oppose | him in bringing perfect order out of his
I any legislation that is designed to bring | arrangements. Besides those already men1 about federal censorship of films. |
tioned, the stafT includes : Dr. A. L. Robyn
I The Terre Haute Tribune has been | and Edwin Johnston, organists ; Belle
I running editorials on the question, in | Louise Siegel, secretary ; Lester Rowen,
I one issue remarking:
| chief operator; George Larbig, chief elecI "It can be said now that the bill has |
trician; William Fox and William Galvin,
i much emphatic opposition, but meager |
I support. It is opposed by many who i assistant electricians ; Ira B. Scribner, master of properties ; Joseph La Rose, master
I have not the least interest in motion |
1 pictures, but who object to the estab- | of effects, and Herman F. Innecken, head
i lishment of the censorship principle | usher.
I in this country.
It is opposed by |
The hemi-cycle of loge boxes were oci others on the ground of its needless |
by men and women prominent in
I abrogation of home rule in a matter | all walkscupiedof
life. In the center box J. W.
i which is not of vital importance. A |
I third ground of oppositix)n is the un- | Binder entertained a party which included
I desirability at this time of creating | Colonel and Mrs. E. M. House, Ambassador and Mrs. Henry Morgenthau, and
i new political jobs where jobs are not |
1 needed.
| Mr. and Mrs. William A. Johnston. The
i "Three states — Ohio, Pennsylvania | beads of several of the larger film manuI and Kansas — already have state cen- |
facturing companies entertained parties in
1 sorship. Some of the cities have spe- 1 other boxes.
1 cial censorship arrangements. Where |
i there are no censors police regulation 1
i is deemed sufficient assurance that the i
i public morals will not be corrupted, i WORLD FILM DECIDES TO SEND ITS
PLAYERS TO LEAGUE EXPOSITION
1 And there also is the existing National 1
1 Board of Censorship, an unofficial 1
The World Film Corporation has de1 body composed of sociologists and |
cided that the players on its roster, ini public men who receive no compensa- i
cluding Robert Warwick, Alice Brady, Gail
I tion and whose dicta are heeded by 1
1 the great majority of motion picture 1 Kane, Holbrook Blinn, House Peters, Car1 manufacturers."
i lyle Blackwell, Kitty Gordon, Muriel
Ostriche, Jane Grey, June Elvidge, Frances
iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiif? Nelson, Mollie King, Gerda Holmes, Edna
Wallace Hopper, Julius Steger, Clara
Ben Atwell especially distinguished himWhipple, Frank Sheridan, Doris Kenyon,
Chester Barnett, Johnny Hines, Arthur
self in the arrangement of a "magazine
-Ashley and Zena Keefe and others, will be
program" of thirty-two pages, containing
not only the program for the evening, but at the call of the Motion Picture Exhibalso a biographic sketch of Mr. Rothapfel,
itors League for their annual trade show
three pages of editorial, a description of at the Grand Central Palace during the
the Grand Organ, sparkling notes and
week from May 1 to 6, and that they
verses on the motion picture and kindred
would not participate in any counter atsubjects, announcement of coming pictures
traction, either during the same week or
and numerous advertisements. The spirit later.
of this program is embodied in a little
This decision was reached when it was
learned that the exhibitors were to hold
verse entitled "The Motion Picture,"
the authorship of which is credited to a trade show. The fact that William A.
Alfred de Manby :
Brady, the general manager of the cor" 'A childin was
born' —
poration, believes that the exhibitors are
Cradled
obscurity
the proper medium to recognize in the
And nurtured by unceasing pains
This wonderful invention now hath grown
trade show, led to the final conclusion it
To be a mighty force.
is announced.
Love, hatred, passion.
Comedy
beauty
— of news.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^
The best and
the scenic
world can
giverare
a plot
As
in
a
mirror's
face
The camera doth reflect.
I OHIO CENSORS THREATEN TO |
A thousand minds
I
PROSECUTE EXHIBITORS FOR |
Their genius shall combine
I
DISREGARD OF CUT-OUT |
To minister unto your pleasure here
By
greatpicture.
means —
I
ORDERS
I
The this
motion
I The Ohio Board of Censorship, |
Our talc is told —
1 finding that its cut-out orders on films |
'Tis but
show.
Now
for ayourprologue
approvalto the
we present
I are being disregarded by motion pic- i
1 ture theatre managers in all parts of |
These three great arts —
Light, music, picture, all intent
I the state, has asked Assistant Attorney |
On ministering unto your pleasures here."
1 General Ballard, who has headquar- |
Analysis and criticism of the projection,
I ters in Columbus, to prosecute all of- |
I fenders.
|
lightning effects and other accessory features of the Kialto appear in another place I In all, over one thousand cut-outs |
been ordered, but few of the or- i
in this issue. Although a number of these, 1i have
ders have been obeyed.
Chairman i
especially the projection, and the house ar- I Charles G. Williams acted for the |
rangement, deserve criticism, there is much
i board. It is expected that an effort |
in their defence. It must be borne in mind
1 will be made to send some of the of- |
i
that the Rialto was made ready for this I fenders to prison.
ripening under great difficulties, and at the i{l|!!"lintIII;:niNlllr!:i!N:i1l|l!l!!l[IIIMIIll!l[|l!!:ITII!!lll1llllllllllllll!l!llll|l||IIIIIIIIIIIK^
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TRIANGLE INSTALLS BUREAU OF
INFORMATION
The Triangle Film Corporation has been
forced to make an expensive innovation.
This is a bureau of information for the
convenience of patrons of motion picture
theatres. Thus the producer comes in direct touch with the consumer over the head
of the exhibitor or middleman.
A wire into the new offices of the Triangle in the Brokaw Building, at Fortysecond street and Broadway, New York,
has been turned over to this new department and now all day long one may be
informed that William S. Hart's newest
picture may be seen at Such-and-Such theatre or that Douglas Fairbanks in an old
release is just reaching the screen at the
This-and-That theatre.
S. Eckman, Jr., manager of the New
York branch, is in supervisory charge of
the new service bureau of co-operation with
customers.
TORONTO EXHIBITOR CHARGED WITH
BREAKING LAW BECAUSE CROWDS
WANTED TO SEE METRO STARS
Si^ecial to Motion Picture News.
Toronto, Ont., April 22.
An odd echo of the Metro Ball, held in
Toronto, was heard in the Toronto police
court the other day, when the proprietor
of one of the uptown theatres was charged
with obstructing the sidewalk during the
night when Bushman and Bayne made a
tour of the city.
The exhibitor stated that he was unable
to handle the crowds which were somewhat disappointed at not seeing the two
stars at the time when they were advertised to be at the house. The case was
remanded for a short time.
CORNERSTONE
OF FIRST PARAGON
THEATRE, PART OF CHAIN OF 50,
IS LAID IN BEACON, N. Y.
Louis B. Jennings, president of the
American Film Laboratories, announces
that the laying of the cornerstone of the
Paragon theatre in Beacon, N. Y., was a
great success.
This is the first theatre of the proposed
chain of fifty to be erected by the Paragon
Theatres Corporation.
The ceremony caused considerable stir
in the city. School children, boy scouts
and other organizations turned out in uniform so that from the demonstration it is
an acknowledged fact that the leading citizens of the city arc behind the undertaking.
"WAR-TORN POLAND" GETS PREMIERE
AT STAR, CHICAGO
"War-Torn Poland," Selig, opened its
premiere performance at the Star theatre,
Chicago, 111., beginning Monday, April 24.
The film is creating interest not only
among the Polish population, but other followers of the great conflict now being
waged in Europe.
Territorial rights for "War-Torn Poland" have been disposed of in a number
of States, and the indications are that an
additional number will be sold at once.
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"Civilization"
Is Plea Against
Savagery
of War
Ince Picture, Which Will Take Rank Among the Wonderful Examples of
Cinema Art, Is Given
Premier in Los
Angeles — Almost a Year Was Required for Its Completion and Several Hundreds of Thousands
of Dollars Were Spent by the Producer to Obtain a Masterpiece

special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, April 22.
year and several hundreds
a ands
ALMOST
of thous
of dollars have been
spent by Thomas H. Ince in the
making of a cinema production which
widens the scope of the film industry, or
-the Fifth Estate, as it is now known. This
is an entirely new kind of subject, being
tmlike anything heretofore shown on the
■screen.
"Civilization" is a sermon based on the
-uselessness of war, and emphasizes the fact
that in nineteen centuries humanity has
failed to accept the teachings of Jesus
Christ. As such, it is a wonderful preachment that pictures the suffering resulting
from war, more effectively than it is possible for writers or speakers to describe it.
The film was given its premier Monday
evening, April 17, at the Triangle Majestic
Theatre, Los Angeles, and will be released
as a theatrical production.
The plot for this greatest work of Ince
is decidedly simple, and may be summed
up in the statement that the king of an
imaginary government is brought to realize
that it is unchristian to cause the murder
of thousands that he may gain fame, prestige and additional power, but a marvelous
continuity was worked out for this by C.
Gardner Sullivan which provides spectacular settings and action and highly dramatic
situations.
A Photoplay Sermon
The photoplay sermon opens with views
depicting happiness among all classes, and
in all quarters of the kingdom of Wredpryd, for there is plenty. The war cloud
darkens the horizon and the question of
•declaring hostilities is debated in the house
of parliament. Hundreds take part in the
•enthusiastic gathering in the galleries. The

last speech is for peace, and ends with the
sub-title "Are ye wolves that ye clamor
for the blood of those whom ye do
not know?" and "Will the grief of a million widows assuage that of a few?" The
vote is taken, and so evenly are the factions divided that the question is referred to
the king for decision. At the meeting of
the cabinet war is declared. The Count is
summoned, and the ruler promises him
anything he may desire if he will perfect
a new model of submarine he has been
working on. The Count asks for the hand
of the king's daughter.
Gripping Battle Scenes
There is joy and sorrow at the capital as
the troops march away, and thousands participate in the great scenes. Panorama
views from the tower of the capitol building show the great gathering, the bands
playing, the fond good-byes, and shadows
of the aerial fleet are seen as the crafts fly
above. In the first engagement the army
is repulsed, and a call is sent for more
troops. Men, old and young, are taken
from the bosom of their families and
forced to serve for the glory of the king,
and to quote a sub-title, "Red war grips
the nation by the throat."
A most thrilling engagement with approximately twenty boats of all types taking part is seen'. Several ships are destroyed by various means of modern warfare. The enemy's aerial fleet attacks the
capital city, and aeroplanes are seen dropping bombs on the peaceful metropolis.
The arsenal where the Count is working
on his submarine is dynamited, and he is
carried to the king's palace more dead than
alive. The king summons the eminent physicians of the land, and commands them to
save the Count's life.
The Count in reality is dead, and on the

borderland between earth and eternity he
IS met by the Saviour, who shows him the
horrors of hell with "Behold Immortal
Hate chained to himself— it is him whom
you have worshipped as your god." Finally
the Saviour makes to the Count this proposition: "Would thou redeem the soul
thou hast bartered away for ambiti
on and
pride?" "Grant me to do with as I will
the body thou hast left on earth." "In the
body thou hast granted I shall return to
earth and strive to teach them as I strove
before, that love, not hate, is my Father's
Unusual Vision Scenes
Thee."body of the Count is apparently resceptr
vived after an all-night vigil by the physicians, but it is a different being. His first
utterance is "Let there be peace," and from
then on he is an advocate of peace, causing
riots and pleading with the women to unite
in their demands for the prevention of
further suffering from war. He is arrested
at the order of the king and condemned to
a traitor's death. As he is led to the prison
he faints, and the guard sees in this a reenactment of the Saviour falling under the
weight of the cross. In the prison the
Count dies naturally. When the king arrives to see him the soul that has occupied
the body since its former death leaves, and
the king recognizes in the apparition Jesus
Christ. The ruler is shown the destruction
death and suffering his unnecessary war
has caused, when he is led from place to
place by the Saviour. They visit trenches
where the wounded wallow in mud. He
sees one soldier gouge out, with a boyonet,
the life of another, following the sub-title,
"Love thy neighbor as thyself." The king
is also shown the destruction by bombs
from the aerial fleet, of Red Cross wagons
carrying wounded from the field and an
improvised hospital and its occupants
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TWO SCENES FROM "BUNGLING BILL. DOCTOR," AND "SLIPPING IT OVER ON FATHER" (Vofue Mutual)
blown to atoms. Finally Christ and the
king reach the registry of humanity and
the latter sees his name blotted out.
Thousands o( Women Carrying Lilies
The women organize and a great peace
pageant is given in the courtyard of the
capitol buildings, with thousands of women
in the garb of Sisters of Charity, all carrying calla lilies. "Peace that offers honor
but denies conquest" has been offered the
kingdom, and the king accepts. The army
returns and there is joy for some, but sadness for many, with the starting anew for
all.
This is a picture that holds the interest
from beginning to end. There is hardly a
scene in which the action of the photosermon does not move rapidly. It leads on
and on from one climax to another, until
the king sees the folly of his inhuman
slaughter of thousands, and wants peace.
"Civilization" is decidedly human. Sadness
and suffering depicted in many scenes
strike sympathetic chords in the hearts of
all, and there are few who will see this
picture through without a tear.
"Civilization," in several respects, is one
of the three greatest pictures so far released. Photographically, it is equal to
anj'thing which has been shown on the
screen, and contains a number of scenes
that for beauty surpass previous effects. It
is hard to conceive of anything more beautiful than that of the black cloud from back
of which the moon shines, radiating a silver
lining on all sides. A new toning process
gives wonderful night battle scenes, with
the blue sky above, and the red flames issuing from the guns. The scenes of purgatory, with the writhing mass of naked
forms, gives life to "Dante's Inferno."
Numerous silhouettes of night charges add
beauty.
Fully one-fourth of the picture portrays
land, naval and aerial warfare, with infantry, cavalry, armored motor cars, submarines, torpedo I)oat destroyers, gatling
guns, shrapnel, coast defence mortar guns,
and the entire Pacific squadron taking part.
The destruction of gigantic warships by
submarine projectiles is shown, the photography being so sharp that the projectile
is seen plowing through the water.
Everythin)! on ImmenBe Scale
The production bears out the statement
that no expense has been spared. The

capitol building and courtyard thereabout,
containing numerous buildings of modern
skyscraper type of construction, is but one
setting that cost a small fortune. The
buildings for this were practical throughout, containing glass, curtains and many
furnishings. The interior settings used are
in keeping with the subject, and radiate an
atmosphere of wealth, affluence and splendor. The most expensive were the house
of parliament, the ministerial council room,
the
king's chamber and the princess'
boudoir.
It is said more than three hundred
thousand feet of negative film was used in
the making. This has been cut to ten reels,
which, with the prologue and epilogue, require for showing about three hours.
Every scene is short, and devoid of all but
what
be more
termedthan
"punchy"
action.
There might
must be
four hundred
scenes. The sub-titles are embellished with
suggestive designs in keeping with the
scenes that follow.
Incidental music for the subject synchronizes with the action, and is in harmony with every scene. This was
prepared by Victor Schertzinger, and is
original throughout. The composition consists of a longer score than that required
for a grand opera. There are forty-two
different themes, and the orchestra consisted of thirty-two pieces. There are several vocal numbers given by a chorus back
of the screen.
In the prologue a group of peasants arc
shown toiling contentedly. When the
Angelus rings there is a distant rumble of
cannon, and the war god appears. There
is an instantaneous transformation and the
wake of death and destruction is shown.
The epilogue is a return to the last scene
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of the prologue, in which the angel of peace
stands triumphant over the crushed god of
war.
Strong Cast of Players
Too much cannot be said for the cast.
Howard Hickman and Hershal Mayall as
Count Ferdinand and the king, respectively,
carry the bulk of the scenes, the former
being the most difficult because of the
double role. First he is the ambitious
Count, and later personifies the Saviour.
The dominant figure, the Christus, was
taken by George Fisher. Lola May appeared as the princess, Charles K. French
the minister of war, and J. Frank Burke
the peace advocate. That Ince selected
players in keeping with the quality of the
subject he wished to make is emphasized
by every scene.
In the making Mr. Ince had the cooperation of practically every member of
his directing and producing staff, but of
these much credit must be given Raymond
B. West, who worked out many of the
wonderful photographic effects, and directed a greater number of the scenes in
collaboration with Ince. Mr. Ince also desires to give credit to the following assistants for Iheir aid in the production : Jay
Hunt, Reginald Barker, Irving Willat, J.
Parker Reed, Walter Edwards and David
M. Hartford.
The premier was attended by an unusual
array of screen stars. Every producing
company was represented by leading men
and women, directors, scenario writers,
cameramen and executives of the industry.
Prominent in the audience were Thomas
Dixon and T. H. Gould of National Drama;
Frank F. Wood, DeWolf Hopper, Douglas
Fairbanks, Fay Tincher, Ralph Lewis,
Norma Talmadge, Robert Harron and
Dorothy Gish of Fine Arts; Jack Pickford
of Selig; Ruth Roland and Henry King,
Balboa; George Beban and William D.
Taylor, Morosco-Pallas ; Agnes Vernon,
Thomas Jefferson, Herbert Rawlinson and
Marshall Stedman, Universal ; Mack Sennett, Charles' Murray, Fred Mace, Mack
Swain and Joe Jackson, Keystone ; practically every star and director of the Ince
plant, and a great gathering from other
studios. A local civic organization presented Mr. Ince with a floral offering six
by twelve feet in dimensions, with "Civilization" inlaid in purple on a field of white
carnations.
J. C. Jessen.
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Stars

"Bennett Is More Than Gifted Actor; He Is a Creator in His Art," Declares President Hutchinson — Helen Holmes
Is Known for Her Daring in Railroad Stories — Mary Miles Minter Possesses Qualities Endearing Her
to the Public — Audrey Munson, "Inspiration" Beauty, Has Posed for Famous Sculptors
without her. It is being made with inson prevailed upon Mr. Bennett to star
FOUR stars for special features are an- possible
some novel and effective special effects in with his co-workers in a screen version of
nounced by the Mutual Film CorpoHght treatment. Extreme care is being the Brieux play. The feature, in seven
ration. They are : Richard Bennett,
taken to give it the particular touch of acts, was released by the Mutual late in
Mary Miles Minter, Helen Holmes and
1915, and has been one of the reigning sucartistry that her beauty requires.
Audrey Munson.
cesses of picture history.
The announcement comes from Samuel Features True to Art
S. Hutchinson, president of the American
Munson, an artist's model sought
"These special features will be made in byAudrey
sculptors and painters the world over
Film Company, who came to New York to
'natural
lengths,'
that
is
to
say,
of
a
film
because
of
her beauty of form, has posed
close the contracts for his company and to
necessary to the proper presentafor some of the most distinctive pieces of
confer with John R. Freuler, president of footage
tion of the story and yet held within the American sculpture. Among these are
the Mutual.
limits that make it practical for screening
French's Statue of Evan"These stars will appear in productions
within the requirements of the motion pic- Daniel Chester
of not less than five reels, to be released
geline, the symbolical figure of History
ture theatre. There will be neither padding
which adorns the Florida State Capital,
through the Mutual as special features,"
said Mr. Hutchinson. "These actors will of story or timing to the 'bleeding point.' and a number of figures on buildings at the
features will be true art."
Panama-Pacific Exposition. She appears
work at the American's big new studios at These
Mr. Hutchinson declined to discuss sal- also
on several noted groups of New York
Santa Barbara. Preparations have been
figures in connection with any of the statuary.
made to do the fullest photographic justice starsaryenumerated.
.
to the high standards we have set for these
Helen Holmes Needs No Introduction
Mary Miles Minter, a native of Shreveproductions, both in cast and scenario.
Helen Holmes needs no introduction to
port. La., began her stage career at the
"I am especially pleased to be able to age of five, appearing with Nat Goodwin
the
picturegoing public. Her first engageannounce our contract with Richard Benment was with the Keystone Company. She
and Dustin Farnum. One of her greatest
nett. Mr. Bennett is considerably more
legitimate successes was established in then entered the employ of Kalem where
than a gifted actor. He is a dramatic creher work in the stellar role of "The HazLittlest Rebel." Her first film engageator, a producer, a student of his art and "The ment
was with World Film, where she was
ards of Helen" made her name a housethe public. His very substantial success on
hold word.
the speaking stage is the best evidence of cast for the principal role in "The Waif
Miss
Holmes was selected by President
and the Fairy." Later she went to Metro,
his rare ability to recognize what the pub- appearing
Hutchinson
as the heroine of "The Girl
as
the
star
in
several
photolic wants.
and
the
Game,"
the Signal-Mutual chap"I think Mr. Bennett has for the dra- plays.
tered photoplay which was screened under
Richard Bennett, whose fame as a legitimatic production of the motion picture
the direction of J. P. McGowan. She is
mate star is thoroughly established, scored
that same unusual ability which enabled
now working in "Whispering Smith," a
a certain great editor to always print the his greatest triumph in "Damaged Goods,"
two years in New York and aft- five-reel feature under way at the Ameristory the public wanted and to quit printing which ranerwards
can studios. This is being screened from
was taken to all the large cities
it one day before the public lost interest
the
story
by Frank H. Spearman.
of
the
country.
Early
in
1915,
Mr.
Hutchin it.
Mary Miles Minter Endeared to Public
"In Mary Miles Minter we have acquired
a star who combines the many essential
qualities of endearment to the public. She
has them all— youth, innocence, naivete,
ingenuousness, beauty of face and form,
screen presence, dramatic ability, and an
established following among patrons, especially the younger set. Miss Minter is
coming to us at the most significant period
of her career, at the time when her greatest
work is possible.
"Helen Holmes, who has just signed a
new contract with us, is being given opportunity for work in strong emotional roles.
Her particular daring and skill in the more
spectacular parts are well known. There is,
however, an even more interesting side of
Miss Holmes' work that can be given fuller
development. The parts she will take in
some of the special features to come will
afford unusual interest to her already very
large and established following. She, as
well as the other stai-s working for the
American, will have the benefit of the efforts of the best authors and the best directors.
"The contract with Miss Munson, just
now announced, was closed some weeks
ago and she has started to work on a special art feature. Miss Munson's first photomade unappearance in "Inspiration,"
derplay
the supervision
of Edwin Thanhouser,
was a distinct success.
"The new Munson feature would not be

Two Anxious Young Women Get Try outs at Horsley's
"The Traitor" May Prove Steadfast Friend to Rosebud Hill and Clair Alexander, Depending
Upon the Public's Opinion of This Picture for Long Contract
TWO new members have been added to comedy company in future productions.
They are Rosebud Hill and Clair Alexthe Cub comedy company by Director
ander. Director Fahrney will have an opMilton H. Fahrney, and had their try-out in
portunity to pass judgment on the young
one of the George Ovey vehicles, "The
women, and maybe end his long search for
aMr.
woman
Ovey.who is capable of playing opposite
Miss Hill comes very highly recommended, as does Miss Alexander. Miss
Hill is about two or three inches shorter
than Ovey and Miss Alexander is about
that much shorter than Miss Hill.
In "The Traitor" they are cast as Flora
and Dora, two dancing girls. Both are
said to be exponents of some very novel
and interesting steps, and their work will
be watched with considerable interest.
Besides being a comedy, this picture is
said to be filled with thrills. The blowing up of a two-story building is among
the features, and the flight of George Ovey
in
aeroplane
another
big "punch."
In an
a street
scene adds
in India
Mr. Fahrney
uses
the entire strength of the Cub company, besides fifty extras as natives.
ROSEBUD HILL

CLAIR ALEXANDER

Traitor," and in the event of their coming
up to expectations they will probably be
found
among
the members
of this
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KNICKERBOCKER PRESS SHEETS ARE
ELABORATE
Supplementary to the regular monthly
bulletin issued to exhibitors by Knickerbocker Star Features is a new and elaborate series of press sheets designed as part
of the publicity campaign for the five-reel
Knickerbocker features. The first of these
press sheets will be issued this week in advance of the Lois Meredith feature, "Spellbound," scheduled for release on May 17.
Several novel ideas of arrangement and
subject matter give distinction to the press
sheet and enhance its value to the exhibitor.
While no pains have been spared to cover
the subject from all angles of trade and
popular interest, brevity and conciseness
have been borne in mind, with the result
that all the necessary information is contained in four pages. The bulletin is printed in colors.
Novel forms of heralds have also been
adopted for the five-reel Knickerbocker
Star Features, combining the utmost of artistic effect with the minimum of cost in a
first edition of 1,000,000 copies.
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On Appearance of Turnbull's "Cheat," Lasky, Broadway Theatrical Men Saw Its Possibilities
as a "Legitimate" Attraction, and Woods Acquired Rights to Put It on the Boards
had several conferences with local newspaper men who are to write for Lasky, and
little
a
who
|_JECTOR TURNBULL,
in these conferences has expressed the view
dramatic critic for the New York Tribune,
that the motion picture not only has reached
and went to Los Angeles to join the Lasky
scenario staff, has been in New York for the point of high dramatic development —
the point where it is, and must be pure
the last week, renewing old acquaintances,
drama in itself — but that it soon will lead
and discussing the needs of the screen from
the stage
as a source of material for drathe writers' standpoint.
matic offerings.
Since going to the coast, Mr. Turnbull
Evidence of this is found in Mr. Turnhas been closely associated with Cecil De
Mille at the Lasky studios. He has made
liull's own photoplay, "The Cheat," in
a close study of the photo drama, and has which Fannie Ward was presented. Immediately after its production, several
also found time to write half a dozen strong
photoplays, which have been produced by Broadway theatrical men saw in it excellent material for a stage production ; eventthe Lasky company for the Pararaount
ually arrangements were made whereby A.
program.
H. Woods acquired the stage rights to
One of the objects of his trip to New
"The Cheat," and will reverse the usual
York was to confer with photoplaywrights,
operation by making a stage play from a
many of whom are already under contract:
to his company, and go over with them the
outlook for the future, and the immediate
"We have found," said Mr. Turnbull to
picture.
needs of the scenario department. He has Motion Picture News, "that different audiences require different pictures; they
want pictures laid in scenes, and depicting
Pictures Made by Uncle Sam for Gaumont Scenics
the phase of life which they themselves
Among the "See America First" Series Will Be Tilms of National Parks, Forest Reserves and know. A westerner wants western drama,
a middle westerner, the rural stuff, and the
Industries Under Eye of Government, Taken for Department of Interior
New
Yorker wants New York. But no matTHE unusual interest created by the and places of historic and scenic interest
ter what the locale, the audiences now injust as are at present shown.
scenic series of the Gaumont Comsist that the pictures contain drama of a
Mr. Cowling has traveled wherever the
pany, "See America First," has been
high
order.
heightened by the further announcement
Department of the Interior has had super"It was only a short time ago when the
vision throughout the United States. His screen
that among these pictures will be many
was almost wholly dependent upon
taken by the United States Department of film serves as a record for the departplays or well-known novels suitable for
ment. Acting for the Gaumont Company,
the Interior. The photography was done
C. M. White has had screened the results translation to the motion picture. The
for the government by H. T. Cowling. Mr.
photodrama as a part has developed along
Cowling has filmed national parks, forest
of Mr. Cowling's activities with a camera.
lines quite parallel to the stage, and yet
Those
which
make
a
popular
appeal
have
reserves, reclamation projects and many indecidedly distinct. It was only natural that
dustries whose raw products are dependent
been selected by him for "See America
the stage and the library should furnish
upon conservation by the Department of
a
fund of material, but it was not necesthe Interior.
"I have seen practically all the motion
sary, nor has it proved so, that the screen
The authorities at Washington have
pictures used by lecturers upon the United
First."
to be wholly dependent upon these regiven the pictures their official sanction by States,"
said Mr. White in describing the was
sources.
permitting the use of the following in- features he had secured from the govern"If for no other reason than the fact
troduction which will be used in presenting
ment, "and I can frankly say that I have
never seen any photography surpass the that several million people will see every
the pictures to screen patrons.
feature produced, it should be suffi"These motion pictures were taken by the work of Mr. Cowling. Not only are his good cient
inspiration for well-known writers to
Department of the Interior under whose
light effects exceptional, but he has exconcentrate upon the motion picture. In
ercised the news instinct of a magazine
permission they are now exhibited by the
no medium, not even the newspapers or nawriter and filmed his subjects in a manner
Gaumont
tional magazines, has the man who has
It is notCompany."
the intention of the Gaumont
that brings out their strong and interesting
something
to say so receptive and enormous
Company to release these pictures in concharacteristics to the best advantage."
an audience as that provided by the motion
One of the first releases will be Yosemite
secutive order. To give the series variety,
there will be interspersed pictures of cities National Park.
"As to the adaptation to the stage of well
picture.
known screen plays, it follows as a natural
course that this is to be a step in their
"Gloria" in Big Houses Before General Release Date
evolution and development. With all its
Billie Burke Picture from Kleine Is Signed for Showing in Studebaker, Chicago, Arcadia,
wonderful powers of illusion, strength of
Philadelphia, and Other Large Theatres Previous to May 22
characterization, its breadth of atmosphere,
HEAVY bookings are reported by Ascher Brothers, owners of a circuit of its extraordinary detail, the motion picture,
neighborhood theatres in Chicago and vi- when it does successfully translate to the
George Kleine for "Gloria's Rocinity, have taken the production for each screen a well-known production, neverthemance," the Rupert
film Contracts
novel in
which Billie
Burke isHughes
featured.
of the houses in the chain, while in the
less leaves the actors mute.
are being closed for a showing of the film East and South more than a dozen big
"There have been several original photochain owners are bidding against one anin a few of the largest theatres of the counplays which possess splendid opportunity
other for a showing of the pictures, it is for the spoken stage. When you consider
try prior to the general release date of the
announced.
first chapter. May 22.
that these first have to compete successfully
Among the houses which are contracting
with filmed versions of dramas, it follows
for the serial are the Studebaker, in Chias a natural course that when they are be"CITY
OF
ILLUSION,"
NO
DELUSION,
cago, under the management of Jones, LinGETS SOLID BOOKINGS
decked and elaborated with careful diaick and Schaefer; the Arcadia, in Philalogue, tlicir jxjtcncy on the stage will be as
At this early date, actually less than two
delphia, which is operated by the Stanley
marked and effective as the best plays writCompany; the Mary Anderson, at Louis- weeks since its release, "The City of Illuville, one of the Keith houses, and the
essentially for
the drama."
sion," the Ivan feature current for April,
Mr.ten Turnbull
is taking
several new photois reported as doing big business.
Isis, at Denver, operated by Mr. Baxter.
plays back to the Los Angeles studios.
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Theatres in Many Illinois Towns Inaugurate Children's Programs — 22 Houses in Chicago Give Special Matinees
for Kiddies — In Springfield Two Special Shows Are Given Every Saturday Morning — Other Towns Hold
Special Showings — Cleveland, O., and Rochester, N. Y., Provided for Entertainment of Youngsters
dren was the subject of much discussion
special to Motion Picture News. ■
Bloomington the children are entertained
Springfield, 111., April 22. at a special show, beginning at 10:30 among members of the Illinois branch of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
Saturday mornings. The shows
THE cry of boys and girls of Illinois o'clock
ftmerica, when they held their convention
for motion pictures just for them- are under the direction of the members
in Chicago recently. Indications are that
selves, is being heard all over the of the Women's Club and special committees of the women attend to care for the before long practically every city in the
state. And the demand of these little ones
state
is being backed up by their mothers, for little ones.
dren. will have its special shows for chilThe matter of special shows for chilWomen's clubs in nearly every city are
agitating special shows for children.
Exhibitors are heeding the cry and are
going out to get pictures that are suitable
Children's Programs Prove Popular in Cleveland
attended than ever before. The Alhambra,
special to Motion Picture News.
for children's performances. It won't be
long before manufacturers will find the
Cleveland, O., April 22. with a seating capacity of 1,400, was unable
to take care of all its little visitors. The
demand so strong that they will begin givThe "Better Films" movement worked
ing serious thought to providing films espeout by the Federation of Women's Clubs special children's features were "Aladdin
cially for the little folks.
with the co-operation of the exhibitors, and the Wonderful Lamp," a Jungle comIn every city where children's perform- has been successfully launched in Cleveedy, featuring the educated monkeys. Naances are being given the attendance is inpoleon and Sally, and a news weekly. The
land.
The
first
program
selected
was
creasing. Live exhibitors have found novel shown at the Marquis theatre last Friday new Sidney Drew comedy was approprimeans of advertising these special shows night and the house was packed at both
called "Happytheatre
Childhood
for little ones, and some have arranged a performances. Club women of the city
The atelyLakewood
was Days."
packed to
trading agreement with merchants whereby are supporting the movement loyally, both overflowing all afternoon, and police were
a certain amount of goods purchased en- by personal attendance and commendation.
on duty to prevent overcrowding. Special
titles the buyer to a ticket for the chilOther motion picture houses lined up to firemen were also on duty. The Lakewood
ushers have received special fire drill. The
dren's performance.
At the recent annual convention of the show the selected programs are the management claims that the theatre could
Carlyon, the Angela, Wind-A-Meer, the be emptied in four minutes.
Illinois Congress of Mothers and ParentBoulevard and the Columbia. Each owner
Teacher Association, held at Cairo, 111.,
The Monarch theatre, which is on the
has promised to try out the experiment for
Mrs. Frederick Michael, chairman of the six
other side of the street from the Alhambra,
or eight weeks. The initial program
social service committee, reported on movand the Wind-A-Meer, also had large ating pictures as educational assets. She de- was composed of "The Making of Geoffrey
tendances attheir children's matinees. The
Manning";
"Human
Movements
AnaKnickerbocker theatre, running its regular
clared that the campaign for better piclyzed"; aPathe feature, and "From Jungle program and an additional comedy, was
tures for children was receiving the support of educators and women throughout
likewise packed. Exhibitors declare that
to The
Travel."
Illinois.
motto of the federation is "Something
for
everyone
in
the
family;
enterthe
Saturday afternon children's matinee
"Twenty-two theatres in Chicago are givhas come to stay. There is great competitaining films, worth seeing and remembering special children's performances," she
tion for films specially suited to such pering, with no over-emphasis on bad manners
formances and the exchanges are pressing
said, "and fifteen other cities of the state
producers to meet the new and growing
have theatres giving children's shows. or Children's
bad morals."
matinees
in
Cleveland
and
its
Generally speaking, we have found the suburbs on a recent Saturday were better demand.
E. A. Roberts.
theatre managers eager to co-operate with
us in this work."
Special Shows for Children in Springfield
Children's Films Shown at Regent, Rochester
sixteen years of age must be accompanied
Of course, the children's shows have been
special to Motion Picture News.
a feature among the Chicago exhibitors
by
parent or guardian. To get around this
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
April
22.
for some time, but it is only recently that
the women called for volunteers, and each
There is one theatre in this city pre- Saturday morning finds a squad of them
exhibitors in other cities in the state have
senting a special program of photoplays
been taking up this feature of the motion
in the lobby of the theatre. As fast as
for children each week, on Saturday mornpicture field.
the children come in, the women take
In Springfield, two special shows are
ing. That is as far as the special children's charge of them, dividing them into squads,
given for the children every Saturday
but it is being conhasweek gone
program tinued
afterhere,
week, in spite of the each woman taking care of a group of
morning. Manager Harry Thornton, of
or so, securing their tickets, and seefact that it is not being very well pat- thirtying that
the Gaiety theatre, puts on a special show
they are seated.
ronized..
for the little ones at 10:30 o'clock each
The program usually opens with singing
The programs are presented under the of popular and patriotic airs, led by a
the members of the Women's
Saturday, and League
Improvement
also put on a show
auspices of a committee of thirty women,
woman singer; an inspiring sight. This
at the Christ Church parish house for who have banded themselves together ungives the performance the air of an exerchildren.
der the slogan, "Better Movies for Chilcise, to which the children are accustomed.
At Danville, the Lyric theatre puts on a
There
has been no profit to the theatre
special matinee of vaudeville and pictures
Many of the pictures they have asked so far for this departure from the usual
screened,
every Saturday afternoon. The New Co- for and passed, after seeing them
routine, as the low price of admission
lonial theatre at Galesburg offers fairy aredren."
pictures that had already been shown
means
that a capacity business would mean
tales and similar pictures at a matinee
in this city on regular programs, months
just about making both ends meet, but the
for the kiddies Saturday afternoons. Spe- ago, but they are the sort of pictures suit- management believes it is a good thing, as
cial pictures for the boys and girls are
able for children's programs, and as the it provides a chance for parents to let their
shown at 10 o'clock Saturday mornings
committee wanted them, they were shown.
children see motion pictures, without takat the Colonial theatre at Champaign.
The programs are shown at the Regent
ing them to the shows intended for older
The Bond theatre at Pontiac entertains
theatre, at a nominal admission. The state
to
children
of
on
admissi
Saturthe
on
to
show
as
law
special
a
at
Arthur Ray Tucker.
children
the
day afternoons. At the Irvin theatre in theatres provides that all children under people.
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BUTTONS
ISSUED
BY KALEM FOR
"SOCIAL PIRATES " PUBLICITY
In response to requests from exhibitors
Kalem announces that the small buttons,
which proved so popular a publicity aid
with "Maxim's at Midnight," "Stingaree"
and other Kalem features, have been issued
for "The Social Pirates."
The buttons, three quarters of an inch
in diameter, carry likenesses of Marin Sais
and Ollie Kirkby, the stars in this George
Bronson-Howard series. The early demand
indicates that the buttons for "The Social
Pirates" will equal the one million mark set
by the aids for "Maxim's at Midnight."

150 HOUSES IN CHICAGO PROMISE 10 PERCENT OF RECEIPTS
FOR FUND
Dispatches from Aaron J. Jones,
chairman for the Motion Picture Campai(£n for totheNational
.Actors' Chairman
Fund, Chicago,
announce
Goldfish that Chicago has already signed
l.iO theatres that will give ten percent
of the gross receipts on Motion Piclure Tribute Day, May V->. In this
number are the biggest and most prosperous houses in the citv.
"We are sending you these now, but
we expect to have 100 on the list before May 1.1," said Mr. Jones. Marcus
Loew is preparing a UDique program
for his theatres in New York City and
vicinity for Motion Picture Tribute
Day tliat will pack the houses to the
very sidewalk. With the striking example of these two energetic theatreowners and exhibitors, is the pleasing
fact that nearly 1,200 theatres in the
United States have already heartily
signified their intention of making
Tribute Dav a success and gathering
the $.500,000 for the Motion Picture
industry contribution to the milliondollar endowment of the Actors' Fund
of America
Slaten
Island.and the .Actors' Home on

PICTURE
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NOW PRODUCING AT THE BAY SHORE, LONG ISLAND, STUDIOS UNDER THE
DIRECTION OF RALPH INCE

Rita

Jolivet

and

Edna

Goodrich

with

Morosco

Former Actress, Who Supplemented Numerous Stage Successes with a Number of Screen
Hits, Is En Route to the Los Angeles Studios; Latter Is in Rehearsal of "The Tangle"
ty-one," "The Gilded Fool," "In Missouri,"
announcethen of
CLOSELYment of following
the acquisitio
Vivian
"The Master Hand," "The Easterner,"
Martin, it was learned at the New York
by George Broadhurst ; "His Neighbor's
offices of the Oliver Morosco Photoplay
Wife" and as a head liner in big time
Company that this concern has added two
\audeville in "The Awakening of Minnew stars to its roster in the persons of
erva." In Longfellow's "Evangeline,"
dramatized by Arthur Hopkins, she also
Rita Jolivet and Edna Goodrich. Both
favorites of the screen and stage have ap- became widely prominent. Miss Goodrich
peared on the Paramount Program in the is already at work on her initial Morosco
past under the Lasky trade-mark. Mile.
Jolivet in "The Unafraid" and Miss Goodrich in "Armstrong's Wife."
Mile. Jolivet made her American stage
debut with Otis Skinner in "Kismet" some
four years ago and made an instantaneous
success. Following a long run of this play
at the Knickerbocker Theatre, New York,
she appeared in "When Ignorance Is
Bliss" at the Lyceum, New York; "What
It Means to a Woman," at the Longacre,
Xew York; "A Thousand Years Ago," at
the Shubert, New York, and in other
Broadway attractions. In London she enjoys a particularly large following as a
result of her appearance at the Haymarket, Playhouse, Royalty, Comedy and other
EDNA GOODRICH— EITA JOLIVET
internationally known theatrical institutions.
photoplay, "The Tangle." This producA number of Italian photoplay successes
tion is an adaptation from the play, "The
produced by such organizations as AmMaking of Maddalena," in which Mary
brosio and Gloria Films also present her Emerson
originally starred.
in the chief role. Although the subject in
The Goodrich photoplay will be released
which Mile. Jolivet will make her initial on the Paramount Program early in June
screen appearance under the Morosco
will be followed by the Jolivet promanagement is not known at this time, it and
duction.
is understood that it will be one of George
Broadhurst's recent stage successes.
MME. PETROVA GOES TO BERMUDA
Edna Goodrich, whose greatest characFOR VACATION
terization on the stage was in the starring
Mme. Petrova, who has just completed
role of "The Genius" as Nell, although
scarcely past her twenties, has spent eight the final scenes in "The Scarlet Woman,"
years behind the footlights, during which
for the Metro program, has gone to Bermuda where she will spend a vacation of
time she has scored many triumphs
Among them are "When We Were f wen- from ten days to two weeks.
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Purity'' Plane
"Picture
Plan
Putterers
Puritanic
This Happens to Rochester, N. Y., Just Through a Week of Censorship, and as Far as Public Can See There Is Absolutely No Change in Conditions as Compared with Those in Existence Before Uplifters Left Off Looking
After Their
Special to Motion Picture News.
Rochester, N. Y., April 22.
THIS city has gone through its first
week of real censorship of motion
picture films by the city authorities,
and so far as the public can see, there is
absolutely no change in conditions as compared with those that existed before the
censorship went into effect.
Exhibitors claim that this shows they
were censoring their pictures carefully
long before the city authorities undertook the job.
Commissioner R. Andrew Hamilton, of
the Department of Public Safety, is the
man in charge of the censorship. The
ordinance providing for censorship puts
the responsibility on him, and directs him
to use such men as are necessary to
make the censorship effective. No addition of men to the police force for censorship purposes was needed, according
to the commissioner, who has gone about
the work in a sensible way.
"The theatre proprietors have been
doing much censoring themselves," said
Commissioner Hamilton, in discussing
the situation. "They have contracts
with producers and order from the lists
of films submitted to them. They don't
really know what they are getting until the
films are put on the screens. They are
careful in ordering by titles and synopses
of plays, which are furnished them, and,
when the plays are first shov/n on the
screens, they cut out anything objectionable they see, or, if in doubt, send for
us to look at it. Most of the big theatres
screen their feature pictures before oi¥ering them to the public.
Complete List of Pictures
"We are arranging to have lists of all
the films produced sent to us, with descriptions and reports on them. It will
be possible from these descriptions to
pick out films which may need cutting.
Ninety per cent, of the films produced
are unobjectionable, and it will be for
the theatre men and this department to
eliminate the other ten per cent.
"The motion picture men are co-operating with us heartily, and are prompt in
sending in their lists for inspection, as
well as eliminating objectionable features. Ibelieve the censorship will run
smoothly after a little time, and that we
shall be able to carry out the spirit of
the ordinance to the benefit of the public,
and also of the theatre proprietors.
'"1 do not think it will be necessary for
us to enlarge the police force to look
after this business. An ordinance sergeant, apolicewoman, and I are looking
after the work. Recently I visited two
theatres each night and some in the afternoon, and saw nothing objectionable.
"Other managers had cut parts of
films out before showing them, without
saying anything to my department, which
shows the proper spirit on the part of
the film exhibitors. It shows that they

Own Affairs and Began Regulating Other People's
are really working with this department
Joseph M. Quigley objected. At one
for better conditions. After a short time stage of the fight, the exhibiiors were
the film producers will know better than victorious, having obtained a decision
to send bad films to Rochester, and then from a county judge to the effect that
there was nothing objectionable in the
our work will be greatly lessened.
"The National Board of Review sends film or story, and no reason why it
to us lists of pictures examined and ap- shouldn't be shown. When another attempt was made to show it, the theatre
proved, and also notations of cuts ordered in certain films. We check these which advertised it was promptly closed
by the Department of Public Safety, on
'• up to see if the cuts ordered have been
made. H we find that they have not the ground that it was unsafe.
"Efforts to restrain the police from
been made, we notify the board, and in
future shall refuse to pass additional pic- closing the theatre, by injunction, failed,
the higher courts holding that the mayor
tures made by the delinquent producers.
While the National Board has no legal had the last word as to the safety of a
theatre. So the picture was not shown
authority to enforce its orders, its moral
foice is great, and if its orders should be in the city, though it did have a run of
ignored, it could promptly bring a pro- three weeks in a theatre just over the
ducer to terms by refusing to pass on city line.
Soon after this incident the Common
his productions."
Council
passed the new censorship ordiNo Harsh Censorship
nance, which gave the commissioner of
The remarks of the commissioner show
public safety the right to stop any film
show which in his judgment was not right.
that the censorship in Rochester is not
In other words, it made it unnecessary
to be objectionable or excessively harsh.
to go to the courts and show that a
It was brought about by a determined
legal battle made by exhibitors from out film was objectionable before it could be
stopped.
of the city to show a film to which Mayor
H. H. Edgerton and Chief of Police
Arthur RA^■ Tucker.
Drawing Power Is Aim of V-L-S-E Multiple Films
Big Four Plans for Next Few Months an Unusual Number of Features Capable of Adding
Stimulus to Prestige and Profit of Exhibitors Handling Company's Regular Releases
IN LINE with the policy of the Big of Winston Churchill's best-known novel,
Four to of¥er at frequent intervals fea- is proceeding rapidly at the Selig studios. The same cast which appears in
tures of extra drawing power as added
stimulus to the prestige and profit of the "The Ne'er-Do- Well," will be seen in
"The Crisis," and critics who have
exhibitors
company's
regu- watched
the filming of the feature, are
lar run of handling
releases, the
there
is announced
for the next few months an unusual vmanimous in predicting that Selig will
outdo all its previous successes.
number of such pictures.
With "The Battle Cry of Peace" still
An original drama entitled "The Complaying to crowded houses all over the
bat," is fast assuming shape under the
hands of Director Ralph Ince. This piccountry,
and
"The
Ne'er-Do-Well"
creture is scheduled for nine reels.
ating a success, the new additions will
The Lubin Company is rounding out
give exhibitors a lever with which to
boost sunmier business.
its extensive preparations for the film"Salvation Joan," a seven-part producing of the three Rex Beach novels. "The
tion which marks the return of Edna
Barrier," "The Iron Trail," and "The Silver Horde." All of Mr. Beach's stories
May — the famous heroine of "The Belle
of New York" — to public life as an en- are noted for their rapid action and
tertainer, although only released a week wealth of stirring incidents, and those
ago, has already established box office mentioned above are said to be particularly well suited for camera purposes.
records, while the success of the Essanay-ChapIin reports
burlesque
on "Carmen" is IVY CLOSE NURSES ENGLISH TOMMIES
remarkable,
show.
A Middlesex hospital is at present the
This week marks another eight-reel
scene of the labors of Iv}' Close, the
feature, "God's Country and the Woman,"
presented by the Vitagraph company. It London favorite who, it is understood,
has been running at the Fulton theatre, may soon become a screen star. Miss
Close has been devoting her time, with
where leading critics of the New York
papers were most commendatory in their a number of prominent women of Engendorsement of it.
lish society, to caring for the wounded
The next special production is the and convalescent Tommies at the army
hospital. Miss Close has also taken a
Essanay film version of "Sherlock
Holmes," in seven reels, with William
prominent part in arranging entertainGillette in the part which he has invested
ments at the hospital in which he is
with world-wide success on the stage.
supported by an amateur cast, including
some of the most prominent names in
It is scheduled for release May 15.
Eneland.
Work on "The Crisis," an adaptation
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SOME OF THE BIG SCENES IN WILLIAM FOX'S AKNETTE KELLEKMANN SPECTACLE
Fox Marine Spectacle Finished After Nine Months
Herbert Brenon, Director General, Who Made the Annette Kellermann Multi-Reel, Returns
from Jamaica to the States with Two Hundred of the Company
WILLIAM POX has completed his
Kellermann motion picture spectacle. Annette Kellermann, the star;
Herbert Brenon, the director general and
man who made the picture; Florence
Deshon, Violet Horner, William E. Shay
and two hundred
" principals
and
mermaids,
returned others,
on Wednesday
aboard
the United Fruit Company's liner Saramaca from Kingston, Jamaica, where they
have been working since the middle of last
August.
Nine months of labor were required to
complete this multi-reel spectacle. Twenty
thousand persons were employed in it as
actors. Thousands of horses were brought
to Jamaica for use in the battle and caravan scenes. Camels were brought down
from the "States" and permitted to enter
by special dispensation of the Colonial government.
Every branch and agency of the British
government in Jamaica was courteously
placed at the disposal of the William Fox
organization to facilitate the making of
his great picture.
Work on the film lasted from early
morning in the semi-tropics till late in the
evening. In the burning heat of the noontime the men employed under Mr. Brenon
in the direction and organization of the
picture were obliged to wear duck or canvas cowls to protect them against sunstroke. During the middle of last week
the last foot of film was cranked through
the cameras and the big battery of instruments sheathed for the last time.
Owing to the remarkable weather which
prevails in Jamaica, not more than four
days were lost in actual picture-taking in
nine months. Storms that threatened to
hit Jamaica head-on passed around the end
of the island and spent themselves at sea.
The taking of the mermaid scenes was
attended by many difficulties. Rough seas
endangered the lives of both directors and
swimming girls and many of them were
badly buffeted and scarred against the
rocks that line the edges of St. Anne's Bay.
Accompanying Director General Brenon
back to New York were the majority of
the featured principals in the big picture
and many of the mermaids. These girls,
who were recruited from every part of the
country and are the l)est women swimmers

of the nation, return just in time for the
opening of the summer season at the resorts on both coasts. They will quickly
disperse and work throughout the summer
at the beaches as instructors and lifeguards and also as swimming supervisors
at the pools and playgrounds maintained in
all of the larger cities of the country.
Having completed his first task Herbert
Brenon will now start on another by no
means secondary in importance — that of
cutting and assembling this huge land and
water spectacle. In this task he will share
the burden with William Fox himself, and
they will spend the next months on this
work.
Thus far no authentic announcement
comes from Mr. Fox as to the title of the
Kellermann picture. More than a year ago
William Fox said :
"I am going to make a picture that will
top the five biggest pictures that have been
made up to this time. I will have Mr.
Brenon invest his picture with wonders
that have never before been dreamed of by
motion picture producers."

HARRISBURG, PA., LEAGUE ELECTS
OFFICERS
Special to Motion Picture News.
Harrisburg, Pa., April 22.
The annual election of officers of the Harrisburg Local, No. 4, of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors League of Pennsylvania, was
held in the Regent theatre, 410 Market
street, this city, recently, and practically all
the members were present. The following
officers were chosen : Peter Magaro, Regent theatre, president; James George, Victoria theatre, vice-president; C. Floyd
Hopkins, Colonial, Majestic and Orpheum
theatres, secretary, and Isaac Marcus, Royal
theatre, treasurer.
Plans were outlined for an aggressive
campaign in the next few weeks to increase
the membership of the local, so as to be
able to report material gains in this respect
at the annual meeting of the State organization which is to be held in Philadelphia
in June.
President Magaro, who also is vicepresident of the State League, reported that
the various locals throughout the State already are taking an interest in the plans for
the Philadelphia convention and the most
important session in the history of the
league is anticipated.

Brady Offers to Film Century Theatre "Tempest"
World Official Will Use the Cast Assembled for the Stage Attraction, Including Louis Calvert, Jane Grey, Fania Marinoff, Cecil Wyatt and Walter Hampden
WILLIAM A. BRADY, acting for the torial supervision of the picture, with Mr.
World Film Corporation, has made
Brady carrying out the policy of personally
a proposition to John Corbin and Louis
managing the artistic end.
Calvert to produce in motion pictures the
The production of "The Tempest" will
be begun as soon as arrangements are comforthcoming production of Shakespeare's
pleted, with the acting company dividing
"Tempest," to be put on by Messrs. Calvert
and Corbin at the Century theatre on their time between the Century theatre and
the World Film studio at Fort Lee, N. J.,
April 24.
Mr. Brady agrees in his proposition to allowing four days' work a week at the
use the entire cast as assembled by Messrs.
studio.
Corbin and Calvert, including Louis CalThis is the first step in Mr. Brady's policy
vert, Jane Grey, Walter Hampden, Fania as announced recently of making film productions of New York successes and thus
Marinoff, George Hassell, Cecil Wyatt,
Edward Mordant, Harry Sanford, Fred- doing away with the necessity of sending
crick Esmelton, Reginald Barlow and out inferior casts in No. 2 and No. 3 comFrank Westerton and it is Mr. Brady's inThe arrangement of simultaneous stage
tention to surround the cast with an elabpanies.film production will also be of vast
orate film production becoming the impor- and
tance of the cast and play.
importance in that it will almost insure the
If this offer is accepted by the Corbin and production of sufficient revenue to maintain
itself while showing at the popular prices
Calvert interests, it is thought Mr. Brady
announced.
will assign Maurice Tourneur to the direc-
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Exposition
Topic Discussed
at Brooklyn
Meeting
Local No. 3 of the New York State League Convenes at Triangle Theatre and Seeks Best Way to Promote Better
Understanding with Motion Picture Board of Trade Over Two Exhibitions Scheduled for New York Next
Month — Executive Secretary Brandt Presides — Commodore Blackton Makes Plea for Unity
of representatives of all ends of the busi"But I do not believe that we were
AT an open meeting of Local No. 3 of
ness. It is co-operation that we want, and
the New York State Exhibitors' wrong or unfair in offering the state
League, formerly the Associated
League twenty-five per cent, of the receipts that very manufacturer who favors the
of the Madison Square Garden show if contract system will listen more readily
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Brooklyn,
held in the smoking room of the Triangle the Grand Central Palace show were aban- if the exhibitor's representative is active
doned. The combined efforts of the two in the same body with the manufacturers.
theatre, Flatbush avenue and Fulton street,
organizations would have resulted in that
Brooklyn, on the evening of Thursday,
"Neither," continued the speaker, "is
April 20, the general topic of discussion twenty-five per cent, being much larger the Board of Trade hostile to the Exhibiwas the approach of the two exhibitions
than the entire receipts of the Grand Centors' League. It never was and it never
will be. It is behind the leagues all the
tral Palace Exposition.
which will be given in New York and the
time. Your interests are our interests
"However, the Board of Trade has made
best manner in which the Exhibitors'
League might come to an understanding
another proposal which is now before rep- and the nearer together they get, the betwith the Motion Picture Board of Trade.
resentatives ofyour body. This is that all
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton as presi- the receipts of the Palace Exposition go to
Speeches were then made by Mr. Lesseldent of the Board of Trade represented the exhibitor, and the profits of the Board baum, who supported Commodore Blackthat body in the hot debate which took of Trade show be divided equally between ton ; Samuel Spedon, who told of the sincerity of the Board ; and W. Stephen Bush,
place between sponsors of the League and the two bodies. This proposition is made
the Board. Exhibitor Blumenthal, of by the Board of Trade to signify its will- who praised the efforts of the local body
Brooklyn, led the opposition by several
ingness to co-operate with the exhibitor. for unified action.
Following the meeting, refreshments
heated speaches. He contended that the I fail to see if anything could have been
Board of Trade did not treat the exhibitor
were provided by Mr. Mooney, of the Trifairly and that any exhibitor who was not Blumenthal on His Feet
ter."
angle theatre.
fairer."
continually on guard might be "bamMr. Blumenthal then took the floor. He
boozled" bythe Board. Commodore BlackGOVERNOR
SIGNS MARYLAND
ton went to considerable length to counter- affirmed that the commodore had made a
CENSOR BILL
act this feeling which seemingly existed misstatement of fact and produced his letter to Lee Ochs, of the state League, in
Special to Motion Picture News.
among other exhibitors as well, and at the
which the fifty per cent, offer was made.
Baltimore, April 22.
end of the meeting the League representatives were in a more friendly frame ol "Commodore Blackton has omitted the
The motion picture censorship bill was
mind.
signed by Governor Harrington on Monday
most important
part of and
the he
letter,"
tested Mr. Blumenthal,
read conthe night, April 17. Unless it is proven that
The meeting was opened by Executive
clause
which
gave
the
Board
of
Trade
the
Secretary William Brandt, who, after hearthe bill is unconstitutional by the exhibitors
ing a report of a committee appointed to right to revoke the fifty per cent, offer of Maryland, it will be placed into execuinvestigate the rise in the price of posters, whenever it deemed it necessary. "I ask
tion within the next month or two.
and having read communications between
for
an
explanation
of
this,"
he
said,
"for
Guy L. Wonders, president of the Marythat seems to be a contradiction of the
the local organization and Fire Commisland branch of the Motion Picture Exhisioner Robert Adamson, regarding the offer." Mr. Blumenthal also condemned
bitors' League of America, said that he is
willingness of the Brooklyn exhibtors to the executive committee of the Board of firmly convinced that the bill is not constiTrade
for
the
unbusiness-like
manner
of
tutional.
project pictorial lessons as to the correct
Mr. Wonders was last week in New
manner of using fire alarm boxes, read a their procedures.
In reply to this, Commodore Blackton York, where he consulted various motion
letter from William A. Johnston, commending the purpose of the Brooklyn branch of said : ■ "That last clause was inserted at picture and legal experts as to the best
the state League, and urging them to con- the urgent suggestion of the counsel of course to pursue in defeating the bill.
the Board of Trade. It is merely a legal
sider more seriously national organization.
phrase — a pure formality. Its object is to BIOGRAPH PLAYERS LEAVE FOR NEW
Should
"Watch Outside
Oppression
the supporters of the Madison
Commodore
Blackton
was then called protect
YORK AND PLANT WILL CLOSE
Square Garden Exposition. It should
upon to speak. He urged the exhibitors
The
Biograph Companies on the West
to you."had been settled with Coast have
not to spend time quibbling among them- mean
completed production, and the
Afternothing
this subject
selves and with the producers, as vindictive some debate, Mr. Blumenthal launched on
business
of
the
organization is being cominterests outside the business demanded
another theme, and said that a body completed
by
Lee
Daugherty,
manager of protheir whole-hearted antagonism. He called
posed of both manufacturers and exhibitors
duction, and John Waldron, business manattention to the fact that a bill had just
ager. Walter Coyle, Alice Murrell, Dan
never exist in harmony. "Conflictpassed the state Assembly at Albany, pro- coulding interests
will prevent co-operation along Grey, Jack Drumier, Walter C. Robinson,
hibiting the appearance of children under
lines," he said. "Do you think that a Gretchen Hartman and Jose Ruben desixteen years in pictures, and what dire any
parted last week for New York. The plant
manufacturer who wants to tie an exhibieffects this would have on every release
tor
down
to
an
iron-clad
contract
in
which
will
probably
be closed within the next two
of the manufacturer if it once became a that exhibitor is forced to take any and all
weeks.
law. Such menaces as this, the commogood or bad, that the manufacdore pointed out, should be enough to put pictures,
turer thrusts on him, will work side by
KATHLEEN BUTLER RETURNS TO
to route all internal dissension.
side with that exhibitor in suggesting new
SCREEN FOR GAUMONT
In referring to the two expositions to measures for the good of the business?
be held, and the deplorable state of affairs The open booking policy, already inaugurKathleen Butler, who has been seen in a
that made this possible, Commodore Black- rated by one feature concern, would do number of Gaumont productions, notably
ton said : "There have been misunderaway with this, but general open booking "The Secret Agent" and "The Ace of
standings on both sides. The exhibitors
Death," has returned to the screen.
have not understood us and we have not will be a long time in coming."
- She has a prominent role in a forthcomBlackton
Makes
Harmony
Plea
ing Gaumont production now being filmed
understood you. But the Board of Trade
bears no ill feeling toward the exhibitor.
"I heartily favor open booking," replied at the Jacksonville (Fla.) studios. As yet
We have made mistakes and we are will- the commodore, "but that is not essential this photoplay has not been named. It is
ing to ask your pardon.
to good will in a Board of Trade composed planned to release it late in May.
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Pearl White Seeks "High Arf on 18th Story Sign
Pathe Star, After Climbing Heights of One Mode of Artistic Expression, Shows Skill
Painting Four-Foot Letters Way Above Sidewalk While Crowds Wonder at Her Daring
IT is not an easy thing to startle Broadwayites. Satiated with sensational
stunts of every description, it requires
something new and especially thrilling to
make them take notice. Yet on the morning of Saturday, April 15, Pearl White, of
Pathe, gave Times Square thrill after thrill,
and compelled public attention to the extent of lengthy stories on the front pages
of five of New York's leading newspapers
and strong stories in the news columns of
practically all the others.
The Godfrey building at 729 Seventh avenue presents to Times Square, the heart
of New York, a huge expanse of blank
brick wall unrelieved by a single window.
At the top, eighteen stories up, is an electric sign, the text of which line by line
may be likened to a ladder. It was by
clambering down this sign that Miss White
was enabled to reach the narrow scaffolding swaying in the stiff wind below.
Se\-eral interesting things happened before the little star stepped from the parapet
and swung herself over space to the elec-

Claw," in which Miss White stars, forced
his way through the crowd with a copy of
a morning paper in his hand. "Is this

true. Miss White?" he demanded, pointing
to an article telling of the coming stunt.
On hearing that it was, Mr. Jose promptly

trie sign. On arriving at the building she
was met by the representative of the Sign
Painters, Paper Hangers and Decorators'
Union, who presented her with a card
which certified that she had been duly
elected to the union. When she stepped
out upon the roof she was greeted by a
swarm of reporters and cameramen who
had been tipped off as to what was about to
happen.
A belt attached to a cable was offered to
her,
declined
withwhile
scorn.
"I've
done but
worseshe things
thanitthis
working
in pictures" was her comment. While she
was standing upon the parapet Edward
Jose, the producer of the serial "The Iron

No. 18.

forbade the thing. "I can't afford to have
you take this risk," he urged. "My serial
is not finished, and an accident would be
fatal not only to you, but to 'The Iron
Claw.'
Please don't
it !"be moved and
Miss White
refuseddo to
two seconds later was out upon the sign.
In two or three minutes after a dizzy climb
she reached the scaffolding while the
crowds upon the roofs of neighboring
buildings and in the streets set up a cheer.
Miss White's artistic efforts while upon
tlie sign were mainly devoted to painting
a huge "P. W." in four-foot high letters,
which can be read for blocks.
This work of truly "high art" having
been accomplished she clambered bravely
up the sign again, and then posed patiently
while half
the cameras in New York took
"stills"
of her.
P. A. Parsons, the Pathe publicity man,
put the stunt through in conjunction with
T. M. Alexander, of the Motion Picture
Board of Trade. Mr. Alexander is having painted upon the building a huge sign
advertising the exposition at Madison
Square Garden from May 6-13, which sign
furnished the basis of the idea.

PEARL WHITE, PATHE STAR, AS A PAINTER
ON AN 18-STORY SKYSCRAPER

PEAEL
WHITE,
PATHE,
PEEFOEMING A
HAZAEDOUS STUNT; CLINGING TO THE SIDE
OF A NEW YOEK SKYSCEAPEE

Vol. 13.

ALICE BRADY AT WORK IN
"TANGLED FATES"
Alice Brady is working on a five-reel
World
FilmArthur
play entitled
Fates,"
in
which
Ashley "Tangled
and a cast
of
fifteen principals will support her.

Chambers' "Common
Law" for Clara Kimball Young
Offer of S12,000 for Screen Rights to Novel Was Recently Refused by Famous Author — Deal
for World Film Is Effected by Farnham, Woods and Selwyn
A TRANSACTION of interest was the there has been speculation as to the
character and quality of the pictures in
purchase this week of the world's
which the star would be presented when
picture rights to Robert W. Chamber's
should begin opernovel "The Common Law," by the Clara the newations inorganization
July.
Kimball Young Film Corporation. Since
Lewis J. Selznick first announced the
This novel, "The Common Law," has
formation of this producing cdmpany
been read and discussed by thousands of
people. A number of big producers have
considered purchasing the novel from
Mr. Chambers but all have weakened, it
is said, when the novelist set his price.
The actual figures are not being announced, but the story that Mr. Chambers recently scorned an offer of $12,000
for the rights to screen his book may
be taken as some indication of the
amount finally agreed upon.
Aside from the advertising value of
the title and author's name the story of
"The Common Law" is well adapted to
screen presentation. In the company's
opinion, it is just the sort of a narrative
in which the films excel, clean-cut,
swiftly cumulative in action, dramatic
and filled with "local color" and "atmosphere." The central character, Valerie,
the artist's model, is considered to be
suited to Miss Young's personality and
dramatic gifts.
The purchase of the story was made
through Mr. Chambers, Joseph Farnham, Al. Woods and Selwyn and Company. Miss Young was delighted when
CROWD OUTSIDE THE GLOBE THEATEE, NEW
YOEK, WAITING FOR ADMISSION ON THE Mr. Selznick notified her of the completion of the deal. She had been urging
OPENING NIGHT OF "WHERE ARE MY CHILits purchase for weeks.
DREN," UNIVERSAL
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EDITOR'S NOTE. — It is the desire of "Mstion Pictnre News" to include under this heading novel advertising ideas, successful scheme*
in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre — everything, in fact, dene by the «xhibitor to stimulate his trade.
We invite every exhibitor to vrrite lu about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information
along any Une. Address: Editor, "Motion Picture News," 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
CALGARY AND EDMONTON ADDED TO
EXHIBITORS FIND SUPPLY OF CHILDREN'S PICTURES
CHILDREN'S SHOW RANKS
FAILS TO MEASURE UP TO THE DEMAND
At Calgary, Alberta, the Naomi Mothers'
So evident is the demand for special to Chicago and scurry abound amongst
Society is planning to hold a Child Welfare Week in a short time, and exhibitors
the
old
and
cold
copies
to
find
something
children's performances throughout
have signified their willingness to assist in
the country — a demand manifested particu- for the youngsters.
larly since Motion Picture News initiated
In Milwaukee it seems to be the con- any manner possible. It is considered likely that special films will be shown at this
its campaign — that the success of this disensus of opinion that if some of the provision of exhibiting seems to be dependent
ducers would release, say one kid picture time, and that members of the society will
only upon the supply of suitable subjects.
a week that possessed any real merit, with give
shows.short speeches on the subject between
It is perfectly clear that all progressive
scenarios by writers of children's stories
Special performances for children have
exhibitors will take up, if they have not and
played by a company of mature actors,
already taken up, the movement, provided there would soon be a big demand for this just been inaugurated at the Monarch theatre, Edmonton, Alberta, by Manager Max
only they can get the stuff to show. It is sort of play.
up to the manufacturers to furnish it, and
.A.llen, who will hereafter put on a seThe little folks seem to prefer grownit is up to the exhibitors to insist that the
lected program for juveniles every Saturups to child actors. The reason for this
manufacturers furnish it.
is not far to seek when it is remembered
day morning. "Cinderella," with Mary
Doubtless many exhibitors have had ex- that the great majority of books have lads Pickford, will be one of the first long subperiences similar to those of Milwaukee
jects shown, and an effort will be made to
of about nineteen and twenty as their
showmen. If they have, they ought to heroes and that the young mind has been secure several pictures of this description
within the next few weeks. This marks
let the manufacturers know about it, not educated to this type. When the producers
the first attempt in Edmonton to provide
once, but many times, until the manufacstart putting out children's pictures regu- special shows for the children.
turers accede fully to the demand. We
larly, they will find themselves flooded with
believe they will eventually.
orders, predict the Milwaukee exhibitors.
Here is the way Milwaukee looks at the
ORGANIZES
BAND
AS PUBLICITY
question :
MEDIUM FOR THEATRE
COMPELS TWO
"Why can't we get more and better ADDED PATRONAGE
MORNING SHOWS A WEEK
photoplays suitable for children's hour perVery profitable advertising for the
Dreamland theatre at Redding, Cal., has
formances than we do at present," seems
The
Park
theatre,
Boston,
Thomas
D.
to be the paramount question among Milbeen secured by Mrs. Jane Olney, owner
waukee exhibitors. Though three of the Soriere manager, is this week giving two and manager of the theatre. She took a
houses are now running "children's hours'" special morning performances, on Friday kindly interest in a number of boys and
none of them is meeting with very great and Saturday, to take care of added pa- helped to bring about the organization of
tronage. This will continue indefinitely a band. The theatre owner also secured
success, and according to the managers,
the almost total lack of pictures suitable after Lent.
an instructor for the lads, and furnished
for juveniles makes it difficult to continue ^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
them a place to practise until tTiej- put
the performances. In fact, it is said that
their organization on a self-supporting
BRIEF HINTS FOR BUSY
basis.
two of the managers are already contemEXHIBITORS
The band has now been organized for
plating discontinuing
the special
performance.
According
to children's
Manager
more than two years, and its reputation
to
attention
especial
your
call
We
Harry Graham, of the Merrill theatre, the
has spread throughout northern California,
the article appearing in this departmain trouble with most of the so-called
with the result that the boys are called
ment under the heading "Exhibitors
children's pictures now available are that
Pictures
upon
to play lor many public events. The
Children's
of
Supply
Find
they are not up to the standard of the presband is a permanent publicity organization.
Fails to Measure Up to the Demand."
ent-day photoplay.
Several nights each week the band plays
Read it carefully. Then write us
"But," says Mr. Graham, who, by the
for the theatre, and the receipts over and
your
views
on
the
subject.
way, inaugurated the children's hour in
above a fixed expense were given to the
Milwaukee, "young America is too wide
band to defray its expenses.
We suggest also that, if you have
awake and up and doing, and when the
been unable to get suitable children's
photoplays are not up to the standard of
should tell the manufacsubjects,turersyou
about it.
those for the big folks, they are quick to
"LAUGHING MASKS" AS SOUVENIRS
notice it. Not any old thing will suit the
youngster of today, and if the production
manufacthe
at
g
FOR "THE IRON CLAW"
hammerin
Keep turers,
through the exchanges or by
Manager H. B. Groves, of the Olympic
is not of the best he won't waste his time
direct correspondence, imtil the suptheatre. Sioux City, la., has another novel
seeing
it."
ply of children's photoplays is adeMr. Graham
has experienced the same
plan to advertise his pictures, says Manatrouble as the other Milwaukee managers.
ger J. E. Kirke, of the Pathe Exchange
The first few weeks completely exhausted I quate.
And don't
forget
tooftellpictures
the manu|| in Omaha. Manager Groves is running
1
facturers
what
kind
you
the supply of juvenile pictures on the
"The Iron Claw," and on the day the picshelves of the exchanges, and it is now
I think children prefer.
•|
ture is shown he distributes miniature
necessary for him to make a weekly trip iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiHiniiniiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
laughing masks to his youthful patrons.
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KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE NEWS
KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE NEWS
"JORDAN IS A HARD
DocmBocmi theatre hews two big stars in
ALAS! OTHER FELLOW
RNE SEUG DRAMA
Pnbll-bMj ^■••lUr In It* IB'
ROAD" IS POWERFUL
GETS THE VAMPIRE
KNICKERBOCKER
"Tlioti Shalt NotCurwood.
Corel- Wrineo by
After a Duel Macl^ Swaio Cnbs Her Sir Gilbert Porker's
—ATTRACTIONS
a Great Novel
FUm. Hade lotQ
In Will
"LoveConquer,"
Will Coaqucr."
Next Thursday the Knickerbocker
"Love
the
new
KeyThat
the
love
of
a (alhcr for his
its patroni
ii ■ener*
stone-Triangle
Knickerbocker
can transform Him from a
ally oSer
eoniidered
to be what
the be»t
pUjr Sunday
Tuciday containsat allthe kinds
of laughs daughter
dangerous
bandit
to
a
characterId
ever
filmed
bjr
the
S'elig
company,
at unexpected
places.andIt thrillers,
is a bur- of rare self abnegationnobleis shown
Ow PeUcr;
esque on thevillains
shockers
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NOTE THE CAIENDAB SCHEME IN THE CENTER
Ani
iV£r ORLEANS ITEM DISTRIBUTES
Releases
from
Popular
Pictures
in
Few
Weeks
PORTRAITS OF STARS
Company Recently Incorporated for $1,500,000, with Milton M. Goldsmith, President; A. C.
The New Orleans Item has inaugurated
a system of photoplay picture distribution.
Langan, Vice-President, and A. J. Bimberg, Treasurer, Will Issue Program by September
Every Sunday the newspaper distributes a
ing of one feature production released
Popular Pic- each week will be manufactured and
of the
rotogravure art picture of some star, as THE formation
tures Corporation,
capitalized at one
handled.
a supplement to the Sunday paper, with and one-half million dollars, signalizes
The men behind the organization of
no strings attached to the gift. On Sun- the entrance into the film industry of
day, April 26, the picture was that of Mary another company. Already a countrythe new concern represent a combinaPickford, and these will follow :
tion of experienced film men and busiwide system of exchanges is being orness interests. Milton M. Goldsmith,
Lillian Gish, Theda Bara, Mary Fuller,
ganized, producing companies are being
Helen Holmes, Ruth Roland, Anita Stew- formed and the general machinery of formerly president of The Playgoers'
art, Mary Miles Minter, Marguerite Clark, operation being set in motion. So far Film Company, has been elected to serve
Blanche Sweet, Mabel Normand, Beverly have matters progressed it is stated that in like capacity for the new company.
Bayne, Clara Kimball Young, Edna Mayo, the first production of the new company
The vice-president of the corporation is
A. C. Langan, formerly president of the
Kathlyn Williams and Marguerite Courtot. will be placed upon the market some
The Item was the first paper in that sec- time next month, and that by the first Sun Photoplay Company. Mr. Langan
tion of the South to establish a photoplay of September a regular program consist- will , among other activities, attend to
the work of the organization of foreign
department; it was the first paper to enbranches. A. J. Bimberg is treasurer of
large the section to a daily one, and the giiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiniiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiii^^
the corporation.
only paper to conduct it as a daily illusThe new company has taken over the
trated feature.
I THE WEEK'S BEST LIVE WIRE |
I
STUNT
I entire building known as the Candler
LOUISVILLE THEATRE INSTALLS
I The difficulty of inducing motion | Annex, at 218 West Forty-second street,
SCOREBOARD
I picture patrons to attend exhibitions i New York, renaming it the Popular Pictures Building. The general offices of
I where admission prices exceed the five j
An innovation which bids fair to be pop- I or ten-cent rate is frequently realized | both the marketing and producing orular during the summer has been inau- I by small-town exhibitors. Yet on oc- |
ganizations, the New York exchange and
gurated by the management of the Star 1 casions this stumbling block has been | a large projection room, have been intheatre, Louisville. A special wire has been I overcome, as in the case of J. A. |
stalled in this building.
run into the house which will give the re- I Karnes of the Lyric theatre. Blacks- |
Announcements
of the personnel of
Va., a town with a population |I
sults by innings of all baseball games in 1I burg,
of 8,750.
the producing companies will soon be
the American Association, the American
1 Recently Mr. Karnes found himself | made. Negotiations are now in progress
League and the National League.
with stars and directors.
A large scoreboard has been erected just 1 confronted with a demand for "The |
Battle Cry
Peace,"
but although
below the picture screen on which the II willing
to go ofto any
reasonable
lengths ||
scores will be marked as soon as received I in order to satisfy his patrons, the cost | VICTOR ROTTMAN WITH KALEM FOR
ETHEL TEARE COMEDIES
and there will be no interruption of the pic- I of booking the feature in a community j
Victor Rottman, known in Pacific Coast
tures. The management believes that this I of such limited numbers appeared pro- |
service will appeal to baseball en,thusiasts I hibitive. However, as repeated re- | picture circles as a juvenile, has been added
I quests for the exhibition of the Vita- | to the Kalem forces. Mr. Rottman will be
especially on Sunday when the newspapers
1 graph spectacle continued to pour in 1
do not bulletin the scores.
I upon him, the Lyric manager set about | seen in the Ethel Teare comedies. He completes the quartet, with Ethel Teare, Jack
I solving the problem. Making a rapid |
i canvass of his patrons, he succeeded in | MacDermott and Gus Leonard.
R USES "NEWS"
LIVE WIRE EXHIBITO
REVIEWS
up 150 of them who were will- |
Before entering pictures Victor Rottman
signing
1I ing
to pay one dollar each to view the |
Trenton, N. J., has a live-wire exhibitor I picture, and booked it accordingly. | had an extended stage career, including appearances insupport of such stars as Olga
in the manager of Taylor's Opera House, I It was necessary to provide appro- |
that city. The Opera House is showing I priate music to accompany the film, | Nethersole, Florence Reed, Henry Kolker
"The Social Pirates," Kalem's series by I another heavy expense which might | and other prominent players.
George Bronson Howard, as a first-run at- I have daunted the average exhibitor, |
1 hut Mr. Karnes overcame that diffi- i
traction. In addition to the press matter
NEBRASKA TOWNS FAVOR SUNDAY
OPENING
culty by a second canvass which re- |
supplied by Kalem with the different epi- II suited
in
his
obtaining
fifty
more
sub|
sodes, the manager of the Trenton house
I scriplions at the same price. He was |
Hartwell, Neb., in the spring elections
also makes good use of the reviews ap- i thus enabled to hire an orchestra that |
returned a majority of twenty-two in favor
pearing in Motion Picture News.
I had accompanied the showing of "The | of retaining the Sunday motion picture
The story of the production and the comI Battle Cry" in Norfolk, and the |
ments of the reviewer as appearing in the i V-L-S^E release was accordingly shown | shows. A number of other small Nebraska
1 in Blacksburg to a delighted audience. §| towns voted on the question, and not one
News make an excellent news story, he i
had to close its film houses on Sunday.
finds.
InnininnDninniinmimDiiimuiiinniiunimninouniiiiniiiiiiUDioiinniiiiiiiuiininini^
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several new and prestarting of productions
in the Eastern
tentious
studios during the last week has compensated to a great extent for the reduced
activity which resulted from the curtailment
of production all along the line. In addition to these, work which was halted at
many of the larger studios is about to resume, and by the middle of next mnoth it is
likely the eastern studios will be well started
oh the busiest summer they have known.
One of the nev/ productions is being made
by George Irving for the Frohman Amusement Company, for release through World
Film. This picture, the title of which has
not as yet been announced, is being produced with a cast which includes Frances
Nelson, Gladden James, and a number of
other prominent players. The interiors are
being made in the Frohman Fifty-second
street studio.
Marshal Farnum has also commenced
work on a play which has not as yet been
named, for the Popular Pictures Corporation. He is making his interior scenes at
the old Victor studio in West Forty-third
street, and will find locations for his exteriors on Long Island.
THE

No Let-up in Famous Players Production
There has been no let-up in work at the
Famous Players studio. One of the latest
pictures to be started is "Saints and Sinners," by Henry Arthur Jones, a screen
adaptation of the noted stage success. In
this subject Peggy Hyland, the British film
favorite will make her bow to the American
public as a star. The picture will be released on the Paramount program in May.
At the time that the engagement of Miss
Hyland was announced, it was stated that
the play in which she was to make her appearance had not been selected. The choice
had at that time been narrowed down to

EASTERN
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three or four plays which were especially
suitable to Miss Hyland's personality.
From
these, "Saints and Sinners" was
finally chosen.
In "Saints and Sinners" Miss Hyland
plays
role of very
a clergyman's
daughter
whose the
innocence
nearly proves
her
downfall. It is only the faith and determination ofher lover and her aged father
which save her after she has been taken to
the city and lodged at a hotel by a man in
whose honor she has every faith.
It is a peculiar coincidence that Miss Hyland plays the daughter of a clergyman in
the photoplay and that she is, in real life,
the niece of two well-known English vicars
with whom she has spent a great deal of her
time.
"Saints and Sinners" is the fourth of
Henr3' Arthur Jones' successful plays to
be adapted to the screen by the Famous
Players, "The Masqueraders," "Lydia Gilmore." and "The Dancing Girl," having been
presented on the screen with John Mason
and Hazel Dawn, Pauline, Frederick, and
Florence Reed in the respective stellar
roles.
Sidney Olcott is 'back at the Famous
Players studio from a trip to Bermuda with
his company, to get exterior scenes for
"The Innocent Lie," in which Valentine
Grant is featured. The picture is now
nearly completed, requiring only a few interiors, which will be made at the studio
here.
No Holiday Trip to Bermuda
Mr. Olcott's company did not have a holiday all the time they were in Bermuda;
their experience was one of light and shade,
and Mr. Olcott expresses himself as agreeing with Mark Twain's famous characterization : "Bermuda is Heaven, but it's Hell

"Only two of our entire company escaped
the ravages of sea sickness, one being
Valentine Grant, and the other, I may say
with modesty, being myself," said Mr. Olcott. "This was true of both voyages —
but I must confess that neither Miss Grant
nor
myself inhabited the dining room to any
luxury
alarming extent. Food soon ceased to be a
"We had a hard time getting extras until
William Scully, my assistant, hit upon the
scheme of posting notices in the hotel lobbies that guests would be permitted to take
minor parts in a number of the scenes that
we were going to stage. Tlie idea worked
beautifully. About forty went out with us
and thanked us for the privilege of working
Innocent Lie" is scheduled for rein "The
a picture."
lease on the Paramount Program, on May 4.
Universal Heights also reports itself in
the blaze of glory that comes from busyness !Every stage finds a busy director and
compan}' grinding out good things for the
Universal program, and except that Matt
Moore has been ill the Heights has nothing
to be said about.
Matt was making a Moore-Jane Gail
comedy
Is Goats."
Of
course, a entitled
goat was"Goats
required.
Mr. Moore,
Miss Gail and Mr. Goat had to go out for
exterior scenes one very cold morning. Mr.
M. and Mr. G. caught cold. Matt got over
his. The goat died.
Bob Hill is directing Hobart Henley in a
five-reeler. It is called "Temptation and
the Man" and Clara Beyers, Sidney Bracy
and Sydell Dowling make up the cast. The
picture has slum atmosphere and a crowd
of hoboes were imported from the Bowery,
Manhattan, together with a squad of prizefighters headed by Tommy Houck.
During this picture engagement, Houck
had a fight scheduled with one Carey Phelan

getting there."

FALSTAFF FTJNMAKERS IN A TRIG OF
ONE EEEL COMEDIES FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT OF MUTUAL PATRONS

SCENES
FROM
"WILLIE
WENDY TO
WILLIE," "THE OVERWORKED OVERSEA
OVERSEER,"
AND
"DAD'S DARLING
DAUGHTERS
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A TRIO OF SCENES FKOM METRO'S PRODUCTION OF "THE COME-BACK," WITH HAROLD LOCKV/OOD AND MAY ALLISON
at one of the Xew York "clubs," and
Tommy won it. Tliis tact made him quite
a hero among the stage hands at the studio,
all of whom
"tipped"
him the
in scenario
real rever-of
ence. Catherine
Carr to
wrote
this feature.
Another tive-reel feature is being made by
Henry Otto, "The Man from Nowhere,"
featuring King Baggot. In this Dorothy
Phillips
appears
as time.
Mr. Baggot's
leadingis
woman for
the first
The scenario
by \\ illiam H. CHfford.
Edna Hunter Is Wilson's Lead
Edna Hunter is leaving the Baggot company and taking Miss Phillips' place as
Ben Wilson's feminine lead. Her first appearance in this connection will be in a
comedy release, "An Amateur Detective,"
in two reels and with an exceptional cast
including Ben Wilson, Charles Ogle, William Welsh, Howard Crampton and Paul
Panzer.
This is William Addison Lathrop's
story.
In his efforts to surpass "The Great
Problem." his first Heights feature. Director Rex Ingram is still patiently working
on "Yellow and White," his story of Chinatown. That is to saj", Ingram has again
written his own feature. Violet Mesereau
and William Garwood are appearing in this
picture, never to be separated again, it is
hoped. Frank Smith and a number of
genuine Chinese actors complete. the cast.
Paul M. Bryan, of Denver, Col., a photoplayright who has written a great many
Gaumont dramas, is now visiting in the east.
He came to visit the Gaumont studios and
confer with General Manager F. G. Bradford and Scenario Editor George D.
Proctor.
Before returning to Denver Mr. Bryan
will visit Atlanta and Jacksonville, Fla..
where Gaumont's winter studios are located. Among the Gaumont successes
written by Mr. Bryan are "The Card Players," "The Idol of the Stage" and Marguerite Courtot's latest Mutual Masterpicture, "Feathertop." He is also author of a
Gaumont May release, "The Isle of Love,"
in which Gertrude McCoy is starred.
"The Isle of Love," by the way, promises
to be a thrilling five-reel feature. Miss McCoy, who already had won a name for herself in dare-devil roles for the Kdison company, has been hard at work at Jacksonville,
under the direction of Edwin Middleton.
An exciting moment is when she jumps
from a rock into the sea, clad in a costume
that by courtesy is called a bathing suit.
She returns from her swim to find that

her clothing was washed away by the tide.
Miss McCoy overplayed her part and
dived into a pool lined with jagged rocks.
She completed the scene despite the lact
that she received painful bruises.
Passes Through Fire After Water Stunt
Miss McCoy was next called upon to
jump into the ocean from the deck of a
steamship supposed to be on fire. This feat
was accomplished without incident. Her
next exploits were near Atlantic Beach,
where were filmed the scenes supposed to
take place on a desert island. Here she
was saved from the sea by Earl O. Schenck,

JEAN SOTHERN
IN "THE
MYRA," INTERNATIONAL

MYSTERIES OF
FILM SERVICE

her leading man. Kidnapped by a wealthy
but dissolute yachtsman, she is forced to
fight for her freedom aboard the yacht, a
realistic struggle which covered her with
bruises.
Supporting Miss McCoy in this feature,
which will be released on May 15 as a
Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition,
are Karl O. Schenck, Roljert Clugston, W.
J. Butler, Charles W. Travis and Iva
Shepard.
President Freuler of the Mutual Film
Corporation, President .Samuel S. Hutchinson of the American Film Company, Inc.,
and a number of invited guests attended a
private showing of the first three chapters
of "The Secret of the Submarine," the new
American-Mutual photoplay in chapters,
held recently in Mutual's projection room.
President Freuler announced himself as ex-

ceedingly well pleased with the chapters
screened. The first chapter, in two acts,
will be released May 8.
First of the Gaumont-Mutual players who
have been working in Jacksonville for the
past five months are expected to reach the
Gaumont studios in Flushing the early part
of next week.
Riley Chamberlain, Falstaff-Mutual comedian, is the first of the Thanhouser contingent to reach New Rochelle. Riley came
back tanned like a ribbon salesman who had
spent his vacation in the sun at the beaches.
Riley announced that fishing for tarpon occupied all his spare time while in Jacksonville and brought a host of fish stories back
with him. He is spending his leisure passing the stories out among his friends.
Daring "Dips" Detaches Dion's Dollar Dial
They're telling a story on Hector Dion,
of the Thanhouser-Mutual studios. Hector,
while passing through the lower level of the
Grand Central on his way to catch a train
for New Rochelle, several days ago, was
approached by an affable stranger who
asked him for a match.
"Help yourself," was his reply, Dion
handing
stranger. his silver match box to the
Some time later Hector, reaching for his
watch, found it gone.
"But here's the rub," laughed Dion, as
he showed a handsome gold timepiece to
verify his assertion, "the dip got away with
the wrong watch. He took my Ingersoll
instead. And he's welcome to it."
Mme. Kalich, tragedienne and heroine of
William Fox feature films, returned this
week from a motor tour of the New Jersej'
resorts and in a few days will be busily at
work on her second Fox feature. This time
she will be under the direction of James
Vincent, who made the Theda Bara "Gold
and the Woman" picture.
Mme. Kalich is particularly delighted with
the success of her first picture, "Slander."
J. Gordon Edwards, the director who
handled Robert B. Mantell and Genevieve
Hamper in films for William Fox, returned
this week from Jamaica, where he had been
working since last October. Edwards and
his company of players will soon begin work
on a new feature in one of the New Jersey
studios of the Fox corporation.
Stanhope Wheatcroft, who will be seen
for the first time in a Fox film made by
Director James Vincent, also will be seen
shortly afterwards in the latest Theda Bara
picture now in the making at the Eclair
studic at Fort Lee.
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Director Will S. Davis, who produced
"Slander" for William Fox as the first
starring vehicle for Alme. Kalich, has begun another production. Among the players ill this picture are Fuller Mellish and
Stephen Gratten.
John Robertson, who has made an enviable reputation for artistic work, has been
appointed to a directorship by Supervising
Director Ralph W. Ince, of the Vitagraph
company at the Bay Shore, L. I., studios.
Mr. Robertson possesses peculiar fitness for
this field of the motion picture industry by
reason of the fact that in stage work his
efforts have always been for the best in
the production.
Bay Shore Backgrounds for Ince Feature
To properlj- produce a five-part feature
that requires some difficult outdoor scenes,
Director Ralph W. Ince has been successful in finding right near the Bay Shore
studios locations that are right in the way
of backgrounds. Title not made public.
The regular stock cast, headed by Lucille
Lee Stewart and Huntly Gordon, will play
the principal roles.
Director Ince has added to his roster
Josephine Lovett, who will play the part of
the mother in his next production. Miss
Lovett has appeared in leading roles with
Henry Miller, Robert Hilliard, Robert Edeson, Henrietta Grossman and just prior
to joining the Vitagraph players was connected with the Grace George company
at the Republic Theatre in New York.
Miss Lovett also wrote the scenario of the
play in which she is to appear.
The Vitagraph baseball team who, by
the way, claim the championship of the
motion picture industry, are again ready for
the 1916 campaign and issue a challenge to
any of the producing companies who dispute their claim of the title. The Vitagraphers are ready to arrange their schedule and would like to hear from other producers regarding a game or games.
Fred Held, manager of this aggregation,
says that there is no change in the line-up
from last year. Last year, out of twentyeight games, the Vitagraphers lost two.
Friends of Nell Craig will see her in
three new Essanay releases. "Her Naked
Soul," in three acts, gives her a dramatic
role. "Once a Thief — ?" is another threereeler in which she takes the feminine lead.
She is now working in a new two-reel play,
"The Consummation."
Elizabeth Burbridge, whose latest work
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was Essanay's three-reel release, "The
Danger Line," will be seen shortly in a
two-reel play, "The Double Cross." The
latter is a flippant tale of boy crooks, which
points its moral and has nothing but light
comedy angles.
A photoplay has been prepared for Joyce
Fair, Essanay's twelve-year-old star, to
meet the demand following "Joyce's Strategy," "The Dixie Winner" and "The Little
Samaritan." The new play, "Orphan
Joyce,"
hicle. will give her just as fitting a ve"The Barrier" will probably be chosen
by the Lubin Company for the first of the
Rex Beech photoplay features, with "The
Silver Horde" and "The Iron Trail" following in the order named. Definite decision on this selection will be made within the next fortnight. Meanwhile preparations are progressing in an effort to make
each production represent a new epoch in
elaborate photoplay achievement.
It is likely that nine or ten reels will be
required for each story. The companies
will be located in the regions described by
Mr. Beach in his novels and when the final
selections of principals has been announced
it will be apparent that the Lubin Company
has planned for some of the most important
undertaking in modern screen history.
Edwin Middleton, Gaumont director, who
has been filming "The Isle of Love," has
already begun upon a new photoplay at

Jacksonville, Fla., for Gaumont. In the
latter Miss Gertrude Robinson appears to
advantage. The picture will be released
either late in May or early in June.
The last of the Gaumont companies are
expected to return to their Flushing, N.
Y., headquarters from the winter studios
at Jacksonville, Fla., early in May.
THEDA BARA AND VIRGINIA PEARSON
IN MAY FOX RELEASES
Two productions for release during May
have been announced by the Fox Film Corporation. These are, together with title,
star and date of release :
"Blazing Love," a story of modern life,
with Virginia Pearson, for May 1. "The
Eternal Sapho," with Theda Bara, May 8.
Virginia Person is presented for the first
time as a William Fox star. Miss Pearson
is given opportunity to display her emotional talents, and is supported by George Selby,
Frank
Goldsmith',Merkyl
Lew Stern,
Frank Huff.
Burbeck, Wilmuth
and Louise
In "The Eternal Sapho" Miss Bara appears as a child of the slums, who rises
from her squalid surroundings to the
studios and fashionable society. She
wrecks the lives of many, including those
who do the most for her. The cast includes Warner piand, Frank Norcross,
George MacQuarrie, Walter Lewis, Hattie
Delaro, James Cooley, Einar Linden, Mary
Martin and Kittens Reichert.

PRETTY OUTDOOR SCENE IN "FEATHERTOP," GAUMONT-MUTTTAL MASTERPICTURE DE LUXE
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By / C. Jessen
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, April 22.
become the
<<npHE HOODOO" of has
the Fox subject
Y working title
now being filmed by Director
Oscar Apfel and starring William Farnum, because of the numerous misfortunes attending its production. The most
recent was that experienced at Santa Cruz
Islands when a small boat carrying FarWillard Lewis,
Burressto and
Eddie num,'
Moncrief?
fromWilliam
the launch
the
shore, was capsized by the surf, which beat
the small craft against the rugged rocks.
All occupants were thrown into 18 feet of
water, and in the darkness it was necessary
for every one to rescue himself.
The accident happened the first night the
company went to the island. Two cameras, a number of rifles and a quantity of
props being taken to the islands went to
the bottom of the ocean. Many of these
were recovered the following day by divers. The title of this picture is "The Battle of Hearts," and the misfortunes encountered in the filming of it include a
hurricane on Catalina Island, which raised
a fishing village of 18 houses built there.
This occasioned a four-day delay. The
company then lost the boat Ruby, a twomasted schooner, and its crew of three
men. Barges, used to carry props to Catalina Island, encountered heavy seas, and
the property men and stage carpenters were
at sea for 36 hours without food or shelter.
Since the boat capsized at Santa Cruz
Island, work has been delayed, because it
was impossible to transport the lumber
needed from Santa Barbara to the islands
on account of storms. This delay has given
the players ample opportunity for hunting
and fishing, and reports are to the effect
that William Farnum has killed one wild
boar, captured another small one alive, and

actually become tired of pulling in fish.
The Raul Walsh-Fox Co., filming "The
Flonor System," will leave within the next
few days for Florence, Ariz., where scenes
will be made about the Arizona prison.
Governor Hunt of Arizona, whose work
along prison reform lines is the foundation
for this subject, has granted Producer
Walsh the privilege of photographing a
number of men now occupying the death
chamber if they so elect. Governor Hunt
has furnished much data, and is co-operating in every way possible to make this subject highly successful.
Two Lasky Subjects Titled
Titles for two Lasky subjects now in
production were selected last week. The
photodrama now being made by Director
George Melford, and starring Fannie
Ward, supported by Jack Dean and an allstar cast, is to be known as "The Gutter
Magdalene," and the one being made by
Director James Young from a story by
Margaret Turnbull, which features Blanche
Sweet, has been named "The ThousandDollar
"Hot Husband."
Water" is the title given a production now in rehearsal at the Lasky
studio in which Victor Moore will be
starred, and Anita King will play a featured

Fund Association has adopted a plan for
raising money at the suggestion of Tom
Meighn, leading man of the Lasky stock
company. This provides that photoplayers supply the Actors' Fund with a number of photographs, and when they receive requests from fans for photographs to
turn these letters over to the Actors' Fund
Committee who will in turn notify the
screen fans that upon receipt of 25 cents
the desired photograph will be mailed, the
ment.
money to go to the Actors' Fund endowThe mammoth new stage at the Lasky
plant is now nearing completion and by die
end of the week the structural steel work
supporting the diffusers will all be in place,
and the stage completed so that it may be
used by Director Cecil B. deMille, who will
be in charge of filming the next Mae Murray offering.
Roberts as Julius Caesar for Fund
Theodore Roberts has been selected to
play the role of Julius Caesar at the openair presentation of "Julius Caesar" at a
natural stadium in the foothills near Hollywood. Horace B. Carpenter, also of the
Lasky staff, will appear in the role of
Decimus Brutus. The net proceeds of this

production
go to the
Fund. of
There arewill
a number
of Actors'
new members
Many scenes of a circus atmosphere were
the stock company at the Kalem Glendale
secured for the Lasky subject being filmed studios recently added by Director James
part.
by William C. deMille, when a three- W. Horne, and they will make their first
ringed traveling organization was leased appearance in episode 11 of the "Social Pifor the entire forenoon. All of the perrates," entitled "The Fangs of the Tattler."
forme/s and attaches of the circus took As in previous episodes, Marin Sais, Ollie
part in the scenes made, and following the Kirkby and Frank Jonasson will be featured. Of the recent additions are R. L.
work the Lasky employment department
was besieged by applicants. That was but Dell, late of the Ince studios, E. Forrest
one injury during the day, and this was
Taylor, recently leading man for the Ameroccasioned by one of the Lasky property
ican Film Company at Santa Barbara, and
men attempting to take a piece of prop
Roland Bradbury, recently with the Universal, Lubin and Lasky.
candy away from a monkey.
Members of the Kalem producing comThe California Committee of the Actors'
FUN-MAKERS WHO APPEAR IN SUPPORT OF CHARLES CHAPLIN IN HIS NEW COMEDIES FOR MUTUAL

LEO WHITE— EDKA PUEVIANCE IN TWO POMS— CHAKLOTTE MINEAU— ERIC CAMPBELL
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pany have been receiving exceptionally
heavy mail since the first release of the
"Social Pirates," and now they have letters
from all parts of the United States as well
as Canada, Australia and England. The
stamps from these letters are being used to
paper the walls of Director Home's office.
A number of improvements are being made
on the grounds of the Kalem Company
with flower beds laid out in walks and
drives, and as one of the technical staff is
a landscape gardner, some very attractive
effects are being secured.
A rural comedy being made at the Keystone studio under the direction of Richard
Jones has four of Keystone's best known
people as leads. Charley Murray appears
in the name part, a rich farmer who covets
the hand of the daughter of Harry Booker
his neighbor, the part of the girl being
taken by Louise Fazenda. Wayland Trask
is the hired man on Booker's farm, and he
and the girl have a secret love affair. When
' she refuses to marry Murray, he immediately starts action to foreclose the mortgage, but the hired hand comes to the
rescue at the eleventh hour by inheriting a
fabulous sum. Melodrama, yes, in that Keystone way. The subject is now known as
**The Gardner."
Swickard Begins "Dawn"
The Horsley Company under the direction of Charles Swickard, has taken up the
filming of "The Dawn," which will consist
of two reels. In this William Clifford appears as an artist, with Marie Gavette as
his wife. Most of the scenes are laid at a
fishing village on the African coast made
up of French people. The artist goes to
this place to make studies. While there he
finds a beautiful girl who is the dairy maid
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of the village, taken by Margaret Gibson.
He induces her to pose for him in the
mountains.
A jealous sweetheart, Jack Nelson, follows and seeing that two lions are to attack the man and girl, kills one. The girl
takes the gun from him and kills the second, but not until the artist has been badly
maimed. Owing to injuries it is almost
morning when the three arrive back at the
village. The artist's wife, thinking her
husband is untrue, has gone to sea in a
frail boat, but is recovered before she is injured. A fishing village was built for this
on the beach near Los Angeles harbor, and
sixty people
workedis 'several
days in Harris.
scenes
th^re.
The story
by Theodosia
The next Horsley Mutual Masterpicture
now being made by Director Robert Broadwell and starring Crane Wilbur is entitled
at present "Wasted Years." The story and
scenario are by Wilbur, who plays three
parts. The sub-titles will all be in verse,
and the picture itself is of an allegorical
nature. A prologue opens with a tramp as
the central figure. He forgets his hunger
when he sees the placard in front of a thebearing the the
following:
Life atre
Presenting
Comedy "Theatre
Drama of
of
Happiness, 'Youth.' " He attends the performance and sees his past life re-enacted.
A youth in a small village upon inheriting
wealth seeks the city to gain fame and
more riches, but there leads the gay life
among the bright lights.
The sweet village maiden, played by May
Gaston, to whom he is betrothed, is forgotten, and he weds another. The marriage is a dismal failure, and when his
wealth is gone he is abandoned by his wife
who takes their child. By a series of coincidents he learns of the dea^^h of his
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wife, years later finds his daughter and
tries to be happy with her, but death cuts
shorts this companionship and he becomes
a wanderer of the world. The scenes of
the play are shown as through a proscenium arch with a curtain following after
each instead of the usual dissolve-out. A
climax is reached when the usher finds the
dead body of the tramp in the front seat of
the vacant gallery. The entire cast has not
been selected, John Oaker and Miss Gaston being the only ones named.
New Faces at Horsley Studio
There are several new faces at the
Horsley studio. Qaire Anderson, formerly of the Famous Players and Reliance,
has been engaged to play in the Cub
Comedy company, as has also Rosebud Hill.
Miss Hill played in a number of EssanayChaplin subjects, and recently has been
playing with Chaplin in "The Floorwalker."
The Universal
"Pegepisodes
o' the Ring"
company,
is now serial,
making
three
and four, having completed the first two.
The first episode is to consist of three reels,
and in the making of this Director Jaccard
establishes a new record for Marathon
working horse, having worked five days
and nights in order to get ahead prior to
the release date early in May. The five
days included a trip to Hollister, Cal.,
where the Al G. Barnes circus showing
there was used for many scenes.
The story throughout will be written by
Olga Printzlau and Director Jaccard. The
trip to Hollister brought to the acquaintance of Ruth Stonehouse, two missing heirs
of the estate of Sir Alfred Stonehouse, of
England, Al G. Barnes being one, and his
brother. Captain Robert Stonehouse, also
with the circus, the other. No settlement
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has been made of the estate of which
Ruth Stonehouse is one of the principal
heirs, as it was impossible to locate the
other two. This fortunate meeting will, in
all probability, bring about a division of
the wealth.
Stanton Just Has the "Work Fever"
Richard Stanton, who has directed the
"Graft" serial, and played the leading part
in the last nine episodes, finished his work
on Friday morning last week, at 3 :30 a. m.
During his spare moments, on Friday, he
ivrote a story around the famous Corona

•WILLIAM
"BATTLE

FAENUM
AS HE APPEARS IN
OF HEARTS,"
A MAY 22 WILLIAM
FOX RELEASE

road races, and on Saturday made five
thousand feet in and about the track and
pits, which will be cut to three thousand
feet and released under the title of "The
Great Corona Road Race." Stanton played
the leading part in this, the role of Bob
Burman, driving the car of Burman, tlie
unfortunate speed fiend who was killed, a
number of laps prior to the race. Cameramen fortunately were standing near where
the accident happened in which .Burman
lost his life, but these scenes will probably
not be used.
W'ith the thrte-rccl subect completed last
Tuesday, Mr. Stanton was assigned to directing the production of a series of ten
pictures featuring Carter Dellaven to appear under the title of "The Mollycoddle
and the Rounder," from scenario written
by Bess Meredith. Mr. Stanton had been
granted a three-weeks' vacation following
the finishing of the serial, but owing to his
ability as a director, the management of
I'niversal
Citya vacation.
have induced him to continue without
The Universal Animated Weekly, released
through the Southern California Exchange,
has become known as the I^s Angeles
'/"/^if.f-Universal Animated
number of events are being Weekly,
added toandthisa
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each week to make it more of a local subJohn Borden, Chicago millionaire, and
party en route to Seattle to start on an
ject.
Arctic expedition, were guests one day during the past week at Universal City where
they posed for the Animated Weekly
camera.
Several people of the motion picture industry have been added to the producing
stai? of the Universal Company, the list including Tom Walsh, late assistant to Producing Manager Lee Daugherty of the Biograph Company, who will serve as assistant
director to Henry McRae. Jack Mulhall,
juvenile leading man, late of the Biograph
Company, has been contracted to play leads
opposite Cleo Madison in subjects made
under her direction. Billy jMason, who
played in the Essanay-Chicago Tribune
baseball pictures, "You Know Me, Al," has
left the Keystone Company and is back
with the Universal, where he will, in all
probability, play leads, and direct the making of a baseball series.
Suzette Booth, who has played heavies
for the Essanay, is with the Universal.
Also Frank Whitson, well known actor of
the legitimate stage. The latter will play
leads in the DeGrasse Company. Helen
Lesley, formerly of the Universal Company,
who has not played for the past year owing
to injuries received while at Lake Tahoe,
is again numbered among the stock players,
and has been assigned to ingenue parts
with the J. Hunt Company.
"Never Again, Eddie"
The Al Christie Nestor Company is
making the final scenes for "Never Again,
Eddie," a single reel, in which a wife,
Billie Rhodes, of a white-light-loving-husIjand, induces her brother (Lee Moran) to
don feminine makeup, and play the role of
a blonde chorus girl, while she appears as
a man, with a full grown mustache, who is
the husband of the chorus girl. The
"chorus girl" ,'ucceeds in the flirtation with
his sister's husl^and, when his sister ap])ears as the indi;jiiant husband, and causes
her husl)an(l til) cured of his giddy wa\-s.
The second Xe^tor Christie Company is
home from ,'-an Diei^M and Cnronado, where
they made two subjects. One is "When
tlie l!ro\\ns Visited the Fair," in whfch
Neil Burns api cars as husband and father.
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and Stella Adams as his wife, with their
five children go through the California ExThe second was made at Coronado
position.
Beach, and has been named "Wanted, a
Husband," The story provides that a bride
of a few weeks is requested by her wealthy
uncle to spend a short time with him while
her husband, a traveling man, is absent
from home. She induces a lawyer to pose
as her husband, hoping to secure a partially
promised inheritance. In this she is successful, but complications arise when the
husband comes home unexpectedly. The

VOLA SMITH (Universal)
principal pla) ers of this are Bett_\' Compson,
Neil Burns, Ethel Lynn, Harry Rattenberry
and Joe Janecka.
Producer Christie and his leading people
including Eddie Lyons, Billie Rhodes and
Lee Moran, will go to San Francisco the
lirst comedy.
of the coming week to make a tworeel
Eddy L>'ons of the Nestor Company has
Ijcen mourning the loss of his Buick automoliile stolen recently, and has received the
advice from the insurance company that it
was found at Randsburg, one hundred and
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fifty miles north of Los Angeles, where it
was used on a stage route to Atolia.
Train Load of Dynamite for a Bison
A train loaded with dynamite is- to be
blown to atoms for the two-reel Bison,
"The Shadow of Crime," being filmed for
the Universal by Director Henry McRae.
This sensational melodrama was adapted
from the story of Wright Roberts. A division superintendent of a railroad finding
himself in serious financial troubles, accepts a contract for ten thousand dollars
if he will cause a train load of explosives
billed througla as fruit to be safely delivered. An attorney who hopes to keep the
superintendent in his power in order to
have the influence of the superintendent to
will the hand of his daughter, employes men
to fire the train.
The attorney then refuses to make payment to his henchman, who tries to rob
the attorney's office at a time when the
superintendent's daughter goes there to secure the contract. In a struggle the lawyer
is shot. A passing engineer rushes to the
office and is charged with the crime. The
day following the crook is run down by a
a street car, and on his deathbed confesses
of the shooting of the lawyer. The engineer, who has been freed by a confession
of the girl, woos and wins her, and then
falls heir to a fabulous sum. Marie Walcamp is the daughter ; E. N. Wallock, the
superintendent ; Lee Hill, the engineer, and
L. C. Shumway the attorney.
A one-reel heart interest story is being
made by Director R. H. Cochran entitled
"Betty's Hero," from a scenario by Calder
Johnstone. An aged tramp, arrested for
vagrancy, is sent to the chain gang, rescues
the little daughter of the judge and returns
her home, where he learns he was the
former caretaker of the judge's father's
estate. The judge, because of fond memories of the good old days, grants him his
freedom, and gives him employment.
Thomas Jeff^erson is featured in the character part, Malcolm Blevins is the judge,
and little Zoe Beck is the daughter.
The George Gibbs novel, "The Silent Battle," has been adapted by F. McGrew Willis, and is being filmed in five reels with J.
Warren Kerrigan in the star part, that of
a young lawyer with every promise of a
brilliant career who is addicted to drink.
The story deals with his attempts to overcome this inherent appetite, and there is a
romance frequently interrupted by another
woman who loves the young lawyer. Lois
Wilson, Maude George, Harry Carter, Ray
Hanford and J. F. Conaly appear in support of Kerrigan. The picture is being
filmed under the direction of Jack Conway,
late director at Fine Arts.
Allen Curtis has created a lot of comedy
as the result of a man and wife being
jealous of their respective mates, all of
which ends in a unique climax resulting
from
the ofother
woman'sto
husbandthe towife
the taking
basement
her home
evesdrop on the other couple, and there
being buried under an avalanche of coal,
which the wife forgot was to be delivered.
The usual Joker cast appears in this.
The Joker Company has just completed
filming "It Was Only In the Play," a comedy dealing with the performance of a
one-night stand company in Hickville,
where the show is broken up by an ad-
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miring yokel, who thinks the leading
woman of the troupe is aliout to be killed.
"By Chance" a Stock Exchange Play
"By Chance" is the one-reel drama dealing with incidents of the stock exchange.
The subject is being made by Lloyd B.
Carleton with a cast composed of Dorothy
Davenport, Emory Johnson, Richard Morris and Alfred Allen. The plot hinges on

from an original >bn-\ by Frank Wiltermood, and features Francelia Billington
and Jack Holt, witli a supporting cast which
includes Gilmore Hannnond, Paul Byron,
Mina Jeffries, C. Xormand Hammond, Mrs.
Jay Hunt, Hector V. Sarno and W. F.
Musgrave. The story is that of a young
school teacher who makes many sacrifices
to prevent her brother from falling into
the hands of the law for various crimes.
These acts bring her into many complications which cause her husband, a detective,
to question her fidelity. The climax of the
photoplay is a court room scene, where she
makes a final sacrifice which prevents the
conviction of her brother's friend, a murderer, and brings out an explanation which
reunites her with her husband.
A leap year girl who becomes infatuated
with her father's chauffeur and leads him
to the altar is the central figure of "The
Rose Colored Scarf." a two-reel drama
being filmed by Universal Director William
Worthington, from a story by Eleanor M.
Ingram, adapted for the screen by Ben
Cohn. Agnes Vernon appears in the part
of the daughter of the rich, Herbert Rawlinsonfather.
the chauft'eur, and William Canfield
the

RUTH STONEHOUSE{XTniversal)
IN "PEG 0' THE RING"

The cast for the two-reel story "Shoes,"
adapted from a Collier's Weekly story, and
produced by the Smalleys, includes Mary
AIcDonald. Harry Griffith, Jessie Arnold,
William Mong and Mrs. Whitting.

the fa. her. the stock broker, abhorring
g.mJ. ..1,!, \vi:h cards and refusing to aid his
s jn,
.
l.ecome financialh- involved.
The daughter leaves the home when the son
is ordered away, and becomes the stenographer of a rival broker, whom she later
weds. Her husband and her father clash
in an attempt to corner the copper market,
and she brings the two parties together.
Filming of a five-reel melodrama entitled "The Iron Grip of Crime" has been
taken up by Director Jay Hunt. This is
f iiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiii^iiiiiiiiiiiin^
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i
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Dillon Films "When Papa Died"
The Vogue slapstick-with-a-reason company, directed by Jack Dillon, is filming:
"When Papa Died." Ben Turpin appears
in this as a socialistic telephone repair man,
who accidently hits a patron of his company on the head with a hammer, and
politicians attempt to railroad him to the
death chair. The clumsiness of a pallbearer causes the dropping of the casket,
the supposed dead man comes to life, and
brings about the release of the socialist.
Appearing in this are Paddy Maguire, Rena
Rogers, Jack Gaines and Ed. Sedgwick.
The scenario is by Robert Dillon.
The second Vogue Company is filminga gj'psy story which has been given a
working title of "A Gypsy Romance." This
pertains to the chief of a wandering band
who becomes infatuated with a country
girl, Madge Kirby, and causes her abduction. Rube Miller, as her country lover,
overpowers the gj-psy chief, and by the
gypsies is selected as their chief. The deposed leader attempts to wreck the lives
of all by the use of bombs, but the romance of the country lovers is brought toa happy ending. Art Travers and Ellis
Neice are others of the cast.
Burt C. Hart, who came to Los Angeles
two weeks ago to establish a local office
for the New York Morning Telegraph, died
of pneumonia early this week, and the body
was shipped to New York. He was seventy-two years old. He was well known
as a newspaper man and theatrical manager.
The Clune Film Producing Company's
twelve-reel subject. "Ramona." closed a
ten week engagement at Clune's Auditorium
April 15. The attendance has been as
great as anticipated by the management of
the producing company and theatre, and
the subject will probably be returned here
at a future date. The paid admissions total
2CO,000.
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"Dope
Fiend" First Starring Medium for Fay
Tincher
Scenario for the first Fine Arts subject
starring Fay Tincher has been prepared by
Chester Withey and Roy Summcrville, and
is entitled "The Dope Fiend." In this Miss
Tincher
appears
the partof an It
artist's
model who
is a in
victim
of drugs.
is a
decidedly new characterization for this
actress, but not wholly different from her
former work, in that there are a number
of comedy situations. Tully Marshall appears as the artist, and others in the subject are Max Davison, F. J. Butler and the
author. The direction will be by Eddie
Dillon. Withey is the author of all
scenarios for DeWolf Hopper the subjects
previously made.
Miss Tincher has just been notified that
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(Center)
A NEW TYPE OF "STILL, WHICH DAVID HORSLEY PLANS TO ISSUE WITH
HIS PHOTOPLAYS
she has won second place in a popularity bohm Tree, Thursday evening of last week
contest conducted by the Mirror, an Aus- at the Burbank theatre, the audience being
tralian film publication. The first place was
made up of studio people and friends of
won by Mary Pickford. In view of the the English actor. Prior to the showing
fact that Miss Tincher has been in pic- Director John Emerson, who was in charge
tures less than two years, this must be of the filming of this, made the announceconsidered as a distinct honor.
ment that it was not to be considered as
Director Lloyd Ingraham is ready to the completed photoplay, as it was being
stake his life that he has found the small shown solely for the purpose of permitting
town where there are more fans than in those who took part to see the subject, and
Mudville, and to this place he and the Fine to aid the cutting and tinting departments
Arts Company producing "Casey at the of the Fine Arts studio.
All in all, it is a very remarkable film
Bat," with DeWolf Hopper as Casey, have
now gone. A former professional base- with good acting, beautiful locations, wonball player has been secured to assist in
derful detail of costumes, settings, properthe direction, and Fine Arts players make
ties and photographic effects that are marvelous. The film will in all probability be
up two entire baseball teams. A cast composed of Marguerite Marsh, Frank Ben- completed within the next ten days, when
critics will be given a showing.
nett, Kate Toncray, Carl Stockdale, Elmo
Lincoln and Mae Girici have been selected
Arthur Shirley having completed his
to support the big comedian, who looks work in "The Fall of a Nation," by Thomas
like a giant in his baseball uniform.
E. Dixon, which has been produced by
The crook story originally known as the National Drama Corporation, has gone
"Playmates," produced by the Franklyn to Bear Lake for a short vacation.
Brothers at the Fine Arts studio with
Albert Russell has been engaged by the
Norma Talmadge, Ralph Lewis and Eugene
Universal Company to co-direct with Billy
Palette in the principal parts, has been
Mason, also recently added to the Universal
staff. For the past two years and a half
renamed "Going Straight."
Every effort is being made at the Fine Russell has been assisting and co-directing
Arts studio to keep a secret the nature of at the Biograph Company.
the subject now being made by Director
A series of western and underworld
Paul Powell, with Mae Marsh, Robert
stories are being arranged for Harry Carey
Harron and Wilfred Lucas. The first and
by the Universal Company, in which he
only subject these three appeared in was
will be starred. Arrangements are being
of the cave man type, and inasmuch as it
made for a special release of "The Three
has always been the desire of Production
the five-reel story by Peter
Manager Frank E. Woods to again cast Godfathers,"
B. Kyne, in which it is reported Mr. Carey
these players in such a subject, it is al- did some exceptionally good work.
most a certainty that this is the kind of
Vola Smith, for the past two years leada story they are now playing in. Addiing woman for the Biograph Company, has
tional reason for this belief is the fact that been signed by the Universal Company to
there is but one interior scene in the entire
five-reel subject. The scenario for this company.
play a vampire lead in Carter De Haven's
was prepared by Anita Loos.
Two players of the B. & L. Film Company at San Mateo, California, Neva Gerber
Fairbanks in "The Assassin"
and Earle Emlay, narrowly escaped drownWith
the
completion
of
"The
Bouncer,"
which will be within the next few days,
ing in the swift current of the Feather
work of filming "The Assassin," starring River, near Beldon, this week. The wire
Douglas Fairbanks, will be taken up by holding the boat broke, and the craft was
William Christy Cabanne. This new photo- carried down stream and capsized in the
play is by Robert M. Baker, co-author with rapids. Frank E. Baskette, one of the
John Emerson of the stage and screen ver- owners of the company, was successful in
rescuing the two after others had failed.
sion of "The Conspiracy." This is spoken
of as an ideal play for Fairbanks, and the The story of the rescue was told Los Ansupporting cast includes Jewel Carmen, A.
geles players by little Lena Baskette, the
D. Sears, Margie Wilson, W. E. Lawrence,
nine-year-old Universal dancer, who reLillian Langdon, Wilbur Higby and George
turned from spending a week end with her
A. Barringer.
father. Miss Gerber escaped from the exA semi-public showing was given the
perience without serious injury, but Emlay
adaptation of the Shakespearian tragedy,
was not so fortunate, and is still ill from
"Macbeth," featuring Sir Herbert Beer- the accident.

SCENES FKOM TWO COSnNG HOKSLEY PRODrCTIONS, AND
"The Birth of a Nation," which has
played twenty-two weeks at the Auditorium,
Los Angeles, is soon to be returned for an
indefinite engagement.
The film, orchestra, music and three
mammoth stage settings used in the local
showing of "Ramona" will be shipped to
Chicago for the opening there at an early
date — about June 1— at the Auditorium.
Advices from Messrs. Clune and Brown,
who are now in New York, state that the
opening there has been far more successful
than they had anticipated. Director
Donald Crisp, who is in New York, is
making scenes there for the company's next
production, "The Eyes of the World."
The third Fine Arts subject featuring
DeWolf Hopper, originally known as "The
Philanthropist," has been titled "Mr. Goode,
the Samaritan." This is probably the last
picture in which Fay Tincher will be seen
with Hopper, as she has been cast to play
in other subjects, in which she is featured.
Others supporting in this subject are Chester Withey, who is author of the story, and
Director Eddie Dillon appears in the part
of a crook. This photoplay is said to contain all kinds of situations from genteel
comedy to the intensely dramatic, and is
referred to as a real for sure Hopperesque
subject. This, as with all Fine Arts subjects, iscarrying a preachment against censorship which is as follows : "Censorship
is absolutely against public policy, against
the spirit of the constitution, against the
very life and essence of true American
and democratic ideas." The producing
staff of the Fine Arts studio have been notified that the Pennsylvania censor board
ordered similar preachments against censorship eliminated from the subjects shown
in that state.
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Fox

Puts

Entering

the Fox Film Corporaknow that
tion feature productions had invaded
South America, the miUions of people on the southern continent only had to
take a look at the newspapers of Rio de
Janeiro and Buenos Aires.
In those two cities are published dailies
with circulations as large as those which
rank at the top on the North American
continents.
The initial success of William Fox features in both Brazil and Argentina is due
largely to the successful use of the dailies
published in Spanish, Portuguese and German which have a strong hold upon the
South American public.
Every first, second and third run exhibitor using Fox features in South America
in a city or town having a newspaper is
signed to use paid advertising to make the
features known to the public.
The initial advertising outla\' entailed

Wedge

in

South

American

Market

To

A PICTURE THEATEE IN RIO JANEIRO WHICH
RUNS FOX FEATURES
an advertising expenditure running from
25 per cent, to 33J^ per cent, of the rental
cost of the pictures and the exhibitors
promptly spent these amounts in their most
powerful newspapers.
The physical appearance of this advertising, running from 400 to 1,200 lines in a
single advertisement, is not at all unlike
the type of newspaper advertising done by
Mr. Fox himself in New York City, where
he has been close to a score of theatres, as
well as theatres in other nearby cities.
The results obtained from this advertising were astonishing. "Carmen" and other
Fox pictures attracted audiences so large

OFFICE OF THE RIO JANEIRO BRANCH OF THE FOX FILM CORPOSATIO.I
The influential newspapers of both cities
that the theatre attendants could not cope
with them and it became necessary both in dealt with these showings at great length
Rio and Buenos to ask police assistance in and with the dignity that usually attaches
to reviews of the opera in South American
handling the audiences. Motors lined both
sides of the streets near houses where the capitals. The critics of these big journals
Fox features were showing and the very
personally reviewed the performances under their signatures, thereby at the very
best elements of the population, beautifully
outset placing motion pictures on a par with
gowned,
came
long
distances
for
the
premieres.
the highest forms of amusement
Congress of Mothers Indorses Local Censorship
At Meeting in Cairo, 111., Body Passes Resolution Calling Upon Each Parent-Teacher Association, Woman's Club and Mothers' Circle to Agitate for Censorship in Their Locality
Special to Motion Picture News.
"Resolved, That each individual father
Cairo, III, April 22. and mother recognize a responsibility in
THE Illinois Congress of Mothers, in regard to patronizing theatres where good
session at Cairo, adopted this resolu- films are shown, thus proving that there
tion on the question of motion picture
censorship :
is Most
a public
demand
for indorsed
such films."
of the
members
local censorship
of
motion
pictures,
being against
"Whereas, Many of the motion pictures
shown in theatres throughout Illinois are state censorship.
Paul Alwyn Platz.
unsuitable for exhibition to children, and
"Whereas, The advertising matter displayed in connecting with the motion picture theatre often tends to destroy the THEY'RE GOING TO PUT THEIR FINideals that home, school and church are
GERS ON THE "BAD SPOTS"
attempting to establish, and
An ordinance regulating picture shows,
it "Whereas, There is no state legislation
and places of amusement, deof the motion pictures shown, therefore be vaudeville
fining the character of show permitted,
prohibiting shows tending to corrupt pri"Resolved, That each Parent-Teacher
vate morals, and placing the power of cenClub and Mothers'
sorship in the Commissioner of Public
Association,
Circle
do its Woman's
utmost to urge its respective
Safety, and authorizing assistant censors,
city councils to appoint a volunteer Cen-of was recently passed by the city council of
sorship Board composed of members
Lawton, Okla. Violations of the city
local representative organizations, and that ordinances is punishable by both fine and
;
it co-operate continuously with said Board
jail imprisonment.
and be it further
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PATHE
THE

MANAGER

IN KANSAS CITY FINDS
TERRITORY BOOMING

official organ of the Kansas Cit}'
branch of the Paramount Company
has been changed from the name of Picture Pep to that of Paramount Pep, and
under the latter cognomen is thriving in
great fashion. Lee Balsley, publicity manager of the Kansas City Feature Film Company, who acts as editor of this publication,
thought of the present name when the
magazine was started, but hesitated to use
it for fear of infringing on the rights of
the New York office, but when he got a
letter from the East suggesting the change,
he was more than eager to comply with
their wishes.
The Kansas City Metro Exchange is
undergoing some changes in the accounting
and booking department. Albert W. Howell,
of the Pittsburgh staff, has been there for
some time installing new systems. From
there he goes to Des Moines. H. E. Herman, Kansas City manager, has been in
Excelsior Springs recently taking a short
rest. A change in the office several weeks
ago was the addition of G. J. Munchmore,
formerly with the Kansas City Feature
Film Company, as office assistant.
The Kansas City Feature Film Company
is doing its best to boost Paramount day,
April 27. In the issues of Paramount Pep,
the publication issued by the publicity department of this company, special articles
have been written telling exhibitors
throughout the territory how to cooperate
with the exchanges in making the day a
success.
The use of Paramount trade-marks in
every possible way is being urged for that
day, and an effort is being made to get
the exhibitors in the various towns to run
the Paramount trade-mark in the newspapers. Lee D. Balsley, editor of Paramount Pep, is very enthusiastic over the
day, and believes that it will be a great
success. His company covers the states of
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska and Iowa, and
the literature that he sends out reaches a
multitude of exhibitors.
A recent visitor to the Kansas City offices of the General Film Company was F.
C. Aiken, division manager.
Joseph Skirboll, general manager of the
Metro Picture Service, recently paid a oneday visit to H. E. Herman, Kansas City
executive. From there Mr. Skirboll went
to Des Moines. He was on a business trip
to that section of the country.
Two recent visitors to the Kansas City
Paramount office were H. H, Gray, manager of the Royal theatre, at Carroll, Iowa,
and J. E. Foley, manager of the Princess
theatre at Ames, Iowa. Mr. Gray was in
Kansas City looking over the newer theatres there, with the view of getting pointers

OKLAHOMA

on first-class houses or ideas on improving his present one at Carroll. It is also
very probable that if he cannot make suitable arrangements towards remodeling the
Royal, he will build an entirely new theatre,
modeled on the plan of some well-known
Kansas City houses.
C. S. Edwards, Jr., manager of the Kansas City office of the Pathe Exchange, has
returned from a trip into the Oklahoma
territory, during which time he Was with
his two representatives in that territory,
Howard Jameyson and George P. Meek.
"The moving picture business in Oklahoma is in excellent condition," said Mr.
Edwards. "In Tulsa the houses are playing to capacity each night and are charging as high as thirty cents "for pictures.
Few places get five cents, twenty cents being
about
the average."
Mr.kinds
Edwards
said that
exhibitors
there use all
of service
and
seem to get excellent results.
With the return of A. A. Chatkin, Kansas City manager of the United Film Service, from a meeting of the branch managers
of that company at Chicago recently, the
announcement has been made that the Kansas City ofiice will handle twenty-one releases each week, instead of three as heretofore. Mr. Chatkin also said that other
changes would probably take place soon,
the nature of which he could not announce
until the plans were perfected.

MARGETTS AND BYERLE IN TORONTO
FOR SALES CONFERENCE
Mr. Margetts, the St. John manager of
Universal, and Mr. Byerle, representing
the company in Montreal, were recently in
Toronto, and spent some hours in consultation with Mr. Hague and Mr. Lennon.
The coming of the new serial, and several
other matters, which it is stated the Universal Company has in view, required a
thorough understanding between all the
Eastern branches, and this is the object
of the meeting.
C. W. BUNN, WORLD, WASHINGTON,
D. C, MARRIED
Again cupid has entered the film ranks
in Washington, D. C, this time through
the World film offices, when C. W. Bunn,
manager of the local exchange, stole off to
Chicago and brought back a wife. The
young lady was Miss Mable Larsen.
The happy couple have the hearty good
wishes of the territory, for Mr. Bunn has
won the hearts of film circles by his congeniality and business fairness.
C. E. SMITH WILL OPEN PATHE
EXCHANGE IN BUTTE
C. E. Smith has resigned as assistant
manager to J. E. Kirk, of the Pathe exchange, Omaha, to open another Pathe
branch at Butte, Mont. Smith had a big
following in the Middle West, who, while
regretting to see him go, were also glad
to see him in a higher position.

EXPLOITATION
OF BILLIE BURKE
CHANGES IN KLEINE MARKETING
PREPARATIONS for the handling of
the Billie Burke serial were responsible for a number of important changes in
George
last week.Kleine's marketing organization
W. C. Condell, formerly a traveling salesman out of the Kansas City office, was
promoted to the management of the Dallas,
Tex., office ; vice E. J. Moskowitz.
A. C. Melvin, for some time past roadman out of Philadelphia, goes to Kansas
City as manager.
W. O. Edmonds, formerly handling
George Kleine's Kansas City office, has
been promoted to Coast supervisor, and
will spend his time between the three
Kleine offices at Seattle, San Francisco
and Los Angeles.
J.fulC.travelers
Ragland,
of Kleine
the mostPittsburgh
successout one
of the
office, goes to New Orleans, where he will
have charge, succeeding Howard Gale.
Among several new offices soon to be
opened, that at Omaha will be handled by
R. P. Peebles, of the clerical forces of
George Kleine's New York headquarters.

SERIAL BRINGS
ORGANIZATION

Another new Kleine office will be opened
in Detroit next week, with Frank Rutledge, of the Chicago office, in charge. Mr.
Rutledge is one of the best-known film
salesmen in the Middle West. He has
covered the state of Michigan for the
Kleine interests for a long time and is
well and favorably known to exhibitors
everywhere throughout that state.
The opening of the new offices will be
under the supervision of General Branch
Manager Merle E. Smith, who will also
visit the Dallas, Tex., and possibly other
offices before his return to the New York
headquarters.
POLAND TRAVELS FOR PATHE IN
KANSAS CITY
A new traveler out of the Kansas City
office of the Pathe Exchange is J. T. Poland, formerly Kansas City representative
of Motion Picture News. Mr. Poland, who
takes the place of T. S. Bradley, now in
Pittsburgh, will travel in northern Missouri
and Kansas.

May 6, 1916.
KRAKER GOES TO LOS ANGELES
UNDER BRYSON, UNIVERSAL
John Kraker, formerly with the Canadian Universal Film Exchange at Calgary,
and for the past several months with the
Universal California Film Exchange at
San Francisco, has been transferred to the
Los Angeles branch, where he will serve
as salesman for Manager J. V. Bryson.
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MEN FROM ''BORROWING TROUBLE "
has signed a contract as Eastern district
:RED B. murphy has sold his United
F Film Company exchanges in Bangor,
manager of the new company, which started April 24.
Boston, Springfield, Albany, Syracuse and
The personnel of the six exchanges have
Buffalo to the newly formed Unicorn Fi.m
all gone over to the new company with
Service Corporation, the largest independMr. Murphy. Seen by a representative
ent film exchanges in that territory. He
of Motion Picture News, Mr. Murphy
gave it as his opinion that there was a
wonderful field for a service proposition.
EXCHANGEMEN
IN NEW
ORLEANS HOLD ANOTHER
His experience and observation showed
MEETING WITH REALTY INTERESTS
that the need was for short subjects in
drama and comedy. He said the Unicorn
OVER FILM BUILDING
company was the result of a natural evolution in the business; that it was orgaAN important change occurred last week business in a veritable "hole in the wall'' —
at the New Orleans ofifice of Kleine- a little place in Baronne street, just wide
nized to satisfy the exhibitors' demands
enough for the passage of one person —
for a return to original subjects and
Edison. Howard Gale, eight months manager, resigns to go into business for him- and by progressive methods and an en- lengths of reel.
gaging personality, has won his way to
The consideration is said to be large
self in Canal street, and his place will be
which induced the sale of the United intaken by J. C. Ragland, formerly with the the top in his line.
terests to the Unicorn company, and the
Pittsburgh office of George Kleine.
At the local Fox lair, W. C. Harden has CLUNES BIDS $3,500 FOR TWO-WEEK
salary mentioned in Mr. Murphy's contract
is announced to be the largest paid to any
been installed as the new Southern diRUN OF CHAPLIN "CARMEN"
film man in New England.
A new record price for film rental was
vision manager. Mr. Harden went to New
Daniel J. Horgan, late representative
Orleans just long enough to get acquainted made at Los Angeles last week when Manager Harry Naugle of the V-L-S-E ex- of Pathe Freres, at Springfield, Alass., has
with the Row, and was then called out of
change made a contract with the managethe city.
associated
himself with Hearst's • News
service.
ment of Clune's Broadway Theatre for a
Through the courtesy of R. E. Barron,
The male employes of the Universal
New Orleans manager of Fox, a Fox fea- two-week run of the Essanay-Chaplin sub- Film
exchange, Boston, Mass., presented
ject "Carmen" of four reels, the considerature was lent to the pupils of the Sophie
tion
being
three
thousand
five
hundred
dolManager
Eslow with a gold-headed cane
B. Wright High School for a charity enlars for fourteen days.
on his departure to take charge of the
tertainment. When a committee, of which
Because of the numerous applications
Unicorn company interests in the West.
the correspondent for Motion Picture
for exclusive first showing of the film, Mr. The women employes gave him a gold
fountain pen.
News was a member, called on Mr. Bar- Naugle notified all applicants that sealed
ron, he very willingly gave a one day's bids for the first two weeks would be reManager Hart, formerly in charge of
booking to aid in the entertainment. He
ceived, and the subject would go to the the Mutual Springfield office, who left sevoffered the choice of Theda Bara in "Car- highest bidder. Nine houses bid on the
eral months ago, has returned to his formen," and "The Little Gypsy," and the
mer position.
ranging in price from eight hunlatter picture was selected as being the subject,
dred dollars to seventeen hundred and fifty
Wedding announcements are uot for
most
\A'illiam T. O'Brien, formerly of the
misses. appropriate for the "teen age" per week for the first two weeks. Manager
United, now Unicorn company, Springfield.
James
Andersonbidder.
of Clune's Broadway was
Managers of the New Orleans exchanges
the successful
This will be Mr. O'Brien's third venture
held another meeting with the realty inThis subject will be shown in connection
terests backing the erection of a film ex- with the Hearst Vitagraph Weekly at the in matrimony. Reports say the bride-tois young and charming. Mr. O'Brien
change building in that city.
regular prices of the theatre, ten, twenty be
is being congratulated on his luck.
At this meeting, the plans for the build- and thirtv cents.
William
P. Gray, of Lewiston, Me., was
ing were further discussed, and it was
a visitor to Boston last week.
agreed that centralization of New Orleans
Manager Harry Campbell, of the Fox
exchanges would be a good move. For
Boston ofifice, has signed the Scollay
one thing, it is thought, the exhibitors I PERSONAL LETTERS BRING RE- |
PLIES TO HARDENBROOK | Square Olympia for six-day service. The
will be saved a lot of time in signing con- I
FROM EXHIBITORS
| Fox is the only feature exchange in Bostracts, and any expediency along this line, I
which has two six-day runs. They
I
Manager
Ross
Hardenbrook
of
the
| have tonthe
of course, is heartily desired by every manfor first run and the
ager in the city. At the same time, the I Mutual Film Corporation in New Or- | Scollay forModern
second.
i
leans
is
a
believer
in
personal
letters.
|
exhibitors will not be compelled to make
Manager Campbejl, Boston, has a unique
a round of the Row when in search of I Not long ago be got out a multi- |
1 graphed communication on a certain i contract with Grant D. Burns, of the
film.
which was mailed to exhibitors 1 Graphic theatre, Bangor, Me. Mr. Burns
No definite results were announced from iI subject
in bis territory.
|
signed two separate contracts for Fox
the last meeting, but it is not an improba1 The form letters brought no re- | service. When they run out he is to take
bility that New Orleans will boast of a 1 sponse from certain exhibitors with 1
fine exchange building within a very short j whom he was doubly anxious to do 1 the service straight under one release.
i business. So he sat right down and g
William Shapiro is back in Boston from
time.
I
wrote
three
or
four
personal
letters
to
|
his
Maine trip for Fox. He corroborates
George Vivirito, friend of every ex- 1 these exhibitors asking why he had 1
change manager in the Crescent City, has I received no reply to his first epistle. | the statements of all film men in New England territory of unprecedented Lenten
moved from 306 to 318 Baronne, which in 1 "The results were surprising," said i
itself seems a simple announcement, and I Mr. Hardenbrook. "This experiment | business. Trade men are greatly pleased
yet he made much of it by having the 1 convinces me that exhibitors possess a i at the continued patronage. The February
1 whole lot of finer feelings and as a 1 business is continuing for many of them,
managers over to see his new quarters.
are highly intelligent persons i and bids fair to hold indefinitely.
Mr. Vivirito by this move inaugurates one Ii rule
who will treat the average form letter i
Lila Izen, a New England booker, has
of the largest supply houses in the city. 1 in the same manner that the average |
He has been named exclusive Southern
i business man does — throw it in the 1 left the V-L-S-E and gone to the World
representative for the Simplex machines,
1 waste basket."
1 Film in Boston, Mr. Grady manager. Miss
and he has this line, as well as Edison maI He got replies to every one of his i Izen is popular throughout New England
i and her friends will be interested to know
chines, very prominently displayed in his i personal letters.
salesrooms. Mr. Vivirito started out in iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiin
of her change.
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ESLOW
FETED
BEFORE LEAVING
BOSTON
FOR UNICORN
MANAGERSHIP IN WEST
James A. Eslow, for the past three years
New England manager of the Universal
in Boston, has resigned and accepted the
position
\\'esternUnicorn
district Film
manager
the
newlyof formed
Serviceof
Corporation. His friends in the trade gave
him a send-off dinner at the Georgian and
presented him with a gold watch, suitably
inscribed. Albert S. Schaller, who has
been assistant manager and now becomes
manager, vice Mr. Eslow, presented the
watch and voiced the good wishes of Boston to Mr. Eslow in his new field. The
headquarters will be in San Francisco.
Among prominent picture men present
were : Peter W. McGuire, of Salem ; Walter G. Hartford, of Pawtucket and Providence: Charles G. Gallagher; William J.
Sullivan, of South Boston ; Charles
Walker, T. W. Burke and Morris Rothenburg, of Boston; J. Fred Lovvett, of 01neyville, R. I.; Henry J. Wassernian, of
Haverhill; A. Montague, of East Boston;
Edward J. Farrell, New England manager
of the General Film Company; W. H.
Bradley, manager of Triangle; E. R. Daniels, W. J. Cooper, Walter Bess, of Weymouth ;James H. Donovan, of Jamaica
Plain; H. J. Shepard, of the Universal
executive offices, New York; F. H.
Jacques, manager of the Bluebird Boston
exchange; Fred B. Murphy, Eastern division manager of the Unicorn Film Service
C'^-ooration : S. H. Steinfeldt; Lon Vail,
of Warren. R. I.; S. M. Moscow, New
England manager of the Unicorn; Alden
Washburn. Herman Hirsch, manager of
"The Girl and the Game"; H. J. Segal,
manager of the New Film Corporation;
Joseph Saxe, of the Boston Traveler;
Michael Shea and Joseph Di Pisa, of the
Plymouth and Park Square theatres.
LARGE EXCHANGE IS NOW FEATURE
OF NASHVILLE
The opening of the Nashville Film Company, Nashville, Tenn., with offices at 233J/4
Fifth Avenue, North, is the latest thing for
"Opportunity Town." The new company
now occupies very handsome offices over
the Elite theatre, which are in keeping with
some of the largest film companies situated
in the larger cities. The Nashville Film
Company is under the management of
Theo. D. Mousson, who has a long and
successful record in the motion picture industry.
The amount of business this new company has been doing during the short time
that it has opened its offices, is positively
amazing and astonishing. The following
brands of films are handled by the new
company : Paramount, Alliance, Life Photo,
and the Universal program.
The shipping room is a large and spacious
one, taking up many square feet of flooring
and is in charge of Cloud V. Eckhardt, who
also supervises the inspection of all films
before being sent out to the various exhibitors. "Up to the minute service" will be
our slogan, said Mr. Mousson, and with the
capable assistance of our office force the
new company should in time prove to be
one of the livest and most up-to-date
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FOX FRISCO EXCHANGE RENDEZVOUS
FOR OUT OF TOWN MANAGERS
The exchange of the William Fox Film
I TWO COPIES OF "NEWS" DISAP- |
I PEAR FROM WIESFELDT'S DESK | Corporation, in the heart of the film exI BEFORE HE HAS TIME TO TURN 1
change district, on Golden Gate avenue,
I
A PAGE
I San Francisco, has become a favorite
i
There was a commotion in the | meeting place for exhibitors, where the
I Mutual exchange offices in Omaha 1 problems connected with the film business
1 last week. It was on the day MO- i are discussed. In order to care for the
j TION
PICTURE
NEWS
arrived. |
i Manager Max J. Weisfeldt, chatting i steady increase in business. Manager William J. Citron has found it necessary to
1 with the correspondent, leaned back i
1 in his chair and reached over on the j rearrange the offices, and the big waiting
i desk where the latest copy had been i room in front of the exchange is always
1 left a moment before.
j well filled.
1
It was not there.
1
Many visitors from the country districts
have been coming in of late, now that the
I1 yelled
"Hey! Weisfeldt.
Where's that 'NEWS'?" |
§ weather is well settled, and a day never
i
His stenographer and Assistant Man- 1 passes without a new contract being seI ager Vaughn rushed in, fearing some- j
cured. L F. Morris, of the Sequoia thea1 thing tragic had happened. Weisfeldt |
tre, Sacramento, Cal., was a recent visitor
j was red in the face.
i
I
"This makes the third time," he de- | in San Francisco, and stated that although
1 clared, accusingly. "I get two copies | he showed Fox productions five days a
I of the 'NEWS,' and I can't even keep i week he could scarcely care for all who
1 one. I won't say what'll happen if i desired to see them. James Beatty, of
I this doesn't stop. I'd hate to fire any- | the Liberty theatre, San Jose, was also in
but I feel
doing
it."in 1i San Francisco recently and had about the
1I body,
"Subscribe
for like
it for
everybody
f the office," suggested Vaughn, calling | same story to tell. He recently refitted
I a boy and sending him to the nearest i his lobby, installed new projection ma1 news-stand.
1
chines and otherwise improved his place.
L. F. Williams, of Santa Cruz, is another
iiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
exhibitor of Fox productions who was a
film companies in Nashville. The new comvisitor at the exchange a few days ago.
pany also makes and manufactures screens,
Still another visitor was C. Robinson, of
puts out complete road shows and handles
the
Bagby theatre, Monterey, who motored
parts for all make machines.
into the city for a short stav. The local
exhibitors like to meet the proprietors of
WERNER OPENS UNICORN BRANCH IN theatres m the country towns at the Fox
ST. LOUIS
exchange, as they find that some of the
real live wires in the business come from
Sam Werner, formerly with the United
Film Company, has opened a branch af the smaller places.
the Unicorn Film Service Corporation at
3G28 Olive street, St. Louis, which is one
UNICORN IN KANSAS CITY UNDER
of the twenty-five exchanges to be opened
MORGAN
by the corporation in as many of the larger
The Unicorn Film Service has located
cities in the United States, The exchange
its office for the Central West territory at
will handle only one and two-reel sub- 602-612 Lloyd building, Kansas City, Mo.
jects, and will make twenty-one releases a
week, with two copies of each subject, the The agency will have eight rooms comprising afloor space of 2,000 square feet.
first release date to be April 24.
Mr. Werner was one of the first men in Present plans contemplate a force of
St. Louis to become identified with the film twelve.
The manager of the exchange will be
industry, having been connected with one
of the first exchanges in the city. He has J. W. Morgan. Mr. Morgan is a widely
remained in some branch of the business
known exchange man in the territory, havever since, and is very well known to the
ing organized and owned the Universal exchange in St. Louis and Kansas City. For
trade all through the St. Louis territory.
the past several years he has been out of
the business. His chief associates will be
NEW AUDITING SYSTEM INSTALLED
BY HOWE FOR METRO IN KANSAS
G. S. Shumard, booker, who is an old employee of Morgan's ; E. E. Crockett, of
CITY
Minneapolis, and C. C. Chenoweth, a new
The Kansas City office of the Metro
man to the industry, as roadmen.
company is undergoing a slight period of
The offices are complete in every detail,
reconstruction in the matter of booklicing fitted up with the latest equipment,
keeping.
while the executive part is neatly furnished.
Albert W. Howe, auditor for the company, is at the Kansas City headquarters
BROTHER-IN-LAW ELECTED
putting in a new system, which it is ex- FLINTOM'S
MAYOR OF KANSAS CITY
pected will simplify the work.
A. D. Flintom, president of the Kansas
SCHWALBE BUYS RIGHTS TO "ONE
City Feature Film Company, is the brotherDAY," MOSS
in-law of the newly elected mayor of KanThe Electric Theatre Supply Company
sas City, George H. Edwards. Mr. Flintom
of Philadelphia, through H. Schwalbe, has has played an active part in the election
purchased from B. S. Moss the rights to of Mr. Edwards, and was very much
exhibit "One Day" in eastern Pennsyl- pleased when the latter was put in office.
vania, Delaware, Maryland, southern New
The general opinion of the moving picture men of the city is that the new execuJersey,
lumbia. Virginia and the District of Cotive will make a good leader.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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own good sense, I think I have made
YOUR
clear, is your best first aid in directing
your trade advertising.
It simply amounts to this: if you've got 5,000
or 10,000 prospects, you want to reach them by
the shortest route at the least expense.
That means that you want to buy circulation
that goes to these prospects — and nowhere else.
Now how may you determine this?
The answer is: through the subscribers to the
paper— the kind, the number.
News-stand circulation means nothing to you.
It may go to your prospects. But you don't
know this: the paper itself doesn't know it; the
news company can't tell you.
No one can prove it to you. When publications are put upon news-stands, anybody may
buy them — the public at large presumably.
The news-stands are for magazines for the
public. They were never meant for trade journals.
Look over a news-stand some time and see if
it displays any trade journals. Write to any trade
journal — The Dry Goods Economist, Motor
World, Power, Paint, etc., and find out what a
very small percentage of their circulation is on
the news-stands.
News-stand circulation is not difficult to secure upon a returnable basis. The news company
will take about as many copies as you care to
give them. They don't have to pay for what
they don't sell and they charge you for the return express.
They would take 10,000 extra copies of
Mjtion Picture News this week — gladly.
They have often made the request.
We could then go to you — the advertiser —
with a claim of almost double circulation. The
figures would look big and attractive.

the

Two

in the series:

Is a Trade Journal?

News

-Stands

But, as a matter of fact, with all these greatly
increased figures, we couldn't guarantee you one
single unit more of trade circulation — the circulation you uant.
Motion Picture News is on a non-returnable
basis, with, the news-stands. The news company
pays for every single copies it orders. This publication isthe only one in this field that is on a
non-returnable basis.
We have cut down our news-stand circulation
to the last point. You will find MOTION PICTURE News only on news-stands near theatre and
exchanges and in the congested trade districts of
New York and Chicago. There you will find
it displayed more and selling more than any
other picture trade journal. Ask any Times
Square news-stand and find this out for yourself.
We assume that this carefully restricted newsstand circulation goes to the trade — to exhibitors
principally. But we don't know. We don't
guarantee it.
A subscription, on the other hand, tells you
just who gets the paper. It tells you he wants it
regularly.
Subscriptions, their number and kind are,
therefore, your second consideration. You may
rule news-stand circulation out of your calculations— cut the figures out and throw them away.
They don't count.
And next week — for Consideration
Three.
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Tells something.
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The Incomparable, was shown in "The
IN the City of Chicago, where PAVLOWA,
Dumb Girl of Portici" in the Moving Picture Theatres, the Exhibitors COULD NOT EVEN
BEGIN TO HANDLE THE CROWDS. They Stormed the doors in mobs. At two prominent theatres
Police were necessary to keep the clamoring crowds in order. NEVER was such a colossal reception ever accorded a Moving
Picture Production as PAVLOWA in "The Dumb Girl of Portici" in Chicago. And there's a reason — yes dozens of reasons.
This production is without question the most lavish, most spectacular and most sensational production in the history of pictures. Over 500 people. More than 900 enthralling scenes staged at a cost exceeding a quarter of a million dollars. Produced
by Lois Weber and Phillips Smalley. By arrangement with Max Rabinoff.
STATE

RIGHTS

NOW

"The
in money
A the biggest
onStatePAVLOW
To
Rights Buyers this offers
making
opportunity in years. Not alone that the production is colossal, lavish and wonderful, but a complete exceptional advertising campaign is ready for every Exhibitor who books Pavlowa.
UNIVERSAL
CARL"LAEMIVILE,

FILM

SELLING

of Portici"
Girl
Dumb
This campaign is simply immense and will result in
CAPACITY HOUSES to any Exhibitor anywhere Direct
all wires, special delivery letters, etc., etc., to the State
Rights Dept.

MANUFACTURING

CO.

President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
1600 BROADWAY,
NEW
YORK
How can an advertiser continue advertisins? By siving TOTT value,
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picture business is here to stay. That you must
moving
THE
admit in spite of carping critics, and blundering sore-heads. True, some Exhil)it(M s ha\-e not found business so good lately — but if you get down to facts when you
look for tlic rejison why, it's a 100 to 1 shot that they are, and for some time have been, dallying with a
feature program. Some of these wise ones will tell you that business has picked up since they went into features,— BUT — ask them whether they are talking NET or GROSS and they will find they have an immediate
appointment and terminate your queries unceremoniously. Funny how we like to kid ourselves, isn't it? The
man who is packing 'em in and losing money on features is envied by his competitor who is laying by a bit every
day, and has a good steady dependable patronage, but admits to a few vacant seats at some performances. When
this chap wakes up, he will realize that he has a gold mine and that good advertising will make it produce to capacity. The moral is that if you can tie up to the Universal Program, DO IT. If you can't NOW, watch your
first chance. Let the people know what you have, and let the feature man go on to ruin if he wants to. You
should worry !
Carter DeHaven

and Flora Parker DeHaven

in

"A Youth of Fortune." Sixteenth Red Feather Production. Directed l)y Otis Turner. Released May 15. There's
a new brand of movie enthusiasts and they are called "Red
Feather Fans." Bigger, better, greater, grander, more lavish,
larger casts, finer sets, more al)sorbing stories, with each sucRed Feather
— that's
the order
of directors,
the day.
Directed ceeding
by Otis
Turner,release
the dean
of moving
picture
"A Youth
Fortune"
is an achievement
punch
and ofpower
that pulls.
Carter is thethat
sonhasof the
the peculiar
kind of
well-to-do people who are always hard up. He is popular with
all the family — not, but he stands high with his grand-dad, a
multi-millionaire. When the old gentleman takes the count
from old age, he leaves a will directing that his money be held
in trust for Carter, and that the trustee shall be that person
with whom Carter is living at the time of his coming of age. This
is becauseand Carter's
fatlu-r
and formother
are who
always
scrapping
money
matters,
show little
regard
their son,
at the
time is over
at a distant
college. The merry cha?e for the boy and the custody of his fortune supplies one of the swiftest stories of the season. Carter meets Flora at school
and you can imagine what her beauty did to him. That she showed up at
the
righttwenty-firvt
time, proved that "the
boy"
was was
her entitled
husband andthe living
with her
on
and surprising
that she
trusteeship,
the his
finish of some birthday,
of the most
incidents andto unusual
situationsis
ever
filmed.
The storv
keeps you guessing
up with
a startling
and unexpected
climax. all the way through and winds
Herbert Rawlinson in "D'Arcy of the Northwest
Mounted."
Three byReel
Seal Drama.
With May
Agnes
Vernon.
Directed
Wm. Gold
Worthington.
Released
16
Pathos and tragedy, a ruined life, human emotions and passions
in the raw — that's this big story, RUT— illumined by a sweet
and tender love story that is beautifully portrayed by two of
the most popular stars on the screen today. A corking feature.

"Gertie's Gasolene Glide." With Gertrude Selby,
Billy Armstrong and Phil Dunham. Two Reel L-KO
Scream. Released May 17. This unusual L-KO was reviewed
last week, as it was originally set for release May 10. NOTE
change of release date and book it, for it is a whale of a comedy.
UNIVERSAL
CARL

LAEMMLE,

FILM

President
1600

"The

Ben
Wilson
in "A
Wife
At
Bay." With
Dorothy Phillips. Two Reel Rex Regeneration Drama.
Directed by Ben Wilson. Released May 18. A new angle of
aas world-old
so seen
startlingly
and was
refreshingly
presented
to fascinate problem,
all who have
it. Dorothy
keen for the
gay life.
Her sense of honor was blunted and but for the timely aid of her husband
would have been in the toils of a notorious gang. Strong, clean and vivid.
"Heartaches."
With Dorothy Davenport and
Emory Johnson. Two Reel Romantic Drama. Directed
by Lloyd Carleton. Released May 19. When dramatic situations are set in an atmosphere of romantic charm the result
is a picture that leaves the director and the actors free to do their very best.
How
and Emory
romance dramas
of an earlier
one ofDorothy
the strongest
and rc-Iive
most acliarming
of thegeneration
season. makes
Your
audiences will thank you for this.
"Hulda the Silent."
With Lois Wilson, Harry
Carter and Maud George. Two Reel 101-Bison Heart
Interest Drama. Directed by Otis Turner. Released May 20.
Can you beat that? A whale of a picture on the Regular Universal Program — with such famous feature players as Lois
Wilson, Harry Carter and Maud George — directed by the Dean
of Directors — Otis Turner, himself. You have never seen fineracting on the screen. You have never seen better "atmosphere" thantheinclutches
this big
the Scandinavian
emigrant
who fell into
of a story
designingof woman,
breaking the heart
of the
"grirl
he
left
behind
him."
In
the
title
role
Lois
Wilson
will
command
the
sympathy and admiration of every picture lover in your neighborhood.
Padded a reel or two this feature might easily be made a "special" and
strong
for a big
you can't
tic up THAT
to the OFFERS.
Universal
Programenough
now, watch
FOR feature
THE night.
VERY If
FIRST
CH.'XNCE
"Love Triumphant."
With Gretchen Lederer and
Val Paul. Two Reel Rex Emotional Drama. Released
May 21. This strong story of the man who lived a double life;
who could be true to neither the good woman nor the bad,
furnishes some surprising situations and emotional scenes that fortunately
are in the hands of a most capable group of players. Great features have
been built around stories with less than is offered in this two reeler. When you
have shown the Universal Program for a time you realize that big stories boiled
down is a part of the policy that makes it the greatest Program on earth.

MANUFACTURING
Largest Film Manufacturing

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

Concern

CO.
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GERALDINE FARRAR
PLAY,
FROM LASKY ON MAY

WITH Geraldiue Farrar, Sessue Hayakawa and Blanche Sweet as the
stars, the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Flay
Company announces three important releases on the Paramount program for
the month of May. The third Geraldine
Farrar photoplay for the Lasky company, entitled "Maria Rosa," will be released on May 8 in first run Paramount
houses.
Sessue Hayakawa, the noted Japanese
actor who created such a sensation in
the Lasky productions, "The Clue" and
"The Cheat," will be seen in a photoplay
entitled "Alien Souls," in which he will
have the support of Tsuru Aoki on May
11; and Blanche Sweet is starred in "The
Thousand Dollar Husband," a James
Young production released on May 22.
"Maria Rosa" is a screened version of
the play of the same name by Wallace
Gillpatrick and Guido Marburg, which
was presented in dramatic form on the
New York stage two years ago with
Lou-Tellegen as the star.
The story is laid in a Spanish province,
and Geraldine Farrar appears as Maria
Rosa, a young peasant girl for whose
hand two friends are ardent suitors.
Jealousy prompts one to shift the evidence of crime against the other, who is
put in prison. Maria Rosa, believing him
dead through forged evidence, marries
the villainous suitor. On the wedding
day the convict returns, in which situa-

'MARIA
8

ROSA/

tion Maria Rosa kills her new husband
after he confesses his treachery, and the
play ends with the promise of happiness.
The cast includes, in support of Miss
Farrar, Wallace Reid, Pedro de Cordoba,
Horace B. Carpenter and Anita King.
"Alien Souls" is by Hector Turnbull,
who also wrote "The Cheat." The story
is based on the impossibility of the peoples of two races so diverse as the Japanese and the Anglo-Saxon to successfully
merge in a social way. The cast includes
Tsuru Aoki, Earle Foxe and Grace Benham.
Blanche Sweet will be seen in "The
Thousand Dollar Husband." This will
be James Young's second production for
the Lasky company, as he has already
completed "Sweet Kitty Bellairs" with
Mae Murray in the title role, which will
be released through Paramount at an
early date. Theodore Roberts, James
Neil, Tom Forman, Horace B. Carpenter
and Isabelle Malone will appear in printoplay.cipal support of Miss Sweet in this phoAN-NA LEHR, AUSTRIAN PLAYER, WITH
TRIANGLE
The April releases of the Triangle introduce a new leading Vvfoman to film
theatregoers, one whose debut has already
convinced her discoverer, Thomas H. Ince,
that a long term contract would just fit
her case. Anna Lehr came from Austria,

which perhaps accounts for her successful
portrayal of Berna, the Russian girl, in
"Civilization's Child," with William H.
Thompson, the veteran character actor and
Scotch subject.
uncle in "Peggy," the Ince-Billie
Burke
Miss Lehr has played on both sides of
the water in stage productions, but when
she entered the picture field her progress
"" until Ince recognized her ability.
was HIslow
When the right part came along he gave it
to her and she more than holds her own
with Thompson, Jack Standing, Dorothy
Dalton, J. Barney Sherry and other members of the cast of "Civilization's Child."
Her next appearance on the Triangle
screen will be with young "Buster" Collier
in "The Bugle Call."
"INTO THE PRIMITIVE" FROM SELIG
ON MAY 29 FOR V-L-SE RELEASE
Kathlyn Williams is the star in the Selig
Red Seal Play, "Into the Primitive," released through V-L-S-E, on Monday, May
29. Miss Williams takes "the role of Jenny
Leslie, an American heiress, supercilious
and selfish. With two men, one a society
fop, the other with the instincts of a "caveman," she is cast ashore in the African junIn "Into the Primitive" she is compelled
to forget all the comforts that were formerly hers and to take what primitive life
provides. A river swarming with alligators, a herd of wild animals, a python, a
gle.
gigantic
African lion in search of prey,
tigers, leopards and other wild beasts are
introduced during the course of the story.

2706
-HOGi E'S SEMESIS" If ILL ATTEMPT
TO 01 EHTAKE POPl LARITY FOR
KALEM ON MAY 8
Marin Sais dons trousers, a sticky, little
mustache and a mannish wig — all in the
cause of art— for "The Rogue's Nemesis,"
ascheduled
coming episode
of "The
Social
for release
on May
8. Pirates,"
In "The Rogue's Nemesis," George
Bronson-Howard has written another novel
story, which shows the girls called in to
aid in dealing justice to an unscrupulous
hypocrite, wiio is beyond the reach of the
law. A carefully laid plan succeeds in
having him become interested in Mary,
played by Ollie Kirkby.
It is then that Marin Sais is called upon
to contribute her performance in tlie male
role, for she must pose as an eccentric
musical genius, the husband of Mary.
With this basis the story that follows may
be expected to be rife with thrills and
suspense.
May releases of "The Social Pirates"
series are episodes six to ten. The company at the Glendale studio is now putting the finishing touches on the tenth episode. When weather conditions become
suitable Director Horne and the company
are going to make another trip to Seattle,
securing marine scenes on the boat trip,
and stopping off for an extended period in
both Seattle and San Francisco for new
locations.
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH USED FOR
"GILDED SPIDER"
The unusual privilege was recently afforded Louise Lovely, Lon Chaney and
other Bluebird photoplayers. to take scenes
for a moving picture within a Roman
Catholic church, an incident believed to be
so uncommon that the Bluebird publicity
man has taken immediate advantage of the
circumstance.
Largely through compliment to Vicepresident and General Manager H. O.
Davis, of the Universal company in Los
.Angeles, was the concession granted ; for
Mr. Davis, when he was director general
of the San Diego exposition, made a great
personal effort in making Catholic Day at
the exposition a noteworthy success.
"The Gilded Spider" for
producing
theIn Bluebird
program it was necessary to
have some authentic scenes in a Roman
Catholic church, and when Mr. Davis
made it known that the requirements of
the picture would exact the most unusual
concession on the part of church dignitaries,
the Church of . the Blessed Sacrament at
Hollywood, Cal., was placed at the disposal
of Miss Lovely and her associate players.
Joseph De Grasse directed the scenes.

BLANCHE SWEET BEGINS WORK IN
"THOUSAND DOLLAR HUSBAND"
FOR LASKY
Returning from her brief vacation, folof "The
the completion
again at
work Sowers,"
has begun
Blanche lowingSweet
Lasky Feature
L.
Jesse
the
of
the studios
Play Company at Hollywood, Cal., in "The
Thousand Dollar Husband," by James
Young, who is also directing the production founded on a story by Margaret Turnbull.
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"DR.

NEIGHBOR," WITH HOBART BOSWORTH, HEADS
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
FOR WEEK OF MAY 1
three-reel human interest drama, which will
THE Universal program for the week of be released under the Big U brand. Mr.
May 1 leads off on Monday with HoBaggot is featured in a protean photoplay,
bart Bosworth in "Dr. Neighbor," a five-reel
"Won with a Make-up," in which the vetRed Feather drama in which Mr. Bosworth
eran Imp star assumes many puzzling disis supported by Dorothy Davenport. "Dr.
with
struggle
doctor's
a
of
treats
Neighbor"
himself to decide whether he shall let a guises.
Edith Roberts and Sydell Dowling are costarred in "Just Kitty," an Imp comedyhopelessly injured patient suffer the tortures
drama which will be released on May 5. On
of the damned or give her an opiate which
the same day Myrtle Gonzales and Fred
sombrethe
relieve
may prove fatal. Just to
Church are featured in the Laemmle drama,
"
ness of "Dr. Neighbor, the Nestor comedians, Lee Moran and Billie Rhodes, fill out "The Thief of the Desert." Eddie Lyons,
Lee Moran and Betty Compson close the
the day's program with "Her Hero Maid."
Stella Razeto, Juan de La Cruz and day's program with "Lem's College Career,"
Gladys Brockwell are featured in the Gold a two-reel Nestor comedy which is loaded
to bursting with laughs.
Seal two-reel modern drama, "The Purple
On Maydrama,
6 "Thewith
Leap,"
Bisonandtwo-reel
Maze," which is released on May 2. On the railroad
Lee aHill
Geneg
same day Cleo Madison is featured in the
Rogers,
will
be
released.
Gale
Henry
and
Rex drama, "Eleanor's Catch," and Victor
Potel and Eileen Sedgwick cavort around in William Franey present "A Perfect Match,"
amiss
Joker
comedy
on the
samemarvel,
day. inDon't
the Imp comedy, "When Slim Was Home
seeing
Gale, the
eugenic
her
Mary Fuller, supported by William J. new toothpick bathing suit. She's a scream.
"Scaling the Jungfrau," a Rex educa\\'elsh
Cured." and Edna Pendleton, appears in a
tional scenic, will be released on May 7.
rather unusual sort of photoplay, "The Girl
It
will
be followed by "The Marriage of
Who Feared
Daylight,"
be re-3.
leased under the
Victor which
Brand will
on May
Arthur," a two-reel comedy drama with
Alice Howell and Ray Griffith add the Rupert Julian and Elsie Jane Wilson heading the cast. The L-Ko single reel comedy,
comedy balance to the day's program in the
Briggs, Burglar," with GerL-Ko comedy, "The Bankruptcy of Boggs "Mr. Buddy
trude Selby and Reggie Morris furnishing
& Schultz." The Universal Animated
Weekly, No. 18, containing views of Dr. the fun, closes up the week with a laugh.
The attention of exhibitors is called to
Waitc,alsoandwill
the belastreleased
ride of on
"Wild
man
May Bob"
3. Bur- the fact that during the week of May 1 the
There will be no release under the first episode of the new Universal serial,
"The Adventures of Peg o' the Ring," will
Laemmle brand on May 4, but two photo- be
released. Episode one, in which Ruth
plays, one featuring Thomas Jefferson, son Stonehouse,
formerly of Essanay, and
of the late Joseph Jefferson, and the other,
with King Baggot, will take its place. Mr. Eddie Polo are starred, supported by Grace
Jefferson and his little child actress, Zoe Cunard and Francis Ford, is entitled "The
Bech. are seen in "The Beloved Liar." a Leopard's Mark."
CARTER

DE

HAVEN

LANDOWSKA

AND

IS SUPPORTED
MACQUARRIE

BY
IN

YONA

'KING

FOR A MINUTE"
dowska, as the Princess; M. Blevins, as
IT is a long leap from Broadway to a Marlex, the writer and composer; Frank
throne, but Carter De Haven, comedian
of the Universal Company, makes it in MacQuarrie, as Hundane, the arch conspirator; Marvel Spencer, as Bess; Duke
"King for a Minute," which has just been
Worne,
the
King.as Billie, and Walter Belasco, as
complated by William J. Bowman, who
made "Pennington's Choice, "The Silent
Voice," "The Second in Command" and
"FROCKS AND FRILLS" A COMEDY
other photoplays in which Francis X.
I^.ushman was featured.
WITH KNOCKS AND THRILLS
"King for a Minute" is a five-reel com"Frocks and Frills," produced by the
edy which was written by the producer es- Lubin Company, to be released April 17
pecially for Carter De Haven. The scenario
through the General Film Company, is a
is by Elliot Clawson. Director Bowman
one-act comedy written and directed by
has known De Haven for years and thereEdwin McKim, in which Davy Don is feafore found but little difficulty in preparing
tured. In the character of a leading mema story that would fit the comedian.
ber of the wise guy's club he convinces
De Haven appears in the part of the
a shifty French count that Barnum said
Broadway pugilist, "Battling" Jimmic, who
something
when he stated that one is born
subsequently is carried to the principality
of Magonia by the emissaries of tlic king every minute.
"One of the Pack," produced by Lubin,
and there assumes the part of a prince
will be released April 18 through the Genwho was kidnapped in his youth.
There are a number of elaborate sets in
eral Film Company. It is a two-act drama
written by Tom Gibson and directed by
Director Bowman's production, the most
Leon D. Kent. A villain of the polished
notable ones being those of the ring-side
on Broadway and of the royal jialacc in type, with the heart of a wolf and a hero
of manly appeal, m-ikc a thrilling contest
.Magonia.
for an American girl.
In the supporting cast are Yona Lan-
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EXHIBITORS IN DECATUR, ILLINOIS,
TO FIGHT CENSORSHIP
Motion picture exhibitors of Decatur, 111.,
have organized to fight the proposed censorship of films exhibited in that city. Members of the Federated Mothers' clubs recently presented an ordinance to the city
council asking that body to create a city
board of censors. Exhibitors objected to
the ordinance, and it has been referred to
the commissioners as a committee of the
whole for action. Mayor Dineen has declared against it, saying that he did not
think the situation in Decatur warranted
the passage of such an ordinance.
The motion picture theatre managers
have organized under the name of The Exhibitors'ofLeagueDecatur
and Theatrical
Managers'
Association
and have
elected
officers as follows :
President, Ray Colvin, Orpheum theatre ;
vice-president, Daniel Higgins, Paris theatre ; secretary, Charles Dorgan, Strand
theatre, and treasurer, Mrs. E. Striewing,
Crystal theatre.
Advance notices of "Undine," famed for
its water nymphs, startled members of the
Mothers' Club and other societies of Belleville, 111., when it was booked for the
Washington theatre there and that city's
board of censors took action. The board,
headed by Mayor Duvall, called on the
management to show them the picture at a
special performance. This was done, and
when it was over the censors agreed that
there wasn't anything so awful in the picture. Then just about everybody in town
went to see it.

CENSOR BOARD ORDERS CUTS BUT EXHIBITORS
CUT DOWN
NUMBER OF ORDERS OBEYED
"Rival Pilots." Cut to five feet scene
CUTS made in films by the Ohio Board
of Censorship are given below in de- of fight between men.
tail, but few of the orders have been obeyed
"Billy Van Deusen's Muddle." Cut out
scene where man and woman are in priby the motion picture theatre managers,
vate room of road-house.
who are indorsed in their stand by patrons.
"Birth of a Man." Cut to five feet scene
The cut-outs were ordered as follows :
where tramps beat up, rob and place man
"Bankruptcy of Boggs and Schultz."
in old shed.
Take out subtitle, "Kiss me and I'll give
"His Highness, the Janitor." Cut to
you a raise"; scene where woman raises three
feet closing kissing scene.
her skirts above her knees; reduce all
"In the Ring." Cut all fighting scenes
fights in office to three feet and take out
to ten feet each and reduce all scenes where
safe-blowing scene.
"Bill's Narrow Escape." Eliminate the men are knocked down.
scene where a man sits with a foot on a
"Mama's Boys." Cut out scene where
knife, which is sticking in roast of beef man sits down in basket of eggs and wipes
on the table.
himself on grass, and reduce to five feet
"Doctor of the Afternoon Arm." Cut to all eating scenes.
"Record Run." Cut out to five feet all
five feet all scenes where man is bound and
scenes showing unjawful interference with
girl kidnapped, and all of shooting.
railroad property.
"Girl That Didn't Matter." Eliminate
"Spider's Web." Cut out scene where
scene where woman lobbyist sits on arm
man takes drug and scene where one man
of man's chair and caresses him.
"Hubby Puts One Over." Cut out all injects drug into arm of another.
scenes where actress sits undressing and
"Escapades of Mr. Jack" (No. 6, "Jack
unduly exposing her legs.
Inspects Paris"). Cut out all scenes of
man and girl on sofa in room designated
"Luke's Double." Cut out all scenes
where policeman brutally strikes man with as a "swell office," and scenes of man and
club.
woman on sofa drinking wine amid embracing bouts.
"Mr. Buddy Brigg's Burglar." Take out
all scenes where man embraces girl other
"Escapades of Mr. Jack" (No. 7, "Mr.
than his wife and where woman threatens
Jack, Doctor by Proxy"). Cut out subman with a knife.
title "Let Doc's friend out, Judge.'"
"Light Bearer." Cut out subtitles,
"One Daj." Cut out subtitle "Dreams
"You're in love with that pale-faced skyof his
in Lucerne,"
all
lovethree
scenesweeks
on couch
to threeand
feetreduce
each.
pilot. I'll kick, etc."

RALEIGH, N. C, ON VERGE OF
CENSORSHIP
The censorship of motion pictures will
soon be a reality in Raleigh, N. C, if the
efforts and determination of the Raleigh
recreation commission amount to anything.
At a meeting of this commission recently,
a committee was appointed to draw up
plans for a board of censorship and to
co-operate with representatives of the
Women's Clubs, Daughters of the Confederacy, Social Service Conference. Elks,
Story Tellers' League and any other organizations interested in the establishment
of a censor board.
The committee of which the followingnamed are to be members, was appointed
after considerable debate and following the
submission of reports on censor boards in
other cities, Supt. Frank M. Harper, Mrs.
Clarence Johnson, Mrs. W. N. Hutt and
Nan Lacy.

INTER-PROVINCIAL
CENSOR BOARD
IS PLAN FOR
MANITOBA AND SASKATCHEWAN
ON JUNE 1
rigidly regulate theatres and moving picCENSORING of films for Manitoba and
ture houses than in the past. Besides the
Saskatchewan will, on June 1, go out
censoring of the films, theatres will be inof the hands of the city of Winnipeg, which
spected carefully, and an inspector will be
has been responsible in the past, and will
appointed for this purpose. He will have
be done by an inter-provincial censor board.
a sufficient force of sub-inspectors, and all
Concurrent with this, the Manitoba govthe amusement houses in the province will
ernment will establish a system of inspechave to come up to certain standards of
tion of theatre buildings and examination
sanitation and safety.
of employes. Inspectors and an examiner
There will also be an examining departfor this purpose will soon be appointed.
ment which will affect moving picture
The Hon. Edward Brown, provincial
treasurer, has just returned from a trip to houses particularly. Operators will have to
Regina, the capital of Saskatchewan, and pass certain tests and the government will
appoint an examiner. His authority may
says that he has been informed by the Saskatchewan authorities that it is their de- also extend to examining employees of
other theatres to see that they are equal
sire to have Charles Robson, who is now
to the responsibilities which rest upon them
representing that province in the censoring
in case of an emergency when the public
of pictures in Winnipeg, remain in office.
safety is endangered.
Alberta has not as yet notified the Manitoba authorities as to whether that province will enter into an inter-provincial cenNO CENSORSHIP IN DETROIT
soring arrangement or not. In case Alberta
There
will be no censoring of motion picdoes come in it will be necessary for Maniture film in Detroit by the Recreation Comtoba to appoint only one censor. The Hon.
mission during 1916. The Recreation ComMr. Brown says that the appointee for the
mission demanded an appropriation of $3,province has been selected, but he would
not give out his name. If Alberta does not 500 from the Council Committee to carry
on this work which would necessitate one
come in, Manitoba will appoint two cencensor and two assistants. But when the
sors, and one of them will be a woman.
up for action the Council ComIt is Mr. Brown's intention to ask the matter came
mittee felt that there was really no need
city to keep up the work of censoring films
until June 1, when the inter-provincial or- of such an amount being spent for censoring— that the pictures shown on the average
ganization will be completed.
Under the new Public Amusements Act, were very clean and that the police department was the place to handle films unfit
passed at the recent session of the provinfor the public to see.
cial legislature, the government will more

OH! THE PURITANIC CONSCIENCE,
FOREVER BUSY WITH THE AFFAIRS
OF OTHERS
Mayor Charles M. Blodgett of Maiden,
Mass., last week appointed three members
of the Maiden Civic League to censor pictures in Maiden, which is a city of about
60,000, just outside of Boston. The members of the Maiden censor board are all
women.
They will begin their inspection work
immediately, and the managers of the
motion picture theatres have been ordered
by the mayor to receive the censors with
courtesy.
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AT

10:43 on the morning of April 21.
while emerging from her regular
cream bath. Virginia Pearson found
herself confronted by a terrible, horrible
vampire. It has long been thought that a
vampire was a bat, but the camera tells
us different. It is a bird, and this bird
attempted to pick ofT the solid gold bracelets, which were presented to Miss Pearson by the Shah of Itclnvixcky. who purchased them for half his kingdom from a
motorman. who found them in the ruins
of the Theseum at Athens. It is believed
that they once belonged to Theseus, who
was well known along the Broadway of
some years back as the son of Aegeus and
Aethra, and who won still greater fame by
killing Periphetes on the Isthmus of
Corinth. What has all this to do with the
vampire? says you; nothing, we reply;
we're just telling you about it, that's all.
What did Miss Pearson do when the vampire attacked her? She merely summoned
in her presence of mind. Miss Pearson,
who is the author of a work in sixteen
volumes on "The Life and Hal)its of the
Vampire, with Hints on Artificial Feeding,"
merely grabbed the bird by the leg. It flew
out the window with Miss Pearson, and
landed underneath the elevated railway.
Nor was Miss Pearson at a loss here. As
the author of a twelve volume work entitled "The Renaissance of Structural Steel
Work, with Heart Advice to Housesmiths."
she merely pulled down one of the "L"
pillars and rapped the bird over the head.
It gave three kicks, then lay still. Miss
Pearson is known (in some sections) as
the "Modern Cleopatra."
Our lightly tripping Lydian measures
anent the trade show last week have called
forth a rise from .'\rthur James. Oh. yes,
he writes the stuff, too. Mr. James .squared
away on the 6:01 train for Murray Hill,
and addressed the following to us :
"You have written your sparkling verses.
And have printed them, too, what's more.
In boost of a show, when you gosh well
know
You should boost for the one before.

"It's Grand Central Palace, Brother;
The Exhibitors' League are the men
Who will exposish to the public's wish
Each day. from ten to ten.
"Remember the rlates, Longacre :
May first to its fairest sixth.
When the whistle blows for the show of
shows —
Don't Kct the two shows mix't."
\\t are rather proud of Mr. James'
verses, although we assume no responsi-

bility for his attempt to rhyme the ordinal
sixth
with
W'e James
still believe
it can'tin
be done. nii.vl.
But Mr.
continues
prose : "And speaking of the Grand Central
Palace Exposish — which I'm right glad to
do — remember, there will be a special train
run from Buffalo, and reserved exclusively
for exhibitors and their wives and sweethearts, and due to arrive in New York
on
May The
Day, Buffalo
the firstcontingent
day of the have
exhibitors'
show.
wired
that they will gather their fellow exhibitors up along the line of rail, and tlie
])lans include a stay in Manhattan for the
entire week. This is a practical example
of what 'pep' will do for a big show."

VIRGINIA

PEARSON EMERGING FROM A
CREAM BATH
Censorship, like a campaign roorback, if
given enough room, may be depended upon
to step on itself. An insight into the "mental" processes of the censorship fan, is furnished by this little clipping from Punch.
"In order to satisfy my mind I spent
over two hours in a certain cinema.
Frankly I was disappointed.
I saw nothing which could in any way
be called indecent."
"The Rev. F. H. Gillingham,
Weeklyus Dispatch."
M. ¥. Licome, inwhothe sends
tlic clipi)ing,
points out that Punch has given the latter
the title : "Clerical Candor."

TALK
■ii" ' ' lllilllllllliMIMIilillllllllliiiM^
from Lake Manasarovara ; most of our
readers will recollect the magnificent rug
shops
Lake north
Manasarovara,
' which is
the
thirdof station
of St. Giggsmikkiteluski, on the Kigg and Drinkovisky railway. We are informed that the rug is
known manceasis correct.
the "Rug of Romance." RoVERBUM
In many,SAT
manySAPIENTI*
cantos.
Canto I.
What time our lyres we poets tune
To themes of high enunciation,
We've
no richer boon
Tlian brought
clearing mankind
up pronunciation;
For many men have many names
Susceptible of two renditions;
(I don't refer to Arthur James,
Who's quite the same in all conditions.)
Who knows if a is soft or hard ?
Diphthongs are puzzling institutions.
And so we summon in the bard,
Who with his rhymes provides solutions.
Perhaps, it now occurs, I should
Have opened up a line of samples
To make my meaning understood,
And so I give these few examples;
II.
"In this we coyly take a crack
At finding rhymes for Reichenbach.
Oh, yes, we always keep a stock
Of words to rhyme in.with Reichenbach."
But, since the case I've cited here
be defective,
I May
strive prove
again toto some
make tomore
clear
My noble and inspired objective;
"The bonehead, destined for the cooler,
May
ignorantl
call and
him Freuler;
Whereas,
the ytrue
trusty toiler
Knows very well we call him Freuler."
(To be continued.)
"Yes, it's all right; we found it in a book.

Going, as we frequently do, through the
advertising pages of our publication with a
fine tooth comb, last week we discovered a
startling announcement regarding one of
the new serials. "It is a constructive story,"
says the type. "Every epijojode is stronger
than the last." While the episodes of many
serials we have heard of are only so-so,
we have questioned the reviewer carefully,
and he says this serial is not that kind at
all.

The Barbers' union, of Ely, Nebraska,
has telegraphed to Terry Ramsaye, of the
Mutual corporation, that it has resolved not
to attend picture houses unless the actors
shown on the screen get their hair cut
regularly. Terry immediately ordered two
carloads of horse clippers.

We announce with consuming regret that
the "Diary of Our Own Samuel Pepys,"
which idea, we, like a good scenario-writer,
stole merrily from Frank Adams, is not
ready for the press this week. Oh yes, it
was successful ; we are willing to bet $14.85,
Mexican money, that we could name at
least two young persons who would have
read every word of it.

Virginia Pearson has been presented
with a valuable rug. It has been to almost
every part of the world, and adding up the
centuries and decades for which it has laid
at its various resting places, it is just
1.297,344 years old. It originally came

The rush of business at the opening of
the Rialto theatre was so great as to fully
justify Ben Atwell's new dress suit. At a
late hour on the night of the opening Ben
was quoted as saying that if business keeps
up he'll take the suit by the week.
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•A BROKEN GENIUS.
SCENE FROM A GROUP OF AMERICAN RELEASES FOR APRIL THROUGH MUTUAL; "THE RETURN," "HIS MASTERPIECE, '
AND "THE COUNTERFEIT EARL"
"GLORIA'S ROMANCE" AT ARCADIA,
Brady Whirlwind Trip to 3 Cities Gets Contracts
PHILADELPHIA
Head of World Film Visits Cleveland, Buffalo and Chicago — Exhibitors Seek Producing
Special to Motion Picture News.
Magnate for First Run Privilege on Pictures from His Studios
Philadelphia, April 22.
It has at last been settled that Billy WILLIAM A. BRADY, now head of that he was besieged by various firstthe World Film Corporation, has run exhibitors with the result that the
Burke in "Gloria's Romance," the ap- returned
Colonial became the permanent World
to New York from a hurried
proaching Kleine film novel, is to have its
Film headquarters.
first showing at the Arcadia. Beginning
trip to Chicago, Cleveland and Buffalo.
On his return from Chicago he spent
May 8, the picture will be shown three days Since the widespread announcement of
each week for twenty weeks at this, the his forthcoming activities and the an- a few hours in Cleveland and at Buffalo
only Chestnut street theatre in town. The
nounced display of the first three the same condition prevailed as in Chicago and Cleveland. The Palace theatre
Arcadia will get the first run two weeks
"Brady-Made" World pictures, he was
of
Buffalo,
one of the finest houses in
besieged
in
every
town
by
important
ahead of the general release on May 22.
northern New York, secured World picThe North American has contracted with exhibitors.
tures for first run. The Boston theatre,
The Colonial theatre, Chicago, for the
the Chicago Tribune to run "Gloria's RoMarcus
Loew's Orpheum theatre and the
mance" each week as a serial story. Harry past few months the headquarters of new Fenway
theatre, in the Back Bay
Scott, Kleine manager, reports a phenomTriangle pictures, has begun_ running section of the Hub, have assumed World
Film
contracts.
World Film pictures exclusively, startenal demand for the "Musty Suffer" comedies. Every exhibitor holding contracts
This leap has been accomplished by
Clara Kimball Young in "The
on the first series is clamoring already for Feasting with
of Life." It will be followed by the faith of the exhibitors in the continuthe second series.
Kitty Gordon in "Her Maternal Right,"
ance of the Brady policy which is so noand then each of the World Film reticeable inthe forthcoming three World releases
in
turn.
TOURNEUR AT WORK ON "VELVET
leases Clara
:
Kimball Young in "The Feast
Mr. Brady's trip to Chicago had a twoof
Life,"
Kitty
Gordon in "Her Maternal
fold purpose. Arrangements are going Right," and House
Maurice Tourneur, the creator of "TrilPeters in "The Closed
PAW"
ty" and "Alias Jimmy
Valentine," is busily forward for the opening there of Grace
Road," and those to follow, including HolGeorge in her repertoire of Shavian
engaged with Gail Kane and House Peters
brook Blinn in "The Way of the World,"
dramas and it was while Mr. Brady was
on a visualization of "The Velvet Paw," a there
Alice
Brady in "La Boheme," Robert Warin
the
interests
of
this
attraction
coming World film.
wick in "Friday the 13th" and Gail Kane
in "The Other Sister."
These pictures have been produced under the direct supervision of Mr. Brady
"V" Multiple with Nell Shipman for Indefinite Run
special to Motion Picture News.
The novelty made by Edgar Keller of with his censorship and physical effort
obtaining from the day the scenario was
Los Angeles, April 22. the arts staff, Vitagraph studio, showing vats.
procured
to the last dip in the finishing
animated
styles,
will
be
finished
this
week.
h stock comMEMBERS of the Vitagrap
All of the costumes for the one-reeler were
pany are congratulating themselves on
Early reports of the trade displays held
designed and especially made for use in
the fact that Director Rollin S. Sturgeon's
recently in the various states in which
this.
The
fashion
models
include
Carmen
recent subject, "God's Country — and the
Phillips, Corrine Griffith, Florence Vider, World Film exchanges are located and
Woman," is to go on at Clune's Auditorium, the largest theatre here. May 1, for an Al G. Blake and Clare Toner. The feature to which the exhibitors were invited to
indefinite run. The exceptional work done
of
this is said to be a dancing act by Miss view the forthcoming "Brady-Made" picPhillips.
tures, show a great interest on the part
in this picture by Nell Shipman caused Director Sturgeon to select her for leading
Vitagraph Director Wm. Walbert has of the exhibitors in the new World productions. The fourteen offices already
woman in his next subject, "Through the completed the three-reel subject, "Ashes," heard from show a large number of
which
will
be
shipped
to
New
York
soon.
Wall." The cast for this has been seThis subject from scenario by William E. new accounts and extensions of conlected, and includes George Holt and Willtracts. Almost every metropolitan ceniam Duncan, who had featured parts in the Wing features Corrine Griffith in the role
ter throughout the country is responding
of mother, and later daughter, and Jack
previous production. A number of scenes
liave been made for this, and the technical
Mower as husband and father. The story with rapidity to Mr. Brady's announcement, which was sent out through the
staff of the studio is busily engaged in contains some very thrilling incidents and
mails, and by the large insert which apbuilding a number of sets which will be a heart interest.
peared in this paper in last week's issue.
used.
J. C. Jessen.
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"THE .MOME.M BEFORE" \^ ILL COME
AFTER APRIL 26
Pauline Frederick ne.xt appears in the
Famous Players adaptation of Israel Zangwills "The Moment Before," which will
be released on the Paramount Program
April 21.
The Duchess of Maldon, in which characterization Miss Frederick lirst appears in
the photoplay, is a white-haired woman.
When she falls dying, there arises before
her the vision of her youth. Then the
scene fades out and Miss Frederick appears as a vivacious young cerature, the
gjpsy for whom two men are found in
combat.
The greater part of the picture was
staged in Florida by Director Robert G.
\'ignola. In support of the star appear
Thomas Holding, J. W. Johnston, Frank
Losee, Edward Sturgis and others.
ITALIAN
WAR
PICTURE
WILL BE
SHOWN TO TRADE BY AUTHORS
FILM
The Authors Film Company. Inc., will
show to the trade at 11 o'clock Wednesday
morning, April 28, at its projection room,
67 Madison avenue, New- York, an Italian
war picture.
This feature was taken under the auspices of the Italian government, and is the
first war film to be released from Italy,
.^mbrosio, the well known Italian film
manufacturer, through his affiliations with
his government, was able to arrange for
its e.xploitation in Italy and in this country
through the Authors Film Company.
"HER HUSBAND'S WIFE" IS ELABORATE
PRODUCTION
The Ivan May release, "Her Husband's
Wife," will cost several thousand dollars
more than any feature heretofore produced
by t^iis company, it is announced. A well
known Broadway manager is said to have
offered one thousand dollars for the story,
but the offer was refused by Director Ivan
.^b^amson.
The cast will include Sally Crute, Mignon Anderson, Augustus Phillips, William
Bechtel, Brinsley Shaw, Bradley Barker and
Gnido Colucci.
"IRO.N CLAW" WILL BE CONTINUED IN
TWENTY EPISODES
J. \. Berst, vice president and general
manager of Pathe, announces that "The
Iron Claw"Mr.will
be in
continued
to twenty
episodes.
Berst
his statement
emphasizes the fact that the exhibitors themselves have extended the serial, for it was
through numerous letters received from
representative exhibitors all over the country ref|uesting the extension that the idea
of making such a departure from the original plans was first considered.

I) WIS PICKS DE HAVEN AS SERIAL
STAR

X'ice-prcsidcnt and General Manager H.
O. Davis of the L'nivcrsal Film Manufacturing Company, has decided to feature
Carter Dc Haven in a serial, each chapter
of which is to be an entirely separate
episode. The title has not been announced.
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Selznick Company
Begins Widespread Campaign
Ned H. Spitzer, Sol J. Berman, Sam E. Morris and Ben S. Cohen, Well Known Film Men,
Picked as Aids in Plan for Distribution of Clara Kimball Young Pictures
WITH four well-known exchange and middle west. He was the Pittsburgh mansalesmen as the nucleus of its orager for Aletro and district manager for
ganization, the Lewis J. Selznick Produc"The Million Dollar Mystery." For a
tions, Inc., the distributing company for while he was New York excliange manager
for World Film, from wliich position he
the Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation, began its nation-wide campaign this went to Bluebird, associating himself with
week.
Mr. Hoffman in the launching of that
company.
The four men to align themselves with
Mr. Selznick are Ned. H. Spitzer and Sol.
Mr. Morris knows the exhibitor's end
J. Berman, of Bluebird; Sam. E. Morris
of the industry perhaps even more thoroughly than any of his associates, having
and Ben. S. Cohen, of World Film.
Mr. Spitzer has been identilled with the been one of the pioneer exhibitors of Pittsburgh. It was only a year ago that he
industry for nine years. He began with
William Harbeck, was associated with the shifted from the exhibiting end to the exchange, becoming Cleveland manager for
Warners and in the distribution of "The
He was one of the early adMillion Dollar Mystery," then became the World Film.
vocates of the feature film and a founder
Kansas City manager for World Films.
of the original Motion Picture Exhibitors
Later he was engaged as general Canadian
manager for William Fox, since when he League, of which he was the first vicehas Ijeen general representative for Blue- president.
bird.
Mr. Cohen's career was told in these
pages in a recent issue. He, too, was a
In speaking of his decision to leave BlueWorld Film district manager and one of.
bird for the new Selznick proposition Mr.
the best known film salesmen and exchange
Spitzer said :
in the country.
"My association with Mr. Hoffman and managers
In collaboration with Mr. Selznick his
the rest of the Bluebird family has been
one of the happiest in my film career, and new staff is at present engaged in going
1 douljt whether any other proposition in over the field, sorting out the thousands
the trade today would have tempted me
of applications for the Clara Kimball
away. I am going back to my first chief Young features and establishing exchanges
and have absolute faith in him and his in the principal cities. As soon as their
new project. Miss Young is in a class by preliminary work is completed they will
herself and we are starting a new era in make a comprehensive tour of the country,
getting in personal touch with all the prinfilmMr.history."
Berman has been in the film busicipal exhibitors and supervising the estabness for ten years. He organized in Des branches. lishment of the Selznick exchanges and
Moines, Iowa, the first exchange in the
California Company
to Book Direct to Theatres
First Hand Understanding of Elxhibitor Viewpoint Will Be Obtained by Officials of Company
Through This Method, They Believe — Plan in Operation Only for State of California
WITH their decision to release pictures strengthen the co-operative arm of their
on a state's right basis, the Cali- own organization.
"In striving for the personal touch as
fornia Motion Picture Corporation has befar down the marketing scale as possible
gun to solve the intricacies of the marketin the distribution of our features, we are
ing end of the business in earnest. "The
primary concern of the California pro- but following to its logical conclusion a
ducers in entering the open market," ac- policy already proven efficient for the procording to a statement of General Manager
ducing end of our enterprises," says Mr.
-\lexander E. Beyfuss when on a recent
Beyfuss. "The whole success of the motion picture business, as I see it, lies in a
Eastern trip, "was to make connections
with the most substantial independent buy- full understanding between the producer
ers in the country. The permanency of and the public. This applies just as forcithese relations must depend on the quality
bly whether the producer be making a picture or making a sale.
of co-operation our firm is able and will"The main trouble usually is that the
ing to render the exchanges."
Significant of this declaration is the an- true statement
public's demand
becomes distortedof inthetransmission
through
nouncement just made that "The Unwrit- the hands of a middle party. There is no
ten Law," with Beatriz Michelena, will be direct communication between the man who
handled in California through direct arrangement I)etween the theatres and the buys his ticket at the box office and the
producer. There will be no intermediate one who manufactures the picture.
exchangeman.
"It is this difficulty that we have been
The reason given by the California Mo- trying to surmount. At first it was in the
tion Picture Corporation officials for re- producing end that we went to the public
serving this territory for their own im- and asked its opinion and advice. The remediate exploitation, is a desire to get a
sult was such a picture as 'The Unwritten
Law.' Now that we have entered the open
hand understanding of the exhibitors' market and are giving personal attention
first
point of view. This, they believe, will to the distribution of our output, we are
give them a better appreciation of many
going to follow the same line. That is
the state's right man
of the problems thatrelations
theathe
why we are booking the California terriwith
his
in
solve
to
has
tre he serves, and will consequently
tory direct from our own offices."
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BLUEBIRD
Photoplays have
attracted a clientele for theatres that
augurs greater growth and continued
success. The discriminating Theatre
Manager, particularly those who really
understand the true value of the finer
accomplishments in cinema productions
are today showing BLUEBIRD
Attractions. If you are seeking that
certain quality that insures a constantly
enlarging Clientele, you have the
answer in BLUEBIRD Photoplays.
^mong the recent Releases
are the following :
Louise Lovely, in
••TANGLED HEARTS"
Tyrone Power, in
-JOHN NEEDHAM S DOUBLE"
J. Warren Kerrigan, in
"THE GAY LORD WARING"
Robert Leonard and Ella Hall, in
•■THE CRIPPLED HAND"
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NEW METRO OFFERINGS; SCENES FROM
B. AND L. PRODUCING
FEATURE

PICTURE

•THE SCARLET WOMAN," WITH MADAME PETROVA, AND
BUSHMAN AND BEVERLY BAYNE

SIX-REEL

The B. & L. Film Company have established headquarters at Belden, Cal., and
are using the scenery of the little village
for a part of the background of a six-reel
feature picture entitled, "The Strangest
Man in the World." Director General
Raine Ewell decided to bring the entire
company from the studio in San Mateo to
locate for an indefinite period in the once
thriving gold mining center.
The story in part now being filmed is of
a man who, suffering from mental abberation, is lost in the wilds ot California. Not
having any means of support or subsistence, he is thrown upon his own resources and lives as best he can from what
nature provides. Edward Cecil, who plays
tlie principal part, was leading man of the
Biograph for two years, and also supported
Lena Cavallieri in her screen debut. Neva
Gerber, his leading lady for the past year,
was featured with the American Film Company. Among others may be mentioned
Earle Emlay, Sadie Lindblom, Maud Warren, Ursula Klein and others.
ANITA STEWART SELLS HER PHOTOS
AT $5 EACH FOR ACTORS' FUND
In the Eighty-first Street theatre, New
York, recently, Anita Stewart, the Vitagraph star, was the principal attraction at
a benefit conducted for the benefit of the
Actors' Fund and disposed of her photographs at high prices.
Originally it was intended to sell the
pictures for a nominal sum, but when the
demand threatened to over-reach the supply, prices went up by degrees and a price
of five dollars per photo was the prevailing
rate for the closing sales. Miss Stewart
was tendered a fine ovation.
LUCAS TOURS BIG CITIES FOR
TRIANGLE
Arthur Lucas, District Superintendent of
Triangle Film Corporation, has just returned to Philadelphia after several v eeks
spent in visiting Triangle branches 'n Chicago, Cincinnati, Minneapolis and other
western cities. Some big contracts re
suhed from this little spin around the circle.
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Justice

'A MILLION A MINUTE,"

Passes

"Spellbound,"

on Court

WITH

FRANCIS X,

Procedure

a Knickerbocker

ENGLISH COURTROOM SCENE IN "SPELLBOUND," KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE
whose direction the picture was produced,
SPECTACULAR scenes in an English
court form a part of the narrative in was visiting the studios at the time these
scenes were being set, and consented to su"Spellbound," the five-reel Knickerbocker
Star Feature in which Lois Meredith is
pervise the details of court procedure and
starred. Lord Chief Justice Howell, of Can- the settings. The result of his labors is maniada, a friend of H. M. Horkheimer, under
fest in the film, comprising about 200 feet
"Mysteries of Myra" Booked by 703 N Y. Theatres
Trade Review of Psychic Subject Released by International Film Service Brings Out 1,487
Exhibitors and Others — Ochs and Trigger Enthusiastic
months making a study of mental suggesONE THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED
tion and thought transmission. But with it
AND EIGHTY-SEVEN leading exall,
probably
the most important verdict
s
trade
hibitors, press reviewer and newspaper men arose bright and early to attend was a statement made by Leo Ochs, president of the Motion Picture League.
the specially arranged and augmented perMr.
Ochs unequivocally stated that he
s
formance of"The Mysterie of Myra," atop
the New York theatre last week.
considered "The Mysteries of Myra' a
revolutionary step in serial or series proFrom the reception given and the comductions. He predicted a great success.
ments heard, it looks as though "The MysSamuel
H.
was also lavish in his
teries of Myra" will mark a turning point. statements, asTrigger
were hundreds of exhibitors
Hereward Carrington, the author of "The
who made up the representative audience
Mysteries of Myra" in collaboration with
in attendance.
Charles W. Goddard, is undoubtedly one
If the advance bookings in any way foreof the greatest living exponents of psychic
phenomena. And let it here be said that will castbeas toaccepted,
how "The
Mysteries
of Myra"
it might
be stated
that
Lro and Theo Wharton are the producers
over
703
exhibitors
in
the
New
York
terriand directors of this feature series. It has
tory have booked the film thus far.
been staled that the Whartons spent six
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BEXME MICHAELS KILLED IN AUTO
CRASH IN SAN FRANCISCO
Special to Motion Picture News.
San Francisco, April 22.
Bennie Michaels, one of the most interesting figures in the motion picture field
in the San Francisco Bay region, and an
exhibitor of many years' experience, was
killed in this city on April 12, when his
automobile overturned, crushing him beneath it.
His career as a motion picture exhibitor
commenced shortly after the rehabilitation
of the downtown district of San Francisco,
following the great fire of 1906, when he
opened the Silver Palace theatre on Market street, near Third. The pipe organ
installed there, and other features that were
new at that time in moving picture houses,
are still commented upon by exhibitors.
He then took over a house on Broadway,
near Stockton street, and when this was
destroyed by fire, erected a magnificent
fireproof structure in its place, the Verdi
theatre, opened about two years ago. A
host of friends mourn the passing of this
prominent exhibitor, and his funeral was
attended by representatives from almost
every film exchange in the city.
"ISLE OF LOVE ' IS THE NEXT VEHICLE
FOR IVA SHEPARD
Iva Shepard, prominent member of the
Gaumont forces at Jacksonville, has a conspicuous role in "The Isle of Love," a Mutual Masterpicture De Luxe which will be
released May 15.
Miss Shepard was one of the first players
engaged by Gaumont when the Florida company was augmented. She specializes in
heavy and emotional parts, and was seen

IVA BHEPAHD
as the star m "The Haunted Manor," and
as Before
the vampire
in "The Drifter."
her association
with Gaumont,
Miss Shepard appeared in "The Straight
Road" and "The Conspiracy," Famous Players ;"Northern Lights" and "Capt. .Swift,"
Life Photo "The Thief," Fox ; "The Suburban," Universal; "Bondwomen" and "The
Crimson Path," Kieine, and "The Salamander," Moss.
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FLYING LEAP OF AUTOMOBILE BEARING THOMAS CHATTERTON
DRIVING an automobile across a
thirty-five foot chasm at a sixtymile-an-hour clip, is a feat performed by
Thomas Chatterton, in "The Secret of the
Submarine," the Mutual-American film
play released on May 8.
To do the stunt, Mr. Chatterton, who
essays the role of Lieutenant Jarvis Hope,
U. S. N., overcame the objections of directors and managers who had employed Al
Thompson, a professional dare - devel to
make the mad ride.
The scene was taken on the road between
Los Angeles and Santa Barbara, at a spot
where a bridge had actually been washed
out by the Spring rains. Three cameras
were trained on the flying car, catching it
as it left the broken side of the bridge, as it
went through the air and landing safely
on the far side. The accompanying picture

shows the car in its full mid-air career.
There was no announcement made of
their plans by the producing company, but
the authorities of Camarillo, a small village
nearest the scene scented excitement and
dismissed the school, so that the pupils
could witness the thrill-making.
"Aeroplanes are tame to this," Mr. Chatterton commented as he received the congratulations ofDirector
Sargent.
was
never sure that
the machine
would"I stay
right side up and when we landed on the
far side I thought my teeth were all jarred
loose. But it will give a thrill to the story
and that is what we are after — realism with
The following day a tourist part}' ran
off the bridge and the chauffeur was instantly killed, so the Film way of jumping
a big R."
chasms is, after all, the safe way.

Stanton Completes 20th Episode of "Graft"
Enough Difficulties Were Encountered to Drive Him and His Company to Distraction, But
as an Obstacle Climber He Proves Himself a Candidate for a Blue Ribbon
ceived word to rewrite one half of one
WITH the filming of the twentieth epi- episode. Woods wrote the scenario in
sode of "Graft" by Director Richard
the morning, Stanton made the picture by 6
Stanton, the Universal serial is completed.
o'clock the following morning, and by 11
About every tribulation that might be met
o'clock it was on its way to New York.
in the production of a film story was enThese were a few of the difficulties encountered by .Stanton, but he overcame
countered in the making of the twenty
them all successfully with the co-operation
episode,
for
which scores of extras had to
of his assistant, Clifford Elfeldt, the scenbe engaged, many sets especially built, and
ario writer, Walter Woods, Camerman
a number of suitable locations found.
Fred Granville, N. V. Wright and Sam
Kaufman.
When the male lead was disabled by an |iiiiiiNiniiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
accident, Stanton took his place, appearing
opposite Jane Novak. Considerable difficulty was experienced in assembling the
right types, especially when the first cast I
You
will
find
the |
called for twenty-eight people. The scenario was dealt out to the director in bits, I Monthly
Index
of Re- |
but in five days he succeeded in finishing
I views, covering the issues j
the first episode of two reels.
Throughout the serial a man had to be
killed in each chapter, and it had to be I of April I -April 29, inclu- |
done differently each time. This kept I sive, just what you need. |
.Stanton and his assistants busy figuring
out new ways. In order to film a scene in
I It's just ahead
of the |
a cotton mill, considerable searching was
I Table of Contents.
|
necessary before a concern was found
which would permit the use of its plant.
On another occasion, ofie of Stanton's
leading men had to depart to work in an- iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim
other company. One night Stanton re-
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JOSE AVERAGES A REEL A WEEK
Edward Jose, who personally directs the
I STATE SUPREME COURT UP- | Pathe serial "The Iron Claw," on May 1
HOLDS PENNSYLVANIA | will celebrate the completion of his first
"The Hard Way" is a Selig multiple reel I
feature to be released through General
I
CENSORS
I year as an independent producer. During
Film Service on Monday, May IS, in which
I
The
Supreme
Court
of
Pennsylvania
Jack Pickford enacts a character role. The I has handed down a decision upholding || the twelve months he has made "The Beloved Vagabond," six reels ; "Simon the
drama, by Russell E. Smith, and produced
1 the State Board of Censors in their |
by T. N. Heffron, presents the story of a 1 appeal from the findings of the Court | Jester," five. reels; "The Closing Net," five
high school boy who is tempted to the I of Common Pleas No. 2 in the case of | reels ; "Nedra," five reels ; "The Light That
i the film "Virtue," produced by the | Failed," five reels, and fourteen episodes of
bright lights by boon companions. How
realization came to him is developed in the I Franklin Film Corporation. I "The Iron Claw," twenty-eight reels, a
Judge Von Moschzizker ruled, in i week.
total of fifty-four reels, or over a reel a
climax. Mr. Pickford is supported by Sid- i
I effect, that the Court of Common |
ney Smith, Harry Lonsdale, Lillian Hay- 1 Pleas could not sustain an appeal from 1
Among the artists who have been under
ward, Vivian Reed and others.
i the edict of the censors unless it was i
Mr.
Jose's direction during the year are
I
proved
that
the
censors
had
been
|
On Saturday, May 20, a comedy, "A
Pearl White, Edwin Arden, Kathryn
Boarding House Ham," will be released by I guilty of an "abuse of discretion." | Browne-Decker, Irene Warfield, George
the Selig company through General Film 1 Judge Barratt, of the Common Pleas, i
Service. The action takes place in a the- I had ruled that the Censor Board's ac- | Probert, Fania Marinoff, Howard Estaatrical boarding house. Among the char- I tions were "minute," "far fetched," i brook. Bliss Milford, Madeline Traverse,
merit."
| Margaret Greene, Robert Edesoii, Jose
acters presented are the Street Faker, the Ii andThe"without
Supreme Court also ruled that i
Creighton Hale, John Drum and
Animal Trainer, the Property Man, the I the censorship statute never contem- | Collins,
Strong Man and the Lightning Sketch 1 plated that the Courts of Common | Sheldon Lewis.
Artist.
I Pleas were to be constantly called i
I upon to review censor-condemned i
ROMANCE TRAVELS FAST IN "A
i films in the courtroom.
1
THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING AT
i
The
Franklin
Company
has
not
dei
MILLION A MINUTE"
CULVER CITY FINISHED
i cided whether it will press the case i
"A Million a Minute,' a story of roSpecial to Motion Picture News.
1 further. Further details of the Su- 1
mance, mystery and adventure, with
Los Angeles, April 22. i preme Court's decision will be pub- | touches of comedy relief, presenting FranThe administration building at the new
cis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in the
I lished in next week's issue of "Motion f
i stellar roles, will be released on the Metro
Culver City Ince plant is nearing comple- i Picture News."
tion and within the next week the staif will ^IINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
Program May IS. It was picturized by
be located in its permanent quarters. This
Howard Irving Young from the novel of
building will have the private offices of JOYCE FAIR FINISHES HER SECOND
the same name by Hudson Douglass, and
Thomas H. Ince connecting a private prowas
directed for the Quality Pictures CorESSANAY, "DIXIE WINNER"
jecting room, purchasing, publicity and
poration by John W. Noble, who is proJoyce Fair, the littlest leading lady, has
auditing departments.
ducing all the Bushman-Bayne features, asWith the completion of this, and the new
just completed her second play for Essasisted by William Bailey.
building for the general projection rooms,
nay,
"The
Dixie
Winner."
The
supporting cast includes Helen DunIt
is
the
story
of
a
little
southern
girl
the plant will be practically finished, at
bar, Robert Cummings, John Davidson,
who loves horses and is deprived of her
least for the present. There is sufficient
Charles Prince, Mrs. Walker, Carl Brickgrounds adjoining for the building of a pet colt by family reverses.
ert, William
When
the
jockey
is
kidnapped,
the
little
number of additional stages, and this may
rome Wilson. Bailey, Mary Moore and Jebe taken up at a later date.
girl, an expert rider, dons his colors setory. cretly and rides the thoroughbred to a vicAUTO
FACTOR IN QUICK
"END
OF THE WORLD," GREAT
SELIG-TRIBUNE
NEWS "SHOTS"
PICTURESFOR
It is a race track picture, with quaint
NORTHERN,
DEALS WITH
The automobile plays an important part
Kentucky settings throughout, and is made
APPALLING SUBJECTS
the more real because little Joyce is quite in the releasing of a news reel. For exThe forthcoming release of the Great an accomplished rider in real life, and the
ample, the Selig-Tribune, the twice-a-week
Northern Film Company, New York, en- stunt part of the picture is no trick for her. news reel, released by the Selig Polyscope
titled "The End of the World" is a proCompany, of Chicago, 111., has an automoduction, the cost of which involved a great piiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
bile always ready and waiting. By special
sum of money.
wire one of the news gathering agencies
The subject is unusual, dealing as it I NEW FEDERAL CENSORSHIP BILL | informs Editor Jack Wheeler the moment
does, with the probable havoc and de- I
IN U. S. SENATE
|
news "story" breaks in Chicago.
struction wrought by a fiery comet in the, I Senator Hoke Smith of Georgia, has | a big
Editor Wheeler presses a button and the
auto
with
chauffeur and staff cameraman
earth's atmosphere.
i just introduced a bill into the United 1
Hundreds of people were employed to 1 States Senate "To create a new divi- i is at the office door. Soon the car is
1 sion of the Bureau of Education, to i speeding to the scene of a large fire, a
take part in the scenes of devastation,
where a whole village was set afire by i be known as the Federal Motion Pic- | spectacular parade, or some other event.
flames descending from the skies, and i ture Commission, for the regulation of f The automobile is utilized at the Chicago
I motion pictures intended for inter- i
which was entirely consumed ; a shipwreck
on a blazing sea ; an electrical storm of 1 state and foreign commerce, and defin- 1 headquarters of the Selig-Tribune.
its powers."
|
great violence rages ; and a real flood in iI ingThis
latest attempt to impose Fed- | "SOULS AFLAME," METRO, NOT TO BE
the midst of its work of destruction is 1 eral Censorship
provides for five com- i
QUENCHED BY WATER EPISODE
I missioners to be appointed by the |
pictured.
At the Metro offices it has been definiteI President. The chairman would re- i
1 ceive $8,000, and the four other mem- |
ly decided to call the five-part feature propilllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU
1 bers $7,500 per annum each. Ninety 1
duction inwhich Dorothy Green and ClifI thousand dollars would be appropri- |
ford Bruce are starred, and which was rei ated to put the measure into effect. 1
cently completed at the Popular Plays and
I Look at the Monthly | 1 Two dollars for each thousand feet of 1
I film or fraction thereof and twenty-five g Players
"Souls studio,
Aflame""Souls
is a Aflame."
story of today. One
1 cents for each additional copy licensed i
I Index of Reviews on | I by the commission, would be fixed as 1 of the features is the introduction of a
i fees to be paid by picture producers. | submarine in a stirring scene. "Souls
Full details of the Smith Bill will | Aflame" serves to introduce both Miss
I Pages 2755-57.
| I
i be found in next week's issue of "Mo- 1 Green and Mr. Bruce to Metro audiences,
I tion Picture News."
| as it will be the first time that either have
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
appeared upon the Metro program.
IN "THE HARD WAY," A SELIG FOR
GENERAL ON MAY 15

'PIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIII^ Illlllllllllllg
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DAVENFOKT.
OF NOTABLE STAGE
FAMILY, IN "DORIAN S DIVORCE'
Edgar L. Davenport, of the famous family
of Davenports, who have contributed so
many notable artists to the speaking stage,
is now appearing regularly in Metro productions and will next be seen on that program
in
"'Dorian's
Divorce,"'
in which
Lionel
Barrymore and Grace
Valentine
are starred.
He was last seen on the Metro program in
"'The Blindness of Love."
He has appeared as leading man for many
prominent Broadway stars, including Otis
Skinner, Nat Goodwin, James K. Ilackett
and E. H. Sothern.
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Twenty Per Cent Bonus for Employees of V-L-S-E
Third Time Within Period of 9 Months Profit Division Is Made by Company — Success of
Policy Attracts Attention of Concerns in Other Lines
This profit-sharing idea, which make's
there was dis- each
DURING thetributedpast
employee a partner in the corpoby the vifeek,
board of directors
ration, has worked to such advantage for
of the V-L-S-E to its employees twenty
all concerned that it has attracted wideper cent, of the net profits of that organattention from companies in other
ization, in accordance with the plan es- lines. spread
Recently the United States Detablished almost at the inception of the
partment of Commerce made an investiBig Four, for the purpose of stimulating
gation of the plan for the purpose of
s
m interest
the ice
maximu
the iscompany'
rs. inThis
ser\
to its exhibito
the third advising business enterprises generally
time within a period of nine months that of the co-operation between a sales force
and its customers which the policy ensuch a division has been made.
genders.
Among the organizations which have
adopted
the V-L-S-E plan may be menEye of God" with Tyrone Power from Bluebird
tioned the company operating the Strand
Scenario Is by Lois Weber, Who Also Plays Opposite the Star — Phillips Smalley and Mrs.
-theatre. New York, whose employees
, Smalley Directed — "Naked Hearts" an Early Release
MAKING selections from its supply of and beside Mr. Julian her company will were recently notified that they would be
upon a profit-sharing basis.
subjects. Bluebird Photoplays has comprise Gordon Griffith, Zoe Bech and placed
The eflficiency developed by the Big
added to its program several numbers for George Hupp, a trio of juveniles; Douglas
release at an early date.
Gerrard, Jack Holt, Ben Horning, Paul Four sales and office forces in their labors for the company's customers, has
One of them is entitled "The Eye of Wiegel and Nannie Wright.
more than proven the wisdom of the
"Naked
Hearts"
will
be
released
May
29
God," and features Tyrone Power as star.
plan, the V-L-S-E directors believe.
The scenario was written by Lois Weber.
and "The Eye of God" on June 5. MeanAll the employees of the twenty-three
while "Elusive Isabel" will be released on V-L-S-E
Miss Weber acts as Mr. Power's leading
exchanges throughout the
lady, and she and her husband, Phillips
May IS and "A Son of the Immortals"
country who have been with the organiSmalley, directed the production.
May 22. In "Elusive Isabel" the return of
zation for a period of three months,
Another Bluebird of early release will be Florence Lawrence to the screen will be shared in
the recent disbursement.
called "Naked Hearts," and for artistic recorded, that lady making her appearance
It
is
worthy
of note that as regards
after a considerable lapse of time spent in
achievement will, according to promise,
retirement. She comes back in a release the actual amount received by each Big
equal any of the several pictures that have
Four employee, the final disbursement by
originally filmed in eight reels and then the
concern exceeds that of all other
marked the program. Tennyson's poem
cut
to
five,
with
all
the
excitement
assem"Maud," which has been made the basis of
companies
bled in the shorter length.
the story which Rupert Julian furnished
ative basis. doing business on a co-operJ.
Warren
Kerrigan
will
be
the
star
of
Olga Printzlau for scenario purposes, and
Despite this fact, the division repreMr. Julian not only directs the piece but "A Son of the Immortals," with Lois Wilsents no tax whatever upon the customplays the leading role.
son, the Alabama prize beauty, in his supof the Big Four for the reason that
port as leading lady. This feature is said not ersonly
Francelia Billington becomes a Bluebird
is its cost met by the increased
to be melodramatic and highly sensational.
star, with the release of "Naked Hearts,"
business which its mutual helpfulness
engenders, but also for the reason that
Plans Are Under Way to Enlarge Signal Studio
although the individual manufacturers
the Big Four have a comThis Is Rendered Nespary by the Large Sets for "Whispering Smith" and Other Subjects makingbinedup
capital of from $30,000,000 to $40,Planned for Production Under Dirertion of McGowan Later
V-L-S-E itself is capitalized
S^'ecial 10 Motion Picture News.
on scenes at night, if necessary, and also to 000,000,
for only the
$40,000.
secure
night
effects,
heretofore
impossible.
Los .Angeles, April 22.
Accordingly, instead of having to go
to Wall Street and issue $6,000,000 of
PL.'^NS are being formulated by Produc- The latter scenes are needed for "Whispertion Manager J. P. McGowan, Busiing Smith," production now being made in stocks in order to get $3,000,000 in cash
ness Manager G. P. Hutchinson and Orrin ten reels, and will show Medicine Bend at for which it would be necessary to pay
night.
Denny, laboratory superintendent of the
a six per cent, interest charge amounting
Three members of the Signal cast proSignal Film Corporation, for the enlargeto $360,000 a year, the V-L-S-E has only
ducing "Whispering Smith" were injured to meet $2,400 a year interest on its
ment of the producing plant of 4560 Pasaduring
the
past
week
while
working
on
dena .-Xvenue, Los .\ngeles. A portion of
stock.
the studio property is now covered by a locations near Whittier, California. A
residence which is be removed, and the of- horse stepped into a gopher hole while runHARDY AND BODE UNDER ARREST
ning at high speed, and Director McGowan
hces and laboratory buildings will be
FOR THEFT FROM KALEM
was
thrown
several
feet.
He
alighted
on
moved to the street line. This will add apCharged with the theft from the Kalem
proximately one hundred and fifty more feet his feet, but the force of the fall caused
to the studio property, which may be used him to turn his ankle and resulted in a Company of films valued at many thousevere strain. Leo Maloney, appearing in
for stages, settings, etc.
sands of dollars, George Hardy and Harry
This is made necessary because of the the role of Du Sang, was kicked by a steer Bode, who have been engaged in the exand two ribs fractured, while Sam Apfel
change business with the Quality Film Serlarge sets for "Whispering Smith" and was badly bruised in a fall when the saddle
other subjects to be filmed later by Mr.
vice, Inc., of New York City, were last
girth
snapped.
A
physician
accompanied
McGowan, and also by the fact that SuperFriday held for a hearing by Magisthe troupe on this trip and cared for the
intendent Denny has accepted contracts
trate Frothergham under bonds of $1,000
each.
from smaller producers for their laboratory injured.
work. Mr. Denny is one of the best known
The defendants are charged with the
laboratory men in the Coast colony, being fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiniiiii^ theft of Kalem's five-reel feature "From
a pioneer here in motion picture laboratory
to thetheCross."
It is made
also as-at
f
The Monthly Index of Reviews | the Manger
serted that when
arrests were
work, following many years of photographic
work. The laboratory work for three in- I (April I-April 29, inclusive) is | the offices of the Quality company, Rooms
dependent companies is now being handled
601-602 Godfrey Building, Seventh avenue
on pages 2755-57.
| and 49th street, about thirty other reels of
by Mr. Denny. Artificial lighting equip- I
ment is being added to the producing plant,
pictures belonging to the Kalem company
which will enable the company to continue .iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
were also discovered.
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the

League

Proposition from Former Is Quickly Accepted in Spirit of Friendliness and Each Organization Will Support the
Other's Trade Exposition — Instead of Two Shows and Civil War There Will Be in Effect One
Exposition in New York, Lasting Two Weeks
"I am sincerely gratified at the outcome of , the controversy between the
SANITY has prevailed. The breach between the Motion Pic- should
Motion have
Pictureexisted.
Exhibitors'
It never
ThereLeague
was noof America
occasion and
for the
it. Board
A littleof Trade.
frank discussion
ture Board of Trade of America and the National Exhibibetween the parties to it would, in my judgment, have avoided it. Now that it
is
over,
I
am
sincerely
pleased.
tors' League has been healed, almost as soon as made, and
instead of two rival expositions in New York next month, fighting
' 'It tions,
means
; Thatin the
picture industry
has reached
proporand the this
interest
it ismotion
so tremendously
keen, that,
in order such
to give
the
each other tooth and nail, there will be absolute harmony. Each
public the proirer conception of its magnitude, standing and artistic possibilities,
it
will
be
necessary
to
secure
the
two
biggest
showing
places
in
the
United
faction will attend the other's exposition in a spirit of true friendStates to hold the exposition, which will bring these factors home to the public.
liness and co-operation, and there will be in effect one show last"Therefore, instead of one exposition in Madison Square Garden, there will be
two, onetivitiesinand instruction,
Grand CentraltherePalace.
of one The
weekpublic
of motion
picture
fesing two weeks, the first at Grand Central Palace and the second
will beInstead
two weeks.
will, for
the first
at Madison Square Garden.
time, be given an opportunity to meet and talk with thousands of motion
picture stars.
The new understanding came about as the result of efforts,
combined
weeks'picture
exposition
will Instead
thoroughly
lasting practically all of last week, on the part of the Board of all"The
branches
and problems
activities ofof the
the two
motion
industry.
of cover
there
being an exposition with only one, or at least two, of the main branches of
Trade, to convince the exhibitors that the Board wishes to reprepresented, there can now be no doubt but that all branches, inresent every branch of the industry, and has the interests of the the industry
cluding especially that tremendously important branch, the exhibitors, will be
represented in this exposition.
exhibitors at heart as much as those of any other group.
"In liketributedmanner,
the profits
fromof the
show will be disTerms proposed by the Board of Trade were promptly accepted
eouitably andtoo,fairly
among accruing
all branches
the great
industry,
"It
means
mere
than
this,
however.
It
means
that
the
Chicago
show inin kind
July
in
the
hi^
Auditorium
in
that
city
will
be
a
real
trade
exposition
equal
by the Exhibitors' League in a spirit of sincerity and friendship,
and character and size to the New York show if it had been held in either tlie
and assurances were exchanged that each organization will work
Garden or the Palace, instead of in both.
heartily for the success of the other's exposition.
"These ofarethethemisunderstanding.
material advantages
from the
common
sense,
sane
By these terms, the Board of Trade will turn over to the outocme
The resulting
more important
results
are the
elimination
of
the
suspicion
that
one
branch
of
the
industry
is
antagonistic
to
any
League fifty per cent, of the profits of the exposition to be held other.
at Madison Square May 6 to 13, and, in return, the exhibitors
"It will mean,fortoo,the the
knitting advances
together made
of allbyof thethemotion
factorspicture
which Indushave
tremendous
will turn over to the Board fifty per cent, of the profits of their been tryresponsible
into one homogeneous effective fighting unit, equipped as never before for
exposition to be held in Chicago early in July
repelling the enemy from without and for solving its internal problems, which
are bound to arise from time to time in an industry of the magnitude and imThe League will hold its exposition in Grand Central Palace,
portance as has the motion picture of today. This is my firm belief. lo do
is the primary purpose for which the Motion Picture Board of Trade was
May 1 to 6, as planned, and the Board, as a unit and as indi- this
organized.
viduals, will co-operate to make it a success. Moreover, the Board
"ThisIt purpose
has animated
the splendid
by thein Board
of Trade
date.
will continue
to animate
our planswork
and done
purposes
the future,
and toit
will take space at the Exhibitors' show. The League is to finance
is a source of sincere gratification to know that, all the misunderstandings
and retain all the profits of its new York show.
having been cleared away, we shall in the future have fighting with us, shoulder
to shoulder, the great army of exhibitors throughout the country, and with
Blackton Starts Discussions
united front we will move against the common enemy — whether that enemy be
censorship or any other hostile and unjust legislation — we are bound to win.
The clouds began to clear on Thursday of last week, when J.
"Thethefinal
and here
settlement
influenced
by the
fact bythatthetheBoard
profitsof
jointdecision
exposition
and in was
Chicago,
whether
earned
Stuart Blackton, president of the Board of Trade, addressed the from
Trade or the Exhibitors' League, will be used for an identical purjrose — to fight
Brooklyn Exhibitors' League. Through them, Mr. Blackton and pclitical pre- publicity censorship of motion pictures."
the directors of the Board made a proposition for the sharing of
J. W. Binder, executive secretary of the Board, also issued a
profits to Lee S. Ochs, president of the New York State branch
statement, concurring in that of Mr. Blackton, and expressing
of the League, and at the same time, the proposition, which prothe good wishes of the Board. In the name of the Exhibitors'
League, Lee S. Ochs made this statement :
vided for a sharing of the profits of the League's Chicago show,
was telegraphed to President Fred J. Herrington, now in Pitts"The exhibitors have received complete recognition and are now in a mood
burg.
for full co-operation
in fair
returntheforGrand
the Board
Trade'sshow.agreement as individuals to urreservedly
support
Central ofPalace
"It
is
not
our
desire
to
take
advantage
of
any
manufacturer
or in
fact anyof
other element of the industry. We feel that at this exposition all
branches
Here is Mr. Ochs's reply :
the industry should unite on a harmonious and effective program of co-operation.
"MotionNewPicture
Board
of
Trade
of
America,
Inc.,
18
East
Forty-first
Street.
York City,
This is the t'me we must get together and work together.
"We feel
the manufacturers
will exhibitors
find that will
a broad,
policycon-of
Stuart
We havewe your
and that
business
recognition of the
spell friendly
good results,
19th"Mr,andJ.21st
inst.,Blackton.
and afterDear
due Sir:
deliberation,
are communications
satisfied that it ofis the
the personal
tinued harmony, and real unity on all matters vital to the industry.
intention
of
your
body
to
co-operate
with
the
Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
League
of America, and, therefore, we accept your proposition with thanks, and we will
"We shall ask all exhibitors to attend the Garden show which follows ours.
Our best wishes go with this endorsement."
forthwith
recommend
Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
of America
give its hearty
approvalthat
and the
support
to the
exposition
held by Lea^e
the Motion
Picture
Board
of Trade of America, Inc., at the Madison Square Garden, May 6th to
BOSTON WILL BE NEW ENGLAND SUMMER HOME FQR
14th, inclusive.
"With
of your itoffer,
we the
feelduty
thatof allbothmisunderstandings
"RAMONA"
swept awaythe andacceptance
that henceforth
will be
of our bodies to are
cooperate in every possible manner "Yours
for the very
best truly,
interests of the entire industry.
ANNOUNCEMENT was made last week that the Colonial
theatre in Boston would be the New England summer
"(Signed)
LEE A, OCHS,
"President of State Branch No. 11."
home of Clune's cinema-drama "Ramona," while the New York
company continues its run at the Forty-fourth street theatre.
Mr. Herrington, on Saturday, telegraphed this reply to Mr.
Blackton :
Negotiations for the presentation of "Ramona" at the
"Pittsburg, Apr. 22.
Colonial, Boston, were concluded by W. H. Clune, the Los
"J. Stuart Blackton,
Angeles
film magnate, and his associate, Lloyd Brown, on
"President Motion Picture Board of Trade of America.
"Commimications
received.
Your
offer
in
same
accepted.
Thanks.
Madison
behalf
of
the "Ramona" company, and Klaw and Erlanger, as
Square trade show endorsed.
the representatives of the Colonial theatre management. The
"FRED J. HEREINGTON."
definite date for the opening of "Ramona" in Boston has not
Feeling Now Most Friendly
been set, but it will be along about the latter part of May.
After a voluminous exchange of notes, the warring factions dis- be With
the opening
of the Boston
will
running
simultaneously
on the engagement,
Pacific Coast"Ramona''
and in New
covered that they had no cause for a suicidal civil war, became
York
and
Boston.
The
chain
across
the
continent
will
be
furconvinced that neither harbored any real ill feeling against the
ther strengthened by the additions of Chicago and Cleveland
other, and today the shoulders of both organizations are against
the wheel, pushing in the same direction.
in the course of a few weeks. In Chicago "Ramona" opens
The Board of Trade desired officially to endorse the Grand Cen- at the Auditorium on June 19. The Cleveland theatre and date
have not yet been announced.
tral Palace Show, but investigation showed that such action would
|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
violate their contract with Madison Square Garden. Consequently,
the endorsement will be unofficial, but just as hearty.
i
Monthly Index of Reviews on
1
After the clouds had cleared away, J. Stuart Blackton, presiI
Pages 2755-57
|
dent of the Board of Trade, issued this statement:
=;>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii!iiiiiitiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii
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"THE MYSTERIES OF MYRA '
(International Film Service — Episodes One and Two)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
tt'T'HE MYSTERIES OF MYRA" is a serial based on occult
* phenomena, and therefore dependent to large degree on
weird camera effects, tricks of lighting and general superiority of
technical work. If these were not well done, if thej' were overdone, the atmosphere of mystery and suspense could not be maintained.
Evidently the Wharton Brothers, tiie producers, realized this
fact at the outset, for tliey have supplied some of the most novel
camera work so far seen on the screen. Splendid effects are
gained by clever use of dissolves, double exposures, and fades ;
and these are reinforced by two color treatment in manj- of the
scenes. The atmosphere of mystery is created well and a high
order of technical achievement is presented in the first two episodes.
But there arc also other elements which make this an unusual
offering. It was written by Hereward Carrington, whose identification with occultism guarantees a fund of information from which
screenable material can be drawn. Certainly he has supplied that
sort of material for the first two numbers, for these contain novel
situations and genuine appeal. These are indispensable to a picture in which tlie action moves as slowly as it does here.
The first episode shows Myra Maynard, a young girl of psychic
tendencies, the object of evil design by the Black Order, of which
her father was a member. The Grand Master of the Order commands Arthur Varney, his chief lieutenant, to have Myra killed,
so that the Order may gain her fortune, according to a provision
of her father's will which decreed that the Order should have the
money, in case his three daughters died on their eighteenth birthdays. Two of the daughters committed suicide, as a result of the
Order's black magic, and Myra is sought as the remaining victim.
Dr. Payson Aldcn, an investigator of spirit phenomena, arrays
himself against the Order, and prevents Myra from killing herself on the eve of her eighteenth birthday. He gains entrance to
her home, follows her as she walks in her sleep to a secret crypt
and takes a dagger out of her hand, just in time. Then he carries
her to the living room above, and Myra, in a trance, begins to
trace automatically a message from the other world. She awakes,
however, before it is completed.
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In Episode Two, Dr. Alden explains to Myra and her mother
what happened on the night of her attempted suicide, and gains
their consent to hypnotize Myra so that she may complete the message. When he is under the spell, Varney, commanded by the
Grand Master to find out why the suicide plan failed, breaks the
hypnotic power, after Myra has written, "Your father wishes to
warn
Black"
Thenyoutheagainst
Grand theMaster
prepares a poisonous plant, and by a
clever trick gets it into the Maynard home. Dr. Alden, suspicious^
asks to be allowed to keep the flower in his room for the night.
At midnight the plant gives forth its poisonous gas, and Alden is
almost sufTocated. Alyra, gazing in the crystal, sees Dr. Alden
struggling in his bed, and his rescue is efTected just in time.
Then Myra sees in a picture on the wall the face of the Grand
Master looking threateningly at her.
In the telling of these incidents, some original ideas are introduced. The most striking of these, perhaps, is Myra's vision of
Dr. Alden referred to above. The various characters ^re presented
in unusual fashion, resort being made to trick photography again.
The two-color scenes are also very striking.
Jean Sothern, as Myra, gives a sympathetic and appealing impersonatioHoward
n;
Estabrook is excellent as Dr. Alden ; M. W.
Rale, as the Grand Master, is inclined to exaggerate, but he is
quite impressive. Others are Bessie E. Wharton and Allen Murnane. Charles W. Goddard made the scenario.
"THE HEART OF NORA FLYNN"
(Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F, THEW
ALTHOUGH the ciuality of pictures is improving rapidly, we do
not often see so good a picture as "The Heart of Nora Flynn."
It is the type of picture which cannot be dissected; the story is
simple, but ingenious ; the handling and presentation leave little or
nothing to criticise; the cast is excellent — but more than all, the
picture grips. The element of sympathy is played upon to itS'
fullest possibilities, and almost any audience will suffer with the
heroine. This should be enough to make a picture.
The author is Hector Turnbull, of the Lasky staff. The picturization is the work of Jeanic MacPIiersnn, and the direction by Cecil
I'>. ]*)cMille. It is a hard combination to Ijeat, and we have no

GLIMPSES OF "THE MYSTERIES OF MYRA," THE NEW INTERNATIONAL

JEAM SOTHEHN AS SHE APPEARS IN
THE ROLE OF MYRA; f Circles; HOWARD ESTABROOK AS DR. PAYSON
ALDEN, INVESTIGATOR OF P8YCHI0
PHENOMENA

Vol 13.

FILM SERVICE SERIAL

(Top Center) M. W. ROLE IN THE
CHARACTER OF THE GRAND MASTER, PREPARES THE POISONOUS
PLANT BEFORE DISPATCHING IT TO
MYRA'S HOME
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hesitation in recommending this ofTering to the careful consideration of any exhibitor in the world. It would be difficult to conceive of an audience to which "The Heart of Nora Flynn" would
not appeal.
It is needless to speak of artistry where the DeMilles are concerned. There seems to be a deftness about their touch which is
understood by persons who never even heard the word "art," and

NORA gives: MRS. STONE

HER HUSBAND'S LETTER

this touch is noticeable all the way through Mr. Turnbull's story.
Marie Doro is cast as an Irish nurse-maid. She is loved by
and loves Nolan, the chauffeur. She is witness to an intrigue
between her mistress and a young profligate ; and when her mistress' husband suspects the plot, the bame is shoved off onto the
nurse. The chauifeur is led to believe that the aforesaid profligate
is calling at the house to see the nurse, and in a rage he shoots the
interloper, \teuiiding him seriously. Still the nurse accepts the
blame, for the protection of her mistress and the two small children. In the end, Nolan learns that Nora is worthy of his homage,
and he takes her away to a home of their own, keeping the secret
of her mistress' guilt, and extracting a promise from her never to
see her lover again. Thus the story has two happy endings.
Remarkable photography enhances the picture. Several night
scenes, one of them showing an automobile charging along a dark
street, with only the lights, and the reflection of street lamps on
the pavement, visible, have been contrived.
Elliott Dexter does some convincing work as Nolan, and Ernest
Joy and Lola May, as the employers, hold their scenes well, without detracting from the magnetism of Miss Doro, who is as charming a screen figure as we have seen. Charles West, Billy Jacobs,
Peggy George and Mrs. Lewis McCord are other capable members
of the cast.
"DAVID GARRICK"
(Pallas-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
BY this picture the Pallas studios have demonstrated that
the costume drama is by no means dead, and that a
costume subject can be made as interesting and human as
any other. It is the human chord which has been played
upon to the greatest extent, and when this is done properly, it
should make little difiference just what period or age the
story is laid in.
"David Garrick" is picturized from the stage success of the
same name. It affords Dustin Farnum an opportunity to do
some strong and artistic work; it also serves to present Winifred Kingston in an attractive role, and one which she handles
with much grace and charm. As a whole, the casting and
mounting have been very successful.
The story is laid in the London of 1754. Garrick, then just
approaching the meridian of his fame, is appearing at the old
Drury Lane in "Romeo and Juliet." One night he sees in a
box Ada Ingot, daughter of a wealthy merchant, and the two
fall in love. He does not know who the girl is, and searches
for her for months in vain.
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Eventually her father, who wants her to marry a dissolute
young noble, learns of her infatuation, goes to Garrick and
attempts to induce him to leave London. Garrick refuses, but,
ignorant that the daughter is the girl he seeks, volunteers to
attend the merchant's dinner party, and cure the girl of her
attachment. On arrival there he is dismayed at the discovery
of Ada's identity, but he keeps his word, and by pretending
to have taken too much to drink, disgusts the girl, who asks
him to leave.
The next day he fights a duel with a man who spoke slightingly of the girl, and then the real facts come out. The girl hears
the truth, and goes to Garrick; her father, realizing that
Garrick, although an actor, is a man of sterling character,
consents to their union.
The atmosphere of London of that day has been carefully
preserved. Several striking night scenes show theatre-goers
in their sedan chairs, with link boys escorting them away from
the famous old playhouse. These scenes are most attractive.
Herbert Standing, Frank Bonn, Lydia Yeamans Titus, Olive
White and Mary INIerschal contribute sincere and effective
work.
"THE LAW DECIDES"
(Special Vitagraph Blue Ribbon-V-L-S-E — Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
IF the word excellent had not been overworked in describing
photoplays, we should pick that word to sum up this picture.
We shall not, however, content ourselves with merely calling it by
a tired adjective. We go. further. We call it admirable.
When we say admirable, we do not mean perfect. But we do
mean — and this is the essential thing for the exhibitor — that its box
office success seems to us assured, for the picture has that rare
quality, a real story, a splendid cast, and some of the keenest psychology we, at least, have ever seen on the screen.
This psychology, built largely around a child, is shot through
with a depth of emotion, and an absolute, sure-fire appeal, because

AT ARROW LODGE
of the way in which it is handled. To
on a misunderstanding between husband
it enough humanity to make it hold for
easyfulmatter.
photoplay. But it has been done here,

take a story which hinges
and wife, and throw into
seven thousand feet is no
and the result is a power-

John Wharton and his wife, Florence, are separated — divorced—
when the husband's stepmother, unreconciled to his marriage and
still wishing she could see her own daughter, Beatrice, his wife,
joins forces with Lorenz, former admirer of Florence. A
scheme is hatched by which the admirer is brought to Arrow
Lodge, where the wife goes in order to escape, for a few days, the
unbearable situation in her household. She takes her little son
with her, and the husband finds his wife with her admirer. Immediately he suspects evil, although there is no evil, and he departs,
taking the child with him.
^
Divorce follows. The wife marries the admirer, taking the only
honorable alternative. She still loves her husband, however, and
her devotion to her child causes her to pay secret visits to the child
at night. The husband is miserable, but finally consents to marry
at his stepmother's dictation. On the eve of this wedding, Beatrice,
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who has always loved Lorcnz, agrees to go away with him. This
is forestalled hy the discovery of the plan. Florence learns of
his love for
the stepmother's treachery, and Lorenz, seeing that
Florence can never he returned by her, commits suicide, leaving
the reunited family to their happiness.
Probably you have seen nearly all that on the screen before,
but we are quite sure you have never seen it handled as it is
handled here. The action is keyed in a slow, even play of emotion,
which brings out, with remarkable effectiveness, the complete sympathy of the spectator. It is logically developed, each step being
clearly shown. The continuity is unbroken.
We can hardly assign particular praise to one member of the
cast above another, for Bobby Connelly, as the child, Dorothy
Kelly, as the wife. Harry Morey, as the admirer, Donald Hall, as
the husband. Louise Beaudet. as the stepmother, do unusual work.
Adele Kelly, as Beatrice, is fairly good.
Marguerite Bertsch, who wrote the story, assisted William P.
S. Earle in its production. Details of settings, locations, and lighting were carefully looked after, e.Kcept in the case of a few scenes
where tinting is needed to give correct night atmosphere. There
are only three brief cut-backs. We think the film could be cut to
advantage, thus speeding up the action.
.As it stands, however, "The Law Decides.'' is a winner.
"THE HUNTRESS OF MEN"
(Red Feat icr-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PZTZR MILNE
THIS subject is notable because of Mary Fuller. She never
dons the same gown twice and the weird creations of the
dressmaker that she displays would make even the most eccentric modiste green with envy. Miss Fuller also exhibits a
striking array of coiffeur architecture. In fact, she is singularly out of the ordinary in appearance and is likely to cause
much eomnient l)ecause of her eccentricities along this line.
"The Huntress of Men." however, is not as strikin.g in any
way as its star. It is built on a theme we all know — the
taming of a heartless woman by a man who is aptly described
as a "man among men." This man refuses to succumb to
her wiles, as hordes of others had done. He marries her,
quite by force, and then for a long time neither one admits
love for the other, but after each of the pair have suffered
largely from suppressed love they at last meet each other
half way and live happily ever afterwards.
This story is by G. Vere Tyler and Catherine Carr scenarioized it for production by Lucius Henderson. The director and
scenario writer have done the best they could, but they were
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The direction, save that it is handicapped by obligatory
padding, is good. The photography, scenes and settings are
also to be commended.
"The Huntress of Men" is apt to cause considerable excitement in the all-powerful feminine portion of the audience because of Mary Fuller and her gowns, but the gowns would
have had a better effect if the plot had been of material well
suited for pictorial purposes.
"THE THREE WISE MEN"
(Selig— Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY 2nd
AYULETIDE film in the springtime seems like an anomaly,
and while this play would be more timely during Christmas,
the lesson it teaches is perennially in order. The story is a mixture of allegory, dream, and reality, swiftly changing from A. D.
1916 to A. D. 1 and back again. This quick shuttling is confusing
at times, but the climax puts everything straight, and the spectator
is able to piece the disjointed transitions together if he has the
inclination.

DUTY OR PLEASURE?
A very good dramatic touch is the contrasting of Christmas in
the slums, and Christmas in the lobster-palaces. This ironical
comparison is brought in frequently, and while somewhat exaggerated, cannot help but provoke thought. The best incident of the
film is one showing a sweet-faced Salvation Army lassie going
among a crew of delirious merry-makers and telling them of the
Wise Men and their pilgrimage to the manger in Bethlehem.
Bessie Eyton is just the right type to play the Salvation Army
girl, and Thomas Santschi is convincing in the role of a rounder.
Guy Oliver and Edith Johnson, who also appear, are both comOwens, a wealthy roue, trifles with the love of Madge Fields,
petent.
and when she is about to liecome a mother, deserts her. Nellie, a
social worker, takes care of the mother and child. One Christmas
eve Nellie goes to a cafe where Owens and his friends are carousing, and recognizing the father of her friend's child, tells the story
of Christ's birth and crucifixion. (3wens falls into a stupor and
dreams that he is living in Bil)lical times. One of his roistering
friends appears in the guise of the devil and urges him to continue
liis dissipations, but Nellie pleads that he go back to the woman he
wronge<l. When Owens wakes up he finds Nellie shaking him,
and she leads him to the mother of his child. Owens resolves to
marry Madge and lead a decent life.

FLEMING AVERTS A TRAGEDY
not able to make an entirely pleasing five-reel feature out of
such a slim and worn theme. The action runs slowly at all
times and regrettable padding has been resorted to, to complete the required footage.
Miss Fuller numbers in her support Joseph Girard as her
conquerer and Sydney Braccy as one of her conquests. Mr.
Girard is a polished actor, but a slightly younger man would
have shown more advantat'cously in this prominent part.

UE WOLF HOPPER AND MACK SENNETT COMEDIES SET
FOR SHOWING AT 81 ST STREET THEATRE,
NEW YORK CITY, APRIL 24-30
FOR the week of April 24 to 30, at the Eightyfirst Street theatre,
New York, the newest Triangle film plays will be shown. On
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday DeWolf Hopper will be seen
in "Sunshine Dad" in five parts. A Mack Sennet Keystone comedy
will also be shown.
On Thursday, Friday, Saturday and .Sunday William H. Thomp.son and Anna Lehr will be seen in "Civilization's Child.''

May 6, 1916.
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"THE CLOSED ROAD"
(Paragon- World — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
LOOKING at this picture from every viewpoint, we find it hard
to recall a better one. It was written by a dramatist who
knows the value of suspense, how to procure it and how to sustain
it. It was produced by a director, happening to be that same dramatist, who being thoroughly acquainted with his subject, carried
it out in its picturization to a degree that knows no flaws. Maurice
Tourneur is that craftsman.
His picture has no comedy element. It is unusually intense
throughout and in places it tends to approach the gruesome, but
happily enough the man behind the cameraman prevented the introduction of the horrible. This picture can be recommended to any
exhibitor without hesitation. People want that which grips them
and which keeps them breathless — that which keeps its ending
hidden to the last and "The Closed Road" gives them all this.
It tells
Sargeant,
bachelor,
who 'onnature
being
told
that the
he story
has butof six
monthsa profligate
to live, decides
to outwit
and take his own life. He is prevented by Julia Annersley, the
sister of a young physician and scientist who is being held for
murder.
Why,man.
questions
Julia, shoudn't
he take
H^e
is a doomed
And besides
her brother
has the
workblame?
to do that
may benefit the whole world.
So Sargeant takes the offer. He incriminates himself-— is doomed
to die. But suddenly out of a clear sky it is discovered that Sargeant is perfectly sound and that he has years to live. The man
who said that his condition was serious, is proven insane. Julia
learns this and- exerts every effort to establish his innocence and
she does at last,, saving him at the fifty-nintli minute from the electric chair. The insane doctor confesses to have committed the
crime and Julia and Sargeant are made happy with one another.
Mr. Tourneur has handled his plot excellently. There is crisis
after crisis and the beholder is worked up to such a height that
he forgets the probability of the old doctor being insane. And
approaching death hanging over an innocent man is no incentive to
lackadaisical interest — it pushes up the attention several degrees.
As a director Mr. Tourneur has acquitted himself equally well.
His scenes are well timed and arranged. The dream of Death
which vists Sargeant is handled in just the correct style. The
settings are revelations. The course of the story brings the locale
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"THE LEOPARD'S BRIDE"
(Horsley-Mutual Masterpicture — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
MELODRAMA, with the addition of wild animals to make it
more melodramatic, seems to be the best description of this
subject. The scene is Northern India, and the atmosphere that of
English army life. This gives ample opportunity for magnificent
settings, and action in what is commonly looked upon as "high life."
Stunning gowns, pretty girls, dashing officers, and then ferocious
animals — this is a combination which makes the picture unusual.
The story does not wander far from the beaten track. Nobody
will have any difficulty in understanding it. It involves no great
psychological study, nor analysis of the emotions. It is a straigtaway dramatic story, beginning just where so many such stories
have, and ending just where everybody supposed it would.
Two army officers are rivals for the same girl. The superior

THE MAJOR TAKES HIS REVENGE
takes advantage of his position, and sends the other of? to a post
in the jungle. The letters between this man and the girl are intercepted and destroyed, and they quickly grow into the belief that
each has forgotten the other. The girl agrees to marry the superior officer.
The inferior officer, in the jungle post, has won the love of a
native girl, who watches him night and day. The superior officer,
with the first girl, and her father, take a party for a leopard hunt,
and the white girl, becoming separated from her party, is rescued
by the native girl and taken to the camp where the junior officer — ■
her true love — is resting. There the past is explained.
Nadja, the native girl, realizing that she has no real place in
the man's heart, wanders out into the jungle; she commends her
soul to her gods, walks into the lair of the leopards and . binds
herself to ,a tree. She is rescued after the animals have attacked
her, and is carried dying to the camp ; there she lives long enough
to bring the lovers together and straighten out the wrongs of the
The cast includes William Clifford. Brooklyn Keller. Nan Christy, Frederick Montague, Margaret Gibson, Fred Goodwins, Edward
past.
Gordon and Paul Machette. The story is by Theodosia Harris.
BRITISH COLUMBIA FAVORS KALEM SUBJECTS, IS GENERAL
FILM EXCHANGE REPORT
THOUGH

JULIA'S HEART WARMS TOWARD THE MAN SHE ONCE DESPISED
to the Tombs and Sing Sing and exact reproductions for interior
work have been secured. The lighting and the straight photographic work add the finishing touch of perfection.
House Peters as Sargeant gives the best performance that we
have ever seen him render. He is never House Peters but always
Sargeant and we hope the outline of the plot will give significance
to this inadequate praise. Barbara Tennant makes Julia a human
figure and Lionel Adams plays the brother most creditably. Leslie
Stowe as the insane doctor and Assistant Director George Cowl
as the murdered man complete the named cast.

Kalem discontinued the production of four-reel features some time ago to devote entire attention to the short
pictures that are in such demand words of praise for the Kalem
features that are still being shown are constantly received. Following is a letter from the branch manager of the Vancouver,
B. C, General Film exchange last week :
"Kalem's 'The Pitfall,' in four reels, has been the subject of
unusually favorable comment among exhibitors of British Columbia who have used it. In fact, there have been commendations
received, not only verbally and by letter, but also by telegram on
this and other Kalem four-reelers ; for example, 'The Runaway
Wife' and 'The Pretenders.' Kalem is to be congratulated accordingly and, no doubt, will be incited to accomplishment of similar

successes."
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•THE GILDED SPIDER"
(Bluebird — Five Heels 1
HEVIEWZD BY PETER MILNE

"GOD'S COUNTRY AND THE WOMAN"
(Special Vitagrraph Blue Ribbon-V-L-S-E — Eight Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

LOl'ISE LOVELY, whose beauty and charm even belittle
this last chosen nom de plume of hers, appears as an
Italian girl in this Bluebird release. Miss Lovely, we must
confess, is not what one would associate with the Latin type
of woman. She is pretty to the extreme, but her features are
anything but Italian. Perhaps though that prettines.^ will
triumph over the casting, it will with the trousered portion of
the audience, anyway.
• The Gilded Spider" is by Ida May Park. We have seen
more creditable offerings from the pen of this writer. The
theme here presented is familiar, but that might pass unnoticed if it were developed after a lielter fashion. The principal characters are not as well defined as they could be and
the motivation of some of the incidents of the story is unconvincing.

A THOROUGHLY good photoplay, one which holds because, an emotional theme is thrown against a background of rugged natural settings and beautiful snow scenes
nearly always skilfully managed both by director and cast,
and
\'itagraph.
has been made from James Oliver Curwood's book by Western

GIOVANNI CONTEMPLATES REVENGE
In its production the picture has sufTered from either lack
of understanding or carelessness. There is comedy in the
climax and naturally hunior of this sort is badly placed. That
which is spectacular has been introduced without direct bearing on the main lines of action. Some members of the supporting cast fail to effectively register in big moments of the
piece.
The story opens with the introduction of Leonita (Louise
Lovely^ and her husband Giovanni, who are very happy in
Italy. Kirkham. an .American traveler, ends the happiness.
In attempting to take liberties with Leonita she jumps into
the sea to evade him and drowns. Then the scene shifts to
.America. Fifteen years later, Leonita's girl, Elisa, has jrrown
to womanhood. She is loved ardently by a young artist, who
has much
seeing her
onism trouble
toward all in
American
men.because of her father's antagGiovanni, to revenge himself on Kirkham. plans to drown
his wife, but he is foiled by the artist. In the meantime,
another villain lures Elisa to his den. Giovanni arrives knowing that Kirkham is also there and finally succeeds in killing
him. after which he jumps from the roof of the building', believing Elisa has been indiscreet, but it is quite the contrary,
and artist and Elisa are married.
Lon Chaney's Giovanni is a strong piece of character portrayal. Lule VVarrenton, Gilmore Hammond, Marjorie Ellison,
Hayward Mack and Jay Belasco are other principals. Joseph
De Grasse directed.
The settings are worth special notice, particularly the Italian
garden and the interior of a Catholic church. The lighting, too,
is practically faultless as is the photography.

the girl's father. This is the backbone of the theme.
It should be stated explicitly, however, that this is not what
is generally called "a sex picture." The central incident, taken
alone, might lead one to suppose it was. But the pervading
atmosphere is not that at all, and, basing our opinion entirely
on the way the story material is presented, we think it fair
to say that it is rather a picture of elemental emotions, without
any trace of insidious suggestiveness.
It is possible to portray human weakness without resort to
sensationalism, and this, it seems to us, has been done here.
Nevertheless, it is a picture which will be understood in its
entirety only by the mature.
In few pictures we have seen have natural effects been
liandled to better advantage. Laid in the Canadian Northwest,
the story gave Director Rollin S. Sturgeon splendid opportunity to pick unusual locations, and he did not fail to do so.
Most of the scenes were made in a forest, with magnificent
trees, lakes and hills as a background. But the most effective
thing of the sort was gained by staging a large part of the
action in a snowstorm and the resultant drifts. The characters dash back and forth in snow sleds pulled by a pack of
remarkably well trained dogs, or they are engaged in going
from
place to place in canoes, or they fight their waj' through
the drifts.
The management of the outdoor scenes is excellent. In
themselves, apart from the rest of the subject, they are extinctive. tremely interesting, and helps to make the whole genuinely disIn a picture in which there are so many points to commend,
it is a thankless job to remark that some of the scenes are too
long, and that the footage could be cut down materially,
thus quickening the action. Many of the subtitles also are
inappropriate, and impede the action. It seemed to us also
that the motive for the mother's misstep was not defined
clearly. There are other faults, such as the frequent appearance of backdrops, which jar particularly, because one can't
help contrasting them with the magnificent settings.
The work of the cast is good throughout. Nell Shipman has
the role of the self-sacrificing daughter, and she gives an expressive and sympathetic performance; William Duncan, as
her lover, is a pleasing hero, and George Holt is a satisfactory
villain. One of the best impersonations is that of Edgar Keller,
as Jean, the half-breed. Good character work is done by
William Bainbridge, Nell Clark Keller, and George Kunkel.
A large number of extras are used, all of them good types.
"God's Country and the Woman" is sure to please nearly
everybody in its climax, for it ends with a stirring denouement. In this intheorder
Woman's
devoted
followers
of encounters
to rescue
her from
the fight
leadera ofseries
the
Devil's Nest. And these battles, with rifle, revolver and bandto-hand, are not complete until the dogs finish the chief of
the criminals.
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It has suspense, thrills, pathos, a good love motif, on the one
hand; and the atmosphere of the wild, on the other. And it
proves, among other things, that a plot which would be entirely
conventional and somewhat unpleasant if it were confined to
the haunts of civilization, becomes very impressive v/hen
Nature is made a character in the story.
In fact, the story, analyzed, is not extraordinary. The handling of it puts it over. A daughter poses as the mother of a
child to whom her own mother has given birth, and then pera young themanrealinmother
turn tofrom
posetheas wrath
the child's
order tosuadesshield
of her father,
husband,in
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"THE CHAIN INVISIBLE"
(Equitable — Five Reels)
KEVIE-WTED BY PETER MILNE
it^KE
Chain
getsthere
awayareto places,
a start only
that ais few
some-of
A what
too Invisible"
sudden and
them, however, throughout the rest of the picture that show
signs of poor editing. But when these flaws are done away
with the feature will present a commendable appearance, judging it from the standards that must be lived up to to please
the average audience.
The story is that of one James Wadsworth, a north woodsman possessed of cave man instincts and a lot of money, with
which he believes he can buy any woman's love. He meets
Anne Dalton, a product of Fifth Avenue, who attracts his attention. On a sea voyage he makes her acquaintance, but she
scorns him because of his primitive ideas. Not to be routed
with cuts and snubs, Wadsworth decides on a bold plan. He
throws Anne overboard, leaps in after her and then swims
with her to some nearby wreckage. The ship gives the two
up for lost. On a desert island, Wadsworth and Anne live alone
and a natural course of events finally causes Anne to love the
powerful man.
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"THE NO-GOOD GUY"
(Kay Bee-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
WILLIAM COLLIER puts to rout, in this offering, all
doubts anybody may have had regarding his ability to
be genuinely funny on the screen. And he does it, curiously
enough, by acting a "drunk," a character with which the screen
is of course perfectly familiar.
But Mr. Collier introduces

THE NO-GOOD GUY ROUTS THE CFOO^S

THE DRIFTING RAFT REACHES LAND
A year later, Anne's parents arrive believing that the two
might have been thrown on the island. Anne's former tiance
Towne, discovers Wadsworth with a broken leg lying on the
rocks where he has fallen waving to the ship. He tells .A.nne
that Wadsworth is dead and finally persuades her to depart.
She takes with her her baby.
Back in civilization, Anne marries the deceiver to pacify her
parents and give a name to her child. Wadsworth has been
rescued and years later he reappears and denounces Anne's
husband for the villain he knows him to be. In despair Towne
commits suicide and Wadsworth and Anne are, of course, again
united.
Bruce McRae makes a strong figure of Wadsworth despite
the character's somewhat ultra-headstrong makeup. Gerda
Holmes appears as Anne, while others in the cast are Alfred
Hickman, Tom McGrath, Lillian Page, Victor Benoit and Margaret Livingston.
The scenes are all good, those on the desert island beingvery well chosen. The photography in the print viewed was
afTected by the print itself which was imperfect in several
places. Frank Powell has displayed good judgment in directing in all but a few scenes wherein his characters "are inclined
to pose noticeably, and Victor Benoit should have been told
to remove his hat in the presence of ladies.
Roy L. McCardell prepared the scenario from Richard Le Gallienne's book.

some new business, and is aided by several pieces of trick
work,
compare
favorablyappears
with anything
of "their kind.
Whenwhich
we say
Mr. Collier
as an inebriated
young
man, we are not telling quite the whole story, for his characterization ismore than that. He is, as the title says, "The NoGood Guy," which means that he will not work, but instead
occupies his time giving 'Hhird rail parties," as one of C. Gardner Sullivan's clever subtitles remarks.
One of these occasions ends with the driving of an automobile into a department store. Released from jail, "The
No-Good Guy" becomes a detective — this being his idea of
work — and although he fails to develop great ability along
this line, he falls in with a gang of crooks, and helps pull off a
job. When everything is cleared up, he finds that his uncle is
the boss of the crooks, so all "The No-Good Guy" has to do
is to disown the guardianship of his uncle, and take Lucia into
his arms, Lucia, by the way, being one of the crooks.
Certainly this is a wierd story, but as a vehicle for Mr.
Collier it is excellent. It enables him to create a real comedy
character, one that will bring laughs from any audience.
The picture is largel}^ Collier, but it has other funmaking
qualities. We have already mentioned the trick work. This
consists of a bed, which dances about the room, eluding the
intoxicated young man, or a glass of liquor which jumps from
one end of the table to another. When realism is necessary
in the latter half of the picture, which gets quite serious for a
time, a building is blown up. The management of these
touches is typical of the fine direction of Walter Edwards.
Enid Markey makes an unusually good feminine lead. Others
in a superior cast are Charles K. French, Robert Kortman, J.
Frank Burke, and Mr. Edwards.
"THE HALF MILLION BRIBE"
(Columbia-Metro — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
RAPID action is the keynote of this picture, which begins
with a murder mystery, and then gradually shades into
the reformation of the leading character, after he has been
cleared of the false charge by a district attorney who wishes to
see him on the straight and narrow path. The story is based
upon William Hamilton Osborne's novel and play, "The Red
Mouse," which was scenarioized by Harry O. Hoyt.
The mystery-interest aroused by the first third of the footage is keen, and although this interest is not kept at such great
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height throiighi.iit. the total etioct makes tlic picture entirely
salable.
Not the least commendable thing is the beginning, which
captures attention at once. J. Lawrence Challoner. an idler,
is shown running away from his favorite haunt, a gambling
den. Then the spectator sees a man lying dead on the sidewalk. Chal'oncr is charged with the murder, and in. fact, believes he is the murderer. His wife offers the District .\ttorney
her whole fortune if he will save her husband, and although
the prosecutor agrees, he proceeds to secure Challoner's conviction.
This, of course, heightens the suspens. Later Penimican,

THE DISTRICT ATTORNTY PROVES HIS FRIENDSHIP
the real murderer, confesses to the District Attorney, but the
latter tells Challoner he has secured his freedom by a fake confession. Eventually Challoner reforms, quits drink, and goes
to work. Then his wife, who has been faithful to him throughout his troubles, reveals the fact that she bought his freedom.
Challoner decides the confession is real, confronts the prosecutor with the fact, and tlireatens to expose him. The District
Attorney explains that he took the money because he knew
it was the only way to make a man of Challoner, and gives it
back. Challoner then helps the prosecutor to win his race
for Senator, by getting the goods on the latter's rival, the proprietor of the gambling den in which the murder took place.
A good many things about this plot are improbal)lc, and,
under strict analysis, not convincing. It is hardly probable,
for example, that Mrs. Challoner would have kept from her
husband the facts about the bribe for so many years. But
these improbabilities are more than offset by the interest
aroused by the subject as a whole.
Marguerite Snow gives an appealing impersonation of the
faithful wife, and Hamilton Revelle is quite good as Challoner.
Others in a capable cast are Carl Brickert, Walter Hitchcock,
Fred C. Williams, Fred Heck, John Smiley, Fred Tidmarsh,
Carol Seymour, Diane D'Aubrey. Edgar Jones directed well.
Settings and locations give the right atmosphere in each case.
"THE BEGGAR OF C.-VWNPORE"
'Kay Bc<-Trian(rle — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
A DIFFICULT task was assigned H. B. Warner in the title
role of this Ince drama, for he was called upon to show
convincing character development, He had to change from a
high principled young army physician to a drug fiend, and then
back again from the rags and degradation of The Beggar of
Cawnpore to respectability and his proper estate. That Mr.
Warner succeeded in making his impersonation impressive
throughout argues much for his ability, as well as for the merit
of the production.
It is not a pleasant thing to witness the writhings of a drug
slave on the screen, and certainly it is not easy for an actor
to keep such a character from becoming repulsive, but here
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again Mr. Warner succeeded in holding sympathy, until the
time for the change back, which was sure to come, of course,
in the end.
Nobody who sees this picture can fail to heed its warning,
for the downward road opened by the use of drugs is pictured
in realistic fashion. There is no doubt about the value of its
lesson, though the teaching of it was not allowed to render
the story undramatic.
On the contrary, we have a series of well directed mob and
battle scenes, descriptive of the Sepoy Rebellion, which forms
the central incident in the piece. These speed up the action,
and provide a necessary contrast to the large amount of footgiven to but
portraying
A age
slender,
pleasing the
loveyoung
theme,physician's
is at hand weakness.
also, wherein
Betty Archer, loved by the physician, refuses to marry him
because of his weakness, and marries Capt. Douglas, of the
Delhi garrison instead. Later she comes to Cawnpore, and
sees the physician, now sunk to utter degradation as a beggar.
They meet, and without knowing who he is, she gives him alms.
This is probably the most pathetic incident in a picture which
abounds in pathos.
After the Sepoys mutiny, and the British surrender, the beggar by a terrific struggle, throws away his supply of hasheesh
and rescues Betty. The treacherous Sepoys murder all the
rest of the British.
Lola May does well indeed as Betty; Wyndham Standing
gives a convincing portrayal of the cowardly Capt. Douglas,
who is shot as he attempts to escape; A. F. Hollingsworth is
seen as Mulhar Rao, H. E. Entwhistle as Col. Archer, and Wedgwood Nowell as an English engineer.
Some large sets are used, and tliese, together with well
chosen backgrounds, give the correct atmosphere. Charles
Swickard, the director, deserves much credit.
"A BATH HOUSE BLUNDER"
( Keystone-Triangle — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
PRODUCED by Del Henderson, and acted by such accomplished slapstick artists as Mae Busch, Joseph Belmojit,
Frank Hayes, Polly Moran, Blanche Payson, and Don Likes,
this is one of the best of recent Keystones. The fun centers
about rivalry between father and son for the afTections of a
pretty teacher of swimming, and it leads the principals through
a merry chase which begins at a swimming school, peopled
by
bluediving
sea. girls in one-piece bathing suits, and ends in the deep
The plot is cleverly contrived. It calls for some high diving
from the end of a pier and the usual chase by the Keystone
Iiolice. One of the most ludicrous incidents is the performance of
an alleged life saving crew, which attempts to rescue a trio of
Keystoners struggling in the water, but never gets beyond the
first breakers. Finally, Mae Busch is selected to rescue the
three, which she does in the most approved heroine fashion.
The action is swift throughout, and is punctuated with laughs
nearly every foot of the way.
"MR. JACK GOES INTO BUSINESS"
(Vitigraph-V-L-S-E— One Reel)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

■"PHIS number of "The Escapades of Mr. Jack" is, if anyA thing, a little more lively than preceding installments.
l""rank
continues
his efTective
centers Daniels
here al)out
a business
venture. character comedy, which
Mr. Jack, taunted by his wife, decides to go to work, and
decides that the conducting of a theatrical agency would be
interesting. He rents an office, gives the building superintendent afew dollars to stand outside the building and drum
up business for him, and then sits down to play solitaire until
something happens.
Something does hai)pen very soon. Pretty would-be actresses
begin trooping into iMr. Jack's office, and then the fun starts.
Mr. Jack has a glorious good time until his wife arrives, and
rudely breaks up the party. She takes Mr. Jack by the collar,
and starts him homeward, while Mr. Jack, still hilarious, sings
"Good Bye, Girls, I'm Through."
Rose Tapley, William G,il?^on, Edwrard Boulden, and a number of others are in the cast. C. Jay Williams directed.
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"THE KISS OF HATE"
(Columbia-Metro — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THE uniform excellence of the cast, and the direction should
result in success for this picture. The story is somewhat
reminiscent, and has been popular with producers and the public for some time: it is that of the persecution of the Jews in
Russia, and the righting of the wrongs inflicted by overbearing
bureaucrats.
The subject is a tense one, and has been handled in such a
way that its full power to grip its audience is brought to bear.
Ethel Barrymore has a difficult part, but one which she handles
in a finished and pleasing manner. Her work is almost matched
by that of H. Cooper ClifTe, as the conscienceless prefect of
police.
William Nigh's direction is fully up to the standard which
this young director has set and maintained ever since he has
been with Metro. As the entire action takes place in Russia,
some beautiful snow scenes have been utilized, and those showing a snow-storm in the forest of Siberia are especially impressive.
• Orzoff, prefect of police, is one of the chief persecutors of
the Jews. Not knowing this, Turgenefif, governor of the province, plans to co-operate with him in lightening the persecutions. Nadia, the young daughter of Turgenefif, discovers
Orzoff's true character, and exposes him. As a result, the prefect hatches a plot in which the governor and his son are killed.
Nadia makes the supreme sacrifice to Orzoff in order to save
her brother, but the prefect tricks her.
Nadia swears revenge. She joins the persecuted peasants,
and in the woods, meets Sergius, the son of the prefect, in
whom the latter is completely wrapped up. The two fall in
love.

DISARMED !
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"THE OTHER MAN"
(Triangle-Keystone — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
<<T~'HE Other Man," the first comedy to grace the screen of
Rothapfel's Rialto, features Roscoe Arbuckle in a dual
role. The humor in it is the consequence of no thrilling chase
or comical feats — Arbuckle has reserved the right to take the
laugh-producing burden on himself almost exclusively.
To be

FATTY AND HIS SWEETHEART UNITED
sure there is an automobile wreck, but this is startling without
being funny.
Being introduced to the spectator in two different parts,
the fat comedian manages to make the picture very funnj'.
It is mild humor, but Arbuckle's rotundity and seemingly sunny
disposition and his clean business, which is in such contrast
from that of other comedians, places the picture in the class of
good
ones. is the lover, and at a masque ball his engagement
Arbuckle
with the girl is to be announced. But Fatty is slightly banged
up in an automobile accident and he is late in attending. A
fat tramp makes his way to the ball and the girl believes him
to be her lover. But Fatty frightened at the thought of an
operation and the sudden appearance of a carpenter who is
fixing window shades, hies himself to the ball in his nightgown and then things start to hum and they are made more
amusing by the introduction of a pair of society crooks. A
chase results, the tramp gets an unexpected reward for capturing the light fingered couple, while Fatty and his sweetheart
are united.
This story, which is subordinated to its star, is worked out
after a good fashion, although some time is consumed before
real action is introduced.
There are new tricks of business and old ones, and both kinds
achieve the desired results.
Irene Wallace is the girl and she makes a good oppoGite.
Minta Durfee and Al St. John are the crooks and the others
are Alice Lake, Horace J. Haine, Lillian Shaffner, William
Jefferson and Joe Bordeau.

Nadia cannot marry the son of her father's murderer, and
tells him so, without giving the reason. So she plans that
they shall be united in death, and stabs the young man, but
before she can kill herself, she is caught by the guards. Find"COLONEL HEEZA LIAR WINS THE PENNANT"
ing that she can save Sergius' life, the prefect yields to her
(Paramount-Bray — One Reel)
dem.and that he sign a statement to the effect that he has
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
wrongfully sentenced thousands of unfortunates to Siberia.
She goes to the dying man, and gives orders that his wound
an especially diverting animated cartoon, showing
shall be attended to, but before anything can be done, the THISthe issomewhat
improbable adventures of the Colonel at
desperate nihilists attack the governor's mansion and set it the seat of war.
afire. Not only Orzoff, but Nadia and Sergius perish in the
He decies to go to the front and settle the fight immediately ;
holocaust.
but the bursting shells soon reduce him to a state of nature, at
Niles Welch, Robert Elliott, William L. Abingdon, Victor
least as regards clothes.
De Linsky. Martin J. Faust, William Boyd, Roy Applegate,
He regains his senses beside a deserted gun in a fort, which
Frank Montgomery, Ilean Hume and Daniel Sullivan complete
is under fire, and as the ammunition is exhausted, he has rethe cast.
course to strategy. He recalls his baseball prowess, picks up
^IllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllui^
a gun-barrel, stands on the ramparts, and as the shells fly by,
j
Have You Seen the Monthly Index of Reviews? | he bats them back to the enemy's lines, wrecking their works.
I
(Pages 2755-57) .
| On the same reels is a study of insects which mimic nature,
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiir^
by Raymond Ditmars.
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THE CONSCIENCE OF JOHiN DAVID"
(.Horslvy-Hutual Masterpictiirc — Five Heels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
AS author and actor Crane Wilbur has not provided himself
as good a vehicle in this subject as he has on other occasions. The story lacks compelling interest, and is rather
weakly built up. yet it has several high spots, which make it
a fair average picture.
Allegorical in type, the allegory has been subjected to more
human impulses and eniotions, which is as it should be, according to our way of thinking. The characters are all well
drawn, and several of them present interesting studies. Special
mention should be made of Mae Gaston, who is an attractive
figure and does her work convincingly.
John David, a wealthy idler, is engaged to the ^VorldIy
Woman. At a dinner of the parasites whom the spender calls
friends, he announces the engagement. Then the wanderer
appears, and becomes one of the guests. The wanderer turns
out to be John David's Conscience, who had been driven out
some years before.
the dinner
telegramThearrives
hasAt been
swept aaway.
guestssaying
hear that
the David's
news andfortune
take
their hasty departure. Conscience alone remains. David goes
to his fiance's home, and finds her with the Libertine. He
attacks the latter, and believing he has killed him flees West;
Conscience goes along.
In the West David makes friends, and one bitter enemy.
He meets and falls in love with a sheriff's daughter, and they
are to be married. In the meantime his enemy, suspecting he
is the missing John David, sends East for a detective.
As the ceremony is being performed. Conscience stands at
David's elbow and prompts him to give up the girl and confess
to the murder. The assemblage is in a wild uproar, when a
telegram arrives from New York, announcing that a Japanese
butler, who had a grudge against the murdered man, had confessed hiding under a sofa and killing the man while he was
struggling with David. David is freed of the charge, and all
ends happily, David, the girl and Conscience going away
together.
Numerous scenes have been introduced to give the story
added atmosphere and interest. The cast includes, besides
Mr. Wilbur and Miss Gaston, John Oaker, Alice Rinaldo,
Frederick Montague, Louis Durham and Francis Raymond.
"CAPTAI^^ KLEINSCHMIDT'S WAR PICTURES"
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
CAPTAIN F. E. KLEINSCHMIDT who, up to a year ago
was with the .Austrian armies in various European campaigns, has added a valuable selection to the already formidable library of war pictures. In some respects Captain Kleinschniidt's views are unusual from the general run of such pictures, while in all respects they are exceedingly interesting throughout their length.
Last week were shown about seven thousand feet of film dealing with the activities of the Austrian army. These pictures, temporarily titled "War on Three Fronts," successively follow the
Austrian armies in their campaigns against the Russian, Servian
and Italian forces.
With all their intercut it is doubtful whether an audience
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desires so much war material. The Captain would do well to
divide his picture into three parts and put each out, one at a
lime. Tlie interest, then would be more central and shorter lengths
would prevent unrest.
The pictures have not .\et been subtitled when shown for review.
If they are carefully and intelligently interspersed with inserts
descriptive of the many interesting scenes, they will, no doubt,
be enthusiastically received. Captain Kleinschmidt accompanied
the private exhibition with explanations of every scene and as he
is seen in the pictures now and then himself, the personal interest was tlierefore added to the usual attention that sucli pictures
create.
The photography of his pictures is always clear enough to
permit of the observer's satisfaction, while in some places it is
unusualh' good for war pictures, judging by others which we
have seen.
The pictures show such scenes as building pontoon bridges,
panoramas taken from balloons and aeroplanes, one of these being
the city of Belgrade showing devastation wrought by the besieging
guns ; army routine, the firing of the mortars and soldiers on
the march consume much of the footage. There are some pictures
of an Austrian trench in action. The camera was evidently in a
protected position in the trench and consequently it has been able
to catch the soldiers dropping one by one, wounded and sometimes killed.
If the exhibitor believes his public is not tired of war pictures
he would do well to consider Captain Kleinschmidt's offering
seriously.
"THE HEART'S TRIBUTE"
(Lubin — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THIS IS quite an effective heart-interest story, which employs
the old theme of a young man who wins the love of a working
girl, promises to marry her, and then weds a woman of his own
social rank. Despite that fact that this theme has been used scores
of times, it still has vitality, if intelligently presented, as this
picture witnesses.
The cast, which includes E. K. Lincoln, Helen Greene, June
Daye, Herbert Fortier, and others, does work superior to that
found in most three-reelers. Mr. Lincoln and Miss Daye, in particular, make their parts convincing, and the other players are
entirely competent.
Suspense is well maintained. Though the story material is absolutely familiar to the spectator, he does not know how it is going
to be worked out in the end, and is gratified to find that the rich
wife, instead of repudiating her husband when the working girl
confronts them with the illegitimate child, sacrifices her pride and
forgives both.
A considerable amount of cleverness is employed to bring about
the denouement naturally and logically, so that it is both convincing
and
man. wholesome. The story was written by Daniel Carson GoodRene Plaisetty had charge of the directions, and his careful
attention to detail has much to do with the good effect of the
offering as a whole.
Photography and sets are very good.
Belter keep that Monthly Index of Reviews where you
can get it in a hurry!
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"Woman
Against
Woman."
reels.
Reissue.)
— This
picture (Biograph.
was made Three
quite
some time ago and has in its cast Lionel Barrymore, Alan Hale, Betty Grey, Vivian Prescott and
Mrs. Lawrence Marston. Its theme concerns two
sisters, one of which falls afoul of a city rounder.
Later when she is attended by a decent man, she
persuades her sister to claim the baby, but when
she gets married, there is the villainess to poison
her husband against her and bring forth the baby
as proof. However, matters are finally adjusted
happily. In some respects, this picture is very
well acted; in others it is not. The story has
been dragged out considerably and would appear
more interesting if edited. The theme is appealing
and no doubt will create sympathetic response in
an easily appeased audience.
"^n the Moon's Ray." (Essanay. Two reels.
Tues.,view ;the
May story
2.) — follows.
This re-issue
shown for
reTwo not
gentlemen
crooks
decide to steal a priceless scarab from Blake,
a millionaire. . Just as they have it in their possession, Judith,
room,a
and they
are Blake's
obliged daughter,
to kidnap enters
her tothemake
get-away. Judith scribbles a note_ on her white
slipper and throws it from the taxi-cab in which
she is being hurried away. The slipper is found
by Neal, a detective, who captures the thieves
and rescues Judith. Neal later marries Judith.
In the cast are Francis X. Bushman, E. H.
Calvert, Bryant Washburn, Rapley Holmes and
Gerda Holmes.
"The Fable of the Preacher Who Flew His
Kite."
May ; 3.)
This follows
George :
Ade
tableEssanay.
not shown Wed.,
for review
the— story
A Man of God was in Wrong with his Congregation because he Spilled his Pearls in language
they could understand. So the Sky Pilot got
Wised Up, and quoted Sanskrit, Semitic, and
other Fancy Tongues, shufHed together with Hand
Picked globs of tongue-twisting Polysyllables. The
Pew Warmers
Make Wizard,
the Line,
they
hailed
him as a didn't
Theological
and but
fattened
up the Pay Envelope.
'Once a Thief—
-?" (Essanay. Three reels.
Sat., May
6.) — Not and
shownMary
for review,
follows
: Kendrick
Fulton the
bothstory
are
employed
antique shop.
Theyenough
plan
to
marry in
as Overton's
soon as Kendrick
can save
money. cialist
Kendrick's
a cripple,
but aforspe-a
promises thatsister
she iscan
be cured
thousand dollars. Kendrick embezzles this sum,
intending to repay it, but is caught, and sentenced
to six months in the penitentiary. When he comes
out, he is accused of stealing again, but Mary
proves that he is innocent, and by proving her
employers guilty of smuggling, make them give
Kendrick a job.
In the cast are Bryant Washburn, Nell Craig,
Edmund F. Cobb, and Richardson Cotton.
"Ham's
Waterloo."
(Kalem. Men., May 2.)Will
be reviewed
next week.
"Romeo of the Coal Wagon." (Kalem. Wed.,
May 3.)
Etheladvantage
Teare andin Jack
appear to—good
this MacDermott
comedy. Ethel
poses as a burglar and so does Jack. Ethel
catches Jack and thinking he is hard up, gives
him a jobJack
as driver
one of herwhofather's
wagons.
hires of
a substitute
fixes coal
the
father's books and makes off with some money.
Tack gets
the matters
blame until
the substitute's wife
shows
up and
are adjusted.
(Kalem.
6.) "The
— The Human
featuredTelegram."
stunt in this
numberSat.,of May
the
Hazardsgraphofwires Helen
is
Miss
Gibson's
tele-a
over a deep crevasse. Itrideis onquite
feat and will doubtless cause great excitement.
The rest of the picture, that is the story, is well
constructed and holds the interest nicely.
"Theis Dumb
Heiress."again.
(Kalem.
_ Fri., Maya lot
5.) —of
Here
Sis Hopkins
She inherits
money and visits her stylish relatives and causes
a great disturbance by her kitchen manners. And
also she refuses to speak to any man because a
fortune teller has prophesied that she will marry
the first man she speaks to, and Sis wants her
sweetheart back home. Henry Murdock and the
usual
cast appear
in Miss Melville's support. It's
a worth-while
comedy.

EXHIBITOR

"The Social Pirates." (Kalem. Two reels.
Swindlers"
takes
upSixth
the Episode.)
adventures— of"The
MonaMaster
and Mary
pitted against
portrait thieves. The action is a little involved,
as there
many original
imitations thatareonesobecomes
confusedportraits
toward and
the finale.
However, the body of the picture is as interesting
both in the way of comedy and suspense as the
others have been. Marin Sais and Ollie Kirkby
with their customary support do excellent work.
"Millionaire
Billie." (Lubin.
Sat., April tramp,
22.) —
Billie
Reeves masquerades
as a millionaire
thus breaking into society. He has a glorious
time until the real tramp appears, and then of
course Billie lands in jail. The complications are
quite
Junein Daye
and a number of other
Lubin amusing.
favorites are
the cast.
"Germs and Microbes." (Lubin. Mon., April
24.) — By all odds one of the best David Don
comedies produced. Edward McKim has provided
a funny story which is just what Don needs most
to offset his actions. Here he appears as a
grouchy father whose one terror is germs. His
son, to get more money out of him, writes a letter
in which he says that many germs have been enclosed in the envelope. As a result he gets a large
of moneyfashion.
from him but Don gets back after
asumhumorous
"The Man Within." (SeUg. Three reels. Mon.,
May 1.)issue.
— Will be reviewed at length in ne.xt
week's

"An Elephant's Gratitude." (Selig. Sat., May
6-) — This Jungle-Zoo drama has good atmosphere,
a suitable story, and an interesting, if not exciting ending. Edith Johnson is an appealing
heroine, well supported by Harrv Lonsdale, Leo
Noonan. This release ought
Pierson,
mostDanaudiences.
to please and
Ellen, the daughter of a planter in East Africa,
is very fond of an elephant in her father's herd.
Orie day she sees Kasu, the keeper, abusing the
animal, and she dismisses him at once. To get
revenge,
Kasu kidnaps Ellen, but the elephant
kind.
follows them and rescues the girl who had been
MUTUAL
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2.)"Out
— Not For
shownthe forCount."
review. (Vogue. Tues., May
"Billie Van Deusen's Ancestrie." (Beauty.
Wed., May 3.) — Not shown for review.
"With a Life at Stake." (Mustang. Two reels.
Fri., May 5.) — A great many thrilling incidents
make this an exceptional Western. It is refreshingly free from padding, and the cast is at its
best in this type of play. Supporting Art Acord
and Queenie Rosson are Alfred Gerguson, Nita
Davis, Larry Peyton and Guy Lundy.
Margaret, the daughter of a ranch-owner, is a
telephone operator in a Western town. She is
courted by Pitman, the town bully, and by Blinky,
a cowboy. Blinky has several adventures while
protecting Margaret from Pitman, and always
manages
defeat Pitman
the man'sfor schemes.
the sheriffto arrests
a killing, One
but day
the
captured man shoots the officer, and since he cannot unlock the manacles that hold them together,
pulls the dead man up on the saddle with him.
Hearing a shot over the telephone, Margaret hurries to her father's house and finds that Pitman
has broken her father's arm. In pursuing the
fleeing^ ruffian, she is wounded and falls across
the railroad_ tracks. She is saved in the nick .of
time by Blinky. Pitman falls into a wolf trap
and slowly starves to death.
^ "Allshown
For for
Nuttin'."
Not
review. (Beauty.

Sun., May 6.)-

"Bungling Bill's Dream." (Vogue. Sun., May
6.) — Not shown for review.
PATHE EXCHANGE

INC.

"The Iron Claw," No. 9. (Pathe. Two
reels.) — This episode of the stirring serial is entitled "Arrows of Hate." In it Legar, the arch

criminal, turns upon "The Laughing Mask," and
perpetrates
severalseek
crimestheinmysterious
the lalter's character.
name, so
that the police
They trap
him insaves
the him,
house but
of Margery's
father,
where
Margery
she and Manley,
her
secretary
are in
captured
Legar,thebound
handfather's
and foot
and left
a room,by with
gas
turned on. They are about to escape, when one
of Legar's
attendantsends.
fires some
small metalMask,
arrows with poisoned
The Laughing
however, succeeds in saving them by neutralizing
the poison. Pearl White, Sheldon Lewis and
Creighton Hale head the cast.
"How Birds Feed Their Young." fPathecolor.
Split reel.) — This is another of the attractive
educational films, giving an intimate study of
birds which is unusually appropriate at this season.
On the Sameinspection
reel is "The Towns of Tunis," an
interesting
histovic
northern Africa. of the quaint towns of
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
"Doctor Neighbor." (Red Feather. Five reeis.
Mon.,
of AprilMay22. 1.) — Reviewed at length in the issue
Herohere
Maid."
(^<estor. rairwent
Mon., May
1.) — ■
Lee"Her
Moran
dons feminine
and Doses
as a maid in order co be near the girl of his
heart. Al Christie has never failed to put such a
plot over, as Moran is insurpassable in this sort
of a part. Horace Davey directed while others in
•he cast are Billie Rhodes, Stella Adams and Nca!
Burns.
"The Purple Maze." (Gold Seal. Two reels.
Tues.,
May 2.)
A stenographer
seeing to
thosetakewhoit
have taken
the— Easiest
Way, decides
herself, but the sorrow coming to her friend influences her to stick to the Straight and Narrow.
Stella Razetto, by excellent acting is largely responsible for the success of this release, while her
support in the shape of Juan de la Cruz, Gladys
Brockwell, George Hernandez and Rosita Marstini
is capable. The picture combines comedy and
drama in good proportions and all in all is a most
acceptable two reeler. Edward Le Saint directed
from a scenario by Olga Printzlau.
"Eleanor's Catch." (Rex. Tues., May 2.) — A
young girl starts to tread the easiest way, but
stops and thinks just in time to save herself.
A pleasant picture, rather shallow on the whole,
but well done. Cleo Madison, William Along, Edward Hearn and Lule Warrenton are the princiMong wrote the scenario while Miss Madison pals.
produced.
"When Slim Was Home Cured." (Imp. Tues.,
May 2.)
well,
save— AforVictor
one orPotel
two comedy
scenes inwhich
which does
the very
lead
is inclined to overwork himself. The idea is old,
but of late it has been absent from the picture
field, so it comes in the nature of a welcome
revival. Jean Bernoudy assists the star.
"Thereels.
Girl Wed.,
Who Feared
(Victor.
Two
May 3.)Daylight."
— This picture
just
misses being convincing because it is improbable,
while the subtitles are written in an overly-sentimental style. However, some good snow scenes
and a complete Northern atmosphere, and last
but not least Mary Fuller make it acceptable.
Clifford
Pendleton and William Welsh
are
chief Grey,
of the Edna
support.
"The May
Bankruptcy
Boggsforandreview.
Schultz."
Wed.,
3.) — iNot ofshown
. (L-Ko.
"The Beloved Liar." (Rex. Three reels.
Thurs., May
— This production contains an interesting old 4.)
character study rendered realistically
bv Thomas Jefferson, while the presence of Zoe
Beck, the extremely clever child actress in the
greater trast.
partThe story
of the furnished
picture affords
a striking conby Calder
Tohnstone
moves very slowly and comes to no conclusion of
any power — it is all character studv with an inconsequential plot.and
However,
it ismildly
'free from
the
usual sex element
it makes
pleasing
entertainm
very
good. ent. George Cochrane's direction is

Won Vfith a Make-Up." (Imp. Thurs., May
^■J
—
Baggot as the leading man of a motion
picture^'ngcompany
disguises as a doctor and elopes
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little
with country sweetheart. An ayiragc
hdna Hunter
comeHv benefited much by BaggotHenry
diappear
and frank
H. Robinson.Otto
by Llliot
script also
from aSmith
rectel
Two re. Is
••Lem's College Career." (Nestor.
t put tlii- punch
Fri Mav 5.>— -M (. hristie hasnqualitiis
.y c
in this two reder.
and"
o; shorter
his subjects which
almostvim'alwavs present in I.cm.
owner
ranch
the
as
Lyons
length. Kddic
style wlule he visits t ke
mislrcats tee in Western
sty
mistreats Lem in cipial
ranch, and Lee in turn
Moran .tnd Betty
when he comes to college. .LeeThis
in
auglis
has
Compson areplotalsois promment
slim and the humor lies or is
it but the
o
jokes l^<;n>elrat
in the. practic.nl
intended to lie and
sort ofuse.stufT h:» lo>t nnuh
parlies,
bothv.-ilue
by
constant
through this
of it!i
" (l.;u;nmU. l-ri.,
of the Desert.
••Thes )—Thief
romance of original ;;nd un\n .Arabian
xf...
y .Mi Ben is conveying his
usual'plreasing
daughte
across.,ualit
the desert possess
to I"""^'"'
\° ^.^
thirtcc
ed of'^7,,.
already
wealthy merchant lady
idea at .ill
likengtheBedouin
doesn't
voun"
The
wives.
encourages a wanderitrite, but it tois
and so she this
steal her.
treated
very well. appears rather
The desert scenes and the photography aie ex
is done by Myrtie Goncellent, wh.le capable work
and Val Paul. Lynn ReyChurch
ralez" noldsFred
wrote and
directed.
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l;y Roy l.Clements ;iini at humor and arc partially
successfu
of Arthur." (Lacnimlc. Two
Marriage
"The Sun.,
.May 7.)— A Rupert Julian release
reels.
yet shown for review.
not
7.)
, Maydlobe
the Jungfrau."
"Scaling
at the
shown .Sun
'^cenic was (Rex.
beauti.ul
—This
'The lJumb Girl of
with
N'ork,
-New
theatre.
Portici." Its snow scenes are very pretty, while
the educational value of the reel is great. I he
photography is good.
"Mr.
Briggs,
Burglar."
-• —Buddy
.Showing
tlie various
eflorts(L-Ko.
that a Sun.,
henpeek n akcs to amuse himself with friends not to
his wile's likincr. wliile that lady has been puris inasthis
Dave isMorris
trip.comedy
porting to gohe onnora the
and neither
as good
he
are (ierOthers
be.
can
pictures
his
and
;<e
can
trnde Selby and Reggie Morris.
JVEEKLIES

River
Heaist Vitagraph, No. 31.— Mississippi driver,
flood at St. Paul ; Bob Burman, ofautowarrace
prisoners,
bodies
Cal.;
at Corona,
killed died
in United States, sent back aboard a
wlio
newest
for burial;
Spain demonstrat
to
warship
savnovel life
es aseason's
inventor
fashions;
Cruiser Chester
officials;
t
little
Governnun
to
The
suit
ing
5.)—
May
Fri.,
(Imp.
Kitty."
"Just
2,i, 000-mile journey; Detroit Tigers deward of the millionaire saves his fortune rom a home after
Kor)feat C'liicago Wliite Sox; two thousand seals take
accomplice,the hditli
and his well,
nephew
scheming
as possession of an island in the Pacific; Carranza
while ispicture
very conventi
the wardquite
plays though
ertswhole,
pleasant. soldiers given lessons in modern warfare; Indian
onal,
aRobert
scouts lead U. S. troops across Mexican border
Hill wrote and directed.
in hunt for Villa.
•The Leap." (Bison. Two reels.
Sat.,
May
6.)
Mutual Weekly, No. 89. — California University
— Another of Henry McRae railroad dramas girls
give kills
pageant
end crash
New Haven
It concerns rivalof busiHarvey
writtenness bvconcerns
live;; rear
St. Louis
schoolon children
buy
each Railroad
the son and daughter another.
with Gates.
elephant
for
park
zoo
;
dynamite
clears
way
for
love with one
millionaire vcrv much in good
new
mountain
boulevard
in
California
;
Atlantic
a
wherein
climax
a
to
biiilds
The subject
back from target practice in Cuban waters ;
wreck is narrowlv averted. Lee Hill and L. C . fleet
Government burns $27,000 worth of bad eggs;
appear in the respective roles of hero and Washington crew defeats Stanford; Frisco society
Shumway
heavy.
women raise money for needy Belgium; Battleship
Nebraska
dock discovered
j three killed
at Corona
"A Perfect Match." (Joker. Sat., May 6.) —
auto
races;goes
new inoildryfields
in Wyoming;
the de- . native Indians used to trail Villa in Mexico ; other
teller,
fortune
a
of
medium
the
Through
another
one
toward
lovers
feated rival poisons the
and wins the girl for himself. William Franey,in
featured
Gale Henry and Milburn Morantiat are
Pathe News, No. 33. — Commemoration of the
the ouUet hut HOth
this lecl, whicli is rather lifelesssubtitles
anniversary of Paul Revere's ride at Lexfurnished
fairly funny at the end. The
The

Italian

War

to the trade, at eleven (11) o'clock, Wednesday morning, April 26th, at our Projectionroom, 67 Madison Avenue.
Exhibitors are cordially invited to attend
this

Trade

Show

For terms, write or wire the Authors Film
Co., Inc.
[1432 Broadway, New York City

Eastern

Pennsylvania,

No. 18.

iii-lon, Mass.; latest fashions; Wihon goes to theto
e near-ultimatum
Capitol to read his submarin
.\merican expedition i.,m
Congress; with the
, K. at
at liiadfoi-d
wreck
in
killed
five
Mexico; actors and actresses pose
for camera
retired
.Vctor^
Ilo.ne on Staten Island.
20.)—in
.\pril
(Thurs.,
No. 32.
ibune,
Selig-Trof
season
baseball
league
American
Oncning
holds practice
\'ew York City; 8th U. S. Cavalrynumber
of seals
Texas ; large
at FortolTBliss,
drill island
California; pontoon bridge over
on
hold warm
women
society
Greece;
Dorian,
Lake
benefit at San Francisco, Cal. ; wagon trams
Mexico; and other events.
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 17. Wed.,
.\pril - Boston marathon won by Arthur Roth,
liosinii, ; young camel at Universal City,
Cal ; l.Hni lire on Sixth Avenue, New York City;
Los .ViiRclcs attempts to wipe out Demon Rum
for old actors, Staten
homeother
givingN. iiiedicine
by
Island,
Y., and ;many
views.
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Film

The first to be released by the Italian Government by arrangement with Signer Ambrosio.
This 4-part feature will be shown privately

Open-Market

Vol. 13.
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Southern

New

Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and
D. C. booked by the Elastern Booking Office,
Philadelphia, Pa.
from independent exchange! of the highest
We invilf corre»pondencefinancial
retpontibility.

Tin- party
Crown
Cabin camped
at the at
foottheof Aurelia
Lyman
(ilacier. Cloudy
From this point a Pass"
side trip was
made to Cloudy Pass. Almost every
day in the year a storm can be seen on
one or more of the many peaks surrounding this pass. Hence the name
"CLOUDY PASS."
The last half of this picture shows the
men exploring the wonderful crevasses
of flyman Glacier on Chiwawa Mountain.
FOR BOOKINGS. ADDRESS
Educational Films Corp. of America
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK

DAL CLAWSON
PERFECTS MANY
NEW
PHOTOGRAPHIC
EFFECTS
Dal Clawson, now in charge of photographing Thomas H. Ince
productions
direction
Charles
has re-in
cently addedmade
severalunder
new thec.Tects
to hisof long
list Giblyn,
of successes
this line of
work.
In
"Not
My
Sister,"
an
early
release,
introduces a new lighting iris eflect which both diffuses and heirises
the image out. Another double exposure process Mr. Clawson
has
scenetime
to the
size ofcomplete
a pinhead perfected
in each irises
frame,down
whilea comiilete
at the same
another
scene starting from the size of a pin-hcad, is enlarged to cover the
entire tionsframe.
These of two
elicited
congratulafrom members
the innovations
|jrodiicing staff
when many
they were
shown
in
the as
studio
projecting fienius
room, of
and intricate
add materially
to Clawson's
record
an inventive
i>hotographic
effects.
Mr. f-Iawsor has perfected '■everal other mechanical devices which
will be used in coming sulijects. One is a candle which has
snfllcient lighting [lowcr to illuminate a .scene and will be used
M'
I'rank obtained
Kecnan production.
this subject
also
willthehe coming
seen results
by mechanicalIn dissolving
devices
whereby several visions traveling across the frame arc dissolved
r.vl hy aiiotlu-r scene taklnp its place.
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GARDEN,

TYPHOONS WILL MAKE RIALTO
COOLEST THEATRE SOUTH OF
NORTH POLE.

THE
THE

IF YOUR BUSINESS IS EXPANDING
UNDER THE PRESENT IMPETUS OF UNUSUAL CONDITIONS, NOW IS THE TIME
TO PREPARE FOR KEEPING THE INCREASED BUSINESS.
TYPHOON COOLING SYSTEM WILL KEEP
UP THE PATRONAGE OF YOUR THEATRE
IN HOT WEATHER. THE INCREASED
PROFIT PAYS FOR IT SHORTLY.

New

SYSTEM

1RADE

SHOW

York, May 6th to 14th, 1916
TYPHOONS COST NO MORE THAN ORDINARY EQUIPMENTS OF BUZZ AND EXHAUST FANS.

INSTALLATION TAKES A
ONLY.
ALL SIZES IN STOCK.

FEW
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IF INTERESTED SEND US THE DIMENSIONS OF YOUR THEATRE, SEATING CAPACITY, AND A SKETCH SHOWING THE
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Theatre

Construction

Design of New York's Latest House Devoted Exclusively to Motion Picture Shows Radical Departure in the Conception and Erection of Amusement Places — From the Top of the Building to the Basement the Rialto
Embodies Unusually Striking Features — Managers Will Find It a Model for Future Theatres
By James McKenzie
THE

opening of the new Rialto Theatre in New York City on
the site formerly occupied by Hammerstein's Victoria Theatre serves to mark the beginning of a new era in the designing and construction of motion picture theatres. The design of
this addition to the Hst of theatres devoted exclusively to the exhibition of motion pictures illustrates a very radical departure
from the time honored customs and precedents established in the
construction of theatre buildings. Thomas W. Lamb of 644 Eighth
avenue, New York City, the architect, has produced a house which
will tend to revolutionize the designing and development of the
motion picture theatre.
He has deliberately departed from the usual ideas, and the
scheme which he has presented to the lovers of motion pictures
shows what can be dene with an auditorium planned and designed
according to an entirely new standard.
In co-operation with the architect, Mr. Russell B. Smith of 305
Madison avenue, the consulting engineer, together with Mr. Hall,
have worked out the construction problems in heating, ventilation,

EXTERIOR

OF THE

RIALTO,

SHOWING
SIGN

THE

Norden Electric Sign Company, which is the central and dominating feature of the entire fagade, the architectural treatment of the
rest of the front being subordinated to it. The walls are of a bufif
brick, with buff terra cotta trimmings. The wall surfaces are kept
very simple and plain. The lower part of the sign is in the form
of a pin-wheel containing about 400 lights of various colors. This
revolves rapidly and a stream of fire like a rocket shoots from the
edge
of it,when
goes itover
the into
roof, stars
turns,andandsparks.
strikes the
"R" of
the sign,
bursts
Thisletter
is repeated
until each letter is lighted. When each rocket leaves the pin-wheel
a hissing sound, made by compressed air, gives the actual noise
and appearance of fire works. After the entire sign is lighted, it
all goes out, and then the word "Rialto" lights up alone in a different color; then the entire sign goes out and all the rockets go off
at one time, lighting the sign "Rialto" again in a different color.
The sign contains about 2,200 10-watt lamps. All the apparatus
for operating this sign such as flashes, air compressor, etc., was
There is also a vertical sign reading "Rialto." This sign is about
45 feet high and has a flower pot fire work effect.
On these signs color caps, made by Betts and Betts, have been
used. These color caps are used on all the large roof displays in
New York and throughout the country.
In addition to these signs attractive torches are placed along the
parapet wall. Thus it will be seen the color and life of the exterior

ELABORATE ELECTRIC

lighting, etc., which are perfect in operation and embody many
new ideas for the complete comfort of the patrons.
Represents the Last Word in Construction
As the design and construction represent the last word in the
development of the motion picture theatre so the production of the
pictures themselves will be an entirely new artistic achievement
which has been made possible by original mechanical devices demanded by Mr. Rothapfel, the managing director, whose genius
and imagination are in a large degree responsible for the fine
result. The artistic effects, especially by means of the lighting,
will be a revelation to those who have thought the possibilities
alreadj' exhausted.
When it is realized that manufacturing companies all over the
country are specializing in materials and devices for the- exclusive
use of motion picture theatres, and that a choice has been made
from the best among these for the Rialto Theatre, it is possible to
imagine to some extent the high degree of perfection that has been
attained m this theatre.
A description of the exterior is hardly necessary except for the
large electric sign over the entrance, designed and made by the

PROSCENIUM

COLONNADE, EMPLOYED IN LIEU OF A STAGE. THE
SCREEN DROPS IN THE CENTER PANEL

is obtained not by the architecture, but through the living active
agency of electric lights arranged in a spirited free design.
Projecting Brick Frame at Entrance
The entrance is marked by a slightly projecting architectural
frame of brick, surmounted by a co'-nice with a large marquis
extending over the sidewalk the full width of the entrance.
The lobby occupies but a small portion of street frontage on
Seventh avenue, the rest being given over to store space. This
entrance lobby is a very attractive room about 12 feet deep and
30 feet wide w-ith a low segmental vaulted ceiling in plaster. The
design of the ceiling is in the Adam Style in rectangular and circular panels These are left light against the background of gilt.
The walls are of imitation Havertino stone, and the floor is of
white and brown marble mosaic. At each end of the lobby are
unusually attractive ticket booths, equipped with the latest electricallj- controlled ticket selling devices made by the Automatic
Ticket Selling and Cash Register Company. In connection with
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNinrriniLl^
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this, there have been installed by Caille Brothers Company of
Detroit, Mich., automatic changeniakers, which are wonderfully
quick in operation. In combination with the ticket selling machine they enable the management to handle double the crowd in
n>uch less time than would be possible without the devices. This
last named company are also putting in specially designed and finished ticket choppers.
The display frames which are placed on both sides of the building and in the lobby are attractive in design, being especially designed for their position by S. Markcn TorfF.
The foyer is one of the most successful features in the design of
the house, as will be seen in the illustration w-hich also takes in
mezzanine. The effect of this lobby is elliptical as the upper part
or second floor level is curved and the ceiling is treated as an
ellipse. The stairs at cither side, which are about 10 feet wide, go
up under arches and curve around following the elliptical form of
the upper part. The first level of the balcony, as is also shown in
the illustration, has an attractive balustrade with flower boxes
placed along the top, giving a refreshing and pleasing appearance
on entering. The floral decoration here as well as that about the
orchestra was supplied by the General Flower Decorating Company, and was chosen with an eye to color effects.
This balcony has large comfortable lounges and chairs with
reading lights, where the patrons may retire. The hat and coat
checking rooms are placed at the top of the stairs in the sloping
space under the balcony. The ceiling, an artistic Adam design, has
a large elliptical cofFre finished in gold leaf and colored medallions
of graceful figures. Hidden behind the mouldings of this are the
electric which are thus reflected down.
Six Marble Water Fountains Set in Alcoves
Six marble water fountains, set in alcoves, are to be found in
the lobby and balcony promenade, where cool sparkling water may
be obtained — an especial boon in the coming warm weather. Individual paper cups are provided at each fountain, being dispensed
automatically from attractive, dust-proof hermetically sealed Health
Kup Vendors. The paper cups are the well-known "health kups," a
non-paraffined bevelled edge, sanitary individual cup.
The treads of the stairs and trimming are a beautiful grey
Tennessee marble. The pink Tennessee used in the theatre as well
as all marble and slate was supplied by the Eastern New York
Marble Co.
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In the interior the principle feature of this new house is the
colonnade which has taken the place of the usual stage and
proscenium opening. The usual stage setting with which the American theatregoing public is so familiar has been entirely done away
with and in its place has been substituted the colonnade consisting
of three openings with the picture screen set directly in the center.
The architectural treatment of the side walls has been carried along
and continued around the colonnade so as to give the so-called
picture setting a harmonious treatment with the rest of the
auditorium.
The floor of the semi-circular space formed by the colonnade has
been very effectively divided by a series of platforms to accommodate the musicians and singers, while the curved ceiling above
the colonnade forms an ideal sounding board and produces perfect
acoustics.
When this new idea was originally conceived by the architect he
was confronted with a very difficult problem in the solution of an
ornamental treatment which would properly decorate and present
his ideas in finished form. The colonnade itself is essentially
monumental, but when consideration is taken of the fact that it is
a feature of the indoor treatment and the usual style could not be
adopted, consequently, a very bold, but at the same time delicate,
"Adams Treatment" was determined upon and effectively carried
out. While the design itself presents simple and sturdy lines, the
ornament is very delicate in scale and is pleasing in its effect. By
skillful treatment the usual bare affect of the Adam style is eliminated in its place has been substituted a delicate treatment which
greatly enhances the simple lines and bold features of the design
itself.
In this colonnaded setting the Lee Lash Studios have arranged
rich drapery curtains, and behind them colorful scenes. The curtains can be drawn aside at will, together or singly, disclosing enchanting vistas of picturesque country.
The selection of a color scheme which would properly complete
the Adam design presented an unusual problem since the colors
which this treatment usually calls for would produce an affect that
would be entirely too cold for an auditorium and which would lack
the atmosphere which has always been so essential in a well
designed theatre. The solution of this problem was finally determined by disregarding the coloring of the walls and ceilings
(Cnntinued on page 2742)
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The Equipment in New York's Latest Picture House Is "the Last Word" in Perfected Devices for the Booth, and Is
Likely to Become "the First Word" for All Other Theatres to Follow— Rothapf el, Bowen and Hallberg Planned the Arrangement and the Apparatus for Installation
By J. H. Hallberg
ON

the evening of Friday, April 21, the new Rialto theatre,
justly termed "The Temple of the Motion Picture" under
the direction of S. L. Rothapfel, was opened to a specially
invited select first-night audience. It is a noteworthy fact that
at last the motion picture theatre has come into its own. The
opening of the Rialto in a blaze of grandeur is typical of the tremendous strides which have been made in the exhibition of motion
pictures.
Naturally as the Rialto is devoted exclusively to motion pictures,
the projection end of the equipment has received the most careful
and expert consideration.
It is now almost six years since S. L. Rothapfel made the statement that he had conceived a system of projection and a method
of exhibiting motion pictures which in his opinion would revolutionize the art. • He believed that music in motion pictures was a
most important adjunct and that by proper arrangement of scenic
and sound effects, the motion picture would be made more than the
rival of the regular stage productions.
Mr. Rothapfel stated at that time that he wished co-operation in
the development of certain improved devices which he had in mind.
Among the improvements there were shutters for moving picture

FIGUEE 1,

INTERIOR OF PROJECTION ROOM; L. W. BOWEN CHIEF
OPERATOR

machines ; special dissolving apparatus ; special spot lights ; special
stereopticons with slides and color effects ; the like of which had
up to that time not been produced. One of the large Keith theatres in Philadelphia had just been equipped with his improved
system of projection and exhibition and he wanted to secure certain type of apparatus, lenses and accessories to produce the results
which he had in mind.
About the same time he became associated with Albee and Murdock of the United Booking Offices, in what was called the Motion
Photo Plane Company, through which organization the exhibition

of motion pictures in almost a hundred of the largest theatres in
this country and Canada, was revolutionized.
Results Justify Experiments
Many experiments were conducted and the results obtained on
the screen more than justified the pains, troubles and the expenses
involved. There was no detail too small for consideration. The
revolving shutters were tuned up to the highest possible efficiency.
The condensing lenses used were of the highest grade and quality
obtainable at that time, some of them being made to order. The
lenses were most carefully selected and tested. Special lugs and
asbestos cables were designed and provided to secure perfect contact and great flexibility. Carbon holders on arc lamps were made
larger and heavier, in fact, many minor improvements were made
at
Rothapfel's
the time he was director of
the Mr.
Motion
Picture suggestions,
Photo Plane during
Company.
One apparatus in particuler advocated by Mr. Rothapfel, was
a double dissolving spot light with variable focus lenses which
would permit two independent illuminated fields of light on any
part of the stage, both fields of light to be under absolute control
of the operator, to be variable in shape, size and color and to be
adjustable together in any direction or independently of each other.
The wonderful effects which have been worked out with this arrangement can be seen at the Rialto.
Later on, Mr. Rothapfel made his big strike at Minneapolis,
where his DeLuxe motion picture exhibit attracted the attention
of every citizen of Minneapolis as well as the entire state of
Minnesota. Here he received special endorsement by the governor of the state and by ministers and heads of educational institutions for his wonderfully clean and up-to-date exhibits.
It was only natural that New York would take notice of Mr.
Rothapfel's success at Minneapolis and as a result he was called
here by Mr. Norton, President of the Photoplay Theatres Company, who had taken over the Regent theatre, 116th street and
Seventh Avenue, New York City. Here Mr. Rothapfel had his
first opportunity to introduce some of his more modern ideas.
The success of the Regent caused other interests to employ Mr.
Rothapfel for the Strand theatre, erected at Broadway and Fortyseventh street. Later others, appreciating his work, came to the
front and offered to build the finest and most expensive motion
picture theatre in the world — the Rialto.
In this new house Mr. Rothapfel was determined to have the
best projection ever installed anywhere. As a result of the consultations between Mr. Rothapfel, Lester Bowen, the engineers of
construction and the writer, the motion picture projection-booth
at the Rialto was planned and laid out as follows :
Booth Is Twenty by Eight Feet Wide
The booth measures 20 feet wide by 8 feet deep and between
10 feet and 12 feet high. At one side there is a room measuring
8 feet by 8 feet with the full height of the operating room, constructed for the motor generators and rheostats, controlling the
projector arcs. At the other end of the operating room there is
another 8 foot by 8 foot room for the rewinding equipment and
for the use of the operators.
Fig. 1, illustrates one end of the operating rom with the door,
leading to the motor generator and rheostat room, open.
Beginning our description of the apparatus installed from the
left of the both to the right, I will proceed as follows :
In Fig. 1, the first machine to the left is the Edison SuperKinetoscope of the latest type with motor drive, fitted with Marlux lenses made by the Crown Optical Company, of Rochester,
New York. The Edison Super-Kinetoscope machines supplied by
the Picture Theatre Equipment Company were fully described
in the December 18th issue of Motion Picture News in the Accessory Section.
Each projector is provided with an automatic arc controller
made by the Speed Controller Company, of New York City. The
arc controller is so sensitive and perfect in its operation that after
the operator once sets the arc, it will be maintained constant within
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one volt and the operator does not need to pay any particular
attention to the arc after it has once been set and started, excepting, of course, to see that the spot is properly centered upon the
aperture as it may shift slightly up or down if one of the carbons
should burn faster than the other as happens sometimes ini changing carbons. The second machine is also an Edison .Super-Kinetoscope.
The third machine illustrated by Fig. 2 is a specially constructed
Power's double dissolving stereopticon made by the Nicholas
Power Company, New York City. The illustration shoWs- Mr.
Lester Bowen operating the special dissolver which is provided
with larger condensers than usual, to permit special slides as required for the scenic effects at the Rialto.
The fourth machine installed is a double dissolving stereopticon
with multi-focus lenses and many other special features as illustrated in Fig. 3.
In the introduction to this article, I referred to Mr. Rothapfel's
desire some years ago, to secure just such a projector for scenic
effects, but not until now has his desire been realized. The double
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FIGURE 2, NEW POWERS DISSOLVING STEREOPTICON
dissolving projector illustrated in Fig. 3 was made up and designed
under the direction of Mr. Rothapfel assisted by Mr. Bowen, by
the Baird Motion Picture Machine Company, of New York, and
the mechanical details of the design are the efforts of Messrs.
Emory and Saunders of the Baird Motion Picture Machine Company.
Illustration Fig. 3, shows this wonderful projector which will
be described separately later on. It accomphshes all of the features
asked for by Mr. Rothapfel, several years ago.
The next apparatus in the operating room part of which can
be seen on the rear wall, is a large and complete switchboard
upon which there is mounted all of the necessary volt and ampere
meters, fuses and switches for the main control of the entire instal ation. Istate main control, because there are special control
panels for each motion picture projector with individual volt and
ampere meters and current regulators, for each arc within easy
observation of the operator.
In the motor generator room, as can be seen through the open
door in the rear wall, there are installed two Hallberg 20th Century Motor Generators, built especially for the Rialto theatre.
The motor generators operate on the circuit of the United Electric
Light and Power Company, supplying 220 volt, 2 phase, 60 cycle
alternating current, for the 15 H. P. motors, each one of which
forms part of the motor generator sets, the direct current end of
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which is capable of a delivery of any amperage from SO to 150 at
any voltage betwen 50 and 70.
The motor generators are under the control of the operator by
means of special control panels one of which is illustrated in Fig.
4, mounted next to the outlook opening for each motion picture
projector. The panel with the ampere meter for the first machine
can be seen on the left hand side of Fig. 1, and the second panel,
can be seen just under the left hand portion of the second machine
lamphouse.
In describing Fig. 4, I may state that at the left is the volt meter
and at the right the ampere meter and below is mounted the field
controller for the motor generators by means of which the amperes
can be adjusted instantly at the will of the operator, without introducing resistance in series with the generator and the arc.
At the Rialto, it is intended to keep the motor generators operat-
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ing all of the time, but when one of the machines is not in service,
the motor generator supplying said machine, has its field winding
disconnected
by means of the small snap switch below the instruments.
The disconnecting or breaking of the field circuit reduces the
losses in the motor generator to a minimum while it is running
idle. This was decided upon because it was thought best not to
restart the motor generators between shows, as the losses are
really very small and it makes a smoother installation.
On the M. P. projectors, Fig. 1, there can be seen an intercon-
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built and installed the electric signs for the Rialto Theatre and the following:
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iK'cting llat kner arrangcmciU, running above the operator's head,
but within his reach between the two machines. This arrangement
operates a large Iris dissolver made by Kleigl Brothers, of New
York, and is attached to the condenser mount on the machines,
wliich permits the dissolving of one picture into the other and
at the same time acts as a dowser. This is a distinctly new arrangement put on at the suggestion of Mr. Bowen, chief operator.
Fire Shutters Operate on New Plan •
The lire shutters protecting the openings in front of the booth are
operated on a new and. novel principle devised by the writer and
executed by Mr. Bowen. The arrangement is illustrated at the
upper part of Fig. 1, and comprises a long pipe running the entire
length of the projection room, supported on suitable brackets.
There are pins in the pipe immediately above each opening upon
which the lire proof shutter hangs, by means of a chain and hook.
This rod, which when it is in lixed position, has all of the pins
holding the shutters in the vertical position is held there by a
rope arrangement, illustrated above the rod in Fig. 1, and in various places the rope is cut and held together by the usual form
of fuse. The fuses can be seen immediately above the Edison
machine number 2. In case of fire the flame will come up above
the magazine, melt the fuse which severs the rope which in turn
allows the iron rod to turn, due to the weight of the shutters,
banging on the pins and as the pins come down, the hooks come
off, and the shutters drop. This arrangement is by far the most
modern of its kind and is very simple and easy of installation.
There is a complete intercommunicating telephone system putting
the operator in direct connection with any part of the theatre.
^jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH^
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SWITCHBOARD DESIGNED SPECIALLY FOR THE RIALTO |
THEATRE. NEW YORK CITY
|
There is also a signal .system controllable by the director, which
lights various colored lights behind bulls-eyes or lenses, set in
the wall in front of the operator for the signalling focus, framing
and speed changes etc.
In the motor generator room the rlieostats are placed on shelves.
'J'hcre are two for the Baird dissolving spot light, two for the
I'owers dissolving stereopticon and one for each of the M. P.
projectors. All are controllable from the main switchboard on
tiie rear wall of the operating room. In other words, the various
steps of the rheostats are connected to a set" of dial switches on
the switchboard, making it unnecessary for the operator to leave
the room when effecting a change in the amperes at the arc.
The large rheostats for the moving picture machines are merely
put in for emergency and are connected to the Edison 3 wire D. C.
system wliich is also brought into the operating room for the express use of emergency and for the dissolving lamps.
The ventilation of the operating room is the best of any I know
of. There is a large window opening on the street in the rear of
tlie wall, -giving perfect day light ovOr the entire room and plenty
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of fresh air. In the ceihng of the operating room there are three,
18 in. exhaust fans with speed controllers. In the motor generator and rheostat room there is installed a large typhoon fan, about
5 feet in diameter, directly connected to an electric motor with speed
controller. This large fan will always insure fresh and cool air
supply to the motor generator and rheostat room as well as in
the space above the theatre ceiling with which it connects.
The distance from the lens to the screen is 127 feet and the screen
which is of special construction and design measures 17 feet wide,
and forms part of one of the most elaborate and beautiful stage
settings, ever produced which in conjunction with the beautiful
lighting effects forms a combination of pleasing surprises which
must be seen in order to be realized.
The operating room is in direct charge of Lester W. Bowen,
chief operator ; Ivan W. Bowen ; and M. A. Kricorian, assistant
operators, all members of Local 306, I. A. T. S. E.
The Messrs. Bowen were originally in charge of the operating
department at the Relgent Theatre and later on were in charge
of the Strand projection and I. W. Bowen, also had charge of the
projection at the Liberty Theatre during the exhibit of "The
Birth of a Nation" and later on was connected with the Knickerbocker Theatre, where Triangle Films have been shown during the
RIALTO

MARKS NEW ERA IN THEATRE
CONSTRUCTION
(Continued from page 2734)
and by placing dependence upon the lighting for the proper color
effects. Thus the beautiful color scheme of the interior anyway
which consists of golden brownish and ivory tones may be changed
into reddish, bluish or brighter golden tones by the use of the
various electric switches. This is the wonderful novelty of these
decorations, which were under the personal charge of Mr. William
Sckart, of the Sckart Studios, who has gained a wide reputation
for his successful theatre decorating.
Consequently the entire auditorium has been wired on three circuits giving a combination of amber, red and blue lighting which
when blended together will give any combinaton of colors desired.
This, of course, is a feature which has long been practiced in the
production of stage effects, but it is the first time that its use has
been attempted in the auditorium proper. However, the elimination of the stage and the designing of the picture colonnade as part
of the auditorium itself made it necessary for the lighting effects
to be carried out through the entire auditorium.
Kliegl Brothers were called on to furnish electric screen equipment consisting of a number of three-color strips and also a number of special 1,000 watt bunch lights on one stand for dimmer
equipment so gradual transition from day to night can be obtained.
Also special reflectors for illumination of music.
Mr. Levy, the president of the Edwards Electrical Construction
Company, who designed and installed the electrical work in this
theatre, stated when interviewed, that he was particularly impressed by Mr. Rothapfel that the switchboard, dimmers, lighting
effects, etc., must be such that they can be played upon and directed
the same as a musical director would play upon and direct an
orchestra, and with this end in view the management has spared
neither trouble nor expense to achieve its object.
The combination of switchboard and dimmers is such that were
the house and stage large enough they would suffice for the production of grand opera. The concert stage is provided with foot
lights, and there are border and proscenium strips, and all the
stage lighting is in four colors, with a dimmer for the operation
of each color in each border, in each foot, and in each proscenium
strip, together with stage pockets for each color, each of which is
on a dimmer. The house has the unique arrangement of having
every outlet in three colors with a dimmer for each section of outlets and for each color. This will provide for dimming and color
effects without number.
The seats received careful study to secure the greatest possible
comfort of the patrons of the Rialto, which is a key note in the
equipment of any theatre. They were manufactured by the Wisconsin Sealing Company, of New London, Wis. The resign of
these chairs are plain throughout, curved to fit the body, are full
upholstered in Rogeroid and have spring construction. A new
device used on these chairs indicative of the rapid progress made
in special equipment for theatres, and one of the latest improvements both for comfort and safety is a self-raising device, manufactured by the Self-Raising Chair Company, of 220 West 42d
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A

CLEAR

AISLE"

Sectional view of Lincoln Theatre, Union Hill, N. J.

No, the seats in above photograph were not
raised by attendants after a performance. They
rose automatically at soon o« vacated by
patrons.
You keep your aisle-space clear. It is just as
easy to keep your rows of seats clear. The
EISNER Self-Raising Seat Appliance makes
"Every Row A Clear Aisle.**
Whether the seats in your theatre are old or
new, we can convert them into Self-Raising
Opera Chairs by attaching the EISNER Appliance.
Old style lowered opera chairs mean discomfort
to your patrons and an obstruction in time of
emergency. The EISNER Appliance assures
Convenience and Safety by furnishing clear
aitlet at all times.
The Rialto, S. L. RothapfePs "latest and best,"
represent* the ultra-modem theatre. That*s
why it is equipped with the EISNER Appliance.

NEWS

street, which causes the seat to rise automatically as soon as
vacated by the occupant. The advantages are obvious for it means
a clear aisle and greater ease in reaching the e.xits.
The depressing effect which is ordinarily the result of the long
overhang of a big balcony has been cleverly eliminated by the use
of a mezzanine floor with a promenade from which the occupants
of the upper floor can look down into the orchestra foyer. This is
a feature originated by the architect, Thomas W. Lamb, and which
lie has probably developed to its best advantage.
The space beneath the balcony which was forpierly wasted in
the designing of the old-time theatres has been utilized by cloak
rooms, retiring rooms and toilets, etc., which formerly took up so
much valuable area on the lower floor.
The unusual feature in this design is the fact that the auditorium can be readily converted into the usual type of theatre with
a stage by eliminating the colonnade.
Shallow Dome in Ceiling
A very effective feature is a large shallow dome in the ceiling
over the center of the house. This is covered with gold leaf and
the Adam treatment of medallions. Sixteen chandeliers hang from
its outer circumference and one large chandelier from the center.
By using the different colored lights this central ceiling feature
may be made to glow like fire so intensely that the detail is lost,
giving the effect of a huge burning s'"i over the heads of the audience. Blues or yellows may be used with varying degrees of intensity to produce similar effect, in these colors. These lighting
fi.xtures as well as those throughout the rest of the theatre were
designed at the studios and made at the factory of the Kathodian
Bronze Works.
The main- fixture in the center of the dome, as well as the
smaller ones, are designed to carry out the indirect scheme of
lighting, and consists of a lower bowl seven feet in diameter^ and
an upper bowl three feet in diameter, in which the lamps are
located. The light is reflected by means of mirror reflectors to
the ceiling, giving a soft subdued light with no glare whatever.
-•\11 of these main fixtures are equipped with an equal number of
red, blue and white lamps, on separate circuits.
On the side walls in the auditorium and balcony are three light
candle brackets with silk shades over the lamps, which also 'give
a soft subdued light and at the same time are very artistic and
ornamental in appearance. In the vestibule are three semi-indirect
fixtures which consist of amber colored leaded art glass bowl, supported by a metalized band, in which are cast eight wedgewood
medallions, with white figure and blue background. These bowls
are placed close to the ceiling, part of the light coming through the
art glass and part being reflected to the ceiling, giving a very
pleasing effect. The fixtures under the balcony and on the rear
of the main ceiling are similar to those in the vestibule.
Jn the sofiit of the balcony are placed fourteen oval leaded
panels, flush with the ceiling, with lamps in back of the glass,
which are very effective and pleasing to the eye.
At either side of the proscenium arch, electrical fountains are
given a conspicuous position yet out of range of the projecting
lens. These novelties which now form a prominent part of the
scheme of the many picture theatres were made by the Electric
Fountain Company of New York.
iCoiitiiuied on t^sc 2770)

L. F ARK AS, Prest.

Rothapfel means "Theatre Progress.** He has a
genius for picking winners. He has picked the
EISNER Appliance. You can*t go wrong by
following this "tip" of a progressive leader.

SAVOY

A. FARKAS, Treas.

PLUMBING

PLUMBING
THE SELF-RAISING

SEAT APPLIANCE

229 West 42nd St., New York

CO.

CO., Inc.

CONTRACTORS

1441 BROADWAY
Telephone 5355 Bryant
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RIALTO THEATRE, NEW YORK
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S.

Picture
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Theatre

Equipment
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Broadway
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Installs

Minusa

It is only fitting and proper that
New
newest
and Photoplay
America's
finest York's
and most
perfect
Theatre should install a Minusa Gold
Fibre Screen.
Other
Rothapfel
Theatres
the
Knickerbocker the Academy of
Music — the 44th Street Theatre, in
New York — the Fenway and Boston
Theatres in Boston and the Colonial
in Chicago have all installed Minusa
Gold Fibre Screens during the past
year.
When an experienced exhibitor like
Mr. Rothapfel insists upon Minusa
Gold Fibre Screens — surely there
must be a reason.
A post card to any of our offices
will
bring study
the at"facts"
facts that
you can
your leisure
and
decide for yourself.

Minusa

Cine Products Co.
San Francisco
York
1604NewBroadway
117 Golden Gate
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Not only your time or your ticket seller's time, but the time of your
patrons. Don't cause them to stand in line — no patron enjoys it— it hurts
your theatre and turns business away. Install

TICKET

OFFICE

DEVICES

They are designed by men whose close
connection with "movie" theatres since their
inception, places them in a position to know
your needs from a practical standpoint. The savings produced by Caille Ticket Office Devices are
not theoretical — they're based on facts.
Caille Ticket Sellers
sell tickets ten times faster than hand methods and eliminate
errors. Every ticket sold is automatically registered by a register
are delivered separately. They can't
under
key. Tickets
and knives
lock the
in the chopper.
across
lie

Caille
Double Ticket
Seller

Caille Ticket Choppers
can be furnished for hand, foot or electric operation. They tear the
tickets to shreds, making it absolutely impossible to use them
again. Every chopper is fully guaranteed.
Our Lightning Change Maker
does the calculating and delivers the change direct to the customer. It shortens the time of transaction, prevents errors and
disputes with customers. Easy to operate, fully guaranteed.
Caille Hand
Send for Catalog Showing Complete Line
Operated Ticket
1003 Amsterdam Ave. Chopper.
build
Electric WeTicket
DETROIT, MICH.
CAILLE BROS. CO.,
Choppers also.
mm
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20th

CENTURY

Motor-Generators
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INSTALLED

IN

RIALTO
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Call
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and
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See

WORD

My

MADISON

THEATRE
IN PERFECT

Exhibit
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Space

SQUARE

No.

7

at

GARDEN

May 6th to 14th, 1916 — A limited number of free tickets can be had by operators and exhibitors while
they last.

ON OR ABOUT

HALLBERG

AND

to
WILL

JUNE

1ST. 1916

WILL

MOVE

727-7tli
Ave.
°bTkVr" Film
BIdg.
ESTABLISH THE WORLD'S GREATEST SHOW ROOM AND SUPPLY HOUSE
MOTION PICTURE AND ELECTRIC EQUIPMENTS AND SUPPLIES

I Am

Distributor
M.

Speer/'

P.

of

the

FOR

Better

Machines

Electra

Bio

Carbons

\
Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but for Hallberg's Big 100-page
L* Catalogue, send 25 cents.
I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETE AND CARRY SUPPLIES.
Send $2.50 for latest Operators' Book, "MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICITY."

J.
SWEDISH

MELECTRICAL

ENGINEER

34 EAST

23rd

ST., ^of QuaiitT NEW

YORK

May 6, 1916.
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Coming

KALEM— The Master Swindlers (Sixth of "The Social Special
Pirates), D., 2000
Monday, May 1, 1915.
BIOGRAPH— Swords and Hearts, D., 1000 (Re-Issue).. 20457
20458
LUBIN— The Buckshot Feud, D., 1000
20452
SELIG— The Man Within, D., 3000
20456
SELIG— Selis^-Tribuue, No. 35, Topical, 1000
20455
VITAGRAPH— Jane's Husband, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 2, 1916.
20464
EDISON— The Match-Makers, D., 3000
20459
ESSANAY— In the Moon's Ray, D., 2000
20461
KALEM— Ham and the Masked Marvel, C, 1000
20462
LUBIN— The Candle, D., 2000
Wednesday, May 3, 1916.
20469
BIOGRAPH— Fit for Burning, D., 3000
EDISON— The Real Dr. Kay, C, 1000
20472
ESSANAY— The Fable of "The Preacher Who Flew
His Kite," etc., C, 1000
20468
KALEM— Romeo of the Coal Wagon (Ethel Teare).. 20467
Thursday, May 4, 1916.
20473
LUBIN— None So Blind, D., 3000
20476
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 36, Topical, 1000
20477
".
VIM— The Brave Ones, C, 1000
Friday, May 5, 1915.
KALEM — The Dumb Heiress (Sis 'lopkins Comedy). 20481
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Oath of
20478
Hate, D., 3000
VIM— Home-Made Pies, C, 1000...
2G483
VITAGRAPH— Some Chicken, C, 1000
20482
Saturday, May 5, 1916.
ESSANAY— Once a Thief
? D., 3000
20484
KALEM— The Human Telegram
(H. of H. Series),
D., 1000
20491
LUBIN— Father's Night Off, C, 1000
20487
SELIG— .An Elephant's Gratitude, D., 1000.
20492
VITAGRAPH— The Resurrection of Hollis, D., 3000.. .. 20488
MUTUAL
Monday, May 1, 1916.
AMERICAN— Pierre Brissac the Brazen, D., 2000....
FALSTAFF— The Dashing Druggist's Dilemma, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 2, 1916.
THANHOUSER— The Weakling, D., 2000
VOGUE— Out for the Count, C. 1000
Wednesday, May 3, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 70, Topical, 1000
BEAUTY— Billie Van Deusen's Ancenstrie, C, 1000....
GAUMONT— See America First (Yosemite National
Park), and Kartoon Komics, Split reel
Thursday, May 4, 1916.
THANHOUSER— The Spirit of '61, D., 3000....
Friday, May 5, 1916.
MUSTANG— With a Life at Stake, D., 2000
CUB— M. T. Dome's Awful Night, C, 1000
Saturday, May 5, 1916.
CENTAUR— Avenged by Lions, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— The Sleigher's Strategy, C, 1000
Sunday, May 6, 1916.
BEAUTY— All for Nuttin', C, 1000
VOGUE— Bundling Bill's Dream, C, 1000
GAUMONT— "Reel Life" Belgian Cavalry, Topical, 1000

04684
04686
04687
04689
04690
04691
04692
04693
04696
04698
04690
04701
04702
04703
04704
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KALEM — The

Rogue's Nemesis
(Seventh of Social
Pirates), D., 2000
Special
Monday, May 8, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— During the Round-L'p, D., 1000 (Re-Tssue)
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 37, Topical, 1000
SELIG— A Stranger in New York, C, 3000
LUBIN— Skirts and Cinders. C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— The Sleuth, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 9, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— Merry Mary, D., 2000
EDISON— Celeste of the Ambulance Corps, D., 3000...
ESSANAY— A Return to Youth and Trouble, C.-D., 2000
KALEM— Ham Comedy (Title Not Decided)
Wednesday, May 10, 1916.
EDISON— .\ Mix-Up in Black, C, 1000
ESSANAY— The Fable of the Good Fairy, etc., C, 1000
KALEM— Not What the Doctor Ordered, C, 1000
(Ethel Teare)
Thursday, May 11, 1916.
LUBIN— The Wheat and the Chaff, D., 3000
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 38, Topical, 1000
VIM— The Water Cure, C, 1000
Friday, May 12, 1916.
KALEM— .\ Lunch Room Legacy, C, 1000 (Sis Flopkins)
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— Broken Fetters, D., 3000
VIM— The Pretenders, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— Out Ag'in, In Ag'in, C, 1000
Saturday, May 13, 1916.
ESSANAY— The Jester, D., 3000
KALEM— H. of H. Series (Title Not Decided)
LUBIN— Jenkin's Jinx, C, 1000
SELIG— The Sheriff's Duty, D., 1000
VITAGRAPH— Broadway Star Feature, D., 3000
FILM
Monday, May 8, 1915.
AMERICAN— The Touch on the Key, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— The Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 9, 1916.
THANHOUSER— When She Played Broadway, D., 2000
VOGUE— Germatic Love, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 10, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 71, Topical, 1000
BEAUTY— Skelly's Skeleton, C, 1000
GAUMONT— See America First (Atlanta, Ga.) and Kartoon Komics, Split reel
Thursday, May 11, 1915.
AMERICAN— The Profligate, D., 3000
Friday, May 12, 1916.
MUSTANG— The Blindness, D., 2000
CUB— Jerry's Perfect Day, C, 1000
Saturday, May 13, 1915.
CENTAUR— The Ordeal, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— Freddie's Frigid Finish, C, 1000
Sunday, May 14, 1915.
BEAUTY— "No Title," C, 1000....
VOGUE— A Mix-Up at Rudolph's, C. 1000
GAUMONT— "Reel Life," Topical, Ed., 1000

04708
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04711
04713
04714
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UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— The Leopard's
Mark (First of "Peg o' the Ring" Series), D., 2000.
Monday, May 1, 1916.
RED FEATHER— Dr. Neighbor. D., 5000
NESTOR— Her Hero Maid, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 2, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The Purple Maze, D., 2000
REX— Eleanor's Catch, D., 1000
IMP— When Slim Was Home Cured, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 3, 1916.
VICTOR— The Girl Who Feared Daylight, D., 2000....
L-KO— The Bankruptcy of Boogs & Schultz, C, 1000...
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly No. 18
Thursday, May 4, 1916.
BIG U— The Beloved Liar, D., 3000
IMP— Won with a Makeup, C, 1000
Friday, May 5, 1916.
IMP— Just Kitty, D., 1000
LAEMMLE— The Thief of the Desert, D., lOOO
NESTOR— Lem's College Career, C, 2000
Saturday, May 6, 1916.
BISON— The Leap, D., 2000
JOKER— .'V Perfect Match, C, 1000
Sunday, May 7, 1916.
REX— Scaling the Jungfrau, Ed. Sc., 1000
LAEMMLE— The Marriage of Arthur, C, 2000
L-KO— Mr. Buddy Briggs, Burglar, C, 1000

NEWS

OF

COMING

WEEK

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— A Strange In01412
heritance (Peg o' the Ring, No. 2), D., 2000
Monday, May 8, 1916.
01394 RED FEATHER— A Huntress of Men, D., 5000
01395 NESTOR— Potts Bungles Again, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 9, 1916.
01396 GOLD SEAL— The Mark of a Gentleman, D., 2000
01397 REX— Virginia, D., 1000
01398 IMP— When a Wife Worries, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 10, 1916.
01399 IMP— The Go-Between, D., 1000
01400 L-KO— The Great Smash, C, 3000
01401 UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly, No. 19
Thursday, May 11, 1916.

01413
01414
01415
01416
01417
01418
01419
01420

01402 LAEMMLE— Her Husband's Faith, D,, 2000
01421
01403 POWERS— Mr. Fuller Pepp— He Tries Mesmerism,
C. Cart., and Some Monkey Stars, Ed., Split reel.. 01422

Friday, May 12, 1916.
01404
01405 IMP— The Capital Prize, D., 2000
01406 VICTOR— A Strange Confession, D., 1000
NESTOR— Never Lie to Your Wife, C, 1000

01423
01424
01425

Saturday, May 13, 1916.
01407
01408 BISON— A Fight for Love, D., 2000
JOKER— A Wife for a Ransom, C, 1000

01426
01427

Sunday, May 14, 1916.
09
014
01410
REX—
A Soul for Sale, D., 3000
01411 LAEMMLE— Her Great Part, Cam.-D., 1000

01428
01429

UNICORN
Monday, May 1, 1916.
SUPREME— The Option, D., 2000
GAYETY— Percy's Transformation, C, and With Bulgaria's Fighting Forces, Split reel
Tuesday, May 2, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The Chief's Ward, West. D., 2000
JUDY — Neighborly Neighbors, C, and A Valet Romance, Split reel
Wednesday, May 3, 1916.
BUFFALO— The Viper, West. D., 1000
HIPPO— Chaps and Chaperons, C, 1000
PURITAN— In the Fangs of Jealousy, U., 1000
Thursday, May 4, 1916.
LILY— The Spirit of Revenge, D., 2000
JOCKEY— Reel Redskins, C, and Boy Scouts, Split Reel
Friday, May 5, 1916.
RANCHO— The Smiling Bandit, West. D., 1000
GAYETY— P(rle'.s I'eculiar Pal, C, 1000
SUPREME— 'I hc Sacrifice, U., 1000
Saturday, May 6, 1916.
SUNSET— Our Boys in I'ursuit of Mexican Bandits, D.,
2000
HIPPO — A Dog Gone Romance, C, and A Bare Escape,
Split reel
Sunday, May 7, 1916.
UTAH— ■] he Rivals, West. D., 1000
JOCKEY— Count Meoul, C, 1000
PURITAN— Gold and Dross, D., UXKl

01430

500
501
502
503
.504
505
506
.S07
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516

PROGRAM
Monday, May 8, 1916.
SUPREME— Tess of the Hills, D., 2000
GAYETY — Our Darling Needs Nourishment, C'., and
The Syncopated Melody, Split reel
Tuesday, May 9, 1916.
HIAWATHA— His Indian Wife, West. D., 2000
JUDY— Dec eiving Dad, C, and U. S. Cavalry at I'ort
Meyer, Split reel
Wednesday, May 10, 1916.
BUFFALO— Hold-Up at Devil's Pass, West. IJ., 1000...
HIPPO— Tango and Poker, C, 1000
PURITAN— For His Brother's Sake, D., 1000
Thursday, May 11, 1916.
LILY— The Bachelor's Romance, D., 2000
JOCKEY— A Good Skate, C, and Toys of Mystery, Split
reel
Friday, May 12, 1916.
RANCHO— The Sure Shot, West. D., 1000
GAYETY— Pretzel and Flanigan, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Gangster's Decoy, D., 1000
Saturday, May 13, 1916.
SUNSET— The Demon's Victim, West. D., 2000
HIPPO — Our Darling's Image, C, and Wanted a Husband, Split reel
Sunday, May 14, 1916.
UTAH— Bandits of Lone Pine, West. \)., 1000
JOCKEY— Real Love and Counterfeit Money, C, 1000..
PURITAN— The Little Black Shoe, D., 1000

525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536
537
.538
539
540
541
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GENERAL FILM PROGRAM
BIOGRAPH
The Battle of Truth, D
3000
The Golden Supper, D. (Re-issue) 1000
Alias Jimmie Barton, D
2000
Madelaine Morel, D
3000
Three friends, D. (Re-Issue) 1000
Paths That Crossed, D
3000
The Tender-Hearted Boy, D. (Rc-Issiie).lOOO
The Man Who Called After Dark U...2000
The Stampede, D
3C00
A Cry for Help, D. (Re-Issue) 1000
The Larrimore Case, D
3000
The Blind Princess and tlie Poet, D.,
(Re-Issue)
1000
Celeste, D
2000
A Spring Chicken, C
3000
Swords and Hearts, L). (Re-issue) 1000
Fit for Burning, D
3000
ESSANAY
3— 4. Beyond the Law, D
3000
3— 7. The Intruder, D
2000
3—11. A Man's Work, D
3000
3—14. Joyce's Strategy, D
2000
3 — 15. Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of
Philadelphia, Cart., and 500-ft. Scenic.
Split 3000
reel
: -18. Unknown, D
3 — 21. Separating from Sarah, D
2000
3—25. I Will Repay, D
3000
3— 28. The Dixie Winner, D
2000
4—
DD
3000
4— 4.1. The
UnderSpider's
Royal Web,
Patronage,
20000
4— 8. The Light-Bearer, D
3000
4—11. Millstones, D
2000
4 — 12 — Vernon
Howeand Bailey's
Sketch Book
of Boston,
500 Ft. Sc
Split reel
4 — IS. The Last Adventure, D
3000
4—18. The Elder Brother, D
2000
4 — 19. Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 8, Cart.
and 500 ft. Sc
Split reel
4—22. Her Naked Soul, D
3000
4—25. The Little Samaritan, D
2000
4 — 26. Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of
Boston and 500 ft. Scenic Split reel
4— 29. The Danger Line, D
3000
5— 2. In the Moon's Ray, D
2000
5 — 3. Tlie Fable of "The Preacher Who Flew
His
Kite,"
C
1000
S— 6. Once a Thief ? D
3000
KALEM
3—21. For Sweet Charity, C
1000
At
Bachelor's
Roost,
C
1000
I— 24. When Things Go Wrong, C
1000
3—25. The Detective's Peril, D
1000
3—28. The
Ham Trailing
and the Hermit's
Daughter, D...1000
3—29.
Tailor, C
1000
3— 31. Almost a Heroine, C ..
1000
4— 1. The Trapping
of Peeler White
(Hazards of Helen Series), D
1000
4— 4. From Altar to Halter, C
1000
4 — 5. Trapping the Bachelor, C
1000
4—
The Record
Fickle Run
Fiddler's
C . 1000
1000
4— 8.7. The
(H. ofFinish,
H. Series),D.
4— 11. Millionaires by Mistake, C
1000
4 — 12. Fashion and Fury, C
1000
4— 14. Romance and Riot, C
1000
4—15. TheSeries),
Race D
for a Siding (H. of H. 1000
4 — 18. Ham and Preparedness, C
1000
4—19. Their Taking Ways, C
1000
4— 21. A Double-Barreled Courtship, C
1000
4—22. TheSeries),
Governor's
Special
(H.
of
H.
D
1000
4 — 25. Ham's Waterloo, C
1000
4—26. Counting Out the Count, C
1000
4 — 28. A Lucky Mistake, C
1000
4— 29. TheD
Trail of Danger (H. of H. Series), 1000
5 — 3. Romeo of the Coal Wagon, C
1000
5 — 5. The Dumb Heiress, C
1000
5 — 6. TheSeries)
Human Telegram, D. (H. of H. IQOO
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES
3 — 10. A Slave of Corruption, D
3000
i — 17. Mismat-es, D
3000
3—24. The Witch of the Mountains, D
3000
3— 31. The H»me-Breakers
3000
4— 7. The MaHionaire's Son, D
3000
4—14. Hautod and Heunded, D
3000
4—21. When Might Is Right, D
3000
4— 28. The Broken Promise, D
3000
5— 5. The Oath of Hate, D
3000
3—22.
3—27.
3—28.
3— 29.
4— 3.
4— S.
4— 10.
4—11.
4—12.
4—17.
4—19.
4— 24.
4—25.
4— 26.
5 - 1.
5— 3.

3 — 25.
3—27.
3— 30.
4— 1.
4— 3.
4— 4.
4— 6.
4— 8.
4—19.
4—13.
4—15.
4 — 17.
4—18.
4—20.
4—22.
4 — 24.
4—27.
4 — 29.
."i— 1.
5- ^ 2.
5 — 4.
5— 6.
— 5.
— 5.
— 12.
—12.
— 26.
—26.

LUBIK
Love One Another, C
Otto the Soldier, C
The Voice in the Night, D
Billie's Double, C
The Fatal Bean, C
The Return of James Jerome, D
The Scarlet Chastity, D
A Wise Waiter, C
Otto the Bell Boy, C
The Greater Wrong, D
Mr. Housekeeper, C
Frocks and Frills, C
One of the Pack, C
The Heart's Tribute, D
Millionaire Billy, C
Germs and Microbes, C
Playthings of the Gods, D
Love and Bullets, C
The Buckshot Feud, D
The Candle, D
None So Blind, D
Father's Night Off, C
UNIT PROGRAM— LUBIN
Sorrows of Happiness, D
His Lordship, C
The City of Failing Light, D
A Bath Tub Mystery, C
The Evangelist, D
Faoling Uncle, C

1000
1000
3000
1000
1000
2000
3000
1000
1000
3000
1000
1000
2000
3000
1000
1000
3000
1000
1000
2000
3000
1000
4000
1000
4000
1000
4000
1000

RELEASE DAYS
GENERAL FILM
Monday — Biograph, Selig, Selig-Tribune, Vitagraph, Vitagraph-Unit.
Tuesday — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, Selig.
Wednesday
Unit. — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, LubinThursday — Essanay, Lubin, Selig-Tribune, Vim.
Friday
— Knickerbocker
Kalem,
Vim, Vitagraph.Star Feature, Essanay,
Saturday
—
Vitagraph.Essanay, Kalem, Lubin, Selig,
iniTUAL FUJI
Monday — American, Falstaff, Novelty.
Tuesday
Thanhouser, Gaumont (Cart, and
Sc.), —Beauty.
Novelty. — Reliance, Rialto, or Centaur, and
Wednesday
Thursday — Centaur, Falstaff, Mutual Weekly.
Friday — Mustang, American, Cub.
Saturday — Clipper (Am.), Thanoplay, or Mustang, and Beauty.
Sunday — Reliance, Casino, Thanhouser.
UNIYEBSAL FILM
Monday — Broadway Universal Feature, Nestor.
Tuesday — Gold. Seal, Rex, Imp.
Wednesday — Victor, L-Ko, Animated Weekly.
Thursday — Laemmle, Big U, Powers.
Friday — Imp, Victor, Nestor.
Saturday — Bison, Powers, Joker.
Sunday — Rex, Laemmle, L-Ko.
SELIG-TRIBUNE NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Monday and Thursday.
SELIG
3—13. The Regeneration of Jim Halsey, D...3000
3— IS. Toll of the Jungle, D
1000
3—20. "Number 13, Westbound," D
3000
3—25.
Trilby's
Love
Disaster,
D.,
West.-C
1000
3— 27. A Social Deception, D
3000
4 — 1. Her Dream of Life, D
1000
4 — 3. The
Devil, the Servant and the Man, 3000
D
4— 8. Along the Border, D
1000
4—10. Wives of the Rich, D
3000
4—15. The Beauty Hunters, C
1000
4—17. Three Wise Men, D
3000
4—22. Too Many Chiefs, C
1000
4—24. The Woman Who Did Not Care, C. ..3000
4 — 29. Badgered, C
1000
5— 1. The Man Within, D
3000
5 — 6. An Elephant's Gratitude, D
1000
VIM
3 — 10. Their Wedding Day, C
1000
3 — 16. Nerve and Gasoline, C
1000
3—17. A Pair of Skins, C
1000
3 — 23. Bungles Lands a Job, C
1000
3—24. Behind the Footlights, C
1000
3—30. Their Vacation, C
1000
3— 31. Anvils and Actors, C
1000

REFERENCE
4—
4— 6.7.
4—13.
4—14.
4—21.
4—27.
4—
5— 28.4.
5- 5.
3—17.
3—18.
3—20.
3—^4.
3—25.
3—27.
3— 31.1.
4—
4— 3.
4— 7.
4— 8.
4— 8.
4—10.
4—14.
4—15.
4—17.

Mamma's Boys, C
looo
In the Ring,
C
1000
The Battle Royal,
C
loOO
Ine bleuths, C
jooo
Hired and Fired, C
1000
What's Sauce for the Goose, C
.1000
The
Rivals. C
looo
The Brave Ones, C
looo
Home-Made Pies, C
AOOO
VITAGRAPH
Freddy Aids Matrimony, C
1000
Miss Warren's Brother, D
!.!!.'3O90
A Squared
Account, D
'!!l000
Husks,
DVersus
..
Freddy
Hamlet, C
! ":;3ooo
1000
Ihree Johns,
C
iqoo
FreddyPartner,
Foils Floaters,
C
"lOOO
Her
D D
jqoo
Out
the Quagmire,
.".'3OOO
1The
he of
Lonelies,
C-D
jooo
Other Way, D
\
3000
Myrtle, the Manicurist
1000
Susie Hoyden,
the Sleuth,
C
The
D
"lOOO
3000
4—21. The
Life Other
and Trainin
in the U. S. Navy,'.3000
Way, g D
4—22. His
'looo
Lucky Day, C
4—24.
4—28. Ed
1
1000
of the New Bagdad, C-D 3000
4— 29. AThe Cahph
Rookie,
D..
iqoo
5— 1. Terry s Tea Party, C.
loOO
5—
5— 5.6. The Man Hunt, D
3000
Jane's
Husband
C
1000
some Chicken, C
iqoo
The Ressurection of HolHs, T) ...... . .iQQQ
1—31.
1— 31. UNIT PROGRAM—VITAGRAPH
2— 7.6.7. The Surprises of an Empty Hotel, D..4000
2—
3—
A Cripple Creek Cinderella, C
1000
The Surprises
of an Empty Hotel,
A Cripple Creek Cinderella, C Z7..4000
1000
Mrs. Dane's Danger, D
400O
Bitter
Sweet, C
\tWi
MUTUAL

3—14.
J— 21.
3— 28.
4— 3.
4—
4—10.6.
4—15.
4—17.
4— 22.
4—25.

FILM RELEASES

AMERICAN
The Suppressed Order, D
3000
The Code of Honor, D
3000
In the ShufHe, D
30OO
Ways of the V/orld, D
2000
Bonds of Deception, D
3000
The Pendulum of Chance, D
2006
The Wayfarers, D
3000
His Masterpiece, D
2000
Realization,
D
3090
4— 27. The Counterfeit Earl, D
2000
5— 1. A Broken Genius, D
30OO
Pierre Brissac the Brazen, D
2000
BEAUTY
3— 29.2.
4—
4— 5.
A Trunk an' Trouble, C
1000
4—
4—12.9. The Improbable Yarn of McQuirk, C..1000
Billy
Van
Deusen's
Muddle,
C
1000
1000
4—19.
4—16. Art and Arthur, C
Peanuts and Powder, C
1006
4—23. The Improbable Yarn of McQuirk, C.IOOO
4—26. Number, Please? C
1600
4— 30. The Bookworm's Blessed Blunders, (i^.lOOC
5— 3. Bugs and Bugles, C
1000
5— 6. Two Beds and No Sleep. C
lonn
Billie Van Deusen's Ancenstrie, C....1000
All for Nuttin', C
1000
4— 7.
CUB
4—14.
The Winning Punch, C
1000
4—21.
4—5— 28.5. Almost
Right, C
1000
The Conquering Hero, C
1000
The Traitor, C
1000
M. T. Dome's Awful Night, C
1000
FALSTAF7
4— 3.8.
4—
Ruining Randal's Reputation, C
1000
Professor's Peculiar Precautions, 1000
4—10. The
C
4—15.
1060
4—17. Sapville's Stalwart Son, C
4—22. The Overworked Oversea Overseer, D.IOOO
1000
4— 29. The Sailor's Smiling Spirit, C
4—24.
Simple Simon's Schooling, C
1000
5— 1. Dad's
Darling Daughters, C
1000
5— 5. Willing Wendy to Willie. C
inoo
The Dashing Druggist's Dilemma, C.lOOO
The Sleigher's Strategy, C
1060

-752
I.

RELEASE

MOTION

DATES

GAUMONT
4— 2. See America First, No. 29, Sc., and
with the
4— 5. SeeKeeping
AmericaUp First,
No. Joneses,
30, Sc.,Split
and reel
Keeping Up with the Joneses,
Cart
Split reel
4 — 12. See America First, No. 31, Sc., and
Keeping up with the Joneses, Cart..
4—19. See America First, No. 32, Sc., Split
and reel
Kartoon Komics
Split reel
4 — 26. Si-e .Anurica First, No. 33 (Cliarleston,
S. ( .). an<l Kartoon Komics ... Si<lit l ee:
5 — 3. .Sec .\nuMica
.\o. 34, and Split
Kar- reel
toonFirst,
Komics
5— 6. Reel Liie" lielgian Cavalry, Topical .. 1000
MUSTANG
3— 3. Margy of the Foothills, D
3000
3—10. Quagmire, D
3000
3—17. Curlew Curliss, D
3000
3_24. Snow Stuff, D
3000
3— 31. The Ranger of Lonesome Gulch, D 3000
4— 7. Two Bits, D
3000
4— 8. Under Azure Skies, D
3000
4—13. Silent Selby, D
3000
4— 14. The Awakening, D
2000
4—21. The Return, Com.-D
2000
4—28.5. Unlucky
Luke,at Com.-D
200)
With a Life
Stake. 1)
2000
MUTUAL WDEKLY
Issued every Thurs'iay.
THANHOUSER
3—15. The Whispered Word, I)
2000
3—22. The Fifth Ace, D
2000
3— 29. Fear, D
3000
4_ 4. Oh! Oh! Oh!— Henry. C
2000
4— 11. The Romance of the Hollow Tree,D..2OO0
4—18. The Girl from Chicago, D
2000
4—20.
D
3000
4—25. AA Man's
Man ofSins,
Honor,
D
200(1
4—29. The Carriage of Death, D
3000
5_ 2. The Weakling, I)
2000
5_ 4. The Spirit of VOGUE
'61, I)
3000
3—12. More Truth Than Poetry, C
1000
J— 19 Troubled Waters, C
1000
3—23. Search .Me, C
1000
3—26. Devilish Business, C.
1000
3— 30. The Lion-Hearted Chief, C
1000
4— 2. On a Still Hunt, C
1000
4— 4, Bungling Bill Detective, C
1000
4 — 9. Knocking Out Knockout Kelly, C 1000
4—10.
Rube's
Hotel
Tangle,
C
1000
4—16. A Mixup in Photos, C
1000
4— 23. Slipping It Over on Father. C
1000
4— 25. The Island That Never Was, C
1000
4— 30. Bungling Bill. Doctor, C
1000
5 — 2. Out for the Count, C"
1000
5— 6. Bundling Bill's Dream, C
1000
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
The Pathe News — Issued Twice F.very Wrek.
Week of April 3, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 6 (The Spotted Warning), D., 2000
Pathe
Skylight Sleep, C, 1000
Phunphilms
Idaho's
Waterfalls,
and
the
Coal
Mines
of
Hoiigey, Ind. China. Split reel
PathC
The Girl Who Won. D., 3000
Pathe
Week of April 10, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 7 (The Hooded
Helper), D., 2000
Pathf
Luke's and
Double,
C, 1000
Phunphilms
Teddy
the Angel
Cake, and Algeria
New and Old, Sc., Solit reel
PathC
The Girl That Didn't Matter, D., 2000 PatW
Week of April 17. 1916.
The Iron Claw No. 8 (The Ghost Man), D..
2000
Pathe
Big Jim Garrity, D., SOOO
O. R. Plays
I^dy Killers. C, 1000
Starlight
Siberia, the Vast Unknown (No. 5) and
glimpses of Sao Francisco. Sc.. Split reel.PathCWeek of April 24, 1916.
The Iron Qaw No. 9, D., 2000
Path*
Them Was the Happy Days, C, 1000 Path*
Dross and Diainrnds. D., 2000
Path*
How Birds Feed Their Young. Col. Ed, and
the Town of Tunii, S?
Pathi

PICTURE

FOR

NEWS

READY

ANIMATED WEEKIiT
Issued every Wednesday.
BIG TT
12— 9. The Sacrifice of J. Jonathan Gray. D. .3000
12—16.
1916. Col. Steele, Master Gambler. Com.-D.. 1000
I -—30. Babbling Tongues. D
1000
12. The Honor to Die. D
3000
1-13. "X 3," D
3000
1— 28. Nan Good for Nothing, D
1000
BISON
2— 1') A Recoiling Vengeance, D
3000
2— 26 The Stampede in the Night. D
2000
3— 4. The One Woman, D
3000
3—11. The Quarter Breed, D
3000
.!-18. The Iron Rivals, D
2000
3— 25. Monna Vanna, D
3000
4— 1. The Night Riders. D
2000
4— 8. Behind the Mask, D
2000
4—15. The Rival Pilots, D
2000
■1—22.
Crown, D
D
1000
4—29. The
The Passing
Torrent ofof Hell's
Vengeance,
2000
5 - 6, The Leap, IJ
2000
GOLD SEAL
2— 22. The Dupe, D
3000
1 — 29. The Eye
(Lord John's Jour- 3000
nal No.of4),Horus
D
3— 7. The Winning of Miss Construe, D 3000
3 -14. Born of the People, D
2000
3-21. The Madcap Oueen, C D
2000
3— 28. Lady RafHes Returns, D
2000
4 — 4. The League of the Future (Adventure
No. Voice
5, of ofLordthe John's
Journal),
4—11. The
Tempter,
D D...3000
3000
4—18.
The
Best
Man's
Bride,
D
2000
4— 25. The Other Half, D
2000
5— 2. The Purple Maze,IMP 1)
2000
3—14.
3—17.
3—21.
3—24.
3—
4— 31.4.

Her Invisible Husband, C
1000
Peterson of the News, D
2000
Ain't He Grand? C
1000
The Crimson Trail, C
2000
Scorched
Wings,
D
3000
The Town That Tried to Come Back.
C
1000
7. The
Poet's Progress,
2000
44—
— 9.
Mignonette,
DCD
2000
4—11. Held for Damages, D
1000
4—14. The Doctor of the Afternoon Arm, D.2000
4 — 18. l ove I.am;hs at Dyspepsia, C
1000
4—21. The Haunted Bell, D
2000
4—25, Billie's War Brides, C
1000
4— 28. Why Mrs. Wetitworth Lie. I, D
3000
4 — 30, Through Flames to I.ovc. M
2000
S~ 4.2. Won
When with
Slima Was
HomeC
Cured, (' 1000
5—
Makeup,
1000
5— 5. Just Kitty, D
1000
JOKER
2— 26. Married on the Wing, C
1000
3— 2. Love Laughs at the Law, C
1000
3—18. Muchly Married, C
1000
3— 25. It Nearly Happened, C
1000
4— 1. A Tale of a Telegram C
1000
4— 8. His Highness the Janitor, C
lOOC
4—15. Hubby Puts One Over, C
1000
4—22. Just Yet, But Not Quite, C
1000
4—
Jitney Match,
Driver'sC
Romance, C
1000
5— 29,6. The
A Perfect
1000
LAEMMLE
2—24.
Pellet's Story,
Dream, D
Com.-D
lOOC
2— 27. John
Her Greatest
1000
3— 2. The Heart of Bonita, D
2000
3— 5. The Blackmailer, D
1000
3— 8. The Windward Anchor, D
1000
3—
9.
Lavinia
Comes
Home,
D
2000
3 — 15. I-onesomeness. D
1000
3—22. The Desperado, D
1000
3—23. The Secret Foe, D
2000
3—29. The Blackmailer, D
1000
3— 30. A Fool's Gold, D
3000
4— 6. The Eyes of Fear, D
2000
4—
Bill's Brink.
Wife. D
C
1000
4—12.9. The
1000
4—20. The Gambler, D
1000
4—27. Miss Blossom, D
2000
5 ?. The Thief of the Desert, 1)
1000
6— 7. The .Marriage of Arthur, C
2000
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Elevating Father, C
2000
Twenty Minutes at the Fair, C
1000
Dad's
Dollars
and
Dirty
Doings.
C..2000
Blue Blood but Black Skin, C
2000
Gertie's
Awful and
Fix, Fire
C
1000
False Friends
Alarms, C .1000
Live Wires and Love Sparks, C
3000
Scars and Stripes Forever. C
2000
A Friend — But a Star Boarder. C
1000
Caught on a Skyscraper. C
2000
For the Love of Mike and Rosie, C..3000
The
Doubles'forTroubles,
CC
2000
A Meeting
a Cheating.
1000
Little Billy's School Days, C
1000
Bill's
Narrow Escape,
2000
'I'lie l!ankru|ilcv
of P.oogs C
& Sclniltz, C.IOOO
Mr. liuddy BrigRS, BtirRlar, C
1000
NESTOR
The Lion's Breath, C
1000
Their Only Son, D
1000
When Lizzie Disappeared, C
1000
The
Waterloo,
1000
AcrossDeacon's
the Hall,
CC
1000
Love Vaccination, C
1000
The Wrong Bird, C
1000
The
Janitor'sEloped,
Busy C
Day, C
1000
He Almost
1000
How Times Do Change, C
1000
A Leap Year Tangle, C
1000
Putting Her Foot In It, C
1000
Some Honeymoon, C
1000
His Neighbor's Wife, C
1000
Eddie's Night Out, C
1000
His Wooden Leg, C
1000
The
Newlyweds
Mixup, C
1000
Tier Hern
Maid, C
1000
I.em's
College
Career,
C
2000
2—17,
POWERS
Building Up the Health of a Nation
(Lessontures,
4) and Joe Boko's
AdvenCart
Uncle Sam at Work, No. 9 (Bureau of
Weights and Measures), Ed
lOOl
"Preparedness"
(U. S. at Work, No.
10.)
"To Arms" (U. S. at Work, No. 11)..
Warriors of the Air, and a Romance
of Toyland
Split reel
Uncle Sam at Work, No. 12. Ed 1000
3—23, Sammy
Johnsin, Strong Man. Cart..
and Safety First, Ed.
Split reel
A Toyland Mystery, and Amphibian
Oddities, Ed
Split reel
Between Midnight, C
1000
AThe Serpent
House,
Dance in oftheLove
and C
the Brush 1000
Industry, Ed
Split reel
Some Fish, C
1000
The Stolen Melody. D
1000
The Royland Villain, and Ed. Split reel
Such Is Life in REX
China, C
1000
A Family AfTair, C
1000
His Brother's Pal, D
2000
The Hold. Bad Burglar. C.-D
1001
The
Cry
of
Erin,
D
1000
liehind the Curtain, D
lOOC
The Phantom Thief, D
1000
A Social Outcast, D
3000
There's No Place Like Home, D
1000
Her
Sin, D
D
1000
The Sister's
Still Voice.
1000
The Toll of the Angelus. D (Re-issue) . 1000
The Sham
Reality,
D..
and
Zoo
Arrivals from South America, Ed.. Split reel
His World of Darkness, D
3000
Tlie Unexpected. C, D
Chicken Hearted Jim, C
1000
Their Anniversary, C
1000
Flea nor'', ''aleh, D
1000
Scaling the Jniififrau, Ed., Sc
1000
VICTOR
In the Ni^ht, D
300C
The Pipe Dream, C
lOOO
Madam Cubist, D
2000
After the Play, D
1000
Their Act., Com.-D
1000
Love
Spasms,
C
lOOC
Orders U Orders. C
2000
The Model Husband. C
2000
The Little Fraud, D
lOOO
The Lathered Truth, C
2000
Royal Love, D
3000
A Strance Confession. D
1000
The Girl Who Feared Daylight, D
2000
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RELEASES—

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS

4— 24.
5— 1.
5— 8.
5—15.
5—22.

MUTUAL

Rupert of Hentzau (Jane Gail and
Henry Ainley)
5 parts
Strength of the Weak (Mary
Fuller)
5 parts
The Yaqui (Hobart Bosworth) 5 parts
The Flirt (Marie Walcarap) 5 parts
Tangled Hearts (Louise Lovely)... 5 parts
John
Needham's Double (Tyrone 5 Parts
Power)
The Great Problem (Violet Mersereau)
5 parts
The Gay Lord Waring (J. Warren
Kerrigan)
S parts
The Crippled Hand (Ella Hall) 5 parts
The Gilded Spider (Louise Lovely). 5 parts
Elusive Isabel (Florence Lawrence). 5 parts
A Son of the Immortals (J. Warren
Kerrigan)
5 parts
FOX FILM CORPORATION

2—20.
Fighting
Blood
2—
27. The
Witch
3— 6. The Marble Heart
3 — 13. Gold and the Woman
3—20. The Bondman
34—— 27.3. ABlueWife's
BloodSacrifice
and Red
4 — 10. Slander
4 — 17. A Modern Thelma
4 — 24. A Man of Sorrow
5 — 1. Blazing Love
5 — 8. The Eternal Sapho
IVAN FEATURE
,—
i—
J—
4—

S5
5
5
S
S5
5
5
5
5
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

PRODUCTIONS

KurWdden Fruit (Everett Butterfield
and Paula Shay)
S
A Fool's
Paradise
(Chrystine
Mayo, 6
Paula Shay,
and Joseph
Burke)
The Immortal Flame (Maude Fealy)..5
TheMignon
City ofAnderson)
Illusion (Paula Shay and 6

rcel>
reels
reels
reels

KLEINE-EDISON FEATURE SERVICE
EDISON
1—12. The Catspaw
S reels
1— 26. The Innocence of Ruth
5 reels
2— 9. Tke Martyrdom of Pltilip Strong... 5 reels
2 — 23. At the Rainbow's
End
5 reels
GEO. KLEINE
1— 19.5.
1—
2— 2.
2 — 9.
2-16.
J— 1.

The Devil's
Prayer Book
Wild
Oats
The Final Curtain
When Love is King
The Scarlet Road
The Mishaps of Musty Suffer

METRO

5S
5
S
5
10

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

MASTERPICTURES

DE LUXE EDITION
Week of AprU 3, 1916.
No. 89. The Haunted Manor (Ivy Shepard,
Gertrude Robinson and W. H.
Pemberton), D., Gaumont 5 reels
No. 90. The Traffic Cop, Thanhouser 5 reels
Week of April 10, 1916.
No. 91. April (E. Forrest Taylor, Helene
Rosson)
5 reels
No. 92. The
Leopard's Bride (Margaret 5 reels
Gibson)
Week of April 17, 1916.
No. 93. Feathertop (Margaret Courtot), D.,
Gaumont
5 reels
No. 94. Master Shakespeare, Strolling Player (Florence LaBadie), D., Than- houser 5reels
Week of April 24, 1916.
No. 95. The Conscience of John David
(Crane Wilbur), D., Centaur 5 reels
No. 96. The Stain in the Blood (Edythe
Sterling, Norbert Myles, Murdock
MacQuarrie), D., Signal
5 reels
Week of May 1, 1916.
No. 97. The Quality of Faith (Alexander
Gaden and Gertrude Robinson), D..
Gaumont
5 reels
No. 98. Lying Lips (Winifred Greenwood
and Franklin Ritchie), D., Amer- ican 5 reels
Week of May 8, 1916.
No. 99. Soul Mates (Wm. Russell and Charlotte Burton), American 5 reels
No. 100. Barbara
Her Father's
(Gordon-E.
Gilroy Gold
and Louise
Bates), Thanhouser
5 reels
PARAMOUNT
3—20.
3—23.
3—
27.
4— 10.
4—17.
4—20.
4—27.

3- 13.
3— 30.6.
4—
4—13.
4—24.

PICTURES CORPORATION

COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
Dimples (Mary Miles Minter) 3
Lovely Mary (Mary Miles Minter).. 5
The Kiss of Hate (Ethel Barrymore).5
The Kiss of Hate (Ethel Barrymore).5
POPULAR PLAYS & PLAYERS
Tie Luremund
of Heart's
Desire (Ed- S
Breese)
The Soul Market (Mme. Petrova)...S
Playing with Fire (Mme Petrova).5
B. A. EOLFE PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Upstart (Marguerite Snow).... 5
The Price of Malice (Hamilton Revelle)
5
The Blindness of Love (Julius Steger).5
The Half Million Bribe (Hamilton
Revelle and Marguerite Snow).... 5
QUALITY PICTURES
2— 21. A Corner in Cotton (Marguerite
Snow)
S
3— 27. The Wall Between (Francis X. Bushman and Berverly Bayne)
.5

2—14,
J— 13.
4— 3.
4— 3.
1— 17.
?— 28.
4—17.
2— 7.
2—21.
J— 6.
4—10.

CURRENT

AND

COMING
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i— 6.
J— 13.
3—19.
3— 26.
4— 3.
4—19.
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FEATURE

PICTURE

17.9.

PICTURES

FAMOUS PLAYERS
Poor Little Peppina (Mary Pickford), D..
S reels
The Lost Bridegroom (John Barrymore), D
S reels
The Saleslady (Hazel Dawn), D...5 reels
Audrey (Pauline Frederick), Coni.-D..S reels
Molly Make Believe (Marguerite
Clark)
5 reels
The Eternal Grind (Mary Pickford).S reels
The Innocent Lie (Valentine Grant). 5 reels
The Moment Before (Pauline Frederick) 5reels
JESSE LASKY COMPANY
To Have and to Hold (Mae Murray), D
5 reels
For the Defence (Fannie Ward), D..5 reels
The Sowers (Blanch Sweet), D
5 reels
The Race (Victor Moore and Anita
King)
5 reels
The Love Mask (Wallace Reid and
Cleo Ridgley)
S reels
The Heart of Nora Flynn (Marie
Doro)
5 reels
MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
Madame La Presidente, C
S reels
Code of Marcia Gray (Constance
Collier), D
S reels
PALLAS
He Fell in Love with His Wife (Florence Rockwell) 5 reels
Ben Blair fDustin Farnum), D
5 reels
Heart of Paula (Leonore Ulrich)...5 reels

3.
RED FEATHER PRODUCTIONS
2—
3 — 6. The Target (Hobart Bosworth) .... 5 reels
3— 13.43——The Pool of Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5reels
3 — 20. Drugged
Waters
(William Dowlan 5 reels
and Gloria
Fonda)
3— 17. Autumn (Violet Mersereau) 5 reels
4— 3. Two Bosworth
Men of Sandy Bar (Hobart 5 reels
4 — 10. Brigadier Gerard (Lewis Waller).... 5 reels
4 — 17. Her Bitter Cup (Cleo Madison) 5 reels
4 — 24. Thrown to the Lions (Mary Fuller). 5 reels
5— 1. Pr. Neighbor (Hobart Bosworth).. 5 reels

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
KAY-BEE-INCE PRODUCTIONS
Waifs (Jane Grey)
5 reel'
The Aryan (William S. Hart) 5 reels
The Stepping Stone (Frank Keenan
and Mary Boland)
5 reels
Civilization's Child (Wm. IT. Thomp- son) 5reels
The BegRar of Cawni.ore (H. B.
Warner)
6 reels
FINE ARTS-GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
3 — 26. Hoodoo
Ann (Mae Marsh and
Robert Harron)
,..S reeh
4 — 2. The Habit of Happiness (Douglas
Fairbanks)
5 reels
4 — 9. Little
Meena's
(Dorothy S reels
Gish and
Owen Romance
Moore)
4 — 16. Sold for Marriage (Lillian Gish) .5 reels
4—23. Sunshine Dad (lie Wolf Hopper).. .5 reels
4 — 30. The Children in the House (Norma
Talmage)
5 reels
KEYSTONE-SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
3 — 12. ''The Village Vampire" (Fred
Mace)
2 reels
3— 19. Gypsie Joe (Joe Jackson) 2 reels
3 — 19. A Love Riot (Charles Murray) 2 reels
3 — 26. By Stork Delivery (Mack Swain).. 2 reels
3 — 26. An Oily Scoundrel (Fred Mace).. 2 reels
4 — 2. A Bathhouse Blunder (Mae Busch) .2 reels
4 — 2. HisArbuckle)
Wife's
Mistake (Roscoe 2 reels
4— 9. His Last Laugh (Harry McCoy) 2 reels
4 — • 9. A Dash of Courage (Harry Gribbon)2 reels
4 — 16. The Other Man (Roscoe Arbuckle).. 2 reels
4 — 16. Bucking Society (Chester Conklin)..2 reels

4— 2.
4— 9.
4 — 16.
4 — 23.
4—30.

Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay, Inc.
HEAET-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Tuesday and Friday.
VITAGEAPH
2 — 28. For a Woman's Fair Name
5
3 — 6. The Hunted Woman
5
3—13. The Hero of "D.2"
S
3 — 20. The Supreme Temptation 5
3 — 27. The Two Edged Sword
S
4 — 10. Salvation Joan
7
4 — 24. The Law Decides
5
LUBIN
1 — 20. The Wonderful Wager
2
1 — 24. Gods of Fate
S
1 — 3X. Souls in Bondage
5
3 — 20. Dollars and the Woman
6
4 — 10. The Flames of Johannis 5
SELIG
2— 7. Thou Shalt Not Covet
S
3 — 6. Unto Those Who Sin
5
3— 20. The Ne'er-Do-Well
10
4 — 3. The Cycle of Fate
5
ESSANAY
2—28. The Discard
5
?— 20. The Havoc
5
4—
24.
The
Little
Shepherd
of
Bargain
Row.
5
5 — 15. Sherlock Holmes
WORLD -EQUITABLE

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
parts
parts
reels
parts
reels
reels
reels
parts
reels
reels
reels
reels

PROGRAM

EQUITABLE
4 — 3. Her God (Gail Kane)
5 reels
4—17. By Whose Hand? (Edna Wallace
Hopper, Chas. J. Ross and Muriel 5 parts
Ostriche)
4 — 24. The Chain Invisible (Bruce McRae
and Gerda Holmes)
5 parts
5 — 1. The
Twin
Triangles (Jackie
Saunders)
S parts
WORLD
3—20. To Him That Hatk (Robert War- wick) Sreels
3— 27. The Hand of Peril (House Peters).. 5 reels
4 — 17. TheAugust
Socialand Highwayman
(Edwin 5 parts
Ormi Hawley)
4 — 24. TheBarbara
Closed Tennant)
Road (House Peters and 5 parts
5— 1. The Feast of Life (Clara Kimball
Young)
5 parts
5— 8, Her Maternal Right (Kitty Gordon). 5 parts
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ALL FEATURES BOOKING AGENCY
Right Off the Bat
5 reels
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM CO.
The Battles of a Nation
6 parts
j— 27.
4— 3.
4— 10.
4 — 17.
45—— 24.1.

AUTHORS FILM CO., INC.
Sins of the Father
Her Redemption
Denise
Love's Sacrifice
AUnder
Woman's
Awakening
the Mask

4
4
4
6
55

parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts

CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
March — The
Unwritten
Law (Beatriz
Michelena)
7 reels
May — The Woman Who Dared (Beatriz
Michelena)
7 reels
July —Kismet (Otis Skinner)
10 reels
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
German Side of War
S reels
Russian Side of War
4 reels
CLARIDGE FILMS, Inc.
Heart of New York
5 reels
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 parts
Liberty Hall
4 parts
The Black Spot
4 parts
Victoria Cross
4 parts
0-18
4 parts
His Vindication
S parts
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
Uncle's Little Ones
1 reel
The Jungle Cure
1 reel
What D'ye Think of That?
1 reel
Pa's Family
Tree
reel
The
Adventure
of Sally
11 reel
The Jungle Kid
1 reel
E-K-0 FILM CO.
The Invisible Enemy
.5 reels
ELDORADO FEATURE FILM CO.
The Impersonation
5
reels
FORREST FILM CORPORATION
Bottom of the Sea
5 reels
JOS. W. FARNHAM
Race Suicide
6
The Awakening of Hess Morton 5 reels
parts
GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
Sins of Great Cities (Ebba Thomsen) .4 reels
The Man with the Missing Finger
(Alfred Hertel)
4 reels
For Her Son (Betty Nansen) 4 reels
ATheWoman's
(Elsie Fro!ich)...4 5 reels
Folly ofHonor
Sin
The Mother Who Paid
5 reels
HANOVER FILMS
Marvellous Macistc
6
Should a Baby Die'
S
parts
HIPPODROME FILM CO.
parts
A\ the Front with the Allies

THE

FROHMAN

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
3 — 27. Charlie's White Elephant, Com. Cart.l reel
•t— 3. Charlie's Barnyard Pets, Com. Cart..l reel
4 — 10. Charlie the Busy Barber, Com. Cart...l reel
4 — 17. Charlie
The Animal Trainer, Com. 1 reel
Cart
4 — 24. Charlie's Jitney Hunt, Com. Cart...l reel
5 — 1. Charlie Prepared, Com. Cart 1 reel
JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION
4— 1. World War in Kidland
1 reel
4— 8. A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
4— IS. Chip's Elopement
1 reel
44—29.
— 22. Chip's
Barn-Stormers 21 reels
Chip's Backyard
Rivals
reel
KULEE FEATURES
Germany On the Firing Line
6
MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE
Twilight Sleep
parts
B. S. MOSS
Three Weeks
S reels
Salamander
5 reels
One Day
5 reels
F. 0. NIELSEN
Guarding Old Glory
S
Just Out of College
5 reels
Little Sunset
4 reels
The Spoilers
9 reels
All for a Girl
S reels
PHOTODRAMA COMPANY
How Molly Made Good
6 reels
PROHIBITION FILM CORPORATION
Prohibition
5 parts
PUBLIC SERVICE FILM CO.
Defense or Tribute
5 reels
RAVER FILM CO.
The Other Girl
5 reels
Life Without Soul
5 reels
The Fortunate Youth
Driftwood
STANDARD NEWS FILM, INC.
Standard Travelogues
32 parts
.\re We Ready.'
4 parts
The Animal World
5 parts
SUN PHOTOPLAY CO., Inc.
The Princess of India
5 reels
SUPREME FILM CO.
The Cowpunchcr
6 parts
TRANS-OCEANIC FILMS, INC.
The Life and Adventures of Shakespeare 6parts
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Unto the Darkness
4 reels
In the Ranks
4 reels
Harbour Lights
4 reels
Enoch Arden
4 reels
Mysterious Man of the Jungle 3 reels
WAR FILM SYNDICATE
On the Firing Line with the Ger- mans 6 parts

AMUSEMENT

MISCELLANEOUS
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP. OF AMERICA
The Film Hunters
1 reel
The
YarnHanging
of the Slowern'ell
1 reel
In
the
Glacier
Country....!
The Sunset Trail
1 reel
reel
The Trail to Cloudy Pass
I red
The Stampede
1 rcti
American Game Trails
1 rt-ei
BEACON FILM CO.
Single reel Travelogues and Educational
Subjects.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Metro-Drew Comedies (weekly).
Metro Travelogues (weekly).
MUTT AND JEFF FILMS
ANIMATED CARTOONS
1.
Jeff's
Toothache.
2. Mutt and Jeff in the Submarine.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS (WEEKLY)
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
4 — 3. Old and New Manila.
4 — 10. The
Bilibid,
the River
"Sing Sing"
of the Philippines
Pasig
(The Filipino
River).
44—17.
— 24. The Lowlands
of Luzon.
BRAY CARTOONS
4 — 6. The Police Dog Turns Nurse.
4—13.
Stone
Roost-Robber.
4 — 20. The
Inbad
the Age
Sailor
Takes Gas (Silhouette
fantasie).
4 — 27. Col. Heeza Liar Wins the Pennant.
5— 3. Al Falfa's Scientific Diary.
5 — 10. A Toyland Paper Chase.
PATHE EXCHANGE INC.
Pathe travels (See Pathg).
Uncle
Sam
Universal).

4—
4—
4—
4—

UNIVERSAL
at Work

(See Powers

VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Shipwrecked in the Arctic.
In the Bavarian
Land of 'the
Hindoos.Lakes.
Upper
Mountain
Victoria Falls.
VITAGRAPH (V. L. S. E.)
FRANK
3. Mr. Jack, aDANIELS'
Doctor byCOMEDIES
Proxy.
10. Mr. Jack's Hat and the Cat.
17. Mr. Jack's Artistic Sense.
24. Mr. Jack Goes into Business.
SERIALS
The Girl and the Game
Signal Film
The Secret of the Submarine Signal
"Graft"
Universal
Mary Social
Page, Pirates
The Strange Case of , . .Essanay
The
Kalem
The Iron Claw
PathC
The Mysteries of Myra... Internat'I Film
Gloria's Romance
Kleine
Service

CORPORATION

Producing successful dramas re'cnadted before the recording eye of the camera by acltors
and under directors who have created artistic and box office successes in the "legitimate."
EIC;HTEEN east FORTY-FIRST street, new YORK
William L. Sherrill, President

May 6, 1916.
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INDEX
OF
REVIEWS
|
I
ISSUES OF APRIL l APRIL 29 (INCLUSIVE)
|
M
All pictures are listed both by titles and by brand names. In the index, C. stands for "Comedy"; Cart., for "Cartoon"; C-D, J
"Juvenile"; Sc., "Scenic"; Top., "Topical." The figure before the abbreviation is the num- J
MM "Comedy-Drama";
her of reels. The D.,
date "Drama";
is the dateJuv.,
of release.
O
iiiiiiu^ ~
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Title
and
Producer.
Page.
Title and Pmdtirer.
Page.
A Bird of Prey (Thanhouser-M. M. P.), March 16, 5D
1916 Chip's
Elopement
(Juvenile),
April,
1
Juv
1915
in the House, The (Fine Arts-Triangle), April 30, SD
2556
According to Law (Gaumont-M.M.P.), March 6, 5D
1920 Children
City of Illusion, The (Ivan), April, 6D
2218
Alsace (Authors Film), April, SD
2213
Almost a Heroine (Kalem). March 31, IC
2075 Civilization's
Child (Kay Bee-Triangle), April 23, SD
2550
:
Almost Right (Cub-Mutual), April 14, IC
2220 CluneRamona,
12D
2380
Along the Border (Selig), April 8, 1»
2075
Hero, The Cub-Mutual), April 21, IC
2S6Q
A Man's Work (Essanay), March 11, 3D
1915 Conquering
Crippled Hand, The (Bluebird), May 1, SD
2550
American-M.M.P. :
Counterfeit Earl, The (American-Mutual). April 24, 2D
2560
Bruiser, The, March 23, 5D
1912
Counterfeit Love (Vogue-Mutual), April 18, ID
2386
Revelations, Wk. of March 27, SD
2072
Counting
Out
the
Count
(Kalem),
April
26,
IC
2560
Cub-Mutual:
American-Mutual :
Bonds of Deception, AprQ 6, 3D
2075
Winning Punch, The, April 7, IC
2076
Wayfarers, The, April IS, 3D
2381
Almost Right, April 14, IC
2220
His Masterpiece, April 17, 2D
2386
Hero, The, April 21, IC
2560
Pendulum of Chance, The, April 10, 2D
2220 CycleConquering
of
Fate,
The
(Selig-V-L-S-E),
April
3,
SD
2071
Broken Genuis, A, April 27, 3D
2560 Danger Line, The (Essanay), April 29, 3D
2559
Counterfeit Earl, The, April 24, 2D
2560
Daredevil Bill (Lubin), March 18, IC
1923
In the Shuffle, March 28, 3D
1923
Dixie
Winner,
The
(Essanay),
March
28,
2D
1923
Ways of the World, April 3, 2D
207S
Doctor
Neighbor
(Red
Feather-Universal),
May
1,
SD
2385
Realization, April 22, 3D
2386
Doctor of the Afternoon Arm, The (Imp-Universal), April 14, 2D.... 2221
Arrow-Pathe :
Dollars and the Woman (Lubin-V-L-S-K), March 20, 6D
1913
Double Dubs (Starlight- Pathe), , IC
1924
Woman's
Law,
The,
Wk.
of
March
20,
SD
2065
Double Barrelled Courtship, A (Kalem), April 21, IC
Artie the Millionaire Kid (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), April 17, 5C
2552 Double
2560
Trouble, The (L-Ko-Universal), April 6, 2C
Aryan, The (Kay-Bee-Triangle), April 9, SD
2064
2221
At Piney Ridge (Sehg-V-L-S-E), May 1, SD
2558 Driftwood (Ocean-Raver), March, SD
... 1912
Audrey (Famous Players-Paramount), March 27, S C-D
2067 During
Round Up (Biograph), May 8, ID
2221
E. and R.theJungle:
Austria at War (Raver), April, 2 Top
206S
Haunted and Some Detective, 2C
2552
Autumn (Red Feather-Universal), March 27, SD
1924
Authors Film Co. :
Eddie's
2388
E. K. O.Night
Film Out
Co.: (Nestor-Universal), April 21, IC
Alsace, AprU, SD
2213
Invisible Enemy, The, April — , SD
2384
Awakening, The (Mustang-Mutual), April 14, 2D
2220
Badgered (Selig), April 29, IC
2560 Elder Brother, The (Essanay), April 18, 2D
. 2386
Beauty Hunters, The (Selig), April IS, IC
2220 Essanay :
Beauty-Mutual
:
ADixie
Man'sWinner,
Work, The,
MarchMarch
11, 3D
1915
Art and Arthur,
April 9, IC
2076
28, 2D
1923
Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 8, April 19, Sp. Cart
2075
Billy
Van
Deusen's
Muddle,
April
5,
IC
2075
Peanuts and Powder, April 12, IC
2220
Vernon
Howe Bailey's
Book2D
of Rome, April 26, Sp. Sc. . 2560
Number, Please, April 19, IC
2386
Little Samaritan,
The, Sketch
April 25,
2560
I Will Repay, March 25, 3D
2384
Bookworm's
Blessed
Blunders,
The,
April
23,
IC
2388
Improbable Yard of McQuirk, The, April 2, IC
2221
Lightbearer, The, April 8, 3D
207S
Bugs and Bugles, April 26, IC
2560
Spider's Web, The, April 1, 3D
1923
Beacon Film Co. :
Vernon
Howe Patronage,
Bailey's Sketch
of Paris, March 29, So
1923
Under Royal
AprilBook
4, 3D
207S
Belgium, April, 5 Top
2071
Danger Line, The, April 29, 3D
2559
Between Midnight (Powers-Universal), March 30, IC
1924
Last Adventure, The, April 15, 3D
2220
Behind the Mask (Bison-Universal), April 8, 2D
2076
Belgium (Beacon Film), April, 5 Top
2071
Vernon
Bailey's
Sketch Book of Boston, April 12, Sp. Sc.. 2220
Millstones,HoweApril
11, 2D
2220
Best
Man's
Bride,
The
(Gold
Seal-Universal),
April
18,
2D
2388
Her Naked Soul, April 22, 3D
2386
Big Jim Garrity (Pathe Gold Rooster), Wk. April 17, SD
2211
Last Adventure, The, April 15, 3D
2386
Big U-Universal:
I
Will
Repay,
March
25,
3D
2384
Hungry
Dream,AprilApril20, 6,2C
IC
2076
Elder Brother, The, April 18, 2D
2386
Oh,
What Happy's
a Whopper,
2388
Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 9, April 19, Sp. Cart
2386
Billy Van Deusen's Muddle (Beauty-Mutual), April 5, IC
207S
Essanay-V-L-S-E.
:
Billy's War Brides (Imp-Universal), April 25, IC
2561
Havoc, The, March 20, 5D
2063
Bill's Narrow Escape (L-KO-Universal), April 26, 2C
2S61
Charlie Chaplin's burlesque on Carmen, May 8, 4C
2383
Bill's
Wife
(Laemmle-Universal),
April
9,
IC
2076
Biograph :
Eternal Grind, 'The (Famous Players-Paramount), April 17, 5D
2380
Mistake, The, April — , ID
2220
Equitable-World
:
Shadow of Doubt,
The, April 10, SD
2379
Perfidy of Mary, The, April — , 1 C-D
2220
By Whose Hand, April 17, 5D
2555
Spring Chicken, The, April 26, 3C
2386
Passers By, March 20, 5D
1916
Celeste, April 25, 2D
2386
The Golden Supper, March 27, ID
1923
Struggle, The, March 27, SD
2068
Madeleine Morel, March 29, 3D
1923 Eyes of Fear, The (Laemmle-Universal), April 6, 2D
2076
Paths That Crossed, April 5, 4D
2075
Three Friends, April 3, ID
2075 Falstaff-Mutual:
Simple Post,
Simon'sProtean
Schooling,
22, IC
2560
Pansy
Player,April
March
21, IC
1923
House with the Closed Shutters, The, April — , ID
2220
During the Round Up, May 8, ID
2220
Paul's
Political
Pull,
March
28,
IC
2075
Swords and Hearts, May 1, ID
2220 Family Affair, A (Powers-Universal), April 29, IC
2561
Bison-Universal:
Players-Paramount:
The Night Riders, April 1, 2D
1924 Famous
Audrey,
March 27, SC-D
2067
Eternal Grind, The, April 17, 5D
2380
Behind the Mask, April 8, 2D
2076
Lost Bridegroom, The, March 20, SD
1921
Passing
of Hell's
April 22, 2D
2388
Saleslady, The, March 23, SD
2069
Rival Pilots,
The, Crown,
April 15,The,
2D
2221
Torrent of Vengeance, The April 29, 2D
2SS2
Molly Make-Believe, April 10, 5D
2557
2220
Blackmailer, The (Laemmle-Universal), March 29, ID
1924 Fashion and Fury (Kalem), April 12, IC
Bluebird :
Fatal Bean, The (Lubin), April 3, IC
2220
Feathertop (Gaumont-M. M. P.), Wk. April 17, 5D
2551
John
Needham's
April 24,10, SD
5D
2056
Gay Lord
Waring,Double,
The, April
2385 Fickle Fiddle's Finish (Kalem), April 7, IC
2220
1923
Crippled Hand, The, May 1, SD
25S0 Fifth Ace, The (Thanhouser-Mutual), March 22, 2D
Blue Blood and Red (Fox), April 3, 5D
2219
Fine Habit
Arts-Triangle:
of Happiness, The, April 2, SD
1918
Bonds
of
Deception
(American-Mutual),
April
6,
3D
2075
Bondman, The (William Fox), March 20, 5D
1921
Little
Romance,
9, 5D
1917
Boob Weekly, The (Pathe), May 8, Cart
1918
Sold forMeena's
Marriage,
April April
16, SD
2217
Hoodoo Ann, March 26, 5D
2221
Bookworm's
Blessed
Blunders,
The
(Beauty-Mutual),
April
23,
IC...
2388
Sunshine Dad, April 23, 5C
2064
Brigadier Gerard (Red Feather-Universal), April 10, SD
2063
Good Bad-Man,
, SD
2381
Brink, The (Laemmle-Universal), April 12, ID
2221
Children in the House, The, April 30; 5D
2SS6
Broken Genius, A (American-Mutual), 3D
2560
Bruiser, The (American-M.M.P.), March 23, SD
1912 Flames of Johannis, The (Lubin-V-L-S-E.), April 10, SD
2555
Bugs and Bugles (Beauty-Mutual), April 26, IC
2560 Folly of Sin, The (Great Northern), April — , SD
2218
Bungling Bill, Detective (Vogue-Mutual), April 4, IC
2075 Fool's Gold, A (Laemmle-Universal), March 30, 3D
1924
By Whose Hand (Equitable-World), April 17, SD
2555
For the Love of Mike and Rosie (L-Ko-Universal), /^pril 4, 3C.... 2070
1919
By Stork Delivery (Keystone-Triangle), March 26, 2C
2218 Fortunate Youth, The (Ocean-Raver), March, 5D
Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 8 (Essanay), April 19, Sp. Cart
2075
Fox Blue
Film Blood
Corp. :and Red, April 3, SD
2219
Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 9 (Essanay), April 19, Sp. Cart
2386
Bondman, The, March 20, SD
1921
Capital Prize, The (Imp-Universal), May 12, 2D
1914
Caught
a Skyscraper
April 2, 2C
1924
Wife's
27, 5D
2071
Celeste on(Biograph),
April(L-KO-Universal),
25, 2D
2386
Slander, Sacrifice,
April 10,A, March
5D
2382
Modern Thelma, A, April 17, 5D
2559
Champion Sports Co. :
2560
Willard-Moran Fight, April, 4
2212 Frocks and Frills (Lubin), AprU 17, IC
Frohman-World
:
Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on Carmen (Essanay-V-L-S-E), May 8, 4C. 2383
Then I'll Come Back to You, April 3, 5D
2210
Chip's Backyard Barnstomers (Juvenile), April, 1 Juv
1920
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2075
From Altar to Halter (Kalera). April 4, IC. ..
Gay Lord Waring. The (Bluebird). April 24, 5D
Ga.Tibler. The ( Laemmle-Universan . April 20. ID--1S':4
Gasoline Habit, The (Imp-Universal). March 28. IC
Gau.-nont-M. M. P. :
5D
6.
March
According to Law,
Haunted Manor, The, March 20, 5D
20°;
"51
•
Feathertop, Wk. April 17. 5D
2560
2D
18,
April
ual),
Thanhouser-Mut
(
The
Chicago,
Girl from
l^li
Golden Supper, The (Biograph), March 27, ID
Gold Seal-Universal:
,„,.
Lady Raffles' Return. March 28. 2D
Lord John's Journal. April 4, 3D
:f"'°
Voice of the Tempter, The. AprU 12,
3D
if^^'
2388
Best Man's Bride, The, April 18, 2D ■■
25b
25, 2D April — , SD
April Arts-Triangle),
The, (Fine
Half, The
Other
Good Bad-Man.
Governor's Special. The (Kalem). April 22, ID
fJoo
1924
March 27. 2D
Graft Episode 16 (Universal). Wk. ofof April
2076
3. 2D
Wk.
Graft Episode 17 (Universal). Wk.
ZZZl
2D
10,
April
of
(Universal).
18
Graft Episode
Z3S8
Graft Episode 19, (Universal), Wk. of April 17. 2D
Great Northern:
ZZ18
of the Sin, The, April — , 5D....
GreatFolly
Problem, The (Bluebird),
April 13,17, 3D.
5D .
^^^l
April
(Lubin).
Greater Wrong, The
ZZll
Great Problem. The (Bluebird). April 17, 5D
ly^J
16, 3D..
Gulf Between, The (Lubin), March
Z070
2C
19,
March
riangle),
Gypsy Joe (Keystone-TThe (Triangle-Fine Arts), April 2 5D
1918
Habit of Happiness,
19Z3
(Kalem). March 28, IC
Ham and the Hermit's Daughter
Z38b
18. iC......
Ham and Preparedness (Kalem), April March
2070
27, 5D
Hand of Peril. The (Paragon-World).). April
Z388
21. 2D..
Haunted Bell. The (Imp-Universal R.). April
Z55Z
2C.....
,
—
and
(E.
Detective
Some
and
Haunted
2067
5D
Msrch 20,
Haunted Manor. The (Gaumont-M. M. P.).
2063
5D
20.
March
E).
(Essanay-V-L-SThe
Havoc,
19Z4
He Almost Eloped (Nestor-Universal), March 31, IC
2062
Her Bitter Cup (Red Feather-Universal), April 17, 5D
2072
Heart of Paula. The (Pallas-Paramount), April 3, 5D
2221
11, IC-D
Held for Damages (Imp-Universal),1, April
1923
ID
Her Dream of Life (Selig), AprilMarch
1917
5D
27,
Rolfe-Metro),
(
Price
Her Great
2386
Her Naked Soul (Essanay). April 22, 3D
Her Sister's Sin (Victor-Universal), April 2, ID
1924
2068
Hidden Law, The (Horsley-M. M. P.), March 25, 5D
2076
April 8, IC
His Highness the Janitor (Joker-Universal),
2556
His Last Laugh (Keystone-Triangle), April 9, 2C
His Masterpiece (Americm-Mutual), April 17, 2D
2386
His Neighbor's Wife (Nestor-Universal), April 17, IC
2388
His
Wife's ofMistake
April 23,2, 3D
2C
2383
His World
Darkness(Keystone-Triangle),
(Rex-Universal), April
2388
His Wooden Leg (Nestor-Universal), April 24, IC
2561
Hoodoo Ann (Fine Arts-Triangle), March 26, 5D
2212
Horsley-M. M. P.:
Hidden Law. The, March 25, 5D
2068
Love Liar, The, Wk. of March 27, 5D
2067
House With Closed Shutters, The (Biograph), April — , ID
2220
How Times Do Change (Nestor-Universal), April 3, IC
2076
Hubby Puts One Over (Joker-Universal), April 15, IC
2221
Human Driftwood (Peerless-World), April 10, 5D
2382
Hungry
Happy's
Dream
(Big
U-Universal),
Ap.il
6,
IC
2076
Imp-Universal:
„
Billy's War Brides, April 25, IC
2561
Capital Prize, The, May 12, 2D
1914
Gasoline Habit, The, March 28, IC
1924
Scorched Wings, March 31, 3D
1924
Mignonette,
April to9, Come
2D
2076
Town
That Tried
Back, The, April 4, IC
2076
Held for Damages, April 11, IC-D
2221
Doctor of the Afternoon Arm, The, April 14, 2D
2221
Love Laughs at Dyspepsia, April 18, IC
2388
Haunted Bell, The, AprU 21, 2D
2388
Through Flames to Love, April 30. 2D
2561
Why Mrs. Wentworth Lied, April 28, 3D
2561
Improbable Yarn of McQuirk, The (Beauty-Mutual), April 2, iC... 2221
In Soft in a Studio ( Starlight-Pathe) , March 22, IC
1924
In the ShufHe (American-Mutual), March 28, 3D
1923
Invisible Enemy, The (E-K-O), April 6, 5D
2384
Iron Claw, The (Pathe), No. 4. Wk. of March 20. 2D
2221
Iron Claw, The, No. 5 (Pathe), Wk. of March 27, 2D
2388
Iron Claw, The, No. 7 (Pathe), Wk. of April 10, 2D
2561
Island
That
Never
Was,
The
(Vogue-Mutual),
April
25,
IC
2560
Ivan :
City of Illusion, The, April — , 6D
2218
I Will Repay (Essanay), March 25, 3D
2384
Janitor's Busy Day, The (Nestor-Universal), March 27, IC
1924
Jeffs Toothache (Mutt and Jeff Films), April — , 1 Cart
2214
Jitney Driver's Romance, The (Joker-Universal), April 29, IC
2561
John Needham's Double (Bluebird), April 10, 5D
2066
Joker-Universal
:
Tale of a Telegram,
The, April 1, IC
1924
His Highness the Janitor, April 8, IC
2076
Hubby Puts One Over, April 15, IC
2221
Just Yet But Not Quite, April 22, IC
2388
Romance, The, March
April 5,
29, 2C
IC
2561
Judge,Jitney
The Driver's
(Triangle-Keystone),
1917
Just Yet But Not Quite (Joker-Universal), April 22, IC
2388
Juvenile Film Co.:
Chip's Backyard Barnstormers, April — , ljuv
1920
Chip's Hopement, April — , lJuv
1915
Kalem:
„
Romance and Riot, April 14, IC
2386
SocUl Pirates. E^iisode 4, Wk. April 17, 2D
2386
Millionaires by Mistake, April 11, IC
2220
Social Pirates, The, Episode 3, Wk of April 10
2219
Governor's
Special, The, April
April 22,
2386
Ham and Preparedness,
18, ID
IC
2386
Their Taking Ways, April 19, IC
2386
Fickle Fiddle's Finish, April 7, IC
2220
Ham andTailor,
the Hermit's
Daughter,
March 28, IC
1923
Trailing
The. March
29, IC
1923
Trapping of Peeler White, The, April 1, ID
1923
Trapping the Bachelor, April 5, IC
2075
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Kalem :
Record Run, The, April 8, ID
2075
From Altar to Halter, April 4, IC
2075
Almost a Heroine, March 31, IC
2075
When Things Go Wrong, March 24, IC
2065
Race for a Siding, The, April 15, ID
2220
Fashion and Fury, April 12, IC
2220
Counting Out the Count, April 26, IC
25C0
Double Barrelled Courtship, A, April 21, IC
2560
Lucky Mistake, A, April 28, IC
^560
Trail of Danger, The, April 29, ID
2560
Millionaire Plunger, The, 2D (Social Pirates Episodes 5)
2557
Kay-Bee Triangle:
Aryan, The, April 9, 5D
2064
Stepping Stone, The, April 16, 5D
2211
Waifs, The, April 2, 5D
1919
Civilization's Child, April 23, 5D
2550
Keystone-Triangle :
Judge, The, March 5, 2C
1917
Village Vampire, A, March 12, 2C
1919
Village Blacksmith, The, March 12, 2C
1914
Gypsy Joe, March 19, 2C
2070
His Stork
Wife'sDelivery,
Mistake, March
April 2,26, 2C
2383
By
2C
2218
His Last Laugh, April 9, 2C
2556
Knocking Out Knockout Kelly (Vogue-Mutual), April 9, IC
2076
Lady
Raffles' Return: (Gold Seal-Universal), March 28, 2D
1924
Laemmle-Universal
Blackmailer, The, March 29, ID
1924
Fool's
March
1924
Eyes ofGold,
Fear, A,The,
April30,6,3D
2D
2076
Bill's
2076
Brink, Wife,
The, April
April 9,12,IC
ID
2221
Public Approval, April 13, 3D
2221
Gambler, The, Aprir20, ID
,.. 2388
Lonesome House, April 26. ID
2561
Miss Blossom, April 27, 2D
2561
Last Adventure, The (Essanay), April 15, 3D
2220
Last Adventure, The (Essanay), April 15, 3D
2386
Lathered Truth, The (Victor-Universal), April 12, 2C
2221
Lasky-Paramount :
Sowers, The, March 30, 5D
2062
Race, The, April 6, 5D
23t8
Love Mask, The, April 13, 5D
2551
Leap Year Tangle, A (Nestor-Universal), April 7, IC
2076
Lightbearer, The (Essanay), April 8, 3D
2075
L-KO-Universal :
Meeting for a Cheating, April 19, IC
2388
Caught on a Skyscraper, April 2, 2C
1924
For the Love of Mike and Rosie, April 4, 3C
2070
Double's Trouble, The, April 16, 2C
2221
Little Billy's School Days, April 23, IC
2388
Little Fraud, A (Victor-Universal), April 5, ID
2076
Little
SchoolTheDays
(L-KO Universal),
April 23, IC
2388
Little Billy's
Samaritan,
(Essanay),
April 25, 2D
2560
Lonesome House (Laemmle-Universal), April 26, ID
2561
Lord
John's JournalThe(Gold
Seal-Universal),
April 4, 3D
Lost Bridegroom,
(Famous
Players-Paramount),
March 20, 5D.. 2076
1921
Love Liar, The (Horsley-M. M. P.), Wk. of March 27. 5D
2067
Love Laughs at Dyspepsia (Imp-Universal), April 18, IC
2388
Love Mask, The (Lasky-Paramount), April 13, 5D
2551
Lucky Mistake, A (Kalem), April 28, IC
2560
LubinMr.: Housekeeper, April 15, IC
2386
Daredevil Bill, March 18. IC
1923
Gulf Between, The, March 16, 3D
1923
New Janitor, The, March 20, IC
1923
Love One Another, March 25, IC
2075
Otto, the Soldier, March 27, IC
20/5
Sister to Cain, A, March 23, 3D
2075
Scarlet Chastity, The, April 6, 3D
2220
Return of James Jerome, The, April 4, 2D
2220
Fatal Bean, The, April 3, IC
2220
Otto, the Bell Boy, April 19, IC
2386
A Wise Waiter, April 8, IC
2386
Greater Wrong, The, April 13. 3D
2551
One of the Pack, April 18, 3D
2560
Frocks and Frills, April 17, IC
2560
L-KO-Universal :
Bill's Narrow Escape, April 26, 2C
2561
Lubin-V-L-S-E:
Dollars and the Woman, March 20, 6D
1913
Flames of Johannis, The. April 10, 5D
2555
Luke Pipes the Pippins (PhunphilTis-Pathe), March 15, IC
1924
Luke's
Double
April 10, IC
25t0
Madeleine
Morel( Phunphilms-Pathe),
(Biograph), March Wk.
29. 3D
1923
Man's Sin, A (Thanhouser-Mutual), April 20, 3D
2560
Meeting for a Cheating (L-KO-Universal), April 19, IC
2388
Mignonette (Imp-Universal), April 9, 2D
2076
Millionaires by Mistake (Kalem), April 11, IC
2220
Millionaire Plunger (Kalem Social Pirates Episode 5), April 24, 2D... 2557
Millstones (Essanay), April 11. 2D
2221
Mistake, The (Biograph). April — , ID
2221
Miss Blossom (Laemmle-Universal), April 27, 2D
2561
Mix Up in Photos, A (Vogue-Mutual), April 15, IC
2221
Modern Thelma, A (Fox Film), April 17, 5D
2559
Model Husband. A (Victor-Universal), March 29, 2C
1921
Molly Make-Believe (Famous Players-Paramount), April 10, 5D
2557
Mr. Housekeeper (Lubin), April 15, IC
2386
Mr. Jack Trifles (Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), , IC
2381
My Partner (Mutual M. P.), April — , SD
;
; . 1913
Mustang-Mutual
Snow Stuff, : March 24, 3D
1923
Under Azure Skies, April 8, 3D
2076
Two Bits, April 7, 3D
2076
Awakening, The, April 14, 2D
2220
Silent Selby, April 13, 3D
2220
Return, The, April 21, 2 CD
2386
Mutt Jeff's
and ]eR
Films: April, iCart
Toothache,
2214
Mutt and Jeff
in the Submarine,
April, iCart
2214
Mutual
Masterpicture
:
My Partner, April — , 5D
1913

May 6, 1916.

MOTION

Title and Producer.
Nestor-Universal :
He Almost Eloped, March 31, IC
Janitor's
The,April
March3, IC
27, IC
How TimesBusyDo Day,
Change,
His
Neighbor's
Wife,
April
17,
IC
A Leap Year Tangle, April 7, IC
Some Honeymoon, April 14, IC
Putting Her Foot in It, April 10, IC
Eddie's Night Out, April 21, IC
Newlywed's
The,24,April
28, IC
His Wooden Mix
Leg,Up,April
IC
Net, The (Thanhouser-M. M. P.), Wk. March 27, 5D
New Janitor, The (Lubm), March 20, IC
Newlywed's
The (Nestor-Universal),
28, IC
Night
Riders,MixTheUp,(Bison-Universal).
April 1, April
2D
No. 13, Westbound (Selig), March 30, 3D
Number,
Please
Ocean-Raver
: (Beauty-Mutual), April 19, IC
Fortunate Youth, The, March, 5D
Driftwood, March, 5D
Oh, What
Whopper
(Big April
U-Universal),
April 20, 2C
One
of the aPack
(Lubin),
18, 2D
Other
Half,
The
(Gold
Seal-Universal),
April
25, 2D
Otto, the Soldier (Lubin), March 27, IC
Otto, the Bell Boy (Lubin), April 19, IC
Passers By (Equitable- World), March 20, SD
Pathe :
Boob Weekly, The, May 8, Cart
Iron Claw, The, Episode 7, Wk. of April 10, 2D
Red Circle, The, Episode 13, March U, 2D
Red Circle, The, Episode 14, March 18, 2D
Views of Singapore, and Siberia, the Vast Unknown, Mar. 18, Sp.Sc.
Big Jim Garrity (Gold Rooster), Wk. April 17, 5D
Iron Claw, The, No. 4, Wk. of March 20, 2D
Iron Claw, The, No. 5, Wk. of March 27, 2D
Pansy Post, Protean Player (Falstaff-Mutual), March 21, 10
Paths That Crossed (Biograph), April 5, 3D
Paragon-World
: The, March 27, 5D
Hand of Peril,
Passing
of
Hell's
Pallas-Paramount :Crown, The (Bison-Universal), April 22, 2D
Heart of Paula, The, April s, 5D
Paul's Political Pull (FalstafJ-Mutual), March 28, IC
Peg
o' the
Ring, Chap.
1 (Universal),
2D
Perfidy
of Mary,
The (Biograph),
AprilMay— ,1,IC-D
Peanuts and Powder (Beauty-Mutual), April 12, IC
Peerless-World :
Human Driftwood, April 10, 5D
Social Highwayman, The, April 17, SD
Pendulum of Chance, The (American-Mutual), April 10, 2D
Phunphilms-Pathe :
Luke Pipes the Pippins, March 15, IC
Luke's Double,: Wk. of April 10, iC
Powers-Universal
Between Midnight, March 30, IC
Serpent in the House, A, April 1, IC
Stolen Melody, The, April 15, ID
Such Is Life in China, April 27, Sp. Sc
Family Affair, A, April 29, IC
Premo-World :
Supreme Sacrifice, The,
, 5D
Public Approval (Laemmle-Universal), April 13, 3D
Putting Her Foot In It (Nestor-Universal), April 10, IC
Quality-Metro
:
Wall Between,
The, March 27, 5D
Race for a Siding, The (Kalem), April 15, ID
Race, The (Lasky-Parahiount), AprU 6, 5D
Ramona (Clune), 12D
Raver :
Austria at War, April, 2 Top
Realization (American-Mutual), April 22, 3D
Record Run, The (Kalem), April 8, ID
Red Circle, The, Episode 13 (Pathe), March 11, 2D
Red Circle, The, Episode 14 (Pathe), March 18, 2D
Red Feather-Universal :
Autumn, March 27, 5D
Her Bitter Cup, April 10, 5D
Brigadier Gerard, April 10, 5D
Thrown to the Lions, April 24, 5D
Doctor Neighbor, May 1, 5D
Return, The (Mustang-Mutual), April 21, 2C-D
Return of James Jerome, The (Lubin), April 4, 2D
Revelations (American-M. M. P.), Wk. of March 27, 5D
Rival Pilots, The (Bison-Universal), April 15, 2D
Rex-Universal:
There's
No Place
Like 7,Home,
March 28, ID
Still Voice,
The, AprU
ID
His World of Darkness, April 23, 3D
Their Anniversary, April 30, IC
Rolfe-Metro :
Her Great Price, March 27, SD
Romance and Riot (Kalem), April 14, IC
Royal Love (Victor-Universal), April 19, 3D
Rube's
(Vogue-Mutual),April
April10,10,7D
IC
SalvationHotel
Joan Tangle
(Vitagraph-V-L-S-E),
Saleslady, The (Famous Players-Paramount), March 23, 5D
Scarlet Chastity, The (Lubin), April 6, 3D
Scorched Wings (Imp-Universal), March 31, 3D
Selig:
Along the Border, April 8, ID
Devil, Servant, and the Man, April 3, 3D
Badgered, April 29, ID
No. 13, Westbound, March 20, 3D
Her Dream of Life, April 1, ID
Social Deception, A, March 27, 3D
Beauty Hunters, The, April 15, IC
Wives of the Rich, April 10, 3D
Too Many Chefs, April 22, IC
Woman Who Did Not Care, The, April 24, 3D
Selig-V-L-S-E:
Cycle of Fate, The, April 3, 5D
At Piney Ridge, May 1, SD
Serpent in the House, A (Power-Universal), April 1, IC
Shadow of Doubt, The (Equitable- World), April 10, SD

PICTURE
Page.
1924
1924
2076
2388
2076
2221
2221
2388
2561
2561
2214
1923
2561
1924
1914
2386
1919
1912
2388
2560
2561
2075
2386
1916
1918
2561
1924
2076
2076
2211
2221
2388
1923
2075
2070
2381
2072
2075
2069
2220
2220
2382
2556
2220
1924
2560
1924
1924
2221
2561
2561
1915
2221
2221
2214
2220
2368
2380
2065
2386
2075
1924
2076
1924
2062
2063
2210
2385
2386
2220
2072
2221
1924
2076
2388
2561
1917
2386
2388
2220
2368
2069
2220
1924
2075
2075
2560
1914
1923
1923
2220
2382
2386
2560
2071
2558
1924
2379
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Title and Producer.
Sham Reality, The (Victor-Universal), April 16, Sp. D
2221
Stain inM.theP.:
Blood, The, Wk. Aprili, 24,y 5D
2558
, e
Signal-M.
Silent Selby (Mustang-Mutual), April 13, 3D
2220
Simple toSimon's
l), April 22, IC
2560
Sister
Cain, ASchooling
(Lubin), (Falstaff-Mutua
March 23, 3D
2075
Slander (Fox Film), April 10, 5D
2382
Slipping
It Over
on Father (Vogue-Mutual),
April 23,' \C. ...... . . 2388
Snow Stuff
(Mustang-Mutual)
March 24, 3D
1923
Social Deception, A (Selig), ,March
27, 3D
1923
Social Pirates, The, Episode 3 (Kalem),
Wk.
of
April
10,
2D
2219
Social Highwayman, The (Peerless-Worl
April 17, 5D
2556
Sold for Marriage) Fine Arts-Triangle), d),
16, 5D
2217
Some Views of Singapore, and Siberia April
the
Vast
Unknown
(Pathe).
March 18, Sp. Sc
2076
Some Honeymoon (Nestor-Universal), April 14, 1 C
.'
2221
Sowers, The (Lasky-Paramount), March 30, 5D
' ' ' 2062
Spiders Web, TheThe(Essanay),
April 1, 3D 26, 3C
" ' 1923
Spring
2386
Stain in Chicken,
the Blood, The (Biograph),
(Signal-MutuApril
al M. M. P.), Wk. April 24 'SD . 2558
Starhght-Pathe:
Double Dubs,
, IC
1924
In SoftStone,
in a The
Studio,
22, IC
'.
1924
Stepping
(KayMarch
Bee-Triangle),
April
16,
SD
2210
Still Voice, The (Rex-Universal), April 7, ID
2069
Stolen Melody, The (Powers-Universal), April 15, ID
2221
Strange
A (Victor-Universal)
21, ID
" 2388
Struggle, Confession,
The (Equitable-Worl
d), March ,27,April
5D
2O68
Such IS Life in China (Powers-Unive
rsal), /-ipril 27, Sp. Sc
2561
Sunshine Dad (Fine Arts-Triangle),
SC..
' 2064
Supreme Temptation,
(Vitagraph-V-L-S-E), , March
20, 'sD " ' .' ' 191S
1920
Sacrifice, The(Premo-Wo
SD..
Swords and Hearts The
(Biograph), May rld),
1,
.
2220
Tale of a Telegram, The (Joker-Universal),ID.
April 1, IC
. . 1924
Thanhouser-Mutual :
Fifth Ace, The, March 22, 2D
1923
M an's Sin, A, April 20, 3D
2560
Thanhouser-M. M. P. :
Bird of Prey, A, March 6, 5D
1916
Traffic Cop, The, Wk. March 27, SD
2217
Net, The, Wk. March 27, 5D
2214
There's
No The
PlaceServant,
Like Home
(Rex-Universal),
March 3,28,3D
ID
1924
The Devil,
and the
Man (Selig), April
2075
Their Taking Ways (Kalem), April 19, IC
2386
Their Anniversary (Rex-Universal), April 30, IC
2561
Then I'lltoCome
Back (Red
to YouFeather-Universal),
(Frohman-World),April
April24,3,SD
SD
2210
Thrown
the Lions
2210
Three Friends (Biograph), April 3, ID
2075
Through Flames to Love (Imp-Universal), April 30, 2D
2S61
Too Many Chefs (Selig), April 22, IC
2386
Torrent of Vengeance, The (Bison-Universal), April 29, 2D
2552
Town That Tried to Come Back, The (Imp-Universal), April 4, IC. 2076
Trail of Danger, The (Kalem), April 29, ID
2560
Trailing Tailor, The (Kalem), March 29, IC
1923
Traffic Cop, The (Thanhouser M. M. P.), Wk March 27, 5D... . 2217
Trapping of Peeler White, The (Kalem), April 1, ID
1923
Trapping the Bachelor (Kalem), April 5, IC
2075
Bits (Mustang-Mutual),
April 7, 3D E), March 27, SD...
'" 2066
2076
Two Edged
Sword, The (Vitagraph-V-L-SUniversal :
Graft, Episode 16, Wk. of March 27, 2D
1924
Graft, Episode 17, Wk. of April 3, 2D
2076
Peg
o'
the
Ring,
Chap.
1,
May
1,
2D
2069
Graft, Episode 18, Wk. April 10, 2D
2221
Graft, Episode 19, Wk. April 17, 2D
2388
Where Are My Children? , 5D
2558
Under Azure Skies (Mustang-Mutual), April 8, 3D
2076
Under Royal Patronage (Essanay), April 4, 3D
2075
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of Rome (Essanay), April 26,
Sp. Sc
2560
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of Boston (Essanay), April 12,
Sp. Sc
2220
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of Paris (Essanay), March 29, Sc. 1923
Victor-Universal :
Model Husband, A, March 29, 2C
1924
Little Fraud, A, April 5, ID
2076
Sham Reality, The, April 16, Sp. D
2221
Lathered Truth, The, April 12, 2C
2221
Strange Confession, A, April 21, ID
238&
Royal Love, April 19, 3D
2388
Village Vampire, A (Keystone-Triangle), March 12, 2C
1919Village
Blacksmith,
1914
Vital Question,
The, The
April(Keystone-Triangle),
3, SD March 12, 2C
22ia
Vitagraph-V-L-S-E:
Supreme Temptation, The, March 29, SD
1920
Two Edged Sword, The, March 27, 5D
2066
Mr. Jack Trifles, April — , IC
2381
Vital Question, The, April 3, SD
2213
Salvation Joan, April 10, 7D
2368
Artie the Millionaire Kid, April 17, SC
2SS2
Voice of the Tempter, The (Gold Seal-Universal), April 11, 3D
2221
Vogue-Mutual
:
Bungling Bill,
Detective, April 4, IC
2075
Knocking Out Knockout Kelly, April 9, IC
2076
Counterfeit Love, April 18, ID
2386
Slipping It Over on Father, April 23, IC
2388
Mix Up in Photos, A, April 16, IC
2221
Rube's
Hotel Never
Tangle,Was,AprilThe,10,April
IC
2220
Island That
25, IC
2560
Waifs, The (Kay Bee-Triangle), April 2, SD
1919
Wall Between, The (Quality-Metro), March 27, SD
2214
War of Wits, A (Kalem Social Pirates), Wk. of April 17, 2D
2386
Wayfarers, The (American-Mutual), April 15, 3D
238X
Ways of the World (American-Mutual), April 3, 2D
207S
When Things Go Wrong (Kalem), March 24, IC
2065
Where Are My Children? (Universal Special), , 5D
2558
Why Mrs. Wentworth Lied (Imp-Universal), April 28, 3D
2561
Wife's
Sacrifice,
A
(Fox),
March
27,
5D
2071
Willard-Moran Fight (Champion Sports), April 4
2212
Winning Punch, The (Cub-Mutual), April 7, IC
2076
Wise Waiter, A (Lubin), April 8, IC
2386
Wives of the Rich (Selig), April 10, 3D
2382
Woman's
Law, Did
The Not
(Arrow-Pathe),
Wk. of April
March 24,20, 3D
5D
2065
Woman Who
Care, The (Selig),
2560
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CLASSIFIED
AUDITOR-ACCOUNTANT-SYSTEMATIZER
As* *0, sliigl*. TliorouRlily experl•nead rtlm Bzcbuige Man. .Vow eiuplorad
by well-known
Feature
Comptjxj. Muat
giy» present
employers
■OBtb't notice before learlngr. Several
years' experience
as public
accountant
before
enterloc fllm
buslnees.
Salary
176.00 weekU. Address A. W. U.,
Uotlon Picture News, CTiIcrbo. 111.
FOR SALE
Contents
of
equipped
studio for sale atcompletely
a bargain.
Address,
D. F.. care Motion Picture News.
SCENARIO
WHITER, READER,
Dln-ctiir. Stuck Producer, etc., would
like totive Join
busy
firm where ability
Rood, crealil.iis and couceptive
are
jipi riciated. Phone CS13 Bryant. Ad•Iress
Frank
L.
Kogcrs.
c/o
Motion
Piciiiro News.
MANAGERS-OPERATORS
Do you make your own announcement
and advertising slides? Then stop
using sticky tape and troublesome
mats!. Our metal slide mounts do the
work quickly and effectively. Sample
20c— C for ?I.OO. Address Chas. W.
Rucker, Box 309. Cincinnati, Ohio.
'
WANTED
A second hand
Motion Picture
Camera wanted for professional use.
21'23 North Robey Street, Chicago, 111.
SLIDES
Theatre Announcement, anything you want.
Guaranteed satisfaction. $1 .25 per dozen.
Send in your order for what you need or
send for catalog and list.
Niasara Slide Compaoy. Lockport, N. Y.
AIRDOME BENCHES
Bade of seasuneii Maple lumber, any
IcDCth desired. All leading makes of
moTlBg picture machines. Operating
booths that pass inspection. New and
•Uctitl7 Qked. Get our prices before
bnylDg elsewhere. All orders filled
same dav an recaived.
LEARS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.,
609 Chestnut St,
St. Louis, Mo.

POSTERS— Everywhere
Officas— Chicago and New York
THE COWPUNCHER— € Acts
A FEW STATES LEFT
iUPREME FILM CO.
' 207 S. Wabuh ATenoc, Chicago
WILLIAM BONELLI
h AN AMERICAN CENTLEMAN-5 AcU
The advertising you get from
jfour electric sign in the day
time is free. The advertising
you get at night with a Federal
sign is unsurpassed.
FEDERAL SIGN SYSTEM
I ELECTRIC)
Lak* & CHICAGO.
Desplain*s Streets,
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
5 SO. WABASH AVE.,
CHICAGO
All makes of picture machines
and theatre supplies.
Write for Complete Catalogue
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PRINT AND DEVELOP
TITLES
EXCLUSIVELY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
WRITE FOR PRICES
Pan American Film Service
145 West 45th St., New York City

[iHAS THE gUALlTY CIRCULATION OF THE TRADE
TABLE

OF

CONTENTS

WHAT WILL CHICAGO DO? (William A. JohnsEDITORIALS
Rolhapfel Opens Rialto, Film Wonder Pajace
"Civilization"
Plea Four
AgainstMoreSavagery
of War
American
Film IsSigns
Important
Stars
The Child Is King in Middle West Picture Circles
Puritanical
Putterers
Plan
"Picture
Purity"
Plane
Exposition Discussed at Broolclyn Meeting
Board of Trade Malies Peace witli Exhibitors League....
Anxious Young Women Get Try Outs in Horsleys
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By J. H. Hallberg
86 — What other means may
be used for increasing or decreasing the reactance of a
choke-coil besides cutting in or
cutting out turns or decreasing
the air-gap?

Ans. — You have been
told that a choke-coil
is a voltage producer
but that the voltage or
current produced by
the magnetic reaction
is of such nature that

it will' oppose the supply voltage and in consequence
thereof, reduce the ampere flow or limit and control the
ampere, flow at the arc or other load, connected in series

will flow through the coil, other conditions remaining the
same in the circuit.
Having impressed this fact upon your mind, you will
understand how an additional means of control is obtained
with a choke-coil by merely moving the iron core or the
coil relative to each other.
87 — How would you illustrate
by diagram the adjustable feature of a choke-coil and what
takes place when the coil and
core are displaced, relative to

Ans. — Fig. 43 illustrates alaminated core
"A" surrounded
by a
solenoid or magnetizing coil "B," provided
"D" terminals
to allow "C"
the and
coil
with

each other? '
to be connected in series with an A. C. source of supply
and an electric arc or similar load.

In operation the current entering at "C" will magnetize
the core "A"; within the fraction of a second the current
has, however, been reversed and now enters at terminal
"D" the opposite direction. During the first instant
when the current entered at "C" you will recollect the core
"A" became magnetized. Now, during the second instant,
when the current is reversed in the coil, the magnetic

Figure 44.
with the choke-coil and the line. The reactance of the
choke-coil depends upon the strength of the magnetic field
and upon the number of turns of wire and the amperes
flowing through the turns. Therefore, the maximuni choking effect is produced when the greatest current strength
and number of wire turns are influencing the iron core.
Suppose you have a coil 10 inches long which contains
100 turns of wire. Suppose this coil surrounds a lam.inated
iron core, 2 inches square and 10 inches long : then you
7^ L
will secure the maximum reactance from this combined
core and coil when the core is all the way in the coil.
Suppose you move the coil relative to the core so that
only 50 turns will influence the iron core ; then your re- FIGURE 41 AND FIGURE 42. TO OPERATORS: SUBSTITUTE
actance will be considerably reduced and more current
CUT IN LAST WEEK'S ARTICLE
Copyright, 1916, by J. H. Hallberg.
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charge in the iron core stored or created therein by the
first impulse becomes effective and as you might say, discharges itself on the peak of its strength during the instant
the current ceases to flow as happens during reversal of
the current, and it is this magnetic discharge of the core
"A" which creates within the coil "B"' a counter electro
motive force or opposition to the current coming in from
the line in the opposite direction. These two factors, the
incoming current which tries to go through the coil without opposition and the stored magnetic charge in the core
created by the previous current flow in the coil act as a
abalance
fixed
entirely
in Fig.

or choking
efl'ectvalue
whichis limits
the current
flowcoil
to
value
and that
maximum
when the
surrounds the full length of the core as illustrated
43.

Striking

Effects
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The dotted lines "E" are intended to show the magnetic
lines of force, through the core "A" and complete the
magnetic circuit on the outside of the coil as illustrated
by the dotted lines "F F." The dotted lines "F F" indicate the magnetic leakage which makes possible the sluggishness or cushioning or regulating effect which is so
essential for the control of an electric arc.
In Fig. 44, you have the same coil and core but with the
core moved up so that only a portion of the turns of the
coil surround the core which means that a lesser number
of ampere turns are effective and therefore the magnetism
in core "A" is less and in consequence thereof, its kicking
power and consequently the reactance or resistance of the
device is lowered and a greater number of amperes will
flow over the arc.

Produced

by

Ingenious

Devices

Cameramen Are No Longer Compelled to Construct These Contrivances — These Attachments for the "Box" to
Obtain Artistic Film Production Are Now on the Market — Designers in Charge of Mechanical Departments of Optical Companies Are on the Lookout for New Ideas
screws placed on its circumference in which form it is readily
IX most all motion pictures made at the present time the work
attached to the sunshades of many cameras without special fitting.
of the producer is amplified by certain effects secured by devices
At the front of the round closing shutter in Fig. 1 may be seen
attached to the camera. Cameramen have formerly been comthe Goerz Mask Box, which supersedes the large double exposure
pelled to construct these devices or have them made, but the mebox formerly supplied. This Mask Box has a rectangular opening
chanical department of the C. P. Goerz American Optical Company
appreciating the importance of such attachments in artistic film exactly proportional to the dimensions of a film image, although,
production, have designed a number of devices which fulfill all
requirements along these lines.

Ikst known of all dissolving attachments is the round closing
shutter or circular vignetter shown in Fig. 1. Owing to the shape
of the blades this round closing shutter can be completely closed,
not even a pinhole opening remaining. The true value of this will
be appreciated by those who have formerly used such a device
which did not close entirely, or could only be made to do so, by a
small tab of metal on one of the diaphragm leaves which shows
plainly in the picture as the circle closes down.
This round closing shutter is generally mounted on the "sliding
base" as shown but can also be supplied with three large thumb-

FIG. 2
of course, somewhat larger. Masks or
be inserted before the opening in the
slit which may be noticed at the side.
{Continued on page

mats cut to any shape may
Mask Box, by means of a
The channel for the masks
2775.)
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This department is designed to be a weekly guide to all sales, leases, construction and remodeling of photoplay
theatres. If you are building, selling, leasing or renovating, kindly communicate it at once for publication
chain on April 15, this one being the Avenue Grand, Washington.
CALIFORNIA
The house had been newly decorated and made more commodious
A THE AT RE is being erected just across the county line from
many ways. A more attractive arrangement of lights has been
San Francisco, in San Mateo County, on the location in
instituted on the exterior and display posters and pictures have
formerly occupied by the Peninsula theatre, which was
been well arranged. The Grand has a seating capacity of 1,000,
burned last year.
with an attractive balcony. Mr. Crandall has inaugurated a uniS. H. Levin has awarded a contract at about $4,000 for addiform admission of ten cents, and is showing feature films. An
tions and alterations to the Haight Street theatre, San Francisco.
orchestra of several pieces furnishes the music. The Grand is
A balcony and new fire escapes are to be installed.
situated in a residential neighborhood, amid the homes of some
Moving picture equipment is to be installed shortly in the Chrisof the first families of the Capital City. In this enterprise Mr.
tian Church at Wheatland.
Crandall has associated with him J. P. Morgan, for many years
Lydia Dugan, of Belmont, has awarded a contract for the con- manager of the Princess theatre. Mr. Morgan was the first exstruction of a theatre and store building on Broadway, near
hibitor in the northeast section of the city.
Washington street, Redwood City. Will H. Hoepke, 46 Kearny
street, San Francisco, is the architect.
GEORGIA
A one-story moving picture theatre, with a seating capacity of
Abe Ginsburg, of Atlanta, has completed arrangements for the
about four hundred, will be erected at Twenty-ninth and Church
streets, San Francisco, by Rosa & Bodania. The architects are opening of a new motion picture theatre in Lagrange on May L
This house, it is understood, will carry only the biggest features.
Welsh & Carey, Merchants' National Bank building.
The New Grand is being pushed to completion in Lagrange by
Anderson and Wood have made arrangements to open an air- Market Brothers, the owners. Lagrange will thus have two new
dome at Chico at an early date, and will close their two theatres
and big theatres not later than the first week in May.
for the summer.
Another theatre will soon be added to the ten photoplay houses
The house formerly known as the Creation theatres, Los
now
entertaining Atlanta fans. Work has been progressing rapAngeles, closed for a number of weeks, has been leased by A.
idly on the building leased by W. T. Murray, Sig Samuels and
E. Beck, who was formerly connected with Los Angeles film George
Pheles on Peachtree street, opposite Walton street, and
exchanges as a salesman. He reopened the house last week.
it is expected that this new house will be ready for occupancy
Plans now being drawn by a Los Angeles architect providing
for a theatre of a capacity of three thousand seats to ht: built the early part of June.
at the corner of Seventh street and Grand avenue. The owners
ILLINOIS
of this real estate advise that a lease has been made for this
Frank M. Francis has purchased the Majestic motion picture
property for theatre purposes, but no. information will be theatre
at Charleston from John J. Barton.
given as to who the owners or promoters are.
The management of the Alajestic theatre at Kewanee has reC. E. Clendenny, auditor at the David Horsley studios, has
cently made a number of improvements.
leased the Hoover theatre at Ninth and Hoover streets, Los
Adolph Linick announces that his firm, Jones, Linick &
Angeles, and took possession the first of this week. He has
Schaefer, will resume active management of the Colonial theatre,
had considerable motion picture experience, and exchangemen
Chicago. At no time have Jones, Linick & Schaefer ever given
predict that he will make this house, which has never been
up the lease of the Colonial to any one, although reports to that
profitable, a success.
effect have been circulated. In resuming the active direction of
CANADA
the Colonial, a feature picture policy will be installed and Norman
According to a reliable authority an independent amusement
E. Field will be the resident manager.
company well known in Montreal as the operators of the Strand
INDIANA
and New Regent theatres, have decided to open yet another
theatre. This time the house will be in Westmount, the residential
The management of the Vaudette theatre, Connersville, is putsuburb of Montreal, and will be situated, it is said, at the corner
in a new ventilating system. The nucleus of the system is
of Victoria and Sherbrooke streets. From what can be learned in theting dome
of the theatre and is motor driven. Pure air will be
the house will seat 1,500 people, and will be a fac-simile of the supplied to the theatre every four minutes without any draft.
Majestic theatre, Detroit. It will be remembered that Mr. NichHenry M. Williams is having plans drawn for a four-story
olas is the president of this company, which has been one of the building which he contemplates erecting on his property on the
very few successful theatrical enterprises during the last two years east side of Calhoun street between Berry and Wayne streets. Fort
in Canada.
Wa3'ne. Plans for the proposed building, the greater part of
C. E. Bailej', manager of the Majestic theatre at Victoria,
which i? to be erected for a moving picture theatre, are being
B. C, has turned the house over to the owner, B. S. Heisterman,
drawn by Architect Harris, of Chicago.
who will hereafter conduct it. Mr. Bailey, who formerly ran the
Rex at Esquimalt, expects to leave for Calgary in the near future.
IOWA
The Orpheum theatre at Ft. Zvladison recently changed hands.
CONNECTICUT
Nathan M. Higbie has leased the Bristol theatre, Bristol, for A. . Schuchardt, former manager, has sold it to J. B. Bandalak.
two years at a rental of $1,800 a year.
KANSAS
The plans for the theatre which R. J. Jodoin will erect in Baltic
W.
S.
Nelson
and
son
purchased the theatre at Great
have been completed. They call for dimensions of 40x100, of Bend formerly known as have
the
old Fred Savage house. Fred
frame and stucco construction, with slag roof, steam heat, etc. It
Savage, now a well-known exhibitor of Kansas, formerly had
will have a balcony and the seating capacity of the entire theatre this
house, but relinquished it when he went to Hutchinson, his
will be 750.
present location. Under the direction of Mr. W. S. Nelson, the
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Great Bend house is being entirely remodeled and improved, comHarry Crandall formally opened the latest link in his theatre
plete new machinery being installed and other features introduced.
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KEISTUCKY
The fair grounds at Erlanger have been sold to the Edgewood
Photoplay Company of Cincinnati, Ohio, for $27,000. The grounds
cover thirty-three acres. Several buildings will be erected, including an open air stage, property rooms and a scenic loft.
The Sardis Opera House, a new motion picture theatre at
Sardis, opened April. 14 under the management of J. M. Wheatley.
James L. Weed, manager of Keith's Louisville theatre, and
formerly manager of the Marj- Anderson theatre, has been transferred to Indianapolis as manager of the Keith theatre there. He
has been succeded by N. S. Hastings, who has been manager of
the Keith interests in Indianapohs. Before leaving Louisville,
Mr. Weed was presented with a Knights Templar watch charm
by the employes of the theatre.
The new Crystal theatre, recently completed at Bardstown, is
one of the most up to date motion picture houses in tliat section
of the state. It is entire fireproof, has a modern system of ventilation and a seating capacity of more than five hundred. The
house is under the management of George Mann.
LOUISIANA
N. C. Scheppegrall opened his Xorthside theatre in Roman
street, New Orleans, on April 7.
Another new suburban house in New Orleans is the Burdette
Airdome, Burdette street and Carrollton avenue, which was
opened by R. Green on April 12.
Earle Harris is the owner of a house which is planned for
Broadway and Carrollton avenues, New Orleans. This house will
be a decided addition to the extreme upper section of the city.
After numerous deals had been put through for the rehabilitation of the Old Dumaine theatre No. 2, a house in North Hagan
avenue. New Orleans, a company headed by George R. Larrieu,
of the Salmen Brick and Lumber Company, New Orleans, took
over the house. They have completed reconstruction and opened
with a feature program on Easter Sunday.
Sid Lev}', old New Orleans exchange man, who recently built
the Eugie theatre at Ursuline and Dorgenois streets. New Orleans,
has sold out his interests to A. Thomas.
The Alvar theatre, Dauphine and Alvar streets, New Orleans,
which has been closed for a year, has been opened by a company
headed by Mr. Nix, and will run during the summer months, it
is announced.
A six hundred seat house at Washington avenue and Prieur
street. New Orleans, has been built and opened by Joseph Johnson.
Nothing more has been heard of a rumor that New Orleans is
to get another $200,000 theatre in Canal street, to be built by New
York capitalists, but the report is that the gentlemen interested in
the project have not yet abandoned the idea.
The French Opera House, one of the most famous structures
in New Orleans, and for scores of years the home of legitimate
attractions, will be sold at public auction to satisfy the demands
of insistent creditors.
Dan B. Monledous has purchased an interest m the Olympia
theatre. New Orleans, from H. W. Eastman, and hereafter these
two gentlemen will conduct the theatre on a partnership basis.
attracGretna, across the river from New Orleans, has a new Foster.
tion, the Electric Park, under the management of Alvin
A number of amusements have been provided. Moving pictures
will be run on Sundays and holidays. The opening date was
Easter Sunday.
Ernst Boehringer, proprietor of the Triangle theatre m New
Orleans, a legitimate house converted to a picture place some
time ago, is about to build a large and modern moving picture
theatre in Lake Charles, the northern metropolis of the state.
John Sheppard opened his new suburban theatre at Cortez and
He has
Clevelan
Star. New Orleans, on Easter Sunday.'
named itd Thestreets,
MAINE
William Henry, of Mars Hill, has removed his picture show
from the new Hussy theatre to the old York opera house.
MARYLAND
picPlans have been filed by J. J. Valcntini for a $.'5,000 motion
to l)e erected at Nos. 2618 and 2620 Harture theatre. .32x90 feet,
ford avenue, Baltimore.
MASSACHUSETTS
Plans have been prepared for a new moving picture theatre at
\Vcst Lynn at the corner of Holland and Western avenues, near
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Breed square. When completed it will make quite an addition to
that part of the busy ward where the General Electric interests
center.
MISSISSIPPI
Fred Abbley, well known Mississippi exhibitor, will open his
second house in Gulfport on May 1. It is an airdome.
MICHIGAN
Paul Ferrell, of Grand Rapids, has purchased property in
Ionia, and plans to erect thereon a theatre seating 1,000 people.
His son, Russell Ferrell, will have the management
Architects Varney and Varney, Detroit, are preparing plans
for a theatre and dance hall building.
The new Palace theatre, Saginaw, owned by the Hippodrome
Amusement Company, comprising the Hoffman Brothers, of
Detroit, opened Monday, April 24. It seats 1,084 people.
Ivory and gold is the scheme of decoration. W. V. Newkirk
is manager.
The Star theatre at Calumet will be enlarged by a thirtyfoot addition, and will be redecorated throughout. John Panninen is one of the proprietors.
D. S. Scoffern announces his intention to build an eight hundred seat motion picture theatre in Niles. He will not operate
the theatre, but plans to lease it out to responsible parties.
George E. Murphy, of the Lion theatre, Western avenue,
Muskegon, has purchased the building and will remodel the
theatre. The seating capacity will be increased, the entrance
will be remodeled and both the exterior and interior will be
redecorated. This work will be done some time during the
summer months.
C. Howard Crane, architect, has let the contract to the
Frank Farrington Company on the Rialto theatre to be erected
at the corner of Gratiot and Mt. Elliott avenues, Detroit, for
the Boulevard Theatre Company, of which J. C. Ritter is president and general manager.
C. Howard Crane is now accepting bids for the construction
of the new Oakland theatre, Pontiac. It will be amphitheatre
in style and will cost upwards of $100,000. It will seat 1,800.
The owners look for its completion about September 1.
MISSOURI
The Melba Amusement Company of St. Louis has increased its
capital stock from $10,000 to $50,000, in order to extend the operations toinclude the building of a new theatre on Grand avenue
and Miami street, at a cost of about $100,000. The Melba airdome, which was opened last summer by the Melba company,
produced enough business in spite of adverse weather conditions
during the airdome season, to warrant the building of the new
theatre, which will be one of the largest and most pretentious
on the South Side, and which will seat 2.500 persons. Construction has begun so as to allow plenty of time to complete the
theatre by the time the coming airdome season closes. William
C. Neubauer, Mollie Neubauer and Gus Bauer arc the officers of
the Melba company.
The Colonial theatre. Thirty-ninth and Woodland streets, Kansas City, has been sold to H. A. Curtin. A. W. Walker, former
manager, has gone to his old home at Portland, which is the
cause of the change. The theatre was in fine shape when the new
manager took charge, and very few changes were necessary.
The Rex theatre, at Thirtj'-ninth and Main streets, Kansas
City, has been sold by B. B. Saunders to Donald Frankenberger.
I. Malone is taking charge of the old theatre at Jamesport and
is remodeling it with the intention of opening shortly. Mr. Malone,
who is a former exhibitor, contemplates tlie first showing to be
about May 1.
The Broadmour theatre. Thirty-fourth and Broadway street,
Kansas City, has been sold by D. Donnice to C. H. McCann, booker
in the Kansas City office of the Metro Exchange, Mr. McCann
has remodeled and redecorated the house and has Installed new
machines until it is now one of the best equipped suburban^ theatres in the city.
Announcement has been made by the Alhambra Theatre Co., at
Springfield, that improvements will be made on tlie Alhambra theatre that will give it a seating capacity of 1,800. This house and
that of the Elks' Arcade, which are very close together, will be
combined and a large attractive house made. Improvements
(Continued on page 2784.)
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Edited by J. H. Hallberg

Who Will Answer All Questions You Send in. No Matter How Simple or How Difficult, Concerning All Phases of
Operating, Electricity, Repairing and Equipment

HALLBERG ANSWERS IN NEXT WEEK OF "NEWS"
OWING to the extra work put upon J. H. Hallberg this week
by the opening of the new. Rialto theatre, in New York, he
has been unable to answer the letters of inquiry addressed to this
department. These letters will have his careful attention, however, and will be answered in the next issue.
PERSISTENCE

OF IMPRESSIONS AS RELATED TO
MOTION PICTURES
By Herbert W. Andem
THE fundamental principle of motion picture photography is
from the phenomenon that an impression of light once made
upon the retina does not subside instantaneously. An electric spark
is sensibly instantaneous; but the impression it makes upon the
eye remains for some time after the spark has passed away. This
interval of persistence varies with different persons and amounts
to a sensible fraction of a second.
If, therefore, a succession of sparks follow each other at intervals less than the time which the impression endures, the separate
impressions will unite to form a continuous light. This uniting
of the separate impressions to form a continuous light can be
given for the effect of a circle of light forming when one swings
a small lighted stick of wood rapidly around in the form of a
circle.
We know that there is only a point of light burning, but each
position of this point revolving in a circle endures until the point
has once more come into the same relative position, hence, there
is the effect of a continuous band of light. From this cause, also,
the spokes of a rapidly-rotating wheel blend together to form a
shadowy surface. It also accounts for the fact that the spokes of
a wheel revolve in the reversed order so often seen in motion
pictures. The rate of taking the pictures to the relative positions
of the spokes is such that the next impression comes just behind the preceding one, in the revolving wheel.
The Eye Not Perfect
The eye is by no means a perfect optical instrument. It suffers
from spherical aberration ; a scattered luminosity, more or less
strong, always surrounding the defined images of luminous objects upon the retina. By this luminosity the image of the object
is sensibly increased in size, but with ordinary illumination the
scattered light is too feeble to be noticed. When, however, bodies
are intensely illuminated, more espcially when the bodies are
small, so that a slight extension of their images upon the retina
becomes noticeable, such bodies appear larger than they really are.
An incandescent lamp filament illustrates this fact very clearly.
When the current is not flowing the carbon filament can hardly
be seen even upon close inspection, but as soon as it becomes illuminous and intensely so, then the carbon filament appear of sensible dimensions and can be easily seen from at some distance.
This apparent increase of the true size of the object, when
it is small and intensely illuminated, is called irradiation. The
stereoscope: Look with one eye at the edge of the hand, so that
the finger nearest the eye shall cover all the others. Then open
the other eye; by it the other fingers will be seen. The images of
the hand therefore within the two eyes are different.
The two images are projected on the two retinx; if by any
means we could combine two drawings, executed on a flat surface,
so as to produce within the two eyes two pictures similar to the
two images of the solid hand, we should obtain the impression
of solidity. This is done by the stereoscope.

The first form of this instrument was invented by Sir Charles
Wheatstone. He took drawings of solid objects as seen by the
two eyes, and looked at the images of these two drawings in two
plane mirrors. Each eye looked at the image which belonged to
it, and the mirrors were so arranged that the images overlapped,
thus appearing to come from the same object. By this combination of its two plane projections, the object sketched was caused
to start forth as a solid.
In looking at and combining two such drawings, the eyes receive the same impression, and go through the same process as
when they look at the real object. We see only one point of an
object distinctly at a time. If the different points of an object be
at different distances from the eyes, to see the near points distinctly requires a greater convergence of the axes of the eyes than
to see the distant ones. Now, besides the identity of the retinal
images of the stereoscopic drawings with those of the real object, the eyes, in order to cause the corresponding pairs of point
of the two drawings to coalesce, have to go through the same
variations of convergence that are necessary to see distinctly the
various points of the actual objects. Hence, the impression of
solidity produced by the combination of such drawings.
The impression of solidity may be produced in an exceedingly
striking manner without any stereoscope at all. Take two drawings— projections, as they are called — of the frustum of a cone;
the one as it is seen by the right eye, the other as it is seen by
the left. Holding them at some distance from the eyes, let the
left-hand drawing be looked at by the right eye, and the righthand drawing by the left. The lines of vision of the two eyes
here cross each other; and it is easy, after a few trials with a
pencil point placed in front of the eyes, to make two corresponding points of the drawing coincide. The moment they coincide,
the combined drawings start forth as a solid, suspended in the air
at the place of intersection of the lines of vision. It depends
upon the character of the drawings whether its base or its top
seems nearest to the eye. For this experiment the drawings are
best made in simple outline and they may be immensely larger
than ordinary stereoscopic drawings.
The Reflecting Stereoscope
Take notice that here also the different pairs of the corresponding points are at different distances apart. Two corresponding
points, for example, of the top of the frustum will not be the
same distance asunder as two points of the base.
Wheatstone's first instrument is called the reflecting stereoscope ;but the methods of causing drawings to coalesce so as to
produce stereoscopic effects are almost numberless. The instrument most used by the public is the lenticular stereoscope of Sir
David Brewster. In it the two projections are combined by means
of two half lenses with their edges turned inward. The lenticular stereoscope also magnifies the object or picture looked at.
It has been stated that for distinct vision of a near point a
greater convergence of the lines of vision of the two eyes is
necessary than that of a distant one. By an instrument in which
two rectangular prisms are employed, the rays from the two points
may be caused to cross before they enter the eyes, the convergence being thus rendered greater for the distant point than
for the near one.
The consequence of this is, that the near point appears distant, and the distant point near. This is the principle of Wheatstone's pseudoscope. By this instrument convex surfaces are
rendered concave, and concave surfaces convex. The inside of a
hat or teacup may be thus converted into its outside, while a globe
may be seen as a concave spherical surface.
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'^HE Speer Carbon Company takes pleasure in announcing that Speer
Projector Carbons will be demonstrated in actual operation on both
Alternating

and Direct Current

tor, J. H. Hallberg
Square

Garden,

in the exhibit of our Eastern

in space No. 7 on

during

the First National

Picture Industry, during the week
The demonstration

the main

of Speer Projector Carbons

floor of the Madison

Exposition

of May

Distribu-

of the

Motion

6th to I 4th.
will prove the superiority of this

product and we call the attention of exhibitors and operators to this exhibit, where we
will distribute samples of our Speer Carbons.
A limited number of tickets can be had free, one to each operator at
office of J. H. Hallberg, 36 E. 23rd Street, New York.

^zl2,
9/16x12,
^xl2,
94x12,
%xl2,
1x12,

NET CASH PRICES
For Regular Speer Carbons
cored, pointed both ends, $37.50 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed both ends, $50.00 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed both ends, $70.00 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed one end, $115.00 per M. (500
(500
cored, pointed one end, $150.00 per M.
Sample Orders for 100 Carbons Filled at 10%
Advance on Above Case Lot Prices

Speer Carbons

Speer

in
in
in
in
in
in

a
a
a
a
a
a

are absolutely guaranteed

Carbon

case)
case)
case)
case)
case)
case)
TRADE MARK

to give satisfaction or money

back.

Company

-ff-

(Makers of Carbons for Electrical purposes during the past 25 years)

Saint

Marys,

Pa.

For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:
J. H. Hallberg,
E. E. Fulton
Kleine

36 East 23rd St., New

Co., 154 W.

Lake

York, N. Y.

St., Chicago,

111.

Optical Co., 166 N. State St., Chicago,

111.
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WAIT

TOO

LONG

To put in that new Machine. PROCRASTINATION
IS THE ENEMY OF SUCCESS. People who go after
things, get them quicker than those who wait for them.
Theatre complete (with the exception of Films
jour sell
equip and
We
for cash or on the instalment plan.
Posters)
and can
Write today for catalog
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
Note change in address
THIRD FLOOR MALLERS BUIUJING
S. E. CORNER WABASH AVE. & MADISON ST.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
and Edison MaSimplex, allStandard
Powers,parts
Dealers in Motiograph,
chines, Genuine to
Repair
the M. P. and
Theatre goods pertaining

MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINES

Power— Simplex— Baird
HALLBERG'S 20th Century Motor
Generators
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SANIZONE Deodorants, the perfect perfume for Motion Picture and all Theatres
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
Ask for Catalogs

ooK
Q
IVyi ijWaa.D
't* IVl.
f
L.CW1S

^^^^ ^"^^ STREETpa.
Philadelphia,

^^adc in S\\"it7cr]an<'l.
THE QUALITY CARBONS OF THE WORLD
Reflex D.C. Carbons Have a Specially Constructed Negative with
Copper Coated Core.
Have you tried REFLEX carbons.
If not, send in your order now.
% X 12 plain cored, $10.00 per 100 carbons
% X IZ plain cored, S7.S0 per 100 carbons
% X 6 copper coated cored, $3.75 per 100 carbons
X 6 copper coated cored, $2.75 per 100 carbons
If your dealer cannot supply you with REFLEX carbons, send
cash with your order, or instruct us to ship C. O. D. and we will
fill sample
above
sizes. orders in lots of not less than fifty each in all of the
Write us for descriptive circular.
JONES
and CAMMACK
Sole Importers
NEW YORK CITY
12 BRIDGE STREET

Wc arc the OLDEST. LARGEST and MOST PROGRESSIVE
exclusive motion picture supply house operating in the South,
and when you entrust your orders in our care they are handled
with PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY.
COMPLETE CATALOGUE MAILED UPON REQUEST
GET ACQUAINTED
WITH
US!
THEATRE

ACCESSORIES

!THlAtREg[lJ]f^fa
ATLANTA

GEORGIA
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DENIES CONTROVERSY BETWEEN
ERATORS AND THEATRE MANAGERS
IN SAN FRANCISCO

OP-

ANTHONY L. NOREIGA, secretary of the Motion Picture
and Projecting Machine Operators of San Francisco, has
written to Motion Picture News to correct several statements in
an article printed by the News on April 1. This article, from the
News' San Francisco correspondent, contained the assertion that
the operators in San Francisco sought to have only union members employed at demonstration work in exchanges, and that a
controversy was on between the employers and employes over the
working conditions.
Mr. Noreiga says that the News correspondent has been misinformed on several matters vital to the operators and their relations with the employers. The News is glad to correct any false
impression which may have been given by the article. "We have
made no demands for over three years," says Mr. Noreiga, "and
that was when we were granted a day's rest in every seven, a
privilege which is granted even to a work horse. This we secured
without much opposition, the managers seeing the justice of our
request.
"You state further that we are desirous of organizing the 'film
repair boys.' Here you have been misinformed again. Even had
we entertained the idea of taking in the boys in the film exchanges
the terms under which we are chartered by our International
prevents us from carrying out such an idea, for this organization
consists of none but competent machine operators."
"NOT FAIR TO REPLACE US WITH RETURNED
SOLDIERS," SAY OPERATORS IN TORONTO
MEMBERS of the Operators Association in Toronto, although
taking no official notice of the incident in Calgary, have stated
their opinions through a few men in the organization.
One man said : "It hardly seems fair that they should treat
our union so, because in the case of the local lodge we have done
our 'bit' loyally and well as far as the war is concerned ; we having
many members in khaki. Also, any of us who are holding the
positions of men at the front are under agreement to vacate the
job should the first occupier turn up again.
"We are doing our best, we have undergone the most stringent
examinations, we have spent money to carry our ideas of safety and
convenience and comfort to the patrons of the house through to
completion. Why they should want to replace us with returned
soldiers, does not seem clear, unless they desire to cut down and
break the union schedule of wages."
After the news of the action taken in Calgary several of the
theatre managers in Toronto threatened to replace Union men
with returned soldiers at lower wages. Altogether, it looks as if
the whole affair would have far reaching results, but to do the men
in Toronto justice, they are acting with restraint and discretion.
AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLING AND CASH REGISTER COMPANY OPENS CHICAGO OFFICE
THE

Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register Confpany,
with headquarters at 1737 Broadway, New York City, has
just opened a Chicago office in the Lytton building. This office
will be under the personal management of E. S. Bowman.
Plans are also being made to open an office in Philadelphia under
the management of Thomas T. Flynn. The exact location of this
office has not as yet been definitely decided upon. There is also
a Boston office under contemplation. When these headquarters
have been established the company will have a distributing organization which will be capable of taking care of the entire country.

COWAN, AGENT FOR BAIRD MACHINES, MINUSA
SCREENS AND CAILLE TICKET DEVICES,
MOVES TO LARGER QUARTERS
INCREASED business has made it necessary for David F. Cowan,
dealer in motion picture equipment, to move from 16 Piedmont
street, Boston, to larger quarters at 53 Church street, that city.
Mr. Cowan, who is the exclusive New England distributor of Baird
machines, Minusa Gold-Fibre screens, Caille ticket devices, Northern Chair Company's products, and other accessories, reports a
healthy and steady boom in ljusiness throughout his territory.
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SATIN

GOLDFIBRE

Are

Producing

the

Wherever

They

mmm Mr. Jules J. Rubens of Aurora, IlL, and
one of the most prominent exhibitors in
the Mid- West writes this letter entirely
unsolicited.
Mr. Rubens writes this letter
because he is satisfied with
the screen he has purchased.

It's
in the
satin allfinish.

SATIN
GOLDFIBRE

There
are many
more just like Mr.
Rubens.

Utmost
Are

Satisfaction
Used

Aurora. 111.. Dec. 23. 1915.
SATIN GOLDFIBRE
SCREEN COMPANY.
Detroit, Mich.
Gentlemen
Having :—given your Satin Goldfibre Screen a
thorough test, we are of the opinion that it is
positively the best screen on the market today.
We find it a 1 00% more efficient than any screen
we have ever used.
We will be pleased to place our order for
screens at our other houses
the near future.
Yours intruly,

SCREENS
RECOGNIZE

SCREENS

NO EQUAL

Strand Amusement Company,Per J. J. Rubens.

For Literature and Prices Address
SATIN

GOLDFIBRE
SCREENS,
SUITE 2030 PENOBSCOT BLDG., DETROIT, MICH.

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTtTEE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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MARKS NEW ERA IN THEATRE
CONSTRUCTION
iConiinued from page 2744.)

The opening of the Rialto has also a musical significance that
has been more or less overlooked, for in addition to the largest
orchestra on Broadway outside of the Metropolitan, the institution
will boast the biggest organ ever installed in a theatre. Primarily, the only portion of the organ visible to the public will be
the consol, the massive mechanism, pipes, etc., being concealed
about the theatre, and more particularly the proscenium colonnade
and the sounding board in the dome above. Here 4,500 pipes, each
representing a different tone shade, are hidden away. These pipes
range from massive tubes 32 feet long down to the size of an ordinary lead pencil. To operate these 2,000 silver electric contacts
are employed. Silver is used by the organ builder because it is
the most sensitive metal known from an electrical standpoint.
The instrument, which weighs over ten tons, was built by the
Austin Organ Company at Hartford, Conn., and assembled at the
Hartford factory to prevent any possible oversight and then taken
apart and shipped to New York, requiring three freight cars in
transit.
Among the peculiar individual characteristics of the organ may
be mentioned a section with stops representing strings which gives
the efifect of scores of violins, gambas, cellos and double basses, as
well as a chime of unequaled proportions.
Special Attention Given to Uniforms of Employees
Special attention has been given to the uniforms for the employees of the theatre. Incidentally they are the most elaborate
and the most expensive ever used in any theatre, being especially
designed and made by the Eagle Uniform House. The orchestra,
consisting of 40 pieces, is all dressed in a fine velvet and silk costume. The ushers will wear elaborate uniforms trimmed with gold
and silk, and special shoes and spats. Every usher carries a special designed swagger stick to be used in greeting and directing
the patrons. The program boys will be dressed in oriental costumes the
; ticket-takers in a frock-cut coat harmonizing with the
settings of the theatre.
The theatre is equipped with the Typhoon Cooling and Ventilating System. Six huge twin Typhoon Blowers are located at intervals on the roof, taking pure fresh air from way above the roof,
free from dust and dirt of the street level, and forces it into the
theatre through openings in the ceiling. The pent houses which
enclose the blowers are constructed so as to keep out the rain and
daylight, still permitting free passage for the air into the theatre.
The air is blown down through chutes working the fans
under openings in the ceiling, supplying a continuous flow of air,
about twenty million cubic feet per hour. A perceptible breeze is
felt all over the theatre, free from objectionable draughts. During
the cool season smaller blowers are used for ventilating and the
air forced into the building is heated when required, by being
blown over steam coils, and by maintaining a pressure of the air
in inside of the theatre, uncomfortable cold draughts are prevented when opening and closing doors in winter.
The heating is accomplished by a mushroom fan blast syS'
tem, which also ventilates the theatre. This is accomplished
by taking the air from out of doors into the basement, forcing
it over heating coils by means of a large blower fan into heat
ducts under the auditorium. From the heat ducts the fresh
heated air is admitted into the auditorium through a number
of our aisle hoods under the end seats in each aisle, the hoods
being scattered over the entire area of the auditorium and
balcony, and even and perfect distribution of the air is obtained and every one in the theatre is supplied with a sufficient
quantity of fresh air.
An air washer and cooling plant in conjunction with the
heating plant for summer use has been installed, the heaters
being so arranged that the blower fan may blow the air
through the heater in winter, or through the air cooling apparatus in summer.
When using it for summer use, the air is blown through the
iced water sprays of the air washer and cooler and enters the
auditorium very cool, and will keep the temperature far below
that outside.
A vacuum cleaning system is installed throughout the theatre by the Spencer Turbine Cleaner Company, of Hartford,
Conn. The system consists of a multistage wide clearance
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Rectifier

is the simplest, most dependable and most efficient device
for changing alternating current into direct current and
you know what that means
in projection in these competitive days of the motion
picture business. The G-E
Mercury Arc Rectifier also enables you to make a surprisingly large saving on your current bills.
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Electric Company

General Office

Schenectady, N.Y.
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Theatres

Are people staying away from your theatre because
your lighting system makes the house look dingy?
Have you a small theatre which you desire to appear
more spacious? Is your lighting during the show interfering with projection? Are you setting oft your
new furnishings to best advantage?
These problems and many others have been successfully worked out by our engineernig department
in connection with
EYE

COMFORT
with

Lighting

X-Ray
Reflectors
in over 2,000 theatres.
Full information on all theatre lighting matters is at
your disposal free.
Our theatre lighting specialist will tell you how to
obtain new and strikingly beautiful effects that will
make your theatre taked about. He will show how to
arrange your lighting to secure the best patronage and
income.
Write today for this free information. Just drop us
a card.
National X-Ray Reflector
244 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
21 West 46th St., New York, N. Y.
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Spencer turbine cleaner operated by an electric motor connected directly to it. To this machine is connected a system
of piping extending throughout the building, having inlet valves
attached at convenient locations; to these inlet valves the hose
is attached for operating the specially designed tools for
cleaning all parts of the building, including bare floors, carpets,
walls and hangings. The dirt and litter is conveyed through
the piping system to a suitable receptacle located in the basement near the machine. The tool equipment is of pressed
steel, making them light and durable, with swivel connections,
which induces flexibility, and are so designed as to enable
the operator to reach all the dirt, which is conveyed out of
the building.
A splendid fire protection system has been installed by the
Globe Automatic Sprinkler Company. Over the stage portion
of the theatre the system is supplied by a 10,000-gallon gravity
tank placed on the roof and an auxiliary supply line form the
fire department connection on Forty-second street. In connection with this equipment there is an automatic alarm signal
system
building. connected with the local fire alarm gong in the
The entire theatre is one of beauty and attractiveness from
lobby to screen and from floor to ceiling. Everything is in
keeping. The whole has been studied and put together by a
master hand with the result that this the latest undertaking of
S. L. Rothapfel is the finest monument in existence to this
the fifth greatest industry in the world.
MARTIN

ROTARY CONVERTERS PLACED
BROOKLYN THEATRES

IN TWO

EB. FORSLUND, eastern representative of the Northwestern
• Electric Company, reports that he has recently installed a
7]/2 K. W. Martin Rotary Converter in the Bay Ridge theatre, at
Seventy-second street and Third avenue, Brooklyn, each arc in
this house pulling from 60 to 65 amperes and dissolving from one
to another perfectly.
Another installation is a 7j^ K. W. Martin Rotary Converter in
the New Rialto theatre, located at Flatbush avenue and Cortelyou
road, Brooklyn. The distance of the throw in this case is approximately 140 feet, each arc pulling from 65 to 70 amperes while the
picture is being shown on a plain white screen.
REPRESENTATIVES FROM VANCOUVER
CONFER WITH PREMIER BOWSER

LOCAL

EJ. HUTTELMAYER, business agent of the Vancouver Local
• No. 348, I. A. T. S. E., and J. O. Thomas, vice-president, appointed as a committee to confer with Premier Bowser on the question of making changes in the examinations and fees required in
order to obtain an operator's provincial license, made a trip to
Victoria, B. C, last week, where in company with a committee from
the Victoria local, they interviewed the Premier. He indicated that
he would approve of the legislation requested, and the matter
will probably be taken up definitely within a short time.
LOCAL

NO

171, OPERATORS' UNION IN PITTSBURGH, MOVES TO 226 DIAMOND STREET
special to Motion Picture News.
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 22.
THE
Moving
Picture
Operators'
171, the
has Idle
movedFlourto
its new
quarters
at 226
DiamondUnion,
streetNo.
above
theatre. The place of meeting, however, will be on the fifth floor
of the Century building where the regular meetings will be held
the first Sunday of each month.
Business Agent R. Freeman and Frank McGinnis are on the
sick list at present but it is thought they will both be able to be
out to attend to the work of the union very shortly.
,
BARGAIIVS
22 Simplex
Power's No.
motor complete
drive complete
$175.00
each
motor6A drive
$190.00 each
1 Power's No. 6A hand drive
$150.00
1 Standard machine motor drive, latest model
$125.00
1 Double Asbestos Booth, $60.00; Single
$50.00
CROWN MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
217 W. 42nd St.
New York City, N. Y.
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A Department Devoted to Motion Picture Photography in All Its Phases, Studio and Laboratory Work
Correct

Estimate

of Shutter

Speed

Is Not

Difficult

In Most Cameras the Film Movement Interval Requires Fifty Per Cent, of the Shutter Area to Cover It, Conse
quently One-half of the Shutter Is a Solid Metal Sector, the Other Half Being an Open Space
Through Which Exposure Is Accomplished
There are many classes of camera work, however, in which
MOST beginners in the use of the motion picture camera,t
closing the shutter considerably is necessary, so an adjustable
and sometimes others who only use such an instrumen
shutter is a feature of importance in a motion camera. For
occasionally, find that if they could tell, with accuracy,
instance let us consider the photographing of the animated caroperates,
camera
the
in
shutter
the speed at which the revolving
toons, of which so many are nowadays seen, or any of the film
cornearly
more
exposures
their
get
to
enabled
be
they would
rect, and that estimating the right exposure would be as easy as subjects in which inanimate objects are made to move about.
These are taken by what is known as stop motion ; namely, the
with a Kodak.
camera crank is put on an auxiliary spindle known as the trick
To a certain degree this is the case. To be sure Cine negative
or single picture shaft and found on most professional cameras.
film is much faster or more light sensitive than the hand camera
This spindle is so geared that when the camera is operated from
film and the exposure, which, in a still camera, is automatically
only one picture on the film is moved and exposed for each
made by the shutter, will depend in cinematography on the reg- it,
complete revolution of the crank.
ularity and speed with which the camera crank is turned.
As the film will be exposed to the light much longer at this
But the speed of the motion camera shutter may easily be calculated. In most cameras the film movement interval requires 50 rate of turning (one-half second per picture if the shutter were
left at half opening) it is, of course, necessary in order not to
per cent of the shutter area to cover it, and therefore one-half of
the shutter is a solid metal sector, the other half being an open overexpose to close the shutter to some extent. Closing the shutter to the one-fifth opening would give a
second exposure
space through which exposure is accomplished. There is, on most
which should be all right in animated cartoon and title work,
cameras, however, an extra metal blade which can be rotated
in which positive stock is generally employed to make the negative
around the hub of the shutter to close the open section of same
in some degree. A shutter with such an auxiliary blade is called upon.
But there are other phases of motion picture taking which also
adjustable.
As in correctly cranking a moving picture camera, sixteen pic- require consideration of the shutter adjustment. As an example
tures per second are exposed it can easily be seen that if the shut- take a director producing a comedy. In some of his scenes he
wants his people to traverse the length of several city blocks in
ter has an open area extending around one-half its circumference,
Vz of 1/16 will be 1/32 of a second the exposure each picture a very short space of time. The director tells his cameraman
receives at the normal turning speed of two crank revolutions
"Speed on this scene." That is a tip to the cameraman to crank
per second (motion cameras are geared 8 pictures per crank rev- his instrument at only half the regular speed, one crank revolution per second being the proper procedure for such effects.
olution) with one-half or 50 per cent shutter opening. Likewise
if the shutter is closed a little, so that the open space occupies Dangers of Overexposure
one-third of the shutter circumference, the exposure will be H of
The cameraman knows that to turn at this rate in a good light,
1/16 or 1/48 of a second.
such as outdoors, would give him a bad overexposure. So openThe speeds of the most generally used shutter openings are :
ing the front of the camera he adjusts the shutter to one-fifth
of the circle opening, which, at eight pictures per second (half
or 50 per cent Shutter Opening — Exposure 1/32 Second.
J/^
Shutter Opening — Exposure 1/48 Second.
regular speed, would expose at 1/40 of a second or one-sixth
opening giving approximately 1/50 second exposure. Possibly if
1/64 Second.
Opening — Exposure
.^ngle)
}4 (Right
^
Shutter Opening — Exposure 1/80 Second.
the light was very strong the photographer might close the shutJ/^
Shutter Opening — Exposure 1/96 Second.
ter to one-eighth of the circle which would give an exposure of
For regular work taken at the rate of sixteen pictures per sec- 1/64 of a second. As the majority of negatives made outdoors,
ond or thereabouts it is decidedly not advisable to go to extremes
with the camera cranked at half the regular speed, are badly overin closing down the shutter in order to make movements of the
exposed, itis advisable in addition to using a small shutter opening to also close the lens diaphragm slightly more than would be
objects on the film perfectly sharp.
done in taking the same scene at the normal rate of turning.
Blurring Not Always Alarming
After having the shutter speeds for motion picture cameras thus
Upon examination of a piece of motion picture film it will be reckoned out, the ambitious novice and exhibitor filmer should
found that all movements of objects in the little pictures show now be enabled to more intelligently estimate correct exposures.
decided blurring. While this would seem a terrible crime to the
user of a Graflex camera, experience and exhaustive experiments
on the part of film makers, have shown that quite a lot of blurring
in the objects in motion is beneficial and therefore entirely permissable.
If you didn't notice the Monthly Index
This blurring of the moving objects facilitates the blending of
of Reviews as you ran through the book,
the various phases of a given motion when the picture is projected. Moving objects photographed too sharp, by the use of a
just turn back to pages 2755-2757, and
narrow shutter opening have a rather jerky motion when prolook it over.
jected similar to stop motion photography and sometimes give
the effect of multiple images of the moving objects in the scenes
thus taken.
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PRODUCED BY INGENIOUS
DEVICES
(Continued from page 2762.)
extends clear through the device and the mats may be inserted
from either side. Any ovK having occasion to do vision or double
exposure work will readily appreciate the vakie of this Mask Box
attachment.
Ingenious Effects Obtainable with Double Exposure Device
To particularly take care of double exposure work, however, the
Goerz people supply the double exposure device, shown in Fig. 2.
Many effects are obtainable with this ingenious camera attachment.
By operating the control lever, the blades may be caused to open
from the center to the sides, or the device may be swung around
on its mount so that the blades open from center to top and from
the bottom of the picture. It will be appreciated that either of
these effects are pleasing to behold on the screen.
In addition, one of the blades may be detached from the operating
mechanism and secured by a set screw to the base, out of the way.
Upon operating the device now with only one blade working, an •
effect similar to raising or lowering a curtain is had. When the
double exposure device is used with only one blade working, this
blade can be set to obscure a portion of the stage while the other
part of the stage is being recorded on the film in the first half of a
double exposure scene.
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Perfect
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Printing

Dependable
Service
Pro
m p— t
Delivery
—
We
sell
There are reasons —
Come and see them.

Eastman
raw

and

can

order

make

shipment

stock

same

day

is received.

Rothacker

Film
Successors to

Industrial Moving
223-233 West

Mfg.

Co.

Picture Co.

Erie Street

Chicago

QUALITY

Illinois

means

EVANS
means

PERFECTION

We Do Particular Work for Particular Peopl.
Developing and Printing ONLY
Evans

Film Manufacturing Company
Numbers 416-418-420-422 West 216tb Street
Telephone 6681 Audubon
NEW YORK CITY
FIG. 3
Having gone through the necessary camera operations the blade
of the device is set to cover the remaining section of the scene and
the remaining half of the double exposure run off. Succeeding
exposures up to a considerable number can be made on a single
film strip by proper manipulation of this double exposure device.
Another attachment decidedly novel and pleasing in its effect on
the screen is the square closing shutter or square vignetter shown
in Fig. 3. It is the same class of attachment as the round closing
shutter already described being used in front of the lens. In
operation, all four sides of the rectangle move towards the center
the opening, gradually growing smaller until entirely closed. To
secure the best effect this device is placed as far as possible in front
of the lens.
In addition to the devices here mentioned the Goerz American
Optical Company make some other attachments of similar nature
and have devised means for attaching any of their devices to practically all makes and models of cameras.

PERFECT:
Developing
PROMPT
Titling

and
Printing
DELIVERIES
a Specialty

Our New Modern Equipped Laboratories under Scientific Management are running full blast serving the Motion
Picture Trade in general. Why not be one of our
many SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.
Technical F9m Manufacturing Co.
345 WEST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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They have a finely equipped mechanical department in charge of
the designer of these clever devices and are willing to undertake
the fitting and making of any manner of attachments and improvements for motion picture cameras.
for a Model
03
$550
Photo
Cines
Camera, fitted
with P. C. F. 2.9
lens.
Marvel

Tripod

$35.00
Complete

M.P.

Outfits

for professional and semi-professional use.
SEND

FOR

OUR

CATALOGUE

Csuneras Projectors Printers
Booths and Laboratory Requisites
We

Equip

M.

P. Theatres

G.
GENNERT
320 S. Wabash Ave. 24-26 E. 13th St.
455 S. Olive St.
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

UP-TO-DATE
CAMERAMEN
SHOULD
USE

COERZ

LENSES
FOR MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
TUK well known and widely used
COERZ,—
KINO

HYPAR

F:3.5

LENS

has iii«;t iiW tli<; ••xactin;; ri;<|uir(;rin!iils of holh studio and
fi<;lil motion picture photonraj)!]). It is made in ITm, 2, 2%
and 3 inch focus. In addition, we manufacture COERZ
LP>NSES for long distance or telephoto work, the GOERZ
MICROMETER MOUNT, GOERZ ROUND CLOSING DISSOLVING AND VIGNETTING DEVICE, DOUBLE EXPOSURE and other devices for i)roducing the latest and
best screen effects. Write now for our new descriptive mattion. ter. We are at your service for technical or other informaC. p. Goerz

American Optical
Office and Factory
317 N. East 3tih Street, NEW YORK CITY

Co.

METHODS

OF PRODUCING CLOSE-UPS AND
NOMICAL PRODUCTION OF TITLES

ECO-

M. P. S. — How, when producing a close-up, do some of the producers secure the effect of the camera moving down upon the
subject?
Will you kindly advise as to the best and most economical
method to produce titles reading white upon a black ground as
well as a suitable contrast developer?
Ans. After a thorough study of the correspondent's letter, we
are not quite sure of what close-up efifect he wishes the camera
procedure described, but think it will be one of the following:
In some film subjects the scene proper will be faded out, the
film reversed just the distance of the fade-out, the camera moved
up the required distance and focussed by scale (on some instruments a direct focus can be taken) and the diaphragm opened on
the new scene where the fade-out started. This procedure is
known in cinematography as a dissolve and the' particular procedure outlined above would be termed in a studio a "dissolve to
Perhaps, however, the correspondent has in mind such scenes
a close-up."
as are made with the camera on a movable platform mounted on
wheels. While the camera is being operated the platform may
be moved toward the subject, the focus gradually being changed
by the photographer as the camera approaches the subject. If
the camera is brought close enough to the subject the result would
be a gradual transition from the scene proper to the important
characters
or action
sameabove
"close-up."
We believe
one ofin the
outlined methods of securing a
close-up will be explanatory of the effect the correspondent has
in mind.
An Economical Way to Produce Titles
Regarding title production in an economical way we suggest
the following as the easiest and best method :
Titles both negative and positive are always photographed in
the laboratories on positive film stock. Therefore secure some
raw positive stock and load the camera magazines so that in
threading the camera, the celluloid side not the emulsion side of
the film is toward the lens.
The title card should have black lettering (which may be either
printed or painted) on a white ground. Ordinary white cardboard
is the proper thing.
The title board or easel should be illuminated with strong diffused daylight (not direct sunlight) or artificial lights placed in
equal number on each side of the board. Although we cannot
state the correct exposure, not knowing the illumination to be used,
we suggest that with Eastman positive stock, the lens be stopped
down to f. 5.6 and the camera handle be turned at one half regular speed or one revolution of the crank per second. Shutter at
Va or }4 opening.
Presumably the correspondent has been attempting to make
titles on regular Cine negative stock. As negative stock is prepared to give comparatively soft images no great contrast could
be secured in titles made on negative film.
Titles pliotographcd direct on positive film as per above instructions should .show a satisfactory density upon being developed in
any bath which produces a good positive. In compliance with the
request for a contrast developer, however, we suggest that the
following Ije tried :
SOLUTION NO. 1.
Hydrokinone
}i oz.
Potassium Mctabisulphite
oz.
Water
20 oz.
SOLUTION NO. 2.
Caustic Potash
1 oz.
Water
20 oz.
For use take equal parts of solutions 1 and 2. Running the
temperature up as high as 70 degrees may be tried to secure
great density but is likely to be attended with chemical fog and
a temperature of over 70 degrees could easily cause the film to
frill or become reticulated.
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SHADED LAMPS ON SIDE OF AISLES GIVE
INTERIOR DISTINCTIVE APPEARANCE

THE J. O. Sachs Manufacturing Company, 318 East Seventy-fifth
street, New York City, is putting out an ornamental lamp,
specially designed for theatre use.
The experiment of having shaded lamps on the side of the aisles
in the various Broadway theatres in New York City has been tried
out most successfully and has proved to be very popular, as they
are distinctive and out of the ordinary.
As the performance begins the ushers walk down the aisles, disconnecting the floor plugs and removing the lamps. The same
thing is advocated for the motion picture houses lind to this end
should add considerably to the distinctiveness of the houses of
those who make the installations.
These lamps in the side aisles can be kept going during the run
of the picture as they do not give sufficient light to interfere in
any way with the projection. They can also be used in the rest
rooms and on the stairs leading to the balconies.
They are ornaments to any house and from this standpoint lend
greatly to the appearance and attractiveness of interior theatre
decoration.

"EASTMAN"
in

the

answers

How
McAULEY

SELLS MOTIOGRAPHS TO THE
COMPANIES IN WEST VIRGINIA

CITY AND

NEARBY

PLACES

MAKE

question,

should
99

EASTMAN

picture

be?

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

N. Y.

LARGE

BARTOLA

MOVES TO GET MORE SPACE IN SAME
BUILDING IN CHICAGO
ON May IS the sales offices of the Bartola Musical Instrument
Company will be moved from their present quarters in the
Mailers building, Chicago, to Suite 707-712 of the same building.
This will give them about three times as much space, which the
increase in business has made necessary.
A Bartola Grand is being installed in the Stoddard theatre, 1451
Milwaukee, avenue, Chicago. The Stoddard is one of the Schaefer
Theatre Company's chain of Chicago motion picture houses.

Universal

clear

a motion

DONATIONS TO ACTORS' FUND
THE Motion Picture Campaign for the Actors' Fund of America
has now swept into the South. D. L. Nicholson, chairman of
the New Orleans branch committee of the campaign, says that
the donations of the Gulf City and stirrounding district will be
large. He reports to Samuel Goldfish, chairman of the National
Executive Committee, that practically all the theatre managers in
that section of the country will give ten per cent, or more of their
receipts on National Tribute Day, May 15, and that the public is
taking a lively interest.

Perfect Developing and
TITLES in
Negatives Developed . Ic. ft.
Sc.
Positive Printing .... 4c. ft. Cards Free
Satiifaction gnaranteed by oar fifteen years' experience
Special
GUNBY BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th Street,

the

margin

MINING

JE. McAULEY, road salesman of the Enterprise Optical
• ' Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, has been in West
Virginia for the past two weeks selling motiographs to the coal
mines for use in entertaining their employees. He reports numerous sales, among which is an order for three 1916 models from
the Solvey Coal & Coke Company.
Sydney Blakeley, Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company
salesman, who represented the company at the Atlanta convention, sold eight 1916 model motiographs at this conventions.
GULF

film

Printing
eaiy language
per foot
complete
Tinting Free
price on quantity orders.
New York City

Camera

For
Motion
Photography
Write for Illustrated Catalogue
1209 Times Bldg., New York
The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO. Branches 821
Market St., San Francisco
229 E. Sixth St., Los Angeles
559 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

INFORMATION
I am interested in Motion Picture Photography
and would like

Without

Obligation

on my part to ohtain information on the equipment
as checked
CAMERAS
CAMERA ATTACHMENTS
TRIPODS
LENSES
FILM STOCK
STUDIO LIGHTS
LABORATORY APPARATUS
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
(Tear out this advertisement and mail to MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 729 7th Avenue, New York.)
Name
1
Theatre
Address

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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This department is maintained for the exhibitor's assistance with a view of suggesting proper musical illustrations for
current photo plays. MOTION PICTURE NEWS will be pleased to help solve any difficulties the exhibitors may
have with their musical programs. All communications should be addressed to the Music and the Picture Department.

WOMAN WHO EMPLOYED MUSICIANS CONCLUDES
THAT ONE-MAN ORCHESTRA IS BEST
FOR THEATRE
THE following views of Pauline Regnitz may be of interest to
many News readers. The writer is a thorough, one-man
orchestra enthusiast and from her article it would seem that her
conclusions have been arrived at after many adverse and reverse
experiences.
As the methods for presenting motion pictures are today in the
evolution of great changes, we will allow that exhibitors as well
as musicians should be flexible and progressive in their ideas,
allowing them to change their fundamental ideas as the methods
for presenting motion pictures become more and more artistic.
As I have so often said the one-man orchestra has filled a great
gap for the exhibitor where local or business conditions made it
necessary for him to employ cheap musicians.
W e thank the writer for her -interest in the department and
certainly appreciate hearing views borne of experience from all our
readers.
"Many exhibitors endeavoring to overcome competition book
pictures and spend a great deal of money advertising them, only to
give their competitors the benefit thereof. We are all familiar
with the pictures of today, as they are being booked in almost
every theatre. While they all carry good themes and good stories
the proper music so as to rentries to give
who effective,
it is "the exhibitormost
who is most successful.
der his pictures
"Now the question arises as to the kind of music he can use
that will give him the best results. I have traveled quite extensively, and have come in contact with numerous exhibitors. I
noted particularly the various .styles of music they feature and
have come to the conclusion that the one-man orchestra
played by a proficient operator is the only means by which an
exhibitor can really interpret the pictures so as to bring out their
musical probreal meaning. It is needless to say that the great about
through
lem that now confronts the exhibitors has come
their own negligence.
"Instead of studying the situation and ascertaining the best
results for picture music, they have gone ahead and employed
cheap piano players and cheap orchestras, and, in some instances,
are using the straight pipe organ in their theatres. Believing as
I do that pictures can only be played by one man, is the reason
that I endorse the one-man orchestra! It gives the player the
chance and opportunity to put forth the best there is in him. He
can change instantaneously from pipe organ to fife and drum, or
to the piano should the occasion require it. A pipe organ, like
a piano alone, is not sufficient, as its possibilities are limited. The
orchestra, on the other hand, cannot play a picture and read
music at the same time.
"Of course, the highest priced orchestras, such as are being
used in the very largest theatres, and which are absolutely prohibitive on account of the price, for the five and ten-cent houses
claim they can play pictures properly, but I have yet to see where
an orchestra of three or four musicians without the aid of a leader
who does nothing but watch the pictures and prompt the musicians can come anywhere near playing the pictures with the same
satisfactory results as the individual playing of the one-man
orchestra.
"Personal experience has taught the writer as to what it means
to an exhibitor to employ the proper music. About four years

ago, I entered the motion picture business, and in common with
other exhibitors thought a piano all that was necessary to accompany pictures. I soon found out, however, that piano music alone
grew monotonous. Desiring a change, I engaged a four-piece
orchestra. While the music rendered by the orchestra was beautiful, itin no way portrayed the meaning of the pictures.
"I tried to correct the difficulty. I talked with my orchestra,
got special music for them, tried to time the pictures, but I then
discovered that they could not play unless they had a leader to
watch the picture for them. After continuous complaints from
my audiences, I decided to try the one-man orchestra, and installed
the Seeburg Pipe Organ Orchestra. I then found that my music
troubles were at an end.
"I am not writing this endeavoring to advertise the Seeburg
instrument, but believe as do a great many others who have been
fortunate enough to choose the proper music that with a good
player using the one-man orchestra of the size proportionate to
the size of the theatre that the music is rendered to the entire
satisfaction of the patronage."
IN "RAMONA"

IS A THEME FOR EVERY CHARACTER; IT IS VARIED ACCORDING TO

THE CHARACTER'S

MOODS

WH.
production
the cinema-drama
of "Romona"
• at CLUNE'S
the Forty-fourth
Streetof theatre
owes a great
deal of its
success to its really brilliant musical score, for which three persons
are chiefly responsible. Lloyd Brown, Mr. Clune's associate, one
of the pioneers in the practice of "cueing" dramatic music to the
moods
a photo-play, supervised the synchronizing of "Ramona"
with itsofscore.
Emil Bierman of Los Angeles, Cal., is to be credited with the
composition of "Ramona" music. Sixty per cent, of it is original,
the balance frankly selected from sources that offered the best to
be had for particular purposes. Bierman orchestrated the music.
In collecting his material, he searched for months in libraries for
unusual thematic music.
The third person responsible for the musical success of "Ramona"
is Carli Elinor, the accomplished Los Angeks director. Elinor, as
Mr. Brown's associate, is the first director in the country who put
into execution the very difficult feat of bringing a great body of
musicians into complete accord with every swift changing scene.
In the "Ramona" score there is a theme for each character, and
this theme is varied according to the mood of that character at
any
For example,
"Ramona"
theme
airy given
waltz moment.
when Ramona
is in herthe merry
moods;
whenis ashelightis
going through her trials the theme is maintained, but so orchestrated that it expresses sadness graphically.
The same thing is true of the special motifs for other characters,
and the way they are handled and dovetailed with the general
scheme of the music is ingenious and highly effective. Mr. Bierman
carried his scheme even to the selection of instruments for special
purposes. The oboe, for example, stands forth in those places
calling for the plaintive, the clarinet to express voice, the brass to
express power and dramatic force. Similarly, various instruments
tell of various characters. The violin leads in the Ramona theme;
ments, and the clarinet leads in action in which Felipe is prominent.
How far characterization by instruments can go is shown in the
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scene depicting Juan Can's broken leg, where the dominatingbassoon expresses the comic spirit of the picture with remarkable
effect.
There is an orchestra on the stage in "Ramona" as well as one
in the pit, and the tying of these two divided parts is a matter of
such difficulty that special stage signals and lights are used. The
comphcation is increased by the presence of special men for the
big chimes and organ.
"Ramona" is really epochal in its development of music for
dramatic purposes.
BERTRAM

RECEIVES

MANY

HELPFUL

HINTS

FROM MUSICAL DEPARTMENT OF THE "NEWS"
THE following letter from the musical director of the Palace
theatre, Burlington, Iowa, features on all of its advertising
matter, the following phrase : "Photoplays exclusively, accompanied by appropriate music" was received with much pleasure.
By reading the letter you will note that its very tone implies the
fact that this theatre does make appropriate music a part of the
entertainment.
I want to tell the writer, as well as my readers, that since receiving his letter I have been working on a system of musical
analysis which will appear in this department in a few weeks. I
would gladly give the method I use in my own library, but as my
library consists of 25,000 different numbers, the method used would
be more extensive than necessary and not as readily understood
as a simplified system which I intend to publish in this department.
I hope the writer will appreciate that the doing of this in such a
manner that it cannot be universally criticised is no easy task and
that he will be patient for a few weeks until I have it in the proper
shape for publication.
More interested musical directors like Dick Bertram is what the
motion picture industry needs.
"Ernest Luz,
"Motion Picture News,
New York City.
"Dear Sir: — I have enjoyed many of the really worth while
articles in your department of the News and I am sure that you
are doing much good for the music end of pictures. I also get
quite a bit of assistance from your suggestions on plots of different
pictures : As a rule, I see all pictures in the morning, but sometimes owing to late trains this is impossible and in such cases your
plots are invaluable. When I do use one of them I know everything will be O. K., which is more than I can say of the average
suggestion sheet.
"Now Mr. Luz, I will appreciate it if you will outline a system
by which I may arrange my library and get maximum efficiency.
At present I have a general system which I find very unsatisfactory.
The order is : 2/4s which includes intermezzos and the like, 4/4s
which takes in gavottes, etc., 3/4s, 6/8s, andantes and so on. I
have been working on the matter for several weeks and am unable
to reach a desirable solution.
"Thanking you for a communication with
explanations
as instance(I
number
mean by explanations— citing some well-known full
in each division where there will be any chance of misunderstanding) at your earliest convenience, I am respectively yours,
"Dick Bertram, Director of Music,
"Palace Theatre, Burlington, Iowa."

STAGE SET, PAINTED ON VELVET, AND COSTING
$10,000, WILL BE INSTALLED IN
STRAND, NEW YORK, MAY 7

•yHE
theatre, New York, has just completed arrangeA mentsStrand
for the
installation of a new stage setting which
said
to be the most elaborate and most expensive set ever made isfor
a
moving picture theatre. The cost of this one set will be as much as
is often paid for scenic effects of a whole production, the cost of
material, painting and installation bringing the total to $10,000.
This is due partly to the fact that the flat pieces of the scene will
be painted on velvet. The new stage set is being painted in the
studios of P. Dodd Ackerman, the designer. The spirit of the
setting will follow the trend of the new school in stage art, employing vivid colors and unconventional designs. It is hoped to
place the new setting in the Strand by May 7, the week in which
Geraldine Farrar will appear in her third photoplay, "Maria Rosa."
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The SYMPHONY
PLAYER
CO.
MOTION PICTURE ORCHESTRA ORGANS
HAVE YOU NOTICED
What the Live Motion Picture Theatre Men Are Doing?
They Are Doing
Which Means "Profit"
THEY Business
ARE INSTALLING
Symphony

Motion Picture Orchestras
Write for Details and Catalog

The

Symphony Player Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO
FACTORY AND OFFICE:
COVINGTON, KY.

ALL Kimball Organs are masterpieces, whether
they consist in a carefully selected group of orchestral tones for a house seating less than five
hundred or whether they contain every instrument that
can be utilized in the most exacting picture and enough
of them to fill the largest auditorium with musical
sound. The electrical mechanism is quick, accurate,
dependable and puts the whole instrument as completely under the domination of the organist as the
symphony orchestra the conductor.
W. W. KIMBALL CO. ^'Ts'^"' CHICAGO
Eastern Office:— 507 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK
Without a little piece of foil
behind it, a jewel would not
have its fire and beauty.
The foil costs a few cents,
the jewel ofmay
be worth
thousands
dollars.
Your organ
one man
orchestra costor you
a large
sum of money, but the publiclesswillyounot
this unset realize
it off with
DECORATIVE
ORGAN FRONT
PIPES
The pipes, like the
foil, are
comparatively
inexpensive.
Send for our illustrated catalog
tions,that
prices,gives
etc. specificaJerome B. Meyer & Son
125 Austin St. Milwaak«e, Wi».
A.
B.
C.
DRAMATIC
MUSIC
Don't be wlthoot the New Modern Music for Picture Playing. 12 £ets new ready.
Set 1 consists of a heav; mlsterloso. Agl- Set 9 Is a three numbered Storm scene,
and Plaintive,murder.
for scenes of Incendiarism A.Agitato.
1 is a Storm
B. 2Andante
is an Allegro
ortatopremeditated
C. 3 Hurry.
a Plaintive
as an
Set
2
consists
of
a
long
Heavy
Dramatic
Aftermath
Descriptive and Hurry. Good for scenes of Set 10 A Diabolical Scene of 3 numbers,
heavy plotting or mysterious action leading A. 1 Is a new Mlsterloso. B. 2 an Agitatoto fights or tumult.
Mlsterloso. C. 3 an Andante In minor key.
Set 3 consistsGoodof for
an fights,
Agitato-Hurry
and lustrates
Set 11 the
A Western
3 numbers.
HLamentation.
riots, etc.,
western Scene.
characteristic,
the barending
in
despair
or
death.
room
fight
and
the
chase.
Set 4 consists of a Light Agitato «nd An- get 12 A Fire Scene of 4 numbers. A. 1
dante
Good tor quarrels or aglta- the plotting. B. 2 the agitation or alarm
Uon inmovement
society dramas
.
c. 3 the coming of the fire department. D. 4
'I* ^^^"J!^?^ S"^"^"^ ?S l*"* a Waltz Lento movement after action quiet
sneaky music, then agitato, hurry
and Plain- „ . . ,
_ . m-uuu
four different numbers. No picture player can afford to be wlthtive.Set Contains
6 consists of a mlsterloso and Allegro J"'
numbers. All numbers arranged
Hurry.
for plotting ending In great Orchestral
Piano, Organ,
One Man Orchestra
confusion Used
or fights.
combinations
from 2 toPlayer
35
7 is mystical
an Indianopening
scene ofa three
An SetIndian
fight ornumbers.
battle Pieces.
Prices: — Small Orch. including Organ and
hurry,
Cello '
2535 cents
Set
Set closing
8 is a with
fight anandIndian
chase plaintive.
scene. Opens Full Orch.
cents each
each Set
with a Hurry, going directly Into a concert Piano Solo and Accom. .10 cents each Set
gallop for the chase.
Extra Parts
5 cents each part
PHOTO PUY MUSIC CO., Pnblishers, New York Theatre, 1530 Broadway, New York Uty
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MYRA"
Projection Time, 45 Minutes.

At a showing to the trade on the New York Theatre Roof, the following programs were played by an augmented
orchestra for the first two episodes of the International Film Company's serial "The Mysteries of Myra."
The musical setting and program having been much appreciated, we give it here as an assistance to the musician
and exhibitor for the purpose of affording him an opportunity to open this serial to the best musical advantage.
Three Reels.
1. Mysterioso (Diabolical)
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hy-Mysterioso
Desc. (Very Hy.)
Desc. (Light Rom.)
S-Hy. Intro. & Waltz

6. Desc.
(Hy-Path)
7. Waltz Lento (Hy-Leg)
1
I
I
1
1

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Hy-Desc-Mysterioso
Desc. (Very Hy)
Waltz
Desc. (Hy-Myst)
Hy-Mysterioso

EPISODE NO. 1.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 10" — Al
(Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
"Mysterioso No. 1" (G. Schirmer & Co.)
"Sleepy Hollow" (W. Jacobs)
"Reverie" by Fabre (Cundy & Co.)
"Triste" by Burger (Ricordi & Co.)
PART 2.
"Asa's Tod" from Peer Gynt
"Triste"
by Sibelins
(Breitkopf
and Hartel)
PART 3.
Same as No. 2
'L'Angelus D'La Mer" (Ricordi & Co.)
"Symposia" (Ditson & Co.)..
"Boreas" (M. Witmark)
Same as No. 2

I
EPISODE NO. 2.
1
Two Reels.
1
1. Short Mysterioso
"A. (Jos.
B. C. W.Dramatic
I
Stern &SetCo.)No. 10" — Al
i 2. Waltz (Hy-Leg)
1 3. Hy-Mysterioso
1 4. Waltz (Leg)
I S. Hy-Mysterioso
1
1
I 6. Desc. (Hy-Path)
I 7. Waltz (Light)
1 8. Hy-Mysterioso
I
I 9. Agitato (Light)
I
10. Short Andte
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"Thais" (Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
Mysterioso No. 2 (G. Schirmer & Co.)
"Destiny" (Boston Music Co.)
Same as No. 3
PART 2.
"Barcarolle" "June" (Carl Fischei)
"To Thee," Waldteufel
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 10" — Al
(Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 10" — B2
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 10" — C3

Episode No. 1 Music Notes: Nos. 1, 2, 8 and 12 are what is known
as heavy legato mysteriosos. Nos. 3, 6, 9 and 11 must be slow movemtnts, known as "G" string movements, played legato and in the lower
registers. Minor keys should be predominant. No. 4 should be a
lighter romantic movement in major key. No. S should be a concert
waltz with a slow semi-heavy introduction. No. 7 must be a slow
legato waltz lento, with minor key predominant. No. 10 a legato waltz
in major key.

Once through.
"Dr. Payson Alden," etc.
Lady's slipper on screen.
Mother receives Alden's letter.
Connects 1 and 2.
"My child, the time has come," etc.
Alden's visiting card on screen.
"That night at twrelve."
Girl coming down stairs.
Connects 2 and 3.
"Morning."
"Just before midnight."
Girl writes in book.
To end.
Projection Time, 28 Minutes.
"Dr. Alden reveals," etc.
Dr. Alden hypnotizing girl.
Girl comes out of spell.
Devil worshippers scene.
Connects 1 and 2.
Myra and Dr. Alden in drawing room.
After "Varney leaves at 4 o'clock."
"At the midnight," etc.
Myra sees vision in globe.
Dr. Alden rescued from room.
To end.

Episode Xo. 2 Music Notes: No. 1, 3, 5 and 8 must be slow legato
niysteriosos. No. 2 must be a slow waltz movement in minor key.
No. 4 a slow waltz movement in major key. No. 6 must be a slow
dramatic movement with a heavy plot appeal. Minor keys should be
predominant. No. 7 should be a light waltz movement.
No. 9 a light
agitato. No. 10 a short andante number. The organ can be appropriately used throughout both these episodes.
iiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK

Simplicity of operation is not the least of the good points of
THE

BARXOLA

ORCHESTRA

Other merits are explained in our catalog.

Write to

CHAS. C. PYIE, General Sales Agen(, 710-711 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, III.
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Exhibitors Increase Your Profits $100 Monthly Without
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nS^Se
Any Expense.

Unlimited Subjects for Every Line of Business
Responsible Representatives Wanted
Send Today for Our Big Free Catalog
Exclusive Territory — Exceptional Income Assured
AMERICAN
COMMERCIAL
FILM CO., Boyce Building, CHICAGO
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AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO., Inc.
62 West 45th Street, New York City.
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Fichtenber'; Interests Plan $200,000 Theatre on Site of Frey Building, Canal Street— Seats in the House Will Start
on Level with the Floor at the Screen End of the Structure and Gradually Tilt Until Topmost
Row Is Directly Over Lobby
Special to Motion Picture News.
does not represent the total expenditure, as the lease on the
New Orleans, La., April 20. propertj', which is for ten years, runs well into a quarter of a
million dollars.
HERMAN FICHTENBERG, who kept quiet while all about
him threw their hats into the ring with announcements
Fichtenberg
Motionin Picture
that he him
believes
in "
extension
of histold
business
the city News
that started
on the
of newer and bigger film palaces for New Orleans, selected an Mr.
road
to
fortune
when
he
opened
up
a
penny
arcade
in
Canal
St. Patrick's Night, on the eve of the biggest film celebration New
Orleans has ever witnessed, to divulge his plans concerning a street; rather than in one of the other Southern cities in which
new theatre in Canal street costing $200,000.
his interests operate. But it is not wholly a matter of sentiment,
The Fichtenberg interests have closed a deal for the Frey for listen to this optimistic outlook on conditions :
building, 614 Canal street, recently damaged by fire, and in a
"New Orleans recently passed through a remarkable season.
The Mardi Gras brought 20,000 visitors, the races, (and this is
pivotal position in the business district of the town. The house
will seat eight hundred and will not have a balcony. The seats conservative) 10,000 more. All attendance records were broken.
in the Globe will start on a level with the floor at the screen, and Indications point to an even better record for next and succeedgradually incline until the top-most seat will be at a position
ing years.
directly over the lobby.
"In addition there is a tremendous demand for pictures of the
At a point halfway in the theatre, there will be twelve loges better sort. I believe in Crescent City real estate values, in its
which may be purchased in advance of any performance. The people and myself, in the feeling that I can deliver to the public
lobby will be thirty-two feet, the depth 130 feet, and fireproof what they want — and I am backing up my judgment with money."
materials will be used throughout. By a system of subdued lightTHEATRE
BUILDING
IN WISCONSIN
ing the house will present electrical effects according to the pic- PICTURE
ture being projected.
KEEPS UP
Mr. Fichtenberg will begin from the ground floor up and in
,
special to Motion Picture News
every step of construction the foremost thought will be that the
Milwaukee, Wis., April 25.
theatre is being built for motion pictures exclusively.
Stucco cement will be the material used for the front, while THE approach of summer sees no let up in the boom in
picture theatre building in Wisconsin which commenced a
the interior is to be finished in polished stone similar to that used
in building the Vanderbilt Hotel in New York. There will be month or so ago when, as announced in the News, new theatres
the latest model conveniences. Not the least of novelties to be were being erected at the rate of one a day.
During the last ten days seven new theatres have been reported
introduced is an interch^ingeable electrical sign a la Broadway,
by the architects or builders. At Antigo P. J. Hanson has
upon which will nightly flash the names of the stars featured.
Music being an important part of exhibition nowadays, Mr. awarded the general contract for the erection of the new Palace
theatre in that city to the Appleton Construction Company. The
Fichtenberg is arranging for the purchase of a ten thousand dol- building
is to be of solid brick, two stories, 45 x 180, composition
lar .Austin pipe organ, and he will employ a noted organist to
flooring and hot air heating, to cost about $40,000 when complete.
play it.
Architects Parkinson and Dockendorf? of LaCross have comWhile $200,000 will be expended on the theatre itself, that sum
pleted plans for the theatre to be erected by Otto Bell in Sparta.
The building is to be brick, one story, about 50x 100, with a stage
large enough for theatre purposes. It will cost, when completed,
about $15,000.
Architect Stanley Kadow, Milwaukee, is preparing plans for the
erection of a theatre, 30 x 200, one story, brick, hollow tile and
steel, fireproof construction, steam heating, book tile roof, tar
and gravel covering costing about $20,000 to be located on Lincoln
avenue near Howell.
At Edgerton a lodge hall and picture theatre is to be erected
by H. E. Peters of that city. The theatre will have a seating
capacity of about five hundred and will be 44x110.
A. F. Newmann, a contractor of Kiel, is preparing plans and
will erect a theatre for Berth and Stecker of that city. The building will be one story, 38x112, will seat 450 and cost about $10,000.
At Elkhorn, Webster and Minett will erect a theatre this spring.
The building will be of brick and concrete, one story, 24x125 and
will seat 350. Indirect lighting, fan ventilating system and steam
heating are contemplated.
L. F. Burthard is the contractor.
Architect Byron Scheiderer, Milwaukee, has completed plans
for the erection of a theatre for J. R. McKinley at Stevens Point.
The building is to be of solid brick construction, one story and
part basement, 40x130. The seating capacity of the theatre will be
about five hundred and the building when finished will cost about
EZI£BIOB OF THE TBIANOLE THEATRE, BBOOKLYN, N. Y.
$7,500.
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FIFTY-SIXTH STREET THEATRE, PHILADELPHIA,
IS DISTINCTIVE IN ITS DESIGN
FOLLOWING the familiar fashion of naming a theatre from its
location, one of the newest of Philadelphia's photo play houses
has been called the Fifty-sixth Street Theatre.
Situated in the popular part of West Philadelphia with a large
residential as well as business section to draw from, this attractive new home of motion pictures bids fair to be a competitor to
be reckoned with.
With a lot 80 by 140 feet to work on, W. W. Sharpley, architect, has made the most of his opportunities and evolved a building on lines different from most picture houses. The keynote is
elegant simplicity.
From the exterior of straight lines carried out in substantial
white brick, on through the long lobby the spacious foyer, the
unobstructed interior, there is no jarring note.
The house is owned by the Fifty-sixth Street Theatre Company of which Joseph McCready is president and W. H. Yonkers
secretary. Walter Jacobs, formerly manager of the Imperial
Theatre, is in active charge of the theatre.
Mr. McCready, who as advertising manager of the Philadelphia American League Base Ball Club has taken charge of several
World Series, is naturally a firm believer in publicity. He will
personally supervise the advertising campaign of the new house.
Advertisements in the daily papers supplement local advertising,
mailing lists and house program. The theatre was erected at a
cost of about $100,000. It is advantageously situated on fifty-sixth
street, between Delancy and Pine. There are alleyways on the
two sides not bounded by streets. With the nine exits the house
can be emptied in three minutes.
There is no gallery, but the unusual slope of the floor, a sort of
U shape arrangement, makes each one of the eight hundred seats
a good one. Mahogany fittings blend well with the color scheme
of ivory paint, old-rose brocaded walls, rich dark-red plush hangings bordered in gold. The deep red carpets complete the whole.
Standing room 35 by 45 feet gives freedom from crowding. The
natural ventilation of the house insures comfort on that score.
The American Seating Company's leather upholstered chairs are
used. The well known indirect system of lighting is carried out
by artistic verdigris bronze chandeliers.
The operator's booth is worthy of mention, being new to Philadelphia. Itis a three-room both, each compartment being fire
proof and entirely separate from its neighbor. Two operators
work the motor-driven, latest model Simplex machines which are
equipped with Gundlach lenses, and a Wagner current converter.
A Minusa Gold Fibre screen is used and a $7,500 Kimball organ
is installed. There are three daily performances at 2.30, 7 and
9 P. M. The matinee prices will be ten cents. In the evening
fifteen cents is charged.
STRATFORD, AT DIX AND FERDINAND AVENUES,
DETROIT, IS APPROPRIATELY NAMED
IN TERCENTENARY YEAR
ONE of the newest photoplay houses in Detroit, Mich., is the
Stratford, at Dix and Ferdinand avenues.. E. V. McGrath is
manager of this house going from the Maxine theatre, where he
has been in charge since the opening over a year ago.
The policy at the Stratford is daily change with prices ten,
fifteen and twenty cents, the latter for the mezzanine boxes. The
Stratford is built of brick and steel. Music is furnished by a
Wurlitzer Unit Organ. The entrance doors and panel poster
frames are mahogany in color. The interior is in the Adam period
style of decoration. Ivory, gold and old rose are the basis of the
color scheme. Shades of rose predominate; the draperies are
in old rose and gold trimming. The curtain is an idealistic conception of Shakespeare's birthplace, Stratford-on-Avon.
A complete ventilating system has been installed, assuring fresh
air at all times. Film projection is in charge of Frank L. Shannon, who has had extensive experience in several of the large
downtown theatres. The equipment includes two Powers 6-B
machines, special stereopticon dissolvers, spotlights and Wagner
converter. The lighting system is semi-direct self-suffusing.
The Stratford is in an excellent location in one of the most
thickly populated sections of Detroit. Its success is assured from
the fact that it is the only large and real modern theatre in that
district. It was opened March 11. F. A. Schneider is president
and William H. Steffes is secretary of the company operating the
Stratford.
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WE
WANT
TO
GET
our wonderful new catalog, just printed, into the hands of every
alert exhibitor in the United States. This catalog is the only
comprehensive one ever devoted to STAGE SETTINGS for moving
picture theatres.
You are beginning to realize that nothing gives your house such
distinction
and "class"
as an original,
well-designed
TING. A SOSMAN
& LANDIS
SET actually
enables STAGE
you to SETraise
your
admission prices and yet attract more patrons than you are
now serving.
Why
you great
beat your
competitor to it by getting thoroughly
posteddon't
on this
innovation?
SOSMAN & LANDIS COMPANY
Great Scene Painting Studios
417 So. Clinton St., Chicago

OPERA

CHAIRS

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Department. Send blue print
or sketch for Free Seating Plan.
If you are desirous of reseating, we
canWrite
help you
dispose of
for Catalog
N. old chairs.
We Seating.
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
ALL

THE of prominence
F*LAYERJS
in any sized picture can be fumistied
instantly. WIRE US YOUR WANTS. If you fall to
display the face of a popular player who Is appearing
at your house you are overlooking an opportunity for
larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL KNOWN
PLAYER
displayedof will
draw more monef
than the prominently
mere announcement
a name.
LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES.
Size 22 X 28 75c Each Size 11 X 14 20e Euh
SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS $3.00 per thousand. Print
your announcement on correspondence side and mall
them weekly. PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8 x 10. all tbe
prominent players, 600 different names, 20c. each.
GHAVURE FOLDERS, containing pictures of aU the
prominent players, including feature stars, $10.00 per
thousand.
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of aU the players, 609
names, 40c. each.
TRANSPARENCIES, ALL SIZES, from 50c. to $2.50.
FAC-SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS from $8.00 to $25.00,
according to size and frames.
KRAUS M G. CO., 220 W. 42ri'i? Sti-eet, N. Y.
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. free, 3 Write
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samples
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Make

Your

Lobby

Display Attractive
There is nothing more fascinating
to the public than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or posters.
We make Lobby and Theatre Fixtures and Brass Rails of every description.
Don't fail to visit our Showrooms.
Write for catalog.
The NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Coast rop
& Frasoiioo,
A. Matcalfa,
117 SoldCalifoTnia.
engste Avenae,
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CHARLES
CHAPLIN
STOCK

POSTERS

Lithographs — Four Colors
One Sheets — ^Three Sheets
Write today for prices in quantity
A.

B. C. LITHO.
CORP,
613 NEWARK ST., HOBOKJEN, N. J.

THEATRE

AND

MAILING

EXCHANGE

LIST

SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
N 59
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
Phone, 2003 Randolph
42S ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Printing Typewriting
Addressing Multigraphing

PREPAREDNESS
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you

getting ready

to be represented
next

Studio

Number
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Directory

of Motion
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FOR
SALE
MOVING
PICTURE
MAILING LISTS
Only complete one to be had, numbering 22,000;
price, $40.00; itemized by states, or ^.50 per
thousand for states you want. Postage guaranteed.
1173 Film Exchange*
$4.00
149 Manufacturer* and Studio*
1.00
210 Moving Picture Machine and Supply Dealer* 1.50
Write for particulars
Trade Circular Addressing Co.
1S6^ We«t AHama Street, Chicago
Franklia 1113
Eatab. 1(M
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DIRECTORY OF NEW THEATRES
(.Continued from page 2764.)
amounting to $25,000 will be made. A new front will be built and
other features added to the present theatre.
J. D. Wineland, manager of the Mystic theatre in Webb City
and the Princess theatre in Joplin, finally has obtained a tenyear lease on the Auditorium, between Fifth and Sixth streets on
Joplin street, Joplin, which will be converted into a moving picture theatre. William F. Halyard, owner of the Auditorium, made
this announcement. The present plans of Mr. Wineland have not
been announced, but it is expected that the work of remodeling the
Auditorium wjll begin at once. The balcony on the second floor
will be strengthened and enlarged so that the seating capacity of
the entire theatre will be approximately 2,500.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Lyric theatre, Bristol, has been purchased by Lawrence
Heath and Russell Caltey.
Frank Green has leased the Precinct Hall at Enfield for a year
and will open it as a picture theatre and skating rink.
NEW YORK
The property at 372 to 374 Third avenue and 156 to 158 East
Twenty-seventh street, New York City, has been leased for motion picture theatre and store purposes.
Fire broke out in the Central Park Motion Picture theatre,
!Main street and Fillmore avenue, Buffalo, on April 12, causing
about $2,500 damage, mostly by smoke. A scrub woman discovered
the blaze and turned in the alarm.
A real estate deal completed in Perry gives Clayton Wood of
Hornell a site for a modern moving picture theatre, having a
depth of 100 feet on Dolbeer place and a South Main street frontage of 77 feet.
George Cohen of the George Cohen Enterprises, controlling
Cohen's opera house in Newburg, will erect a vaudeville and picture theatre in Walden. It will seat between 1,200 and 1,500
Homecrest, a residential section of Coney Island, New York
people.
City, has a new motion picture theatre.
OHIO
Mr. H. Tallman, owner of the Tallman theatre, East Liverpool,
has decided to put moving pictures into his house. The Tallman
theatre formerly housed legitimate road shows.
Otto ISIotry has bought the Lyric theatre. Tiffin, from Nicholias
Schachtler and Ambrose Fleek.
PENNSYLVANIA
Harry L. Sellers has just announced that he has relinquished
the management of the new Strand Motion Picture theatre in Steelton to resume the management of the Standard theatre in the
same city. Mr. Sellers was manager of the Standard until a few
months ago when he took charge of the .Strand, which was completed only last Fall. Before returning to the Standard Mr. Sellers
had a number of important improvements made to the building.
He has doubled the size of the projection booth and put in two
new machines. He also is about to install a new ventilating system.
Ground has been broken for the new nickelctte to be built near
the corner of Luzerene and Wyoming avenues, Pittston, by the
United Theatres Co., composed principally of West Pittston men.
The Cort theatre on the Boardwalk at Tennessee a\T;nue, Atlantic City, has changed hands. Originally called the Savoy, the
name was changed to Cort when that well known theatrical manager took it over and ran it as a picture house. The house which
has recently been renovated and improved has been leased by Ed.
J. O'Keefe of the City Square theatre of Atlantic City. The Cort
has 1,000 seats and has always been a ten-cent house, but the new
management has raised the price to twenty-five. An unusually
fine orchestra of five pieces is conducted by Jacob Dein, well and
favorablyorchestra.
known as the former leader of the .Atlantic City Keith's
theatre
Charles Bennett, who owned the Kumbak theatre at 731
East Ohio street. North Side Pittsburgh, has sold the property
to Albert Haigh, a well-known business man of East Liberty,
and the purchaser has taken charge of the theatre. Mr.
Bennett will remain at the theatre for several weeks in order
to introduce the new manager to the regular patrons of the
theatre. The Kumbak theatre is a house with a seating capacity of three hundred seats and the new owner contemplates
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the

Radium
Gold

Fibre

Screen
In installing a projection surface it
IS certainly good business to choose
one which will eliminate all chance
of dissatisfaction. In several years
on the market the Radium Gold
tibre has "made good." The controlling company, too is thoroughly
reliable and its five-year guarantee
means something.
Write To day for Pricea nd Further Details
RADIUM

GOLD

SCREEN,
220 W. 42d St.

MOUNTED

FIBRE

INC.
N. Y. City

POSTERS

=

When you want Opera Chairs, rememher ve have

I
ALWAYS IN
STOCK
I
50,000
CHAIRS"
1 in 6 different styles in Imitation Mahogany and Circassian Walnnt finishes,
1 assuring you satisfactory selection and
j
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
i
Other designs of Upholstered and Unupholstered Chairs unlimited in
1 number, furnished in 25 to 50 days after receipt of specifications, depending
g on character of chairs selected.
i
Our Consultation Service, specializing in designing economical arrange*
1 ments for theatre seating is tendered to you without any charge whatever,
1
Descriptive litorature on request.
1
For prompt attention address:
I
General Offices: 1012 LYTTON BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
P
Sales Offices in all principal cities
fri mimiimriiiniiiiiiimiiiimmMiimtiiiiiniiiiiiimiiiimiiiiiuiiiiiliii^
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ALL

FEATURES

"CHARLIE

CHAPLIN" PAPER AND MOUNTED
STOCK POSTERS
Let us save you 100% by our Rental System on mounted Posters
Don't delay. Send for information at once
DICK BRADY POSTER RENTAL CO., INC.
126 WEST 46TH STREET, NEW YORK
TEL. 5193 BRYANT
MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITOR, DEALERS, MANUFACTURERS,
NOTICE our NEW
ADDRESS, 1023-25-27 Race St., two blocks from all railroads.
We extend our heartiest welcome to all visitors. We no-w have the largest Moving Picture Supply House on the American
Continent. Our new machine will be on exhibition at this place in about two weeks. We are better equipped and prepared
to take care of your orders than ever before.
We solicit your patronage.
Promptness is our motto.
We aim to please, we save your Money.
Let us know your wants.
THE STERN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.,
1023-25-27 Race St., Philadelphia. Pa.

For
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Display

and

Lobby
Stage

Decorations
Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS,
TREES, VINES, LEAVES. GARLANDS,
WREATHS AND PALMS.
Estimates made and theatres decorated under
contract by our expert.
Our 32-page catalogue No. 3, illustrating in
colors the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration, FI^E.
• FRANK NETSCHERT COMPANY, INC.
61 Barclay Street
New York City
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All Eyes on a Line
A

NEW

CHAIR

That Enables Everybody to
See and Be Comfortable

Press (';itcli

Tilt Forward

Push Back

Can be changed from an adult's
chair to a child's chair by pressing
the catch and raising as illustrated.
Returns
locks
just toas adult's
easily. position and
It provides a child with a seat proportioned to his body, a foot rest
the right
and those
puts the
child's
eyes
on a height
line with
of adults,
enabling him to see without annoyance to others or discomfort to
himself. The

Adjustable Chair
offers theatre owners something for which
there is a real need. Fortunately it is not
an extra expense but an added source of
profitawaybecause
it — free kids.
Does
with the
Increases the patronage of children; also
the adults who come with children.
Attracts
adults who of
won'tholding
now
attend patronage
because ofof discomfort
children on their laps.
Attracts patronage from theatres not equipped
with Foco chairs.
FOCO Chairs cost new only a few cents
more than ordinary chairs. Made in all sizes
and finishes. Old chairs can be converted into
Foco Chairs at considerably less than the cost
of new chairs. Leading chair companies are
licensed to make Foco Chairs and can supply
Write for booklet
chairsshowing
in use. reel of actual
you.
Family Opera Chair Organization
315 X. 10th Street. St. Louis. Mo.
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the remodeling of the theatre so as to give it a greater seating
capacity.
W. J. Marrion, formerly manager of the Quality theatre,
Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, has been appointed manager of the
Cameraphone theatre at 1600 Fifth avenue. Mr. Marricn has
had a great deal of experience with the management of theatres
and is a first class motion picture man.
Work will soon be started on the new Clark and Rowland
theatre in Bloomfield, a section of Pittsburgh. The theatre is
to be erected on Liberty avenue and the present plans call for
its completion early in the fall. The building will be three
stories high, of fireproof construction, and it will be somewhat
similar to the Belmar theatre. The basement of the building
will be used for a bowling alley, the second floor for offices
and the third floor for hall and lodge purposes. The building
will be 145 feet deep and 45 feet wide. The theatre will have a
capacity of eight hundred and the building and equipment will
cost $50,000.
There are to be improvements made in the East End
Cameraphone theatre, Pittsburgh, and with the completion
of the same it will be one of the best equipped in that section
of the city. H. B. Kester, the owner and manager, has
arranged for one of the finest organs that is to be found in
any theatre in that part of the country. The theatre will be
thoroughly remodeled and repainted throughout.
TENNESSEE
John Wassman, brother of W. H. Wassman, owner of both the
Crystal and the Knickerbocker, Nashville, has recently been made
manager of the Crystal theatre. Mr. Wassman up to a few months
ago had been in charge of the operating room at the Crystal theatre.
TEXAS
G. W. Bell, Jr., now is associated with M. Ulrich in the operation
of the Rex theatre, Galveston. The theatre closed down for a
few days in order to install several improvements. Mr. Bell has
sold out his interest in the Palace theatre, Galveston, but announces that in conjunction with his partner, he will erect another
house in Galveston, plans for which have already been drawn. The
new theatre will be finished within four or five months.
J. C. Stevens, the successful manager of the Bell Airdomes, has
taken charge of the new theatre at the corner of Congress avenue
and Seventh street, Austin. Mr. Stevens has made every improvement possible for the comfort of the patrons. Possibly the most
important improvement that has been made is the installation of
a ventilating system that completely changes the air in the entire
theatre every three minutes.
WISCONSIN
J. Friedman will open his new eight hundred-seat theatre in
Racine in about three weeks.
Parkinson and DockendorfT, La Crosse architects, have completed
plans for the new picture playhouse which Otto Bell is going to
build on South Water street, Sparta. The plans have been submitted to the State fire marshal's department. The theatre will
be one of the most complete and modern playhouses in the state,
of brick and concrete construction, with a 50-foot frontage and
110 feet in length. The seating capacity, including main floor and
balcony, will be 700.
FEDERAL

ELECTRIC SIGNS MAKE GLOWING PUBLICITY FOR KNICKERBOCKER, NASHVILLE
O^E of the largest electric signs in Nashville, Tenn., was recently placed upon the Knickerbocker, the new ninety thousand dollar picture theatre opened there last month. The illumination
can be seen all over the city. Another sign placed upon the
Knickerbocker is over the front entrance. It is a Federal Attraction Board. The reading matter can be changed as often as
desired, simply by lifting the letters off and placing new ones in
their place.
NOW IS THE TIME TO EQUIP WITH FANS
We will furnish you (4) oscillating fans,
the kind that distribute the air by swinging in different directions, for direct current at a total of $44.00. Alternating,
$50.00. Also Ceiling Fans, Bracket and
Ventilating.

In

In Adult's Position

Fidelity Electric Co.,

Lancaster, Pa.
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THEATRICAL

LOBBY

OF

DISPLAY

FRAMES
304-306 W. 42nd St., NEW

WE

HAVE

YORK

SATISFIED

THOUSANDS

OF

WOULD

EXHIBITORS

GREAT
MANY
PAGES
THIS ISSUE

Among
WE

CAN

SATISfY

DONT

FAIL

OUR
GRAND

TO

CENTRAL

RING, INC.
N^^tv^^ /and MENGER
394 New
West York
42d Street
City
Gentlemen:
Kindly send me without obligation
on all
my supplements
part your issued
complete
catalogue
with
to date.
NAME
THEATRE. . .

VISIT

EXHIBIT

IS

IN

Motion Picture Firms:

AND THOUSANDS
OF OTHERS

YOU

AT
PALACE

Also Madison Square Garden
May 6th to 13th Inclusive
IT

OF

Paramount Mutual
Essanay
Vitagraph
Biograph Universal
Bosworth General
Metro
Kalera Famous
World
Players, etc,Foxetc.

May 1st to 6th, Inclusive

«IF

REQUIRE

TO ENUMERATE THE NAMES OF ALL THE THEATRES TO WHOM WE HAVE SUPPLIED FRAMES,
SO WE MENTION ONLY AS MANY AS THE SPACE
WILL PERMIT.
Theatres
Loew's Enterprises
Theatres
Theatres
Wm. A.FoxBrady's Theatres
B.
S.
Moss
A. H. Woods
Theatres
Theatres
Theatres
Chas.
Dillingham
Theatres
Chas. Cort's
Frohman John
Theatres
Klaw & Erlanger Theatres
Jake
OliverWells
Morosco
Theatres
Triangle
Theatres
Theatres
Poli's
16 Theatres
Theatres
Smith & Gilligham
Stanley's
- - Theatres
Theatres
Ochs
Theatres
Fleischman
Wassman's
Theatres
Alhambra Amst. Co.
Theatres
Strand Amst. Co.
Rialto Amst. Co.
2 Theatres
Theatres
Vaudette Amst. Co. - . - Theatres
Theatres
Hulsey Amst. Co. ....
Theatres
Proctor ......
Theatres
Ivin's Amst. Co. .....
National Amst. Co. ....
Theatres
Hippodrome Amst. Co.
. . .
Theatres
Nixon-Nirdlinger
- . - .
Theatres
Theatres
Victoria Amst. Co. ....
Theatres
King's
AtlanticAmst.
Amst. Co.
Co. ....
....
Theatres
Theatres
American
Co. ...
Theatres
Acme Amst.Amst.
Co.
Theatres
Broadway Amst. Co. ...
Theatres
Bijou Theatres
Co. Amst.
....
Cross
Keys Theatres
Co.
Theatres
Metropolitan Opera Co.
Keeney's
Theatres
....
Theatres
Shubert Theatre Co.
Casino Feature Film Co. - - .

& RING, IK

LARGEST MANUFACTURERS
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be
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EQUITABLE
MOTION
PICTURES
CORPORATION
PRESENTS

''Cook-book"
pictures-^ made
by machinery
to fit a ''rush''
program— never did and never will puii business,
vl
v. y.
EQUITABLE
stands

for Care,

Story,

Direction,

Thoroughness
and

and

Photography,

Originality^
jfi

y.

in Production,
v:

v.

and
Film
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T+<E BR.^DSTREET OF FILMDOM
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MT REVIEWS OF FEATURES
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Feature

WELL

Films

PLAYED, CORRECTLY
Dustin Farnum in

as

Wid

Sees

Them

STAGED PICTURIZATION OF CLASSIC.
is an almost perfect presentation of a classic.
The photography throughout is remarkably
clear, the lightings are good and we have intelliDAVID GARRICK
gent usebut
of still,
close-ups.
The atmosphere
is not ob*
trusive,
is in perfect
keeping throughout,
Pallas-Paramountand the detail has been given very careful attention, even down to the cutlery used at the table in
the famous dinner scene.
^DIRECTOR
Frank Lloyd
"David Garrick" has been done before in a
AS A WHOLE
Delightful
pretentious way in the films, but this offering truly
STORY
Well-known classic
DIRECTION
Excellent
marks the advance which has been made in the proPHOTOGRAPHY
Very fine
duction of films in the time which has elapsed between the previous offering and this one.
'LIGHTINGS
Effective
Mr.
Farnum
as Garrick seems exactly equipped
,CAMERA WORK
Excellent
for the role, because he has always been rather the
STAR
Seemed ideal in part
SUPPORT
Very well chosen
matinee-idol type and in this, as the gentlemanactor, of the period of powdered wigs and duels, he|
I EXTERIORS
Atmosphere retained
INTERIORS
Very fine
fits in perfectly.
DETAIL
Remarkably fine
Winifred Kingston as the merchant's daughter!
gives us one of the best portrayals she hat) ever pun
jENGTH
Five parts
over in any film offering.
Herbert Standing as the father is excellent. In
ERE we have a picturization of the wellthe remainder of the cast we found some splendid
known classic of by-gone days in London. In attempting to portray before
types and every part was nicely handled.
In the titles we found the use of border designs
the camera a story of this period, the
director is marking out for himself a made from old wood cuts, which helped decidedly
tremendous amount of work in the
in maintaining the proper atmosphere. These titles
way of preparing proper detail as to are following, in a way, the thought of Tom Ince,
who has been giving us title cards for some time
costumes, settings and properties.
which suggested by the painting thereon the theme
The Pallas company must be complimented on
of the action at that period in the story.
the production they have given us and Director
Taken as a whole, I consider this offering to
Lloyd is surely to be praised for the manner in
one of the really splendid films of recent months,
which the atmosphere of this period has been mainfor the reason that it is a finished production, in
tained. The best compliment of all is that the
story moves along so humanly you forget the
every way, of a classic which can be shown to anyj
fact that it is a costume production and live the
audience with an assurance of genuine apprecia^
action with the characters.
tion.
Since this story is a simple tale of a human inciIt is most
decidedly
very Frank
much Bonn,
"worth-while.'
Others
in the
cast were
Lydia Y
dent, the whole is, of course, not a tremendous
offering, but It certainly is alittle gem, in that it mans Titus, Olive White and Mary Mersch.
/.r:;i>i.Kr
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PICTURE

FAMOUS
48

SUPREME

PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS

DANIEL
THE

NEWS

A YEAR

FRO H MAN
/^f=i £:S£ NTS

FASCINATING

I

FAMOUS
PLAYERS
FILM
ADOLPH
ZUKOR,
president
DANIEL. FROM MAN, MANAGING director
I2-4-I30
CANADIAN

(§

WEST
561^
STREET,
NEW
YORK
DISTRIBUTORS-FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE Ltd.

Many a packed houie U directly traoeaUe to an adTertUemMt In th* "Newh"
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are the productions of
^
Famous Pla\;ers Film Co., Jesse L. Laskv Feature Play
Co., The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co., Pallas Pictures
The

Paramount

Trademark

stands for the best in photoplays.
The

theatre

Trademark
best

displaying

is, in its locality, the

theatre.

The

people

tracted tothe theatre

best class of people.
both

prosperity

are the

Herein

present and

to the

at-

by the dis-

play of the Trademark

assured

that

is

future

Paramount

exhibitor.
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what
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do you

build?

Write Our Exchange

^
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Subjects

and

produced

to help

you in the vitally important
of interesting in motion
a greater percentage
sible patrons.
Paramount

task

pictures

of your

pos-

Pidographs

ParamounUBurton

Holmes

Travel-Pictures
Paramount-Bray

Animated

Cartoons and BrayGilbert Silhouettes
Not

only does

exhibitor

make

the present,
"building

On

up"

what

the

Paramount

a good

but

he

profit for
is always

for the future.

foundation

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE

do you

^ FIFTHAVENUE
NEW YORK. N.Y.

FORTY FIRST §1

★

V
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build?
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INCE
TO THE

TRADE

THAT

CIVILIZATION
HIS TEN PART
C.
MET

OIV

CINEMA

GARDNER

SPECTACLE,

BY

SULLIVAN

INSTANTANEOUS SUCCESS WITH ITS PREMIERE AT THE MAJESTIC THEATRE, LOS ANGELES
AF»RIL

SEVENTEENTH

IT HAS BEEN SHOWING TO A RECORD-BREAKING
ASSEMBLAGE AT EACH PERFORMANCE. THOSE
WHO

HAVE SAT SPELLBOUND AT THE SWEET SIMPLICITY OF ITS PRELUDE, THE GRIM HORROR OF
ITS WARFARE AND THE MIGHTY LESSON OF ITS

CLIMAX HAVE UNEQUIVOCALLY PRONOUNCED IT
TO BE THE MOST REMARKABLE GEM THE SCREEN
HAS EVER KNOWN.

CIVILIZATION
WILL BE PRESENTED IN WASHINGTON, NEW YORK
AND CHICAGO
WITHIN THE NEXT FEW WEEKS AND THEN WILL BEGIN A MISSION
THAT WILL
CARRY IT TO THE FARTHERMOST PARTS OF THE EARTH.

We have secured advertisers to talk to YOU, Listen to tbem!
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3 t.TREMENDOUS

4

PUBLICITY

2l
BEATRIZ
MICHELENA
(CELEBRATED PRIMA DONNA)
1
E

Is speaking to over 1 0,000,000
H

people every week

through

"TALKS WITH SCREEN - STRUCK GIRLS"
(Copyright 1916)

-5* '

o; ■

a.

a."

1^
sr r-

SCENE FROM BEATRIZ MICHELENA, in "THE WOMAN WHO DARED''
EditorsThatdeclare
unusualin BEATRIZ
features — theMICHELENA;
readers like them.
meansthatthatthese
the "talks"
readers are
are very
interested
they want to see her on the screen and will go to the
theatres that show her pictures.
HAVE
BEATRIZ

"The

YOU

BOOKED

MICHELENA

IN
Unwritten

Law"?

NOW IN PREPARATION
"The

Woman Who Dared"
To be Relea-rd in May
CAUFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
ALEXANDER BEYFUSS, GENERAL MANAGER
SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA

MOTION
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"The
Secret of the Submarine"
astounds with its terrific surprises— stampedes the enthusiasm of those who sit enthralled by its fast-succeeding
climaxes. It holds every element of success for the exhibitor, every element of absorbing interest
for the audience — Great Adventure — A Double Mystery — A Globe-girdling Chase — A Closely
Knit Web of International Intrigue — Clear-cut Characters. An intrepid company, headed by
Thomas Chatterton, the popular leading man, and Juanita Hansen, the film favorite, enact the most
dramatic situations with wonderful power ! Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been spent to
make this the greatest screen triumph ever known!

Every

Chapter

a Stupendous

Production!

See the early chapters of "The Secret of the Submarine" now at your nearest
Mutual Exchange. Every one is crowded with big sensations — makes the onlooker get on the edge
of his seat! Chapter Two, which will be shown everywhere beginning May 15th, is a whirlwind series of exciting
events -opens with the submarine flooded and sinking— shows.the escape of the spy, the company's fight for life^
the
murder
of the inventor and the search for "the Secret!" Every foot of film grips the attention,
arouses
enthusiasm!
Millions

Will

Read
Book

the

Story

1000

in Over

Newspapers

The novelization of "The Secret
of the Submarine" has been written
by Mr. E. Alexander Powell, the well
known war correspondent. It is a
stirring story— crowded with remarkable adventures — which will make
millions want to see the moving pictures. To be published by the leadi g newspapers of every section —
New York World
San Francisco Chronicle
Buffalo Courier
Pittsburgh Gazette- Times
Indianapois Star
Los Angeles Record
Cleveiand Leader
Baltimore American
Milwaukee Journal
Chicago Herald
Dallas Journal
New Orleans Item
Omaha Bee
Salt Lake Telegram
St. Louis Times
Boston Herald
and One Thousand
Others

This

Chapter
Remember

Big
One

Money-Maker
was

this is another

released

Today

May

8th

Freuler-Hutchinson

winner

— produced by the creators of the record-breakers — "The Diamond from the Sky" and "The Girl and The Game." Samuel S. Hutchinson, the master producer, has built another gigantic success! John R.
Freuler, at the head of the Mutual Film Corporation, offers you the greatest
business-bringing co-operation known in the industry ! "The Secret of the
Submarine" has fifteen two-act chapters— one chapter is released each week.
Here are fifteen weeks of crashing profits within your grasp. Act today.
Wire

Reservation—

No

Obligation

Involved

Apply to "The Secret of the Submarine" department of any Mutual Exchange, or at
Mutual Film Corporation, 71 W. 23d St., New York City

AMERICAN

FILM

Inc.
COMPANY,
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President
CHICAGO,

Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the hest magazine,

ILL.
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Convulsions
of laughter from
start to
finish will spell the success of this VOGUE
comedy.
Paddy McQuire, Rena Rogers and
Arthur Moon
are a scream.
Directed

Just

by Jack Dillon.

Released

May

14th.

Germatic

Love

what

In

the

name

implies.

this

VOGUE

comedy Madge Kirby and Arthur Tavares become the
victims of a love germ, and fun is turned loose in clouds.
Directed

by Rube

Miller.

Released

VOGUE
Comedies are the most popular comedies on the screen today — because they get the laughs
and the crowds through their consistent quality. Book
them for the biggest success in your box office history.

May

9th.

Slapstick Wth a Reason

Dittributed throughout the United States and Canada
excluaiuely by Mutual Film Corporation.

VHri
£*
VUUUTC

ni MQ
riLiiTiO,

l^-r.
inc.,

Gower and Santa Monica
Los Angeles, California

Bo lure to m<!ntion "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when -writlngr to advertlseri.
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For exhibitors who need a box office stimulant, and
for healthy box office receipts that want to stay so— the biggest
thing on the boards is —

"The

Girl

and

HELEN

the

Game^'

with

HOLMES

The narrative by Frank H. Spearman is the greatest story of raihoad Hfe,
romance and adventure ever filmed.
There are fifteen two-reel chapters, and exhibitors all over the country
report the most stupendous success in their history on this continued photonovel.
Book

It Today — and Draw the Crowds to Your Box Office
For booking
information
apply ortoattheMutual
"The Home
Girl and
the Game"
of any Mutual
Exchange,
Office,
New Yorkdepartment
City
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON
President
Signal Film
Corporation, 4560 Pasadena Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we car mal:e t'.ie " News.

Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTTTEE NEWS" when writing to advertlieri.
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Edwin

J

I MUTUAL

11

PICTURES!

nhanhousei^

iSi
eE=
Released
|R=

W\

May

9-

Two Reels of compeUMadion.
A iheatricalihemewmch makes
a splendid vehicle for a
with

capiivatn^star.

GLADYS

HUIETTE

|M|

iSi
Ij
FALSTAFF

#61!

COMEDIES
iilillilllillllilllllllillllllllllllllllllllllltlll

""iiCiimii""'

K

E'S
irS
^rlA
IDDI
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May
8th
Released

Riley Chamberlin and Walter Hiers
produce the hilarity

Released

DDDIE'S
REGI
RI
INISH
Frances
in one
best
You
what

Keyes
of her
efforts.
know
that

May 13th

IHANHOUSER^
FILM

CORP.

,NEW ROCHtLlE,N.V;
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTTTRE ITEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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PROGRAM

HORSLEY

CRANE

PRODUCTIONS

WILBUR

GEORGE

OVEY

MARGARET

WILLIAM

THE

NEWS

GIBSON

CLIFFORD

BOSTOCK

ANIMALS

These animals will be at Luna Park, Coney Island, for the
summer of 1916 (opening May 27th). Animal pictures
will be produced there which the public (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their interest in my productions.
Book them.

Studios:
Los Angfeles, California
Laboratories:
Bayonne, New Jersey
London Office: 93 Wardour St., London, England

DAVID

HORSLEY

PRODUCTIONS

Mr. Ilorslcy now at Astor Hotel, New York.
Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTTOE NEWS" when writing to advertiaeri.
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Give Your Program Variety
With This New Gaumont Single Reel

The

Mutual

Film

Magazine

Bearing the same relation to a Magazine that
the Mutual Weekly does to a Newspaper

^
Ttyr
i
iVi ftV
^

ALLIGATOR LIFE
BIRTH OF A BUTTERFLY
BELGIAN CAVALRY MANOEUVRES

Released
Every
Sunday

This is a strong weekly addition to
the other great Gaumont Single-Reels

MUTUAL
AND

THE

"SEE

WEEKLY
tilM!i^

FIRST"
AMERICA
(KARTOON KOMICS) SPLIT REEL

Hiiiiimiii'ii

MUTUAL

MASTERPICTURES
DE LUXE EDITION

Released

"THE

Gertrude
Robinson"
FAITH
OF

ISLE
OFMcCoy
LOVE"
with
Gertrude

6aurD0Dt

May 1

May 15

Co.

Flushin|,N.Y.
Jacksonville,
llllliiiMiniuiJllKlliilillliiiiiliillllKiiiii.,,! .ilnllllliiii nil I|.in ii,iimmii(iiiiiii,„.J -"Ill" "Ill ilfUUIlllllf

Fla,

7-

with Alexander
Gaden
and
TY
QUALI
"THE
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GREATEST

1 PPEWA
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a

that proves a feature — Recordhouse
packed
breaking receipts everywhere are showing exhibitors that the
two reel "Social Pirates"
that allow a profit.

give them

feature

results at rentals

Results count! — A public that is tired of hackneyed themes padded to weariness will fatten your bank balance when you book the strikingly original, powerfully gripping, two-reel
feature —

George

Howard^s

Bronson

'So
Featuring

cia
iPh
MARIN
SAIS
and
OLLIE
Next

KIRKBY

Release:

NEMESIS"
E'S
OGU
AiR
Marin Sais
is seen
both as
her usual pretty self and in a male role
in an episode vividly telling: of the clash of the heroines with a
scoundrel who has cast his wife aside by means of perjured evidence.
Full of the novel twists eind tense dramatic scenes that keep the
interest at its height to the end.
Released

Monday,

May

8th

A Special General Film Release — Backed by WideSpread Newspaper Publicity and a Complete
Line of Direct Aids
EXHIBITORS! Boost "Tribute Day" — May 15th — when
the public will pack your house to help you aid the
Actors' Fund with 10% of your gross receipts.

KALEM

COMPANY

If yra Uk« tlM "Hem," mlU our advertlMn; If sot, MI wm.
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to everywhere
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startling scenes

and the intrigues
A

photo

play

a potent punch

Scheduled for immediate Release on the States Flights Basis
Address:

The

Sun Photoplay Company, 218 W.
(Popular Pictures Building), New York

We have secured advertisers to talk to YOtT.

Listen to them!

42nd

St.
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UNICORN
FILM

SERVICE
CORPORATION

g
hin
sou
Here'Y

Somet
Have

A

Been

ng

Looki

REEL Program of Quality Drama,
ONE
TWENTY
Comedy and Western subjects, one and two reels in

length — with stars of national reputation — at prices
that are particularly reasonable. Surely no more attractive
offer has ever been made. Don't delay. Save money
booking Unicorn Film Service and please your audiences
giving them the best short subjects ever produced.

by
by

Unicorn Film Service Posters are of exceptionally striking designs;
one and three sheet posters with one reel subjects ; one, three and six
sheet posters with two reel subjects.

New York City
Boston . . .
Springfield
Bangor . .
BufiEalo . .
Syracuse . .
Albany . .
Philadelphia
St. Louis . .
Kansas City .
Minneapolis .
Indianapolis .

EXCHANGES :
Chicago
130 West 46th St. W. L. Merrill
Mailers Bldg. . . L. J. Schlaifer
207 Pleasant St. S. M. Moscow Cleveland
750 Prospect Ave. . L. C. Gross
Pittsburg .
125 Fourth Ave. . Jack Kraemer
167 Dwight St. Wm. F. O'Brien Detroit
183 Jefiferson St. . W. D. Ward
Eastern Trust Bldg. W. J. Brennan
531 Walnut St. . Harry E. Coffey
23 W. Swan St. . H. E. Hughes Cincinnati
566 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hickey Western Division Manager
Eslow
Fred J.B.A.Murphy
680 Broadway, William Lawrence Eastern Division Manager
1309 Vine St. . . A. G. Steen
To be Opened May 15th
3628 Olive St. . . Sam Werner
San Francisco
Dallas Washington
Gloyd Bldg. . . J. W. Morgan Atlanta
Produce Exchange J. C. Woolf Denver
Salt Lake City
Seattle Portland
New Orleans Los Angeles
129 W.Washington St. L. J. Meyberg
We are ready any time now to serve you — are you
ready? For particulars write to the exchange office
in your territory, or direct to New York Main Office.

UNICORN
126-130

FILM
SERVICE
CORPORATION
IKE SCHLANK, General Manager
New York City
46th St.

West
(Names and dates of our releases can be found in "schedule of
current and coming releases ' ' on back pages of this publication)

Be lure to mention "UOIIOK PIOTVBE NEWS" when writisgr to odTertUert.
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AVENUE
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Movies

— and the Story of a Young Man's Climb from Nothing a Week to a Millionaire's Income
Goldberg — cartoonist of the N. Y.
Evening Mail and creator of "Foolish
Questions," "I'm the Guy," "Father
Was Right," and a half-dozen other
syndicated cartoon successes known to
3.000,000 newspaper reading families
all over the United States — has evolved
a new kind of moving picture.
The House of Pathe has coaxed Goldberg
into the moving picture field, and within a
few days the Pathe Exchange, in conjunction
with the N. Y. Evening Mail Syndicate, will
show Goldberg Animated Cartoons in moving
picture theatres in almost every city and town
in this country.
For months and months, Goldberg has been
sketching away in his studio in the tower of
The Evening Mail office in New York, and
now the Goldberg movie-comic is ready to step
out. People who have seen advance performances of these new funny films say that every
foot and flicker is a riot of laughter.
It is not strange that Goldberg has taken so
well to the movies. Goldberg, beyond all other
American cartoonists , is a cartoonist of action.
Goldberg's characters are LIVE, living people.
His newspaper cartoons themselves are almost
moving pictures.
Goldberg Sees The Fun In Human Nature
But there is always more to a Goldberg cartoon than mere fun and action. Goldberg, in
anumber.
good-humored
way,
He sees us
withgets
our human
coats and nature's
collars
R. L. GOLDBERG
off — just as we are. He understands the human
with moving picture royalties and other percentages his
race — its foibles and its funny little frailties.
And this explains why swarms of people buy earnings the coming year will probably exceed $125,000.
Goldberg is the father of a dozen phrases that have swept the country
papers with Goldberg cartoons day after day.
hke popular songs the past few jears : "I'm the Guy," "Father Was
The biography of Reuben L. Goldberg reads
Right," "It's All Wrong," "I NeverThought of That," and others.
like a moving picture romance, itself. Nine
He is also the originator of "Old Man Alf of the Alphabet,"
Foolish Questions," and other famous cartoon series.
years ago he was graduated from an engineerIn the new Pathe moving pictures Goldberg will introduce some of
ing college. Then he started to work at SI 2
his
old familiar characters and a troupe of brand new ones, and — for
a week drawing funny pictures for a San Francisco paper, after his father had advised him to the first time ever — Goldberg's "Boob Weekly."
stay out of the newspaper business because there
Get your double' share of Goldberg fun — /;/ your daily
was no money in it.
newspaper and at your moving picture theatre.
Sometime later he came to New York and
You want to know Goldberg. If your newspaper
got S50 a week from The Evening Mail, and
does not have him— ask why.
he has been on The Evening Mail ever since.
And ask the manager of your moving picture theatre
He jumped to S65 a week — then S75 — then
to book Goldbero- so'ju.
SIOO. Then other newspapers began to ask The
Evening Mail to share Goldberg with them —
NEWSPAPERS WHICH H.WE GOLDBERG CARTOONS
their readers wanted him — and his cartoons were
New YorkDailyErenine
Cljicazo
News Mail
San
BernantinoExpress'
News
syndicated and it was not long before Goldberg
Philadelphia loquircr
Anionio
San
Frandsco
Bulletin
Sarannab
NewsHerald
Boston
Journalhad an audience of about 7,000,000 readers
Ml 1 1 B-.;llet!ne
Altoona
(Pa.)
TimcJ
Sharon
(Px>
Anaconda
(Mod.) Standard
Sprintfield
(Maji.)MailNewj
STockiOD (Cal.)
a day. At this time his
Atlanta
Anburn Joamal
(>;. Y.) Citizen
Toledo
Blade(Can.) Tnbanc
PiKsburEb Leader
earnings increased to S450 a
ProTidence
Tribanc
Winnipee
Aueusta
(Ga.)
Herald
RaJciEh
O TcICEram
Times
Buffalo
week. Goldberg lias now
DaTionLake(Obio)
News
Readio£ (N.IPa.)(Va.)
City Tribune
BaJtimoreCourier
NcttsNews
Richmond
News Leader Salt
Birmingham
Schenectady (N. Y.) Union Star
become a natio7ial figure, and
Rocbe«er
Herald
Dccroii
Journal
Rock
Island
(III.)
Arcus
OU
Citr
(Pa.)
Blizzard
Erie (Pa.)RapidsDL'patcb
Denrer
'Ticies(La.)
3,000,000 families contribute
S*-Sc Joseph
(Mo.) Democrat
News Press Sbrcrcport
Dcs Moines
CapitalJoamal
Grand
NewsCourier
UFayene
Lcots Globeto his income. A contract just
Leiineton (ind.)
(Ky.) Leader
Waibington (D. C.) Tisics
signed ivith The Evening Mail
THE EVENING MAIL SYNDICATE, Inc. PATHE EXCHANGE, Inc.
Syndicate gives him an an203 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
25 W. <Sih ST.. NEW YORK
nual salary of $50,000 — ami

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in tte "News."
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Men
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Clty^ PJlfAn Streotj
Atteatlon of Mr. J.A.Berat.
&«ar 91 ri
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ing po#ar of your lateot aerial. The Iron Claw.
2 find, up(^ looking Into the matter
carefully, that the patroae of my houee In nhlch
Z am ehowlng the jilcture, are very well pleased
and thoroughly entertained. I would heartily
ougsoBi thjat you, Increase the picture to twenty
eplsodee.
\ poaitlTflly do not think that any
bam could ooae of euch an increaee* aa It would
draw for the elx epleodee without any doubt what*
■iver.
Hoping to hear of su^h a ohanee, I am,
truly^ ycor^y^
Very truly. ycori
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Reel

FEATURE
in the

GENERAL
Film

Service

the distinguished star
present
LOIS

MEREDITH

in a sensational five act drama of
modern society, made notable by
its strength of story, its brilliant
cast, its able direction, magnificent
sets and supreme photography —

lbound
el
Sp
Direction
of H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer

WEDNESDAY
MAY 17
Tlie

Publicity

Two styles of one, three and six sheet
posters.
A lobby display 6 feet by 21/^.
Colored and sepia photographs.
Two-color press sheets with ready-made
newspaper ads and stories.
An edition of one million heralds.
Hand-colored slides.
Cuts, mats, etc.

This extraordinary picture will be followed by others of equal quality, each with a big star,
EVERY

FOUR
WEEKS
on
WEDNESDAY
1 lie greatest offering ever made in the General Film Service
Backed by a big publicity campaign

326 Lexington Avenue
NEW YORK CITY

Be iure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS' ' when writing to advertisers,

No. 19.

By Special Arfangemeni vitk F. ZitgfM, Jr.

GEORGE

Millie

KLEINE

^referdP

^Mr/ce

Ji\j

/?
AMotioaPicWNo\?el MrX-Mr
HUGHES
RUPERT

Bji Special Arrangement -with F. Ziegfeld, Jr.
GEORGE

KLEINE

CINEMATOGRAPHIC

m/ie

S

GREATEST

ACHIEVEMENT

"Bxir/Ce

fupportedby
A MoiioaPicturc
RUPERT

HENRYKOlKEtL
No\^el By Mr.&Mr/?
HUGHES

Bi6Kcl26? exhibitors will d4)preciale
i3Md30x-offio2r\\a^rM2l,BILLIE BURKE irv
GIORIAS ROMANCE is twer\i^ dislirvcUVe
feaiures for tWervy Weeks-a^rMsWfeaiMre
cKapter ev'ery W^k.RELEASE

DAK.M^V225^

Story irv2000 ixeWspapers.lRis is mdo\ibtedly iRe fkest, tfvz most ODslly Workof omm.
literature tkai eVer Kas beeivpieservled
Boo]m^S"aiecoroirv^irvra4)idly, SeeVour
iMzarest Rleirve ExcKajx^e NOW.

-JudBiHie

Burke-

lfveHOOOa.We€k
rwoVieslarfeaiured

Ae'^
iivGderf
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REGULAR

RELEASES

1^
"The

Double

Double

Cross"

One-part Comedy, Monday, May 8tk
Presenting:
WILLIAM DAKTGMAN—
Lucille Crane — WintKrop Mandell —
Jessie Millet — William Lyttell, Jr.

"OUT
AG'IN,
IN AG'IN"
One-part Comedy, Friday, May latK
A smasKing, bouncing comedy, witK
action in e^)ery flasK
Presenting :
JoKn T. Kelly — Kate Price —
Jewell Hunt — HugKey Mack —
Donald MacBride

"THE

ACCUSING
VOICE"
Three-part Drama, Saturday, Maj) i3tK
BROADWAY
STAR FEATURE
Presenting:
HARRY T. MOREY—
Belle Bruce — TKomas R. Mills —
Robert Gaillard — Harry Da\)enport

Released TKrougK The General Film Company

^/t^yiTAQMPU

COMPANY oP AMERICA
Exccunvi offtcts
EAST 15«>ST. Md LOCUST AVE_ DROOKLYN. N.V
NE^YORK- CHICAGO ■ LONDON - PARIS l.f'
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MAY

A
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SPECIAL

By

THE

EVENING

BLUE

RIBBON

MARGUERITE

MAIL

FEATURE

BERTSCH

m^m^orkT^re0^

May's
credit
that
c:UcSetIS itao down
K^*.*.^^toscreen
^ Edna actress
i.
• w now
she
better
right
than
been
pracu
u
1, have
^-...of ot those who
tVin,. most
.^1
fV,<. art tor many months.
f;.-;r,rr the
ticing

„ ,
• new film
^, play,
,
in
r- Jc-dna
• j May
r , scores
r
.<r, ^
of ,the, •former
Friends
,„
, "Belle
, of
.r,, New
Theatre
Fulton
the
into
crowded
^o^k
...
,
last night to see the one time comic opera

Her placid beauty, her big eyes, striking
profile and persuasive smile are positive
assets on the screen.

star appear in "Salvation Joan," a stirring
seven-part romantic drama filmed by the
Vitagraph Company.

^^VITACDAPH
I

JOAN"

H^g:

COMPANY

oT AMEMCA

CArriy- ST. «.< IXJCUrr AVE. BROOKLYN. N.V. •'ANEW YORK . OIICACO • LONDON • PARIS
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Her admirers last night were delighted
with her appearance in the familiar costume and in familiar scenes.

THE

ISEW

YORK

The character of Joan Crawford, heroine of this gripping drama of the screen,
is fully within the dramatic and emotional
grasp of Edna May.

HERALD.

Edna May in "Salvation Joan" was a
part of the reincarnation of her famous
characterization of the Salvation Lassie in
"The Belle of New York."

Another film debut of unusual importance occurred at the Fulton Theatre last
an
evening when Edna May, clever[jactress
and noted beauty, appeared in a new film
drama, entitled "Salvation Joan."

Still they "Follow On," when "The
Belle of New York" returned to a voiceless theatre last night there was just as
vigorous applause as when she used to
sing that tantalizing song about the
crowds that followed her. The old fervor
was again made manifest in a big crowd
in the Fulton Theatre, where she once
more wore the Salvation Armv uniform.

BOOK
AT
V.

L

S.

E.

Sljje

Jl^rk ^imt0,

Edna May returns as a movie star in
"Salvation Joan." The charming beauty
that made Edna May a musical comedy
favorite, are still potent. It looked more
like a Monday night at the Opera than a
movie first showing.

NOW
ALL
BRANCHES

€%^VITAGRAPH

COMPANY oP AMEmCA
nicuTivx ocncu
\0
CArr -IV ST. mi LOCUST AVE. DROOKLYN. N.Y.
MEWVOnK • OUCACO ■ IjONOON - PARIS

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the "News."
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VITACRAPH

" HIS

MR.
DUKESHIP,
Released May 8th

JACK"

Completes tke series of the twelve

OF MR.
"ESCAPADES
THE IKTOEFATIGABLE

JACK"

These crackling one reelers have lifted the tired feeling from countless
They are clean — they are whimsical and they are enacted by
thousands.
TKe

World

Renowned

Comedy

King

DANIELS

FRANK

For many months leading American exhibitors wrote the Vitagraph requesting aseries of superlative one-reel comedies.
For many months Vitagraph sought a comedian v?ho was different and
who would be able to take his place at the head of all the motion
picture fun- makers.

They finally soug ht out FRANK

DANIELS.

That w as the beginning — and the end is not yet.
"THE ESCAPADES OF MR. JACK" are the first samples of the
soundness of the exhibitor's theory as to the market for superlative one
reelers and redound to the credit of Vitagraph for selecting

FRANK

DANIELS

The Greatest of Them

All

This series of superlative one reelers
ReUased Through the V. L. 5. E.

^^VITACPAPM

COMPANY oP AMERICA
Exicunyc o»k(s
CAiT 15* ST. and LOCUfT AVC DROOKLYN. N.Y.
%0
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LONDON • PARIS

Be ivre to mention "MOTION PIOTtraE NEWS" when wrltinK to advertlsen.
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Copporation

POLII^I

The famous Blaney stage success that has
thrilled audiences in almost every city of America.
Its success on the stage was unprecedented. Its
success in film will be even greater.
It should be your week's biggest feature.
Then

to complete your week's bill book some of these
money makers on the Equitable program;

past

CLARA KIMBALL

great

YOUNG and

WILTON LACKAYE in "Trilby"
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
in "The Shadow of Doubt"
HENRY KOLKER
in "The Warning"
MARGARITA FISHER
in "The Dragon"
JANE GREY
in "Man and His Angel"
FRANK SHERIDAN
in "The Struggle"
LILLIAN LORRAINE
in "Should A Wife Forgive"
ALICE BRADY
in "The Woman in 47"
EDWIN STEVENS and ADELE
BLOOD in "The Devil's Toy"
CHAS. CHERRY in "Passers-By"

■QUITADLE

MOTlOAj RELEASING
PICTURE/
CORPORAIIO
THROUGH
WORLD
FILM CORPORATION

The "News" advertisers believe YOTJ worth while; justify them.

I I
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91 pages of paid advertising —
in the Motion Picture News

93

Issue of April 22
This
other
week.

was

not exceeded

picture

104

journal

of

of

second

largest
—

the

and

advertising

TOTAL

OF

of paid advertising —
Issue of April 29

largest amount
that week.

that

paid

picture
amount

of

advertising

advertising —

In last week's
in
pages
Fifteen

News.

journal
of

containing

carrying

advertising
the

the
that

following

EXCLUSIVELY.
S. Markendorff
J. O. Sachs Manufacturing Co
Speed Controller Company
A. B. C. Litho. Company
Bartola Orchestra
Betts & Betts Corporation
Dick Brady
Eastern New York Marble Co., Inc
Electric Fountain Company
Frohman
Amusement Corporation
Kliegl Brothers
W. W. Kimball Company
Lee Lash Studios
Jerome B. Meyers
Photo Play Music Company
Savoy Plumbing Company
Sossman & Landis
Steel Furniture Company. . . .,
Symphony Player Company
Technical Film Company
Crown Motion Picture Supplies
Allison & Hadaway Corporation
Exhibitors Supply Company
Federal Sign System
Pan-American Film Service
Peabody School Furniture Co
Supreme Film Company

Vitagraph Company of America
4 pages
Fox Film Corporation
2
General Film Company
2
American Photo Player Company
1 page
Austin Organ Company
Bosworth, Incorporated
Caille Brothers Company
Enterprise Optical Company
Essanay Manufacturing Company
J. H. Hallberg
Kalem Company
Knickerbocker Star Features
Lubin Manufacturing Company
Menger & Ring
Minusa Cine Products Company
Mutt & Jeff Films
Northern Chair Company
Vim Comedies
Selig Polyscope Company
Edwards Electrical Construction Co. ...
Family Opera Chair Company
National X-Ray Reflector Company. ... %
Self-Raising Seat Appliance Company. .
Norden Electric Sign Co., Inc
%
American Seating Company.
Crown Optical Company
Eagle Uniform House
Wm. Eckart Studios, Inc
General Flower & Decorating Co.
Individual Drinking Cup Co
Kathodian Bronze Works, Inc . . . .
A

pages

Three pages in excess of the picture journal carrying the second

any

of

Picture

excess

week

by

pages

Motion
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31 1/5 PAGES

M page
^ "
% "
^ "
% "
\i "
% "
^ "
^ "
^
"
%
^
^ "
"
"
% "
Vs "
% "
% "
% "
2 inches
1 inch
1 inch
1 inch
1 inch
1 inch
1 inch

31 1/5 pages

OF

EXCLUSIVE

ADVERTISING.
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Is

He

A

ning

Win-

Card?

The
audiences
of those

say

best judges of an actor's effect on his
are the Exhibitors.
Read what some

whose

opinions

were

(1) His
(2) His

Acting Ability
Personal Appearance

(3) His

Popularity

JACK

with

asked

Audiences

SHERRILL

He has consistently built up a reputation in
juvenile leads, and has completed his popularity throughout the country in his latest
leading part opposite ALICE BRADY in

n

regarding:

"THEN I'LL COME BACK TO YOU."
WHAT THE EXHIBITORS SAY
City
Popalarity
Pertonal
Actiar Ability
Theain
with Audience
Appearance
Shubert
Good
Good
Asbury
Good
BettCi than average
Universal
Aubum. Park,
N. Y. N. J, Crescent
Very Good
Excellent
Austin, Tex.
Fine
Our patrona have seen him
Good
but once
in " Women
47"
Bristol, Pa.
Have
not shown
him inoften
Good
Fine
Pleasing
Strong
to know
Buffalo. N. Y.
If enoujfh
Kiven the
proper vehicle,
he cannence soon
be of promiPleasing
in filmdom
Peabody
Very Good
Baltimore, M<l.
VeryK. Well Pleased
O.
Blue
Bell
Good
Good
Baltimore.III.McJ.'
Chicago,
Yes
Very Good
Zic((feld
Splendid
Council
BluffH.
•Excellent
Very Good
Daiey
Carlinvillo.
III. lo. Roffcr
Good
Fine
Good
Was Very Pleasing
DeniEKin. Tex.
A actor
very clever Handsome
Queen
Yes
Daltafl. Tex.
Good
Good
Very At>ove
Good
Eureka, Cal.
Far
AverutfC
Empire
Queen
Good
Very Good
Glen FalU, N. Y. F^mpire
Very Clever
Good
l''ine
Elk
Hunt^ville. Ala.
Good
Can't j^ay, as only saw in one
Strong
Good
Lebanon, N. H.
Fine
picturetoodsuit
White
Way
Good
SeemB
flood
Man.
Held. Ohio
Ohio
Lyric
Good
Excellent
Scream
Putnam
Marietta,
Dixwell
New
Pleased ours
Good
New Haven,
York Miss.
CityCono. Nemo
Very ' •now
pular
Very Good
VeryGood
FineGood Veri
Baker Grand
Good
Natchez.
Orriaha. Neb.
Monroe
Fine
Don
Fine
Grand
O. K. lood
OJ'!it<-rMon,
A <-nnboro.N. Kjr.
PleaHinff
Great
U. S. Photoplay H'neh Grade
Excellent
J.
Went lood
Grand Oi>era
FuebJo, Colo.
Pleaitinff
Good
Verv Good
Seen
like him
Alharnbra
Stamford. Conn.
O.K.
Unab d toto say
Satfinaw, Mich.
Hou'^e •
Byron
Good
O.K
Immi nnevery pleased
Yoijntrwtown, Ohio Dome
GoofI
Seemed
Yountr^town, Ohio Market Street Good
Very Good
V.

Be lurs to mention "MOTION FIOTTIBE NEWS" whan wrltlnv to adrortlMn.
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Melro

rHANCIS/X

Directed

QUALITY

by

^fis

May

BUSHMAN

anbBEVEMLY'
five Smashing

Pro

of

BAYNE
Mmaxice

J»\]^WN<>ble.

WXURES

Prod

and

i*;^
power

viced

by

CORPORAtlOM

5^

MAY
The

Spell

of

the
MAY

15th
Yukon

Edmund

Breese

22nd
William Nigh

Notorious

Gallagher
MAY

Scarlet

The

•

J

UOnanS

JUNE

Petrova

Mme.

5th

T\*
Divorce

Snow

29th

-

Woman
JUNE

T\

Marguerite

12th

(Lionel Barrymore
-

-

jcrace valentine
(Harold

The

Night

Rider

JUNE

The

Flower

of

No

Lockwood

....
{May

19th

Man's

Land

Allison
Viola Dana
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' Decidedly
big ...

worth

.

while

with any audi
ence, high brow
or

low

yrom
Films

A magazine's luccess is measured by its advertising.

Look over tlia "News,"
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Exhibitors the country over are clamoring for the new NA/'orld Pictures, Brady 'made.
~\ he response was instantaneous.
With the issuance this week of our double page ad in the Saturday
Evening Post, the public will do likewise.
Don t take any chances on your competitor getting these advertised Brady^
made pictures.
Wire the nearest World

WORLD
MiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiillWffliwiiiNiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiii»

Film Corporation office for your contract today.

FILM

CORPORATION

Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Hearts

Consider the possibilities in \A/orId Film's past releases;
Every day we receive letters from exhibitors who have cashed in on a
World Film week or a World Star week.
Many of these past releases are being definitely advertised in the Satur^
day Evening Post. Cash in on it.
Exhibitors who have contracted for Brady^made pictures can further profit
by running World's

past knockouts on other days or repeating them.

.iiiiitii«\iii\miJu\u)iiiiiuiP'
YOU are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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WILLIAM
In ar/ociation

KITTY
—

A.

with World Film Corporation

GORDON

The Mort Beautiful
on th® American

HER

BRADY

Woman

/ta^^s.

MATERNAL

RIGH

Produced -at
-^drd6on Studios-

A vivid, pulsating story of
today, strong in action, humanly appealing in heart interest, thrilling in its climaxes,
rich in its settings and gowns.
Robert Thornby has
excelled himself in its
direction.
Better arrange
your booking
now, before it is
too late.

JT'S

WORLD

RICXURE,

eRADY=]VIADE:

IFIIILM OTTOMiriOM
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all over the country are
BOOKING
I
animated cartoons featuring

IVIUXX
In

I

Side

AISID
SDlittino

eJEKK
Comedies

If you have not booked these box office attractions, telegraph or write
the live-wire exchangeman in your section.
MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
VERMONT
MASSACHUSETTS
CONNECTICUT
RHODE ISLAND
NEW YORK CITY
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
DELAWARE
MARYLAND
DIST. OF COLUMBIA
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
VIRGINIA
I
I

I

OHIO
MICHIGAN
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
WEST VIRGINIA
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
WISCONSIN
NEW YORK STATE
EXCLUSIVE OF
GREATER NEW YORK
MISSOURI
KANSAS
IOWA
NEBRASKA
CALIFORNIA
TEXAS
WASHINGTON
OREGON
IDAHO
MONTANA
AUSTRALIA

■

PHOENIX FILM CORPORATION
131 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
MUTT

AND JEFF FILM EXCHANGE
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City

ELECTRIC THEATRE & SUPPLY
13th & Vine Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
STANDARD
FILM SERVICE g-t:''. Sto
STANDARD
FILM SERVICE Detroit, Mich.
LIBERTY FILM RENTING CO.
105 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM
207 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

CO.

ESSAMAR FILM CO.
15 W. Swann St., Buffalo, N. Y.
ASSOCIATED FILM SERVICE
Gloyd Building, Kansas City, Mo.
MUTT & JEFF FILM DISTRIBUTORS
Freemont, Neb.
PEERLESS FILM SERVICE
100 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
Investment Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
REX

AMUSEMENT
Galveston, Texas

CO.

REELPLAY FEATURE CO.
1019 Eastlake Ave., Seattle, Wash.
AUSTRALASIAN FILMS Sydney, Australia
American representatives, 729 Seventh Ave, New York

J

m
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the "News."
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! t

is the title of
ESSANAY'S

j

next

Charlie

Chaplin

Feature

Released
General

Chaplin

"It's
Advertising

May
Film

27, thru
Co.

Branches

Himself

a

all

Said

:-

Scream"

matter, posters, etc., ready next week.
Especially

attractive.

B« iure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Medium of

"When You See it
in 'The News*
It's NEWS"
I HAS THE gUALITY CIRCULATION
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
427 SO. FIGUEROA STREET
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Editors

VERMONT exhibitor, after givinghis audience the
lengfth and kind of pictures they asked for, found
that onl)' 62 per cent, answered "yes" to a card test
asking, "Do our shows generally please you?"
This test agrees so well with other similar tests that we
know of and so closely with the recent declaration of a
New York critic that only 66 per cent, of the pictures produced to-day are acceptable to the average audience that
we may accept the percentage as about correct.

A

IF so, there is something decidedly wrong.
^ If 50 per cent, of our reading matter were unacceptable the publication business would be in a pretty state.
If 50 per cent, of our pictures to-day are not wanted by
the public, then the picture business is facing a seriovis
situation.
^
^
^
""THERE is no desire here to be smartly critical. It is very
easy to find the faults in a picture and a very difficult
task to make a perfect one. And the show business, as we
well know, has always been a gamble, even upon the part of
the best producers.
But the situation we face is a huge, fundamental one.
If 50 per cent, of our pictures are utterly hopeless — -"sheer
bunk," a New York newspaper says, and among these are
included many pretentious productions costing as much as
$50,000 — then it's time for those who have serious
interests at stake in this 'fifth estate and industry to stop
and take, stock of the situation.
*
*
*

and

Writers

specialists,
writers and editors and illustrators — all specialists.
^
*
*
"T^O keep in touch with the public pulse they have various
ways. I know of one publication which has a corps
of salesmen, selling copies of the magazine over the retail
counter and who interview every buyer on his preferences inthe way of reading matter and illustrations.
Their sense of the public pulse is always close and keen.
But the point is that these makers of magazines are
specialists — with a dominant policv, a big, firm, guiding
policy — and organizalion.
^~\NE very successful publication has the best writers in
^
the country — all of them — on its staff. Not on salary
— the expense would be vastly prohibitive. But literally
they are on its staff because this publication pays the highest current rate per word, and they know this ; so the publication gets right along their freshest ideas, their best
creations.
Are all accepted?
By no means. The magazine knows what it wants, what
fits its dominant, guiding policy — which means that it
knoii'S and has proven what a large percentage of the
public wants.
So its editors discriminate closely and select little ; and
often they take a feature or piece of fiction which is rich in
color, characterization, etc., but lacking in construction,
and mold it into the form in which the public likes it.
*
*
*

creators of public entertainment are all specialists. They are not real estate men, nor department
store men, nor engineers — they would probably be abject
failures in other such spheres. But they do know about
entertaining the public. It is their business.
Have we such men — enough of such men — making pictures? Have we these same clear-cut, dominant policies?
Have we film editors and writers such as the world of the
printing press has ? Have we its knowledge of public likes ?
No, we haven't — not by 50 per cent, at least. And that
is why 50 per cent, or more of the pictures flashed on the
screen to-day are not flashed into the minds and hearts of
the audience. That is why patrons are not half pleased.
D ACK of each magazine there is one dominant publishing That is why the newspapers are humorously caustic.
policy. It is the conception of some rqan or set of That is why we hear doleful prophecies of the future of
men who through special ability and special e erience have
the pictures' hold on the public.
^
^
reason to believe that they know what t
public
or
a
TTHESE are facts, and we had best face them.
definite class of the public, prefers in the
of magazines,
Always this dominant policy rules. It
the ^enius-of
It is just as idle to-day to send out a picture not
the publication and of its success.
ably, very ably, edited
as it isontopage
put 2866)
a confusing conglom{Continued
To carry out this entertainment poli/v there are other
Copyright, 1916, by Motion Picture News, Inc.

VY/HAT is the function of the picture?
The answer is simple — to entertain the public. We
are speaking now purely of the pictures as an amusement
business.
To entertain the public — successfully — is something of
an undertaking. Men have always found it so. It ,is a
specialist's work. It demands primarily a high order of
intuitive sense — of what will please the public — and of
creative ability.
Let us take the magazines and consider how they go
about the business of entertaining the public — successfully.

'T'HESE
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disturbed by the elimination of two other reels which the
patrons have been accustomed to look forward to on their
established days.
"Not only that, but the exhibitor has usually spent
weeks shifting his fillers around to balance the program,
only to have it disturbed at one blow.
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Wanted:

Picture Editors and Writers
(Continued from page 2865.)
eration of word pictures into a magazine and expect the
public to read through the maze — which it won't.
How many writers and — just as importantly — how many
editors — are creating pictures to-day? How many as compared with over two hundred and fifty reels a week? How
many of these men could hold down similar positions in
the publication world?
Herein lies the answer for the Vermont exhibitor and
his 52 per cent, of pleased patrons.
W. A. Johnston.
Extra Footage and the Exhibitor
TESTIMONY from an exhibitor on the availability
and "marketability" of any length or kind of picture has a peculiar value to the picture-maker. It
is first-hand information by which he can test his theories
and ideas and check them up before he has gone too far
in financial exploitation of them. For this reason the following letter from V. H. Oxley, vice-president of the
Bradford Amusement Company, of Bradford, Pa., is
worth a careful peru.sal.*
*
*
|\ylK. OXLEY is an intelligent observer. We have heard
from him before on various subjects and he is always worth hearing from.
His opinion of the seven-reel feature in theatres and
towns of the size of the Grand Theatre, and Bradford,
Pa., is well worth noting, the more so because in the instance he cites the feature in question made "a most pronounced hit."
*
*
*
<<nrHERE is something to which your attention should
be directed," he writes, "that is, the growing tendency to make seven-reel features. This means useless
extra footage, with a proportionate extra charge to the
exhibitor.
"When the seven reeler is run, the house program is

*<Yjr7E ran a seven-reel feature last night, and while it
^
was a most pronounced hit, I made my decision
not to run anj' more and am cancelling future bookings.
That is the only way to convince the manufacturer that
one concern cannot hog the show.
"The above has referenece to seven thousand feet of
film. There probably are some pretentious seven-reel features, but with a couple of exceptions, such a production
is generally footage — the extra footage displacing something that the manager knows is of real interest to his
He ^
Hi
patrons.
A N extremely interesting statement.
It is the more so
because it is not Mr. Oxley who is speaking, but
his audience. It is not the testimony of one man, but the
consensus of opinion of five hundred or six or eight hundred theatregoers.
The difiference between the program consisting of one
seven-reel feature and the program made up of a five-reel
picture, a reel of news and a reel of comedy or travelogue,
is the difference between a novel and a magazine. And
the American people, probably more than any other nation
in the world, are a magazine reading people. The novel
is their occasional, the magazine their steady mental food.
*
*
*
'X'HIS is no disparagement of the seven reeler that is
worth seven reels. As for what Mr. Oxley calls
extra footage, that is equally improfitable, for both producer and exhibitor in the long run, whether the picture
be a padded two-reeler or an inflated ten-reeler.
But it is almost needless to point out that the extra-long
])icture will always labor under the disadvantage of its
own length, for the same reason that the average magazine has many times the circulation of the average novel.
An

Important Movement

""PHE establishment of a screen club in Des Moines, as
noted in this week's issue of Motion Picture News,
following close upon the organizations of similar and
very promising clubs in Buffalo and Atlanta, indicates
the growth of an interesting and significant movement
throughout the country. We are just in receipt of a request from Louisville for information as to the proper formation of such a body.
These clubs are formed by local exchanges and leading exhibitors. They indicate the desire of these factors
to get together and their ability to work together for
their
large. mutual good and for the benefit of the industry at
*
*
*
CIMILAR organizations already in active and powerful
*^ existence are the Pittsburgh Screen Club, the Cincinnati Screen Club, the Southern Motion Picture Trades
Club of New Orleans, the Kansas Amusement Association, the Motion Picture Trades Club of Texas, and the
Film Boards of Trade of Los Angeles and San Francisco.
These associations are all doing constructive work, constructive within and without the industry. They are solving their business problems and disagreements and raising their business standards. They are linking the picture business to other businesses and making the picture
theatre and exchange factors in civic progress.
More power to these organizations and more of them !
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and

Lasky

Companies

Dailies Contradict Their Own Statements Two Days After Announcement Appeared in Their Columns — Although
Representatives of Triangle and the Other Two Companies were in Conference in Los Angeles,
No Definite Agreement Was Reached
become an active factor in the proposed
months or more of ru- organization, more than four years ago,
OUT of two
mors of mergers there came last we have accepted every opportunity preMr. Goldfish was less communicative.
week in the daily newspapers a
sented, and have constantly sought new
amalgamation."
definite statement that Famous Players means to produce greater and better He said: "I have read the stories that
appeared in the various newspapers, and
and Lasky had made new contracts to photoplays.
wish emphatically to deny that any
release their pictures through Triangle.
"History repeats itself even in the negotiations
have been concluded. The
The statement went into details, tend- film business. The same unfavorable
conditions that existed in the industry
ing to show that an entirely new group,
Lasky company has no intention of releasing its productions through any other
and one of the most important yet as- four years ago have returned in a larger
distributing concern than Paramount Picsembled in the motion picture industry,
degree today. Then the easy success
tures Corporation in the United States.
had been formed, and, under the name
that had been won by film producers had
The local offices of the Triangle Film
of Triangle, would offer to the public led them to lower their standards and
produce such inferior subjects that the Corporation issued this statement:
the productions of the Famous Players,
"While there has been no merger of
Lasky, Fine Arts, Kay-Bee and Key- public was already becom.ing tired of
stone studios.
the motion picture interests of the Trithe consistently poor merit of the averangle and Paramount corporations, as
Two days later the same newspapers
age moving picture program and was
announced that they had been a trifle deserting the photoplay theatres in erroneously reported, the New York
hasty, and that no new combination had alarming numbers. The Famous Players office of the Triangle Film Corporation
actually been formed.
Film Company was organized at that has received telegraphic advice from H.
E. Aitken, its president, now in Los AnMotion Picture News is in a position to time in recognition of this situation and
geles, to the effect that a new alignment
state that neither Lasky nor Famous
with the determined purpose to raise the
of the interests of that corporation, and
Players contemplates leaving Para- falling standards of screen production.
mount, even were they in a position to Similar disadvantages have again arisen. the addition of two other interests has
been arranged, and that the business of
Due to destructive competition and new
do so. Furthermore, although representatives ofall the concerns mentioned
detriments, photoplay merit seems again all concerned will be carried on under
name and direction of the Triangle
have been in conference at Los Angeles
certain to be lowered. Such an affilia- the
Film Corporation.
tion of interests as is now contemplated
for more than a week, no definite agree"The official statement issued by the
ment has been reached, and none of would remove at once all the unnecesTriangle Film Corporation definitely assary obstacles that have so far impeded
them has placed a signature to any docuserts that there are no interests of the
ment as party to any new agreement.
the fullest progress of the photoplay art.
new
alignment
in which the Paramount
In
the
event
of
the
culmination
of
the
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous
company will share, nor is the latter conPlayers; Samuel Goldfish, vice-president
eft'orts to form this amalgamation, the
cerned therein. The new arrangement
and general manager of the Jesse L. various companies affected will retain in
is
being
backed by financial interests in
every
respect
their
total
individualities
Lasky Feature Play Company; Adam
New York.
and inherent organizations.
Kessel and C. O. Baumann, of the New
"The new combination of interests is
York Motion Picture Corporation, with
"It does not require any particular emmeans the far-reaching affair indiH. B. Smithers, of F. S. Smithers and
phasis to indicate that the recipients of by no cated
in unauthorized reports of some
Company, bankers, and Oscar Cubelthe greatest benefit of such an amalgaweeks ago, but is a conservative realignman, of Knauth, Nachod and Kuhne,
mation
would
be
the
public
and
the
exment of highly important factors in the
bankers, returned to New York from hibitors.
motion
picture world. The arrangement
the west coast on April 29, and immecomprises an affiliation of the Triangle
diately afterward it was announced that Great Problems with Producers
Film Corporation, the New York Motion
the negotiations, commenced in the West
"It must be remembered that the great
Picture Corporation, the Keystone Film
would be continued in New York.
problems of the film industry are centered in the producers. Distribution of Cornpany, the Majestic Motion Picture
Announcement Premature
motion pictures, like the circulation of Company and the Reliance Motion PicAt the same time all the parties to the any other mercantile product, is a meture Corporation, the Famous Players
Film Company and the Jesse L. Lasky
reported combine issued statements, exchanical process, and can be simply regplaining the situation as they saw it, and
Feature Play Company."
ulated and conducted, but the producing
their several positions in the matter. A faction involves all the hazards and
W. W. Hodkinson, president of Paramade this statement to Motion
digest of these statements, which are difficulties of creative art, and upon the Picture mount,
News :
presented herewith, indicates that the an- foundations of this branch of the trade
nouncement of a new merger was pre- rests the structure of the entire industry.
"The present merger of the
and
mature.
Famous Players companies willLasky
affect us
"The
producing
of
a
motion
picture
is
Mr. Zukor, on his return, told Motion
contracts
long-ter
have
we
as
way,
no
in
m
a work of art, subject to all the varying
Picture News that the conference in influences that any artistic creation is with our producers for the exclusive distribution
their
of
product, and under the
which he had participated had discussed
dependent upon. When the photoplay
aadded:
"new affiliation" of film interests, and is already produced, it then becomes a existing conditions there is no way in
which they could distribute their product
canned product, and in this condition
"The genuine and most important ob- comes under the head of ordinary busi- through other channels.
ject of the affiliation of film interests
ness. The problems that confront one
"It is a recognized fact at the present time
for which these conferences were ar- distributor of this product are elementhat there is a tremendous waste in the
cost of production, and for this reason it
ranged is the tremendous advantage
tary, and can be solved by the adoption
can readily be seen that if a consolidation
that will thus be created for the produc- of usual business m_ethods. But a protion of bigger and better pictures. The
ducing policy upon which depends art- of the producing companies could be arcoalition of producing facilities, equipistic advancement and the very life or
ranged, agreat deal of this expense could
ment and staflfs that would result from
death of the industry is one fraught with
be eliminated, for instead of each producthis arrangement would increase the constant anxieties and perplexities. It
ing company maintaining a large studio,
efficiency of each of the companies in- is to minimize these deterring influences
one large studio, where all expenses were
volved in a remarkable degree. Talking
and so make possible the greatest ad- shared by the various companies, would be
vance of the art that I have permitted
for the Famous Players Film Company,
sufficient, and would at the same time efI need not tell you that ever since its the Famous Players Film Company to
fect a great saving in operating cost."
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PECK IN LOS ANGELES PICKING
LOCATIONS
C. Mortimer Peck who has been with the
American for tlie past several months writing scenarios for two dramatic companies,
is spending a few days in Los Angeles picking locations for the sulijects to be produced in the near future. Mr. Peck was
formerly in charge of the advertising department for the Box Office Attractions,
when the William Fox subjects were released under tliat exchange system. He
gave up his worlv there to accept a similar
position with the Balboa Amusement Producing Company where he originated the
series idea, and aided in the plot formation
for "Who Pays" releases on the Pathe
program.
While with the Balboa Company Mr.
Peck created a new selling system which to
a great measure was responsible for the
growth of this organization. After resigning as vice-president of the Balboa Company, he for several months was engaged
in free-lancing scenarios, and it was while
engaged in this that the American Film
people learned of jiim with the result that
he was added to their staff.
CUMMINS

WILL HANDLE MEXICAN
PICTURE
Samuel Cummins of 1476 Broadway, New
York, who has successfully exploited the
Fatherland pictures of "Fighting the Allies,"
or, "Germany at War" by booking them in
all the big theatres throughout the country
and also on the Keith circuit, has taken
control of the latest Mexican pictures in
this country, known as "Across the Border,"
exploiting them under the Beacon Film
emblem. He has already booked them for
one hundred days with the Marcus Loew
circuit.
Mr. Cummins intends to state-right these
pictures, and dispose of them at once. Aljeady options for half of the country have
been given.
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Arrow Directors Are Men of Wide Experience
Hansel Made Stage Debut with Modjeska a nd Later Supported Margaret Mather — McGill
Gained Reputation as Being Able to Play Any Part on Call
THE

directors of the Arrow-Pathe scries, "Who's Guilty"? — Howard Hansel and Lawrence B. McGill — are men of
wide experience in theatrical and motion
picture work.
Hansel was born in Terre Haute, Ind.,
forty years ago, and spent his early life in
railroading and newspaper work. His stage
debut was made in "As You Like It," with
Madame Modjeska. He supported Margaret Mather, James O'Neil and Kyrle Bellew. He played second lead to Robert Edeson when Edeson was leading man in the
old Boston Museum. Then for three years
he was with Charles Frohman. After several stock engagements he went to the Castle Square Company, Boston, where he remained six years.
From Boston he went to the management of David Belasco, appearing in several successes with Blanche Bates. Then
came his entrance into motion pictures as
a member of the Thanhouser directing staff.
In three years he produced more than 150
photoplays, including "The Million Dollar
Mystery," which he directed in its entirety.

McGill, Hansel's co-director, is a native
of Mississippi, having been born in the
town of Cortlandt forty-seven years ago
His first show experience was with a traveling minstrel troupe, from which he soon
graduated to membership in a repertoire
company. McGill made a name for himself
as a cle\er youth who could play any part
on call. Soon he had money enough to start
a company of his own. The first venture
succeeded and there followed twenty years
of stock company production, in which time
McGill staged more than four hundred
An early bird in the picture industry,
plays.
McGill was for three years a director in
the old Reliance plant. Then he became a
feature director with All-Star, producing
the Augustus Thomas successes. Fie also
directed "Pierre of the Plains" and "The
Grey Hound" for All-Star, and then went
back to Reliance. There followed "The
Sealed Valley" for Metro and "How Molly
Made Good." Then he joined the Arrow
forces Pathe
and directed
which
released."The Woman's Law,"

"Activity" Is Their Middle Name at Santa Barbara
In Addition to Preparations Under Way for Reception Four Stars Recently Engaged by
President Hutchinson, Work Is Pushed on Several Features
Field work on four of these productions
IN addition to the preparations now under
way at the American-Mutual studios in "A Man's Soul," "The Highest Bid," "The
Santa Barbara, Cal., for the reception of Abandonment" and "The Reclamation,'
lias lieen completed.
Mary Miles Minter, Richard Bennett, Audrey Munson and Helen Flolmes, the new
Director Edward Sloman and his comstars recently engaged by President Samuel
pany of players, headed by Winnifred
S. Hutchinson, work is being pushed by Greenwood, Franklin Ritchie and Roy
Stewart, recently returned to Santa Bar
the producing forces on a number of feabara from a lower Pacilic Coast town where
ture productions to be released as Mutual
Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition.
they put the finishing touches to several
of the exterior scenes of "A Man's Soul,'
a five-part production to be released as a
Alutual Masterpicturc, De Luxe.
**Britton of the Seventh " in Race for "V's" Blue
William Russell is directing as well as
Ribbon Pennant
starring
in "The Highest Bid," another of
character work. Jack poses as a Duke to the Masterpictures,
De Luxe, now nearttpRTTTOX
OF
THE
SEVENTH,"
a
D five-part Blue Ribbon Feature, is get in soft with a pretty, young heiress. iiig completion.
The l)eautiful Santa Ynez mountains
He gets away with the deception famously
Vitagraph's big offering for the week of until
the real Duke appears, and just to furnish the background for many of the
May 8. "His Dukeship, Mr. Jack," "The make
worse, wifey happens on the exteriors in this production.
Double Double Cross," and "Out Ag'in, In scene. matters
Mr. Jack finally makes his getaway
Mr. Russell and the members of his
.Xg'in," provide three more reels, while in a pie wagon. Alice Washburn and
company, including Charlotte Burton and
"O'Hagan's Scoop" is the three-part BroadAdele DeGarde assist Mr. Daniels in the other players who have appeared in proway Star Feature.
ductions with him, spent more than two
"Britton of the Seventh," written by enactment of this picture.
weeks in the mountains where most of
Cyrus Townsend Brady and picturized by
"The Double Double Cross" is another
the scenes were enacted. The picture was
Col. Jasper Ewing Brady, is a tale of fron- single-reel comedy in which William Dangman takes the leading part. He is assisted adapted from Arthur H. Gooden's story
tier days and the famous Seventh Cavalry.
l)y Lucille Crane, Winthrop Mendell, Jessie by J. Edward Hungerford of the American
This picture, taken in the plains of Texas,
Miller and William Lyttel, Jr.
Mutual scenario department.
is enacted by Charles Kent, Bobby Connelly,
Helene Rosson and E. Forrest Taylor
Harry Northrup, Xed Finley, Darwin Karr
"Out Ag'in, In Ag'in" is a comedy written
and a list of prominent Vitagraphers. The by George McManus and directed by Laware thefeature
principals
in "Theunder
Abandonment."
rence Semon. Hughey Mack, John T. This
was filmed
the direcservices of a company of the Fourteenth
tion
of
Donald
MacDonald.
Kelly,
Kate
Price
and
Jewell
Hunt
play
Cavalry, now engaged in the Villa hunt in
Mexico, and a tribe of Indians from the the important parts.
Work on "The Reclamation," another of
the four Masterpictures, de Luxe Edition,
"O'Hagan's Scoop" is a newspaper drama
reservations in Oklahoma were also enhas been completed under the direction of
listed to make this a real historical repro- in three parts, written by Ross D. Whytock
Edward Sloman. The story is by Kenneth
duction of this sad page in American his- and produced by Harry Davenport. The
tory.
stellar roles are in the hands of Harry T. B. Clarke.
Winnifred Greenwood and Franklin
In "His Dukeship, Mr. Jack," the late.st Mr;rey and Belle Bruce, who have the as- Ritchie are the featured players, supported
sistance
of
Robert
Gaillard,
Thomas
R.
of "The Escajjades of Mr. Jack," Frank
Daniels has an opportunity to exhibit his Mills and Harry Davenport.
by Dick La Reno.
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New
York
League
Exposition
Is Under
Way
Third Annual Exhibit Opens in the Grand Central Palace, New York — Manufacturers Took Liberal Space and Prepare for Big Displays to Make Strong Appeal to Exhibitors and the Public — - Management Preparing
for the Biggest Turnout of "Fans" in History of the Industry
readiness a numl)er of stunts with which to of the various companies contributing to
unusual
seen
have
THE past three weeks
activities both mental and physical startle and attract the patronage of the ex- the Mutual program will be on hand in its
position. There will be on view a new,
interest when they are not acting as repreamong the New York State Exhibsentatives oftheir individual companies.
itors' League. The just cause for all this specially built Pullman automobile, molded
There are many other exhibits scheduled
hustle and bustle has been the third Anon the coupe style. The chasis will be exnual Exposition given by this branch of
hibited undecorated and a prize of one hun- to startle the patrons of the exposition.
Each company to be actively represented
dred dollars will be given to the person
the national body in Grand Central Palace,
New York City. The exposition opens on who suggests the best color scheme for the has in mind some stunt that will make
toward the good of the entire show. A
Monday, May 1, at 2 p. m., and it is to car's decoration.
continue for one week thereafter.
On the third night of the ball, Mr. Ru- complete list of these companies who have
benstein will stage the Thanhouser beauty contracted for floor space follows : AmerCo-operation having been secured with
the Motion Picture Board of Trade of show at which all the far famed beauties
ican Seating Company, Metro, Screen Club,
of the New Roclielle studio will attend
General Electric Company, American PhoAmerica, the exhibits of the various manufrom Florence La Badie, Gladys Leslie, toplayed, Vitagraph, Triangle, William L.
facturers promise to be just as formidable
Sherry, Famous Players, Lasky, Moxiox
and representative as in former years. All Doris Grey, Kathryn Adams and so on
down the line of lesser distinguished but Picture News, Motion Picture Mail, Pease
the space on the main floor of Grand CenPiano Company, Mutual, Universal, Fox,
tral Palace has been contracted for by pro- no less pulchritudinous maidens. Mr. Ruducers, accessory manufacturers and allied
benstein states that the' beauties will be National Cash Register Company, Pathe,
World Film, Brooklyn Triangle, Morning
trades, and the committee of exhibitors in selling something for the good of some
charge of the exposition look forward to a charity.
Telegraph, Novelty Slide Company, Auto
Film Rewinding Company, Motography,
Closing night will witness the appearance
large attendance and subsequent big receipts.
of Claude Cooper and Frank McNish, re- Moving Picture World, Exhibitors' Poster
Scenic artists, carpenters, property men,
spectively Oscar and Conrad of the FalstafT and Supply Company, Champion Sports
comedies. These artists will appear in their Film Company, Menger and Ring, Wurpainters, masons and the like have been
iitzer, B. F. Porter and N. W. Electric
laboring for ten days under the general di- eccentric character makeups and cut capers
rection of Art Director B. A. Rolfe to give for the amusement of the assemblage.
Company, Precision Machine Compan}'-,
the exposition an outward appearance of Selig at the Fair
Picture Theatre Equipment Company, Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register
artistry and good taste. There are many
The Selig company, though located in
nnovations in the way of the erection of
Company,
International Film Service, EdiChicago and not expected to celebrate with
son, Paramount.
the booths promised from advance appearthe
exhibitors,
will
do
so
despite
the
long
ances, while the usual side shows, always
popular with the motion picture loving distance that separates it from the exposi- Exhibits to Appeal to Trade and Public
tion place. A special film presenting interpublic, will be a prominent feature of the
It can be seen from the above list that
esting scenes from the Selig Jungle Zoo.
exposition.
produced at Los Angeles, California, will the exhibits are designed to appeal both to
the exhibitors and the fans. There will be
Metro's booth, which monopolizes as
much space as is usually alloted to five or be shown. This will include a panorama
plenty of entertainment, instruction and
of
the
Selig
studio,
various
views
of
the
six smaller exhibits, is decorated on the
revelations provided for both classes.
managerie.
Inside
information
regarding
style of a reception room. A fireplace in
filming of a Selig Red Seal photoplay
A special feature of the occasion arthe center, handsomely decorated w,alls, the
ranged by the exhibitors will be the taking
conspicuous furniture and mirrored doors will also be exhibited via the celluloid.
of a picture under the direction of Col. Joe
The
Vitagraph
Company
of
America
has
unite to create an impression of dignity and
Smiley, in which none but amateurs will
attractiveness. For several days the best signed for four booth spaces at this show
partake. The scenario has been chosen
scenic artists and property men in the and will make itself prominent in its usual from a large number submitted by amateurs
Metro studio of New York were laboring unobstructive but ' still greatly noticeable
style. The Vitagraph stars who are legion and it is expected that this novel stunt will
to perfect the exhibit with as much hearti- will
be in attendance on every night to meet attract widespread attention.
ness as if they were constructing a setting
B. A. Rolfe has looked after the general
fans and friends, to sign their signatures
for one of the company's big features. The for admiring beholders and to scatter decorations of the Palace in fitting style.
result will surely speak for itself.
souvenirs which, it is promised, will be Around the balcony are pots of greens and
treasured long after the exposition has been green branches are hung from the railings
Universal's Booth
of the mezzanine floor. Mr. Rolfe has also
The Universal Film Manufacturing Comand gone. Various members of the Vita- consented
to allow the Strand orchestra to
pany has taken unto itself one of the best
graph studio will be on hand to introduce
position in the palace. When the spectator the players to the public, while it can safely forsake its stage at the Broadway house
reaches the top of the stairs, there on the be said that the Vitagraph beauties will add for the afternoon of opening day, and at
right will be one booth gorgeously deco- more color and charm to the six-day event. precisely two o'clock they will formally ♦
rated in red to emblemize the Red Feather
William Fox will also be represented at open the exposition by playing a number
pictures. On the left is a booth in blue the Exhibitors' Show. < During the past few of selections.
On each day of the exposition a portion
calling immediate attention to Bluebird
days there has been in construction a booth
of the receipts will be donated to some
Photoplays, Inc. Extending across the tops at the Palace that has kept everyone guessof these booths and bridging the center
ing. It looks like a minature theatre, and charity. Monday is Allies' Day; Tuesday
aisle is an electrical sign in red, white and whether Mr. Fox plans to show his players the Jewish war sufferers will be considblue, advertising the justly celebrated Uni- off from high points of vantage or stage
ered ; some of Wednesday's receipts go to
versal Animated Weekly with the slogan, a minstrel show is a question that will not the German Red Cross ; a portion of
be answered until the opening of the ex- Thursday's will be donated to the Cripples
"Universal Animated Weekly Tops Them
and Orphans ; while Saturday will be
All." This striking exhibit is the result of position.
The Mutual Film Corporation, despite Actors' Fund Day.
weeks of labor by H. H. Van Loan, UniThe following list of exhibitors comthe fact that many of its subsidiary comversal's chief ofthere
publicity.
Feathers
and Bluebirds
will be Red
in abundance
prises the Executive Committee in charge
panies are attending individually, will be
and blind indeed will be the visitor who
represented as its whole. Its exhibit at the of the management of the exposition :
Palace show will be molded on the same
Lee Ochs, Louis Blumenthal, Benjamin
fails to catch the name of L^niversal.
Leon J. Rubenstein, publicity director of liberal scale as its other exhibit in the Lyons, I. Llartstall, Sam Trigger, William
the Thanhouser film corporation, has in Madison Square Garden show.
The stars Hilkemier, Gus Koenigswald, Charles Har-
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ing. Otto Lederer, Chas. Steiner, Max S.
Oestricher, John Wittman, Henry Cole,
John Bolte, Abe Coleman, Frank Peters,
D. Newman, H. Newman, Sam Suchman,
J. J. Haggerty, A. Bauernfreund, D. Picker,
William Brandt, Ben Title, Louis Lavine,
John Manheimer, Sam Lesselbaum, Julian
Loeb, William Hollander. J. C. Mooney,
R. Isreals, J. Foster, G. Schwartz, M.
Glvnn.
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Support

to Exhibitor

No. 19.

Is Important

'Film Industry Spends More Money on Advertising in Dailies Than on Any Other Medium
of Publicity," Says Burger of International, Releasing "Myra"
"The Mysteries of Myra" and "Has It Ever
JK. BURGER, manager of exchanges
• for the International Film Service,
points out the importance of newspaper
"Do you toknow
Happened
You?"what newspaper support
support for the exhibitor in connection
means for the exhibitor?" asked Mr.
with the initial releases of his organization,
Burger. "Consider the fact that approximately nine out of ten people living in com-

Victor Herbert Writes Opera for Dixon Film
Famous Composer for Last Eight Months at Work on Operatic Score for Full Orchestra"The Fall of a Nation" Will Be Put on in an Elaborate Manner
painter, actor and author, who wrote the
THE troubles in Ireland lend peculiar
significance to the latest labors of that rollicking "Handy Andy," "Harry Lorrecelebrated native-born Irishman, Victor
quer" and other stories. Born in Dublin,
Herbert, who is likewise America's greatest he was educated first in his grandfather's
composer. President of the Friends of house in London and later, both as to genIrish Freedom and prominent in many
eral culture and musical training, in Germany. He lived for many years on the
other Hibernian organizations, Mr. HerContinent, then in the eighties was brought
bert
is
writing
"The
Fall
of
a
Nation"
in
the shadow of the world war and at the to America by Anton Seidl as concertvery moment of the long-expected Irish master and 'cellist. Here his abilities raprebellion.
idly developed. In addition to writing
many classical pieces for the cello, piano
The libretto of "The Fall of a Nation"
is by Thomas Dixon, author of "The Clans- and grand orchestra, Herbert entered the
man," "The Leopard's Spots," "The One musical operetta field and with extraordinary fecundity turned out several score of
Woman." "The Foolish Virgin" and "The
Birth of a Nation" scenario ; the musical
score is by Victor Herbert, composer, bandmaster, symphon)' director, author of the
only strikingly successful American grand
opera, "Natoma," and of more than forty
popular operettas. The collaboration of
these two master creators is perhaps the
most sensational departure of the picture
season, in the novel field of that which
they style "cinema grand opera."
"The Fall of a Nation" will be produced
at a Broadway theatre. New York, next
month on a scale of magnificence commensurate with the most costly and elaborate production that has yet come out
of the Los Angeles producing district.
The secret of Victor Herbert's connection with it has been closely held and is
now for the first time disclosed. For the
last eight months Mr. Herbert has been
writing the operatic score for full orchestra,
based on Mr. Dixon's carefully timed continuity story. For the last two weeks he
has been revising the score, page by page,
in exact accord with the screen showing
VICTOR HERBERT
of the successive reels as they have been
shipped to him from the Coast. His as- tlie most sparkling comic operas and musistant director, Harold Sanford, is in Los
sical comedies in which Francis Wilson,
Angeles rehearsing musicians in the work.
DeWolf Hopper, Frank Daniels, Lulu
Never before in this country, it is said, Glaser, Fritzi Scheff and other favorites
has a composer of the first rank devoted
starred. He was for several years bandhis talents to providing an original score
master of the 22d Regiment, succeeding
for a picture production. The solitary Patrick Gilmore, but left it to direct his
instance of the kind in Europe is Humperown symphony orchestra. Several of his
dinck and his original orchestration of musical
comedies are now on the road, and
"Sister Beatrice." Herbert was induced, others are planned for next year.
partly hj' the influence of Humperdinck's
"The Fall of a Nation," produced by the
example, partly by his admiration for the National
Drama Corporation, has a thorgenius of Thomas Dixon, to make this exoughly .American story.
traordinary departure from his usual musical activities and to plunge into "pic- SHERRILL ON WAY TO WEST COAST
torial grand opera." It cannot be too
Jack Sherrill, whose most recent screen
strongly emphasized that the character of
this attempt is entirely different from any- appearance was opposite Alice Brady in
thing that has preceded it.
the World Film production, "Then I'll
The famous composer comes well by his Come Back to You," has left New York
artistic inheritance. Victor Herbert is a for California, where he will investigate
grandson of .Samuel Lover, the Irish ofTers from several producers.

J. K. BURGER
munities where theatres are located read
one or more newspapers daily.
"The film industry as a whole, compared
with any other industry, spends more
money on newspaper advertising than on
any other medium of publicity. Moreover,
the International Film Service is today
devoting more white space in newspaper
display for the exhibitor than any other
distributing organization in the film industry. Twenty million people daily, reading the Hearst newspapers, can see what
they read visualized on .the screen."
THELMA SALTER, CHILD ACTRESS,
WITH HORSLEY
Thelma Salter, a child actress known the
world over, has been especially engaged by
David Horsley to play in the supporting
cast of Crane Wilbur in the five-reel Mutual
Masterpicture, de luxe edition, "The Wasted
She is a native daughter of California,
having been born in Los Angeles in 1909.
She started her motion picture career apYears." pearing in "Like Father Like Son" with the
Majestic company. She then attracted the
attention of the Keystone people, and appeared in a comedy entitled "How Villains
Are Made," and after that she scored a big
success with her work in the "Sign of the
Rose," with George Beban, at the New
York Motion Picture Corporation. She
continued with that company and appeared
in support of William S. Hart in "The
Disciple" and numerous other dramas.
Although Thelma stands just three feet
six inches tall and weighs but sixty-two
pounds, she is an accomplished horseback
rider, swimmer and dancer.
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Guilty?"
Basis o£ Pathe's "Who's
Form
Big Themes
Release Dates Are as Follows: "Puppets of Fate," on May 8; 'The Tight Rein," on May 15; "The Tangled Web," on
May 22; "The Silent Shame," on May 29, and "Sowing the Wind," on June 5— All are Problem Plays Indicting Certain Phases of Modern Life.
IT NOW is certain that before May 8, the "Who's Guilty?" series, there is as portrayed in this tremendous "Who's
Guilty?" story.
the date of release of the first photo- presented the problem of love versus
A too-hastily-formed judgment of an
money,
the
primal
instinct
of
a
woman
Guilty?"
"Who's
s
Pathe'
in
novel
innocent
man's act — -whereby he is
CorFilm
Arrow
to possess her husband's iove rather
series, produced by the
forced to take up the life of a haunted
than to be merely the choicest possesporation, at least eight and probably
sion his money has brought him. It and hunted criminal — is the basis of
nine of the fourteen photo-novels comprising this series will have been deliv- concerns itself, too, with the validity of "Sowing the Wind." The economic
ered by the producers to Pathe. This in a marriage which has been entered into struggle — a wealthy wife and a poor
itself marks a record in photoplay pro- through a fraud perpetrated on one of husband— -is shown in "Sold Out," the
the contracting parties, an offense for sixth of the "Who's Guilty?" series.
duction even for a record-breaking
series.
which there is but little legal redress under "Truth Crushed to Earth" concerns itself with the attitude of parents toward
It has made possible the delivery by present conditions.
their children, or punishment given in
Pathe to the many newspapers which
Attacks Divorce Evil
moments of passion, of truth and honor
will run the "Who's Guilty?" stories of
six complete novels prior to the publiThe fourth of the series, "The Silent crushed when they should be rewarded.
cation of the first one. Thereby the Shame," attacks the divorce evil, which
"The Weaker Strain" asks the question— should a wife be dependent on her
newspapers have been enabled to give now is arousing the interest of minishusband or has she a right to a career
these stories unusually fine space and
ters, jurists, law-makers and laymen
of her own, gained solely by her own eflayouts.
everywhere in the United States. Be- forts?
It has been decided to release these
tween South Carolina — where there is no
It is on big but homely themes like
pictures in the following sequence:
divorce under any conditions—and Newith its complacent Reno — there these that the "Who's Guilty?" pictures
"Puppets of Fate" on May 8, "The Tight is a vada—
wide gulf. But it is no wider than have been built in this Arrow-made
Rein" on May 15, "The Tangled Web"
between the right and the wrong of it series released by Pathe.
on May 22, "The Silent Shame" on May
29 and "Sowing the Wind" on June 5.
These are the first five of the "Who's
Plans Under Way for Pittsburgh Convention
Guilty?" series.
All of these photo-novels are prob- June 27-28-29 Set for the Event, President Harrington Announces — State League Is Tendered
lem plays that present an indictment of
Use of Exposition Buildings by Chamber of Commerce
certain present-day habits and convenSpecial to Motion Picture News.
under advisement. The Pittsburgh
tions of society. They are concerned
Pittsburgh, April 29. Chamber of Commerce has tendered the
with the moral guilt of the men and
Pittsburgh Exposition buildwomen back of those immediately guilty. PLANS are being arranged for the use ofings,the
and it is possible that either the
holding of the State convention of
Anna Nilsson and Tom Moore, the comain building of this group or Machinstars of the "Who's Guilty?" series, are the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
ery hall will be selected.
seen in a variety of roles that calls for of America in Pittsburgh on June 27, 28,
A number of the Pittsburgh supply
and
29,
and
exposition
big
a
feature
is
a
the highest histrionic ability. No two
houses have promised their support and
is being counted on in the plans.
of the stories alike in plot, set, or cos- that
Fred Herrington, president of the it is possible that the manufacturers
tume; the result has been to tax to the
represented at the convenlimit the energies of the players, of league, made the announcement that the will betion.well
The
members
of the State league
above
dates
had
been
decided
upon
and
Howell Hansel and Lawrence B. Mcalso stated that a big exposition with intend to make the affair the biggest
Gill, who are directing the "Who's
thing in the State.
displays of manufacturGuilty?" stories, and of Hickson, the comprehensive
Reservations for space will start shorters
and
dealers
in
pictures
and
picture
Fifth Avenue modiste who has designed
ly and film and supply houses have been
house supplies will be one of the imporMiss Nilsson's gowns exclusively for
asked to let the management knovr
tant
adjuncts
of
the
gathering
and
visitthe "Who's Guilty?" series.
ors will be present from a number of what their requirements will be in order to book the exhibits as quickly as
States.
"Puppets of Fate"
possible.
It is hoped to make the expoJust
where
the
convention
v,'ill
be
held
"Puppets of Fate," the first of the
series, hinges on the moral and legal in this city has not as yet been decided industry.sition one which will be a credit to the
right of a surgeon to perform a serious upon, but a number of places have been
operation on a member of his own family. Medical and surgical ethics frown
Manufacturers in Sympathy with McAleer Plan
on such a practice; but there is no legal
prevention of it. When the surgeon in Pittsburgh Screen Club Intends to Wage Vigorous Warfare on Political Candidates in Favor
of Censorship, and "Will Try to Elect Men Favoring Exhibitors
"Puppets of Fate" makes his big misSpecial to Motion Picture News.
take, it is left to the audience to deterThe campaign committee is busy formine who actually is guilty — the surmulating plans for covering PennsylPittsburgh, April 29.
vania and making a vigorous campaign
geon, his wife, a wealthy widow who
the
of
man
JOHN McALEER, chair
has perhaps over-encouraged his ambifor the election of men who will becampaign committee of the Pitts- favorable
to the film men in the next
tions,
a
fellow-surgeon,
or
the
latter's
burgh Screen Club has returned from
wife.
New York, where he was working in legislature. Only candidates who declare themselves against the censorship
In the same manner the right of a connection with the plans of the club to
parent to determine whom his son shall fight state censorship.
law
will
be assisted hy the organization.
In talking of the trip Mr. McAleer
marry is presented in "The Tight Rein."
The campaign committee expects the
Out of the desire of a Puritanical mill- stated he has received every encouragement that the manufacturers will stand support of the exhibitors throughout the
owner to weld two fortunes through the
mating of his son with another mill- back of the local organization and give entire State. Mr. McAleer will shortly
it financial and moral support in elimi- make a statement which he says will be
owner's daughter, comes a cataclismic
nating from the state of Pennsylvania of interest to all persons connected with
tragedy that affects the son, the daughthe board of censors who are ruining the film industry in this G.State.
L. McCoy, Jr.
ter, the parents and many others.
In "The Tangled Web." the third of the business in this State.
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FILM STUDIOS

(TOP. LEFT TO RIGHT) ROBERT WARWICK, CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, ETHEL CLAYTON, GAIL KANE, ALICE BRADY, HOLBROOK BLINN. (BELOW)
EORIS KENYON. HOUSE PETERS, GERDA HOLMES, CARLYLE BLACKWELL, MOLLY KING
MARY

A. MERSCH SIGNS WITH
PALLAS
Mary Mersch has been engaged by
Pallas Pictures to appear in important
characterizations on the Paramount Program.
Her lirst theatrical experience was gained
at the Belasco theatre in Los Angeles,
where she appeared in stock for two years.
Following this engagement, her work on
the road in "The College Widow," with
Qayton W hite and Marie Stuart in vaudeville, and in leading parts with other organizations, gave her a -splendid training.
With Lasky, Selig and other prominent
film producers she appeared with personal
success, her latest screen portrayal being
evidenced in "The Heart of Nora Flynn,"
a Lasky photoplay.
The initial production in which Miss
Mersch appears, under the Pallas Pictures
brand, is "David Garrick," in which Dustin
Farniim plavs the title role. "Davy Crockett," another Dustin Farnuin release, is the
next Pallas offering in which she will appear.
INTEREST IN ACTORS' FUND SHOWN
EVERYWHERE
Support of the Motion Picture Campaign for the Actors' Fund is extending
into the most remote parts of the United
States. Not only are the large and important cities of the country working with
enthusiasm in the movement, but even the
smaller cities, tnwns and hamlets are giving
evidence of their determination not to be
left behind.
James Pooton, chairman of the branch
committee of the. campaign in Arizona,
writes to Samuel Goldfish, chairman of the
Executive Committee, that practically all
the motion picture houses of that section
will join in the donation of ten per cent,
of their receipts on National Motion Picture Tribute Day, May 19. Mr. Pooton
says that his list of supporters is headed
by Manager Klinger, of the Opera House.
Tucson, the leadin.g picture house of the
state.

Two World Stars in Important Stage Successes
Robert Warwick Creates Role of Captain Brassbound for Grace George — Holbrook Blinn
Is Picked by Margaret Anglin as Leading Man for Wilde Play
'WO stars
stars of
the World
TWO
of the
World Film
Film forces
forces
role in "A Woman of No Importance,"
are
are now
now playing
nlavine- in
in important
imnortant le- now running at the Fulton theatre. New
gitimate successes, and several others
York. A syndicate of moneyed men are
have received offers from prominent
erecting a theatre in the Fifth Avenue
stage producers.
district, calling it the Holbrook Blinn
Robert Warwick was selected by theatre, and where Mr. Blinn will not
Grace George to create the role of only be the principal player, but will
stage the productions. Mr. Blinn will
Capt. Brassbound in "Captain Brassdivide his time between the theatre and
bound's Conversion," and now Miss
the World Film studio, appearing about
George is endeavoring to secure Warwick for her 1916-1917 repertoire seaeight times a year on the World proson, but nothing definite has been decided. Mr. Warwick is said to lean
Alice Brady, for the past eighteen
strongly toward the studio. He is actively months in film plays for World, is said
engaged for World Films on the first of gram.
to have declined eight offers from various legitimate producers for this and
five productions, "Friday the 13th," which
next season. Gail Kane has also been
is being directed l)y Emile Chautard under
the personal supervision of William A. offered leading parts in several stage
Brady.
plays, but has refused all offers up to the
Holbrook Blinn was picked by Marpresent calling for a division of her time
and attention.
garet Anglin to play the leading male
Chambers May Help Director with "Common
Law"
Author Exp^e^^<:s Willingness to Render All Possible Assistance in Pirturization of His
Novel as Vehicle for Clara Kimball Young
LETTERS lation
and reached
telegrams
of congratuthe offices
of the
Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation
this week in response to the announcement that Lewis J. Selznick had purchased Robert W. Chambers' widelyread novel, "The Common J. aw," to be
picturized for the first feature in which
-Miss Young will be presented by the
new organization next Octoijer.
So great has been the response that
the four personal representatives of Mr.
Selznick who were to begin a tour of
different sections of the country this
week have been forced to postpone the
trip in order to rearrange their schedules
to accommodate the hundreds of important exhibitors whose names have
been added to the list of applications
by the announcement
about plans for

production
"The not Common
Miss Young,of while
engaged atLaw."
the
studio on her present production, is
making a close study of the Chambers'
nario.
novel and sketching out her own sceMr. Chambers has announced his willingness to lend any assistance possible
to Miss Young and her director in picturizing his novel and he has been invited to be present during the taking of
the scenes and make any suggestions
he desires.
.Arrangements are being completed
tliis week for the lease of a studio in
town pending the erection of the company's own studio and plant. Work on
"The Common Law" will begin on July
16, the day
after Miss Young's present
contract
expires.

May 13, 1916.
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Picture
Theatre
Finance
Is Topic
in Capital
City
Subject Becomes Storm Center of Controversy Among Managers, Who Publish Statements Radically Different in
Tone — Savoy Management Declares That Business Is Not Profitable, and Offers Figures of Year's Net
Profiit as Proof — Management of Spanish Gardens Makes Declaration in Print That Profits Are Large
Second — How much stock have they sub- the stock is being subscribed for rapidly.
MOTION picture finance has suddenly
Capital, one hundred and fifty thousand
scribed for, and how much actual cash
become an important topic of disdollars ($150,000), all common stock.
did they invest.
cussion in Washington, D. C,
Shares, one hundred dollars ($100) per
which apparently seems to have been Third — Are there any promotion fees, high
full paid and non-assessable.
share,
prices to be paid for leases, or is there
brought about by the announcement of the
In order to assure the public of the
much watered stock?
Spanish Gardens, which proposes to create
a new epoch in photoplay circles. This Fourth — What salary (if any) are the of- safety of their investment a list of those
interested in the enterprise was published
ficers of the company to receive?
will be located in an established amuseby the management.
Among these are
ment center in the residential section
Fifth — Will the total investment be so mentioned
:
great that a profit would be utterly
among other picture houses.
Hon. Isaac R. Hitt, United States commisNo sooner had the news of this $100,000
impossible ?
sioner; Hon. Samuel J. Nichols, member
structure, built on distinctive artistic lines, Sixth — If there were a profit, would they
of Congress from South Carolina ; R. C.
declare dividends, and divide it among
spread over the city, than the Savoy, its
Day, representing Underwood & Undernearest neighbor, comes out in the papers
the stockholders, or would they diswood, New York City; Lanier P. Mcwith a statement that the motion picture
pose of the profits in high salaries to
Lachlen, secretary McLachlen Banking
officers of the company?
business is not a desirable money making
Corporation; William Hinton Hollaway,
one, and that as a house with a capacity Seventh — Have the organizers, whoever
attorney at law, secretary and treasurer
of one thousand asking admissions of ten
they may be, had any practical experiLyric Theatre Company;
William L.
and fifteen cents, it had only made $5,204.49
ence in the moving picture business,
Soleau, Banking and Insurance; H. C.
net profit in the past year. This came in
and have they been successful?
Grove, manager Columbia Graphophone
the form of a sworn statement, as follows :
It must be further stated that Mr. CranCompany; Thomas Hampton, president
dall
has
just
taken
over
the
Avenue
Grand
ANNUAL STATEMENT— SAVOY
Hampton Construction Company, former
theatre,
in
the
southeast
residential
section
THEATRE AND PARK
president Pittsburgh Construction Comof the city. After being redecorated and
For year ending December 31, 1915
pany; B. B. Wilson, secretary and treasthoroughly renovated, this house was reurer Real Estate Trust Company; Arley
opened to the public under the Crandall
Gross Income
B. Magee, attorney at law.
management on April 15. It has a capacity
Total Admissions
$46,688.91 of
1,000,
Depositaries — Federal
National Bank,
Banking Corporation. The
The Spanish Gardens theatre places a McLachlen
$46,688.91 more hopeful aspect on the financial sub- Federal .Amusement Company, which will
ject, announcing that this theatre is to be erect and conduct the Spanish Gardens, has
Income from Admissions $46,688.91
a
community
house, built by local capital been capitalized for $150,000, with shares
Total Expense
41,484.42
at $100 each.
Willard Howe.
with local interests at heart. The manNet Profit
$5,204.49
agement states : "It is conservatively esti- |iiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiH^
mated that 78,0(X) persons in Washington
Deductions
attend motion picture houses daily. Of I PRINCIPAL
THEATRES IN BIG |
this number about 13,000 are drawn from
Operating Expenses (films, labor,
I
CITIES
FLASH
ACTORS' FUND |
light, repairs, etc.)
$32,509.58 the Mount Pleasant section, and many of I
ANNOUNCEMENT ON
|
Rent
1,500.00 these pay carfare in addition to their admission
fee.
It
must
be
apparent
that
the
I
SLIDES
I
Salaries
3,700.00
Interest on Investment
2,400.00 Spanish Gardens, being near home, will I National Motion Picture Tribute |
Day, May 15, on which a portion of i
Interest on Loan
345.00 attract many more than now take the trip II the
receipts of film theatres all over i
Taxes
1,029.84 downtown.
country is to be donated to the 1
A conservative estimate places the daily II the
Motion Picture Campaign for the 1
attendance at the Spanish Gardens at 2,500 I Actors' Fund of America, is only a 1
$41,484.42 — about equal to a full house at any one I few days off. The support the exhib- 1
Yet, despite these small earnings, the of the three daily performances. Based on I itors are pledging in the mammoth |
Savoy is preparing to enlarge its house the admission fee of 10 cents, this would I humanitarian undertaking — the rais- m
with 450 more seats, and to make other give a gross revenue of $91,250 per year, I ing of 1500,000 in fifteen weeks for |
improvements, which, according to its of- or over 60 per cent, of the capital stock I the worthiest of all charities — is prov- i
Ii ing
most gratifying
to the executive gj
committee
of the campaign.
ficial statement, "will not come out of taken in every year.
Making
full
allowance
for
expenses
of
I In all the motion picture houses of 1
profits of the comp'any, but by adding adoperation, etc., there should be a net I New York and the other important |
ditional capital."
revenue of $60,000 a year, or 40 per cent, i cities of the country, this announce- 1
Crandall Issues Statement
1 ment is being thrown on the screen 1
on
the investment.
Then comes a published statement from
1
The men behind this undertaking are i this week:
H. M. Crandall, president of the Crandall
successful business men, and are giving I NATIONAL MOTION PICTURE |
Amusement Company, operating Crandall's their time and experience in making their I
TRIBUTE DAY
|
theatre, and proprietor of several resi- stock and your stock very valuable.
dential houses, who proposes also to locate
I
MONDAY, MAY 15
|
iMotion pictures have come to stay, and
a large house near these other two the- their earning possibilities are not equaled I Ten per cent, of the receipts of this |
i
theatre on that date wll be
i
atres.
i
donated to the
1
Mr. Crandall advises the public to use by any other class of investment.
A large theatre can be operated on praccare in investing in motion picture theatres,
tically the same overhead expense as a I ACTORS' FUND OF AMERICA |
stating that this is done purely to set at small one.
HELP US SWELL OUR
|
This is to be. the largest and best. I
rest any false impressions and for the pubI
CONTRIBUTION!
|
By the partial payment method of belic's own benefit. His commands are as
coming a stockholder or part owner in I Every exhibitor in the country i
follows :
this enterprise you get in on the ground 1 should have this on his screen and do I
INVESTIG.A.TE THE FOLLOWING:
i everything in his power to make the i
floor of a money-making institution with- .f
campaign the success it deserves to be. 1
out a large outlay of money.
First — What is the financial standing of
those most interested?
It is advisable to act at once because liiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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SCHLANK

COMPLETES MIDDLE WEST
TOUR FOR UNICORN
Ike Schlank, general manager of the Unicom ¥i\m Service Corporation, has just
returned to New York from a trip which
took him for a tour of the Middle West,
where he completed arrangements for the
opening of Unicorn exchanges in the principal cities. Mr. Schlank will leave within
a few days for New Orleans, Atlanta, and
Dallas on a similar mission.
J. A. Eslow, formerly manager of the
Universal exchange in Boston, has been
appointed Western division manager for
Unicorn, and is now engaged in work preliminary to opening branches in the Far
West. The Eastern division is under the
direction of Fred B. Murphy.
The company, which offers a program of
twenty-one reels a week, composed of dramatic, comedy and Western subjects, announces that branches are now established
in the following cities: New York, Boston, Springfield, Bangor, Buffalo, Syracuse,
Albany, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Kansas
City, Minneapolis, Indianapolis, Chicago,
Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Detroit, and Cincinnati. Offices in the South and Far West
will be ready for business May 15.
LOUISVILLE MAY RAISE PRICES
Louisville exhibitors are considering the
advisability of raising admission prices in
motion picture theatres. The Louisville
Photoplay Association met recently and
had this matter under discussion, and it
is probable that the question will be settled at another meeting to be held soon.
Exhibitors declare that on account of
high prices charged for film service they
would be warranted in charging slightly
higher prices for admission, and they believe that they can bring the public to
see the justice of this action.
If an increase is decided upon, it is
probable that the theatres which now
charge ten cents' will raise the price to
fifteen cents, and that the five-cent houses
will charge a dime. At the present time
there are some theatres which occasionally
charge fifteen cents when an exceptionally
good film is being run, but the prevailing
price there is ten cents. There are a few
five-cent houses in the city.
SAN FRANCISCO PLANS BALL FOR
ACTORS' FUND DONATION
The moving picture trade in San Francisco is giving its attention to the proposed
half-million-dollar fund for retired actors
and actresses. The committee recently appointed to work out plans has decided upon
a ball.
It will be held in the municipal Auditorium in the Civic Center.
A number of screen artists from Los Angeles will be present, and the studios in
the San Francisco Bay district will be
strongly represented. Herman Wobber is
chairman of the committee. Other members of the Actors' P'un^ committee are
Louis Levy, M. Lichter and Irving Ackerman. The ball committees to be named by
Chairman Wobber will include every one
at all prominent in the industry in that section of the state.
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6 Cameras

in Taking

Kellermann

No 19.

Scenes

Two "Boxes" Are Placed Side by Side Where Action Promises to Be Most Vivid and Other
Four-Catch New Angles at Remote Points

BATTALION

OF FOX CAMERAMEN

WHO

FILMED ANNETTE

DIRECTOR - GENERAL HERBERT
BRENON, in making the Annette
Kellermann spectacle for William Fox, did
not depend on one cameraman, or two or
even three. He took an even dozen along
with him to Jamaica, and kept six of the
twelve
constantly
scenes, while
a seventhatwaswork
chosen"shooting''
to make
still photographs.
The use of the six men meant just this:
every time a big scene was made on land or
sea six cameras were grinding away at it
from different angles. Two cameras were
side by side at the point where the action
promised to be most vivid, and the other
Seats for Premier

KELLERMANN SPECTACLE

four were placed where they would get the
action from new angles. Often the sixth
camera, placed at the most remote spot,
would pick up the action on the film in a
way that made it superior to the work of
the other instruments, and this strip of
film would be selected as best depicting
what the director wished to show in the
finished offering.
Film taken today of a scene will differ
materially from a duplicate picture of exactly the same scene taken a week or two
later. This is due wholly to atmospheric
and light conditions over which man can
have no control.

of Ince Play Sold in Less Than

Day

"Civilization," Twelve-Reel Subject, Makes Record for Picture and Speaking Stage Attractions at Los Angeles Theatre and Is Compliment to Maker of Kay-Bee Subjects.
Special to Motion Picture News.
theatre where motion pictures or speaking
Los Angeles, April 29. stage attractions are given, and is a distinct
ONE of the big enclosed stages at the compliment to the maker of Kay-Bee TriCulver City Ince plant was used by
angle subjects.
the orchestra of forty for rehearsals of the
A company of Ince players working in
incidental music to accompany the Ince the fourth subject starring Frank Keenan,
twelve-reel subject "Civilization." The re- spent several days at Riverside taking
hearsal was conducted by Victor Schert- scenes at the international polo meet in
zinger, who is the composer of the original which champion players from all over the
score for the entire twelve reels. A new
world took part. This subject is laid in
feature introduced in connection is the New York City at the present day, and is
Greek chorus of seventy-five, who will sing being made under the direction of Charles
the vocal accompaniment. The premier of Giblyn.
this picture was given here on April 17 at
Monday a very large number of extras
were used at Inceville, working in battle
the Majestic Triangle theatre.
The new Ince plant was practically de- front scenes for a spy story dealing in a
serted for several days as scenes for sub- neutral manner with the present European
conflict. The scenes for this were made
jects in productions required that companies work on locations at Inceville and under the direction of Reginald Barker,
others outside of the studio. The staff and the subject stars H. B. Warner star of
here now consists of six directors working "The Beggar of Cawnpore."
under the supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
Many stories have been heard with refThey are Reginald Barker, Raymond B.
erence to the coming of Mabel Normand
West, Charles Giblyn, William S. Hart, to play in a subject made at the Ince
Scott Sidney, and Walter Edwards.
studio, but no definite statement was given
In less than one day's time, all seats for out by the Culver City producer, Thomas
H. Ince. According to the unofficial stories,
the premier of Thomas H. Ince's twelvereel subject "Civilization" were sold out at Miss Normand will arrive in Los Angeles
the Majestic Theatre box office. This is and take up her work in drama within two
an unprecedented sale for a Los Angeles weeks.

May 13, 1916.
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Court

Judge Moschzisker Hands Down Decision in Case of "Virtue" — Decree of the Supreme Court Hinges on Fact That
Judge Barratt in His Decision Said the Censor Board's Actions Were "Minute," "Far Fetched" and "Without
Merit" While Act of May 15 Requires Different Interpretation to Define Action of Censors
Special to Motion Picture News.
to remove the censors and appoint others.
Serpent," "Kreutzer Sonata," "The Foors
In cases of the failure of such a method,
Philadelphia, April 28. Revenge" ; Pathe's "New York" and "The
the law could be repealed at any time by
vania
Pennsyl
of
Iron
Claw,"
and
Lubin's
"Dollars
and
the
Court
e
THE Suprem .
has spoken The opinion of Judge Woman," the cases which were recently the Legislature, if it so desired. As present constituted, however, unless arbitrary
Von Moschzisker in the case of the heard in Common Pleas Courts, Mr. Kun
decisions or abuses of discretion could be
said
that
while
in
the
cases
before
Judges
,"
ed
n
film "Virtue produc
by the Frankli
conclusively, there was nothing
Film Corporation, was handed down last Barratt and Wessels oral decisions had proved
more to be said. As the Board of Censors
week, and sustains the appeal of the Board been given in the court room, no decree
of Censors from the findings of President had yet been handed down in writing; but, will not grant any interviews, on the
Judge Barratt, of Common Pleas Court said the deputy general, "If decrees that ground that they are not properly quoted,
are handed down are not justified by the no attempt was made to get their point
No. 2.
The decree of the Supreme Court really records in the case, the state will in every of view. One consideration that the censors have always fought in the court trials
hinges on the fact that Judge Barratt in instance carry these cases to the Supreme
already heard is the property value of the
his decision said the Censor Board's acfilms to the manufacturers, claiming that
tions were "minute," "far fetched," and Redress in Repeal of the Law
was irrelevant to the question. As Judge
"without merit," while the act of May 15,
Court."
Mr. Kun further said, that if people did Moschzisker has, however, said the lower
1915, creating the present censorship, recourts should not hesitate to protect propquires the actions of the board to be not agree with the Censor Board's standerty rights when necessary. It is expected
ards of morality, the law of Pennsylvania
"arbitrary," "oppressive," and "an abuse had made them the arbiters of film destiny,
the big loss usually involved in banning
of discretion," before the Court of Common Pleas can sustain an appeal from the and as such their verdicts must be ac- a film from a state will be given greater
prominence in future trials arising from
cepted. If the people were dissatisfied,
edict of the censors.
their course of procedure would have to ruling of the state censors.
As it is contended that any eliminations
Irene Page Solomon.
take the form of an appeal to the Governor
"arare
justification
proper
without
made
bitrary, oppressive and an abuse of discretion," in the opinion of a prominent Ball and Convention Planned for Omaha on May 11th
lawyer, of Philadelphia, the Supreme Court
Screen Club and Photoplay Managers' Association Set Time Few Days Before Motion Picdecision is a "hair-splitting differentiation."
ture Campaign Day for Aid to Actors' Fund
Judge Von Moschzisker goes on to find
Advertising:
M. J. Weisfeldt, of the
Spjcial to Motion Picture News.
reasons and precedents for the right of
Mutual exchange; Phil Goldstone, of the
Omaha,
April
22.
then
and
Court,
review by the Supreme
A COMBINED ball and convention will World exchange; Jake Mitchell, of the
defines the word "appeal," which at the
be staged by the Screen Club and Bluebird exchange; C. E. Ellsworth, of
present time in the law has no conclusive
South Omaha; Harry Goldmeaning. He then says:
the Photoplay Managers' Association of the Orpheum,
berg, of the Princess; the photoplay editors
Omaha, on May 11, a few days before the
Intent to Grant Right of Appeal
day set apart for donating to the Motion
of the city's three big daily newspapers,
"In this connection a careful reading of the statSamuel H. Goldfish, of New York, as
con- Picture Campaign for the Actor's Fund. and
never were
it was Pleas
convincesof us,
question
ute here in templated
honorary member.
Aside from the amount raised in this way
Common
that the Courts
to hetureconstantly
called uponbefore
to permit
Program and Tickets: Manager Willreels to be reproduced
theni, movinir
and sitpic-as the motion picture folk of the Middle West
iams, of the Park theatre; Harry Watts,
super-ceusors
thereof
in
order
to
review
de- will give ten per cent., and maybe twentycisions of the administrative body created the
by the
act. ITie evident intent was to grant a right of five per cent., of their theatre receipts on of the RohlfT ; George Monroe, of the Monappeal to the Common Pleas so that tribunal could May 15 to the fund.
roe; A. R. Pramer, of the Alhambra; E.
correct any arbitrary or oppressive orders which the
The committees in charge of the arrange- J. Halgren, of the Suburban.
Board of Censors might make and nothing more; in
other words that the court might reverse the CenDance and Reception: M. H. Thomas,
ments have telegraphed Samuel H. Goldsors when the latter were guilty of an abuse of discretion.
fish, desiring the presence of as many pic- of the Strand; J. E. Kirk, of the Pathe
"We do not mean to say that the Common Pleas
ture stars as possible at the ball. The exchange; H. Goldberg, of the Princess;
may sarynotso to review
eliminated
pictures,comprehend
when necesdo in order
to properly
the newspapers are back of them in the camManager Nickerson, of the Lyric; Manamatter before them; but such inspection should
paign, and the event is being extended to
ger Atkins, of the Besse, South Omaha;
never be resorted to unless, in their opinion, the
ordinary methods of proof are inadequate. When, include all motion picture exhibitors in J. Rachman, of the Grand ; Manager C. W.
after hearing, the Court is convinced in any case the Omaha territory. Various manufacTaylor, of the General exchange; and
that the Censors have abused their discretion the
turers will have exhibits, actors from the
construction just placed upon the Act of 1915,
J. F. Stem, of the Fox exdiange.
supra, leaves ample power in the Common Fleas to local vaudeville shows will stage attrac- Manager
These committee members are from both
see that the public is not denied proper entertaintions aside from the regular ball, screen
ment, and to protect property rights, a power which
they should not hesitate to use when occasion re- shows will be given, pictures taken, and the Screen Club and the Photoplay Managers' Association.
quires."
the various downtown theatres and exGuy p. Leavitt.
Then, after again pointing out the difchanges will be decorated for the event.
ference between "without merit" and The grand ball, which will be held in the
NEW QUARTERS FOR PITTSBURGH
"abuse of discretion," the opinion winds giant Auditorium of Omaha, will no doubt
LEAGUE
up thus :
be attended by thousands. Such is the
The members of the Exhibitors League
^'•In the absence of such determination, the order intention, at least.
complained of oannot stand. The several assignThe picture men here are meeting often, will soon be housed in new quarters in
ments of error are sustained and the order is realmost daily, to push the plans. They are Pittsburgh. At present the organization
versed,"
Deputy Attorney General Joseph L. Kun, co-operating in this as they never have in meets in rooms in the Apollo Building, in
Fourth avenue. At the next meeting of
who conducted the case for the censors, any other project.
Committees appointed are as follows : the organization it will be decided where
was much pleased at the verdict of the
will be located.
Supreme Court because in his opinion it General Arrangements. S. H. Goldberg, theA quarters
number of rooms have been looked at
upheld the contention of the Censor Board of the Princess; W. O. Jensen, of the
the committee in charge of finding a
as to the powers of the Courts of Com- Lothrop; E. J. Monaghan, of the Boule- by
suitable home for the organization, and
mon Pleas.
vard; F. A. Van Husan, of the Laemmle
FilmHipp.
service exchange; Jake Schlank, of they will make their recommendation to
When asked as to the effect the verdict the
the membership next Thursday.
would have on the cases of Fox's "The
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PENNINGTON OF ZIEGFELDS
"FOLLIES" WITH FAMOUS
Ann Pennington, one of the stars of the
Ziegfeld "Follies" for the past three years,
has signed a long-term contract with Famous Players, to star in productions of
that company on the Paramount Program.
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ANN

ANN PENNINGTON
"Susie Snowfiake," a story of the musical
comedy stage, has been chosen as the vehicle for Miss Pennington's screen debut.
The picture will be ready for release
June 22, it is announced.
BEAL AND SELIG PLAYERS GO TO
INDIANA
Director Frank Bcal, of the Selig Polyscope Company, together with its principal
actors, has gone to Indiana for a two-week
sojourn, where scenes in the special feaIndiana's
filming Mr.
ture will
production
a state
be taken.
Beal history
has plansas
of a complete frontier setfor the building
tlement and stockade at Lafayette, Ind.,
historic incidents in Indiana's hiswheretory will
be picturized.
James Whitcomb Riley, the Hoosier poet,
is en route to Indiana, from his winter
home in Florida, and has promised to do
everything possible to co-operate in the
filming of historic Indiana. A majority
of the literary lights of Indiana will also
participate in one way or another in the
filming of this feature film which, when
completed, will be shown not only in Indiana but everywhere Indiana's sons and
daughters are to be found.

DIXON ON WAY TO NEW YORK FOR
"FALL OF A NATION" PREMIER
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, April 29.
Thomas Dixon, general manager of the
National Drama Corporation, has departed
for New York to perfect arrangements for
the Eastern premiere of this company's first
"Thed.Fall of a Nation," which is
subject,
now
complete
No information concerning the production has been given out at the studio, other
than that this is a screen adaptation of

"Compressed Lives" of Signal Company
Players
Tabloid Biograjihies of Actors and Actresses Engaged in "The Secret of the Submarine,"
Patriotic Serial, Contain "Much in Little"
HERE are the tabloid biographies of for five years and served with the British
eight members of the Signal Film
in South Africa. He speaks three Indian
Company forces now engaged upon the pro- tribal languages.
Hylda Hollis is probably the only woman
duction of "The Secret of the Submarine,"
a new patriotic serial :
on the screen who speaks the Russiap
Juanita Hansen was offered leading roles tongue. She resided for several years in
in seven feature pictures before she had
St. Petersburg. Miss Hollis was born in
graduated from the Los Angeles high Philadelphia and made her first stage apschool. She was born in Des Moines, la.,
pearance when she was seventeen.
but went to California in time to become
Lamar Johnstone at one time held the
record for running one hundred yards at
much sought after by producers.
Thomas Chatterton is a native of Ge- the University of Virginia. He has been
neva, N. v., and probably would have been
declared
artistsunder
to besix"afeet
perfect
man."
He is oneby inch
in height;
a university professor had he not accepted
a theatrical engagement which changed the weighs 179 pounds.
entire course of his career.
George Webb, playing Mahlin in "The
of the Submarine," is an enthusiastic
George Clancy, who plays "Hook'' Bar- Secret
racing driver. His recreations are motoring
nacle in "The Secret of the Submarine,"
created the role of Philip in the famous
and acting as umpire in "kids'' ball games.
Hugh Bennett once managed a "wagon
Drury Lane production of "Sporting Life."
He has written several opera scores, be- show" out through the West which was
broken up when the audience in a now
ing a musician of merit.
William Tedmarsh at one time served as promient city took the play too seriously
scout for the Royal Northwest mounted po- and actually shot and killed the villain who
lice in Canada. He was in the U. S. Army
was "stage-choking" the heroine.
PAULIS IN CONTROL OF LOS ANGELES
Mr. Dixon's latest story, which appeared
MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
in serial form in the Associated Sunday
Magazines. The company began work on
Special to Motion Picture News
this production late last fall, and the final
Los Angeles, April 29.
cutting was made during the past week, it
All interests in the Los Angeles Motion
being given its first complete screen ex- Picture Company, a California corporation
amination the morning before Mr. Dixon
capitalized at fifty thousand dollars, has
been purchased by H. Paulis, who since the
departed
for
the
East.
The
picture's
premiere in the East will be given the latter organization of the company has served as
part of this month, and the opening here superintendent and general manager, and
on the Coast will not be until some time heretofore owned a large block of the
stock.
in June.
Mr. Paulis will now continue in this
Mr. Dixon is the author of "The Clansman," "The Leopard's Spots," and a numcapacity and will shortly announce a number of other well-known novels.
ber of additions to the line of products.
This company is the manufacturer of the
ZIEGFELD'S NAME ON POSTERS FOR
Angelus line of cameras, made in three
models, three types of tripods, two kinds
"GLORIA'S ROMANCE"
Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr.. the producer of the of printers, rewinding machines, splicing
sets and film measuring devices. Shortly
"Follies" and other musical entertainments,
polishing machine will be ready
is responsible for the appearance of Miss afornewthe film
trade.
Billie Burke in the George Kleine motion
The retiring members of the firm are
picture
"Gloria'sallRomance,"
be seennovel,
in theatres
over the soon
Unitedto William H. Clune, owner of several motion
States.
picture theatres in Los Angeles and southCalifornia, and president of the Clune
The films are nearing completion at the FilmernProducing
Company, which is just
George Kleine studios in New York City,
and both the film titles, the advertising in now releasing its first subject, "Ramona."
The new sole owner has had a wide exnewspapers and trade journals and the postperience in the manufacture of cameras
ers will bear the legend "by special ar- and other accessories for the cameramen
and laboratories, having been engaged in
rangem.ent with F. Ziegfeld, Jr."
this business since the early days of motion
FATHER OF PHILLIPS SMALLEY DEAD
picture making.
IN LONDON
George W. Smalley, father of Phillips REINHARD DEVELOPS INTO REGULAR
Smalley, the actor-director of Universal
"LIGHT HORSE HARRY"
City, and famous as a journalist, died in
John Reinhard is organizing a troop of
London recently. The deceased was in
cavalry at Jacksonville, Fla., which will
advanced years.
George W. .Smalley was one of the last ofTer its services to the government. Mr.
of the famous war correspondents and Reinhard, who is a prominent meml)er of
the Gaumont stock companies wintering at
journalists of the Civil War days.
During the Civil War Smalley was as- Jacksonville, is himself an expert horsesociated with Horace Greeley, editor of the
man. The present campaign for preparedNew York Tribune and he it was who
ness has so impressed him that he has dewrote the account of the battle of Antietermined to bend every energy toward developing a troop which can take the field
tam, of which he had been an actual eye
witness.
in less than twenty-four hours.
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We invite every
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the denre of "Motion Picture News'* to include under this heading novel advertising ideas, niccestfal scbeme*
decoration and eqoipment of the theatre — everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade.
exhibitor to write ua about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information
any line. Address: Editor, "Motion Picture News," 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

CHILDREN'S
SHOWS
MOVEMENT
UNDER
WAY
IN
LOUISVILLE, KANSAS CITY AND INDIANAPOLIS
wanted to carry out the idea of the mothers.
KANSAS CITY, Indianapolis and LouisA committee of twenty-five women from
ville report the spread of the movement for children's performances under the the various clubs interested to serve as an
auspices of women's organizations. In each advisory board in selecting the films to
city, exhibitors are lending their aid, and be shown, has been appointed. The first
in doing so are performing genuine live motion picture hour was held at Keith's
wire stunts.
April 29, when ten clubwomen were
The Collegiate Alumnae Association, the hostesses.
composed of representative women of Kansas City, is behind the movement there. DENVER THEATRES AID CAMPAIGN
FOR CLEAN-UP DAYS
Their plan is to get a house manager to
allow a committee to book the pictures for
In preparation for Denver's fourth anhim on the night which he turns over to
nual clean-up and paint-up campaign, which
them. The women do not censor any pic- will be held from April 30 to May 6, intures and their disapprovals are not known
clusive, the Denver Civic and Commercial
outside the exchange offices, the idea Association and other organizations which
merely being to get pictures which they will participate in the campaign have had
believe will be suitable for family programs.
printed 50,000 programs, telling the parThe Alamo, a picture house in a select
ticular phases of clean-up work which will
portion of the city, was the first theatre to be taken up on each day, which will be
adopt the idea, and reports indicate that distributed to the homes of the city
the plan is a success. Other large suburban
through the motion picture theatres.
houses have promised co-operation.
In addition, 10,000 buttons, calling atPicture show committees representing
tention to the campaign, and 50,000 firefifteen Parent-Teacher associations of prevention cards, each bearing fifteen cauLouisville are seeking to enlist the aid of
tions for the avoidance of fires, are being
all patrons of motion picture theatres in a prepared. The buttons will be distributed
campaign for suitable pictures for children.
among the school children and through
Theatre managers are themselves interested
the picture shows, and the fire warnings
in the movement and are working in har- will be sent to homes and business houses.
mony with the committees. The Central
The moving picture theatres of the city
will also exhibit slides, calling attention to
Committee of the Parent-Teacher League
has recommended that the picture show
clean-up during the week before.
committee of each Parent-Teacher association write letters to film manufacturers
urging the making of films suitable for
children. Picture show patrons are asked
to co-operate by writing personal letters to
manufacturers to the same effect.
A permanent organization to establish a
standard for motion pictures that are shown
to children, was formed in Indianapolis
April 11, by representatives of about forty
clubs and women's organizations, which
held a meeting at the Young Women's
Christian Association building.
N. S.hasHastings,
manager
theater,
offered the
use of of
the Keith's
theatre
on Saturday mornings for a children's hour
and the offer was accepted. He said he
hoped the women would not go into the
matter with the thought of condemning
smaller theatres, or with a feeling that they
are censoring such shows, but in the spirit
of co-operating with the theatre owner in
finding out just what class of pictures are
desired for children. He said that theatre
men only need to be shown what is

"SCARE HEAD" ADVERTISING FOR
"THE NE'ER-DO-WELL"
The Plaza theatre, Troy, N. Y., believes
in newspaper advertising with a "punch."
Here is the way its page ad. of "The Ne'er
Do Well" began in last Sunday's Troy
Btidget:
EXTRA ! EXTRA !
"KILL THE AMERICAN"
CRIES ANGRY MOB
TEN REELS OF LIFE AND ACTION
AT THE PANAMA CANAL.
These four lines, set in heavy black type,
occupied about a quarter of the page. The
rest was taken up with two other "scare
heads," and a description of the picture,
cuts, time schedule, etc. Altogether it is
a striking piece of publicity of the sensational sort, which has good pulling power
if it is not repeated too often.
ATTRACTIVE POSTCARD STRIP FROM
AN ATTRACTIVE GEORGIA HOUSE
The postcard strip is one of the advertising methods used by the Dreamland
theatre, Augusta, Georgia. This gives
views of the exterior, lobby and the interior from several angles. It is attractively printed.
We note from the illustrations that the
Dreamland is itself attractive. The lobby
looks particularly inviting. If the management will send us a photograph of the
lobby, we shall be glad to run a cut of it.
Unfortunately, the postcard view will not
reproduce well.
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TRIASGLE lyOl CES EXHIBITORS TO
START LECTURE CAMPAIGN
The Triangle Film Corporation has put
it squarely up to the exhibitor to get the
returns his service deserves. In addition
to all the routine and accepted forms of
promotion which it supplies the Triangle
has introduced an innovation in a carefully prepared lecture, "How Triangle
Plays Are Made." This first of a series is
illustrated with a set of slides, sixteen in
number, showing the directors, stars and
various stages of production. William H.
Kemble, president of the Big-T Corporation in Brooklyn, is the first exhibitor to
accept the gage and put the theory into
practice. Mr. Kemble occupies the dual
position of exhibitor and distributor in his
territory. He selected the Sumner theatre
for the experiment and followed closely
the lines suggested by the main office.
After a brief introduction Mr. Kemble
outlined the six different stages of development: (1) Preparation of manuscript,
laying out of scenes and casting; (2) technical construction; (3) selection of locations; (4) rehearsals; (5) actual photographing of scenes, and (6) the editing
and assembling. Then he showed how
from the negative as many prints as needed
could be made, mentioning particularly the
"Pegg>'."
comedy,
BiUie
The Burke
rirst slide
revealed
Griffith, Ince and
Sennett. They were briefly introduced by
Mr. Kemble, after which a picture of Inceville was shown. In rapid succession the
screen displayed pictures showing how film
is made on locomotives, automobiles and
the like ; interiors with directors and stars
in consultation ; stars off duty ; applicants
for work ; mammoth sets. etc.
NOVEL WINDOW DISPLAY IN DENVER
STORE ADVERTISES THE "THEDA
BARA BOOT"
Manager Carmichael, of the Fox Film
has worked a neat comExchange. Denver,
mercial advertising stunt, which exhibitors
in many cities can adapt and use. The
stunt is advertising a new style high top
ladies' shoe, in this case the "Theda Bara
."
Boot
Carmichael furnished Johnston and MacDonald, who handle the Regent shoe in
Denver, a large sized photograph of Miss
Bara, together with a complete set of
photos sufficient to make an attractive window display. The window display was
then set up by the shoe firm, with the
Theda Bara Boot in the center underneath
the large photo of the star, and other specimens of the Boot grouped around the various smaller photos.
This display was kept in the window for
three weeks. Mr. MacDonald reports that
over two-thirds of the business done by
its new locathe company since it entered
tion on Sixteenth street was due to the
«ale of the Theda Bara Boot.
"NE'ER-DO-WELL" AND "RAMONA"
DRAW BIG CROWDS IN FRISCO
The popularity of the filmed version of
Beach's story, "The Ne'er-Do- Well,"
Rex fully
attested when this production was
■was
given a return engagement at the Portola
theatre, San Francisco, and was shown to
capacity houses despite the fact that it had
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AUDITORIUM, COATESVILLE, PA., PUTS
Of ER SCHOOL STUNT
I
BRIEF HINTS FOR BUSY |
The Auditorium, Coatesville, Pa., must
I
EXHIBITORS
I also be numbered among those progressive
I If you read the story in tiiis depart- | houses which issue special advertising for
I ment last week regarding the under- | children's performances. We have rej supply of pictures suitable for chil- 1
ceived its neat, four-page folder announcIi an
dren's
matinees,statement.
you must have noted |i
interesting
ing two programs for May 6 and May 13.
The first page is reproduced here. Pages
two and three contain well written synopses
This was that >oungsters in Milwaukee seem to prefer pictures acted by
of "Rumpelstiltskin" and "The Patchwork
grown-ups to those in which chiUlren
Girl of Oz," and page four says : "The
are the actors, the reason being that
Senior Class of the Coatesville High
the child of today has been trained to
School wishes to explain that the proceeds
admire the mature hero and heroine
from the sale of these tickets is to be added
in the fiction he has read.
to the fund now being established for the
If this view is correct, it will figure
purpose of taking the graduating class of
importantly in the making of future
1916 on their trip to the National Capital."
Incidentally, this is a good live wire stunt
children's
think aboutpictures.
it? WhyWhat
not do
makeyoua
and
ought to make the Auditorium solid
test among your younger patrons to
with the school patronage.
see what kmd of jiictures they really
do prefer?
PLANS BIG ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
And when you have found out, let
FOR BILLIE BURKE SERIAL
the producers know the result of your
Joseph Gilday, manager of the Willis
inquiry. Also let us know. We shall
Wood theatre, Kansas City, Mo., has just
be glad to print what you find out
about this vital matter.
returned from Chicago, and announces
that he has booked the Billie Burke serial,
i
Don't forget to follow the hint we 1 "Gloria's Romance," for twenty weeks and
1 gave you last week; keep after the | will soon start the largest advertising camI producers until you are able to get 1
paign ever pulled off in this section, it is
sufficient number of children's |i said.
iI asunjects.
The plan is that of having a small sized
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiK^
ad as a starter. This is to be increased
been shown there previously for two weeks. day by day until it will finally end up with
Owing to the re-opening of the regular full-page displays. It is Mr. Gilday's plan
theatrical season the Clune production
to run twenty-two full-page advertisements
in all.
"Ramona," which has been a great drawing
attraction for four weeks at this house, has
This will actually be the largest moving
been taken to the Savoy theatre on Mc- picture advertisement project ever engiAllister street.
neered by a Kansas City firm.
gmiiiiiiiHuiiiuiaiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

DRINK

Orpheiim Theatre
PROGRAM
WEEK BEGTXXmi APRIL 23.

Wayne Motor
Service Co,
BLUE CAST
distributorsMINERAL WATER
Goo
dy ear Tires
Speedometers,
Magnetos,
"For Health's Sake.'*
The Best on the Market
Carburetors
Order a Case
Phone 3687
716 Hardson 8t
Saturday Only, April 29th.
The EHsncy Corporaiion Pr.}-rnn tlic Two 1)1 miniful shed PhotOpUy fit«ti
E. H. CALVERT and ETHEL CLAYTON
"VULTURES
Produced Wi(h Elaborate Bcm
Motionlauall/picture ftudlcncea
ofthat
th«thpy
acrean
preferwho■■<)r««»
buIibyihl> particu
lion
10 Orpti^um
llio«a
llkn
tUo plot
Utopian
and
tho laid
atoryIn latheflllcd
wtlh environ
awjft.

OF SOCIETT"
varl«ty. 1 JLU'SUr Eaaanay Caac
ling
action,i
: H.Eauiiay
Calverl
rplc.

$3.00 Saved for YOU
If youNo.will4660ask for
COMING NEXT WEEK

IS-oz. blue serge we meaaure
will' sell for
it to you, made to your

E lwin August The Social HiRhwayman
Ethel Barryniore- -_ The Kias of Hate
Theda Barn The Eternal Sapho
(Jalvcrt-Clayt'iii — Vultures of Society

$25.00
Regular
price is
W. H. HEIDER & CO.
113 E. Wax"* St.
"We FIT THE$28.00
HARD TO FIT"
Thin good only March and April

PUBLI8Hi:i> BY THE OEPHXUM THEATRE,
AEE HEPRODtrCED HEEE.^^^^
THE FOEMEE
THE LATTEE IS POOE BECAUSE THE ADS
THE ADS.

FOET WAYSE, INI). THE COVEE AND AN INSIDE PAGE
IS QUITE EFFECTIVE, BUT THE AEEANGEMENT OF
0VEE8HAD0W THE PUBLICITY. BETTER SECEEOATE
ON ALTEENATE PAOE8
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church scene in an adaptation of Israel breaking my neck," declared Miss Dawn.
THE army of players now in the East
"I never saw such frightful roads in my
is growing rapidly. Not only are Zangwill's "The Moment Before," in which
Pauline Frederick is soon to star. More
life as they have in that country. Saddle
they straggling back from the South
and the West, in groups, pairs and singly, than a third of the studio floor was given horses are the only safe means of transportation, and they have to be as agile
over to the erection of the setting for this
but the return of Herbert Brenon's company,
which has been at work in Jamaica since part .of the photoplay, which curiously
enough is used in the very beginning and as
Getsmountain
Water on goats."
the Knefe from Fall in Stream
last summer, producing the great Annette
in
the
very
end
of
the
production.
d
e
rmann
featur for Fox, has dumpe
Kelle
"Somebody else can do the next mounIt is in this church setting that Miss
a big lot on the Eastern studios at once.
story," remarked Frederick Thomson
In addition to these, the Fox western
Frederick, as the duchess, while attending with tain
a groan as he hobbled into the Famous
companies are due back within a week or the funeral of her husband, is stricken with Players
studio. He has just returned from
so. This will bring to Fort Lee, Oscar heart trouble. As she falls dying, there
Apfel, with the stars under his control, appears before her the vision of her for- the wilds of Georgia, where the staged "The
mer life as a Gypsy, and finally a refugee Feud Girl." Thomson's horse took a nasty
including William Farnum and Dorothy
Bernard. It is understood that Mr. Apfel from England, whence she flees to Aus- fall while fording a mountain stream,
will make at least five pictures for Fox
tralia. At the completion of the story of kicking the director as he stumbled, and
in the East this summer.
former days, the scene in the church again so badly injuring him that he has water
George Irving has finished the interiors flashes on the screen and we see the stricken on the knee as a result. "I have seen some
on "What Happened in 22," the feature he duchess in the last brief moment before rugged settings before, but it would take
a Swiss guide to reach some of the locais making for the Frohman Amusement
death.
Company, for release through World, and
that we season
found."is very trying on moSo
the
three
hundred
"parishioners"
were
The tions
spring
the Frohman company has given up the needed to fill the duchess' church. Why
tion picture stars. Marguerite Clark comstudio in which it has been doing its work specify that they were to be parishioners?
no more escaped from the
in West Fifty-second street. The next Because the director would not want the clutchesplainsofthat she
Director J. Searle Dawley and
Frohman feature probably will be made in same type for a coal mine story that he
one of the Flushing studios.
needs for members of a congregation, and completed "Molly Make-Believe," than she
Famous Players are just finishing up it saves trouble to specify the usage to fell into the hands of her modiste. "It
seems as though I am always standing in
''Saints and Sinners," the screen adapta- which the extras are to be put.
tion of the celebrated Henry Arthur Jones
a camera or a dressmaker," comHarry Durant, former magazine editor front of plained
the diminutive Famous Players
play of that name. In this subject, Peggy and well-known contributor to many
Hyland, the English actress, is being
star. "I begin to think that it is a conperiodicals, has at last "arrived." That is
spiracy to keep
me eternally
starred, and the release of "Saints and Sin- to say, he has had one of his poems read
A tabloid
feature,
in otherbusy."
words, two
ners" will mark her debut as a screen star by Hugh Ford, who gathered several memreels
of
compressed
drama, portrayed by
in this country.
bers of the Famous Players' directorial
staff about him and proceeded to proclaim a cast of the multiple reel standard, is
Orders 300 Country Parishioners
in "The Candle," written by
the versified offering of the scenario edi- exemplified
Maude Thomas and Julian Lamothe, and
"Hello. Blank's Agency?"
tor in stentorian tones. The room was
"Yes."
directed for the Lubin Company by Leon
emptied in three minutes and there has
"Famous Players talking. Send us three
been some difference of opinion as to D. Kent. The valuation set upon the tworeel drama by the Lubin Company is inhundred country parishioners."
No, the agent did not even faint. He is whether it was the "script" or the "prodicated by the fact that the cast of "The
duction" which caused the sudden exodus.
used to having motion picture producers
Candle" includes Helen Eddy, Grace Eddy,
make remarkable demands from him. It
Hazel Dawn, who has just returned to L. C. Shumway, Melvin Mayo, George
is only the public that would be mystified the Famous Players studio from the mounRouth, Robert Gray, J. J. Colby, Jay Mortain district of northwestern Georgia, ley and one of the authors, Julian Louis
to know what a producer could possibly
want with three hundred parishioners,
where she enacted "The Feud Girl" for Lamothe.
rural type preferred.
Stuart Paton, L^niversal Heights director,
the Paramount program, sighed with reIn this case they were to appear in a big
leaves Wednesday with his company for
lief. "Now I can use my car without

CrLIMPSES OF THREE V-L-S-E SUBJECTS FOR MAY RELEASE:

(Xeft to Right) "THE STJSFECT" (Vita^aph) ; "LOVE'S TOLL" (Lubin), AND "INTO
THE FRIUmTE" (Sellff)
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llie L niversal's California camp. He had
been wanting a transfer to Universal Cit}for a long time, as he had some pictures on
top that required California atmosphere.
Director Rex Ingram, of Universal
Heights, has been confronted with this selfsame problem — pictures requiring the California settings, at least in part — and may
follow ^Ir. Paton West shortly. It was
the request of Messrs. Paton and Ingram
to work a while at Universal City that
caused a Universal official to say facetiously : "Why not send the whole Eastern
crowd ^^'est?" which remark, overheard by
a visitor, who communicated the news to
a press man, resulted in the recent rumor
that Universal would send all their companies West. But then, as King Baggot
once said, "What would the moving picture
business be without its rumors?"
\'iolet Merscreau is doing a picture at
Universal Heights in boy's clothes. Result: Studio management is being besought by all the local Mersereau admirers
for passes to the stage.
For the "Short Length Fans^
\'iolet is doing a one-reel, "The Gentle
Art of Burglary," for the benefit of the
"short length fans" — the folks who like
one and two-reelers. Despite the feature
craze, she doesn't want to forget this class
of fan. William Garwood will be featured
in this with Miss Mersereau, and Raymond
L. Schrock is the director in charge.
Another one-reel by Universal Heights
stars is "His Little Story," now being made
by Matt Moore and Jane Gail. It will be remembered that in the picture he produced
just previous to this, Mr. Moore was forced
to use a goat, which died "between the
acts." The ensuing trouble may be imagined. Mr. Moore states as regards "His
Little Story," that irrespective of its effect on an audience, it had no ill effect on
him during production. Mr. Moore undoubtedly had the ill-timed death of the
goat in mind when he spoke. Future
Moore productions will include no animal
of any sort.
Director Bob Hill is producing "The
Flaming Eye," with Hobart Henley as star.
Sidney Bracy, well known player of mystery parts, will help along the mystery
atmosphere and Sydell Dowling has the
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KELLERMANN SPECTACLE, MADE IN JAMAICA

story.
female lead. It is J. Grubb Alexander's
Mar.\- Fuller's next production is entitled
"The Trail of Chance." Joe Girard, who
has played a number of male leads for Miss
Fuller of late, has that lead in this also.
The pair work so well together that there
is no doubt that Director Flendersou will
1-eep them teamed permanently. Another
pair of Heights players who are "teaming"
so well their union is predicted as permanent, are Harry Benham and Edith Roberts. This week finds them appearing in
"The Sacrifice of Yvonne" on the Heights.
Other "tliis week" news from the Heights
is that Clara Beyers is making a strenuous
efifort to lose weight, and succeeding, and
that Andy Clark is striving to organize a
baseball team. Andy was a mere rooter
formerly, during his long Edison term, but
now he considers himself grown up and his
interest magnate
is no longer
baseball
yet. passive. He'll be a
Six Sets for "V" Bay Shore Studio
A large open .air studio is being erected
at Ba3-shore, L. I., for the Vitgraph Company by Managing Director Ralph W. Ince.
It will be located directly in the rear of
the Bay Shore plant and will enable the
Long Island forces to have six sets for use
when required. This makes the task of
those connected with the filming of the
pictures very agreeable.
Mr. Ince announces that an up-to-date
exhibition room, perfect in every way, has
just been finished. This finishing touch
makes the plant complete in every detail.
James O'Connor, an actor who has joined
the
forces forto other
play in
feature
films,William
has doneI'oxpictures
producers
and in their making has narrowly escaped
drowning several times. Fie has played
with William Faversham, Maude Adams,
George M. Cohan and other equally wellknown stars. Mr. O'Connor has a beautiful country place at Great Neck, L. I. He
is very fond of horses, is a daredevil rider
and a swimmer with a championship record.
Katherine and Jane Lee, the popular "Lee
Babies" of the Fox films, are back from
Jamaica and ready for work in other Fox
pictures. They are to be widely featured
with Miss Kellermann in the gigantic spectacle which Herbert Brenon has made for

William Fox. The two youngsters have
been down in Jamaica for eight months
under the care of their mother, Mrs. Irene
Lee. Mrs. Lee, by the way, had charge of
making the 15,000 costumes that were required for the Kellermann picture and taking direction over 1,200 Jamaican sewing
women she turned out this remarkable job
in less than three weeks. This has been
referred to as the greatest job of dressmaking and costuming ever done in the
amusement industry.
Edward
Arnold,
one April
of Essanay's
leading men, was
married
20 to Harriet
Marshall, of Richmond, Va. Mr. Arnold
came to the Essanay Company in Chicago
from Richmond, where he was playing the
lead in stock. It was while playing there
that he met Miss ]\Iarshall, and the love
romance started.
The marriage was celebrated in Chicago,
only the immediate relatives attending,
after which a reception was given to
twenty people in the Walnut room of Hotel
Sherman.
Mrs. Arnold is a southern girl of a
prominent Richmond family. She is a talented musician, a graduate of the Boston
Conservatory of Music. Mr. Arnold has
made a rapid success in motion picture
work, jumping quickly to leads in the short
time he has been with Essanay. The
promiaent plays in which he has taken the
leading role are "The Primitive Strain,"
"I Will Repay," "The Last Adventure"
and "The Danger Line."
Carvill Formerly With Tree
Henry Carvill, the well-known English
actor, who played a prominent part in the
first Mirror Films picture and was reengaged for a part in the third picture put
out by that company featuring Nat Goodwin, was among the first actors to be engaged by Sir Herbert Tree when the
latter began his career as an actor-manager on the English stage. Mr. Carvill will
have a character part in the fourth Alirror
picture, featuring Mr. Goodwin.
Nat Goodwin and a company of players
from the Mirror Films studio will leave
on Tuesday, May 2, for Quebec, where
they will appear in the exterior scenes of
this fourth Mirror picture.
Frank S. Beresford, who put on the
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Fritzi Schiff musical comedies for Charles
Dillingham for four years, and who more
recently has been technical director of the
Mirror Films, Inc., has been chosen to
direct the making of this picture. Mr.
Beresford will take a notable Cast to Quebec for the exterior scenes.
Walter McNamara, scenario editor of
the Mirror Films, Inc., is responsible for
the photoplay, which as yet is unnamed.
The announcement a short time ago that
Otis Harlan is engaged in making a comedy feature production for Edison, and that
Francine Larrimore and Conway Tearle
were also being starred in forthcoming
feature productions being made by this
company, is followed by the announcement
that a number of other celebrities of the
legitimate stage have been secured to appear in future Edison productions. The
best known legitimate star among those
announced most recently is Herbert Corthell, who has had a long and notable
theatrical career and who only recently
consented to enter the motion picture field.
His first appearance in the silent drama
will be in "Soap," a high-class comedy,
based on a novel idea, written by E. H.
Griffith.
The last appearance of Mr. Corthell on
the legitimate stage was in "The Road to
Mandalay," a current metropolitan musical
comedy success. Some of his renown Mr.
Corthell won in the Avery Hopwood plays,
and he appeared in "Southern Days," "The
Girl at the Gate," "A Full House" and
others. One of the big successes of his
career was his impersonation of the part
of "Billy" in "Strong Heart." For many
years Mr. Corthell was under the direction of Shuberts and H. H. Frazeee. A
number of other players new to Edison
productions also appear in "Soap," among
them being Muriel Window, a danseuse
who is widely known, and Harry McDonough, the character actor.
Smith Head Cameraman for Petrova
Robert C. Smith, who has the distinction
of making more individual photographs
than any man of his age in the United
States, but who turned his talents to motion pictures more than six years ago, has
been engaged by the Popular Plays and
Players as head cameraman for all of Mme.
Petrova's features made for the Metro
program. For many years, Mr. Smith was
in charge of the Dietrich Brothers famous
boardwalk gallery in Atlantic City, where
in season he had as many as forty photographers working under his direction.
A rumor along Broadway says that Edwin Thanhouser has gotten Gladys Hulette
to sign a contract for a series of Thanhouser Classics, which means that the
clever ingenue will now appear in five reel
productions exclusively.
Murdock Advances at Kalem
Henry Murdock, the acrobatic comedian
who made his screen debut in the "Sis
Hopkins" comedies and has sprung into
wide popular favor in those Kalem subjects, has practically decided to continue
permanently in the motion picture field.
The comedian made the first step toward
this last week by cancelling his contracts
to open in vaudeville in a new act on
May 15.
Murdock joined the "Sis Hopkins" com-
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pany in January following the conclusion
of an Orpheum circuit tour.
So quickly did he take to the screen
work and so rapidly has he forged ahead in
favor that the prospects of a return to
vaudeville or musical comedy grew dimmer and dimmer until last week he took
the big leap.
"A Lunch Room Legacy" and "The
Dumb Heiress" are two of the May Kalem
releases in which Murdock is seen to good
advantage in support of the famous Sis

JEAN SOTHEEN AND THE HYPNOTIZING MACHINE IN • THE MYSTERIES OF MYKA"
Hopkins. Rose Melville and her principal
support, Frank Minzey and Murdock, have
all shown what the stage funmaker can do
in the screen.
GRAHA
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REPORTS GOOD BUSINESS IN
MICHIGAN
Bert M. Graha, Michigan traveling representative for the Universal Film Company, reports that business throughout the
State is much better than a year ago and
that exhibitors in both large and small
towns are feeling exceedingly optimistic.

HARDY AND BODE HELD FOR GRAND
JURYin Jefferson Market
After two hearings
Court, New York, George Hardy and
Harry Bode, accused of larceny by the
Kalem Company, were held for the Grand
Jury on April 28. The charge against the
two, who formerly were in the employ ot
the Kalem Company, was the theft of a
number of films, which later had been released to exhibitors by a film exchange at
729 Seventh avenue, at a greatly reduced
rental. The accused men waived their
defense, preferring to fight the case out
in a higher court.
Attorneys for. the Kalem Company said
that the case will develop a remarkable
story of wholesale thefts through the supposed "scrapping" of old film. It is
charged that a contractor who buys this
film from several of the larger companies,
ostensibly to melt up and dispose of as
raw material, has been able to secure film
in good condition through the connivance
of certain employes, and this film has later
lieen put upon the market. More than
thirty reels of film belonging to the Kalem
Company were seized when Hardy and
Bode were arrested.
LAWYER TAKES PART OF DISTRICT
ATTORNEY IN A METRO PICTURE
Gustav Frieling, who has been a practicing attorney in New York and New
Rochelle for more than five years, is one of
the recent recruits to the ranks of motion
picture actors.
Mr. Frieling is now playing the role of
the district attorney in "Buttsy's Glory," a
hve-part Metro Wonderplay, in which Mr.
Xigh and Marguerite Snow are starred. He
is proving invaluable to Director Nigh in
the production of "Buttsy's Glory," especially where technical legal points are portra3'ed as at issue.
"CHRISTIAN"
AND "NE'ER-DO-WELL"
GO WELL IN DOMINION
Reports from the V-L-S-E exchanges in
Canada indicate that "The Christian" and
"The Ne'er-Do-Well," which the V-L-S-E
recently released in the Dominion, are finda ready market in many Canadian cities
and ingtowns.

TOM MOORE AND ANNA NIXSSON MAKING A SCENE FOR PATHE'S "WHO'S GTJILTYi"
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By J. C. Jessen
Stc-'iol lo Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, April 29.
people made up the audiTWO hundred
ence of a theatre balcony scene filmed
last week at the Horsley studio for
the coming Mutual Masterpicture, "Wasted
Years," which features Crane Wilbur.
Several days will be spent during the coming week at an orphanage near Los Angeles, where seventy children will take part
Scenes showing dormitories, grounds and
interiors of buildings will constitute a part
of this, and the recreation, study conditions,
anl religious services of the children will
be filmed. Little Thclma Salter, who has
appeared in a number of child parts in Ince
productions, has been specially engaged for
this subject, as have Buddie Harris and
Thelma Burns.
"The Butterfly's Wings" is a two-reel
Centaur feature just filmed by Charles
Swickard from a scenario by Theodosia
Harris. The scenes for this are laid in
New York City and South Africa. William
Clifford appears as an American who goes
to the diamond fields, and is successful.
He induces his former sweetheart to go
there, and they are wedded, despite interferences on the part of a social parasite.
Fred Montague is the heavy who causes
the moving of the American's boundary line
fence, but he is later trapped by detectives
at a time when the social parasite kidnaps
the
diamond ofmine
owner's wife.
There arein
a number
melodramatic
situations
this which are out of the ordinary. . The
MEMBERS

OF THE PRODUCING

part of the social butterfly is taken by Margaret Gibson. Jack Nelson appears as the
parasite.
The mammoth wall at the end of a tunnel on Third street, Los Angeles, serves
as a setting for Fort Jerry in a Horsley
Cub
is nowComedy
being entitled
filmed. "Preparedness,"
This is spoken which
of at
the studio as a thrilling, but humorous
comedy, and in making a scene for it, the
players occasioned so much excitement near
the Los Angeles ball park that the game
was broken up for several minutes. This
instance occurred when George Ovey
walked a wire from one telephone pole to
another, and hanged a policeman by the
neck. George George, the man in blue,
escaped without injury, but his bloodcurdling screams greatly shocked the baseball fans and players.
Peripatetic Cartoonist Makes Studio Rounds
Carl E. Schultz, cartoonist of national
repute,
whoother
created
the prominent
"Foxy Grandpa"
series and
equally
comics,
has been in Los Angeles for the past few
weeks, and is getting up a series of travelogue cartoons which will be syndicated
throughout the country. Every week he
devotes a page to a different studio, and
so far has cartooned several of the most
prominent in the Los Angeles colony. After
he makes the rounds of the producing
plants here, it is his intention to do the
same- with the New York studios.
Olga Printzlau, Universal scenario writer
now engaged in preparing the stories and
script for the remainder of the "Peg o' the

Ring" serial, is soon to have her first novel
published. This is entitled "Nante of the
Marshes," a European war story. It is to
be published by the Watt Publishing Company. Scenario for this story has been sold
to D. W. Griffith, and will be produced
later.
Gene Hersholt, formerly staff manager
of the Royal theatre at Copenhagen, and
later with the Great Northern Film Company, has been added to the Universal stock
company in the capacity of actor.
Harris Skinner, nephew of Otis Skinner,
has been engaged by the Universal, and
added to the stafif of the production department office.
The series of one-reel baseball comedies
has been entitled "Baseball Bill," and the
first wasis filmed
Mason
writinglasttheweek.
ftories,"Smiling"
directingBilly
the
production, and playing the name part.
Other principals of the company are O. C.
Jackson and Peggy Coudray. In the first
number a financially embarrassed theatrical
manager discovers the genius of the diamond in a tank town, and induces the
townsmen to chip in on the collections to
defray the expenses necessary to get him
into the league playing. In making the
final scenes, Mason and Miss Coudray were
both injured when they jumped from a high
wall to a concrete walk below, both sustaining asprained ankle.
The Lincoln J. Carter thrilling melodrama, "The Fast Mail," is being filmed at
Universal City in the same manner as it
was staged twenty years ago. In this day
and age, the screen version will prove a

STAFF OF THE UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURING
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comedy. The script calls for a number of
thrills of the old type. The villain will be
there with his patent-leather boots, and the
number of killing affrays are so numerous
that it will be necessary to hold the picture
down to two reels in order to not run out
of members of the cast. The cast is made
up of Ernie Shields, Eileen Sedgwick, L.
M. Wells, Duke Worne, Edwin Clarke,
Yona Landowska, and Victor Po'tel as the
sleuth.
Dual Role for De Haven
"The Mollycoddle and the Rounder," a
two-reel Universal subject being made by
Director Richard Stanton, gives to Carter
DeHaven a dual role, that of twin brothers,
one of a decided effeminate type, and the
other of the gay young man of the world.
The supporting cast includes Marguerite
Whistler, Jane Bernoudy, Peggy Custer and
Vola Smith. The scenario is by Bess
Meredith and Walter Woods.
The sacrifice of a free-born octoroon who
gives up her freedom and becomes a slave
to make it possible for the family to raise
means to pay the gambling debts of the son
with whom she has become infatuated from
a photograph, is the instance about which
the
for "The subject
Crimson was
Yoke"written
revolves.
ThisplotUniversal
by
George Hall and Harvey Gates, and is being produced by Cleo Madison and W. V.
Mong, who appear as octoroons in the subject, playing the principal parts. Jack Mulhall plays the part of the son, Helen Wright
the mother, and Frank MacQuarrie the
slave dealer. The subject will be made in
two reels.
The "Peg o' the Ring" serial company
are now filming the fifth episode. The first
four are remade versions of the ten reels
filmed by Grace Cunard and Francis Ford.
These were remade in order to introduce
Ruth Stonehouse in all of the episodes.
Story for the serial is being written by
Olga Printzlau and Director Jacques Jaccard.
The tattooing of a will on the back of
a young authoress by sailors, for a book
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publisher, just before she dies on a desert
island, following a shipwreck, gives to "The
Grasp of Greed," a five-reel melodrama now
being made at Universal City from a story
by H. Rider Haggard, an entirely new
situation. The part of the authoress is
taken by Louise Lovely, who is forced to
sell one of her works for a beggarly sum
because of the illness of her sister. Because of the book publisher's attitude in
taking advantage of the girl, he and his
sole heir, bis nephew, quarrel. The publisher decides to disinherit his nephew and
makes a new will. Following this he takes
a steamer to a foreign land, and on the
same boat is the authoress. After the shipwreck the two, with sailors and others, land
on an island, where the publisher becomes
ill. Realizing that death is certain, he requests material on which to write a will.
This is not available, and tattooing on a
sailor's arm inspires the authoress to find
a way. Incidentally this affords opportunity for the display of another back (Kitty
Gordon, please note). The authoress is
returned to civilization, where the court
views the tattooed will. Besides Miss
Lovely, the cast includes C. Normand Hammond, Jay Balesco, Gretchen Lederer, and
Lon Chaney.
"The Double Sacrifice" is a two-reel story
of incidents in a professional singer's life.
Dorothy Davenport appears as the singer,
Emory Johnston the husband. Baby Kerrigan the child, and Virginia Southern the
nurse. The story is by Betty Schade, scenario by Calder Johnstone, and the subject
is being filmed by Lloyd B. Carleton. Director Carleton has engaged an artist, who
is making subtitles containing suggestive
scenes. These are being filmed in connection with the photoplay.
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to be suffering from a fainting spell, to
he; home, and after being invited in, is
advised that she is merely seeking evidence
that will induce her husband to get a divorce. He is shown pictures of the prize
fighters the husband has managed, and
every moment he feels his courage ebbing.
Then the husband, a mere wheeze, arrives
and proves himself a regular fellow.
Mark Fenton is the husband, Elsie Jane
Wilson the wife, and Director Julian the
other man.
For the first time since the organization
of the Universal Company, all members
of the producing staff were photographed at
one time. This photograph was prepared
at the request of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, to be used in connection
with their exhibit at the first annual exposition of the Motion Picture Board of
Trade. H. L. Massie, of the visitors' reception department, was in charge of collecting all the players, and the picture was
made at noon. It is estimated that it cost
the company approximately two thousand
dollars for this picture, because of the
loss of time occasioned by the producing
companies leaving their sets for the period
of almost an hour. Figures compiled by
the production department of the studio
show that the hourly cost of the organization averages this amount.
The 101 Bison company left the first ot
the week for Tia Juana, Mexico, where
they will spend several days securing scenes
at the races there for an untitled production. The party included Director Henry
McRae, assistant Tom Walsh, Marie Walcamp, Lee Hill, Edwin Wallock and others.

The Universal company producing "The
Silent Battle," a five-reel subject featuring J. Warren Kerrigan, are home from
Pine Hills, east of San Diego, where they
Red Book Story to Drive Away the Blues
A one-reel comedy drama from a Red spent twelve days in the mountains filming
Book story is being filmed by Rupert Ju- scenes of the camp to which a young attorney goes in his battle to overcome the
lian. This is entitled "Romance at Random." with a fastidious dresser, ever alert inherent appetite for intoxicants. This
to aid a woman in distress, as the principal subject is being filmed by Jack Conway.
character. He aids a woman, who feigns
The Nestor players are making a twoCOAST: EXECUTIVES, DIRECTORS, PLAYERS, CAMERAMEN, AND OTHERS CONCERNED IN PICTURE MAKING AT U CITY
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reel burlesque melodrama, entitled "W hat
Could the Poor Girl Do?" A big cast is
taking part in this subject, including the
principals of the company, Eddie Lyons,
Lee Moran and Billie Rhodes.
Another Xestor organization under the
direction of Horace Davey are filming
"Almost a Widow," a one-reel subject by
Robert F. McGowan. Those in the important parts are Xeil Burns, Betty Compson, Ethel Lynn, Ed. Burns and Harry
Rattenberry.
•The Clow-n," Ne.\t Lasky for Moore
The next Victor Moore Lasky subject
has been titled "The Clown," and is now
nearing completion under the direction of
William C. deMille. In the past week the
company went to Palm Springs for desert
scenes, and all came home with new
weather stories. To take the lowest estimate, the mercury hovered around the one
hundred and ten mark, and their trip back
to civilization was one of a hurry-up character, which ended with the consumption
of a great quantity of cooling beverages.
George Foster Piatt, former director of
the Thanhouser Company, has been engaged by the Lasky Company, and arrived
in Los .Angeles to take care of the scenario
department.
Another new member of the Lasky staff
is Mary Mersch. who recently came to the
Coast from New York, where she played
in a number of Broadway attractions on
the legitimate stage. Her first appearance
will be in support of Mae Murray.
With the completion of "The Thousand
Dollar Husband." the next Lasky subject
starring Blanche Sweet, this actress will be
placed under the direction of Frank
Reicher. who will film a new story by
Hector Turnbull. Ernest Joy and Tom
Meighn will appear in this subject.
Director George Melford has been assigned to the direction of the third Cleo
Ridgley and Wallace Reid vehicle, which
as yet is tmnamed.
The first comedy to be made by Harry
Millard, of the Kalem company, who recently arrived at the Coast, is entitled "The
Giggling Ghost," and features Ethel Teare
in that part. She and her lover have a
quarrel, and while employed as aid to a
he is one of the clairvoyant'.^
medium,
patrons. As the ghost back of a gauze
curtain, she leads him on to believe that
he has lost his sweetheart, and he decide>
to carry out his original, intention of suicide. His sweetheart prevents him just as
he is about to leap from a high cliflf. The
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principal supporting players in this are
\'icior Rottnian and Fred Fralich.
"The Hazards of Flelen" company are
lilming a one-reel subject which was w-ritten by Helen Rose Gibson, the star of the
photo melodrama. She is an excellent
horsewoman, and the thrills in this are occasioned by some of her daring riding.
Director James Home, of the Kalem
Glendale studio, is finishing the twelfth
episode of "The Social Pirates," and wdll
leave Friday for a week trip at sea. While
absent he will produce "For the Service
of the State," the thirteenth episode of the
serial. The company will go as far north
as Seattle, on a boat specially equipped
for making motion pictures in the interiors,
and also securing night effects. It is also
the intention of Director Horne to make
exteriors ff.r several other subjects while
on the boat, interiors for which will be
filmed at a later date.
A number of new players have been
added to the Kalem stock company, including E. Forrest Taylor, late leading man of
the American, Ronald E. Bradbury, who
has jila\cd at a number of Coast studios,
and R. L. Dell, late of the Ince organization.
Mae Marsh Bears with Antics of 2 Bears
Mae Marsh, who is now working on a
subject for which all scenes save two are
exteriors, has been wrestling with a couple
of bears for the past few days, and they
have treated her so kindly that she has
taken it upon herself to personally see that
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they are fed and receive water three times
each day. Robert Harron and Wilfred
Lucas are playing with Miss Marsh, and
the direction is by Paul Powell.
Madame Claire, late of Maison-Claire.
Fifth avenue modiste, now head of the
costuming department of the Fine Arts
studio, has completed a number of creations which Lillian Gish is to wear in the
current subject now being made by Director Alan Dwan. This is to be a decided
dress-up subject, and Mary Alden will
also wear some equally stunning creations.
Spottiswoode Aitken plays the role of a
Southern father, similar to that of Dr.
Cameron in "The Clansman," the father
of Miss Gish. Sam DeGrasse is the sweetheart, and Mary Alden the other woman.
DeGrasse marries the unsophisticated girl,
and then the woman with whom he had a
previous affair tells his bride that she is
the rightful wife, and attempts to drive
Miss Gish away. Throughout the subject
a wilted rose symbolizes that all that is
evil dies. Others in the cast are William
DeVall and Jennie Lee, who appear as
colored servants.

With the completion of the Fine Arts
subject, "Going Straight," by the Franklyn
Brothers, Norma Talmadge will be cast
in a story to be produced by Edward Dillon in which she will be co-starred with
Tully Marshall. The scenario for this is
by Chester Withey and Roy Summerville.
Dorothy Gish will be starred in the next
subject made by the Franklyns, and in
this the Fine Arts children will take part.
The Douglas Fairbanks fourth Fine Arts
subject originally known as "The Bouncer,"
has been titled "Reggie Mixes In." This
has been completed by Director Cabanne,
and he is now taking up the filming of "The
Assassin," with this same star. The first
scenes for this were made at the Corona
auto races, where Bob Burman met his
death. Several auto loads of Fine Arts
players went to the race course, and staged
a number of interesting scenes. Conspicuous in the party were Harry E. Aitken.
president of the Triangle, and DeWolf
Hopper, neither of whom appeared in the
scenes. In the cast for this production,
which is from the Robert M. Baker story,
are A. D. Sears, Jewel Carmen, Margie
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Wilson, and W. E. Lawrence. It is a
modern story.
This week, Fairbanks was presented
with a Western horseman's outfit by the
cowboys of the studio, which includes a
wide brimmed Stetson hat, leather cuffs,
holster, gun, and a pair of genuine chaps.
The presentation speech was made by Jim
Kid, and prominent contributors were
Curly Baldwin, Smoky Peterson, Fred
Burns, and Eagle Eye. On the same day
Director William Christy Cabaniie celebrated his birthday, and gave a dinner to
the prominent players of the studio.
Stages at the Fine Arts studio last week
were filled with large sets for coming productions. One of particular beauty is that
for the Norma Talmadge subject, "Going
Straight," and another gorgeous one was
built for "The Assassin." The interiors
for the Kentucky story, being made by
Alan Dwan, represents a handsomely furnished Southern mansion.
The 'production department of the Fine
Arts studio has completed negotiations for
the motion picture rights of the California
novel,
by Bret
Harte. "InAlltheof Carquinez
the scenes Woods,"
for this are
laid
in California, and in producing it for the
screen, an effort will be made to take the
scenes on the locations described by the
author. The principal characters in this
story are Low Dorman, a half-breed Indian, and Teresa, a woman of the dance
halls. The film version is being adapted
from the story, and production will be
taken up at an early date.
Fay Tincher Takes Rest
Fay Tincher has been granted a short
vacation, following two years' work at the
Majestic studio, which she is spending in
the East. During her absence a special
story is being written for her, and upon
her return she will be starred in a Fine
Arts subject.
The Triangle Kay-Bee feature, "Not
My Sister," in which Thomas H. Ince costars Bessie Barriscale and William Desmond, has been completed. This is a dramatic story written by James Montgomery,
the playwright, and C. Gardner Sullivan,
of the Ince scenario staff. Miss Barriscale
appears in the part of the girl who suffers
infamy as the result of treatment by a
young artist, played by William Desmond.
Later the couple are happily married. The
supporting cast includes Franklyn Ritchie,
Alice Taffee, and Louise Brownell. Charles
Giblyn directed the subject. In many of
the scenes Miss Barriscale wears a dress
purchased on a bargain counter at a local
department store for $2.49. After reading
the script for the story, the actress decided
that although she was to play the part of
an ambitious girl of a poor family, the girl
must at least have good taste, and a day
was spent in shopping to find a neat, attractive, low-priced garment. This subject
will serve to introduce a novelty known as
a transparent iris, which was worked out
by Dal Clawson. It gives the same effect
for the screen as the spotlight does for the
speaking stage — distinguish the principal
player from the minor ones. It serves to
center the attention of the audience upon
the individual work of the principal, and
"gets over" the desired effect better than a
close-up.
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One playwright who has been successful
with big productions for the speaking stage,
has found the preparations of scripts for
the screen far more difficult. This is James
Montgomery,
author productions,
of "Ready Money"
and
other theatrical
who in
collaboration with C. Gardner Sullivan
wrote "Not My Sister" for Thomas H.
Ince. The photodramatic field, Mr. Montgomery found much wider, in view of the

The story for this Kay-Bee Triangle was
written by J. G. Hawks.
Films Brazilian Village
Director Walter Edwards is filming
scenes about a Brazilian jungle village at
the Inceville studio. In this Triangle-KayBee, Dorothy Dalton appears in tlie most
conspicuous part. A location at the seashore studio was found to be appropriate
for this, and still pictures of the setting
show that it is an exact duplicate of the
picture from which it was made. This
story was written by Monty M. Katterjohn, and besides the South American
scenes, there are many in and about New
York City. Howard Hickman appears as
leading man of this subject.
After a brief vacation, Bessie Barriscale
returned to the Ince Culver City studios
last week to begin work in a new photoplay by C. Gardner Sullivan, in which she
is to appear in the stellar role, that of a
young girl. The day the new play was to
be taken up, Miss Barriscale received a
wire bringing the sad news of the death
of her father, Samuel Barriscale, in New
York City. Mr. Barriscale succumbed to
pneumonia, after a very brief illness. This
is the second bereavement for the beautiful
actress in the past year, her mother having
passed away in May, 1915.
Director Reginald Barker has finished
the filming of the fourth H. B. Warner
subject at the Ince Culver City studio.
This is a narrative of war times, the im'portant feature of which is the spy system.
Warner appears as an army officer, with
Enid Markey and Margaret Thompson in
important parts.
William ,S. Smith, business manager of
the Hollywood studios of the Vitagraph
Company, has just returned from New
York, where he attended a family reunion,
occasioned by the arrival of George Smith,
manager of the London Vitagraph office.
The London representative accompanied
his brother to the Coast, and here for the
first time in twenty-three years met his
brother. Director Dave Smith, of the Vita-

E. F0HRE3T TAYLOR
fact that stage productions must be restricted to three or four acts, but he has
come to the conclusion that it is easier
to put action into words than to put words
into action.
The Ince Company, with Frank Keenan
as star, and Charles Giblyn, director, are
home from spending a week at Tia Juana,
where they made scenes at the Mexican
race course. During their absence several
magnificent interior settings were built, and
the members of the company are now the
exclusive occupants of one of the mammoth glass stages at the Culver City plant.

PRODUCING COMPANY OF THE KALEM '•SOCIAL PIRATES ' SERIES AT THE GLENDALE STUDIOS
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i ILLUSTRATING THREE NEW BLUEBIHD PRO
1
DUCTIONS
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graph forces. George Smith will sail for
London on the twenty-ninth.
The technical shops of the Vitagraph
Hollywood studio are decidedly busy ni
the preparations of settings and properties
for the Blue Ribbon feature now being
filmed by Production Manager R. S. Sturgeon from the Cleveland Moffit detective
story, "Through the Wall." During the
past week. Director Sturgeon, learning of
a reception at the beautiful Cummings
estate, induced the hostess to permit him
to make several scenes there, using the
guests for atmosphere. Corrine Griffith
and Webster Campbell took part in this,
mingling with the Hollywood society.
Teacher's Pets," E. & R. Jungle
'Teacher's Pets" is the title of an E. & R.
subject dealing with school days. Ralph
McComas plays the part of the country
boob, upon jvhom the wrath of the teacher
falls. He decides to break up the school,
and does so by hiring the two chimpanzees.
Napoleon and Sally, who in their actions
prove that the press agent has been fibbing about them with respect to their having been educated. Very little was left
of the school room set at the studio when
the photoplay comedy was finished. Charles
Carter plays the part of the teacher, and
other players are Lillian Brown Leighton
and Claire LeMoyne.
The E. & R. Jungle Company has just
filmed 'The Nymph and the Fawn." Scenes
for this were made at Pasadena Glenn, a
private park, containing many beautiful
spots, including waterfalls. This is the
first time this park has been used in pictures.
One of the most interesting features of
entertainment afforded at the first annual
exposition of the Motion Picture Board of
Trade, Madison Square Garden, NewYork, will be the unique five-reel feature
prepared for the Los /Xngeles Chamber of
Commerce by producing companies in and
about Los Angeles.
Practically every studio on the Coast
will be represented in this, and the past
week cameramen have been busy making
special scenes. At Universal City all companies were assemt)led, and panorama
scenes made. This section of the film will
show more photoplayers, directors, and
writers than any previous screen offering.
At the Selig Zoo, .Acting Manager A. A.
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(Left to Right) "NAKED HEARTS," "THE EYE
OF GOD," AND "MAUD"
Davison had special animal performances,
and wonderful scenes of the half-milliondollar public park were made. The New
York Motion Picture Corporation studios,
which include the Inceville, Ince Culver
City, and Mabel Normand film company
plants, show many of the wonders, including the Indian Village, the great set for
"Civilization," mammoth studios, and the
gigantic dressing room building, containing
almost three hundred rooms. The Lasky
film will show the marvelous growth of the
plant, a trip around the world made possilile by the great number of settings preserved, and the now famous bungalow
dressing room prepared for Geraldine Farrar. All films will be assembled within the
next few days and shipped East.
So Alive, He Sleeps with One Eye Open
This film was made at the suggestion of
the Los Angeles representative of Motion
Picture News and under the supervision
of a committee selected by film company
representatives on which he served as
chairman. Another feature of the Los
Angeles exhibit; named and planned by
the News, is the photographic travelogue,
"Around the World in Eighty StillsMade in Los Angeles," which will consist
of 16 by 20 enlargements of settings used
by companies and representing all parts of
the globe.
Members of the Static Club were entertained at a dinner at a local cafe this week
by members of the Motion Picture Directors Association. In all there were eightyfive present, forty-two cameramen, and
forty-three directors. Following the dinner, at which Otis Turner presided as toastmaster, there were speeches by William
Kobert Daly, Edward Ulhman, Tom Mix,
Hobart Bosworth, and Charles Rosher.
Gus Inglis, of the firm of Willis and
Inglis, of Los Angeles, is this week departing for New York, where he will make arlangcments for the opening of an office of
ihe firm, and to work in conjunction with
the Los Angeles organization. Messrs.
Willis and Inglis have created a general
clearing house for films, to serve as agents
lor publishers and authors for motion picture rights on books and plays, photoplay
scenarios, acting as sales agents for films
and machines, and publicity agents for
players. They now have a long list of clients in the several different fields.

EVERYBODY
GETTING
READY FOR
THE BALL IN SAN DIEGO
Special to Motion Picture News.
San Diego, Cal., April 29.
Dan Cupid has been getting in his work
at the Lubin studio in Coronado. He recently made two "killings" which will interest many people. For a considerable
time, in the winter months, there were rumors that Bird Hopkins and Adelaide
Bronti were acting out a romance, but not
befor the camera. Mr. Hopkins was in the
north for some six or seven weeks, recently,
returning to the Lubin Company. Last
week he and "Mother" Bronti, as she is
familiary known to all attaches of the
studio, went to Central Christian Church
in this city, where the pastor. Rev. William E. Crabtree united them in marriage.
The next morning the dressing rooms of the
bride and groom, as well as the stage settings, announced the event, and the jolly
couple were the recipients of congratulations on all sides.
Another secret was also divulged the past
week, when it became known that, back in
February, Josephine MacLaughlin, formerly
Captain Melville's stenographer, and now
in the scenario department, had been married to Earl H. Miller, a prominent young
attorney of this city. Now that the wellkept secret is out, the bride is proudly showing the gold band on her left hand, and
her friends are extending best wishes.
Much to the surprise of all his old
friends, Julian L. Lamothe, formerly in
charge of the scenario department at the
Lubin studio, now connected with the
.American at Santa Barbara, came down
for an over-Sunday visit last week. The
Santa Barbara climate seems to be agreeing with Mr. Lamothe, as he has gained
February.
aljout
twenty pounds since going there in
James Stuart Douglas, formerly a director with American, who has been connected with the stage since he was seven
years old, and who has produced, among
other pictures, "Mother," "Alias James
Chauffeur," "Mammie Rose," and "A friend
in Need," has joined the scenario department at the Lubin studio.
S. M. Curtiss, for many years in stock
and on the road with his own companies,
has been engaged for characters with the
T,ubin company.
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"The Stolen Master" is the name of a
three-reel picture just finished by Jack
Byrne, director-author of the story. It
deals with the purloining of a famous masterpiece, following the destruction of an
Italian gallery by Austrian air-raiders.
Alan Forrest plays the lead, with Evelyn
Page as ingenue, Adda Gleason as an adventures and George Routh as her accomplice.
Director Byrne, last week, put on "The
Black Sheep," by Josephine MacLaughlin.
It is, in the main, a rural drama, but has
a number of scenes along the "Great White
Way," the "black sheep" being the wild
son of doting parents ; and he is the agency
by which the father's banking house is
ruined. Another man is suspected, but the
son finally has enough manhood to leave
a written confession before ending his disgraceful career. Alan Forrest is seen as
the son, Adda Gleason as his sister, George
Routh as Jimmy Pierce, Evelyn Page as
Mollie, an unsophisticated country girl, and
Bird Hopkins and Adelaide Bronti as the
doting father and mother.
The other Lubin company, with Millard
Wilson directing, has been busy with "Sons
of the Sea," from a scenario by Josephine
MacLaughlin from a story by Mr. Wilson.
In the cast appeared Cecil Van Auker, W.
J. Spencer, Lucy Payton and Mr. Wilson.
The annual ball of the photoplayers will
be held at the exposition on the evening of
May 6, the Cristobal cafe being the scene
of the event. It is expected that more than
two hundred players will come down from
Los Angeles by special train. It is announced that the grand march will be led
by
Dustin
Farnumlifeandis Marion
"Miss San
Diego,"of
who in ordinary
Vogdes,
this city. Following them will come Edna
Goodrich and one of the exposition officials.
The Cristobal is to be given over to the
moving picture people for the evening, and
special boxes are to be constructed, in each
of which will be a star, with his or her
friends, the box being named for the star
occupying it. Thomas Ince, however, will
have a box which will be named "Civilization," and D. W. Griffith will have one
named "Mother and the Law."
During the day of the ball a number
of pictures will be taken about the grounds,
and Eddie Dillon will feature Fay Tincher
and other Griffith stars in scenes. Hobart
Bosworth will put on a scene for a picture
which he is directing. The Nestor comedy
company, with Al Christie, will move its
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I PICTURES ON INTERNATIONAL |
I
SUBJECTS WILL NOT BE
|
I
SHOWN ON MEXICAN
|
I
BORDER
I
I Los Angeles exchangeraen last week f
i were informed of the action of custom i
i officers on both sides of the border i
i at Mexicale and Calexico with regard i
I to motion picture films dealing with 1
i international themes, the officers hav- |
I ing petitioned the theatre owners of 1
i both cities not to show such subjects. |
I In aU instances the theatre men have |
I complied, believing that the showing |
I might create a feeling which would |
I result in riots. Films of this character |
I will not be supplied to cities in the 1
I vicinity of the Mexican border or |
I where there is a big patronage of 1
i Mexicans.
|
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiuiiiiiiiiiiiiii
entire personnel to this city for that day.
Myrtle Stedman and Ruth Roland will -be
heard in a song at the big organ on Sunday,
May 7.
Others who are expected to be present,
include Jackie Saunders, Helen Holmes,
George Walsh, Gladys Brockwell, William
Farnum, Gertrude Selby, Mary Anderson,
Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish, Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge, Mae Marsh,
Douglass Fairbanks, Blanche Sweet, Bessie
Barriscale, Clara Williams, Francelia Billington, Jack Warren Kerrigan, Charles
Murray, Anna Luther, Ford Sterling,
Mabel Normand, Margaret Gibson, Marin
Sais, Kathryn Williams, Victoria Ford,
Eugenia Ford, Tom Mix, Audrey Munson,
Wallace Raid, Mollie Schaeffer, Arthur
Shirley, Louise Orth, DeWolf Hopper,
Mack Sennett, Cleo Madison and others.
J. Warren Kerrigan and company have
been busy in the Pine Hills section of the
mountains of this county on some scenes
in a bigof feature,
"Theis Silent
Battle."
locale
the story
supposed
to be The
the
Canadian forests, and the company ran
into some genuine winter weather among
the pines, which gave, them just the right
conditions. Jack Conway directed, wijth
B. C.son,Hayward
at the
Lo^'s WilMaude George
andcamera.
Harry Carter
are
in the cast.
Paramount Pictures, for months the features at the Broadway theatre, are now being shown at the Pickwick.
Ruth Hampton and other members of
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the Our Country Film Corporation have
been in the city taking some scenes at the
exposition to be used in their big feature,
which is to include pictures taken in every
state of the union.
H. A. Erickson, a Coronado photographer,
has joined the John Borden Arctic expedition for the making of a picture in the
frozen North. Borden ir^'a milliona?re
sportsman and explorer of Chicago.
Two companies were put at work at the
Lubin studio in Coronado last week. Jack
Byrne, late with Keystone, is down here as
a director and has been putting on "The
Green rest,Fairy,"
the cast
Alan ForAda Gleason
and including
Evelyn Page.
Mr.
Byrne has held important engagements as
scenario writer, actor and director, and has
been in the service of Biograph, ReHance,
Majestic,
Universal, Santa Barbara and
Balboa.
Melvin Mayo is directing the other company and has been filming "The Code of
the
Hills," by Millard Wilson, who, with
cast.
Mr. Mayo and Lucy Peyton, appears in the
At the Hippodrome theatre Thursday
night a special number was put on by Manager Smith, by the introduction, immediately after a "Phunphilm" had been projected on the screen, of the individual members of the company all of whom have been
working on some pictures here for the past
two weeks. Those who appeared on the
stage to demonstrate how slap-stick comedies are made, included Miss Bebe Daniels,
May Cloy,
Margaret Bud
Joslin
and Harry
Pollard, Dee Lampton,
Jamison,
Billy Fay,
Harry Todd, Charlie Stevenson, Fred Newmeyer, Harold Lloyd, Sammy Brooks, Gilbert Pratt, Director Hal Roach and Cameramen Al Delang and Jim Crosby. The
novelty proved a great feature.
The "Phunphilm" crowd was down at Tia
Juana, Mex., at the reopening of the big
race track, and worked out some interesting
films on that side of the international boundary line. Some say that certain members
of the company dropped some good coin
while "playing the ponies." However, they
were able to make good return to San
Diego, as they had their own automobiles
with them.
M. R. McKinstry, of the Pollard Picture
Company, has been busy with his people
making a photoplay on one of the islands
off the coast. It is also planned to take
some scenes at the exposition and also at
the border town of Tia Juana.

AT iranVEBSAL CITY: RUPERT JULIAS', ELSIE JOHN
JANE BORDEN,
WILSON, CHICAGO
AND FEANCELIA
BILLINGTON
GREETINa VISITORS— EASTMAN KODAK OFFICIALSMILLIONAIRE,
AND PARTY
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DES MOINES FORMS CLUB AND ELECTS
OFFICERS
special to Motion Picture News.
Des Moines, Iowa, April 29.
W'itli
war
on
censorship
of its
objects, the Screen
Club of asDesoneMoines
has just been organized with the following officers: C. E. Smith, president; Abe
Frankel, vice-president; Marry Heirsteiner, secretary, and A. Blank, treasurer.
The club will co-operate with the
Iowa Exhibitors' League in the holding
of their convention on May 23 and 24.
A ball and banquet under the joint auspices of the club and the league will be
given on the latter date.
Charter members of the nrganization
are: A. Blank, L. A. Sheridan, M. J.
Frisch, Abe Frankel, R. S. Ballantyne,
Harry Mierstciner, C. W. Tcffries, R. C.
LeBeau, C. P. Rich, C. E. Smith and
V. B. Lederman.
BR.VDFORD CONFERS WITH PROCTOR
FOR
PATRIOTIC SUBJECTS
FEATURING GERTRUDE
ROBINSON
Gertrude Robinson, who is starring at
the head of one of the Gaumont Florida
companies, has requested that she be permitted to appear in a series of photoplays
of a patriotic nature.
General Manager Bradford, of Gaumont,
has taken up the matter tentatively with
George D. Proctor, Gaumont's scenario
editor. The latter is now at work, in line
with Miss Robinson's suggestion, outlining
the series. It is not the intention to prepare a serial, but to have the pictures all
strung upon the same thread of nationalistic appeal to men and women of America.
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Universal

Players Will Resume Work in Sixth Episode of "Peg o' the Ring," Completing the Fifteenth
Chapter — Original Supporting Cast to Remain
New York City are undecided as to what
FR.A.NCIS FORD and Grace Cunard,
position Ruth Stonehouse will hold. She
who a short while ago left the employ of Universal, have returned to this was slated to appear in the leading role of
company in order to complete the serial "Peg o' the Ring" after Mr. Ford and Miss
Cunard had left. Miss Cunard's return will
"Peg o' the Ring." Any differences which
may have existed between the heads of automatically displace Miss Stonehouse, as
the Universal star has already appeared in
Universal and the two stars were patched
up last week when Mr. Ford and Miss Cun- the first five chapters, and she will continue to do so in the remaining numbers.
ard made a flying trip to New York to see
President Laemmle. They left for Universal City again on April 29.
GLADYS FISHER, STAR IN HOFFMAN'S
They will resume work immediately,
COMETS, IS A DENVER GIRL
starting with the sixth episode and comGladys Fisher, the Denver girl who has
pleting the total of fifteen two-reel chapbeen made leading woman for the Hoffters. When seen in New York Mr. Ford
man Film Producing Company of Denver,
said that the cast and story would remain
the same as it was at the outset. He in- is perhaps one of the busiest stars of the
ferred that there would be no other leads in screen. Besides playing leads in Hoffman's
the pictures other than Miss Cunard and Comet Grand Photoplays, she writes scenarios. In her lexicon there is no such
himself with the original supporting cast
word as "can't." Miss Fisher is a beauticonsisting of Pete Gerald, Mark Fenton
and others.
ful girl of nineteen. She owes her success
This sudden return to the old order of to hard work and has an advantage over
things puts to rout the wild rumor that most scenario writers because she is
Dorothy Gish had been loaned to Universal
"camera wise." Few in the business possess a more prolific imagination. She is
specially for the completion of the serial.
This report was never confirmed by the
always inventing new and clever "busiFine Arts studio, but there have been many
Miss Fisher was born in Denver, Colo.,
who placed more or less confidence in the
rumor.
and was graduated from the Sacred Heart
As yet, the heads of the home office in High School of Denver.

ness."
Beatriz Michelena Aids in Move Against "Schools''
Star of California Motion Features Engages Support of Governor Johnson in Movement to
Suppress Fakers Gulling the Public with Picture Acting Lure
sanguine in her expectations that it will
THROUGH the enlistment of the sup- be passed by almost unanimous vote. Thus
port of Governor Hiram Johnson of
far she has not found one dissenting voice.
California, Beatriz Michelena, star of "The
The plan which she herself devised in
WOMEN'S CLUBS IN BERLIN, N. H., BUY
Unwritten Law" and other photoplays, has detail
calls for the regulation of all schools
THEATRE TO RUN CHILDREN'S
started a definite movement against fake
PICTURES
of motion picture acting in the state by a
schools of motion picture acting.
Special to Motion Picture News.
commission appointed by the Governor and
With this end in view Miss Michelena
Boston, April 14. made a special trip to Sacramento, the state composed of recognized authorities in motion picture producing circles. Any school
The Women's Clubs of Berlin, N. H., capital, and in a five-hour conference covhave bought and are running a picture
to operate must be sanctioned by a comered the situation with the chief execumission license, which may at any time
tive. It was the first time that the evil
house which is devoted mainly to children.
of these schools had ever been called to be summarily revoked. The commission,
Some time ago the clubs made arrangements with a local manager to run their the Governor's attention, and he was after licensing a school, will be expected to
programs on Friday night and Saturday, prompt in promising his support to any keep it under closest scrutiny.
This is the basis that the popular film
but now they have bought a house, and action that promised to adequately eliminate it.
run pictures which are chosen for them
actress has offered the Governor and legFollowing up this advantage, Miss
by Alice Rice Carroll, a woman who speislators' to work upon at the next sesMichelena is now interesting the leading
sion and, with possible modifications in
cializes in this line of work, recommenddetail, it is expected to be the substance
ing programs for churches, settlements and legislators of the state in a bill, which
houses, seeing all the pictures and keeping will be brought before the assembly and of the law enacted.
her finger on the market.
senate at their next session, and she is
DIRECTS 3 COMEDIES AT ONCE AND
PLAYS IN TWO
Hill, Circus Fictionist, to Novelize "Peg"
Directing three comedies at one time, as
Joseph Brandt, Also Conversant with Life in "Sawdust Ring," Will Collaborate with Him
well as playing a prominent part in two
for Story to Run in Publications of Western Newspaper Union
of them, is the record established by Dihis travels have carried him into every
rector Dillon, of the Vogue Mutual studios.
WALTER K. HILL, an experienced cir- and
cus fictionist, has been engaged to state in the Union. The struggles and In one afternoon, three separate companies
create a narrative of show life, under the trials of the circus procession it will be Mr. were occupying as many stages in the studio
Hill's object to present in an interesting under Dillon's direction.
title of "Peg O' the Ring," which will soon
be presented to clients and readers of the and human way.
Collal)orating with him will be Joseph
Western Newspaper Union. It will be pubFIRST "VIM'S"
lished in serial form, with every episode a Brandt, who is also fully acquainted with MYERS
Harry COMPLET
C. MyersES andHISRosemary
Theby
circus
life.
The
two
writers
will
portray
complete story in itself.
have completed the first two comedies they
The author has had extended experience
the life of the circus as it passes from town
engaged to produce when they signed a
to town.
with the principal circuses of the country.
two-year contract with Vim a fortnight ago.
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PREFERRED

read the NEWS, don't you?
And isn't it a fact that you prefer it
to any other picture journal?
You get it first; you read all its readable pages.
It's complete, reliable, lively. You like it.
Well, then, it's plain good sense, isn't it, to figure that everybody else in the trade feels pretty
much as you do about it— that the exhibitor who
also gets it first, also prefers it.
YOU

Prefers it. That's a very important point for
you, the advertiser.
We told you last week that only subscriptions
could tell you whether a publication went to your
prospects or not, and that news-stand circulation
could tell you nothing — except figures.
True, as truth itself!
But you'll have to consider a little further.
Granted that your prospects subscribes to two
or more publications, which of these is most valable to you — the advertiser?
Why, the one he prefers, of course.
The paper he prefers is the one he reads; and
the one he reads, the one he's sure to read and
read through, is the one in which he's sure to
see your advertising announcement.
The paper that's read! This, in the final
analysis, is the paper of surest, highest advertising value.
You cannot go by number of subscriptions
alone.
I once advertised in a class-journal which had
nearly 60,000 paid in advance subscribers. The
subscriptions were genuine; no premiums were
used in getting them. But it appeared that the
publisher was a better circulation man than editor. Circulation, in fact, was his hobby, and he
was a wealthy man. By a most comprehensive
and ingenious system of solicitation he actually

Trade

Three

Journal

acquired these subscriptions. But he had subscribers only— not readers.
At the same time I used this publication I also
advertised in a similar medium of less than 10,000 circulation. The latter brought in ten times
as many replies.
This proved to be the paper that was read.
We have used for MOTION PICTURE NEWS —
and justly so — the slogan:

"The

paper that's

It is read — for two very simple, irrefutable
reasons.
Number one: It reaches the reader first. You
read."
well know how eagerly each exhibitor, each feature buyer, each manufacturer awaits the fresh,
complete news of each week's market. You know
how you yourself feel about it. Do you think
there's any doubt but that the wrapper will be
torn oft of Motion Picture News — the first
paper on the desk?
Number two : Once the wrapper's off then you
have the most readable paper! It's complete — it
carries all the news and all the advertising — its
reliable. Any doubt about its being read
through?
The papers that come later take chances; but
never MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
It's "the paper that's read"!

Next consideration tells you
how to determine for yourself
what paper is preferred. Look
for it.
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Whero

STATE

RIGHTS

sale of state rights on "Where Are My Children?"
now running at the Globe Theatre on Broadway,
New

York,

offers to State Rights

Men

and to Ex-

hibitors ofAmerica the biggest opportunity to "Clean-Up"
presented in years. This is the production that caused the
biggest sensation ever known
duction that has packed

on Broadway.

'em in for weeks.

This is the pro-

Produced

by Lois

Weber and Phillips Smalley, producers of "Hypocrites."
This is the subject that has secured the endorsement of such
people as the Rev. Doctor Parkhurst — Superior Paulist
Father John J. Hughes — Rev. Thomas A. Daly — from the
leading New York Newspapers and from thousands of
people who have given written opinions.
A great big smashing production, done in a great big smashing way, sensational yet dignified, dealing plainly with the
premediated destruction of the unborn. Pronounced
"Humanity's
crime.

most

powerful

weapon

UNIVERSAL

against

insidious

Fll
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NOW

AT

SELLING!!

the time of the writing of this advertisement,

April

29th, before a line of advertising has been published, the following states rights have already been
sold :

California — Arizona — Nevada — Oregon — Montana
— Idaho — Michigan — Greater New York Territory. A
complete series of newspaper ads have been prepared for
Exhibitors

on this huge production. Full and complete instructions onhow to conduct the advertising campaign for
capacity business accompanies this series of ads. To State
Rights Men who know the game and to Exhibitors who are
in the picture business for money — this production offers
the biggest returns of any production now before the
public.

TYRONE

POWER

plays the lead, with brilliant

supporting cast. All communications given immediate attention in their order of receipt. Telegrams or long distance phone calls or otherwise. Direct all communications
to the STATE

RIGHTS

DEP'T

of the
Largest manufacturers of films
in the universe

MF'G

CARL LAEMMLE,Pre5.
1600 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK CITY

CO.
How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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HE

announcement of
the release of
e Universal's latest
and greatest Serial has
brought a flood of bookings
to 72 Universal Exchanges. This is
the Serial with the tremendous
punches — the real thrills, the gripping
love interest — the fiery romance —
This is the ONL Y Serial of its kind
ever filmed, with 15 weeks and 30
reels of wonderful photoplay entertainment, the kind that grips, and holds the crowds. This is the
first and ONLY Serial with genuine circus acts in it. This is the
first and ONLY ALL STAR Serial with the best known players —
any number of them
. . . featuring such drawing cards as
FRANCIS
GRACE
and

a

Huge

FORD

very

and

CUNARD
Supporting

Cast

This is the Serial that tops 'em all for Box Office Drawing power.
Produced at Universal City, the one and only incorporated comrrunity on the face of the earth where nothing but moving pictures are made.
1 5

Weeks

Ec lure to menticn "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.

30

Reels
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THE

Great

LL-/TAR
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univer/al

CIRCUJ

OHxE.

JERIAL

Ring

is the Serial with the great idea behind it. ... A brand new idea; a
series of incidents, events and happenings to grip-thrill-sway and rivet the attention of multitudes; to get and hold the business for 15 straight weeks for all Exhibitors.
Don't let anyone tell you that there is or will
be a Serial of any kind that will begin to compare in any detail with "The Adventures of
Peg O' the Ring." Wonderful posters — wonderful newspaper ads all ready prepared for
you.

THIS

Have

you received

Big Advertising

your copy of the
Campaign

Book?

This is the greatest book of the kind ever
published. It tells you how to get the big
money with this Serial. It shows you all
the ads — the posters in colors — the publicity
props — the novelties, and a thousand and
one other things — ALL to get the kale for
you. Write your Exchemge for a copy of
this great book. Study it from end to end.
Write, wire, phone or call on your nearest
Universal Exchange for booking. DO IT
NOW— TODAY.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
Carl Laemmle, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Chance

The wise State Rights Buyers were quick to take advantage of the splendid and unusual opportunity
offered them on the sale of State Rights for the tremendous PAVLOWA picture, the most lavish of all
moving picture productions. A few states remain unsold and these will not be announced again.
The famous Pavlowa's name proved the big drawing
card in Chicago and New York at the leading theatres, record business being done for extended runs.
Remember while there is still time that there are
A

Few

the

State

States
Rights

left
Sale

in
of

PAVLOWA

The

Incomparable
in

"The
Dumb
Girl of Portici"
Produced by the Universal Film Mfg. Co. at a cost
exceeding a quarter of a million dollars. By arrangement with Max Rabinoff. Directed by Lois Weber
and Phillips Smalley.
Special Advertising matter and a complete publicity
campaign has been prepared, which will prove of the
greatest value to buyers of state rights and to Exhibitors as well.
Write immediately for advertising sheets, for letters from enthusiastic Exhibitors and complete particulars ofthis opportunity of a lifetime. Immediate
consideration given to telegraphic and special delivery communications. Do not delay. Write at once to
STATE
UNIVERSAL
CARL

LAEMMLE,

FILM

RIGHTS

DEPT.

MANUFACTURING

CO»

President
"The Largest Film Manutacturing Concern in the Universe"^
1600 BROADWAY,
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do not indicate the way the wind blows one-half so surely as the Exhibitors' NET PROFITS indicate "what the public wants" in the matter of pictures. When
the Exhibitors of Feature programs quit kidding themselves and begin counting the NET instead of the
GROSS, there will be fewer fat fees for the sheriff and many more regular movie patrons in your town. A glimpse
at the character of the features released week of May 22 on the Regular Universal Program, as briefly reviewed
below, will convince you that when it comes to variety, to stars, to all the qualities that make two and three reel
subjects popular, you have to come back to the UNIVERSAL PROGRAM. If you can get its service NOW grab
it quick. If you can't — watch your very first opportunity.
King Baggot in "Half a Rogue."
With Edna
Hunter and Clara Beyers. From the celebrated
story by Harold MacGrath. Directed by Henry
Otto. Eighteenth Red Feather Production. Released
May 22. Here's a happy combination for you. One of
Harold MacGrath's rollicking romances with the punch that
has
books Hunter;
"best sellers"
for years;
within King
Baggot
and made
lovelyhisEdna
with the
direction
the capable
hands of Henry Otto, who produced the famous "Undine";
with an unusual cast and the usual lavish Red Feather production. King's reputation as "a gay dog" is largely due to his
constant association with "actresses" — he is a playwright by
"trade" — and it gets him in bad back in the little town where
his aunt-mother lives in the old homestead. The girl lives
there, too, and a most absorbing story tells how King let
folks know that he wasn't as black as he was painted. Clara
Beyers in a vampire character, who wasn't really a rogue
■either, adds spice to an all-round fine production. Book this for
popularity and profit.
"The Woman Who Followed Me." Two-Reel
Gold Seal Romantic Drama with Gladys Brockwell and Juan de la Cruz. Directed by Robert
Leonard. Released May 23. By Gosh, if Gladys ever
started following you the way she did the hee-ro in this
punch drama, the chances are you'd forget all about your
financee and foller her around like you liked it. Gladys Brockwell has already made a name for herself on the Universal
screen and she gets better every picture. If this cast and
story were in the hands of the average "feature" producer the
only thing for you to do would be to put your hand on your
watch and beat it. Story, acting, and production make this a
mighty fine picture.
Mary Fuller in "The Limousine Mystery." TwoReel Victor Detective Drama. Directed by
Lucius Henderson. Released May 24. A detecatif drama as is. That is, as it should be. That is,
again, the mystery of the death in the limousine is not
solved (and your audiences can't guess how it happened) until
the
scene
the picture.
will final
fill the
fansof with
delight. "Our Mary" in a new role, that

UNIVERSAL

FILM

Thomas JefFerson in "Corporal Billy's Comeback."
Two Reel Laemmle Memorial Day Drama.
From the stirring Saturday Evening Post Story
by Harry Leon Wilson, co-author of "The Man from
Home" successful
; Author stories
of "Ruggles
of RedDirected
Gap," by
and George
many
other
and plays.
Cochrane. Released May 25. Corporal Billy was the last_ of
the G. A. R. boys in town. He had always led the Decoration
Day parade, and when they left him out he was heart broken.
How he proved his heroism and showed he was neither too
old rial
norDay stories
too proud
to fighthasmakes
one of the
the Universal
ever presented.
Bookstrongest
this specialMemoif you
are not fortunate enough to be showing the Universal Program.
"The Unconventional Girl." With Edith Roberts
and Joe Girard. Two Reel Unconventional
Drama. Directed by Robert F. Hill. Released
May 26. If Edith hadn't been an unconventional girl
she wouldn't have tried amateur burglary, nor would
she have learned of her lover's perfidy. It is quite possible,
too, that she would never have met Joe, and a startling climax
would have been deprived of a telling love scene.
Harry Carey in "The Wedding Guest." Two-Reel
101-Bison Western Romantic Drama. Directed
by Jacques Jaccard.
Released May 27. Harry
is sure some sheriff, and as bold and brave as a real
Western sheriff should be. There is only one person
he's
and the
that's
Colonel
DanstarCupid.
WhatA parhe
does toafraid
Harry ofmakes
sheriffoldthrow
away his
in disgust.
ticularly fine Western, with enough heart punches to make a five reeler.
Ben Wilson in "A Gentle Volunteer." With
charming Dorothy Phillips in the title role.
Three Reel Memorial Day Rex Special. Directed
by Ben Wilson. Released May 28. Book this, good
friends. Book it for Memorial Day, or do you call it
Decoration Day? A wonderful drama of the Civil War. A
really big production. Cut from four reels. You'll wonder
how it was done, for it's packed so full of action now that it
might easily be padded to five reels. This will make a wonderful picture for Decoration Day. Get busj% if you are not
fortunate enough to be showing the Universal Program.
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FIFTEEN
IN

SHORT
WORK

AT

LENGTH

FEATURES

AMERICAN,

E\'ERY
the newly con.structed
studiosfacility
of theofAmerican-Mutual
plant
at Santa Barbara, Cal., are being brought
into play in the production of the numerous
short-length features and comedies now
under way. Fifteen productions are set
for early release through the Mutual Film
Corporation.
Principal among them are the three-reel
productions, "The Wheel of Fate," known
as "The Cycle of Fate" during production.
E. Mason Hopper is the director and Vivian
Rich and Alfred Vosburgh the stars. "The
Man Who Forgot" is from a story by Kenneth B. Clarke, with Frank Borzage, Anna
Little and Jack Richardson in the chief
roles ; and "Out of the Rainbow," by Anthony Coldeway, directed by Thomas Ricketts
and featuring Lizette Throen, Leona Hutton and Edward Coxen. "The Man Who
Forgot," to be released under the Mustang
brand, is a drama of the West, into which
Director Borzage had introduced a number
of realistic scenes.
The love of a rich man's son for a
countess of striking beauty and charm and
the wealthy young ward of his mother, furnishes the romantic setting for "The Wheel
of Fate," the three-reel feature being directed by E. Mason Hopper. Vivian Rich
appears as the ward and Alfred Vosburgh
as the rich man's son.
Among the two-reel subjects under way
or completed are "The Black Sheep," from
the pen of Anthony W. Coldeway. The
principal roles in this production fall to
Edward Coxen, Lizette Thorne and George
Field. "The Gulf Between," a Mustang
release, features Queenie Rosson, sister of
Helene Rosson, who is starring in Ameri-

'jiiimitinHmiiiitiiiiiriiuinimanimriniiiiHiiimiimtiMiiitrii
1 TENE
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PATRIOTIC SERIAL
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COMEDIES

BARBARA

can-Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, and King Clark, a newcomer to the
Mustang-Mutual
"The Gulf
Between"
is
a story of the fold.
mountains,
trappers,
and
counterfeiters offset by the loves and hates
of the denizens of the high Western ranges.
Work on "The Blindness," another of
these two-reel features, has been completed
by Director Carl M. Le Viness. Rhea
Mitchell, William Stowell and Roy Stewart
have the chief roles. William Bertram is
directing "The Madonna of the Night,"
another two-reel subject scheduled for release late in May. It was adapted for the
screen by Karl Coolidge from a story by
Constance Crawley, the American-Mutual
De Luxe star, and Larry Peyton. Nita
Davis has the chief role, supported by E.
^orrest Taylor.
Among the comedies now in work for
release through the Mutual under the
"Beauty" brand are "Billy Van Deussen,
Masquerader," with John Steppling in the
role of Billy Van Deussen, supported by
Carol Halloway; "A Germ Gem," featuring Orral Humphrey and his company of
players, and "When Adam Had 'Em," first
known as "A Shakey Af¥air."
COURTESAN" NEARLY READY FOR
RELEASE FROM MUTUAL
"A Courtesan," is a five-reel subject being filmed under the direction of Arthur
Maude at the Santa Barbara studios of the
.American Film Company, Inc.
The cast includes Eugenie Forde, Nell
I'Vanzen, Hal Cooley, Charles Wheelock,
AI Fordyce and William Carroll. It will
be released in the near future on the Mutual
schedule.
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"ETERNAL SAPHO" FROM FOX ON
MAY 8
In "The Eternal Sapho," the William
Fox release for May 8, Theda Bara will
be seen in a story of the rise of a young
girl from the slums to the studios and fashionable society. During her ascent, she
wrecks the lives of those who were her
early benefactors.
Bertram Bracken directed the production. The supporting cast includes Frank
Norcross, Warner Oland, George MacQuarrie, Walter Lewis, Hattie Delaro,.
James Cooley, Einar Linden, Mary Martin
and Kittens Reichert.
"THE
OVERCOAT"
SOUNDS UNDER
NOTE OF "BARBARY COAST" ANECDOTE—IT WON'T GET YOUR GOAT
"The Overcoat," by Forrest Halsey is
now being filmed in five reels, from a
scenario by J. Edward Hungerford, under
the direction of Rea Berger.
This piece of fiction reproduces correctly
a famous dance-hall of San Francisco's
Barbary Coast, now extinct. In one night
scene there are nearly two hundred people.
The cast includes Thea Mitchell, William
Stowell, Perry Banks, Clarence Burton and
Warren Ellsworth. The release date is to
be
announced in the near future by the
Mutual.
"GHOST OF OLD MORRO" FROM
EDISON
The story of "The Ghost of Old Morro,"
a coming Edison release, centers about
Morro Castle, the grim fortress which has
frowned down upon Havana harbor for
more than three hundred years.
Interiors of the cells and chambers of
the prison are revealed for the first time,
it is said.

I ILLUSTRATING TYPICAL SCENES FROM |
1
"THE SECRET OF THE SUBMARINE" 1
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■'OIL OF REVELATION" GIVES E. & R.
"CHIMPS" COMEDY OPPORTUNITY

ESSANAY INCLUDE 3 CHESHIRE
CHUCKLERS BY ADE

PRESIDENT GEORGE K. SPOOR of
Essanay is confident that his company's offerings for May and June make as
substantial a program as yet produced by
Essanay. While there is no more thorough disciple of the doctrine of short subjects than Mr. Spoor in the whole film
business, he is not overlooking the advantages of the feature film — where a story
sufficient for a feature film exists.
He declares that the most obvious requirements of features are better stories
and stronger casts. Dozens of subjects
from recognized writers are rejected by
Essanay before one believed of sufficient
power for feature length is selected. The
success which has met recent released will
testify to their worth. It is not Essanay
policy to make them the vehicle for the
exploitation of one star supported by an
indifferent cast.
"That Sort," a five-reel picturization of
Basil McDonald Hasting's play, soon to be
released, offers an example of this method.
In it are four players of national reputation, Warda Howard, Ernest Maupain,
Duncan McRae and John Lorenz, together
with the best Essanay has in its company
in support of them. So it is with "According to the Code," also in five acts, which
includes Lewis S. Stone, Marguerite Clayton, E. H. Calvert and Sydney Ainsworth
in its cast.
William Gillette in "Sherlock Holmes,"
now ready in seven parts, is also supported by an exceptional cast, which includes most of the players who were with
him on the stage and numerous Essanay
actors, headed by Ernest Maupain, the excellent character actor.
"The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row,"
just issued, in five parts, also maintains the
established Essanay standard. Sallie
Fisher, the famous musical comedy star, is
featured with Richard C. Travers and John
Junior. The supporting cast contains such
well-known players as John Cossar and
Patrick Calhoun.
But with all this array of talent in its
multiple reel features the shorter pictures
have received just as much attention. In
the three-reel offerings for May the best
actors Essanay has are to be seen. Bryant
Washburn and Nell Craig are to be seen
in "Once a Thief." Ann Kirk, Edmund
F. Cobb, together with Patrick Calhoun,
Richardson Cotton and others appear in
"A Rose of Italy." "The Jester" features
John Junior and Gertrude Glover. "The
Schemers" completes the three-reel offerings for May.
"The Song in the Dark" is a two-reel
reissue due May 30, featuring Richard C.
Travers. "The Condemnation" is an
original two-reel offering with Darwin
Karr and Nell Craig. Lillian Drew, Harry
Dunkinson and Edward Arnold are the
principals in "A Return to Youth — and
Trouble," a two-reel light comedy adaptation from one of Albert Payson Terhune's
short stories. "The Double Cross," also in
two reels, is offered with Elizabeth Burbridge and Patrick Calhoun.
Leading the one-reel oft'erings are the
new George Ade fables. "The Fable of

the Willing Collegian who was Hunting for
a Foothold" was filmed with some of the
leading business and professional men of
Chicago taking part. Others just completed are "The Fable of the Good Fairy
with the Lorgnette and Why She Got it
Good," and "The Fable of the Preacher
Who Flew His Kite, But Not Because He
Wished anteed
to Doscream.
So."
Each oneWallace
is a guarCartoonist
A.
Carlson's Cjnimated Nooz Pictorial No.
10 and Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book
of San Francisco, each in spit reel with a
scenic, also are offered.
UNIVERSAL

FOR

THE

WEEK

"The Oil of Revelation" is a one-reel
comedy from a scenario by Lillian Brown
Leighton filmed this week by Director J.
J. Franz of the E. & R. studio. An aged
couple buy medicine from a street faker,
and in their dreams they see themselves
returned to the forms of chimpanzees,
wherein Sally and Napoleon, the company's educated chimps, go through all the
every-day happenings of husband and wife
around their own fireside, and serve as
leaders at meetings held that evening.
This scenario offers opportunity for the
E. & R. producers to show the wide range
of talents of these two chimps.
OF

MAY

8th STEPS

OFF

WITH "A HUNTRESS OF MEN"
Universal program for the week of in the Laemmle two-reel domestic society
"Her Husband's Faith." Joe MarMay 8 steps oft' with Alary Fuller drama,
tin, the famous Universal ape, attempts to
in the five reel Red Feather feature, "A
Huntress of Men," in which Miss Fuller is excel Professor Ditmar's simians on the
supported by Joe W. Girard and Sidney following day, May 12, in "A Strange
Bracey. On the same day Eddie Lyons, Lee Confession," a Victor drama built especially for him. Harry Benham plays the
Moran and Bettj^ Compson stage a Nestor
principal role in "The Capital Prize," an
comedy, "Potts Bungles Again."
On May 9, Herbert Rawlinson heads the Imp two-reel detective drama on the same
bill in "The Mark of a Gentleman," a two date and is followed by Billie Rhodes and
reel light Gold Seal drama in which he Ray Gallagher in the Nestor comedy,
plays vis a vis with Agnes Vernon. On the "Never Lie to Your Wife."
On May 13, G. Raymond Nye and
same day Cleo Madison stars with Edward
Hearn in the Rex drama, "Virginia," and Roberta Wilson co-star in "A Fight for
Vic Potel and Jane Bernoudy, cavort about Love," a Bison two-reel underworld drama, and on the same day William Franey
in the Imp comedy, "\\'hen a Wife W'or- and Gale Henry give the Universal pa"The Great Smash," a three reel L-Ko
trons alittle comedy relief in the joker, "A
comedy featuring Alice Howell and Ray
Wife
for
a Ransom."
On
the
last
day of the week, Sunday, May
Griffith is the main event on May 10. The
ries." number of the Universal Animated
latest
14, the Rex three-reel drama "A Soul for
Weekly, No. 19, is also released on the Sale," shares honors with the Laemmle
comedj'-drama, "Her Great Part." in which
sameImpdaydrama
together
with "The
Go-Between,"
Myrtle Gonzales and Fred Church play the
an
in which
William
Garwood
THE

plays the principal role. Two decided novelties are featured in the Universal program for May 11. In a Powers split reel,
"Some Monkey Stars," a Ditmars educational, and "Mr. Fuller Pep — He Tries
Mesmerism," a comic cartoon, vie for
honors. On the same day Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnston are featured
POLICE

DOG

IN PARK
FROM

principal roles.
The second episode of "The Adventures
of Peg o' the Ring," entitled "A Strange
Inheritance," will be released during the
week of May 8. Ruth Stonehouse, Eddie
Polo, Grace Cunard and Francis Ford all
appear in this two-reel episode of the
circus serial.

" IS ANIM{AL)ATED
PARAMOUNT

SHORT-REEL features, released by the
Paramount Pictures Corporation on
the program for the week of May 15. are
headed by the Paramount . Pictograph,
showing films on scientific subjects and
topics of the day. The other single-reels
are the fifteenth release of the ParamountBurton Holmes Travel-Pictures, "Among
the Head-Hunters," and the fun film, "The
Police Dog in the Park," Paramount-Bray
Animated Cartoon, by C. T. Anderson.
Various stages of the chicken industry,
from the hatching of the first chick to its
highest development, are interestingly
shown in the fifteenth release of the Paramount Pictographs, which include a continuation of Henry Reuterdahl's screen
arguments for naval preparedness and the
Trickids
release,
Afternoon
tea "Happifat's
dances are Dream."
unheard of
festivities in the neighborhod of Bontoc,

CARTOON

in the Philippines, but important occurrences are celebrated by the Canyao, a
ceremony partly religious and partly social,
combining dance and sacrifice, as Burton
Holmes shows in the fifteenth release of
the Param.ount-Burton Holmes TravelPictures, "Among the Head-Hunters."
The beating of big gongs and the sound
of many barbaric voices, raised in weird
chants, makes this native dance mysterious
and hypnotic. Head-hunting used to be
good sport all the year round in the vicinity of Bontoc, and careless strangers
were apt to find themselves sacrificial victims in the Canyao. Thirty-four miles
from Bontoc, Mr. Holmes leads his travelers into the land of the Ifugao people, who
have astonished the world with their engineering feats, irrigating mile after mile
of rice terraces, which line the walls of
their lovely valleys.
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TALLOWS TO ELECTRICITY SHOWN IN
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS

HOW from
electricity
in to of
takecooling
away
womenstepped
the work
FOR tlie week of May 1, \ itagrapli is week, which is scheduled for release on beef or mutton tallow in moulds to make
oltering a program consisling of tour- May 6. This is a three-part picture, writ- candles and placed it in the hands of men
teen thousand feet of comedy and drama.
ten by George Strayer Maxwell, and pro- operating switch-boards in enormous power
duced by Harry Davenport. The cast in- houses is shown in the Paramount Picto"God's Country and the Woman," a powercludes Walter McGrail, Belle Bruce and
ful drama of the Northwest, heads the list,
Arthur Cozine.
graph feature "Science and Invention:
and such pictures as "Mr. Jack Hires a
Candles to Electric Lights." This PictoIn
a
vivid
dream
Hollis,
who
had
been
graph division is edited by Waldemar
Stenographer," "Jane's Hu.sband," "Some
in love with Nellie and had feigned sui- Kaempfl:ert of the Popular Science Monthly.
Chicken," and the Broadway Star Feature,
cide in order to make her regret her acThe film shows how Grandmother made
"The Resurrection of HoUis," lend suption in seemingly encouraging Ned Dun- tallow into candles to place in her quaint
port.
ton, sees the possible tragic consequences
candlesticks. Then the scene changes
"God's Country and the Woman" is from
his cowardly deed, returns to her and old
the pen of James Oliver Curwood, and of
to an enorrnous power house of the present
is
received
with
open
arms
when
she
finds
was filmed in California under the superday showing how electricity is turned into
he is still alive.
the home.
vision of Rollin S. Sturgeon. This picture, which will be presented to photoplay
lovers on May 1, tells of the strict stand- EIGHT SCREEN STARS IN FIVE WORLDS
FOR MAY
ard of morality in the North. Her mother,
SUPERVISED
BY
BRADY
having fallen into the clutches of Arnold
a border ruffian, during her father's DURING the forthcoming month, be- ment, "Tangled Fates," wherein her draLang,
matic training stands her in good stead.
absence, Josephine Adare steps bravely
ginning this week, the World Film
forward and shoulders the responsibility of Corporation will ofifer eight famous players
On May 29, Mollie King, recently seen in
claiming the child which is born, as her in five of the newer productions which
"A Woman's Power" makes her second
own. Philip Weyman comes to the North have been supervised by William A. Brady
World
appearance
"Fate's
Boomerang"
which was
staged inin the
mountain
country
to spend a year trapping and shooting, and throughout.
falls in love with Josephine. In order to
On May 1, Clara Kimball Young will be about North Carolina and Tennessee and
which owing to difficulty of finding proper
protect her own honor, she gets him to seen in "The Feast of Life," a Chautard
locale, required more than two months to
pose as her husband and the father of the production, staged in the interior of Cuba
child. He follows her and protects her,
complete.
and
said
to
equal
Miss
Young's
production
unaware of the true cause of her great of "Camille." A picked cast supports her.
With the beginning of the releasing
sorrow, and knowing only that in helping
quarter, starting May 1 and ending July
May 8, Kitty Gordon, last seen in "As
her .he is subjecting himself to great dan- In Ona Looking
31, the "Brady-Made" product will have
Glass," makes her appearance
ger. The villain, who had betrayed her, in "Her Maternal Right" staged by John begun to show its potency. The list of
pursues
Philip
and
Josephine,
kidnaps
Ince under the Brady supervision, the forthcoming releases following the last
week in May, includes among other stars,
them. In the pitched battle which follows, story by Willard Mack.
the worthless scoundrel is slain by JoseCarlyle Blackwell, Gerda Holmes, HoU
On May 15, Robert Warwick, the noted
stage and screen player, comes again onto brook Blinn, Ethel Clayton, Robert Warphine's faithful wolf hounds.
William Duncan as Philip Weyman, Nell the World program, this time in a play enwick, Clara Whipple, Muriel Ostriche,
tirely different from anything he has yet Frank Sheridan, Edna Wallace Hopper,
Shipman as Josephine and George Holt as
Arnold Lang, enact the leading parts.
and House Peters. Mr. Peters, now perappeared in, entitled "Sudden Riches,"
manently with World Film, will appear on
"Mr. Jack Hires a Stenographer," is an- based on a story by E. Richard Schayer.
On May 22, Alice Brady, last seen in that program about seven times a year
other of "The Escapades of Mr. Jack,"
witli l-rank Daniels. How Mr. Jack en- "Then I'll Come Back to You," makes her while Gail Kane will be seen at equal
gages a "pippin" of a stenographer, and appearance in a powerful dramatic docuthen gets himself into and out of a lot of
periods.
trouble, and is finally forced by his better MANY DRAMATIC
SUBJECTS
FROM V-L-S-E FOR MAY
balf to discharge the beauty, makes an inRELEASE
teresting story. Alice Washburn and Betty
Howe render assistance to Mr. Daniels in THE V-L-S-E releases for the month of Rose Tapley are among those in the cast.
the enactment of this picture.
May present a number of dramatic
On May 15 Vitagraph will offer a sixsuljjccts, in which appear many stars. reel drama entitled "The Ordeal of Eliza"Jane's Husband," another one-reel comedy, released on the General Film pro- Among these is William Gillette, who
beth," featuring Lillian Walker and Evart
gram, depicts the troubles of a homely comes to the screen for the first time Overton. With William Gillette posing as
spinster in securing a husband. She finally in Essanay's production of "Sherlock
Conan Doyle's famous detective, Essanay
succeeds in cornering a helpless tramp, only
has
produced "Sherlock Holmes" in seven
to find him already married.
reels. Supporting Mr. Gillette are Alice
On May 1 the offering will be "The Law
Holmes."
Edith Storey is the principal funmaker
Decides," a Vitagraph Blue Ribbon, with Faulkner, Ernest Maupain, Edward Fieldunder the direction of George D. Baker.
Dorothy Kelly and Harry Morey in the
ing and others. This will also be released
"Some Chicken," another single-part leading roles, assisted by Bobby Connelly,
May IS.
comedy listed for Friday, was enacted by the child star. On the same day Selig
"The Redemption of Dave Darcey," a
the Western division of Vitagraphers, un- releases "At Piney Ridge," presenting Vitagraph Blue Ribbon of heart interest
Fritzi
Brunette
in
the
role
of
a
mountain
der the supervision of Dave Smith. A
import, will be released May 22. James
Morrison, Belle Bruce, Billie Billings and
crowing rooster starts a feud between two girl heroine. She is supported by Al W.
Filson, Leo Pierson, Edward J. Piel and Mary Maurice are featured.
pairs of lovers, but all ends happily when
the offender is devoured at the wedding
others.
Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry
breakfast of the two couples. Mary AnAnother of Daniel Carson Goodman's
appear in the Selig drama, "Into
derson and Webster Campbell play the psychological dramas is scheduled by the Lonsdale
the Primitive," to be released May 29. In
this
a
tropical
hurricane is staged, and
Anne
by
Lubin
Company
for
May
8.
It
is
entitled
supported
are
leading parts and
Schaefer and Otto Lederer.
"Love's Toll," and features Rosetta Brice numerous wild animals are introduced.
"Tbe Resurrection of Hollis" is the and Richard Buhler. The Vitagraph offer- Another May 29 release is the Vitagraph
title of the Broadway Star Feature for the
five part
drama,and"The
featuring
ing for that day is "Britton of the Sev- Anita
Stewart
S. Suspect,"
Rankin Drew.
In
enth," afive-part war drama of the Indian
amnianiiiiMNiiniiniiuiniiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiini^^
this
Miss
Stewart
will
be
seen
in
a role
plains, written by Cyrus Townsend Brady.
totally different, it is said, from anything
Eleanor Woodruff, Harry Northrup, Logan
1
READ PAGES 2853 AND 2891 | Paul, Eulalie Jensen, Darwin Karr, Ned
in which she has yet appeared under the
Finley, Lionel Belmore. Marion Henry and
5imim"'cTOiit!lmiipii:n!ii''iM''"-7[ii!'iii:iiiiiiiiiMiii:iifii'iniiii!iiiniiiiiiii:i
Vitagrai)li l)aiiner.
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TO
STRAIGHT PHOTODRAMAS,
FEELS STIR OF BUSINESS

ALLEN MAY, old-time actor, known
all over the country, now salesman
for the World Film Corporation in Philadelphia, has won a prize in the salesmen
contest running from March IS to April
IS. Mr. May captured one of the third
prizes of ten dollars this time. He has
been on the honor list before. The Famous Players exchange finds the Paramount Pictographs taking particularly
well in the Philadelphia territory. Those
exhibitors wishing to run a whole Paramount Program say the Pictographs fill a
long-felt want.
H. Rodner, a special Metro representative, who has just returned from a trip
through New York state, reports conditions
there far better than in Pennsylvania, in
spite of the fact that Metro is forging
rapidly ahead in the Keystone regions.
Rumors to the contrary notwithstanding,
C. V. Carrick says exhibitors booking
"Peg o' the Ring" need not fear the defection of Grace Cunard and Francis Ford,
who are still with Universal and will be
seen in this "Special" serial. As Mr. Carrick has just returned from a conference
in New York, he knows whereof he speaks.
The serial, released May 1 in Philadelphia,
is already booking rapidly. It will be seen
first at 333 Market street, one of the Central Market Street Company's houses.
. Mutualites are on the qui vive about
the first Mutual Chaplin release of 'The
Floor Walker," which will appear simultaneously in several Philadelphia theatres
on May IS. The Philadelphia office has
already eighty-seven bookings on this picture to its credit. Business has increased
to the tune of $400 in three weeks. B. R.
Tolmas, formerly of the New York Twenty-third street branch of the Mutual office
and well known in that section, is now representing the Philadelphia branch. Mr.
Tolmas is just back from a trip through
New Jersey, where he booked the Mutual
Special Feature, "Fighting for France," in
every single town in the state. Being
strictly neutral, Mr. Tolmas, on his next
trip, will try to equal or even surpass this
record on a still later Mutual release, "The
Fighting Germans."
Harry Scott has returned from Washington, where he made arrangements to
open a Kleine exchange, which will be a
sub-office of the Philadelphia branch. The
exchange will be located in the Bank of
Commerce building. The manager has not
yet been selected. C. G. Powell, former
manager of the Mutual office in Philadelphia, is acting as special representative for
Kleine on "Gloria's Romance," the Billie
Burke novel, in Maryland, Virginia and
North Carolina. Th§ V-L-S-E, offices up

templated, extensive additions and alterations will be made to the present quarters,
thus having all departments in roomy offices on one floor. Changes will be made
in booking, shipping, stenographers' and
salesmen's quarters, the building being
added to at the rear. Promotions are also
in order. R. W. Ettris, Jr., has been advanced from booker to salesman. C. U.
Marin will become assistant manager from
cashier.

to date, is working ten prints of the Essanay-Chaplin "Carmen," and they are all
booked solid until June 1, with a minimum
price of one hundred dollars per day. The
burlesque is drawing record - breaking
houses wherever it is appearing around
Philadelphia, and J. S. Hebrew, who has
just returned from Washington, says the
enthusiasm is greater down there.
The New Film Corporation, Philip
Greenburg manager, will move from its
present quarters, 1335 to 1339 Vine next
week, the whole building at 1335 having
been taken over by the International Film
Service, Inc., which will move as soon as
extensive alterations are completed.
The International has added to its sales
force Robert S. Vandegrift, formerly salesman for Pathe.
On "Who's Guilty?" the Pathe office has
taken quite a number of bookings before
the exhibitors even saw the prints. For
"The Grip of Evil," with Jackie Saunders,
Manager H. M. Osborn has had many inmail and 'phone,
althoughhence.
the
release quiries
is byscheduled
three months

On April 24, Joseph Houseman, of the
Stanley Company, will start as roadman,
succeeding R. S. Vandegrift.
C. R. Seelye, efficiency expert from the
Pathe home office, was in Philadelphia four
days, looking over the ground. Business
is increasing encouragingly in the territory for Pathe. Famous Players exchange
reports twelve new Paramount contracts in
the past two weeks. Oscar Bower, manthinks "Theis Heart
Flynn,"'
a Laskyager, release,
one of of
the Nora
best pictures
that has come along recently. It is booked
for a whole week at the Stanley theatre.
Frank E. Samuels, of New York, took
in Philadelphia on his present Southern
and Western trip for the Raver Film Corporation, making his headquarters at the
"Masterpiece" office.

Instead of taking another floor as conHOLAH

SOUNDS

KEYNOTE
CINCINNATI

CO-OPERATION between exhibitors,
film exchange men and newspapers
for a stimulation of business was the key
note sounded by C. E. Holah, manager of
the Cincinnati office of the V-L-S-E
Company in an address which resulted in
the organization of the Cincinnati Screen
Club at an informal meeting in the CuvierPress Club there on April 13. The cooperation outlined by Mr. Holah cut both
ways, involving both the film industry and
the newspapers.
He showed by quoting facts and figures
how the publication of news of the film industry aids in the circulation of newspapers and, on the other hand, confessed
that the film men need the co-operation of
the newspapers. Guests at this meeting
were a number of newspapermen and
writers and the managing editors of all the
Cincinnati papers. They were made honorary members of the club on its organization.
Paul J. Mooney, district manager of the
Fox Film Corporation, a former newspaperman, spoke along lines similar to
those expressed by Mr. Holah. The past
experience of Mr. Mooney as a newspaperman has enabled him to bring about
some big publicity results. A course dinner was served, a feature of which was an
"epitaph" at each man's place. This con-

OF CO-OPERATION
DINNER

AT

sisted of some one of his best features,
typewritten on pieces of film in its raw
state. Arrangements were made to hold
weekly meetings of the organization at
which "stunts" will be arranged for the
entertainment of newspaper represeatatives.
The following officers were elected by the
club :
C. E. Holah, president; Charles Weigel,
manager of the Alhambra Theatre, vicepresident; W. J. Beyers, Cincinnati Post,
secretary, and W. S. Wessling, Pathe Exchange, Inc., treasurer.
Other charter members are as follows r
E. T. Lux, Universal Exchange; C. C.
Hite, Triangle Film Company; R. E.
Haines, Mutual Service ; H. L. Orear, General Film Company; Paul J. Mooney, district manager Fox Film Company; Gus
Muller, Fox Film Company; Harry Bugie,
George Kleine Exchange; W. J. Fitzpatrick. Standard Film Company; A. J. Needham, Essanay Company; J. W. Greenstein,
Standard Film Company; W. J. Howard,
Bluebird Films; Lewis Baum, World Film
Company; T. Nolan, Cincinnati Theatre
Supply Company; W. J. Wessel, General
Film Company ; George Hummel, Cincinnati Post; Sam Levick, Cincinnati Tribune;
Roe Eastman, Times-Star and Motion'
Picture News, and Kenneth Craine, Moving Picture World.
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STEEN ESCAPES A DILEMMA'S HORN,
FOR HE CAST HIS LOT WITH
UNICORN
Exhibitors in the territory controlled by
A. G. Steen, Philadelphia manager of the
new Unicorn Film Service, are more than
pleased since it is whispered to them that
Mary Pickford, Henry Walthall, Blanche
Sweet, Mack Sennett and others equally
popular are in the gala.xy of stars shortly
to appear in the Unicorn firmament.
Although only a few days old, Unicorn
has "caught on" in Philadelphia. On the
second day of its life thirteen new contracts walked into the Philadelphia office. Superstition being left out of the
management's makeup, all thirteen were
welcomed. As a consequence of the quick
popularity of the program. Manager Steen
has had to increase his order of two prints
for each release to four.
\\'illiam was
Fait,oneof ofthetheComedy
theatre,
Baltimore,
first exhibitors,
starting with Unicorn on its first release.
So pleased was he at results, he called up
Mr. Steen on long distance to tell him
that all records for the eight years of his
theatrical experience were broken on that
day. Mr. Fait controls eight houses in
Baltimore and expects to use Unicorn in
them all.
Mr. Steen has a sign six by twenty-two
feet of hand carved wood, with gold leaf
letters on a green ground, large white unicorns supporting it at each end. The sign
stretches across the whole front of the
building at 1309 Vine, attracting favorable
comment from every passer-by on Film
Row.
CHAPLIN RELEASES MAKE HIT IN
DENVER
Ward E. Scott, manager of the Mutual
exchange in Denver, is very much pleased
at the success of the Chaplin releases in
that territory.
A special showing for the exhibitors of
"The Secret of the Submarine," was held
at the Swanson-Nolan Miniature theatre
on April 25. This was atended by over
two-thirds of the exhibitors of Denver,
and was very favorably commented on.
Ernest Fred, former poster boy of the
Mutual Exchange, was promoted to chief
shipping clerk. J. A. Riblet was promoted
from head office boy to assistant booker.
Oscar Carlson, former booker of the
Mutual Exchange, who resigned on account of ill health, died at Belle Fourche,
S. D., on Sunday, April 16. Carlson went
to Denver two years ago from Chicago to
regain his health. He is survived by his
wife, mother and father, who reside in
Chicago. The body was shipped to them.
Carlson started with the Mutual of Denver
two years ago.
UNITED OBTAINS ILLINOIS RIGHTS
TO "VIRTUE"
The United Film Service of Chicago has
secured the Illinois and Indiana rights to
the Franklin Film Mfg. Corporation's fivereel comedy drama, "Virtue." This will
open at a loop theatre in Chicago about
May 1, after which it will be booked
throughout this territory.
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H. J, ROBERTS
VISITS FOX EXCHANGE
IN DENVER;
PALMER MAKES RECORD RUN FROM COAST
HJ.
ROBERTS,
New Film
York Corporation,
representa• tive
of the Fox
has been in Denver for the past ten days,
having visited the Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Portland and Salt Lake exchanges of the Fox Film Corporation. Mr.
Roberts leaves Denver in a few days for
Omaha, Kansas City, Cleveland, and then
will go to New York City. Mr. Roberts
reports a successful investigation of all the
Fox exchanges he has visited. Mr. Carmichael, the Denver manager for Fox, received notice that the Fox production featuring Annette Kellermann would be ready
for exhibitors by June. Mr. Carmichael
holds a record for holding his customers in
his territory, having on his books thirtythree exhibitors who have used the Fox
feature service for a period of one year
without any stop in their service. "Gold
and the Woman," a Fox production, featuring Theda Bara, broke the three-day run of
the Isis theatre of Denver under the management of Sam Baxter.
Martha Neal, former billing clerk for the
Universal Exchange of Denver, has resigned to accept a position of publicity and
advertising manager for the Swanson and
Nolan Supply Company of Denver.
The Mutual Exchange of Denver, under
the management of Ward E. Scott, has
placed the Mutual ser\ice with the Star
theatre of Fowler, Colo. The Star, with a
seating capacity of five hundred, was bought
by W. C. Bevard from E. M. Owens, and is
being remodeled at a cost of $10,000. Ed.
Calhoun, manager of the Star theatre of
Scotts Blufif, dropped into the Mutual office
EXCHANGES

IN PITTSBURGH
TO

ONE

KEENAN

of the latest moves of the exchanges in Pittsburgh has carried
them out of Film Row and has taken many
of the big exchanges into the Penn .avenue
district, a section of the city which has
not been figuring in the exchanges plans
until this week.
Several months ago two of the exchanges
were moved to the Penn avenue section,
near Twelfth street, and it was thought
a wrong move had been made, as the two
were far away from the rest.
Then the fire marshal, seeing that there
would be little chance to protect the exchanges in the locality in which they were
situated, gave a number of them the order
to secure other quarters. Then the rush
was on for new homes, and the Keenan
1)uilding seemed to be the best place for
them.
The Keenan building in one jump became the center of the motion picture industry, and many of the firms which were
in Film Row are now housed in this big
fireproof building in better and bigger
quarters.
Among the firms which are housed in the
Keenan building are the following: First
floor — Feature Film and Calcium Light
Company, both film and supply departments; Western Union Telegraph Com-

and signed up for the new Chaplin releases.
J. W. McMahon, of Colorado Springs, is
a frequent visitor in Denver on Sunday in
his new Packard machine. The first place
McMahon goes upon arriving in Denver
is the Mutual Exchange, where he finds Mr.
Scott hard at work, and from there they
journey together to the parks and the
mountains in the big machine.
Several new theatres have sprung up in
the Inter-Mountain territory. J. W. Pace
opened a new theatre in Chadron, Neb., last
Monday, to run in opposition to the Rex
theatre of that town. W. C. Bevard is remodeling the Star theatre at Fowler, Colo.
J. O. Taylor, former manager of the Rex
theatre of Raton, New Mexico, is to work
out of the Salt Lake Mutual office under
the management of Billy Moran.
Denham Palmer, western representative
of the World Film Corporation, made a
record-breaking trip to Denver from San
Francisco to take charge of the Denver
Exchange. Charles L. Gilmore, the Denver
manager, was operated on for appendicitis
the early part of last week, and from all
reports the operation was successful.
Palmer will remain as manager of this
exchange until Gilmore is able to resume
charge.
The exchangemen are delighted with the
result so far attained, and several of them
have ordered additional prints of this feature for immediate delivery. Nearly every
exhibitor who has played "The City of
Illusion" has come back for more time and
many of them are said to have offered
twenty-five per cent, above regular rental.
MOVE

FROM

FILM

ROW

BUILDING
pany and The Exhibitors' Messenger Service Company. Second floor, Metro Pictures Service. Third floor — Independent
Film Exchange. Fourth floor — Pathe Exchange. Fifth floor — World Film Corporation, International Film Service, and The
Poster Exchange. Sixth floor— Liberty
Film Renting Company, Independent Display Company. Seventh floor — The International Film Exchange and the Poster Exchange. The basement will be occupied
by the Exhibitors' Publishing Company.
The building is located at 938 and 940
Penn avenue and will be easy for the
exhibitors to reach.
AT WOOD OPENS OFFICE IN LOS
ANGELES FOR INTERNATIONAL
George H. Atwood, selected as manager
of the Los Angeles exchange of the International Film Service, Inc., has arrived
in Los Angeles and opened offices at 912
.South Olive street, a short distance below
film row. The first release will be that of
"The Mystery of Myra," a fifteen episode
serial about May 1.
The serial story for this will appear in
the Hearst newspapers, and other subjects
to be released about the same time are cartoons by the famous artists of the Hearst
newspaper syndicate staff.

May 13, 1916.
NETTER ESTABLISHES MASTERPIECE
FILM ATTRACTIONS IN QUAKER
CITY
Leon D. Netter, the former general manager of Lesser's Pacific coast enterprises,
has established the Alasterpiece Film Attractions, and in partnership with Sol L.
Lesser, will operate in the Pennsylvania
and New Jersey territory on an extensive
scale.
Spacious offices have been opened at 1325
Vine street, Philadelphia, Pa. Among the
productions now being booked are "The
Spoilers," "Neptune's Daughter" and "Cabiria."
Mr. Netter has just purchased the L. &
R. Feature Film Company, of Washington,
D. C, and will consolidate both exchanges
into one, and handle all business out of
Philadelphia.
Netter recently left the Pacific Coast after
he had gained an experience of the exhibitor's requirements covering
period of
five years, through constanta association
with them. Announcement of other productions which He will handle will be made
shortly.
BROWN SELLS STOCK HOLDING IN
METRO, WASHINGTON, D. C.
It is with deep regret that film circles
in the Washington, D. C, territory learn
that J. Frank Brown has disposed of his
stock in the Metro Company, for this
means the severance of his connection with
that corporation in the near future. Mr.
Brown will remain with Metro for a few
months longer and is at present on the
road in the South, giving his best energies,
as always, for Metro. He is vice-president
and sales manager of the film exchange
for Washington territory and has aided
materially in establishing Metro features in
that section, especially in the South.
"Exactly where I shall make my next
connection," stated Mr. Brown, "I have
not as yet fully determined, but I shall
remain in the film business. It is too
exciting, too fascinating, to leave."
Mr. Brown has been with Metro since
its inception, and before that he was with
Paramount, and previous to that he was
with the Famous Players.

KENDALL MADE VL-S-E SALESMAN;
STEINSON IN OKLAHOMA TERRITORY
The promotion of J. C. Kendall from
booker to salesman is announced by Manager C. E. Holah, of the Cincinnati branch
office of the Big Four. Mr. Kendall has
earned an enviable reputation by his sales
promotion work, and during several years
spent in the motion picture business has
accumulated a fund of experience likely
to prove of great value to him in the
future.
At the Dallas office the engagement of
J. A. Stcinson as salesman has caused widespread satisfaction among the trade. Prior
to his joining the Dallas stafT, Mr. Steinson was an exhibitor at McAlister, Okla.,
and booked V-L-S-E features at his theatre. Having a large circle of acquaintances
among the Oklahoma exhibitors, he will
be held responsible for that territory, in
which it is confidently expected that he will
reap rich results.
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BERMAN

FINDS BUSINESS EXCELLENT IN KANSAS;
GILL GETS FEATURE RIGHTS
H. G. Gill, manager of the Associated
HE. BERMAN, manager of the Metro
announces that he has se• office here recently took a week's Film Service,
cured for his firm the Missouri and Kansas
trip into the territory and on his return
announced that he had secured Metro book- rights for the following pictures : "The
ings in the largest theatres in the follow- Melting Pot," "Silver Threads Among the
ing thriving Kansas towns : Independence,
Gold," and "Cabiria." Annette KellerWellington, Wichita, Arkansas City, Saline mann's picture, "Neptune's Daughter," he
and Winfield. A recent visitor to that of- also has obtained for Missouri releases.
fice was Sol J. Berman, brother of the According to Mr. Gill, his greatest picture
Kansas City manager, passing through on now is the "Mutt and Jef¥" series. By perhis way to Excelsior Springs for a short
sonal persuasion he has secured permission
rest. S. J. Berman is connected with the to run a five-inch advertisement, the same
Clara Kimball Young Corporation and was
size as the Mutt and Jeff pictures, in a loformerly located in Kansas City.
cal newspaper, in the same space as the carMax Kravetz, manager of the Capitol
toons, reading as follows: "Mutt and Jeff
Film Company, Denver, Colo., was a recent now in moving pictures. See them at your
visitor to the office of the Western Film favorite theatre." In this way he is getand Supply Company, visiting his friend,
ting the fact before the public. One house
"Pat" Hall. Mr. Kravetz was there on his in this city is showing the.'^e pictures the
way back home from a trip to Chicago.
first four days of the week, and is more
A new traveler with the Associated Film than pleased with the opportunity.
The Gate City Feature Film Company
Service is E. W. Parker, formerly manager of the Orpheum theatre in Enid, Okla. has taken the world's rights for the pictures of the Panama-California InternaMr. Parker will act as special representative for the Associated and will for the
tional Exposition, and is handling them
present be located in the Oklahoma terri- with success. They are being placed in the
tory. He has been in the show business surrounding territory rapidly and will probfor nearly thirty years and is a veteran
ably be taken East soon. The firm is planning the adoption of a unique selling plan.
in the moving picture business.
FULLER

USED DAILIES FOR TRADE
SHOWING NOTIFICATION
George W. Fuller, manager of the
World Film Exchange in St. Louis, recently
announced in the Sunday newspapers tliat
a special showing of the latest World releases would be shown at the Delmar theatre, 4936 Delmar avenue, on April 24, and
that every exhibitor who cared to avail
himself of the privilege was cordially invited to attend the exhibition. Many out
of town exhibitors, both users and prospective users of the service, were on hand
besides the local theatre managers.
The International Film Company, which
recently established an office in the Plaza
building at 3300 Olive street, St. Louis, with
E. W. Dustin as head, has installed a projection room on the second floor of the
building, where it will show the latest films
to any exhibitor who cares to look at them
before deciding on his program.
FOSTER IS PICKED AS HEAD FOR
TRIANGLE IN DETROIT
The Triangle Film Corporation has leased
the second floor of the building at 318
Woodward avenue, Detroit, Mich., and will
open a complete exchange there by May 1.
From this office all Michigan bookings will
be made, and the office will be under the
management of L. W. Foster, who will
represent the Triangle company.
This floor is 30 by 100 feet in size, and
will be equipped with a projection room
and poster department and general offices.
All film for Michigan exhibitors will come
from Detroit. Mr. Foster has been manager of the Cincinnati and Cleveland offices
for the Triangle, and during the four weeks
that he has been in Detroit he has made
a host of staunch friends. Over twentyfive of the leading Detroit theatres are
playing Triangle films.

MERRILL IS OLD TIME FILM MAN
W. L. Merrill, manager of the New York
branch, Unicorn Film Service Corporation,
is one of the oldest film managers in the
United States. He first entered the film
business in Kansas City in the days when
tlie Independents first started, having
owned his own exchange in Kansas City,
Mo. ; Butte, Montana ; Fargo, N. D., and
Little Rock, Ark.
Mr. Merrill has been connected for the
last
three with
yearsthewith
Warner's
Featuresas
and later
United
Film Service
manager of the IMinneapolis office, later
purchased by him.
The headquarters of the exchange are
at 126 West Forty-sixth street. New York.
LESSER IS FIRST TO SECURE "WHERE
ARE MY CHILDREN?"
A quick-fire deal was consummated between Carl Laemmle and Sol L. Lesser,
whereby the All Star Features Distributors
secure "Where Are My Children?" for
California, Nevada and Arizona.
Lesser was the first man to get the
rights, and has secured the only territory
that was disposed of, so far.
H. M. DAVIS WITH UNICORN
H. M. Davis, formerly of the Universal
Film Exchange, is now connected with the
Unicorn Film Service Corporation of 126
West Forty-sixth street. New York, in
whose interest he is calling upon the exhibitors of Greater New York.
KRONACHER

WITH PATHS EXCHANGE,
NEW YORK
G. Kronacher, formerly proprietor of the
Eldorado, Nickoland and Republic theatres,
in the Bronx, is now soliciting for the
Pathe New York branch.
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AUSTRALIAN -MADE FILM ON
MAY BE GOVERNMENT

special to Motion Picture News.
Sydney, N. S. W., March 22.
THE applause that greeted the conclusion of the first performance of the
Triangle Film productions at the Lyceum
theatre on Saturday, March 18, proved that
from the picture fans' point of view Australasian Films, Ltd., were fully justified in
conducting a gigantic advertising campaign
in connection with these feature pictures.
The Triangle Play-House, as the Lyceum
will be known in future, is perhaps one of
the best known Sydney theatres.
Very few of the older patrons would
recognize the theatre as it is now, after
being completely renovated, painted anew,
and decorated in a color scheme of red,
gray and green. A big colored Triangle
surmounts the big gray draperies, and
altogether an air of originality pervades the
whole theatre.
The opening program consisted of
"Crooked to the End," Keystone ; "The
Coward," Kay-Bee, and several topical and
scenic films. The prices range from 6d. to
2s. (10c. to 50c.). Previous to screening
the Triangles the prices were only 3d., 6d.
and Is. (Sc., 10c. and 25c.). A high class
orchestra has been engaged and will render
appropriate scores for each production.
The first three programs will be presented
for one week each, after which bi-weekly
screenings will be given.
In view of the recent discussions in Parliament, itis extremely likely that as soon
as local productions become active enough
to warrant it, a bill will be introduced to
the effect that an Australian made picture
must be included in the program of every
photoplay theatre in the Commonwealth.
"Should a Mother Tell?" and "The
Devil's Daughter," both productions from
the Fox studios, form the double bill at J.
C. Williamson's Theatre Royal this week.
"Britain Prepared." As the title suggests
this ten-reel topical feature which is to be
presented at the Sydney Town Hall next
Saturday deals with naval and military preparedness in Great Britain. The series
favorably impressed Mr. Balfour, First
Lord of the Admiralty, in London, while
Senator Pearce, Commonwealth Minister
for Defense, has given his consent to the
pictures being shown in their entirety, and
intends viewing them shortly himself.
Union Theaters, Ltd., are controlling the
picture, which will probably run for a
fortnight at the Town Hall.
J. C. Williamson, Limited, announces
that it has received by the Ventura the
world famed feature, "The Birth of a Nation." Accompanying this film, which together with the accessories connected with
it occupied fifty-one cases, were a stage
director, musical conductor and three me-

EVERY
ORDER

PROGRAM

chanical experts. George Bowles has cornpleted an arrangement with Hugh Ward
on behalf of J. C. Williamson, Ltd., where-

by the picture is to be put under this firm's
direction. "The Nation" will begin its
initial presentation at the Theatre Royal
during Easter week at the usual theatrical
rates. It will be certain to score a high
success.
Hal H. Carleton.

METRO'S TRADEMARK
PARROT, SOME BIRD AND
LAME DUCK, TALKS 'TURKEY" IN LONDON

EXTEEIOR

OF THE

COrRT

IMPERIAL

DESPITE unfavorable local conditions
motion pictures are enpoying a liberal
patronage in London, according to advises
received by the Metro Pictures Corporation.
Metro is leading the field in the matter of
advertising and in the presentation of their
photoplays in London. The Metro parrot, which is the official trademark of that
company, is one of the most familiar sights
in the world's greatest metropolis. On
every hand the Metro parrot is seen — newspapers, magazines, posters, trams, buses,
underground stations, and in front of the
leading theatres. The accompanying photograph, just received from London, shows
two of the Metro parrots, eighteen feet in
height, towering above the cornice of the
Court Imperial Playhouse in the West End
of London.
J. Frank Brockliss, Ltd., of Charing
Cross Road, one of the biggest distributors
in the world, forwarded the photograph to
President Richard A. Rowland, of Metro,

PLAYHOUSE,

WEST

NO

END, LONDON

with a letter which reads, in part, as
lows :
"The trade in this country is now beginning to appreciate the fact that without
any doubt whatever Metro films are one of
the best advertised makes on the market.
They have attained a position which everyone on your side would be proud of, and
moreover, I am sure financial results folto
yourself are more than satisfactory, all the
more especially as I know they are far better than those received from other makes
of films over here.
"I enclose a photograph of one of our big
theatres in the West End of London, which
is an example of the way we handle a number of theatres from the advertising end.
I refer to the two big parrots on either
side of the house. These are about eighteen
feet high. This theatre, the Court Imperial
Playhouse, has nothing to do whatever with
Ruffells, Ltd., Metro's foreign agents, but
is just an ordinary customer."

i/EDiao

of the marked excellence and artistic superiority ofBLUEBIRD Photo-Plays IS evidenced
by the rapidly growing sphere of their presentation.

PROOF

d. Discriminating Theatre-Owners who understand the
real value of the super standard BLUEBIRD PhotoPlays have set, — are rapidly discarding ordinary multipart features and are concentrating on BLUEBIRD
attractions, pronounced hy all who have seen them
— Supreme in extraordinary screen accomplishments.
lewed from the angle of sure financial returns, no
features up to the present day surpass BLUEBIRD
attractions.
Recent BLUEBIRD
Mary Fuller, in "THE

Releases include :

STRENGTH

OF THE WEAK"

Violet Mesereau, in "THE GREAT PROBLEM"
Tyrone Power, in
"JOHN NEEDHAMS DOUBLE"
Louise Lovely, in "THE GILDED SPIDER"
J. Warren Kerrigan, in "A SON OF THE IMMORTALS"
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This department is designed to keep the industry informed of all news concerning new or projected laws, Federcd^
State, County or Municipal, that may affect the business, and all events involving any branch
of the trade with the authorities in all sections of the country
DES MOINES OFFICIALS TRY TO SHUT
OUT "BIRTH OF A NATION"
The Des Moines city council, on April
21, by a vote of four to one, decided that
"The Birth of a Nation," which was scheduled to show there starting April 30, for
an indefinite run at the Berchel theatre,
could not be shown to the thousands of
picture-goers in Des Moines.
The decision came following several secret conferences between the city fathers
and delegations of colored citizens and
members of the G. A. R., to which meetings
newspapermen were not allowed to enter,
because "newspaper publicity was an advertisement for the film." The vote was taken
after Corporation Counsel H. W. Byers informed the council that an exhibition of
the film would be in violation of city ordinance No. 1,433. The ordinance forbids the
exhibition of plays or films that stir up
race hatred or prejudice.
"T do not know what steps will be taken,
but the film will be shown," - said J. A.
Getchell, of the firm of Elbert and Getchell,
owners of the Berchel theatre. "There is
nothing in 'The Birth of a Nation' that
creates race hatred or prejudice."
City ordinance No. 1,433, upon which
the council's authority in the matter rests,
has been the occasion of trouble to motion
picture exhibitors there before. "The Primrose Path," a Universal feature in which
Gladys Hanson was starred, was recently
forbidden to be shown by the police authorities on complaint of citizens. The ordinance in effect prohibits the showing of
any films or plays to which any person or
persons may offer objections. Under protection of a court injunction, "The Primrose Path" was subsequently shown in Des
Moines, despite attempted action on the
part of police officials.

COURT UPHOLDS TAX ON VENDING
MACHINES
The San Francisco ordinance imposing a
tax on merchandise vending machines has
been held valid by Superior Judge Muransky in a decision sustaining the conviction and jail sentence of Ralph M. Richardson, who owns several hundred of these
devices.
Richardson succeeded in having the first
ordinance taxing these machines declared
vahd, and the board of supervisors passed
a second measure. In case the appeal that
will be made is lost it will probably mean
that the candy vending machines so extensively used in moving pictures theatres
will be taken out by the owners of the
theatres.

OHIO

SUPREME
COURT
HOPE IN SUNDAY

THE

Ohio Supreme Court, in refusing to
review a case brought up from Ross
County, has made it possible for a crusade
against Sunday performances. The case involved was that of Clarence Myers versus
the State of Ohio. Myers was convicted in
the Mayor's court at Chillicothe for running ashow on Sunday.
It was alleged by the authorities that a
picture show was a "theatrical performance," and the Supreme Court passed in
review upon the sole question whether a
film exhibition is a theatrical performance,
which is prohibited by general state law.
The Court of Appeals of Ross County
took the view that the matter comes within
the provisions of the state law and affirmed
the conviction of Myers. The refusal of
the Supreme Court to review the case may
be regarded in the nature of an affirmance,
as the prosecuting attorney had conceded
the general public interest.
A conflicting decision by another Appellate Court will cause the Supreme Court to
hand down a dictum on the point involved
in the Myers' case.
It is generally believed that motion picAGITATORS

SEEK

MAY
GIVE "REFORMERS
CLOSING CRUSADE
ture theatre managers in the larger cities
of Ohio, such as Cleveland, Cincinnati, Columbus, Toledo, Dayton, Springfield and
Youngstown, and in many of the smaller
cities will continue to disregard the state
law and not be molested.
In Cincinnati a few years ago it was the
custom to arrest all theatrical performers
after the Sunday matinees, and they were
booked at the police stations. Small fines
were assessed the next morning and the
performers arrested for violating the Sunday law never had to appear in court. Na
attempt has ever been made there to molest
motion picture theatre managers, as the
theatrical performances have been given
without interruption for at least twenty
Cleveland motion picture theatres have
years.
been opened on Sunday for years, but, outside of a few spasmodic efforts by reformers, there have been few arrests for
Sunday exhibitions.
If the reformers get a foothold in the
smaller cities, it is liable to cause a campaign in the larger cities.
Paul Alwyn Platz

AID

OF

CONGRESS

''BIRTH

OF

A NATION"

UNABLE to secure prsVibition of the
a Nation"
"Birth ofners
the commissio
of the
hands ofof the
at theshowing
District of Columbia, it is understood that
those who oppose the exhibition of this
feature film in Washington and elsewhere
have gone to Congress for aid. However,
Congressman L. C. Dyer, of Missouri, has
introduced a bill in the House of Representatives which would make it unlawful
for any person to deposit or cause to be
deposited in the United States mails, for
mailing or delivery, or to deposit or cause
to be deposited with any express company
or other common carrier for carriage, or
to send or carry from one state or territory of the United States or the District
of Columbia to any other state or territory of the United States or the District
of Columbia, or to bring or cause to be
broujg-ht into the United States from
abroad, any film or other pictorial representation based or founded on any adaptation of any book, play, or publication under
whatever name, which is designed to be
used for purposes of public exhibition and
would reflect or tend to reflect on any

IN ATTACK

ON

race or nationality, and subject it to unjust and unwarranted criticism, or which
may disturb the peaceful relations existing
in a community. It is also made unlawful
for any person to take or receive from
the mails, or any express company, or
other common carrier, with intent to sell,
distribute, circulate, or exhibit, any matter or thing referred to in the proposed
law to be deposited for mailing, deHver>",
or carriage in interstate commerce.
It is provided that any person violating
any of the provisions of the proposed law
shall for each offense be fined, upon conviction, not more than $1,000, or sentenced
to imprisonment at hard labor for not
more than
one court.
year, or both, at the discretion of the
The bill has been referred to the house
committee on interstate and foreign commerce. This latter already has a calendar
filled with matters of pending legislation
which will keep it busy far into the summer, if Congress does not adjourn in the
meantime, so that it is hardly likely that
it will be reported out of the committee
unless influence is brought to bear upon it.
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RELEAbT^^
ISLE OF THanhouser Ball and Minstrel Show Spell
^
Success
LOVE' ON MA\ 15
Function Brings in $850 for Fund for Aid to Performers Injured Wliile at Work or Who
Gaumont's "The Isle of Love" will be
Fall 111 — One Thousand People Present— Warde Makes Opening Speech
released as a Mutual Masferpicture, de
Luxe Edition, May IS. In tliis producTHE night of April 27 was a notable oc- duced together with the rousing songs
casion for those who reside and visit brought the audience to its two thousand
tion Gertrude McCoy appears for the
tirst time as a Gaumont star. The dra- with more or less frequency the thriving and more feet.
Frank Grimmer was in charge of the
ma, which was written by Paul M. Bryan, berg of New Rochelle, New York. The
members of the Thanhouser studio gave arrangements and Grimmer's orchestra
was found so suitable for Miss McCoy
that she was taken from another Gau- a minstrel show and ball in Germania Hall, supplied the music. Practically every member of the Thanhouser studio except those
mont feature, despite the fact that a the proceeds of which are to go toward
aid for the ill or injured performers of the in Jacksonville attended and helped make
number of scenes had already been made.
studio. First returns on the receipts of the affair the success it was. Edwin Than"The Isle of Love" has been produced
houser and other executives of the concern
at Jacksonville under the direction of the ball show that the fund can start with a
Edwin Middleton.
nest egg of $850.
were present themselves.
A grand march followed the minstrel
There were over a thousand people in
Iva Shepard has an important role.
the hall when Frederick Warde made the show which Florence LaBadie in her
Others in the cast are Robert Clugston,
famous Golden Bowl costume of Madison
W. J. Butler, James Levering, and opening speech. Following this introducMathilde Baring.
tory Director Frederick Sullivan led the Square Garden fame led. Harry Benham of
Universal was her partner. William Garorchestra in "The Lost Chord," which was
wood, also of Universal was the second
TRL4NGLE LEAVES KNICKERBOCKER
composed
by
Mr.
Sullivan's
uncle.
Thomas
Burke and the Thanhouser sextette sang male in line of march. Mr. Garv/ood made
THEATRE
the same song during the progress of the a hit when he entered the hall bearing a
The Knickerbocker theatre. New York, minstrel show.
huge box of candy which was auctioned
for several months the Triangle Film CorWayne Arey acted as interlocutor while off for twelve dollars.
The miniature army of Thanhouser
poration's model for its exhibitors, closed Gordon Hollingshead, Walter Hiers, Harry
its doors on Griffith-Ince-Sennett motion
beauties consisting of Doris Grey, Gladys
Bates and Billy Bowers were end men. The
picture productions last Saturday night. large crowd enjoyed every joke cracked by Leslie, Kathryn Adams, Lillian Vanderveer,
Mabel Henry, Isolde Illian, Ethyle Cooke,
the minstrels whether it had long whiskers
Thus the Rialto, S. L. Rothapfel's new
Janet Henry and others under the charge
"temple," becomes the first-run home of or merely a little silky hair. The Grand
Triangle pictures.
finale was in the shape of a patriotic review of Lydia Meade sold everything but tickets
Announcement of the closing states that and the various symbolic characters intro- and materially assisted in swelling the fund.
Mr. Rothapfel, who has been managing
director of the Knickerbocker for several
months, can no longer give the time neces"Where Are My Children?" Is Approved
sary to maintain the high standard agreed
Straw
Vote
Taken at Globe Theatre, Following Universal's Request That Board of Review
upon by the Triangle and himself. The
Have Picture Passed on by Laymen, Results in 52 to 25
Knickerbocker has been leased for a term
novel "review" meeting ever held, five hunof years by Charles Frohman, Klaw and THE controversy between the Universal
dred persons gathering at the Globe TheaFilm Manufacturing Company, proErlanger, the former lessees.
tre
National Board's guests, the
ducers of "Where Are My Children?" and numberas the
including prominent New York
the National Board of Review, over the educators
and
social workers. Cards were
ALLEN JOINS V-L-S-E
merits of this film took a new turn last
passed
out
to
them
on which to note their
Harry P. Allen, formerly with the week when the company asked the board
Ramo films in Kansas City and later to show the picture, which had been views, and the film was flashed on the
screen.
with the V-L-S-E at Atlanta, has ac- "turned down" at the first censorship showcepted aroad position with the Triangle
The vote favored showing "Where Are
ing, to as many laymen interested in cenFilm Corporation, having for his terrisorship work as the board cared to gather. My Children?" to audiences not consisting
The board granted this unusual request of children, by 52 to 25. The ballot, of
tory the states of Georgia, Tennessee,
Alabama, Florida and the Carolinas.
and the result was the largest and most course, was an unofficial one, but it is believed will have some bearing on the efforts of friends of the picture to have the
National Board see it in a new light. These
Sis Hopkins Makes Daily Talks to Public
friends include Dr. Parkhurst, Rabbi Kohn,
Father Cashin and other well known New
'Sis Hopkins' Own Chats," Syndicated in Three Hundred Newspapers, Prove Invaluable
York clergymen who feel that the picture
Aids in Kalem's Exhibitor Co-operation Campaign
OXCE a week Sis Hopikns now has a the list down in giving the service to the has a mission to porform.
Sol Lesser had purchased the rights to
first applicant.
heart to heart talk with the photoplay
Many exhibitors have already signified the production for one state — California —
fans of the country in Sis Hopkins' Own
Chats, which are being syndicated in a list their intention to take advantage of this for $20,000. The total American rights,
already including three hundred of the best unusual publicity aid when the service sold at this rate, are expected to yield
known dailies.
starts in their local newspapers by special $200,000.
Among the bids now before Universal
The Sis Hopkins talks are the latest step Sis Hopkins advertising in the particular
arc some for straight booking, one leading
publication.
The
talks,
which
are
a
humorin "exhibitor co-operation" taken by the
Kalem Company. In addition to the genous satire on the time-worn "Advice to the theatrical circuit offering $2,000 a week for
a booking of three weeks.
eral publicity secured for the Sis Hopkins
Love-Lorn"
eral months. gush, will run weekly for sevLucy Payton and Franklin Hall together
comedies from the talks the newspapers in
Among the principal puljlications on the wrote the story, which Lois Weber (Mrs.
the syndicate have also volunteered to menSis Hopkins list may be mentioned: Detroit Smalley) made into scenario form. In
tion the current releases in the weekly
talks.
fact, it is said of Mrs. Smalley that she has
Journal, Pittsburgh Dispatch, Cleveland
The value of the Sis Hopkins name may Leader, Louisville Courier-Journal and the never produced a picture yet of which the
scenario wasn't her own.
readily be seen by the representative pub- Times, Milwaukee Free Press, Houston
lications on the list and the ease with which
Post, Montreal Herald. Toledo Blade, Kan- SCREEN CLUB FORMED IN ATLANTA
a list of over three hundred was compiled
sas City Gazette-Globe, Paterson News,
A screen club has been organized at
New Hoven Times-Leader, and Jackson
through the regular channels of Kalem's
"exhibitor co-operation" department. Close Patriot. Nine Canadian cities are on the Atlanta, Ga., with William Oldknow as
to five hundred newspapers applied for the list, while the United States is covered president. Other ofificers are: R. M.
service, but since exclusive territorial rights land.
from California and Texas to New Eng- Savini, vice-president; Britt Craig, secare granted it became necessary to narrow
retary, and Joseph Marinette, treasurer.
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Leading Lady, Who Made Hit in "The Milhon Dollar Mystery," Will Soon Make Another Bid for Popularity in Thanhouser Classics — She Will Be Given An Opportunity to Portray a Style of Character
She Has Never Before Attempted

FLORENCE LA BADIE, Thanhouser's
leading lady, heroine of "The Million
Dollar Mystery," and soon to make a
new bid for popularity in the Thanhouser
Classics, which will give her opportunity to
portray a style of character she has never
before attempted, is an interesting study
off the screen.
It is almost six years now that she has
appeared in Thanhouser pictures — probably
a consistency record in the studio profession. Aside from driving her high pow-

But most interesting of all is Miss La
Badie's home on quiet Claremont avenue,
New York, where she lives with her
parents. Here Florence's art reigns supreme, itmight be said. Daring decorative
schemes prevail, and her memento collection fills every nook and corner. There are
autographed pictures, rare little knick
knacks and a complete assortment of period bronzes. People whose names mean
big things in life are associated with the
collection in various ways, the articles ranging from art pillows to cleverly gotten-up
tokens of regard from film fan admirers.
Miss La Badie's striking personality is
excellently adapted, to the screen, as a
glance at the supplement to this issue of
Motion Picture News will show. Her
command of facial expression enables her
to take successfully roles widely differing,
a fact which Edwin Thanhouser has rec-

Ethyle Cooke, who has played second leads
in a number of productions, will be seen
in the Classics. Hector Dion, George
Mario and Roljert Vaughn cover the more
important male positions in the casts.

FREDERICK SULLIVAN
Miss La Badie will be seen in only eight
productions a year. These will have a
separate publicity campaign embracing
some features which, it is said, will be entirely new to exhibitors.

ETHYLE COOKE
ered Pullman coupe, Miss La Badie's activities are mostly of the self-culture order.
She is a reader of "heavy" literature.
Philosophy, world-politics and psychology make up the attraction she finds in
her books. Between scenes, in the studio,
the ever-present tome takes her time. Her
mind on current affairs is that of one who
is excellently informed ; her opinions are
sound, and she is not afraid to agree with
her authors. In fact, she says that a book
seems more interesting when she can form
some ideas of her own from it. She points
out Nietzsche as an example.
This spring weather finds her out and
about New Rochelle with her easel and
pencils. She sketches cleverly, and will
take up color work as soon as her time
allows of it. The stage directors have
learned not to be surprised when she
brings in a sketch of what she believes
to be an ideal "location," found and drawn
while out for a spin. She belongs to a
number of dinner clubs, which meet at the
Biltmore, Knickerbocker and Astor hotels,
and through them knows personally a great
number of the leading lights in the world
of art and letters.
She is an expert swimmer. She owns
"Kewpie,"
smartest,
canoes seen one
on of
the the
Sound
waters fastest
about
New Rochelle. When her work allows, in
hot weather, her lunch is preceded by a dip.

FLORENCE LA BADIE
ognized
in projecting the new five-reel Classics.
An idea of her new ef¥orts is gained
from a statement by her director, Frederick Sullivan, who says :
"Miss La Badie seems to me the most
striking personality of her sex on the
screen today. While of a very quiet and
unassuming personality, she is a dynamo
of human emotion. The one great point
in her favor is that she knows herself
and I can safely say to Miss La Badie's
admirers that in "The Fugitive" and
"Woman, Saint and Devil," both forthcoming classics, they will see their favorite in
the greatest artistic heights to which she
has yet risen.
These two plays are from the pen of
Philip Lonergan, of the Thanhouser staff.
He is now at work on other plays especially designed for her. The same care
in preparation will be seen in the casts
supporting Miss La Badie, it is announced.

GENERAL
FILM
COMPANY, INC.,
MOVES to 440 FOURTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK
The General Film Company, Inc., has
moved its headquarters from the Fifth
Avenue Building to the Passavant Building, 440 Fourth avenue, corner of Thirtieth street, where the top floor has been
entirely remodeled, with a view of providing the necessary requirements in the way
of space
for the different departments of
the
company.
The branch office of the General Film
Company, Inc., in West Twenty-third
street, will remain where it is.
OLD TIME VAUDEVILLIANS TAICE
MANY PARTS IN KLEINE
COMEDY
Among the well known faces recognized
in George Kleine's "The Mishaps of Musty
Suffer," with Harry Watson, Jr., are those
of the old time vaudeville team of Crimmins and Gore, who have been seen in each
of the ten episodes of the series.
Because of their versatility and knowledge of make-up, they have played a score
of characters in the comedy.

2910
MAN AND LION FIGHT PUT STRENGTH
IN FRAGILE "BUTTERFLY'S
WINGS'
A furious struggle
Ijclwceu a man and a
lion is one of the features of the two reel
drama, "The Buterfly's Wings" in which
little Margaret Gibson and William ClilTord
are starred. The scene was taken in the
jungle at the David Horsley studios.
Charles Gay, known all over the world as
an animal trainer, and one of the Bostock
wild beasts stage the fight.
When Director Swickard called for action
between Gay and the animal, it was the
plan to take but a few feet, bring the two
close together for scarcely more than a
minute. The lion, however, displayed a
very dififerent disposition than in past performances and when the man and beast
came together the latter was unmanageable.
For fully five minutes Gay battled the
beast. The big lion tore in as it never
had before and its great sharp claws clutched its weaker opponent furiously. Suddenly the beast released its hold and ran
to the back of the jungle. Gay then examined his sides and found them badly
torn all the way from the hip to neck.
"THE SCARLET WOMAN," WITH MME.
PETROVA, A METRO RELEASE
FOR MAY 22
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in "Gloria's

BILLY BUHKE IN A SCENE FROM "LOST IN THE EVERGLADES," CHAPTER ONE OF
GEORGE KLEIKE S SERIAL, "GLORIA'S ROMANCE"

the daughter of Pierpont Stafford, a
wealthy
banker, and sister of David Staf"The Scarlet Woman," with Mme. Peford. She goes with her father and brother
trova in the stellar role, will be released
to spend the winter in Palm Beach, Fla.
on the Metro program May 22. This fiveBeing sixteen and vivacious, bubbling over
part feature was produced by the Popular
with fun and good spirits, she naturally
Plays and Players for Metro.
resents the rigid rules and regulations unThe story was written by Aaron Hoffder which her governess, who has cared for
man and produced under the direction of
her
since the death of her mother, would
Edward Lawrence. Mme. Petrova is surhave her live. She takes advantage of
rounded by a strong cast, which includes
every opportunity which offers for a lark
Arthur Hoops, Edward Martindell, Euand frequently escapes from beneath the
gene O'Brien and Frances Gordon.
vigilant eye of her governess to romp
about like a veritable tom-boy. Judge Freeman and his daughter, Lois, friends of the
Staffords, also arrive in Palm Beach, FreeKalem Company Will Not Extend "Social Pirates"
man being attended by Dr. Royce, who at
Wright Says That the Swift Pace Set for Themselves Cannot Be Continued Beyond the
once becomes interested in Gloria. David
Fifteen Week Period — A New Serial, Yet Unnamed, Is Under Consideration
Stafford finds much to attract him in Lois
IX
numerous requests from ex- sure us that the five episodes already Freeman, and Richard Freneau, a young
fX reply to numerous
hibitors that
more than lived up to the
hibitors that "The Social Pirates" be released have
Our position now is that of broker in charge of the Palm Beach branch
continued beyond the fifteen-week period promise.
"We would rather have the series end in of his firm, scrapes an acquaintance with
originally announced, Kalem has issued a
definite statement that the series will not a burst of glory with the fifteenth episode the Stafford and Freeman families and
soon becomes David's rival.
be extended. In explaining the decision of than take the chance that the sixteenth
One night, Gloria, eluding her governess,
the company, Mr. Wright declared last would drop even a shade from the high slips
out of her room, ventures downstairs,
standard achieved. And frankly, I feel
week to a News representative:
that it would have to drop, because
looks in upon the gay throng in the ball"We appreciate the spirit that prompted certain
room of the hotel, and then noticing her
the wires and letters we have received I do not believe it is possible for anyone
from hundreds of exhibitors urging us to to keep up the swift pace we have set for brother's auto in the street, decides it will
be a great lark to go for a moonlight spin
extend the 'Social Pirates' series. While ourselves beyond the fifteen week period.
"With this decision followed we are now ' all by herself. She throws on the power
it may seem strange that we do not wish
in a position to devote our attention to the and whirls madly away down the hardto profit still Jurther by the overwhelming
success of the productions we feel certain preliminary details of our new series. packed sands of the beach. Suddenly something goes wrong with the car, she loses
While it is not yet possible to make public
that exhibitors will agree with the decision
any details I might give exhibitors just control of the steering gear and the big
reached after hearing our explanation.
"The Bronson-IIoward series is the re- one little hint : The new series will have racer swerves straight out into the ocean.
Gloria finds her lark at an end, but sucsult of months of preparation, careful se- popular. That's a hint that should promise
ceeds in getting safely out of the motor,
lection of stories and preliminary tests of even bigger box office receipts than 'The
her Paris gown drenched and bedraggled.
the most exacting character. That was
As the chapter ends she sets out to find
Pirates.'"
Social
why we were so confident in promising
Among
the May releases in Kalem's
that, strong as the first episode was, each series by George Bronson Howard are, her way home afoot, but loses her way and
release of the series would be better, more
"The Missing Millionaire," on May 22; dawn finds her wandering in the Everglades, alonesome, homesick little maid.
powerful than the preceding one.
".Sauce for the Gander," on May IS, and
Quite naturally this first chapter of
"That promise was not made in a care- "The Rogue's Nemesis," on May 8. The "Gloria's
Romance" has been entitled "Lost
free manner, nor have we forgotten it. end of May will bring the series up to
Exhibitors have been kind enough to as- the release of the tenth episode.
in the Everglades."
EXHIBITORS the country over, who
have booked and will soon be showing the new George Kleine motion picture
novel, "Gloria's Romance," from the pen
of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes, in which
Billie Burke is the featured star, by special arrangement with F. Ziegfeld, Jr., are
getting curious as to just the nature of the
story unfolded in the first chapter, so they
will naturally be interested in the following brief synopsis :
Miss Burke appears as Gloria Stafford,
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Exhibition

Well-known Manufacturers Represented — Each Day of the Exposition Is Known by a Special Designation— Exhibiitors' Day, Manufacturers' Day, Distributors' Day, California Day, Bankers' Day and Fire
Insurance Day — A Number of Lectures Are Scheduled

o'clock,
at 3 Picture
y (May
Saturdaon
NEXT
the expositi
of the 6),
Motion
Board of Trade of America will
open at Madison Square Garden, and continue daily, from 11 a. m. to 11 p. m. until
and including Sunday, May 14.
The exhibitors are giving their support
and co-operation to the Board of Trade
show and will be in attendance daily after
the close of their own exhibiton at the
Grand Central Palace.
All the exhibition space at Madison
Square Garden has been sold and the exhiljitors include : Universal Film Manufacturing Company, Mutual Film Corporation,
Vitagraph Company of America, J. H. Hallberg, Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company, Paramount Pictures Corporation,
Famous Players' Film Company, New York
Morning Telegraph, Nicholas Power Company, Fox Film Corporation, International
Film Service, Houston, Texas, Chamber of
Commerce ; Motion Picture News, National Cash Register Company, Bell &
Howell, Simplex Photo Products' Company, Typhoon Fan Company, Motion Picture Magazine, Eastman Kodak Company,
Acme Lithograph Company, Novelty Slide
Company, Motography, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Cooper
Hewitt Company, Motion Picture Apparatus Company, National Carbon Company,
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Company Los
;
Angeles, Cal., Chamber of Commerce ;M oz'ihg Picture World, Unicorn
Film Corporation, Kinetikartoon Company,
Childrens' Program Society, Essanany,
Selig Polyscope Company, Lubin Manufacturing Company, Arthur Leslie, and half a
hundred other concerns.
The only important company not represented at the First National Motion Picture Exposition is the Pathe.
Many manufacturers and "last hour" exhibitors ?ire now trying to obtain space and
efforts are being made to provide accommodation for them in other sections of the
building, the arena and the first balcony
spaces all being taken.
Trade Talks a Feature
Special importance is attached to the
many business discussions and trade talks
that will be held daily during the exposition that are designed to insure a closer
co-operation among the various branches of
the industry in future work for its advancement and development. This has always
been the purpose of the Board of Trade
conducting an exposition, though ample
provision has been made to attract the general public, and special features have been
provided for each day in addition to the
making of pictures in a specially constructed studio, the showing of the biggest and
best first runs, a monster band and orchestra for concerts, and also to provide music
for the dance floor that will be open to the
public as well as to the actors and actresses
from the companies of the various film producers who liave exhibits in the show.

Each day of the exposition has
designation, as : Exhibitors' Day,
turers' Day, Distributors' Day,
Day.
Day, Bankers' Day, and Fire

a special
ManufacCalifornia
Lisurance
Board of Trade Day and Bureau of
Standards' Day, and in conjunction with
the questions considered on these days the
exposition's program includes a Fashion
Day and a Society Day, each of which is
becoming a new and important factor in the
motion picture field.
Few, if any, subjects are of more interest
to the exhibitor or theatre owner and the
manufacturer of- films than the insurance
problems, fire appliances and safety devices,
construction of studios, vaults, inspection
rooms, the general reduction of fire risks
and insurance rates and the securing of better protection against accidents and property loss in studios, exchanges and theatres.
All these matters will be considered on
Fire Lisurance Day and discussed by experts, including New York Fire Commissioner Robert Adamson and Chief of the
Fire Prevention Bureau Hammitt.
The importance of financial support to
any industry is too generally recognized to
call for any explanation of Bankers' Day
and when subjects of interest to the film industry will be discussed by members of the
American Bankers' Association.
In the list of important subjects that will
be intelligently discussed at the Madison

Square Exposition are the "Educational
Value of Motion Pictures, covering their
importance in our schools and the education of future generations" ; the "Motion
Picture Machine and Its Evolution" ; the
"Value of the Motion Picture in Crime Detection and Police Work" ; "The Moralizing Force of Motion Pictures," a subject
recognized and appreciated by leading
clergymen ; "Recruiting the Army and
Navy
Motion
the inimportance
of this byfield
havingPictures,"
been shown
England,
and the "Motion Picture and Commercial
Progress," a broad and important subject
appealing to practically every branch of the
industry in the world, one small sub-division of the broad subject being presented
in the fact that commercial travelers in
many lines are now carrying portable projectors on the road with film displaying
their factories and products.
Universal will announce the winner of
its "Handsomest Man" contest at the Madison Square Garden Exposition on Wednesday, May 10. Day has been designated to
California
commemorate the arrival of a special train
of motion picture favorites who are coming
to the exposition at Madison Square Garden, supplemented by members of the California Society in New York, and also of
the special exhibit which will be presented by the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce.

Gaumont
Turning Attention to 3 Reel Features
First Release Is Set for May 25 and One Every Two Weeks Will Appear Thereafter — Cr apany Will Continue Its Output of Mutual Masterpictures
IN less than a month there will be a great new single-reel release, 'Reel Life,' the
demand for three-reel features by Mutual Film Magazine.
amusement parks and summer theatres.
"These small picture houses and vaudeThe Gaumont company has recognized the
ville houses using pictures create an enormous demand. We have suggested to the
importance of supplying photoplays of this
length. Beginning late in May, Gaumont
Mutual Film Corporation that such threethree-reel features will be seen on the reel releases would be instantly snapped
screen, in addition to the Mutual Master- up by exhibitors. President Freuler recognized that this field was not covered compictures which it will continue to release.
pletely. Hence Gaumont will put two
"With that rare discernment which is so
companies in the field for the making of
characteristic of Leon Gaumont," explained
F. G. Bradford, general manager of the three-reel features only. In fact, work has
American Gaumont interests, "he saw the already begun. It is our present plan to
immense possibilities of three-reel produc- release the first one May 25. One will be
tions which would be the same as our five- released through Mutual every two weeks
reel photodramas in everything but length.
As you know there are thousands of
"NOTORIOUS GALLAGHER" FROM
vaudeville houses which wish to run pic- thereafter."
METRO ON MAY 22
tures as a regular part of the program, yet
do not wish to give up all the time required
"Notorious Gallagher," with Marfor a five-reel feature. Then, too, there
guerite Snow and William Nigh in the
are the smaller picture houses which must stellar roles, a five-part Metro play produced by the Columbia Pictures Corpohave a varied program, yet -must 'turn
ration, wall be released on the Metro
over' their spectators - many times during
the day. Their patrons would not be con- program May 22. Mr. Nigh, who wrote
tent to see only a five-reel photodrama, but the "story of "Notorious Gallagher," also
they would consider they had their directed its production.
The supporting cast contains most of
money's worth with a three-reel feature, a
one-reel comedy, and a reel of The Mutual the members of the "Nigh family," as
tl;ey are calletl.
Weekly, 'See America First,' or Gaumont's
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'•THE FEAST OF LIFE'
(Paragon-World — Five Reels)
HEVIEWED BY PETER MILNE

The film editor has also seen occasion to employ a close-up of
Miss Young in four different places in the picture. Two of these
might be dispensed with with better effect.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG is the star of this second "Bradymade" feature. It was produced in Cuba, and at the Paragon studios in Fort Lee under the direction of Albert Capellani.
The Cuban scenes offer some exceedingly pretty expansive views,
the native vegetation creating unusual atmosphere, casting the
story in an artistic as well as intentionally realistic background.
Miss Young carries the role of Aurora Fernandez, a Cuban girl
of aristocratic but penniless family. She is forced into a loveless
marriage with Don Armada, her mother's creditor. Aurora has
met Pedro, a stalwart fisherman, with whom she is in love. Pedro,
learning that Armada has caused the death of his sister Celida,
goes to his home and severely injures his face with the butt
of his pistol. Armada is temporarily blinded, and Aurora and
Pedro enter upon a life of romance. Armada regains his sight
and spies on his wife. He learns of their meeting place, and one
day attacks Pedro, stabbing him in the back. He tells Aurora
of this, and she, summoning all her strength, half strangles him.
He dies from the shock while Pedro recovers.
This melodramatic plot was conceived by Frances Marion. For
five-reel use it leaves quite a little to be desired. The theme is
not new, and shows slight original development. Its climaxes,
such as they are, are reached with very small measures of
suspense.
Mr. Capellani's direction is, if we may look at it with a view
unobstructed by the story, thoroughly acceptable. The interiors
are excellent; for instance, the church scene and the tavern setting. The costumes add a pleasing dash of color and originality
to the picture.
It is perhaps not the fault of Cameraman Lucien Andriot that
the photography of "The Feast of Life" falls below the standard
of past Paragon work. Many of the Cuban scenes are overlighted, and in some of the full pictures, the backgrounds are
granulated and indistinct, faults probably caused by poor film.
It may chance that in other prints the photography will show
improvement.
Miss Young as Aurora is an attractive figure. Her beauty
and the sympathetic character of her role combine pleasingly.
Paul Capellani as Armada is quite too posey to be natural, while
Robert Frazer as Pedro is inclined to overact. Mrs. E. M. Kimball, E. M. Kimball and Doris Kenyon are others.
It would be to the advantage of the picture if a close-up showing Armada's face covered with blood were considerably cut.

"THE MAN WITHIN"
(Selig — Thrte Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2ND

■"POM MIX has been writing, acting in, and directing one-reel
A "Westerns for a long time, and the public is pretty familiar
with his style of production. With three reels' elbow-room he
has been enabled to introduce more complications and work up
more suspense, but the release is of the same type as its abbreviated fore-runners.
The plot development is along the well known lines, involving
among other incidents the race to the claim office to register a
mine, and the desperadoes' chasing of the heroine.
Action is, of course, the main element, the acting merely serving,
for the most part, to make possible the riding and shooting
stunts. The Mix brand of horsemanship is too well known to
require comment.
Mr. Ryan
Mix's appear.
support Victoria Forde, Pat Chrisman, Sid Jordan
airdIn Joe
Tom, a ranch foreman, marries Vi, his employer's daughter,
but the father disowns her for it. The young couple are very
happy, except when Tom is overpowered by his craving for alcohol.
A baby is born to them, and while Tom is away on a round-up
it dies. Tom goes on a spree, and does not return home. Vi
is forced to become a cook in a saloon.
When Tom sobers up he decides to make good, and looks
for a gold mine. He finds it, and after an exciting race, registers
it. He returns to lind that Vi is being pursued by some bandits,
but he finally rescues her.
"LYING LIPS"
(American-Mutual Masterpicture De Luxe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2ND
YOU have probably had the experience of seeing screen characters agonize through five reels of tribulation and sorrow
simply because the author made one of his puppets too stupid to
clear up a misunderstanding with an obvious explanation. It is
hard to get your sympathy aroused for the misjudged photoplay
l)erson when you know he ought to have said in reel one : "Look
here, it was like this — " and thus save 5,000 feet of negative, not
to n-:cnlion the fccliniis of the audience.

SCENES FROM THE LATEST WORLD FILM VEHICLE FOR CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG;

"THE FEAST OF LIFE'
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It requires considerable dramatic ingenuity to swiftly pile one
mischance on another, and yet make all of them inevitable and
inexorably logical. Karl Coolidge has done it here, and evolved
a well-knit, plausible story. Coincidence is an important factor in
the play, but it isn't worked into a lather to help out a lazy
imagination.
The players selected to interpret the piece are of the right types,
and they handle their parts with considerable deftness. Winifred
Greenwood is especially good. Others in the cast are Franklin
Ritchie, Eugenie Forde, Clarence Burton, Roy Stewart and George
Webb.
The directing and photography are high grade.
Neal Frazer, an artist, marries Emily Alden, a popular actress.
His sister, Wanda, is married to Howard, a broker. When
Howard asks Frazer for $5,000 he turns over this sum from the
funds of a club of which he is the treasurer.
Howard loses the money in speculation, commits suicide, and
Wanda comes to live with the Frazers. Worrying over replacing
the $5,000, Frazer becomes sick. His wife, against his wishes,
and without his knowledge, returns to the stage in order to earn
the lost funds.
Wanda has become the mistress of a rich idler, and circumstances lead Frazer to believe that his wife is the man's paramour.
After an intricate series of misunderstandings, Frazer and his
wife finally discover the facts, and are made happy once more.
"A MAN OF SORROW"
(William Fox — Five Heels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
A SMASHING climax, a central situation which calls forth
sympathetic interest, and William Farnum unite in making
this subject strong in its appeal. Not everything in its handling
has been done skilfully, but the salient points have been carefully looked after, and even if the continuity is not unbroken and
the introduction clumsy, there are always Mr. Farnum and his
capable assistants, notably Dorothy Bernard, to provide strength.
Founded on "Hoodman Blind," a stage success of some twenty
years ago, the authorship of which is credited to Henry Arthur
Jones and Wilson Barrett, the story provides Mr. Farnum with
a role peculiarly suited to his emotional abilities. The performance he gives is, as always, expressive, full of power, and
permeated with that singular pathos which seems to surround
all the parts he plays. He is here rendered a man of sorrow
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ful husband, going one night to the pier to drown himself, sees
her jump into the water, and plunges in to save her. Just
before she dies she reveals her identity, telling him that the
incident in the park was a trick, to which she was urged by a
rival of his.
Then comes the climax to which we referred above. The
husband, enraged at having been brought to believe his wife
unfaithful when she was not, goes back to the village, finds his
rival, and gives him a terrific beating. Then, followed by an
excited crowd of villagers, he drags his rival through the streets
to a public square, and denounces him before the crowd. As
the miscreant is also guilty of murder, he is handed over to a
detective. Husband and wife are reunited.
In few pictures we have seen has the climax been more
thrilling, and it is one, too, which Mr. Farnum makes very real.
Miss Bernard, in the dual role of wife and gypsy girl, is excellent. Others are Willard Louis, H. J. Hebert, H. A. Burress,
Fred Huntley, Mary Ruby and William Scott.
Direction was in the hands of Oscar C. Apfel, who did not
fail to give us some artistic lighting in the rescue scene, and to
make good use of California exteriors. Other sets and locations are right also.
"THE LITTLE SHEPHERD OF BARGAIN ROW"
(Essanay-V-L-S-E — Five Reels;
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
SALLIE FISHER, well known on the speaking stage, makes her
screen debut in this, and draws a clever character sketch
of a resourceful young woman. Miss Fisher is not beautiful,
according to the conventional standards, but she can act, and
she photographs well. Her work is convincing throughout, and
stands in sharp contrast to the story which, while it is at all times
interesting, is not free from improbabilities.

THE DEAD BEATS CONFRONT NORA

THE ACCUSATION
because he believes he has seen his wife, whom he loves passionately, "sweethearting" with a gypsy lover in the park. He,
in fact, did not see his wife at all, but her double, who was also
her half sister.
Abandoning his wife and child, he goes to New York, and
apparently becomes an outcast, interested only in a crippled
newsboy, whom he makes his companion. The gypsy sister
also leaves the little New Jersey village for the city, and is
finally abandoned by her lover, w-hen she falls ill. The sorrow-

The picture is a pleasing mixture of comedy, tragedy and!
thrills, with a touch of detective stuff. This varietj' should make
it acceptable to any audience. It will appeal especially to women,,
because of Nora Blake, the figure-in-chief, who is, of course^
Miss Fisher.
Nora fights her way from humble surroundings to a responsible position as private secretary to Henry Hyman, head
of
the
Hyman
Hyman's
two sons
ne'er-do-in
wells, and Nora jewelry
occupieshouse.
the place
they should
be are
occupying
the establishment. Travers, manager of the store, is jealous
of Nora, and also in love with Lucile, fiancee of Joseph Hyman,
the elder son. He steals a $3,000 necklace and presents it to
the brainless Lucile.
When Hyman, Sr., dies, Travers gets the upper hand, and
very nearly wrecks the store by giving credit to dead beats, one
of whom is Lucile's mother. Nora has in her possession a note
written by Hyman before his death, specifying that he wished her
to run the store until his sons learned the business, but for some
reason Nora does not reveal the note until the very end. This
is one of the weak points in the plot
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THE BOAT." A FINE ARTS-TRIANGLE. WITH DOROTHY" GISH AND OWEN MOORE

Joseph is injured in an automobile accident and rendered a
cripple. Lucile tiien refuses to marry him, and Nora comes to
the front once more. She gets the necklace away from Travers,
has him arrested, and shows up Lucile and her mother. Her
love for Joseph is then revealed, and all ends happily.
A love affair between the irrepressible younger Hyman son
and Nora's protege supplies much of the comedy, largely because
John Junior is perfectly fitted to the part of the irrepressible
one. Alice MacChesney is verj' pretty as the protege.
Richard C. Travers is very good as Joseph Hyman, as is
Florence
Oberle Cotton.
as Lucile's mother. Others are John Cossar
and Richardson
Fred E. Wright had charge of the direction, which is superior.
The automobile wreck is most realistic, and other details are
well managed. Many of the subtitles are in slang, and should
help along the laughs at proper points. The story is by Howard
McKent Barnes.
"THE BUGLE CALL"
(Kay Bee-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THOMAS H. INCE made no mistake in selecting Willie Collier,
Jr., for screen stardom. The boy has distinct ability, and if
the Ince people can continue to find stories as good as "The Bugle
Call" for him, Collier, Sr., should be able to retire in time.
Although the picture is largely occupied with buy ps>chology of

"I AM LEAVING HER IN YOUR CARE '
an emotional sort, it is not wholly that, for the atmosphere is that
of an army post, and this makes possible some stirring battles
between U. S. soldiers and Indian marauders. In this division of
the piece, we get some typical Ince panoramas in which thrilling
riding, falling from horses, and fighting are shown. These scenes

are absolutely realistic, and splendidly directed by Reginald
Barker, whose work elsewhere is also excellent.
The battle views are cleverly knit to C. Gardner Sullivan's main
theme,
between love
mother which
and hisdepicts
attitudeBilly's
towardstruggle
his stepmother,
whomforhehisat dead
first
bitterly regards as an intruder. The attack by the Indians gives
Billy a chance to play hero by conducting his stepmother to a place
of safety, after which he jumps on a riderless horse and dashes
from one hill to another, sounding his bugle. This deceives the
Indians, who imagine that the main body of troops is approaching.
They retire from the attack, pursue the bugler, and wound him.
He manages to escape, however, and eventually the fort is saved
men.the timely arrival of Billy's father at the head of his cavalryby
Besides young Collier's excellent impersonation, there are gratifying renditions by Wyndham Standing, as the father, Anna Lehr,
as the stepmother, Tliomas Guise, as a sergeant, and Joe Goodboy,
as Chief Lame Bear. The Indians are the real thing.
A large set, representing Fort McPherson, plays a conspicuous
part in the action. Other details were also carefully looked after.
We are quite sure that your patrons will be very much pleased
with "The Bugle Call."
"SUSAN ROCKS THE BOAT"
(Fine Arts-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THOUGH we have seen Dorothy Gish in roles better suited
to her sterling abilities, she is thoroughly acceptable in this.
Looking at the picture from all angles, we find no difficulty in
saying that it will go over, because of the care with which it was
constructed, and the work of the principals.
Like all the Fine Arts subjects, "Susan Rocks the Boat" is possessed of a genuine dramatic idea, which is : that the present
state of society produces "sweet young things," who imagine that
they can become reforn^ers, although they are entirely ignorant
f)f the perils into which they may fall in doing so.
Miss Gish is seen as such a character. Inspired to become a
modern Joan of Arc, Susan opens a settlement house, and tries
to uplift the people of the slums. The road leads straight to
Cardigan's saloon, and to a room above, where the little reformer
comes very near violence at Cardigan's hands. She is rescued by
Larry O'Neil, a young man of the slums, with real manhood.
The upshot is that Susan and Larry find they love each other.
A failure to use enough close-ups in the first reel puts the
Gish's work in the bespectator a trifle out of touch with Miss work
should please most
ginning, but this is overcome later. Her
picture-gocrs, though Susan does not seem to us to be one of her
happiest parts. Owen Moore does well as Larry, and Fred J.
Butler is a great type for Cardigan. Others are Fred A. Turner,
Edwin Llarley, Kate Bruce and Clyde E. Hopkins.
Two allegorical scenes, showing Susan's vision of herself as
Joan of Arc, add considerable interest. The Griffith idea of relief
is demonstrated also in the appearance of a middle-aged Oriental,
who appears at several points in the action. The reason for his
curiosity
presence is never explained, but his appearances arouse situations.
tense
the
moment
a
for
forget
can
spectator
the
so that
Continuity and suspense are managed skilfully by Director Paul
Powell, and the picture is fully equipped, particularly in the scenes
depicting life in the slums.
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"MARIA ROSA"
(Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THE manner of the telling makes this old story of the triangle
seem new. Its mountings, settings and acting are sufficient to
make it distinctly a "worth-while" picture, and its star, Geraldine
Farrar, is a guarantee of box-office quality.
Miss Farrar is a charming Catalonian. She is supported by
an excellent company, while the locations, architecture, and even
manners are unusually convincing. The atmosphere of the mountains of northern Spain is compelling, and it is difficult to realize
that the picture was actually made about as far from the real
Spain as it is possible to get in this country. The make-ups and
costumes appear to be faultless, and there is something ultraGallic in the work, not only of Miss Farrar, but also of Wallace
Reid, Pedro de Cordoba, Horace Carpenter and Anita King,
her principal support.

add that the Sunday audience at the Broadway theatre fairly
shrieked with mirth at the antics of the leading comedian.
Whether the comedy tricks ^so ably executed by Mr. Barrymore
are products of the lively imaginations of Channing Pollock and
Rennold Wolf, the authors of the original play, or whether they
were supplied by the scenario writer is a conundrum that the
leader of the picture did not answer. But at all events they are
extremely fine bits of business. The chief comedy situations of
the melodramatic plot are equally funny.
In fact "The Red Widow" reaches such a complete plane of excellence that one is unable to do anyone of those responsible for
its appearance full justice. Without Mr. Barrymore the picture
would have been lacking a star comedian. Without the business
furnished him by the script writer, Mr. Barrymore would have
been lost. And there is always Mr. Pollock and Mr. Wolf to
consider.
The story deals firstly with the wedding of Cicero Hannibal
Butts, a corset salesman; secondly, with his meeting with a Russian dancer, who lists Nihilism as a side line ; thirdly, with his wild
mix-up with the dancer in Russia when that lady poses as his
wife and introduces him to the rest of the Nihilists, who give him
the job of killing the Czar. The conclusion is reached by the
arrival of Hannibal's wife, and the ultimate honor conferred upon
the salesman by the Russian government for saving it from the
Nihilists. It is a weird story, grossly impossible, but even funnier
for this reason.
One particular series of incidents in the picture offers a fine
opportunity for a theatre organist. Hannibal arrives at the scene
of the wedding, and in his confusion gives the organist a copy
of the latest song hit, "Good-bye, Girls, I'm Through," instead
of the wedding march. The results can best be imagined.
Happy John Barrymore romps his way through the picture as
Hannibal and Lillian Tucker makes him a very pretty wife. Flora
Zabelle plays the dancer, the same part she carried on the comic
opera stage when the play was produced on the boards. George
E. Mack, John Hendricks, Eugene Redding and Millard Benson
complete the named cast.
The production and photography need only be alluded to as
being typically Famous Players.

MARIA ROSA SWEARS VENGEANCE

"BURTON HOLMES' TRAVELOGUES— PARAMOUNT

Maria Rosa, a peasant, is loved by Andreas, whom she also
loves, and by Ramon, his friend, whom she does not. Ramon
kills Pedro, a fisherman, and manages to throw the blame on
Andreas so successfully that the latter goes to the Ceuta Penal
colony for ten years.
Ramon takes advantage of Andreas' absence to press his
wooing, but is unsuccessful. He then causes a letter to be written, saying that Andreas has died in prison. Maria, brokenhearted, still refuses to marry Ramon, until he compromises her
in the eyes of the villagers, and then she capitulates, and an
elaborate and typical wedding is staged.
In the meantime, Andreas has been released because of an act
of heroism. He appears at Maria's home just before the party
returns from church, and dashing into her room, while the
others are at the banquet, Maria finds him hiding. When she
has recovered from her great shock at seeing the supposed dead
man, she tells her story, and promises to find out whether Ramon
was a conspirator in reporting Andreas dead. She lets Andreas
out through a window and returns to the revellers. When all
are gone but she and Ramon, she plies her new husband with
wine, and then he confesses all.
In a rage she stabs and mortally wounds him. The uproar
brings the neighbors, including Andreas, who is near by. As the
best reparation he can make, Ramon declares with his last breath
that he stabbed himself accidentally, and Andreas leads Maria
Rosa out to happiness.
James Neil and Ernest Joy play smaller parts with earnestness
and conviction.
"THE RED WIDOW"
(Famous Players-Paramount— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE

it-T-HE RED WIDOW" is a sure bet. It has the situations and
the comedian, John Barrymore, and such a combination is
invincible when it comes to comedy. If the exhibitor would prefer
to have direct proof that "The Red Widow" is a winner we might

(Paramount
— One Reel Each)
PICTOGRAPHS"
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
MR. way
HOLMES'
story
of travel
corners interesting
of the globe,
takes
us thisinto
weekout-cf-thethrough
Luzon, and to Benguio, the Filipino summer capital atop of the
Benguet Mountains. This chapter is entitled "The Dog-Eaters
of Benguet," and the pictures give a graphic view of these
queer Igorrote tribes, who eat dog "because it is cleaner than
Striking views of the mountain trails to the summit are pictured, with illustrations of the improvement in transportation
methods since Uncle Sam took hold of Philippine affairs.
There are also views of Mrs. Kelley, who has civilized large
classes of girls in these mountain villages, and taught them
to say "Good morning, Mrs. Kelley," to such good effect that
whenever a native meets a white man nowadays, he shouts,.
"Good pig."
morning, Mrs. Kelley."
The thirteenth number of Paramount Pictographs, also offered as a supplement to the regular Paramount program, contains articles on preparedness, by Henry Reuterdahl, with
pictures of United States naval vessels in action. Articles on
"Superstitions," showing the Thirteen Club in action, ' Better
Babies," and the "Trickids," complete the film.
ADMISSION PRICES WILL REMAIN AT FIFTEEN CENTS IN
VANCOUVER
Special to Motion Picture News
Vancouver, B. C, April 29.
IN furtherance of a movement toward an increase in admission
prices at local picture theatres, a meeting of exhibitors was
held recently at the Famous Players exchange, and the matter was
gone into thoroughly.
While some of the managers expressed themselves as being in
favor of increasing admission from fifteen cents to twenty-five
cents, others felt that conditions do not warrant any such move at
this time, and it is thought that the matter will be dropped.
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"MASTER SHAKESPEARE, STROLLING PLAYER"
(Thanlioiiser-Mut.ial 1.. sicrpieture — Five Heels)
HEVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THE celebration of the Shakespeare tercentenary lias called
forth this offering from the Thanliouser studios. It is an
unusual picture, with its story based upon the eternal ShakespeareBacon controversy, which, it seems, will not down.
The picture is a combination of the modern, and the costume
play, the latter being introduced as sections of a dream of Shakspeare and his times.
Miss Gray, daughter of an army ofificer, has a quarrel with her
fiance. Lieutenant Stanton, over the authorship of the Shakespearian plays. She holds that they were t' ? work of Sir Francis,
and Stanton as iirmly believes that Sh .,sc^peare himself wrote
them. So they separate.
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It is a little disappointing to find Miss Frederick's features
obscured by a make-i p which gives the genera' impress'on of
faded tan, or to see her bowed with age Neveribri 3, she
makes the most of both roles, and gives a stronu lerformance.
The story is depicted in an :nusua) fonn ; n K>i;'ns with what
would be the end of less worthy pictures. Aflei 'ii.^nng a sermon,
the duchess makes her will leaving her vvc-allb tc charity, and falls
dying before the altar in a church. In die .noment before death
her whole life flashes before her and is enacted on the screen.
She was Madge, an impulsive gypsy girl, with strong tendencies
to evil. Married to Gypsy John, she found it easy to desert him
for the youn^sr son of an earl, himself a black sheep. The
latter quarreled with his brother, and felled him with a heavy
blow. Almost immediately after, Gypsy John, searching for
Madge, entered the house, and in a fight with the injured man
killed him. Madge and John fled from England to Australia,
and so did the younger son, thinking he was the murderer.
Years later, they met in the Australian Bush. Madge, who still
despised John thoroughly, agreed to go back to England with the
nobleman. John arrived just as they were about to escape and
the two men agreed to fight a duel for the girl. Just as John was
about to shoot his adversary, Madge fired, and John was disposed of. Holding is very good as the young nobleman, and
Thomas
J, W. Johnston gives a fair performance as Gypsy John. Others
are Henry Hallam, Frank Losee, and Edward Sturgis.
As a whole, the picture is characterized by plenty of action,
and a degree of suspense. Settings and locations are entirely
appropriate.
Many of them are beautiful. Robert G. Vignola
directed.
"THE YOUTH OF FORTUNE"
(Red Feather-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE

IN THE COURT

OF ELIZABETH

Stanton, at his own request, is transferred to a post on the
Mexican border. There he engages in a fight with bandits, which
gives opportunity for some very stirring and timely scenes. He
is wounded, and the news of this, reaching Miss Gray, stuns her,
and leaves her in a delirium.
In this state she dreams that she is the daughter of an earl,
in the Elizabethan epoch. With a party, she visits a wayside inn,
and there finds Bacon. A light over her starts, and the girl recognizes Lieutenant Stanton in the person of her chief defender.
Shakespeare appears, as a strolling player, and helps to rescue
Stanton from overwhelming odds.
Later the girl secures from her father a commission in the
guard for Stanton. Then, at a performance of one of Shakespeare's plays. Bacon bribes a scholar to say that the play was
stolen from him.
The young soldier of the guard exposes the
plot, and Bacon, unmasked, brings about a duel with him, in
which the soldier is killed. Miss Gray throws herself upon the
prostrate form, and then awakens, to find herself in her own room
in the twentieth century, after weeks of delirium. Her fiance, who
was merely wounded in the Mexican fight, appears from the next
room. He finds the girl cured of her defection from the ranks of
Shakespearian doubters.
Florence La Badie, Robert Vaughn, Lawrence Swinburne and
Robert Whittier head the cast.
"THE MOMENT BEFORE"
fFamous Players — Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

IN' Pauline
a role widely
different
from here
those in
she anhas adaptation
previously of
assumed,
1
Frederick
is seen
Israel
Zaiigwill's story. Though she portrays the same person in youth
and in age, the role is practically a dual one. In the first Miss
Frederick depicts a dignified, sorrowful, white-haired duchess,
and in the second, a wild, impulsive gypsy girl. She makes the
contrast between the two without difficulty, but neither, it seems
to us, is very happily suited to Miss Frederick's excellent abilities
an'' !:' r 1/cauty.

CARTER DeHAVEN is introduced once more in "The Youth
of Fortune" as a seventeen-year-old school boy. He possesses all the motion picture accessories thereof, including sport
shirts, silk shirts, blazers and coat shoulders that have been
pressed so neatly that they appear as wings. Mr. Dellaven's
miniature physique serves him in good stead in playing the seventeen-year-older, although at times the sophisticated lines of his
face tend to make one doubt the truth of the subtitle that gives
this juvenile information.

THE MISCREANTS

DINE IN STATE

"The Youth of Fortune" is a comedy and taken on the whole it
is a very good comedy. At times throughout the five reels some
of the players are at a loss as to what to do to consume footage
and they substitute the waving of arms and the nervous shifting
of feet for any attempt at acting, but on the other hand there is
plenty of genuine comedy furnished both by the twists of the story
and the players themselves.
From all appearances, exhibitors will consider "The Youth of
I'^ortune" a fortunate investment. Much of the comedy is old
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of an old man, representing the dying year, faded into the figure
of a child.
Madame Petrova has a thoroughly congenial role, which she
interprets in a refined, artistic fashion. She is given opportunity
to play in a strong emotional key, as Jean, who, in a moment of
weakness, steps from the path of marital honor.
When she discovers that her stepdaughter is about to marry
the young artist with whom she sinned, she tells the girl of her
misstep. The girl, of course, forgives the man. Then the older
woman saves the girl from violence at the hands of the lover,
who is accidentally killed. The trial is quickly over, and girl,
stepmother and husband take up their life anew.
Arthur Hoops is seen as the husband, and does excellent work.
Evelyn Brent, as the young girl, gives an unusually expressive
performance, one which indicates that Miss Brent has genuine
screen ability. Pierre Le May's interpretation of the lover is only
fair. Minor parts are taken by Catherine Calhoum and Philip
Hahn.
Since the atmosphere is partly that of studio Hfe, a couple of
flashes show a model posing very nearly in the altogether. The
scene wherein Jean gives herself to the young artist, and the
struggle between the artist and the young girl, are enacted as
such scenes usually are on the screen.
Handsome interior sets are used almost exclusively. A realistic
"PLAYING WITH FIRE"
shipwreck scene is staged, however, and this, like all of Mr.
(Popular Plays and Players-Metro — Five Reels)
Grandon's directorial efforts here, is very fine.
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
=!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIII!!llllll:illlllllllillllllllllllNllllllllllllllllllimillllllN
of
SUPERIOR direction by Francis J. Grandon and excellence
felher
of
most
and
Petrova
work on the part of Madame
READ PAGES 2853 AND 2891
|
low players make this sex subject absorbing nearly every foot I
of the way. The continuity is sustained remarkably well, and lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllNIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIII^^
there are numerous touches which enrich the whole in a gratifying degree.
TO
MANUFACTURERS
ONLY—
Despite the fact that Aaron Hoffmann's story is a variation
I
am
in
the
market
for
Features
and
Single
reel
subjects
open for
of the eternal triangle theme, it is put together very well, and
GREAT BRITAIN OR AUSTRALASIA
rendered distinctive by short, rapid scenes, which are introduced
by allegorical subtitles. These are cleverly done, and amount
also Scenic, Cartoons and Topicals. Full particulars and cash price.
to a sort of running comment on the plot. For example, instead
H. H. HORTON, Hotel Bristol, 124 West 49th St., New York
of the conventional "A Year Has Passed," we have the ligure

5tyle— stuff that we are all well acquainted with, but it serves its
purpose, while happily the star has a sense of comedy values ; and
he serves as a good medium for the transmission of the fun to the
is gen.spectator. The subtitles have been written in a styleupthat
a bit they
erally humorous as well and when the action slows
prevent any disastrous feeling of tedium.
The story for the picture was written by Otis Turner, while the
detailed scenario was prepared by Ford I. Beebe. Mr. Beebe's
overlooked no' chances to get a
script is meritorious, for he hasmade
an abbreviated story as good
laugh and to our notion he has
as Ft possibly could be made. Mr. Turner was again active when,
ir came to the direction and there is no fault to find with this end
of the production.
The plot relates to Willie O'Donovan's pranks at boarding
school, how he is successful in claiming the hand of the milkmaid
and how he inherits some odd millions of dollars that his divorced
parents were both eager to possess.
Flora Parker DeHaven is the milkmaid and a very engaging one
at that, while Harry Depp makes himself humorously prominent
as the rival. Harry Carter, Maude George, J. Hope and a large
cast lend creditable support to the DeHaven team.
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STRIKING MOMENTS FEOM "SPELLBOUND, " A KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE, WITH LOIS MEREDITH
•'A WOMAN WILLS"
usually wild, specifically in giving the heroine such a supernatural
(Sun Photoplay — Five Partsi
suspicion of the falsity of the other woman. But like all meloREVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
dramas, "A Woman Wills'' is exciting to the last. Its comedy il^
the boarding school scenes and its thrills in the war flashes and the
A MELODRAMA in a novel setting possessed of one of those
following sensational battle between the two women lend just
athletic heroines, fully capable of climbing a high telegraph
the right ingredients that a successful melodrama needs.
pole, of falling off a galloping horse and of performing anj' wonThe editing of the picture is good on the whole, but open to imdrous feat not to be surmised by a layman, is offered in "A Woman
provement in a few places where the story jumps suddenly fronn
Wills." Elsie LeClaire is the actress who carries away these dareone scene to another. A newspaper insert might also be improved
devil honors. She is a very fearless j-oung ladj', but she is an
story.
upon as the story running under the head is by no means the right
equally good actress.
"A Woman Wills" was produced in Europe — in France, judging
John Maguard as the lieutenant, Cuzanne Armelle as the advenfrom the character of its storj-, its atmosphere and its players. It
turess and Joseph Morris as the spy complete the cast of principals.
deals largely with a war, not the present war, for it comes to a
close before the picture's termination. Furthermore the picture is
"SPELLBOUND"
not part of any nation's propaganda, for it has its own story to tell
(Knickerbocker Star Feature-General — Five Reels)
and the war is merely employed to further the interests of the plot.
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
The scenes laid on the battlefield are most realistic, judging
from the topical pictures of the European conflict. In these we are
LOIS MEREDITH is starred in this mystery story, which was
treated to the startling fall that Miss LeClaire takes from her horse
produced for the Messrs. Horkheimer by Harry Harvey. Miss
and also the explosion of a trench. The photography in these
Meredith is seen as an English girl, over whom a strange influence
scenes as well as all the others is excellent. The settings deserve
is wrought by an idol, which her guardian brings from India.
unusual notice as they have the depth and the detailed definition of
She invites a noted yogi to speak to her friends at a reception,
and the yogi discovers the idol. He returns at night, kills the
many of the foreign-made pictures.
The story tells of Marion Duval (Miss LeClaire), a mischievous
guardian, but fails to get the idol. Graeme, Elsie's lover, is caught
on the scene with the knife in his hand, and is charged with the
murder. He is acquitted on the volunteer testimony of one of the
yogi's servants, who bears his master a grudge.
The picture then depicts the married life of Graeme and Elsie.
Elsie takes to gambling, and Graeme spends his evenings with an
actress. A child is born to the Graemes, but Elsie despises the
infant. Finally, the yogi, attempting to steal the idol again, is
accidentally made a prisoner in a room with a spring lock. He
calls on the idol to deliver him, and the idol moves, upsetting a
lamp. The house is set on fire. Elsie risks her life to save the child,
and Graeme returns in time to rescue both. The yogi loses his life
in the fire, and Graeme and his wife at last discover that they arc
happy in their child.
In the supporting cast are William Conklin, George Burrell,
Edward J. Brady, Frank Erlanger, Edward Peters, Joyce Moore
and Daniel Gilfether.
The interior sets are elaborate, and the exteriors bring to view
some pleasing bits of California scenery. In some of the scenes,
the lighting is quite artistic. The photography, in general, is good.
FOUR THOUSAND
A TENSE MOMENT
young lady who is attending boarding school when the picture
opens. She runs away finally, disguises herself as a boy scout and
goes to war. She makes the acquaintance of a young lieutenant
and immediately falls in love with him.
In after years she seeks to win the love of the lieutenant, but he
is wrapt up in another young lady who happens to be in the power
of a foreign spy, bent on procuring certain papers from the officer.
Suffice it to say that she is instrumental in defeating their conspiracy and the lieutenant at last sees her worth.
The story is purely melodramatic. In some places it waxes un-

EXPECTED AT DETROIT'S FIRST SCREEN
DANCE ON MAY 15

DETROIT is to have its first annual screen dance on Monday
evening, May 15, at the Arcadia Auditorium. Arrangements
are being made to handle a crowd not less than 4,000 people. Tickets
will be sold fron« all of the local theatres at $2 per couple. Whatever profit there Is will be turned over to the Actors' Fund of
America.
There will be one orchestra of 20 pieces and a band of 20 pieces.
The committee handling the details consists of Harry I. Garson, of
the Broadway-Strand theatre, chairman ; Joseph Kent, of the
World Exchange.
Film Corporation, and William Bailey, of the Detroit I'niversal
The committee is now working to secure as many screen stars as
possible.
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"BLAZING LOVE"
(William Fox — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

Pearson's first appearance in William Fox photoFOR Virginia
plays, adomestic tragedy has been selected as a vehicle. It
gives Miss Pearson opportunity to play two contrasting roles— a
woman in the prime of life married to a man far too old, and the
same woman, just as she is reaching the estate of gray hairs, married to another man far too young for her. The tlieme is that youth
cannot mate with age ; and the lesson is that when it does, there is
tragedy — for age.
Miss Pearson appears to excellent advantage both as a young
wife, and as an old one. Perhaps she is a little better as the older
woman, but this is probably because she is aided by an unusually
good make-up. In both instances she is striking, and her acting,
added to that of her fellow-players and the natural heart interest of
the theme, puts the picture over in good style.
The story is one to command sympathy from any audience, although ithas not been told in the strongest possible fashion. In
the beginning we have a lover going to Labrador on an exploring
expedition. We see him killed there by a man who afterwards
returns to become purveyor of scandal against Margaret (Miss
Pearson). The reason for the murder in the Arctic is not clear.
There is also slight confusion in the introduction of characters,
and in getting the story under way, but this does not afifect seriously the good effect of the piece as a whole. Kenean Buel's direction
is good, and is at its best in the planning of settings, both exterior
and interior. At certain points in the action Buel showed a tendency to overdo the cut and flash, which retarded the movement of
the plot.
In the cast are Wilmuth Merkyl, the young husband, and Frank
Burbeck, the old one. Lew Stern appears as Margaret's father,
Mattie Ferguson, as her maid, and Louise Huff, as a cousin of the'
young husband's with whom he falls in love when age begins to
creep upon his wife. Frank Goldsmith is seen as the villain, who,
rebuffed by Margaret, deliberately sets out to drag her name in the
mire, and finally gets killed after he has killed the aged husband.
The cast throughout is admirably selected as to type, and does good
work. Merkyl deserves second honors. Miss Huff gives a gratifying ingenue rendition.
' Worked out to its logical conclusion — a fact which makes the
denouement very impressive — the story calls for the suicide of
Margaret after she has discovered that her husband has ceased
to love her. This brings out in the strongest manner the heart
interest upon which the plot pivots.
FILM BRANCH
MANAGERS
REPORT HEAVY
BOOKINGS ON "SPELLBOUND"
THE five-reel Knickerbocker Star feature, "Spellbound," was
screened last Wednesday at a private showing to which General
Manager Gilmore of the Twenty-third street branch of the General
Film Company had invited a number of out-of-town bookers.
Several local exhibitors, who happened to be present, also attended
the "first run" of the film, which all declared a most auspicious
beginning of the series of five-reel features announced for release
in the General service every four weeks.
The manager of one of the largest exchanges in the East summed
up the prevailing opinion thus :
"I have already got more than forty bookings for 'Spellbound'
selely on the quality of the three-reel Knickerbocker Star features
and the advance publicity. I shall be able to tell my customers that
it's a winner. The star is beautiful and a splendid actress, the
supporting cast couldn't be better, and the production is gorgeous.
As for the story, it's novel and very impressive, the title especially
being calculated to provoke curiosity, and that's what every exhibitor wants."
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CHAPLIN BURLESQUE ON "CARMEN" MAKES HIT AT
CRESCENT THEATRE IN NASHVILLE
THE

Chaplin burlesque on "Carmen" drew large crowds during its two-day run at the Crescent, Nashville, on Friday and
Saturday, April 14-15. The Friday night showing was one of
the greatest records in the history of this theatre. The evening
performance taxed the theatre to overflowing. Even out to the
sidewalk in front of the theatre a surging mass of enthusiastic
fans stood waiting an opportunity to purchase tickets. At times
the crowds got so thick, President Sudekum had to call the police.
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GESERAL FILM PROGRAM
"The Girl Across the Way." (Biograph. Rea laggard's
— Depicting
Juneof 5.)
issue.the
Mon., love
making bv
a girl
and the winning
over
of his mother after the marriage. Rather unconvincing in its development, this picture is perreissureminiscent to thewarrant
haps a little
set too
is employed,
storyonerepeats
itself ing.a Onenumber
of times while
during the
reel.
Mae the
Marsh,
are
leads.Robert Harron and Mildred Manning
'The Yaqui Cur." (Biograph. Reissue. Two
reels. Tucs., June 6.) — A pathetic and most absorbing Indian story based on the biblical passage :
"Greater Love hath no man than this, that a Man
lay unusual
down hisonelifeandfor the
his character
Friend." ofThethe story
an
Indianis
who after showing the yellow streak turns hero
to save his companion, is one that will command
much attention. Robert Harron in this part
registers effectively. His support includes Walter
Miller, Lionel Barrymore and Victoria Forde.
There are several lengthy spectacular scenes
showing rival Indian tribes in battle.
"Plajrthings
of
Gods."
(Lubin. Three
reels.
Thurs.,
Aprilthe
— A conventional
drama concerning
the27.)father
who attemptsmelo-to
spoil
his son's tiresome
marriage.shortly
It is done
slowly
and becomes
after very
its nature
has become apparent. Some of the situations are
so improbable
that as
theyintended.
will exciteThelaughter
stead of sympathy
acting in-is
poor. Cecil Van Auker as the villainous parent
employs a sneer as his main expression and liis
acting never convinces. He is a villain of the
very old school. Allan Forrest is rather a
simpering
hero Bronti,
with no Ruth
back-bone
all. Evelyn
Others
are
Adelaide
Savilleat and
Page. Wilbert Melville directed.
and Bullets."
29.)—in
An"Love
enjoyable
comedy (Lubin.
depicting Sat.,
the April
manner
which
Louise
gets
rid
of
her
father's
chosen
son-in-laws. Once in a while it resorts to extremely elementary tactics to produce its laughs,
but on the whole it may be depended upon to
please.man,June
Joyner, Hayes
John make
SherKempton Daye,
GreeneFrancis
and Adelaide
up the cast. Clay M. Greene wrote and directed.
Selig-Tribune,
31. at
(Mon.,
April Greece
17.)— ;
Zouave
regiment No.
arrives
Saloniki,
baseball season opens in San Francisco, Cal. ;
children attend circus day at Golden Gate Park,
San Francisco, Cal. ; baptism ceremony conducted
b^
negroes
St. Russia
Petersburg,
Fla. ;York
DavidCityR.;
Francis
leavesat for
from New
Apache Indians hold War Hop before leaving to
join American
troops in pursuit
Villa,enlist
Columbus, X. .M. ; prominent
business ofmen
for
Bervi-je
in
summer
training
camps,
El
Paso,
Texas in;
opening of American league baseball season
Chicago, HI. ; 6th Field Artillery drills at Nogales.
MUTUAL

PROGRAM

"Pierre Brissac the Brazen." (American. Two
reels. Mon., May 1.) — All the irresistible humor
and
character
out by
most quaintncss
competent of'^cast.
This isisbrought
a comedy,
andthea
comedy considerably above the average in worth.
There isactersnowill appeal
slapstick,to buteverybody.
the situations
and charGeorge
Field
and John
Gough
are
especially
good,
while
Edward Coxen, Lizette Thorne, and .Marie Van
Tassel do much to add to the pleasing ensemble.
Pierre Brissac, a burglar, and Le Petit Jean,
his apprentice, are looking around for a promising
house to rob. They select one belonging to John
Brand. Some hours before, lirand had quarreled
with his wife, and gone to the club. His spouse
had gone home to her mother. Brand returned
home, and finding the door locked, sits down on
the steps. The two housebreakers inside telephone
for the police, and the protesting owner is jailed
for the night. Next morning .Mrs. Brand decides
to return to her domicile, and finds it looted. She
telephones the police, and they invite her to see
the thief. When she sees her husband at the
station house they embrace rapturously.

"The May
Dashing
Dilemma."
Men.,
1.) — Druggist's
This comedy
gives the(Falstafif.
eternal
triangle a rather unexpected twist. The dashing
young drug clerk is the center of all feminine eyes.
Things come to a crisis when two sisters receive
an offer from their wealthy uncle of $10,000 to the
one who gets married first. One rings the night
bell, and when the clerk appears, seizes him
forcibly and carries him toward the minister. The
other interferes, and both arrive at the parsonage
with the weeping clerk. He struggles for freedom,
finally
is allowedhe tohangs
go toupthethe'phone.
aandhasty
conference
receiverAfter
and
waits. Presently a large, determined-looking
woman appears, and seizes the clerk. "Come back
home,
she says,
you."
Frances hubby,"
Keyes, Elise
Jordan "I'll
and protect
Jay C. Yorke
head the cast.
"The Skillful Sleigher's Strategy." (Falstaff.
Mon.,
May 8.)just
— This
the snow
shoulda
be
welcome
as thecomedy
days of
promise
to show
little heat. The girl is carefully protected by her
guardian, but she gets word to her sweetheart that
she is to be taken away to school on a certain
day. Sweetheart, with the aid of several shovellers,
blocks the road with snow, and the auto is stalled.
Then he happens by in his sleigh, and offers to
take the g:irl. Guardian goes too, but by a little
skillful driving, the young man manages to tip
guardian out. When the unfortunate man next
sees his ward, she is a bride. William Swan,
Gladys Leslie and Frank E. McNish compose the
cast.
"M. T. Dome's Awful Night." (Cub. Fri.,
May comedy.
5.) — Action
this
M. seems
T. Dometo be
and the
his key-note
young wifeof
quarrel because he has selected a pretty maid for
her, so he spends the evening at the club. He
induces some friends to accompany him home,
but once arrived there he falls against and over
things, arousing the house, and smashing the
stair rail. Dome promptly gets a carpenter, and
by the time the irate wife and servants get
down, a gang of carpenters is busily repairing
the damage. Wifie is not fooled, however ; she
quickly selects Dome from the crowd and gives
him what is coming to him. In the cast are
Billy -Armstrong and Ethel Turpin.
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
"A Huntress of Men." (Red Feather. Five
reels.
week's Mon.,
issue. May 8.) — Will be reviewed in next
"Potts Bungles Again." (Nestor. Mon., May
8.) — In which Betty, the new arrival on the police
force, proves her worth by capturing the robber
and forcing a pardon from her reporter-lover who
neatly roasted her when she took up her duties.
Betty
Eddiemakeup
Lyons, help
Lee toMoran
Burns C,'ompson,
in character
make andthisEd.a
very fine comedy. Louis Huber is the author
while Al Christie produced.
"The Mark of a Gentleman." (Gold Seal.
Two reels. Tues., :May 9.) — Showing how an
athletic millionaire shed his name and posed as
a physical trainer and how while in this position
he won the heart of a young girl. This is one
of the most entertaining and pleasing comedydramas that Universal has issued for some time.
Herbert Rawlinson and Agnes Vernon are featured
and in romantic parts one can go a long way
before finding their equals. F. McGrew Willis
prepared
Worthington.the scenario for Director William

"Virginia."
Tues.,
which
manner9.)—in Rather
the May
portraying
gruesome drama (Rex.
a girl of the slums made good against heavy odds.
Cleo Madison is the girl and while her performance is very good, the makeup on the actress who
plays her fallen sister is repelling. Miss Madison
worked on a scenario by Harvey Gates.
"When a Wife Worries." (Imp. Tues., May
9.) — This
shows
effortson,toandprocure
something for his
baby hubby's
to cut teeth
poor hubby
is
fooled
and
joked
by
his
friends.
His
wife
at home anxious for his return and the slavey rages
helps
the agitation along. Jane Bemoudy as the slavey is
exceptional, while Victor Potel is the husband.
This ISduced aby Hal
veryClotworthy
good comedy, written and pro.

"The Great Smash." (L-Ko. Three reels.
Wed..issue.
May 10.) — Reviewed at length elsewhere in
this
"The co-stars
Go Between."
Wed., and
May Violet
10.) —
This
Wiliam(Imp.
Garwood
Mersereau, who must divide credit for the picture's success.
storyan tells
loves May.
He The
suffers
attackof ofa chemist
typhoid who
and
.May stays away while Rosemary, who had before
been
the
go-between
for
the
lovers,
nurses
him.
Realization of the comparative worth of the two
girls finally dawns upon the chemist. Jean
Dumar as May is attractive but she is no actress.
The story is almost too simple and obvious for
enjoyment, while the direction seems inadequate.
Samuel Griner wrote the scenario and William
Garwood directed the picture.
"Her Husband's Faith." (Laemmle. Two
reels.
11.) — in
Showing
the
husband Thurs.,
preferred May
to believe
his wifehow
and her
version
of herof past
rather than
take a derelict's
explanation
her former
days.to Emory
Johnson,
Dorothy Davenport and Trockwood Crittenden
are the leads in this release which is averagely
strong. Miss Davenport adds much to the picture.
Lloyd B. Carleton directed.
"The Capital Prize." (Imp. Two reels. Fri.,
May 12.) — This excellent drama produced by
Edwin
issue of Stevens
April 1. was reviewed at length in the
"A Strange Confession." (Victor. Fri., May
12.)— Joe, the ape of the Universal zoo, plays a
prominent
in this drama.
He steals that
a wallet
and the part
distrustful
father believes
his
gambling son has committed the crime. But
finally the ape enters again and brings back the
wallet,clever
thus actor
clearing
very
but the
the son's
picturename.
as a Joe
wholeis isa
unconvincing. Jay Hunt directed Colin Chase,
Golda
Coldwell,
Rex
de
Roselli
and
Mrs.
Jay
Hunt
in the leading parts.
This drama was reviewed in a previous issue,
but was
withdrawn
from the program andsubsequently
advanced to the
above date.
"Never Lie to Your Wife." (Nestor. Fri.,
Mayan 12.)
— Father
plead but
sickness
as
excuse
from and
goingson-in-law
to the opera
after
much trouble the two wives discover their perfidy
and
the
game
is
up.
This
makes
a
most
amusing
release with Harry Rattenberry, Ray Gallagher,
Billie Rhodes, Stella Adams and Neal Burns in
the principal parts. Horace Davey directed from
a scenario by Al Christie.
"A Fight for Love." (Bison. Two reels.
Sat.,
May deserted
13.) — Showing
member toof save
the
Camorra
his causehowlonga enough
the daughter of a detective from the clutches of
his own fellows. G. Raymond Nye acts forcibly
in the somemain
role ofandthe a Italian.
There
a gruethird degree
knife fight
thatisquickens
the interest to a great extent. James Conway,
Hector Sarno and Roberta Wilson are the main
supporting
players. Jacques
W. the
B.
Pearson collaborated
on the Jaccard
scenario andwhile
former directed.
"A Wife for Ransom." (Joker. Sat., May
13.) — Sweethearts are married and her parents
object, whereat the young husband enlists the aid
of the police and kidnaps his mother-in-law and
thus forces
blessing
the reel,
irate which
father.means
Gale
Henry
is ata her
best fi-om
in this
that it is unusually laughable. Excellent support
is given by William Franey, Charles Conklin,
.Milburn Moranti and Lillian Peacock. Allen
Curtis was back on the job as director.
"A Soul for Sale." (Rex. Three reels. Sun.,
May
— A melodrama
produced
England
that is14.)hardly
worthy a place
on thein Universal
program. An
elementary
story
is
treated
ventional y in practically every instance save confor
the denouement which by reason of its good
handling manages to create suspense. On the
whole, however, the picture falls far below the
home product of the company. The acting is
average,
the types are good and the atmosphere
convincing.
"Her Great Part." (Laemmle. Sun., May 14.) —
Curing wifie of a longing to go on the stage is
a familiar and fairly reliable plot but as Lynn
Reynolds has handled it here it fails either to
interest or amuse to any great extent. Myrtle
Gonzales, Fred Church and George Hernandez are
featured.
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Hearst-Vitagraph, No. 33. — Supplies for I.. S.
troons in Mexico are carefully guarded en route;
ice crusher opens port on Lake bupenor
giant
for summer shipping; militiamen quell strike at
Y. ; Frisco
N. racing
Hastings,
Juanabe- ;
at Tiaboys
opensschool
season high
come cadets;
Exposiific
Panama-Pac
at
tower
Italian
beautiful
Day at
wreckers ; Patriot's
tion is torn down by
atand Mrs. Wilson
Mass.; President
Lexington,
; PrinceWashington
at
game
baseball
initial
tend
ton beats Harvard in boat race; other views.
Mutual Weekly, No. 70. — Fighting Jack Frost
in the orchards of the Northwest; Mayor Gill,
Seattle, helps dump contraband beer into the
opening of baseball
bay; 25,000
season
in New fans
York witness
; President and Mrs. Wilson
see Senators beat the Yankees ; auto service between Frisco and Los Angeles ; spring thaw endangers Government dam at St. Paul ; President
Wilson plants a tree beside Lincoln Highway ;
New York Easter parade ; N. Y. National Guard
called out for strike duty; twentieth century
warfare demonstrated at El Paso ; other views.
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 18. (Wed.
May 3.) —sylvania
Reopening
the Panama
Pennbeats Yale inof rowing
race, Canal;
Philadelphia,
Pa. ; clean-up week in Pittsburgh, Pa. ; New
Zealand expeditionary force; 163 French Canadian
Battalion attends services before departing for
England, Montreal, Can. ; an interesting quota of
views from Chihuahtia, Mexico; Military Training
school for girls in Cleveland, Ohio ; latest type of
air ship launched at Norfolk, Va. ; Ruth Law flies
above Chicago, 111.; thirteen pictures of the Navy
Publicity
Bureau's
navy
; cartoons
by Hyexhibit
Mayer.of devices used in the
INCORPORATIONS
The Corporation Trust Company, 37 Wall street.
New tions :York, reports the following new corporaIn New York :
ECOTALOR ART PHOTO DRAMA, INC.;
motion pictures; capitalized at $50,000 in Bronx;
incorporators are: Edw. C. Taylor, 2481 Creston
avenue, N. Y. ; Guido Colucci, 2900 Briggs avenue,
N. Y.
N.
Y. ; Fred N. Magrath, 2771 Bainbridge avenue,
M.\DE IN AMERICA FILM CORPORATION ;motion picture business ; capitalized at
$50,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are: G. E.
Toulopoulas, 140 Nassau street, N. Y. ; Thos. W.
Ferrow, 41 Park Row, N. Y. ; Sam D. Krane, 270
W. 39lh street, N. Y.
PIEDMONT SYNDICATE, INC.; operate
motion picture theatres, etc., manufacture motion
pictures; capitalized at $1,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are: Bernard M. Wood, 42 Broadway, N. Y. C. ; Hewitt C. Wood, 42 Broadway,
N.
Y.
C.
;
-Hugh L. Gardner, 42 Broadway,
N. Y. C.
MOTION PICTURE FORUM INC.; motion
picture tan;
business;
capitalized
$5,000 W.in Manhatincorporators
are: atJacob
Binder,
Hackensack, N. J. ; Wm. M. Seabury, 32 Nassau
street, N. Y. ; Chas. R. Macauley, 220 W. 42nd
street, N. Y.
S. W. & W. AMUSEMENT CO., INC.; moving picture business; capitalized at $10,000 in
Manhattan; incorporators are Louis Schwartz, 257
2nd street., N. Y. C. ; Annie Schwartz, 257 2nd
street, N. Y. C. ; Jas. Wachs, 257 2nd street,
N. Y. C.
QUALITY AMUSEMENT CORPORATION;
theatrical and motion pictures ; capitalized at
$10,000 in Manhattan ; incorporators are ; Isaac
Levy, 907 Southern Blvd., Bronx; Peter I. Bernstein, 261 Broadway, N. Y. ; Wm. Kaufman, 66 E.
fst street, N. Y.
DUPLEX MACHINE COMPANY, INC.;
manufacture moving picture machinery ; capitalized
at $750, in Brooklyn; incorporators are: Gideon
W. Carleton, 525 Seventy-fourth street, Brooklyn ;
Walter E. Carleton, 432 Eighty-first street, Brooklyn ;andBrooklyn.
Herbert O. Carleton, 1133 Seventy-fifth
street,
. CREMORNE AMUSEMENT COMPANY,
INC. ; motion pictures, theatricals and amusement
business ; capitalized at $2,000, in Manhattan ; incorporators are : Matthew Hansen, 352 South
Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y. ; Max Samuels, 189
Ashburton street, Yonkers, N. Y. ; and William
Rosenthal, 1204 Evergreen avenue, Bronx.
TOWN PRODUCING COMPANY, INC. ;
theatricals; capitalized at $5,000, in Manhattan;
incorporators are : Seved Lindmark, 1476 Broadway, New York; Solomon Goodman, 1476 Broadway,
way, NewNew York;
York. and Jos. M. Gaites, 1476 BroadAMALGAMATED PHOTO PLAY SERVICE,
INC.; motion picture and advertising business;
capitalized at $10,000, in Manhattan; John P.
Phillips. 257 Warburton avenue, Yonkers; Samuel
Orr, 833 East 167th street. New York; and Wra.
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H.
York.Woolley, 75 East Seventy-ninth street, New
HOOPER PHOTO PLAY HOUSE, INC.;
moving pictures and vaudeville; capitalized at
$5,000,
in Brooklyn;
man, 1380
Park avenue.incorporator
New York. is: Max LippTHE FRATERNITY HALL ASSOCIATION,
INC. ized; attheatricals,
etc. ; capital$1,000, in moving
Patchoguepictures,
; incorporators
are:
Henry J. Bishop, Patchogue, N. Y. ; Samuel E.
Bird, Patchogue, N. Y. ; and Vernon B. Still,
Patchogue, N. Y.
MAUD
ALLAN'S
COMPANY,
INC.;
theatrical and motion
pictures
; capitalized
at $10,000,
in Manhattan; incorporators are: Jacob Ginsburgh,
Broadway,NewNewYork;
York;
Stupel, 115 115
Broadway,
and Abner.B.
Peter A. Lee,
115 Broadway, New York.
THE TEFFT
JOHNSON
TION; moving pictures
and FILM
theatricalCORPORAbusiness;
capitalized at $25,000, in Manhattan ; incorporators are: Tefft Johnson, 766 Ocean avenue, BrookChas. Joseph
x^vorams,A. 611
West 113th
street.
New
York; lyn;and
Schuchert,
Buffalo,
N. Y.
THE MARLOW AMUSEMENT CORPORATlOiN ; motion pictures and theatricals; capitalized at $5,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are:
Leopold Friedman, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C. ;
Chas. Moskowilz, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C. ;
Henry J. Hoebel, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C.
THE MODEL PRODUCING COMPANY,
INC.; theatrical and operas, and musical plays;
capitalized at $5,000; incorporators are: Franklin
P. Piatt, 87 Hamilton place, N. Y. C. ; Chas. E.
Sullivan, 2437 Morris avenue, Bronx; Jas. H.
Sullivan, 2436 Walton avenue, Bronx.
THE TWENTlJifH CENTURY PLAY PRODUCING COMPANY, INC.; general theatrical
business; capitalized at $10,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are : Carl E. Freybe, Hotel Astor,
N. Y. C. ; Henry Hintze, 640 W. 149th street,
-N.
Y. C. ; Samuel Duberstein, 1561 48th street,
Brooklyn.
MRS. HERMAN LEWIS, INC. ; booking agency
for concerts and theatricals; capitalized at $10,000;
incorporators are : Ella Lewis, 402 Madison avenue, N. Y. ; Helen Fountain, 246 W. 70th street,
N. Y. ; Jessica Williams, Hotel Rutledge, N. Y.
THE NORMANDY AMUSEMENT CORPORATION; theatrical business; capitalized at
$5,000 in Manhattan ; incorporators are : Marcus
Loew, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. ; David Bernstein,
1493 Broadway, N. Y. ; Nicholas M. Schenck,
1493 Broadway, N. Y.
LOCAL LIFE FILM CORPORATION;
manufacturing
moving picture
films,in tools,
acces- ;
sories, etc. ; capitalized
at $10,000
Manhattan
incorporators are : Jas. H. White, 93 Main street,
Orange, N. J. ; Chas. M. Seay, 2789 Valentine avenue,vardN.andY.Concourse,
; Henry W.N.Kiralfy,
2366 Grand BouleY.
THE RUTH MACTAMMANY FILM CORPORATION, INC. ; general motion pictures and
theatrical business; Manhattan; incorporators are:
Oliver J. AUenbaugh, 729 Seventh avenue, N. Y. ;
Ruth MacTaramany, 729 Seventh avenue, N. Y. ;
Hal Clarendon, 729 Seventh avenue, N. Y.
SELIG PROMOTION COMPANY, INC.;
motion picture and theatrical ; capitalized with
1,200 shares in Manhattan: incorporators are:
Jacob Ginsburgh, 115 Broadwav, N. Y. ; Abner
B. Stupel. 115 Broadway, N. Y. ; Peter A. Lee,
115 Broadway, N. Y.
BUFFALO PHOTO PLAY PRODUCING
COMPANY, INC.; motion pictures and theatrical;
capitalized at $10,000 in BuiTalo; incorporators
are : Lewis Isenberg, 9 Madison street, Buffalo ;
J. Adam Weiss, 653 Best street, Buffalo; J. A.
Klein, 672 Jefferson street, Buffalo.
MEDAL FILM _ COMPANY, INC.; general
motion picture business; capitalized at $5,000 in
Manhattan; incorporators are: Manuel Zano, 110
W. 40th street, N. Y. ; Loretta E. Lyons, 147
Foxall street. Queens ; John T. Hogan, 27 Cedar
street, N. Y.
H, & B AMUSEMENT COMPANY, INC.;
moving pictures and vaudeville; capitalized at
$5,000 in Brooklyn ; incorporators are : Louis F.
IJlumenthal, Jersey City, N. J. ; Chas. F. Haring,
240 Audubon avenue, N. Y. ; Harry Haring, 457
15th street, Brooklyn.
ALBANY-HUDSON THEATRE CORPORATION : motion picture theatre ; capitalized at
$10,000, in Albany, N. Y. ; incorporators: B.
Bernstein,
of Albany, George
N. Y. Roberts and Walter Cook, all
SHEFFIELD AMUSEMENT COMPANY;
motion picture and amusement business ; capitalized at $20,000, in Brooklyn; incorporators: Jos.
Spielberg, 468 Ralph avenue, Brooklyn ; Isaac
Miller, 1623 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn; and
Maurice Rose, 1773 Pitkin avenue, Brooklyn.
,LUMEX FILM COMPANY, INC.; moving
picture films, and moving picture exhibitions, etc. ;
capitalized at $200,000, in Manhattan ; incorporaCity. tors: Wm. H. Griffin, Paul T. Davis and Percy
Van Holland, all of 52 William street. New York
ARTO-O-GRAPH FILM CORPORATION;
general motion picture business ; capitalized at
$10,000, in Brooklyn; incorporators: Jas. Popper,
1614 Avenue N, Brooklyn; Walter Morson, 25
Irvington place, Brooklyn ; and Geo. V. Sandberg,
1722 avenue N, Brooklyn.
THE ARTS PRODUCING COMPANY, INC. ;
motion picture business ; capitalized at $50,000, in
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Manhattan; incorporators: John F. Lilley, 189
Eighth avenue, Brooklyn; Geo. L. Fox, 583
FourthBeauford
street, street,
Brooklyn;
Pierre
4676
MorrisandPark,
111. P. Pullis,
SAVOY
film exchange and FILM
moving CORPORATION;
picture business ; capitalized
at $15,000, in Manhattan; incorporators: Ralph
Cerreta, 48 Garretson avenue, Dongan Hills,
N. Y. ; Philip Lositi, 441 East 118th street. New
York City;
and Kingsland,
Dominick N.
W. J.Eonelli, 280 Harrington avenue,
WOODRUFF ASSOCIATES, INC.; motion
picture films, musical instruments and plays, etc. ;
capitalized
at $16,500,
incorporators: Walter
Hughes, in101Manhattan;
Park avenue.
New
York
City;
Armour
Smith,
218
West
Forty-second
street. New York City; and John E. Woodruff,
218 West Forty-second street, New York City.
JAYines ;motion
HERTZ,pictures;
INC. ; general
photography
capitalized
at $10,000,bus-in
.Manhattan ; incorporators : Jay Hertz, 34 East
Thirty-second street. New York City; L. A. Curley, 257 Audubon avenue. New York City; and
Daniel F. O'Connell, Hotel Netherland, N. Y.
NEW IDEA AMUSEMENTS, INC.; to construct and manufacture
operate amusement
pictures,
asbestos and devices,
fireproofmotion
materials,
etc. ; capitalized
at
$50,000,
in
Brooklyn
;
incorporators: Wm. V. Burke, 375 Fulton street,
Brooklyn ; Geo. W. Schofield, 256 Broadway,
New
York
and Chas. R. Marinus, 1036
West street, City;
Brooklyn.
GORGE COASTER COMPANY, INC. ; amusement resorts, moving pictures, other amusement
devices, etc.;corporators
capitalized
$5,000,3750
in Bronx;
inare: Neville atBayley,
Broadway,
N. Y. ; Howard Bayley, 109 W. 45th street, N. Y. ;
J. InHarry
Ashutz,: 109 W. 45th street, N. Y.
Delaware
PEERLESS FEATURE FILM EXCHANGE,
INC. ; to manufacture, sell and license moving
picture films; capitalized at $37,500, in Wilmington, Del.delp;hia, Paincorporators
F. R. Camden,
Hansell, N.Phila. ; Geo. H. B. : Martin,
J. ;
and S. C. Seymour, Camden, N. J.
THE NIAGARA FALLS MOTION PICTURE
COMPANY; to produce motion picture films: to
rent ton,
same;
capitalized at H.
$100,000,
in WilmingDel.; incorporators:
Cyril Broad,
John
R. Wood and A. Linetty, all of Buffalo, N. Y.
DELAWARE AMUSEMENTS HOLDING
COMPANY; to conduct amusement enterprises of
all kinds; capitalized at $30,000, in Wilmington,
Del. ; incorporators : Henry T. Graham, Courtland
C. Montgomery
mington, Del. and Eugene E. Berl, all of WilLYRIC THEATRE COMPANY; conducting
places of amusement ; capitalized at $10,000, in
Wilmington, Del. ; incorporators : Martin E.
Smith,
Artemas E. Del.
Smith and T. Morley Smith,
all
of Wilmington,
In Illinois :
ACME FEATURE FILM COMPANY; to
manufacture, sell and operate moving picture
films ; capitalized at $10,000, in Chicago, 111. ; incorporators:David Jacobson, Wm. W. Orr and
John B. Robinson.
ACME THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY;
manufacture and deal in moving picture machines
and films; capitalized at $2,500 in Chicago, 111.;
incorporators
are: Claude F. Smith, Wm. W.
Smith, L. B. Smith.
In Pennsylvania :
THE STERN MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. ; manufacturing of moving picture
machines and equipment ; capitalized at $50,000 in
Philadelphia ; incorporators are : Samuel Stern,
Philadelphia; Bertha Stern, Philadelphia; Martha
L. Fredericks, Philadelphia.
ing.
CARR & SCHAD COMPANY, INC., of Reading, to operate theatres, motion picture shows,
etc.; capital, $5,000; incorporators are: John Cook,
Thomas Harford and Paul E. Glase, all of ReadCARR AND SCHAD, INC. ; maintaining and
operating theatres, etc.; capitalized at $5,000; incorporators are: John H. Cook, Reading, Pa.;
Thomas Harford, Reading, Pa. ; and Paul E.
Glass, Reading, Pa.
In Indiana :
THE KOLOGR.\PH COMPANY, Indianapolis;
for dealing in motion picture machines and films ;
capitalized at $50,000, in Indianapolis; directors;
L. D. Kohmeyer. William C. Haneisen, Charles
W.
Craig, L. G. Deschler, Carl L. Rost and A. W.
McKeand.
UNICERN FILM SERVICE CORPORATION, of Delaware, has announced that $16,250
of Indiana.
its capital of $1,250,000 is to be represented
in
In Maine:
NEW YORK & BRIDGEPORT FILM COMPANY; to manufacture and deal in films, cameras,
photographic supplies,
caterers for
entertainments, theatricaletc.,
proprietors,
etc. public
; capitalized at $450,000, in Portland, Me. ; incorporators :
T. L. Croteau, A. B. Farnham and Albert F.
Jones,
all of Portland,
Me.
In Missouri
:
FAIRMOUNT FEATURE FILM COMPANY;
moving picture business ; capitalized at $5,000, in
Kansas Citv. Mo. ; incorporators : J. P. Cunningham, T. J. Cannon, M. J. Flynn, C. T. Haley. 1
B. Strawhun, P. L. J. Crill, Sam Benjamin and
T. H. Bermingham, all of Kansas City, Mo.
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KALEM — Tlie Rogue's Nemesis (Seventh of the Social
Pirates), D., 2000
Special
Monday, May 8, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— During the Round-Up,
D., 1000 (ReIssue)
20498
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 37, Topical, 1000
.■ 20497
SELIG— A Stranger in New York, C, 3000
20493
LUBIN— Skirts and Cinders, C, 1000
20499
VITAGRAPH— The Double-Double Cross, C, 1000... 20496
Tuesday, May 9, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— Merry Mary, D., 2000
20503
EDISON— Celeste of the Ambulance Corps, D., 3000... 20505
ESSANAY— A Return to Youth and Trouble, C.-D., 2000 20500
KALEM— Dark Town Troupe (Ham Comedy), 1000.... 20502
Wednesday, May 10, 1916.
EDISON— A Mix-Up in Black, C, 1000
20510
ESSANAY— The Fable of the Good Fairy, etc., C, 1000 20509
KALEM— Not What
the Doctor Ordered, C, 1000
(Ethel Teare)
20508
Thursday, May 11, 1916.
LUBIN— The Wheat and the Chaff, D., 3000
20511
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 38, Topical, 1000
20514
VIM— The Water Cure, C, 1000
20515
Friday, May 12, 1916.
KALEM— A Lunch Room Legacy, C, 1000 (Sis Hopkins) 20519
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— Broken Fetters, D., 3000
20516
VIM— The Pretenders, C, 1000
20515
VITAGRAPH— Out Ag'in, In Ag'in, C, 1000
20520
Saturday, May 13, 1916.
ESSANAY— The Jester, D., 3000
20522
KALEM— The Bridge of Danger (H. of H. Series),
D., 1000
20529
LUBIN— Jenkin's Jinx, C, 1000
20525
SELIG— The Sheriff's Duty, D., 1000
20530
VITAGRAPH— The Accusing Voice, D., 3000
20526
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RELEASES OF COMING WEEK
KALEM— Sourzt of the Gander (Eighth of the Social
Pirates), D., 2000
Special
Monday, May 15, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The Perfidy of Mary, D., 1000 (Re-issue)
LUBIN— Otto the Artist, C, 1000
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 39, Topical, 1000
SELIG— The Hardy Way, D., 3000
VITAGRAPH— The Lucky Tumble, C, and Scenes in
Iceland, Sc., Split Reel
Tuesday, May 16, 1916.
EDISON— The Littlest Magdalene, D., 3000
ESSANAY— The Double Cross, D., 2000
KALEM— Ham Comedy (Title Not Decided), 1000
LUBIN— The Beggar King, D., 2000
Wednesday, May 17, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— Beverly of Graustark, D., 3000
EDISON— Robbing the Fishes, C, 1000
ESSANAY— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of San
Francisco, Cart., and 500 ft. Sc., Split reel
KALEM— Ethel Teare Comedy (Title Not Decided)
1000
Thursday, May 18, 1916.
LUBIN— Jackstraws, D., 3000
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 40, Topical, 1000
VIM— Thirty Days, C, 1000
Friday, May 19, 1916.
KALEM — An Innocent Vampire (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Chorus
Girl and the Kid, D., 3000
VIM— A Fair Exchange, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— More Money Than Manners, C, 1000..
Saturday, May 20, 1916.
ESSANAY— A Rose of Italy, D., 3000
KALEM — One Chance in a Hundred (H. of H. Series),
D., 1000
LUBIN— The Winning Number, C, 1000
SELIG— A Boarding House Ham, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— Miss Adventure, Com. D., 3000

MUTUAL
FILM
Monday, May 8, 1916.
Monday, May 15, 1916.
AMERICAN— The Touch on the Key, D., 2000
04708 AMERICAN— The Pretender, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— The Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C, 1000
04710 FALSTAFF— Deteckters, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 9, 1916.
Tuesday, May 16, 1916.
THANHOUSER— The Answer, D., 2000
THANHOUSER— When She Played Broadway, D., 2000 04711
VOGUE— Germatic Love, C, 1000
04713 VOGUE— Comedy (Title Not Reported), 1000
Wednesday, May 17, 1916.
Wednesday, May 10, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 72, Topical, 1000
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 71, Topical, 1000
04714
BEAUTY— Billy VanDeusen's Fiance, C, 1000
BEAUTY— Skelly's Skeleton, C, 1000
04715
GAUMONT — See America First (Yosemite National
GAUMONT— See America First (Atlanta, Ga.) and Kartoon Komics, Split reel
04716
Park), and Kartoon Komics, Split reel
Thursday, May 18, 1916.
Thursday, May 11, 1916.
AMERICAN— Four Months, D., 3000
AMERICAN— The Profligate, D., 3000
04717
Friday, May 12, 1916.
Friday, May 19, 1916.
MUSTANG— The Gulf Between, D., 2000
04720 MUSTANG— The Blindness, D., 2000
CUB— The Piano Tuner, C, 1000
CUB— Jerry's Perfect Day, C, 1000
04722
Saturday, May 13, 1916.
Saturday, May 20, 1916.
CENTAUR— High Lights and Shadows, D., 2000
CENTAUR— The Jungle Outcasts, D., 2000
04723
FALSTAFF— Steven's Sweet Sisters, C, 1000
FALSTAFF— hreddie's Frigid Finish, C, 1000
04725
Sunday, May 14, 1916.
Sunday, May 21, 1916.
BEAUTY— "No Title," C, 1000
04726 BEAUTY— Twenty Minutes in Magic, C, 1000
VOGUE— A Mix-Up at Rudolph's, C, 1000
04727 VOGUE— The Chinatown Villains, C, 1000
GAUMONT— "Reel Life," Topical, Ed., 1000
04728 GAUMONT— "Reel Life" Magazine

04729
04731
04732
04734
04735
04736
04737
04738
04741
04742
04744
04746
04747
04748
04749

May 13, 1916.
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RELEASES OF CURRENT WEEK
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— A Strange Inheritance (Peg o' the Ring, No. 2), D., 2000
Monday, May 8, 1916.
RED FEATHER— A Huntress of Men, D., 5000
NESTOR— Potts Bungles Again, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 9, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The Mark of a Gentleman, D., 2000
REX— When
Virginia,
D., 1000.....^
IMP—
a Wife
Worries, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 10, 1916.
IMP— The Go-Between, D., 1000
L-KO— The Great Smash, C, 3000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly, No. 19
Thursday, May 11, 1916.
LAEMMLE— Her Husband's Faith, D., 2000
POWERS— Mr. Fuller Pepp— He Tries Mesmerism,
C. Cart., and Some Monkey Stars, Ed., Split reel..
Friday, May 12, 1916.
IMP— The Capital Prize, D., 2000
VICTOR— A Strange Confession, D., 1000
NESTOR— Never Lie to Your Wife, C, 1000
Saturday, May 13, 1916.
BISON— A Fight for Love, D., 2000
JOKER— A Wife for a Ransom, C, 1000
Sunday, May 14, 1916.
REX— A Soul for Sale, D., 30O0
LAEMMLE— Her Great Part, Cam.-D., 1000
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01430
01413
01414
01415
01416
01417
01418
0J419
01420
01421
01422
01423
01424
01425
01426
01427
01428
01429

UNICORN
Monday, May 8, 1916.
SUPREME— Tess of the Hills, D., 2000
GAYETY— Our Darling Needs Nourishment, C, and
The Syncopated Melody, Split reel
Tuesday, May 9, 1916.
HIAWATHA— His Indian Wife, West. D., 2000
JUDY — Deceiving Dad, C, and U. S. Cavalry at Fort
Meyer, Split reel
Wednesday, May 10, 1916.
BUFFALO— Hold-Up at Devil's Pass, West. D., 1000...
HIPPO— Tango and Poker, C, 1000
PURITAN— For His Brother's Sake, D., 1000
Thursday, May 11, 1916.
LILY— The Bachelor's Romance, D., 2000
JOCKEY— A Good Skate, C, and Toys of Mystery, Split
reel
Friday, May 12, 1916.
RANCHO— The Sure Shot, West. D., 1000
GAYETY— Pretzel and Flanigan, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Gangster's Decoy, D., 1000
Saturday, May 13, 1916.
SUNSET— The Demon's Victim, West. D., 2000
HIPPO — Our Darling's Image, C, and Wanted a Husband, Split reel
Sunday, May 14, 1916.
UTAH— Bandits of Lone Pine, West. D., 1000
JOCKEY— Real Love and Counterfeit Money, C, 1000..
PURITAN— The Little Black Shoe, D., 1000

525
526
527
528
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OF

COMING

WEEK

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' tlic Ring
(Episode No. 3), D., 2000
Monday, May 15, 1916.
RED FEATHER — \ Youth of Fortune, D., 5000
NESTOR— He's a Devil, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 16, 1916.
GOLD SEAL — Darcy of the Northwest Mounted, D.,
3000
IMP— When Slim Picked a Peach, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 17, 1916.
VICTOR— The Three Wishes, D., 1000
L-KO— Gaby's Gasoline Glide, C, 1000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly, No.
20
Thursday, May 18, 1916.
LAEMMLE— Grouches and Smiles, C, 1000
REX— A Wife at Bay, D., 2000
POWERS— A Toyland Robbery, and Ed., Split reel...
Friday, May 19, 1916.
LAEMMLE— Heartaches, D., 2000
BIG U— Nadine of Nowhere, D., 1000
NESTOR— The Wooing of Aunt Jemina, C, 1000
Saturday, May 20, 1916.
BISON— Hulda the Silent, D., 2000
POWERS— Their Social Smash, C, 1000
JOKER— A Raffle for a Husband, C, 1000
Sunday, May 21, 1916.
IMP— Claudia, C, 1000
REX— Love Triumphant, D., 2000

01449
01431
01432
01433
01434
01435
01436
01437
01438
01439
01440
01441
01442
01443
01444
01445
01446
01447
01448

PROGRAM
Monday, May 15, 1916.
SUPREME— The Undelivered Message, D., 2000
GAYETY— The Hoodoo Guest, and A Bomb Scare, C,
Split reel
Tuesday, May 16, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The Substitute, D., 2000
JUDY — Disappearing
Dough, and Our Darling's Portrait, C., Split reel

550
551
552
553

537
538

Wednesday, May 17, 1916.
BUFFALO— She Never Knew, D., 1000
HIPPO— Strictly Prohibition, C, 1000
PURITAN— Strong Men of the North, D., 1000
Thursday, May 18, 1916.
LILY— The Sacred Rock, D., 2000
JOCKY — Our Darling Loves the Witching Waves, and
The Diplomatic Lawyer, C, Split reel....
Friday, May 19, 1916.
RANCHO— The School Teachers' Reward. D., 1000....
GAYETY— Boarders and Ghosts, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Lucky Horseshoe, D., 1000
Saturday, May 20, 1916.
SUNSET— The Son's Sacrifice, D., 2000
HIPPO — Osculation, and Getting Even, C, Split reel..

539
540
541

Sunday, May 21, 1916.
UTAH— A Woman Scorned, D., 1000
564
JOCKEY— Robbers, Romance and Reggie, C, 1000... 565
PURITAN— The Stolen Opal, D., 1000
566

529
530
531
532
533
534
535
536

554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
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BIOGKAFH
Three
friends,
D. (Re-Issue) 1000
4— S. Paths That Crossed,
D
3000
A— 10. The
Tender-Iiearted
U. (Re-Issue). 1000
4—11. The Man Who CalledHoy,After
Dark
D...2000
4—12. The Stampede, D
3000
4—17. A Cry for Help, D. (Re-Issue)., 1000
4—19. The
Larrimore
Case,
D
3000
4—24. The Blind Princess and tlie Poet, D.,
(Re-Issue)
1000
4—25. Celeste,
2000
4— 26. A Spring D
3000
C
Chicken,
5— 1. Swords and Hearts, 1). (Re-issue) 1000
S— 3. Fit
for Rmning, D
3000
5— 8. During
the Round-Up, D. (Re-Issue) .. 2000
1000
5— 9. Merry Mary,
D
ESSANAY
DD
3000
4— 4. The
UnderSpider's
Royal Web,
Patronage,
20000
4— 8. The
Light-Bearer, D
3000
4—11. Millstones,
D
2000
4— 12- -Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book
of Boston,
and 500 Ft.
Sc
Split 3000
reel
4—15. The
Last Adventure,
D
4—18. The
Elder
Brother,
D.
2000
4—19. Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 8, Cart.
and 500 ft. Sc
Split reel
4—22. Her Naked Soul, D
3000
4— 2S. The
Little
Samaritan,
D
4—26. Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of 2000
and 500 ft. Scenic Split reel
4— 29. TheBoston
Danger Line, D
3000
5— 2. In the Moon's Ray, D
5— 3. The Fablt of "The Preacher Who Flew 2000
His a Kite."
C
1000
5— 6. Once
Thief
? 1)
3000
5— 9. A Return to Youth and Trouble, C.-D.JOOO
5—10. The Fable of the Good Fairy, etc., C. . 1000
S— 13. The Jester, D
.^000
KALEH
The Trapping
of Peeler White
(Hazards of Helen Series), D
1000
From Altar to Halter, C
1000
Trapping the Bachelor, C
1000
Fickle Run
Fiddler's
C D.. 1000
1000
4— S. The
The Record
(H. ofFinish,
H. Series),
4— 11. Millionaires by Mistake, C
1000
4—12. Fashion and Fury, C
1000
A— 14. Romance
and
Riot,
C
1000
4—15. The Race for a -Siding (H. of H.
Series). D
1000
4—18. Ham and Preparedness, C
1000
A— 19. Their Taking Ways, C
1000
4—21. A Double-Barreled Courtship, C
1000
4—22. The
Governor's
Special
(II.
of
H.
Series), D
1000
4—25. Ham'g Waterloo, C
1000
4—26. Counting Out the Count, C
1000
4—28. A Lucky Mistake, C
1000
4— 29. The
Trail of Danger (H. of H. Series),
D
1000
5— 3.
RomeoDumb
of theHeiress,
Coal Wagon,
'...1000
S— 5. The
C C
1000
5— 6. The Human Telegram, D. (H. of H.
Scries)
1000
S— 10. Not What the Doctor Ordered, C 1000
5—12. A Lunch Room Legacy, C
IDOII
5—13. H. of ir. Series
KNICKEEBOCKEE 8TA£ FEATURES
3—10. A Slave of Corruption, D
3000
3—17. Mismates, D
3000
3—24. The Witch of the Mountains, D
300iJ
3— 31. The Home-Breakers
3000
4— 7. The Millionaire's Son, D
3000
4— 14. Haunted and Hounded, D
3000
4—21. When
Might Is Right, D
3000
4— 28. The
Broken Promise, D
3000
5— 5. The Oath of Hate. D
3000
5—12. Broken Fetters, D
3000
LUBIN
4— 1. BilUe's Double, C
1000
The Fatal Bean C
1000
4— 4. The Return of James Jerome, D
2000
4— 6. The Scarlet Chastity, D
3000
4— 8. A Wise Waiter. C
1000
4— 19. Otto the Bell Boy, C
1000
4— 13. The Greater Wrong^ D
3000
4—15. Mr. Housekeeper, C
1000
4—17. Frocks and Frills, C
1000
4—18. One of the Pack, C
2000
4—20. The Heart's Tribute, D
3000
4—22. Millionaire Biliy, C
1000
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4—24.
4—27.
4—
29.
.1—
.=i— 4.1.
5 - 2.
5— 6.
5— 8.
5—11.
5 — 13.

Germs and Microbes, C
1000
Playthings of the Gods, D
3000
Love and Bullets, C
1000
The Buckshot Feud, D
1000
The Candle, D
2000
None So Blind, D
3000
Father'sandNight
Off, C
C
1000
Skirts
Cinders,
1000
The Wheat and the Cliaff, D
3000
Jenkin's Jinx, C
1000
SELIG-TEIBTTNE NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Monday and Thursday.
SELIG
4— 1.
4— 3. Her Dream of Life, D
1000
The Devil, the Servant and the Man,
4— 8. D
3000
4—10.
the Border, D
1000
4—15. Along
Wives of the Rich, D
3000
4—17. The
Hunters, C
1000
4—22. Three Beauty
Wise Men, D
3000
4—24. Too Many
Chefs, C
1000
4— 29. The Woman Who Did Not Care, C...3000
5— 1. Badgered, C
1000
5— 6. The Man Within, D
3000
5— 8. An Elephant's Gratitude, D
1000
A Stranger in New York, C
3000
5—
5—13.n. Selig-Tribune.
No. 38, Topical 1000
The Sheriff's Duty, D
1000
RELEASE DAYS
GENERAL FILM
Monday — Biograph, Selig, Selig-Tribune, Vitagraph, — Vitagraph-Unit.
Tuesday
Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, Selig.
Wednesday
Unit. — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, LubinThursday — Essanay, Lubin, Selig-Tribune, Vim.
Friday — Knickerbocker Star Feature, Essanay.
Kalem, Vim, Vitagraph.
Saturday
— Essanay, Kalem, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
mrTVAL FILM
Monday —" .American,
Falstaff, Noveltjr.
-R.
Tuesday — Tbanhouser, Gaumont (Cart.
Sc.), Beauty,
and
Novelty. — Reliance, Rialto, or Centaur, and
Wednesday
Thursday — Centaur, FalstafT, Mutual Weekly.
Friday — Mustang, American, Cub.
Saturday tang,
— Clipper
and Beauty.(Am.), Thanoplay, or MusSunday — Reliance, Casino, Thanhouser.
TTNIVEaSAL FILM
Monday
—
Broadway
Tuesday — Gold Seal, Universal
Rex, Imp.Feature, Nestor.
Wednesday — Victor, L-Ko, Animated Weekly.
Thursday — Laemmle, Big U, Powers.
Friday — Imp, Victor, Nestor.
Saturday — Bison, Powers, Joker.
Sunday — Rex, Laemmle, L-Ko.
VIM
3—10.
3—16. Their Wedding Day, C
1000
3—17.
and Gasoline, C
1000
3—23. Nerve
1000
3—24. A Pair of Skins, C
Lands a Job, C
1000
3—30. Bungles
Behind the Footlights, C
1000
3— 31.6. Their
Vacation, C
1000
4—
Anvils
and
Actors,
C
1000
4—
Boys, C
1000
4—13.7. Mamma's
the Ring, C
1000
44—21.
— 14. In
The Battle Royal, C
1000
1000
4—27. The Sleuths, C
1000
4— 28. Hired and Fired, C
What's Sauce for the Goose, C
1000
5— 4. The
C C
■
1000
5— 5. The Rivals.
Brave Ones,
1000
Home-Madc
Pies,
C
1000
5—11.
5—12. The Water Cure, C
lOOn
The
Pretenders,
C!
1000
3—17.
VITAGRAPH
3—18. Freddy Aids Matrimony, C
1000
3—20.
Warren's
Brother,
D
3000
3—24, Miss
A
Squared
Account,
D
1000
3—25.
Versus Hamlet, C
1000
3—27. Freddy
Husks, D
3000
Three
Johns,
C
1000
3—
31.
4— 1. Freddy Foils Floaters, C
1000
4—
Out of the Quagmire, D
3000
4— 3.7. Her
Partner, D
1000
4— 8. The Lonelies. C-D
1000
The
Other
Way,
D
3000
4— 8,
4—10.
Myrtle, the Manicurist
1000
The Hoyden, D
1000
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4—14. Siisie the Sleuth, C
3000
4—15. The Other Way, D
3000
4 — 17. Life and Training in the U. S. Navy,
Ed
1000
4—21. His Lucky Day, C
1000
4—22. A Caliph of the New Bagdad, C-D 3000
4—24. The Rookie, D
1000
4—28. Terry's Tea Party, C
1000
4— 29. The Man Hunt, D
3000
5— 1. lane's Husband, C
1000
5— 5. Some Chicken, C
1000
5 — 6. The Ressurection of Hollis, U
3000
5— 8. The Sleuth, C
1000
5—12. Out Ag'in, In Ag'in, C
1000
3—14.
3—21,
3— 28.
4— 3.
4—10,
4—
4—15.6.
4—17.
4—22.
4—25.
4— 27.
5— 8.1,
5—
53— -11.
29.
4—
4— 2.5.
4— 9.
4—12.
4—16.
4—19.
4—23.
4—
30.
4—26.
5— 3,
5- 6.
5—10.
54—-15.7.
44—21.
— 14.
J — 2S.
5 - 5,
4- 3.
5 12.
4— 8.
4—10.
4 — 15,
44—22.
4—-17.
29.
4—24.
5— 1.
5— 5.
5- - 1 3.
I— 2.8,
5—
1—12.
4—19.
4— 26.
5— 3.
1— 3.
V-24.
3—10.
J — 17.
3—31.

MUTUAL

FILM RELEASES

AMERICAN
The Suppressed Order, D
3000
The Code of Honor, D
3000
In the ShufHe, D
3000
Ways of the World, D
2000
Bonds of Deception, D
3000
The Pendulum of Chance, D
2000
The Wayfarers, D
3000
His Masterpiece, D
2000
Realization, D
3000
The Counterfeit Eari, D
2000
A Broken Genius, D
3000
Pierre Brissac the Brazen, D
2000
The Touch on the Key, D
2000
The Profligate,BEAUTY
D
3000
A Trunk
an' Trouble,
1000
The
Improbable
Yam ofC
McQuirk, C..1000
Billy and
VanArthur,
Deusen's
Muddle, C
1000
Art
C
1000
Peanuts and Powder, C
1000
The Improbable Yarn of McQuirk, C..1000
Number, Please? C
1000
The Bookworm's Blessed Blunders, C.IOOO
Bugs and Bugles, C
1000
Two Beds and No Sleep. C
1000
liillie Van Deusen's Ancenstrie, C....1000
All for Nuttin', C
1000
Skclly's
Skeleton,
C
1000
•■No Title,"
C
1000
CUB
The Winning Punch. C
lOnr
Almost Right, C
1000
The Conquering Hero, C
1000
The Traitor, C
lOOll
M. T. Dome's Awful Night. C
1000
Jerry's PerfectFALSTAFF
Day, C
1000
Ruining
Randal's Peculiar
Reputation,
C
loor,
The Professor's
Precautions,
C
lOili'
Sapville's
StalwartOversea
Son, C
lOOC
The
Overworked
Overseer, D.IOOo
The Sailor's Smiling Spirit, C
1000
Simple Simon's Schooling, C
1000
Dad's Darling Daughters, C
1000
Willing Wendy to Willie. C
1000
The
Dashing Druggist's
C...1000
Tlin Slpi.'lipr'.:
Strategv. Dilemma,
C
1000
The Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C
1000
Freddie's iMigid Finisli, C
1000
GAUMONT
See America First, No. 29, Sc., and
Up First,
with the
SeeKeeping
America
No. Joneses,
30, Sc.,Split
and reel
Keeping
Up
v»ith
the
Joneses,
Cart
Split reel
See America First, No. 31, Sc., and
Keeping up with the Joneses, Cart..
See America First, No. 32, St., and
Split reel
Kartoon Komics
Split
See America First, No. 33 (Charleston,
S. C), and Kartoon Komics. . .Split reel
See America
No. 34, and Split
Kar- reel
toonFirst,
Komics
"Reel
Life"
Belgian
Cavalry,
Topical
See America First (Atlanta, Ga.) and.. 1000
Kartoon Komics
.SiJlit reel
"Reel Life," MUSTANG
Topical, Ed
1000
Margy of the Foothills, D
3000
Quagmire,Curiiss,
D
3000
Curiew
D
3000
Snow Stuff, D
3000
The Ranger of Lonesome Gulch, D 3000
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4— 7.
4— 8.
4—13.
4—14.
4—21.
4— 28.5.
5— 12.

3—15.
3—22.
3— 29.
4— 4.
4—11.
4—18.
4—20.
4—25.
4— 29.
5— 2.
.S— 9.4.
5—
4— 2.
4— 4.
4— 9.
4—10.
4—16.
4 — 23.
4—25.
4— 30.
5 — 2.
55—— 6.
9.
5 — 14.

DATES

Two Bits, D
3000
Under Azure Skies, D
3001)
Silent Selby, D
3000
The Awakening, D
200D
The Return, Com.-D
2000
Unlucky
Luke,at Com.-D
2000
With a Life
Stake, D
2000
The Blinrlncss, D
2000
MUTUAL WEEKLY
Issued every Thursday.
THANHOUSER
The Whispered Word, D
2000
The Fifth Ace, D
2000
Fear, D
3000
Ohl Oh I Oh I— Henry, C
2000
The Romance of the Hollow Tree,D..2000
The Girl from Chicago, D
2000
AA Man's
D
3000
Man ofSins,
Honor,
D
2000
The Carriage of Death, D
3000
The Weakling, D
2000
The Spirit
of '61. D
3000
When
She Played
Broadway, 1) 2000
VOGUE
On a Still Hunt, C
1000
Bungling Bill Detective, C
1000
Knocking Out Knockout Kelly, C lOOn
Rube's
Hotel
Tangle,
C
1000
A Mixup in Photos, C
1000
Slipping It Over on Father, C
1000
The Island That Never Was, C
1000
Bungling Bill, Doctor, C
1000
Out for the Count, C
1000
Bundling Bill's
1000
Germatic
Love, Dream,
CC
1000
A Mi.x-Up at Rudoliili's, C
1000
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.

The Pathe News — Issued Twice Every Week.
Week of May 1, 1916.
TheD
Iron Claw, No. 10, "The Living Dead," 2000
Trouble Enough, C
1000
Siberia the Vast Unknown, No. 6, and How
Small Sea Creatures Breed, Ed
Split reel
Week of May 8, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 11, D
2000
Who's
No. 1,Throwers,
"Puppets C
of Fate," D...2000
Luke andGuilty?
the Bomb
1000
Bc.TUtiful Lake Chuzenji (Pict. Japan), and
The .Ascent to Mt. Ranier, Sc
Split reel
Boob Weekly, Cartoon
1000
Week of May 15, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 12, D
2000
Who's
No. Green
2, "TheEyes,
TightD
Rein," D...2000
The GirlGuiltv?
with the
5000
Reckless Wrestlers, C
1000
Si1''eria
the
Vast
Unknown,
No.
7,
and
On
the
Island of Luzon {P. I.), Sc
Split reel
Week of May 22, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 13, D
2000
Who's Guilty? No. 3, "Tangled Web," D
2000
Luke's Late Lunches, C
1000
Saving
Shad, Sc
Supply, and Yunnan-Fou
fS. W. theChina)
Split reel
Le-in
Cart., and How to Bring L^p
ChildYear.
fColored)
Splita retd
UNICORN FILM PROGRAM
SUPREME
5— 1. The Option, D
2000
5— 5. The Sacrifice, D
1000
GAYETY
5 — 1. Percy's Transformation, C., and with
Bulgaria's Fighting Forces .... Split ret'I
5— 5. Pete's Peculiar
Pal, C
1000
HIAWATHA
S— 2. The Chief's W^ard,
West.
D
2000
JUDY
5 — 2. Neighborly
Neighbors,
C. and A Valet
Romance
Split reel
BUFFALO
5— 3. The Viper, D
1000
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HTPPO
5 — 3. Chaps and Clia[)crons, C'
1000
5 — 6. A Escape
Dog Cione Romance, C, ami .\ S|ilit
I'larc reel
PURITAN
5— 3. In tlie Fangs of Jealousy, D
1000
5— 7. Gold and Dross, D
1000
LILY
5— 4. The Spirit of Revenge, D
2000
JOCICEY
5 — 4. Reel Redskins, C, and Boy Scouts. Split reel
5— 7. Count Meout, RANCHO
C
1000
5— 5. The Smiling SUNSET
Bandit, D
1000
5 — 6. Our Boys in Pursuit of Mexican
Bandits, D
2000
UTAH
5— 7. The Rivals, U
1000
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
ANIMATED 'WEEKLY
Issued every Wednesday.
BIG U
2— 24. A Beast of Society, D
3000
3— 2. Shackles, D
1000
3—16. The Fatal Introduction, D
3000
3 — 23. On Dangerous Ground
1000
44—20.
— 6. Hungry
Happy's
Dream, C
1000
Oh! What
a Whopper!
C
2000
4 — 26. Lonesome House, D
1000
5— 4. The Beloved Liar,
3000
BISOND
3—11. The Quarter Breed, D
3000
3—18. The Iron Rivals, D
2000
3 — 25. Monna Vanna, D
3000
4— 1. The Night Riders, D
2000
4— 8. Behind the Mask, D
2000
4—15. The Rival Pilots, D
2000
4—22.
The
Passing
of
Hell's
Crown,
D
1000
4— 29. The Torrent of Vengeance, D
2000
5— 6. The Leap, D
2000
5 — 13. A Fight for Love, D
2000
GOLD SEAL
3 — 7. The Winning of Miss Construe, D 3000
3—14. Born of the People, D
2000
3—21. The Madcap Queen, C.-D
2000
3— 28. Lady Raffles Returns, D
2000
4 — 4. The League of the Future (Adventure
No. Voice
5, of ofLordthe John's
Journal),
4 — 11. The
Tempter,
D D...3000
3000
4 — 18. The Best Man's Bride, D
2000
4— 25. The Other Half, D
2000
5— 2. The Purple Maze, D
2000
5— 9. The Mark of a IMP
Gentleman, D
2000
4— 4. TheC
Town That Tried to Come Back. 1000
Poet's Progress,
2000
44—— 9.7. The
Mignonette,
DCD
2000
4—11. Hjld for Damages, D
1000
4 — 14. The Doctor of the Afternoon Arm, D.2000
4 — 18. Love Laughs at Dyspepsia, C
1000
4—21. The Haunted Bell, D
2000
4—25. Billie's War Brides, C
1000
4—28. Why Mrs. Wentworth Lied, D
3000
4— 30. Through Flames to Love, D
2000
5 — 2. When Slim Was Home Cured, C
lOUO
5 — 4. Won with a Makeup, C
1000
5— 5. Just Kitty, D
1000
When Go-Between,
a Wife Worries,
1000
55—— 10.9. The
DC .'
1000
5—12. The Capital Prize,
2000
JOKERD
3—18. Muchly Married, C
1000
3— 25. It Nearly Happened, C
1000
4— 1. A Tale of a Telegram, C
1000
4 — 8. His Highness the Janitor, C
1000
4—15. Hubby Puts One Over, C
1000
4—22. Just Yet, But Not Quite, C
1000
45—— 29.6. The
Jitney Match,
Driver'sC
Romance, C
1000
A Perfect
1000
5—13. A Wife for a Ransom, C
1000
LAEMMLE
3— 2. The Heart of Bonita, D
2000
3— 5. The Blackmailer, D
1000
3— 8. The Windward Anchor, D
1000
3— 9. Lavinia Comes Home, D
2000
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3 — 15. Lonesomeness. D
3—22. The Desperado, D
3—23. The Secret Foe, D
3—29. The Blackmailer, D
3— 30. A Fool's Gold, D
4— 6. The Eyes of Fear, D
4—
Wife, D
C
4—12.9. Bill's
The Brink,
4—20. The Gambler, D
4— 27. Miss Blossom, D
5— 5. The Thief of the Desert, D
5—
Marriage ofL-KOArthur,
('
5—
11.7. The
Her Husband's
i)
5—14.
ilcr
Great Part,Faith,
Com.-D

1000
1000
2000
1000
3000
2000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000
2000
1000

2—16. Elevating Father, C
2000
2 — 20. Twenty Minutes at the Fair, C
1000
2 — 27.1. Blue
Dad's Blood
Dollars
3—
but and
BlackDirty
Skin,Doings,
C C..2000
2000
3—
Awful and
Fix, Fire
C
1000
3— S.8. Gertie's
False Friends
Alarms, C 1000
3—19. Live Wires and Love Sparks, C
3000
3 — 22. Scars and Stripes Forever, C
2000
3— 26. A Friend— But a Star Boarder, C
1000
4— 2. Caught on a Skyscraper, C
2000
4— 4. For the Love of Mike and Rosie, C..3000
4—16.
Doubles*forTroubles,
CC
2000
4 — 19. The
A Meeting
a Cheating,
1000
4—23. Little Billy's School Days, C
1000
4— 26. Bill's Narrow Escape, C
2000
5— 3. The Bankruptcv of Boogs & Schultz, C.IOOO
5— 7. Mr. Buddy Briggs,
1000
NESTORBurglar, C
3 — 20. Love Vaccination, C
3—24. The Wrong Bird, C
3—27.
The Almost
Janitor'sEloped,
Busy C
Day, C
3—
31. He
4— 3. How Times Do Change, C
4 — 7. A Leap Year Tangle, C
4—10. Putting Her Foot In It, C
4 — 14. Some Honeymoon, C
4—17. His Neighbor's Wife, C
4—21. Eddie's Night Out, C
4—24. His Wooden Leg, C
4 — 28. The Newlyweds Mixup, C
5— 1. Her Hero Maid, C
5 — 5. Lem's College Career, C
3—11.
3 — 16.
3 — 23.
3^30.
4— 1.
4 — 6.
4—13.
4 — 15.
4—20.
4—27.
4— 29.
5— 11.

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000

Uncle Sam atPOWERS
Work, No. 12, Ed lOOC
Sammy Johnsin,
Strong Man, Cart.,
and Safety First, Ed
Split reel
A Toyland Mystery, and Amphibian
Oddities, Ed
Split reel
Between Midnight, C
1000
A Serpent in the House, C
1000
The Dance of Love and the Brush
Industry, Ed
Split reel
Some Fish, C
1000
The Stolen Melody, D
1000
The Royland Villain, and Ed Split reel
Such Is Life in China, C
1000
A Family Affair, C
1000
Mr. Fullermerism, C. Cart.,
Pepp—and
He Some
TriesMonkey
MesREX
Stars, Ed
Split reel

3—21. The Phantom Thief, D
1000
3—26. A Social Outcast, D
3000
3— 28. There's No Place Like Home, D
1000
4— 2. Her Sister's Sin, D
1000
4— 7. The Still Voice, D
1000
4—14. The Toll of the Angelus, D (Re-issue) .1000
4 — 16. The Sham Reality, D., and Zoo Arrivals from South America, Ed . Split reel
4—23. His World of Darkness, D
3000
4—25. The Unexpected, C, D
4—27. Chicken Hearted Jim, C
1000
4 — 30. Their Anniversary, C
1000
5— 2. Eleanor's Catch, D
1000
5 — 7. Scaling the Tungfrau, Ed., Sc
1000
5 — 9. Virginia, D
1000
5— 14. A Soul for Sale, D
3000
VICTOR
2—17. In the Night, D
3OO0
2—22. The Pipe Dream, C
1000
2—23. Madam Cubist, D
2000
2— 25. After the Play, D t
1000
3— 10. Their Act., Com.-D
1000
33—15.
— 12. Orders
Love Spasms,
C
lOOG
Is Orders, C
2000
3— 29. The Model Husband, C
2000
4— 5. The Little Fraud, D
1000
4—12. The Lathered Truth. C
2000
4—19. Royal Love, D
3000
4 — 21. A Strange Confession, D
,.. 1000
6— 3. The Girl Who Feared Daylight, D
2000
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FEATURE

RELEASES—

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
4— 17.
4— 24.
5— 1.
5 — 8.
5 — 15.
5 — 22.
5— 29.
6 — 5.

MUTUAL

The Great Problem (Violet Mersereau)
S
The Gay Lord Waring (J. Warren
KerrigaR)
5
The Crippled Hand (Ella Hall) 5
The Gilded Spider (Louise Lovely). 5
Elusive Isabel (Florence Lawrence). S
A Son of the Immortals (J. Warren
Kerrigan)
S
Naked.
Hearts (Francellia Billing- 5
ton)
The Eye of God (Tyrone Power)... 5

parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts

No.
No.
No.
No.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
3— 6. The Marble Heart
3 — 13. Gold and the Woman
3— 20. The Bondman
3—
4— 27.3. ABlueWife's
BloodSacrifice
and Red
4— 10. Slander
4— 17. A Modern Thelma
4— 24. A Man of Sorrow
5 — 1. Blazing Love
5 — 8. The Eternal Sapho
5—15. Sins of Men
5—22. Battle of Mearls
IVAN FEATURE
1—
i—
J—
4—

5
5
5
55
5
5
S
.5
5
5
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

PRODUCTIONS

Forbidden Fruit (Everett Butterfield
and Paula Shay)
5
A Fool's
Paradise
(Chrystine
Mayo, 6
Paula Shay,
and Joseph
Burke)
The Immortal Flame (Maude Fealy)..5
TheMignon
City ofAnderson)
Illusion (Paula Shay and 6

rceU
reels
reels
reels

KLEINE-EDISON FEATURE SERVICE
EDISON
1— 12. The Catspaw
S reels
1— 26. The Innocence of Ruth
S reels
2— 9. The Martyrdom of Philip Strong. . .5 reel?
2— 23. At the Rainbow's
End
5 reels
GEO. KLEINE
1—
1—
2—
2—
2—
3—

19.5.
2.
*.
16.
1.

The Devil's
Prayer Book
Wild
Oats
The Final Curtain
When Love is King
The Scarlet Road
The Mishaps of Musty Suffer

METRO

SS
5
5
5
10

reels
reels
reels
reels
reeU
reels

PICTURES CORPORATION

F. A. BALSHOFER
Till(
'nine(ll.itiilil l.ockwood 5 reels
.ciicl May Hack
Allison)
COLUMBIA PICTUEES COEPOEATION
3—
LovelyKissMary
(Mary(Ethel
MilesBarrymoreJ.S
Minter)..S reels
*— 133. The
of Hate
reels
4— 10, '1 11. ll;,lf .Milli.,11 l!ril,c ( I l.iMiiltoM
K'velh .iiul .M^iKiKiite .Snow)... 5 reels
POFULAE Pl^yS Ic PLAYEES
2—28. The Soul Market (Mme. Petrova)...S reels
4— 17. Playing with Fire (Mme Petrova).S reels
5— 22. The .Scarlet Woman f.Mme. I'ctrova).5 reels
B. A. EOLFE PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
2— 21. The Price of Malice (Hamilton Rereels
3— 6. The Blindness of Love (Julius Steger).5vel ed 5reels
3—20. H.r fireat Price (.Malid Taliaferro). 5 reels
5— 1. Dorian's Mivf^rce M.irjnel Barrymore)
'.
reels
The Snow Bird
(.Mabel 1 aliafcrro).55 reels
QUALITY PICTTTEEB
2—21, A Corner in Cotton (Marguerite
Snow)
S reels
2—27. The Wall Between (Francis X. Bushman aad Bervcrly Bavae) S reels
A Bushman
Million and
a MinnliBeverly M'rancis
Baync) X. 5 reels
-2\.

No.
No.

CURRENT

MASTERPICTURES

DE LUXE EDITION
Week of May 1, 1916.
97. The Quality of Faith (Alexander
Gaden and Gertrude Robinson), D.,
Gaumont
5
98. Lying Lips (Winifred Greenwood
and Franklin Ritchie), ican
D., Amer^ 5
Week of May 8, 1916.
99. The Overcoat (Rhea Mitcliell and
Wni. Stcwell), American 5
100. Barbara
Her Father's
(Gordon-E.
Gilroy Gold
and Louise
Bates), Thanhouser
5
Week of May 15, 1916.
101. The Isle of Love (Gertrude .McCoy),
(laumont 5
lOi. The Courtesan (Eugene Forde
and Al. Fordyce), American 5
PARAMOUNT

COMING

RED FEATHER

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

PICTURES

FAMOUS PLAYEES
Audrey (Pauline Frederick), Com.-D..S ret Is
Molly Make Believe (Marguerite
Clark)
5 reels
The Eternal Grind (Mary Pickford).5 reels
The Innocent Lie (Valentine Grant). 5 reels
The Moment Before (Pauline Frederick) 5reeN
The Red Widow (John Barryniorc) . 5 reels
The Trust (Hazel Dawn)
5 reels
.Saints and Sinners (Peggy Hyland).5 reels
(Title
Not Decided) (Marguerite 5 reels
Clark)
JESSE LASKY COMPANY
4 — 6. The Race (Victor Moore and Anita
King)
S reels
4— 13. The Love Mask (Wallace Reid and
Qeo Ridgley)
5 reels
4 — 24. The Heart of Nora Flynn (Marie
Doro)
5 reels
5 — 8. Maria Rosa (Geraldine Farrar)....5 reels
5 — 11. Alien Souls (.Sessue Itayakawa) . . . .5 reels
5 — 22. The Franienp (Blanche Sweet).... 5 reeb
MOEOSCO PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
3 — 16. CodeCnllier)
of Marcia
Gray (Constance 5 reels
D
5 — IS. I'asiiuale (George Beban) 5 reels
PALLAS
3 — - 9. Pen Blair (Dustin Farnum), D
5 reels
4 — 3. Heart nf Paula (I.eonore Ulrich)...S reels
5 — !. Uavi'l Garrick (Duslin Farnum)... 5 reels

3— 27.
A— 10.
4 — 17.
4 — 20.
4 — 27.
5 — 4.
5 — 15.
5 — 25.
5—29.

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
KAY-BEE-INCE PEODUCTIONS
The Aryan (William S. Hart) 5 reels
The Stepping Stone (Frank Keenan
and Mary Boland)
5 reels
Civilization's Child (Wm. H. Thomp- son) 5 reels
The Beggar of Cawnpore (H. B.
Warner)
6 reels
The No-Gooil (luy (William Collier). 5 reels
FINE AETS-GEIFFITH PEODUCTIONS
4 — 9. Little
Meena's
(Dorothy S reels
Gish and
Owen Romance
Moore)
4 — 16. Sold for Marriage (Lillian Gish).... 5 reels
4 — 23. .Sunshine Dad (l)e Wolf Hopper)... 5 reels
4 — 30. The Children in the House (Norma
Tahnagc)
S reels
5— 7. The (iood Bad-Man (Douglas Fair- banks) 5reels
KEYSTONE-SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
4 - 9. His Last Laugh (Harry McCoy) 2 reels
4 — 9. A Dash of Courage (Ifarry Gribbon)2 reels
4—16. The ()ther Man (R oscoe Arhuckle)..2 reels
4 — 16. liuckii'd S'leicly (Chester Conklin) . .2 reels
4 -23. The .Snow Cure (Ford Sterling) ... 2 reels
4—23. A Rough Knight (Shorty Hamilton). 2 reels
4— 9.
4 — 16.
4—23.
4 — 30.
5 — 7.

AND

PRODUCTIONS

4— 10. Brigadier Gerard (Lewis Waller) 5 reels
4—17. Her Bitter Cup (Cleo Madison) S reels
4 — 24. Thrown to the Lions (Mary Fuller). 5 reels
55 —— 8.1. Dr.
Neighborof (Hobart
Bosworth)..S
A Huntress
Men (Mary
Fuller). 5 reels
reels
5 — 15. A Flora
'V'outhParker
of Fortune
(Carter
De Haven) and 5 reels
5 — 22. Half a Rogue (King Baggot) 5 reels
5 — 2'). What Love Can Do (Adtle Farrington)
6 — 5. The
Iron Hand (Hobart Bosworth 5 reels
and Jane Novak)
5 reels
VlTA<UtAPH-LuBlN-SELIG-EsSANAT. InC.
HEAET-VITAGEAPH
NEWS FIOTORIAL
•7ITAGEAPH
Issued every Tuesday and Friday.
4 — 24. God's Country and the Woman (Nell
Shipman, Geo. Holt and Wm. Dun5— 1. The Law Decides (Dorothy Kelly, can) 8 reels
Bobby Connelly, Harry Morey and
Louise of I'caudet)
5— 8. Britton
the Seventh (Charles Kent, 7 reels
Bobby Connelly and Eulalie Jen- sen) 5 reels
5—15. The Ordeal of Elizabeth (Lillian
Walker, Donald Hall and Evart
Overton)
6 reels
5 — 22. The Redemption of Dave Darcey
(Tames Morrison, Belle Bruce and
Billy Billings)
5 reels
5 — 29. The
.Suspect
(Anita Stewart and S. 5 reels
Rankin
Drew)
LUBIN
3— 20. Dollarston and
the Woman
(Ethel Clay- 6 reels
and Tom
Moore)
4 — 10. The
Flames
Tohannis (Nance
O'Neill)
5 reels
5 — 8. Love's
(Rosetta Brice and S reels
Richard 'Toll
Buhler)
SELI6
3— 6. Unto
Those Who Sin (Fritzi Brun- 5 reels
nette)
3— 20. The Ne'er-l)o-Well
iams and Wheeler (Kathlyn
Oakman) .Will. . . 10 reels
4 — 3. The Cycle of l^^ate ( Kcssie Eyton,
Whee"lcr Oaknian and Ivlith John- son) 5 reels
5 — 1. At Piney Ridge ( Krit/.i Brunnettc) . .5 reels
5—29. Into the Primitive (Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry 5 reels
Lonsdale)
ESSANAY
3 — 20. The Havoc (Gladys Hanson, Chas.
Dalton and Bryant Washburn) 5 reels
4 — 10. Burlesque
on Carmen (Charlie
Chaplin)
4 reels
4 — 24. TheSallieLittleFisher,
ShepherdJohnof Bargain
Junior Row
and
Richard C. Travers)
5 reels
5— 15. Sherlock Holmes (William Gillette). 7 reels
WORLD -EQUITABLE

PROGRAM

EQUITABLE
4 — 3. Her God (Gail Kane)
S reels
4—17. By Whose Hand? (Edna Wallace
Hopper, Chas. J. Ross and Muriel S parts
Ostriche)
4 — 24. The Chain Invisible (Bruce McRae
and Gerda Holmes)
5 parts
5 — 1. The
Twin
Triangles (Jackie
Saunders)
5 parts
WOELD
3—20. To Him That Hath (Robert Warwick) Sreels
3— 27. The Hand of Peril (House Peters).. S reels
4 — 17. TheAugust
Socialand Highwayman
(Edwin
Ormi Hawley) 5 parts
4 — 24. TheBarbara
Closed Tennant)
Road (House Peters and 5 parts
5— 1. The Feast of Life (Clara Kimball
Young)
S parts
S— 8. Her Maternal Right (Kitty Gordon). 5 parts
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NEWS

PREPAREDNESS
Is Your
Are

you

getting read)

to be represented
next

Studio

Number

Half

Directory

Are

Pic-

ture News, published

Your

Otf?

He guarantees
three weeks.

a 50%

increase in

State your case to him.
He will be glad to advise you.
ADDRESS :
The Moving Picture Publicity Co.
SINGER BUILDING, SUITE 31S
NEW YORK CITY

Exhibitors

Picture

Playhouses

You should apply to us for the exclusive right to
exhibit
FASHION
FILMS
A weekly Revue of women's wear shown by
smart New York shops, woven into interesting
narrative under the titles of

The

Unicorn

"The Ventures of Vanity"
Produced under the direction of George Le
Soir and released each week to FIRST CLASS
MOTION PrCTURE HOUSES in the shopping
zone comprising New York City and suburbs.
A 1,000 foot weekly feature.
For Exclusive Right to Exhibit Apply

Brokaw Building, New York
Telephone Bryant 9034

Service

to employ the ten best exchange managers, and the twenty
best solicitors in the United States.

where

giving full particulars as to
employed and salary expected. Reply will be treated

strictly confidential.
J. A. Eslow,
St. Francis

Hotel,

San Francisco,

DEPARTMENT

FASHION
FILMS,
E. F. Wheaton, President.

Film

wants

Answer

SERVICE

Receipts

If so, you need the sick theatre
doctor.
As an efficiency expert, his efforts
everywhere command success.
What he has done for others he can
assuredly do for you.

THE SUNSET TRAIL
After spending a weelc in the Hanging
Glacier Country, they started West over
the celebrated "Sunset Trail." They
jjassed through a beautiful country, splendid camping places every night, plenty of
wood, water and grass, and the only wild
"tiling"
they met
a friendly
bear.
While scaling
a cliffwasabove
Sunset Falls,
Ciesar, the Great Dane dog which was
with the party all summer, slipped and
|)lunged 25 feet to the swirling stream in
the canyon and was carried 100 feet over
the falls to the pool below from which
he was rescued with great difficulty.
FOR BOOKINGS, ADDRESS
Educational Films Corp. of America
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK

Motion

Empty?

FaUing

9?

Interested

Theatre

in the

of Motion

September

Picture

Inc.

Cal.
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MOTION

STATE

RIGHTS

ALL FEATURES BOOKING AGENCY
Right Off the Bat
5 reels
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM CO.
The Battles of a Nation
6 parts
AUTHORS FILM CO., INC.
3— 27. Sins of the Father
4 parts
4 — 3. Her Redemption
4 parts
4—10. Denise
4 parts
4— 17. Love's Sacrifice
6 parts
45—— 24.1. Under
A Woman's
Awakening
5S parts
the Mask
parts
CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
March ■The Unwritten
Law (Beatriz
Michelena)
7 reels
—The
Woman
Who
Dared (Beatriz
May - Michelena)
7 reels
luly — Kismet (Otis Skinner) 10 reels
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
German Side of War
5 reels
Russian Side of War
4 reels
CLARIDGE FILMS, Inc.
Heart of New York
.5 reels
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 parts
Liberty Hall
4 parts
The Black Spot
4 parts
Victoria Cross
4 parts
0-18
4 parts
His Vindication
S parts
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
Uncle's
LittleCure
Ones
reel
The
Jungle
11 reel
What D'ye Tbink of That?
1 reel
Pa's Family
Tree
11 reel
The
Adventure
of Sally
reel
The Jungle Kid
1 reel
E-K-0 FILM CO.
The Invisible Enemy
5 reels
ELDORADO FEATURE FILM CO.
The Impersonation
5 reels
FORREST FILM CORPORATION
Bottom of the Sea
S reels
JOS. W. FARNHAM
Race Suicide
6 parts
The Awakening of Bess Morton 5 reels
GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
Sins of Great Cities (Ebba Thomsen).4 reels
The Man with tke Missing Finger
(Alfred Hertel)
4 reels
For Her Son (Betty Nansen) 4 reels
ATheWoman's
(Elsie Frolich)...45 reels
Folly ofHonor
Sin
reels
The Mother Who Paid
S reels
HANOVER FILMS
Marvellous Maciste
6 parts
Should a Baby Die?
5 parts
HIPPODROME FILM CO.
At the Front with the Allies

AND

THE

MOVING
MOTION

FROHMAN

MISCELLANEOUS

PICTURE

PICTURE
FOR

THE

Vol. 13.

NEWS

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
3— 27. Charlie's White Elephant, Com. Cart.l reel
4 — 3. Charlie's Barnyard Pets, Com. Cart..l reel
4—10. Charlie the Busy Barber, Com. Cart...l reel
4 — 17. Charlie
The Animal Trainer, Com. 1 reel
Cart
4 — 24. Charlie's Jitney Hunt, Com. Cart...l reel
5 — 1. Charlie Prepared, Com. Cart 1 reel
JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION
4— 1. World War in Kidland
1 reel
4— 8. A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
4 — IS. Chip's Elopement
1 reel
4 — 22. Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
4—29. (Hiip's Rivals
1 reel
KULEE FEATURES
Germany On the Firing Line
6 parts
MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE
Twilight Sleep
B. S. MOSS
Three Weeks
5 reels
Salamander
S reels
Otie Day
5 reels
F. 0. NIELSEN
Guarding Old Glory
5 reels
Just Out of College
5 reels
Little Sunset
4 reels
The Spoilers
9 reels
All for a Girl
S reels
PHOTODRAMA COMPANY
How Molly Made Good
6 reels
PROHIBITION FILM CORPORATION
Prohibition
S parts
PUBLIC SERVICE FILM CO.
Defense or Tribute
S reels
RAVER FILM CO.
The Other Girl
S reels
Life Without Soul
5 reels
The Fortunate Youth
Driftwood
STANDARD NEWS FILM, INC.
Standard Travelogues
32 parts
Are We Ready?
4 parts
The Animal World
S parts
SUN PHOTOPLAY CO., Inc.
The Princess of India
5 reels
SUPREME FILM CO.
The Cowpuncher
6 parts
TRANS-OCEANIC FILMS, INC.
The Life and Adventures of Shakespeare 6 parts
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Unto the Darkness
4 reels
In the Ranks
4 reels
Harbour Lights
4 reels
Enock Arden
4 reels
Mysterious Man of the Jungle 3 reels
WAR FILM SYNDICATE
On the Firing Line with the Ger- mans 6 parts

MAiN OFFICE.
5AM FRANCiSCO
234-CALIFORMIA
£DDy 5T.
tASreRfl fitPRESEdTfiTlUE
LEON CNETTER
1325 UKNE: ST.
PHILfiOELPHIA PH.

PICTURE

RIGHTS
PACIFIC

RELEASES

MISCELLANEOUS
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP. OF AMERICA
The Film Hunters
1 reel
The
YamHanging
of the Slowen'ell
1 reel
In
the
Glaciei
Country....
1
The Sunset Trail
1 reel
reel
The Trail to Cloudy Pass
1 reel
The Stampede
1 reel
American Game Trails
I reel
BEACON FILM CO.
Single
reel Travelogues and Educatioaal
Subjects.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Metro-Drew Comedies (weekly).
Metro Travelogues (weekly).
MUTT AND JEFF FILMS
ANIMATED CARTOOKS
Toothache.
2.1. Jeff's
Mutt and
Jeff in the Submarine.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS (WEEKLY)
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
44—17.
— 10. The
Bilibid,Pasig
the River
"Sing Sing"
of the Philippines
(The Filipino
River).
4 — 24. The Lowlands
of Luzon.
BRAY CARTOONS
4 — 27. Col. Heeza Liar Wins the Pennant.
5— 3. Al Falfa's Scientific Diary.
5 — 10. A Toyland Paper Chase.
5 — 17. Bobby Bumps and His Goatmobile.
S — 24. Kid Casey the Champion.
PATHE EXCHANGE INC,
Pathe travels (See Path6).
UNIVERSAL
Uncle
Sam at Work
(See Powert
Universal).
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Upper
Mountain Lakes.
In the Bavarian
Land
Victoria
Falls. of the Hindoos.
Should a Baby Die?
5 reds
VITAGRAPH (V. L. S. E.)
FRANK DANIELS' COMEDIES
5 — 1. Mr. Tack Hires a Stenographer
5— 8. Mr.•Series)
jack.. His Dukeship (End of the Jack
5 — 15. Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife.
.S— 2 3. Kernel Nutt the Janitor.
5—29. Kernel Nutt the Footman.
SERIALS
The Girl and the Game
Signal Film
The Secret of the Submarine Signal
"Graft"
Universal
Mary Social
Page, Pirates
The Strange Case of. . .Essanay
The
Kalem
The Iron Claw
Path^
The Mysteries of Myra... Internat'lService
Film
Gloria's Romance
Kleine

FILMS

AND

PURCHASED
COAST

AMUSEMENT

No. 19.

BRANCH
LOS
AnCtCLE-S
5J4-W£ST8l!!ST.
CALIFORNIA

CORPORATION

Producing successful dramas re-enadted before the recording eye of the camera by adtors

in the "legitimate.''
and under dirediors who have created artistic and box office successes William
L. Sherrill, President
EIGHTEEN EAST FORTY-FIRST STREET, NEW YORK

MOTION
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66

You have been wanting to book E. & R, Comedies featuring
Exhibitors!"
How,
Here's
LILLIAN
BROWIV
LEIGHXOINJ
and the educated
NAPOLEON

chimpanzees

AND

SALLY

They are bigger box office winners than a great many of the so-called five reel features. Below is a coupon — fill it in, and mail it to us. We will advise you address of nearest exchange
handling these decidedly-new one reel features.
In Cleveland E. & R. Comedies are the big features of the three leading
theatres, showing subjects of the three greatest feature programs. That's
how E. & R. Comedies stack up in Cleveland, and they will do it in every
other city soon. Contract them first.

Exhibitors : The American Public is aroused to help endow the
Actors' Fund of America on this great day ! Your theatre will
be packed ! Your receipts increased ! !

Hyi A V1

1 /^tfi
III
19

NATIONAL MOTION
TRIBUTE DAY

Exhibitors, ALL Exhibitors !
in the United States !

E. &

R.

JUNGLE

FILM

PICTURE

The public expects you to
^ti^^^
E. & R.
contribute
10%
of
your
gross
<v'V^
F''™
Co.,
on Tribute Day!
>>^5^^
1^20 N. Soto Street,
Cfi^y^
Los Angeles, California.

COMPANY

^^:^fS£^FHa^rS
can rent them.
^t^^r
.^^^^^ Manager atre
1720 North Soto Street,
The
^
\
^
K
\
Los
Angeles, Cal.
^/^street
State
City

2930

ACCESSORY

NEWS

CLASSIFIED
WANTED
A second hand Motion Picture
Camera wante<l for professional iiso.
:!12;i NortU Robey Street. Chicago, III.
MANAGERS-OPERATORS
Do you uiakf your owu annoniicemeut
and adverllsiug slides? Then stou
using Bticky tape and troublesome
mats. Our metal slide mounts do the
work quickly and effectively. Sample
20c — 0 for $1.00. Address Chas. W.
Bucker. Box 3G9, Cincinnati, Ohio.
FOR SALE
Sterling fessional
Cauiuia,
pro400 foot mudol
retorts,No.two1, inch
Carl, Zels.s, Tessar lens, 3, 5 speed, ineluding tripod and panaram platform
and view Under. Fully guaranteed to
take steady pictures like new. $175.00
complete. I^. Wagucr, Boom .S09, 14ii
West 45th Street, NVw York City.
FOR SALE
MOTION PICTURE MACHIITE.
Sell 4reasonably.
used
weeks. LikePower's
new. 0 A S model;
West
S'th St., New York.
SCENERY
Finest M. P. Scenery and Ixiliby
Paintings, at LOWEST prices. All work
guaranteed. mensions forSAVE
MONEY.
Send Diestimate
and catalogue.
ENKBBOLL SCENIC STUDIOS,
OMAHA, NEBRASKA.
WANTED
Highest prices
scrapto Dim.
Guiirauteed
not topaidbe for
resold
fllui
trade.ture News.
Address J. J. M., Motion PicAUDITOR -ACCOUNTANT - SYSTEMATIZER
Age 40, single. Thoroughly experienced Pllm Exchange Man. Now employed byMustwell-known
Feature
Company.
glye present
employers
month'* notice before leaving. Several
years'
as public
accountant
before experience
entering BIm
boslnesB.
Salary
$75.00 weekly. Address A. W. H.,
Motion Picture News, Chicago, 111.
Allison & Hadaway Corp.
Manufacturers of
The Panchroma Twin Arc
Adopted by studios.
all of the leading
235 5th AVE.
NEW YORK
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
5 SO. WABASH AVE.,
CHICAGO
All makes of picture machines
and theatre supplies.
Write for Complete Catalogue
American
THE MU.nCAL
MAtlVEU
WniTE
FOn. CATALOGUE
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER
CO.
^^ORK CITV
OPERA

CHAIRS
Complete
PromptLine
ShipmentB
Write (or
Catalocae with
Direct
Ftctorr Prices
PEABODY SCHOOL
FURNITURE CO.
812 W. Fourtli Sireel,
North Maocheitcr, lad.

Vol. 13.

SECTION

No. 19.

iran:^rteK
Autonialically sii]i|iliis unly such voltage as arccurrent
n(|iiirrs.
No waste of
in h.illasl.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
432 Prospect A»g., Clevtland, Ohio, U. S. A.
MENGER & RING, Inc.
Manufacturers of
POSTER and LOBBY
DISPLAY FRAMES
304 W. 42nd Street
New York

HAS THE gUALlTY CIRCULATION OF THE TRADE

TABLE

OF

CONTENTS

WANTED: PICTURE EDITORS AND WRITERS
(William A. Johnston)
EDITORIALS
Merger Rumors Denied by Famous and Lasky
New York League Exposition Under Way
Big
of Pathe's
Guilty?"
Hoke Themes
Smith Basis
Introduces
Federal"Who's
Censorship
Bill
Picture Theatre Finance Topic in Capital City
Censors Upheld in Pennsylvania Higher Court
Florence La Badie Dynamo of Human Emotion.....
Everything Ready for Board of Trade Exposition
Newspaper Support for Exhibitors Important
Victor Herbert Writes Opera for Dixon Film
Plans Under Way for Pittsburgh Convention
Manufacturers in Sympathy with McAleer
Two World Stars in Important Stage Successes
Chambers May Help Director with "Common Law"
Brooklyn League Endorses V-L-S-E Bookings
Brenon Used Six Cameras in Kellermann Scenes
Seats for Ince Premiere Sold in Less Than Day
Ball and Convention Planned in Omaha May 11
Francis Ford and Grace Cunard Back with Universal....
Michelena Aids Campaign Against "Schools"
Hill Will Novelize "Peg O' The Ring"
Thanhouser Ball Spells Success
"Where Are My Children" Is Approved
Sis Hopkins Makes Daily Talks to Public
Kalem Company Will Not Extend "Social Pirates"
"Lost in the Everglades" Is Found in "Gloria's Romance".
Gaumont Turning Again to Three Reelers
DEPARTMENTS
Live Wire Exhibitors
Eastern Studios
In
and Out
of West
CoastProducers
Studios '
Looking
Ahead
with the
Among the Exchanges
Foreign Film News
New Laws and Court Decisions
SCREEN EXAMINATIONS
Blazing Love (Fox)
Bugle Call, The (Kay-Bee-Triangle)
Feast of Life (World)
Little Shepard of Bargain Row ( Essanay-V-L-S-E)
Lying Lips (American-M. M. P.)
Maria Rosa (Lasky)
Master Shakspere (Thanhouser-M. M. P.)
Moment Before, The (Famous Players)
Man Within, The (Selig)
Man of Sorrow, The (Fox)
Playing With Fire (Metro)
Red Widow (Famous Players)
Spellbound (Knickerbocker Star Features)
Susan Rocks the Boat (Fine Arts-Triangle)
Woman Wills, A (Popular Pictures)
Youth of Fortune (Red Feather)
General Film Reviews
Mutual Reviews
Universal Reviews
RELEASE CHARTS
Release Charts
2922-2926,
ACCESSORY
NEWS SECTION
Motion Picture Projection Simplified
Directory of New Theatres
Projection
The Camera
Music and the Picture
Building and Furnishing

286,5
2866
2867
2869
2871
2873
2875
2877
2909
2917
2870
2870
2871
2871
2872
2872
2874
2876
2876
2877
2890
2890
2890
2908
2908
2908
2910
2910
2911

POSTERS—
Everywhere
Offices
— Chicago and
New York
The advertising you get from
your electric sign in the day
time is free. Tne advertising
you
night with a Federal
sign getis atunsurpassed.
FEDERAL(ELECTRIC)
SIGN SYSTEM
Lake & CHICAGO.
Desplaines Streets,

Moving
Picture
Exhibitors
Gel
your supplies
fro
m
(1,^

house that carries everything you need.
E. E. Fulton Co.. 156 W. Lake St.. Chicago
-<fUL^>- -<^fUL^>- «^fuiLcS>THE BEST PICTURES AT
THE LOWEST PRICES
Large Hand Colored Pictures of the
Players U x 14. 25c. each, $1.85
per dozen if you order now.
Write
to keep your house
crowdedandat ask
everyhowperformance.
R. K. STANBURY, Fuller BIdg., New York

2879
2881
2884
2898
2901
2904
2907
2919
2914
2912
2913
2912
2915
2916
2916
2912
2913
2917
2915
2918
2914
2918
2916
2920
2920
2920
2928
2933
2935
2938
2948
2952
2956

Bo sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.

THE BIOSCOPE
The English isTrade Journal of
the Moving
Industry
AnnueJ Picture
Subscription
14s. (post
(Dollars
free)$3.50)
85 Shaftesbury Ave., London, N.W.
Information with regard
to Cinema business in
charge.
Europe given free of
G. KACZKA,
32 Rue de Moscou, Paris

I

FILM

I
gAGENCIES
wanted for
I European Continent
I B. Vissers, Ceinturbaan, 260
1 Amsterdam, Holland, is very
1 well introduced all over the
i Continent and can dispose of
1 good films to the best ad vang tagc. Correspondence invited.

I
I
=
|
|
i
=
1
1
E

SECTION
(CONSTRUCTION,

OF MOTION

EQUIPMENT

AND

PICTURE

OPERATION

NEWS
OF

DEVOTED
THEATRE,

TO THE
EXCHANGE

AND

STUDIO

EXPERIENCE
HAS

TAUGHT
THE
SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR

THAT

HE

MUST

PATRONS

THE

J E C T IO N .
HE

NEEDS

GIVE
BEST

HIS
PRO-

NATURALLY

THE

BEST

PRO-

JECTOR.
Every one is talking about
the PROJECTION
of the
LATE
MODEL
MOTIOGRAPH,
the MATERIAL
used in the machine

and the ex-

ceptionally low PRICE.
We

want you to get acquainted with the machine that
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By J. H. Hallberg

88— Which type adjustable Ans. — The s i n 1 e
choke-coil is the simplest to de- coil or solenoid sursign and construct?
rounding a rectangular
core as illustrated in
Figs. 43 and 44, is the very simplest possible form of
choke-coil construction.
In the early days when A. C.

News

Simplified

89 — What improvement in
choke-coil design can be made
in order to reduce the losses and
to increase the reactance and
regulating quality of the coil as
illustrated in Fig. 43 ?

Ans. — The chokecoil design can be materially improved by
making a shorter magnetic air-gap. This is
accomplished by

changing the design of
the iron core so as to prevent excessive magnetic leakage
outside or through the windings of the choke-coil.
In Fig. 45, is shown a common design for a chokecoil, employing the "U" core.
In following the illustration, you find that upon the
"U" core A, which is of rectangular cross section, there
is mounted a magnetizing coil or solenoid B, the terminals C and D of the coil B are connected in series with
the line and the arc as would be an ordinary rheostat.
In operation the choke-coil parforms in a similar
manner to that described in answer to question No. 87.
but you will find by studying the illustration and comparing itwith Fig. 43, that the magnetic lines of force
shown by the dotted lines E E are carried through the
iron instead of through the air space and there is a comparatively short air gap for the magnetic lines to travel,
as illustrated by F in F"ig. 45, as compared with the great
length of air space, indicated by F F in Fig. 43.
What effect has the applica- Ans. — Due to the
tion of the "U" core on the de- shortening of the air
sign of the choke-coil, as illus- gap in Fig. 45, by ap-

FIG. 4B
was used for picture projection, after the great loss in
rheostats with high amperages as required for A. C, became evident, almost every electrician in the country got
busy making choke-coils and they were at that time constructed along the design illustrated in Fig. 43. While
this design may be simple to manufacture, it is also an
inefficient design because there is a great waste of energy, due to the fact that such a choke-coil has to have a
greater number of turns of wire in series with the arc in
order to produce the required number of lines of magnetic force to give the necessary reactance.
Copyright, 1916,

trated in Fig. 45, as compared plying the "U" core to
with the straight core in Fig. the choke-coil the
43?
magnetic reluctance or
resistance to the flow
of magnetic lines of force is reduced many times and in
consequence thereof the same choking efifect can be accomplished with many less turns of wire than required
for the straight core as shown in Fig. 43. On this account the wire is shorter, therefore, its resistance is
lower and the apparatus runs cooler, which means a
saving in current. It is also a fact that by applying the
"U" core, better regulation is obtained for the control of
an arc and as iron is generally cheaper than copper, the
cost may be slightly less. The cost, however, is practically the same for the two designs, using either the
straight or the "U" core, but the efficiency of the chokecoil with the "U" core for the control of the arc is better
by J. H. Hallberg.
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and should therefore always be used in preference to the
straight core construction.
91 — How would you regulate Ans. — T he same
the ampere flow when using the principle of regulation
"U" core for a choke-coil?

as illustrated for Figs.
43 and 44 holds good

for the "U" core. In other words, the current flowing
in the circuit across the arc can be increased by lifting
the coil B so that a lesser number of turns will influence
the magnetization of the "U" core and in a similar manner by lowering the coil B, so that all of the turns surround and influence the leg of the "U" core, the current
will be reduced to the lowest amount.
There are many choke-coils on the market constructed
as illustrated in Fig. 45, and they are giving fair satisfaction, but there is one thing to remember, and that is,
that a choke-coil takes from the line the same number
of amperes as delivered at the arc. In other words, if

PALACE,
ONE
OF
LONG
ISLAND'S NEWEST
HOISES, CATERS TO PATRONS' COMFORT
ONE of the newest theatres opened on Long Island is Sheer's
Palace theatre at Kingsland and Way avenues, Corona.
The house is a beautiful brick structure, with an imposing front,
the exterior dimensions being 40 x 107. The lobby is spacious,
15x20, and is equipped with a double automatic ticket selling and
cash register.
The seats are entirely on the ground floor, af¥ording capacity
for about six hundred people. Particular attentiort was given to
the interior decorations, which follow a golden brown color
scheme. Tlie walls are hung with velvet hangings, and a large vcl-
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you wish a 50 ampere arc on a 110 volt circuit, you must
take 50 amperes from the line which is 5>4 K. W. If
you require 50 amperes at the arc with a choke-coil on
a 220 volt circuit, you still take 50 amperes from the line,
and that represents a load of 1 1 K. W.
Please understand and remember that when you are
using an A. C. choke-coil, while you may take so many
apparent watts from the line as indicated by the 5^
K. W., or 110 volts and 11 K. W. for 220 volts, you recjuire not more than about 60 per cent of this amount in
actual wattage from the line, because of the kicking or
choking eft'ect of the coil which
voltage and current which is not
meter. This wattless current not
meter represents only capacity in

produces a
indicated on
indicated on
amperes and

counterthe watt
the watt
requires

a larger generator, line, transformer, meter and wiringinstallation, but does not consume the fuel, and is therefore termed "A Wattless Current," it is current zvithout
power, merely surging back and forth.
goers. In all, the house has ten employees, and they are kept
busy by the crowds which attend the three daily shows of eight
reels each. The admission price at night is ten cents while the
matinee prices are five and ten cents.
For the musical accompaniments to photoplays, now recognized
as vital to proper presentation of pictures, the Palace has found
the American Fotoplayer of excellent service. Mutual service is
employed, the management selecting picked features in addition
to this regular service.

INTERIOR OF THE PALACE THEATRE

EXTXKIOR OF THE PALACi: THEATRE
vet drop curtain hides the screen from the view of spectators, until
the moment for the pictures to be projected.
The management takes pride also in its arrangements for the
comfort and convenience of patrons. Realizing that proper ventilation is a prime necessity of the modern picture theatre of the first
class, an underground cap and exhaust system was installed, and
this has been found to give excellent results. Steam is used for
heating, and the Queen's Electric .Alternating System supplies
light. The lobby is also distinctive in respect to lighting. It is
equipped with two indirect bowls with ball bulb drops.
The comfort of patrons is also looked after by uniformed ushers,
who are instructed to give close attention to the wants of jiicture

The house prides itself on its good projection, two Powers 6- A
Motors being used. The length of the throw is ninety feet to a
Minusa Gold Fibre Screen.
The up to date ideas expressed in the construction and operation of the theatre find their counterpart in its methods of advertising. A house organ gives good service, and this is supplemented
by display ads in newspapers.
The Palace theatre is owned by Daniel Sheer, who also owns the
Hyperion theatre. Corona, another house which is similarly equipped with the most modern accessories and where the music is also
supplied by a Fotoplayer.
READ
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This department is designed to be a weekly guide to all sales, leases, construction and remodeling of photoplay
theatres. If you are building, selling, leasing or renovating, kindly communicate it at once for publication.
CALIFORNIA
MARYLAND
THE Family theatre at Fruitvale has been opened under the
The new Aladdin theatre, located at 930-932 West Baltimore
management of Smith and Hobson, after having been street, Baltimore, has changed hands. The theatre has been
dark for some time. New equipment is being installed.
enlarged recently and it now seats about five hundred persons.
F. Veseley has taken over Brown's Opera House at Salinas, B. Friedmann, the new owner, contemplates in the near future
to make a number of improvements. He also will install modern
this house being the finest in that city.
J. Hill has purchased the Piedmont theatre at Oakland and appliances in place of the old equipment. Saturday, April 29,
has placed A. Tipple, formerly a resident of Canada, in charge. was the opening day under the new management.
The Palm Beach theatre has been opened at the Palm Beach
MASSACHUSETTS
bathing resort, Alameda.
Work is progressing rapidly on the new theatre of Ellis
Work has begun on the construction of a motion picture
Arkush at Redwood City, and the house will be opened about theatre at the junction of Western and Holland avenues, _ West
the first of July. It will seat more than six hundred persons Lynn. It is planned that it will be ready on Labor Day next
and will be handsomely appointed.
after an expenditure of $35,000. It will seat eight hundred.
The Phelps theatre, Southbridge, erected for Mrs. T. F.
CANADA
Murphy
and managed by William Brouillette, has opened.
The Allen Theatre Company, which took over the theatre on
MICHIGAN
Main street. Moose Jaw, Sask., originally started by the Monarch Theatre Company, recently resumed construction work on
R. Von der Goltz, assistant to Manager M. W. McGee of the
the building, and will rush the house to completion. The former
plans have been altered to include a stage, and various minor Majestic theatre, Detroit, has tendered his resignation and will
improvements will also be introduced. The lobby of the new hereafter cover the northern part of Michigan for the Pathe
theatre will be entirely of marble, and the exterior will be fin- Freres, making headquarters at the Detroit exchange. Mr. Von
ished in marble, tapestry brick and ornamental iron work. The der Goltz was at the Majestic since it opened and was former
seating capacity of the Allen will be approximately 950, and on manager of several of the Kunsky theatres.
Flint is to have a Duplex theatre — the same as in Detroit — at
the opening, about August 1, will be added to the Allen string
the corner of West Kearsley and Beach streets. Fuller Claflin,
of houses presenting the Paramount program.
designer of the Detroit Duplex theatre, has secured a site in Flint
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
and is now arranging for the financing of the proposed structure.
Harry Crandall has announced the taking over of the May- He is negotiating with an Eastern manager to take over the lease
croft Park in the northeast section of Washington. This has of the theatre. The Duplex has two auditoriums — the object being
been a popular airdome for the past few years and will continue for the audience to see the feature from the beginning without
any interruption. Actual work will start in May and the house
as such under the new management. It formerly was managed
by Fred Stein. Just who will succeed to this position has not will be opened early in September.
The Palace theatre, Saginaw, owned by the Hoffman Bros., of
yet been determined. The Maycroft will not be opened for
some time yet, as weather conditions point to a late patronage Detroit, was opened on Monday, April 24. The policy is vaudeville and pictures.
of parks in the Capital City. According to Mr. Crandall, the
park will probably remain a family airdome with an admission
Menominee is to have a new $25,000 theatre, according to Manof five cents.
ager Campbell of the Grand theatre, who is behind the proposition.
IOWA
The Washington theatre. Bay City, is to be remodelled starting
The Colonial, Olewein, closed late in the winter, is now opened
May 15. The house has been running pictures for the past four
again.
B. L. Ireland is the new manager of the Majestic, Seymour. weeks as an experiment. Tht owners are satisfied that the public
He employs a four piece orchestra and crowds his house of 450 want pictures and they propose to make the picture policy a
permanent one.
capacity six nights a week.
Louis Frana has opened the Frana theatre at Calmar.
MISSOURI
A. L. Porter has started showing pictures in the opera house
at New Hampton.
Warner Brothers opened the first two airdomes of the season
in St. Louis, on Easter Sunday, April 23, when the Queen, 4700
William Allinson has opened the Palace at Boone.
Guy Curtis, formerly of Harlan, has bought the Isis at In- Maffit avenue, and the North Grand, Grand and Natural Bridge
dependence.
road, were each thrown open to the public. The opening of
Stacy and Youngman are the new owners of the Lyric at another airdome owned by the Warners, the Zelphia, on St. Louis
Charles City.
avenue, west of Grand, was postponed until April 30. These outL. D. Hendrix is the manager of the Star, Mount Vernon, the
door theatres show an all picture program, with five cents admisformer manager having died.
sion, except on Saturday and Sunday, when a special feature is
Nicholas Webber, at Waterloo, has turned the Crystal theatre added to the program and ten cents is charged. Warner Brothers
control two theatres besides the three airdomes, and it is their
into an exclusive motion picture house.
L. E. Carnes has opened the Star at Sioux City. It is a cozy intention to add to the string of amusement houses until they
downtown house, seating four hundred. He shows features. have ten or more under their control.
Barrett Brothers, who own and operate the Chippewa theatre at
Carnes formerly operated the Palace, a suburban house.
Broadway
and Chippewa street, have just bought the KnickerKENTUCKY
bocker theatre, at 3145 Park avenue, St. Louis. The Knickerbocker
W. B. Carvell is treasurer of the management which has will be operated under the same policy as the Chippewa, and the
opened a new picture house in Allensville. Shows are given on airdome in connection with the theatre will be made ready to open
within a few weeks. The Knickerbocker was opened several years
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday nights.
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ago by Meyer Brothers and Pracht. who now own and operate
the Shaw theatre, at 39th and Shaw avenne.
NEBRASKA
F. C. Broz has started a theatre at Prague, a town of 350, rinining only Sunday evenings. Soon he hopes to have enough patronage for a regular evening show. He charges ten and twenty
cents admission.
H. E. Swan, proprietor of the Empress at Kearney, recently
had a picture taken of his house at 9 o'clock in the evening. The
photograph shows automobiles lined up and down the street for
half a block each way.
W. H. Hughes, of the Communit>- theatre, David City, is hax ing
his house remodeled and enlarged.
Joe Carman has leased the city auditorium at Lincoln, to show
features until the middle of September.
Charles A. Beghtol, of Denver, has leased the theatre now being
constructed at Hastings by William Branch. He will take possession September 1. The theatre, Mr. Beghtol says, will have
no superior in the West. The lobb)' will be especially elaborate,
with tile floor and marble trimings. An $8,000 orchestra organ
will be installed.
The new Muse theatre, Omaha's magnificent $60,000 photoplay
house, which will open in the near future, is said to be the most
complete and best appointed motion picture theatre in Nebraska.
Special attention has been given to the projection equipment. Two
of the latest motion picture projectors have been installed and a
Gold King screen purchased from the Omaha Film Exchange.
NEW YORK
The town hall will be open for moving pictures, according to
a vote of the town board of Potsdam at a recent meeting. The
board voted to install a fireproof operating booth for moving
picture machines.
PENNSYLVANIA
The Stroud theatre, Stroudsburg, opened April 22 with moving
pictures.
WEST VIRGINIA
P. N. Barrett, proprietor of the Bijou and Star theatres at
Parkersburg, has decided to knock out the partition between the
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two theatres and make it into one large house. The new theatre
will have a seating capacity of more than 800 and will be repainted
and remodeled. A new ventilating system costing $3,000 will be
installed and the total cost of remodeling will be more than
$14,000. The work will be rushed through as rapidly as possible
and it is expected to have the theatre completed and ready for
business again by July 1.
WYOMING
Two new houses are to be opened in Thermopolis. The Isis,
owned by J. B. Bogard, has a seating capacity of four hundred,
and is being constructed at a cost of about $15,000. It will be
thoroughly modern.
The Big Horn theatre, owned by Otto W. Schmitt, also has a
seating capacity of four hundred. The Big Horn Theatre Company is erecting a theatre with a seating capacity of five hundred
at Basin.
NOVELTY SLIDE WILL TAKE PHOTOGRAPHS
EXHIBITORS ENDORSED BY LEAGUE

OF

ANY

exhibitor or operator visiting the Motion Picture Exhibitors League exposition, which is being held at Grand Central
Palace May 1 to 6 inclusive should not overlook the Ijooth of the
Novelty Slide Company, where a demonstration will be. given,
showing the various processes of which lantern slides are manufactured.
The souvenir which is being given away by this company is also
most novel. Every exhibitor whom the League endorses will have
his photograph taken in the Novelty booth and from this photograph ahand colored slide will be made and presented to the exhibitor.
WURLIZTER

SEEKS
ROOMS

LARGE DEMONSTRATING
IN DETROIT

THE

Rudolph Wurlizter Company is looking for a larger location in Detroit where it can have a big room for demonstrating to exhibitors its various theatre organs. G. B. Schulten,
manager of the Detroit ofifice, has just installed a large Wurlizter
organ in the new Stratford theatre, situated at Dix and Ferdinand avenues.

BROOKLYN, N. Y., ON A CROWDED NIGHT
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$500,000 in fifteen weeks — National Tribute Day, Monday,
May 15th, Motion Picture Campaign for the Actors' Fund of
America.
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THE

WHOLE

PHOTOPLAY

WORLD

IS

TALKING

OF

SATIN
GOLDFIBRE
SCREENS
EVERY DAY ARE LETTERS RECEIVED TESTIFYING AS TO THE MERITS OF THIS WONDROUS PROJECTION SURFACE
|«BBThe beautiful new Orpheum Theatre of
I Huntington, W. Va., the largest and finest
I photoplay theatre in the State writes this
I letter of the superlative merits of Satin
I Goldfibre Screens.
!
^

ORPHEUM THEATRE
COMPANY
Huntington, W. Va.,
Screens, Inc. ^P^"'! 7, 1916.
Satin Goldfibre
Gentlemen
:—
Our projection surface is considered "perfection
itself,"itorsnot
onlyfrom
by our
patrons,
as well,
various
partsbutof bythefellow
state.exhibOur
projection system consists of the highest grade and
highest priced materials that may be purchased, but
we may say that without your Satin Goldfibre Screen
we would not be able to consider our projection
perfect. Yours respectfully,
ORPHEUM THEATRE COMPANY,
Per G. C. Sullivan, Secretary and Manager.

Unsolicited testimonials
SATIN
of the merits of any
sales article are not
GOLDFIBRE
forthcoming unless
the satisfaction is
SCREENS
there.
Stand Back of What is Claimed of
Them.
"It's All in the Satin Finish."
For Literature and Prices Address
SATIN

GOLDFIBRE
SCREENS,
Inc.
SUITE 2030 PENOBSCOT BLDG., DETROIT, MICH.
NEW YORK DISTRIBUTORS, J. H. HALLBERG, 36 EAST 23RD ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Edited by J. H. Hallberg
Who Will Answer All Questions You Send in, No Matter How Simple or How Difficult
It is not possible to strike two arcs on one compensarc at the
CHANGES MADE AT RIALTO
same
time. I don't know what is meant by a connector without
A CHANGE has been made in the projection equipment at the further description from you. A connector is usually a clamp or
Riaho theatre which was taken up in detail in the May 6 brass sleeve arrangement with two or four screws connecting two
issue of the News.
wire leads together.
Two Baird projectors which were originally ordered by Mr.
The reason why you cannot strike two arcs at one time on a
Rothapfel over nine months ago were put in on the night of April compensarc is that it is made for the operation of only one arc
25. These machines were installed by the Baird Motion Picture at a time, and if you should connect another arc to the wires comMachine Company and will be described in detail in a later issue.
ing out of the compensarc, then when you put the carbons together on the second lamp you will find the first one will go out,
due to the fact that the compensarc is of such design that if you
CARBON TROUBLE AND HOW TO REMEDY IT.
put an additional arc upon it when touching the carbon points
P. L., Mitchell, S. D. — / have been a constant reader of together, the voltage drops way down, and then the first arc,
Motion Picture News ever since it has been out, and will say having no potential, will go out; but you will immediately get the
that it is the best magazine for operators that I have ever read. second arc in place of the first. This is the correct design for
I am much interested in the questions and answers, and I know all transformers of that kind, but you can secure transformers
that every operator appreciates them just as I do.
made to operate two arcs at the same time, but they are more
What carbon on the market today do you think is the best? expensive.
I have tried all of them, and I find the National to be the best.
Often you will find that a transformer of any kind, like the comI cannot get a good light with Speer carbons as at times they
pensarc, will operate perfectly and then without a moment's warnburn even, but then they hit a bad spot and sputter, and also Und
ing, if you have shut down the lamp and want to restart it, it
that at pulling 60 amperes A. C. they needle at times.
will not pick up just as you describe, although upon examination
Is it possible to strike two arcs at the same time with one comthe fuse plugs and everything is all right, and you may get curpensarc, and leave them on at any length of time? What would
rent for a test lamp at the carbon jaws. Then again, you may
you mean by using a connector? Why can't you strike two arcs put the carbons together in a few minutes and get a light. This
at the same time? What do you think would cause a compensarc
condition is generally brought about through a poor contact, someto go out after you put in a new trim and then go to strike your wheres on the lamp side of the compensarc. On the lamp side
arc, but Hud that you can get no current after looking the fuse the amperes are high and the voltage is low. Therefore, the conplugs over and finding that they are all right. Then you find that
tacts must be perfect at all points. A broken lead, for instance, at
you have current as far as the lamp, and then when you strike the lugs in the lamp house will cause just the trouble you deyour arc again you get a light. What do you think would cause
scribe, or a roughened and burned carbon clamp will make poor
this and why?
contact with the carbon, and cause the same trouble. I have also
There is one thing about the News, and that is, that you can found that sometimes the carbons glaze over on their points, formalways turn over and find the union label on it. I am a member
ing a high resistance surface, which will give you a small spark
of Local 103, I. A. T. S. E. I know that all the boys down there at the carbon points without lighting the arc. This latter difficulty
read the News, and would not be without it. All union men ought can be overcome by a stroke of a rough file on the upper and
to patronize it.
lower carbon point just before you are ready to start.
Ans. — Your letter has been noted with a great deal of interest,
and we thank you for your appreciation of Motion Picture News, PUTS BACK CURTAIN TO MAKE 75-FOOT THROW
and are also pleased to note that you appreciate the questions
A. S. B., Rockland, Me. — In one of our theatres we are using a
and answers which are published in the "Simplified and Projection
lens purchased for 67j4 feet throw, giving us a picture of 14^ feet
departments."
width and 11 feet 2 inches height. In making a new stage setting,
It is difficult to say which make carbon is the best. Under
we are desirous of putting back the curtain so that it will make a 75
specified conditions most any of the good carbons will produce
foot throw. We understand, of course, this will increase the size
results, and if you have tried the National carbons and found
of the picture slightly, but we are not quite sure rvhether or not by
them good, they are not expensive, and should give you perfect
using the same lens it will cut down the brilliance of the picture
service.
and whether or not it will be necessary to purchase a different size
Concerning the Speer carbons which you say you found unsatlens to fit the new throw.
isfactory,would
1
advise that you send to the Speer Carbon ComAlso would you be good enough to advise us zvhether it is possipany, Saint Marys, Pa., the carbon stubs as they burn when you
ble to obtain a lens that will overcome the machine throio being off
find them unsatisfactory, telling the factory on what current they center in the theatre, which of course, you realize by so being, it
were used, state make and style of transformer, economizer or throivs our picture slightly out of the correct angle. Could this be
compensarc you are using, with the ampere rating.
overcome by special lens?
I take it from your description that you are using the Ft.
Ans.— The projector lens which you are using at the present time
Wayne compensarc, and that you arc operating on the SO ampere
must be approximately 4j4 inch E. F. which at about 67^ foot
notch. If this is correct, then I am sure you will find that the throw will give you a picture as you specify and this very same lens
speer carbons should be of the inch diameter for perfect re- will
give you a picture approximately, 12 by 16 at a distance of 75
sults, because if the carbon needles it is a sign that it is too feet.
small or maybe too soft, and I am sure the factory will be more
It would not be necessary for you to change any part of your lens
than pleased to receive a letter setting forth your trouble with
or machine equipment in moving the machine back so as to make
samples of your carbons complained of.
the throw 75 feet, because the lens which you have will focus per-
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NET CASH PRICES
For Regular Speer Carbons
cored, pointed both ends, $37.50 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed both ends, $50.00 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed both ends, $70.00 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed one end, $115.00 per M. (500
cored, pointed one end, $150.00 per M. (500
Sample Orders for 100 Carbons Filled at 10%
Advance on Above Case Lot Prices
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to give satisfaction or money
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Company
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Carbons for Electrical purposes
during the past 25 years)
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For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:
J. H. Hallberg,
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STOP

THAT

FLICKER

A lack (if hrilliancy or the leaster Hicker is
inexcusable.

NUIDEA6in1

COMBINATION

SHUTTER

absdlutoly corrects these troubles.
Results guaranteed.
Made for use on outside Shutter Machines.
Price 54.00 C. O. D.
For inspection if desired.
Circular free.
WM. Vmm

MfG. CO. - ■ laCrosse, Wis.

SETTLE

IT

RIGHT

NOW

W'e can't
your eyes
see old
howmachine,
impossible it is make
to get you
goodopen
projection
out and
of an
if you don't want to; but, we would like to show you
how j'ou can put in new equipment at a very small
expenditure.
W ritt us toilay lor our plau for Larger BO.X OFFICE RPX'EIPTS.
We sell on the instalment plem.
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
Note cheinge of address
THIRD FLOOR MALLERS BUILDING
S. E. CORNER WABASH AVE. & MADISON ST.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph,
Powers,parts
Simplex, allStandard
and Edison Machines, Genuine toRepair
the M. P. and
Theatre goods pertaining

Made in Switzerland,
CARBONS
Write us for descriptive circular and i)rice list
JONES

& CAMMACK
Sole Importers
12 Bridge Street
New York City

MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINES

Power— Simplex— Baird
HALLBERG'S 20th Century Motor
Generators
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SANIZONE Deodorants, the perfect perfume for Motion Picture and all Theatres
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
Ask for Catalogs

l^CWl^
Lewis

IVl, %JW<X<XU
Swaah
M

PHILADEL
^
^'^''^^'PA.
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fectly and properly by merely adjusting the lens focus in the regular way. The change on the screen will be a larger picture and if
your present curtain will accommodate a picture about 12 by 16,
then you are O. K.
The difference in the brilliancy of the picture due to the increase
of the throw less than 10 feet, will not make any particular difference and will not be noticeable in your case. Many schemes have
been proposed for correcting distortion due to the machine being
placed off centre relative to the screen, but none of these devices
have proven satisfactory.
As you do not state how much your machine is off centre I
cannot advise whether there will be any serious effect on the screen,
but under normal conditions with a distance of 75 feet there is no
reason why you should not be able to place your machine 10 feet
off centre, without noticing any change on the screen and if you
focus the picture on the principal part of your subject, you ought
to secure perfect satisfaction. As you say that your picture is only
"slightly out of the correct
I take it that your machine is
less than above specified off angle,"
centre, so you need not worry
about
this matter.

REDUCING

SIZE OF PICTURE WITHOUT
NEW LENSES

GETTING

R. E. J., Burton, O. — Is there any way of reducing the sise of
the picture zvithont getting ne-M projection lenses or moving the
machine? If there is, would you let me know as soon as possible?
Ans.— It is possible to reduce the size of a picture projected on a
screen, by increasing the distance between the front and rear lens
cells in the combination of the projector lens. This method of
changing the size of picture is possible within reasonable limits.
That is, you could reduce the picture maybe 10 per cent.; in other
words, one foot in widtli on a ten-foot picture, by setting a bushing
or spacer in the tube which separates the front and rear lens cell.
With this arrangement you would have to put the entire lens tube
closer to the aperture. In other words, push it in the jacket about
as much further as you separate the lens cells or a little more.
In case of an emergency, pictures have been seen projected with
the front lens cell taken away all together, projecting with the rear
combination only, and then the picture becomes about two-thirds
smaller than the regular size. Then again, I have for emergency
projected with the front lens only, leaving the rear combination out
and then the picture becomes one-third smaller than the regular
size with the ordinary combination as mounted for regular use,
but the focus will not be perfect. It might do for temporary work
in case of an emergency, but lens tubes are so cheap nowadays
that it does not pay to use a makeshift lens even for temporary use,
although it is possible.

HALLBERG

WILL LECTURE TO PREVENT
IN PROJECTION BOOTHS

WASTE

VVyE wish to call the attention of all exhibitors, manufacturers
VV and operators, who are to be present at the Motion Picture
Exposition to be held in Madison Square Garden May 6-14, to the
fact that the afternoon of Wednesday, May 10, is to be devoted
to PROJECTION.
It is stated that $20,000 per day is being lost throughout the
country in Projection Rooms because of the lack of technical
knowledge. The cause of this waste will be discussed in detail at
this time, with the aim of teaching those present exactly wherein
they can eliminate all possible waste.
J. H. Hallberg, editor of the News Projection Department, will
take up the question of projection illumination, discussing the
effect of direct and alternating current, as well as the progress
which is being made in the use of the incandescent lamp for this
purpfjsc. Mr. Hallberg's talk will he graphically illustrated, and
will prove to be of greatest interest and value.
At the close of the various lectures the meeting will be thrown
open to a general discussion, at which time all present are urged
to bring up questions which arc troubling them, as this will be
the best possible opportunity for having them explained.
This meeting will open at 2:30 in the concert hall at Madison
sharp.
.S(|uarc Garden. Mr. Hallberg's lecture will take place at 3:15
READ
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BETTER SATISFACTION
This notice is addressed to tha
minority of our subscribers who
do
not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who
wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage
you from writing direct to our
advertisers; in fact, you do not
do enough of it for your own
good, but we do want you to
get
needs.the proper goods to flt your
There are many, perhaps you,
who are too busy to write each
company separately; therefore we
are offering our co-operation,
which ceive
means
that you will
refull information
on any
subject which you may designate
by merely flUing out the coupon,
designating by numbers the good*
in which you are Interested.
Your inquiries thus received
will be forwarded to reputable
manufacturers, even though the
goods on formation
which
wish in-in
are not you
advertised
tl'e "News."
1. Arcliitectural Suggestions
2. Arc Controllers
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Carbons
7. Chairs
8. Chair Upholstery
9. Converters and Transformers
10. Developing and Printing
11. Developing Tanks
12. Disinfectants and Perfames
13. Economizers and Rheostats
14. Mectric Signs
15. Elevators and Escalators
16. Exterior Lighting
17. Film Carriers
18. Film Cement
19. Film Cleaners
20. Film Stock
21. Fire Extinguishers
22. Floral Decorations
23. Generators
24. Gas Engines
25. Heating Apparatus
2R. Interior Lighting
27. Interior Telephones
28. Lenses
29. Lighting Sets
30. Lobby Display
31. Lobby Novelties
32. Metal Ceilings
33. Motors
34. Mural Paintings
35. Musical Instruments
36. Paints
37. Perforating Machines
38. Printing Machines
39. Projection Machines
40. Projection Machines (Home)
41. Projection Booths
42. Rectifiers
43. Reels
44. Rewinders
45. Screens
46. Slides
47. Slide Ink
48. Studio Lights
49. Tickets
50. Ticket Selling Machines
51. Ticket Taking Machines
52. Uniforms
53. Ventilating and Pans
54. Vacuum Cleaners
Gentlemen: Please send me
descriptive matter on th« subjects marked In the above lists.
Name
Theatre
City
State
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OF GAS-FILLED
HIGH
FICIENCY TUNGSTEN LAMP

2941
EF-

By Herbert W. Andem
ANEW
application of the gas-filled high-efficiency tungsten
lamp is in the lighting of motion picture studios. It is
said that in one instance to illuminate a single stage for photographing one of the more costly films, there were used eighty-six "MARTIN"
of the 1,000 watts size of these lamp bulbs. Ordinarily from fifteen to twenty of the large sized units of 1,000-watt each suffice
ROTARY
for this illumination.
The advantage claimed over other illuminants which have been
used for this work in moving picture studios, is the correction of
color values possible with a lamp giving a constant, continuous
spectrum. The make-up which moving-picture actors have had CONVERTER
to use to bring out the features of the face is avoided, and a better balance is given to the flesh tints, it is claimed.
The so-called nitrogen lamp, or more properly speaking, the
nitrogen-filled lamp, is a tungsten lamp of high-efficiency. It is
interesting to note that ever since tungsten came into use for
lamp filaments, there has been a constant endeavor to produce
lamps of higher efficiency.
The earlier investigations and experiments were more or less
a matter of groping in the dark. All sorts of variations in the
methods of making the filaments, as well as in the methods of exhausting the lamp bulbs, were tried in vain, that some might lead
to an improvement in the life of the lamps.
It was possible to improve these lamps from ten to twenty per
cent, in life by certain means, but this corresponded to only a gain
in efficiency of power expended to a few hundredths of a watt
per candle.
It was known that tungsten lamps could be run at an efficiency
as high as 0.20 watt per candle, for a few seconds only. The melting point of the filament prevented any further increase of efficiency. When burned at a higher current consumption than 0.5
watt per candle the bulbs blackened badly within a couple of
hours. The blackening of the interior of the lamp bulb was the
chief cause preventing the burning of these lamps at higher efficiencies.
An idea of long standing was that the blackening of the lamp
bulbs was due to the presence of gas. Experiments were made by
filling with the different gases likely to form within the bulb,
which clearly showed that the only gas that might exist to cause
this trouble was water vapor.
FOR REAL
The action of this water vapor was then carefully studied. It
was found that the water vapor attacked the filament, producing
a volatile oxide of tungsten and atomic hydrogen. The oxide that
thus collected on the bulb was then reduced by the atomic hydro"SUN-LIT"
gen. The deposit was thus changed to a black layer of metallic
tungsten, while the hydrogen combined with the oxygen to form
PICTURES
water which again acted upon the filament.
AND PERFECT
Further experiments showed that the blackening of the bulb
REEL DISSOLVING
with filaments at high temperatures goes on even in the absence
The
machine they
of water vapor. This kind of blackening was considered probably
are all talking about
due to ordinary evaporation of the tungsten.
The line of attack led then to the introduction of gases, such as
The voltage of the Martin
nitrogen or mercury vapor, at atmospheric pressures, into the bulb,
poly-phase
converter
maintained constant
so thatis
and also to the changing the location of the deposit by means
the starting of the second
of convection currents in gases, so that the bulb opposite the filaarc positively
turb the light does
given notby disthe
ment does not blacken.
first arc. This makes the
With helically wound filaments in nitrogen, very high efficiencies
dissolving of the reels as
simple as if the arcs were
can be obtained and yet the life of the filament may be more than
operated
in a Direct Current district.
1,000 hours. The blackening of the bulb is avoided; and in propOur
emergency
proerly designed bulbs the tungsten that evaporates produces only a
vides A. C. for panel
the lamps
slight brownish deposit in the upper part of the bulb, where it
in case the rotary should
be out of service and
does no harm.
thereby eliminates the cost
A number of types of nitrogen-filled lamps have been made and
of compense-arcs for emertested, among these the most interesting on the market are the
gency purposes.
The
placing
converter
following :
in base
ofof the
panel
board
makes
it
a
self-contained
Large units of very high efficiencies (0.4 to 0.5 watt per candle
outfit and cuts the wiring
with a life of 1,000 hours or more). These take current of at least
and installation cost in
half.
20 to 30 amperes and (except units of over 4,000 candle-power)
are therefore best run form alternating-current circuits by means
Write for Full Information.
of small transformers, giving voltage depending on the size of
NORTHWESTERN
unit desired.
ELECTRIC
CO.
Smaller units of low voltage ; these take currents of ten amperes
617 W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
or less at voltages, in some cases, as low as four or five volts.
1009 Brokaw Bldg., New York.
The efficiencies with 1,000 hours life vary from 0.6 to 1.0 or even
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTUEE NEWS" when writing to advertisers,
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RADIUM
FIBRE

SCREENS
are THE pioneers in the field and have
constantly led the procession. Today
they are the standard by which all
other patented projection surfaces are
judged.
RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREENS
are sold on a five-year guarantee by a
concern that values its reputation and
has the means and the disposition to
make good on every business promise
it makes.

MINUSA

Write us today for price and further
details.
Radium
I

Gold Fibre Screens,
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City

inc.

BARGAirSJS
Power's No.
motor complete
drive complete
$175.00 each
each
22 Simplex
motor6A drive
$190.00
1 Power's No. 6A hand drive
$150.00
1 Stemdard machine motor drive, latest model
$125.00
1 Double Asbestos Booth, $60.00; Single
$50.00
CROWN MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
217 W. 42nd St.
New York City, N. Y.

LEST YOU FORGET!
September 9 is the date — Second Studio Directory
ISumber Motion Picture News.

We are the OLDEST, LARGEST and MOST PROGRESSIVE
exclusive motion picture supply house operating in the South,
and when you entrust your orders in our care they are handled
with PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY.
I

COMPLETE CATALOGUE MAILED UPON REQUEST

'GET

ACQUAINTED

WITH

^_THE«"RE=ACCESSORIES_,^^

US!

Vol. 13.

No. 19.

1.25 watts per candle, according to the current used. These lamps
are adapted for series street lighting on 6.6 amperes circuit; for
stereopticon lamps, automobile headlights and, in general,
wherever a source of high intrinsic brilliancy, steadiness and white
color is needed.
Lamps to run on standard lighting circuits (110 volts). Large
units of this type (several thousand candlepower) have efficiencies of 0.5 watt per candlepower or better. With smaller units the
efficiency is not at so high a standard.
Some of the special advantages claimed for these nitrogen-filled
lamps are the color of the light. The temperatures of the filaments being several hundred degrees higher than that of ordinary
tungsten lamps, causes the light to be of a very much whiter
color so that it comes more closely to daylight than any other
form of artificial illuminants, except the direct-current arc and
the special Moore tube containing carbon dioxide. The color is
almost exactly like that which can be obtained for a few minutes
by running ordinary tungsten lamps at double their rated voltage.
High intrinsic brilliancy. The intrinsic brilliancy is five to ten
times that of the filament of the ordinary tungsten lamp. This
renders it especially suitable for projection work, such as head
lights and stereopticon lanterns. Although the intrinsic brilliancy
is less than that of the electric arc, this difiference is often more
than offset by the fact that the wandering of the crater of the
arc prevents as sharp focussing as is possible when the source of
light is fixed in its position.
The ultimate failure of these nitrogen-filled lamps is due to the
breakage of the filaments. The candlepower is usually well above
80 per cent., even just before rupture.

In all likeliiiood you arc one of the
many exhibitors throughout the country who arc '"sold" on the subject of
patented projection surfaces and are
merely
in doubt as to the best one to
buy.

GOLD

SECTION

CINE PRODUCTS COMPANY DISPLAYS
GOLD FIBRE SCREEN AT GRAND
CENTRAL PALACE

THE

Minusa Cine Products Company is going to have a very
attractive display in connection with its New York distributor, the Picture Theatre Equipment Company, at the exposition in Grand Central Palace, New York. The company will
have a Miusa Gold Fibre screen nine by twelve in the booth of
its representative, and also a screen in one of the model theatres.
Their director of sales, Nat. L Brown, has been in New
York for the past ten days attending the opening of the Rialto
theatre and making arrangements to purchase special equipment
to be installed in its new factory, rapidly nearing completion.
This factory will have almost four times the floor space of the
present building. An additional building, to be devoted exclusively
to the manufacture of screens for home, lodge and school use,
has been leased.
MARKENDORFF AND ECKART GET CREDIT FOR
WORK ON RIALTO THEATRE, NEW YORK
IN the Rialto Supplement of the May 6 issue, there are two typographical errors which we desire to correct.
The lobby frames referred to on page 2734 were manufactured
by S. MarkendorfT, of 122 West Twenty-third street, New York
City, who have made a specialty of this branch of equipment.
Also on page 2742, it was William Eckart, of the Eckart Studios,
1416 Broadway, New York City, who was responsible for the beautiful interior decoration and finish of the house.
We would call the attention of our subscribers to these two
errors in order that the companies who did this work may have
full credit for it.
U. S. CINEMATOGRAPH ISSUES CATALOGUE DESCRIBING ITS CAMERAS AND LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
TIIR U. S. Cinematograph Company of Chicago is issuing a
thirty-two-page catalogue, which fully describes, with numerous half-tones, their different styles of camera, and their studio
and laboratory equipment. In this catalogue is listed practically
every piece of apparatus, which is used by producing companies
in the running of their laboratories and studios.
Capt. L. A. Boening, secretary and general manager of the
Company, states that they arc now ready, with greatly enlarged
facilities for manufacturing their studio cameras, and studio and
lal:oratory equipment, to doulile their former output.

Be «T? t: mention "M'iTIOZJ PICiraE NEWS" wlien writing t-> adverfsors.

DO YOU
BELIEVE
IN GHOSTS?
Do you know what moving picture ghosts are, and how we
can get rid of them?
Let us send you a booklet just oft the press entitled "Ghosts."
There's a lot that can be learned from it.
If you are a theatre owner, manager, or operator, and you have
not investigated

you are doing yourself and your patrons an injustice. Don't
fail to ask for Bulletin 10922 also. It's of interest to every
moving picture man.

IJIIibri^qe. 61-0916
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NORTHERN CALIFORNIA IS SCENE OF GREAT
ACTIVITY IN THEATRE BUILDING
Consider
at the

the

Ticket

Results
Window

The size of j-our receipts depends directlj' on the
quality of your pictures. It surely pays and pays
well to use the best possible lens equipment.

|omb

|{ausdi
Projection

[enses

give your patrons the best sort of pictures — clear,
sharp, brilliantly illuminated. Your operator will do
better work — and do it more cheerfully too- — -if you
supply him with Bausch & Lomb objectives and
condensers.
You can get them through any film exchange.
Both Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are
regularlj' equipped with our lenses.
gausch ^ Ipmb Opti^^' (9669 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco
Leading American makers of Pliotographic Lenses, Projection
Lanterns (Balopticons) , Microscopes, Stereo Prism Binoculars,
Ophthalmic Lenses and other high grade optica! products.

GRINDEN
ART

METAL

BOOTHS
FOR
PERMANENT
or PORTABLE
IN
USE
ASSEHBL£D
20 MINTTTES
TAKEN
DOWN

Bolts,
Screws or
Loose Parts
Grinden Art Metal Company \ We hold it up
417 MARCY AVENUE, BROOKLYN. N.Y..U.S.A^
£ your
\
tor
Please lend me without obligation on ^
my part complete information on your
Grinden Booth.
^ I/lSpCC-

f^'*"'
Addrcis

tion

jWIORE moving picture theatres are being erected, or are, being
iVl planned in this territory at the present time
than ever before
in the history of the industry, many of these houses being of unusually large size. Most of these are in San Francisco or its
suburbs, such as Berkeley, Oakland, Alameda and Richmond, but
there are a number in the interior towns, and some of these are
of fair size. In many places a large house is being erected to
take the place of two or more smaller theatres so that the construction work under way does not necessarily mean that there
will be any actual increase in the number of houses conducted.
Prominent among the San Francisco houses being erected is the
New Mission theatre of the Kahn & Greenfield circuit in the
Mission district. This theatre will have a seating capacity of
1,800, and will be opened early in May. It is regarded as being
a distinct advance in art of theatre building, and would be a
credit to any city, no matter how large. The new Rialto theatre
will also be opened at an early date, this house being on the
site of the old American theatre on Market street. Here more
than $70,000 has been expended in remodeling the old building
and
transforming
it into one of the finest moving picture theatres
city.
in this
The largest project of all is that of the recently incorporated
Market Street Realty Company, which has secured a large corner
lot at Fourth and Market streets, and is planning to erect a
moving picture theatre to cost a quarter of a million dollars.
Plans are now drawn for this structure under the direction of
Eugene Roth, manager of the Portola theatre, and work will be
commenced as soon as it is possible to secure structural steel
and to wreck the building now on this site. This theatre will be
one of the very finest in the country, and will have a seating
capacity of at least three thousand.
In the Polk street district of San Francisco a new theatre is
in course of erection by I. Oppenheimer, S. Karski and Frank
Levy. The steel work for this sixteen hundred seat house has
been completed, and concrete is now being poured. The structure
will be completed and opened for business about August.
Extensive additions are being made to the Haight Street theatre
at Haight and Cole streets, San Francisco, by S. H. Levin. The
work in this house will cost about $20,000, and includes the instal ation ofa balcony. Plans have been prepared by Architect M.
Mattanovich, and contracts have already been let for some of the
steel work.
Contracts have been let by Albert Rosa and L. Boitano, 626
Front street, San Francisco, for the erection of a frame moving
picture theatre at Twenty-eighth and Church streets to cost $8,000.
At Oakland work is progressing rapidly on the erection of the
new T. & D. theatre, which will have a seating capacity of fully
three thousand, and which will be the largest moving picture
house on the Pacific coast when it is completed. The William E.
Miller Estate Company is also erecting a large theatre in this
city, practically all of the contracts for the work having been let.
The architect of this house is Edward T. Foulkes, Crocker building, San Francisco.
In Redwood City there is considerable building activity, ground
having been broken for a moving picture house on Broadway,
with the Masonic Hall Association rushing plans to completion
for the erection of a lodge and theatre building on Main street.
The former of these will be occupied by E. Arkush, and will have
a seating capacity of about 700.
h'rom Sacramento word has been received that the Turner &
Dahnken circuit has had plans completed for a splendid new
house, and that actual construction work will be under way in
May. It is also announced that a new theatre will be erected there
for Charles Goddard, who conducts the Liberty theatre at the present time.
At Santa Rosa a new theatre is in course of erection for C.
Reavis, formerly of Berkeley, and this will be ready for occupancy
within a few weeks. Howell & Moore are erecting a fine theatre
at Porterville, in the heart of the citrus district, and a theatre is
being erected at h'owler by A. Walters.
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I invite you, Mr. Exhibitor and Operator, to visit my interesting
exhibit Space No. 7 Madison Square Garden, during w^eek of May 6th
to 1 4th at the Motion Picture Exposition.
I have a few^ tickets left which will give you admission to the Garden
which can be had upon application while they last.
I will exhibit complete HALLBERG
20TH CENTURY MOTOR
GENERATORS
as installed at the Rialto with special regulating
panels and instruments together with Baird Projectors with Gundlach
Lenses in actual operation on a special screen.

J. H. HALLBERG

HERE

IS

THE

NOW

IN

RIALTO

EQUIPMENT

USE

IN

THE

THEATRE

HALLBERG

HALLBERG
20TH

CENTURY

MOTOR

GENERATORS

J-

P.

MACHINES

SPECIAL
CONTROL
PANELS

MIM.

also

I Am

M.

BAIRD

Y.

Dl

Distributor
M.

of
P.

POWERS

and

SIMPLEX

Machines

"Speer/'
" Electra"and"Bio"
Carbons
Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but for Hallberg's Big 100-page
Catalogue, send 25 cents.
I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETE AND CARRY SUPPLIES.

POWERS

6B

Send $2.50 for latest Operators' Book, "MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICITY."
SWEDISH
34 East 23rd St.
ELECTRICAL
J. H. HALLBERG,
YORK
ENGINEER

SIMPLEX
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STANLEY, PHILADELPHIA, CELEBRATES ITS
SECOND ANNIVERSARY IN NOVEL WAY
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AUTHORITIES IN BRITISH COLUMTAKE OVER LICENSING POWER

'X'HE Stanley theatre of Philadelphia, known throughout fihndom
as one of the most progressive motion picture houses in the
whole country, is again in the limelight. The week of April 24
marks the second anniversary of the photoplay house.
Stanley V. Maslbaum, president of the Stanley company and
manager of the theatre, which, through his genius, has become so
prominent, celebrated the anniversary — not by a bigger program
or unusual orchestral effects, or the giving up souvenirs^ — but by
establishing a system of profit sharing and protection for all
employees.
The Stanley runs a Paramount program interspersed with
scenics. Burton Holmes Travelogues, educational, news pictures
and high grade comedies.
It was the first Philadelphia theatre to employ a fine orchestra
in addition to a grand-concert pipe organ. There are two organists. RoUo Misland, of St. Paul's church, Overbrook, Pa.,
and Otto Schmidt. The organ is an Austin. The symphony orchestra of seventeen is under the leadership of Harry W. Meyer,
a well known and finished conductor.
One of the novelties organized by the Stanley is the darkening
of the theatre during the musical numbers while a strong spotlight plays on the ligure of the leader.
Former members of the Philadelphia and Chicago orchestras,
with a sprinkling of foreign musicians from the Stanley Symphony Orchestra as follows : Alfred Lorenz, Fred Cook, Nathan
Frey, Walter Schmidt, Adolph Hirschberg, Hans Schlegel, Fritz
Dietrich, William Gruner, Fred Wagner, William Schlechtweg,
Louis Eschert, Richard Bach, Otto Schmidt, Benjamin D'Amelio,
Albert Wayne, Joseph D'Angelo and Albert Bode.
The Stanley has nineteen hundred seats. "Standing room only"
is the rule between eight and nine p. m. almost every evening.
Lasky's "The Heart of Nora Flynn." with Marie Doro and
Elliott Dexter, was chosen for the whole of anniversary week.

FOR "UNWRITTEN LAW"
WLLIAM E. SHARP, a well-known leader in San Francisco
orchestra circles, has arranged a special musical program
for the initial presentation of the California Motion Picture Corporation's production, "The Unwritten Law," featuring Beatriz
Michelena, now being shown at the Alcazar theatre.
He is working on musical arrangements for future productions
of the company and is following producing activities on "The
Woman Who Dared." He is also making a study of Oriental
music in order that the musical program for "Kismet," featuring
Otis Skinner, may be of the highest order. As Beatriz Michelena
is a famous opera singer, with a wide following in California,
special efforts are being set forth to secure the best.

THE
PERFECT
Because of its simplicity in operation,
its perfection in projection, its economy,
durability and general superiority the
American Standard Motion Picture Machine has everywhere won the favor of
the public, the esteem of the exhibitor
and the admiration of the operator.
The Standard lasts. Proof of this is
shown by the fact that even in 1916 may
be found old models of the Standard
SEND
FOR

M. P. PROJECTOR
manufactured seven and eight years ago
that are scattered throughout the country and at work daily, and still giving
satisfaction. The users have found them
to be most economical because of their
durability and the reduction of repair
bills to a minimum.
The American Standard Master Model
Projector is a machine you should know.
PARTICULARS

AMERICAN
no
WEST

pREMIER W. J. BOWSER, following his conference with comA mittees representing the operators' unions of Victoria and
X'ancouvcr,
regarding
changes
in the law
governing
the a examination of operators,
has just
introduced
in the
legislature
bill em1-odying the changes suggested, in the form of an amendment to
the Moving Pictures act. By the terms of this bill the cities of
the province are not allowed to issue licenses to operators, but
all such licenses msut be issued by the provincial authorities, after
examinations conducted under the administration of the censor's
office.
It is stated that all examinations of the first class will be held
in Vancouver, while examinations for licenses of the second class
will be held in various parts of the province. The Vancouver examining board will include members of the local operators' union,
while the other examinations will be conducted by a member of
the censor's staff whose present duties consist of inspection of
motion picture theatres and operating rooms.
SHARP

THE MASTER MODEL
PKOJ ECTOR

ARRANGES

SPECIAL

STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE
-<l-032i
STREET,
MEW

MUSICAL

PROGRAM

MACHINE
CO.^
YORK
CITY.

MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITOR, DEALERS, MANUFACTURERS,
NOTICE our NEW
ADDRESS, 1023-25-27 Race St., two blocks from all railroads.
We extend our heartiest welcome to all visitors. We now have the largest Moving Picture Supply House on the American
Continent, Our new machine will be on exhibition at this place in about two weeks. We are better equipped and prepared
to take care of your orders than ever before.
We solicit your patronat^e.
Promptness is our motto.
We aim to please, we save your Money.
Let us know your wants.
1023-25-27 Race St., Philadelphia. Pa.
THE STERN MANUFACTURING CO., INC.,

Animated
AdsWithout
A^reX^'s^ttSe
Exhibitors Increase YourCartoon
Profits $ 1 GO Monthly
Any Expense.
Unlimited Subjects for Every Line of Business
Responsible Representatives Wanted
Send Today for Our Big Free Catalog
Exclusive Territory— Exceptional Income Assured
AMERICAN
COMMERCIAL
FILM CO., Boyce Building, CHICAGO
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTUEE NEWS" when writing; to advertisers,
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A Department Devoted to Motion Picture Photography in All Its Phases, Studio and Laboratory Work

Picture Lenses Are
Ultra-Rapid
Anastigmats
They Are Corrected Lenses of Large Relative Aperture — An Ultra-Rapid Lens May Be Readily Told from Slower
Lenses of the Same Focal Length by Its Having a Much Wider Free Diameter of Its Glass Surfaces
LENSES such as are generally used in taking motion pictures
belong to the class known as ultra-rapid anastigmats ; in other
words they are corrected lenses of large relative aperture.
An ultra rapid lens may readily be told from slower lenses of
the same focal length by its having a much wider free diameter
of its glass surfaces. The diameter of the glass at the largest or
wide open diaphragm opening compared with the focal length
determines the relative aperture or speed of the lens.
For example let us suppose that we have a lens of two inches
focal length. The diameter of the largest stop in the diaphragm is
one quarter of an inch. Dividing two inches, the focal length of
the lens, by J4 inch, the diameter of its largest or wide open stop,
we find that the aperture measures one-eighth the focal length of
the lens. The relative aperture or speed of the lens is therefore f.8
or about the speed of a common Rapid Rectilinear lens.
For the successful photographing of motion pictures in studios
and in all kinds of weather, a lens of considerable speed is needed,
and thus lenses of such great rapidity as f.3.5, f.4.5 and even faster
are issued by all of the well known photographic lens makers, in
short focal lengths to take care of the film makers' requirements.
Heliar Considered an Ideal Lens
The slowest lens in quite general use by the film producers is
the Heliar lens which has a speed of f.4.5 and is made by the wellknown firm of Voigtlander and Sohn. This little lens has been
selected by many of the most artistic and discriminating producing
firms in the country, and by many cameramen is considered the ideal
lens for cinematography. It is in the nature of a portrait lens and
imparts a plastic roundness to all objects photographed, making
them stand out from the background. The Heliar lens comes
nearer to creating stereoscopic effect than any other lens in present
use for motion picture work. Being a little slower than the lenses
of f.3.5 speed, and also having been designed along special lines it
has greater depth of field at a given stop than the other cinematographic objectives. With a Heliar lens focussed for infinity, or a
distant view, objects will also be in focus much closer to the camera
than with any of the other lenses in general use, all conditions
being equal.
Perhaps the popular lens with the greatest number of cameramen,
however, is the genuine Carl Zeiss Tessar, Series IC, having a
speed of f.3.5 at full aperture or about twice as fast as the Heliar
lens. Although it is seldom necessary to utilize the full intensity
of the IC Tessar, cameramen like to have a lens with such an
amount of reserve speed in case of an emergency. The genuine
Zeiss Tessar is an extremely well corrected lens and possessed of
great covering power, although it is not quite the equal of the
Heliar for rendering very fine detail such as the fine blades of grass
in an exterior scene or the individual hairs of the head in a studio
close-up.
Tessar Lenses of the IC. Series Made by Bausch and Lomb
Tes.sar lenses of the IC. series are also made in this country by
Bausch and Lomb of Rochester, in England by Ross Ltd., of London, and in France by E. Krauss, of Paris. These firms are licensees of the Zeiss patents in their respective countries and make
lenses based on the formulae of that renowned optical firm. In
most instances the Tessar lenses made by Bausch and Lomb, Ross,
and Krauss are equal in performances to the genuine Carl Zeiss

objectives, which are made in Jena, Germany, the home of high
grade optical glass.
There are other lenses for motion picture cameras, also of prominent make and such good performance that mention must be made
of them here.
In addition to their Heliar lens the Voigtlander concern list another objective working at the considerable speed of f.3.2. It is called
the Helomar and is an anastigmat of high correction consisting
of three separate glasses, there being no cemented elements. While
not possessing such depth of focus as the Heliar this faster objective, the Helomar, has proven to be an article of high efficiency
and has been chosen by some experimenters in natural color motion photography to secure their records with.
Very similar in optical construction to the Helomar is the Kino
Hypar lens supplied by the C. P. Goerz American Optical Company, which is the American branch of that well-known Berlin
concern. Lenses of Goerz manufacture have held a leading place
in photography for many years. The Kino Hypar objective has a
speed of f.3.5 and is a modification of the celebrated Goerz portrait
lens of like name. In addition to giving very crisp definition over
the standard size of motion picture film image the Kino Hypar
lens shows greater depth of field than the other lenses of like speed.
Taylor, Taylor and Hobson, the famous English lens makers of
Leicester and London, who are responsible for the well known
Ceoke anastigmats, supply their Series II a. Cooke lens in the cinematograph size and it has many adherents. The Cooke lens system
consisting of three single non-cemented elements has always been
a popular one. The corrections of the Series II a. Cooke cinematograph objective are of the highest order, which is made possible
by their lens construction, and the mounting of this lens is a fine
example of exact machine work.
No article on the subject of the taking lens for motion pictures
would be complete without some mention of the extremely rapid
cinematograph objectives made by the celebrated London firm of
J. H. Dallmeyer. In addition to a very good 2-inch focus lens
with a speed of f.3.8, called the No. 1, they make in the 3^inch focal
length a lens called the No. 3 with a speed of f.2.4, and their wellknown No. 2 objective, having the phenomenal aperture of f.1.9,
which makes it the fastest lens obtainable for the purpose of
photographing motion pictures. The Dallmeyer firm at one time
advertised their willingness to make on special order a cinematograph taking lens working at f.l.
In regard to the characteristics of the f.1.9 Dallmeyer lens it has
been the experience of most all who have ever used one, that this
ultra rapid objective at full aperture has little or no depth of focus
and, owing to its peculiar construction, stopping it down does not
materially improve the depth or definition. It is strictly an emergency lens for filming topicals in bad weather or interiors where
artificial light is not available.
The writer has a lens of 2 inches focus, constructed on principles
formulated by himself, which has an aperture of f.2. With it
scenes of street illumination at night can be made at the rate of
sixteen exposures per second, while upon stopping down, the lens
has all the crispncss of definition and depth of field of a regulation
motion picture camera objective of like focal length.

READ PAGES 2853 and 2891
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PHOTO CINES NO. 3 A CONVENIENT CAMERA
FOR EXHIBITORS AND AMATEURS
WHEN we set forth a few weeks ago some of the points to be
borne in mind in selecting a motion picture camera, we had
not seen the Photo Cines Topical Camera Model 3 which is offered
by G. Gennert.
This little instrument fulfills in many ways our ideal of the simple
and reliable exhibitors' special event camera and should also be
welcomed by those about to take their first steps in cinematography.
A brief description of the Model 3 Photo Cines Topical camera
will show that it possesses many of the advantages recommended
in our former article. It can be secured in 100-foot capacity at the
extremely nominal price of $55, while for $60 it may be had in the
200-foot size, the box and magazines in this case being somewhat
enlarged.
At the prices mentioned the optical equipment of this little camera could scarcely be excelled. The lens while not an anastigmat is
a 2-inch focus objective with a speed of f.2.9. Such speed ensures
sufficient exposure under most any condition of light and when
stopped down to the apertures generally in use in clear weather
yields crisp negatives showing good depth of focus. In addition
to a focussing mount this lens has also a sunshade the use of
which we have strongly advocated if high class results are expected.
The intermittent movement of the Photo Cines Model 3 camera
is of the claw type which guarantees accurate registration of the
images, one sprocket accomplishes both feeding and taking up of
the film, and the case is neatly covered with black grain leather.
This camera is deserving of the serious consideration of all
exhibitors and others taking an occasional film of topical nature.
LINE OF ACCESSORIES, INCLUDING CAMERAS,
PRINTING AND POLISHING MACHINES WILL
BE HANDLED BY PENNYPACKER
ANEW line of motion picture producing accessories including
cameras, printing and polishing machines and tripods, and
later an automatic home projecting machine, are to be put on the
market by the Pennypacker Machine Company of Los Angeles.
The camera has been given tests to the extent of making ten thousand feet of negative, and it did this without the loss of a single
frame of film. This is accomplished by a direct view on the ground
glass so that no film is wasted in focusing.
The camera is smaller than any on the market today and contains a vacuum air chamber which keeps the film in the same temperature all the time. A rewind can be made without a shift, and
the only time a waste of film is occasioned is when magazines are
changed. The direct view device makes it possible to change focus
while scene, the net and dissolve is being made. In connection
with the tripod, a panorama without a blur can be secured by an
intermittent revolving device.
DIXON PLANT, LOS ANGELES, WILL BE OPERATED
ON COMMERCIAL BASIS BETWEEN PICTURES
BETWEEN pictures of the National Drama Corporation, which
has just finished "The Fall of a Nation" in twelve reels, the
plant known as The Dixon Studios and Laboratories, Los Angeles,
will be conducted on a purely commercial basis. William C.
Thompson, head of the photography department, will be in charge
and supervise all laboratory and camera work.
Mr. Thompson is a graduate chemist of Columbia University, a
member of the American Chemists Society, and has been engaged
in photographic work since 1902. In 1908 he did his first motion
picture photography, and has since worked in all departments for
such organizations as All Star, Reliance and Metro, also the Canadian Bioscope. He was supervising photographer of the first
production of the national Drama Corporation, and this film is said
to excel in photographic wonders.
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EXHIBIT

at the Motion Picture Exposition
Madison Square Garden — Booth No. 128
May 6th to May 14th
SPECIAL LIGHTING DEVICES
Universal

Electric Stage Lighting Co.

240 West 50th St.,

New York

PFRFFrT

Developing
PROMPT
Titling

and
Printing
DELIVERIES
a Specialty

Our New Modern Equipped Laboratories under Scientific Management are running full blast serving the Motion
Picture Trade in general. Why not be one of our
many SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.
Technical Film Manufacturing Co.
345 WEST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

means

QUALITY
EVANS
means

PERFECTION

We Do Particular Work for Particular Peopla
Developing and Printing ONLY
Evans

Film Manufacturing Company
Numbers 416-418-420-422 West 216th Street
Telephone 6681 Audubon
NEW YORK CITY

PRINT

AND

DEVELOP

TITLES
EXCLUSIVELY
WE ARE TITLE
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

EXPERTS
WRITE FOR PRICES

PAN AMERICAN FILM
145 West 45th St.

SERVICE,
New York City
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MINUSA

Koehler's
Picture

Professional

Cameras

and

Motion
Tripods

CINE
PRODUCTS
COMPANY MAKES
SCREEN DISPLAY AT MINNEAPOLIS
TTilE Minusa Cine Products Company has a prominent display
at the convention now in session at Minneapolis. The
Feature Film Company of St. Paul, distributors in that territory,
has an attractive booth, and will have a baby Minusa on display;
this distributor has been handling the Minusa screen with great
success. The Johnson Seating Company of Stattle, Wash., reports
orders for four Minusa screens, to be shipped to Nome, Cordova,
bairbanks and Anchorage, Alaska. These screens must leave
Seattle the 15th day of May.
PIERCE

Different Styles

Different Sizes

LEAVES KVNSKY EMPLOY TO DEVOTE
ATTENTION TO OTHER INTERESTS
HOWARD O. PIERCE, publicity manager for John H. Kunsky,
Inc., Detroit, and former manager of several of the Kunsky
theatres, has resigned, and will devote his attentions to the Satin
Goldfibre Screens, Inc., of which he is a stockholder, and other
theatrical enterprises.
Mr. Pierce will maintain permanent offices at 2030 Penobscot
building, Detroit. Mr. Pierce has been editor of the Weekly Film
News, the house organ of the Kunsky theatres.
CINEMA CAMERA CLUB REMOVES FROM WHITE
RATS BUILDING TO TIMES BUILDING
THE Cinema Camera Club announces the removal of its headquarters on May 1 from the White Rats Building to the
City.
Times Building, Forty-second street and Broadway, New York

Send today for latest catalogue and prices
4th Street
York
Koehler Optical Co.,
' ^tJ

It is the plan of the club to conduct a bureau and furnish expert
cameramen to any company who may desire to engage a caapble
man. At a recent meeting of the club it was unanimously voted
to raise the initiation fee to twenty-five dollars.
FULTON

for a 5
Model 3
$5 00
Photo
Cines
Camera, fitted
with P. C. F. 2.9
lens.
Marvel

Tripod

$35.00

Complete

M.P.

Outfits

for professional and semi-professional use.
SEND

FOR

OUR

CATALOGUE

RECEIVES SHIPMENT OF POLAR CUB
FIVE-DOLLAR IMPROVED FAN
THE E. E. Fulton Company of Chicago, who are the exclusive
motion picture jobbers for the Polar Cub five dollar fan,
has just received the shipment of the new improved fan. This fan
is equipped with three-point connections, so that it can be run
on either alternating or direct current. The mechanism of the
new fan is larger than that of last year and better balanced
throughout, with the result that it runs more smoothly.

FULTON COMPANY BRINGS OUT CATALOGUE
MANUFACTURERS AND EXCHANGES

FOR

THE

E. E. Fulton Company of Chicago has just issued a new
catalogue to go to the film manufacturers and exchanges,
wliich includes only such equipment as these people are apt to need
for their own use, and not for re-sale. Most of the articles menCompany.tioned in this catalogue are manufactured by the E. E. Fulton

WAGNER ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
IN ST. LOUIS MOVES TO 1633 TREMONT STREET
THE Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company of St. Louis
announces the removal of its Denver office to 1633 Tremont
street, to continue in charge of O. H. Davidson. A stock of
motors will be carried at that office.

Cameras
Projectors Printers
Booths and Laboratory Requisites

READ

PAGES

G.
GENNERT
455 S. Olive St.
24-2S E. 13th St.
320 S. Wabash Ave.
LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Be «ure to mfintion "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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"NEWS" PROJECTION EDITOR MADE PERMANENT
CONSULTING ENGINEER BY ROTHAPFEL FOR
RIALTO THEATRE
We take pleasure in announcing to our readers that on
April 27, S. L. Rothapfel appointed J. H. Hallberg, editor
of this department, permanent consulting engineer of the

"EASTMAN"

Rialto theatre. In future, Mr. Hallberg's name will appear
on the program of the theatre in this capacity.
This appointment will be of interest to all "News" subscribers, for it proves conclusively that any advice given
to them through our Projection Department is authoritative
in every way, as this appointment was made after careful
and deliberate consideration on the part of Mr. Rothapfel.
E. K. GILLETT.

ALL-STAR MOVIE JUBILEE FOR ACTORS' FUND
AN "All-Star Movie Jubilee," to be given at the Hippodrome in
New^ York, is a new plan of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of America. Arrangements are now well under way, and
the date has been set at Sunday, May 21. The proceeds of the big
show are to go to the Actors' Fund.
Negotiations are now on with the management of the Hippodrome, and with the largest film producers in the East; it is
planned to give part of the regular Hippodrome show, supplemented by personal appearances of a number of the best-known
motion picture stars. More detailed announcement is promised for
next week.
WORTHINGTON REPORTS GOOD BUSINESS
CL. WORTHINGTON, district manager for the Fox Film
• Corporation, Philadelphia, has just returned from a trip
of two weeks in Washington, D. C., and two weeks in Pittsburgh,
and reports a large increase of business for Fox pictures in that
territory. The Philadelphia office, under George Dembow, has
obtained new Fox contracts every week for the past seven weeks.
Great interest amongst exhibitors is being manifested in the next
Theda Bara picture, "The Eternal Sapho." VV. J. Ma(li?on, i
new Fox roadman for the Pennsylvania territory, is very well
known all through that region, having been one of the pioneer
Quaker City exchangemen before the day of big features.

'^^^ Universal
Camera
For
Motion
Photography
Write for Illustrated Catalogue
The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO.
Yorkco
Market St.,
Francis
Bldg^SanNew
1209
{821
229 E.Times
Sixth St., Los Angeles
559 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

A
C
T
I
V
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determination to be at your service.
artoons, animated advertising films.
ities of every description made to order.
n full swing, day and night.
ersatile in film efficiency.
astman Raw Stock (shipments made the same day).
ACTIVE
MOTION
PICTURE CO.
IIOI W» Randolph Street
Ctilcaao

Perfect

Developing and
TITLES in
Negatives Developed . Ic. ft.
4c. ft. Cards Free
Positive Printing
Salisfaction {oarantccd by onr fiitecn jeut' experience
Special
GUNBY BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th Street,

Printing
any language
per
foot
complete
Tinting Free
price on qaantitj order*.
New York City
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KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

N. Y.

lO.COO and 14,000 Candle Power
White Flame
Self-Adjusting
Arc
for Home
or Studio Portable
Use
Pronounced by Experts the most wonderful
artificial photographic light yet produced.
Better than direct Sunlight.
Almost dupHcates June Sunlight plus blue sky.
withof daylight
withBlends
makeup
any sort.and positively dispenses
Its photographic value is 160 tim.es as great as
a 750 watt tungsten lamp — consequently 20
times as many tungsten lamps and 6 times as
much electric power would be required to obtain
the
same Light.
time of exposure as required by one
Northern
Produced fully timed negatives on 16 per
second exposures even with close up subjects.
The photographic sensation of the season.
No. 1. — 15complete
amp. lamp'
candle power,
with 10,000
collapsible
stand $48.00
and case
No. 2. — 25 amp. lamp 14,000 candle power,
complete with colapsible stand
and case
$58.00

OUR EXHIBIT
Booth 121
Madison Square Garden
where this wonderful light and
other fascinating Motion Picture apparatus will be demonstrated.

Simplex Photo Products

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTITRE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Edited by Ernst Luz
This department is maintained for the exhibitor's assistimce with a view of suggesting proper musical itlustrations for
current photo plays. MOTION PICTURE NEWS will be pleased to help solve any difficulties the exhibitors may
have with their musical programs. All communications should be addressed to the Music and the Picture Department.

Music
Classified for Libraries in Picture Playing
Settings of Musical Programs to Pictures or Music Plots Will Be Greatly Simplified by Proper Division of Appropriate Picture Music in Your Library — Programs Can Be Set in Half the Usual
Time From This Method
THE

setting of musical programs to pictures or music plots will
be greatly simplified by the proper division of appropriate
picture music in your library. With the proper classification
of the music many ideas of setting music to pictures will naturally
appeal to you. Your programs can also be set up in half the time.
The method that follows contains forty-five different musical
classifications all of which are required at certain times in picture
playing. These classifications should be numbered from 1 to 45.
No. 1 should be your marches, for parade or military use.
Marches in common or 4/4 time should appear under this head
only. No. 2 should contain your 6/8 marches for parade or military use. The reason for separating these marches is found in the
fact that you can quite often create a more varied program by
using 6/8 marches at certain times and 4/4 at others. No. 3 should
contain all your characteristic marches whether they be of humorous nature or foreign country suggestion. No American or Spanish numbers should appear among these as provision for them is
made later. No. 4 should contain your intermezzo marches or twosteps. These are very light marches, not very brassy and used
more specially in outdoor sport scenes. These marches are more
effective when played lively as they should be for the aforementioned scenes. No. 5 should contain all your rags. No. 6 covers
your tangos, trots and all modern 2/4 dance numbers other than
medley dance numbers. No. 7 should contain all your polkas, quadrilles, lanciers, Virginia Reels and all old-fashioned dance numbers.
No. 8— All gallops. No. 9 — Medley 2/4 dance numbers. No. 10
— Medley waltz dance numbers. No. 11 should contain all your
concert waltzes with slow and impressive introductions, having a
romantic, pathetic or heavy dramatic appeal. Such numbers are
very valuable in picture playing and you should make a thorough
study of the temperamental value of each introduction classified
under this number. No. 12 should contain all your concert waltzes
having light, frivolous or no introductions of value. Your catalog
should always show a temperamental value of the introductions
of all these waltzes. No. 13 should contain all your waltzes appropriate for legato or sustained playing. No. 14 should contain all
your waltz lentos where minor key or oriental style is predominant.
Thsse waltzes should be known as heavy waltzes. Minor keys
create plaintive or passionate appeals and are good to follow what
are known as heavy characters in the picture cast. No. IS should
contain all your very light ballet waltz movements. Only waltzes
having frivolous movements should be classed under this number.
No. 16 should contain all your waltz lentos in major key which are
appropriate for legato effects and can be played very slow without
injury to the composition. No. 17 should contain all sentimental
songs or ballads that have value for picture suggestion. No. 18
should contain all your lively song numbers such as are used Tn
cabaret, etc., having a sugestive appeal to picture screen action.
No. 19 Should Contain Light Descriptive Concert Number
No. 19 should contain all your light docriptive concert numbers
having no special appeal. These numbers are very essential to
break the monotony of a program and care should be taken to have
no numbers under this heading either too light and frivolous, nor

serious. No. 20 should contain only slow numbers with a semiserious appeal known as semi-heavy numbers. No. 21 should
contain all your slow melodius numbers having a pathetic or romantic appeal. These numbers dare not have any heavy or dramatic phrasing. Numbers with agitato or hurried tempo should
not be classed in this number. Numbers in minor keys should also
not be classed among the above. No. 22 should contain all your
slow numbers of heavy pathetic, romantic or dramatic appeal.
Under this number all your serious numbers not appropriate for
No. 21 should appear. No. 23 should contain your light 2/4 intermezzos or descriptive numbers other than those known as Western
or cowboy intermezzos which are taken care of later. No. 14
should contain all your light 4/4 intermezzo numbers which are
usually known as light descriptive intermezzos. No. 25 should
contain all your light 2/4 oriental numbers. No. 26 should contain
all your heavy or slow oriental numbers used for descriptive playing or dramatic suggestion. No. 27 should contain all your humorous and characteristic descriptive numbers other than marches or
numbers having a national or oriental suggestion. No. 28 to contain all your foreign national descriptive numbers other than
marches or American characteristic numbers.
No. 29 should contain all your Spanish or Mexican music.
Your catalog should classify each number under this heading according to its serious or other temperament. No. 30 should contain all your overtures containing but two movements, namely, a
slow movement to open and then an allegro to end. Overtures
such
"Semeramide,"
a dramatic
throughout,
shouldas also
be classified etc.,
underhaving
this number.
No. effect
31 should
contain
all your other overtures which have continued changes of tempos
and can only be appropriately used for concert playing in neutral
pictures such as scenic and educational film. No. 32 should contain
your large concert numbers other than overtures. Nos. 31 and 32
can be combined if necessary, the same rules governing both. No.
33 should contain all selections having only lively movements for
neutral playing accompanying light and meaningless introductory
action. Medley selections can also be classified under tjiis heading.
No. 34 should contain all selections having slow movements and a
semi-romantic appeal throughout. No. 35 should contain all your
selections having a heavy and dramatic appeal. Most of your
grand Opera selections will come under this heading, such as
"Tannhauser," "La Boheme," "La Tosca," etc. No. 36 should contain all selections or potpourries of a characteristic nature such as
"Carmen" or foreign folk songs, etc. No. 37 should contain all
your American or Southern characteristic numbers. No. 38 should
contain all your numbers of positive religious suggestion. No.
39 should contain all your grand marches or pageantry numbers.
No. 40 should contain all your numbers characteristic of the American Indian, such as Indian intermezzos or Indian love songs. No.
41 should contain all your Western 2/4 intermezzos suggestive of
the Western life of the American cowboy.
Melodramatic Hurries in No. 42
No. 42 should contain all your melodramatic hurries and agitatos. No. 43 should contain your melodramatic mysteriosos or
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heavy dramatic descriptive suggestion. No. 44 should contain all
your melodramatic andante numbers. Make note in your catalog
whether the andante is of plaintive (minor key), romantic or
pathetic appeal. Always remember that romantic is the least
serious, pathetic the more serious and the plaintive the most serious
appeal. No. 45 should contain all your melodramatic numbers
containing on one sheet more than one of either No. 42, 43 or 44.
You will have no difficulty with the above classification to find
the proper place for each and every number that you may have
or get in the future. There are a great many numbers published
which have no positive picture value. Consequently you should not
classify a number until you have put it to the proper test. If after
such test you cannot determine the true value of the number, classify it under No. 31 or 32 in which numbers you will usually look
for concerted numbers suited only for playing to neutral pictures.
By neutral in music we mean numbers that have no positive temperamental appeal. By neutral in pictures we mean pictures or
portions of pictures which have no positive appeal to the human
temperament.
I shall be very glad to further explain this classification as a
whole or in part to any of my readers through these columns upon
request.
ORGAN

PIPES FOR THEATRE DECORATION SATISFY PUBLIC TRADITION THAT THE MUSIC
COMES FROM THE PIPES
'<IN churches and cathedrals you have seen serried rows of organ
•I pipes, graduated in size, and naturally you have supposed that
the music was emanating from them," says Jerome B. Meyer,
metal organ pipe manufacturer, Milwaukee. "As a matter of fact,
the rich tones of the organ were being formulated in far less
imposing-looking pipes, tucked out of sight somewhere in the
rear. These elaborate, soundless pipes have become ineradicably
identified in the public mind with expensive, high-grade organs.
If you try to persuade the ordinary man that the modern selfplaying or one-man orchestra and pipe organs have the tonal

SECTION

"Best
Music
In Town"
The Victoria Tlieatre, Phila,, lately renovated and refurnished by
the Central Market Street Company, has adopted a new musical
policy with its reopening, and has surpassed all records for attendance during the past two weeks.
A KIMBALL ORCHESTRAL ORGAN, the largest and most
resourceful in the city, supports and alternates with the Dessauer
Brothers' string orchestra, composed of four artists: 1st and 2nd
violin, cello and piano. Mr. Herbert Henderson is solo organist.
Managers, this is worth hearing.
W.

W.

KIMBALL CO.
CHICAGO
Established 1857
Eastern Office, 507 Fifth Avenue, New York
Philadelphia Office, 144 South Eleventh Street
There is only one way to
give your pression
patrons
imthat youthe have
high-class musical equipment. You must supplement your organ
man orchestra
with or oneDECORATIVE
ORGAN FRONT
PIPES
These pipes are made in
every size and style to
harmonize with your interior decorating. Our illustrated catalog will interest you — send for it now,
Jerome B. Meyer & Son
125 Austin St.
Milwaakee, Wii.

The Dream of the Progressive
An Instructive, Interesting and Amusing Feature
in Monthly Installments
devoted
to
those
interested
in the theatrical and motion picture
business.
Ejitirely Original Treatment of Familiar Topics
Fifty cents brings this incomparable booklet to you each month for
one year and in each issue the goods are delivered.
The Stage Hand finds in it an old friend who talks familiarly of the
things which interest him. The Motion Picture Machine Operator
praises the technical hints of practical value contained and the amusement afforded by the quaint sayings of friend Tim. Others enjoy
it because of its piquant originality.
THE OFFICIAL of TRADE
JOURNAL
the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving
Picture Machine Operators of the U. S. and C.
FRANK G. LEMASTER, Manager
107 West 46th Street, New York, N. Y.

INTEKIOR OF A THEATRE SHOWING MEYER ORGAN PIPES INSTALLED
qualities and volume of a church organ, he will notice the absence
of the big pipes, and remain unconvinced.
"Realizing that the prejudice against the compact, unadorned
theatre pipe-organ is entirely psychological, the manufacturers of
these instruments are now recommending that decorative pipes
be used in conjunction with them. These show-pipes not only satisfy the audience that your musical equipment is the finest possible,
but they also make most artistic decorations.
"If these pipes are not made just as carefully and substantially
as the ones installed in churches, the impression of elaborateness
you are trying to create will be destroyed. To be really effective,
these pipes should be made out of durable sheet metal, formed on
mandrels, and finished like a regular pipe-organ Speaking Pipe.
When finished in a rich gold bronze, and lacquered so as to retain
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PHOTO PLAY MUSIC CO., Publlthen, Nt« York Theatrt, 1530 Broadway, New York City
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their lu.strc, these dummy fronts lend a dignilied and opulent air to
any theatre.
"There is no need to encroach on your precious seating space.
The pipes can be easily attached in archways, former door openings,
over exit doors, across corners, or against flat walls. If grouped
around the picture screen, the pipes relieve the monotony of the
hare stage. These pipes are manufactured in a wide range of
designs and sizes. The best way to get an estimate on their cost is

and most successful theatrical enterprises, after
investigating
of

the merits

all musical

instru-

ments— use and endorse

SEEBURG

PIPE

and Self-Playing
THEY

When

Orchestras

MUST

Loew

of New

burger of Chicago

BE

BEST!

York

and Ham-

and other owners

of chains decide to put SEEBURGS
in their theatres, it's plain that you
ought to

Get

A

Every

SEEBURG
BURG booster.

Seeburg

Yourself

owner

is a SEE-

J. P. SEEBURG
PIANO
MANUFACTURERS
1010

MEYER

ORGANS

Republic

Bldg.,

CO.

CHICAGO

BOSTON
M. Steinert Soni
162 Boyliton St.

Branches:
NEW YORK
127 W. 65th St.

PITTSBURGH
431 Liberty St.

ATLANTA
6S No. Pryor St.

SAN FRANCISCO
52 Turk St.

PHILADELPHIA
923 Walnut St.

ORGAN

PIPES INSTALLED

IN A THEATRE

to measure the space you wish to cover, and to describe the general
scheme of the interior decoration. The pipes should be of the
right .size, and in harmony with the other furnishings of the theatre. The pipes are assembled by the manufacturers to order and
shipped securely mounted on suitable racks, ready for instant
installation. Not the least recommendation for decorative organ
pipes is their surprising inexpensiveness."
SUBSCRIBER OFFERS HINTS TO PUBLISHERS OF
MUSIC FOR PICTURE PLAYERS
THE

following letter explains itself. The suggestions ofifered by
the writer should be of value to the producers of film as well
as exhibitors. Music publishers should also take note of what the
writer feels is their duty toward the motion picture musician:
I-'ditor, Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh avenue. New York City.
De.ar Sir :— Regarding the editor's note following Mr. Licome's
article on "The Proper Standard for Musical Accompaniment to
Films" in the March 11 issue of Motion Picture News, I am glad
you doubt the success of compelling the use of set music for films,
tilings as an acid? (1) Review of picture incidents from musician's
.-standpoint. (2) Suggestion of musical numbers as a foundation
for a subject to be reverted to several times, to form the correct
atmosphere. There might be several suggestions — one to the orchestra, two grades to the organist. (3) Suggestion of several
numbers for special events in films. (4) Suggestion for "fill in"
music, soft and dimly outlined but characteristic, as a means of
setting forth special numbers.
The publishers could aid by getting up carefully selected libraries
of music that is appropriate, conveniently classified and arranged.
I have often wondered why exhibitors do not place the console of
tiie organ in the rear of the theatre, so the organist can catch the
spirit of the scene and also save his eyes, because pictures are
grotesque at close range.
f)rganists in houses where the pictures are changed daily and
where there is no chance to see the film before the regular performance certainly need some sort of help of this kind. So please
consider this an S. O. S. call.
Very truly yours,
JuMA P. Goss.
UNITED

MUSIC OPENS

OFFICE AT DALLAS

' I 'IIR United Music Company has opened ofifice at Dallas, Texas,
A with A. G. Williams as manager. The new concern will handle the .American I'otoplayer.

Be lure to mention ' MOTION PICTTTRE NEV/S" when writing: to advertisers.
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"THE
MOMENT
BEFORE
"
Famovis Players
By ERNST LUZ.
Projection Time, 70 Minutes.
Description of Music.
Number Suggested.
Cue to Stop Number.
Desc. (Path.)
"Salut D'Amour," by Elgar
;
"The Bishop."
Sh Leg Waltz
"A. (Jos.
B. C.W.Dramatic
Church clocl< at twelve.
Stern & Set
Co.)No. IS" — B2
Church Bell Imitation
One scene.
H. Dr. Andante ,
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 15" — ES
"The follov/ing day."
Agitato (Open P.)
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 15" — D4
Duke falls from horse.
Desc. (Path.)
"i raumerei," by Schumann
After "His Grace is fatally injured.
Choral Number or Organ
After "You must not die," etc.
Desc. (Path.)
"Wings of Love" (M. Witmark)
Connects 1 and 2.
PART 2
Wife crying, drops head on table.
8. Choral Number or Organ
"Alone."
9. "Angels' Serenade," by Braga
Duchess at altar after leaving Bishop.
10. Church Bell Imitation
"In the moment before her death," etc.
11. Gypsy Desc. (L.)
"La Czigana" (C. Fischer)
After "John the Gypsy," etc.
12 Agitato
"A.(Jos.
B. C.W.Dramatic
Set
No.
13"
—
C3
End
of Gypsy fight.
Stern & Co.)
13. Gypsy Desc
"Mazeppa" (W. Jacobs)
"The fortune."
14. Desc. (H. Leg.)
"Cavatina," by Raff
Connects 2 and 3.
PART 3
"The old Duke of Maiden," etc.
15. Waltz (Len. Leg.)
"Purple Eyes" (M. Witmark)
John the Gypsy aims to shoot.
16. Agitato
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 13" — ^1
John the Gypsy arrested.
17. Desc. (H. Rom.)
"Love and Passion" (J. Morris)
"A frequent visitor."
18. Waltz (Len. Leg.)
"Sphynx" (Chappell & Co.)
Young Duke kisses Gypsy girl.
19. Agitato (L.)
"A. (Jos.
B. C.W.Dramatic
Set
No.
13"^
—
.'^1
Gypsy girl at Duke's house after struggle.
Stern & Co.)
20. Desc. (H. Rom.)
"Rosemary" (M. Witmark)
Madge (maid) seated at table.
21. H. Dr. Desc
"A. (Jos.
B. C.W.Dramatic
"Here's hoping you will learn," etc.
Stern & SetCo.)No. 2" — Al
22. Agitato
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 2" — B2
Brother knocked down.
23. H. Dr. Desc
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 2" — \l
"I'm through with you," etc.
24. Agitato
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 2" — B2
Connects 3 and 4.
PART 4
John the Gypsy kills the young Duke.
25. Desc. (H. Path.)....
"Rose Blushes" (M. Witmark)
"Bound for the never never land."
26. Waltz (Len. Leg.)
"Druid's Prayer" (Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
Madge enters hut after John runs away.
27. Galop
' vVhip and Spur" (W. Jacobs)
Colored cook brings Madge back.
28. Rom. Intro, and Waltz
"Pomone," by Waldteufel
Horseman stops at cabin.
29. Desc. (H. Leg.)
"Visions," by Tschaikowsky
Connects 4 and 5.
PART 5
"^fter "I ran away from the crime," etc.
30. Agitato (L.)
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 14" — \\ Coda
End of vision of murder.
31. Desc. (H. Rom.).....
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 14" — '\1
John the Gypsy sees horses.
32. H. Dr. Desc
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 2" — Al
"Let him go," etc.
33. Agitato
"\. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 13" — M
Madge runs between duellists.
34. H. Dr. Andante
"A. B, C. Dramatic Set No. 13" — B2
'^fter the Duke shoots.
35. Agitato
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 13" — C3
Madgescene.
shoots John the Gypsy.
36. H. Dr. Andante
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 13" — B2
Fade out after Madge and Duke on horseback. Night
37. Sh. Path
(Rock of Ages) or (Abide with Me).... To end.
Notes: — The church bell imitaion called for in 3 and 10 should be No. 28 should be a concert waltz with a slow romantic introduction,
made without music. This imitation is called for later in the picture No. 37- can be well covered with the song "Rock of Ages" or "Abide
and
shouldimportant.
be closely Other
followed.hurried
During
33, 34
and are
35 pistol
shots with
Nos. melodramatic
2, 3, 4, 12, 16,
19, 22,as23,suggested
24, 30, 32,
33, plot,
34, 35 and
are very
and Nos.
struggle
effects
also called
36 areMe."
all short
numbers
in the
for. Nos. 1, 5, 7, 17, 20, 25 and 31 are all slow numbers having a
., ,
^,
...
j
i ^ ^t.
be appropriately used throughout the entire
a short legato waltz. No. .While the organ cannothighly
pathetic or heavy romantic appeal. No. 2 is style
necessary to the better presentation of
or organ alone. No. P'cture it is nevertheless
6 and 8 must be church numbers of choral
9 should be a slow number of semi-religious suggestion. No. 11 and '"'^ teature.
13 should be numbers of positive gypsy suggestion.
While the plot might make this picture seem difficult play, neverdifficult
Nos. 14 and 29 must be slow heavy numbers of dramatic appeal. theless when the proper music is used it will not be foundto very
Numbers with minor key predominant and played legato are the better. but rather interesting. The picture'is very good and deserves your best
Nos. IS, 18 and 26 should be slow waltzes played lento and very legato. efforts.

I.
2
3a.
3b.
4.
5.
e!
7.

No director has put anything in pictures yet that
THE

BARXOLA
cannot adequately interpret.

ORCHESTRA.
Verify this by writing to

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 710-711 Mailers BIdg., Chicago, 111.

oshkoJCwi^ionsin

Are you getting ready to be represented in the next

PREPAREDNESS

-

studio Directory Number
published September 9?

of Motion Picture News,

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advert sers.
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THE

LIBERTY, OKLAHOMA CITTS NEW $125,000
HOUSE, IS HAVING GRATIFYING SUCCESS
special to Motion Picture News.
Oklahoma City, April 29.
City's new $125,000 motion picture
Oklahoma
Liberty,
THEtheatre
and one of the finest photoplay houses of the entire
southwest, is having gratifying success. Prof. Giovanna Arcella,
formerly leader of the Symphony Orchestra of New York City
and violin soloist with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, is director
of music.
The theatre was erected and is conducted by the Oklahoma
Amusement Company, of which W. M. Robinson is president; H.
W. McCall, secretary and general manager ; Allen Street, treasurer,
and C. W. Finney, a New York theatre man, assistant manager.
Dr. J. G. Street, city commissioner of pubhc property, is a prominent stockholder and director in the corporation.
A plot of ground 55 by 175 feet is occupied by the theatre, and
it is built of terra cotta and concrete. It was designed by Architect
Leonard H. Bailey of this city and is fireproof throughout. There
are three front entrances, above which is a large glass panel to be
used as an illuminated program sign. This is both original and
unique in the manner it meets the problem of theatre advertising
and making the sign a part of the architectural composition of
the building. Interchangeable ruby letters on glass panels are inserted in the whole. Blue and white are used in outside decorations.
The lobby has a floor of vitreous ceramic tile with marble base
and marble stairways leading to the mezzanine floor. The foyer
is equipped with drinking fountains, with women's rest rooms,
children's nursery, toilets and manager's offices adjoining. The
foyer is hiciden from the auditorium by an elaborate loggia screen.
The arrangement of the theatre itself is such that every one of
the 1,5000 seats has a perfect "sight-line" on the stage and there is
not a pillar or post in the entire auditorium or balcony. The
lighting effects are unique, a self-diffusing system making it possible to throw the entire house or any part into sunlight, moonlight,
dawn or shadow in keeping with the requirements of the occasion
and stage settings. The theatre is arranged like a huge megaphone,
the stage occupying the mouthpiece.
Exhaust and huge electric fans provide thorough ventilation, the
air being forced through heating chambers in the winter and ice
chambers in the summer.
There are six concrete stairways •leading from the balcony and
eight emergency exits from the balcony to alleys on either side,
which with the three front entrances giv«e a total of seventeen exits
if needed.
The theatre uses two Eaird projection machines and a gold
mirror screen has been installed.
Oklahoma City now has eight standard motion picture theatres,
the Liberty, Empress, Lyric, Fc^ly, Strand, Metropolitan, Dreamland and Majestic.

EMPRESS, DENVER, OPENS DOORS ON EASTER,
AFTER EXTENSIVE REMODELING
THE Empress theatre of Denver opened its doors on Easter in
a brand new Easter suit, after being completely remodeled at
a cost of $25,000. For months decorators, painters, carpenters, and
upholsterers have been at work remodeling the old Empress theatre
of Denver, tearing down here, building up there, beautifying and
cleaning until the famous theatre shines with a new glory inside
and out.
The two little stores that formerly cramped the street entrance
have been torn out, and now there is room for the good natured
crowds to "mob" the box office without having to crush one another. Paint and the arts of the decorator, and the electrician
have transformed the street appearance of the theatre, while inside

the house is one of the most beautiful in the state. The indirect
system of lighting has been installed, and at night there is a pleasant soft glow within the theatre that brings out the green, old rose
and ivory color of the decorations.
The Empress has a seating capacity of 1,650. The seats have
been covered with linen slips to protect the dresses and waists of
the women patrons from dirt and dust. These slips are changed
twice weekly. A modern ventilating plant similar to the one in
operation in the Strand theatre, New York, has been installed to
carry the fresh air into the house, and remove the vitiated atmosphere.
The Empress is a vaudeville and motion picture house combined,
showing a feature, a comedy and six acts of vaudeville. Manager
Danny McCoy of the Empress was forced to hang out the S. R. O.
sign each performance of Easter Sunday, but this is only a common
occurrence at the Empress.
NEW

$35,000 PICTURE THEATRE OF ARTISTIC
DESIGN OPENED IN LOUISVILLE
THE Aristo theatre at Second and A streets, Louisville, Ky., a
new $35,000 motion picture house, was formally opened to the
public April 24. The initial attraction was "The Gentleman from
Indiana." The Aristo is one of the handsomest motion picture
houses in Louisville and is the "last word" in regard to architecture, lighting, ventilation, comfort, and safety.
The building is of brick construction. The front is of cream
enameled brick with stone trimmings and the lobby brown tiling.
The site fronts eighty feet on Second street and the house itself
occupies seventy feet front. The theatre being in a fashionable
residential section, the management has departed from the usual
plan of having the entrance touch the sidewalk. It is set back
from the street with two stone steps leading from the sidewalk to
a concrete plaza. On either side of this is a grass plat with a flower bed in the center.
A feature of the building is its facilities for excellent ventilation.
This point is being emphasized by the management. In addition
to the modern ventilating devices, the auditorium has fourteen
windows which will be thrown open every morning to admit sunshine and fresh air. Besides being fireproof, the theatre has, as
additional protection for patrons, six exits — more than the law
requires. The building was planned by Joseph & Joseph, architects.
Admission is ten cents. There will be a change of program daily.
Prof. Pappalardo, violinist, is in charge of the orchestra.
The principal stockholders are R. W. Bingham, A. H. Mann,
J. J. Douglas, George K. Dehler, Max L. Simons and the estate of
the late Aaron Kohn. The management advertises that only high
grade pictures will be shown, the principal lines being the Paramount, Metro, Blue Bird and V-L-S-E.
MONITOR FILM COMPANY ENTERS FIELD TO
PRODUCE COMEDIES AND FIVE-REEL DRAMAS
THE Monitor Film Manufacturing Company, with offices in
Washington, D. C, and New York, has entered the field to
produce five-reel features, and one and two-part comedy pictures.
Frank P. Donovan is general production manager.
Mr. Donovan, who is known as the producer of the Fad Comedies, Manhattan Features and Harvard Comedies, intends to make
about ten features a year, starring popular film players. To date
Devore Palmer, Vera Franklin, George Ross, Billy Sadler and
Florence Wright have been engaged. Charles A. Hutchinson,
formerly with World Film and Popular Plays and Players, will be
producing director, with Palmer as his co-director.
The New York officeiiiHiiiKittiiiiiiiiiiiriiii
is at 231-233 Tenth avenue. lltlllOinilllHIIIIKMIItllllllUHIIk
JiirmiiiiiiHniiiiiiiiiiiiiiHdiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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SUGGESTS SUITABLE MUSIC FOR
SCREEN SCORES
<<1V yiUSIC is a prime necessity for the future success of moving
IVl pictures."
Frieda Hempel, prima donna of the Metropolitan Opera House,
made this comment in a recent interview, when she was told the
Paramount Pictures Corporation would hereafter send out complete scores with every play on its program, the proper musical
selection being supplied for each scene appearing upon the screen.
Fraulein Hempel's views on the proper musical accompaniments
for the film drama are being sent broadcast over the country.
"By the proper adaptation of music the photoplay house will
be raised to a much higher artistic plane," the prima donna declared positvely when it was explained to her that Paramount had
taken one of the important steps in the history of the motion
picture industry by arranging with Schirmer, the music publisher,
to prepare scores for each film released on its program, made up
of selections from all of the great composers, and absolutely
matching the moods portrayed on the screen.
"It seems to me," she continued, "that in Wagner's music there
is everything adaptable to any drama ever conceived. I would
like to suggest to motion picture producers that there was no
greater love theme ever written in music than the love motif of
'Tristan and Isolde.'
"Take Bach's music for instance. I can imagine nothing so
suitable for a scene in a Pullman sleeping car than some of his
fugues. The music of the 'Barber of Seville' would be excellent
for thrilling situations. There must be substance and thought to
the music selected for a big dramatic story, not only tunefulness
and emotion.
"I was particularly impressed by the fact that in the production
of 'Diplomacy' I enjoyed the poetic feeling of the play because of
the ideal music selected, which I had not felt when I saw the
play produced abroad. You see, music will always idealize, and
that is something we can never get too much of. As I watched
the progress of the play, with its many opportunities for improvement over the mere theatrical production on the stage, I couldn't
help wondering what the great Sardou would have thought of it
himself. Sardou, by the way, would have made a wonderful
scenario writer for moving pictures, wouldn't he?
"It seems to me that there must be a great opening in this
country for the large number of students to heip out with their
musical education by playing in these motion picture houses in
the evenings. And, with carefully chosen scores, like Paramount's,
how charming — what an appeal to people who like pictures, as
well as music — it would be 1"
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GRAND ALL ADDS THE SAVOY TO HIS THEATRES
IN NATIONAL CAPITOL
HARRY CRANDALL has added another link to his theatre
chain in Washington, D. C. Instead of causing further competition inthe Mount Pleasant section by adding another theatre,
as originally proposed, Crandall has just consummated a deal
whereby he becomes the owner of the Savoy theatre and park,
possession taking place at once. It is stated that the figures in
the transaction reached $75,000.
With the Savoy in hig possession, Mr. Crandall has now a
large picture theatre located in each important section of the
National Capital. The Apollo and park are in the northeast section; the Avenue Grand is in the southeast; the Savoy in the
northwest, and Crandall's Joy in the downtown section.
The present theatre has a seating capacity of 800, and the park
has 2,000, but it is Mr. Crandall's intention to enlarge the house
and make othef improvements consistent with his up-to-date ideas.
Already a five-piece orchestra has been installed, culled from
the United States Marine band. First run features in the neighborhood will be the rule. J. P. Morgan, formerly proprietor and
manager of the Princess, will be the manager of the new Savoy.
With the taking on of the two additional theatres in the past
month, Mr. Crandall has found it necessary to seek an assistant
as treasurer. This place is being filled by George Crough, who
has been associated with Mr. Crandall since the opening of the
Joy theatre.
Read

pages 2853 and 2891

YOUR
COMPETITOR
You are constantly trying to keep your theatre one jump
ahead of the house around the corner.
You can score
an overwhelming scoop on your rival you can make
your house the most talked-of and popular place of entertainment intown.
won't know
competition
means if you
install You
a SOSMAN
& what
LANDIS
STAGE
SETTING.
You can get one of our sets, designed and constructed
especially for your theatre, at a price you can afford to
Write now for our handsome new catalog.
paySOSMAN & LANDIS COMPANY
Scenic Pioneers for 37 Years
417 So. Clinton St., Chicago

OPERA

CHAIRS

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Department. Send blue print
or sketch for Free Seating Plan.
If you are desirous of reseating, we
canWrite
help you
dispose ofN. old chairs.
for Catalog
We Seating.
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

INCREASED BOX-OfflCE RECEIPTS
Film Star
Spoons WM.
are a ROGERS
staple that
appealquality
for- TALK!
OTerNational
to everyone.
Celebrated
i SON
RESULTS
guaranteed.
National
Stars Corporation,
1328 Broadway.
New York City.
SILVER SPOONS
Yours is vertising
the proposition
best ad-I
as a souvenir offered on our simple coupon
plan, have built up many a theatre and made have ever put on. I am
popular ones even more profitable. Our system
It bu100%.Increasthat
ed my business
positively creates increased patronage for a very positive
is why I am send^
small outlay on your part. Each spoou bears a That
reorder for another
reproduction of a popular star your fans are this
raving
and onDesigns
the back
is hisClara
or herKimball
birth- 75 dozen spoons assorted.
month over
flower.
include
A really great premium.
Young,
Anita Mabel
Stewart,Normand,
Francis X.J. G. E. RICKEB, Mgr..
Bushman,MaryEarleFuller,
Williams,
(Signed)Amusement Co.,
Union
Warren Kerrigan, Blanche Sweet. Remember,
Fitzgerald, Oi.
we have prepared
special
lobby
displays,
announcement slides, etc. Send a post card or a
letter for complete details. For sample spoon _
and coupon send 20c.
NATIONAL STARS CORP
1330 Broadway
New York
Make

Your

Lobby

Display Attractive
There is nothing more fascinating
to the public than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or posters.
We make Lobby and Theatre Fixtures and Brass Rails of every description.
Don't fail to visit our Showrooms.
Write for catalog.
The NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Coast
representatiT*,
A. Hetoalfe,
117 Ooldsnrate
Avenns, BanOr. Francisco,
California.
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Exclusive PING
M'.nufacturers COAPANY"
of
■f[mm
Furnishinfjs for Theatres, Schools,
Churches and all Public Buildings

When you want Opera Chairs, remember vc have
50,000 CHAll^S
ALWAYS IN STOCK
ia 6 different styles in Imitation Mahogany and Circassian Walnut finishes,
assuring you satisfactory selection and
IMMEDIATE SERMCE
Other designs of Upholstered and Unupholstered Chairs unlimited iu
number, furnished in 25 to 50 days after receipt of specifications, depending
on character of chairs selected.
Our Consultation Service, specializing in designing economical arrangements for theatre seating is tendered to you without any charge whatever,
Descriptive literature on request.
For prompt attention address;
General Offices: 1012 LYTTON BUILDING. CHICAGO, ILUNOIS
Sales Offices in all principal cities
' ' ' : '-!'a{iimimimmKi[i[<i!imiijimi[ii]iiiiiiimiiiifiiiuiimiiimiiiitiiiii^
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Vol. 13.

No. 19.

SWANSON-NOLAN SUPPLY COMPANY REPORTS
SALES OF EQUIPMENT IN WEST
THE Swaiison-Nolan Supply Company of Denver, reports that
E. L. Wheat has purchased a new Simplex Machine, to be
installed in the Princess theatre of Sheridan. Mr. Wheat is the
owner of the Orpheum and Princess theatres of Sheridan, having
recently bought the latter house.
C. C. Davis, owner of the Wigwam theatre of Reno, Nev., has
purchased a new Motiograph machine.
Earl Mclnti're, of the Mammoth theatre of Mammoth, Utah, has
purchased a complete new 6-B equipment.
Leo Peterson, of Belle Fourche, S. D., has also purchased a complete fiew 6-B equipment for his theatre.

HELIO PHOTOPLAYS, INC., WILL SOON FLASH
SIGNAL FOR PRODUCTION OF FOUR DRAMAS
THE Helio Photoplays, Inc., a newly organized concern at
Stockton, Cal., has been granted a permit by the State Commissioner of Corporations to issue stock valued at $40,000 for
public sale and to issue a like number of shares to J. L. Adams,
T. H. Gray and J. W. Talbott in consideration of money ex^
pended and services rendered. It is planned to commence operations by the production of four plays, for which scenarios have
I already been secured.
|
|
EXPERIENCED
PERFORMER
ON ONE-MAN
g
ORCHESTRA OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENT
|
|
IN a recent communication received from Olive M. Cook,
=
|
710 Prytania street, New Orleans, La., she writes that she
| is open to take a position anywhere other than New Orleans.
=
i Her references are the very best, being thoroughly experienced
in picture playing on unit or one man orchestra instruments.
h
|
p
HAWTHORNE PRESIDENT OF OPERATORS' LOCAL
IN COVINGTON, KENTUCKY
JOHN P. HAWTHORNE of Covington, Ky., has been elected
president of the Motion Picture Machine Operators Union
of the Cincinnati district.

MOUNTED

POSTERS

RENTED
ON

ALL

MUSIC

COMPANY MOVES INTO NEW
OFFICES
THE Seltzer Music Company, wholesale and retail dealers in
organs, orchestra, announces that it has moved its office to
710 Penn avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

FEATURES

"BY
S
USING
RENTAL SYSTEM ON MOUNTED POSTERS
aOUR
ve
lOO
r
SEND

SELTZER

COUPON

DICK

BRADY POSTER RENTAL CO.
126 West 46th St., New York City.
Please send me without obligation on my part information of
your Rental System of Mounted Posters on all Features.

■
NAMK
TOWN
STATK

I
I
I
I
i
•
1
j
I
i
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
§
I
I
1
1
I

LOS ANGELES EXCHANGES BUY
THE
"NEWS"
TO GET
THE NEWS
Los Angeles, CaL
Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Dear Mr. Wyckoff:—
Herewith please find two new subscription orders, each for one year: — •
Film Producers, Inc., 1120 Van Nuys
Building, Los Angeles, Cal. Mutual
Film Corporation,
So. Olive
street, Los Angeles, Cal.
By adding on the last named the
"News" is made 100 per cent efficient
here with regard to exchanges receiving the publication. All were on
the list with the exception of this one
and the Nat Magnar office. White,
the manager there, buys the publication at a newstand every week and
has a complete file. He prefers to do
this because of a friend having a
'
stand.
J. C. JESSEN.

iiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiKiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Rothapfel — genius of exhibitors— chose a Minusa Gold

Fibre Screen for America's Finest
Photoplay Theatre — the Rialto,
New York City.
Minusa Gold Fibre Screens have been
installed by Mr. Rothapfel during the
past year in six of his other theatres
— .the Knickerbocker, Academy of
Music and 44th Street Theatres in
New York City — the New Fenway
and Boston Theatres in Boston — and
the Colonial Theatre in Chicago.
The finest and best patronized theatres
throughout the U. S, A. are now equipped
with Minusa Gold Fibre Screens.
2\ inety per cent of the biggest supply houses
in the countrj^ handle Minusa Gold Fibre
Screens exclusively.
When exhibitors like Mr. Rothapfel insist upon
the Minusa— when Minusas are used in the finest
photoplay houses everywhere — when the biggest
Supply Houses handle Minusa Gold Fibre
Screens exclusively surely there must be a reason.
Get in touch with our nearest office
self.
today — send for our literature and
decide the screen question for your-

MINUSA

CINE PRODUCTS COMPANY
San Francisco New York City
St. LouisBuilding n7-119 Golden Gate Ave. 1604 Broadway
Houser

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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AND
LIST
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EXCHANGE
SERVICE

Wc rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
N 60
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
St FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
Phone, 2003 Randolph
425 ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Printing Typewriting
Addressing Multigraphing
ALL

THE I prun;iui;uce
F^LAYERIS
in an; sized picture can be furalsbed
istantly. WIRE US YOUB WANTS. If you fall to
isplay the face of a popular player who U appearlns
t your bouse you are orerlooklng an opportunity for
irgir receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL KNOWN
LAYER
displayedof will
dran more rnone*
ill) the prominently
mere annouDcement
a name.
LARGE HAND COLORED TICTURES.
Size 22 X 28 75c Each Sizt 11 > 14 20c Each
1,iirMI-PHOTO
POST CARDS
$3.00 per thousand.
aDDOuncement
on correspondence
side and Pnni
mall
m weekly. PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8 i 10. all Ux
unilnent players, 600 different namei, 20c. each.
IIAVURE FOLDERS, containing pictures of all the
romlnent players, including feature stars, $10.00 per
housand.
SLN'GLE
iimes, 40c.COLUMN
each. CUTS of »U the players, 809
rilANSPARENCIES, ALL SIZES, from 50c. to $2.50.
•AC-SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS Inm $8.00 to $25.00.
according to size and frames.
KRAUS MFC
CO.. 220 W. 42n(d Street. IM. Y.
12th Flo«r, CANDLER BUILDING.
Send (or Cataiogne of o«er 600 playtrt and samples free. Writ* ii
giving details of your dull nights, and we will tend you a remedy.

LISTS

Only complete one to be had, numbering 22,000 ,
price, $40.00; itemized by states, or $3.50 per
thousand for states you want. Postage guaranteed.
1173 Film Exchanges
$4.00
149 MAnufacturert and Studio*
1.00
210 Moving Picture Machine and Supply Dealeri 1.50
Write for particulars
Trade Circular Addressing Co.
166<4 West Adams Street, Chicago
Franklin USi
Estab. ISM

No. 19.

EDGEWOOD
COMPLETES
ORGANIZATION AND
GETS READY TO PRODUCE AT ERLANGER, KY.
OFFICERS of the Edgewood Photoplay Company, which recently purchased the Erlanger fair grounds at Erlanger, Ky.,
for an outdoor studio, have been elected as follows : President,
Joseph W. Farnham, New York; vice-president, William F. Haddock, Portsmouth, N. H. ; secretary, Edward C. Larkin, Dayton,
Ohio ; treasurer, E. A. Gephart, Dayton. Directors : George E.
Phillips, Covington, Ky. ; J. M. Howk, Covington; E. L. Harter,
Indianapolis ; George B. Fulton, New Baltimore, Ohio ; O. R. McElhaney Portsmouth, Ohio ; Harry W. Davis, Wilmington, Del.,
and J. H. Boggs, Los Angeles.
The technical staff includes John B. Van Dyke, stage director,
formerly with a film company at Milan, Italy; Frank L. Dear,
producing director, formerly with the Edison company; Leon
Louiso, studio director, who has been with the Lubin studios at
Jacksonville, Fla., and Philip Robson, art director, recently with
the Life Photo Film Company.
It has been announced that among the actors who will work at
the Kentucky studio are Maurice Costello, Lindsey Hall, Harry
Springier, Christina Mayo, Jane Grey, Stanley Walpole and Elsie
Bartell.
Erlanger will be the northern producing headquarters of the
company which also has studios at Jacksonville, Fla.
BARRY

RESIGNS FROM POWER FOR ENTRY
BUSINESS FOR HIMSELF

INTO

WILLIAM (BILL) BARRY, former secretary of the Screen
Club, and for the past several years advertising manager of
the Nicholas Power Company, manufacturers of motion picture
machines, has announced his resignation to take effect May 1. Mr.
Barry has secured an interest in the Monroe Press, an old established printing house, and, judging from the energy and perseverance he put into his work while with the Power Company, the success he merits will no doubt be assured.
NEBRASKA

FOR
SALE
MOVING
PICTURE
MAILING

Vol. 13.

SECTION

EXHIBITORS

BUY

NEW

EQUIPMENT

JE. GORMAN, of Lincoln, Neb., has purchased two 6-B equip• ments from the Laemmle Film Service, of Lincoln, Neb., and
the .^cme Amusement Company, of Lincoln, Neb., has purchased
two 6-A machines from the Mutual Film Company.
Read

Pages 2853 and 2891

C A
I L L E
Ticket Ofllce Equipments
Embody Ticket Sellers, Ticket
Choppers,
Theatre RecordChange
LedgersMakers.
and Theatre
Tickets. Catalog on request
Callle Bros. Co., 1003 Amsterdam
Ave., Detroit, Mich.

For

AIRDOME BENCHES
inadp of seaBoned Maple lumber, any
tenetb desired. AU leading makes of
moTlnx picture DMcblnee. Operating
hoottaa that pas* Inapcotlon. New and
•llftitly lued. Oet our prices before
hiiylng elsewhere. All orders filled
•amt^ day ae rHoeived.
LEAKS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.,
609 Chestnut St.
St. Louis. Mo.

Artistic

Display

and

Lobby
Stage

Decorations
Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS.
TREES, VINES, LEAVES. GARLANDS,
WREATHS AND PALMS.
Estimates made and theatres decorated under
contract by our expert.
Our 32-page catalogue No. 3, illustrating in
colors the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration, FREE.
FRANK NETSCHERT COMPANY, INC.
61 Barclay Street
New York City
Be I'lre to mention ' MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writi;ing to advertisers.
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ISth

NATIONAL

MOTION

Film

The date approaches! — the result is uncertain
unless every one in the film industry helps!

Men

PICTURE

TRIBUTE

DAY

and Women!

The

Take

yourself to make the great Tribute Day a rousing success ! ! The American Public is sure to

a

Personal

executive

respond

Interest

committee

asks

if EXHIBITORS

ALL

COUNTRY — each in his own

in Your

a personal

Own
Campaign !

you

to exert

OVER

THE

theatre — makes

appeal by announcing

his intention

of giving 10%

of the gross receipts of May

to the Actors'

Fund

of America.

Come

15

on! !

Let's make this first Campaign of the Motion
Picture industry for a truly noble object a suc-

NOW!

cess— you

yourself

Be

Interested — you

w^ill

help — it is a sort of duty — be interested — inspire others to help — do a good act now and
you will always be glad you did. Endow the
Actors' Home and the Actors' Fund of America! There are 400,000 of us in the film business— we
$500,000,
HELP! !

Only

Short

Left

and

EXECUTIVE

a

Time

can

do it— we
we

can

give our share,

will do it— IF YOU

WILL

COMMITTEE

SAMUEL GOLDFISH,
30 East 42nd Street, New
J. A. Berst
J. Stuart Blackton
Wm. A. Johnston
John Wylie
Marcus Loew
J. W. Binder

Chairman
York
Daniel Frohman
W. W. Hodkinson
Mitchel Mark
Adolph Zukor
J. E. Brulatour
George Kleine

Ba sure to, mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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relief
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Send Coupon for
Catalog and
Full Particulars
TheBergerMfg.
Co.,
Branches:Canton,
— Boston,Obio
New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis, San Francisco.
Export Dept.: — Berger
Bldg., New York City,
U. S. A.

Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Perfect
And

^ll^

but

represents

remember

the

Developing

when

Imitators

coined

associated
supreme

the

have
there

phrase

and

with
degree

our

counterfeited
is

only

one

parrot

can

name

our

home
we

memorize

it

quahty.

of film

Developing and Printing — the original — and
operate that home in its entirety.

Any

Printing

coin,
of

own,

Perfect

occupy

and

phrases.

Sometimes
piracy unwittingly is committed
where one
confuses memory with thought. Plagiarists skirt the limits of
business ethics h\' Hftin^ bodily and
identify a particular institution.

using boldly, studied statements built to

There's a difference between the unwitting and the
witless, but each is a menace to honest advertising.

Your
demands

that

you

safety

investigate

first

our

claims

and

the result with what you find — or fail to find — back
of those who imitate our expressions.
It is your business duty to determine the
difference between sound and noise.

Rothacker

Film
SUCCESSORTO

Industrial Moving
Picture
Watterson R. Rothacker, President
Chicago,

compare

of the claims

Mfg.

Go.

U.S.A.

Co

HAS

THE

aUALITY

CIRCULATION

OF

THE

TRADE

ill

GERALDINE
in

another

FARRAR

I^^^SJ^^^

triumph

"MARIA
ROSA"
Produced by Cecil B. DeMille
This week's attraction in America's leading theatres
National Tribute Day, Motion Picture
Campaign, Actors' Fund, May IS.
DISTRIBUTORS
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE. LTD
Jesse LUskx
Feature puy C9m
FOUR, EIGHTY-FIVE FIFTH .WE^^JE, NEW YORK CITY
Jesse L. LasKy
Samuel Goldfish Cecil b. DeMille
Pres.
Vice-Prei. and Treas.
DirectorGen
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PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS

A YEAR

DANIEL
FROHMAN
PRESENTS

Zois

By
Zellner^

I^OMANT/C
PHOTOPLAY
—

OF

—

ADVENTUPE
WITH

k.^.^-^ THE FAR£:v^ELL_7gr^;^::::=;^-J

VALENTINE

GR4NT

/N
National Motion Picture Tribute
Day May 15th
i

RELEASED

F/\/£

MAY

PARTS

4-

ON THe

i ^aramouiit^ixy^am

€
FILM
PLAYERS
FAMOUS
president
ZUKOR,
ADOLPH
director
MANAGING
DANIEL-FROH MAN,
YORK
NEW
56lii STREET,
WEST
I2-4-I30
Ltd.
E
SERVIC
FILM
S
PLAYER
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS-FAMOUS

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the ''News."
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are the productions of
Famous Placers Film Co., Jesse L. Laskv Feature Pla})
Co., The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co., Pallas Pictures

To

interest in his theatre a constantly increasing proportion of the
available population is a necessity
for the exhibitor who not only wants
to make money now but wants to

keep on making money. The theatre having the right to display the
Paramount Trademark is constantly
and consistently increasing its profits and, incidentally, widening the
circle from

which

it draws

patron-

age.
Are

vou satisfied?
i

Write Our Exchange

To-day

FOUR EIGHTY PrVE NEW
^ FIFTH
AVENUE N.Y.
V_-' 3/' FORTY FIRST ST.
VORK.

V

Be fure to mention "MOTION FICITJSE NEWS" when w.^tinc to adTMtlstn.

[■ May 20, 1916.
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NEWS

If 7on like ihe "News," write our adveitisers; if not, tell us.
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Subjects

"Footage" is not a consideration in
the production of Paramount Short
Subjects.

"Interest" is the consideration in
the production of Paramount Short
Subjects.

'Paramount

I

Pidographs

'Paramount -Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures

I

Paramount- Bray Animated
Cartoons and BrayQilhert Silhouettes
These single-reel releases are not
for the exhibitor who is interested
only

in filling out

his program.

They

are made for and are of interest to an entirely different sort
of exhibitor.

Are

you

satisfied?

Write

^.^^

Our

Exchange

Today

YORK.
\^ FOUR EIGHTY FIVE NEW
1^ FIFTH
AVENUE N.Y.
V—'

V

Bo Buro to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.

FORTY FIRST gL
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are the productions of
Famous Players Film Co., Jesse L. Laskv Feature Play
May
Co., The Oliver Morosco Photoplay
Co., Pallas Pictures

Dustin Farnum
Valentine Grant
Geraldine Farrar
Sessue Hayakawa
Hazel Dawn
George Beban
Mae Murray
Peggy Hyland
Blanche Sweet

David Garrick
Pallas
The Innocent Lie
Famous Players
Maria Rosa
Lasky
Alien Souls
Lasky
The Feud Girl
Famous Players
Pasquale
Morosco
Sweet Kitty 5^//aiVj. . .Lasky-Belasco
Saints and Sinners Famous Players
The
Thousand Dollar
Husband
Lasky
J une

Fannie Ward
All Star Cast

Un-named
The Evil Thereof
The Making of Maddalena
Her Romance
Destiny's Toy
The Clown

Edna Goodrich
Marguerite Clark
Louise Huflf
Victor Moore
Ann Pennington and William
Courtleigh, Jr
Susie SnonHake
Pauline Frederick
TheSnare
World's Great
]\[yrtle Stedman
The American Beauty.,
Are
Write

You

Our

Famous ■ Players
Lasky
Morosco
Lasky
Famous Players
Famous Players
Famous Players
Famous Plavers
, Pallas

Satisfied?

Exchange

To-day

Q^ciramo{mtf^idiires-(^p<^(^^
^ FOUR EIGHTY FIVE
V_-- ^Z' FORTY FIRST ST
NEW FIFrHAVE><UE
YORK, NDT.

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

W\ k

By giving YOU value.
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CALI

FOR.MIA
PRESENTS

BEATRIZ

MICnELCNJ

CELEBRATED

ME

WOMAN

PRIMA
IN

DONNA

WnODAREE

By C. N. ana A. M. WILLIAMSON
Arrangement with Alice Kauser
A worthy successor to "The Unwritten Law" and produced
after the same "Better than Program" standard.
A gripping story of European intrigue, sustained through a
thread of mystery and suspense, to the big final climax, makes
this a genuinely powerful production.
All Star Cast Including
ANDREW ROBSON and WILLIAM PIKE
Scenario by
CAPTAIN LESLIE PEACOCKE
Produced in seven pretentious parts
Released through State Right Buyers
California
/V\otion
Corporation
Alexander
Beyfuss. Picture
General Manager
San Rafael. California

I-'
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THANICS.MR.BARRETT;
THE

SENTIMENTS

MULTITUDE

OF

Chicago,

Without

press my opinion
CLAW",

trade only, very few regulars,
serial.

iness assumed abnormal
the production

I cheerfully

of the Serial

In the heart of Chicago,

the above named

from your office

standpoint

of the merits

YOUR

111., April 21,1916.

any solicitation

and purely from a business

AND

ex-

"IRON

we cater to transient

until the screening

of

With "THE IRON CLAW" the busproportions

has been extended

fails to hurt the feelings

and the fact that

to (20) chapters

of the management.

We are

glad from a box office point of view and our patrons'
expressions

in favor of the continuance

CLAW", to voice our opinion

of the "IRON

in writing.

Very respectfully

yours,

(Signed)
E. J. Barrett,
Pastime Theatre,
66 W. Madison Street,
Chicago, 111.

nc.
T^e

l>ATH]g
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WHICH

Superlative

Pictures

NeitKer con\petition, Kot weather nor otKer adverse factors have any
terror for V. L. S. E. exhibitors.
rkey occupy a commanding position. TKey Kave stepped above any
conditions wKicK Kamper progress.
Big Four productions have heen their stepping stones.
TKe advantage wKicK these exhibitors enjoy vJill be even more manifest
during the next few months.
At their call will be a line-up of trul)) extraordinary offerings, destined
to crush lobbies as they have never been before.
These include:
"Sherlock Holmes
•'TheW.dComh
W,)Uum
at G,)htt,--„ .S„v„ Par,,
Inc.,
"The Rulj,),
C risi
s .Sup,r P, it I re-- in Ninr Par,,
An<i,hir "Spoilers' wi,h the Samt Ca.'t
■TheA Iron
Trail"
Rex Beac),
Master Play.

.

'4

Chaplin
s Burlesque
on "Carmen
The. Come
Jy wh.eh
Sha,,,r,n^
all Box Offiee H,„ory.
"Cods Play
Country
and the ^^oman
which
"The A Bar
rie
r w.ll Re-f,lay EyeryUer.-m E.gh, Par,,
A,w,her Rex Beaeh Offering ,./ .Si,/.,-- Mer,,
"The A Neer-Do-Well"
Success „■ B.g ,ha, „ Dwarf, a„y Commen,

2(S

These are "Special" Features principally, in the sense that they offer
extra stimulus to a service which in its general high average has never
been surpassed iii the moving picture field.
They are offered on the same equitable basis that all Big Four productions
are booked; i. e., on their box office value.
Will you be one to share in the added profit which these pictures are
certain to insure.
If so, it would be well to place yourself in the position where you will
not only have first call on them, but where the prestige gained from
Big Fours general releases, will aid you in makiiig the n\ost of these
special offerings.

\j\r. 14^.
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FIRST

KJeigKborKood to
THIS

SERIES

'aof rKe cleanest, ,funftiest and most profitable single reel motion picture
fun makers enacted hy

The

World

Renowned

" FRANK

Comedy

King

DANIELS

The one and only popular comedian wKo Kas been able to be really
funny in tke motion picture.

The complete series of the twel-()e

" ESCAPADES
OF MR.
include the following
MR.

JACK

"

JACK
A Hall Room Hero
Wins A Double Cross
Ducks the Alimony
The Hash Magnate
Trifles
Inspects Paris
A Doctor b^) Prox^)
Mr. Jack's Hat and the Cat
Mr. Jack's Artistic Sense
Goes Into Business
Hires A Stenographer
His Dukeship, Mr. Jack

This series of superlative single reelers
Released through the V. L. S. E.

^VITACIUPU

COMPANY oP AMERICA
EXECunyc orrKct
EATT 19^ ST. mi LOCUST AVE„ DROOKLYN. N.V
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LONDON • PARIS

A magazine's lucoess is measuTod liy its advertising,

Look over the "Kews,"
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VITAQ

New

"God'

s

York

Count

SPECIAL
From

the

book

a
R

Eight
Oliver

Pa

Curwood

"God's Country and the Woman," a feature film
adapted from James Oliver Curwood's novel, was
seen last night. The feature was an interesting
story of primitive emotions in the far North, better
in quality than the average film of its kind.

P)c ^ournai of ^
"God's Country and the Woman" a drama of the
North West is from the story by James Oliver Curwood. There have been many pictures shown of
life in the wilds of the North West but none that
exceed this in interest and artistic treatment. The
photography is splendid, and each and every member of the cast is a finished player. The result is
one of the best pictures that the Vitagraph Company ever has produced and shown.

The Evening

ry
BLUE

by

James

P

"God's Country and the Woman" is a production of
which the Vitagraph can well be proud, for it embodies qualities of excellence to a degree not always
found
in the productions that are being set forth
these davs.

"God's Country and the Woman" is a stirring drama
of the western plains, which proves equally as interesting as its predecessor which was Edna May
in "Salvation Joan."
Hie

lork^regg

Realism feature of "God's Country." The "atmosphere" and local color of the Northland has been
worked to a degree unusual even in this day of feature films, so realistic that nature herself feels pale
beside them.

Telegram

Superb pictures of hunting and camping in the
Canadian wilds, stirring views of dog teams in action and a thrilling melodramatic story make "God's
Country and the Woman" in the Fulton Theatre a
record breaking motion picture play.

THE

NEW

YORK

HERALD.

The
is based
Oliver scenes
Curwood's
of theplay
North
West onandJames
its stirring
were story
well
portrayed by one of the Vitagraph's western companies.
BOOK

V-L-S-E
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Woman
The
FEATURE

Produced

Drama

by

RoUin

S.

Sturgeon

ANDQtotnnti

"God's Country," as placed in the new photoplay,
"God's Country and the Woman" at the Fulton
Theatre, is a land of deep winter and wonderful
snow scapes. The drama has no equal on the screen.
The acting is of the best and as a whole the picture
will be one of the memorial Vitagraphs.

THE

A gripping story of primitive emotions of the far
North is told in "God's Country and the Woman,"
a Vitagraph feature film adapted from James Oliver
Curwood's novel of the same name. The interest of
the audience is held throughout by the enormous
dramatic situations which the play contains.

EVENING

MAIL

Exhibitors will receive a startling but pleasant surprise when they see on the
regular V-L-S-E program this massive eight part feature. The writer believes'
that it is too good for regular program distribution. HE BELIEVES THAT
IF THE PROPER MUSICAL SETTINGS WERE GIVEN IT, AND
A LARGE ORCHESTRA WAS SUPPLIED, THE PICTURE COULD
HAVE A LONG RUN AT $2 PRICES IN A BROADWAY THEATRE.
THEATRES HAVE BEEN RENTED ON SLIGHTER PRETEXTS. It
is one of the very few stories which are full enough of the right sort of material to make long films, and as directed and acted it is gripping from start
to finish. In the final climax, which had been so well prepared for and which
was handled in such an uncandidly EFFECTIVE WAY THE SPECTATORS WERE READY TO RISE UP AND CHEER.
SUCH MARVELOUS EXTERIORS AND SNOW SCENES AS ARE IN
THIS FILM HAVE NEVER BEFORE BEEN SEEN IN A PICTURE.
The film is worth while for them alone.

AT

ALL

RANCHES

YOU are wasting your opportunities if YOXT ignore advertising.
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NBWJ'PAPeft

ne»v-l6ca newspaper, campaign

ABOUT

TWIJ'

iMMCi

will accompani\ ihc sAowm^

of* t/iJ5 feaiure in cvert^ ciifj ~ qo to anq newspaper office
and ash. them to ejcplain "the arrangement hi^ which your
tbeairc will share in the iremenbous puhHciiij planned for
*"THE FIGHTJNG G£AMA^^i*" then qct in touch with uoup
*ll)tjtual exchange or mall ihis sup to the ^ew\\ork ottices*

GERMANS
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To

Exhibitors

Booked

We

take

thousands
the

Your

this

as

Submarine"

of

public — keen

will

the

of exhibitors

tion— should
you

"The

Have

Secret

of

Submarine**—

the

of

Who

be

offer

quickest
planning

the

to

"The

this

from

Secret

in

the

great

your
of

to notify

to show

change

view

advised

means

the

"The

screen

Secret

release

subsea
as

the

date.

producto when

Submarine."

The

newspapers
will publish the story of the U. S. Judge's
decision — holding up the public exhibition of a new
American
submarine
invention-idea.
Contracts
subsequent
ExchangeSo

issued

weeks

See further
next week.

for

will

the

be

week

re-scheduled

announcement

Samuel
American

S.

of

in

May
by

this

8th

all Mutual

publication

HutcMeson^

Film

Pres.

Company,
Clitcago,

and

Inc.

Illinois

For bookings or information apply
to "The Secret of the Submarine"
department of any Mutual Exchange
or at Mutual Film Corporation, 71
West 23d Street, New York City.

■
How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOTT value.
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This two-part "Mustang"
drama of the West — with Rhea
Mitchell, the famous emotional actress,
and William Stowell — is a photoplay
with a "punch," portraying a one-sided
battle between two strong men for the love of
a woman.
Directed by Carl M. Le Viness. Released
May 19th.
The

Pretender

Edward Coxen and Lizette Thorne in a gripping story of the influence of an underhanded mystic over a credulous woman. A
" Flying A" drama Released
in two reels.
Directed by Thomas
May 15th.
The

Ricketts.

Courtesan

A five-part masterpicture of political
intrigue and a courtesan's love of her
son. A powerful drama with Eugenie
Forde in the principal role. Directed by Arthur Maude. Released May 18th.
Four

Months

This "Flying A" drama in
three parts presents Vivian
Rich and Alfred Vosburgh in
a photoplay story of a young
millionaire who has but four
months to live, gives his fortune to a
poor young woman struggling to establish a literary career, and later finds
his malady is imaginary. Directed by
CarlM. Le Viness. Released May 18th.
Billy "Beauty"
Van comedy
Deusen's
Fiancee
One-reel
with John Steppling,
Carol Halloway and John Sheehan. Directed by Archer McMackin.
Released May 17th.
Twenty Minutes
in Magic
One-reel " Beauty" comedy with Orral Humphrey and Lucille Ward.
Directed by Orral Humphrey.
Released May 21st.
The A)nerican Film Co., Inc., has but one standard of production —
a standard that will more than satisfy the demands of a supercritical public.
Book these subjects today.
Allout"Flying
Af" Sta"Beauty**
and "Muatang'
' productiona
are distributed
through'
the United
tea and Canada
exclusively
by the Mutual
Film Corporation.
AMERICAN
FILM COMPANY,
SAMUEL S.CHICAGO,
HUTCHINSON.
ILL. President
B« sure to mention "MOTION FICTURE VEWS" when writing to adTertlMtl,

Inc.
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TheMaivWitK

TlveHod

A fast-action, farcical Vogue
comedy, featuring Madge Kirby,
Henry Kernan, Arthur Tavares
and Alice Neice. Imagine this
hod-carrier
cave-man
model!

draped
posing

Directed by Rube Miller.

Chinatown

in skins
as

an

of a

artist's

Released May 16th.

Villains

This Vogue comedy is a romantic
tale, with pretty Rena Rogers as the
heroine, and Arthur Moon as the hero
who rescues his sweetheart from the
clutches of the "hop-smoking" Oriental
villain — a laugh for every foot of film.
Directed by Jack Dillon.
Released May 21st.
Vogue comedies fairly breathe fun
— take the cares and worries out of life.
They are widely popular and get the
crowds.
BOOK

VOGUE
COMEDIES TODAY
FOR BIGGER PROFITS

Distributed throughout the United States and Canada
exclusively by Mutual Film Corporation.
Vogue Films,
Inc.
Gower and Santa Monica
Los Angeles, Cal.

Slapstick With A Reason
kOGUEf
M

How can an advertiser continue advertising 3 By gfiving YOU value.
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FEATURE

BOX-OFFICE

succ

rAME,
}n

Holmes

More
)owerful, gripping photoby Frank H. Spearman,
Than
traying the romance, ad- 1000
iture and intrigue of
The
mountain railroad life, is Printed
Newsthe most thrilling story papers
L ever acted by Helen story in
ters
favorite.
^ film
Holmes,
the railroad '^j'f^^'

THE

There A re Fifteen
Two-Reel Chapters

E

TH

Hundreds of
Letter's Such
"The Girl and the
/Is This—
Game"
has been
the best moneyproducing film it
has been our fortune to run.with
— We a
will finish
higher money
column
for this
serial than
any
other we have

►

Book it TODAY— And Make
the
presented."
Biggest Profits in Your History
For the
bookinfi
information
apply
"The Girl
and
department
nf anyto
ExchanGame**
ge, or at Mutual
Home Office,
NewMutual
York City
SIGNAL
FILM
CORPORATION
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President. 4560 Pasadena Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
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DAVID

PROGRAM

HORSLEY

CRANE

PRODUCTIONS

WILBUR

GEORGE

OVEY

MARGARET

WILLIAM

THE

NEWS

GIBSON

CLIFFORD

BOSTOCK

ANIMALS

These animals will be at Luna Park, Coney Island, for the
summer of 1916 (opening May 27th). Animal pictures
will be produced there which the public (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their interest in my productions. Book them.

Studios:
Los Angeles, California
Laboratories:
Bayonne, New Jersey
London Office: 93 Wardour St., London, England

DAVID

HORSLEY

PRODUCTIONS

Mr. Horsley enroute to Los Angeles.

We have secured advertisers to taMi to TOU, Listen to them!
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service

"Lip -Service"
Mrs. Johnson returns from the film matinee.
"How was the fillum' not apoealing,'' savs she.
And so all the family remains close at home for,
asking for bread they were handed a stone!
Word-of-mouth Ads always carry the punch
— yes, it's the lip-service that brings in the
bunch !
And so it is wise to book pictureplays that are
favorably mentioned in various ways —
So Susie, or Margaret, or Willie, or Jim will
advise the home folks to take the show in.
-

^4

And Select Selig Service to see, they're advising— which is purely and simply word-ofmouth advertising:!

They'll tell the home folks to go and see "The Test of
Chivalry" with Fritzi Brunette, and "A Five Thousand
Dollar
Releases.Elopement," with Tom Mix, both General Film

The

Selig-Tribune

The World's Greatest News Film

Polyscope
SeMg
Chicago and Everywhere

Co,

Owt adrartiMn tell u wben 'we givo YOtT the best magazine.
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General

Film Companj)

440 Fourtk Avenue
New Tork

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the "ITews,"
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VITAGRAPH

MART

PRESENTS '
ANDERSON
IN

4

MISS

ADVENTURE

A Three Reel Comedy Drama WitK
Heart Interest Throts
Everybody) picks on poor little Bess and Ker little
practical jokes get Ker and all concerned in a mess
of trouble —
SKe Kas tKe v?Kole town quarantined —
Butts into Ker sisters' loving —
Wins
And

tKe man tKat tKej) botK "wanted —
settles down to become a real young ladj).

AnotKer example of Broadwa^^ Star Features tKat are known
as tKe best tKree reelers in tKe vJorid.
Released Saturday), May. 20tK
TKrougK tKe General Film Co.

^/^^ VITAGRAPH
:VJ:
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COMPANY oP AMERICA
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■;'THE LUCKY
TUMBLE"
One-Part Comedy, Monda}?, May i5tK
Presenting :—
WILLIAM DANGMAKf,
3-

Florence Natol, William Lytell,

Jr., Lucille Crane and George
★
★O'Donnell.
★
".MORE

MONET
THAN
MANNERS"
One-Part Comedy, Friday, Ma^) igtK

Presenting: —
JoKn T. Kelly, Kate Price, Jewell Hunt, HugKey^Mack and
Templer Saxe.
★
★
★
"MISS ADVENTURE"
TKree-Part Comedy Drama, Saturday, May 2otK
BROADWAY

STAR

FEATURE.

Presenting: —
MARY
ANDERSOKf, Webster Campbell, Anne
Schaefer, Otto Lederer, Corinne GriflfitK, Carmen PKillips
and Jack Mower.
★
★
★
Exhibitors : — TKe American Public is aroused to Kelp endow the
Actor's Fund of America on this great day ! Your
theatre will be packed ! Your receipts increased.
MAY

i5tK. NATIONAL
TRIBUTE
Exhibitors: All Exhibitors The
in the United States
io%

<^/i&WlTAGMPU
:Vj;

MOTION PICTURE
DAY
Public expects you to contribute
of your gross on Tribute Day.

COMPANY

oP AMERICA

cArr 15* sr. and locust avc„ drooklyn. n.y. (C^dNEW YORK • CHICAGO • LONDON • PARIS

How o«n an adTertiiei oontlaue adTextlsingt By gMj^ 70TT value.
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Keep

Your
to

Remember

when

Ear
the

you were

Rail!

a small boy how

you put your ear to the rail and listened for the
oncoming" train?
You

heard the rail click when

the train was

miles away, long before others knew
coming.

it was

This is the busy age when conciseness, clearness and terseness are demanded in every line.
If your ear has been on the rail you will have
heard the call of the public for Essanay's short
classics, its one, two and three reel subjects.
They are concise, clear, terse, with action in
every foot.
Don't fail to have them on your program.
spells filled houses.

It

Be lure to mention "KOTION PICTTJEE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Essanay's
THE

Short

DOUBLE
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SERVICE

Subjects
CROSS

presenting
Elizabeth

Burbridge

and Patrick Calhoun

A thrilling detective drama in which a girl exposes a
band of counterfeiters — carrying an underlying love
plot that stirs the heart to the depths.
2 act drama
May 16

VERNON
HOWE
BAILEY'S
SKETCH
BOOK
OF
SAN

FRANCISCO

1 reel with scenic
A

ROSE

OF

May 17

ITALY

presenting
Ann

Kirk,

Edmund F. Cobb,
Calhoun

Patrick

The story of an immigrant girl's wonderful adventures in the Promise Land; how she won fame, nearh^
fell into the clutches of a society vampire, and was
saved by her childhood sweetheart.
3 act drama
May 20

Trade Mark
ReB.U.SJ>at.l807

1333 Argyle St., Chicago

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOTT need.
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June

"THE

SCHEMERS"
with

"Plump
A

double

June

and and
Runt"
(Hardy
Ruge)

mineral

★

1

spring

when

★

is worth

it's an oil well

★

2

"THE
with

LAND

**Pokes
and
(Burns and Stull)

LUBBERS"

Jabbs

The Rogues' Club, a peach
and a sailor with insomnia
★
Comedy

*

★

posters that start the laugh

326 Lexinflton Avenue, New York City

COMEDIES
Every

Every
Friday

Thursday
PLUMP
and

RUNT

and

B* nr* to mention "MOTION FIOTTTBE HEWS" when writing to adTertisers.

POKES
JABBS
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SERVICE

present
peerless comedienne

JACKIE

THE

NEWS

SAUNDERS

FLIRTIMG
BRIDE
iin
Direction of H. M. £y E. D. Horkheimer

It's all about a girl who couldn't
make her eyes behave after she
married the onliest man in the world.
Released

Friday,

May

^^^^^

26

a madcap
comedy
drama
that
has
slj3pElSSE, thrills and
laughs galore
And the posters
are corkers — Dy
our own artists
326 Lexington Avenue, New York City]

Knickerbocker
Every
The
Quality
Three Reel
Release

rtNICHERBOCHER

Friday

in

The General
Film Service
FEATURES

How can an advertiser continue advertising 3 By giving YOU value.

3018
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GRAB

THIS

SERVICE

OPPORTUNITY

QUICKLY!

"THE
IRISH
REBEL"
A One-Reel Feature Released Tuesday, May 16th
Kalcm's famous
O'Neill," reissued
of many
exhibitors,
offersin
an opportunity
for a"The
record-breaking
clean-upatbythewiserequest
showmen.
A tale
of Ireland
rebeliion
—
with
every
scene
taken
on
the
ground
where
the
past
month's
bloody
battles have been fought.
Striking One and Three-Sheet, 4-CoIor Posters

Have you introduced your patrons
to Ethel Teare ?
She lands close to
their hearts wherever shown.

SIS

Helen Gibson's daring grows more
audacious
with
every release — Have
you
seen the
'Hazards"
? latest

HOPKINS

IN "AN

INNOCENT

It has remained for Sis Hopkins to grasp the wonderful opportunities in a burlesque on the vampire theme. Sis VAMPIRE"
didn't mean it, but the mix-ups just piled up until
everybody
clear
to theaccused
end. her of being a vampire. It's one big laugh that grows in strength
Released Friday, May 19th
"One Chance in a Hundred"
"The Artful Dodger"
Helen rides a motorcycle up a depnt
A
corking
Ethel
Teare
lhat
you
can't
runway
on to a speeding flat car.
afford to miss. Ethel allows her picture Then the and
car smashes through a building.
to be used on a tomato can, and then the Thrills that
leave
you gasping.
fun begins.
Released Saturday, May 20th
Released Wednesday, May 17th
ONE AND THREE-SHEET POSTERS ON ALL KALEM SINGLE REELERS

KALEM
235-239

COMPANY

W. 23d St., New

Vol. 13.

York

City
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Jpeaturesf

offer the exhibitor a
program headliner each
week in the General service— every Friday a threereel feature, and every
fourth Wednesday a fivereel feature.
The

Five

Feature

General

EVERY
ON

Reel

in

Itie

Service

4 WEEKS

WEDNESDAY

REAL

FEATURES

Every Knickerbocker Star
Feature is an artistic production of a big story
with a popular star,
marked by skillful direction, marvelous sets and
supreme photography.

POPULAR

Jackie Saunders, Henry
King, Lois Meredith, and
stars of similar calibre
appear weekly in
Knickerbocker Star Features.

GRIPPING
FIRST RELEASE
Lois

Meredith
—IN—

STARS

STORIES

The stories of Knickerbocker Star Features are
the work of the best and
most widely known scecountry. nario writers in the

Spellbound
WEDNESDAY, MAY 17
Direction of
H. M. AND E. D. HORKHEIMER

SUPREME

PHOTOGRAPHY

Many a good picture is
spoiled by poor photography. Knickerbocker
Star Features are famous
for clearness and superb
photographic effects. In
this respect they achieve
the highest standard.

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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PICTURE

CORPORATION
Presents

THE

CELEBRATED

Katharine

STAR

Kaelred

IN

"IDOLS"
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIII^
Adapted

from one of the greatest stories

ever^written by the Renowned
WM.
Supported

EQUITABLE

Author

J. LOCKE

by a Cast of Screen Favorites

WEEK

Change your policy to one full week of "Equitable
Features" and note the satisfactory increase in receipts
I
I
I I
ill

NEXT

WEEK

John Mason and Clara Whipple
Helen Ware
William Courtenay
Bruce McRae and Gerda Holmes
Mary Boland
Lenore Ulrich
Molly Mclntyre

BOOK

in
"The Reapers
in
"The Price
, in
"Sealed Lips
in
"The Chain Invisible
in
"The Price of Happiness
in
"The Better Woman
in
"Her Great Hour

III
III

I

I
"QU

ITA

D

LE

MOTiOA!
WORLD

PICTURE/
C0RP0RM10]\[^
RELEASING THROUGH
K
FILM CORPORATION
Mm.

Many a packed house is directly traceaMe to an adveitisement in the "News,'

3022
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UNICORN
FILM
SERVICE
CORPORATION

Have

You

Investigated
Our

Proposition?

GOOD single and double reel subjects were scarce until UNICORN
We offer the best short subjects ever proentered the field.
duced— one and two reels in length — with stars of national
reputation — at prices that are particularly reasonable — each subject
accompanied by strong compelling posters.
Use

Unicorn

Make

Service

and

Money

21 reels weekly — Comedy, Drama and Westerns — every subject a striking
example of splendid story, excellent acting and our film is printed in
the most completely equipped laboratory in the world.
New York City
Boston . .
Springfield
Bangor . . .
Buffalo . . .
Syracuse . .
Albany . . .
Philadelphia .
St. Louis . .
Kansas City .
Minneapolis .
Indianapolis .

EXCHANGES:
Chicago
130 West 46th St. W. L. Merrill
Mailers Bldg. . . . L. J. Schlaifer
Cleveland
207 Pleasant St. . S. M. Moscow
750 Prospect Ave.
. . L. C. Gross
Pittsburg . 125 Fourth Ave.
Jack Kraemer
167
Dwight
O'Brien Detroit
183 Jefferson St. , . W. D. Ward
Eastern
TrustSt.
Bldg.Wm.
W. J.F. Brennan
Harry
E. Coffey
531
Walnut
St.
23 W. Swan St. . H. E. Hughes Cincinnati
, . L. Goldstine
566 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hickey Denver . 1436 Welton St.
Eslow
680 Broadway William Lawrence Western Division Manager . .Fred. J.B. A.Murphy
1309 Vine St. . . . A. G. Steen Eastern Division Manager ,
3628 Olive St. . . Sam Werner
To be Opened May 15th
Gloyd Bldg. . . J. W. Morgan Atlanta
San Francisco
Dallas Washington
Produce Exchange . J. C. Woolf
Salt Lake City Seattle Portland
129W.WashingtonSt. L.J.Meyberg
New Orleans Los Angeles

The men in charge are experienced film men who will
co-operate with you in every way. Write the exchange
in your territory or direct to the New York home office.
Unicorn

Film

Service

IKE SCHLANK,

Corporation

General Manager

126-130 West 46th St.
New York City
(Names and dates of our releases can be found in "schedule of
current and coming releases" on hack pages of this publication)

B« fur« to mentioB "MOTION FICTUBE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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METRO
PREIENTX

Itobeyi
THE

W:

Service's

SPELL

THE

EDMUND

YUKON

BPEEIE

supporiedbj'CHRiniNE
Released

on

iKe

AMeilo

OF

wonderplay

MAYO
o£

iife'

in.endoitspowex',direcied
Melro

Pirogirain

May

i€ih

BuflonKing
-'Produced
Popular Plays & Players

by

The

Comedies

Every
Man's
are shown
in

Metro

of

House

-Drew

Comedies

on

the

Here

screen.

are

the

May

1— THE

May

8— SWEET

newest

MODEL

COOK

CHARITY

May

15— A SYMPHONY

May

22— ONE

ON

Your

the

Pictures

Patrons

IN COAL

HENRY

May 29— THE JONES'
June 5— BORROWING

Booli

ones:

AUTO
TROUBLE

That

Want

Maf^e
More

MOTION
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NOTICE!

State

Rights

FOR

THE

SUN

ELSIE

Selling
PHOTOPLAY

CO.

PRODUCTIOX

OF

LECLAIRE
IN

A

WILLS"
WOMAN
A FIVE REEL
PICTURE
THAT
SATISFIES

THE

DEMAND

FOR

RAPID ACTION, TEXSE, DRAMATIC SITUATIONS, GOOD
ACTING, ATTRACTIVE SETTINGS, AN
APPEALING
LOVE
STORY
AND
HIGH-GRADE

U

PHOTOGRAPHY

STATES SOLD OX THE DATE OF OUR
FIRST ADVERTISEMENT.
ACT NOW!

THE

SUN PHOTOPLAY
CO., Inc.
Popular Pictures Building
218 WEST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the "News."
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GEORGE

KLEINE/

TRIUMPHANT

ARTiniC

ACCOMPLIXHMENT

Miss

BILUE

BURKE

CLORIAX

ROMANCE

supported
AMoHoK

by HENRY

Pichire NoVel

RUPERT

KOLKER
by Mr.€- Mrr.

HUGHES

Now being shown at America's Biggest and Best Motion Picture
Theatres. An attraction that surpasses anything ever brought out —
in genuine box-office value, in enactment, in story, in photographic
quality, in advertising worth. Twenty chapters — a new feature
chapter every week. Exhibitors seeking this stupendous box-office
magnet should wire or write the nearest Kleine Exchange NOW.

6EOBGE
KLEINE^
805 E I75tK/treet
New York Ci by
..^^H

Be »jre to mention '■MOTION PICTURE NEWS" vihen writing to advertisers.
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SusanRocks

May

14th is the week

thoBoat

for the release of the TRIANGLE-

Fine Arts Picture, "Susan Rocks the Boat," the latest picture in
which Dorothy Gish appears. This popular star, who has been
seen in such TRIANGLE Successes as "Betty of Greystone" and
"Little Meena's Romance," has an indefinable charm about her
that goes straight to the hearts of the most disinterested patrons.
In "Susan Rocks the Boat" she isn't satisfied just to stay
home and enjoy life — to be of no benefit to the world at large.
She wants to do things, to turn bad into good — to be an important figure in the community.
So dainty Dorothy set out to open a settlement house, reform a saloon keeper, and make bad boys drink ice cream sodas
instead of whiskey.

Owen

Moore

Wins

the

Fight

Dorothy Gish

Just because she was sweet and innocent the big burly
saloon keeper thought he could take advantage of her,
but he failed to take Owen Moore into consideration.
i
It was a real fight to a finish with
fists, chairs and other things — one of
those swift moving affairs that make]
your audience sit up straight in a
hurry.
Out went the light and in anf
instant he had escaped with her inj
his arms.

Be lure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" wheu writing to advertisers.

May 20, 1916.
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tion for herself in

World

tiiis latest TRIANGLE PLAY,

When your patrons see this play they'll find
themselves asking the question, "Suppose I
were a pretty young girl surrounded with
wealth and luxury, would I spend my

bhe tried to correct the social evils
of the world, and
narrowly escaped

time in idleness and pleasure?"
Dorothy Gish tried to settle the ques-

ruining her life.

Bessie

Barriscale

in

"Not
My
Sister"
This is the title of the TRIANGLE-Ince

Picture for

the same week. Should a wife happily married confess to a husband a misstep made in her youth?
Should she risk her happiness in this way?
That's

the question to be decided

from

this

picture, and when the play is over there's not a
patron but will agree with the course Bessie
Barriscale adopted.
If you are an exhibitor and are not run
ning TRIANGLE
PLAYS send us in the attached and we will send you information in regard to their presentation in your theatre.

"Five

Reels

of Triangle

TRIANGLE
1459

FILM

Plays

go Like

New

York

City
Name.

TRIANGLE

Tlieatre.

PLAY/

.Address.
Capacity. . . .
Better to read fifty advert stments than to miss the cne YOU need.

Triangle

N.1459Y.Film
City.CorBroadwav

Gentlemen: I am an
exhibitor and am inted in the presentatiotneroefsTRIANGLE
PLAYS.
Please place
m.v name on the mailing
list for the Triangle
Weekly
and send me all
other information.

One*'

CORPORATION

Broadway

N
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PRESENTS
RIGHTS

'

Sheldon
IN

r

THE

Lewis

PURSUING

VENGEANCE

FROM THE NOVEL
THE

MYSTERY

OF

THE
BY

BOULE

CABINET

Burton E. Stevenson
PRODUCED BY
MARTIN

D
I
S
T
R EX
I C

SABINE
B
U

A

THE

STORY
THAT IS

FIRST
OF

STEVENSON'S
WONDERFUL
MYSTIC
TALES

REAL
ABSORBING
MYSTIFYING

L
U

T S
E I
D V
E
L
Y

Sheldon Lewis as Crochard "The Invincible'

Five Reels of Thrilling Action That Will

WATCH
•THE

FOR

MARATHON

MYSTERY"
"THE GLOVED

"THE
HAND"
DESTRO
YER
ETC.,By ETC."

Advance

Your
IN

Programme

UnThe
ity

CHARACTER— ATMOSPHERE— BRILLIANCE
Sales
Corp.
Excellent Cast
INCLUDING
Jane Meredith

and

Henry Mortimer

729
Seventh
Avenue

Burton E. Stevenson

N. Y.

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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ESTABROOK

THENYSTERIES

If you like the "News," write our advertisers: if not. tell us.

OF
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STILL

For

the

Fifth

Consecutive

April

22

April

29

May

6

May

paid

News

pages

- 93

pages

104
-101

pages
pages

105

pages

20-

Picture

paper

-91

News
than

is

the

carrying

any

published.

contained

Week

13

advertising

trade

NEWS

LEADING!

May

Motion

PICTURE

other

Last

following

more

picture

week

the

advertising

EXCLUSIVELY.
Fox Film Corporation
Universal Manufacturing Co
Berger Manufacturing Co
Dixon Studio
E. & R. Jungle Film Co
General Electric Co
Kan Film Production, Inc
Mutt & Jeff
Overland Films
Pallas Pictures
Signal Film Corporation
Sol. L. Lesser
Thanhouser Film Corporation
Rothacker Film Manufacturing Co
Speer Carbon Company
Enterprise Optical Company
Seeburg Piano Company
American Seating Company
American Standard M. P. Mach
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co
Dick Brady Poster Rental Co

A

TOTAL

OF

21

7/10

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Js
94
H
^2
^4
^4
^4
^4

pages
pages
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
page
P^K'
page
page
P'^g^
P'g^
P^g'
P^g*
P>K'

PAGES

Fashion Films, Inc
iCoehler Optical Company
Moving Picture Publicity Co
Frank Netschert Company
Northwestern Electric Co
Bartola Orchestra
Elducational Film Corp
Frohman Amusement Corp
Jones & Cammack
W. W. Kimball Piano Co
Kliegl Brothers
Jerome B. Meyer & Son
National Star Corporation
Pan-American Film Service
Photo Play Music Co
Wm. Rehfuss Mfg. Co
Steel Furniture Company
Sossman & Landis Company
Technical Film Manuf. Co
Peabody School Furniture
Allison
Hadaway Corp
R. K. Stanbury

OF

EXCLUSIVE

^
^
^
^
%
^
^
^
^
%
%
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
1^
1
1

page
page
P*K^
page
P»fi;*
page
page
p*iS^
page
page
page
page
P^ge
page
page
page
page
page
page
inch
inch
inch

ADVERTISING

99

"POLICE"
HERE'S
THE
LATEST

Essanay

-

Chaplin

FEATURE

(
^

i

aRUE
says:

COMEDY

CHAPLIN
^^/f's

a

him-

scream/^
II out

the

^Id

the

m
inis

ne

book

augJti maker,

V'POLICE"
I it's a riot of
ij

packed

fun;

with

i RELEASED

every

foot

mirth/

MAY

27

through alt branches of the
j
li GENERAL
FILM
CO.

Reg. U. S. Pst, 1907

1333

Argyle

St„ Chicago,

l/i,

8e«. V. S, P«i. 1907

MAY 10 1916
©C!,B;iG0247 ^

"When You See it

"The Exhibitors'
Medium of

in 'TTie News'
It's NEWS"
[HAS THE gUALITY CIRCULATION
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
427 SO. FIGUEROA STREET

SEVEN

Volume XIII

The

HUNDRED

NEW YOFIK CITY
AND TWENTY-NINE
MAY

Two

Tuesday evening a remarkable turn-out of exhibitors from Manhattan, Brooklyn, the Bronx and New
Jersey planned to march from the New York headquarters
with bands playing to and mto the Board of Trade show
and Madison Square Garden.
A very fine spirit and a very fine deed, — one that was
highly appreciated, and one that reflects much credit upon
every man who marched.
Best of all is the spirit in which the proposition was
met. There was not an exhibitor but who said spontaneously : "Fine ! Count me in. It's a good idea. I'm for
harmony."
^
* *
'T'HE. Palace show was a financial success. A large business was done the last four nights and as a result of
good and economical management a substantial profit was
cleared, which will go into the treasurers of the national,
state and local leagues.
The Madison Square Garden show looks big. It will
undoubtedly draw heavily from the public. It is greatly
to be hoped that the exhibitors' patronage will be larger
than that of the Palace show and indeed of all previous
New York expositions. But at any rate, the Garden show
ought also to put a goodlv sum into the organization fund
of the M. P. E. L.^of America.
*
* *
VY/HICH brings us to a consideration of the League and
^
its outlook for 1916.
The situation is most hopeful.
For the first time in its existence, the League will face
its National Convention at Chicago with a treasury solidly
foundationed, if not opulent. It will be in a position not
to have to invite new members in for the sake of their
dues, but to ask most any exhibitor if he can afford to
stay outside of and unaided bv the constructive work the
League proposes to inaugurate at Chicago.
Constructive policies are in the air.
You do not have to interview many leaders here in the
East to know that some very practical plans are stewing
that have to do with such important problems as exhiblike. itors' competition, advance pavments, censorship and the

Communication"

SEVENTH AVENUE

CHICAGO.
ILLINOIS
110 SO. DEARBORN STREET

20, 1916

Shows

IT is too early to draw deductions at all conclusive
from the two expositions, the second of which is
now fully under headway.
But some important facts have already come to the surface.
One is that the recent muddle is clarified..

OF THE TIMDEj

and

No. 20

Chicago

A GAIN, in point of membership, the League is better
off now than it ever was. This is a fact. We may
disagree in some ways with President Fred J. Herrington
but of this we are sure, that he has done for organization
this year what few others would or could have done.
He faced an organization, after his election in San
Francisco last year, which was worse than nothing. He
could more easily, in all probability, have built up a brand
new league. But with only apathy to work upon he has
extended the national organization to a point which ohl>
the convention at Chicago will clearly disclose, and we
have every faith that this convention will prove by all
odds the strongest exhibitor convention thus far held in
this country.
^ ^ ^
'T'HIRDLY, and of more importance than finances, and
membership, is the exhibitor spirit which is manifesting itself this year.
It has found its expression here in New York in the
open hand extended to the Board of Trade show — a
spirit of bigness and broadness which are, as they have
always been, the surest evidence of successful organization, progress and future strength. ,
It has found its expression in Cincinnati, and many
other cities, where the exhibitors have joined the local
Chambers of Commerce and are working hand in hand
with other leading business men for the betterment of
their city— and right here in our Palace show, where a
portion of each day's receipts, in the shape of a good sized
check, were donated to a city hospital for crippled children, to the Red Cross Society
* * and* other worthy charities,

|F the picture theatre was once regarded as a sort of sideshow, a transient and unrelated part of civic life, certainly that situation does not prevail today.
Exhibitors are looking upon their houses for what they
reallv are, not only in a physical way an institution of
admirable appearance, but more importantly, an established civic centre of education and entertainment, a very
vital, central factor in local life, culture and progress.
Exhibitors, through their leaders, committees and organizations, are conferring today with high city officials,
not only over their own problems but about city problems. This is real progress.
* * *

(ORGANIZATION, and on a higher order than ever
before planned, is in the air. We look to Chicago
^
to see its realization.
We look for a convention that will do things, that will
{Continued on page 3036.)
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ception of the properties would retain. A scene that
did not conform to their notion of what is fit for young
eyes to see represented a wife sewing baby clothes and
holding them up for her intoxicated husband to see.
The censors also ordered the elimination of views showing a drunkard sprawling in a haymow, and other incidents, though all designed rightfvilly to fill onlookers
with disgust for drunkenness.
IHAS THE gUALlTY CIRCULATION
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The Two Shows and Chicago
(Continued from page 30.^5.)
leave behind it and in force constructive policies, that will
make exhibitor organization history.
And we don't believe that any exhibitor, any exhibitor
who counts himself an established factor in this industry
and in his own town, will miss, if he can possibly help it,
the Chicago national convention—
July 11-16.''
William
A. Johnston.
An

Unanswerable

Indictment

ONK

of the nicjst sensible and penetrating- nCAvspaper editorials recentl}' published is one that we
reprint here from the Pittsburgh Post^ entitled
"Film Censorship Discredited."
It is an unanswerable
indictment of censorship for faults that cannot be separated from it.
It is a pleasure, in passing, to call attention to the
excellent work the Pittsburgh Post has been doing in
educating and enlightening the public with regard to the
dangers and injustices of censorshi]).
In gratefully acknowledging their activity in this regard, MoTifiN PiCTCRE Xkws is confident that it speaks
on behalf of the motion picture industry in general, and
every exhibitor and exchange man in and around Pittsburgh in particular.
Intelligent co-operation w-ith the jniblic ])ress by the
film men in any section of the country will, we are confident, j>rr)duce just as gratifying results as in this instance. Ithas been done in several other instances. We
trust that the good work will continue.
*
*
*
"THIS is the editorial :
*
FILM CENSORSHIP DISCREDITED
"Pennsylvania's board of moving picture censors
cannot serve any public good by ruling with prejudice.
It is shown that the censors reject things which due con-

I HIS is the defect of censorship, the chance that it
offers unreasonable inclination and possibly malicious purpose to override another's rights. For that
reason a censored press is intolerable. It is impressing
itself on public thought that the motion picture censorsion. ship is assailing the fundamental right of free expres^
^
^
"DEPEATEDLY the courts have upheld film views
which censors had ordered cut out. When pictures condemned by the censors were shown in the
New York common pleas court, the judges were at a
loss to understand the motive that impelled rejection.
They dwelt forcefully on the arbitrary suppression of
entire films wdien objection could be justly raised
against only some parts.
*
*
*
**T0 illustrate, a film which the censor pronoimced entirely unfit told about a husband killing his unfaithful wife and plotting revenge on her admirer. All
that the court deemed it advisable to exclude were
scenes showing a girl chloroformed and the jamming
of a butler into a closet, as not exactly in keeping with
right judgment.
"In another condemned film the court found no justification for the sweeping elimination. It is seen how
far the censors exceeded their authorit}^ in the view of
these judges when it is recalled that the one episode
wdiich the court directed to be excluded was the sight
of a scjuirming- villain with his hand crushed in a vise.
• < AS

for the proposed Federal censorship of moving
pictures, like State censorship, ft involves an
assault on the constitutional guarantee of the liberty of
expression, to be resisted by all wdio believe in free
speech. Let the moving picture have the right of the
free press, the free platform and the free stage, uncensored by anybody, but answerable to the laws which
prohibit impropriety.
"Police supervision of show places can proceed
against an immoral screen as it does against an immoral exhibition on the stage."
Footape and Merit

'"T' 1 IE increasing number of features more than five
reels in length directs attention once more to a
fundamental princi]:)le, which is : that length is no criterion f)f merit ; neither is it an earmark f)f inferiority.
The most successful motion picture ever made —
successful financially and successful artistically — is
twelve thousand feet or more. On the other hand,
there are in existence one reelers which surpass many
of the five reelers being made today.
The whole question reduces itself to this: very few
directors have any business venturing over the five reel
limit. Sf)me of them ought to be kept under that.
They haven't the imagination or the ability to make
nniltii)lc reel photoplays. The few directors who have
the ability and the imagination do not exhaust themselves in pictures of ten thousand feet or more.
Whether a picture is ten thousand or one thousand feet
the public will pay to see it if it has real merit.
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Attendance
at Palace
Touches
High-Water
Mark
Third International Exposition, Held Under Auspices of the New York Branch, Brings Out Big Crowds — Manufacturers of Accessories and Supplies Find the Week a Profitable One — Many Out-of-Town Exhibitors
Present — Novel Booth Displays Attract Attention
the third In- room immediately, and the crowds poured respective companies, where they held imAFTER a busy six days,
toward the Metro exhibit. Special guards
promptu receptions, and autographed their
ternational Exposition of the Mowere summoned, but the eagerness of the mirers.
tion Picture Art, held by the Motion
photos for the clamoring crowds of adcrowd to get within sight and hand-clasp
Picture Exhibitors' League, at Grand
Central Palace, New York, was closed of their idol, would not be stayed; the
Saturday night. May 6. Throughout the railing around the booth was broken down, Part of Receipts Turned Over to Charity
jNIonday, the opening day, was officially
week the exposition was marked by un- and scores trampled over the ruins to grasp
usual interest not only on the part of the Bushman's hand.
termed Allies' Day; Tuesday, Jewish ReThe representation of all branches of
lief Day; Wednesday, German Red Cross
picture industry, but also by the general
Day ; Thursday, Crippled and Orphaned
public, which thronged the Palace after- the film industry was practically comnoon and evening.
plete. From slides and projection maChildren's Day, and Saturday, Actors' Fund
No estimate of tlie attendance had been machines, to a continuous motion picture Day. Part of the receipts for each of these
show
in
an
improvised
theatre
in
a
corner
prepared by the league up to the time of
days was turned over to the various charities mentioned. Friday was California
,going to press, but it is known that the of the palace, the several phases of making
crowds which surged around the exhibi- and marketing a motion picture film were
Day and Frolic Night, and on this evening, when an unusually large number of
spread before the public. This included a
tion booths broke all records. Manufacscreen stars appeared, the attendance
turers of accessories and supplies, and film fully equipped and lighted stage, on which
reached its high water mark.
producers also report that the week was a scenes from an amateur scenario were
Manufacturers of accessories, film proprofitable one for them, one producer re- staged by real directors, with real cameraducers and others who took exhibition
men at the cranks of real cameras, in full
porting that more than $15,000 worth of
space, all report a gratifying interest on the
business had been booked at his booth dur- view of the crowd. This exhibit, perhaps,
attracted more general attention from the part of the public. Lee S. Ochs and Samuel
ing the week.
visitors than any other.
Trigger, of the New York State branch of
Exhibitors from all parts of the country
The exposition was formally opened at the exhibitors' league, were on hand conattended. From Buffalo, Philadelphia and
other cities in the eastern section, special 3 o'clock Monday afternoon May 1. B. A. stantl}-, and it is largely due to their energy
Rolfe, of Rolfe Photoplays, Inc., the art and initiative that the show went forward
trains were run to New York, bringing
delegations of exhibitors from those cities, director of the show, made a short speech with so much snap. The hearty co-operation
of welcome, and the third annual exposition of the Board of Trade and of the individual
and picking up others on the way.
The presence of the unusual number of was pronounced in full swing. Two bands producers also had much to do with making
out-of-town exhibitors was also reflected in and an orchestra, posted at the west end the show a success.
Metro had perhaps the largest exhibit.
the offices of the various producers and ex- of the main floor, struck up alternately, and
for the balance of the week the Palace The Metro space occupied the greater part
changes, and hundreds of theatre owners
of the south side of the main room. It was
took advantage of the trip to New York to was filled with music.
No detailed program was prepared for decorated in imitation of the reception room
arrange new bookings. A considerable
amount of new business transacted outside the week; the attractiveness of the booths of the palace built by Louis XIV at Versailles with furniture of this period, handthe Palace is directly traceable to the ex- and the general interest of the subject was
depended upon to hold the attention of the
some rugs and draperies. The walls were
position.
An elaborate advertising campaign has public, and as special features, some of the covered with life-size oil painting of the
prepared the public for the event for days most prominent photoplay stars appeared
Metro stars, including Francis X. Bushman, Ethel Barrymore, Lionel Barrymore,
before the opening. Many of the firms pre- from time to time in the booths of their
pared elaborate souvenirs and special advertising, and visitors to the Palace at
every session departed with their arms full
of gifts and literature.
The exposition went on record strongly
against the Wheeler censorship bill, now
before Governor Whitman for signature.
Thousands signed the protest against the
measure, which will be laid before the Governor this week.
The executive committee of the Exhibitor's League, in charge of the exposition,
consisted of Lee A. Ochs, Louis Blumenthal, Benjamin Lyons, L Hartstall, Samuel
Trigger, William Hilkemeier, Gus Koenigwald, Charles Haring, Otto Lederer,
Charles Steiner, Max S. Oestreicher, John
J. Wittman, Henry Cole, John Bolte, Abe
Coleman, Frank Peters, D. Newman, H.
Newman, Sam Suchman, J. J. Haggerty, A.
Bauernfreund, D. Picker, N. Goldman,
William Brandt, Ben Tittle, Louis Lavine,
John Manheimer, Sam Lesselbaum, Julian
Loeb, William HoUender, J. C. Mooney, R.
Israels, J. Foster, C. Schwartz and M.
Glymm.
Crowds Surge Around Bushman
The excitement on the part of the visitors culminated Thursday night, when
Francis X. Bushman appeared in the Metro
booth. The word went around the big
A SECTION OF METRO'S EXHIBIT AT THE GRANB CENTRAL PALACE EXPOSITION
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SCENXS FROM AMERICAN-MUTUAXS FOR MAY: (LEFT TO RIGHT) "SOUL MATES," "WITH A LIFE AT STAKE," •LYING LIPS," "THE GULF
BETWEEN" AND "SOUL MATES"
Telegraph,
the AJo^'iiig Picture World, the work in opposition to this bill during the
N'alli \'alli,
and Petrova
Marguerite
week is reported to have been very effective.
Nicholas Power Company, the Typhoon Fan
Snow,
while Beverljpaintings Bayne
of Alme.
and
otliers were displayed on easels.
Company, the Simplex Projection Machine
The demonstration of studio work, carried on with a full stage with a complete
Company and a number of other accessory
Across the aisle Vitagraph had an elabomanufacturers all had attractixe displays
battery of lights, cameras and sets, was
rate chain of booths, in which numerous
scattered about the floor.
done under the direction of Joe Smiley. An
Mtagraph stars appeared personally every
The International Film Service devoted
evening. In one of these booths Vitagraph
amateur scenario by David Schooner, enits space and time to the circulation of balcomedies were shown continuall\- on a minititled "His Daughter's Sacrifice," was selots, calling upon Governor Whitman to
lected, and was produced by a cast which
ture daylight screen.
veto
the
Christman-Wheeler
censorship
bill.
The Fox booth was also unusually artisincluded Mrs. Ida Sidley, Alice Ashton, Elsie George, John McGraw, Lou Reimer,
tic. It was arranged as a grotto, cozily fur- These ballots were distributed all over the
Walter J. Eise and George H. West. The
place, and every one entering the building
received one. In the International booth
production, which occupied nearly the en
was a huge ballot box, where the ballots tire week, was complete, even to the taking
were deposited after being signed.
of still pictures. The result was exhibited
in the theatre on the closing day of the
HiniliiiH
"Sandwich Girls,'' Everyone a "Paragon"
exposition.
Paragon also aided in this real service to
Large crowds of admirers of Gertrude
McCoy hovered around the Gaumont
the industry, hy sending out "sandwich
girls" with signs calling upon the public to booth in, the Palace, on Friday night
aid Paragon in its fight against censorship.
when the actress made her appearance.
Another feature of this campaign was a fig- The fans were thus able to see in the flesh
ure dressed to represent the motion picture
the popular player who would be seen on
industry, struggling aljout the room with a the screen three days later in one of her
lieavy ball and chain, representing the cenbest
pictures, "The Isle of Love," a Mutual
Masterpicture.
sorship of films, impeding his progress. The
Motion

KNICKEEBOCKER STAR FEATURES BOOTH
nished inside with seats arranged in a semicircle, and in these were groups of Fox
stars who dropped in from time to lime.
Irrepressible Harry on the Job
The World l-~ilm Corporation's botjth was
buried in a profusion of flowers of many
kinds, and here literature descriptive of the
"Brady-made ' pictures was handed out to
the crowds, under the supervision of Harry
Reichenbach. Facing this was the Paramount booth, where another galaxy of stars
was on exhibition.
The feature of the Pathe exhibit was a
set of wax iigures, representing Pearl
White, Creighton Hale and .Sheldon Lewis,
the
serial.leading figures in "The Iron Claw"
Triangle, Universal, Mutual, International, MoTio.N Picture News, the Mnrtiinsi

Picture

Men

Will

See

Governor

Whitman

Heads of Big Manufacturing Concerns Organize Great Get-Together Movement Against New
York State Censorship Bill — Hearing Is Arranged
AS the first step in organizing a great Richard Rowland, Joseph Engel, Lee Ochs,
get-together movement to oppose the George Kleine, William A. Johnston, W.
Criston-Wheeler censorship bill, which has S. Bush, Adolph Zukor, J. J. McCarty,
Jules Brulatour, Samuel Goldfish, W. W.
been passed by both houses of the New
Irwin, Marcus Loew, Percy L. Waters, J.
York Legislature, and is now before Governor Whitman for signature, the heads of R. Rubin, Harry E. Aitken, Edwin Thanall the large producing and manufacturing
houser,
J. A. Berst, J. C. Myers and Martin Littleton.
concerns gathered at luncheon at Dclmonico's, Monday, May 8. Plans for appearing before the Governor in a body were
discussed, and a special train to carry the
New York picture men to Albany for the
hearing in the executive chambers on May
11 is being arranged for.
J. Rolicrt Rubin, counsel for the New
York State Exhibitors' League, announced
that he had found in the records a decision
by Judge Cullen. formerly of the State Court
of .Appeals, attacking the legality of censorship, and this will be advanced as an additional argument before the Governor.
Those who attended the luncheon included W. W. Hodkinson. Raymond Pawky, J. Stuart Blackton, John R. F'reuler,
P. .\. Powers, Jesse L. La.sky, A. S. I'riend,

LOEW BOOKS BEACON WAR FILMS
"Across the Mexican Border," said to be
the only authentic films taken since the recent invasion by the American expedition,
and "Fighting the Allies," a series of vieyvs
from the German battle line, have developed considerable drawing power, according to Samuel Cummins, who has charge of
booking them, under the direction of the
Beacon Film Company.
Marcus Loew has booked the Mexican
film for his New ^"ork circuit of theatres,
and also for his Baltimore, Washington
and Boston houses. Mr. Cummins intends
to state rights both films shortly.
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Madison Square Is Packed with Throngs of Eager Picture Fans — Screen Favorites Parade from Columbus Circle on
First Day — Leo Stevens Ascends from Roof and Drops Literature from a Balloon Proclaiming
Formal Opening — Many Noted People in Public Life Present
National Exhibitors" League of America.
THE second trade show in as many preparations to receive the crowd were
J. W. Binder, executive secretary of the
completed on the main floor, Leo Stevens
weeks is now under way in New
Board of Trade, gave a luncheon at the
York under the auspices of the Mo- was preparing for his flight upon the roof.
tion Picture Board of Trade of America,
He had been engaged by Universal to as- Hotel Astor to W. J. Sweeney, and other
cend, scattering announcements of the win- officials in charge of the Chicago exposiat ^Madison Square Garden. On Saturday-,
tion, on Monday.
ner of the Handsome Man Contest, Roy
May 6, all things collaborated for a sucFernandez,
and
stacks
of
Bluebirds
and
opening.
Police
York
New
The
cessful
Parade, held on the same day, wound up Red Feathers over all New York state. Every Day Exhibitors' Day
New England and eastern Canada. But
in Madison Square, amid a large throng
Everyday of the exposition is Exhibitors'
Day, while the various producing compathe wind upset such inter-state plans and
of spectators. When the police forsook
nies have each been allotted a day on which
Mr.
Stevens,
after
attaining
an
altitude
of
them they turned to the Garden. Then
19,000 feet, was obliged to descend in the they have first right on the screen. May 7
there was the parade of motion picture
was Universal Day; on May 8, Bluebird
talent from Columbus Circle to the exposi- wilds of Canarsie. However, several
tion, and this brought another crowd of pounds of literature dropped by Mr. held sway ; Essanay predominated on May
9, and George Spoor was in attendance
eager townsfolk. Thirdly, there was the Stevens gave those in New York who were
balloon ascension from the roof of the not already aware of it a complete idea himself; May 10 is Mutual's Day, when
Mary Miles Minter will bid her friends
that something was doing in the general
Garden, and literature dropped by Balloongoodbye before departing for the West;
direction of Madison Square. Cameramen
ist Leo Stevens proclaimed all the way
from Twenty-third street to Canarsie that from all the companies were on hand to Paramount holds the screen on May 11,
■"shoot" Mr. Stevens and pictures of his and Famous Players, Lasky and Morosco
the show was ready.
departure have already been exhibited at will then have their turn ; May 12 goes to
J. Stuart
Blackton,
of the address,
\'itagraphin the Garden.
the Fox Film Corporation, and Theda
company,
delivered
the opening
The layout of booths in the Garden has Bara promises to be present; Vitagraph
which he outlined the purpose of the exbeen done in excellent style. With the ex- gets May 13, and the International Film
position, cordially greeted the attendance,
Service has the last dav of the exposition.
ception of three or four small booths scatand spoke of the wonderful growth of the
tered over the floor all the exhibits are
May 14.
motion picture besides giving the censorBesides the regular showing of pictures,
ship evil a dig. Regarding this last ques- ranged around the side, while over the
usual boxes has been erected somewhat of the dancing and the array of screen stars,
tion he said :
there will be speeches on various angles of
mezzanine floor, back of which
"The greatest peril that menaces the aaretemporary
still more booths. On the east side of the business given every day by prominent
photoplay is the attempt by professional
agitators, by hypocritical reformers and the floor is a large stage, equipped with men in the business. Among the speakers
screen and studio lights. Extending back are John R. Freuler, A\"illiam A. Johnston,
office seeking politicians to apply censorNicholas Power, F. H. Richardson, J. H.
ship to the motion picture, which under to the center of the Garden are chairs, and
Hallberg. These addresses will take place
the Constitution of the United States of throughout most of the day pictures of vain the concert hall of the Garden where
rious companies are exhibited. The Rialto
America should and must be as free and
untrammeled as the press, the stage and orchestra, when it can forsake the newly those in the trade will be specially invited
the right of free speech. The attempt to opened Broadway house, is on the stage to to openly discuss questions of prominent
apply official and political censorship to the furnish the music, and here also will be import.
photodrama is equally an endeavor to de- made real pictures for the edification of Friday "Preparedness Day"
prive the public of its inalienable right un- the public. At the other end of the buildFriday, the 12th, will be Preparedness
der the Constitution to decide for itself
ing, alarge portion of floor space has been
Day. Marjorie Sterrett, who started the
what it shall read, what it shall see, to roped off for dancing purposes.
Dime for a Battleship fund, will be present
what it shall listen, and at what it shall Arrangement Prevents Crowding
and it is expected to materially swell the
look. No group of five, ten or fifty paid
arrangement prevents crowding in proceeds of this cause at the Garden expoofficials, has the right to decide what pic- theThis
center. The space before the booths is sition.
tures one hundred million American citiThe Board of Trade made good on their
wide and the crowd is kept moving conzens shall see."
announcement that Sunday, May 7, would
tinually. A complete list of the various
Blackton's Speech Greeted with Applause
exhibits will be found in last week's issue witness the appearance of famous soloists.
This speech was greeted by rounds of of Motion Picture News. Among the David Bispham rendered three song selecbooths of the producing and accessory
tions in the evening and hugely entertained
applause by the crowded floor. Commothe crowd. First he gave a selection from
companies is the stall of the Los Angeles
dore Blackton then introduced Dudley
Field Malone, Collector of the Port of Chamber of Commerce. This place has Mendellsohn and he followed this by singing a piece the words from which are taken
New York, who continued the attacks been attracting great attention to date.
The glories of California are continually
against censorship and spoke enthusiasfrom Shakespeare's ""Seven Ages of Man."
tically on the magnitude of the motion pic- on display and the public is enlightened as "Danny Deever," Kipling's poem, was his
last
rendition.
to
the
tremendous
number
of
pictures
that
ture art. Other speakers were Rear-Admiral R. N. Usher, Rabbi Wise and Dr. are produced in the environs of Los AnEthel Gilmore, a well-known toe dancer,
until recently with the Winter Garden
Cyrus Townsend Brady.
The Rialto theatre orchestra, conducted
show, took the stage after Mr. Bispham
The exposition opened most auspiciously,
geles.
by S. L. Rothapfel in person, played the attendance on the opening daj' making
and gave an exhibition of her art.
There are the usual souvenirs given
"America'' previous. to .the addresses, and new records. On Saturday afternoon and
evening,
5,783
persons
passed
through
the
away
in abundance by the placers and
following rendered "The Board of Trade
March," composed for the occasion by ^Ir. gates into IMadison Square Garden, and booth tenders. Several of the comnanies
Rothapfel. Following the official opening, the cash receipts for both Saturday' and have representatives in costume. Interthe spectators were entertained by pictures
national has half a dozen or more prettySunday
that the
second day's busi- girls dressed
and dancing until the evening when many
ness wasshow
practically
as large.
as Red Cross nurses ; the
of the players appeared, their late arrival
Among the more distinguished visitors
Paragon studio has Bad Bill Censer paradnecessitated by their promise to lend their on Saturday were Mr. and Mrs. Vincent
ing about w'ith Justice enchained ; the Vim
company has a trio of clowns which give
presence to closing night of the Exposi- Astor, M. H. De Young, of the San Frantion at the Palace.
cisco Chronicle; Fred J. Herrington, Will- a short performance on the stage at fre~
During all this time and even before the
iam J. Sweeney, and other officials of the quent intervals.

MOTION
FULL

THE.\TRE
SET FOR MISS
MICHELENA
The producers at the studios of the CaHfornia Motion Picture Corporation, at San
Rafael, declare they have built the most
pretentious theatre set ever devised for the
screen, for Beatriz Michelena in "The
Woman Who Dared."
Michelena's
in tlie
theMiss
scene
of which role
is laid
in production,
Rome and
Paris, is that of a French opera singer.
Much of the story develops in the opera
house.
In the biggest of these scenes the stage
is fully set for the garden scene in "Faust."
The boxes tier on either side, wliile tlie orchestra, augmented to symphony size, is
ranged in front of the stage. In this particular scene Aliss Michelena. in the role
of Marguerite, sings the "Jewel Song."
The scene is declared by the California
Corporation to be very impressive.
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Minneapolis Exposition Proves a Great Success
Crowds Throng Armory for Four Days and Testify to Public Interest in Picture Industry —
Special Entertainments and Events Are Arranged for Show "Week
der. Two motion picture theatres, where
5/'c'c-|a/ to MOTIO.N I'iCTVRE NeWS.
Minneapolis, May 6. the latest films were shown, were in operation simultaneously and continuously, and
cposition of the Motion Picture
both were crowded all the time.
Exhibi3itors' Association of the NorthExhibits lined three sides of the big main
west closed here last night after four days
room, and additional booths were ranged
exp( made history for the motion
which
THE have
across the middle of the floor, leaving a
picture industry of this great section.
large
space for dancing. Several
The exposition has been an immense suc- bands open
and orchestras were on hand and
cess in every way, and the National Guard
Armory, where the sessions have been held, music filled the air constantly.
Practically every exchange, and supply
has been thronged night and day with
crowds which have testified eloquently to dealer in the northwest was represented,
and every branch of the industry had its
the interest taken by the northwestern
niche
at the liig show. The companies
public in motion pictures. Nothing in re- maintaining
exhibits included:
cent months has advanced the industry
Badtola Musical Instrument Co., Theater Equipalong all lines so much as has this event.
ment Co., American Seating Co., Seaburg Piano
Co., Fotoplaycr, W. J. Dyer & Bro., National Film
The armory was beautifully decorated,
Co., New Film Corporation, Independent Film Corand the exhibits arranged in excellent orporation, Zenith Feature Film Co.. Inc., Fox Film
Corporation, Mutual Film Ccrpcraticn, M. H, Dick
Features, Twin City Film Renovating Co., Metro
Pictures Service, Triangle Film Corporation,
Laemmle Film Service, Bluebird Photoplays, Inc.,
Favorite Feature Films, Famous Players-Paramount,
Oh, What Is So "Lovely" as a (12th) Day in June?
Friedman Film Corporation, Supreme Features, GenFilm Service, V. L. S. E., Pathe Exchange,
When Louis Appears in "Bobby of the Ballet'' and Will Be Seen in Regular, Not Rare, Inc., eralAmusements,
Williams Frame Store, Arcus
Intervals as a Star Under the Bluebird "Grade-Mark"
Ticket Co., American Coupon Association, Transverter Co., Feature Film Co.. Unicorn Film Service,
tcF'XHIBITORS have coming their way,
of the Ballet," with Louise Lovely ap- Electrical Engineering Co., Excel Feature Film Co.,
Great West Film Co., Peerless Electric Co., RathsL-i during June, four of the best picpearing in her regular interval as a Blue- Seavolt
Film Manufacturing Co., Photodrama, Force
bird star. Its title indicates the nature
tures we have released under the Bluebird
Bros., photographers. National Cash Register Co.,
Rialto
Theater
Supply Co., Cushman Motor Co.,
of
the
picture
—
a
story
of
the
stage.
'grade'-mark," declares General Manager
City Scenic Co., Twin City Scenic Co., NorthM. H. Hoffman, of Bluebird Photoplays.
June 19 brings Harry Carey into the Twin west
Weekly, Refreshment Co.. Kimball-Cobb Film
Co., R, L. Lunt Rexolux, Monogram
Inc. "In strength of story, skill and elab- list of Bluebird stars to enact the leading Manufacturing
Slide
Co.,
T. C. Motion Picture Co., Sterling Electric
in "Three Godfathers."
Co., Northwestern Motion Picture Equipment Co.,
orateness of production, in meritorious' role
Violet Mersereau appears as the star of PatheEcope Co., National Carbon Co., The Wurlitzer
stars and in the even balance of the actCo.. The Dayton Co., Collins Co,
ing companies our June releases will mainJune 26 Bluebird, in Rex Ingram's
tain the purpose of our organization in the
Mayor Frank Nye of Minneapolis openpersonally directed scenario, "Yellow and
ed the exposition with an address of welgiving exhibitors a consistently good rouWhite,"dents alocated
story
with
its
scenes
and
incicome, and in connection with the event in
in both New York and China.
tine of attractions."
The Oriental locations are devised to give the armory, special entertainments were
Mr. Hoffman continues with the enuarranged in other parts of the city. There
the feature an atmosphere of sumptuous
meration of his June releases, starting beauty.
was a cabaret entertainment at the West
with Tyrone Power and Lois Weber in
With four big productions, each of equal Hotel, midnight performance at the New
"The Eye of God," a psychological crime
strength and entertaining value, and all Palace theatre, a banquet at the West, and
drama, devised by Miss Weber, who contributes both story and scenario, acts a varied as one from the other, JNIanager a grand ball at the armory on the closing
role of equal prominence with that of Hoffman expresses full confidence in not night.
Mr. Power and furthermore assists her alone satisfying the exhibitor but delightWilliam J. Sweeney of Chicago was
ing the public that has so enthusiastically
husband, Phillips Smalley, in directing the
present, delegated by the Motion Picture
Board of Trade of America to extend the
l)roduction.
received a great majority of the Bluebirds
thus far disclosed.
best wishes of that organization, and asThe release for June 12 will be "Bobby
surances of moral and financial support to
the exhibitors of the northwest in fighting
Bostock Animals from West to Coney Island
adverse legislation, as well as in any other
dustry. affecting the welfare of the inHorsley Will Ship the 1.30 Trained Beasts in Ten Car.s for Exhibition at Luna Park During
matters
the Summer Season — Pictures Will Be Made in the East for Mutual Release
At the same time, in his capacity of
mals will be used in a number of pictures Chairman of the National Convention ComPREPAR.\TIONS are under way at the
Horsley-Mutual studios in Los An- to be produced in the arena for release
mittee, Mr. Sweeney tendered a hearty ingeles for the transportation to Luna Park, through Mutual. These motion pictures
vitation to the northwest exhibitors to atConey Island, of the Bostock collection of will be taken with the public as spectators.
tend the sixth annual convention and extrained animals which during the last year
position in Chicago in July.
have been appearing in productions re- VITAGRAPH ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
At the Thursday morning session, a moleased by the Mutual. The collection, numtion was made by Mr, Furniss of Duluth,
CONTRIBUTE $.500 to ACTORS'
FUND
bering 130, including many groups of diand seconded by Mr. Rosrers of Minneaoo\erse species, will be an added attraction
The motion picture campaign for the lis, to extend a vote Ot tflSttlKS io W ti- MM rt
at Luna Park during the coming season.
Actors' Fund of America was given a de- A Johnston and Monox Picture N'ew3, to
The entire collection will be transported
cided impetus last week when several W. Stephen Bush and the Moving Picture
to the East in a special train, comprised of members of the Vitagraph Company conWorld, and to Motography for the manner
tributed between them live hundred dol- in which they have cham|)ioned the cause
about ten cars in addition to several othlars. Anita Stewart, Edity Storey, Doro- of the exhibitors during the past year.
ers to be devoted to the trainers and keepers who will come East with them. David
thy Kelly and several others separated
C. H. Fulton, of the E. E. Fulton ComHorsley, who has been negotiating with themselves from enough of their weekly
pany, Chicago, was present as the representative of his concern. The new 1916
the Luna Park authorities for the housing stipend to total that amount.
of the collection, left for the Coast a few
Motiograph was on exhil)ition, and attractBefore the campaign closes, the Vitadays ago to supervise the transportation of graph Company, according to J. Stuart
ed general atention. The Precision Machine Co. exhibited a beautiful white and
tile animals.
Biackton, treasurer of the picture fund,
During the Luna Park season, the ani- will be among the biggest contributors.
y lid .S'nip'ex ])riijection machine.
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Feature

Production

Irene Fenwick Will Begin Work in a Series of Plays with Ralph Herz — Her First Vehicle Will Be "The Purple Lady,'
a Five Part Subject by Sydney Rosenfeld — Mabel Taliaferro Signed for Eleven Productions—
Breese Soon Begins Another Robert W. Service Feature

ement
METRO'S
includes early
plans summer
for the announc
production of
many elaborate features and the engagement of new talent, including Irene
Fenwick, the popular stage and screen star,
who will begin immediately upon a series
of Metro Wonderplays. Ralph Herz, one
of the foremost comedians in the country,
is also a new member of the Metro family
and will appear with Miss Fenwick in all
her productions.
The first production in w hich Miss Fenwick will be starred on the Metro program
is "The Purple Lady." This five-part feature was writte.i by Sydney Rosenfeld, the
playwright. All the Fenwick screen plays
will be produced under the supervision of
Edwin Carewe, one of the foremost directors in the profession. Miss Fenwick was
last seen on the screen in five feature productions in which she was starred and
which were produced last year by George
Kleine. Miss Fenwick will not give up the
speaking stage altogether, but, like Ethel
Barrymore, Emily Stevens and other Metro stars, will find time away from the
studio to appear at the theatre. At present she is playing a starring engagement
at the Fulton theatre in "The Co-respondMabel Taliaferro, who has appeared on
ent."
the Metro program in "The Snowbird" and
"Her Great Price," two five-part productions that have been pronounced artistic
triumphs, has signed a long time contract
with Metro which insures her appearance
in at least eleven productions on that program. She will begin work on the first
one immediately, which will be called" The
Good Little Bad Girl." This feature was
written especially for Miss Taliaferro.
Taliaferro Pictures Directed by Carewe
Edwin Carewe will personally direct all
of the Taliaferro productions. He produced both "Her Great Price" and "The
Snowbird" for the Metro program. Every
production Mr. Carewe has made for Metro
has been unusually successful, and he has
never made a failure. Among some of his
best efforts are "Destiny; or, the Soul of a
Woman," starring Emily Stevens; "The
House of Tears," with the same star, and
"The
Final
more in
the Judgment,"
stellar role. with Ethel BarryAnother important addition to the long
list of Metro stars, who will begin work
on her first production, is Viola Dana, formerly of the Edison forces. She will make
her debut on the Metro program in "The
Flower of No Man's Land." This feature
was written by John Collins, who will also
direct its production. Mr. Collins is one
of the ablest of the younger directors, and
produced
of Miss Dana's features at
the Edison allstudio.
Among the notable Metro productions of
the year will be the six-part feature, "Roand Juliet,"
with in
Francis
X. Bushman
and meoBeverlv
Bavne
the stellar
roles.

This production will be made apropos of
tli'3 Shakespearean tercentenary, which is
be ng celebrated throughout the civilized
vi rid. Within a short time Metro will
11 ake an additional important announcement
icj^arding the program planned for the
presentation of Mr. Bushman and Miss
Bayne on the Metro program.
The scenario department, under the direcfion of Arthur James, has been enlaig(;d considerably. The staff includes
Har.-y O. Hoyt, Charles W. Taylor, Howard Irving Young, L. R. Stark, Leander de
Cordova and others engaged in reading
'scripts and rewriting scenarios. On accoi nt of the high-class material demanded
fo' ihe Metro-Drew one-reel weekly comedies, produced by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Drew, difficulty has been experienced in
obtaining the manuscript for them. They
are always in the market for good, live,
clever and wholesome comedies, and the
lop price is being paid for them.
Harold Lockwood and May Allison have
begun work on their second Metro play.
The previously announced name of the production, "The Night Rider," has been
changed
to
"The feature
Masked areRider."
The ex-in
teiiors for this
being made
the hills of North Carolina under the direction of Fred J. Balshofer. The two
stars have a strong supporting company,

including Lester Cuneo, the well-known
heavy leading man.
"The Quitter" Next Barrymore
Lionel Barrymore, whose next production, "Dorian's Divorce," is scheduled for
release on the Metro program June 5, is
also engaged on a new production, "The
Quitter," which is novel in both theme and
production. This five-part feature is being
produced under the direction of Charles
Horan. Mme. Petrova, who has just completed "The Scarlet Woman," is at work
on a new five-part production which will
likely be called "Dress." Marguerite Snow
and Director William Nigh are the stars
of "Notorious Gallagher," a unique story
of the slums and the upper crusts of society, written and directed by Mr. Nigh.
It will be an early release on the Metro
program.
Edmund Breese, who has just completed
"The Spell of the Yukon," will begin work
shortly on another big five-part feature,
based upon another poem by Robert W.
Sergice, the "Kipling of the North." Some
time during the early summer Metro will
put into production picturizations of Ella
Wheeler Wilcox's greatest poems. Metro
has exclusive rights to all her writings
and they will be adapted for the screen
by Charles A. Taylor.

Triangle Will Produce Two Reel Subjects
Pictures of This Length Will Be Made at Intervals by Regular Directors and With the Same
Fine Art Stars Appearing in the Five Reelers
players of the producing staff. This actor
Special to Motion Picture News.
realized the advantage of appearing in short
Los Angeles, May 6.
'HAT two-reel
subjects, and willingly accepted
Triangle
the Triangle
for the
subjects for
two-reel subjects
T^HAT
play the
He is
this picture.
the role
nro^ram are to be made at the Grif- part
1 program
of ainsecret
service man
of toa different
fith studio in Hollywood, became known
type than usually seen in pictures. The
this week when announcement was made by play
deals with a class of wealthy persons
Frank E. Woods, manager of production. who are under suspicion by government ofAccording to the plans at present laid out,
ficials, as there is no visible source of their
subjects of this size will be made at inter- income. Fairbanks will have the support
\als by the regular directors of the staff, of A. D. Sears, Alma Ruben, W. E. Lowery,
with the same Fine Art stars that appear
Eye, George Hall, with Bessie Love
in five-reel subjects. The reason for this, Eagle
in the opposite lead.
it is stated, is the insistent demand from
The second two-reel subject is that which
exhibitors for shorter subjects to run in
will
star Fay Tincher. She will be rememconnection with five-reel productions.
bered as having characterized the stenogThe two-reel photoplays will consist of
rapher in the one-reel Komic brand made
light comedy dramas, with the same quality at this studio,
and will have the support of
of story as used in other Fine Art produc- Max Davison, Jack Cosgrove, and Edward
tions. This plan has so far progressed
that two directors were assigned filming of Dillon, who will also direct the production.
Miss Tincher plays the part of an unusualsuch photoplays this week.
ly fresh sales girl.
The first to begin work was John Emerson, who has just completed the production
HOADLEY COMPLETES fflS FIRST
of "Macbeth," with Sir Herbert Beerbohm
Tree. Douglas Fairbanks is to be the star
of this subject, and when it is recalled that
HaroldSCENARIO
Hoadley, FOR
who "BEAUTY"
recently became a
Emerson directed the filming of "His Pic- member of the Beauty-Mutual scenario department, has completed his first scenario.
ture in the Papers," with Fairbanks, there
is cause for expectation of a very good It will be released under the title of
picture. This is a radical departure, as "Perkin's Mystic Manor," and will feature
Fairbanks is one of the highest-salaried Orral Humphrey.
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I
I "NEWS"
CRITICISMS
OF FEAI
TVRES ARE INVALUABLE |
1 Mr. William .\. Johnston,
i
I President, Motion Picture News, |
I
New York City.
|
i My Dear Mr. Johnston: — •
|
I I am very thankful to you for send- |
I ing me a reminder that my subscrip- |
I tion had run out for the Motion Pic- i
1 ture News.
|
I I am candid enough to say that it 1
I would be utterly impossible for me i
1 to take care of the twenty-six theatres |
I I am booking for, without your trade j
I magazine as a guide.
i
I The information I receive from 1
1 same is invaluable and the unbiased |
I and independent way in which you |
1 handle your criticisms saves me from i
i reviewing a great number of features J
g that are useless.
i
g Will you kindly renew my subscrip- 1
1 lion for the coming year. Trusting i
1 that you will conduct the criticism |
I end of your magazine in the same fair |
g way that you have in the past, I re- |
g main.
Sincerely yours, |
I
R. C. MILLER. I
g
Enterprises, ji
I Poll's
MotionTheatrical
Picture Department,
I
1564 Broadway, New York City. |
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
KANSAS CITY MEN ORGANIZING
SCREEN CLUB
Stectal to Motion Picture News.
Kansas City, Mo., May 6.
A movement, recently started among the
more progressive exchange men of this city,
is under way for the organization of a
Screen Club. Only once in the history of
the moving picture industry in this city have
the motion picture men come together for
a social time, and very rarely for business
purposes. The former gathering was then
brought about when two of the most prominent exchange managers of the city left
here for other quarters. A farewell banquet was tendered them.
The organization committee consists of
the following: E. R. Pearson, Kansas City
manager of the V-L-S-E exchange; R. O.
Proctor, Kansas City manager of the Universal Film and Supply Company; F. C.
Mills, publicity agent of the Mutual Film
Corporation ; and Joseph Gilday, manager
of the Willis Wood theatre. Present plans
contemplate a membership limited to exchange men. exhibitors, and accessory dealers. The plan will probably take on very
definite shape before the first of June.
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Rialto Film Corporation Organized by Goldburg
First Production Is Under Way at Victor Studios, New York, with Cast Headed by Frank
Mills — Marshal Farnum Is Head Director
majority of the stockholders, however,
being I. and S. T. Goldburg, heads of
J. Goldburg
as managing
•^HEJesse
Rialto
Film Corporation,
with
the Lillies Cigar Company of Chicago
head, has just been organized under the
laws of the State of New York. The
and Detroit. They are president and
first production is already under way at treasurer, respectively, of the new film
the Victor studios in New York, the corporation. It is the plan of the comcast being headed by Frank Mills, whose
pany to build one of its plants in or
near Detroit.
work in "The Golden Claw," "The Edge
A contract has been entered into with
of the Abyss, and "The Moral Fabric"
for the Kay Bee-Triangle Company has the Popular Pictures Corporation, lately
brought him wide recognition within the organized, providing for the first release
of the Rialto concern to be followed by
past few months.
regular releases beginning September 1 on
Marshal Farnum, whose last production was "Driftwood," made for the the program of one a week to be inauguOcean Film Corporation, is head director
rated by the Popular from that date on.
for the Rialto. It is also announced that It is understood that franchises are to
Bliss Milford, a former Edison player, be awarded by the Popular concern to
is the ingenue lead in the Mills picture, independent exchanges for the release
of features to be made by certain manuentitled "The House of Mirrors."
facturers. The booking is to be upon
Detroit capitalists are the financial
backers of the Rialto Corporation, the an open policy.
Big

Four

Issues

Booklet

Listing

All

Its Players

Who's Who in V-L-S-E Plays" Is About Those Who Do Things in Pictures These Days—
Also Contains Pithy Paragraphs About All Its Releases
AS aid to exhibitors and newspapers in one cover, and in this brochure, they present a combination of talent who have won
assembling out-of-the-usual personality sketches, of the prominent players of for themselves a country-wide following.
the producing companies making up the But besides being a book of interest and
V-L-S-E, the advertising department of information, it has been designed to be of
that organization has just published a forty- especial service to exhibitors, to act as a
ready reference guide, and an ever-handy
eight page book, called "Who's Who in the aid
in compiling press notices and other
V-L-S-E Plays." It is in handsome style,
with a striking two-color cover, and rich publicity suitable for newspaper of produotone illustrations. Supplementing the
gram use, the biographies being written
biographical sketches is the complete list from a human interest angle to appeal to
editor and public alike.
of Big Four releases since its inception,
with pithy paragraphs describing each.
Many previously unpublished details in
the lives of these players are divulged in
This is the first time that all the V-L-S-E
this book for the first time.
plays and players have been listed under

Talent, Moved by Mercy, Gives Last Aid to Charity
Geraldine Farrar and Other Notables in Acting and Musical Professions Lend Services to
Final Public Event in Behalf of Money-Raising Campaign for Actors' Relief
HE final oublic event in behalf of the double association with both the films and
T
the operatic stage, will be the bright particular star of the Metropolitan affair.
Actors' Fund will take place Tuesday, May
Miss Farrar will present the second act ot
16, at the Metropolitan Opera House, New
York. Prominent members of the acting "Madame Butterfly," assisted by Signor
and musical professions will lend their tal- Scotti. The accompanying orchestra will
ents to make up the program.
be conducted by Signor Polacco. Such
Geraldine Farrar, through her notable artists as Mme. Alda, Lucca Botta, Fritz
Kreisler and Leopold Godowsky will complete the musical offerings.
The dramatic division of the program
will be equal to the musical, it is announced.
Newspaper Promotion for "The Fighting Germans"
Plan of Mutual Company Will Mean Opportunities for Co-Operative Effort Between
Among the stage celebrities, who will be
Exhibitor and His Local Newspaper Picture Set for Release on May 8
seen may be mentioned Nat Goodwin, who,
from the American Correspondent Film with an all-star cast of associates, will
WHAT are said to be vivid, close views
Company, Inc.
of what has happened in the conThe Kaiser is seen on the firing line, present "Lend Me Five Shillings."
flicts along the German-Russian border are
close
up ; the Crown Prince is shown in
presented in "The Fighting Germans," a command of his regiment ; and the storm- BRENON HOPES TO GET KELLERMANN
five reel special release from the Mutual
PICTURE READY FOR JULY 1
ing the fortified village of Invangorod is
Film Corporation, scheduled for presentation on May 8.
shown in detail, according to the announceHerbert Brenon, the director of the Willment.
iam Fox Annette Kellermann picture, is
The pictures portray Germany at war,
A plan of newspaper promotion giving working night and day, putting his wondergiving glimpses of life on, in front of and
behind the battle lines. They were taken, opportunities for co-operative effort beful photo-spectacle into shape. He took
tween the exhibitor and his local newspaper
it is announced, with the consent of the
220,000 feet of film and this must be cut to
German military authorities by A. K. has been arranged by the Mutual and the a presentable length. He expects to have
Dawson, and were obtained by the Mutual
syndicate department of the Buffalo Times.
it ready for showing about July 1.
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CHRISTINE
MAYO
IS OPPOSITE
BREESE IN ALASKAN PICTURE
Christine Mayo, who was recently engaged by the Popular Plays and Players,
will make her debut as a leading woman
on the Metro program in "The Spell of
the Yukon," a five-part play in which Edmund Breese is starred. This production
has just been completed. It is an adaptation from the poem of the same name by
Robert W. Service, often called "The Kipling of the North." Wallace C. Clifton
wrote the scenario. The role played by
Miss Mayo was written especially with her
in mind, as was the role of Jim Carson,
essayed by Mr. Breese.
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Enthusiasm for "Civilization" Sweeps Coast
Los Angeles Papers Unanimously Praise Ten-Reel Ince Spectacle — Governor of the State
and Magnates Congratulate the Producer

FLASHLIGHT OF CROWDS LEAVING PERFORMANCE OF THOMAS H. INCE'S
MAJESTIC TRIANGLE THEATRE, LOS ANGELES

CHRISTINE MAYO
Miss Mayo has been in motion pictures
for some time. She was starred in "A
Mother's Confession," a feature produced
by the Ivan company. Following this she
played opposite William Farnum in "The
Broken Law," on the Fox program, and
was the leading woman for Henry Kolker
in "The Warning," produced by the Equitable. Miss Mayo followed this success in
a starring engagement, "A Fool's Paradise," produced by Ivan. Next she was
seen with Robert Warwick in "The Supreme Sacrifice," a World production.
PARAMOUNT PLASTIQUES LATEST
PARAMOUNT NOVELTY
Ashley Miller's "Plastiques" are the latest
short subjects announced for release on
the Paramount program through the Bray
studios.
Mr. Miller, producer of t'ue novelty, is
well known as a director of Edison features, and his work bears the same relation
to the cartoon that sculpture does to the
pen and ink drawing. Carved on a background in high relief, his figures and scenes
produce effects that are said to be beautiful, fascinating or comic. "Plastiques" contain unlimited possibilities for comic effects
and give promise that pictures of great artistic beauty may be evolved later on, Paramount officials believe.
Mr. Miller has copyrighted his invention
under the general trade name of "Plastiques."

Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 6.
TWENTY performances of the tencle
peace
reel Majes
s,
e, "Civil
tic specta
Angelen,"
Los izatio
theatr
at the
with the house sold out for every performance, leads to the conclusion that
this photo production, advertised as
Thomas H. Ince's million-dollar spectacle, will in every way prove up to the
expectation of the producer. Seats are
now being sold far in advance, and
there is every indication that the picture
will run for many weeks.
Los Ange"les newspaper critics have
praised the production in glowing terms,
and Ince has received many complimentary letters and telegrams which praise
the stupendous production. Of these
he prizes one from Governor Hiram
Johnson, of California, most highly. The
governor was unable to view the production, but sent his congratulations in
the following wire: "I thank you very
much indeed, for your kind invitation to
be your guest at the premier to be held
in Los Angeles of 'Civilization.' I regret that I am compelled to remain
here. I feel, however, that I may in
advance congratulate you upon a very
wonderful achievement. It will be my
pleasure to witness your great work in
the very near future. I wish you every
"After witnessing 'Civilization,' I wish
success."
to attach my name to the list of many
admirers of your wonderful production,"
writes Harry H. Culver, California realty magnate, and founder of Culver City.
"The manner in which you handled the
delicate impersonation of Christ, intermingled with the realistic war scenes,
cannot help but leave in the minds of
those who have the pleasure of witnessing the production, the effect of a
divine sermon. Looking at it from all
angles, it is without a doubt the most
efficient production I have ever witnessed."

■CIVILIZATION" AT

David A. Hamburger, millionaire California merchant, was profuse in his
praise. "I enjoyed it more than any
performance that I have witnessed on
the screen. It furnishes food for deep
thought, and I really believe that if it
could have been brought to the attention of President Wilson, before the
serious aspect of the U-boat controversy
he would have hesitated a long t;-re before taking serious steps in tl'e matter.
You certainly have shown a spirit that
is worthy of admiration, and the production is proof of your masterly ability, in
which you have made such a great sucAn unusual interest in the picture is
being shown and southern California organizations have made application for
certain nights to be dedicated to them.
INIembers of California National Guard
cess."
will
attend the showing on nights set
apart for them, members of the Chamber
of Commerce will attend on another,
and the school teachers' association has
requested special evening.
Producer Ince, feeling that his subject
is now an assured success, is planning
on' New York, Chicago and Washington openings. Which city will see the
film first is not known, but about the
administration building there are rumors
that the capital will have the next premier. With this in view it is said, negotiations are now being completed for
a private showing to be given for the
President, his cabinet, and ether government officials.
J. C. Jessex.
"THE HIGHEST BID" WILL BID HIGH
FOR PATRONAGE ON MUTUAL
"The Highest Bid" is the title of a fivereel masterpicture nearing completion under the direction of William Russell, who
also plays
the leading role opposite Charlotte Burton.
"The Highest Bid" is soon to be released
by the Mutual Film Corporation.
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EDITOR'S NOTE. — It is the deure of "Metion Picture News" to include under this heading novel advertising ideas, successfol •chei
in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre — everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimnlate his trade.
We invite every exhibitor to write oa about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information
along any line. Address: Editor, "Motion Picture News," 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
FOUR PAGE LEAFLET DOES GOOD
PLENTY OF LIVE WIRE STUNTS IN
given a rousing reception by those occupySERVICE AS HOUSE ORGAN
KANSAS CITY TERRITORY
ing the lower floor. When the Highlanders
appeared
in
the
picture
the
pipers
in
the
George Van Alstyne, of the New Glove
Kansas City exchange men claim their
territory is as productive of live wire ex- balcony played stirring airs on the bag- theatre, Gloversville, N. Y., sends in a fourpipes, and patriotic enthusiasm was kept at page leaflet which the New Glove decided
hibitors as any in the United States. Missouri and Kansas theatre managers are a high pitch throughout the picture.
upon, after several experiments, as the
most serviceable, and least expensive, form
continually doing different stunts to atof house organ. Its inside pages are given
tract attention — and business which naturNEW MISSION, 'FRISCO, ISSUES
over to a calendar of features for the
allj' follows. A few of the acts pulled
ATTRACTIVE INVITATION
month, with name of pictures, date, star
off by houses which secure films from the
Again the attractive invitation card. This and producer in each case. The first page
Kansas City district are summarized here :
time it is the New Mission theatre, San is occupied by a cut of the theatre interior,
Under the auspices of the Commercial
and the back page by ads.
Club of Smithville, Mo., the moving pic- Francisco, which announces its official openThis is certainly inexpensive. It could
ing by means of the dignified, well-printed
ture house at that place is thrown open
be improved by eliminating the cut on page
Saturday afternoons for all who desire "Admit Two." It compares very favorably
anything of the sort we have seen, and one, setting the page the narrow way, into attend, but a special invitation is ex- with
its general appearance indicates that the
tended to farmers who live in the county
stead of the long way, and running a little
New Mission is a high-class house.
house talk. The back page would look
and who get in but once a week. Three
better also if it were set up the narrow
shows are given in the afternoon and no
way. The calendar could be left as it is.
admittance is charged. The president of
CHILDREN'S SHOWS STARTED BY
Of course this would increase the cost
NELSON, B. C, HOUSE
the Commercial Club says that it "sure
composition somewhat, but we think it
does pay 1" Osceola, Mo., is another town
The Starland theatre, Nelson, B. C, has of
that does practically the same stunt, call- started a series of special performances for would be worth it. The cut is not disand is too great a space killer,
ing it "Merchant's Afternoon." On the children on Saturday mornings, and the first when one tinctive,
realizes that house talk, properly
opening of the Bluebird theatre in Girard,
one, held recently, was distinctly successful.
written, is far more effective. If a cut of
Kan., Thomas Miller, manager, gave away
Admission is five cents, and the pictures the theatre is to be used, why not use a
handsome souvenirs to the ladies. He imshown included comedies, a cartoon, and a
ported aKansas City comedian, who pulled
smaller one, across the first page the narParamount Travelogue.
off the fake clown and policeman stunt in
row way, leaving room for house talk? At
present, one cannot tell which is the back
ihe Girard streets — and the policeman or
clown, whichever it happened to be, was
and which the front. GOOD SENSE AND GOOD TYPO- | cover
viewed by a large crowd all day. So was
In general, however, the idea is good.
GRAPHY
I
the show at night !
The New Glove management finds that
patrons take the leaflets home and keep
The Hip theatre in Topeka, Kans., durthem for reference.
ing its early exhibition of the "Battle Cry
of Peace," got Battery A, of the Kansas
National Guards, to give a drill in front
NOVEL VEST POCKET DIARY FROM
of the house that attracted a number of
ItEdition
laket more
than ttory
a $larandto amake
a photoplay—
NEW YORK EXHIBITOR
ol a real
real producer
doe* notthe
people. The Iris, in the same town, alAn
out
of the ordinary advertising stunt
ways does its advertising in a two-column
Itanddo»»adequate
take a tuppart
ttar, a ilory,
organizalion
and, aaboveproducing
all, a directorspread, blocked with quarter-inch lines
is
offered
by
the Pastime theatre, 1034 SecIt lake* more than a lew chairt, a eanvat tcreen and a
around the entire ad. It has recently started
ond avenue. New York, in the shape of a
machine
to makeor two,a picture
it laket organ
more
than a hddler
a pianotheater
and a— mechanical
handy vest pocket diary, bound in a flexible
to make good mutic—
the habit of holding a Children's Day on
Saturdays, something new to Topeka.
Itbuiltlake*tcreenan —etpteially
conttrucled equipment
houtm — an— expertlypaper cover, and wire stitched.
the
bett
mechanical
the
hnett inventilation
perfect tanilalion,
aeouttiet and lightIt is a complete record for the month of
g— to make —a modern
picture theater.
May, and contains space for memoranda
CANADIAN TROOPS LEND MARTIAL
for every day of the month, with the name
COLOR TO UNIVERSAL WAR DRAMA
aTorealmakettory,a complete
producedthou)
by o itrealtake*coi
of the feature attraction for the day at the
only
by itanandexpertam —etpeeially
(f laktt aeoni(t
regu
BUT—
terpret
Stirring scenes, which resulted in considPastime printed at the bottom of the page.
oontlrueted motion picture theater
tent it.
erable publicity, were witnessed recently at
Patrons appreciate this kind of advertising,
THERE'S ONLY ONE ANSWER
the Bijou theatre in Winnipeg, where the
because it is useful to them. For the exhiUniversal production, "The Campbells Are
bitor's purposes also, it is excellent.
The American
Coming," opened a week's engagement.
Canadian Highlanders take an important
part in this picture, so a battalion of the
SPECIAL
EASTER PROGRAM
IN ST.
Cameron Highlanders, 500 strong, were inLOUIS THEATRE
vited to witness the performance on MonFred Wehrenberg, of the Be.-,t theatre,
day evening.
THIS AD, FROM THE .SWANSON CIRCUIT NEWS,
St.
Louis, gave away souvenirs on Easter
VS ith bag-pipes playing, the soldiers
SALT LAKE CITY, IS A PIECE OF CLEVER
Sunday
and ran a special feature program
PUBLICITY.
NOTE
THAT
IT
ADVERTISES
THE
marched through the streets to the Bijou,
in honor of the day. Both houses were
WHOLE THEATRE. NOT MERELY THE
and as they filed up to the balcony, which
crowded at all performances.
PICTURES
had been reserved for them, they were
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SCENES FHOM THREE ESSANAY PRODUCTIONS: "THE JESTER," "ONCE A THIEF," AND "THE LITTLE SHEPHERD OF BARGAIN ROW, " A V-L-S-E
WITH SALLIE FISHEK
^, ,
or
mail
it,
so
that
it
will
be
a
matter
of
record
INTELLIGENT ADVERTISING BRINGS
NEW FORM PRESS SHEET AIDS
with the management.
TRIANGLE EXHIBITOR
RESULTS
TO ILLINOIS
What feature play of those you saw
EXHIBITOR
last week
did play
.vou like
best?
What
style
of
did
you
like
best
The publicity department of the Triangle
— farce, comedy, comedy-drama,
Film Corporation has begun a campaign of
Manager Grampp, of the Orpheum, Rockmelo-drama, drama or tragedy?
education, in which school the exhibitor is What actor, actress, or both, do you
ford,
111., put over "The Ne'er Do Well" in
like
the
best?
the pupil. A new form press sheet is the Do you like the Paramount-Bray Carhis town at prices ranging up to SO cents,
text book. In a recent bulletin to branch
toons, the Paramount-Burton Holmes
the highest ever charged there save the
Travel-Pictures, the Vitagraph Weekmanagers the plan was set forth as follows :
"The Birth of a Nation." He booked the
ly and the Paramount Pictographs?
and which of these the best?
V-L-S-E ten-reeler for a solid week. The
"Only lately have motion picture manufacturers realized that there are other de- ^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIII^^^^^
first three days realized 4,896 paid admispartments on a newspaper besides the drasions, and the sale for the rest of the enI
BRIEF HINTS FOR BUSY |
matic, or photoplay section, and attempted
gagement was heavy. His theatre seats nine
to break into print there. Generally speak- I
EXHIBITORS
I hundred. Intelhgent advertising brought
ing, the regular departments on a metroMr. :Grampp his great success. It was like
I
Your advertising is an index to the j this
politan daily are city and general news, po- i kind of theatre .you run. People |
litics, art, fashion, humor, music, drama, 1 judge you not alone by your pictures. |
An advertising campaign embracing two
automobile, society, sports, woman and the i They judge you also by what y©u say 1 counties was inaugurated two weeks in adhome, juvenile, real estate and photoplay. i about your pictures, and how you say |
vance of the opening date. Space in the
i three Rockford,
Editors of each of these are glad to get I it.
one Belvidere and four
news or features designed to interest their
Winnebago
county
papers was gradually inI The day is past when you can at- i
readers.
creased daily and reading notices obtained
I tract the largest possible patronage by 1
"Just these
how isdistinctions
the exhibitor
methods, or by misstatements | daily. Ad copy was changed daily with
create
? to recognize or Ij "circus"
and exaggerations about a picture. | something new each time and the readers
said this before, many times, i touched upon every angle of the picture and
"Triangle is preparing its stories in the I We have
it is just as true now as it ever 1
Exhibitors' Sheet with this problem in view. 1I but
Rex Beach's book.
was.
1 of Just
A couple of lines above each indicates the
before the opening three smashing
department of the paper for which it is de- I
full
page
advertisements with long readers
Ther* is one thing in connection i
signed and
;
these stories are prepared by i with
this question of high-grade ad- | were run and the sale was opened one week
trained newspaper men, so that the exhibitor 1 vertising which we have not empha- 1 in advance of the first run. At the opening
may know just the proper persons to whom
I sized hitherto because so many other | matinee the military band paraded the
to take them. If editors of outside depart- I bigger points had to be made first. | streets and gave a concert in front of the
ments do not find them available, the items
theatre. Book stores were . induced to order
It is tbis — and it is a very simple |
and articles still remain acceptable to the i
the books and some ran adveri matter, but one which many ex- i heavily of tisements
telling where the books could be
photoplay editor."
I
hibitors
are
careless
about:
don't
send
1
I out a house organ, or any other piece j obtained. A thorough poster and billboard
I of advertising, with words incorrectly 1 campaign was conducted in all of WinneEXCELLENT CRITICISM BLANK FROM
I spelled. Make your printer give you |
bago and part of Boone county. Personal
WEST VIRGINIA THEATRE
I typographically perfect jobs. Make | visits were made to all editors within the
Paramount Progress, which, by the way, I him get the names of pictures and 1 interurban radius covered and arrangements
is printing a lot of excellent Hve wire stuff i players correct in every case. Be sure j made for satisfactory editorial notice.
these days, calls attention to a criticism I you give him no opportunity to do |
|
blank issued by the Camden theatre, I otherwise.
MICHIGAN THEATRE FINDS MAILING
Parkersburg, W. Va., for the use of its I
Why? Because the picture fans of 1
CARD GOOD MEDIUM
patrons. Exhibitors who have not yet seen I today know how those names should |
From the Square Town Electric theatre,
the wisdom of finding out in writing just i be spelled. If they find them incor- 1
what pictures their patrons prefer, may I rectly printed, they will blame you — i Brooklyn, Mich., comes a mailing card,
find a valuable hint as to how to frame a I not your printer. And thpy will come 1 which, unfolded, makes a fair sized sheet.
I to think that they know more about i It contains the special feature program for
criticism
I some details of your business than |
scheme. blank by looking at the Camden's
i you do.
I May, features being shown Tuesdays ex •
The blank is printed on good card stock
clusively. Descriptions of pictures are brief,
and distributed to the patrons of the thea- I They will think of you as a careless i and quite well written. The set up is good
If the idea is to be continued, we suggest
tre in the pages of "The Screen," the Cam- I showman, of your house as second or i
rate. Perhaps this will be iin- | perforating the card at the top, and insertden's weekly house organ. We reproduce 1I third
fair to you. But why give them the |
it from Paramount Progress :
ing a cord. This would make it mere serv1
Everyone who receivrs tbis card is earnestly re- I opportunity?
iceable to patrons, wko eould the-a hsng it
quested to turn it over to an attache of tbis ilieatre, mmiimtnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmitimigmmmmmiitimmttMF,
up for r-eference.
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THE SAMARITAN" IS ANYTHING BUT
VEHICLE FOR DE WOLF HOPPER
from the Edendale studios last week and
DE WOLF HOPPER'S third Triangle
will go out on the Triangle service at
picture, "Mr. Goode, the Samaritan,"
soon to be released, is like a family reunion.
once. One of them, "The Lion and the
Fay Tincher. previously the huge comedGirl," is expected to duplicate the thrills of
"The Snow Cure," which preceded it out
ian's petite foil in "Don Quixote" and "Sunshine Dad," again has the principal femin- of the west and is S. L. Rothapfel's comedy
feature
at the Rialto Theatre this week.
ine role; Chester Withey completes his trio
of scenarios and the hea\y roles as well; "The Snow Cure" gave Ford Sterling a
Edward Dillon is again the director and chance to pit his speed against a bear; in
for the second time plays a part. This "The Lion and the Girl" Claire Anderson
combination will be broken up when the is a foil for a husky specimen of the king
Hopper him version of the base ball classic of beasts. Joe Jackson is the star of this
feature.
■"Casey at the Bat," is completed. Margaret
Mack Swain and Louella Maxam are the
JMarsh, Lillian Langdon and Max Davidson have the other important roles in "Mr.
Goode, the Samaritan."
Hopper is Alphonse Irving Goode, a
philanthropic character whose wife and
daughter are snobbish. Having discharged
the chauffeur for some petty reason the
Goodes start on a motor trip with the
daughter, Evelina, at the wheel. She is
soon replaced by her father and trouble begins. He stalls the engine and later throws
in the reverse, the car bumps a tree and
catches on fire. Father, mother and daughter escape and start to walk the two miles
to their destination. On the way they are
picked up by a crook who has stolen a machine. He sells it to Goode, who is arrested for the theft and thrown into jail.
Conditions here are so vile that he is moved
to reform all jails. He invites a pair of
crooks to a party, at which the man who
sold him the automobile is also present.
On this foundation Hopper and his associates erect an elaborate structure of fun.
The last week in May is the date set for
general release.
To meet the demand for Keystone comedies four new Sennett farces were shipped

DE WeLF HOPPER IN HIS NEXT FINE
AETfl-TEIANGLE PHOTOPLAY

principal players in "His Bitter Pill," the
second of the week's shipments. Miss Maxam has entirely recovered from her experience in the
of "Anto Oily
Scoundrel,"
in which
shefilming
was bound
a railroad
track
to pray that Earl Rodney would reach the
switch in time. Harry Gribbon and Mary
Thurman, Sennett's new discovery, are the
important members of the company which
made "A Dash of Courage." The title of
the fourth is unknown but will be decided
while the film is in transit.
These four Keystones will not remain
idle a minute. Proof of the demand for
this brand is shown by the policy of the
Broadway Theatre. This house, always the
home of competing features, ran the Triangle's "An Oily Scoundrel" last week.
FOUR FEATURES FROM LASKY ON
PARAMOUNT IN MAY
During the month of May the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company will release
four feature productions on the Paramount
Program instead of three, as is customary.
The fourth, it is announced, will be the

Producers

Lasky-Belasco production of "Sweet Kitty
Bellairs," in which Mae Murray will make
her second appearance as a Lasky star.
Her first production was "To Have and
To Hold," with Wallace Reid. "Sweet
Kitty Bellairs" marks the entry of James
Young, as one of the Lasky producers.
Mae Murray will have the benefit of
prominent support in "Sweet Kitty Bellairs," including Tom Forman, James Neil,
Horace B. Carpenter, Lucille Young, Lucille LaVarney and Belle Bennett.
"NED" AND "ESTELLE" ARE GOING TO
CHANGE DATES ON MAY 10
Cartoonist Harry Palmer has announced
that "Nosey Ned" and an "Escapade of
Estelle" will change dates on the Gaumont
split-reel with "See America First." As
now arranged. May 10 will see EstcUe engaged in wrestling
week's
wash
over a tub
in the backwith
yardthewhen
a chicken
appears. What happens may be imagined
from the subject Mr. Palmer has affixed to
this
— "Temptation."
Nosey
Ned Kartoon
will be Komic
seen on
the screen May
17,
under the title of "As an Umpire Nosey
Ned is an Onion."
"SMALL TIME STUFF" FOR BIG TIME
RUNS FROM E. & R. JUNGLE
The E. & R. studio force has completed
scenes for the one-rel subject "Small Time
Stuff" in which Napoleon and Sally war
with the stars, ingenues, stage managers,
and theatre owners for the star dressing
room, while they are playing in Hickville.
The scenario for this is by Clem Pope,
and the direction is in charge of Joseph J.
Franz. Lillian Brown Leighton appears as
the star of the theatrical organization surrounded by capable people.

May 20, 1916.
GOLD ROOSTER WILL ESCORT "GIRL
WITH GREEN EYES" TO EXHIBITORS, MAY 15
In the week beginning May 15 Pathe will
release on its Gold Rooster Program the
screen version of Clyde Fitch's "Girl With
the Green Eyes." This feature was made
for Pathe by the Popular Plays and
Players Company, and features Katharine
Kaelred and Julian L'Estrange, two players
better known on the "legit" than on the
screen. Katharine Kaelred's name first
came into prominence with her appearance
in "The Devil." Then she created the part
of the "vampire lady" in "A Fool There
Was." She next appeared with John
Mason in "A Son of the People," and is
now playing a leading role in Arnold
Daly's revival of Clyde Fitch's "Beau
Brummel."
Julian L'Estrange has always been a
popular leading man. He played leading
roles with Sir Herbert Tree in London,
also with Arthur Bourchier, Billie Burke,
Maxine Elliott and Mme. Simon.
The story deals with a woman whose unfounded jealousy causes her to lose the
love of her husband. Overcome with the
realization of her own doubt she takes
poison, but is saved for a love that surmounts all doubt.
HIGH WORDS FOR LOW CHARACTER
IN A PARAMOUNT, RELEASED
MIDDLE OF THE MONTH
"I'd rather die than marry a low-down,
sneaking Bassett," declared Hazel Dawn,
flinging back her rebellious curls and
stamping her bare foot defiantly as she
gathered her coarse home-spun dress about
her and stalked majestically out of the
scene.
"Great stuff," declared Director Fred
Thomson approvingly, and the shaggy
mountaineers who were grouped about her
grinned their satisfaction. They were real
mountaineers, these spectators, for the
Famous Players star had gone to the hill
country of northern Georgia to stage "The
Feud Girl," her forthcoming Paramount
Picture, which will be released May IS.
There are many points of interest about
this Famous Players photoplay, as it is the
first feud story ever to be filmed in a real
feud country. The mountains which form
the background for "The Feud Girl" have
been the actual setting of many a grim
scene in days gone by, for it was in these
very hills that some of the most bitter
struggles have been fought out.
In support of Miss Dawn there appear
Irving Cummings, Hardee Kirkland,
Arthur Morrison, Russell Bassett and several others who are equally well known.
EIGHT EPISODES OF "SECRET OF
SUBMARINE" COMPLETED
Eight of the fifteen chapters of "The
Secret of the Submarine," the new American-Mutual photo-novel, starring Thomas
Chatterton and Juanita Hansen, have been
completed. The scenes in which the submarine is used are being filmed, from a
technical standpoint, under the supervision
of several underwater boat officers now
stationed at the San Pedro naval base in
California.
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''OUR PEOPLE" FOR
YOUR PEOPLE (THE PLEASED
PUBLIC)
FROM
ESSANAY
IN JUNE— MANY
"SHORTS" FOR THE MONTH
at Monte Carl o, in the Riviera, on the spa,
ESSAXAY is issuing an unusual number
of short releases for the month of and mid-ocean scenes taken on the liner
June. It also has two multiple-reel feature Irnperator. These scenes are actual motion
subjects for that month. The announcepicture photographs, taken not, of course,
ment of the releases has just been made by at the present time for this picture, but by
George K. Spoor, president of the Es- Charles J. Brabin a few months prior to
sanay company.
the outbreak of the European war. Mr.
Among the three-reel releases are "Our Brabin, who directed "That Sort," made a
People," featuring Bryant Washburn and tour of the continent shortly before the
Gertrude Glover; "Fool's Gold," featuring war broke out, making motion pictures of
all these scenes. He only left Europe at
Darwin Karr and Nell Craig; "The Promise Land," and "The Little Volunteer," fea- the beginning of the war.
turing Joyce Fair, the eleven-year-old star,
This photoplay features Warda Howard,
who made such a hit in "The Little Sa- with Ernest Maupain, Duncan McRae,
John Lorenz and Betty Brown.
The other multiple-reel feature is "Acmaritan."
Among the two-reel releases are, "Orto the Code," a drama which takes
phan Joyce," featuring Joyce Fair; "Put- place in cording
the Civil War period and the
ting It Over," featuring ^Marguerite Clay- present both
time. This features Lewis S.
ton and Harry Beaumont; a reissue of
"The Girl at the Curtain," and "The Voice
Stone, the masculine lead in "The Havoc,"
in
Wilderness," both featuring Francis and a well-known speaking stage star, and
X. the
Bushman.
Marguerite
one covering
of Essanay's
The one-reel releases include Canimated
ing women.Clayton,
The part
the leadCivil
Nooz, No. 11, Wallace A. Carlson's cartoon War period was taken in the exact locadrawings on news events of the day; a
tions in which the action took place. E. H.
Calvert, the director of the play, took a
sketch book of Berlin, by Vernon Howe
Bailey, showing all the points of interest company of players to Chattanooga, Tenn.,
in the German capital, including the and from there they went back into the
Kaiser's Palace, the Kaiser himself and Tennessee mountains, taking scenes on
his special bodyguard ; and one of George Lookout Mountain, Missionary Ridge,
Chickamauga Park, Signal Mountain, and
Ade's fables, that of "The Undecided
many other famous battlegrounds of the
Brunette."
The multiple-reel features include "That
South.
The Northern scenes were made in New
Sort" and "According to the Code." In
"That Sort" scores of scenes show action York City and in Chicago.
SAME SERVICE FOR SHORT RELEASES
AS LONG
PICTURES IS GAUMONT
PLAN FOR EXHIBITORS
BELIEVING that it is the best policy to ihe role of Ozias Midwinter, son of the
give purchasers of shorter features
adopted Alan Armadale. Miss Stepard
the same service they get when buying a returns in this photodrama to an advenGaumont five-reel feature, the Gaumont
turess role, being cast as the malevolent
company has provided a picked cast for Miss Gwilt. Robert Qugston appears as
its first three-reel release. The story is the cast-off son of the house of Armadale,
"Armadale," from the novel of the same
losing room
hisaboard
lifeship.
at last in the looked statename by Wilkie Collins. To inaugurate
these photoplays Gaumont presents in
"Armadale," Iva Shepard and Alexander
CLARY, LEADING MAN ON SPEAKING
Gaden, stars of such productions as "The
STAGE, JOINS FOX UNDER WALSH
Haunted Manor" and "The Drifter."
Charles
Clary, a well-known leading man
Playing with them are Lucille Taft, Kathin the theatre, has joined the William Fox
leen Butler, Henry W. Pemberton, Robert
Clugston, John Reinhard, Charles A. organization and has reported for work in
Travis, James Levering, John Mackin and a picture now being made in California,
Arizona and other sections of the southHarry Chira.
west under the direction of Raoul A.
These three-reel Gaumont productions Walsh. Clary has played heavy leads with
are to be released as Mutual Pictures, one
some of the best known dramatic stars.
every other week. The first will be seen
on the screen May 25. The features are He played in New York with Macj- :Manbeing made by the Gaumont company to nering and in "The Road to Yesterday."
the leading male role on tour
He portrayed
supply the needs of vaudeville houses and with
Mrs. Leslie Carter.
summer theatres which do not charge
This is by no means his first venture
enough to warrant running a five-reel Mu- into
pictures. He worked for four years
tual Masterpicture, since the spectators can
the Selig companies on the Pacific
with
only be given five reels at the most.
played eight months with the GrifCoast,
In "Armadale" these Gaumont players
fith companies and appeared in the first
are said to have done some of their best
multiple reel picture ever made in the
work. The Wilkie Collins story gives L'nited
States. He also played in the first
prominence to so mary characters that
"The Adventures of
serial
the
of
unusual opportunities have been given to Kathlyn" with stories,
Kathlyn Williams. He was
a great many Gaumont favorites in addi- also seen in "Tennessee's Pardner" and in
tion to the stars. Mr. Gaden is seen in "The Black List."
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A FORTHCOMING WILLIAM FOX VEHICLE FOR WILLIAM FARNUM

PARAMOUNT
PICTOGRAPHS INCLUDE SAFETY FIRST
ON RAILROADS AND TRAFFIC SQUAD AT DRILL
adages may be as changeable as"The Flirting Bride," featuring Jackie
PARAMOUNT'S table of contents for theNursery
seasons, this release of the Pictograph
Saunders, is the Kickerbocker Star release
its "magazine on the screen," the Pic- shows.
Small tots no longer hear the adfor May 26. It is a comedy drama contograph, issued the week of May 21, inmonition to "toe out" or walk the old-fashcerning the bride's adventures after she
cludes physical training for "Better Babies,"
ioned way with toes turned toward ten
started several flirtations with a soldier, a 'The Making of a Cop," "The Aerial Pocket
mysterious stranger and other inhabitants
minutes to two. "Better Babies" walk InCamera," a continuation of the "Prepareddian-fo t to avoid broken arches and flat
of a garrison town. The experience transness'
Series,
"Arm
or
Surrender,"
and
"The
forms her into a meek little matron who
House That Jack Built," showing how a feet. Correct methods of breathing, sitvows never to look at another man as long railroad instills the principles of Safety
ting, standing and walking are also demonas she lives.
strated in these films. Heads, hips, shoulFirst in its employes.
ders and heels touch the wall in the correct
standing
posture assumed by perfect children.
" THE GUIDE/' A PROSPECTIVE LEADER ON MUTUAL
Traffic cops of a big city are most carePROGRAM, NEARS COMPLETION
fully drilled in their duties. How the welltrained
blue-coated officers are fitted to bein
the
title
role
—
a
convent
girl
—
is
the
TWO five-reel subjects to be released as
come guardians of the law, is shown in anMutual Masterpictures De Luxe, a three-reeler nearing completion under the
other Pictograph feature. "The House
three-reel feature and five two-reel releases direction of William Bertram.
are nearing completion in the American
Included in the two-reel subjects are That Jack Built," the Grand Central car
equipped with a motion pictuie machine,
studios at Santa Barbara.
"Circumstantial Evidence," a story of love, which is sent all over the country to inpolitics and newspaper life, with Edward
"The Guide," a drama of the North
struct railway employes in the fundamentals
woods, featuring William Russell, the di- Coxen, Lizette Thorne and George Field ; of the Safety First campaign, is seen, too,
rector, and Charlotte Burton, is the first "The Flickering Light," a story of a conin interesting views to be presented in
of the longer length features, while the
this release.
vict's troubles, featuring Harry Von
second is "A Man's Soul," directed by Ed- Meter and Miss Davis ; "Jealousy's First
Colonel Heeza Liar becomes dissatisfied
Wife," an apartment house drama, with
ward Sloman, with W'innifred Greenwood
and Franklin Ritchie in the leading roles. Vivian Rich, Alfred Vosburgh and George over the attitude shown toward "Preparedness" throughout the United States in the
The latter concerns a young physician,
Periolat; "Jack," a Western, with Anna
whose love for a girl stricken with leprosy Little and Dick La Reno, and "The Blind- twenty-first release of the Paramount-Bray
Animated Cartoons, "Colonel Heeza Liar
leads him to join her at a leper colony.
ness," with Rhea Mitchell, William Stowell
Captures Villa." Starting out to clear up
"Madonna of the Night," with Nita Davis and Roy Stewart.
the situation, he interviews first Colonel
Roosevelt, and later, William Jennings
Bryan. Roosevelt gives him a fiery argument for preparedness and Bryan weeps oh
JOCOSE
''JENKINS' JINX," A JOLLY JUGGERNAUT OF
JOY, JOINS JUBILEE OF JOVIAL JESTERS
his shoulderconvinced iover
country's plight.
Unneith»rthedirection.
Heeza Liar
"Jenkins' Jinx," by Dave Reed, and made
<<CKIRTS AND CINDERS," written by
starts for the border to see the United
O Rex Taylor and directed by Edwin
into a one-act comedy by Clay M. Greene
for the Lubin Company, is released May States troops in action. Discovering that
McKim, is set for release by the Lubin
the nation spends $500 a minute to main13, through the General Film Company.
Company on May 8 through the General
tain its army in Mexico, he invents a gasoFilm Company. In this picture Davy Don
A particularly malevolent hoodoo causes
line mule and a preparation from which he
falls heir to a greater swarm of tribulations baleful complications in a story revealed by
makes gasoline at two cents a gallon.
than ordinarily may be compressed into June Daye, Adelaide Hayes, Margaret
on« act. His assistants include Patsy De Moore, .Francis Joyner, John Shermer and Carrying a bottle of the precious fluid in
his pocket, he starts for the border on his
Forest, Florence Williams, Francis Joyner Kempton Greene.
mule, and finally, after many adventures,
and George Egan.
cajitures
Villa.
"The Wheat and the Chaff," written by TURPIN COMEDIES FOR VOGUE SET
Through the islands of the Philippine
Joseph McLoughlin and directed by Melvin
FOR EARLY RELEASE
Mayo, under the personal supervision of
Archipelago to visit Cebu, Iloila and ZamFirst of the Vogue-Mutual comedies fea- boangu. Burton Holmes Journeys in the
Captain Wilbert Melville, is released by
turing Ben Turpin, late of lissanay, will be sixteenth release of the Paramount-Burton
the Lubin Company on May 11 through
Holmos Travel-Pictures. The journey is
the General Film Company. The cast in- released shortly. This popular comedian
clufies Arlelaide Bronti, Ruth Sayville, has worked a lot of funny stuff into the made on the coast guard cutter, Scout,
reel, according to an announcement from
Evelyn Page, Cecil Van Auker, AHan For- the
with Uncle Sam playing the role of gnamanufacturer.
rest. George Routh and Walter Spencer.
cious host.
"FLIRTING
BRIDE,"
WITH JACKIE
SAU1\DERS,
FROM KNICKERBOCKER, MAY 26
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THE advent of two weeks of trade
shows, calling for the presence of
some of the most important stars at
booths, balls and parades, has not been allowed to affect the routine at the big studio? in the East. While production is still
considerably lighter than it was three
months ago, all the studios are working,
and the visits of the stars to Grand Central
Palace and Madison Square Garden have
been so arranged as to prevent interference
with any of the work in hand.
The Fort Lee studios of Fox, Paragon
and Peerless, the Universal Heights studios. Famous Players and Metro are all
reported working at usual speed, and a
number of attractive new releases are announced as ready. Most of the Gaumont
and Thanhouser people who have been
working through the winter and spring at
Jacksonville, are now back, and will immediately commence work at the New Rochelle and Flushing studios. The last of
the Gaumont contingent is due home on
May 25.
After a visit of almost three months,
David Horsley has left New York for the
studios at Los Angeles. Besides supervising a number of productions to be released
in forthcoming months through Mutual,
Mr. Horsley will assume complete charge
of the transporting of the collection of Bostock animals to the East. These animals,
with their trainers, headed by Captain Jack
Bonavita, will be a featured attraction of
Luna Park during the coming season.
A specially equipped train, comprised ol
twelve cars, will be used in the transportation of the collections, pne of the largest in
this country.
First appearance of Gertrude McCoy, the
Gaumont-Mutual star, on Broadway, after
an absence of six weeks in Jacksonville,
Fla., was marked by a series of adventures,
which unfortunately no cameraman was on
hand to photograph.
Adventures of Gertrude in Two Reels
Adventure No. 1 happened at Fiftieth
street and Broadway, when a driver of a
heavily-laden truck drove his team into the
rear of Miss McCoy's automobile, smashing the fender and otherwise mussing up
the machine. Miss McCoy, thoroughly angered, gave chase and soon a corps of
sympathetic motorists joined her. Miss
McCoy caught up with the driver at Ninth
avenue and Fiftieth street, and, jumping
from her machine, held the driver until
the arrival of a minion, of the law.
Adventure No. 2 occurred a few minutes
later, when Miss McCoy, still at the wheel,
drove her machine into a jam of traffic,
colliding with the rear of a trolley. Further damage, that will compel the car to
remain
suJted. in "dead storage" for a time, re-
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"Come North at the first approach of the
hot weather," was the text of a telegram
sent Director Edwin Middleton, in charge
of the Gaumont-Mutual players at Jacksonville, by General Manager F. G. Bradford,
a few days ago. "It can't come too soon
for me," replied Middleton.
Sidney J. Vaughn, who has acted all
winter as office manager for the Gaumont
company at Jacksonville, Fla., will come
North with the Gaumont stock companies
at the end of May. To Mr. Vaughn will
probably be assigned many of the technical
details of production.
Dorothy Bernard, the William Fox star,
is the honor guest at the Cleveland Leader's
motion picture ball. The Cleveland newspaper is making much of the popular player,
and during her stay in Cleveland has arranged many receptions in her honor.
Director Will S. Davis, Fuller Mellish
and an entire company of William Fox
stars and players have departed for Savannah, Ga., where they will spend the
next two weeks completing Virginia Pearson's third picture since she joined the
Fox organization.
Two beautiful and clever children, William and Ethel Stewart, are appearing with
Theda Bara in a new William Fox photoplay. This is their first appearance in a
Fox film.
"The Light of Dusk" is the title of the
feature photoplay undertaking announced
by the Lubin company on which work was
started this week in the Philadelphia studios.

This will represent another departure
by the Lubin company from the field of
novels and stage dramas as subjects for
screen plays.
"The Light of Dusk" is from an original
scenario by Anthony P. Kelly. The direction has been entrusted to Edgar Lewis,
who has just completed Dr. Daniel Carson
Goodman's
photoplay, "The Toilers," for
the
Lubin company.
A real alligator fight, one of the rarest
things seen by human eyes, was caught by
the cameraman of the Mirror Films, Inc.,
during the recent trip of an organization
from that company to Jacksonville, Fla.,
and will be seen on the screen in a coming
Nat Goodwin comedy put out by the Mirror.
Charles Roe Keilty, a former newspaper
advertising man, who has been acting as
purchasing agent for Mirror, is going to
be an actor. That is, he is if he cares to,
He was dragged into a Nat Goodwin scene
in an emergency at the Mirror studio, and
played the "bit" so v/ell that he has been
offered a small part in the next picture
which is begun at the studio.
Cunningham Made Studio Manager
Jack Cunningham, formerly telegraph
editor of the New York Sun, who has been
handing out the publicity matter printed
about Mirror, has been made studio manager of the Mirror studio at Glendale, Long
Island. He will continue to handle the
publicity. Hector J. Streyckmans, the recent studio manager, has been made as-

WILLIAM GILUETTE IN A SCENE FROM THE ESSANAY PRODUCTION OF "SHEHLOOK HOLMES'
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A FEW SCENES DESCRIPTIVE OF "THE FEUD GIRL," A FAMOUS PLAYERS, WITH HAZEL DAWN

sistant general manager of the company.
Marie Dressier was a visitor with old
friends at the Mirror studio, the other day.
She was not thrown out; neither did she
throw anyone else out. The affair passed
off quietly and without broad comedy.
"Babe" Hardy, the famous '"Plump" of
\'im comedies, last week signed a two-year
contract with Louis Burstein at the Jacksonville studios, stipulating for his appearance once a week in the ludicrous "fat fellow" roles which he has made his specialty.
The Vim organization thus lines up a
large aggregation of comedy talent. Recently Harry Myer.» and Rosemary Theby
joined the Vim ranKS, and their first release will shortly be announced. Bob Burns
and Walter Stull, of "Pokes and Jabbs"
fame, have become a Vim institution. Last,
but not least, there is pretty Elsie MacLeod,
whose vivacious blondness has endeared
her to the fans. There are now four comedy companies working at the Jacksonville
studios, and the Eastern studios are being
made ready for their occupation during the
summer months.
At the Famous Players studio the other
day no less than six bedroom sets were all
complete on the big floor. And over in
the far corner there stood a perfectly appointed dining room, apparently ready for
the accommodation of the guests.
The erection of these six bedroom sets,
which ranged from a typical slum dive to
a palatial chamber, was merely a matter
of coincidence arising from the fact that
the various productions then under way
required settings of this nature. It is the
first time that such a large number have
ever been built at the same time, as the
studio routine generally calls for as many
different backgrounds as there are pictures.
High Cost of Steak After Famous Melee
Players
the dance
l-'amoushallPlayers
studio
last assembled
week for ata big
scene
in "The World's Great Snare," in which
Pauline Frederick plays the stellar role,
wondered just what was going to happen
when they heard that a doctor had been
engaged to remain in the studio in case
of urgent necessity for his services arising.
But they were not long kept in suspense.
They were informed that a gang of tough
miners would break up the show in the
dance hall and that they were to repel the
invasion. There followed one of the most
desperate fights that has ever taken place
in a motion picture studio, a free-for-all,

under the guidance of Frank Crane, are
aboard a warship bound for Hampton
Roads, Va., where, during the spring maneuvers of the Atlantic fleet, a number of
made.
scenes for use in "Reparation" will be
in which the chief idea of everybody concerned seemed to be to foster the activities of the Undertakers' .Association.
After the melee had quieted down it was
found that nobody had really been injured,
though the doctor was called upon to examine several bruises and a few bumps. It
is authoritatively reported that the price
of steak in the butcher shops immediately
adjacent to the Famous Players studio
rose meteorically because of the sudden
great demand from persons who seemed
anxious to hide certain portions of their
faces while making the purchase.
Many are the applications which reach
the motion picture director, but one made
to Fred Thomson, of the Famous Players
Company, while he was in Georgia directing Hazel Dawn in "The Feud Girl," is
unique.
A weather-beaten, grizzled old mountaineer had been engaged for one day in
order that Hazel Dawn might be photographed riding in his picturesque ox-cart.
For these services he received three dollars. The following morning he was on
hand bright and early with the first stiff
white collar that he had ever owned.
"Say, boss," he asked Thomson, "any
chance of gettin' a reg'lar job at this-here
pitcher actin'? I can make a heap-sight
more money at it than freightin' an' I like
the work, too."
tin'." s of the World
still freigh
He is playing
companie
Five
Film Corporation, working under the
Brady-made regime, are away, seeking the
elusive local color and atmosphere.
Mollie King, Arthur Ashley and a supporting cast of fifteen players under the
direction of Edwin August are at Asheville,
N. C, where the first co-star picture these
appeared in, "Contrary Mary,"
have
two
.staged.
will be
Gail Kane and House Peters are at
midst the wonWashington, D. C, where, under
Maurice
drous Federal buildings,
Tourneur's supervision, scenes are being
staged for the forthcoming production of
"The Velvet Paw," in which Peters and
Miss Kane are co-starring.
June Elvidge, with a supporting cast and

For the Holbrook-Blinn picture, "The
Prima Donna's Husband," in which Clara
Whipple and Julius Stegar are featured,
members of the acting cast at the Casino
theatre, at Broadway and Thirty-ninth
street, were secured from Messrs. Shuberts,
and for the past two weeks, at intervals
when the theatre is not in use by the "Blue
Paradise" company, scenes requisite to the
original scenario are staged with an audience of over six hundred picked people.
Muriel Ostriche and Carlyle Blackwell,
playing opposite each other in "Molly o'
Pigtail Alley," are en route to a small city
in the Middle West, where the foundation
of the play was laid and where, according
to the author, every feature, every character and every incident mentioned in the
tale can be carried out, because they exist
and are lasting features in the section of
the town described by the authors.
Robert Warwick, playing in "Friday the
13th," the first film play from the pen of
Thomas W. Lawson, the noted financier
and fictionist, will work along for several
more weeks at the Peerless studios, then
visit
the stock exchange at Boston and
Chicago.
BERNSTEIN

RESIGNS FROM WORLD
FILM
Isidor Bernstein, director general of the
Equitable Motion Pictures Corporation
since the organization of that concern, and
producing manager of World Film since
the reorganization of the two companies,
resigned from the latter company this week,
to take effect immediately.
It was upon the advice of his physician
that Mr. Bernstein gives up his place and
retires, for the time being at least, to his
farm at Saddle River, N. J.
Bernstein has been an exceptionally busy
man at the various World and Equitable
studios. Refusing assistance, insisting upon
giving his own attention to every detail
assigned him by the company, he will hie
himself to the farm, there to consider a
number of offers he has received since
rumor stated he was leaving World Film.
Mr. Bernstein carries the best wishes of
the entire organization with him.
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% /• C. Jessen
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 6.
THE Orient is to be invaded by the
Signal Film Corporation's producing
company, according to plans perfected by Director J. P. McGowan, who,
with a company composed of Helen Holmes
as star, and a supporting cast, will leave
for Honolulu May 17.
An attempt is now being made to secure
suitable stories for Philippine and Japanese
atmosphere, and if this is successful the
company will in all probability extend the
trip that far. At the present time but one
subject has been secured, a five-reel feature, entitled "Diamond Runners." This is
being put into scenario form by Mr. McGowan, and calls for many boat scenes and
a decided tropical atmosphere, possible to
secure only in the Hawaiian Islands. Before the departure of the producing company, they will complete "Whispering
Smith,"
and reels.
its sequel, "Medicine Bend,"
both
in five
The company will be gone more than a
month, and will be made up of the following players : Chance E. Ward, Thomas G.
Lingham, Lee D. Maloney, William Brunton, S. A. Sues, the cameraman, and a full
staff of property men and assistants. A
complete equipment of artificial lighting effects will be taken in order that interior
scenes may be taken on boat and at the
islands.
Last week the Signal company staged a
big wreck scene for "Medicine Bend,"
when a number of freight cars were shot
over an embankment by a derailing switch
and then burned in order to clear the track
for the fast mail. The fire scenes were
taken about dusk, and some very pleasing
effects were secured. For other scenes in
this story, a half-mile of track is, being
built by the Salt Lake company in the
foothills between Los Angeles and Pasadena.
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Workmen have been engaged for one
week on construction of the Mabel Normand Film Company plant, and production
of the first story was taken up there last
week. Richard Jones, who has been affiliated with the Sennett-Keystone producing organization since shortly after its inception, has been selected as director for
Miss Normand, and the first scenario was
written by J. G. Hawks, of the Thomas H.
Ince producing organization. All subjects
filmed here will be of the nature of a comedy drama.
Begin Production on Mabel Normand Story
The new studio is located just off Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood, and is nestled
away in a little valley where producing
conditions will be at the best. The stage
is 60 by 100 feet, and it is understood this
will later be enlarged. Already ten dressing rooms have been erected, and within a
few days offices, scene docks, and property
rooms will be built. It is anticipated that
the first Mabel Normand Key-Bee subject,
made under the supervision of Mr. Ince,
will not be released until in June.
Horace Davey and a company of Nestor
players are filming a one-reel Western comedy, entitled "Nearly a Hero," with Neil
Burns and Dave Morris as rival cowboys
for the hand of the sheriff's daughter, Betty
Compson. Harry Rattenberry is the sheriff
and Stella Adams his wife.
Upon advice from the New York office
of the Universal company, production on
the serial "Peg O' the Ring" was discontinued last week at the West Coast studios,
after five episodes had been completed with
Ruth Stonehouse appearing as star. Information received at Universal City is to
the effect that the serial will be completed
by Francis Ford and Grace Cunard, who
recently left the Universal Company after
completing five episodes. It is definitely
stated, however, that the production will
not be made at Universal City, but at this
time it is not known what studio will be

used. The company may work in the east,
or may use a Hollywood studio.
Director Jaccard, who has been in charge
of the filming of this, has been assigned
to the making of Western dramas, with
Harry Carey in the leading role. A story
for this company is now being prepared
by the Universal scenario staff, and production will be taken up within a few days.
Perhaps "Traveling Salesman" for Rawlinson
Herbert Rawlinson, who has played in
the "Black Box" mystery, a leading part
in "Damon and Pythias," and featured in
many Universal two- and three-reel subjects, is soon to be cast as star of a Bluebird or Red Feather feature, which will
be made under the direction of his present
director, William Worthington. An effort
is being made at this time to secure motion picture rights for "The Traveling
Salesman," but nothing definite concerning
this has been received at the West Coast
studio.
In the meantime, Mr. Worthington is directing atwo-reel drama, with Rawlinson
in the leading part, and Agnes Vernon
playing the opposite lead, supported by
William Quinn as heavy and William Canfield in the character part.
Walter Woods, of the Universal scenario
staff, has adapted for the screen another
of the Lincoln J. Carter melodramas. This
on the stage was known as "Just a
Woman's Way," but for the "screen has
been named "The Lure of a Lurid Love."
This play of twenty years ago wd^s so well
known in its day that introduction now is
unnecessary. Roy Clements is directing
the Hayward
production,
and Roberta
the "melodrammers"
are
Mack,
Wilson, Adele
Farrington, Marcia Moore, and Malcolm
Blevins.
The second of the baseball series to be
known as "Baseball Bill," is now in production under the direction of Smiling
Billy Mason. Many of the big punches

SCENES FROM "THE MISSING MILLIONAIRE" AND "SAUCE FOR THE GANDER," TWO EPISODES OF KALEM'S "SOCIAL PIRATES"
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ILLUSTRATING THREE BLUEBIRDS:
of this comedy are occasioned by a new
device for "Preparedness" in the form of
a powerful magnet which snatches all metal
from the hands of the enemy. In this Bill
and PenPoints have some very notable experiences when they are overtaken by old
man Hard Luck. The coming genius of
the diamond, in order to satisfy his hunger,
is forced to wear the garb of a woman,
playing the role of a hash slinger, where
he wooes the Swede who owns the beanery. Supporting Mason in this are O. C.
Jackson, Al. Russell, and Victor Potel.
Director George Cochran is engaged in
filming a one-reel Western drama, with a
cast composed of E. J. Denecke, Marjorie
Ellison, Zoe Beck, Buster Emmons and
Bert Law. The story pertains to a Western gambler, who when knocked down by
the storekeeper for insulting his wife, attempts to cause the wife suffering and humiliation. The photoplay, which is by
Calder Johnstone, gets its name from the
act performed by little Zoe Beck, who
shoots the intruder in the eye with her
pop-gun. The title is "Pinkey's Bull's-eye."
Only Three Roles in "Wolves"
A two-reel Universal film now being
made is entitled "When the Wolves Howl."
This is under the direction of Cleo Madison, and is from a scenario by W. V. Mong,
who plays the leading part opposite Miss
Madison, that of an unfortunate artist.
There are but three principal parts in the
story, that of the artist and his wife and
their benefactor. The latter was played
by Bertram Grassby.
The Allen Curtis Joker Comedy Company is . filming "Love Quarantined,"
wherein father does not have his way in
picking the husband for his only daughter.
For the father docs not like the young man
who is loved by the daughter. He induces
the health officer to quarantine the house
to prevent the marriage. In the several
weeks that follow, father learns of his
mistake. The cast for this includes Lillian
Peacock, William Franey, Gale Henry and
Charles Conklin.
Dr. H. G. Stafford, scenario editor of
Universal City, has been out getting recreation for the past week by playing the leading part in a race-track melodrama being
filmed by Director Henry McHae.
The race scenes were made at Tia Juana,
Mexico, where all of the horses were secured for the scenes by H. L. Massie, wlu)
accompanied the producing company. The
cast for this picture includes Marie Wal-
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"A SON OF THE IMMORTALS," "THE EYE OF GOD" AND "MAUD"

camp, E. N. Wallock, L. C. Shumway, Lee
Hill and Clara Horton.
'The Transformation" is the title given
a two-reel Universal subject being filmed
from a scenario by E. J. Clawson. The
plot hinges upon an argument of two men
as to whether inherent ways can be
changed, one contending that ladies and
gentlemen are born, not made. An experiment is tried wherein a girl of the
slums is secured and tutored. It is found
she has all the attributes of a lady, thus
proving the contention of one. The other
acknowledges defeat by wooing the reformed woman. The cast for this includes
Douglas Girrard, Rupert Julian, Elsie Jane
Wilson and Doc. Crane, and the direction
is in charge of Julian.
M. G. Jonas, manager publicity department of Universal City, together with Mrs.
Jonas, were called to San Francisco last
week when their daughter Helen was taken
dangerously ill with appendicitis. An operation was necessary immediately, and the
daughter underwent this before the parents
arrived. Advice from Mr. Jonas is to the
effect that his daughter is improving.
Changes Costumes Eighteen Times
Myrtle Stedman, starred in the MoroscoPallas subject, "The American Beauty,"
has been having unusual trials and tribulations. Miss Stedman appears in three parts
— a girl in her teens, when she is grown
ui), and also in the part of the mother.
The three parts caused a change, of cos-

tume and make-up eighteen times in one
day, and then it vvas learned that a broken
camera made it necessary to retake all
scenes the following day.
Walter Klintberg, who for the past eighteen months has been with the Keystone
company and performed many of the hazardous automobile and motorcycle acts, is
at a Los Angeles hospital hovering between life and death with two broken legs,
fractured hip bone, and concussion of the
brain. The injuries were sustained when
he was riding a motorcycle to a beach
town to spend Sunday. There is little
hope for his recovery.
Co-Director and Scenario Writer Harry
Williams, of the Mack Sennett Keystone
staff, was operated on at a local hospital
this week for appendicitus. He rallied from
the operation, and physicians announce
covery.
there is every indication for his speedy reCharles Stark, manager of the commercial department of the Essanay company,
Chicago, accompanied by W. F. Kuehl,
cameraman, is making a trip over the
Western states securing material for the
Essanay Weekly Pictorial, and looking
after other business of the company.
Members of the Static Club were given
a highly educational talk on the subject of
colored photography at their club rooms
recently by Messrs. Cfandall, Miller and
Payne, who are in Los Angeles making
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son, E. Forrest Taylor, R. E. Bradbury
and R. L. Dell. During the absence of the
company, a large salon set is being built
at the Glendale studio, which will be used
for interiors for this episode, upon the return of the company.

SOME THEILLING SCENES FROM TWO COMING KEYSTONES
specimen slides. The talks were illustrated
by stereopticon slides.
Little Billy Jacobs, five-year-old child
actor who recently appeared with Marie
Doro in the Lasky production, "The Heart
of Nora Flynn," has been engaged to play
in support of Victor Moore in "The
Clown." This subject is under the direction of William C. deMille.
The last scenes for "The Thousand Dollar Husband," Lasky subject, starring
Blanche Sweet, were made last week under
the direction of James Young. On the
afternon of the same day work on the next
production, starring Miss Sweet, was taken
up, the title of which has not been made
known. The supporting cast includes Tom
Meighan, Horace B. Carpenter, Ernest Joy,
Lucien Littlefield, and others. The story
for this was written by Hector Turnbull,
and will be under the direction of Frank
Reicher.
Fannie Ward and Jack Dean, of the
are on a six-weeks' vacaLaskytioncompany,
which they will spend in New York.
The Imperial theatre of San Francisco
has issued an invitation to Se=sue Hayakawa, the noted Japanese star actor of
the Lasky company, to attend a celebration
given in his honor. May 7 to 10, inclusive.
A number of dinners and receptions are
also being planned by influential Japanese
residents of San Francisco. Kenneth McGaflfey, of the Lasky publicity department,
will accompany Mr. Hayakawa.
* Director Wallace McDonald, of the
American Film Company of Santa Barbara, will shortly leave on a six-months'
vacation, which he will spend visiting his
mother in Halifax. He will also spend
some time in the East.
The Rube Miller Vogue Company is
filming an apartment house comedy, with
the usual cast.
David Horsley, according to telegraphic
advices received at the studio here, has
made an extended engagement with the
management of Luna Park, on Long Island,
N. Y., for the Bostock trained animals
show there, and the studio staff in Los
Angeles are new busy with the preparations necessary for the shipment. A special train will be used over the Salt Lake,
Union Pacific and Pennsylvania railways,
leaving Los Angeles within the next ten
days. A very large portion of the animals
will be retained at the Horsley jungle zoo
studio in Los Angeles for work in tworeel animal dramas for the Mutual program.
This arrangement by Mr. Horsley will

greatly reduce the staff at the studio, in
that it takes many of the well-known trainers and players to the East. Included in
this list are Vera Robson, who has played
many parts and doubled for others in
which animals were seen; M. Tietz, the
elephant trainer; Mile. Ottawa, South
American Puma trainer; Mme. De Orci,
character actress and lion trainer; S. Batty,
character man and animal trainer; Thomas
Hayes, animal trainer ; Ernest Capon, and
the boxing kankaroo, Orra Cecil, J. A. McField, Marie Gavette, ingenue and trainer
of polar bears, and a number of others.
Captain Jack Bonavita, perhaps the bestknown animal trainer in America, will remain at the studios to supervise the making
of all animal scenes. It is understood that
following this engagement the animals will
be returned.
Advice from the Kalem company, aboard
ship for the filming of exterior and interior
scenes for the thirteenth episode of the
"Social Pirates," "In the Service of the
State," is to the effect that they are encountering the most satisfactory weather
for picture making, and securing scenes
not anticipated. The company left Los
Angeles by boat the latter part of last
week, and will not land until they reach
Seattle. Director James Horne is accompanied by the entire company, a full crew
of property men, electricians and carpenters. The boat was especially equipped for
the making of interior scenes while en
route. The players with Director Horne
are Marin Sais, OUie Kirkby, Frank Jonas-

No More 5-Reel Horsley Subjects
Another change at the Horsley studios
is the discontinuance of the filming of fivereel subjects released as Mutual Masterpictures de luxe. Director Robert Broadwell, who has been charge of the making
of these, together with his star, Crane Wilbur, will for the immediate future make
two-reel subjects.
The last five-reel picture entitled "Wasted
Years" is finished, and a feature of this
was a gorgeous cafe interior, in the scenes
of which cabaret entertainers from local
cafes took a prominent part. The set occupied the two-hundred-foot exterior stage,
using practically all of the space.
The first two-reel subject to be made by
Broadwell and Wilbur is known under the
working title of "The King O' Hearts,"
which was originally intended for a fivereel picture. The punch of this story has
been retained, and it is believed it will
make an extraordinary short story.
The animal company directed by Charles
Swickard, with Margaret Gibson, William
Clifford, Fred Montague and Al. Garcia, is
filming a British East Indian story by
Theodosia Harris. "Monty," the large
Bostock animal, plays a very important part
in this picture. William Clifford can conveniently play the role of an injured army
officer in this, as in the making of one of
the final scenes for "Scales of Justice," in
which he had an encounter with a grizzly
bear, he was bitten on the right hand and
left arm.
The Horsley Cub Comedy of the week
is entitled "Jerry's Big Lark," with George
Ovey, Claire Alexander, Jeanette Sully,
George George and Louis Fitzroy.
Napoleon and Sally, the near-human
chimpanzees, last week eloped from a museum, and, to escape the trainers, become
second-story workers, entering the home
of a wealthy man and frighten the children,
who hid under the bed. The chimps take
their place in the bed. There they are
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when crooks come who had planned to
kidnap the millionaire's children. The
chimps are taken to the rendezvous of the
kidnappers, wliere they almost instantaneously prove that a ransom is not necessary.
The chase that followed ended on top of a
telephone building, and when the players
and chimps fell through an opening in the
roof, the service of the teleplione plant was
temporarily discontinued, the picture people having alighted on a net work of wires
which they disconnected. Besides the
chimps, Lillian Leighton, Ralph McComas,
Charles Carter and the company's new
ingenue, Annette De Foe, appear in this
picture.
James L. McKee is expected in Los Angeles within the ne.xt few days to take up
the mahagement of the Selig Polyscope
interests here, he having been at Chicago
in the similar capacity at the studios there
where 'The Crisis" is being made by Colin
Campbell.
Preparations have been under way for
several weeks for the filming of 'The Valiants of Virginia," which will be a screen
adaptation of the Hallie Erminie Rives
novel of the same name. Sets and costumes being ready, production was started
last week under the direction of T. H.
Hefifron. The subject will be in five reels,
and the cast will consist of practically every
member of the Los Angeles studio stock
company. Kathlyn Williams will be starred
in this. Others to appear in this are Lillian Hayward, Vivian Reed, Frank Clark,
James Bradbury, Al. W. Filson, and many
others. The photoplay will have a number
of very strong parts, taken by the abovenamed players.
Brothers Have Eye on Same Girl
The filming of "The Reprisal," a threereel story featuring Fritzi Brunnette as
the simple country girl, wooed by two
brothers, still occupies the attention of Director Robert Daly and players, with Jack
Pickford and Guy Oliver in the roles of
the brothers.
The Kalem Ham Comedy Company is
filming water stuff at Hollenbeck Park,
Los Angeles, where Director Harry Edwards has Lloyd Hamilton walking on the
water, following a Hindoo giving him the
mystic power. By this means he is able
to save the life of Norma Nichols. Bud
Duncan figures in the story as the financier who corners gasoline, which then keeps
going up. Others unite with him in this,
and in the end they all go up.
Director Harry Millard is filming
"Ethel's Strategy," a one-reel comedy, with
Ethel Teare in the name part.
The Hazards company has just completed
the making of "A Girl and Her Horse,"
to be released as one of the "Hazards of
Helen." In this, Helen Gibson's horse,
"Hazard," was badly injured when it
leaped from a railroad platform to a flat
car of a moving train.
The "mystery" photoplay of the Fine
Arts studio, which stars Mae Marsh and
Robert Harron, and contains but one or
two interior scenes, has been completed,
and is now being cut and assembled. These
players are now securing costumes for an
Irish story which is to be filmed by the
same director, Paul Powell. The locale of
this is Wexford County, and the story has
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the atmosphere of Lever's Irish rural
novels. The scenario is by Granville Warwick. The supporting cast will include
Walter Long, James O'Shea, Kate Bruce
and Edwin Harle\-.
Another director was added to the pro-

MARY Mcdonald (Universal)
ducing staff at the Fine Arts studio last
week when Chester Withey, who for the
past two years has been a member in the
capacity of actor and scenario writer, was
promoted to the ranks of director. The
first story he will be in charge of filming
is that entitled "The Dope Fiend," of
which Withey and Roy Summerville are
co-authors. Norma Talmadge and Tully
Marshall will be co-stars in this subject
of five reels, Miss Talmadge appearing in
the part of an artist's model. She is a
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Filming of five Fine Arts subjects has
been completed within the last few days,
and will shortly be ready for release. Of
this number, three have been named.
"Casey at the Bat," with DeWolf Hopper,
Marguerite Marsh, Frank Bennett, Kate
Toncray, William Brown, Carl Stockdale
and Loyola O'Connor; "Going Straight,"
starring Norma Talmadge, with Ralph
Lewis, Eugene Pallette, and Kate Toncray;
and "The Assassin," with Douglas Fairbanks as star, and a supporting cast which
includes A. D. Sears, Jewel Carmen, Wilbur Higby, Margie Wilson and W. E. Lawrence. One of the other subjects has Lillian Gish as star, and the other Mae Marsh,
Robert Harron and Wilfred Lucas.
Five Fine Arts Nearly Ready
Frank E. Woods, manager of the Fine
Arts production, and Bernard McConville
are co-authors of the photoplay in which
Dorothy Gigh will next be starred. The
California hills and valleys will serve as
the locations for this, with some of a rural
character. Elrner Clifton will play opposite Miss Gish, and others named for this
are Josephine Crowl, Jack Brammall, Hal.
Wilson, and G. W. Blue, as well as the
Fine Arts juvenile players. The Franklyn
brothers will direct the filming of this,
which as yet is untitled.
Lankershim, Cal, became Mudville last
week when the exciting ball game for
"Casey at the Bat" was filmed by Director
Lloyd Ingraham. Two scrub baseball
teams were organized, and there mighty
Casey went to bat in the ninth inning and
struck out. The punch of this story for
the screen, which was prepared by William
E. Wing, reveals the cause of Casey missing the flying sphere, which is indeed a
great sacrifice. DeWolf Hopper, now that
he has actually played the game, feels that
"Casey at the Bat"
recitingmore.
he is capable
eight
thousandof times

ANITA STEWART A NIHILIST IN "TH^;
Anita Stewart, Vitagraph's star,^ will
appearance in "The
make her latest
" Ribbon FeaBlue
SUSPECT
Suspect," a five-part
release the latfor
listed
is
which
ture,
part
ter of May.
The theme of the story was taken
Silbook entitled
J. Dam's
from verH.Shell."
responDrew is"The
S. Rankin
its
as
well
as
sible for the picturization
direction. He also plays the lead opposite Miss Stewart.
Many Vitagraphers of prominence,
including Anders Randolf, Julia Swayne
Gordon, Bobby Connelly and Edward
Elkas, appear in the cast with Miss
Stewart. It also introduces Frank Wupperman, a new face in the big "V" films.
MAE MARSH AND ROBERT HARRON IN "A
CHILD OF THEARTS-TRIANGLE
PARIS STREETS," FINE

STRANDOF PAYS
$1,.500 FOR
WEEK'S RUN
GOLDBERG
CARTOON
Patlie announces that the Strand theatre.

woman of a self-sacrilicing nature, who
thinks she is deeply in love with the artist.
This causes development of character, and
she makes a heroic reformation, thus setting an example for the man she loves.
Marshall is the artist who yields to temptation. Marguerite Marsh appears as his
wife, a if yal and devoted one.

New York, has paid $1,500 for one week's
first run of "The Boob Weekly," the first
Goldberg Animated Cartoon to be released. As this cartoon is but five hundred
feet in length, the rental amounts to three
dollars a foot for the week or, in running time of the picture, two hundred dollars per minute. The Goldberg Cartoons
will be shown regularly at the Strand.
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week
It was
THEandshow's
at thelastGarden
Look in
it stilltheis. thing.
and see for yourself. The out-oftown exhibitors are still flocking in by
special train, automobile and Pennsylvania
Limited.
From no less assuming and modest an
authority than E. Richard Schayer, who
sent a photograph of Clara Kimball Young
to the Mutual Welfare League at Sing Sing
Prison, we glean that the convicts expressed their appreciation of the portrait
in a long letter, which ended as follows :
"Thanking you again in behalf of the
League for the beautiful picture, and hoping to have the pleasure of seeing you here
soon,
remain,from
etc." comment, but it is,
We werefrain
nevertheless, a fact that this letter was
written some time after Mr. Schayer's portrait appeared in these pages.

tion and belief is the work of the office cat:
"If coming
the papers
bad, are not with you and things are
And rather
the well-known
General Manager is feeling
sad ;
If passion
begins surging, and each hour grows
more surger,
You merger.
can get a half a column if you'll just start a
You surge
have and
to pardon
surger, the English, and th*? use of
I couldn't find another word that I could rhyme
with merger."
the cat
write we
— we're
notWethatdidn't
kind urge
of urger,
nor towould
give
a lot of space to news of any merger.
There are fads in the motion picture industry, just the same as in crochetting,
gardening, or the manner of buttoning
one's vest. Recently one of these fads has
been to print pictures of the Talmadge
girls. We aim to be up to date, and we

One of the "fan" magazines thus describes Ormi Hawley: "A kiss seen
through a microscope ; a salad made from
a chrysanthemum ; an orchid drenched in
the blood of a rose. If peaches were people— " And, may we add?— the third ace
when the "pot" is raised ; a new tire on a
lonely road; the dash of lime in a gin
rickey, and a layer of creme de menthe
across the Hudson River !
One F. H. Richardson, who conducts a
projection department for a weekly publication, circulating to a certain extent in
the film industry, went to Pittsburgh recently to discuss facts and theories with
the operators there. From reading his own
account of the trip, we gather that he was
received with all the wild acclaim usually
accorded to a boil on the neck. When he
went to union headquarters, some of the
"brethren" went so far as to look up
from their newspapers. When he visited a
factory where operating machines are
made, the superintendent was so glad to
see him that he stopped work long enough
to shake hands. The great get-together
meeting he had planned ran afoul of a
poker game, and the game won. Nothing
daunted, however, Mr. Richardson, who
is the same man who was hailed as "King,"
"Czar" and "Sultan," in St. Louis, announces in the same department as his report of the Pittsburgh visit that he contemplates another swing through the South
and way stations. We are offering nineteen to three that his reception in Pittsburgh this time will be — well, different.
By printing a piece of doggerel in reply
to a little tripping lyric of our own, we
sure let down the bars. Comes Harry
Reichenbach with the following offering,
which he deposes and says that on informa-

TALK

LONGACRE

A NEW POSE OF NORMA TALMADGE
present herewith a picture which we have
just received from the West Coast. Unfortunately, although we recognize the
familiar Talmadge features in at least one
of the faces, there is no way of telling
just which is which. Not that there is any
striking resemblance in this picture.
Heaven forfend ! We are merely shy on
the information, thassall.
We have mislaid a lot of our old schoolbooks. So we ask in all sincerity : when
two new sides are added to a Triangle,
what does it becqme? Gus, will you kindly
page Mr. Euclid.

■Iliiiliiii^^
Meticulous, as ever, Ben Atwell, in his
Rialto Magazine Program, projects "virtuosi." And we offer fifteen to three that
when he has occasion, from his "editorial
eyrie
top of Ben
the learned
world," all
Ben about
will
refer at
to the
scenario.
plurals in the old Hippodrome days.
Governor Whitman on April 24 signed
the bill prohibiting the employment of
children under sixteen in the m.aking of
motion pictures. It isn't as important as
it sounds, as Mary Miles Minter is going
to California to work, anyway.
Al. E. Christie, producer of comedies for
the Universal, who called at this office with
David Horsley last week, tells us that our
own red-headed Mr. Jessen is "the livest
man on the coast." He says he has seen
him in action, and he knows. We have
seen him in action, and we know. The
boss, we understand, has seen him in action, and he knows.
Verbum Sat Sapienti
CANTO II.
Come, now, three names which even I
With all my mental acquisitions,
Have been compelled to pause and try
In both of two suppcsed renditions,
Full many books did I consult;
I questioned cops most circumspectly.
And now, as one concrete result,
I tell you how they're said correctly:
"When
to have 'er,
I used toFame
thinkfirsthisroused
name desires
was Raver;
But now she's here, she's brought one favorr
The knowledge that his name is Raver."
"And many men have hit the rocks
By
to Xee S.street,
Ochs; the folks
But reference
down in Fortieth
With one consent all call him Ochs."
"And since there's nothing now to hinder
A tip to those who speak of Binder,
These lines may serve as a reminder —
To be correct, just call him Binder,"
And now, because my writing fist
under-paid,
and poorly
I'llIs end
my pedagogic
list; sinewed,
But weep not, 'tis
{To he continued)
Marc Edmund Jones, pioneer free lance
author of the picture field, has resigned
from the World and Equitable Film Corporations, and will return to writing as
a free lance. His work will be handled
entirely
the Authors'
Associated
AgencyCity.through
in the Longacre
Building,
New
York

Who says that press-agentry is withMr. Jones returns to his typewriter after
out its erudition? From two short yellow pages, evidently from the hand of nearly a year's absence, his work with the
H. H. Van Loan, suggesting in an off- Equitable and World being entirely technical and executive in character. He was
hand way that Matt Moore and Jane
Gail are engaged, we cull the following originally associated with the Equitable at
its inception, as scenario editor.
gems of Beaumont-and-Fletcherization:
"sub rosa," "en tapinois," "entre nous,"
"en convert," "Cuban moon," "vinculum
MERGER NOTE.— William Randolph
matrimonii," "on dit," "Hymen, sing us Hearst was a visitor at Famous Players
an eoithalamium," "Darby and Joan."
Studio last week.
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ILLUSTRATING SOME
THE DIARY OF SAMXTEL PEPYS

OF THE STIRRING

May 1. L'p
findthat
that the
the scallions
day is anI
unpleasant
one, toand
did plant above a fortnight ago are still
below ground. To the city by train, and
having forgotten to purchase a commuting
billet, am compelled to pay one shilling
and six for my passage; yet do I find
many upon the train, in especial Tommy
Geraghty, the publicity writer, who says
this is a lucky day by the horoscope. The
great exposition in Grand Central Palace
is open today, and I am compelled to pay
two shillings for admittance, for that I
liave yielded to the beseechings of May
and Lillian that I shall give them tickets,
and I surrender my last two, which probably I would do again. Saw Milton Work,
the editor of plays, who on seeing me,
•cried: "How now, Mr. Pepys; and if you
will send me more of your scrivening, mayTiap I will buy it," which, God wot, I shall
do. Home early, that I may plant rose
trees on the lawn.
May 2. A fair day, as befits the month.
On the train with George Irving and
Harry Reichenbach ; they talking continualyet heHarry's
wagons;
petroleum
ly of their
words
the more
sprightly,
for that
says :
"Mr. Pepys, will you ride to Lakewood
I hold to
with me; come Sunday," whichMeeting
on
be interesting conversation.
the street Marshal Farnum, the picture
maker, who telleth me of having to retake
five thousand feet because that his operator is unworthy; and this, I hold, should
break the heart of many a strong man.
Did visit the picture exposition again this
day, where are come Mr. Rolfe, the art
director, and J. Brandt, the master of men,
and countless others. Received much gossip of the studios from Ben. Schulberg,
all very interesting. Home by train with
Clifford Bruce, the Bayside actor.
in morning newspaper,"
a "certa
Saysexplici
tly, the Morninsi Telegraph.
more
speaking of the late Grand Central Palace
appeared at
Exposition: "The stars who
■
booth included
raph
Vitag
the
if if *
Lawrence .Semon
* * *
Twinkle,
twinkle, little star.

ANITA STEWART WILL LEAD MARCH
IN PHILADELPHIA
Anita Stewart, the Vitagraph star, will
lead the grand march and be the guest
of honor at the film ball to be held m
Horticultural Hall, Philadelphia, May 29,
in aid of the Actors' Fund.
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IN THOMAS DIXON'S "THE FALL OF A NATION"
Gives

Survey

of

Human

Freedom

Progress of the World's Struggle Between Liberty and Tyranny from 1550 A. D. Down to
Our Own Time Is Picturized in "The Fall of a Nation" — Love Story Is in Main Plot
women in coming to the rescue of their
ALTHOUGH the synopsis of Thomas
Dixon's historical epic, "The Fall of country when in the hands of a foreign Emperor leagued with traitors within our gates
a Nation," has not been given out, advance
descriptions indicate something of its char- and in particular with a modern Benedict
acter.
Arnold whose love of gold and power and
Dixon's previous "Clansman" scenario, whose foreign financial affiliations have
out of which Griffith made "The Birth caused him to espouse the Imperial side and
of a Nation," told the long history of slav- have made him the Viceroy Governor-General of "the province of the United
ery days very succinctly. But in the prologue of "The Fall of a Nation" Mr. Dixon
The Dixon story was staged during the
undertook the task of tracing in a thousand
last eight months at and around the Dixon
feet
of
film
the
progress
of
the
world's
struggle twixt liberty and tyranny from studios at Hollywood, Los Angeles, with
1550 A. D. down to the present, in the form Arthur
States." Shirley and Lorraine Huling in the
of a prologue.
leading
roles, the redoubtable Percy StandThe successive flashes will show the
ing as the Benedict Arnold, and C. E. Gelhuman aspirations toward freedom culmi- dert as the Imperial commander. As announced last week, Victor Herbert was
nating in the heritage of the American Republic. Church of England persecution of composing music which will be in active
the Non-conformists; Catholic persecution rehearsal in New York within the next ten
of the Huguenots by revoking the Edict of days.
Nantes ; Russian Greek Church persecution
A production will be made at a firstof Jews and Catholics in Poland; the class Broadway theatre in June, and simultaneously another production will be put on
English Catholics' winning of freedom by
founding the colony in Maryland ; the land- at Clune's Auditorium, Los Angeles. The
executive offices are in the Longacre building of the Pilgrim Fathers in Massachusetts; the exile of Roger Williams by the
ing under the style of the National Drama
Congregationalists to Rhode Island and his Corporation.
friendly welcome by the Indians ; the readBRUCE TO GET ALASKA PICTURES
ing of President Monroe's historic message
FOR EDUCATIONAL FILMS
Amerboth
whereby he made
to Congress
COMPANY
icas nurseries of freedom ; these are the
links of a strongly welded chain of historic
Robert C. Bruce, director of scenic and
events working up to the big aim.
adventure pictures for the Educational
"The motion picture," observed Mr. Films Corporation of America, will leave
Dixon who arrived not long ago in New
New York • this week to prepare for his
York from Los Angeles, with "The Fall of Summer work. Portland, Ore., will be
a Nation" "is the finest vehicle of historic headquarters of the expedition until the
first of June, on which date departure will
exposition ever devised. I can teach more
history in fifteen minutes of motion pic- be taken for the Mt. McKinley region of
tures than in six months of the library or Alaska, where the impressive volcanoes and
the class room. I have tried to show what glaciers of the section are to Ije photoAmerica means to us, namely the polyglot
The party, in addition to Mr. Bruce, will
nationalities of which we are composed.
graphed.
consist of a cameraman, a packer, a cook,
A rapid survey of nearly 400 years of his- several horses and will carry complete
tory serves the purpose and leads up to the
proper
a Nation'
of The
story
The Mt. McKinley region was selected
which tells
what Fall
theseofpolyglot
peoples
did equipment.
the by Mr. Bruce for the locale of his next
of
extinction
the
by
when threatened
work on account of the rare beauty of the
national life." added that, mindful of the per- surroundings and their general inaccessabilMr. Dixon
ity to the average motion picture spectator.
sonal element so essential in popular enter- Some exceptional films are expected as the
tainments, he had interwoven a love story
of Mr. Bruce's efTorts, when the party
with the main plot. This latter is said to result
returns to this city in late September.
turn at the end on the heroism of American

LOOKING
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OU, who have never visited the
home
of
Motion
Picture
News, will find a real live interest, we believe, in
these
views of
our offices.

IN

WE

for a string of similar theatres in similar
towns, we could and would
make our reviews more
sharply critical. But we review, on the contrary, for
ten thousand theatres of all
sizes and
from

publication has
as we believe it
have established
kinship between
and itself. We

hope it has. If so, you will
have the same interest in our
affairs which we feel in
\ ours. You want to know

kinds,

scattered

the Atlantic to the Pacific, in towns of the most

tastes and requirements. We build our reviews necessarily to these
broad specifications.
varying

In news — facts, conciseWILLIAM A. JOHNSTON, PRESIDENT MOTION
PICTURE NEWS

and see the people who build
this publication each week,
and where and how they build it.

ness, comprehensiveness —
Motion
Picture News
has, as you know, set a
new standard in this newsy

trade.

FIRST, then, the editorial department: a
staff of seven men, — editors, reviewers, interviewers, and last
but not least in importance,
a man who corrects release

That is due to two main factors. First, we have in every city, as a
weekly newsgatherer, a picked newspaper
man, one who knows news and its value.
No trade publication in this
country has a more sincere
and

dates at the last moment —
comprise this division of
the staff.

capable staff. Secondly, our editors, the men

who

edit, arrange and display this volume of news
each week, are also all

1 1 0{l

Reviews of pictures we
place first in importance.

newspaper

men

of desk ex-

perience.
So the news you get in
the News each week is

Our

reviewing policy, followed constantly to the best
of our ability, is to make
these reviews honest and
impartial. We realize fully
this responsibility to our
readers. If anyone believes
otherwise, if any reader
thinks that a trade paper
must necessarily be swayed
by its advertisers, we invite
a single proof. We will
publish the full details.

US

have just this explanation to make.
If we were reviewing pictures only

We had them taken in order to make a visit to you,
who cannot visit us.
If this
succeeded,
has, it must
a feeling of
its readers
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GODFREY

BUILDING.
THE HOME OF MOTION
PICTURE NEWS. NEW YORK

pretty sure to be news.
The

departments — projection, cameras, music, advertisings— ^are written by
contributing editors who
are well known experts, the
best we can find, regardless
of any other consideration.
In each issue appears the
work of over fifty staf^
writers.

-OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT. 2— OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY. 3— OFFICE OF THE TREASURER. 4— OFFICE OF THE MANAGING EDITOR.
■OFFICE OF TEE ADVERTISING MANAGER. 6— ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT. 7— EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT. £— CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT.
-ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT.
10— EXHIBITORS' ROOM.
11— STOCK ROOM. 12— RECEPTION ROOM.

one word more. Motion Picture News is a trade publication,
altogether one, >et it is unlike any other
trade journal. It is essentially a newspaper,
because this trade is seething with weekly
news. For your own edification compare
Motion Picture News with any other
trade publication and note its striking

JUST

superiority in quantity and quality of editorial matter.

means

quite as much to you as comprehensiveness ineditorial matter. You want all

the business

announcements

each

week;

they are all essential to your business.
Motion Picture News does not miss a
single one. Every company that advertises
at all advertises in its pages.

pages, too, are vastly
different from those

is the keynote of the advertisSERVICE
ing department — service to you, the
reader, in gathering
all the advertising of
the current week, in

of any other trade
paper. They change

helping you purchase reliable goods

The

advertising

through

every week. The\'
carr\- news every
week — every week a
fresh, new business
announcement which
concerns

bureau

of Our
buyers' circulation
service.
department means a
lot to you. It has

immedi-

speeded up its wheels
as is true of no other

ately your own weekly business. They are

magazine we
of. It is more

really news pages —
as much so as any
others.
ADVERTISING

our

THE LOS ANGELES MANAGER OF MOTION PICTURE NEWS, AND HIS
TRAVELING "OFFICE"
makes

It makes possible
cation of two hundred
us not twice, but many
as you. pay for it. But
ad\ ertiser a circulation

the mare

go.

for you this publipages which costs
times over, as much
in turn we give the
only made possible

b\- such an expensive, comprehensive, publication. Advertising makes circulation:
but, equally, circulation makes advertising.
Comprehensiveness, too, in advertising

newspaper
ment.

know
like a

depart-

MOTION
Picture News goes to press
Monday evening. Shortly after
midnight the trucks are hurrying to catch
the early morning mails out of New
York. We get to you, wherever you are,
before any other publication of the
week.
Which ends our visit. We're glad to
have seen you. Call again and call upon
us for anything you want at any time.

a

I
THE CHICAGO OFFICE OF MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 110 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET. CHICAGO, ILI .
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BRADY- MADE" FEATURES FIND
IN KANSAS UNDER HANDS
BRADY-MADE features are starting out
in the Kansas City territory with a
rush that is keeping the people connected
with the exchange working nights. Mr.
Brady had invited the exhibitors of the territory to go to Kansas City on April 24
for the exhibition, and Richard Robertson,
exchange manager, sent sixty-three night
letters three days before the exhibition to
Missouri and Kansas exhibitors. Twentytwo of them responded, one, H. R. Hamilton, manager of the Cozy theatre at Norton,
Kan., coming from the extreme northwestern part of the state for the event. Of
these visitors, twenty signed for the features while in Kansas City, one sent the
contract later, and the last remaining one
was only waiting to reach the conclusion
of negotiations as to the sale of his theatre,
before deciding. In Kansas City the feature of the booking is that the Regent theatre, has contracted for the Brady-made
pictures.
The Kansas City office of the Universal
Film Supply Company, reports that "The
Adventures of Peg O' the Ring" is going in
great shape. It is an acknowledged fact
that serials in Kansas City are not taking
as strong as heretofore, but on this over
twenty houses have been booked. The
Sapphire, a downtown theatre, has taken
it for two days, securing the first city run.
The release of the first episode was made
on May 1.
Kansas Citians were interested in the
news that J. C. Woolf, formerly with J. W.
Morgan in Kansas City, and later with the
Warner Feature Film Company, is now
managing the Minneapolis office of the Unicorn Film Service.
Harry Rosenberg, who has for some
time past been acting as a special representative for the Bluebird Photoplay Company, in this territory, has severed connections with the Kansas City office, and is
now located with a Bluebird exchange in
East. The Bluebird pictures here have
taken hold in great style, and three salesmen are kept continually on the road making new contracts and handling old business.
The United Film Service at Kansas City,
A. A. Chatkin, manager, is reaping the benefits now of much careful preliminary work
with service, and is reaping results. One
big feature will be released every week, together with the regular output, and the feature service will probably be increased to
four a week. Among the items now being
booked are "The Escape," "The Avenging
Conscience," and May Ward in the Franklin feature, . "Virtue."
H. J. Roberts, traveling representative of

READY MADE FIELD
OF ROBINSON

the Fox Film Corporation, visited Kansas
City and some towns of the territory last
week. Harry Leonhardt, district manager,
went down from Chicago for a week, also
E. H. Wachter, manager of the Kansas City
Exchange, is making his first trip over the
field since taking the office.
The Unicorn Film Service at Kansas City
evidently got off on the right foot, for from
the .arst day it has been almost overwhelmed

EDWARDS,

with orders. Second week business was
very large, and already there are bookings
in Topeka, Springfield, St. Joseph, and
other cities in the territory.
J. C. DeWalt, formerly salesman with the
Universal Film and Supply Company, in
the Oklahoma territory, has severed connections with that company and is now acting in the same capacity out of the Kansas
City office of the Mutual Film Corporation.
Mr. DeWalt is an old and experienced man
at the business and has a large acquaintance
among
many of the Missouri and Kansas
exhibitors.

ST. LOUIS, MAKES HIT AS A LIVE BOOKERWINS CONTEST
ROSENTHAL
in St. Louis, recently conducted a popularGEORGE W. FULLER, manager of the
ity contest for people connected with the
World Film Exchange, at 3626 Olive
street, St. Louis, has a new assistant in the film industry in St. Louis territory. Barney
person of E. E. Erickson, who has ac- Rosenthal, manager of the Universal exchange at2116 Locust street, won the prize.
cepted the position of city representative
for the corporation.
C. S. Edwards, head of the Pathe exchange at 3210 Locust street, St. Louis,
Fred A. Keller, head of the Mutual Film
Corporation branch, at 1311 Pine street, St. made a hurried business trip to Kansas
Louis, was paid a visit recently by Edward
City during the week of May 1. Mr. Edwards is very proud of his showing as a
Auger, special representative of the Mutual, on his periodical trip through the dis- serial booker. He has placed "The Iron
trict.
Claw" in seventy-six theatres to date, and
The Searchlight, a trade paper published
at the same time "The Red Circle" is running in something like sixty-four houses, a
giiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii
record-breaking
boom in the serial business.
I TELEGRAPH BLANKS USED BY |
Roy Dickson, who has recently purchased
I SIGNAL TO S. O. S. EXHIBITORS | the old Kriterion exchange and renamed it
I
TO "SUBMARINE" SHOWING | the Dickson Film Service, at 3217 Locust
I Sixty-two exhibitors of Los Angeles | street, St. Louis, is away on a trip through
1 and contiguous territory, attended the | the
territory supplied through the St. Louis
i pre-view of the first three chapters of | exchanges.
I the Mutual serial, "The Secret of the |
Nat E. Steinberg, an experienced film
i Submarine," now being made at the | man, and well known to the trade in the
I Santa Barbara studios. The invitations |
i for the showing were printed on Fed- | Mississippi Valley, has become affiliated
i eral Telegraph Co. receiving blanks, | with the Unicorn Film Service, at 3628
j purporting to be S. O. S. The message | Olive street, St. Louis, under the manageI printed thereon was in code, which i
ment of Sam Werner.
1 carried the names of all the principals |
Herman Buechel, for the past five years
I of the cast. Below was given a trans- i connected with various exchanges in St.
I lation which read as follows: "Inven- |
I tion of submarine breathing with fish- | Louis, is now with the International Film
I gill-like apparatus complete success. | Service, 3313 Olive street, of which E. W.
I Immediately after sending this, we will i Dustin is in charge.
i submerge and proceed withont com- g
Floyd Lewis, manager of the St. Louis
1 ing to the surface until arrival at our | branch
of the Triangle Film Corporation,
1 Base (Mutual Film Corporation, 825-27 | received a call from the district supervisor,
I So. Olive street, Los Angeles, Cal.). =
I Will dock promptly at 12:30 noon, | Arthur Lucas, last week.
A. P. Lombard, of the Simplex company,
I Tuesday, April 25, for inspection by |
I you and the Motion Picture Exhibitors | spent two weeks in St. Louis recently, getI in your territory."
|
ting acquainted with the exchangemen and
i Among many of the out of town ex- |
I hibitors present were Nick Dimas, 1 supply dealers of the city, as well as visit1 who has a circuit of five houses near 1
ing a number of theatres in his rounds.
I Tucson, Arizona. As the result of this |
Sam Lears, of the Lears Theatre Supply
1 showing, the local Mutual exchange i
Chestnut street, St. Louis,
I in
was very successful in making book- i Company, 509
I
gs.
j is gloating over a large deal for theatre
in
he closed while down
whichweek.
equipment last
Arkansas
,
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiniiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiHiininin'iiiiiiiiiiinuifim
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WATHNE

HEADS INTERNATIONAL.
WASHINGTON
The International Film Service, Inc.,
has established offices in Washington,
D. C, under the management of Fritz
B. Wathne. This exchange is exploiting
the "Mysteries of Myra," which is being
rapidly placed in the picture houses of
that territory. Already twenty-one
houses have signed for this series and
nine houses in Washington, not to
count nearly a hundred other theatres in
that territory. The Leader, a popular
down-town house, has secured the first
showing of "The Mysteries of Myra,"
for two consecutive days. Extensive advertising is planned for this film, together with the running of the story in
a newspaper.
Mr. Wathne has made a fine selection
in his office location, having secured
the entire second floor of 712 Eleventh
street. Convenient office rooms have
been fitted up, with large and commodious apartments for the filing and shipping of paper, photos and films. The
work room is light and every convenience secured for the employees.
ALEXANDER IN PHILADELPHIA
William L. Alexander, who recently returned from a six months' trip in South
America, where he established exchanges
for Fox in Rio Janeiro and Buenos
.'\yres,
week. was a visitor in Philadelphia last
John E. Day of Chicago is managing the
Rio office, and H. Ryan of Pittsburgh the
one in Buenos Ayres. Mr. Alexander
found South America an interesting field
for films, albeit conditions are quite different from North America. "The idea
that any old thing will do down there is
where producers formerly made mistakes,"
said Mr. Alexander. "When it comes to
anything in film art, the best is demanded."
Fox expects to establish exchanges in
Spain, Portugal, Siam, Borneo and the
Canary Islands in the near future.
After the war branches will doubtless
be established in all other European countries.
^MiiiMwmimmiininimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimHUUU^
1 HARDENBROOK SOFTLY "PASSES
1
THE BUCK" IN A "JANE
DOE" REQUEST
I
I
The stunt of an exchange man in
I Omaha in having a film saleswoman
I is about to be duplicated in New
I Orleans by Manager Ross Harden1 brook of the World Film Corporation,
I if he replies favorably to a feminine
i letter he found in his mail the other
1 morning.
I
"Dear Sir (the letter ran): — I am to
I enter the film business in New Ori leans, and am willing to take a chance
I at Mr.
it with
your company."
Hardenbrook,
hardened as he
is after many years of trying experiences in the film field, was somewhat
taken back at this request.
He reasoned that the lady's wishes
should receive consideration and referred her to his friend, Sam Dembow, Jr^ district manager of the Fox
Film Corporation, and he accordingly
turned over the request to Mr. Dembow.
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CLEGG GETS READY FOR
LEROY agerBICKEL
has resigned
as manof the Bluebird
Photoplays,
Inc.,
at Dallas, Tex., to take the active management of the Rex Theatre, Waco, Texas,
which he purchased from J. D. Wheelan.
The house has been managed by Edgar Momand. Mr. Bickel was with the Mutual in
Oklahoma City and the Paramount in Dallas, as manager, before taking the Bluebird
office. Prior to that time, he had experience as an exhibitor in Oklahoma. He had
one of the first picture houses in that state,
the Majestic at Ardmore.
The Consolidated Film and Supply Company, has opened a branch at Houston,
Texas, for taking care of the southeast
Texas trade. Chas. D. Touchon, recently
with the United Music Company of Dallas,
and formerly with the Mutual exchange in
Dallas, has left for Houston to take charge
of the new exchange.
The baseball fever is on in exchange
row. The Consodidated has a team, ably
managed by James B. Kelly, under the
name of Konsolidated Katz. E. T. Peter,
of the United, has the Motion Picture Cubs
in the same league, the Major City. There
are four teams in the league, the other two
being commercial teams, which of course,
the trade is not interested in. There are
about eighteen games scheduled for the
season.
The Southern Cabiria Company, of which
L. C. McHenry is manager, has moved
from 1919J4 Main to larger quarters at
FLOOD

OF

SPRING
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TEXAS;

^SUBMARINE " CAMPAIGN
191 IJ^ Commerce. Along with Mr. McHenry goes the Quality Film Association,
which is handling the comedy, "Charlie
Looking for a Wife" and other comedies.
The Southern Cabiria Company recently
secured the California M. P. Corporation
productions
for the Southwest, of which
strong.
their first, "The Unwritten Law," is going
Manager C. A. Clegg of the Mutual exchange in Dallas has his forces lined up for
the marketing of the new serial, "The
Secret of the Submarine." There seems to
be quite an interest in that section for this
film.
F. M. Sanford, former World manager
in Dallas, who has recently been exploiting
"The Battle Cry of Peace" in New Mexico,
is visiting in Dallas this week. Mr. Sanford says the western section looks more
promising now than ever and business
among the shows continues to improve.
Max Graf, manager of the World exchange in Dallas, has been appointed chairman of the local committee for the Campaign for the Actors' Fund of America and
has been securing co-operation of the exchange men and exhibitors in that territory
on this movement.
The trade in and around Dallas is enthused over the prospects for a big exposition for the motion picture people in New
Orleans cationsnext
year,section
and from
indithe Dallas
wouldpresent
be strongly
represented at such an afifair.

PATRONAGE

'WET'

IN HOUSTON,
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FOR

J. L. WATERS

IN

CITY GONE 'DRY"
the Lyric
er of
manag
one day what was Mitchell's surprise
WATE
JL. theatr
e RS,
in Sioux
City,
la., gave out until
to get an order from a Kentucky exhibient
a statem
the other day that his house
tor. Now Bluebirds are a constant feature
in the little town where Mrs. Mitchell!
had enjoyed a greatly increased business
visited.
since Sioux City went "dry" under state
Jess Hartman, formerly a roadman for
prohibition, and that he had noticed undoubted prosperity in all lines of industry the Mutual out of Des Moines, la., has
since that time.
been transferred to the exchange in
"This report seems general from all Omaha, Neb.
Manager Ph. Goldstone is pointing with
Iowa," said C. W. Taylor, manager of the
General's exchange in Omaha, commenting
pride to Omaha's place on the map, so far
upon the remark. A number of Nebraska
as World pictures are concerned. Harry
towns went dry this spring. Exchange
Heyman, Goldstone's prize roadman, won
managers expect they will produce better
contest
in the corporation's
third place
business as a result.
among
its salesmen.
It was all right for
It was in discussing Motion Picture
Washington, D. C, to get first place, as
News' May market report that C. W. Tay- they have a dozen houses where the big
lor, manager of the General exchange in middle western territory has one. A roadman
Omaha, said: "The principal complaint of can go from one end of his territory to the
the exchange, aside from disagreeable comother by interurban, according to Goldpetition, isthe tendency of a decreasing
stone, but for Omaha to leap into third
class of exhibitors to book a program or a place not only speaks highly for Heyman,
feature for one day and then call up at the but for Omaha as an exchange center and
last minute to say their electricity is out for the middle west as a progressive secof order, or their machine is broken, or tion.
something. We always know they have
been prevailed upon by some wandering
LAURENCE IN CHARGE OF VL-S-E
peddler of films to use his feature for that
PUBLICITY IN CHICAGO
day and merely develop an excuse for our
benefit. This knocks our bookings to
department, which will coA publicity
operate with exhibitors in mapping out
pieces and is an unfair hardship."
Mrs. Jake Mitchell, wife of the wideseadvertising campaigns and otherwise has
awake Bluebird manager in Omaha, was
curing greater returns from features,
on a recent visit to Kentucky. Going on an been established by the Chicago office of
the V-L-S-E, under the direction of Gorenhusband's
by her
furnished
inspiration thusiasm,
don Laurence.
she constantly
talked
Bluebirds,
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"MARTY" WILLIAMS HANDLES "PEG 0?

M. A. "Marty" Williams announces that
FOR PICTURES TO ENTERTAIN THE ' KIDDIES"
RING" Film & Suphe
is now with THE
the Universal
tures
are.
and
that
such
free
shows
will
the
of
Taylor
W.
C.
SINCE Manager
ply
Company,
Kansas
City, Mo., and will
General exchange in Omaha has a new
build up the regular attendance at the theatres.
handle the new serial, "Adventures of
Hudson car for his personal use, he is enWhile the exhibitors have not united in Peg o' the Ring" in the Kansas City tertertaining anumber of exhibitor friends
ritory for that company. Mr. Williams
with sightseeing trips about the city.
a protest, scattering complaints have been has a wide
acquaintance among exhibitors,
C. W. JefTeries of the Des Moines, la., heard and have led to this explanation :
formerly having been manager of the
office of the General was in Omaha the
Mutual and Metro exchanges there, and
Manager Thomas, of the Strand, Omaha's
other day and talked over future plans for biggest
motion picture theatre, declares the recently assistant district manager of the
handling the territory with Manager Tay- special children's matinees did not pay. Universal.
lor of the Omaha office.
"They are better for suburban houses," he
Mr. Williams has secured a number o£
J. E. Flynn, head bookkeeper in the Gen- said.
eral exchange in Omaha, recently spent a
Manager "Bob" Shirley, of the Muse, a excellent contracts for his company. \
week in Chicago, getting on more intimate newly opened house counted to be about
terms with the finer points of his work.
the best in Omaha, differs with him. Shir- DAVIS IN CHARGE OF INTERNATIONAL
AT DETROIT
F. W. Aiken of Chicago, district manley is making his children's programs regager for the General, said while in Omaha
L. E. Davis has been appointed
ular features every Saturday afternon, with
on a visit last week that he never saw the an occasional special at night. When he troit, Mich., representative for Inc.
the
middle western territory show better prom- showed "Silas Marner," he mailed litera- Hearst International Film Service,
ise for a record season than this spring.
He was formerly with the Pathe
ture to every school teacher in the city. change.
Manager Max Weisfeldt of the Mutual
He has a regular mailing list of school
exchange in Omaha, co-operating with the teachers, and keeps them informed when a
John F. Bowman, manager of this disexhibitors, is having pictures taken of the picture particularly interesting to them is
trict, who makes his headquarters in
groups as they sign up for Chaplin feaChicago, states that a Detroit branch
coming.
the instance
"Silas
Marner,"
tures. These photographs are put on slides he
to
found Ina high
school of
class
studying
the will be opened in the near future Dehandle local business.
and thrown on the screens of the various book. The class attended in a body.
theatres for advertising.
"We are introducing, along with the
Chaplin pictures, a new serial that is tak- MELIESAND OTHER FILM EXECUTIVES VISIT GENERAL Exing like wild-fire in the middle west," said
IN QUAKER CITY
Weisfeldt. 'The Secret of the Submarine'
week at the 1231 Vine street. Posters, photos and slides
AST
week
was
visitors
is setting a pace for serials in this territory." L General Film Exchange, Philadelphia. of all producing companies are being hanThe national "Show Me" day of the
dled by the new firm, who, in their six
World Corporation was observed in Manager Buxbaum played host to the several magnates and managers during their weeks' existence, already report an everOmaha by Manager Ph. Goldstone of the
increasing business in their territory — New
Omaha exchange. The Hipp and Farnam
Quaker City sojourn.
Jersey, eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland,
theatres shewed the new Brady-made rePaul G. Melies, treasurer of the V-L-S-E
leases and quite a few exhibitors, includ- and the General Film Company, was the Delaware, and the District of Columbia.
Manager Harry Scott sent out invitations
ing a number from outside the city, at- first guest. He was accompanied by Mrs.
tended.
Melies and stayed several days at the Ritz- from the Kleine office to exhibitors, newsCarlton.
paper men, and the trade generally, for an
Goldstone, asked how business looked
for this season, did not reply with flowery
V. Hodupp, special representative of the advanced showing of the first three episodes
statements, but reached into his desk, General Film, and G. Hoffman, general of Billie Burke in "Gloria's Romance."
hauled out a file and displayed contracts
manager of the Melies company, were next Stanley Mastbaum loaned the Palace theatre for this occasion, and notwithstanding
enough to choke a fair-sized elephant. to appear. Mr. Hoffman went from Pittsthe
late
hour, 11 :15 p. m., a large audience
burgh
and
is
taking
a
trip
through
the
"I'm thinking of calling my roadmen in,"
took advantage of the opportunity for a
he declared, laughing. "For a fact, we are Eastern territory.
breaking records every day and the end is
glimpse of Billie.
G. Mohme, special representative of Bio- first
The new Film Company has moved to
not in sight. And every exhibitor is pay- graph, was another visitor. Mr. Mohme
was on his way to Washington, after taking 1339 Vine street, the old home of the
ing promptly."
Greater New York Film Rental Company.
The newspapers, women's clubs and a trip through the whole Northwest, in the The
International Film Service, Inc., at
other organizations, school superinten- interest of his company. About eighty exhibitors went to the General projection once took possession of the vacated premdents and exchange men have joined in a
rapidly growing chorus in the middle west room to see a special Biograph program,
ises of 1335, where it will occupy the whole
after which several became customers. The building of three stories. On May eighth
to urge children's matinees and programs.
Manager Ph. Goldstone of the World ex- exchange had to order an increased numthe International began the release in Philchange in Omaha has notified his patrons
ber of prints. "Spellbound," starring Lois Pictorial. adelphia of the Hearst International News
among the exhibitors that he will furnish
Meredith, a Knickerbocker feature on the
films for children at less than cost to put General's regular program, was given a priWilliam Alexander, special foreign repvate exhibition and received approbation
resentative for the Fox Film Company, is
on matinees free of charge — just to get the
from
those
viewing
it.
children started, and to convince the skeptiPhiladelphia by the sein father.
being veredetained
cal of the educational value of the films
illness of his
Philayears
several
for
Hennessey,
E.
J.
shown for such programs.
delphia manager for the General, and later
The three Omaha newspapers, one in manager of the Fox company, for the same
HENRY IN DENVER FOR GENERAL
Lincoln, Neb., and two in Des Moines, la., city, is now special representative of the
FILM; CREE TO LOS ANGELES
on their motion picture pages have ad- Stanley company.
The General Film Company announces
vised editorially that the matter be pushed
several transfers and promotions of its emSol Lesser, joint owner of the Masterin that territory. Every week exchange figpiece Film Attractions, paid a visit to Leon
ployes as follows :
ures show the demand increases.
D. Netter, of the Philadelphia branch, on
T. Y. Henry, of the Salt Lake City ofOne situation has arisen. Should ex- Thursday. The offices of the company are
fice, assigned to the management of Denver
changes furnish films to churches and fast getting in ship-shape for the handling
branch; W. H. Cree, formerly manager at
schools, free of charge, when the exhibitors
Denver, has been transferred to Los Anof "The Spoilers" and "Neptune's Daughhave to pay for the use of the same films?
geles in the same capacity; W. H. HepThe exchangemen declare such practices
Simon and Oscar Libros, formerly with
burn, formerly an assistant in the Los Anshow those in authority how truly valuable,
geles office, will take charge of the Salt
Playhouse Company, have esthe Picture
from an educational standpoint, the pic- tabhshed
the National Poster Exchange at Lake Cit\- office.

ter."
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Decisions

This department is designed to keep the industry informed of all news concerning new or projected laws. Federal,
State, County or Municipal, that may affect the business, and all events involving any branch
of the trade with the authorities in all sections of the country
DETROIT MANAGERS ASK REFUND OF
$75 ON LICENSE FEE
Leading Detroit moving picture owners
are asking the common council for a refund of seventy-five dollars on their license fee. They paid one hundred dollars
— the former fee — but under a new ordinance passed some months ago, the fee
was reduced to twenty-five dollars. It so
happens that the reduction of the license
fee to twenty-five dollars was really intended only for the theatres seating six
hundred, but this was not specified in the
wording of the ordinance and hence applies to all theatres.
The council committee has refused to
make the refund to the larger houses, and
instead has referred the matter to the corporation counsel for an opinion. It is contended that it can be proven that the wording of the ordinance was wrong, and if the
theatres insist on the refund then an
amendment will likely be passed interpreting the ordinance as it was originally intended.

SEATTLE EXCHANGEMEN SETTLE
AMICABLY WITH CENSORS
The Seattle film exchangemen have come
to an amicable settlement with the board
of censors there, following the adverse censorship of two or three feature subjects.
There are nine members of the Seattle
each memmunicipal board of censors, and the
films of
ber of the board is to censor
of
question
the
When
e.
exchang
but one
eliminating a large portion of a picture is
brought up, it will be disposed of by all
of the members, but it is expected that
every censor will take care of the subjects
rented through the exchange he is assigned to. The discussion which arose as
the result of the board of censors stopping
the showing of a subject recently, has
given to the censors a better idea of their
work, and they now more fully appreciate
the duties that confront them.

i

TO ADVOCATE
CLUBS
WOMAN'S
CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS AT
FEDERATION MEET
Women's clubs of Massachusetts are preparing to take part in the discussion at
the biennial conference of the General Federation of Women's Clubs which will hold
its sessions in New Yi;rk in May and June.
There has been set apart a day to be
devoted to the promotion of means for
on
children's pictures
programs
putting
which will
underof conditions
market
the
insure a financial return to the exhibitor.

LIBERAL
LEADER
IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
SAYS
AMENDMENT
TO ACT IS NOT FAIR TO OPERATORS
be paid out of the Consolidated Revenue
BILL No. 36, an Act to amend the MovFund such salary or allowance as may be
ing Pictures Act, and just introduced
in the British Columbia Legislature by determined by the Lieutenant-Governor in
Council.
Premier W. J. Bowser, is as follows :
3. Section 10 of said chapter 75 is hereby
His Majesty, by and with the advice and
consent of the Legislative Assembly of the repealed, and the following is substituted
Province of British Columbia, enacts as therefor :
follows :
10 (1.) Notwithstanding any law
1. This Act may be cited as the Moving to the contrary, no municipality, whether
Pictures Act Amendment Act, 1916.
incorporated under the Municipalities Incorporation Act or any special Act of the
2. Section 5 of the Moving Pictures Act,
being chapter 75 of the Statutes of 1914, Legislature, shall issue a license in respect
is hereby repealed, and the following is of any moving picture theatre or film exchange unless the applicant for such license
substituted therefor :
5. (1.) The Lieutenant-Governor in shall have first obtained a license therefor
Council may appoint an officer, to be under this Act, and no such municipality
called the Censor, together with one or shall issue a license to any operator or
more assistants, who shall hold office dur- apprentice operator.
(2.) Every member of the Council or
ing pleasure, and each of whom shall have
power to permit or absolutely to prohibit other official of an incorporated city or
municipality who issues or causes to be
the exhibition of all films or slides which
issued any license in violation of the proit is proposed to exhibit in the Province.
visions of this section shall be guilty of
(2.) The Lieutenant-Governor in Coun- an ofifence against this Act.
cil may also appoint a Board of Exam4. This Act shall come into effect on the
iners, whose duty it shall be to examine
first
day of October, 1916.
and certify to the competency of persons
H. C. Brewster, Liberal leader in the
who apply for a license to act as operators
or apprentice operators under this Act, and House, is opposing the passage of this act
because it centralizes too much power in
may prescribe the fees to be paid by applicants for licences and the form of certifi- the provincial government, and in committee he announced that he would propose
cate to be granted.
amendments to the Moving Pictures Act
(3.) The members of the Board of Ex- which would make the bill fairer both to
aminers, the Censor and his assistants shall
the municipal authorities and to the operators.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIII^^
I KANSAS CITY APPOINTS TOPEKA
I
MAN
TO REPRESENT
EXI
CHANGES BEFORE CENSOR
I
BOARD
I The Kansas city exchanges probably
I will appoint one man in Topeka to
i represent all of them before the ceni sorsbip board, under the new arrangeI ment of showing the films for censorI ship in the statehouse at Topeka.
I Heretofore each exchange has had
i separate representation for its films
I during censorship, while the films
I were shown in various moving picture
1 houses at Topeka.
1 The general representative will hanI die all the films sent in Topeka hereI after, paying the bills, and looking
I after the interests of the exchanges.
I Tentative plans for appointing such
I a representative were made at a meetI ing of Kansas City exchange managers
I on May 1, but the formal appointment
I has not been made.
=
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FIRE LAW PREVENTS CENSORS FROM
REVIEWING FILMS IN ROOM PICKED
BY BOARD
After purchasing two new moving picture machines and fitting out an office with
all necessary paraphernalia needed in the
censor's work of reviewing films, the Kansas state board of censorship finds itself
unable to use any of its equipment, owing
to the fact that it had chosen a room which
has since been declared unsafe for motion
picture exhibitions by the state labor commissioner, who, by a special relation with
the fire marshal, deals with moving picture
houses.
The exchange men now pay a fee of two
dollars per reel, fixed by law, for inspection,
in addition to fifty cents a reel to a Topeka
exhibitor for showing the films for them.
It was planned by the state board to eliminate this fifty-cent fee, making the charge
but two-dollars per reel.
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SEAT TAX BILL IS INTRODUCED IN
ALBERTA LEGISLATURE
As expected, an act to provide for the
taxation of buyers of theatre tickets has
been introduced in the Alberta legislature
by Hon. C. R. Mitchell, provincial treasurer. Instead of the one-cent tax contemplated, the bill is so framed as to give the
lieutenant-governor power to fix the levy
at any amount between one and twentyfive cents.
Also, says the bill, "The provincial secretary shall in his discretion have power to
exampt from taxation hereunder all persons attending at any theatre, entertainment
or exhibition the proceeds of which are to
be devoted wholly or in part to religious,
charitable or patriotic objects."
It is planned to pay to exhibitors a commission (probably 10 per cent.) on the
sale of tax stamps, which will be made up
in books for convenience ; and a higher
rate of taxation for cities than for villages
and towns is also being considered. A
full explanation of the bill will be given
Mitchell when it comes up for secby Mr.
ond reading.

SMALL CHILDREN BARRED FROM
THEATRES UNLESS WITH
ADULTS
Pontiac, Mich., under
in
Children
thirteen years of age, will not be permitted to go to moving pictures unless an
older person escorts them, according to
an ordinance just passed by the city
commission. The ordinance also provides that the commission may appoint
a police officer to censor all film shown
in the city and to make complaints
against the managers and owners of theatres, the penalty for conviction being
one hundred dollars' fine or imprisonment.
|!iiiiii:imiii!iNiiitiniini!iii«!iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiii^
I BANKERS
IN KANSAS URGE |
I GREATER
ACTIVITY FROM |
I
THE STATE'S FILM MU|
I
TILATORS
I
I
Kansas bankers have taken a hand 1
1 in the censorship question, now re- |
1 ceiving much comment in that state, i
1 and at their annual gathering in To- 1
1 peka recently adopted the following i
1 resolution:
"Resolved, that we are 1
1 dissatisfied with the censorship law, i
i because it does not provide strict i
1 enough censorship, and recommend i
i to the members of the legislature who |
1 are members of this organization, that |
1 they work in the coming legislative |
1 session in order that objectional pic- |
1 tures may not be shown in Kanbas." i
1
This body asked for more censor- §
1 ship and a large part of a period sup- i
g posed to be devoted to financial in- i
1 terests was taken up by a discussion 1
i of censorship and why Kansas should =
I have more of it. W. D. Ross, whose 1
I name gets on the films in Kansas, rep- 1
I resenting the state censorship board, 1
1 narrowly escaped coming in for some i
i of the blame, but before the meeting 1
i was over he was getting sympathy i
I and praise for his good work. The |
1 Kansas State Bankers Association is a 1
I large influential organization. -I
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VA., THAT S TRYING TO PUT
IT'S NORFOLK
ON THE EXHIBITOR
THUMBSCREWS
THE exhibitors of Norfolk, Va., are seat shall pay $300, and any theatre
included in the provisions of the charging over 75 cents per seat shall
new ordinance which has just gone into pay $350 per annum; the above prices to
effect and which announces the taxes to include price of box seats, payable in
be paid by them for licenses during the advance. Not pro rated."
No license fee is to be exacted from
ensuing year. The ordinance was passed
by the council aiid was signed by the any type of exhibition or performance
where the entire net proceeds are to be
mayor on April 25
Under the terms of this ordinance, ex- devoted to religious or charitable purhibitors operating motion picture theatres where the seating capacity is 350
Penny arcades or automatic theatres
or less will be compelled to pay a tax poses.
in which pictures are shown or music
of $100 for each such theatre, and where
of slot mameans
by pay
or willboth,
the seating capacity exceeds 350 the tax played, chines,
have to
a license tax of
assessable is $150 for each such theatre.
Exhibitors who publicly advertise
The penalties for failure to comply
with the provisions of the new law are
their business by means of a phonoquite heavy. Paragraph 153 provides
graph, or other musical or noice-produc- $100.
that any person who shall fail to pay a
ing instrument, device, or method,
whether the same be inside or outside
license tax on the day that the same
of the building, will have to pay for becomes due shall be liable to a fine
each such place of entertainment the not to exceed $20 a day for each day of
failure to pay such license. It is also
sum of $300 per annum.
Every proprietor or occupier of a provided that if the person subject to
license tax fails to pay the same during
public theatre or other public rooms,
fitted for public exhibitions, where no the month of Ma\', when he comes to
admission fee is charged, shall pay $500 pay during the month of June he will
per annum, according to paragraph 121, find that he has to pay an additional
per cent of the amount of his tax,
while
provides that
"on three
other paragraph
theatrical 125
performances
similar
and if he still fails to pay there will be
thereto, panorama, or any public perfor- added an additional one per cent of the
amount of the tax until the penalty
mance or exhibition of any kind where
an admission fee is charged, $10 for reaches five per cent, when the aggreeach performance or $20 for each week
gate amount becomes subject additionof said performance, but any theatre
ally to interest at the rate of six per
cent
a
year.
which desires so to do may take an annual license, in. which event the same
Exhibitors must make application for
shall be taxed fs follows: All theatres
licenses to the commissioner of revenue,
charging not more than 30 cents per seat and payment therefor must be made on
shall pay $200 per annum; any theatre
or before May 31, according to the provisions of the ordinance.
charging not more than 75 cents per
NOW

SPECIAL
THE

HEARING

FOR FILM TRANSPORTATION
IN SAN FRANCISCO

case of the Film Exchange Board
of Trade of San Francisco against
the railroads of northern California in the
matter of carrying film on passenger trains
and boats is to be considered next week
by the railroad commission at a special
hearing. A number of conferences have
been held of late between members of the
board of trade and representatives of the
express and railroad companies, but no
plan has been put forward that meets with
the approval of the film interests. The railroads issued orders some time ago to the
effect that in the future the carrying of
moving picture film by passengers on trains
and boats out of San Francisco would be
prohibited. The Film Exchange Board of
Trade secured a hearing on the question
before the railroad commission, but this
was postponed until a date early in May.
Film interests object to the change on the
grounds that there has never been an accident of any kind in the transportation of
film.s in California; that conditions are unusual in San Francisco since Oakland,
Berkeley, Alameda and other nearby towns
are a part of San Francisco in all but name
with the systems of transportation virtually street car lines; that the change

CASE

would mean an added expense that many
exhibitors could not afford ; that it would
reduce the revenue of film exchanges, and
that the express service in the district
around San Francisco bay is entirely inadequate to care for this business as it
should be cared for.
The express company plans to establish
depots in the several communities around
the bay, where films are to be taken at
night following the close of the shows, and
where the new shows will be delivered the
next day, or whenever desired. Exhibitors
declare that this will mean added travel for
them, as they have to go to San Francisco
that the added expense will
and" matter.
anyway,
Ije
a serious

WORK
W ELL, HERE'S A LITTLE UPLIFT
FOR PICTURES
A moving picture board - of censors to
cover Muskogee County, Okla., to be appointed by the county commissioners, is
v-. been put up to the board
a The
near matter
possibilithas
citizens who are inof commissioners by the
moral tone of the
terested in.elevating
picture shows.
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guarding a bridge, struck a
I pickets
stone in the middle of the road, and both
rider and machine crashed through the
railings of the bridge, falling to the
fer." Bray's cartoons, the "Col. Heeza
ground below. With the usual actors'
Liar" series, have already become iden- luck Farnham escaped with several setified as a permanent feature on the
vere bruises, but the machine was totally wrecked. In the completed picture
high-class picture programs of this city,
and his work with Paramount should
this should add a touch of realism as
the cameraman secured the whole
also prove popular.
scene. On completion of the above picStevenson's Wild Animal pictures are
being released by Cricks and Jones,
ture the Willoughby Company will bewho also control the Fox production
gin their second subject, a version of
of "The Nigger."
the popular stage success, "The Woman
While producing the five-part photorumored in Sydney that J. C.
in Ittheis Case."
play, "Emilienne Moreau," the Willoughby Photoplay Company encountered
Williamson, Ltd., who besides being interested in the photoplay business both
the usual number of difficulties. Jane
King, who plays the lead, collapsed
as producers and exhibitors, also conafter a particularly trying scene, and
trolling many "legit." theatres throughout Australia,
had to have several days' rest. Clive who direct fourandcityWaddingtons, Ltd.,
photoplay houses
Farnham, who plays juvenile lead, in the
role of a young French dispatch rider, and as many suburban shows, have
endeavoring to tear through the enemy's amalgamated.

CENSORSHIP QUESTION LOOMS UP IN AUSTRALIA;
RUMORS OF AMALGAMATION
special to Motion Picture KewV:
Sydney, N. S. W., April 10.
AN ARTICLE by Harrington Miller,
general manager of Australasian
Films, Ltd., in the Sydney Morning
Herald, on censorship of motion pictures, has once more brought this subject uppermost in the minds of the
public. Australian Feature Films, Limited, have takes the matter in hand, forwarding a circular to the leading exhibitors and exchangemen with the idea
of interesting them in the movement.
The local papers also have been approached and the Mirror is preparing to
publish impartial articles on the censorship question, and also are inviting letters from their readers on the subject.
At the present time the only form of
censorship existing in this State is conducted by the police department, who
have several times ordered special
screenings of doubtful pictures, eliminating such scenes as were necessary,
but recently some features have been
shown here that call for a stricter censorship. However, it appears that the
same trouble is about to be experienced
in this state as has been the case in most
States of America.
With the opening of the Town Hall
last Saturday for a brief season of pictures, the city of Sydney can now boast
of having twenty-one photoplay houses,
fifteen of which are continuous. Five
theatres at present showing films exclusively were at the end of last year
either devoted to "legit.," or in course
of erection. Two more theatres are almost finished, and plans have been completed for the construction of two more.
Who dares to say that the war is effecting the motion picture industry in Australia?
J. C. Williamson's, Ltd., have secured, by an arrangement with Fraser
Films, Ltd., two thousand feet of authoritative war pictures taken at Gallipoli by a British cameraman, and are
screening them at the Royal shortly. Interesting views are shown of Lone Pine,
Dead Man's Gully, Sulva Bay and Anzac.
"The Pioneer," recently made by
Franklyn Barrett for an Australian company, occupies eight reels, and it is the
longest feature yet made in Australia.
It was given a private exhibition in Melbourne recently and secured favorable
criticisms.
Australian Feature Films, who control Paramount productions, announce
that they will shortly release the BrayGilbert silhouette pictures, and the
Kleine serial "Mishaps of Musty Suf-

Omaha

Territory

Eager

for

Good

Juveniles

Special Children's Matinees and Even Theatres Conducted Especially for Youngsters Expected toBecome Permanent in Life of That Section Soon
Special to Motion Picture News.
kind of films required for this purpose.
Because of the demand, and because of
Omaha, Neb., May 6.
their
desire to co-operate with the superSPECIAL matinees for children, and
intendent ofthe welfare board, which also
even special theatres for children, will
come to the Middle West soon. A brief has the powers of censorship in Omaha,
survey of the situation in Nebraska, Iowa, the exhibitors and exchange managers are
making every effort so secure the needed
Kansas, northern Missouri and the Da- kind
of pictures.
kotas shows a greater progress along this
"Little
Mary Sunshine," the only chilline than even the exchange man'agers
had noticed.
dren's picture at the Pathe exchange in
Omaha, for a short time, recently, was
Asked about the demand for children's
pictures, Manager Max J. Weisfeldt, of worked to death. "We never had an ordithe Mutual exchange in Omaha, suddenly
nary film in such demand," said Manager
glanced down at his desk. There lay a J. E. Kirk. "Everywhere they ask for repeats. George Atkins, of the Besse, South
letter from J. R. Inman, school superintendent of Red Oak, la., containing a re- Omaha, advertised it throughout the
schools, crowded his house and asked for
quest for special children's pictures in that it again. A. K. Pay, manager of the Cocity. Acting on the spur of the moment,
lonial theatre, Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
Weisfeldt collected at least a dozen such
a
children's
matinee fan, made a big sucletters, all demanding children's pictures.
In fact, Weisfeldt's roadmen had been
Manager
cess with it."Shirley, of the Muse theatre,
calling on school heads in the various
a new $25,000 house opened in Omaha on
towns, and the orders for "Silas Marner,"
April 15, has planned regular days each
"Rumpclstiltskin," "Enoch Arden," "The
week for children's shows.
.Spirit of Audubon" and similar reels were
piled up heavy. "The school superintendents PLAISETTY WILL DIRECT PICTURES
and principals are crazy for them," said
IN ITALY FOR AMERICAN MARKET
Weisfeldt. "And we are lucky to have
Rene Plaisetty, who has directed a numtheFilms
films made
to supply
the demand."
ber of successful features for Lubin and
particularly
for children are
badly needed in the Middle West. Carl Metro, has been engaged by a newly
Schreiber, public welfare superintendent in formed Italian concern, which will make
multiple reel productions in Italy for the
Omaha, recently declared he intended to American
market.
urge children's matinees and shows in the
Mr. Plaisetty sailed from New York
Omaha motion picture houses, but he was
on the Espagne for Italy. He
met with the instant reply from the ex- Saturday
change men that they did not have the will have supervision of all productions.
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The

Test

That

recapitulate — circulation figures, as figures only, mean nothing to you.
If you have 5,000 buying prospects or
10,000, then 15,000, or 22,000 circulation figures
do not interest you.
What you do want to know is : are you reaching those 5,000 or 10,000 prospects?
And again, if figures (copies printed, mailed,
TO

etc.,) meant everything, why you'd use your own
house-organ and dispense with trade journals.
Secondly, newsstand circulation means nothing to you, because neither you nor the publisher
know where newsstand circulation goes.
Subscribers tell you — and only subscribers —
who gets the magazine.
But the final test, the only true, conclusive test
is : who reads it? Even subscribers may not read
a publication.
Subscribers do read the publication they prefer. And the way to find this out is to ask them
yourself.
In other words, make a postcard test. Take
a list of exhibitors and ask them what magazines
they subscribe for and which one they prefer.
It's the
And
How
amount

only sure way to know.
it will pay you to know.
much does your trade journal advertising
to?

Is it $50,000 a year? It's quite apt to be, if
you go in for strong display.
Then, if you go at it blindly, you stand easily
to misspend half of it— to practically throw away
$25,000. And it is thrown away, isn't it, if your
announcements don't get to and get the serious
attention of your prospects?
A postcard test of all the exhibitors in the
country will only cost you several hundred
dollars.
And surely this small preliminary expense is
worth saving $25,000.

Four

Tells

You certainly will save it— you will save easily
half of whatever your appropriation is— once you
make a postcard test.
Is your appropriation only $1,000 or even less?
Then make your postcard test just the same.
You need not cover the whole country. Pick
out four states, one each in the north, west, south
and east, and you'll get a fair test.
The expense is small, comparatively. You
can easily save ten times what it costs you.
I cannot make too positive the necessity, the
business value, of the postcard test.
If you have never made one, if you are selecting your medium on any other basis than this,
then the results will, in all probability, almost
stagger you.
And it will pay you to make this test at least
once a year.
Publications are like pictures. Their value
to the exhibitors may vary from year to year.
You know how quickly a brand of pictures
will become very popular, and how quickly another will go down hill once the pictures lose
the elements that made them desirable.
You, as a producer, would

scarcely admit to

yourself that a competitor's product were better
because it had been made longer.
There
Make

is no prestige except one with a publication, and that is: is it read and reliable?
your postcard test and find out.

The next and last consideration is one
which distinctly concerns every press
representative and advertising manager.
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AGAIN,

— the Universal comes to the front
with another Serial smash that has
awakened thousainds of Exhibitors
in every State in the Union. AND
WHY NOT? With a longer record
for Successful Serial production, it
follows as night follows day that the
Universal with its colossal resources, its unlimited facilities, its
Stars, producing brains and talent
can and DOES produce WHAT
THE PEOPLE \yANT in Serial
Photo- Play enterteiinment. Indisputable proof of this fact evidenced by
the huge number of —

Bookings
Pouring
In!!
In 72 Universal Exchanges All Over This Country
With such tremendous Serial successes as the "TREY O*
HEARTS"— "MASTER KEY"— "LUCILLE LOVE"— "BLACK
BOX"— "BROKEN COIN"— and "GRAFT," which have been
and which are now being shown in all parts of the World.
Exhibitors know by experience that "When the Universal does it
— it's Huge" and "When the Universal says it— it's true." In the
"Adventures Of Peg O' The Ring" — we offer a Serial new in
conception — new in idea — new in swift action — new in thrills —
and supreme as a straight 15 weeks' Box Office Attraction.

Bf Kur<; to mention ' MOTION' PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Get a copy of the great Advertising
Campaign Book that shows you
how to get the big money for 15
straight weeks with this huge serial

Every wide awake Exhibitor KNOWS that "bunk" never gets the money on Serials. You MUST have
the story — Stars — Thrills — Props — You must inject that character of photo-play entertainment that entertains, that grips, and that makes your audiences come back for more. That's the character of "The Adventures Of Peg O' The Ring." It is crammed full of exciting action, picturing the fascination, glamour,
glitter and lure of the big white tops and the magic sawdust arena. With the famous Serial Stars,

GRACE

CUNARD

and

FRANCIS

— playing the leading roles, supported by a huge ensemble of
KNOW without our telling you, that this new Universal Serial
now being shown or ever shown, surpassed, or even equalled
Francis Ford. They are known to millions of people in every
in serial pictures.

Wonderful

Box

Office

ATTRACTION
"The Adventures Of Peg C The Ring" is a monster Box
Office Attraction. It will insure 15 weeks of capacity business for you. It will keep your patrons keyed up to the
highest pitch for 30 reels of wonderful photo-play, new,
novel and different from anything you've ever shown in your
House in the way of Serial Pictures. Bookings are pouring
in to 72 Universal Exchanges. Get Busy today. Write or
wire your nearest Universal Exchange for booking or reservation, and BE SURE to get a copy of the complete Advertising Campaign book. It shows you HOW TO GET THE
MONEY FOR 15 STRAIGHT WEEKS.
ACT NOW.
Universal

Film Manufacturing Co.
Carl Laemmle, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

FORD

talent, you may be assured, in fact YOU
is "there." No stars in ANY Serial picture
the drawing power of Grace Cunard and
part of the world for their matchless work

Tear
And
Mail
UNIVERSAL

off
CoupOH
It to Your Nearest
EXCHANGE

Today

1916.
(Fill in name of your nearest Universal Exchange)
Please send by return a copy of the Complete Advertising Campaign book on "The Adventures Of Peg O' The Ring" FREE.
Theatre
City
State .

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the "News."
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T
TE/EARTH

EA
PROGRAMGRON

READ
THE
HAND
WRITING
ON
THE
WALL.
Prepare yourself for
the futiife. If you can read between the lines — if you are in the picture business to stay —
if A-ou. want to assure and insure the profits to which you are entitled — BOOK THE UNIVERSAL
PROGRAM! NOW — Next week in this Trade Paper we are going to publish in a full page advertisement the expressions (taken from a letter) from one of the oldest, shrewdest and one of the largest Exhibitors in America,
on "The Program vs. the Feature." Look for this coming ad. Study every word of it. Be guided by one of the
smartest, most successful Exhibitors in the Trade. Our advice to you now, as always, is— If you can book the
Universal Program DO IT NOW — if you can't get it now, watch your opportunity and get it at your first chjance.
To wide awake Exhibitors who expect to stay in this game, this is valuable advice. Shrewd men will profit by
what we say here. On this week's Universal Program are another succession of Box Office Attractions that will
pack your House.
Hobart Bosworth in "The Iron Hand." With
Jane Novak. Eighteenth Red Feather Production. Directed by Hobart Bosworth. Released
May 29. A tremendous story — red-blooded and vigorous with Hobart Bosworth in some remarkable characterizations. In the opening he is a ward boss who refuses
to bow to the will of a big politician. The politician frames
him and sends him up the river. Later he gets in line and
becomes a powerful and wealthy political leader. He has raised
as his own the son of a former crook associate, and is brokenhearted when the boy refuses his assistance — with the remark
that his money is "tainted." The boy's love for the daughter of
his foster father's enemy, a so-called reformer, furnishes a complication and a striking climax. The whole production is filled
with human interest, and is one of the strongest releases of
the season.
Robert Leonard and EUla Hall in "The Silent Man
of Timber Gulch." Two Reel Gold Seal Heart
Interest Drama. Directed by Robert Leonard.
Released May 30. One of popular Bob Leonard's
strongest characterizations is this silent man, who
under the mistaken belief that he has killed a man, lives a
lonely life of self exile. Ella plays the part of his wife, who
waits his return, only to pass on from sheer loneliness. Later
she appears as the daughter, who unexpectedly finds the
father and brings him the glad news that he is innocent of
crime. A particularly strong play of most absorbing interest.
"Tough Luck on a Rough Sea." Two Reel L-KO
with funny Dan Russell. Released May 31. : A
side-splitting farce comedy that is unusual .in
location, situations, characters and plot. The action
takes place for the most part on board an ocean liner.
It is so crammed, jammed full of pep and action that it will
set your audiences wild with laughter. No funnier comedy
was ever filmed. It's a wonder. If you are not showing the
Universal Program book this special.
"Two Mothers."
Emory Johnson
tional Drama.

With Dorothy Davenport and
Two Reel Laemmle EmoDirected by Lloyd Carleton.

UNIVERSAL
FILM
Carl L&emmJe, Pmident
"The L-ar^eat Film Manufacturing Concern in the Univerae"

Released June 1. From the strong Saturday Eve-ning
Post Story by L A. R. Wylie. Millions have read this
unusual tale of maternal love, and every one of them will want
to see this great screen adaptation. Two rival opera singers
are striving for the same place with a big theatrical production. One is the step-mother of the other's young son, and
the action develops a story of sacrifice prompted by motherlove that will hold any audience spell-bound. A splendid release.
King Baggot in "Jim Slocum No. 46393." With
Edna Hunter and a strong cast. Two Reel
Imp. Drama. Directed by Robert Cummings.
Released June 2. An unusual characterization even for
King Baggot, one of the most versatile actors in the
world. As the unfortunate chauffeur who loses his job while
his wife and baby lie at home sick unto death, there is a human
appeal in this clean drama that will make it go big wherever
shown. A fine, human story with the true heart punch and
some remarkably fine acting.
"Tammany's Tiger."
With Marie Walcamp and
Lee Hill. Two Reel 101-Bison Wild Animal
Drama. Directed by Henry MacRae. Released
June 3. This unusual play starts mildly enough with a
doped tiger displayed at a political tneeting ; but soon the
the dope loses its effect and things begin to happen. When
the extreme limit of excitement seems to have been reached, an
entire managerie is let loose, and the thrills follow in quick
succession. A wonderful picture, and one that you cannot
afford to overlook.
"As in a Dream."
With Sydney Ayres and
Doris Pawn. Three Reel Rex Labor Drama.
Released June 4. A strong story of the eternal
battle between capital and labor. Sydney is a social
settlement worker and Doris the daughter of a capitalist who pays starvation wages. She falls from her horse and
is taken to the settlement house suffering from loss of memory. Her presence is used to advantage in getting fairer treatment of his employees from her father and wedding bells are
promised at the end of a thrilling third reel.

MANUFACTURING
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The accompanying half tone cut is that of
Mr. F. J. Rembush of Indianapolis, President of the Indiana Motion Picture Exhibitors League — Exhibitors Vice-President of the Motion Picture Board of
Trade of America and one of the largest
and best known exhibitors in the United
States.
It
as
as
of
Mr. F. J. Rembiish, Pres.
Indiana Motion Picture Exhibitors League and VicePresident Exhibitors Motion
Picture Board of Trade of
A merica.

is safe to say that Mr. Rembush has had
much experience in the picture business
any man in the trade today. Hundreds
exhibitors in the Central Western States

have been guided by Mr. Rembush's
policies. They know how thorough is his
knowledge of every angle of exhibiting.

In a letter written to the Universal Film Manufacturing Company from Mr. Schnitzer,
manager of the Central Film Service of
Indianapolis and reproduced herewith, is
revealed the handwriting on the wall. Read the letter.
"Mr. F.J, Rembush, known all over the United States as the maker
and manufacturer of the mirror screen and one of the oldest
exhibitors in the United States, called at our office today and
admitted that Features were not getting him any money, and
made arrangements to go back to the regular Universal Program.
"Mr. Rembush has been away from the service for over a year
but has found to his sorrow that while the receipts were increased somewhat by putting on Features, they were not increased in proportion to the amount he had to pay for the
Features, and the result has been that he has not made any money.
"Mr. Rembush controls several houses, and we are glad to say
we have completed arrangements with him to place the Universal
Program in all houses now using Features."
We could write you a thousand advertisements and give you sales talks
from now until doomsday and not begin to equal in weiglit this fact, — Mr.
Rembush has discarded all features and has booked the entire Universal
Program in all of his houses.
Mr. Rembush is in the picture business for money, not glory, or health. He
has tried everything worth while in moving pictures and his latest is "THE
UNIVERSAL
PROGRAM
FORUniver«al
MINE".Program
Heed the
wall, Mr. Exhibitor.
Book the
now handwriting
if you can geton it;theif
not, watch your opportunity and get it as soon as you can. Write or wire
your nearest Universal Exchange for more facts and figures that mean
money to you. Universal Film Manufacturing Company, Carl Laemmle,
President, Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe, Sixteen
Hundred Broadway, New York.
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Reverend
Doctor
Parkhurst
Said:
"Where Are My
Children" is a very
powerful and gripping picture drama.
I am glad to have
witnessed it and am
prompt
to commend
it. It deals
with a
most difficult matter
in a manner of the
utmost dignity. If
the special type of
iniquity which it
suggests is anywhere
near as prevalent as
is claimed
lic should— the
havepuban
opportunity to witness the presentation."
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The

Superior Paulist Father John
T. Hughes
Said:
"Eminently proper —
a powerful indicta fearfulmentandagainst
increaising
crime."

Where

are

STATE

NOWl
The Rev.
Thos. A.
Daly Said :
"A powerful
ment of a viceindictthat
threatens society."

The New York
American Said:
**A smashing, daring
subject done in a
■mashing, daring
way.''

my

RIGHTS

SELLING

IN announcements
last week's Motion
News Rights
appeared
the marfirst
of the Picture
sale of State
for the
velous New York success, '"Where Are My Children?"
Since then we have been literally besieged and bombarded with telegrams, telephone and special delivery
communications, showing that the whirlwind success which
greeted this picture at the Globe Theatre has made the right
impression on wise State Rights buyers. One of the most
remarkable of all pictures this great drama of birth control
is lavishly produced, played by an exceptional cast headed
by one of America's most eminent actors —
TYRONE

POWER

The Press, Pulpit and Professional men have united in pronouncing the play, the subject, and the entire production the
most notable that has ever appeared on Broadway. A great
big, smashing, daring subject produced in a big, smashing,
daring way.
Produced by Lois Weber
and Phillips Smalley

Thousemds of
citizens have
given written
opinions p r o nouncing this
picture "H u mztnity's greatest weapon
against insidious Crime."

The following States Rights have already been sold: California,
Arizona, Nevada, Oregon, Montana, Michigan, Idaho, Greater New
York Territory. A complete series of newspaper ads have been prepared for Exhibitors on this huge production. Everything ready to
insure a successful clean up for buyers and Exhibitors as welL
Earliest possible communication advised. Wires, phone calls, letters
or personal calls given consideration in the order of their receipt.
Address all communications to STATES RIGHTS DEPARTMENT.

UNIVERSAL
FILM

MANUFACTURING
CO.
Carl Laemtnle, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

/
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Screen

Generalissimo

Fox Producer Ends Twelve Months of Grilling Labor in the Tropics, Where with a Host of People Under His Command He Put on the Kellermann Marine Spectacle — And Not So Long Ago He Was Just Earning Enough to
Pay Carfare and Buy a Sandwich Once-in-a-While
The boy was young Herbert Brenon, not
year ago Herbert Brenon, a
T one
JUSdirect
or of achievement already known
very long before that landed here from
the Old World to seek his fortune in the
through his work, sat and talked with
New World.
William Fox in New York. He said to
Mr. Fox :
"I started in America," reminisced Mr.
Brenon the other day, "as a Pittsburgh
"Here is a story I have conceived for
office boy at three dollars a week. After
the screen. There has never before been
the family moved to New York, Joseph F.
a story of this type or character. And I
Vion, the vaudeville agent, offered me four
believe
not
do
I
that
you
might say to
there ever will be another story of its
dollars a week as his office boy and promised to get me four dollars a week more
kind."
for ushering at night at Weber and Fields
William Fox listened while the story was
theatre. Somehow Mr. Vion could not deunfolded. Months before a camera crank
liver on the Weber-Fields usher proposihad turned, before a foot of scenery had
tion, so I was driven to look around and
taken form, he saw in his mind's eye the
thus made my entry on the professional
story as Herbert Brenon had imagined it.
When this conference had ended William
stage
the manner
described."
Nextin George
White,
the super king,
Fox said :
picked
Brenon
for
one
of the cadets of
"There are just two or three things I
wish to say to you about this story and
Gascony in a "Cyrano de Bergerac" production Augustin Daly was making with
the picture we will make from it. To make
Sydney Herbert and Ada Rehan. Kyrle
this picture as you have presented it will
Bellew kindly introduced the lad to Daly,
require an enormous expenditure. But
and Augustin Daly made Herbert Brenon
that does not matter. We will make it.
his call boy. Thus the future director
The money is ready for you. Pick out
worked for the prince of American manyour locations, go employ your stars and
their supporting players. Cast your eyes
agers through the seasons of 1897-1898, the
observation of his chief inspiring him with
about the world and decide upon the spot
HERBERT BRENON
ambition to boss the stage job himself.
where you can get from nature the things
But all he got was the small sum of ten
this picture demands.
dollars a week.
began to click and the picture was
"When all these details are settled call cameras
under way.
After the death of Augustin Daly, Mr.
on me and I will send you and all of
The making of this picture went on in Brenon developed into a good road actor
your people away. I will provide as much
advance money as may be necessary. I Jamaica for ten months. Sitting at the and assistant stage manager, playing with
end of a cable in New York William Fox
Walker Whiteside, Harry Lacey and other
will send you the pay-roll every week by sent down to Jamaica the necessary money
stars and enacting the chief juvenile in
cable. Forget about New York, forget
about the home office of my company and each month to defray expenses.
"Sporting Life" only two short years after
Herbert Brenon h'as just returned to he had been the program boy. Then foltheTwo
business
end
of
this
industry."
months later Herbert Brenon took New York from Jamaica. The photographlowed several valuable years in stock as
ing of the picture is at an end. The man
actor and assistant stage director, leading
four shipments of people and equipment
up to his active direction of the Lyceum
away with him to Jamaica. He had leased who conceived the spectacle is now working sixteen hours or more each day to cut theatre, Minneapolis. To round out the
the famous Rose Gardens at Kingston. He
had, meanwhile, obtained consent of the and assemble his work. He took 220,000 experience Mr. Brenon and his wife, Helen
feet of film in and around Kingston. Seven
Downing, whom he married in 1904, put
British government and the Jamaican
Colonial authorities to make use of the old camera men working at once from different
in four years in vaudeville, including the
angles made it certain that nothing would
entire big time circuits and using a sketch,
fort at Augusta. He had sent his car- be
overlooked; or that no error of one
penters, his excavators, his builders and
"One Christmas Eve," which was especially
man could impair the production. When
his architects on ahead.
written for him by Frances Brenon, his
the picture is finally ready for the public, talented mother.
it will have been condensed to about twelve
Engages Annette Kellermann
thousand feet. That much, it is believed,
Stem Engages Brenon
He had engaged Annette Kellermann.
After talking with hundreds of persons he will tell the story without flaw, without
In February, 1913, Julius Stern, of the
danger of lengthening the story or dulling
had engaged the cast of supporting prin- the
Imp Studio, engaged Mr. Brenon as a
interest.
cipals who were to make notable the porscenario writer at seventy-five dollars a
trayal of characters he had in mind.
week. Within six months Mr. Stern gave
Maker
of
Big
Programs
Starts
on
a
Small
All through the West Indies his agents
him the first opportunity to direct a picOne
had gone hiring the fleetest and best conture, and three months later he had made
In 1896 or thereabouts R. A. Roberts was
ditioned horses, till he was certain he
the Imp's first three-reeler, "Leah the Forwould have not less than 5,000 of these
staging the EngUsh melodrama, "Sporting
saken," followed by the first four-reeler
animals for the riding armies of his pic- Life," at the Academy of Music, where
"Absinthe," and later by the Universal's
ture. One woman, Mrs. Irene Lee, the William Fox now reigns supreme. Much
seven-reeler "Neptune's Daughter."
mother of the two little film children, vexed because a minor actor did not suit first
On the making of this last picture Herbert
Jane and Katherine Lee, had personally the part, he called out, "Is there anybody
Brenon's fame as a producer was secure.
directed the making of more than 10,000 here that can shout 'Program of the For months past he has been working for
costumes in three weeks. Miss KellerWilliam Fox, culminating in the commismann had trained her mermaids.
sion he has now finished. But his activity
"Program, program, buy your program
Sanitarians worked over old Ft. Au- ofraces'
the ?"races !" bawled a small boy in the and success are also shown by such Fox
gusta. Engineers and electricians labored
last row of supers. Mr. Roberts ordered
of his as "The Kreutzer Sonata,"
unceasingly. A city sprang up above what the under-sized youth to the front and im- films
"The Clemenceau Case," "The Two
had been a swamp. The motion picture
mediately engaged him as the stage pro"Sin."
gram boy at a salary of a dollar a day. Orphans," "The Soul of Broadway" and
hordes — ^almost 20,000 persons — moved in,
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SIMONSON IS TRAVELING AUDITOR
FOR V-L-S-E
In line with its unvarying policy of promotion from the ranks, the V-L-S-E has
appointed R. B. Simonson assistant to A. C.
Wyckoff, the auditor of that organization,
to the position of traveling auditor.
The addition to the traveling audit staff
was imperative by reason of the steadily
increasing volume of business at the various exchanges of the company throughout the country. To keep pace with the
heavy demands upon their services was
proving such a strain on the present member of the auditing staff that some measure of relief had to be devised, and the
selection of Mr. Simonson followed. He
has been acting as assistant to A. C. Wyckoff, the chief auditor at the home office
of the company, for the past year — or since
the formation of the Big Four.
GRACE CUNARD LEADS POPULARITY
CONTEST IN TORONTO
special to Motion Picture News.
Toronto, Ont., May 6.
Grace Cunard, Universal star, has once
more resumed the lead in the Toronto
World popularity contest being conducted
in this city. Miss Cunard has held the
lead for many weeks over Mary Pickford,
but a short time ago Miss Pickford showed
a great burst of speed and passed her opponenthowever,
;
by all indications at present, Miss Cunard will repeat her performance in Ottawa, and be returned winner of
the Toronto contest; it is also likely that
Ella Hall, another Universal star, will be
in third place at the end of the race.

PICTURE
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Selznick Forms Two Big Exchange Companies
He Organizes in Philadelphia a $400,000 Concern with Mastbaum and W. D. Smith, and
Capitalizes a $200,000 Syndicate in Detroit with Garson

CLARAYOUNG
■"■^WBALL
I EWIS J. SELZNICK, president of the
Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation, has formed two partnerships in connection with the establishment of his own
system of exchanges. In Philadelphia a
$400,000 company was incorporated, with
Stanley V. Mastbaum, head of the Stanley
Booking Company, and W. D. Smith, of
Paramount, as partners of Mr. Selznick;
and in Detroit, a $200,000 company was organized, with a syndicate headed by Harry
Garson, of the Broadway Strand theatre,
and Mr. Selznick holding equal interests.
Both companies were incorporated under

The Rays, Comedy Lights, to Emanate Fun in Films
Johnny and Emma (You Certainly Recollect Them from the Old Theatrical Days) Form
Company in Ohio and Engage Whirlwind Cobb to Get Exhibitor Contracts
The Cleveland studio is said to be
JOHNNY and Emma Ray, known to theatre audiences the country over as fun- equipped in the most modern fashion. The
makers, have entered the comedy film overhead trolley system has been adopted
field. A company has been incorporated in and so arranged that three different sets
Ohio, known as the Reserve Photoplays
can be operated at the same time. There
Co., which will produce the Ray comedies. are comfortable lounging and dressing
rooms, a large carpenter shop, assembling
and cutting rooms, and a separate studio
for the scenic artist and director.
The first releases of the company will be
a comedy serial, showing various vicissitudes in the life of Casey, the character
created by Ray.
The officers of the Reserve company are :
Robert H. McLaughlin, president; Mr.
Ray, vice-president, and Samuel Doerfler,
treasurer. The New York offices are in
the Columbia Theatre building.

and a studio has been built in Cleveland,
the home town of the Rays.
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., sales manager of the
concern, reports that a number of contracts
have been secured with exhibitors for the
new comedies.
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ALL AGES VOTE AGAINST CENSOR
BILL IN NEW YORK
Men, women and children — aged, young
— and, in fact, all nationalities and color,
have stormed the International Film Service booth at the Grand Central Palace last
week daily in order to cast their ballots
against the Cristman- Wheeler Censorship
Bill.
Probably the oldest voter was Mother
Maurice of the Vitagraph Company ;
whereas Charles Giegrich of Brooklyn,
aged 4, was probably the youngest voter.
Another young voter was Bobbie Connoly,
known as the youngest motion picture star.

IN THREE STRIKING
POSES
the general trade name Lewis J. Selznick
Productions, Inc., which will be used by all
the exchanges throughout the country. Mr.
Mastbaum and Mr. Smith will control the
distribution of Clara Kimball Young Features for eastern Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey on a fifty per cent basis,
with Mr. Selznick under a franchise for five
years. Mr. Garson will represent Mr.
Selznick on similar terms for Michigan.
Mr. Selznick is now negotiating with the
most important local film men all over the
country and as fast as each deal is concluded announcement will be made.
In explanation of his plan for the formation of distributing companies for the
Clara Kimball Young Features, Mr. Selznick said :
"Many people have been wondering just
how I was going about the establishment
of my own exchanges. Through the closing of my deal with Messrs. Mastbaum and
Smith in Philadelphia, and Mr. Garson in
Detroit, I am now in a position to make
this important phase of our plans clear to
the exhibitors and others interested.
"The Clara Kimball Young Film Corjjoration, which is the producing corporation, grants to the distributing or exchange
company a franchise for five years, which
is controlled fifty per cent, by myself and
fifty per cent, by the local interests, who
become my partners on an equal footing
with me in the distribution of Miss Young's
pictures in their allotted territory. Each
exchange or distributing company is incorporated under our trade name, Lewis J.
Selznick Productions, Inc., with the addition of the state in which it is organized
by way of identifying the various com"The advantages of the system I am inpanies.
augurating are apparent. Aside from the
immediate benefit of being associated with
such partners as I am now acquiring the
future possibilities are enormous. With
the most influential local men in the industry linked with me, it will be a simple
matter to swing any big proposition we
may plan. Then, too, under this system
the cost of distribution will become a mere
fraction of what it would be under any
nther arrangement."

May 20, 1916.
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Vitagraph
Re-organizes
with
$25,000,000
Capital
The Move Does Not Mean a Merger — Blackton Denies That Hampton Is a Stockholder — "We Have Increased
Our Capital Stock for the Express Purpose of Making Bigger and Better Pictures," Declares
Blackton — Men Prominent in Finance in the New Company

THE following announcement was issued last week by J. Stuart Blackton and Albert E. Smith, heads of
the Vitagraph Company of America, anent
the reorganizaiton of the firm :
"We take pleasure in announcing the
completion of plans for the formation of
a new Vitagraph company, with an authorized capital stock of $10,000,000 preferred
and $15,000,000 common. Associated with
us in the new company are a number of
men of prominence in the financial and
business world.
"We plan to make the new Vitagraph
company larger and more powerful than
any other element in the theatrical world.
This organization enables us to carry to
success productions more artistic and more
ambitious than have yet been known to
the picture world. We assure exhibitors
and patrons an absolutely consistent program of better pictures than have ever been
produced."

Albert E. Smith.
J. Stuart Blackton.
The daily press of New York, almost
without exception, eagerly seized upon reorganization facts as merger rumors. When
the story of the increased capitalization
became known, the name of Benjamin
Hampton, of the American Tobacco company, was immediately mentioned as one
of the prominent stockholders.
Commodore Blackton when interviewed
by a representative of Motion Picture
News following his opening speech at the
Board of Trade Exposition, emphatically
denied that the reorganization meant merging with other producing companies, and
stated that Mr. Hampton held no stock
whatsoever in the new Vitagraph.
Plans Only to Make Better Pictures
"We have increased to a $25,000,000 corporation," said he, "for the express purpose
of making better and bigger pictures."
"Does this mean the merging of the
producing
was asked. companies of the V-L-S-E?" he
"For the present it concerns only the
Vitagraph company," he replied. "Vitagraph needs not the assistance of other
companies in the producing end to make
pictures. Vitagraph has always been recognized as a reliable company. Our pictures have always been in great demand
in the past, in such demand, in fact, that
we will increase both our feature and short
length output."
"Is Mr. Hampton at all interested in the
new
asked. Vitagraph?" the Commodore was
"Mr. Hampton is a tobacso man and not
a picture man. He has absolutely no interest in the recapitalized company," was
the reply. "Our new stockholders are men
backed by sufficient money to insure adequate preparation of each picture we produce. Mr. Smith will still continue to
control the business organization of the

company while I, as heretofore, will devote
myCommodore
self to the Blackton
productionwould
end."say nothing

company. Mr. Sothern and Miss May
have been cast in pictures of the special
feature class.

as to the probable acquisition by Vitagraph of a well known picture actress, on
whose services it is believed Mr. Hampton
has an option. His only remark in reference to this matter was, "If she comes to
us, she will come without Mr. Hampton."
The large enrollment of stars under the
Vitagraph banner, and the company's remarkably large facilities for picture production insure almost immediate celluloid
proof ofments.Commodore
Aside from its Blackton's
formidable statearray
of picture stars, such as Anita Stewart,
Dorothy Kelly, Earle Williams, Edith
Storey, Frank Daniels, Charles Richman,
Lillian Walker, Joseph Kilgour and Harry Morey; E. H. Sothern and Edna May
have only recently joined the Vitagraph

The plans
pro-is
ductions arefor
stillthein company's
preparationfuture
but it
a certain fact that the trade may look forward to some unususally large and pretentious features from the Vitagraph plant.
Commodore Blackton will continue along
the Preparedness line so successfully
launched by his company in "The Battle
Cry of Peace" by shortly beginning the
filming of the "Battle Cry of War," its
The immense production plants of the
sequel.
Vitagraph, including the three in the
United States, the one in Paris and the
one in London, insure a likely increase in
the company's production of corresponding magnitude to the increase in capitalization.

National Committee in New York for Exhibition
Men in Charge of Plans for the Sixth Exposition of the League, in the East Studying the
Entertainments for Suggestions — Special Railroad Rates to Chicago
This Chicago convention, which promises
THE special convention committee in
charge of plans for Sixth National to eclipse anything ever attempted along
these lines, will be held in the Coliseum,
Convention of the Motion Picture Exhibithe convention of the Republican
tors' League of America, consisting of W. A. where
National Committee will take place a few
Sweeney, Lewis H. Frank, Fred Schaefer
and Fred Hartman, have been attending the weeks before. The Republican committee
two trade shows being held in New York. has promised to leave their decorations,
Their object in making the trip to New
costing over $20,000, for the use of the Exhibitors' convention. This will insure the
York is to get first-hand impressions of the
problems being met by the management of finest and costliest lot of decorative material ever used in a moving picture trade
these entertainments, and to interest Eastern concerns in the convention to be held in show. There are 31,000 square feet of
space in the Coliseum, not including the
Chicago July 10 to 18.
glllllllHIIIIUIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIHIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIUIIIIUII^ balconies.
The executive committee has made arrangements for special railroad rates for
I SEATTLE "TIMES" WILL PUBLISH | those attending the convention. A large
I
DAILY BIOGRAPHIES FROM | number of screen stars have already promised to attend.
I
"NEWS" DIRECTORY
|
I
NUMBER
I
I Permission for the right to republish | COURSE TICKETS FOR NEW GEORGE
KLEINE SERIAL
I the page, half-page, and quarter page |
I biographies of photoplayers, directors |
Exhibitors in many of the big cities
I and writers, appearing in Studio Di- |
I rectory Number of Motion Picture | where "Gloria's Romance," the new twentyI News, dated January 29, has been | chapter George Kleine motion picture novel
I asked by George Bellman, photoplay | is booked, are arranging to offer their patrons special course tickets for the entire
II editor
thenumber
Seattle was
"Times."
much asofthis
preparedInasfor |1 twenty chapters of the big Rupert Hughes
I the sole purpose of distributing this |
For instance, houses that customI information, the request was immedi- = story. arily
charge 15 cents admission and for
I ately granted.
|
I Mr. Bellman will use one of these | which the patron would ordinarily have to
I biographies in his department every | pay $3 for the full twenty admissions to
I day. "This follows the republishing of | the theatre during the run of "Gloria's
I the smaller biographies which ap- | Romance," can secure a "season ticket,"
i peared in this number, under an al- | good for the entire twenty feature chapters
I phabetical classification. These for a |
I time seemed sufficient, then came re- | of the tale at $2.50. Ten-cent houses are
1 quests from readers of the department | making a corresponding reduction and ofI for additional information concerning |
fering their patrons "season tickets" at $1.50
I this or that player, and the result was | apiece, thus cutting the total admission for
I that Mr. Bellman decided to carry the 1 the full twenty performances from $2.
I most complete biographies that have | The plan is meeting with great favor, and
I ever been published.
|
already
of the "season tickets"
luiiuuiiiiuiiniiiiiiwiiiiwomuumniiuiinuiHitMimigim
are
beingthousands
sold.
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KALEM

OFFERS "THE IRISH REBEL"
ON MAY 16
Kalem has for some time been considering the reissue of the most popular of the
well-remembered "made in Ireland" subjects, due to the requests for these subjects
constantly received from exhibitors.
But the speed with which exhibitors
thought of Kalem's Irish dramas caused
the inquiries concerning these subjects to
double, and Kalem lost no time in making
arrangements to meet the demand by reissuing "The Irish Rebel," remembered as
among the strongest of the Irish productions.
"The Irish Rebel" is a one-reel production and it may be secured by all exhibitors
at General Film offices. Both because of
its theme, Ireland in rebellion, and the fact
that every scene of the picture was taken
in the vicinity of Dublin and on the spots
that have figured so prominently in the
news columns, it is given unusual interest
at the present moment.
Tuesday, May 16, is the date on which
"The Irish Rebel" will be released.
TWO
YOSEMITE SUBJECT SPLIT IN
RELEASES BY GAUMONT
So important does the Gaumont company
consider Yosemite National Park in its
"See America First" series that the release
has been divided into two parts. The first
was shown May 3. The second part will
be given to the screen in the release of
May 17.
These views were taken as a matter of
record by a government cameraman, and
are released by Gaumont through Mutual
arrangement with the Departby special
ment of the Interior. These are shown on
Palmer's Kartoon
Harryof May
split reel
aKomics.
Thewith
release
24 will show
scenes of Savannah, Ga.
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"Scenario Is Basis of All Good Pictures" — Fox
"Creative Brain That First Conceives a Story Knows More About That Story Than Anyone
Else," He Declares — Has No Patience with Squabbles Between Authors and Directors
<<'T~'HE scenario is the basis of all possess sufficient imagination to go even
beyond what an author has written
good pictures." This declaration
down for their guidance. If they lacked
of opinion with regard to the important
question of what is most essential in this capacity and were incapable of projecting their vision and imagination on
picture production was made by William
ahead of the scenario writer I would
Fox, head of the Fox Film Corporation,
in the course of a recent interview. Mr. wonder, as any producer would, whether
Fox went on to say:
the directors were even necessary. If
they lacked these capacities they would
"The creative brain that first conceives a story knows more about that have no place in our industry and authors would be engaged as directors of
story than anyone else can possibly
know. The director who is to take the their own scenarios.
creative idea of another person and
"I have a word or so that I would like
to say to the directors of pictures; I
make it into a picture is, for a moment,
secondary except where the director is have said this many times to my own
also the author of the script and is go- directors, viz.:
" 'Brain is going to rule in motion picfilm. ing tc place his own creation in the
ture authorship and motion picture production. The brains that have made the
"The man or woman who both originates and then produces novel ideas in literature of the past in all languages
a picture is a capable and big figure in and the brains that are making the literature of this day in all lands are not to
our industry, if the original ideas thembe flouted or treated with contempt by
selves have sufficient worth to commend them to the attention of people.
those of us who have engaged in the task
"I have almost no patience with the of translating the world's best thought
squabbles that arise between author and into the pictures that the rest of the
world will see for years to come.
director. I have seen scores, almost
hundreds, of great works ruined or badly
" 'Certainly I shall never be the one
mutilated by poor direction, or by di- to say, or think, that those of us who
are now making pictures, and the men
rection that seemed incapable of underwe hire to produce them, are superior in
standing what broad minds had conceived and written.
insight or vision to the authors who
"In my own case I employ and pay place the thought and imagination of
directors liberally and I expect them to the world between the covers of books.' "
Red

Feather

Social

Club

Formed

in New

York

Membership Is Drawn from Universal Exchanges and the Promotion of Friendly Feeling
Among Its Members Is the Aim — Hoffman Honorary President
and efforts to get business will be elimWITH the mysterious name, Red
Feather Social Club, an organinated through personal touch in a social way.
ization
was
affected
on
March
25
by
TURNER AND DAHNKEN CIRCUIT
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of
the staff of the Universal Film exthe Bluebird Photoplay, Inc., and of the
BOOKS "GLORIA'S ROMANCE"
changes of New York which promises
The Turner and Dahnken Circuit, which to be a pleasant diversion from business.
Universal Film exchanges, was unaniconducts almost a dozen large houses in Its objects and aims are kept secret, and
mously elected honorary president, and
California, Nevada and Oregon, and which all of its meetings are exclusive, and Samuel Zierler, manager of the Universal Film exchange of Twenty-third
is preparing to take on other theatres at closely guarded. The objects of the
organization
are
social,
and
are
intended
street,
active
president.
Roan early date, has booked "Gloria's
The other officers are: H. Gainsborg,
mance" for its entire circuit. This concern to bring together the employees of various branches of the exchange industry
vice-president; S. Rubentein, treasurer,
has been showing serials at several of its
and M. Isen, secretary.
houses with gratifying results, and this has in this city socially, and it is expected
The entertainment committee consists
led to the booking of the Billie Burke at- that in this way friction which might be
traction.
engendered
through the keen rivalry of H. Stern, chairman; S. Samson, G.
Hallett, and C. Moses.
At the first regular meeting an organKleine Issues Volume on His Literary Screen Plays
ization was affected, and a number of
the exchange'
business toand
its
"Cycle of Film Classics" Contains Descriptions of "Spartacus," "Julius Caesar," "Antony men
allied ininterests
were admitted
memand Cleopatra," "Quo Vadis?" and Four Others
bership. There are a number of men
Besides extensive descriptions and il- who are eligible to membership on its
iir> EORGE KLEINE'S CYCLE OF
lustrations of the eight photoplays, it waiting list, however, and at the second
Va FILM CLASSICS" is the title
contains a number of testimonials from
meeting their names will be formally acted
of an attractive volume of sixty-four
pages issued by the well-known pro- prominent personages, and three plans
ducer as an advertisement of his series by which societies, organizations and inAny information in regard to the Red
stitutions of various kinds can view the Feather
of historical and literary screen dramas,
Social Club may be obtained
upon.
cycle
without
cost
to
themselves
by
inthrough
its
secretary, M. Isen, who may
"Spartacus," "Julius Caesar," "Antony
ducing exhibitors to show the pictures be addressed at 115 East Twenty-third
and Cleopatra," "Quo Vadis"? "The under their auspices.
street.
Last Days of Pompeii," "Othello," "The
A blank to be filled out by interested
The first official Red Letter Day of
Lion of Venice" and "Vanity Fair." The
committees,
and
a
course
ticket
which
the Club took place on Friday, April 28.
book is neatly bound in limp leather
would admit the bearer to the entire
with gilt lettering, and is an unusual
It was designated as a "Red Paint
cycle, is also included.
piece of advertising.

are crowded
almost everjrwkere
THEATRES
witk multiple part features of monotonous similarity. Tke sum total of many an Exkititor s
daily grind is '■'trying to make ends meet.
CL At intervals in cKeerful, yet skarp, contrast the dull
monotony is relieved ty tke timely appearance of a
BLUEBIRD production.
d. And tkose Xkeatres tkat are gradually and surely
turning to BLUEBIRD productions are not alone lifting tkemselves out of tke run of tke mediocre and
commonplace, kut are insuring tke financial growtk
and expansion tkat comes as a sure reward from a constantly growing appreciative clientele, wkick demands
tke finer tkings in life.
Jrrevious BLUEBIRD

Releases include :

Louise Lovely, in "TANGLED HEARTS"
J. Warren Kerrigan, in "THE GAY LORD WARING"
Robert Leonard and Ella Hall, in
"THE CRIPPLED HAND"
Fl orence Lawrence, m "ELUSIVE ISABEL"

May 20, 1916.
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Star of "As in a Looking Glass," "Her Maternal Right" and "The Crucial Test," World, Was
Popular Idol on Speaking Stage in Continental Cities
KITTY GORDON has abandoned the
Miss Gordon began her stage career in
stage entirely and will, for the next a small, obscure part with George Edthree years at least, appear exclusively in wardes at his London Music Hall. She
motion pictures under the guidance of the became a popular idol in the English metropolis and toured all of Europe, dupliWorld Film Corporation. The arrangecating her success at Vienna, Petrograd,
ment was completed this week by Miss
Gordon, acting for herself, and William A. Budapest, Berlin, Paris and the South
American countries. Following her conBrady, head of the World Film Corporation.
quest abroad, she came here with perhaps
Miss Gordon, wife of H. H. Beresford, the most rapid success of any recent foreign player.
Miss Gordon will next be seen in "The
Crucial Test," after which one of De Maupassant's greatest fictional documents wiH
be picturized, with the actress playing the
interesting role.

SELIGS
ATHLETIC
FEATURE FILMS
OUGHT TO GO STRONG WITH
PUBLIC
Famous athletic stars are signing contracts to appear in the Athletic Feature
F"ilms series to be released through the
V-L-S-E l)y Selig, under the direction of
J. H. Herman, promoter of important athletic events. Among those to be included
are Jess Willard, Frank Gotch, Joe Stecher,
Packey McFarland, Mike Gibbons, Freddie
Welsh, Zbyszko, Hussana, Cutler, Dr.
Roller and others.
There will be twelve one-reel subjects
in the series. The lirst release will present
Cutler, the Yankee billiard champion, in a
match game with Koji Yamada, the Jap
marvel ; Dr. Roller and Frank Dalkus in
a wrestling match, and a boxing exhibition
by Mike Gibbons.

MOSS MOVES TO GODFREY BUILDING
The general booking departments of the
B. S. Moss Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.,
B. S. Moss Motion Picture Corporation,
and the Amalgamated Vaudeville Agency,
are now located on the eleventh floor of
the Godfrey Building, Forty-ninth street
and Seventh avenue. New York City.

MELLISH BACK WITH FOX
Fuller Mellish, the distinguished English
actor, who has been playing with James K.
Hackett in his Broadway production of
"The Merry Wives of Windsor" and other
Shakespearean plays, has rejoined the photoplay forces of William Fox. He will appear in a photodrama which is being directed byWill S. Davis.

Kitty

Gordon

Signs

with

World

Ivy

KITTY

for

Close,

Three

English

Years

Beautj,

Will

Be

a Kalem

Star

GORDON IN A SCENE FROM "HER
MATERNAL RIGHT" (World Film)

of the titled house of the same name, made
her biggest particular triumph when first
she came to these shores in "Alma, Where
Do You Live?"
Miss Gordon had already established herself on the English stage, and had about
decided to abandon stage work for philanthropy and settlement work, when Joseph
Weber, producer of "Alma," came and
pleaded that she assume the principal role.
Miss Gordon succumbed, with the result
that the show stayed at Weber's theatre
nearly two years, and later toured the country for two seasons, with Miss Gordon
playing the leading role. She played three
hundred cities during the two years abroad
and in that time became almost as famous
here as abroad.
Early this year Miss Gordon was secured by World Film for appearance in
one picture. She played the star part in
"As In a Looking Glass," and was immediately engaged for a second picture, "Her
Maternal Right." Miss Gordon was engaged again, this time for one picture, with
the World company having an option for
a longer period, and "The Crucial Test"
was completed last week.
In all probability the Gordon pictures
will be released under a title, such as Kitty
Gordon Features, on the regular World
Film Program, and will, of course, be produced under ,the personal guidance of Mr.
Brady himself.

A CATCHy SNAP-SHOT OF IVY CLOSE, WHO WILL APPEAR ON THE SCREEN UNDER
KALEM' S BANNER
IVY CLOSE, the international beauty and
star, whose capture for the motion picture screen was recently announced, is to
be a Kalem star. This week the Kalem
Company made public a letter received
from Miss Close telling of her safe arrival in London after being caught in
the midst of the Irish rebellion.
The letter also carried the information
that Miss Close would sail for this country on May 13. An unusual feature of the
Kalem contract with the English star is
that according to its terms^ Miss Close
must sail on a boat flying the American
flag. She will therefore leave Liverpool

on a steamship of the American Line.
Pressed for details regarding the company's further plans for presenting Miss
Close on the screen Kalem officials were
not very voluble.
"Our practice of putting our best efforts
into short subjects is well known, so it
may also be expected that Miss Close will
be seen in the short lengths," said Mr.
Wright. "We receive added confirmation
each week strengthening us in our loyalty
to the short picture, so it is not likely that
when other manufacturers are coming
around to our ideas we would change our
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"BUCKSHOT
FEUD"
GIVES DON
CHANCE TO SHOOT MR. GLOOM
FULL OF HOLES
"The Buckshot Feud" is a one-act comedy written and directed for the Lubin
Company by Edwin McKim, and released
May 1 through the General Film Company.
Davy Don is given the perilous distinction
of the feature role.
"The Candle," a two-act drama by Maude
Thomas and Julian Lamothe, and directed
by Leon D. Kent, is released by the Lubin
May 2, through the General F'ilm
Company,
Company. The cast includes L. C. Shumway, Melvin Mayo, George Routh, Robert
Gray, J. J. Colby, Jay Morely, Julian Lamothe, Helen Eddy and Grace Eddy.
"None So Blind," as written by C. A.
Framberg and directed by Melvin Mayo,
under the personal supervision of Captain
Wilbert Melville, is a condensation of thrills
into three acts. It is released by the Lubin
Company, May 4, through the General Film
Company. It is the story of a submarine
with photoplayers, including Princess Nona
Darkfeather, Evelyn Page, Adelaide Bronti,
Ruth Saville, Walter Spencer and Cecil
Van Auker.
"Father's Night Off," written by A. R.
Lloyd and directed by Clay M. Greene, is
released through the General Film Company by the Lubin Company, May 6. The
cast includes June Daye, Eleanor Blanchard, James Cassady, Francis Joyner, Hollins Antrim and Kempton Greene.
LEWIS

IS PRODUCING SPECIAL
FEATURES FOR LUBIN
Edgar Lewis, one of the best known of
photoplay directors, now under long time
contract with the Lubin Company, is producing special features for the V-L-S-E
program.
Before entering photoplay work Mr.
Lewis was associated for many years with
t^ie theatrical business as playwright and
stage director. He started his career with
the Solax Company.
He was with Reliance for a year and a
half, since which time he has made nothing
but multiple reel features.
Within the past twelve months he has
produced "The Littlest Rebel" "Northern
Lights," "Captain Swift," "The Thief,"
"Samson," "A Gilded Fool," "The Plunderer," "The Nigger," "The Bondsman,"
"The Great Divide" and "Souls in Bondage."
LOUTLLA MAXIM JOINS KEYSTONE
Louella Maxim, who has had a very
wide experience before the camera, following her work in the support of Chester
Conklin in "Bucking Society," was made a
member of the Keystone stock company.
Another recent addition to the Keystone
company is Peggy Pierce, for many months
with the L-Ko.
Mack Sennett has decided that Hank
Mann is too good a comedian to be lost
from the screen by directing, and so has
selected Edward Klein to direct him. One
of the most recent subjects in which Mann
plays the star part is "His Bread and Butter." In this Peggy Pierce appears in the
opposite lead.
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"NAKED HEARTS," BLUEBIRD'S
RELEASE ON MAY 29
I HEYMAN, STAR ROADMAN, AD- |
Bluebird photoplays promise a moving
I VISES READING OF "NEWS" | picture novelty in "Naked Hearts," the reI
BY COLLEAGUES
j
lease founded on Tennyson's Maud. The
I Harry Heyman, star roadman for | five-reeler will present a story practically
I Manager Ph. Goldstone of the World | in two parts, with an entirely different set
1 exchange in Omaha, has made a wide i of actors delineating the play. In the early
I mark for himself. He was third in a | section three clever juveniles will carry the
j recent comparative report of business | burden of the acting.
I bringers for the World.
|
Zoe Bech in the early section will play
1 "It looked good to see Omaha sepa- | the child that later grows to Maud, as
1 rated only by New York and Wash- i
by Francelia Billington. Gordon
I ington, D. C, from the top," declared | played
Griffith is the boy who later appears in
i1 Heyman.
"But,"
he
added,
"wouldn't
|
it look a lot better to see Omaha at | manhood as Rupert Julian, and George
Ii theWhen
top?" other
And roadmen
he is trying
to dohow
it. i| Hupp plays the role of Maude's little
ask him
brother, later assumed by Jack Holt.
i he does it, Heyman says he never neg- i
Rupert Julian becomes a Bluebird star in
I lects to advise reading MOTION |
"Naked Hearts." He has provided the
I PICTURE NEWS.
"If you want to |
from which Olga Printzlau wrote the
i keep in front you have to progress," | story
scenario ; he directed the production and
II he
said.
"If
you
would
progress,
i
keep in touch with what the exhibitors | will play the leading male character with
I want and what they are doing. That | Miss Billington as his leading lady. In his
i is the way I do it, and that is the way |
company, besides those meni the foremost trade paper for the ex- i supporting
tioned, will be Ben Horning, Douglas Geri hibitors helps me."
| rard, Paul Weigle and Nannie Wright.
i iiiiiiii luiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii "Naked Hearts" is set for release May 29.
Murphy

Out

to Blow

His

Horn

in Many

Big

Cities

for Unicorn; Chaplin "Carmen" Hit in Boston
MANAGER FRED MURPHY of the tion has been started for the new one.
Unicorn in Boston is on a trip to
Dan Kiley, formerly assistant director
of the Eastern Film Company, is now with
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington and New Orleans, in his capacity the E. W. Lynch Enterprises, and is travas eastern district manager of the Unieling for them in Rhode Island and Con- necticut. I
corn. This company has just closed a
deal to take over negatives. The response
Edwin H. McCloskey, formerly Newof the exhibitors in regard to the one and England correspondent of the Moving Pictwo-reel program of the Unicorn is anture World, who resigned to become secrenounced as remarkable.
tary for Edward P. Farrell, has returned
The Park theatre, Boston, has signed to to Boston, and is associated with Frank H.
run all the V-L-S-E special features, start- Vine of the International Film Company.
George Hickey, formerly in charge of
ing May 22.
the Mutual Film Exchange, Boston, preThe Chaplin "Carmen" film last week
viously manager of the Warner Feature
turned many people away from the Boston theatre, one of the largest houses in Film at Portland, Me., has been appointed
the world, and the film was rebooked for manager of the Unicorn at Syracuse, N. Y.
this week.
The Bluebird company announces signEUTEMARKS BUYS RIGHTS TO "END
ing first run service for the new Strand
in Providence, R.^ I., and for many smaller
houses.
OF THE of
WORLD"
H. A. Eutemarks
the Penn Feature
Frank Vine, of Hearst's International
News Service, has given the contract for
its new building at 48-50 Piedmont street
to the S. J. Gerron Company. The old
building has been torn down and founda-

A BIG EXPLOSION STAGED

Film Company of Philadelphia has purchased "The End of the World" for Eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland,
District of Columbia and Southern New
Jersey.

FOR A COMING

tlNIVERSAL FEATURE
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VITAGEAPH OFFERINGS; FRANK DANIELS IN "KERNEL NUTT WINS A WIFE"; EVART OVERTON AND LILLIAN WALKER IN ' THE ORDZAL OF
ELIZABETH" (V-L-S-E), AND MARY ANDERSON IN "MISS ADVENTURE"
MISS DAGMAR

SUPPORTS VICTOR

MOORE INLASKY
"THE CLOWN,"
Under the direction of William C. De
Mille there is nearing completion at the
Lasky studios a photoplay by Marion Fairfax, entitledfor"The
Clown,"
whichParamount
has been
set down
release
on the
program for the summer months. In addition to Thomas Meighan, who is featured
in this production in support of Victor
Moore, the star, the leading feminine role
will be played by Florence Dagmar, the
young Lasky actress who has come rapidly
to the front in popularity throughout the

FLORENCE DAGMAR
United States. This is the second time
that Miss Dagmar has appeared with Mr.
Moore as she played a role in "Chimmie
Fadden Out West." Also it is her second important appearance with Thomas
Meighan as they both played leading roles
with Theodore Roberts in "Pudd'nhead
Wilson," from the novel by the late Mark
Twain, which was recently released by
Lasky through Paramount.

Many New Faces in Acting Force at Horsley's
Jessie Burnett Is Picked to Play Opposite Crane Wilbur — Thelma Salter, Child Actress,
Grace Wilson and Clair Alexander, Still in Her Teens, Also at the Studio
MANY new faces have been added to the accomplished
swimmer and an expert horsewoman.
acting force at the David Horsley
Thelma Salter, one of the best known
studios during the past few weeks. They
will be seen in forthcoming releases of the child actresses, is now engaged with the
Horsley companies. She is supporting
Cub Comedies; two-reel centaur dramas
Crane Wilbur in the same cast with Miss
and the five-reel Horsley-Mutual MasterBurnett.
pictures, de luxe edition.
Grace Wilson, late of the Fine Arts
One engagement of importance is that of
Jessie Burnett, who was selected from a studios, has been added to the company in
dozen or more possibilities for the portrayal which Margaret Gibson and William Clifford are co-stars. Her first appearance will
of an important role in support of Crane
be in one
Theodosiarole.Harris' two part
Wilbur, the star, in his latest drama "The dramas
in aofcharacter
Wasted
Years." seasons Miss Burnett has
For several
Clair Alexander, a young woman still in
her teens, is another new arrival at the
been seen in ingenue parts and her undertaking with the Horsley company places her Horsley studios. She has already been
in a new character which should add seen in two of the Cub comedies in support of George Ovey and is now playing
greatly to her popularity with her many
admirers. It is the character of the her third part.
Little Miss Alexander is a New York
"worldly woman" and reports of her efforts
thus far are excellent.
girl and has been identified with the motion
Miss Burnett is twenty-two years of age. picture field of Southern California for
She is medium in size, with great dark several years. She is of dark complexion,
blue eyes and a mass of rich brown hair. has big brown eyes and chestnut hair which
She is very fond of outdoor life and is an shades off into a dark brown.
Ten Episodes of "Social Pirates" by End of May
By the First Week of July Kalem Will Have Completed the Fifteen-Week Series — Company
Is Already Ahead Many Weeks of Release Dates
WITH the end of May Kalem will have forms, so they take on themselves the task
of solving the mystery. Their opponents
released ten episodes of "The Social
are two rival stock brokers and the crooked
Pirates" series, by George Bronson-Howard, leaving June and the first week of July head of a sanitarium who have engineered
to complete the fifteen-week series. The the plot to keep the munitions manufacturer captive while his stock is being jugwork of production is going ahead at full
speed, and already Kalem is many weeks
"Sauce for the Gander," the eighth epiahead
sodes. of release dates on the different episode in the George Bronson-Howard segled. ries
presents a story with an element of
"Unmasking a Rascal" is the title of the
release issued on May 29. The tenth of satirical comedy relieving the dramatic
the George Bronson-Howard stories finds moments. The story provided by George
Bronson-Howard for this episode finds the
the two heroines, Mona and Mary, matching their keen wits against those of a girls dealing justice to a loan shark and
his worthless son. Father and son are
banker, who has succeeding in defrauding
his ward and is apparently beyond the reach
played against each other in a clever manof the law. iBut a clever story shows that ner.
he is not beyond the reach of the girls,
FIDELITY MOVES FROM GALVESTON
who succeed
in anrecovering
the ward's
TO HOUSTON
heritance after
exciting two
reels. inMonday, May 22, brings a timely episode
The Fidelity Film Company, Inc., which
of the series, since it has for its theme the handles exclusive state rights on features,
has moved its headquarters from Galvesdisappearance of a wealthy munitions manton to Houston, Texas, with offices in the
ufacturer. The millionaire had become inPrince Theatre Building.
terested in the girls' plans for social re-
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JANET PRIEST IS A MEMBER OF
METRO PUBLICITY STAFF
Janet Priest, a magazine writer and dramatic critic of national reputation, and
formerly identified with the speaking stage
in several notable productions, has accepted
a position with the Pictures Magazinej and
will write special articles on Metro stars
and productions for that publication. In
addition to her special stories Miss Priest
will write each week a fiction story adapted
from a five-reel screen feature. Miss Priest
was born in Maine, but removed to Minnesota with her parents when she was four
years old. She was graduated from the
University of Minnesota with the degree
of bachelor of Literature.
Miss Priest had a highly successful
career upon the stage, and only forsook
it because literature appealed more strongly
to her In musical comedy she had the
role of Muggsy, in Richard Carle's, "The
Maid and the Mummy" ; the country girl
in "His Honor the Mayor'" ; the child kleptomaniac in the three-act production of
"School Days"; Gretchen, the goose girl,
in "The Holland Heinies," and Tillie Day
in "A Knight for a Day."
DRA-KO SUCCEEDS WITH ITS
ANIMATED CARTOON
The steady growth of the business of
the Dra-Ko Film Co., Inc., seems to prove
there is a field for the Animated Cartoon
as an advertising method.
Dra-Ko has placed the creation of
all cartoons in the hands of Frank A.
Nankivell, whose work is known from
coast to coast. Back of every cartoon that
he and his corps of assistants turn out is
the experience of a man who has been
studying audiences for years.
Wherever these Commercial Advertising
Cartoons have been shown, they have had
the approval of the audience. The firm
calls this new plan "The Step Ahead in
Advertising."
These Animated Commercial Advertising Cartoons can be handled by theatres,
advertising agencies, theatre salesmen,
supply houses and all advertisers, declares
the Dra-Ko Company.
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GLIMPSES OF THE V-L-S-E OFFICE IN LOS ANGELES
PERH.A.PS the most handsomely furnished exchange on the coast is that
of the V-L-S-E in Los Angeles, which was
opened under the direction of the present
manager, Harry Naugle.
The bookkeeper's desk is in the lobby of

the office, and about the lobby the attractive papers of the program's different subjects is shown.
The desks of the bookkeeper, cashier
and manager are separated from the lobby
bv brass rails.

WORTHINGTON REPORTS GOOD
BUSINESS
C. L. Worthington, district manager for
the Fox Film Corporation, Philadelphia,
has just returned from a trip of two weeks
in Washington, D. C, and two weeks in
Pittsburgh, and reports a large increase of
business for Fox pictures in that territory.
The Philadelphia office, under George
Dembow, has obtained new Fox contracts
every week for the past seven weeks. Great
interest amongst exhibitors is being manifested in the next Theda Bara picture,
"The Eternal Sapho." I. J. Madison, a
new Fox roadman for the Pennsylvania
territory, is very well known all through
that region, having been one of the pioneer Quaker City exchangemen before the
day of big features.

"THE NIGHT RIDER" IN WORK UNDER
BALSHOFER
Harold Lockwood and May Allison, who
made their debut on the Metro program recently in "The Come Back," have gone to
the mountains of North Carolina, where
they are now at work on "The Night
Rider," a five-part screen production. The
company is located in the picturesque locality near Bat Cave, Hickory Nut Gap, where
the world famous Vanderbilt estate, "Biltmore," is located.
Fred J. Balshofer is directing "The Night
Rider," and is assisted by Howard Truesdell. Mr. Truesdell is also playing an important role in the production. Lester
Cuneo, the noted heavy leading man, is another prominent member of the strong supporting cast.
MAY ALLISON AND LOCKWOOD ARE
NOT MARRIED
As the result of a false rumor started
some months ago, stating that Harold
Lockwood and May Allison had been
married, the two Metro stars have been
subjected to considerable annoyance
from admirers asking for details of
their wedding. Mr. Lockwood and
Miss Allison request that the report be
denied as emphatically as possible.
They are not married, and both declare
that they have no intention of marrying
each other.

PAY-IN-AD VANCE PLAN CAUSES NO
AFTER TROUBLE
Though the pay-in-advance rental plan
for films has been in operation for some
time in Milwaukee, the exchanges report
little or no trouble and say that all of the
exhibitors are paying promptly in advance.
Throughout Wisconsin, where the most
trouble was expected over the plan, none
has been reported.
All of the exchange managers report
everything working smoothly in thi.s
respect.
MABEL TALIAFERRO AS BOY IN
"SNOW BIRD"
Mabel Taliaferro, the dainty and winsome Metro star, plays the role of a boy
in "The Snowbird," a forthcoming fivepart Wonderplay on the Metro program.
Edwin Carewe, who is directing Miss
Taliaferro, also has a prominent role in
"The Snowbird."
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PROVINCIAL AMUSEMENT TAX
EFFECTIVE ON MAY 15

6EETBUDE KOBINSON (Gaumont)

The provincial treasurers' amusement tax
for Ontario will go into effect on the fifteenth of May and the tariff will be fixed
by May 10. Although no official information isavailable, it is regarded as likely
that Mr. McGarry's tax will be graded
right from the commencement, which will
mean more revenue than a flax tax.

May 20, 1916.
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ORTH FORMS MILO IN BALTIMORE
"Ordeal of Elizabeth" "V" Leader for May 15th
George Orth, formerly associated with
the Gaumont, Eclair, Republic and BioOn the Program for the Week Are "Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife," "A Lucky Tumble," "More
graph companies, has formed a producing
Money Than Manners" and "Miss Adventure"
company in Baltimore, where lie will make
beau into many embarrassing situ- one one-reel comedy weekly, featuring
DURING the week of May IS Vitagraph gets her ations.
Despite her deviltry he marries her Tommy Mullens, late of Horsley, and
offers a program in which "The Ordeal with the hope that after their marriage she Edith
Sargeant, formerly with Universal.
of Elizabeth," the five-part Blue Ribbon will become a dignified young lady. This
The concern is known as the Milo PicFeature of the week, produced from the
tures Corporation, and has the following
book of the same name is the leader of the pleasing comedy was filmed by William
officers: Dr. Harry E. Buckner, president;
collection.
Wolbert at Vitagraph's Western studio.
"The Ordeal of Elizabeth" tells of a Webster Campbell is seen in the role of George Orth, vice-president; A. Kurnick,
secretary and treasurer.
the beau.
country girl who, in a thrill of infatuation,
marries a wandering musician. She later
realizes she has made a mistake. The man
is murdered and she is accused of the crime,
but is saved by evidence furnished by the Prison Parson Patters Plain Prayers in "Police"
Part of It, for After the Exhortation the Released Burglar, Charlie
one she really loves. Lillian Walker as But That's Only a Small
Chaplin in Latest Essanay, Holds the Limelight
the country girl is supported by Evart
table, much to the disgust of his accomOverton, who is seen as a millionaire club- <<pOLICE,"
*^ Essanay Charles
release. Chaplin's latest
plice, who takes the rings to the lady of
man. Denton Vane, L. Rogers Lytton, m.ous
presents
the He
fa- the house. She saves Chaplin from arcomedian
as
a
released
convict.
Ollie Walker, Karin Norman and Walter
rest when the police come and gives him
MacGrail make up the balance of a very is chiefly occupied in dodging policemen.
A prison parson exhorts him to go some change. He goes to a ten-cent lodgcapable cast. The story was produced un- straight and takes the five dollars which
ing house and demoralizes the place, showder the direction of Wilfrid North.
ing the others how to quiet noisy guests.
In "Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife," Frank was given him on his discharge. ChapHe accomplished this in a simple manner,
lin's
efforts
to
recover
his
money
are
mirth
Daniels, the Vitagrapher, conducts a matri- provoking. He falls in with a burglar
merely striking them over the head with
monial agency. He tires of the occupation
when he is forced to substitute for one of whom he knew in prison. They try to bottles.
His burglar friend comes in and with
into a house. The "jimmy" will
his customers and marry a "cold storage break
a free-for-all-fight Chaplin recovers the
not open the window, so Chaplin walks
chicken." It is from the pen of Reginald in the door which was open all the time.
lady's jewels and returns them to her next
Wright Kaufman, and was filmed under the
He breaks open the mail box, the piano day. Then a policeman whom Chaplin had
WashAhce
WiUiams.
supervision of C. J.
done anything to, except hit on the
burn and Adele de Garde assist Mr. and the kitchen stove — being a rather in- never
head with a mallet, chases him off the steps
experienced burglar — and then contents
Daniels in its enactment.
himself with stealing the flowers off the
just when he hoped to win the widow.
in "A Lucky Tumble"
William
takes
a fallDangman
from grace by falling behind
Gladys Hulette Signs for Thanhouser Classics
in his board bill, but falls in soft when he
falls down a chimney and captures a Star with Large Following Among Exhibitors and Fans Will Appear in Eight Five-Reel
and a reward. Frank Currier diburglar rected
Subjects a Year — Vaughn a "Male Vamp" in "The Fugitive"
the action of the play. Lucille
T IS
is now definitely announced that she appears will be specially written for
O'Donnel
Natel, George
Florence
Crane,
her. The Mutual Film Corporation will
and WilHam
Lytell, Jr., also appear. On 1 Gladys Hulette has signed a contract
soon announce her releases.
this same reel are shown some scenes of with the Thanhouser Company by which
"The Fugitive," written by Philip
Iceland.
she will appear in Thanhouser Classics exclusively.
These
are
to
be
productions
of
Lonergan
and directed by Frederick Sul"More Money Than Manners" is a not less than five reels, and Miss Hulette
livan, is the title of the first Thanhouser
comedy by C. Graham Baker and Law- will star in eight productions a year.
Classic, featuring Florence La Badie.
rence Semon. We are shown the experiSince Miss Hulette first went to the Ethyle Cooke appears in this production,
ences of the Codies family and their at- Thanhouser studio her success has been
which also includes Robert Vaughn and
through society's upper
to break
crust. tempt
John
T. Kelly, Jewell Hunt, Kate due to a personahty which registers in George Mario. Hector Dion comes to the
Mr. Thanhouser of- fore as "the male vampire." He is blacker
Price and Hugh Mack are the chief fun- films unmistakably.
fered her the contract on the strength of
makers. Semon also directed the prothat
painted
in "The
Miss heLacould
Badiebe is
said to
have Fugitive."
done the
the following among fans and exhibitors
duction.
which
she
has
succeeded
in
building
for
best
work
of
her
career,
and
the
ThanIn "Miss Adventure," the Broadway Star
houser Company plans an elaborate trade
Feature of the week, Mary Anderson plays herself. Miss Hulette is an ingenue with
showing to prove it.
dramatic power, and the classics in which
the part of a capricious young miss, who
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SCENES FKOM THREE UNIVERSAL FEATURES FOR MAY RELEASE: "CLAUBIA," "HUNTRESS OF MEN," AND "YELLOW AND WHITE"
CONWAY

WITH

PATHE

IN DENVER

A. J. Conwaj-. former assistant manager of the V-L-S-E exchange in Denver, has resigned to accept the position
of road man for the Pathe Exchange of
Denver. He will cover the Colorado
territorj'. Conway has had many years'
experience in the film business in that
territory, and should prove a valuable
business getter for Pathe.
H. I. Kraus, the former road man for
Pathe, resigned to join H. L. Knappen,
recently appointed manager of the International Film Service of Frisco.
Knappen was former manager of the
Denver Pathe Exchange, and upon his
assuming charge of the Frisco Exchange
wired a handsome offer to Kraus, who
will do the road work out of Frisco.

Beauty Draws 'Em Like Flies Around a Molasses Pot
The Appearance in Person of Mignon Anderson at Matinee Showing of "City of Illusion
Brings Out Night Crowds, Possible to Accommodate Only by Midnight Performanceaccommodated, so the management held
THE appearanee of Mignon Anderson
the feature over for the next day.
in person, star of the Ivan feature,
Impressed with the success of this
"The City of Illusion," at a matinee performance of the picture in the Park View
theatre, Brooklyn, had an unexpected
effect on the theatre's schedule for that
day. Miss Anderson was greeted by a
capacity house, and the afternoon patrons evidently did a large amount of
missionary work, for the night crowds
were so great that Messrs. Thiele and
Eichhorn were forced to give a midnight showing.
Even then, all those who wished to
see "The City of Illusion" could not be

L-KO Comedy Proves Itself an Aid to Medicine
Corporal Beck, Severely Wounded at the Front with the British Forces, Recovers Speech and
Hearing After Witnessing the Antics of Billie Ritchie
CORPORAL ROBERT BECK, late of stream of water, and the corporal, laughthe British army, who gained fame
ing so heartily at this, caused blood to
rush to his head, which gushed from his
as discoverer of a new use for L-Ko comedies featuring Billie Ritchie, is back in ears, evidently restoring his hearing and
America after a strenuous career at the his power of speech.
Now Corporal Beck is back in Chicagci.
front. Corporal Beck's use of the comedies is to restore speech and hearing to Perhaps he will rejoin the police force or
there is a chance he may repair to Los
those deprived of the same, and his story
bears relation for its startling disclosures.
Angeles
and act as Billie Ritchie's chauffeur.
Corporal Beck, who previous to the outIncidentally
the corporal has been
break of the war was a motorcycle policeman of Chicago, returned to his native
through many, many battles. In the Africolors when conflict became imminent. He
can wars he was decorated by Queen Victoria and King Edward, while on account
enlisted in the Motor Transport Section of
the Army Service Corps, and besides fight- of his bravery in the present conflict he
ing used to carry messages from one divi- was highly honored by King George.
sion of the Allied army to another.
In May, 1915, near Dixmude, when the
corporal was speeding along with a dis- INSURE BILLIE BURKE'S GOWNS FOR
patch he was hit by a sharpshooter. SeS40,000
verely wounded, he fell headlong from his
The Henri Bendel, Lucile and Balcom
machine, and when he came to two weeks
frocks that have been specially designed for
later he was in a hospital near Liverpool,
Miss Billie Burke and which she will wear
England, convalescing but unable to speak
a word or hear a word as a result of fall- during the course of "Gloria's Romance,"
the new motion picture novel from the pen
ing on his head.
of Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes, made at
Manager Pearson, of the Aintree Palace
Picture theatre in Liverpool, has made it the George Kleine studios in New York,
a practice ever since the outbreak of the have been insured for $40,000 by Mr.
Kleine. The idea is not so much to cover
war to invite paroled soldiers to his theatre
the cost of the gowns themselves as it is to
to enjoy the show. Corporal Beck, in company with others, attended one of these prevent the manufacturer from loss in case
performances, and a Billie Ritchie picture anything happens to the gowns that have
been worn once and which will not appear
entitled "A Fatal Note" was shown.
on
the screen again until a far later chapter
Ritchie's chief stunt in this picture is to of the
story.
suspend several policemen on a forceful

MIGNON ANDERSON
Ivan picture, the Park View has booked
the next production of the company,
"Her Husband's Wife," in which Miss
Anderson shares honors with Sally
Crute and Augustus Phillips.
BEECROFT RECOVERS FROM
OPERATION
Chester Beecroft, who has held prominent
positions in many film concerns, underwent
a successful operation for appendicitis in
New York City last week. Mr. Beecroft's
last position was with David Horsley's Centaur feature company, where he held the
post of general manager. It is stated that
Mr. Beecroft is rapidly regaining his
strength and will shortly be active again
in the business.
Are You "Looking In On Us" This
Week?

May 20, 1916.
ATLANTA

SCREEN CLUB IN WALTON
BUILDING
Special to Motion Picture News.
Atlanta, May 6.
The Atlanta Screen Club, the first trade
organization of its kind in the South, recently formed in this city, now occupies
its new quarters in the Walton building
and is planning a series of dances and entertainments inthe near future. William
Oldknow, of the Consolidated Film and
Supply Company, who has been elected
president of the Screen Club, will tender
the film men of the city a dinner at a local
hotel within the next two weeks.
The purpose of the new organization is
to increase -the interest in motion pictures
in Atlanta and make more pleasant the
work of the exchange men located here. It
is expected that other cities in Dixie will
follow Atlanta's example and organize clubs
of their own. The newspaper men of the
city have expressed themselves as being
highly in favor of the film organization and
are doing much to properly support it.
The quarters occupied by the Screen
Club are spacious and roomy and compare
with those of the most fashionable clubs in
Atlanta.
MISS MINTER COMPLETES PLANS FOR
SANTA BARBARA TRIP
Extensive preparations are under way at
the American Mutual studios in Santa Barbara for the reception of Mary Miles
Minter and Richard Bennett, recently
signed by President S. Hutchinson, to star
in features to be released exclusively by
Mutual.
Mr. Bennett will leave New York for the
coast just as soon as his engagement with
the "Rio Grande" company at the Empire
theatre is brought to an end. Just when
this will be is still indefinite. It was
stated, however, that Mr. Bennett will be
able to leave for Santa Barbara some time
during the last two weeks in May.
Miss Minter has completed all arrangements for her departure for Santa Barbara.
She will be accompaiied by her mother,
Charlotte Shelby. As yet the feature productions in which Miss Minter is to star
have not been titled. Several are now in
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Marionettes in Pictures for Children by Mission
Redley F. Taylor and Wilkens W. Wheally Incorporate Company in California to Produce a
New Sort of Film for the Young Folks, for Release on Universal
tures have a large appeal to children. The
REDLEY F. TAYLOR and Wilkens W.
Wheatley are the chief incorporators of figures are doll-like in form and we have
the Mission Film Company, of Hollywood,
arranged that their movements have a mechanical doll-like effect.
Cal. The company produced a new sort of
picture that bids fair to meet with great
"In several theatres where these pictures
success, chiefly among the younger folk have been shown, I have noticed murmurs
of surprise going around the audience at
patronizing the picture theatres.
Mr. Taylor, who is in New York at pres- their appearance. The children sat right up
ent, spoke of the enterprise to Motion Pic- and took notice and at the close the film
ture News : "We employ no actors in our got a hand. It is my belief that the exhibipictures," he said. "Our stages are no
tor who is instituting a children's matinee
larger than a table top, our lighting is or who caters largely to children in the
miniature.
afternoon, will find in these pictures just
"Our pictures show electrically worked
the
article he is looking for."
marionettes in action.
Messrs. Taylor and Wheatly are working in a field which has long since needed
"At present we are releasing on the Unibadly, and such pictures will perversal program under the Power's brand, working
haps come into national vogue before long.
and our first few subjects have met with
great success from all reports. These pic- Their process is patented.
the course of preparation at the AmericanMutual studios. Like Mr. Bennett, Miss
Minter will be supported by an especially
selected company of players chosen personally by President Hutchinson.
"VENTURES
IN VANITY" SHOW
FASHIONS FOR WOMEN
The Fashion Films, Inc., Brokaw building. New York City, expects to reach
through its "Ventures of Vanity" 125,000
people every month and figures on the pic-ture bringing from thirty to forty thousand
women to the department stores where Miss
Vanity will do her shopping.
Fashion Films will be shown in first-class
motion picture theatres in the New York
shopping zone on fashion each week.
Miss Vanity is a debutante, who has just
graduated from college and is completing
her wardrobe. Her shopping tours are an
epoch of history for women.
Heretofore, the fashion periodicals have
been the only means of displaying the latest
models to the women.
Fashion Films have solved the question
and have produced a series that will not
only interest all the women, but will benefit
them as well.

EMMETT WILLIAMS, FAMOUS, DIES
, FROM SEPTIC POISONING
It was with profound sorrow, and with
a sense of keen personal loss that the
members of the Famous Players Film
Company received the news of the death
of Emmett Williams at New Rochelle hospital on Friday afternoon, April 28. Williams, who was one of the most popular
men in the organization, contracted septic
poisoning several weeks ago, and had been
fighting a splendid battle against the inevitable. Despite his desperate plight, hope
for his recovery was held out until the
very end, as it was felt that his youth and
exemplary habits of life gave him every
chance for life.
Though but twenty-three years of age,
Williams was one of the best known
camera men in the motion picture business, and had achieved an enviable record.
It is significant of the character of the
man that Director James Kirkwood, with
whom he had been most closely associated
until the time of his illness, was deeply
moved by the news of his death.
Williams is survived by his wife, his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William H. Williams, four brothers and one sister.
HARRIS AND STEETLE WITH NAVAJO
IN KANSAS CITY
The Navajo Film Company, Kansas City,
Mo., is featuring the seven-reel production,
with Helen Gardner, of "A Princess of
Bagdad," and reports success. The company
has added the Chaplin films to its service
and will endeavor to place more of them in
the territory. Two new travelers with the
Navajo company are George Harris and
C. S. Steetle. Harris is an old show man,
well acquainted with exhibitors, and travels
in Oklahoma.

MAUAGER OF PRODUCTION HAMPTON DEL RUTH AND KEYSTONE MERMAIDS

B. S. KLEIN TO ASSIST FOX ACADEMY
MANAGER
Ben S. Klein has been appointed assisty
Fox'sandAcadem
of William
ant managerFourtee
Irving
nth street
of Music,
Place, New York, and has entered upon his
duties.
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WALTHALL BACK IN CHICAGO
Henry B. Walthall has just returned to
the Essanay studios in Chicago from the
coast, where he has been taking a month's
vacation after completing his work in the
fifteen episode series, "The Strange Case
of
Essanay's
leading
soonMary
will Page."
begin another
feature
play, man
the
title of which soon will be announced. It
will be a theme which gives him ideal opportunities.

HENRY B. WALTHALL
Mr. W'altliall came East completely
rested and ready to take up his new work
after a short vacation, although he had
gone through the gruelling task of nearly
■forty reels of film since the first of the
year. "The Misleading Lady," "The
Raven" and other plays offer an indication
of the popularity of Mr. Walthall in fivereel productions. Further, in pursuit of
President George K. .Spoor's plan to cast
his greatest stars in short subjects, picture patrons can expect to see Henry B.
Walthall in some forthcoming three-act
dramas.
PARAMOUNT
DAY
CELEBATED IN
KANSAS CITY BY LIBERAL NEWSPAPER SPACE
Paramount Day in Kansas City was celebrated by over half a page of advertising in
the newspapers in which the advantages
of Paramount releases were exploited. The
Kansas Cj^y Feature Film Company had
copy in the papers, with a list of the theatres in Kansas City using their service, in
addition to an article telling of Paramount
productions. In a two-column, one-inch
spread, sixteen houses in the territory using
Paramount service ran advertisements telling the days on which such pictures could
be seen.
In addition to the Kansas City houses
doing this, the following out-of-town theatres also inserted similar copy: The Electric. Kansas City, Kan.; the Iris, Topeka,
Kan.; the Bowcrsock theatre, Lawrence,
Kan.; the Orpheum theatre, Atchison,
Kan. ; Orpheum theatre, Leavenworth, Kan.,
and the Holland theatre, Wichita, Kan.
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Pathe Books $14,000 for "Guilty" in Two Days
This Amount, Backed up with Advance Cash Payments Against Collections, Is Record for
the Arrow Serial, Made at the Exhibitors' Exposition
vyritten. To be exact, $14,126
EXCHANGE, INC., and the been
PATHfi
worth of business had been contracted
Arrow Film Corporation have
for in four showings of one photo-novel
'
found,
in ntheir
display
the Exhibitors
Expositio
in the
Grandat Central
Palace, alone out of the eight "Who's Guilty?"
success in the way that, more nearly pictures which the Arrow Film Corporation, producer of the series, had already
than any other, concerns the distributor
and the producer of motion pictures. turned over to Pathe.
This is actual film bookings backed up
"The Exhibitors' League surely made
with advance cash payments against
good
to and for us," said Mr. Abeles,
collections.
speaking of the results of the Palace
Under the supervision of Arthur S, Show. The New York Pathe Exchangebelieves that Lee Ochs and his assoAbeles,
manager
third Street
branch ofin Pathe's
New YorkTwenty
City,
ciates deserve our heartiest congratulations for the excellent manner in which
"Puppets of Fate," the first of the fourteen photo-novels comprising the they organized and conducted the Palace Show.
"Who's Guilty?" series, was screened
C.
R. Seelye, head of the Pathe sales
publicly for the first time in the projection room at the Palace show for the forces, and W. E. Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film Corporation, are
benefit of the exhibitors attending the
enthusiastic
over the showing made by
exposition.
the New York Pathe Exchange force at
Mr.
Abeles
put
"Puppets
of
Fate"
on
the screen twice on Wednesday and
the Palace Show. Writing to Mr. Abeles about the record he and his men had
twice on Thursday, giving one afternoon
established, Mr. Seelye said:
and one evening showing each day. The
projecting room was filled, on every oc"It may have been that 'Who's Guilcasion, with visiting exhibitors and New
ty?' put it over. It may have been that
your efiforts put it over. It may have
York theatre owners and managers who
been that the spirit of the Palace Show
had been invited specially by Mr.
Abeles and his staff, among them A. W. put it over. It may have been any one
of these three — but I am sure it was the
Smith, C. Stennerman, H. Kronacker,
combination of all three. You surely
J. Haspel, H. Weisfield, H. Morgan,
S. Rubenstein, A. N. Barney and H. made ii some combination."
At the close of business on Saturday,
Fuld.
When Mr. Abeles checked up on the April 29, the various Pathe exchanges
evening of May 4, he found that in the had reported to the home office gross bookPalace Show itself more than $14,000 series.
ing totaling $275,014 on "Who's Guilty?"
worth of "Who's Guilty?" bookings had
May 11 Set for Hearing on "Submarine" Suit
to Help Fly the Kite Somebody Else
"Any Big Work Is Sure to Attract People Wh oR.Want
Freuler of the Mutual Company
Has Made," Declares President John
"This is not a case of so-called plagiarism,
THE suit of Richard Barry, war correspondent, seeking injunction to pre- or of literary coincidence. The title, the
vent the showing of "The Secret of the plot, the names of the characters and all
Submarine," a serial motion picture, important details of the action in 'The
Secret of the Submarine,' as produced by
directed against the Mutual Film Corporation, its president, John R. Freuler, and the American Film Company, and released
others, has been set for a hearing May 11, by the Mutual, are identical with those in
by Mr. Justice Hotchkiss in the Supreme
my scenario, 'The Secret of the SubCourt of New York. The Mutual was
represented by Samuel M. Field, general
counsel, who moved for continuance.
"The American Film Company, Inc., also "MYRA" marine.' " REHEARSALS MEANT REAL
PSYCHIC EXPERIENCE FOR MISS
a defendant," said Mr. F'reuler in a stateSOTHERN
ment made after the court session, "purchased and paid for the story involved in
A unique incident occurred during the
'The Secret of the Submarine.' We place
no particular importance on the allegations production of "The Mysteries of Myra,"
the International Film Service serial, acmade in this suit. It is a typical eleventh
hour action.
cording to reports from the Wharton studio, at Ithaca, N. Y.
'"This merely reminds me that we have
In one of the scenes, Jean Sothern, the
dozens of letters from persons who claim
star, visits the laboratory of Dr. Alden, a
the authorship of any number of our more
important productions. People see a pic- psychic investigator portrayed by Howard
ture and then decide they had the idea first. Estabrook. She seated herself before a
That sort of thing happens right along. large hypnotizing machine, which was set
in motion. After a proper length of time,
This is merely an instance that has broken
out in court. It is just a temporary an- Estabrook was directed to bring Miss
noyance. Any big work is sure to attract Sothern back to earth again. But she
failed to return. She had actually been
people who want to help fly the kite someIt was several moments bebofly
else made."
Richard
Barry said in reply to Mr. hypnotized.
fore Miss Sothern was restored to conI'Veuler's statement :
sciousness.

May 20, 1916.
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sHERRiLL ON WAY TO CALIFORNIA "Whisperiiig Sitiith" Issucd ill Two Parts Is Plan
Jack Sherrill, whose most recent screen
appearance was opposite Alice Brady in the Second Section of Signal Subject, in Ten Reels, Will Be Released as "Medicine Bend" —
A Scene Requires an Old Time Western Barbecue
World Film production, "Then I'll Come
Special
to
Motion
Picture News.
for the purchase of five hundred feet of
Back to You," has left New York for
Los Angeles, May 6. wooden trestle work between Los AnCalifornia, where he will investigate several attractive offers from producers on
geles and Pasadena. This is to be reIT HAS been decided to issue the Sigthe Coast.
placed by steel and concrete, and the
on
ring
producti
nal
of
"Whispe
Beginning with small parts, Sherrill has Smith," now being produced by Director
film company proposes to destroy it
with a big fire. If the purchase is made
J. P. McGowan, who with Helen Holmes
as planned now, these scenes will be
plays the principal roles, in two parts.
The subject will consist of ten reels, made as soon as a temporary track is
built, and will be used to add another
the first five will be known as "Whispering Smith," and the 4atter five, released
spectacle to the production of "WhisSmith" or "Medicine
ne Bend." Filmas "Medici
later,
a week
J. P. pering
McGowan,
director Bend."
general of
ing of this production during the past
Signal
Film
Corporation,
and leading
d
e
week require an old-tim Western
barbecue scene, and five small pigs with man opposite Helen Holmes, this week
received congratulations from L. E.
ry this
all
the Scenes
necessaof
"trimmi
served.
werengs"
madewere
by Davis, manager of the Mutual Minneartificial light. The company is at Pine
apolis exchanjje for victory in a popularity contest conducted by the MinneCrest, where they will remain for several days. A camp is established and
apolis Journal. This was not a circulation scheme on the part of the paper, and
all are living the primitive life. A truck
Los Angeles players did not know
makes daily trips to and from civiliza- the
tion, supplying the picture people with of the contest until they were advised
the necessaries. Those in the party be- that they had won. Many of the leading film players were entered.
sides McGowan and Miss Holmes are
Paul C. Hurst, Chance E. Ward, Leo
Motion picture rights have been purchased by the Signal Film Corporation
D. Maloney, Thomas G. Lingham, William Brunton, and S. A. Sues, camerafor the Vaughn Kester novel, "The
men. Upon the return of the producing
Manager of the B. & A." This has a
,
company they will use the dozen box Western atmosphere, and will be produced follovving the filming of the Alice
ed
cars recently purchas
for a big wreck
JACK SHERRILL
scene in which the rolling stock will be MacGowan novel of the South, "Judith
burned.
Signal officers are now negotiating of The Cumberlands."
progressed through a succession of well
J. C. Jessen,
handled roles in "The Builder of Bridges,"
with C. Aubrey Smith ; "Just Out of ColWinchester, Publicity Expert, Joins Pathe
lege," "John Gladye's Honor" and "The
Woman in 47," to his recent role as the Well Known Reviewer and Special Article Writer Will Bring Out a Weekly Publication for
lead opposite Miss Brady.
the Employees of the Company, in Addition to His Duties in Advertising Department
ST. JOHN, N. B., "U" BRANCH IN FOLLOWING closely on the announceLast week it was reported that Mr. Winchester had returned to town after an enment that J. A. Berst, vice-president
LARGER QUARTERS
forced rest fullv recovered from the illness
and general manager of Pathe, had enThe St. John (N. B.) branch of the Uniwhich had been worrying his friends for
gaged C. R. Seelye, comes word that Tarleversal Film Company has made an impor- ton Winchester, for the last year and a half some time before he left New York for
tant change in the location of its offices. advertising and publicity director of Par- Oyster Bay. Mr. Seelye immediately got
Mr. Margetts, the manager, reports that it
amount, has also joined Pathe. The first in touch with him and he accepted the offer
is now occupying the entire ground floor work Mr. Winchester will take up will be made by the Pathe company.
of the building in which it is situated, which
the publication of a weekly house organ
The part that Mr. Winchester played in
allows greater room, better light and an for Pathe employees along lines already the advertising and publicity campaigns of
opportunity for display in the large show
approved and from which the entire organ- the Famous Players, Lasky and Morosco
windows, which have considerable frontization expects to derive most beneficial in addition to that of Paramount, is genresults.
age on the street.
erally known. Coming to New York some
three years ago, he first attracted attention
by his reviews and articles in the Morning
Telegraph.
Miss McCoy a Mutual Star in "Isle of Love"
It was he who originated the Paramount
She Is Seen as a Successful Prima Donna Forced to Marry a Man She Has Never Seen —
plate system which has been universally
"The Courtesan" with Eugenie Forde from Gaumont
commended. In everything he wrote there
was sound policy that secured continually
E ISLE OF LOVE," a Gaumont,
In "The Courtesan," which was
screened under the direction of Arthur
constructive effect.
Maude, Miss Forde appears as a wealthy
ican production, will be the Mutual MasPathe already had four well known adterpictures De Luxe for the week of woman of the underworld who makes
vertising apd newspaper men — George A.
May 15. The first will introduce Ger- a great sacrifice that her son may be- Smith, P. A. Parsons, Irving Weil and C.
trude McCoy as a Mutual star, while the
come a big political factor. Later, the R Seelye The addition of Mr. Winchester
stellar role in the second is enacted by son, not knowing her identity, prosemeans that Mr. Berst is planning an active
Eugenie Forde.
cutes her and brings about her conviccampaign of publicity and advertising
Miss McCoy is seen as a successful
tion. Al Fordyce, Hal Cooley, Charles
service for Pathe exhibitors.
Wheelock, William Carroll and Nell
prima donna, who is forced into marriage with a man she had never seen.
Franzen are prominent in Miss Forde's
KENTUCKY TOWN, HOT ON MONEY
After a series of adventures, she re- support.
Mutual releases for the week of May
TRAIL, MULCTS EXHIBITORS
turns to America where, despite her
A revenue ordinance passed by the
footlight triumphs, she is prevailed upon
15 also include "Four Months," a threeto go back to "The Isle of Love" and part drama, with Vivian Rich and Al- council of Central City, Ky., provides
the man she loves. In the supporting
fred Vosburgh; four two-reel subjects, among other things for motion picture
cast are Earl O. Schenk, Iva Shepard,
theatres to pay a license of fifty dollars
and ten single-reelers, including seven
comedies.
and Robert Clugston.
a year.
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BEBAN TO MANAGE "CIVILIZATION"
HERE
Special to Motion Picture News
Los Angeles. Ma\ 6.
George Beban. the actor, has been appointed manager for the New York presentation of Thomas H. Ince's cinema spectacle "Civilization," and has departed for
the East to take up such work for the lirst
time in his life.
Beban and Ince have been intimate
friends for a number of years, and last year
worked under the direction of Ince for two
pictures, "The Italian" and "An Alien,"
the latter from "The Sign of the Rose."
Wlien the "Alien" was given its premier
in Los Angeles, Beban practically managed
the opening, and while at this, proved to
Mr. Ince that he was well qualified for such
duties.
Preliminary plans for the opening have
been completed for "Civilization," which
continues to enjoy a very prosperous run
at the Majestic Theatre in Los Angeles.
Ince's first duty will be the leasing of a theatre. This accomplished, it is very probable
Victor Schertzinger will be sent East to
direct the music. The same character of
stage settings will be used in New York
as were designed for the Los Angeles
opening.
MME. CALVE SEES STUDIO WORK
Madame Emma Calve, the famous operatic soprano, is an admirer of the screen
work of Beatriz Michelena. She was in attendance atthe Alcazar theatre, San Francisco, when "The Unwritten Law" opened
there. This the celebrated soprano declared
the greatest Michelena production.
Madame Calve asked for the privilege of
seeing Miss Michelena actually playing before the camera, and a visit was consequently arranged for her and her party to
the California studios at San Rafael, where
"The Woman Who Dared" is being produced, with Miss Michelena in the stellar
role.
It was the first time Madame Calve had
ever seen a motion picture in the making,
and she was enthusiast over the characterization given by Miss Michelena, as well
as the correctness of detail in the sets representing Europena scenes.
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'PASaUALE," A COMING MOROSCO-PARAMOUNT, WITH GEORGE BEBAN

FEDERAL

CENSORSHIP BILL
INTRODUCED
Special to Motion Picture News
Washington, D. C, May 8.
Congressman Hughes of Georgia, chairman of the House Committee on Education, will introduce the Federal Censorship
Bill which his committee has agreed upon,
at today's session.
The bill provides for a Federal Motion
Picture Commission, of five members, to
be appointed by the President, and to have
power to license all ^ films to be transported in interstate or foreign commerce.
It is sweeping in its provisions, as the
greatest discretion is left to the five commis ionunder
ers .
the provisions of the
measure.
Of course, the expenses of the commission and the salaries of the five new jobholders are to be paid by the picture industry. A tax of $2 on each thousand
feet, and fifty cents each for additional
copies, is provided. The powers of the
commission, according to the bill, in brief
are :
"The commission shall promptly license
for interstate and foreign commerce every
motion picture film presented to it as required herein, unless such film or a part
thereof is obscene, indecent, immoral, inhuman, or is a reproduction of an actual
l)ull fight or prize fight, or is of such character that its exhibition would tend to cor•-'ir.t mo-n.!'' or incite to crime."

GOLDSMITH SOUNDS EXCHANGES ON
PROGRAM POPULARITY
The Popular Pictures program will not
be ready for release until about September
1, but the arrangements for the formation
of the chain of exchanges that will handle
the service are already well under way.
On returning from a tour of the country
in the interests of this work, Milton M.
Goldsmith
has issued the following statement :
"I directed my inquiries principally to
discover the attitude of the exchange man
and the exhibitor in the matter of open
bookings. I find them pretty solidly lined
up against this movement, as likely to
bring back the chaotic conditions that prevailed in the early days of the industry.. If
good exchange men, good directors, good
scenario writers and good actors will insure a good program, the Popular Program
should justify its name."
SELZNICK GETS BIG OFFICE SUITE IN
NEW YORK
Lewis J. Selznick, president of the Clara
Kimball Young Film Corporation, has
leased the entire fourteenth floor of the
new film building at Forty-ninth street and
Seventh avenue for general offices. Work
has begun on the division of the 10,000
square feet of floor space into various
suites.
The new offices will be the home of the
Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation and
the headquarters of its distributing company, Lewis J. Selznick Productions, Inc.
Mr. Selznick and his forces, who have
1)een operating temporarily at No. 130
West 46th street, will move immediately
into the new Forty-ninth street building,
occupying
quarters until their
own floor istemporary
ready.
SUNDAY OPENING IN BOISE GOES TO
IDAHO SUPREME COURT

DIHECTOE JACatrZS JACCAHD'S UNXVERSAL COMPANY PRODUCING "PEG 0' THE RING'

The Sunday opening of the motion picture theatres in Boise, Idaho, is now in the
Supreme Court. The case in the district
court was decided against the picture theatre owners, permitting the city officials to
call a special election to vote on the question after they had complied with the law
and secured 3,800 signatures to a petition
to open the theatres. An appeal from the
decision of the lower court was immediately taken.

May 20, 1916.
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Planet, in World Tower Building, Moving On Fast
Raver's Million and a Half Dollar Company Plans Early Production of Popularized Plays
and Books— But There Will Be One Month's Space Between Releases
THE Planet Film Corporation, a new tant films each year and at the same time
million and a half dollar enterprise utilizing the facilities and working organization for the regular monthly releases
organized by A. G. Wheeler, member of
the New York Stock Exchange; Harry R. practically without cost.
Harry R. Raver, who will have charge
Raver, prominent film producer ; and John
of the production and exploitation of the
L. Dudley, late of the Citizens' Savings
Bank, is gradually assuming proportions.
Planet output, was one of the pioneer producers of the big star and play type of
Departmental heads are being selected
and plans for early production are being motion picture. His company introduced
quietly whipped into shape.
The officers of the company are John L.
Dudley, president; Harry R. Raver, vice
BROOKLYN
LEAGUE PASSES
president and general manager ; and A. G.
Wheeler, treasurer. The directors are :
"GOOD-WILL" RESOLUTION
George S. Brown, Francis R. Masters,
FOR SUPPORT OFFERED
Paul E. Razor, William D. Judson, John
L. Dudley, A. G. Wheeler, Harry R. Raver.
"NEWS"
BY THE communication
The following
has
The company's productions will be
been
received
by
Motion
Picture News
staged at the Raver Studios at Rockville
from the Associated Motion Picture
Centre, Long Island, thirty-six minutes by
Exhibitors of Brooklyn. New York
fast express from the Pennsylvania station
State League, Locale No. 3.
in New York. The studio grounds cover
April 28.
Motion
Picture News,
several acres and contain seven buildings
49th Street and Seventh Avenue,
including the studio, the latter measuring
New York City.
thirty by one hundred and twenty feet.
At
a meeting of this association
The Planet will produce popularized
held at the Triangle theatre, Thursplays and books at the rate of one each
day,
Aprilunanimously
20, the following
month. These will be distributed on a
tion was
passed: resoluWHEREAS, The Motion Picture
yearly contract basis subject to screen
News, through its editor, William A.
examination. Four special productions will
Johnston, sends its greetings to the
also be made each year. The monthly
Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors
releases will approximate five reels in
of Brooklyn, and,
length while the larger productions will
WHEREAS, In this greeting is concomprise eight reels each.
tained a message of friendly spirit,
The contracts of the new company with
good wishes and co-operation,
BE IT RESOLVED, That this assorespect to state rights buyers are to be exciation, through its officers, express
ceptionally liberal in that no production
its sincere appreciation of the kind
made by the Planet need be accepted by
the buyer if its quality is not up to the
support
the "News."
Be it offered
further by
resolved
that a copy
standard. It is the intention of the Planet
of this resolution be sent to the home
office of the Motion Picture News.
company to produce a class of production
Yours very truly,
embracing popular stars and plays or popularized books which can be sold at a
(Signed) WILLIAM BRANDT,
Executive Secretary.
popular price, the plan of the company being to make its profits on its four impor-

to the screen such stars as Ethel Barrymore, Dustin Farnum, Digby Bell, Gail
Kane, George Nash, Tully Marshall,
Thomas W. Ross, Lew Dockstader, Lois
Meredith, Jane Cowl, Burr Mcintosh, Edgar Selwyn, James J. Corbett arid others
equally prominent.
The business departments will be in
charge of John L. Dudley and A. G.
Wheeler. Mr. Dudley is a member of the
Chamber of Commerce and has been identified with many large and important corporations. Mr. Wheeler is a member of
the New York Stock Exchange and was
the organizer of the Automatic Telephone
Company, a rival of the Bell system for
many years.
The executive offices of the company are
in the World's Tower Building, New York.
This suite includes all of the offices forration. merly occupied by the Raver Film CorpoThrough Mr. Raver the Planet company
will have the rights of picturizing the many
Augustus Thomas plays in addition to the
other material which is rapidly being gathered.
FINISHING TOUCHES PUT ON "HER
HUSBAND'S
WIFE"the last exLast Tuesday
afternoon
terior for the Ivan drama, "Her Husband's Wife," was completed by Director Abramson and his cast after four
weeks' work. The picture is released on
the regular date through the Ivan exchanges in all parts of the country.
VARIETY

IN BILLIE BURKE'S COSTUMES FOR "GLORIA'S ROMANCE"
Billie Burke, star of the new George
Kleine motion picture novel, "Gloria's Romance," during chapters one and two of the
story will wear a Lucile frock, some dainty

pajamas,
a $275
a suit of Indian
boy's
clothes, the
garb negligee,
of a Seminole
squaw and another Lucile gown.
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•THE INNOCENT LIE"
(Famous Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
EEVIEWZD BY OSCAR COOPER
A STORY of genuine Ininian interest, with a vein of adventure
offset pleasingly by comedy of Irish character, this is one
of those pictures which can safely be characterized as sure-fire.
Directed by Sidney Olcott, it is also exceedingly fortunate in its
star — Valentine Grant. Her portrayal of Nora O'Brian is charming, and "gets over" in great style.
The atmosphere of rural Ireland was gained just about perfectly by Olcott'sofselection
locations
in Bermuda.
the countryside,
hills, andof the
sea, fitting
the action Scenes
at everyof
point, lend distinction and realism. Later, the locale shifts to
New York, and Olcott also showed his skill at gaining atmosphere
here. Besides these merits, a military touch is given the picture
by introducing a scene in an Irish village the Sunday after Great
Britain'sThis
declaration
of subsidiary
war, followed
scenes
a military
camp.
is entirely
to thebymain
plot,in but
it adds
timeliness, bringing the subject right home to the spectator.
The story tells how Nora O'Brian, after her older brother had
enlisted, came to .America to take up. a new life with her younger
brother,
a ne'er-do-well.
happeneda relative
that a wealthy
family was
expecting NoraIt Owen,
of theirs,Newto York
come
to them at the same time. But Nora Owen decided to stay in Ireland and marry Capt. Stuart instead. She asked Nora O'Brian
to convey the news to her relatives in New York. But Nora,
meeting with an accident after her arrival in America, was mistaken for Nora Owen and welcomed into the home of the latter's
relatives. She protested that she did not belong there, but her
protestations were attributed to the effect of the accident, and so
Nora became the victim of an innocent lie.
Eventually everything is cleared up. The family discovers the
truth, but. having learned to love Nora anyway, they insist that
she must remain with them always.
Of course, some things about this story are impossible, but
that does not matter in the least, simply because of the way in
which the thing is handled. We are quite certain that picturegoers
will not bother their heads with refinements of plot construction,
when they have genuine pathos, humor, and even thrills spread
before them on the screen.
Besides Miss Grant's rendition of a resourceful, plucky Nora,
we have good impersonations by Jack J. Clark, Morris Foster,
Hunter .^rden, Robert Cain. Frank Losee, Helen Lindrith, Master
Charles
and the
W'illiam
Jr. There are some
excellent I-'erguson,
types among
extrasCourtleigh,
also.
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"THE FLOORWALKER"
(Chaplin-Mutual — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
CHARLIE, in a new environment, is still Charlie. He has lost
none of his famous quality of drollery, as the British Edition,
might express it, and has picked up, instead, a lot of new ideas,
with new business and new "props" which make these two reels
worth what the Mutual organization has paid for them — and we
are given to understand that this is considerable.
The first Mutual-Chaplin offering makes small pretense tO'
psychology, or anything except a comedy full of "business." Little
of the business is new, but it is handled by Charlie as only he can
handle it, and even the most blase and sophisticated reviewer will
be compelled to concede about two laughs to the foot, making, as
weCharlie
figure himself
it, aboutis four
thousand
for the
credited
with laughs
originating
the "Floorwalker."'
idea and most
of the business. He is said to have conceived the subject while
in a department store during his recent profitable visit to NewYork. The department store in the picture is remarkably well
set, its principal feature being an escalator, or moving stairway,
which is in constant action. Some of Charlie's funniest momentsare when he races down this stairway, pursued by the irate manager, both running at top ^speed without getting anywhere, until
they gradually weary, and slow up, only to be carried back tothe floor above.
Charlie's troubles commence when he is induced to change
places with the regular floorwalker, who is conspiring with the
manager to abscond with the store's treasury. The detectives,
who are on the trail of the guilty pair, are followed, and so is the
manager,
who thus
thinksfinds
his himself
confederate
is trying
to "double-cross""
him.
Charlie
between
two fires,
and his endeavors to escape are ludicrous in the extreme.
The substitute floorwalker becomes involved with customers,
detectives and the manager, and finally finds himself in possession
of the bag containing the stolen money. In his astonishment at
discovering the contents, he sets the hag on the floor, where the
stairway catches it and carries it back to the manager's ofiice.
The guilty official finds it, and is inclined to forgive Charlie for
keeping it away from him so long, but the detectives close in, and'
the affair is straightened out when the real floorwalker comes
back to claim the hag. when all suddenly discover that Charlie
is only an innocent interloper.
The Chaplin feet are featured, even to a greater extent than
they have been in the most recent Chaplin subjects, and Charlie
brings his pathetic smile, and his little touches of wistful longing

THE FLOORWALKER," CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S FIRST COMEDY FOR MUTUAL
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to the front as effectively as he has done in his best offerings of
the past.
Unusual care seems to have been expended on the production.
The sets, while not elaborate, are faithful to the atmosphere they
are designed to create, and the supporting company is capable
without distracting the attention from the star.
All in all, the first Chaplin-Mutual release bids fair to fulfill all
that was expected of it.
"NOT MY SISTER"
' . ,,
(Kay Bee-Triangle — Five Reels)
U'~
IBEVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
BESSIE BARRISCALE has a congenial emotional role in this
story by James Montgomery and C. Gardner Sullivan. The
subject is sex, and much of the material is old, but it is presented
with the usual excellent luce staging and direction, with a mystery
twist at the denouement.
Miss Barriscale is seen as Grace, elder daughter of a family,
who poses for a sculptor in an effort to rebuild the family finances.
The sculptor takes advantage of the girl, but she conceals what
happens, and later marries happily. Years afterward the sculptor
appears again, and asks the younger sister to pose for him. Grace
foresees what will happen, and goes to the studio with her sister
to forestall evil. This arouses the suspicions of Grace's husband.
When he learns what occurred years before, he determines to kill
the sculptor.
He is placed on trial for the murder, and is about to be convicted, when the younger sister reveals the fact that it was she
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"ALIEN SOULS"
fLasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
HERE we have the triangle presented with unusual contrasts.
Into it is woven the hopeless tangle of conflicting races,
with their conflicting traditions, methods and ideas. Besides an
absorbing love story, the subject presents an interesting study in
ethnology.
Were we allowed to range into the higher criticism, we might
report that the dramatic elements are a trifle stale, and inclined
to weaken in spots ; but if the mission of the motion picture is
first of all to entertain its public, this picture stands pure before
the law, as it is without doubt entertaining.

YURI CHAN IS SNUBBED
Events of the last two months incline us to accept the statement
of the Lasky advertising department, ^that the Lasky trademark
means a good picture. Some are better than others, but our recent experience is that the poorest Lasky pictures are still good
pictures. From this the reader is at liberty to infer anything he

IN THE STUDIO
who killed the sculptor. The husband is acquitted, and all ends
happily, a sub-title telling us that the younger sister "will have
to stand trial, but it will be a mere formality."
Although it is not difficult for the spectator to guess who killed
the villain, the actual method used is held back until the right
moment so as to create suspense. The court room scene is well
managed, and is devoid of the absurdities sometimes seen in
m-otion picture trials. The last day, only, of the trial is shown,
and this exemplifies the dramatic compression present through
the entire subject.
In other respects also, Charles Giblyn's direction is entirely
acceptable, and gives full scope for the emotional scenes in which
Miss Barriscale is the central figure. There are some unusual
lighting effects, the most striking being the use of a spotlight employed in close ups. This brings out one of the players in strong
relief, while the others in the scene appear in semi-darkness.
Giblyn also employs a clever combination of the fade and the
•double exposure.
William Desmond gives a good impersonation of the sculptor,
ibut Alice Taafe, as the younger sister, easily stands next to Miss
Barriscale in excellence of acting. Franklin Ritchie is fair as the
Tiusband. Louise Brownell is also in the cast, and appears to
excellent advantage in the "mother" role.

Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese actor, who has appeared before
pleases.
in Lasky offerings, shows himself not only an acceptable actor,
but a strong and pleasing figure on the screen — something unusual
in people of his race. He seizes and holds the sympathy with
ease, and his methods are finished. Tsuru Aoki makes an excellent opposite, but her type of mongolian beauty contrasts with the
Caucasian style with which she is surrounded, greatly to the
benefit of the latter. We are more than ever in favor of the
American girl.
Hector Turnbull's story gives ample opportunity for the efforts
of the cast. It is the simple tale of two Japanese in this country,
one, Sakata, a wealthy importer, having been made guardian of
a Japanese girl, in her youth. He loves her, and educates her,
never once allowing her to know that she is not wealthy, and that
it is his money she is spending.
The girl, Yuri Chan, becomes infatuated with a worthless young
American, who deserts the woman from whom he has been getting money for years, to marry the Japanese because of her fortune. He gets a marriage license, and on the strength of it, entices the little Japanese to his rooms, aiming at a mock marriage.
But her guardian, knowing his .character follows, and unable to
cure the girl of her infatuation, tells her that she has no money.
Her American lover immediately changes front, and returns to
the woman who has been providing so generously for him in the
Yuri Chan locks herself in a room, and attempts to shoot herself, but the hammer of the pistol catches in a coat hanging on the
wall, and the cartridge does not explode.
past.
She heartfaints,
but race.
is revived, and later is reunited to the sweetof her own
Earle Foxe, Grace Benham, J. Parks Jones, Violet Malone and
Dorothy
terizations.Abril, all contribute excellent and sympathetic charac-
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■■H.\LF A ROGUE '
(Red Feather-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
<(T TALF a Rogue" is taken from the novel by Harold McGrath,
11 and in picture form it introduces King Baggot as a Red
Feather star. Henry Otto made the adaptation and also directed.
Many of the exteriors were made in the South in the State of
Georgia, and these scenes abound in natural beauty.
Considering the box office value of the picture, we should say
that if King Baggot is favorite enough to draw the patronage in,
"Half a Rogue" will send them away mildly satisfied. The
plot presents nothing very extraordinary in the way of situations,
and it is somewhat slow moving, coming to a climax of fair
strength.
Richard Warrington is a dramatist. It is he who is responsible
for the stardom on the stage of Katherine Challoner. At the
close of the season she comes to his apartments to thank him
for all he has done for her. Later John Bennington, boyhood
friend of Warrington's, calls on him. Katherine hides, feeling
that
house itatwill
suchappear
a latepeculiar
hour. if she is discovered in Warrington's
Bennington announces that he is to be married to Katherine.
After asking Warrington to be his best man he departs. Katherine, having heard Bennington's voice, is overcome and faints an3
is obliged to accept Warrington's hospitality until the next morning.
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The picture has been well produced, and a number of striking
scenes have been called in to aid the general ensemble.
The fortune, in gold bullion, is stolen by the crooks from the
mine owned by the girl's father and taken to Florida. Later the
crooks fall out, one of them gets the treasure, buries it on a
small island, and draws a plan of the spot on heavy paper, painting a water-color picture over it. The other crooks besiege him
in his home, and he is mortally wounded. Before he dies he tells
his wife of the picture, but she is unable to solve its mystery. The
sole surviving crook, and his wife, get the picture, but neither
can read it.
1 hen the reporter, who has been sent down to Florida to investigate the reports of a "water devil," comes on the scene.
The girl, whose father owned the mine, is his sweetheart, and
he recovers part of the mysterious picture, which he photographs.
To his dismay, the photograph shows nothing, but the film, stolen
by the crook's wife, is found to contain faint lines, which under
the microscope prove to be a map of the island.
The girl and the reporter recover the film, and then the defeated crook offers to escort them to the island. There the gold
is located and uncovered, but the desperate bandit declares the
treasure is his, and that all three are to die there, and leave their
bodies with the gold.
He rises in his boat and aims his rifle at the reporter and his
sweetheart, but before he can fire there is a commotion in the
water, and the "water devil," a nondescript sea monster, appears.
The boat is overturned and the thief perishes.
:
Barbara Gilroy, Harris Gordon, William Burt and Louise Emerald Bates head the cast.
"THE OATH OF HATE"
(Knickerbocker Star Feature-General — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
RAPID action and a fair amount of interest characterize this
Knickerbocker Star Feature. There is nothing novel about
the plot — in fact, it relies upon the ancient device of restoration
of the hero's normal mind and eyesight by a shock — but at that
it will please the average audience.
Henry King has the leading role, and ofifers a convincing portrayal of Capt. Mark Stone, who swears vengeance against the
girl when she decides to marry another. This he does by marrying a slavey, in the hope that a son, who will carry out the oath
of hate, will be born to them. He is disappointed, however, as
the child is a girl. Then Stone goes to sea, and gets back his
normal senses and eyesight when he is tossed overboard by two

THE BEGINNING OF A EOMANCE
The scene then shifts to Herculaneum, a fair-sized town, where
the Benningtons live. Warrington arrives for his vacation and
enters upon a romantic friendship with Patty Bennington, sister of
John.
Time goes on and Warrington runs for Mayor of Herculaneum.
The opposition seeks for a blotch on his past and from the janitor
in New York learns of Katherine's presence in the house on the
night before mentioned. They print this startling piece of intelligence, but Bennington refuses to believe it. Warrington, who
has been defeated in his campaign, goes to the office of the opposition and beats up the boss. Patty gives her consent to marriage
with the ex-dramatist.
Mr. Baggot is a fitting hero, while others who appear are Clara
Beyers, Edna Hunter, Joseph Castellanos, Howard Crampton,
Mathilde Bundage, Lettie Ford and Henry Otto.
"HER FATHER'S GOLD"
(Thanhouser-Hutoal Hasterpicture— Five Iteels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
A STOLEN

and bidflcn treasure, a daring reporter, four desperate crooks and a beautiful young girl who has been
despoiled of a fortune — these are the melodramatic elements which
have been combined to make a conventional but interesting story.

HIS MIND AND SIGHT RESTORED
of his enemies. He goes back home to his wife and child, while
his first sweetheart becomes an outcast as the result of a loveless marriage.
Marguerite Nichols, Ethel Fleming and Lewis J. Cody are the
other principals. Settings and locations are quite pleasing. Lighting and photography are acceptable. The production is from the.
Horkheimer studios.
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"THE END OF THE WORLD''
(Great Northern — Six Seels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
<tf QPECTACULAR stui¥" of exceptional interest and exceptionally well produced. The end of the world is to be accomplished bycollision with a comet, a perfectly logical premise, for
every
generation
has hadthe itsearth
"comet
that a collision between
and scare"
a comet and
is byscientists
no meansagree
an
impossibility.

SAVED FROM THE TIDAL WAVE
Such a catastrophe would be spectacular to the nth power. In
this film the possibilities for unusual photographs have been seized
upon and well utilized. The producers appear to have spared no
time, expense or labor in creating vastness of atmosphere and
view, and not only do they show us the comet in the sky, growing brighter, larger and closer with each day, but on the night of
the catastrophe we see a rain of fiery fragments, meteors, aerolites, and what not, with lightning, a great tidal wave and a storm
at sea, wherein full-sized freighters wallow helplessly in their
yeasty beds.
The story of the piece is of secondary importance ; it is the
dressing which makes the film important. An astronomer who
has predicted that the comet will strike the earth, is used by his
cousin, a financier, to precipitate a crash in the stock market, in
which the financier profits handsomely.
This same financier. Harper, while visiting his mines, meets a
village girl, who deserts her fiance and elopes with him. The
miners are inflamed against the millionaire by the deserted sweetheart, and plan his death.
The girl's sister, Edith, is loved by a sailor, who is obliged to
leave on a voyage just as the comet is approaching the earth.
On the night of the catastrophe Harper gives a great banquet,
during which the miners attack and force their way into his home.
With the girl he makes his way into a mine tunnel, where he is
followed by the former sweetheart, bent on revenge, but poisonous
gases kill the three.
Edith is rescued from the tidal wave which follows the contact
of the comet, and is reunited to her sweetheart, who is likewise
miraculously saved from the fury of the ocean.
The cast has been well selected and the entire atmosphere of the
picture is of the convincing sort.
"THE QUALITY OF FAITH"
(Gaumont-Miitual Masterpicture — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THIS is an unusual story, well handled so as to bring out its
strong features in the best light, and give it an interest which
grips all the way through.
While the atmosphere and surroundings are those which have
been used in many a picture, they aid in this case in building up
a story of wide appeal. The impulses of the leading characters
are human, and will be readily understood by any audience. From
a box-office standpoint the offering is well worthy the consideration of any exhibitor.
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Richards, a young minister, is in love with Louise v\lvord,
daughter of a wealthy mill owner. She breaks the engagement
when she finds that her attachment to the minister is only a
passing fancy, and turns toward Carlton, a society leader.
Trouble develops between Alvord and his employees. Through
a girl whom he assists in her distress, the young minister learns
of the deplorable conditions in the factory. He goes to Alvord
and protests, but is rudely treated. Then the story breaks, and
Richards is found aligned with the oppressed employees. On this
account he loses his pastorate, and then he casts his lot with the
workers.
He meets Marna, a woman of ill-repute, once a factory worker,
who was driven from her position by ill-health. He assists her
to better things, and her confidence and faith in him help him
through a period of depression during which he almost touches
the gutter.
Finally his literary work wins recognition. Better days dawn,
and Richards is again on his feet. Then Louise, who has married Carlton, tires of her insipid husband, and again sets a net
for Richards. But the faith and affection of Marna have worked
wonders in the strengthening of his character ; he casts Louise
aside and marries Marna.
There are many striking scenes about the factory; riots, the
attempted murder of Alvord, which is only frustrated when the
millionaire succumbs to heart disease, and scenes illustrating the
conditions which impelled the workers to revolt, all are dramatic,
and in many cases thrilling.
Alexander Gaden is convincing and pleasing as the young minister, and Gertrude Robinson does some finished work in the
part of Marna. Others in the cast are Henry W. Pemberton,
Lucille Taft, Charles W. Travis, John Reinhard, Alan Robinson
and John Mackin.
"THE PRIMAL LURE"
(Kay Bee-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
LAID in the Canadian Northwest, with its background of the
wild, this gives William S. Hart another opportunity to play
one of his "strong men" parts. As usual Mr. Hart is made the
victim of Fate— this time he arrests the girl unjustly because he
thinks she is a thief, and is engineered out of his job as manager
of the Hudson's Bay Company by a cowardly inspector who is in
love with the girl. Mr. Hart gives his usual excellent and appealing impersonation.

READY FOR THE SACRIFICE

The story was picturized by J. G. Hawks from the tale by
Vingie E. Roe, and while it has by no means so dramatic a theme
as recent Hart pictures have had, it is a serviceable vehicle. The
exhibitor will find the picture, as a whole, entirely salable.
Those who are fond of seeing Mr. Hart take command of a,
desperate situation, involving the lives of a number of people,
will not be disappointed in "The Primal Lure." After he has
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been rciiioNcd frum his po.siticn as manager, he returns to the
trading post, just in time to organize a defense against an attack
by Indians. The latter are about to take the post, when Hart
offers himself as a sacritice. He is bound to a tree and a fire
built at his feet. A priest happens along, and persuades the In<iians that a storm, which comes up, is a sign that the Great Spirit
is frowning upon the sacrifice by extinguishing the flames. Hart
is released, and finally wins the girl, who forgives him after showing him that she was not a thief.
The battle and sacrifice scenes are realistically done, and gain
in effect by their employment of genuine redskins. The set representing the trading post is e.xtensive, and gives correct atmosphere.
Margery W ilson, seen as the girl, renders her part in a pleasing
manner, while Robert McKim makes a good villain. Jerome
Storm is another of the principals.
"HER MATERNAL RIGHT"
(Paragon-World — Five Reels)
REVrEWED BY PETER MILNE
THIS picture, described as the "third Brady-made feature,"
brings Kitty Gordon back again, garbed in the very latest
creations of the all powerful modiste. We tremble at the thought
•of a picture in which Miss Gordon would be obliged to wear rags.
Her statuesque figure and aristocratic mien were never made for
anything but the best in clothes. Incidentally it is the gowns
which will cause comment on "Her Maternal Right." The story
will get little attention.
The scenario was done by Willard Mack, who adds to his
revenue gained from acting, by writing a photoplay now and then.
Mr. Mack's story runs somewhat sluggishly until it reaches its
•clima.x and at that point the impossible takes a turn. In this final
situation three characters partake. Nina Seabury, a mercenary
musical comedy actress ; Emory Townsend, a bank cashier, Nina's
■old lover, but now married ; and Mary, his wife. After Emory's
■entreaties have fallen on unlistening ears, Mary forces Nina at the
.point of a gun to repay her husband the twelve thousand which
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with great eclat. Her back also comes in for exposition.
Robert Thornby, who directed, has achieved some excellent
light effects and his settings are very good as far as they go. He
has, however, "shot" from the same angle in all scenes and it is
obviously a bit mechanical when Mr. Thornby brings his characters to the foreground.
George Ralph as Emory plays consistently well in a difficult
part. Zena Keefe makes a sympathetic Mary and Frank Evans
plays Nina's husband well enough.
"SOUL MATES"
(American-Mutual Masterpicture De Luxe — Five Re»U)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2nd
THE

distinguishing feature of this photoplay is its humanness. While the characters belong to the wealthy society
class so often utilized (and misrepresented) by scenario
writers, they do not affect the absurd pomp and hauteur
that screen actors seem to think the invariable traits of those
born to high estate. The director emphasizes this human
quality by devoting a good deal of footage to the friendship
between a millionaire and a little boy. This relationship is
treated so that it becomes what is inelegantly but expressively
termed "sure-fire hokum."
The plot is simple and compact, so much so that considerable reiteration was required to total the allotted five reels.
While the story is a well-known version of the eternal triangle,
it is the kind of play that theatregoers never seem to tire of.
William Russell's acting is restrained and thoroughly pleasing. Even if his support were wholly unworthy, he would
be
to capture
single-handed.
LeonaAlthough
Hutton'
is aable
good
type forthetheinterest
vain, mental
lightweight.
better suited physically for the role of a heavy, Robert Klein
acquits himself well in a heroic part. Harry Keenan plays
the heavy well. The remainder of the cast is adequate.
Every foot of film was photographed with crystal clearness.
Alice, the frivolous wife of Lowell Sherman, a successful
young capitalist, is carrying on a secret love affair with Carr,
a friend of her husband. Sherman is very fond of Tommy,
Carr's son. Sherman's private secretary knows Alice's disreputable past, but does not tell his employer of it until he
finds Carr in her room. When Sherman is assured of Alice's
infidelity, he ruins Carr financially and divorces his wife.
When Carr commits suicide. Tommy brings his mother and
Sherman together, and they are later married.
"BUCKING SOCIETY"
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

MARY

DEMANDS REPARATION

he embezzled from his bank in order to meet the comedienne's
demands. And Nina, who wants to go on living, makes out the
check.
Now the check is drawn from Emory's bank but one is left
to surmise that the cashier replaces the money and so evades a
term in jail. In all probability Emory would be called up before
the president and asked to explain the presence of the check.
And then, Nina, as she didn't love Emory at all might have called
up the bank the next morning and told the entire story. Briefly
the climax docs not ring true.
Aside from the story, "Her Maternal Right" can be commended
and indeed the presence of the radiantly gowned star will be apt
to put some of the shortcomings of the story to rout in the
"minds of the major portion of a picture audience — which, of
•course is the feminine portion. Miss Gordon greatly favors the
•latest style of dresses. She displays the recurrent hoop effect

CHESTER
CONKLIN,
by "Shorty"
Louella Maxim,
and ably
other assisted
Keystoners,
burlesqueHamilton,
the old
school Western melodrama, and incidentally stage a few wild
stunts. The chief of these finds Conklin hurled out of a freight
car only to be impaled on a mail crane, whence he is gathered in
by the next train. This trick is worked in such fashion that it
looks absolutely genuine, demonstrating, among other things, that
the Keystone supply of tricks is by no means exhausted.
Conklin finally reaches Denver, whither he is bound as an invited guest at "Shorty's" wedding. There is no wedding, partly
because Conklin shoots up the house, and partly because it is
discovered that "Shorty" is about to be married out of his money
by a designing young woman, aided by a confederate.
This is a typical Keystone, with the percentage of thrilling stunts
ranking quite high. It was directed by William Campbell.
"MUTT AND JEFF IN THE AEROPLANE"
(Mutt and Jeff Film Co. — One Reel)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
BUD FISHER continues to demonstrate in this release that his
two eccentric characters are even more amusing on the screen
than they are on the newspaper page, which is saying a good deal.
The scene of their antics is a battle field in France. Jeff gets
Mutt an assignment as an aviator, expecting that he will be killed.
Mutt takes a supply of bombs, and hearing Jeff tell the Captain
that he (Mutt) could not hit the earth with a handful of shot,
proceeds to drop a bomb on Jeff's head. Then he descends to
receive the congratulations of his superior officer, while Jeff 13
reduced to a human scrap heap.
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Keystone's
Arch
Humor
Laughing
Itself to Success
Mack Sennett's (Fun) auibulists, Who "Fussed" Funeral Faces Without Fumbhng on the Furthermost Furcation of
Fun for the Fussiest of "Fans," Find the Future Has Not Failed to Fructify for Friends Fresh
For a Fruitful Frolic
OCCUPYING less than a city block a year ago the Keystone
Film Company has grown in the past twelve months nntil
at the present time the various buildings cover more than
five city blocks, with tlie construction work still enlarging the
largest comedy producing plant in the world.
While the buildings have increased in size and number, the
many companies of actors have more than kept pace with them.
Last year at this time seven companies were making the famous
Keystone comedies under the direction of Mack Sennett, and today
fifteen are producing the two reelers which are being released
upon the Triangle program.
As the construction work of the studio and its many buildings
is progressing, so are the companies of actors being enlarged, Mr.

ago, he has surrounded himself with a staff of executives who can
carry out his ideas. The past year has proven the wisdom of the
director's thoughts for while men like George W. Stout, the business manager, have looked after the details, Mr. Sennett has Ijeen
able to devote a large part of his time to the production of comedies.
After the plans for the enlarging of the Keystone plant were
approved by Mr. Sennett, the details of carrying out the improvements which have cost in the past year over $500,000 were left
entirely to the business manager.
The first great improvement in the past year was the electric
studio. This is of concrete and has a capacity of twenty of the
largest sets at one time. This building is loc^ited a few hundred
feet towards the foothills which suround the plant proper and was
really built into the side of one of the hills.
When Mr. Sennett decides to do anything he usually does it.

NEW KEYSTONE STUDIO NEARING COMPLETION
Sennett predicting that before the summer rolls around ;tha:t at
least twenty and jiossibly more companies will be working for as
many directors.
At the present time the Keystone studio ranks as one of the
largest in the world, and without doubt is the most complete and
efficient. Because of the demands of the exhibitor the open air
stages and the electric studio were completed first. These were
followed by many score of model dressing rooms, the offices and

THE NEW EXTEEIOa STAGE AT THE KETSTONE STUDIOS
administration building being left to the last. Like
improvements the executive buildings will be the finest
produce and will add to the beautiful lines of the entire
they are com]jleted by early fall.
Staff Able to Carry Out His Ideas
Although Mr. Sennett is a man who is constantly in
the smallest details of the business he founded less than

the other
money can
plant when
touch with
four years

NEW ARTIFICIAL LIGHT STUDIO AT THE KEYSTONE PLANT
and this was tlie case when he selected the location for the electric
studio. A half dozen of the largest steam shovels soon made the
liill an ideal building site and the rest was easy.
The electric studio is equipped with every possible device for
the filming of pictures. There is not a new invention which it
does not include, while the property room lieneath it houses every
possible prop any scenario can call for.
Much of the credit for this building should be divided between
Mr. Stout and Hampton Del Ruth, managing editor and assistant
manager of production.
Electric Studio Cost $50,000
The electric studies was constructed second. This is today the
largest single piece stage iu' the world. It measures a few feet
over 400 in length and is six feet less than 300 wide. It cost over
$50,000 and already has had forty-two fairly large sets placed on
it at one time.
Although the growth of the company has been astonishing in
tlie past year, few realize how rapid the comedy plan has been
enlarged. Part of the plans called for many large dressing rooms.
The building which was to be devoted to this purpose was only
aljout half completed when Mr. Sennett received so many requests
for more Keystones from the exhibitors that new plans were made
and the building housing the dressing rooms enlarged liefore it
was com|)leted.
A cafe has been added the past year. It is as complete as any
eating place in any city with 500,000 inhabitants. A garage with
accommodations for eighty cars is taxed daily with the machines
of the players. Shower baths are a part of the equipment and
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EFFICIENT

Camera

Leading motion picture producers are standardizing their camera
equipment by using Bell & Howell cameras exclusively.
Scientists and explorers use this camera because its superiority of design and construction insures perfect
results under the most trying conditions.
On display with our Perforators and Printers at Section 119— First National Exposition of the Motion Picture Art
— Madison Square Garden, New
York, May 6-13, 1916.
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each star lias been cared fur wiili every possible ihing one could
want.
While the new buildings have been going up at the plant proper,
other additions have been made on the hills which .su-rround the
studio. Two entire villages have been built; the exterior of an
eight story ai)artnient house is another set, while the street sets,
beautiful exteriors of homes, make the hilltops look like villages
in themselves.
Across the street, for Mr. Seniictt owns the property on each
side of AUesandro avenue, another stage has been constructed
with accommodations for thirty sets, while at the present time the
sound of hammers can be heard on all sides of the great fun making plant.
Hampton Del Ruth has moved his scenario staff to a bungalow
while the executive building is being ljuilt. Here he guides the
policy of the writers he has gathered around him, while at the
same time he keeps a weather eye on the production end. He has
a score of men to assist him among whom perhaps the best known
is Dell Henderson, who was Mr. Sennett's assistant years ago at
the Biograph.
"Home-Made" Iron for Keystone Studios
In the construction of these studios, Mr. Scnnett secured necessary structural steel from the Llewellyn Iron Works of Los
.\ngeles. Every piece was especially made and serves as the frame
work for the artificially lighted studio, technical shops, and cafe
l)uilding. The spans across the open air stage measure almost
three hundred feet in length, and serve to keep the diffusing system in perfect condition at all times. The Llewellyn Company
has added to its staff, engineers specially trained to have charge
of tlie prei)aration of all plans for studio work.
Of the thousands of dollars spent for building material for the
new Sennett studio, the greater portion of this went to the Hammond Lunil)er Company, who supplied all kinds. Sales Manager
Edwards has spent much time in learning the needs of the motion
picture studios, and the fact that the company carries just w(:at
the motion picture industry needs, takes them a great volume of
business.
Numerous experiments by the technical men has caused the in-

RISING

Of particular significance is the protection provided at the studio against fire. Every building contains chemical fire extinguishers, there is a fire station with hose and trucks and every automobile of the company is equipped with similar devices. This
equipment was furnished by the Gorham Fire Apparatus Company of Los Angeles who handle the Pyrene line.
The gymnasiums are thoroughly equipped with all kinds of
devices, so that the players may keep in excellent physical condition. Besides the gymnasium for the players, Mr. Sennett has
a private one where he spends considerable time each day. The
equipment for these was largely furnished by Tufts-Lyon Arms
Company, agents for the Pathe camera in southern California.
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vestment in a number of Bell and Howell cameras. The equipment by this firm is also used in the laboratories and factory.
Credit for the excellent titles used in Sennett Keystone comedies must be given to the Motion Picture Title Company. This
establishment has a special process of printing white on black
which gives excellent results.
In securing costumes the wardrobe department has found the
great collection of the Western Costume Company of Los Angeles,
a satisfaction giving firm. They have every style of costumes
needed, and of the best quality. In a like manner it has been
found the storage rooms of Lee L. Powers have a collection of
antique
setting. furniture that give tone and atmosphere to the finest
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' LOVE S TOLL"
fLubin-V-L-S-E — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
HERE is a heart interest offering made of the familiar theme
of the country girl who goes to New York to study, meets
a conscienceless young millionaire, becomes the father of his
child out of wedlock, is deserted by him, and then, concealing her
sin, marries the friend of the man who ruined her.
Eventually her conscience forces her to tell her husband the
truth. The two men engage in a fight, and the villain is killed.
The police are persuaded that he shot himself, and husband and
wife are left to each other.

NEWS

torn open, an entire village is put to confusion, vehicles and
pedestrians are menaced by the chasers, until at last the engine
runs upon the draw of a bridge and there blows itself to atoms.
This last is done in miniature, but it is so cleverly welded in
with the real scenes that the thrill is carried out to the very
end. The mechanical side of this miniature is practically perfect.
Ray Griffith, Alice Howell and Dick Smith are the principals.
Griffith, with only a moustache as makeup, creates a laugh with
every move. He is a real comedian, finished and with a keen
sense for that which is humorous. Miss Howell plays another
of her eccentric parts, Romantic Rosie, the light house keeper's
daughter, while Dick Smith is the villain.
The first part of the picture transpires in a train yard, where
Ray has been sent by his irate parent to learn the business from
the bottom up. His meeting with Rosie, who is loved ardently
by the villain, results in the chase.
The business in the train yard is done chiefly through the
medium of mallets, but, strangely enough, the fun is fast and
furious even with such conventional means of producing it.
The photography of the picture is as good as that seen in the
best photographed dramatic subjects.
"THE ROGUFS NEMESIS"
(Kalem — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE

"I WILL GIVE A TOAST"

THESE two reels comprise the seventh episode of "The Social
Pirates" series. In them Mona and Mary, summoning into their
employ an old holdup game that has been more or less successful
since Broadway was a trail, proceed to extract a substantial check
from one Clay, a rounder who has divorced his wife on false evidence. Mona masks as a man and Mary takes upon herself the
aspect of a bored wife. Clay falls into the trap, starts to court
Mary but then enter the temperamental husband who demands the
check. Subsequently Clay is acquainted with the fact that he has
been neatly swindled ^nd Mona and Mary laugh at his troubles.
"The Rogue's Nemesis" is embellished with the same subtle

Director Jack Pratt produced the picture in excellent style, so
far as sets, lighting and other externals are concerned. Relief
of a necessary sort is provided by the introduction of a number
of theatre scenes, in one of which a spectacular Salome dance
is rendered by Garda Polotskova, who interprets the role of an
actress in the story. Miss Polotskova screens well, and is a
striking figure. Som.e spectacular trick skating by performers on
the Biltmore roof is also introduced.
The cast does its work in good style, steering carefully away
from melodramatic exaggeration. Rosetta Brice is seen as the
unfortunate girl, Crauford Kent as the villain, and Richard Buhler
as the hero. William Turner and Mrs. Carr have character parts.
Inez Buck is also in the cast.
While this picture will hardly take its place with the strong
dramatic offerings recently given us by Lubin, it will go very
well with audiences which are fond of straight heart interest
subjects.
Some of
of the
action
is oft'set
always
by
variety
scene.
Thedrags,
climaxbut isthisquite
good.nearly
Daniel
Carson
Goodman is the author of the story.
"THE GREAT SMASH"
(L-Ko-Universal — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
SPONTANEITY as applied to comedy, of whatever species, is
almost a guarantee in itself of that comedy's success. The
various tricks, business and thrills, if there are any, must be
voluntary in order to put to rout the thought that they are acted.
Such is the excellent accomplishment of those who produced and
appeared in "The Great Smash." Without stretching the
point this three-reeler is candidly the best L-KO we have seen,
and we have seen them all. And that statement is made considering and in the face of the wonderful imprcivement visible in
the recent output of this company.
Its most startling point is its chase. Chases have become things
to shy at owing 'to the maner in which thej* have been overworked, but this one is unusual. A steam engine, an automobile,
and the land and harbor police partake therein, and every scene
of it offers a laugh and a thrill. Houses are knocked over or

CLAY IS VICTIMIZED BY THE RtTSE
humor and the same highly interesting action that the former numbers have carried. There is not a moment that is dull throughout
the two reels although their conclusion is easily obvious. For that
matter none of the instalments of this series have held anything
back from the spectator but the original character of the action
more than counterbalances this fact, which may or may not be
termed a fault under the circumstances.
!Marin Sais as Mona does dift'erent work in this chapter. As
the husband she disguises herself admirably well — and appears to
much better advantage than most actresses who attempt to deceive
their
beholdersLingham
into believing
Kirkby
as Mary
and Thomas
as Clay the^have arethe men.
other Olli'e
principal
parts.
The settings and photography are good while the direction of
James W. Horne leaves little to be desired.
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"ELUSIVE ISABEL"
(Bi'.-.e'iir-l — Six Reels)
REVIEWED EY PZTEK MILNE
FLORF-\'CF. L.WVRF.N'CE'S return to the ranks of motion picture stars is through the medium of a dramatic offering and
not tlirough light comedy, which it will be remembered was her
forte back in the days of the earlier Victor subjects. Miss Lawrence
does well in a part that gives her only slight and few opportimities
to assume the center of the screen and she will doubtless make
new friends as well as please old ones by her reappearance.
"Elusive Isabel" is a detective story written by the late Jacques
Futrelle. Contrary to many of this author's writings it is poorly
suited for photoplay adaptation. The plot, as presented by the
producers, unwinds slowly and requires a generous selection oi
unnecessary scenes to complete its six reels. The work of Hamilton Grimm, supposedly star man of the Secret Service, is not convincing. Mr. Grimm's methods of solving international problems
of great import seem amateurish. Air. Grimm also enters upon a
love affair with Elusive Isabel, his chief opponent in the specific
case presented, and the love affair is entered upon out of a clear
sky with no preamble to convince the spectator of its sincerity.
Whether these faults should be laid to the unsuitability of the
work for pictorial use, or the scenario prepared by Raymond L.
Schrock is a question we are not able to decide as it has not been
our privilege to read the original novel.
The direction was attended to by Stuart Paton and like all this
man's work it is very good. The settings are e.xcellent and the
photography as good as might be expected.
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tales of crime ferreting, luck and coincidence contribute largely to the triumph of the detective.
But since the theme is treated from a romantic rather than
a criminological angle, nobody cares if the heroine favors
Cupid more than Bertillon in her investigation. Instead of a
precise unfolding of a crime and a subsequent mechanical
unraveling of it, the whole matter is handled in a human,
semi-humorous manner. The slangy subtitles add considerably to this informal effect, and while some of them lack
spontaneity, a greater number give the desired impression.
Elizabeth Burbridge is tlie man-huntress, and much of her
performance is piquant and entertaining. Patrick Calhoun is
a heavy dyed as deeply as one could well wish. Thurlow
Brewer and Alice McChesney, juveniles, prance about very
spiritedly.
Molly Burke, a plain-clothes woman, is assigned to hunt
down a counterfeiter who is flooding the district with spurious
currency. Leona, a girl friend of hers, asks her to watch
Dowd, Leona's fiancee, who is associating with an undesirable
crowd. Molly shadows Dowd, and finds that he is friendly
with Peters, a suspicious character. Molly contrives to meet
Peters, and tells him that she is a "dip." He reciprocates and
boasts that he is the counterfeiter who is baffling the police.
Molly has Peters arrested and brings Leona and Dowd together again.
"THE SNOW CURE"
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE first reel of this is just about average Keystone comedy,
but the second offers an unusual line of action, serving to
make the whole quite distinctive. We have a thousand feet of
Ford Sterling, Marie Manley, Fritz Scbade, and Alice Davenport
in the familiar flirt-wife-husband-landlady situation. Sterling being
the flirt. Miss Manley the wife, Schade the husband, and Miss
funny.
Davenport
the landlady. This is amusing, but not startlingly
In reel two the first three go up to the land of snows, somewhere
in California, and then the real fun starts. Sterling decides he
needs sanitarium treatment, so the Snow Cure Doctor straps him
down on a table, and then turns a bear loose in the place. Sterling
and a lot of other patients clad in bathing suits are chased all
over the surrounding country by this bear, a remarkably well

"IN FIVE MINUTES THE BOMB WILL EXPLODE"
Isabel Thorne is in the employ of the Latin nations who desire
to bring about a compact whereliy all the countries involved will
secure complete control of the world. Hamilton Grimm is set to
work to prevent the signing of the contract on American soil and
suffice it to say that after six reels he accomplishes his purpose
with the assistance of Isabel, who for love of the detective, turns
against her cause.
Harry Millarde as the detective, Sydney Bracey as the halfwitted inventor and William Welsh as the Chief of the Secret
Service are Miss Lawrence's main supports. Others are Wallace
Clarke, Paul Panzer and Jack Newton.
The Bluebird company might do well to replace the inserts now
in the picture with others, printed in larger type. Those in the
print shown for review were hardly readable in the close range
oi the projecting room and when a balcony enthusiast attempts to
absorb their contents his job will be difficult.
"THE DOUBLE CROSS"
fEssanay — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. E8TY, 2nd
THERE- is something about a pretty girl detective and her
sleuthing exploits that seems to hit the public squarely
between the eyes. Judging from the past success of similar
material, this release ought to get over handily. As in most

TEASING THE 3EA?.
trained animal, wading through icy rivers and tobogganing about
in great style. The chase ends when Sterling is projected tlirough
the window of the cabin in which the husband and wife are dwelling. As Sterling is in a bathing suit and the wife in night attire,
the husband has occasion to sentence Sterling to death at the
point of a shotgun, but the Snow Cure Doctor arrives and exjjlains
A. E.all.Gillstrom directed. James Donnelly is also in the cast.
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"PEG 0' THE RING"
(Universa.1 Special Serial — Second Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE Canard
secondandepisode
of Ford,
"Peg o'as the
Ring" again
features
Francis
originally
planned.
Lest Grace
there
lie any confusion resulting from tlie various announcements that
Ruth Stonehouse was to appear in the leading part, after a certain
number of installments had been completed, it may be said here
that the stars are to be the same throughout the serial.
"A Strange Inheritance," as this episode is separately entitled,
follows Peg back to the circus from the entertainment given by
Dr. Lund, owner of the show, Lund, Jr. (Francis Ford), follows

THE ACCUSATION
and manages to get on the same train, but he is thrown off by the
crew. At the circus Peg is kidnapped by a hindu in the employ
of Mrs. Lund and whisked away to a gangsters' den. Here Lund
follows her and is finally successful in rescuing her from the gangafter a terrific fight.
As in the first number, there are given at intervals snatches of
circus life both within and without the sawdust ring. Such scenes
are an exceedingly entertaining relief from the developments of
the main story.
The production, in charge of Mr. Ford, maintains the realistic
pace set in the first number, while the support continues to do
the same sincere work.
"AMERICAN GAME TRAILS"
(Educational Films Corp, — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM RESSMAN ANDREWS
THIS picture is one of the best of its kind to appear on the
market. "American Game Trails" shows what a hunter's
paradise is the wilderness of New Brunswick, Canada. It is a
revelation to those who imagined that all the game in the eastern
part of the continent had been killed off.
The makers of the picture have realized the necessity of pickingout picturesque features of the woods to maintain the interest of
the spectator. Among the incidents appealing to city-bred persons
unaccustomed to the primitive ways of those who live in the
woods is the building of a pretentious cabin.
Riding a moose across a wide stream is an exciting episode.
The chief of the expedition, deftly drops over the side of a canoe,
gets on the back of a four-year-old moose and clings to the
frightened animal while the beast tries to escape to the nearest
shore.
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An incident fraught with as much comedy as if the animals liad
been trained for the stunt, shows two black cubs, as playful as
Ifittens. They were discovered at the top of a tree, and the hunters
were obliged to chop it down before befng able to dislodge the
l>ears. A close up shows each fuzzy youngster squirming in the
hands of two men and pawing and cuffing away in tl-ieir best bear
style.
For outdoor scenes taken under more or less difficulty, the picture is wonderfully clear. The film created considerable enthusiasm at the Strand, the audience applauding vigorously on several
occasions.
"American Game Trails" should make a hit wherever put on,
and possesses the pleasing qualities which will proljably mean
rebooking in many instances.
"LIFE OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE"
(Educational Films Corporation — Four lieels)
REVIE-WED BY OSCAR COOPER
A SINCERE effort has been made in this picture to present
what few facts are known about Shakespeare's life through
the medium of an interesting and dramatic story, and in general
the effort has been fairly successful. The scenes at Stratfordon-Avon, where about 2,500 feet of the action occurs, appear to
be authentic; the costuming is correct; and what looks like an
exact replica of the old Globe theatre in London was built for use
in the later scenes.
The subject was made in England, and the roles are carried
throughout by English actors. Albert Ward, who essays the almost impossible task of impersonating the Bard, depicts quite well
an adventurous and romantic Shakespeare, keeping his characterization free from any suggestion of intellectual greatness. The
other players, who are assigned to such characters as Anne Hathaway, Sir Thomas Lucy, Queen Elizabeth, Sir Walter Raleigh,
Edmund Spencer, and other notables of the period, are fair types,
and give pleasing renditions.
The subtitles
are cleverly
wrought
quotations
the would
poet's
works.
The interest
created
by theof picture
as afrom
whole
have been greater if-the photography and lighting had been more
carefully attended to. As it stands, however, it is educational, in
a sense, without being a screen essay. The action |moves rapidly
''
1"
in most of the scenes.
,
^ .
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"MUTT AND JEFF IN THE HOSPITAL"
(Mutt and Jeff Film Co.— One Reel)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
IN this Bud Fisher cartoon the two eccentrics continue their exploits somewhere in the war zone. Jeff leads Mutt to believe
that the wounded invariably receive caresses from nurses in the
war hospitals, .so Mutt persuades Jeff to shoot him in the foot.
He dashes away to the hospital, and is promptly put to bed. A
few minutes later he is amazed to find that the only nurse in the
hospital is a large negro. Enraged, he chases Jeff over the surrounding country at the point of the bayonet.
It is in Fisher's best style, and is a sure laugh maker.
OVERTON

OF VITAGRAPH PRAISES JACKSONVILLE AS A
PICTURE-MAKING CENTER
WHEN Evart Overton of the Vitagraph Players returned from
Jacksonville, Florida, where many of the scenes of "The
Ordeal of Elizabeth," in which he supported Lillian ^^'alker, were
filmed, he was full of praise for the beautiful Southern city as
a motion picture centre.
In speaking of the matter, Mr. Overton remarked : "It is a
wonder to me that more of the film producers have not realized
the advantages of this wonderful city for picture purposes."
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"ELUSIVE ISABEL"
(Blv.e" ir.1 — Six Reels)
REVIEWED EY PZTER MILNE

L.-WVRKN'CE'S return to the rank.s of motion picFLORHXCE
ture stars is through the medium of a dramatic offering and
not through light comedy, which it will be remembered was her
forte back in the days of the earlier Victor subjects. Miss Lawrence
does well in a part that gives her only slight and few opportunities
to assume the center of the screen and she will doubtless make
new friends as well as please old ones by her reappearance.
"Elusive Isabel" is a detective story written by the late Jacques
Futrelle. Contrary to many of this author's writings it is poorly
suited for photoplay adaptation. The plot, as presented by the
producers, unwinds slowly and requires a generous selection of
unnecessary scenes to complete its si.x reels. The work of Hamilton Grimm, supposedl.v star man of the .Secret Service, is not convincing. Mr. Grimm's methods of solving international problems
of great import seem amateurish. Mr. Grimm also enters upon a
love affair with Elusive Isabel, his chief opponent in the specific
case presented, and the love affair is entered upon out of a clear
sky with no preamble to convince the spectator of its sincerity.
Whether these faults should be laid to the unsuitability of the
work for pictorial use, or the scenario prepared by Raymond L.
Schrock is a question we are not able to decide as it has not been
our privilege to read the original novel.
The direction was attended to by Stuart Paton and like all this
man's work it is very good. The settings are excellent and the
photography as good as might be expected.
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tales of crime ferreting, luck and coincidence contribute largely to the triumph of the detective.
But since the theme is treated from a romantic rather than
a criminological angle, nobody cares if the heroine favors
Cupid more than Bertillon in her investigation. Instead of a
precise unfolding of a crime and a subsequent mechanical
unraveling of it, the whole matter is handled in a human,
semi-humorous manner. The slangy subtitles add considerably to this informal effect, and while some of them lack
spontaneity, a greater number give the desired impression.
Elizabeth Burbridge is the man-huntress, and much of her
performance is piquant and entertaining. Patrick Calhoun is
a heavy dyed as deeply as one could well wish. Thurlow
Brewer and Alice McChesney, juveniles, prance about very
spiritedly.
Alolly Burke, a plain-clothes woman, is assigned to hunt
down a counterfeiter who is flooding the district with spurious
currency. Leona, a girl friend of hers, asks her to watch
Dowd, Leona's fiancee, who is associating with an undesirable
crowd. Molly shadows Dowd, and finds that he is friendly
with Peters, a suspicious character. Molly contrives to meet
Peters, and tells him that she is a "dip." He reciprocates and
boasts that he is the counterfeiter who is baffling the police.
Molly has Peters arrested and brings Leona and Dowd together again.
"THE SNOW CURE"
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Heels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE first reel of this is just about average Keystone comedy,
but the second offers an unusual line of action, serving to
make the whole quite distinctive. We have a thousand feet of
Ford Sterling, Marie Manley, Fritz Schade, and Alice Davenport
in the familiar flirt-wife-husband-landlady situation, Sterling being
the flirt. Miss Manley the wife, Schade the husband, and Miss
funny.
Davenport the landlady. This is amusing, but not startlingly
In reel two the first three go up to the land of snows, somewhere
in California, and then the real fun starts. Sterling decides he
needs sanitarium treatment, so the Snow Cure Doctor straps him
down on a table, and then turns a bear loose in the place. Sterling
and a lot of other patients clad in bathing suits are chased all
over the surrounding country by this bear, a remarkably well

'•IN FIVE MINUTES THE BOMB WILL EXPLODE"
Isabel Thorne is in the employ of the Latin nations who desire
to bring about a compact whereby all the countries involved will
secure complete control of the world. Hamilton Grimm is set to
work to prevent the signing of the contract on American soil and
suffice it to say that after six reels he accomplishes his purpose
with the assistance of Isabel, who for love of the detective, turns
against her cause.
Harry Millarde as the detective, Sydney Bracey as the halfwitted inventor and William Welsh as the Chief of the Secret
Service are Miss Lawrence's main supports. Others are Wallace
Clarke. Paul Panzer and Jack Newton.
The Bluebird company might do well to replace the inserts now
in the picture with others, printed in lar.ger type. Those in the
print shown for review were hardly readalile in the close range
of the projecting room and when a balcony enthusiast attempts to
absorb their contents his job will be difficult.
"THE DOUBLE CROSS"
fEssanay — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. E8TY, 2nd
THERE- is something about a pretty girl detective and her
sleuthing exploits that seems to hit the public squarely
between the eyes. Judging from the past success of similar
material, this release ought to get over handily. As in most

TEASING THE
trained animal, wading through icy rivers and tobogganing about
in great style. The chase ends when Sterling is projected through
the window of the cabin in which the husband and wife are dwelling. As Sterling is in a bathing suit and the wife in night attire,
the husband has occasion to sentence Sterlipg to death at the
point of a shotgun, but the Snow Cure Doctor arrives and ex|)lains
A. E.all.Gillstrom directed. James Oonntlly is also in the cast.
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"PEG 0' THE RING"
(Universal Special Serial — Second Episode)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE second episode of "Peg o' the Ring" again features Grace
Cunard and Francis Ford, as original!}' planned. Lest there
be any confusion resulting from tlie various announcements that
Ruth Stonehouse was to appear in the leading part, after a certain
number of installments had been completed, it may be said here
that the stars are to be the same throughout the serial.
"A Strange Inheritance," .as this episode is separately entitled,
follows Peg back to the circus from the entertainment given by
Dr. Lund, owner of the show. Lund, Jr. (Francis Ford), follows
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An incident fraught with as much comedy as if the animals had
lieen trained for the stunt, shows two black cubs, as playful as
Ifittens. They were discovered at the top of a tree, and the hunters
were obliged to chop it down before being able to dislodge the
bears. A close up shows each fuzzy youngster squirming in the
hands of two men and pawing and cuffing away in their best bear
style.
For outdoor scenes taken under more or less difficulty, the picture is wonderfully clear. The film created considerable enthusiasm at the Strand, the audience applauding vigorously on several
occasions.
"American Game Trails" should make a hit wherever put on,
and possesses the pleasing qualities which will pri.iialily mean
rebooking in many instances.
"LIFE OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'
(Educaticnal Films Corporation — Four Heels i
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
A

THE ACCUSATION
and manages to get on the same train, but he is thrown off by the
crew. At the circus Peg is kidnapped by a hindu in the employ
of Mrs. Lund and whisked away to a gangsters' den. Here Lund
follows her and is finally successful in rescuing" her from the gang
after a terrific fight.
As in the first number, there are given at intervals snatches of
circus life both within and without the sawdust ring. Such scenes
are an exceedingly entertaining relief from the developments of
the main story.
The production, in charge of Mr. Ford, maintains the realistic
pace set in the first number, while the support continues to do
the same sincere work.
"AMERICAN GAME TRAILS'
(Educational Films Corp. — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM RESSMAN ANDREWS
THIS picture is one of the best of its kind to appear on the
market. "American Game Trails" shows what a hunter's
paradise is the wilderness of New Brunswick, Canada. It is a
revelation to those who imagined that all the game in the eastern
part of the continent had been killed of¥.
The makers of the picture have realized the necessity of picking
out picturesque features of the woods to maintain the interest of
the spectator. Among the incidents appealing to city-bred persons
unaccustomed to the primitive ways of those who live in the
woods is the building of a pretentious cabin.
Riding a moose across a wide stream is an exciting episode.
The chief of the expedition, deftly drops over the side of a canoe,
gets on the back of a four-year-old moose and clings to the
frightened animal while the beast tries to escape to the nearest
shore.

SINCERE effort has been made in this picture to present
what few facts are known about Shakespeare's life through
the medium of an interesting and dramatic story, and in general
the effort has been fairly successful. The scenes at Stratfordon-Avon, where about 2,500 feet of the action occurs, appear to
be authentic; the costuming is correct; and what looks like an
exact replica of the old Globe theatre in London was built for use
in the later scenes.
The subject was made in England, and the roles are carried
throughout by English actors. Albert Ward, who essays the almost impossible task of impersonating the Bard, depicts quite well
an adventurous and romantic Shakespeare, keeping his characterization free from any suggestion of intellectual greatness. The
other players, who are assigned to such characters as Anne Hathaway, Sir Thomas Lucy, Queen Elizabeth, Sir Walter Raleigh,
Edmund Spencer, and other notables of the period, are fair types,
and give pleasing renditions.
The subtitles
are cleverly
quotations
the would
poet's ■
works.
The intere&t
createdwrought
by theof picture
as afrom
whole
have been greater if-the photography and lighting had been more ,
carefully attended to. As it stands, however, it is educational, in
a sense, without being a screen essay. The action ^moves rapidly
■'
I
in most of the scenes.
,
_
.
' ' ''ifr\
"MUTT AND JEFF IN THE HOSPITAL"
(Mutt and Jeff Film Co.— One Reel)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
IN this Bud Fisher cartoon the two eccentrics continue their exploits somewhere in the war zone. Jeff leads Mutt to believe
that the wounded invariably receive caresses from nurses in the
war hospitals, .so Mutt persuades Jeff to shoot him in the foot.
He dashes away to the hospital, and is promptly put to bed. A
few minutes later he is amazed to find that the onh^ nurse in the
hospital is a large negro. Enraged, he chases Jeff over the surrounding country at the point of the bayonet.
It is in Fisher's best style, and is a sure laugh maker.
OVERTON

OF VITAGRAPH PRAISES JACKSONVILLE AS A
PICTURE-MAKING CENTER
WHEN Evart Overton of the Vitagraph Players returned from
Jacksonville, Florida, where many of the scenes of "The
Ordeal
which for
he supported
Lillian
\\"alker,cityw-ereas
filmed, of
he Elizabeth,''
was full ofin praise
the beautiful
Southern
a motion picture centre.
In speaking of the matter, Mr. Overton remarked : "It is a
wonder to me that more of the film producers have not realized
the advantages of this wonderful city for picture purposes."
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"A SON OF THE IMMORTALS"
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
ONCE more we are introduced to a romantic mythical kingdom.
This time it's Kosnovia ; cousin to the legion of other imaginary
A picture
laid intrigue
in such
a locale isEuropean
alwaysempires,
a stableconcluding
standby. inThe"ia."
romance
and the
that authors have chosen to introduce in such tales remain as
fascinating today, despite Europe's eruption, as they did when
Harold McGraw's first book was scenarioized.
"A Son of the Immortals" was written by Louis Tracy and put
into working shape by Bertram Grassby. Its central character is
PrincetaryAlexis,
Kosnovia,
father's volunabdication.ruler
The ofprince
is in because
love withof anhisAmerican
artist.
Kosnovia was previously lorded over by the army, but Alexis
institutes a new, a gentler regime. At the height of his success
his father, Michael, seeing all his troubles are over, comes to
claim the throne. But it develops after all, that Alexis is the
son of an American and not a Kosnovian, so he marries the artist
and lea\ es Michael to undo all the good that he has done.
J. Warren Kerrigan, it need hardly be said, is an excellent
choice for Alexis. Mr. Kerrigan makes the most of his benevolent
part and appears in the garments of royalty to good advantage.
Lois Wilson as the artist is an attractive opposite. Bertram
Grassby as the self-centered king, contributes a comical craracter
study to the picture, as does George Hernandez as the Prime
Minister. Others are Laura Oakley. Mrs. Bertram Grassby, Harry
Carter, Jane Bernoudy and Maude George.
The production of the picture is exceedingly good. It was Otis
Turner who directed. Included in his all-around efificient work
are some huge mob scenes that are handled realistically. The settings, in particular those showing entire streets are excellent. The
photography warrants no adverse criticism.
"A Son of the Immortals" is conclusively a picture for all classes
and those of all ages. Its plot has a wide appeal and there is no
scene in it which is at all likely to ofifend one's finer sensibilities.
"THE COME BACK"
(duality-Metro — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

AmeriamGameTrails
Nature is full of humor and
many good laughs are enjoyed in following' the hunters
through the exciting dangers
of their trip.
This picture ran at the
"Strand," B'way, N. Y., from
May 1st to May 7th,
FOR BOOKINGS, ADDRESS
Edacational Films Corp. of America
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK

ORRIN

SIGNAL
Laboratory Expert
Negative Specialist

DENNY

Su perintendent
FILM LABORATORIES
4560 Pasadena Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR the initial appearance of Harold Lockwood and May Allison on the Metro program, a pleasing vehicle has been
selected, one which fits their respective personalities well. The
story cannot be called new, but it has been handled in good style
by Director Fred J. Balshofer, and the result is a picture which
the exhibitor can safely book as interesting, though it is by no
means unusual.
Lockwood has the role of a worthless young man, whose sole
occupation is "busting bubles" in Broadway cafes. His father,
of course, eventually tells him he is no good, and the son starts
out to prove he is. He proves it by going to a lumber camp in the
North woods, and regaining his moral and physical manhood by
l)ecoming one with the rough life of the camp. Incidentally, he
wins the girl, and also unearths the origin of some crooked work
in the management of the camp, reporting his discovery to his
father — the owner.
Much of the action is slow. It is a close-up picture, and in
this case close-ups are quite the thing, for they enable the spectator to view at close range some pretty love-making between
Lockwood and Miss Allison, which is done so well that it virtually puts the whole subject over by itself.
The scenes in the snow-buried woods are excellent examples
of wisdom in the selections of locations, and add a great deal to
the value of the picture. There are also two or three well staged
fights, with Lockwood as the chief adversary, and these enliven
the action just when it is in danger of dragging.
Lester Cuneo, as the heavy, does his usual good work. Others
in the cast are George Henry, Howard Truesdell, Burt Starkey,
Michell Lewis and Clarissa Selwynne.
TO
MANUFACTURERS
ONLY—
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GREAT BRITAIN OR AUSTRALASIA
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"GABY'S GASOLINE GLIDE"
(L-Ko-Universal — Two Rtels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
MAGICAL camera manipulation, a wet street and a Ford car
are the main implements of comedy in this startling feature.
The L-Ko company have equaled the mark set for themselves
in their prize three-reeler, "The Great Smash." The formulae
for such comedies ought to be easy to follow. Leave out coarseness and the suggestive, speed up the action until it puts a quick
moving drama in the snail class, inject just an inkling of a plot
and then employ a bunch of players who have no loved ones at
home to mourn them. If that general line of action could be
followed frequently, we would have more pictures like "Gaby's
Gasoline Glide," and we need more of them.
The wet street is not altogether an unusual medium of rough
and tumble comedy. But it is employed here to its fullest advantage. Skidding cars that come within an ace of upsetting at
every turn and which travel with alarming speed, furnish a deal
of laughter. On the other hand, there are bits of original business that are uproarious, such as the dropping of a coin in the
water cooler of an automobile and the quick response of said
automobile to this impetus.
The picture opens with rabid rivalry. One suitor has a motorcycle and the other a cycle car. A chase follows soon. In its
course a hospital is set in confusion. Then the owner of the
motorcycle proceeds to get a Ford and the rivalry still continues,
romantically enhanced by violent skidding.
Billy Armstrong, Gertrude Selby and Phil Dunham are the
principals. To Armstrong falls the bulk of the work, and his
performance safely establishes him as an excellent comedian.
Pretty girls are essential to comedies and Miss Selby fulfills this
requirement with much to spare. Dunham as the other rival receives every chance ofTered with fine appreciation.
"HIS BREAD AND BUTTER"
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Hsels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE laughs in this are numerous, and they are produced by a
clever combination of spectacular slapstick with an amusing
comedy situation. The fun originates in a cafe, where Hank
Mann, a waiter, brings his wife, Peggy Pierce, incognito, to act
as cashier. The proprietor, "Slim ' Summerville, and his head
waiter. Bobbie Dunn, immediately pay her an unusual amount of
attention, to the confusion of Mr. Mann.
Eventually the usual Keystone chase starts. This time it comprises some thrilling manipulation of two automobiles, involving
several hair-raising stunts.
GREGORY

MAEHLER
FILM COMPANY,
ORGANIZED IN
MILWAUKEE, WILL PRODUCE JUVENILES,
CLIFTON DIRECTING
Special to Motion Picture News.
Milwaukee, May 5.
RAY D. CLIFTON, for the last year director of the Shubert
theater stock players in this city, will become general director of the new Gregory Maehler Film Company, organized in this
city recently with a capital of $25,000 to make juvenile plays and
do commercial work. Lender Mr. Clifton's direction a completely
equipped studio building, three stories high, SO x 150, has been
erected. The studio is one of the best and most completely
equipped buildings of its kind in the middle west.
j\Ir. Clifton was formerly with H. C. Mathews on the coast,
Kriterion
at Santa
Barbara.
L'niversal
at Santa
at
Hollywood,
and with
the Crystal
in New
York Barbara,
as director.Mutual
The officers of the Gregory-Mahler Film Company are E. F.
Gregory, president; A. M. Coon, vice-president; E. H. Mahler,
secretary and treasurer. The company expects to start active
work within the next few weeks.
STARK JOINS METRO AS ASSISTANT TO HOYT
LR. STARK, w-ho has had four years experience in various
• lines of the motion picture industry, has accepted a position
with the Rolfe Photoplays Inc., as assistant to Harry O. Hoyt.
head of the scenario stafif in the Rolfe studio. Mr. Stark will
devote his time to reading scenarios submitted through Arthur
James, Metro's scenario editor, and also reading books that give
promise of being suitable for picturization.
Mr. Stark began his career playing comedy parts with the Kalem
company and afterward with the Vitagraph.
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GENERAL FILM PROGRAM
"A Return to Youth — and Trouble." (Essanay.
Two reels. Tues., May 9.)— Xot shown for review; the story follows. Inoffensive Mr. Myron
in all his eleven years of married existence has
never had a fling. On his forty-fifth birthday he
decides to paint the town red. He absorbs a few
cocktails, flirts with a lively matron, and winds
up
arrested
a disreputable
resort.
Whenby hebeing
confesses
his inescapade
to his wife
the
next morning, she knows all about it, having
followed him the night before, but having decided
to let him have his fling. In the cast are Harry
Dunkinson. Lillian Drew, Edward Arnold, and
Frances Raymond.
•'The Fable of the Good Fairy with the
Lorgnette." (Essanay. Wed., May 10.)— This
("icorge .\deOncefableUpon
not shown
reviewwas; the
story
follows.
a Time fortllfere
a Broad
Girl — 235 pounds of Sunshine — ^yho had the Red
Corpuscles scared out of her Midget hubby, and
therefore Figured that she could Bulldoze culture
and refinement into the Slums. She Lamped the
Unwashed through her Lorgnette and advised them
to buy Sanitary Underwear at ten Seeds a Spill
for their Brats. One day the ungrateful Proletariat mobbed her with Irish Confetti ; she Pulled •
a Sob to hubby that the Liquor interests were
trying to Croak her for reforming so many Drunks.
Moral: To Uplift, begin Underneath.
"The 13.).Jester."
(Essanay.
Sat.,
May
— Not shown
for Three
review;reels.
the story
follows.
Bob
Blair
is
the
ne'er-do-well
son
John Blair, a steel magnate. The Steel Trust ofis
trying
to acquire
the elder
Blair'strust
plant,attack
and the
newspapers
controlled
by the
his
son
mercilessly.
Jane
Whitman,
star
"sob
of a metropolitan daily, writes a series of sister"
stinging satires at his expense, calling him a worthless jester at sacred things. These articles sting
Bob into a realization of his uselessness, and he
starts tosignedlearn
his interview
father's business.
asto get an
with BobJaneto ismake
further fun of him, but she is so impressed with
his new earnestness that she writes a glowing
tribute to him. bne is fired from the newspaper
for this, but Bob hires her as his secretary.
Together
J;hcy foil
many
of the Trust's
and
when mcnopoly.
the-.elder
Blair
is successful
his plots,
fight
with
the
Bob marries
her. inThe
principals
are
Burko.John Junior, Gertrude Glover, and William
"The Double Cross." (Essanay. Three reels.
Tues.,
in this May
issue. 16.) — Reviewed at length elsewhere
"Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of San
Francisco."
reel.to Wed.,
17.) — Half of (Essanay.
this reel isSplit
devoted
sketchesMayof
interesting places around the Golden Gate, the
remainder being a Western scenic.
"A May
Rose20.)of— Italy."
Three
.Sat.,
shown(Essanay.
for review;
the isreels.
story
follows.
Lucia, Not
an Italian
immigrant
girl,
immediately sought after by artists, after arriving in
America, b.ccause she is such a good type. She
is called to the attention of Bolano, an Italian
theatrical manager, and slie makes a hit as a dancer
in one of his musical comedies. Intoxicated by
success, she refuses to marry her former sweetheart, Luigi.
goes toher.
Bolano's
apartments,
andOnehe night
tries she
to violate
She
makes her escape, and a moment later Bolano is
killed by a Black Hand time-bomb. Lucia runs
to her fiance and begs his forgiveness.
The cast is composed of .\nn Kirk, Edmund
Cobb,
Patrick Calhoun, Richardson Cotton, and
Hugh Thompson.
"Broken Fetters." f Knickerbocker Star Feature. Three reels. Fri.. May 12.)— This is an
avcragely interesting melodrama, wherein the villain tells the girl that his rival is already married,
thus winning her for himself. When the trick is
discovered, husband and wife quarrel, and the husband is stabbed. His mistress, arriving soon after,
finishes the job. She then flees, and stumbling,
fatallv wounds herself with the same dagger. The
f.
^irl is then free to marry the hero. Margaret
.-andi<, Madeline Pardee, Richard Johnson, Charles
Dudley and Mollie McConnell give fair renditions
of the principal parts. The continuity is not what

itstory
might
but in
are be,
clearly
told.general the main points of the
"Ham and the Masked Marvel." (Kalem.
Tues.,ing ofMay
2.) — Ham'sboxing
flirting leadswliere
to the staga counters
burlesque
enthe husband of the bout
lady of his heheart.
The bout is fraught with good comedy and the
picture as a whole ranks with the best of the
series. Harry Edwards directed the usual cast.
"The Rogue's Nemesis." (Kalem. Two reels.
Mon.,issue.
May 8.) — Reviewed at length elsewhere in
this

No. 20.
H
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a controlling interest in the Prune Juice Trust at
one cent a share. By an ingenious series of pubstunts the fad,
imposter
makes hisPrune
Juice indrinkinglicity
a popular
and sells
holdings
the
up.
company for a million and a half dollars. He then
is the petted darling of society, until the real
millionaire appears on the scene and 'shows him
"The Sheriff's Duty." (Selig. Sat., May 13.) —
A conventional Western, conventionally acted and
conventionally directed, is here given some interest
by a good revolver fight. The horsemanship of
the players is very good. The cast includes Joe
Ryan, Pat Chrisman, Betty Keller, and Sid
When Jones discovers that the sheriff has won
Jordan.
Betty
he steals
bag
of
goldNelson's
and ridesdaughter,
away. The
sheriff Nelson's
and a posse
chase him and recover the gold. Nelson puts
Betty's hand in that of the sheriff.
"The Hard Way." (Selig. Three reels. Mon.,
May 15.) — There is a good moral embodied in
this picture,
entertainment as well.andA itfewmakes
thrillsfairly
and lively
an unexpected
happy ending give zest to the familiar story. Jack
Pickford is good as a profligate son, and the supporting cast, consisting of Harry Lonsdale, Lillian
Hayward, Vivian Reed, Sidney Smith, and James
Bradbury, is entirely adequate.
Jack Ransom, a high school boy, is the despair
of his parents because he associates with vicious
friends. and,
One halfnight
Jack visits
his father's
ccllarette
into-xicated,
falls asleep.
He is
awakened by one of his dissolute companions who
urges him to accompany two girls to a disreputable
road-house. The automobile they are in turns
turtle, and' the girls are killed. Jack steals his
motlier's
jewelsis and
them for
to get
money andto
escape. He
finallypawns
arrested
homicide
theft. He wakes up to find that this is all a dream.
He resolves to give up his dissolute life.
"A Boarding House Ham." (Selig. Sat., May
20.) — This
an unusually
goodhuman
comedy,
not who
because of theis excellence
of the
actors,
are of average ability, but because of the sense
of humor possessed by a troup of leopards. These
jmigle beasts wander through the scenes, doing
exactly what the director wants them to do, and
causing unliinited laughs as well as real thrills.
The animals are not named on the screen ; the
balance of. -the cast includes Sidney Smith, Olga
Celeste,
Charles Le Jloyne, Miss McKeen, and
Mrs. Prusche.
Maggie and. her daughter Maybelle run a
theatrical boarding house. .Maybelle is in love
with a property man, but her mother wants her to
marry a former medicine vendor. (Celeste, a lady
leoj>ard tamer, decides to help Jlaybelle. She releases her leopards, and the animals wander
llirough the house, causing tremendous excitement
among the inhabitants. The medicine vendor
cravenly
tects flees,
Maggie. but the property man bravely pro-

"Not What the Doctor Ordered." (Kalem.
Wed.,
An excellent
comedy
on its May
story 10.)for— the
laughs. It
merelythatmayrelies
be
said that the story bears its burden very well
indeed.
Ethel
Teare,
Victor
Rottman,
Jack
MacDermott and Gus Leonard are the principals.
"A Lunch Room Legacy." (Kalem. Fri.,
May 12.) — A Sis Hopkins subject that is hardly
worthy the expended efforts of the comedienne
and her company. Even in a comedy, one wants
a .slight ghmmering of plausibility and there is
none in tliis — the subtitles contradict the action
without cause. There are some bright spots in it
however. Henry Murdock, Frank ilizney and the
usual supporting cast appears.
"Skirts and Cinders." (Lubin. Mon., May
8.)— i-Davy Don dresses up in feminine attire, thus
gaining
entrancewhento atheyoung
ladies'
is unmasked,
mother
of seminary.
the girl he Heis
impersonating arrives. Then he escapes, meets his
pursuers in a hotel, breaks into a room occupied
by a bride and groom, and makes himself a general
nuisance until the police arrive. Some of the comedy is rather suggestive, and all of it is only moderately funny. The cast includes Florence Williams, Patsy De Forest, Francis Joyner and George
Egan.
- "Father's Night -Off." (Lubin. Sat., May
6.) — This is an amusing comedy, centering about
an escapade of a gay husband. He indulges in a
with tohisbuyownthebutler
Ball,maid.
and
isfightforced
silenceat ofthetheBellhops'
butler and
June Dave, James Cassady, Francis Joyner, Eleanor
Blanchard, Hollins Antrim and Kempton Greene
were directed by Clay iM. Greene.
"The Wheat and the Chaff." (Lubin. Three
reels.ing in spots,
Thurs.,butMaya good
11.) —deal
The ofstory
humanis unconvincinterest is
drawn from it, nevertheless. This centers about
the affection of a half-witted youth for his halfbrother. The latter agrees to marry the daughter
of a political boss for the governorship, though he
really loves
a cabaret kills
dancer.
Tlie and
dancer,
griefstricken,
accidentally
herself,
the stupid
youth is charged with her murder. He keeps
secret the fact that he saw his half-brother running
ai'-ay from the house just after the shooting.
Eventually, the older man dies of heart failure
in a fit of remorse, and the youth is acquitted.
Cecil Van .^uker, Allan Forrest, Adelaide Bronti,
MUTUAL PROGRAM
Ruth Sav'lle. (jeorge Routh, Evelyn Page and
Walter .Spencer give good renditions of their
parts. Melvin Mayo directed.
"Avenged by Lions." (Centaur. Two reels.
Sat.,
— This animals
is a stirring
melodrama,
which May
the 6.)
liostock
are used
effectively.in
"Jenkins' Jinx." (Lubin. Sat., May 13.) —
Francis Joyner gives a fairly funny impersona- Richard, a young engineer, goes into the JBoer
tion i)ursucd
the along
same by
being
to survey the route for the new railroad.
feathers.
The byfuna isjinx,
helped
Junepeacock
Daye, jungle
Tlic Boer farmers o|jpose him, particularly Jan
Margaret Moore, John Shermer, Adelaide Hayes
Kniger, one of the leaders, with whose daughter
and Kempton Greene. It will entertain the av- Hilda. Richard has fallen in love. Hilda is threaterage audience.
ened by a half-breed negro, who covets her and
.-idvantage
absence
crowd
of blacksof her
and father's
carry her
away.to organize
Richard,
"The Man Within." (Selig. Three reels. Mon., atakes
who is on the way to the nearby settlement, is
May 1.) — Reviewed at length in last week's issue. corniH
lled to l_urn back by meeting lions. He hap"A Stranger
New— Stripped
York." offSelig.
Three
pens by the Kruger house in time to rescue Hilda,
reels.
Mon., Mavin 8.)
its humorous
and puts the blacks to flight. Their leader, fleeing
into
the
jungle, is attacked and devoured by the
lines,scieen
CharleslosesHoyt's
the
some,comedy
but notwhen
all, transferred
of its mirth.to lions. Margaret
Gibson, Francis McDonald, Harry
Tlu'ee
leels
are
more
than
enough
to
contain
the
C.
DeMore
and David Allen head the cast.
material utilized in this release. The majority of
those in the cast aim at a slapstick interpretation
of their parts when a more subdued portrayal
"The Touch on the Key." (American. Two
reels. Mon., May 8.) — This is a good film
would,
hav^ ofbeen
morefeatured
effective.
This of
is not true
Otis infinitely
Harlan, the
principal,
newspaper life, with some of the faults always
found in this kind of story, yet convincing to the
who gives a finished performance throughout.
average fan. A few novel touches in the scenario
Grace Darmond makes a sprightly ingenue.
freshen up the familiar story, and the acting is
An impecunious book-agent persuades a million- very
The cast
of Vivian
Rich,
to lendpromises
hjrn histo name
clothesdollars
for onein Alfredgood.
Vosburgh,
Georgeconsists
Periolat,
King Clark,
week, aireand
make and
a million
a week. The agent goes to New York and buys and Joseph lieaudry.
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SCENES FROM TWO KALEMS;

(LEFT AND EIGHT)

Jane Randall, a newspaper reporter, learns
telegraphy from Jimmy Larmon, her fiance. She
is assigned to get the story of a big financial coup
that is being engineered by a group of capitalists.
Jane and a rival reporter both get the story at
the country residence of one of the financiers, and
both hurry to the telegraph office. It is closed, but
Jane's rival breaks in and telegraphs his paper that
"he
unablean toorder
get based
the story.
then
wireshashisbeen
brokers
on his He
advance
knowledge
of
the
rino-'s
intentions.
Jane
starts to send in her story, but the other gags then
her,
and telegraphs that she has failed to get any news.
Jane's
fiance
recognizes
from
the
touch
on
key that she is not sending the message, so thehe
persuades the editor to hold up the final edition.
Jane later releases herself, and by sending in the
story, scoops all the other papers.
Love."
(\'ogue.
May 9.)
The"Germatic
of this
has manner
beenTues.,
used
num-—
berplot
of times,
andslapstick
since its
of any
treatment
is substantially the same as in previous versions,
it cannot get laughs on its mere originality. The
cast display
tremendous
in enacting
it, however, and the
gymnasticenergy
excesses
are sometimes
amusing. . Prominent in the comedy are Arthur
Tavares, Henry Kernan, Madge Kirby, and Alice
iN'eice.
Two scientists invent a pill that causes its
swallower to be loved by any members of the frail
sex who chance to see him. They feed these pills
to
tramps, and a ladies' seminary is disrupted
as two
a result.
Skeleton." trio
(Beauty.
Wed., John
May
10.)"Skelly's
— The redoubtable
of farceurs,
-Sheehan, Carol Halloway, and John Steppling, here
do their best with another specimen of the romantic light comedy usually assigned them. This sort
of comedy is popular in many houses, and this is
fully up to standard. ■
Skelly is in love with Betty, the daughter of
a millionaire, but her father does not approve.
One night at a ghost party Skelly gets one of his
friends to impersonate a terrifying skeleton, and
when all the guests flee, Skelly bravely rescues
Betty's father, winning his admiration and his
daughter.
"The Profligate." (American. Three reels.
Thurs.,
May 11.)
Althoughup there
is too
muchof
circumlocution
in —working
to it, the
climax
this picture has a good deal of strength. Parts
of the story are fairly unhackneyed, and the acting is conventional but good. The principal parts
are taken by Edward Coxen, Winnifred Greenwood, George Field, and Charles Newton.
Richard Potter, a brilliant lawyer, is engaged to
Irene Roberts, but Mrs. Roberts forces her
daughter to break the engagement to be affianced
to Winters, a worthless, though eligible, young
profligate. Winters is found guilty of murder, and
although Potter believes him to be innocent, he
cannot reprieve the sentenced man. Half an hour
before the time set for electrocution another man
confesses to the murder,, but Potter cannot get in
touch with the governor to get the execution

PICTURE

•HAM AND TH2 SHERIFF'S
OF HELEN;

NEWS

DAUGHTER.

stayed. off
Potter
rushes and
to the
switches
the current,
beforepower-house
it is turned and
on
again. Winters has been pardoned. Mrs. Roberts
revises her opinion of Potter, and allows him to
marry Irene.
"The Gulf Between." (Mustang. Two reels.
Fri., Alay 12.) — This is a most improbable yet
exciting
staged incomplications
locations of ofremarkable
beauty. story
The intricate
plot are
hard to follow
at
times,
but
usually
tel igible. The players are well
cast. are quite inAn old trapper is seated in his cabin when a
woman comes rushing toward him. She tells him
her story. She was the daughter of a counterfeiter,service
and was loved
by her
father's the
accomplice.
A secretfeiter,
manin came
to capture
and she fell
love with
him. He countermarried
her and took her to the city. Her mountain lover
followed her, and contrived to make her husband
think her unfaithful. Her lover took her back to
her heme, but she escaped him. As she finishes
this story, her pursuer arrives on the scene, but
before the trapper can interpose, a stranger appears and shoots the assailant. The woman sees
that it is her husband, and happiness reigns.
"Jerry's comedy
Perfect full
Day."
Fri., and
May tramps.
12.) —
Another
of (Cub,
policemen
Jerry, beset by minions of the law, takes refuge
in a shanty, in which explosives are stored. Later
he walks away with the building, and is struck by
a truck, taking a load of cops and their families
on a picnic. Following the explosion, Jerry is captured, chained to the truck and taken along to
the picnic. While the cops are in swimming, one
of the women releases Jerry, who meets four wayfaring friends. They take the policemen's uniforms, board the truck and drive oft'. The cops,
emergingandfrom
putbe on.arrested,
the tramps'
clothes
give the
chase,water,
only to
Jerry
and liis friends posing as policemen to aid the
sherifT. Jerry and his party then drive on into
the woods and open the well-filled lunch baskets.
George Ovey, George George. Joseph von Meter,
Claire Alexander, Rosebud Hill, Janet Sully, Loucast. ise Horner and Jefferson Osborne compose the
"No for
Title.review. (Beauty. Sun., Jlay 14.)— Not
shown
"A Mix-Up at Rudolph's." (Vogue. Sun., May
14.) — Not shown for review.
"The Pretender." (American. Two reels.
Mon., Mayteresting15.)
an improbable
but intale of— This
Wall isStreet
intrigue, capably
acted by Robert Klein, Lizette Thome, Edward
Coxen, and George Field. The suspense element
is welltionsdeveloped,
and while
some of
the situa-of
strain the credulity,
the quick
succession
tense episodes diverts the attention.
Robert
a successful
is en-of
tirely Arnold,
governed in his
operations speculator,
by the advice
his daughterventurer,Phyllis.
Lane,
an
rmscrupulous
adplans to ruin Arnold by influencing
Phyllis' judgment. Pie liires a bogus 3'ogi, and

3111

(CENTER)

'•TP:e LAST

CHANCE" (HAZARDS

Phyllis is astonished at the mystic's knowledge
of
past. Theis wrong,
girl's fiancee,
Kendall,Phyllis
realizesto
thathersomething
and shadows
the medium's office. One day the medium advises
Phyllis to persuade her father to put all his money
in "a scheme
that toLane
is promoting.
phones her father
do this,
but Kendall She
tells teleh<.r
of the plot, and together they reach Arnold before
he
puts
his
money
in
the
venture.
Kendall
and
Plivllis then look for a minister.
"The Man with the Hod." (Vogue. Tues.,
ilay 16.) — Not shown for review.
"Billy Van Deusen's Fiancee." (Beauty. Wed.
ilay 17.) — Not shown for review.
"Four Months." (American. Three reels.
Thurs.,
18.) — Herebutiswella acted
pleasant
little
romance, May
very improbable,
and fairly
fresh in theme. The trio of leads, Alfred Vosburgh, \'ivian
and support
George isPeriolat,
ticularly good,Rich,
and the
fair. are parBilly Carrington, a young millionaire;" is told
by his Hephysician
he has
live.
decides that
to give
his only
fortunetorn-tomonths
the mostto
worthy person he can find. He goes to a cheap
boarding house and obtains a position in the
Woman's Redemption
^society,
discovers,
is nothing butSociety.
a white This
slaving
scheme.he
Bess,
a
girl
in
-iiis
boarding
house,
is
chosen
victim, but Carrington rescues her and has asthea
ringleaders arrested. Carrington decides to give
his money to Bess, but wishing to try her, tells her
that
he wastheformerly
Carrington's
valet, and safe.
that
lie knows
combination
of the Carrington
Later he goes to his house and finds the safe
opened. It turns out, however, that Bess did nc-t
rob
Carrington's
has been
tellingit.allMeantime
his patients
that they doctor
have only
foirr
months rto
live,
and
he
is
adjudged
insane.
Carington is thus enabled to Marry Bess.
"The Blindness." (Mustang. Two reels. Fri.,
May 19.) — Several new plot developments make
this a good, though not remarkable. Western.
Tile cast is strong, being made up of such capable
players as William Stowell, Dodo Newton, Roy
Stewart, Rhea Mitchell, and Warren Ellsworth.
Joe and
a mining
and
rivals
for Jim
the are
handpartners
of theinnew
schoolclaim
teacher.
Joe is accepted, but one day goes blind in the
desert. Jim realizes that his partner cannot find
his way back to camp alone, and so leaves hi in
to die. Jim goes to the school house and threatens
to shoot the teacher unless she elopes with him.
She consents, but writing a call for help on a little
girl'sis apron,
to a nearby
farm hishouse.
Joe
fovmd bysends
someherMexicans,
and since
loss
of sight is only due to sand blindness, his eyes are
soon fixed up. He goes to the school, and seeing
Jim embracing the teacher, fights with him. He
overpowers his false friend, but believes that his
fiancee has been untrue. The message on the little
girl's apron convinces him that he is wrO)ig.
"Twenty Minutes in Magic." (Beauty. Sun..
Alay 21.) — liy means of trick photography feats of
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magic are produced in this comedy that would
make a prcstidigitatcur mad with jealousy. These
extraordinary stunts, plus the clever story that inthem, make
this an John
unusually
' bookable
comedy. troduces
Orral
Humphrey,
Gough,
Rea
Berger, and Lucille Ward appear in the cast.
bartender,
gets He
a jobdiscovers
as an assistant
to Presto,
an Easta Indian
mystic.
that the
yogi'sing awonderful
powers
are
given
him
by swallowmagic pill every twenty minutes.
Presto
swallows one of the pills and finds that he can
also perform weird feats. He has a delightful
time tor twenty minutes until the effect of the pill
wears ofT and he is once more a humble bartender.
wn Villains
." (Vogue. Sun., May
-1.)"Chinato
— Not shown
for review.
PAT HE EXCHANGE

INC.

"The Iron Claw," Xo. 10. (Pathe. Two reels.)
— The
story takes an une.Nuected turn in this
episode,
whichhas islieen
entitled ''The Living Dead "
Manley, who
wounded bv the supposedly
poisoned arrows fired by one of Legar's
ants, pretends to have died, and is taken lieutento the
big Golden mausoleum. There
follows the
body, to investigate the mystery, Legar
and Manley and
the police trap him. He escapes bv blowing up
the mausoleum, seriously injuring both Manlev and
himself, r.oth get away, however, and later Legar
comes upon Margery in her
stalled auto. She is
rescued by the mysterious Laughing Mask, who
turn IS pursued by Legar to the top of a steelin
structure. They grapple, and the Laughing Mask
falls. Creighton Hale, Pearl White and Sheldon
Lewis are featured in the cast.
"Dross and Diamonds." (Pathe. Two reels.)
—minus
^This the
two-reeler
is a strong
conventional
ending.story
John,of modern
the son oflife,a
narrow-minded police captain, is infatuated with
Mazie, companion to a wealthy woman. The girl,
whose head has that
beenhe turned
mistress'
jewels,
give
herby for
a her
ring.
It soa
happens demands
that lie receives
a check
$100 for
story he has written, and on the same day is sent
to collect $100 due his father. He buys the ring
with his hundred, then finds that his pocket has
been picked of the other money. His father refuses to listen to explanations, brands him as a
thief, and sets him adrift. In. his efforts to regain
his former standing he only sinks lower, and
finally kills a man. The feature of the picture is
the excellent work of the two leads, Emmy Wehlen
and Howard Estabrook. appearing by special arrangement with the Rolfe Photoplays Co.
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
"Claudia."
(Imp. Hill
Sun.,
2.) — This
was
produced
by Robert
and May
concerns
a jealous
yonng
lady
in
love
with
an
artist.
'The
plot
not clear and the most illuminating character isis
that one played by Edith Roberts who, however, is
not the lead. Paul Kelley takes the juvenile lead
and as a reporter he looks more like a high school
boy.
ling. Other', arc .Stanley Walpole and Sydell Dow"■The Bankruptcy of Boggs and Schultz."
(L-Ko.
W'ed., partners
May 3.) — over
This the
concerns
the ofsquabble of jealous
contents
the
safe and the favor of the stenographer. It is
fairly humorous, Ray Griflith creating most of the
laughs. Dick Smith and .Mice Howell are others.
"The .Sun.,
Marriage
Two
reels.
May 7.ofi -Arthur."
Contrary to(Laemmle.
most of Rupert
Julian's
pictures
this
one
is
poor
save
for
his
highly colored character portrayal of a fop. The
action is by all odds too slow and some of the
close-ups
bear extensive
trimming. Julian and
Elsie JanecanWilson
are the leads.
"A Youth of Fortune." (Red Feather. Five
reels.
the
issueMon.,
of MayMay13. IS.) — Reviewed at length in
a Devil."
Mon., hit
Mayupon
15.) an— •
Tom"He's
Gibson,
writer fofNestor.
this comedy,
extraordinarily clever idea and as picturized by
Al Christie it makes a very fine comedy offering.
There is no eccentric character business, but
straight performances from all the leading players. Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran, Ethel Lynn, Betty
Compson and F-d Burns arc the principals.
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"Gaby's Gasoline Glide." (1,-Ko. Two reels.
Wed.,
in this May
issue. 17.) — Uevieueil at length elsewhere
"The Three Wishes." (Victor. Wed., .May
17.) — This picture is weak all through. There
are gaps in its development which strain credulity
and the final stages in which a mother, who has
lost her first baby, swears not to kiss her second
for a year, is foolish. Mary Fuller and .Augustus
Phillips have been compelled to waste good acting
material on an entirely negligible picture. Samuel Greiner wrote the scenario and Lucius Henderson produced it.
"A Wife at Bay." (Re.x. Two reels. Thurs.,
May 18.) — The story of the extravagant wife and
the hard-working husband; how the former
plunged herself into all sorts of difficulties to be
pulled out of them by the latter is the basis of
this society drama. The situations at the end
when the husband rounds up the villains are the
most powerful, although J. Grubb Alexander has
managed to make the entire picture unusually
strong for .one of its age. Ben Wilson and Dorothy Phillips are the leads.
"Grouches
Smiles."
(Laemmle.
Thurs.,an
May
18.) — Theandtouch
of a little
child cures
old ijrouch and incidentally makes a number of
other people happy by working this transformation. This isdoonewe ofhave
LynntheReynolds'
productions
and seldom
opportunity
to see
such a wholesome and pleasing one-reeler. It is
worked out excellently from every standpoint.
Myrtle Gonzalez, Val Paul and Alfred Allen are
the leads.
"Nome Alaska." (Powers. Split reel. Thurs.,
May IS.) — This makes an excellent scenic with
numerous expansive views of ice fields caught by
the camera. The photography is good and there
are many touches of interesting local color furnished by the presence of the natives. On the
same reel with "A Toyland Robbery."
"Heart Aches." (Gold Seal. Two reels. Fri.,
May is19.)what
— Don't
let
just aims
"nothing"
interfere with
love
picture
to prove.
conclusively itisthisa tiresome
release.
There But
is little
that is dramatic about it, and little that is humorous, while it is generously padded. The scenes
and photography, which are unusually good, are
the best things about the picture. Alfred Allen,
Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson are the
principals.
"Nadine of Nowhere." (Big U. Fri., May
19.) — A wild-animal subject written by William
Farmer and produced by Paul Bourgeois. The
story is a good one and the wild animals are introduced at a time when their presence creates
good excitement. Trockwood Crittendon is hardly
fitted, either physically or histrionically, for the
hero's
role. Rosita
Marstini, Clara Horton and
Edith Hoskins
are others.
"The Wooing of Aunt Jemima." (Nestor. Fri.,
May 19.)sonates— hisNeal
the anxious
imper-to
aunt, Burns
and inas this
disguise lover
promises
marry the uncle of his sweetheart. He then abuses
his him
aunt'sandother
rival soto theaccept
real the
auntuncle.
is snubbed
by
is obliged
This
comedy
by
Clifford
Howard
depends
wholly
on itsis
clever situations for humor, and the humor
abundant. Al Christie wrote the scenario and
Horace Davey produced it with a cast including
besides
Betty Compson,
Ed BurnsBurns.
and Stella
Adams. Harry Rattenberry,
"Hulda, the Silent." (Bison. Two reels. Sat..
May how
20.) —she
The ruined
story ofthea ham)y
conniving
Swedish
girl
and
romance
of two
from the old country. Slightly depressive, but excellently done. The light effects and settings specially are far out of the ordinary in their excellence and appropriateness. The acting of Harry
Carter, Maude (ieorge, Lois Wilson and Bertram
Grassby is efficient. Miss George in particular havin?
a partfromwhich
plays toperfectly.
The Willis
story
traveled
OtissheTurner
F. McGrew
and back to Turner again before completion.
"Their Social Smash." (Powers, Sat., May
20.)
— .\with
veryMarcia
good Moore,
comedy Bobproduced
Wulze
Vernon byandHarry
Lou
Dunbar in the important parts. Father doesn't
like
choice, ofbuthimself
he speedily
consentsby
when daughter's
he sees a picture
accompanied
a young and pretty girl taken on the beach. .Some
of the situations are most amusing, besides being
of original flavor.

"Darcy
of the
(Goldin
Seal.
Three
reels.North
Tues.,WestMay Mounted."
16.) — A story
which Darcy proves a very good detective and
manages
to
capture
a
pair
of
murderers
and
bers, ifter he has first blundered and arrested robhis
sweetheart's father for the crime. It is a well
evolved story with plenty of pretty and appropriate scenes and photography of a high order. A
cast of favorites appear, including Herbert Rawlinson,
AgnesWilliam
V'ernon,Worthington
Barney Furey
and from
O. H.a
Burbridge.
directed
scenario by Waller Woods.

"A RafHe for a Husband." (Joker. Sat., May
AllenbyCurtis'
Joker company
appear in
a20.)
scenario
Gale Henry.
The plot here
is exceedingly
humorous and there is a little laughable business
done within the confines of a boarding house which
is the locale of the picture. Milburn Moranli,
Charles Conklin, William Franey, Gale Henry and
Lillian Peacock do their accustomed effective work.

Picked
May"When
16.)—Slim
Not yet
showna Peach."
for review.flmp. T^cs.,

"The Love Triumphant." (Rex. Two reels.
Sun., May 21.) — Not yet shown for review.
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WEEKLIES
Hearst-Vitagraph, No. 35. — Frontier Day at
Guthrie,
Okla.;
.S. military authorities
on Mexi-of
can border
take precautions
against spread
disease; giant aeroplane tested at -Sunnyvale, Cal.;
Harvard student regiment drills; army experts
instruct El Paso residents in use of modern rifles;
letter carriers march in preparedness parade at
Oakland, Cal.; Harvard football team gets spring
work-oi't; home of Villa at Chihuahua, Mex..
wrecked and looted by mob; other views.
Mutual Weekly, No. 71.— U. S. field artillery
leaves Galveston for Panama; Federal "Safety
First"ing oftrain
to tour
country:
societyIsland;
folk atlargest
openracing
season
on Long
American aeroplane tested at Sunnyvale, Cal.; Gen.
Pershing and staff in Mexico; New York National
Guard opens campaign for 3,000 recruits; Stanford
crew defeats University of California; women
"rookies" study war game at Chevy Chase, Md.;
Harvard preparedness squad in first drill; racing
season opens at Lexington, Ky. ; Gens. Scott and
Funston confer at Fort Sam Houston, Texas;
annual Battle of Roses at San Antonio; other
Pathe retaryNews,
No. 36.
( Pathe.)—
Assistant
Secof the Navy
Roosevelt
inspects
volunteer
submarine chasers at Boston; inter-collegiate athletic carnival at Philadelphia; General Scott confers on the American expedition at San Antonio;
whaleback steamers plowing through ice fields at
Whitefish Bay, Ontario; work of tearing down
buildings
of 'Panama-Pacific
beginsVer-at
San Francisco;
scenes of the exposition
fighting about
dun, France.
Selig-Tribune, No. 35. (Mon., May 1.)—
British soldiers, blinded from the wars entertained
Palace,
at Buckingham
and Queen
King citizens
by
London;
of Lynn,
Mass., build power
boats for preparedness ; City of Portland launched
at St. Helens, Ore. ; scouting duty in Mexico ;
results of vastation
$350,000
in Iowa
Iowa;worth
decaused by fire
cyclone
doing City,
$750,000
of damage, Stover, Mo. ; Hon. Marion Letcher,
American consul of Chihuahua, Mexico and General Gutierrez, military governor; Ruth Law
takes night aeroplane flight, Chicago, 111. ; Lord
Wimborne, Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland.
INCORPORATIONS
The Corporation Trust Company, 37 Wall street.
Delaware
:
NewIn York,
reports
the following new corporations :
UNITED MUTUAL EXHIBITORS FILM
CORPORATION; to manufacture motion picture
films, slides; capitalized at $150,000 in Dover,
Del.; incorporators are: John W. Frazier, John
W. Frazier, Jr., Bertram G. Frazier, Samuel G.
Simpson and Spenser S. Houston, all of Philadelphia.
ENTERPRISE AMUSEMENT COMPANY;
conducting places of amusement; capitalized at
$5,000 in Wilmington, Del.; incorporators are:
Herbert E. Latter, Wilmington, Del. ; Norman P.
Coffin,
Del. ; and Clement M. Egner,
Elkton, Wilmington,
Md.
GENERAL AMUSEMENTS OPERATING
COMPANY; conducting amusement devices of
every ton,nature;
capitalized are:
at $10,000
Del.; incorporators
Henry inT. WilmingGraham,
Courtland C. Montgomery and Eugene E. Berl,
all of Wilmington, Del.
HIP AMUSEMENT COMPANY; conducting
places of amusement;
capitalized
in Wilmington, Del.;Pa.;
incorporators
are:atMartin,
F.$2,000
R. Hansell,
Philadelphia,
Geo. H. B.
Camden,
N. InJ. ;Illinois
and S.: C. Seymour, Camden, N. J.
COLUMBUS THEATRE COMPANY; to
operate theatres and film productions; capitalized
at
$25,000Macin .\scher
Chicago;and incorporators
are, Nathan
Ascher,
Lewis F. Jacobson.
In Indiana:
COURT THEATRE COMPANY; theatres;
capitalized at $10,000 in Auburn; directors are:
W.
H. Willennar, W. H. Schaab and William A.
Thomas.
SCENIC THEATRE COMPANY; motion
pictures;rectorscapitalized
$2,200 inSamuel
Scottsburg
; diarc: Henry
N.at Marshall,
B. Wells
and William
M. Wells.
.STANDARD AMUSEMENT COMPANY;
opera houses; capitalized at $5,000 in Evansville ;
directors
: August Mulhauser, James E. Cox
andIn C.Kentucky:
H.areHendricks.
THE RUBY AMUSEMENT COMPANY; to
operate a motion picture theatre; capitalized at
$1,800 in Louisville; incorporators are: Floyd
Whitehead,
Henry T. Kraft and F. L. WilhOyte.
In .N'cw Jersey:
PUTNAM-JACOBS THEATRES COMPANY;
to operate theatres; capitalized at $100,000 in
Newark, N. J. ; incorporators are : William B.
Putnam, 63 Girard place, Newark, N. J. ; (George
W. Jacobs, 929 Broad street. Newark, N. J. ; and
Charles Rosenthal, 810 Broad street, Newark, N. J.
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PROGRAM

RELEASES OF CURRENT WEEK
RELEASES OF COMING WEEK
KALEM—Tht Missing Millionaire (Ninth of the Social
KALEM—Sonrce of the Gander (Eighth of the Social
Pirates), D., 2000
Special
Pirates), D., 2000
Special
Monday, May 15, 1916.
Monday, May 22, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The Perfidy of Mary, D., 1000 (Re-issue) 20536 BIOGRAPH— The Mistake, D., 1000 (Re-issue)
LUBIN— Otto the Artist, C, 1000
20537
SELIG— The Test of Chivalry, D., 3000
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 39, Topical, 1000
20535
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 41, Topical, 1000
SELIG— The Hard Way, D., 3000
20531
LUBIN— Otto the Hero, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— The Lucky Tumble, C, and Scenes in
Iceland, Sc., Split reel
20534 VITAGRAPH— The Cost of High Living, C, 1000....
Tuesday, May 16, 1916.
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.
EDISON— The Littlest Magdalene, D., 3000
20543
ESSANAY— The Double Cross, D., 2000
20538 BIOGRAPH— Who's Looney Now?, C, 2000
ESSANAY—
Condemnation,
D., 3000 D., 2000.
0 The Duel,
2054
(Re-issue) - 20541
Irish Rebel,
KALEM-The
LUBIN— The Beggar
King, D.,'l000
D., 2000
KALEM— Ham's Busy Day, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 17, 1916.
Wednesday, May 24, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— Beverly of Graustark, D., 3000
20548
EDISON— Robbing the Fishes, C, 1000
20551
EDISON— The Duel, D., 3000
ESSANAY— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of San
ESSANAY— Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 10, Cart..
and 500 ft. Sc., Split reel
Francisco,' Cart., and 500 ft. Sc., Split reel
20547
KALEM-The Artful Dodger (Ethel Teare Comedy),
Ethel Teare Comedy (Title Not Decided),
1000
20546 KALEM—
1000
KNICKERBOCKER
STAR FEATURE— Spellbound,
Thursday, May 25, 1916.
D., 5000
20572
Thursday, Mav 18. 1916.
LUBIN— Prisoners of Conscience, D., 3000
LUBIN— Jackstraws, D., 3000
20552 SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 42, Topical, 1000
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 40, Topical, 1000
20555 VIM— Baby Doll, C. 1000
VIM— Thirty Days, C, 1000
20556
Friday, May 26, 1916.
Friday, May 19, 1916.
KALEM— An Innocent Vampire (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000 20560 KALEM-The Baby Grand (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000....
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— A Child of
KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE
(Title Not
Fortune, D., 3000
20557
Decided), D., 3000
VIM— A Fair Exchange, C, 1000
20562 VIM— Villains and Violins, C, 1000
■
VITAGRAPH— More Money Than Manners, C, 1000.. 20561
VITAGRAPH— The Battler, C, 1000
Saturday, May 20, 1916.
Saturday, May 27, 1916.
ESSANAY— A Rose of Italy, D., 3000
20563
ESSANAY— The Schemers, D., 3000
KALEM— One Chance in a Hundred (H. of H. Series),
D., 1000
20570 KALEM— Title Not Decided (H. of H. Series), D., 1000
LUBIN— The Winning Number, C, 1000
20566 LUBIN— Oh! You Uncle, C, 1000
SELIG— A Five Thousand Dollar Elopement, C, 1000..
SELIG— A Boarding House Ham, C, 1000
20571
VITAGRAPH— Miss Adventure, Com.-D., 3000
20569 VITAGRAPH— The Wheat and the Chaff, D., 3000
MUTUAL
FILM
Monday, May 15, 1916.
Monday, May 22, 1916.
AMERICAN— The Pretender, D., 2000
04729
AMERICAN— Repaid, D., 2000
04731 FALSTAFF— Politickers, C, 1000
FALSTAFF— Deteckters, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 16, 1916.
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.
THANHOUSER— The Answer, D., 2000
04732 THANHOUSER— For Uncle Sam's Navy, D., 2000...
VOGUE— The Man with the Hod, C, 1000
04734 VOGUE— Rival Rogues, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 24, 1916.
Wednesday, May 17, 1916,
04735 MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 73, Topical
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 72, Topical, 1000
04736 BEAUTY— Adjusting His Claim, C, 1000
BEAUTY— Billy VanDeusen's Fiance, C, 1000
GAUMONT — See America First (Savannah, Ga.) and
GAUMONT — See America First (Yosemite National
04737
Kartoon Komics, Split reel
Park), and Kartoon Komics, Split reel
Thursday, May 18, 1916.
Thursday, May 25, 1916.
AMERICAN— Four Months, D., 3000
04738 GAUMONT— Armadale, D., 3000
Friday, May 19, 1916.
Friday, May 26, 1916.
MUSTANG— The Blindness. D., 2000
04741
MUSTANG— Jack, D., 2000
CUB— Harmony and Discord, C, 1000
04743 CUB— Preparedness, C, 1000
Saturday, May 20, 1915.
Saturday, May 27, 1916.
CENTAUR— High Lights and Shadows, D., 2000..
04744 CENTAUR— The Kaffir's Gratitude, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— Steven's Sweet Sisters, C, 1000
04746 FALSTAFF— Sammy's Sem.i-Suicide, C, 1000
Sunday, May 21, 1916.
Sunday, May 28, 1916.
BEAUTY— Twenty Minutes in Magic, C, 1000
04747 BEAUTY— The Pork Platters, C, 1000
VOGUE— The Chinatown Villains, C, 1000
04748 VOGUE— National Nuts, C, 1000
GAUMONT— "Reel Life" Magazine
04749 GAUMONT— "Reel Life" (Magazine)

04750
04752
04753
04754
04756
04757
04758
04759
04762
04764
04765
04767
04768
04769
04770
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UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' the Ring
I Episode No. 3), D., 2000
Monday, May 15, 1916.
RED FEATHER— A Youth of Fortune, D., 5000
NESTOR— He's a Devil, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 16, 1916.
GOLD SEAL — Darcy of the Northwest Mounted, D.,
3000
IMP— When Slim Picked a Peach, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 17, 1916.
VICTOR— The Three Wishes, D., 1000
L-KO— Gaby's Gasoline Glide, C, 1000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— Weekly, No. 20
Thursday, May 18, 1916.
LAEMMLE— Grouches and Smiles, C, 1000
REX— .\ Wife at Bay, D., 2000
POWERS— .\ Toyland Robbery, and Ed., Split reel...
Friday, May 19, 1916.
LAEMMLE— Heartaches, D., 2000
BIG U— Xadine of Nowhere, D., 1000
NESTOR— The Wooing of Aunt Jemina, €., 1000
Saturday, May 20, 1916.
BISON— Hulda the Silent, D., 2000
POWERS— Their Social Smash, C., 1000
JOKER— A Raffle for a Husband, C, 1000
Sunday, May 21, 1916.
IMP— Claudia. C., 1000
REX— Love Triumphant, D., 2000

NEWS

PROGRAM
RELEASES

01449
01431
01432
01433
01434
01435
01436
01437
01438
01439
01440
01441
01442
01443
01444
01445
01446
01447
01448

UNICORN
Monday, May 15, 1916.
SUPREME— The Undelivered Message, D., 2000
GAYETY— The Hoodoo Guest, and A Bomb Scare, C,
Split reel
Tuesday, May 16, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The Substitute, D., 2000
JUDY — Disappearing Dough, and Our Darling's Portrait. C, Split reel
Wednesday, May 17, 1916.
BUFFALO— She Never Knew, D., 1000
HIPPO— Strictly Prohibition, C, 1000
PURITAN— Strong Men of the North, D., 1000
Thursday, May 18, 1916.
LILY— The Sacred Rock, D., 2000
JOCKY — Our Darling Loves the Witching Waves, and
The Diplomatic Lawyer, C, Split reel
Friday, May 19, 1916.
RANCHO— The School Teachers' Reward, D., 1000....
GAYETY— Boarders and Ghosts, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Lucky Horseshoe, D., 1000
Saturday, May 20, 1916.
SUNSET— The Son's Sacrifice, D., 2000
HIPPO — Osculation, and Getting Even, C, Split reel..
Sunday, May 21, 1916.
UTAH— A Woman Scorned, D„ 1000
JOCKEY— Robbers. Romance and Reggie, C, 1000...
PURITAN— The Stolen Opal, D., 1000

550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566

OF

COMING

WEEK

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' the Ring
(Episode No. 4), D., 2000
Monday, May 22, 1916.
RED FEATHER— Half a Rogue, D., 5000
NESTOR— Her Celluloid Hero, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The Woman Who Followed Me
REX— •■Virginia," D., 1000
IMP— The Health Road, D., 1000
Wednesday, May 24, 1916.
VICTOR— The Limousine Mystery, D., 2000
L-KO— A Busted Honeymoon, C. 1000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 21
Thursday, May 25, 1916.
BIG U— Corporal Billy's Comeback, D., 2000
POWERS— Mr. Fuller Pep-He Dabbles in the Pond,
Cart., and Classic Dances, Vaud., Split reel
Friday, May 26, 1916.
IMP— The Unconventional Girl, D., 2000
REX— Harmony in a Flat, C, 1000
NESTOR— Love and Brass Buttons, C, 1000
Saturday, May 27, 1916.
BISON— The Wedding Guest, D., 2000
POWERS— Storming the Trenches, C, 1000
JOKER— A Stage Villain, C, 1000
Sunday, May 28, 1916.
REX— A Gentle Volunteer, D., 3000
L-KO— Gamboling on the Green, C, 1000

01468
01450
01451
01453
01452
01454
01455
01456
01457
01458
01459
01460
01461
01462
01463
01464
01465
01466
01467

PROGRAM
Monday, May 22, 1916.
SUPREME— The Call of the Heart, D., 2000
GAYETY— The Teacher and the Bully, C. 1000
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The Eagle Feather, D., 1000
HIAWATHA— The Rose of Love, D., 1000
JUDY— A Musical Deception, C, and The Black Mark,
C, Split reel
Wednesday, May 24, 1916.
BUFFALO— Divided Love, D., 1000
HIPPO— Father's Flirtation, C, 1000
PURITAN— The Tell-Tale Stain, D., 1000
Thursday, May 25, 1916.
LILY— I he Disappearance of John Brady, D., 2000
JOCKEY — .Auntie's Romance,
C-, and The Nation's
Capitol, Kd., Split reel
Friday, May 26, 1916.
RANCHO— Their Indian Friend, D., 1000
GAYETY— Wholesale Proposals, C, 1000
SUPREME— 'I'lic l!irihday Gift, D., 1(X)0
Saturday, May 27, 1916.
SUNSET— The Mexican Insurrection, D., 2000
HIPPO— -Ml on .-Xccount of an Olive, C, and Mary
.Makes Believe, C, Split reel
Sunday, May 28, 1916.
UTAH— Tlie W ronu Room, D., 1000
JOCKEY— A .Midnight Escapade, C, 1000
PURITAN— The Fisherman's Choice, D., 1000

575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
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BIOGRAPH
The Tender-Hearted Boy, D. (Re-Issue). 1000
The Man Who Called After Dark D...2000
The Stampede, D
3000
A Cry for Help, D. (Re-Issue) 1000
The Larrimore Case, D
3000
The Blind Princess and the Poet, D.,
(Re-Issue)
1000
Celeste, D
...2000
A Spring Chicken, C
3000
Swords and Hearts, D. (Re-issue) 1000
Fit for Burning, D
3000
During the Round-Up, D. (Re-Issue) .. 1000
Merry Mary, D
2000
The Perfidy of Mary, D. (Re-issue) .. 1000
Beverly of Graustark. D
3000
EDISON
Celeste of the Ambulance Corps, D 3000
A Mix-up in Black, C
1000
The Littlest Magdalene, D
3000
Robbing the Fishes, C
1000
ESSANAY
4—15. The Last Adventure, D
3000
4—18. The Elder Brother, D
2000
4 — 19. Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 8, Cart.
and 500 ft. So
Split reel
4—22. Her Naked Soul, D
3000
4—25. The Little Samaritan, D
2000
4 — 26. Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of
Boston and 500 ft. Scenic Split reel
4— 29. The Danger Line, D
3000
5— 2. In the Moon's Ray, D
2000
5— 3. The Fable of "The Preacher Who Flew
His
Kite,"
C
1000
5— 6. Once a Thief ? D
3000
5— 9. A Return to Youth and Trouble, C.-D.2000
5—10. The Fable of the Good Fairy, etc., C..1000
5—13. The Jester, D
3000
5—16. The Double Cross, D
2000
5 — 17. Vernon
Howe Bailey's
San Francisco,
Cart., Sketch
and 500Book
ft. Sc.of
Split 3000
reel
5—20. A Rose of Italy, D
KALEH
The Record
Fickle Run
Fiddler's
C D.. 1000
1000
AA—— 8.7. The
(H. ofFinish,
H. Series),
4— 11. Millionaires by Mistake, C
1000
4—12. Fashion and Fury, C
1000
4 — 14. Romance and Riot, C
1000
4—15. TheSeries),
Race D
for a Siding (H. of H. 1000
4 — 18. Ham and Preparedness, C
1000
4—19. Their Taking Ways, C
1000
4—21. A Double-Barreled Courtship, C
1000
4—22. TheSeries),
Governor's
DSpecial (H. of H. 1000
4—25. Ham's Waterloo, C
1000
4—26. Counting Out the Count, C
1000
4—28. A Lucky Mistake, C
1000
4— 29. TheD
Trail of Danger (H. of H. Series), 1000
5— 3. Romeo of the Coal Wagon, C
1000
5— 5. The Dumb Heiress, C
1000
5— 6. TheSeries)
Human Telegram, D. (H. of H. 1000
5 — 10. Not What the Doctor Ordered, C 1000
5 — 12. A Lunch Room Legacy, C
1000
5—13. H. of H. Series
5—16. The Irish Rebel, D
1000
5—17. The Artful Dodger, C
1000
5 — 19. An Innocent Vampire, C
..1000
5 — 20. One Chance in a Hundred (H. of H.
Series), D
1000
KNICEEBBOCKEB STAH FEATURES
4— 7. The Millionaire's Son. D
3nnn
4—14. Haunted and Hounded, D
3000
4—21. When Might Is Right, D
3000
4— 28. The Broken Promise, D
3000
5— 5. The Oath of Hate, D
3000
5 — 12. Broken Fetters, D
3000
5—17. Spellbound, D
5000
5—19. A Child of Fortune, D
3000
A — 8. A Wise Waiter. C
innn
-4—19. Otto the Bell Boy, C
1000
-44—— 13.
Wrong,C
D
3000
IS. The
Mr. Greater
Housekeeper,
1000
■A— 17. Frocks and Frills, C
1000
4—18. One of the Pack. C
2000
44—22.
— 20. The
Heart's Biliy.
Tribute,
D
3000
Millionaire
C
1000
4 — 24. Germs and Microbes, C
1000
4—10.
4—11.
4—12.
4—17.
4—19.
4 — 24.
4— 25.
4— 26.
5— 1.
5— 3.
5— 8.
5— 9.
5 — 15.
5—17.
S— 9.
5—10.
5—16.
5—17.

FOR

READY

Playthings of the Gods, D
3000
Love and Bullets, C
1000
The Buckshot Feud, D
1000
The Candle, D
2000
None So Blind, D
3000
Father'sandNight
Off, C
C
1000
Skirts
Cinders,
1000
The Wheat and the Chaff, D
3000
Jenkin's
Jinx,
C
1000
Otto the Artist, C
1000
The
Beggar
King,
D
2O0O
Tackstraus. D
.1000
The Winning Number, C
1000
SELIG-TEIBUNE NEWS PICTOEIAL
Issued every Monday
SELIG and Thursday.
Along the Border, D
1000
Wives of the Rich, D
3000
The Beauty Hunters, C
1000
Three Wise Men, D
3000
Too Many Chefs, C
1000
The Woman Who Did Not Care, C...3000
Badgered, C
1000
The Man Within, D
3000
An
Elephant's
Gratitude,
D
1000
A Stranger in New York, C
3000
Selig-Tribune, No. 38, Topical 1000
The
Sheriff'sWav,
Duty,D
D
1000
The Hardy
3000
Selig-Tribune, No. 40, Topical 1000
A Boarding House Ham, C
1000
RELEASE DAYS
GENEEAL FILM
Monday — Biograpb, Selig, Selig-Tribune, Vitagraph, —Vitagraph-Unit.
Tuesday
Biograpb, Essanay, Kalem, Selig.
Wednesday
Unit. — Biograpb, Essanay, Kalem, LubinThursday — Essanay, Lubin, Selig-Tribune, Vim.
Friday — Knickerbocker Star Feature, Essanay,
Kalem, Vim, Vitagraph.
Saturday
— Essanay, Kalem, Lubin, Selig,
Vita graph.
WTUAL FILM
Monday — American, Falstaff, Novelty.
Tuesday — Thanhouser, Gaumont (Cart, and
Sc.), Beauty.
Novelty. — Reliance, Rialto, or Centaur, and
Wednesday
Thursday — Centaur, Falstaff, Mutual Weekly.
Friday — Mustang, American, Cub.
Saturday — Clipper (Am.), Thanoplay, or Mustang, and Beauty.
Sunday — Reliance, Casino, Thanhouser.
UNIVEBSAL FILM
Monday — Broadway Universal Feature, Nestor.
Tuesday — Gold Seal, Rex, Imp.
Wednesday — Victor, L-Ko, Animated Weekly.
Thursday — Laemmle, Big U, Powers.
Friday — Imp, Victor, Nestor.
Saturday — Bison, Powers, Joker.
Sunday — Rex, I-aemmle, I^Ko.
VIM
3—24.
1000
3—30. Behind the Footlights, C
Vacation, C
1000
3— 31.6. Their
4—
Anvils and Actors, C
1000
4—
7. Mamma's Boys, C
1000
4—13.
Ring, C
1000
4—14. In theBattle
Royal, C
1000
4—21. The
The Sleuths, C
1000
4—27. Hired and Fired, C
1000
4— 28. What's Sauce for the Goose, C
1000
Rivals. C
1000
5— 4.5. The
5—
The Brave Ones, C
1000
Home-Made
Pies,
C
1000
5—11. The Water Cure, C
1000
5—12.
5—18. The Pretenders, C
1000
Days, C
lOOO
5—19. Thirty
A Fair Exchange, C
1000
VITAGEAPH
4—
8.
4—10.
Other Way, D
3000
A— 8. The
Myrtle, the Manicurist
1000
4—14. The
Hoyden, D
1000
4—15.
Susie
the
Sleuth,
C
3000
4—17.
The
Other
Way,
D
3000
Life and Training in the U. S. Navy,
4—21. Ed
1000
4—22. His Lucky Day, C
1000
4—24. A Caliph of the New Bagdad, C-D 3000
4—28.
4—29. The Rookie, D
1000
Terry's
Party, D
C
1000
The ManTea Hunt,
3000

REFERENCE

5—
5— 6.5.1.
S— 8.
5—12.
5—13.
5—15.
5—19.
5—20.

Jane's
Husband,C
C
lOOO
Some Chicken,
1000
The Ressurection of Hollis, D
300O
The Double-Double Cross, C
1000
Out Accusing
Ag'in, In Voice,
Ag'in, D
C
1000
The
3000
The Lucky Tumble, C, and Scenes in
Iceland. Sc
Split reel
More Money Than Manners, C
1000
Miss Adventure, Com.-D
3000
MUTUAL

FILM RELEASES

AMERICAN
4— 3. Ways of the World, D
2000
44—— in.6. Bonds
of Deception,
D I)
3000
The Pendulum
of Chance.
4—15. The Wayfarers, D
3000
4 — 17. His Masterpiece, O
2000
4—22. Realization, D
3000
4—25. The Counterfeit Earl, D
2000
4— 27. A Broken Genius, D
3000
5— 1. Pierre Brissac the Brazen, D
2000
5 — 8. The Touch on the Key, D
2000
5—11. The Profligate, D
3000
5—15. The Pretender, D
2000
5—18. Four Months, D
3000
BEAUTY
44—12.
— 9. Art
and and
Arthur,
C
1000
Peanuts
Powder,
C
1000
4—16. The Improbable Yarn of McQuirk, C..1000
4—19. Number, Please? C
1000
4 — 23. The Bookworm's Blessed Blunders, C.IOOO
4—26. Bugs and Bugles, C
1000
4— 30. Two Beds and No Sleep, C
1000
5 — 3. Billie Van Deusen's Ancenstrie, C....1000
5— 6. All for Nuttin', C
1000
5—10. Skelly's Skeleton, C
1000
5—15. "No Title," C
1000
5—17.
Billy VanMinutes
Deusen'sin Magic,
Fiance, C
C
1000
5 — 21. Twenty
1000
CENTAUR
5—13. The Jungle Outcasts,
D
2000
5— 20. High Lights and CUB
Shadows, D
2000
4—14.
4 — 21.
4 — 28.
5— 5.
5—12.
5— 19.

Almost Right, C
1000
The Conquering Hero, C
1000
The Traitor, C
1000
M. T. Dome's Awful Night, C
1000
Terry's Perfect Day, C
1000
Harmony and Discord
1000
FALSTAFF
4 — 10. Sapville's Stalwart Son, C
1000
4 — IS. 'The Overworked Oversea Overseer. U.IOOO
4—17. The Sailor's Smiling Spirit, C
1000
4 — 22. Simple Simon's Schooling, C
1000
4—24. Dad's Darling Daughters, C
1000
4— 29. Willing Wendy to Willie. C
1000
5 — 1. The Dashing Druggist's Dilemma, C.IOOO
5— 5. The Sleieher's Strategy. C
1000
5— 8. The Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C
1000
5—13.
Freddie's
Frigid
Finish,
C
1000
5—15. Deteckters, C
1000
5—20. Steven's Sweet Sisters, C
1000
GAUMONT
4 — 12. See America First, No. 31, Sc^ and
Keeping up with the Joneses, Cart..
4— 19. See America First, No. 32, Sc., and
Split reel
Kartoon Komics
Split
4 — 26. See America First, No. 33 (Charleston,
S. C), and Kartoon Komics ... Split reel
5 — 3. See America
No. 34, and Split
Kar- reel
toonFirst,
Komics
5—
6.
"Reel
Life"
Belgian
Cavalry,
Topical.
5 — 10. See America First (Atlanta, Ga.) and. 1000
Kartoon Komics
Split reel
5—14. "Reel Life." Topical. Ed
1000
5— 17. See America First (Yosemite National
Park),
and
Kartoon
Komics.
..
.Split
reel
5—21. Reel Life
MUSTANG
A— 7. Two Bits, D
4— 8. Under Azure Skies, D
4—13. Silent Selby, D
4— 14. The Awakening, D
4—21. The Return, Com.-D
45—
— 28.5. Unlucky
Luke,at Com.-D
With a Life
Stake. D
5—12. The Gulf Between, D
5—19. The T?lindness, D

3000
3000
3000
2000
2000
2003
2000
2000
2000
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RELEASE

DATES

MTJTUAL WEEKLY
Issued every Thursday.
THANHOUSER
4— 4. Oh I Oh! Oh!— Henry, C
2000
4—11. The Romance of the Hollow Tree,D..2000
4—18. The Girl from Chicago, D
2000
4—20. A Man's Sins, D
3000
4— 25. A Man of Honor, D
2000
4— 29. The Carriage of Death, D
3000
5— 2. The VVeaklinR, D
2000
5— 4. The Spirit of '61, D
3000
5— 9. When She Played Broadway, D
2000
S— 16. The -Answer, D
2000
VOGUE
4— 4. Bungling Bill Detective, C
4— 9. Knocking Out Knockout Kelly, C 1000
1000
4—10. Rube's
Tangle,C
C
1000
4—16. A MixupHotel
in
Photos,
1000
4—23. Slipping It Over on Father, C
1000
4— 2.S.
Island That Never Was, C
1000
4— 30. The
Bungling
Bill,
Doctor,
C
1000
^ 2
Count, C
1000
5— 6! Out for the
1000
5— 9. Bundling
Germatic Bill's
Love. Dream,
CC
1000
5—14. A Mi.x-Up at Rudolph's, C
1000
5—16. The Man with the Hod, C
1000
5—21. The Chinatown Villains, C
1000

UNICORN FILM PROGRAM
SUPREME
Option, D
2000
Sacrifice, D
1000
of the Hills, D
2000
Gangster's
DD
1000
UndeliveredDecoy,
Message,
2000
Lucky Horseshoe, D
1000
OAYETY
Percy's Transformation^ C, and with
Bulgaria's Fighting Forces. .. .Split reel
Pete'.; Darling
PeculiarNeeds
Pal, Nourishment,
C
Our
C, 1000
Mrd The Syncopated Melody. ... Split reel
Prelzil and Flanigan, C
lOOO
The Hoodoo Guest, and A Bomb Scare,
C
Split reel
Hoarders and Ghosts, C
1000
HIAWATHA
The Chiefg Ward, West. D
2000
JUDY
Neighhorlv .Veiglibors, C. and A Valet
Ro iiance
Split reel
Drceivine T)ad, C, and U, S. Cavalary
a' Fori Mcytrr
.Split reel
Di-^appearing
Dough, and Our Darling's
Portrait, C
Split reel

5— 1. The
5_
The
5_ fi, Tcss
5—12.
The
5—15. The
5_19. The
5 — 1.
5_
5 — 5.
8.
S— 12.
5—15.
5_J9.
5— 2.
5 — 2.
t_ J,
5 17.

READY

BUFFALO
5— 3. The Viper, D
5—10. Hold-up
Devil's D
Pass, West.-D
5—17.
She Neverat Knew,
HIPPO
5 — 3.
5 — 6.
5— -10.
5— 13.
5—17.
5 — 20.
5— 3.
5—
5—10.7.
5—14.
5—17.
5—21.
5—
5—11.4.
5-18.
5— 4.
5— 7.
5—11

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
The Path6 News — Issued Twice Every Week.
Week of May 1, 1916.
TheD
Iron Claw, Xo. 10, "The Living Dead," 2000
Trouble Enough, C
1000
Siberia the Vast Unknown, No. 6, and How
Small Sea Creatures Breed, Ed
Split reel
Week of May 8, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 11, D
2000
Who's
No. 1,Throwers,
"Puppets C
of Fate," D...2000
Luke andGuilty?
the Bomb
1000
Beautiful Lake Chuzenji (Pict. Japan), and
The Ascent to Mt. Ranier, Sc
Split reel
Boob Weekly, Cartoon
1000
Week of May IS, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 12, D
2000
Who'sGirlGuilty?
No. Green
2, "TheEyes,
TightD
Rein," D...2000
The
with the
5000
Reckless Wrestlers, C
1000
Siberia the Vast Unknown, No. 7, and On the
Island of Luzon (P. I.), Sc
Split reel
Week of May 22, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 13, D
2000
Who's Guilty? No. 3, "Tangled Web," D
2000
Luke's Late Lunches, C
1000
Saving
Shad Sc
Supply, and Yunnan-Fou
(S. W, theChina),
Split reel
Leap Year. Cart., and How to Bring Up a
Thild rCnlorcd)
Split reel

FOR

5—21.
5—
5—12.5.
5—19.
5 — 13.
S— 20.
- 7.
-14.
-21.

1000
1000
1000

Chaps and Chaperons, C
1000
A Dog Gone Romance, C, and A Bare
Escape
Split reel
Tango and Poker, C
1000
Oura Husband
Darling's Image, D., and Wanted,
Split reel
Strictly Prohibition, C
1000
Osculation, and Getting Even, C. Split reel
PURITAN
In the Fangs of Jealousy, D
1000
Gold and Dross, D
1000
For
His
lirother's
Sake,
D
lOOO
The Little Black Shoe, D
1000
Strong Men of the North, D
1000
The Stolen Opal, D
1000
LILY
The Spirit of Revenge, D
2000
The
Romance,
2000
The Bachelor's
Sacred Rock,
DD
2000
JOCKEY
Reel Redskins, C, and Boy Scouts. Split reel
Count Meout, C
1000
A Good Skate, C, and Tots of Mystery Split reel
Real Love and Counterfeit Money, C..1000
Our Darling Loves the Witching
Waves, and The Diplomatic Lawyer,
C
Split reel
Robbers, Romance and Reggie, C
1000
EANCHO
The Smiling Bandit, D
1000
The Sure Shot, West.-D
1000
The School Teacher's
Reward,
D
1000
SUNSET
Our Boys in Pursuit of Mexican
Bandits D
2000
The Dtnion's Victim, West.-D 2000
The .'^•in's Sacritice, D
2000
UTAH
The Rivals, D
1000
Bandits of Lone Pine, D
lOOn
A Woman Scorned, D
1000
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM

ANIMATED WEEKLY
Issued every Wednesday.
BIG U
1000
2. Shackles, D
3—
3 — 16. The Fatal Introduction, D
3000
3 — 23. On Dangerous Ground
1000
44_20.
— 6. Hungry
Happy's
Dream, C
C
1000
Oh! What
a Whopper!
2000
4 — 26. Lonesome House, D
1000
5_4. The Beloved Liar, D
3000
5— 19. Nadine of Nowhere, D...
1000
BISON
4— 1. The Night Riders, D
2000
4— 8. Behind the Mask, D
2000
4—15. The Rival Pilots, D
2000
4—22.
Crown, D
D
1000
4 — 29. The
The Passing
Torrent ofof Hell's
Vengeance,
2000
5— 6. The Leap. D
2000
2000
Love, D
A Fightthe for
5—13.
5—20. Hulda
Silent, D
2000
GOLD SEAL
2000
3—21. The Madcap Queen, C.-D
2000
D
Raffles ofReturns,
Lady League
43— 28.
4 The
the Future (Adventure
Journal),
5, of ofLordthe John's
No. Voice
4_11. The
Tempter,
D D...3000
3000
4—
18.
The
Best
Man's
Bride,
D
2000
4— 25. The Other Half, D
2000
5— 2. The Purple Maze, D
2000
2000
Mark of a Gentleman, D
9. The
S_
5 — 16.
Parcv of the Northwest
Mounted, D...3000
IMP
4— 7.
4—
4—11.9.
4 — 14.
4 — 18.
4—21.
4—25.
4—28.

The Poet's Progress, CD
2000
2000
DD
Mignonette,
Held
for Damages,
U'iSSS
The Doctor of the Afternoon Arm, D.2000
Love T-aughs at Dyspepsia, C
1000
The Haunted Bell, D
2000
Billie's War Brides, C
1000
3000
Why Mrs. Wentworth Lied, D

REFERENCE

4— 30. Through Flames to Love, D
5— 2. When Slim Was Home Cured, C
5 — 4. Won with a Makeup, C
5— 5. Tust Kitty, D
S— 9. When a Wife Worries, C
5—10. The Go-Between, D
5—12. The Capital Prize, D
5—16. When Slim Picked a Peach, C
5—21. Claudia, C
JOKER
4— 1. A Tale of a Telegram, C
4— 8. His Highness the Janitor, C
4—15. Hubby Puts One Over, C
4—22. Just Yet, But Not Quite, C
45—
— 29.6. The
Jitney Match,
Driver'sC
Romance, C
A Perfect
5—13. A Wife for a Ransom, C
5—20. A Raffle for a Husband, C
LAEMMLE
4— 6. The Eyes of Fear, D
4—
Bill's Brink,
Wife, D
C
4—12.9. The
4—20. The Gambler, D
4 — 27. Miss Blossom, D
5— 5. The Thief of the Desert, D
5— 7. The Marriage of Arthur, C
5—11.
D
L-KO
5 — 14. Her
Her Husband's
Great Part,Faith,
Com.-D
5 — 18. Grouches and Smiles, C
5—19. Heartache?, D

2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000
2000
1000
1000
2000

4 — 2.
4— 4,
4—16.
4—19.
4—23.
4—5— 26.3.
5— 7.
5—10.
5—17.

Caught on a Skyscraper, C
2000
For the Love of Mike and Rosie, C..3000
The Doubles' Troubles, C
2000
A Meeting for a Cheating, C
1000
Little Billy's School Days, C
1000
Bill's
Narrow
Escape,
C
2000
The Bankruptcy of Boogs & Schultz, C.IOOO
Mr. Tindrlv Bripes, Burglar, C ■ 1000
The Great Smash, C
3000
Gaby's Gasoline Glide, C
1000
NESTOR
4— 3. How Times Do Change, C
1000
4— 7. A Leap Year Tangle, C
1000
4—10. Putting Her Foot In It, C
1000
4 — 14. Some Honeymoon, C
1000
4—17. His Neighbor's Wife, C
1000
4—21. Eddie's Night Out, C
1000
4—24. His Wooden Leg, C
1000
4— 28. The Newlyweds Mixup, C
1000
5— 1. Her Hero Maid, C
1000
5— 5. f ern's College Career, C
2000
5 — 8. Potts Binples Again, C
1000
5 — 12. Never Lie to Your Wife, C
1000
5—15. Tic's a IVvi). C
3000
5—19. Tlic Wooing of Aunl Jemina, C
1000
POWERS
4— 1. A Serpent in the House, C
1000
4 — 6. The Dance of Love and the Brush
Industry, Ed
Split reel
4—13. Some Fish, C
1000
4— IS. The Stolen Melody, D
1000
4—20. The Royland Villain, and Ed Split reel
4—27. Such Is Life in China, C
1000
4— 29. A Family Affair, C
1000
5— 11. Mr. Fullermerism, C. Cart.,
Pepp—and
He Some
TriesMonkey
MesStars, Ed
Split ritel
5— 18. A Toyland Robberv,
and Ed
Split reel
REX C
5—20. Their Social Smash,
1000
4— 2. Her Sister's Sin, D
1000
4— 7. The Still Voice, D
1000
4—14. The Toll of th« Angelus, D (Re issue) . 1000
4—16. The Sham
Reality,
D.,
and
Zoo
Arrivals from South America, Ed . Split reel
4—23. His World of Darkness, D
3000
4—25. The Unexpected, C, D
4—27. Chicken Hearted Jim, C
1000
4— 30. Their Anniversary, C
1000
5—
D
1000
5— 2.
7. Eleanor's
Scaling theCatch,
Jungfrau,
Ed., Sc
1000
5— 9. Virginia, D
1000
5—14. A Soul for Sale. D
3000
5—18. A Wife at Bay, D
2000
5—21. Love Triumphant,
D
2000
VICTOR
4_ 5. The Little Fraud, D
1000
4—12. The Lathered Truth, C
2006
4—19.
Royal
Love,
D
3000
4 — 21. A Strange Confession, D
1000
6_ .V Thf Girl Who Feared Daylight, D
2000
5 — 12. A Strange Confession, D
1000
5_17. The Three Wishes, D
1000
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BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
4— 24. The Gay Lord Waring (J. Warren
Kerrigan)
S parts
5— 1. The Crippled Hand (Ella Hall) 5 parts
S — 8. The Gilded Spider (Louise Lovely). S parts
5 — IS. Elusive Isabel (Florence Lawrence). 6 parts
S — 22. A Kerrigan)
Son of the Immortals (J. Warren 5 parts
5 — 29. Naked
Hearts (Francellia Billing- 5 parts
ton)
6 — 5. The Eye of God (Tyrone Power)... 5 parts
5— 29. Naked Hearts (Rupert Julian) 5 parts
6 — 5. The Eye of God (Tyrone Power and
Lois Weber)
5 parts
FOX FILM CORPORATION
3— 20.
3—
4— 27.3.
4— 10.
4— 17.
4— 24.
5 — 1.
S— 8.
5 — 15.
5—22.

The Bondman
ABlueWife's
BloodSacrifice
and Red
Slander
A Modern Thelma
A Man of Sorrow
Blazing Love
The Eternal Sapho
Sins of Men
Battle of Hearts

IVAN FEATURF
—
i—
3—
»—

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

S
55
5
5
S
5
5
5
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

PRODUCTIONS

Forbidden Kruit (Everett Butterfield
and Paula Shay)
5
A Fool's
Paradise
(Chrystine
Mayo, 6
Paula Shay,
and Joseph
Burke)
The Immortal Flame (Maude Fealy)..5
TheMignon
City ofAnderson)
Illusion (Paula Shay and 6

reels
reels
reels
reels

KLEINE-EDISON FEATURE SERVICE
EDISON
1—12. The Catspaw
S reels
1— 26. The Innocence of Ruth
S reels
2— 9. Tke Martyrdom of Pkilip Strong. . .5 reels
2 — 23. At the Rainbow's End
5 reels
GEO. KLEINE
1— 19. Wild Oats
S reels
2— 2. The Final Curtain
5 reels
2— 9. When Love is King
5 reels
2— 16. The Scarlet Road
S reels
3— 1. The Mishaps of Musty Suffer 10 reels
METRO

No.

DE LUXE EDITION
Week of May 8, 1916.
99. The Overcoat (Rhea Mitchell and
Wm. Stowell), American 5
100. Barbara
Her Father's
(Gordon-E.
Gilroy Gold
and Louise
Bates), Thanhouser
S
Week of May 15, 1916.
101. The Isle of Love (Gertrude McCoy), Gaumont 5
102. The Courtesan (Eugene Forde
and Al. Fordyce), American 5
Week of May 22, 1916.
103. Nancy's
Birthright
(Edyth
ling and Norbert
Myles),
Signal.Ster-..5
104. Reclamation (Winifred Greenwood
and Franklin Ritchie), American.. 5
PARAMOUNT

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

PICTURES

l-AMOUS PLAYERS
Audrey (Pauline Frederick), Cora. D..S reels
Molly
Make Believe (Marguerite 5 reels
Clark)
The Eternal Grind (Mary Pickford).S reels
The Innocent Lie (Valentine Grant). 5 reels
The Moment Before (Pauline Fred- erick) 5reels
The Red Widow (John Barrymore). 5 reels
The Trust (Hazel Dawn)
5 reels
Saints and Sinners (Peggy Hyland).5 reels
(Title
Not Decided) (Marguerite 5 reels
Clark)
JESSE LASKY COMPANY
4 — 6. The Race (Victor Moore and Anita
King)
S reels
4— 13. Th^
Mask (Wallace Reid and S reels
CleoLove
Ridgley)
4 — 24. The Heart of Nora Flynn (Marie
Doro)
5 reels
5 — 8. Maria Rosa (Geraldine Farrar)....5 reels
5 — 11. Alien Souls (Sessue Hayakawa) . . . .5 reels
5 — 22. The Frameup (Blanche Sweet).... 5 reels
MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
3— 16. CodeCollier)
of Marcia
Gray (Constance S reels
D
5 — 18. Pasquale (George Beban)
5 reels
PALLAS
3 — 9. Ben Blair (Dustin Farnum), D
5 reels
4 — 3. Heart of Paula (Leonore Ulrich)...S reels
5 — 1. David Garrick (Dustin Farnum).. .5 reels

3— 27.
4— 10.
4—17.
4 — 20.
4 — 27.
5 — 4.
5 — 15.
5 — 25.
5—29.

PICTURES CORPORATION

F. A. BALSHOFER
4 — 24. The Come-Back (Harold Lockwood
and May Allison)
5 reels
6—12. The Masked Rider (Harold Lockwood
and May Allison)
5 reels
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
3 — 13. Lovely Mary (Mary Miles Minter)..5 reels
4— • 3. The Kiss of Hate (Ethel Barrymore).5 reels
4— 10. The Half Million Bribe (Hamilton
Revelle and Marguerite Snow)... 5 reels
5— 22. Notorious
GallagherSnow)
(William Nigh 5 reels
and Marguerite
POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS
4 — 17. Playing with Fire (Mme. Petrova)..5 reels
5 — 29. The Scarlet Woman (Mme. Petrova).5 reels
5—15. TheBreese)
Spell of the Yukon (Edmund 5 reels
B, A. ROLFE PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
3 — 20. Her Great Price (Mabel Taliaferro). 5 reels
5— 1. The Snow Bird (Mabel Taliaferro). . 5 reels
6— 5. Dorian's
Diverce
(Lionel Barrymore 5 reels
and Grace
Valentine)
6 — 19. TheDana)
Flower of No-Man's-Land (Viola 5 reels
aUALITY PICTURES
3 — 27. The Wall Between (Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne)
5 reels
5 — 8. A Million a Minute (Francis X,
P,ushman and Beverlv T.avne) 5 reels

TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION
KAY-BEE-INCE PRODUCTIONS
4— 16. The Stepping Stone (Frank Keenan
and Mary Boland)
5 reels
4 — 23. Civilization's Child (Wm. H. Thomp- son) 5reels
4— 30. TheWarner)
Beggar of Cawnpore (H. B. 6 reels
5— 7. The No-Good Guy (William Collier).5 reels
5— 14. Not My Sister (Bessie Barriscale) . . 5 reels
FINE ARTS-GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
4— 16. Sold for Marriage (Lillian Gish)....S reels
4—23. Sunshine Dad (De Wolf Hopper)... 5 reels
4 — 30. The Children in the House (Norma
Talmage)
5 reels
5— 7. The Good Bad-Man (Douglas Fair' banks)
5 reels
5 — 14. Susan
Rocks the Boat (Dorothy 5 reels
Gish)
KEYSTONE-SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
4 — 16. The Other Man (Roscoe Arbuckle)..2 reels
4 — 16. Hiickire Society (Chester Conklin)..2 reels
4 — 23. The Snow Cure (Ford Sterling) ... 2 reels
4— 23. A Rough Knight (Shorty Hamilton). 2 reels
4 — 30. The Lion and the Girl (toe Jackson). 2 reels
4—30. His Bitter Pill (Mack Swain) 2 reel"

-24.
- 1.
-15.
- 8.
-22.RED FEATHER PRODUCTIONS
-29.
Waller) 5S
(Lewis Madison)
Gerard (Cleo
-10.S. Brigadier
CupLions (Mary
Her Bitter
Thrown
to the
Fuller). 5
Bosworth).
Neighborof (Hobart
ADr.Huntress
Men (Mary
Fuller)..S5
A Youth of Fortune (Carter and
Flora Parker De Haven) 5
Half a Rogue (King Baggot) 5
What Love Can Do (Adele Farrington)
The
Iron Hand (Hobart Bosworth 5
and Jane Novak)
5

reels
reds
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Vitagraph-Lubin-Seug-Essanat. Inc
4—
HEART-VITAGaAPH NEWS PICTOBIAl
Issued
4— every Tuesday and Friday.
VITAGRAPH
4 — 24. God's Country
and the Woman (Nell
5Shipman,
5- Geo. Holt and Wm. Dun- can) 8 reels
5— 1. The Law Decides (Dorothy Kelly,
Bobby -Connelly,
Harry Morey and
Louise 5 5Beaudet)
7 reels
5 — 8. Britton of the Seventh (Charles Kent,
6- Connelly
Bobby
and
Eulalie
Jen55—15. The Ordeal of Elizabeth (Lillian sen) 5 reels
Walker, Donald Hall and Evart
Overton)
6 reels
5 — 22. The Redemption of Dave Darcey
(James Morrison, Belle Bruce and
Billy Billings)
5 reels
5 — 29. The
Suspect
(Anita Stewart and S. 5 reels
Rankin
Drew)
3 — 20. Dollars and theLUBIN
Woman (Ethel Clayton and Tom Moore)
6 reels
4 — 10. The
Flames
Johannis (Nance
O'Neill)
5 reels
5 — 8. Love's
(Rosetta Brice and 5 reels
Richard TollBuhler)
SELIGSin (Fritzi Brun3— 6. Unto Those Who
nette)
5 reels
3— 20. The Ne'er-DoWell (Kathlyn
iams and Wheeler
Oakman) . Will. . . 10 reels
4 — 3. The Cycle of Fate (Bessie Eyton,
Wheeler Oakman and Edith John- son) 5 reels
5 — 1. At Piney Ridge (Fritzi Brunnette) . . 5 reels
5 — 29. Into the Primitive (Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry 5 reels
Lonsdale)
3 — 20. The Havoc (Gladys Hanson, Chas.
Dalton and Bryant Washburn) 5
4 — 10. Burlesque
on Carmen (Charlie
Chaplin)
4
4 — 24. TheSallieLittleFisher,
ShepherdJohnof Bargain
Junior Row
and
Richard C. Travers)
5
5 — 15. Sherlock Holmes (William Gillette). 7
1.
WORLD -EQUITABLE

reels
reels
reels
reels

PROGRAM

EQUITABLE
V^F D (Jackie SaunThe Twin Triangles
ders) 5parts
4— 24
The Closed Road (House Peters and
5— 1. Barbara Tennant)
5 parts
The
Feast of Life (Clara Kimball
5—15, Young)
5 parts
Maternal Right (Kitty Gordon). S parts
5— 295. Her
5—22.
6—
Sudden Riches (Robert Warwick) . .5 parts
Tangled Fates (Alice Brady) 5 parts
, The Other Sister (Gail Kane) 5 parts
. The Woman of It (Carlyle Blackwell
and Ethel Clayton)
5 parts
. The Crucial Test (Kittv Gordon)... 5 parts
. TheBHnn)
Way of the World (Holbrook 5 parts
. La Boheme (.-Mice Brady)
5 parts
Friday the 13th (Robert Warwick).. 5 parts
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AU FEATURES BOOKING AGENCY
Right Off the Bat
5 reels
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM CO.
The Battles of a Nation
6 parts
AUTHORS ¥UM CO., INC.
3— 27. Sins of the Father
4 parts
4— 3. Her Redemption
4 parts
4— 10. Denise
4 parts
i— 17. Love's Sacrifice
6 parts
4—
24.
A
Woman's
Awakening
5
5— 1. Under the Mask
S parts
parts
CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
-March — The
Unwritten
Law (Beatriz
Michelena)
7 reels
May — The
Woman
Who
Dared (Beatriz 7 reels
Michelena)
luly — Kismet (Otis Skinner)
10 reels
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
German Side of War
5 reels
Russian Side of War
4 reels
CURIDGE FILMS, Inc.
Heart of New York
S reels
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 parts
Liberty Hall
4 parts
The Black Spot
4 parts
Victoria Cross
4 parts
O 18
4 parts
His Vindication
5 parts
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
Uncle's
LittleCure
Ones
11 reel
The
Jungle
reel
What D'ye Tbink of That?
1 reel
Pa's Family
Tree
reel
The
Adventure
of Sally
11 reel
The Jungle Kid
1 reel
E-K-0 FILM CO.
The Invisible Enemy
5 reels
ELDORADO FEATURE FILM CO.
The Impersonation
5 reels
FORREST FILM CORPORATION
Bottom of the Sea
5 reels
JOS. W. FARNHAM
Race Suicide
6 parts
The .Awakening of Bess Morton S reels
GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
sins of Great Cities (Ebba Thomsen) .4 reels
The Man with the Missing Finger
(Alfred Hertel)
4 reels
For Her Son (Retty Nansen) 4 reels
ATheWoman's
(Elsie FroIich)...45 reeU
Folly ofHonor
Sin
reels
The Mother Who Paid
5 reels
HANOVER FILMS
Marvellous Macisic
6 parts
Should a Ilahv Diei*
5 parts
HIPPODROME FILM CO.
At the Front with the Allies.
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MISCELLANEOUS

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
3— 27. Charlie's White Elephant, Com. Cart.l reel
4 — 3. Charlie's Barnyard Pets, Com. Cart..l reel
4 — 10. Charlie the Busy Barber, Com. Cart...l reel
4 — 17. Charlie
'The Animal Trainer, Com. 1 reel
Cart
45 —— 24.1. Charlie
Charlie's Prepared.
Jitney Hunt,
Cart...l1 reel
Com. Com.
Cart
reel
JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION
4— 1. World War in Kidland
1 reel
4— 8. A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
4 — 15. Chip's Elopement
1 reel
4 — 22. Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers 2 reels
4—29. Chip's Rivals
1 reel
KULEE FEATURES
Germany On the Firing Line
6 parts
MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE
Twilight Sleep
B. S. MOSS
Three Weeks
S reels
Salamander
5 reels
One Day
5 reels
F. 0. NIELSEN
Guarding Old Glory
5 reels
Just Out of College
5 reels
Little Sunset
4 reels
The Spoilers
9 reels
All for a Girl
5 reels
PHOTODRAMA COMPANY
How Molly Made Good
6 reels
PROHIBITION FILM CORPORATION
Prohibition
5 parts
RAVER FILM CO.
The Other Girl
5 reels
Life Without Soul
5 reels
The Fortunate Youth
Driftwood
STANDARD NEWS FILM, INC.
Standard Travelogues
32 parts
Are We Ready.?
4 parts
The Animal World
S parts
Navies of the World
1 reel
The Price of Liberty
5 reels
.Aircraft
1 reel
SUN PHOTOPLAY CO., Inc.
The Princess of India
5 reels
SUPREME FILM CO.
The Cowpuncher
6 parts
TRANS-OCEANIC FILMS, INC.
The Life and Adventures of Shakespeare 6parts
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
L'ntn the Darkness
.4 reels
In the Ranks
4 reels
Harbour Lights
4 reels
Enoch Arden
4 reels
Mvsterious Man of the Juiiele 3 reels
WAR FILM SYNDICATE
On the Firing Line with the Ger- mans 6 parts

riAIN OFFICE.
SAM FRA/N Cisco
23^ EDPy ST.
CASreRtl REPRESEnTfiTlUE
LEON D.NSTTEIR
1325 uine. 51.
PHILftOELPHIA PH.
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RELEASES

MISCELLANEOUS
EDUCATIONAL FILMS rORP. OF AMERICA
The Film Hunters
1 reel
The
Yam
of
the
Slowen'eU
.1
In theSunset
Hanging
Glaciei Country 11 reel
reel
The
Trail
reel
The Trail to Cloudy Pass
1 reel
The
Stampede
1
American Game Trails
1 reel
reel
BEACON FILM CO.
Single
reel Travelogues and Educatioaal
Subjects.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Metro-Drew Comedies (weekly).
Metro Travelogues (weekly).
MUTT AND JEFF FILMS
ANIMATED CARTOONS
1.
Jeff's
Toothache.
2. Mutt and Jeff in the Submarine.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
PAEAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS (WEEKLY)
BURION HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Bilibid,Pasig
the River
'"Sing Sing"
of the Philippines.
44 —— 10.
17. The
(The Filipino
River).
4 — 24. The Lowlands of Luzon.
BRAY CARTOONS
4 — 27. Col. Heeza Liar Wins the Pennant.
5 — 3. Al Falfa's Scientific Diary.
5 — 10. A Toyland Paper Chase.
5 — 17. Bobby Bumps and His Goatmobile.
5 — 24. Kid (Tasey the Champion.
PATHE EXCHANGE INC.
Pathe travels (See Pathe).
UNIVERSAL
Uncle
Sarh at Work
(See Powers
Universal).
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Upper
Mountain Lakes.
In the Bavarian
Land
Victoria
Falls. of the Hindoos.
Should a Baby Die?
5 reels
VITAGRAPH (V. L. S. E. )
15
FRANK DANIELS' COMEDIES
Mr. Jack Hires a Stenographer
Mr.Series).
jack, His Dukeship (End of the Jack
Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife.
-2^. Kernel iNutt the Janitor.
-29. Kernel Nutt tlie Footman.
SERIALS
The Girl and the Game
Signal Film
The Secret of the Submarine Signal
Peg
the Ring
Mary o' Page,
The Strange Case of . .Universal
.Essanay
The5— Social Pirates
Kalem
The Iron Claw
..Pathos
The 5—Mysteries of Myra... Inlernat'lService
Film
Gloria's Romance
Kleine

sse:r
FILMS r

PICTURE RIGHTS PURCHASED
FOR THE PACIFIC COAST

AMUSEMENT

Vol.13.

Aa^IllRf(AIUR(^[)l^IftlllUI0R3,inc.
AND
BRANCH
LOS Ari6CL£.S
51+ W£ST 812 ST.

CORPORATION

Urges observance of National Tribute Day, Monday, Ua^ i5tK, for the ACTORS'j^ourFUND
sKare.
TKe public is interested — contribute
OF AMERICA.
President
Sherrill,
L.
William
EIGHTEEN EAST FORTY-FIRST STREET, NEW YORK
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"Napoleon" and "Sally," the chimpanzees with the human brain, and
the only two in motion pictures. Submit your stories. They will receive
careful consideration.
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CLASSIFIED
SCEJVERY
Finest M. P. Scenery and Lobb.v
PaintingB, at LOWEST prices. All worlc
guaranteed.
MONEY.
Send DiQiensions for SAVE
estimate
and catalogue.
EXKEBOI.L SCENIC STDDIOS,
O.MAHA. NEBRASKA.
We represent foreign and out nl
town buyers; furnish expert film reviews: attend to shipments; subject to
screen inspection; and sell jour features on commission. Write us. Njitional Cinema Syndicate, li.o., Micca
Building. IWKi Broadway, New York.
WANTED
Representatives tn liaiidle our new
101 Ranch Feature. Houd ami references. Address K. L. Williams, Bliss,
Okl:i.
FOR SALE OR LEASE
Motion 1 ieture Theatre in nne d tlii'
best towns in the South. First n ■ r
stats
1,000- have
balcony
colored,
400.
The owners
otherforlarge
interests
and
haven't
the
time
to
give
it
their
personal attention. It is making money
and will bear the closest investigation.
M'ill lea.se
partystock
for
$200.01^
a weekto orresponsible
will sell part
to a competent manager; or will sell
as a whole. If sold as a whole, will
take at least $10,000 to swing the deal,
balance out of the profits. If interus."Inter-Southern
The .lames 11.Bldg.,
Buttonested,
Co.,"seeK.v.
304
Louisville.
THE CEEXIFIED LIST TO PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS OF THEATRES.
We have on file a list of investigated
theatres which are recommended as
paying propositions. We accept theatre registrations only after investigationmentsandfromprocuring
owners asof tosigned
incomestateand
expenses, etc. Real bargains, but bona
fide propositions. Write for our list.
National Cinema Syndicate, Inc..
Mecca
i'ork. Building. ICOO Broadway, New
AIRDOME B£NCHES
made of seaiioned Maple lumber, an.v
length desired. All leading makes of
moTlng picture machines. Operatlnir
booths that pass Inspection. Naw and
■Ucbtly used. Get our prices before
buying elsewhere. All orders filled
ume day ae received.
LEARS THEATRE SUPPLY CO..
60fl Chestnut St.
St. Louis. Mo.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
5 SO. WABASH AVE.,
CHICAGO
All makes of picture machines
and theatre supplies.
Write for Complete Catalogue
C A
I L L E
Ticket OtUce Equipments
Embody Ticket Sellers. Ticket
Chopper!,
Theatre RecordChange
LedgersMakers,
and Theatre
Tickets. Catalog on request.
Calll* Broa. Co., 1003 Amsterdam
Ave., Detroit, Mich.
The advertising you get from
your is
electric
the day
time
free. sipn
The in
advertising
you get at night with a Federal
sign is unsurpassed.
FEDERAL SIGN SYSTEM
(ELECTRIC)
Lake & Desplainea Streets,
CHICAGO.
OPERA

CHAIRS
Complete
PromptLine
Shipments
Write for
CatalocQc with
Direct
Factorj Pricet
PEABODY SCHOOL
FURNITURE CO.
S02 W. Foartk Stmt,
Narth Maackaater, lad.
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PRINT AND DEVELOP
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EXCLUSIVELY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
WRITE FOR PRICES
Pan American Film Service
145 West 45th St., New York City
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house that carries everything you need.
E. E. Fnlton Co.. 156 W. Uke St.. Chicago

Irani^rteK
Furnishes a superior controllecl direct
current that produces the perfect arc
for moving picture projection.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
432 Prospect Aye., Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

POSTERS—
Everywhere
Offices—
Chicago and
New York
MENGER & RING, Inc.
Manufacturers of
POSTER and LOBBY
DISPLAY FRAMES
304 W. 42nd Street
New York

Adjustable Opera Chair
Can be changed from adult's chair
to child's
by for
pressing
and
raising. chairWrite
booklet.catch
Family Opera Ch«ir Organization, St. Loois, M o
Information with regard
to Cinema business in
charge.
Europe given free of
G. KACZKA,
32 Rue de Moscou, Paris
THE BIOSCOPE
is
The English Trade Journal of
the Moving
Picture
Industry
Annual Subscription
I4s. (post
(Dollars
free)$3.50)
85 Shaftesbury Ave. , London, N.W.
when business
off, your house
THE falls
SPRING—
'
needs"IN
a stimulant.
Then is whea you need the Film
World — a clever little magazine for the
home — with your "ad." on the back
cover. Write for prices and free copy.
THE FILM WOHLD,
621 Longacre Bldg-. New York
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TALK

OF OTHER MANUFACTURERS
— after all is said and done — what interests you most when you select a
machine is what you get.
We claim — and can prove it— that in
the

Motiograph

at $285.00
yet get more real value than you can
obtain in any other projecting- machine on earth at any price.
We could cut down our cost $50.00 and no one
but an expert would know it— that doesn't mean
it wouldn't be found out later on, for it would be,
and "later on " is not a good time to find out
things about a machine you buy — the live exhibitor has "found out" the real QUALITY and high
class projection obtained from the MOTIOGRAPH— that is why the large number of MOTIOGRAPHS are being sold.
Write
THE
568 WEST

ENTERPRISE

RANDOLPH

for Catalog
OPTICAL
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STREET

CO.
CHICAGO,

Western Officex 833 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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Motion
92 — How may the current
flow at the arc be regulated
when using a choke-coil as illustrated in Fig. 45, without
moving the solenoid or magnetizing coil as referred to in
question 91 ?

of

Motion

Picture

Picture
Projection
By J. H. Hallberg
Ans. — It is possible
to design a "U" core
and magnetizing coil
by making the distance between the

legs of the "U" core
greater so as to increase the air-gap to
so that when the magnetizing coil B is all the way down
on the coil as illustrated in Fig. 45, the choke-coil will
then produce the correct effect on the circuit to maintain the arc at the highest desired amperage.
On the other hand, if the core is already at hand and
the air-gap at the top of the "U" is such that with a
given number of turns on the magnetizing coil B the
choking effect is so great that the desired number of
amperes will not flow over the arc, you may unwind
some of the turns on the coil B until the desired ampere flow at the arc is obtained, keeping in mind that as
you unwind turns and remove them from the cqil, the
choking effect of the device decreases and the amperes
will increase at the arc.
While the foregoing suggestion to unwind turns of a
choke-coil in order to increase the amperes, effects the
desired result, you must not forget that as the ampere
flow in the wire increases, it will heat to a greater extent and 3^ou must not reinove so many turns of the wire
that the ampere flow will be greater than the capacity
of the wire. You realize that if you should remove too
many turns the increased current flow might burn out
the coil.
In reconsidering the above from another point of
view, you will readily see that if you have a given
choke-coil of the design as illustrated in Fig. 45 and
you have unwound a sufficient number of turns to get
the correct ampere flow and you should experience overheating of the coil, you may then remove the coil altogether and substitute one made up with the correct
number of turns and of the correct size wire to carry
the increased current flow.
It is usually, however, very easy to regulate the position of the coil relative to the core as illustrated and described in answer to question 91.
However, where it should not be practical to move
the coil, then you may reduce the number of turns in
the coil, as originally suggested in the beginning of the
Copyright, 1916, by

News

Simplified

answer to this question and apply to the "U" core, a
magnetic circuit closer illustrated by G in Fig. 46,
shown herewith, which is made up of laminated iron
sheets, properly riveted or screwed together.
93 — In what way does the
magnetic circuit closer when
used with a "U" core, increase
the reactance or choking effect
of a choke-coil?

Ans. — It has been
explained that with a

given number of turns
and a given ampere
flow and a given airgap, the magnetizing
coil will produce a certain quantity of magnetic lines
of force in the iron circuit which fixes the current flow.

-Z7

FIG. 46
Now, it is evident that if we shorten the magnetic
circuit and decrease its resistance to the flow of magnetic lines, by introducing the magnetic circuit closer
G, in close proximity to the ends of the "U" core, as
illustrated in Fig. 46, then the original air-gap, as illus/. H. Hallberg.
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irated in Fig-. 45, by F, wil be considerably reduced, as
represented in Fig. 46, by two much shorter airgaps FF.
The effect of tlie introduction of the magnetic circuit
closer G, upon the circuit in series with which the chokecoil may be connected is to increase the reactive effect
of the coil and in consequence thereof, to lower the ampere flow at the arc.
ith the foregoing description and explanation, you
are now in a position to understand that by employing
suitable clamping devices for holding the "U" core and
the Diagnelic circuit closer G, in fixed position relative
to each other, the air-gaps FF, may be decreased by
moving G, towards the "U" core, which will decrease
the current flow and on the other hand when G is moved
away from the "U" core the aii'-gaps FF will be increased in consequence of which the ampere flow
through the arc will be increased, forming a most conTHANHOUSER, WORLD, METRO AND PARAMOUNT
STARS EXPECTED AT FIRST BALL IN
BUFFALO, N. Y.
pLAXS for the first annual ball of the Buffalo, X. Y., Screen
•1^ Club, recently organized, are nearing completion. To date,
Florence La Badie and Frederick Warde will represent the Thanhouser company, while William A. Brady has promised to send
Gail Kane, Ethel Clayton, Alice Brady and Mollie King as
guests of the clul) at the ball. Jessie Bonstclle and her entire stock
company now playing at the Star theatre will attend, as will Mayor
Louis P. Fuhrniaiin and Commissioners Hill. Kreinheder, Malone,
and Heald.
The ball, which will be held at Elmwood Music hall on Monday
evening, May 15, will be one of the most novel, ever held in Buffalo, and a gigantic crowd is expected. The press is giving much
space to tlie event, which is greatly appreciated by the club. President Daniel J. Savage is in New York, and word is expected momentarily from him as to whether the Paramount company will
send any of its stars to the ball. Negotiations have been opened
with Francis X. Bushman, who it is hoped will lead the grand
march. Fifteen per cent, of the receipts will go to the Actors'
Fund of America. The 74th Infantry band of 50 pieces, undet
the direction of John W. Bolton, and an orchestra with the same
number of men in its personnel under the direction of Herman
E. Schultz, will furnish the music.

AT

THE ATLANTA CONVENTION:
fLcft to right) A. D. BARTHOLS
(Simplex); F. W. 8WETT (Poweri); NAT. I. BaOWN; (Minota.); P. A,
BLAKELEY ( Motiograph) ; L. F. ECKER ("Motion Picture New»")
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venieiit regulator zvhere a peniianent setting or adjustment is acceptable.
It is not practical to make the magnetic circuit closer
G, movable by means of a lever unless clamping means
are introduced to lock the core in a fixed position after
the adjustment has been obtained, due to the tremendous vibration which exists between the "U" core and
the magnetic circuit closer "G" when the device is in
operation and which is especially noticeable when the
air-gap is very short and with frequencies below 60
c}'cles.
Due to error in reproducing my sketch for Fig. 45, the
arrow running from B to the magnetizing coil was
omitted. Therefore, please understand that the letter B
should have been connected in some way so as to indicate the magnetizing coil in Fig. 45, as is shown herewith in Fig. 46.
The hall will be turned into a veritable fairy garden with the
club colors, blue and gold, predominating. In the afternoon an
automobile parade will be held with the visiting stars participating.
An elaborate program, street car advertising billboards and electric signs, are now telling Buffalo about the great event. The
club had its formal opening last week, when the clubrooms in
Court street was the scene of much jollity, with music, dancing
and a banquet.
Among the new members recently added to the Buffalo Screen
Club are: Michael Shea, I. M. Mosher, J. A. Schuchert, G. A.
Rudolph, I. Moses, John F. Miller, John Pferd, J. S. Savage, C. R.
Higgins, C. N. Johnson, G. C. Hall, George Hanny, Jr., M. Whitman, G. A. Keating. William Leyser, Edward Hyman and E. S.
Davis. W. R. Wood, of Rochester, has been elected to non-resident
membership. The club is being ."swamped" with applications, and a
large number of new members are expected to be taken into the
fold at the next meeting on May 1.
|.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH^
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Directory Number of Motion Picture
THE News
is being used principally in the orI
ganization of a new department being ereI ated at the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play studio,
I Hollywood, Cal., under the direction of General
I Manager Milton E. Hoffman, and Captain R.
j Ford, of the employment department.
The data
1 regarding motion picture players, directors, and
I technical men ])rinted in Motion Ficti're New.'i
i Directory Number is being filed on cards in conI nection with photographs which have not been
I retouched.
I
This, when completed, will contain biographical
I records of all leading players of the West Coast
I producing colony, and will enable the ernployment
I department, at a minute's notice, to be able to loI cate the right party to play any part. As soon as
I all leading players who are at liberty are listed in
I this manner, the department will take up the listI ing of all extra people who have had motion picI ture experience.
This will be a great task, but
I in the end will greatly facilitate the production,
I and be a most valuable asset to the studio.
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THE

STRAND
NEW

YORK'S FAMOUS MOTION
PICTURE THEATRE

VENDORS
Put your Water

Service on the Profit

Side of the Ledger
in-the-slot Paper
Special

by using penny-

Cup

Introductory

Exposition

^New

Money

Machines.
Offer

During

Week.
Motion Picture Dept.

[ndividval Drinking ^ (ompany
220 West 19th St., New York
Offices in All Principal Cities

ThePerfect
Portable
Booth
For you who use
— who buy —
who sell
For You Who Use
To you who operate a projector in a portable booth. Your
idea of a perfect booth is one in which you can have satisfaction of
absolute
It isina five.
booth Itthat
assembledscrews,
in twenty
utes and safety.
taken down
is a can
boothbe without
bolts, minnuts
or
loose
parts.
If
you
do
not
find
these
qualities
you
have
not found
a Grinden Booth.
For You Who
To giveBuy-a perfect booth to your employees and patrons,
one which guarantees absolute safety with greatest possible economy
and eificiency, is our aim, it is your aim. Consider this and you'll
GRINDEN BOOTH
For You Who Sell
You as a dealer desire to sell a booth well known, whose
qualities the Buyer or User sanctions — to sell a booth which gives a
permanent asset — satisfied customers — consider all these qualifications
and you will not be led astray by the cheaper and inferior booth,
but
will recommend
GRINDEN
BOOTH. to your customers the patented, lock method—
Send for booklet
GRINDEN ART METAL COMPANY
417 Marcy Avenue
Brooklyn, N. Y.

For
Every
Theatre
Even in the smallest towns, scores of motion picture theatres
are making $600 yearly and over from this self-running
BUTTER-KIST Pop Corn machine that stands anywhere and
draws folks from all directions. Big houses making up to
$3000
per from
year men
and more.
signedNETseilesprofits
records
on yourWe'll
own send
side you
of theplenty
wicketof
to prove it beyond a doubt.
Pay From Your Profits
One hour after this machine arrives you can start it coining
money. Delivered on part payment. Balance soon paid out
from Butter-Kist earnings.
Capacity
from
every 70c.
bag. to $4.00 per hour. You make 3'Ac. NET profit
On the sale of only 80 bags a day you make $1000 NET per
Theatre in Coffey ville, Kan., writes: "Average $3 NET per
year.
BUTTER-KIST
day."
Pop
Corn
Machine
now a regular feature of theatres, stores, etc., all over America.
Pops, removes the unpopped kernels, and butters evenly — with
pure creamery
butter. crisp!
Then super-heats each fluffy white
morsel
to an appetizing
This process gives crackling Butter-Kist its tempting toasty
flavor. Folks tell it blindfolded from all other pop corn made.
Increases Attendance
Motion of machine makes people
stop and look — coaxing fragrance
makes them buy — exclusive toasty
flavor brings them from blocks around
for more! Attracts scores who read
Butter-Kist advertising in powerful
magazines. Ties up your theatre with
a well-known national success.
"Little Gold Mine"
Book
FRE
Send the coupon today and read in
this famous book the actual letters,
and proof of profits from theatre
men in towns the size of yours.
See photos and full details of
machine, low price and easy terras.
Remember you're losing real dollars m
profits every
you delay. No obligation—SENDdayNOW!

532 Van Bnren Ind.St.,
Indianapolis,
Send free,
postpaid.
Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.
yourLittle
photo-book,
532 Van Buren St.
^
'The
Gold
Mine"
that tells all about the
Butter-Kist Pop Corn MaIndianapolis, Ind.
chine, gives actual records of
Largest Manufacturers of
sales and profits.
Pop Com Machines in the
World.
x„-,.
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Ticket-Print

new

system

registers

the

for

Moti

money,

Advantages

sav

of Register:

Prints tickets of two

prices, each

price ticket of a different color.
Prints from

one

to five tickets of

either price at one time.
Keeps a record of the total number
of tickets sold.
Some
amount

registers also add the totql
of money taken in.

It is not necessary for ticket-taker
to handle tickets to distinguish prices.
The price of admission is printed in
large type. This prevents overcharge
and further distinguishes the tickets.
It is impossible for others to learn
the number of tickets sold, as the
tickets are not numbered.

Shows register completely installed.

It is quicker — serves more people,
prevents crowding at ticket window,
and pleases the patrons.
It is cheaper than buying printed
tickets.

Tickets have no value until they are printed and issued by the register.
It is safer — the machine
handle tickets.

issues the tickets direct to the patrons.

Ticket-seller does

not

It gives more exact information — business is balanced when last ticket is sold. You know
at any time how many tickets have been sold and how much cash there should be in the
drawer.

The

National

Cash

Dayton,

Be iure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Register

that

prevents

loss
Either the Single Ticket

Description
This new

of Register:

1916 Model

of ticket paper. Each
from the other.

NOV

register has two rolls

fIRST RUN

lOc

roll is different in color

PHOTO-PLAYS

the price of the ticket can be

Colonial

recognized from the color, without close examination of the amount.

"The Beautiful"

By this method

Either roll of paper may be changed without
interfering with the other roll.
The

GOOD
TODAY ONLY

EXCLUSIVE RELEASE
IN THIS CITY

Front of Ticket.
(Actual Size.)

Back of Ticket.
(Actual Size.)

register has four number keys, one release key, and two amount price keys.

It is built so that as many as fourteen different price tickets can be issued. Any two of
these fourteen prices may be used at one time.

Or the Stub Ticket
Free ride for ten
of these coupons
LONGEST

The register counts the number of tickets
issued of each admission price. These adding
counters are reset whenever
mission are changed.

the prices of ad-

Registers of this type may
either a single or stub ticket.

RIDE

IN

10.
The

Velvet

THE

WORLD

Coaster

The standard register has a 5c. and a 10c.
key. However, any two amounts desired can
be substituted for the 5c. and 10c. keys.
be had to print

They are usually operated by electricity.
They may be operated by hand if desired.

Register

2

Lakeview Park
The Velvet Coaster
10c
NOV

2

Front of Ticket.
(Actual Size.)

NOV

2

Back of Ticket.
(Actual Size.)

The register prints, records and issues tickets like the above.

Company

Ohio

Be »ure to mention "MOTION PICTTJKE NEWS" when writing to advertiserg.
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Edited by J. H. Hallberg
Who Will Answer All Questions You Send in. No Matter How Simple or How Difficult
POSSIBLE TO RAISE VOLTAGE OF ANY ARC
SEPARATING CARBONS FURTHER

BY

H. M. J., Athens, Ga. — We, Local 548, are trying to get the
city council to pass an ordinance requiring the M. P. M. 0. to
issue licenses to operate moving picture machines as our greatest
trouble here is w^th the managers zvho employ boys to work for a
very small salary and cut out good men. I want to ask if you are
in favor of city licenses. Do you think it a good thing? The
M. P. M. 0. boys of Local 548 have never had a chance to try for
licenses, so therefore, we have no idea what we would have to
stand; what I mean, is on the electrical line. I realize that different cities ask different questions. Could you give us an idea of
the questions?
We get all the information we can out of your book, "Motion
Picture Electricity" and Motion Picture News; also the I. A.
official trade journal and other papers, but still if you could give
us some idea of what we would be questioned on in the electrical
end of the e.vamination, it would be of great help to us.
Enclosed I am sending sketch. You will understand just what
I mean— how one of the boys here burns his arc on D. C; with

and then try again. The most intricate questions concern the
electric part of your equipment and especially the balancing and
unbalancing of three wire systems, and what happens if you get
a ground on a three wire system.
The sketches which you sent are interesting. Sketch No. 1 is
certainly not correct. I admit the arc may be steadier than with
sketch No. 2 as you illustrate it, but your friend must lose almost
25 per cent to 50 per cent of the useful illumination with the setting in Fig. 1. Your setting No. 2 is not exactly correct for
D. C, which I understand you are using, and you should not tilt
your lamp back as far as illustrated and I believe you would secure
much steadier light by moving the upper carbon forward slightly.
Another point which I may mention is that if you are now
using a solid carbon in the lower holder for negative, if you will
use a corded carbon in its place you will secure much better and
steadier light. Don't tilt your lamp as much as in Fig. 2 as it will
have a tendency to allow .the arc to creep out of the position
crater.
It is possible to raise the voltage of any arc by merely separating the carbons further. With 30 to 40 amperes D. C. flowing, a
carbon separation of about ^ inch with good carbons will give you
approximately a drop of 50 volts. If you separate the carbons
another 1/16 inch, your arc voltage may climb to 55 or 60 and
so on. The difference is made up for by the rheostat which
passes slightly less amperes when you lengthen your arc, but you
may secure better results, one way or another and that is up to
>ou to determine with your particular installation.
In closing this answer I want to suggest that the members of
your local insist upon examination by the local authorities in
order to protect j'ourselves against cheap and inferior labor, such
as given by boys and others not skilled in the art of operating.
I do not believe you need to fear and if there is any question
which, as you might say "sticks you," write to Motion Picture
ability.
News and I will be pleased to answer it for you to the best of my
TROUBLE
SAME

this setting you are able to get a good steady arc, easy to handle,
but wouldn't there be a good deal of lost light? The foregone is
speaking of sketch No. 1. My lamp is set as sketch No. 2, but I
find that my arc is much harder to handle.
I notice in April 15 issue that you speak of raising and lowering
arc voltage, but isn't the Generator built to deliver so many volts
under certain conditions? How can you lower and raise your
voltage if you should want to?
Ans. — Concerning the examination of operators who desire to
secure a license in the various cities and towns of the U. S., I beg
to advise you that there is no fixed set of questions, used by any
inspection department. Every inspector asks different questions,
but if you can master the profession as set forth in the book and
papers you mention, then you need have no fear trying for a
license anywhere.
It is true, that in some of the larger cities, the tests of the
operators are severe, but if they fail once they have to study more

WITH THE PICTURE WHEN USING THE
MACHINE IN DIFFERENT PLACES

G. & K., Coudersport, Pa. — JVe have been moving our machine
to the opera house for a two-night show, using a white Alabastine
curtain, getting a most satisfactory picture at a throw of 63J^
feet ivilh a lens which we use at our regular place with a throw of
831/2 feet; only a little smaller picture, but when we tried this
same curtain, machine and all in our regular place we could not
get but a very dark, bad picture on either 63J/2 or 8314-foot throw.
We have been using for two years a Gold Bronze curtain made
by our painter {imported German gold bronze), but we had always
more or less flicker. Now as we had such a smooth, flickerless
picture in the opera house we would like to get the curtain working
in our regular place.
Our place is \5 by 90 feet, raised at the entrance. The ceilings
9 feet from the floor and inclines down 54 feet, where the ceiling
is 12 feet high to the curtain. The opera house is 50 by 60 feet to
the stage, 20 feet high, throw 63]/2 feet. We have A. C. and the
volt meter shozved 110 volts, 60 cycles. We have no chance just
now to test the current at the opera house for two weeks when we
move again for three days. We have a transformer of 10 K. W.
and the opera house one of 9 K. W. Should that cause the
trouble? Our electrician says not. Our place is painted a dark
green while the opera house has lighter colors.
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to receive

you in the exhibit of our New York Distributor, Space No.
7, oh the main floor at the First National Motion Picture
Exposition

in Madison

where
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superior quality of SPEER
Note:
City.

WE

^xl2,
9/16x12,
^^xl2,
^xl2,
%x.l2,
1x12,

A

limited number

quest to Mr. Hallberg

May

6th to 1 4th,

will demonstrate
Projector

to you

in
in
in
in
in
in

a
a
a
a
a
a

of tickets can be had

at 36 East 23rd

Street, New

Marys,

Pa.

Kleine

36 East 23rd St., New

Co., 154

York

"SPEER"

to give satisfaction or money

For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:

E. E. Fulton

re-

case)
case)
case)
case)
case)
case)

Speer
Carbon
Company
(Makers of Carbons for Electrical purposes during the past 25 years)

J. H. Hallberg,

upon

TRADE MARK

are absolutely guaranteed

Saint

the

Carbons.

OF
SAMPLES
FREE
DISTRIBUTE
CARBONS
AT THE SHOW

NET CASH PRICES
For Regular Speer Carbons
cored, pointed both ends, $37.50 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed both ends, $50.00 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed both ends, $70.00 per M. (1,000
cored, pointed one end, $115.00 per M. (500
cored, pointed one end, $150.00 per M.
(500
Sample Orders for 100 Carbom Filled at 10%
Advance on Above Case Lot Prices

Speer Carbons

Garden,

W.

Lake

York, N. Y.

St., Chicago,

111.

Optical Co., 166 N. State St., Chicago,

111.

back.

"?p^
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PREPAREDNESS
Now is the Time to Prepare your Theatre for the Hot
Weather. Make it attractive, inviting and Cool. Take
out that old Equipment and get UP-TO-DATE.
Would you be interested in a plan to make your improvements
and allow them to pay for themselves?
Write us today for Special Offer
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
Note change of address
THIRD FLOOR MALLERS BUILDING
S. E. CORNER WABASH AVE. & MADISON ST.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph,
Powers,parts
Simplex, allStandard
and Edison Machines, Genuine to
Repair
the M. P. and
Theatre goods pertaining

MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINES

Power— Simplex— Baird
HALLBERG'S 20th Century Motor
Generators
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SANIZONE Deodorants, the perfect perfume for Motion Picture and all Theatres
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
Ask for Catalogs

l^CWib
Lewis

lYl. O WddU
Swaab
M

THEATRE
MAILING

AND

PHILADELP
^^^"^PA.
™ HIA,
EXCHANGE

LIST

SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
N 61
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
Phone, 2003 Randolph
425 ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Addressing
Multigraphing Printing
Typewriting

MOVED!
We are now located in our new home, 158 Marietta, corner Bartow. Everything is new, modern and up to date.
While in the city you are cordially invited to make this
your headquarters. Large and complete stock. Quick
shipments.
WRITE
FOR CATALOGUE
THEATRE ACCESSORIES
D
THEATRti
ATLANTA
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Ans. — Please pardon the delay in answering your question, but
I have been very busy. Your case is a sticker and from outside
appearances there should be no particular reason why you should
not get absolutely as good a picture in your theatre as you do in
the opera house, especially when you move the screen so the distance is the same in both cases. You say that the voltage in your
theatre is 110 volts, but you are not sure what the voltage is at
the opera house and that maybe the difference.
If I were you, I would secure or borrow a volt meter and use
it not only for one reading but for an afternoon and evening and
read the voltage in the booth right at the switch where the wires
come in at the wall. Take a reading when there is no load on the
line and then switch on your arc and take another reading to see
when the voltage drops when you switch on the arc or with the
arc burning in your theatre.
If the voltage drops more than one or two volts at the most,
then there is something wrong between the transformer in the
street and the switch in your booth. There maybe a loose connection. The meter may be too small, or the wire may be smaller
than it ought to be.
Repeat the above readings about once every half hour during
the evening and the afternoon, both with the arc burning and
when the arc is not burning and tabulate the readings on a piece
of paper opposite the time the readings are taken. Do exactly the
same thing in the opera house next time you get an opportunity
and use the same volt meter, the same rheostat or transformer or
whatever other device you have for regulating the arc, and also
make sure that you are using the same kind and quality carbons.
As the machine is the same and you have tried the same screen
at the same distance, you should get identical results, if you are
using the same current controller or rheostat and carbons and if
the voltage is the same.
I suspect, however, that your voltage is lower in your theatre
than it is at the opera house and this is for you to determine.
You should also state what make rheostat — its size and about
how many amperes you are using. If you have and if you use a
current saver such as a transformer or economizer, you should
state the make and the size of it and on which notch you are
operating. We shall be glad to hear from you again on this subject, as your case is very interesting.
EQUIPMENT FOR FURNISHING POWER FROM A
MOTORBOAT TO TEMPORARY SHOW ON AN
ISLAND
A. M., Friday Harbor, Wash. — In the first place I had better
tell you where this place is located and then the conditions.
Friday Harbor is in San Juan County and the latter consists of
a number of small islands, so you will readily see that any travel
between these zuill have to be done with boat. There are several
towns throughout these islands of which Friday Harbor is the
largest, with 500 people. My wife and I run the picture show here
four nights a zveek and the idea struck me that if xve could show
the other three nights in three of the other towns we could do
pretty well. To reach these places we need a small launch and as
the halls where we would be showing are not Such a great way
from the zuater I thought I would run wires down to the launch
zvhere I would generate the current zvith the boat's engine. I
zvould of course, need a small generator.
Would I zvant a 60 or a 110 volt machine F How far can you
run current with 60 volts? The next question that I would like
to ask is, what kind of a projection machine zvould I want for such
zvork? I see advertised in the "News" the Portoscope and also
the Atlas, both portable machines. Would this style of projector
do for zuhat I want? Will they project just as good a picture and
of the same size as any of the standard machines? If they do, it
.seems to me that one of these would be just the thing. Hoiv does
the 1,000 C. P. Incandescent Lamp work for the source of light?
I would like you to tell me about the gas or calcium light, how it
zvorks and the cost of the outfit and also the cost of operation.
Perhaps this would be the cheaper way to get my light rather than
zvith the engine and generator. What kind of outfits do traveling
shows usually use? I would be pleased to hear from you concerning the above.
I break a lot of slides while shozmng them. I do not use over
30 amperes at the arc. I got information on how to prevent this —
cutting in more resistance when I shozu slides but this would not
be very handy as I show slides between each reel. Could you tell
me of any other way? I use a 30-ampere mercury arc rectifier.

Be iure to mention "MOTION PICTUEE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Axri. — ^ our letter describes a most unusual situation and 1 take
it that you are quite an enterprising chap. The problem you have
before you is not so difificult to overcome and personally I would
prefer to generate the power with a small dynamo connected to
30ur boat engine by means of a belt on the fly wheel.
A generator to produce 30 amperes to the moving picture arc
weighs about 250 lbs. and must be operated at a speed of about
2,000 R. P. M. and is .usually equipped with a 4-inch diameter
pulley.
If you know the diameter of your engine pulley and the normal
speed at which you desire to operate the engine, then you may
multiply the speed of the engine by the diameter of the engine
pulley and divide this amount with four, the diameter of the generator pulley, and you will then find at what speed your generator
pulley with run. To do this backwards, you know the generator
has to operate at 2,000 R. P. M. You know that the generator pulley
is 4 inches in diameter, which gives you a' product of 8,000. Divide
this amount with the diameter of your engine fly wheel or pulley ;
then you will get the speed at which you should run your engine.
With the generator in mind it does not make much dilYerence if
you speed it up 200 or 300 revolutions more.
You can transmit 60 volts just as far as 110 or any other voltage
but comparing it with 110 voltage your wires have to be double
tb.e size for the 60-volt current, providing the distance is the same
in both cases.
With a No. 6 cable you could transmit 30 amperes 1,000 feet at
a reasonable loss considering the small cost of generating the
power with your boat engine. For a distance of 500 feet you
could use a smaller wire but No. 6 is about as small as you ought
to use anyway for moving picture work.
I believe the 60-volt outfit would really give you the best satisfaction, although the generator I have in mind would be one for
slightly higher voltage. It would range around Z5 volts without
the arc burning and around 50 volts when the arc is burning and
a first-class generator of that type will cost you about $120 with
the regulator and such a generator would be adjustable in case of
an emergency up to 35 or 40 amperes as a maximum.
It does not come within the province of this department to
recommend any particular make of moving picture machine. It
is for you to determine which machine will suit your purposes,
but we should imagine that you would require a professional machine such as Power's No. 5 or an Edison Exhibition machine or
a Motiograph No. 2, all of which are light projectors for traveling purposes.
Calcium gas outfit costs about $35 for the machine to make the
gas, and from five dollars to ten dollars for the burner and it
costs between one dollar and $1.25 per hour to cover the charges
for the chemicals and we do not recommend this form of lighting
for your purpose unless absolutely necessary.
The later type incandescent lamps made by the General Electric
and Westinghouse companies for projection are very efficient and
I should believe quite satisfactory for your purpose, but these
lamps are extremely delicate to voltage fluctuations and I would
under no consideration recommend their use with a gasoline
engine driven outfit, as you could provide in connection with your
boat engine. The cost of the lamp is about five dollars and it
lasts 500 hours under normal operating conditions. If the voltage
goes up even a small amount, maybe 5 per cent the life of the
lamp will be shortened considerably. Taking your proposition as
a whole, I recommend the regular carbon arc for your purpose as
it is more flexible and stands more abuse such as a road equipment of your kind is subjected to.
There is absolutely no reason why you should not provide yourself with a small rheostat or resistance coil, made up from about
two of the regular 10-inch long spiral coils as used for instance in
an old Power's rheostat, connecting the two coils in series with
your Mercury Arc Rectifier, and then put a switch across the coils
so that when you close the switch, the current goes from the rectifier to the arc as it now does ; but when you open the switch,
which can be of the single pole type, the current will go through
the resistance coil. This arrangement can be put into operation
instantly and can be cut out instantly, giving vou perfect control.
If you want further reduction, add another coil in series. The
coils
I refer to are the ones used in the old style Power's
No. 5which
rheostat.
The new motion picture theatre at the corner of Ninth and
A streets, Chattanooga, is fast nearing completion. It is hoped
to have the theatre completed in a short time.
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If you

are

the
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ex-

hibitor in your town and interested in maintaining your
lead, learn about the new
effective Marlux

Write

CROWN

Lens.

today the

OPTICAL

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NEW

YORK, U. S. A.

AIRDOME

YOUR
Should

and

Be Equipped

Radium

Gold

with a

Fibre

Screen
It requires less electrical current than any other
screen made and gives superior definition. This
means that you can
OPEN

ONE HOUR

EARLIER

The use of a RADIUM GOLD FIBRE. SCREEN
will also prove a big advertisement— for picture
patrons know that the '^RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN is the world's best projection surface."

iVrite today for price and detailed infonnation.
Radium Gold Fibre Screen, Inc.
New York City
220 West 42d Street

Be sure to mention "MOTION PIOTDUE NEWS" when writui^ to
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HALLBERG
20th

CENTURY

MOTORGENERATOR
Demonstrated May 614th at the First Nationsd Motion Picture
Exposition, Ground
Floor, Space 7, Madison
Square Garden, with the
Satin Gold Fibre Screen.

For 30 to 70
Amp. D. C.
Capacity

$286
For 110 or 220 volt, 60 cycle, 2 or 3 phase A. C. Line.
For single phase, $46 extra.
Weight, 450 lbs. Height
15", Width 15 ", Length 28".
$57.50 extra for control for (2)
JO-40 amp.
arc's on
fine switchboard with
volt and
amp. meters
and special
field rheostat — No
live part on
front of
board.
OTHER SIZES AND STYLES OF
ALL KINDS — QUOTED UPON
REQUEST

Distributor of
Fower's-Simplcx-Haird
M. P. Machines
Send for Free Circulars and
Catalogues,
for Hallberg's
Bigcents.
100-pagebutCatalogue,
send
25
I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETE AND MAKE
CARRY CARBONS,
"SPEER"
AND OTHER
ALSO SUPPLIES.
Send $2.50 for latest Operator's Book, "MOTION PICTURE ELECTRITY."

J. H. HAllBfRG WB
34fasl23(l SI. I?*,^ Nov York
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INCORPORATES

UNDER LAWS OF PENNSYLVANIA—WILL BRING OUT NEW
PROJECTION MACHINE

THE

Stern Manufacturing Company has just been incorporated
under the laws of Pennsylvania, becoming the Stern Mfg.
Co., Inc. The company, of which Samuel Stern is president, has
recently moved from 109 North Tenth street, Philadelphia, to much
larger quarters at 1038 Race street, on the edge of Film Row. The
company is capitalized at $50,000, the incorporators being Samuel
Stern, Bertha Stern and Martha L. Fredericks, all of Philadelphia.
The new building has four times the floor space of the old, occupying two stories, with a floor space of 18,000 feet.
Mr. Stern has put in new machinery, which will be used principally inthe manufacture of a new projection machine, the Stern
projector, which will be shortly placed on the market. The salient
points in this projector have been worked out by Samuel Stern
himself, who has had the projector patented. May 15 will see the
machine ready. Already there have been inquiries from the International Film Traders of London, England, desiring the British
agency for the projector. A New Zealand representative has also
been considering the machine.
The advantage of the Stern projector over those already on the
market is said to be its extreme simplicity. It is a covered machine,
all gears being encased. All shafts run on ball bearings. The parts
have been diminished to simplify repairs. The projector will cost
in the neighborhood of $200, and there will be an unrestricted sale
to all dealers. There will be a demonstration of the new Stern
projector to the trade in New York in about a week, due notice
being given of time and place. Besides the manufacturing end, the
company handles a general line of supplies and makes a specialty
of repairing all kinds of projectors, additional facilities having
just been put in for this very purpose.
OPERATORS IN SYMPATHY WITH MEN WOUNDED
AT THE FRONT, CONSIDER THEIR USE AS
STRIKE-BREAKERS UNFAIR
THE installation of returned soldiers as operators of motion
picture machines, to replace the striking operators in Calgary theatres, is causing considerable agitation in union circles
throughout western Canada, and ways and means are being de\'ised to guard against a general tendency to instruct the veterans
in vocational pursuits which will interfere with the unionized
trades.
At a recent meeting of the Edmonton Trades and Labor Council, following the receipt of a report on the matter from the union
organization in Calgary, the situation was discussed at some
length, and it was finally decided that the matter should be brought
to the attention of the executive of the Dominion Labor Congress,
with the request that they "at once take up with the Dominion Ho.spital Commission the necessity of providing against the use of returned soldiers by unscrupulous employers, as strike-breakers."
In Winnipeg, H. Hayes, representing the White Rats Actors'
I'nion,tionsappeared
beforeup the
had been taken
in city
that council
city for and
the stated
purposethatof subscripteaching
returned soldiers to operate projection machines, and said that
these men, when they become competent in this work, will be a
menace to organized labor.
It is stated that returned soldiers at the Ogden Convalescent
Home in Calgary, conducted by a provincial committee in conjunction with the Military Hospitals Commission, are being taught
ojierating.
VERY FEW FIRES IN MICHIGAN MOTION PICTURE
THEATRES,
IS REPORT
OF FIRE
MARSHAL'S OFFICE.
FROM the annual report of John T. Winship, state fire marshal of Michigan, the following excerpt bears on the motion
picture business in tliat state:
"At the present time there are six hundred theatres, opera
houses, churches, schools and auditoriums showing motion pictures in this state. These places are all inspected and licensed
by this Bureau, being inspected twice yearly and paying a ten
dollar inspection fee for each inspection. During the year 1,334
inspections were made by our inspectors. Ninety-eight theatres
Be aur» to mention "MOTION PICTUEE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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have been closed or discontinued since January 1, 1915, being
unable to comply with the provisions of the law, and many new
theatres have been opened in Michigan. We find that the theatre
owners are anxious and willing to co-operate with the Bureau
in the enforcement of the provisions of the law in most instances.
"They, themselves, realize that a fire or panic in the theatre
occurring when all the requirements of the law have not been
observed would mean great loss of business and undoubtedly
expensive damage suits in the courts. Our records show that
but few fires have occurred in the moving picture theatres in the
past year. Some of these have caused considerable damage to
property but in only one instance has a lire caused loss of life.
This was at Hancock, Michigan, where Bernard Ohman, a
seventeen-year-old boy, operating the picture machine in violation
of the law, was burned to death when the film caught fire. This
case was carefully investigated by the Bureau and the owner of
the theatre arrested, convicted and fined for employing an operator under eighteen years of age.
"We understand that the mother of young Ohman also obtained
a settlement
her boy's
nearly
stance whereofa $1,000
fire hasforoccured
in adeath.
theatreIn its
originevery
can inbe
traced directly to carelessness of the operator, and in most cases
such fires have originated in the booths. Too much cannot be
said in favor of the enforcement of the Michigan Moving Picture
law. It was enacted by the Legislature as a safety measure and
time and again have fires in the fire-proof booths demonstrated
that the law is just what the Legislature intended it should be,
a law for the protection and safety of the public."
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owners, especially those downtown, totally at the mercy of their
landlords, has been introduced in the common council. This
ordinance, which was said to have been introduced at the request
of Charles Phillipps of the local association, restricts the number
of the theaters in Milwaukee to seventy-five and prohibits the
erection of any more in the downtown district or any place else
in the city with the exception of certain very undesirable spots.
This ordinance, however, allows a person now owning a theater
to construct one at any time within two hundred feet of his presness. ent building, provided he relinquishes his present place of busiThough it is said that the city attorney's office will hold the
ordinance unconstitutional as it now stands, it is expected that a
liard fight will be made against any ordinance to restrict theatre
building. All of the downtown theatres arc leased from the big
realty owners in this city and quite a number of leases will have
to be renewed within the next few years.
CORCORAN REPORTS LARGE ORDERS
MANY FILM PRODUCERS

FROM

A J. CORCORAN, INC., OVz John street. New York City,
• manufacturers of developing tanks, reports that business is
exceptionally good, and that they have just received large repeat
orders from the Universal Film Company, Solax Company, Universal Camera Company, also from many other manufacturers.
The Corcoran tank has a patented joint, which prevents leakage
of the solutions used in developing. Their factory is located in
Jersey City, and is prepared to deliver goods on short notice.

MILWAUKEE

IS CONFRONTED
WITH LAW RESTRICTING THEATRE BUILDING; PROBABLY
WILL BE DECLARED UNCONSTITUTIONAL
special to Motion Picture News.
Milwaukee, May 5.
AN ordinance which is meeting considerable opposition from
certain of the progressive members of the Milwaukee Motion
Picture Association and one which they claim will in the long run
prove a decided hindrance to the business and put the theater
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A Department Devoted to Motion Picture Photography in All Its Phases, Studio and Laboratory Work
Chemicals

Used

in Developing

Plates

and

Films

Question Has Become an Absorbing One in tbe Last Two Years — Constituency of the Better Known Reagents Used
in Developing Will Be Explained in These Columns, Together with the Prominent Characteristics of Those
Better Known in the Motion Picture Industry
NH, and OH groups are productive of compounds exhibiting
THE question of photographic developing agents has become
such an absorbing one, during the past two years, that developing power and it will no doubt be a matter of surprise to
some information on the subject may not be amiss in this many laboratory chemists to learn that, by reason of this fact,
Hydrogen Peroxide expressed by the formula
article, which will of necessity be continued in our next issue. The
chemical constituency of the better known reagents used in
O HH or as more familiarly known HjO,
O
films will be given, together with the promi- has been shown to act as a developer and likewise the compounds
developing plates and
nent characteristics of those better known in the motion picture expressed by
industry.
OH
N H=
This material is essentially technical in nature and we believe
and
could be the means of inducing experiments to be made (by those
H,
N H2 are also possessed of
with experience in organic chemistry) tending towards the dupli- the ability to develop.N These
compounds although representing
cation in this country of some of the compounds described. Up
to the present very few substitutes for the now scarce imported the active principle of alkaline developers in a free state have no
developers have been offered which have any marked degree of significance in the work of practical development. In order that
efficiency or chemical stability as compared with the imported workable developers of useful and practical nature may be procured it is necessary to supply in addition to what we will call
photographic chemicals formerly universally used.
It is a certainty that the colleges of the United States are the "active pairs of groups" which are expressed by :
OH
N H,
N H,
chemyearly turning out many graduates well versed in organic aniline
OH
N
H,
OH
istry. Many of these will find their way into the dye or
a
base,
which
will
consist
of
a
hydrocarbon
of
the aromatic series.
experiand
research
for
chance
great
the
lies
there
works and
As
instances
of
aromatic
hydrocarbons
we
will
cite two, Napthaof
those
to
nature
in
similar
compounds
producing
mentation in
lene,
which this article will be descriptive.
which expressed
is CoH,. by the symbol CioH,, and Benzole, the formula of
The writer, not being an organic chemist, cannot claim to be
Having replaced at least two atoms of Hydrogen in these hydrothe originator of much which is herein revealed, but in addition
carbons with two active groups such as O H or N H., we will
to much actual work in photographic developing which has tended
toward verification of the characteristics of the developers de- have secured developing compounds such as are known in present
day photographic practice. The fundamentals of the chemical
scribed, he gives credit for the working out of the chemical form- construction
of developing reagents having now been set forth, we
ulae involved to Dr. M. Andresen of the "Agfa" Co. of Berlin, will pass to the individual consideration of the chemical composiwhose book "The Latent Image" and whose treatise on "Phototion and individual characteristics of the best known developers,
graphic Developers" are documents of absorbing interest, and also
to another celebrated German photographic worker, Eder. A taking them up in the order in which they were introduced into
.study of "Eder's Yearbook," covering many issues, has also photographic practice.
Developing Compounds Put Up to Keep
yielded much valuable information on the subject in hand. We
can commend the above mentioned books to all serious workers
Developing compounds are put out by the various chemical concerns manufacturing the same in such form that they will keep
in the field of motion photography, and to our friends the amaconsider
we
that
say
would
we
work,
teurs in cinematographic
without alteration or deterioration for as great a length of time
that the open publication of these formulae gives them equal as possible. Such of these developers as contain one or more of
chance with professionals to embrace the details of a timely and the NF-T, groups are sold in the form of salts which are formed
important subject.
by the combination of the organic bases with inorganic acids, the
acids in most instances being either hydrochloric acid HCL or
Photographic Reagents Are Organic Compounils
sulphuric acid ILSO^. It will be well to state here that a plain
are
use
As all photographic developing reagents in present day
solution
of an organic developer in water is not productive of defirst steps will be to detersubstantially organic compounds, our the
veloping powers, l)ut the addition of sodium sulphite Ijrings out
development property to
mine the constituents which impart
the
developing
property to some extent. For most developers,
groups
two
into
divided
roughly
be
these compounds. These may
however,
sodium
or potassium carbonate or a caustic alkali must
should
It
—the Amido CN II,) and the Ilydroxyl (O H) groups.
also be added to secure rapidity of action or, in other words, the
be here noted that not all of the organic compounds containing utmost power of the developer.
these groups are possessed of developing power. As an example
With all of the foregoing well in mind we will pass to the conwe will state that Aniline, the chemical constituency of which
sideration ofthe specific developers.
wellthe
is
nor
power,
developing
of
possessed
is QHoNH: is not
known compound Carbolic Acid, which may be expressed by the
No. 1 Pvrogallic Acid C„ IL OH
OH
symbol CJI, OH. To be possessed of developing properties our
an
compound must contain two of the NIL or OH groups. As
Chemical name — -Trioxybenzole.
OH
instance, we will take the developer Hydrokinone, familiar to all,
Pyrogallic Acid, commonly known as Pyro, is an alkaline deof which the chemical composition is expressed by:
veloper and the first of the organic developing reagents to see
OH
extensive photographic use. The use of Pyro was inauguratcrl in
C,H.
OH
1862 by Major Russell. Upon the introduction of gelatino bromide
plates in the eighties Pyro soon supplanted the Ferrous Oxalate
the
of
combination
the
that
ascertained
It has been definitely
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developer and did mucli to make permanent the popularity of the
dry-plate. In the best of modern practice Pyro is generally
used in connection with an alkaline carbonate either of sodium or
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LESr YOU FORGET!
September 9 is the date — Second Studio Directory
Number Motion Picture News.

potassium.
Relative to the characteristics of Pyro it is a clean working
developer, producing no chemical fog and it yields very satisfactory gradations. For the high class rendering of shadow detail,
however, Pyro will be found inferior to reagents containing the
NHo group, such as Metol, Amidol, or Rodinol.
Bromide of Potassium has a ready and energetic effect in controlling or restraining the action of a Pyro developing solution
and a 10 per cent solution of Bromide is about the correct strength
to use.
While Pyro is very soluble in water, making it easy to prepare
normal solutions or strong stock solutions, its keeping properties
when mixed are very poor, the sodium quickly oxidizing when
exposed to the air and changing to a deep brown in color. This
discoloration of Pyro solutions results in a yellowish color being
imparted to the gelatine of films and plates developed in same,
and this disadvantage, combined with its rapid deterioration, are
the principle causes of Pyro being abandoned for some of the
more modern organic compounds shortly to be described.
For underexposed negatives Pyro mixed with Sodium Sulphite,
and Alkaline carbonate and diluted with water will be found most
effective, while for overexposes adequate results are had by the
addition of Bromide and reduction of the amount of alkali,
A very popular developer, even at the present day, with many
discriminating photographers is a Pyro Metol developer. This is
generally prepared with the addition to the two mentioned reagents of Potassium Metabisulphite, Bromide, and Sodium Carbonate and greatly excels a straight Pyro developer for softness
of the imagec and good rendition of shadow detail.
(To be continued in the next issue.)
EASTMAN ISSUES BOOK ON TINTING, TONING
AND COMBINED TONING AND TINTING OF
MOTION PICTURES
THE Eastman Kodak Company of Rochester, N. Y., has issued
a book embracing the subject of tinting, toning and the combined toning and tinting of motion picture positive film, which
should be a valuable acquisition to all laboratory superintendents
and those who have to deal with the coloring and treatment of
positives after development.
This book has been prepared by the Eastman Research Laboratory in conjunction with the Cine F'ilm Division of the Kodak
company and is an exhaustive treatise on the toning, tinting and
duo-coloring of cinematographic positives. The first part of the
book gives formulae for the preparation, use and re-enforcement
of the various solutions used in this kind of work.
The second part of the book, which is a feature of tremendous
importance, consists of blank pages with rectangular holes cut
through the leaves. In these open spaces are inserted specimens
of positive film tinted and toned to every hue and color for which
a demand may arise from picture producers. The particular value
of these pages of film specimens is in the fact that ne.xt to each
colored section of film displayed is a piece of the same positive in
black and white, showing the correct density to which the film
should be printed or developed ■ for treatment with the various
indixidual toning or tinting baths.
These black and white film specimens showing correct density
are of distinct value to the laboratory or color man as it is well
known that some of the toning baths also intensify the print to
some extent by their action, and in tinting film, positives of varying density are also required, due to the fact that some tinting
dyes are of greater saturation than others.
This new book, which is handsomely bound in cloth with gilt'
lettering can be obtained from the Eastman company for $2.50,
which, considering the authenticity of the formulae it contains and
the care required in preparing the film specimens included, seems
to be a very moderate price and the book should find its way into
all laboratories in a short time.
CHATTANOOGA THEATRE IS REMODELED.
THE Crescent theatre at Chattanooga has had its name changed
to the Imperial, and remodeled with three hundred additional
seating caimc ty.
be Read's
rebuilt theatre
srjon. at Morristown, which recenlly burned, is to
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pounds, exclusive of stand.
WE ARE LIGHTING EXPERTS FOR ALL PURPOSES IN MOTION PHOTOGRAPHY
We outfit operators for studio, transit, commercial
and unusual purposes.
Rental terms on request at headquarters.
Lowest cost per operating unit.
Allison & Hadaway
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This department is maintained for the exhibitor's assistance with a view of suggesting proper musical illustrations for
current photo plays. MOTION PICTURE NEWS will be pleased to help solve any difficulties the exhibitors may
have with their musical programs. All communications should be addressed to the Music and the Picture Department.
Southern

Musical

Director

Maizes

Plea

for

Orchestra

His Experience Shows the Possibility of Synchronizing Picture and the Music Without a Conductor — No Trouble in
Making Changes — Many Times He Used Eight or Sixteen Bars of a Number, and Probably That an Allegro,
with the Changes Coming Very Fast

following letter has been received from Bert HoUowell,
musical director of the Southern Amusement Company,
Greensboro, N. C. :
"I read with much interest the article in the News of May 6,
and am taking the liberty of giving my views on the argument
Miss Gegitz puts forward. First, allow me to say that I have
been in the picture business for the past five years in the capacity of musical director for various companies, and I have my
first one-man orchestra to hear that even resembled music. I
may be prejudiced against the one-man orchestra, but if I am
I want to assure you I have good cause.
"The statement that it was not possible to play a picture with
an orchestra unless there was a conductor, I think is saying a
great deal. I have made the synchronizing of picture and music
a study ever since I have been in this branch of the business, and
I think I can say, without it sounding boastful, that I have
been very successful ; and allow me to say that I see that every
situation is taken care of, and that the atmosphere of the picture
is upheld throughout.
"I have experienced no trouble in making changes, and a great
many times I use only eight or sixteen bars of a number, and
probably that an allegro, and the changes come very fast.
"I use a flash system — a system by which I put out the orchestra
lights for a second, first flash as a warning that a change is
close, and second flash, segue. I might add here that I have
seven men in the orchestra of this house, and five in the rest of
the houses.
"A leader who is forced to play and direct must be familiar
with the picture, look at it before he attempts to play it, then
lay out a program to fit the notes he has made. He must have
a very large library of music, and know the style and tempo of
every number. Of course this will not come in a day, but with
a little indulgence and a great deal of thought it will in time
come as a matter of course.
"When a number is in the program that does not fit, it will
jar terribly, and after a little, these things will be seen, even while
one is putting out a program.
"I want to add that I read, with much pleasure, the articles
you write — let the good work continue.
"Very truly yours,
"Bert Hoi.lowell."
The above letter should be of great interest to our readers as
it comes from an orchestra leader who has "delivered the goods"
in picture playing. Mr. Hollowell is general musical director of
the Southern Amusement Company, which controls a chain of
picture theatres in the South. Had I not incidentally heard of
Mr. Hollowell and his work before, the tone of his letter would
convince me that he has made a thorough study of picture playing with a view of getting personal results rather than to accumulate knowledge wherewith to criticise others.
Mr. Hollowell speaks the truth when he says it is no difficult
matter to play pictures properly with an orchestra when some
prior preparation has been made for doing this. My personal
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experiences have taught me that in ninety per cent, of all instances where orchestral music has proven a dismal failure in
picture playing, the difficulty was the lack of interest in the work
shown by the leader or conductor and not the lack of musical
knowledge or the synchronizing of music to pictures.
I want to call my readers' special attention to what Mr. Hollowell says regarding a library of music for the proper playing of
pictures. There are two things which are very important in picture playing. The first ; That one be endowed with a good bit of
"stick-a-tiveness" which, together with some little indulgence, will
give birth to a picture intelligence which is very necessary before
one can successfully set up a musical program so that it can be
played with proper synchronization to picture screen action.
To accomplish this you must not only be familiar with musical
theory, such as harmony and counterpoint, but you must be familiar with a very extensive repertoire of music. When you are
looking at the picture there must immediately flash on your mind
some musical composition with which you are thoroughly familiar
as appropriate to playing at such a certain point. These different
numbers become a basis from which you should accumulate a
large library of music, classing many numbers under the same
heading, always using that number with which you are most familiar as a basis and using other similar numbers for creating
musical variety.
In all instances the competent and successful orchestral picture
theatre leader is one who has a very large and extensive library
of music. Therefore, when a musician enters the field of picture
music he should know beforehand that unless he is willing to accumulate alibrary of music and make a thorough study of temperamental music and a never-ceasing musical research he cannot hope to ever be successful. This is proven by the fact that many
exhibitors throughout the country make it a habit to spend a certain amount weekly for music. I have consequently often wondered
why certain musical publishers should let their musical publications
be "hodge-podged" together by a lithographical process which has
been far from profitable to them, has cheapened their publications,
which tends to rob the composers of royalties, blasphemes the musician who tries to play them, and makes nervous wrecks of the
audiences who have to listen to them, when in reality they should
have opened a campaign to see that each and every one of their
appropriate musical publications for picture playing should have
been sold at one hundred cents on the dollar to every picture
theatre, which makes music a feature, sending with each number
some
as toin the
number's
Thereexplanation
is one truth
music
and thepicture
picturevalue.
that the producer,
musician and exhibitor should never forget, namely, that the patrons of motion picture theatres demand that they be entertained,
not musically mystified, and that the future success of the motion
picture theatre depends entirely upon the relaxing qualities of its
entertainment. This docs not mean that we cannot look forward
to great musical results in picture theatres, but we can only hope
that such attainments be financially successful when they amuse
and entertain.
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CINEMA
CONCERTS,
COMBINATION
OF MUSIC
AND PICTURES, ARE THE ATTRACTIONS AT
ORCHESTRA HALL, CHICAGO
ORCHESTRA HALL, Chicago, opened on Saturday, May 6.
Cinema Concerts is the title of the entertainments to be
given, which will be a combination of pictures and music. The
feature picture selected for the opening week is the Vitagraph
drama "The Law Decides." Jenny Dufau of the Chicago Grand
Opera Company will be the first week's soloist. Photo-plays,
comedy and novelty pictures will form the cinema part of the
performance and a full orchestra of Chicago Symphony players
under the direction of Arthur Dunham will supply the music.
Soloists of prominence in the musical world are to be heard
during the season. The open booking plan will be maintained,
as will also a weekly change of program. The admission will
be twenty-five cents, fifty cents and seventy-five cents. H. W.
Hill is managing directors of the performances, which are given
under the general management of Wessels and Voegeli.
ORGAN IN LOEWS COLUMBIA, WASHINGTON, D. C., PLEASED PATRONS
LOEWS Columbia theatre, Washington, D. C, has installed
an organ which has found immediate favor with its patrons.
It is a Moeller and Company instrument, of Hagerstown, Md.,
with two manuals of the duplex system. It is controlled by electric power with the console extended into the orchestra, the pipes
being neatly hidden behind the screen. The organ possesses
many attachments for making beautiful individual and combined
effects, such as the chimes, harp and vox.humanus. The strings
and reeds are especially artistic in their sub and super effects.
The great variety of combinations possible on this instrument
makes it especially well adapted to the accompanying of the pictures.
Lawrence Beatus, manager of Loew's Columbia, is to be congratulated on being able to secure the services of Arthur Mayo
as organist, for Mr. Mayo is an artist on this instrument and
is known from coast to coast as a musician of the highest standard. He is accompanist for the Rubinstein Club of Washington,
D. C, the largest women's choral organization south of Philadelphia, and he is associated with, other musical societies as well
as having a good class of piano and organ pupils.
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The SYMPHONY
PLAYER
CO.
MOTION PICTURE ORCHESTRA ORGANS
HAVE YOU NOTICED
What the Live Motion Picture Theatre Men Are Doing?
They Are Doing
Which Means "Profit"
THEY Business
ARE INSTALLING
Symphony

Motion Picture Orchestras
Write for Details and Catalog

The

Symphony
Player Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO
FACTORY AND OFFICE:
COVINGTON, KY.

MOELLER

VIOLIN TRIO CONTEST SCHEDULED FOR RIALTO
TO DETERMINE ABILITY OF ORCHESTRA
PERSONNEL
THE

big symphony orchestra at the Rialto theatre. New York
City, has brought about so much discussion along the "Great
White Way" that in order to settle a bet as to the ability of the
personnel as soloists Managing Director S. L. Rothapfel has arranged to present a novelty in his program by way of a demonstration. It consists of a trio for the violin composed by A.
Bachman, a violist of the organization. It will be played by the
latter, S. Fiddelman, first concert master, and H. Leavy, second
concert master.
Another novelty promised for the near future is a musical
description of the European conflict in the form of an international
pot pouri arranged by Mr. Rothapfel and Hugo Riesenfeld. director of the Rialto orchestra.

CARR AND SCHAD ADD PALACE, READING,
THEIR THEATRE CHAIN

PA., TO

CARR AND SCHAD, INC., have purchased the Palace theatre,
Reading, Pa., and have added it to their chain of picture
houses, which includes the Princess, the Empire, the Victor and
a new house now under construction.
The Palace will be thoroughly remodeled, redecorated and enlarged to 1,200 capacity. The theatre has an ideal location, in the
heart of the Reading business district, and will be one of the most
beautiful in Pennsylvania, it is announced, when the alterations are
completed.

Manufacturers of PIPE
ORGANS and ONE-MAN
ORCHESTRAS realize that
the public
will appreciate
these
instruments
more, if
supplemented by
DECORATIVE
ORGAN FRONT
PIPES
That isnentwhy
the promimakerseJIadvise
their
customers to use them.
MEYER pipes are suprisingrly inexpensive.
Our full
illustrated catalog gives
details regarding styles cmd
Jerome B. Meyer & Son
prices.
125 Austin St. Milwaukee, Wis.
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PHOTO PLAY MUSIC CO., Pabllshers, New York Theatre, 1330 Broadway, New York City

Kimballs

Baltimore

Co-incident with the publication of this advertisement, the Kimball Orchestral Organ, with Echo, will
have been opened in the MT. ROYAL THEATRE,
West North Avenue, Baltimore.
A second Kimball Orchestral Organ, with Echo, will
be opened one week later in the new LINDEN THEATRE, also in West North Avenue, and under the same
management as the successful Mt. Royal. These theatres are owned by the Fox Brothers, of whom Mr. Myer
Fox is the active spirit in their theatre enterprises.
W.

Are You "Looking In On Us" this week?

in

W.

CHICAGO
KIMBALL CO.
Established 1857
Eastern Office, 507 Fifth Avenue, New York
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FOR

''THE
GIRL
WITH
THE
GREEN
EYES"
Palhe Gold Rooster
By ERNST LUZ
Projection Time, 68 Minutes.
PART 1
Description of Music.
Number Suggested.
Cue to Stop Number.
1 Short Andte. Intro. & Waltz XX
" \thene" (Shapiro-Bernstein)
"Many are the wrecks of human souls," etc.
2. Desc. (Path.) XX
"L'Erniete" (W. Jacobs)
"At the Club." (Quick.)
5. Inter. (Light Desc.) X
"Annette" (J. Church & Co.)
After telephoning scenes.
4. Desc. Hy-Path.) XX
'Spring Dreams" (Leo Feist)
5. Desc. (Path.) X
"Dawn of Love" (C. Fischer)
Connects 1 and 2.
PART 2
Elsie kneels at bed of child.
"I don't know much about them," etc.
"Phyllis" (Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
6 Waltz (Leg.) XX
"Green eyes," etc.
"Twilight" ^Chappell & Co.)
7. Desc. (Hy.-Rom.) XX
"A lovmg cup," etc.
No. 15"— C3
Dramatic
B. C. W.
"A. (los.
8 Short Hy-Mysterioso X
Stern &Set Co.)
9. Path. Intro. & Waltz XX
"Witches Whirl" (E. T. Paull)
Connects 2 and 3.
PART 3
"Suspicions will not be lulled."
gets out of Automobile.
Mrs. Travers
"Starlight" (Chappell & Co.)
'.
X
10 Inter. (Light Desc.)
Dining room scene.
"Lilacs" (Leo Feist)
11. Desc. (Path.) XXX'
Russian dancers run oft screen, third scene.
I'E. Ascher)
12 Russian 2/4 Dance X
Dancing couples
No. 15" — Al
Dramatic
B. C. W.
"A. (Jos.
13 Inter -Trot XX
Stern Set
& Co.)
.
, ^ return
, „ „ to ,^table.• , s
Travers plays Othello. (Quick.)
"Evensong" (Chappell & Co.)
14 Desc. (Path.) X
Theatre curtain down.
B. C. W.Dramatic
"A. (Jos.
15 Hy-Dr-Desc. X
Stern & SetCo.)No. 15"— C3
Connects 3 and 4.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 15"— Al
16. Inter.-Trot
(Open P. X
until restaurant)
PART 4
"Oh, Yes," etc.
day." to fool me.
;The
)
Fischer
(C.
"Copelia"
X
Waltz
Ballet
Light
17.
were^ trying
So youfollowing
No. 15"— E5
B. C. W.Dramatic
"A. (Jos.
18 Hy-Dr Andte. X
Stern &SetCo.)
^
u
> ^
After servants enter room where struggle.
"V B. C. Dramatic Set No. 15"— D4
19 Hurry-Agitato X
;lThe next day at the club, etc.
"Wings of Love" (M. Witmark)
20 Dr Path X . .
Telephoning scenes.
"Rendez Vous" (T. B. Harms)
2i: Inter. (Light Desc.) XX
Connects 4 and 5.
Witmark)
(M.
Hearts"
Two
"Tale of
22. Desc. (Hy-Path.) XX
PART 5
, „
"What do you mean by, etc.
"Don't shoot Edward," etc.
B. C.W.Dramatic
"A. (Jos.
23. Agitato (Open P.) XX
Stern & Set
Co.)No. 6"— B2
24. Desc. (Hy.-Path.) XXX
"Romance of a Rose" (W. Jacobs)
,
'There is no danger, etc.
k)
"Longing" (M. Witmar
XXX
(Plaintive)
Desc. Lento
25. Waltz
"Druid's Prayer" (Jos. W. Stern & Co.) To end.
(Leg.) X
26.

for a
picture affords excellent opportunities musical
units of Music Notes :- Thiscontrast,
film is divided intoI'A10 minutes.
plots each reel X of representing
Note:— In musicdenoted
which makes possible the better
progiam of musical
about
by one
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Consequently
when a number
is designated by XX it plays about 3 illustration of pathos. No. 1 should be a concert waltz with a short
minutes, XXXX about 6 minutes, etc. When no X appears a'ter andante introduction. Nos. 2, 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 22 and 24 are all slow
musical description it means that the number is very short and docs numbers and indicate the points where pathetic appeals should be obnot play a minute or more When cues to stop numbers are .n qunta^ 21 ,are all^ ,light 4/4,^ movements,
lion
It means that the Cue is reading matter or sub title- lamcu.
^,
i i , . commonly
m n
cues are action on screen. All segues should be made- <iuietly known as intermezzos. No. 6 must be a waltz played legato. No. 9
All other
clean. When quick segues or abrupt stops are necessary it will must be a concert waltz with a slow introduction having a pathetic
and
be mentioned in Cues or Notes. When the time of each 1,000-foot of appeal. No. 12 must be a very lively 2/4 Russian dance. Many of
film is Tolessgetthan
minutestimethere
will appearforlesseachthanreel,10 multiply
X's in each
areand
published
Asciier,
reel.
the 15correct
of projection
the tlitse
Kos, 1,^
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for dancing.New DoYorknot City,
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number
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by
I'A.
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song
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No.
17
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a
very
light waltz,
commonlyin
Effect Notes :— During Nos. 3 and 21 telephone bell imitations can used for ballet dancing. No. 25 sliould be a very
slow numlier
be appropriately used. .MI other effects a.e superfluous and cannot minor key, having a positive plaintive appeal. No. 26 a slow waltz
assist the picture.
Unto movement, played legato and in major key.
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The worth and price of
THE

BARXOLA
are not proportionate.

ORCHESTRA

Our catalogue tells why.

Write to

CHAS. C. PYIE, General Sales Agent, 710-711 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.

OshKosti.
wrsconsln
<=^actopy.

Vrrk a \ l^/irkTTknC complete with speed controllers, INCLUDING MOTOR DRIVE attachments for tlie mccliaiiism for 110 V.,
I^Vf* D/*
IVIVFI VH-iJ
A. C. or D. C, $39.00, for 220 Volt, A. C. or D. C, $42.00. Motor Drive attachment only $6.00 each.
.Ml motors are guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or will exchange free of charge where defects are noticeable.
14" MAGAZINE Boxes and REELS for No. 6A UPPER, complete ready to place on machine, $11.00 EACH. EXTRA LARGE magazines for
SIMPLEX machine, including all attachments and ROLLERS ready for your machine, $25.00 per pair.
A few used Simplex and No. 6A machines on hand. Prices on request.
THE

STERN

MANUFACTURING

CO., INC., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Join the large happy family of successful
exhibitors all over the country who are
using the
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fotoplaycr
the wonderful instrument especially
signed for motion picture work.

de-

The Fotoplayer will give your patrons
beautiful orchestral and organ music that
harmonizes at all times with the picture.
The Fotoplayer is an instrument of the
highest tonal qualities and is built of the
finest material and skilled labor.
Fully equipped with all the necessary
traps and effects for following the picture.
Your musician can play the Fotoplayer
either by hand or by using the wonderful
hand played orchestral rolls.
American

Photo

62 West

AMERICAN

PHOTO

Player

45th Street, New

PLAYER

Co., Inc.
York

CO., Inc.

62 West 45th Street, New York City.

Please send immediately full information and prices of FOTOP
LAYER.

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTUEE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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SYMBOLIC
GRECIAN
FIGURES REPRESENTING
MUSIC AND DRAMA EXTERIOR DECORATIVE
FEATURES OF CIRCLE THEATRE,
INDIANAPOLIS
THE construction work on the Circle theatre, in Monument
place, Indianapolis, which is being built at a cost of more
than $200,000, and will have a seating capacity of more than 3,000
persons, has advanced to the point where the magnitude of this
photoplaj- house can be seen, and it will soon develop to the point
where an idea of its rich decorative effects will be revealed.
Verj' rapid work has been made in the erection of this building, in which a million bricks have been placed and more than
600.000 pounds of structural steel have been set up.
The front of the building is approaching completion, the white
glazed tile now being set, and in a few days the front will be
ready for one of the most artistic decorative effects to be seen
on a building in Indianapolis. It will be made up of a pediment
and two friezes of symbolic Grecian figures, representing music,
the drama and festivity. The pediment, which will span the space
above the entrance to the theatre, contains fourteen figures of
Grecian musicians and dancing girls, and there are eighteen similar
figures in the frieze. These figures are in glazed terra cotta. The
decorative effect was designed by Rubush and Hunter, architects,
who planned the theatre.
A feature of the construction work is a steel girder that is said
to be the largest of its kind in an Indianapolis building. It weighs
40,000 pounds, is twelve feet high and ninety-five feet long, and
it. as was all the steel work, was made in Indianapolis. The big
girder carries the entire front of the balcony and so supports the
structure that there will lie no pillars on the first floor to obstruct
the view from any seat.
DOMINION
THEATRE
COMPANY, OPERATING
HOUSES IN VANCOUVER, VICTORIA, AND
NANAIMO,
B. C, GETS CONTROL
OF VICTORIA
JR. MLTR, general manager of the Dominion Theatre Company,
• controlling the Dominion theatres in Vancouver, Victoria
and Nanaimo, B. C, has just completed arrangements with the
Victoria Opera House Company, by which the former company
assumes control of the Royal Victoria theatre in Victoria, the
largest house in the city, having a seating capacity of about 1,600.
This theatre is one of the finest in western Canada presenting
motion picture programs, having been completed only two years
ago, and represents an investment of about $450,000.
The Dominion Company, as lessee, takes charge of the house
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on May 1, and although up to the present time no arrangements
have been made for the programs to be shown, Paramount subjects will probably be used from time to time, as the company
controls the Paramount first run rights in the three cities in
which they operate, and whenever one of the present houses uses
a picture for an entire week, as sometimes happens, a Paramount
would be available for the Royal Victoria. Clifford Denham will
continue as manager.
W. P. Nichols, managing director of the National Amusement
Company, will transfer the Triangle program to the Columbia
theatre when his company's lease on the Royal Victoria expires.
COLONIAL, SARANAC LAKE, N. Y., IS SMALL
THEATRE WITH LARGE PATRONAGE
AMONG the small but successful houses showing pictures in
the upper part of New York State is the Colonial in Saranac
Lake. J. H. Farrington, owner and manager, has succeeded in

INTERIOE OF THE COLONIAL, SAEANAC LAKE, N. T.
making it an attractive theatre, known in that section for its select
patronage.
The Colonial seats five hundred ; 350 chairs are in the orchestra.
The music is furnished by a four-piece orchestra — piano, violin,
cello and drum.

DETAIL OF THE FRIEZE ON THE CIRCLE THEATRE, INDIANAPOLIS
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A Power's 6-A machine and a Ft. Wayne generator are part
of the operating equipment. The prices for the matinees are five
and ten cents. At the evening performances Mr. Farrington charges
ten and fifteen cents and manages to pack his house regardless
of the weather.
Semi-direct lighting has been installed. The chairs are "roomy"
and comfortable, with sufficient space between them to prevent
crowding of the patrons. Adequate heating arrangements make
the Colonial a cosy place in the severe winter weather prevalent
in that part of the country.
THE

W:4GNER SINGLE-PHASE CONVERTER IS
ECONOMICAL AND EFFICIENT
THE use of direct current in connection with moving picture
projection, and its advantages over alternating current, are
too well known to require discussion here. Some time ago, the
Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company of St. Louis set about
designing an equipment that would be not only economical, efficient
and, like all other Wagner apparatus, of the highest quality, but
likewise compact, simple and easy to manipulate.
As a result of their experience and study, coupled with months
of experimenting, they placed
on the market, the Wagner
Single-Phase Converter.
The Wagner Converter, on
account of the quality and
pure color of the light that
can be obtained from this
current source, has been popularly named "The White
Light Converter." It includes first,
:
the converter itself; second, a transformer
for changing the current from
the line voltage to the proper
voltage for the converter;
third, a double throw starting
switch ; fourth, a ballast resistance introduced between
the converter and the arc.
The White Light Converter
is now made for polyphase as
well as single-phase circuits.
In order to get the proper
conception of the White Light
Converter, one can imagine a
motor-generator set, so simplified that it is reduced to one machine having only one armature, one set of windings, fields, one
shaft and only two bearings. The efficiency of an ordinary motorgenerator set is equal to the product of the efficiency of the motor
times the efficiency of the generator, while a converter with only
one set of losses is in itself much more efficient.
The use of a transformer with converter equipment has a number of advantages, among them being that should the line supply
of voltage be changed, or should the equipment be moved into a
district where the voltage is different, it would not be required
to change the entire equipment. It would only be necessary to
secure a transformer for the required voltage. Again, regardless
of how high or seemingly dangerous the line voltage might be,
when it enters the theatre this transformer reduces it to a current
of approximately fifty volts before it enters the converter, and it
is therefore perfectly safe to clean, oil or work around the con- ■
verter even when it is in operation.
The Wagner Company is one of the largest electrical manufacturing companies in the United States. It is so well known that
it is hardly necessary here to introduce the company or its products.
DIRECTORY

OF NEW THEATRES
ALABAMA
H. B. Cagle, manager of Masonic and Star theatres, has taken over the
Delite theatre, Decatur, and will manage all three houses, without any
change of policy.
The Strand is the name of a new theatre opened at Anniston.
CALIFORNIA
The huge theatre building in course of erection at Ellis and Mason streets,
San Francisco, by the Ellis Street Investment Company, has been leased
for a long term of years to Charles H. Brown, well known in Pacific Coast
theatrical circles. It is planned to put on vaudeville and moving picture
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NO
COMPETITION
You are constantly trying to keep your theatre one jump
ahead of the house around the corner. You can score
an overvifhelming scoop on your rival — you can make
your house the most talked-of and popular place of entertainment in town. You won't know what competition
means if you install a SOSMAN & LANDIS STAGE
SETTING.
You can get one of our sets, designed and constructed
especially for your theatre, at a price you can afford to
Write now for our handsome new catalog.
paySOSMAN & LANDIS COMPANY
Scenic Pioneers for 37 Years
417 So. Clinton St., Chicago

OPERA

CHAIRS

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Departinent. Send blue print
or sketch for Free Seating Plan.
If you are desirous of reseating, we
can help you dispose of old chairs.
Write for Catalog N.
We Seating.
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Make

Your

Lobby

Display Attractive
There is nothing more fascinating
to the public than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or posters.
We make Lobby and Theatre Fixtures and Brass Rails of every description.
Don't fail to visit our Showrooms.
Write for catalog.
The NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111
Cout representative, G. A. Metcalfe. 117 Gold
en^te Avenue, San Francisco. California

SCREEN

The miGINAL

LIGHT THAT NEVER

FAILS**

GOLD FIBRE SCREEN" Perfected.

gZlMiNUSflCiNE
Products
Company,
I CALGARV
PITTSBURGHfll RERTA
|I NEW
MWfcJWfcJ S<qtfV/T
E'-o.'^iA^^ LOUIS
CHCStKuT I Si^NCH.CflOO
FRANCISCO
^, -r.' VORK
y><tl I
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MOVING

FOR
SALE
PICTURE
MAILING

NEWS

LISTS

Only complete one to be had, numbering 22,000;
price, $40.00; itemized by states, or $3.50 per
thousand for states you want. Postage guaranteed.
1173 FUm Exchange*
$4.00
149 Mjmufacturers and Studio*
1.00
210 Moving Picture Machine and Supply Dealer* 1.50
Write for particulars
Trade Circular Addressing Co.
166>^ West Adams Street, Chicago
Franklin 11S3
E*tab. 18M

Made in Switzerland
CARBONS
Write us for descriptive circular and price list
JONES
& CAMMACK
Sole Importers
12 Bridge Street
New York City

^^)|3eeclco
rc (oTjJj'^olIer'
feeding the projection arcs
■ — saving money —
and maintaining perfect
illumination for
BROADWAY THEATRE
NEW YORK

Speed Controller Company, Inc.
NEW YORK
257-259 WillUm Sirett

of the 30 leading Players $3. 00 per
dozen, samples 35c each post paid.
Write and ask me how to keep yoar
honte crowded at every performance.
R.K.STANBURY, Fuller BIdg., N.Y.

NOW IS THE TIME TO EQUIP WITH FANS
We will furnish you (4) oscillating fans,
the kind that distribute the air by swinging in different directions, for direct current at a total of $44.00. Alternating,
$50.00. Also Ceiling Fans, Bracket and
Ventilating.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster, Pa.
ALL

THE

PLAYERS
■If prominence In any 3l2ed picture can be fumlihed
insUntly. WIBE US YOUK WANTS. If yog f»U U
llsplay the face of a popular player who Is appearlnf
dt your house you are overlooMni! an opportunity for
Inwr receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL KNOWN
I'LAVKR
displayedof will
draw more moncr
than the prominently
mere announcement
a name.
LARGE HAND COLORED PICTUBBS.
Size 22 X 28 7Sc Each SIzt 11 X 14 20c Eub
SKMI-PHOTO
POST CARDS
J3.00 per tiousand.
vour announcement
on correspondence
side and Print
nuU
them weekly. PHOTOGRAPHS, «lx« 8x10, »U Um
tiromlnent players, 600 different names, 20c. each.
'IIIAVURE FOLDERS, containing plctura of all Um
prominent
thousand. players. Including featur« stars, {10.00 p«r

I 'lames,
SI.N'OLE 40c.COLUMN
each. CUTS of all the playen, 6M
I niANSPARENCIES, ALL SIZES, from SOc. to 12.60.
HAC-SIMILE OIL PAI.NTINOS from $8.00 to $25.00,
I ii-cordlnt to slz« and framei.
KRAUS MFC CO., ?>20 W. 42X1^' Street. N. Y.
12th Flosr, CANDLER BUILDING.
Stnt for Cataloise of otn 600 playen and umplei (r«e. Writ* li
|i«ln| detalli of yoar Hall nights, and m will iMd yoi i remedy.
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attractions. The theatre, which is to have a seating capacity of about 3,000,
is to be ready for occupancy by tlie end of the present year.
CANADA
Reg Chalick. for some time the manager of tlie Empire theatre, Cochrane,
Ont., has resigned to go with the Canadian Overseas forces. Mr. Chalick
is a well-known theatre man, and extremely poi)ular.
Mctiregor, Man., has been the centre of very serious floods during the
last few weeks. This condition has greatly upset business and resulted in
some very serious losses in both property and material. The Allies theatre, of
tlie town, has been almost cut off from communication.
A new theatre has been opened in Lanark, Ont., by the Ball brothers, two
well-known young men, wlio have been for some time conducting the Royal
tlieatre, in Perth, Ont. The new house is called the Lanark Royal, and if
Akssrs. Ball repeat tlieir performance in Perth, the venture will undoubtedly
be a splendid success.
It is rumored that there will be a moving picture circuit formed to include
the towns of Valleyfield, Ormstown and Saint Martin, which allow the
jdaying
of the pictures
aboutin any
two ofnights
each and
place.
there
are no amusement
facilities
these intowns,
such .'\tan present
arrangement
would
be
a
great
improvement.
Martineau
Brothers,
of
Valleyfield,
may
possil)ly interest themselves in the project.
It is learned on good authority that the DufFerin theatre, in Orangeville,
Ont., operated by ilr. Tyrell, will be closed during the summer months.
GEORGIA
The Grand theatre, Atlanta, until recently owned by the Take Wells Company, is now being operated under the management of O. P. Hall, formerly
connected
with WilliamandFox's
Atlanta exchange.
The a Grand
is a beautiful
theatre,
but that
has been
steady
the last well
few equipped
months. Mr. well-located,
Hall announces
he will
changeloser
the during
policy
of the theatre completely and that only film productions of the highest order
will be presented.
largest and
most de
elaborate
is The
doingPiedmont
splendid theatre,
businessAtlanta's
under thenewest,
management
of Ralph
Bruler.house,
The
\'-L-S-E features are being well received.
Atlanta film folk regret that .\li)ha Fowler, head of the Fowler AmuseCompany,
has ofgiven
the management
of thesold
.\lpha
a motionmentpicture
theatre
much upmagnetism.
Mr. Fowler
his theatre,
house outright
to Sig Samuels, well known in Southern theatrical circles. It is rumored
that the retiring manager will become connected with another Atlanta film
house in the near future.
A fireproof theatre is under construction at Douglas, to be opened in the
near future. John J. Moyland is building a picture house to be known as
the Xew .Strand, at Savannah. The house will have a five hundred seating
caiiacity. Manager Murray of the .\lamo No. 2, at Atlanta, will soon open
tlie new 1,000 seat Criterion theatre at Atlanta. The Strand will soon be
opened
J. 11.has
Askew
.Savannah.
O. C.byLamb
takenat over
the management of the Amuzu and Bonita
tlieatresland, hasatbought
Rome. outEd'-ar
Baxter, of and
Orangeburg,
managerHarry
of theGoldberg,
Dreamthe opposition
taken charge.
who has been in charge of the World Film Corporation exchange at Atlanta,
has resigned to accept a prominent position with the new Criterion theatre,
now being constructed on Peaclitree street in that city.
ILLINOIS
D. M. Primm and B. E. Doak have just purchased the Grand motion
picture theatre at Springfield, from Kunz P.rothers. Primm is also owner of
the
Filmwith
Company,
and heFilm
proposes
locall!on
events
the (jeneral
releases.to show a weekly news picture of
Business men of Medora have started showing free motion pictures on
Saturday nights. They plan to keep up this attraction during the coming
summer months. Work of improving the Grand motion picture theatre at
Sterling
ond flofjr.has commenced. The improvements include tlie addition of a secThe (irand theatre at Rock Falls was recently damaged by fire. The
blaze was discovered at night after the show closed but was quickly extinguished. Manager Marooney had workmen on the job early next morning
and was ready for business at the usual hour.
INDIANA
ICdwaid G. Sourbier, Indianapolis, treasurer of Marion county, and owner
of a chain of motion picture houses in Indianapolis, has bought the Bijou
theatre, 130 East Washington street, one of the oldest picture houses in
Indianapolis. Mr. Sourbier took over the theatre on May 1. It is to be
improved and considerable new eciuipment will be installed. The place was
bouglita from
Cliarksarrangement
Cook and 'Walter
G. years.
Bowlby,Thewhotheatre
have was
operated
under
|iarimi^liip
for several
openedit
eleven yt.-ns at!M ulun nickelc.denns first attracted public attention.
The management of the .Mhambra theatre, Shelbyville, has made a change
in the house decorations of the theatre, wliich adds greatly to its beauty.
'I he entire lighting system has been
altered and soft silk shades installed.
KANSAS
The New Gem theatre, Topeka, just completed and equipped with all the
l;.test conveniences, has opened, under the proprietorship and management of
C.
A. .McGuigan.
theatre,
built proprietor
for Hcrb'ertof Thatcher,
Salina,
opened
the week of The
May Strand
8. Frank
(iarrety,
the Noveltyin tlieatre,
Winfield, has changed his house policy, and instead of program is now running features,
LOUISIANA
B. L. Overston, who is operating picture shows at Lenzburg, Crichton and
Couchatta, has also taken over the (irand theatre at Minden. Z. T. Studstilli, manager of the Pickford theatre at .\ndalusia, has taken over the
management of the Palace theatre, at 0]ip. The Elton is the name of a
new moving picture theatre at Talladega. T. E. Ware is the new manager.
MASSACHUSETTS
The Princess theatre at Marlboro, Henry Burke, manager, has been
opened after being dark two weeks for repairs. Azro Mason, of the Grand
theatre, Chicopee Falls, has plans for his new theatre.
MICHIGAN
The \'audette theatre. Three Rivers, owned hy Starr Wilson, of Constantine,
and formerly of Three Rivers, has been bought by George Pierce, of Grand'
years and
ten'manage
moving
been inRapids
Pierce has
Mr. theatres
Kapids.
now operates
in Grand
and picture
Flint. business
Mr. Pierceforwill
the
theatre
time. and expects to make some much needed improvements within
a short himself
The contract for the fireproof block to be erected for John L. A. Galster,
on Howard Street, Petosky, has been awarded
to Feather and Wingate the
contract
jirice
beingand$21,648.
The new block will be fifty feet wide ' one
hundred
feet
long
two
full
stories
motion i)icturc theatre and the south half ahigli.
store. The north half will 'be a
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The Centerville Theatre Company, of Centerville, lias been capitalized for
$5,000, and will erect a motion picture theatre there.
Earl Hennessy is now assistant manager of the Majestic theatre, Detroit.
He
was formerly manager of the Duplex theatre, and succeeds R. Von
Goltz.
. der
Joe Wood has taken the management of the Garden theatre, Detroit. He
was formerly manager of the Empress, one of the first moving picture
theatres in the city. L. H. Gardner succeeds him as manager at the Empress.
C. W. Deibel leased the Avenue theatre, Detroit, for eight days, starting
April
30, and showed
Chaplinwasin atremendous.
burlesque on '■Carmen." Prices
were twenty-five
cents Charlie
and business
Architect Christian W. Brand is preparing plans for a theatre seating 1,000
to be erected on the corner of Mack and Holcomb avenue, Detroit, for the
Delta Amusement Company.
MISSOURI
The Princess theatre, Ninth and Prospect streets, Kansas City, has been
sold by Leo Spaulding to J. R. Dennison, who took over the management
on May 3.
Changesmenced byinManager
the interior
Blake attheatre,
Webb City,
been E.com-S.
Irvingof L.the Davis,
the direction
of thehaveowner,
Brigham, of Kansas City, which will increase the seating capacity to 1,500
and make it possible to give only picture and vaudeville shows. The stage
will be cut away so as to make room for additional boxes, while more seats
will be installed in the gallery.
Forrest Kerrens, who sold his theatre at Butler last fall, has bought from
C. .'\. Rohrer
hibitor, and hasthefineOrpheum
prospectsinatMarshall.
Marshall. Mr. Kerrens is a successful exA theatre is being erected at 214 North Broadway, St. Louis, by George
Angelich, owner of the Rainbow, farther south on Broadway. The new
is on location
a site formerly
occupiedTheby theatre
a men'swillfurnishing
house,Juneand 1 isandin
ahouse
splendid
for business.
open about
will have a seating capacity of nine hundred.
The Woodland airdome, at Morganford road and Gravois avenue, St. Louis,
opened for the hot weather season on May 4, with an all picture program.
OKLAHOMA
A $40,000 opera house is to be built at Okmulgee in the near future, if
present plans are realized.
OHIO
A permit has been issued to the Liberty Theatre Company for the construction of fireproof
brick and
moving
picture
at 832-34
Liberty street,
Cincinnati.
The concrete
cost of the
theatre
will theatre
be approximately
$20,000.
PENNSYLVANIA
George M. Krupa, proprietor of the Llippodrome theatre, of Lancaster,
is building another theatre in that place. Ground for the new structure, to
be known as the Llamilton, has just been broken. The house will be finished by autumn. It will occupy space of 134 by 65 feet, and will seat
1,200. An expensive organ will be one of the attractions.
T. Mazer has just been appointed manager of the Walton theatre. The
house, accommodating five hundred, is owned by the Walton Anusement
Company and is situated at 733 East Chelten avenue, Germantown.
TENNESSEE
J. Colvin and Walter Howard, of Rockwood, have leased the Cash
Bazaar Building at that place for the purpose of operating therein a modern
motion picture theatre. Extensive improvements will be made on the building at a cost of several thousand dollars. A large stage will be erected and
a seating capacity of five hundred will be arranged for. The Lyric at Rockwood
and all the property of that theatre transferred
to the will
new befilmdiscontinued,
house.
TEXAS
James
A.
Llolton,
manager
of
the
Port aty\rthur
Amusement
operatinar the Pearce and Peoples theatres
Port Arthur,
is nowcompany,
sole owner
of the two picture houses, having recently acquired the forty per cent, of
stock
by Dan
A. Williams,
treasurer within
of the company.
jMr. P^olton is held
figuring
on some
extensiveformer
improvements
the ne.xt year.
The
consideration of the deal was not made public.
P. C. Crown, of Houston, has taken over the Queen theatre at Brownsville
and the Opera House at Childress. Mayor G. C. Northcutt has secured the
Star theatre at Mineola. M. C. Rouse is building a picture theatre at Spur.
Gwynn and Byar are building a theatre at Terrell. G. N. Mattison is completing apicture house at Pittsburg, for negroes exclusively. F. G. Welch
has purchased the Star theatre at W'innsboro from J. E. Patrick.
James chasedA.the Crazy
Athas theatre
has soldat his
"CandyWells.
Jim's" T.theatre
at Taylor
and purMineral
C. Stevens
has purchased
the Lyric theatre at Austin from Costley and Smith. Mr. Stevens will run
an all feature program exclusively. J. Musselman, John Shively and Managfr
McKee are opening new picture houses at Paris, to replace the theatres
burned in the recent big fire at that place. William Wilder and Joseph
Hulshizer have purchased the Newport theatre at Dallas.
Dorbandt
are remodeling
theirClairDixie
Athens, atadding
another
storybi-others
and balcony.
Charley St.
will theatre
open hisat airdome
Corsicana soon, and will show pictures in connection with road troupes. The Jefferson theatre at Celeste has been renamed the Lawrence. F. A. McConicho
has purchased the Elk theatre at Marshall from the Powell Moore Amusement
Company.
H^ C. Kyle has leased the Queen theatre at Dallas from William BatselK
J.
C. Chatmas
has purchased^the
at Marlin tofrom
C. P.
Lewis.
G. K. Jorgenson
is buildingOrpheum
a theatretheatre
at Galveston,
be known
as the New Crystal Palace. It will cost about $6,000.
WISCONSIN
Construction on the Palace theatre building, Antigo, has commenced.
This will contain stores besides the motion picture theatre.
C. L. Lesser has completed plans and is taking bids for a motion picture
theatre to be erected on Greenfield avenue, above Fifty-fourth street, Milwaukee. The theatre will cost approximately $8,000.
Friedman's
Palace theatre,
MonumentUnitSquare,
Racine,
been opened.
a ilinusa
screen.
and has
orchestra
is a Hope-Jones
Among the equipment
Features are the piece de resistance of the program.
Architect John Menge will take figures soon for the erection o* a moving
picture theatre on Thirty-eighth and Vliet streets, Milwaukee. The theatre
is to be of brick construction, with wooden trusses, one story and part
basement,
by 120 tile
feet,and
concrete
foundation,
a seating
750, steam 43heating,
terrazzo
flooring, having
composition
tar "capacitv
and gravelof
roofing, art glass, ornamental stucco, five ventilators, one electric fan,
windows. The theatre when completed will have cost about $15,000.
At Edgerton a theatre and lodge hall will be erected for H. E. Peters,
F.^ H. Kemp, of Beloit, is the architect, and is taking figures. The building
will be brick on hollow tile, two stories and basement, 44 by 110 feet, stone
trirnming, tile flooring, plumbing, steam heating, fan ventilating, composition
roofing, metal ceiling, asbestos curtain. The theatre when finished will teat
five hundred. The second floor will be leased by the Knights of Pythias.
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When you want Opera Chairs, remember ve have

I
50,000 CHAIRS
I
ALWAYS IN STOCK
1 in 6 different styles in Imitation Mahogany and Circaesian Walnut finishes,
= assuring you satisfactory selection and
I
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
1
Other designs of Upholstered and Unupholstered Chairs unlimited In
i
furnished
in 25 selected.
to 50 days after receipt of specifications, depending
1 number,
on character
of chairs
1
Our
Consultation
Service,
specializing
in designing
arrangei ments for theatre seating is tendered
to you
without anyeconomical
charge whatever.
i
Descriptive literature on request,
1
i^or prompt attention address :
I
General Offices: 1012 LYTTON BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
1
Sales Oflaces in all principal cities
iiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiii) i!iiiiiiiii!iiiitiiiiiiii!iiiiiiin!iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii^
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100

0

BY USING OUR RENTAL SYSTEM ON MOUNTED POSTERS
SEND
DICK

COUPON

BRADY POSTER RENTAL CO.
126 West 46th St., New York City.
Please send me without obligation on my part information of
your Rental System of Mounted Posters on all Features.
NAME
TOWN
STATE
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Now

85"^

Prominent

This

Tenanted

Motion

Building

was

requirement

especially
of every
Picture

For

15th

Picture

constructed

branch

of

Inside

Store,
Store,

Cross

the

meet

Motion

Rent

-

-

39x55,

&

to

Business

Floor
100
X 100
with two full size vaults

Corner

Concerns

Brown

I
)

$8m

$7,500
$10,000

Co,

Agent
18 East 41st Street
New York City
Tel. 4000 Murray Hill
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THE

WHOLE

I SATIN
^
EVERY DAY ARE
=

PHOTOPLAY

WORLD

IS

TALKING

GOLDFIBRE
SCREENS
LETTERS RECEIVED TESTIFYING AS TO THE MERITS OF THIS WONDROUS PROJECTION SURFACE

new Orpheum Theatre of
bean,utiful
"T
f«
gto
tinhe
W. Va., the largest aind finest
Hun
photoplay theatre in the State writes this
letter of the superlative merits of Satin
Goldfibre Screens.

ORPHEUM THEATRE
COMPANY
Huntington, W. Va.,

Unsolicited testimonials
SATIN
of the merits of any
sales article are not
GOLDFIBRE
forthcoming unless
the satisfaction is
SCREENS
there.
StEind Back of Them.
What is Claimed of

Satin Goldfibre Screens, Inc. ^P"l 7, 1916.
Gentlemen :—
Our projection surface is considered "perfection
itself," not only by our patrorjs, but by fellow exhibitors as well, from various parts of the state. Our
projection system consists of the highest grade and
highest priced materials that may be purchased, but
we may say that without your Satin Goldfibre Screen
we would not be able to consider our projection
perfect. Yours respectfully,
ORPHEUM THEATRE COMPANY,
Per G. C. Sullivan, Secretary and Manager.

"It's All in the Satin Finish."
For Literature and Prices Address
SATIN

GOLDFIBRE
SCREENS,
Inc.
SUITE 2030 PENOBSCOT BLDG., DETROIT, MICH.
NEW YORK DISTRIBUTORS, J. H. HALLBERG, 36 EAST 23RD ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.

PREPAREDNESS

Are

you

Directory

getting
number

ready

to

of Motion

be

represented

Picture

News,

in

the

published

For

next

September

Artistic

Display

Studio

and

9 ?

Lobby
Stage

Decorations
Install our line of Artificial FLOWEI^.
TREES. VINES, LEAVES. GARLANDS,
WREATHS AND PALMS.
Estimates made and theatres decorated under
contract by our expert.
Our 32-page catalogue No. 3. illustrating in
colors the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration. FREE.
FRANK NETSCHERT COMPANY, INC.
61 Barclay Street
New York City
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EXHIBITORS

National

Tribute

!!!

Motion

Day

Picture

is

!!
151
Exhibitors: A
— ALLY Exhibitors
in the
M
United States!
The American pubhc is
^

aroused to help endow the Actors' Fund
Your theAmerica on this great day.
'jCw%tt^
*W
atre will be packed!
Your receipts in-

Bags
2j[T-^i^i
^■^^

creased!!
The public expects you to contribute
of your gross on Tribute Day.

Every Exhibitor
to help.

in America

1 0%

is requested

The Exposition for the Motion Picture Exhibitors League
at Grand Central Palace will contribute 25% May 6lh,
The Motion Picture Board of Trade Exposition at Madison
Square Garden will contribute 25% May 7th.
Screen Clubs all over America are helping.
Now — If every Exhibitor will give 10%
of his receipts May 15th, the $500,000
endowment is secured.
SAMUEL GOLDFISH, Chairman
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
30 East 42nd Street, New York

Send Checks to J. Stuart Blackton, Treasurer, Locust Ave., Brooklyn, New York
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A new

LASKY

the eminent
SESSUE

star

Japanese

artist

HAYAKAWA

(famed for his performances
in "The Cheat,"
in
"The Clue" and "The Secret Sin")

" ALIEN
SOULS"
This
week's
attraction
in America's
leading theatres
DISTRIBUTORS
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE, LTD.
Jesse LUsk/
Feature put C9(i-c)
FOUR, EIGHTY-FIVE FIFTH .^NUE, NEW YORK QTY
Jesse L.LasKy
Samuel GoldFish Cecil B. DcMi lie
Pres.
Vice-Prei. and Treas.
Director Gen
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FAMOUS
48

SUPREME

NEWS

PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS

DANIEL
FROM
INTRODUCES
THE

NOT£D

ENGLISH

?EGGY

A YEAR

MAN

STAGE

FAVORITE

HyLAND

INNER

AMBRiC^N

WTOPLMY

DEBUT

A PfCTUR/ZATfON

OF

H£NRY ARTHUR JONES
CELEBRATED
DRAMA

/N

F/VJE PARTS
nners"
^Si
tsa^
RELEASED
MAYBSth
ON THE
Sain

FAMOUS

PLAYERS

FILM

€

ADOLPH
ZUKOR,
president
DANIEL FROH MAN, MANAGING director
I2-4-I30
CANADIAN

WEST
56X^5 STREET,
NEW
YORK
DISTRIBUTORS-FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE Ltd.
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are the productions of
Famous Players Film Co., Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Co., The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co., Pallas Pictures

Permanent

success

by the motion
that gets a
consistent

picture theatre*
reputation for

quality

tions. The public
Paramount

is achieved

of

attrac-

knows

Trademark

the

guar-

antees consistent quality.

Are

you

satisfied?

Write Our Exchange

4t

if.

Today

Q^aram(Hmt^ictiires-(^a<xrat^^
FOUR EIGHTY FIVE L-' FIFTHAVENUE
V • at FORTYFIRST ST.
NEW YORK. N.Y.

_

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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By giving YOU value.
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Subjects

To

entertain all your patrons, to increase the number of your patrons,
and to widen the circle from which

these patrons

are drawn :

Paramount

Pictographs

Paramount' Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures
Paramount-Bray

Animated

Cartoons and BrayGilbert Silhouettes
The

exhibitor

who

is definitely

"Building Up" will find these short
subjects a very efficient aid.

Are

you satisfied ?

Write

,

Our

Exchange

Today

POUR EIGHTY FIVE l-X FIFTH AVEJflJE V.^ «/ FORTY FIRST
NEW YORK, N.Y.

V

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writmc to advertisers.
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The

Five

Reel

in
in the General

PICTURE

NEWS

Feature

Service

Knuktrbtttkn

offer the biggest proposition
for the exhibitor in the General Film Service — a five
reel feature with a popular
star of the first magnitude
EVERY
ON

4

WEEKS

First Release
LOIS
MEREDITH
m

SUNDAY

The productions comprise
big stories written by the
foremost scenario writers
of the country, superbly
staged under skillful direction, with casts of able
players, and magnificently
photographed.

Spellbound
Direction of H. M. and
E. D. HORKHEIMER

Coming
The
Publicity
A big variety of one, three and six
sheet posters by our own artists.
Lobby displays in stands 6 by
feet.
Two-color press sheets with
ready - made newspaper stories
and advertisements.
Special publicity direct from this
office to leading newspapers.
Heralds, slides, streamers, cuts,
mats, etc.
Large colored photographs and
8 by 10 black and white prints.

HENRY
KING
in

Pay
Dirt
A gripping story
of the West, by
H. M. HORKHEIMER
Released June 17
How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

326 Lexington Avenue
NEW
YORK
CITY

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.

BeHer
buildincj
+han
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as
up

exhibitor

BEfiTRlZ

means

of

a patronage

all the

genuinely

a

advertisinc^
may

do

IS one

biq picture

like

MICnELENA

CELEBRATED

PRIMA

DONNA

IN
TnE

WOMAN

WnODARED

Aqrippinq story of European
intrique
/6y
* I

C.N.e^r- A.M.WILLIAMSON
ARRANGEMENT WITH AUCE KAUSER

Km:

'I

is a story of a
DARED"
"THE WOMAN
||r beautiful
woman's WHO
Soul, torn
between Love of Country, aDefense of Her Honor and the Love of a Man,
and showing how fearless a woman can be when a big issue
is at stake, and demonstrating fully that a pretty woman is
perfectly capable of Changing Her Mind. ^ No story thus
far adapted for the screen is as full of Heart-Interest Thrilling Adventure and spine-curdling Fights, with a tremendous Element of Suspense throughout, as is "TAe Woman
Who Dared"; and the story in every way bears out its
thrilling title. ^ It will appeal to, and hold spell-bound
aUke, men, women and the younger members of the family.
It is a clean and uplifting story, and the stirring action is
depicted in rich and beautiful settings; with marvelous
costuming and lighting effects.
All Star Cast Including
ANDREW ROBSON and WILLIAM- PIKE
Scenario by CAPTAIN LESLIE PEACOCKE
Trade Showing in New York will be announced in next week's issue.
Californ ia Motion Pictu re Corporation
Alexander Beyfuss. General Manager
San Rafael. California

^«

,

^. ' ^' ""r""-^
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five-part

iFITCH'S

Rooster

Gold

^eai

How can an advertiser continue advertising?
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everS
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best

proof!
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this
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more

action"

a

full

-than

Artlitir

Stinn^r

scenarios

bijCeaBL

Seitz?
Is

there

director

anu

than

better

EDWARD

JOSE,producerof

Gold
RS

AR

Rooster
E

OFFICES

TH

25

E
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successful

and

a

or

Platjs?
EXHIBITORS

WEST

How can as advertiser continue advertising?
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i
^

ARCHITECTS
FLOOR

\

ARE NOW TRANSFORMING 10,000 SQUARE FEET
SPACE INTO OFFICES WHOSE RICH ELEGANCE
WILL BE ON A PAR WITH OUR PRODUCT.

CLARA

KIMBALL
FILM

SOLE

Common

Law"

DISTRIBUTOR :

NEW

RELEASE
By

LEWIS

Robert

J. SELZNICK

W.

EXCHANGE IN CHARGE
SOL. J. HERMAN

Address

All Communications

Street

Chambers

PRODUCTIONS,

YORK

Film
Forty-Ninth

YOUNG

CORPORATION

FIRST
"The

OF

INC.

OF

Building

at Seventh

Ave., New

York

Be »ur« to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing^ to advertiser^.

City

[\

The

Power

of

the

press

Jj^KI practically every large centre, V. L. 5. E. pictures are
reviewed by tKe newspapers in tKe same manner tKat
i4.r. i>

legitimate stage productions are treated.

1^1

TKe foil owing excerpt from tKe Cleveland Plain Dealer"
will illustrate tKe tremendous publicity wKicK editors are
putting bcKind tKese pictures of their own mitiatiiTe and
solely on the merits of the productions.
From the Cleveland Plain Dealer
By H. Artliur RJvrtf
V. L S. E. Producing Companies are Kitting the Kigh spots.
CKarlie Chaplin's "Carmen" and "The Ne'er Do Well" are
two of the big certain money makers of the year, while
exhibitors regard "Dollars and the Woman" as the best
five-reel feature seen in many nionths.
Now Vitagraph rings the bell agairi with "God's Country and
the Woman . This is an eight-reel feature of which we shall
have more to say later. The reader can look cut for this
picture. It is one of the big things of the season. Son\e of
the New^ York critics hail it as the greatest production of the
year. We have seen it and hasten to assure the fans that it
is something to look forward to.
If you seek tKose productions wKicK are accompanied by tKe
povJer and tKe prestige of tKe press, you would do well to
book V. L. S. E. offerings regularly.

^ 1^ 1^

lAf^ IZU^

I^J^

^Tb»
^^^m
K^TTi™
Umm dc
Iba ■.
■ «" " ■ ^
JJ n
EB^Ta™
S^^^Fmm
L
J
Y

■jl^ !^ Ul^ Wlf^
1^1^
<Ld^
^"^^
j**^ -^^^ j-T^TRE YITAGKAPR

COfWO?/ OFAJRERICA

Rc/cciscd through "VL.S.E,. //3r. f^h^Q^Q
Y^QirltAW.
H
M B^T " riAr>
w Ud^
r ^ r^n^^ UL^
^^^mm Ulf
^^^tm 4dJ^
^^wmm i^^T^ lif^^^mm Ulfi^^mmm ■^^Ts^ ^Li!^
^T^m

William
Gillette
IS presented in
Sherlock

"
ME
HO
in L
seven
actsS

ArtKur Berthelet
Director

Essanay Features
"The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row '
Charlie Chaplin The
s Burlesque
Havoc on Carmen'
'The Discard "
' Vultures of Society "
" The Misleading Lady "
' Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines "
" A Daughter of the City "
"The Alster Case '
" The Raven "
" The Crimson Wing "
" The Man Trail "
" A Bunch of Keys "
" The Blindness of Virtue "
" In the Palace of the King "
" The White Sister "
" The Slim Princess "
" Graustark "

.

14^ i^rr: i^r; Mf: i^f:

I

Released th rou^h. V L.S.E. Inc. I^I2L>
; MF. Mf^ \AW. \AW. Mf. \M Ijr
VAF. MF. Ugj:

1

^AT" i^f^ i^/^

"ZL^- '.47^ -^Tw iTm
'4^' ej»
Ul^

Inc.
E.
L.S.
V
Mr. Mf. MF. ijr. Mf. tjl^ IJf . Llg I4f . I4g
irV^ iT^^ ir*Tw 3"TW r"T"- ^^V. — W~TW
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VITAGRAPH

Blue

They

Ribbon

have

shown

the way

The Juggernaut
The Island of Regeneration
Hearts and the Highway
The Sins of the Mothers
Crooky
The Badge of Courage
The Wheels of Justice
Mortmain
Playing Dead
The Dust of Egypt
The Man Who Couldn't Beat Conscience
The Turn of the Road
Heights of Hazard
The Cave Man
A Price For Folly
What Happened to Father

"THE

BATTLE
"A CALL TO

By J. Stuart Blackton.

SPECIAL

EDNA
in "SalvationMAY
Joan'
Seven-Part Drama
By Marguerite Bertsch

Features

in Filmdom

Thou Art The Man
Green Stockings
My Lady's Slipper
The Island of Surprise
A Night Out
The Crown Prince's Double
The Writing on the Wall
Kennedy Square
For A Woman's Fair Name
The Hunted Woman
The Hero of Submarine D-2
The Supreme Temptation
The Two-Edged Sword
The Vital Question
Artie, The Millionaire Kid
Britton of the Seventh

CRY
OF
ARMS AGAINST WAR"

PEACE"

From A Hudson
Maxim's Breaker
Book, "DEFENSELESS
Proven Record

BLUE

RIBBON

I "God's Country
the Woman"
Eight-Partand
Drama
From the Book by James Oliver Curwood
Coming

May

AMERICA"

FEATURES
"The Law Decides"
Seven-Part Drama
By Marguerite Bertsch

22nd

SUSPECT"
"THE
IN
STEWART
ANITA
Six-Part Drama Written by H. J. W. Dam from His Play "The Silver Shell"
Picturized and Produced by S. Rankin Drew
BOOK

V-L-S-E

AT

ALL

BRANCHES

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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r
THE

FUNNIEST

SEKIES

•

with the

FUNNIEST

ON

MAN

THE

SCREEN

has just been completed
The series consists of twelve "iEscapades of Mr. [Jack " which include :
A Hall Room Hero
Wins a Double Cross
Ducks the Alimony
The Hash Magnate
Trifles
1T\A
^ I 1D
\ .

A
J ] /-\

Inspects Paris
A Doctor by Proxy
Mr. Jack's Hat and the Cat
Mr. Jack's Artistic Sense
Goes Into Business
Hires a Stenographer
His Dukeship, Mr. Jack

\^
[\

enacted by the renowned

comedy king — FRANK
CREATES

EXCELLENCE

DANIELS

DEMAND

The Vitagraph Company, meeting the demands of the exhibitor announces
DANIELS

FRANK
in new
-THE

"KERNEL

comedies

entitled

SERIES"
NUTT
KERNEL
the first of which will be

NUTT,
These

THE

JANITOR."

superlative single-reelers

Released

through the V. L. S. E,

€^<?VITAC:DAPII
"g:
M'

1

company oPAMEMCA
Rccvrryc amcxt
CAn- IV^ST. and LOCUST AVE. DROOKLYN. N.Y.
N^YORK- CHICAGO • LONDON • PAWS -^..P

Pe sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " whcfl writinR to advertisers.
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REGULAR

"The

Cost

PICTURE

VITAGRAPH

of

NEWS

RELEASES

High

Living"

One-part Comedy, Monday, May 22 nd
Presenting:
WILLIAM DUNCAN—
Corinne Griffith — Carmen Phillips —
Edgar Keller — Anne Schaefer

"THE
BATTLER"
One-Part Comedy, Friday, May 26th
Presenting:
HUGHEY MACK
A Comedy of Heavyweights and Thrills

"THE

INSTINCT"
PRIMAL
Three-Part Drama, Saturday, May 27th
BROADWAY STAR FEATURE
Presenting :
LEAH BAIRD— Don CameronVan Dyke Brooks — Jack Ellis and Leila Blow

Released Through The General Film Company

^^VrrAGRAIHI COMPAIMYoP AMcnicA
.•Jib.
cxKcunvc orncx*
.<SSi'.
CArr 19^ ST. «hI locust AVE^ BROOKLVNy N:V.
NGI^ VDRK ' CUICAGO • lX3NOON^ pAmi
How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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screen

' TANGLED
FATES'
AmELPLAYJULLOFTHECHAQMOf THEF/\RN0QTH
AND THE THQILL OF THE 5IC CITIES. A TAIE Of EMINC...
QOMANCE WITH A MMIFUL AND HAPPY ENDINO
DIRECTED BY TR/WERSVALE.

I f<iilii!iM.H

'■■■I ■■■iHiiiiinliimmimiiiiMU
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oYIVIdUL
Day Message

WESTE

Blue

Day Letter

IK

Nite

Night Message

WtST»

Night Letter

NL
If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words)thislsaday message. Otherwise its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

NEWCOMB
GEORGE

51

B33H7

W.

E. ATKINS,

BLUE

EG

CAt

vice-president

CHGO

;l
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GrEOH(xEi

yr.'Rnro
]^EHSOMIi
805
E
175!I!H
SO? HEW
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H
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mm
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WOHDERFDIi

6-LOBIAS
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m

JJS

BI3BEE

HISfORY
BUSIHESS

EOMAHCE

GFME

"EESTERDAT
TOTiT)
M
BOX
OIFIOE
PROPOSr
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OF

GLORIAS
fHEAOSE.

RESULTS

ROMAITOB
WM

YESTERDAY
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AC

CITDVIIPir

Day Message

UNION

o YiVIdUL
Blue

Day Letter
Night Message

N L
Night Letter
If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of

AM
TON.

BROOKS,

IiS

VICE-PRESIDENT

9

HO

oir

words)thisisa day message. Otherwise its character Is indicated by the

PRESIDENT

BELVIDERE

ClPACIfy

mm

Willi

ever

MJOir

iowmkGTm

lOEEIDED

OUE

symbol
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after the check.

9464

BOBIHESS

mAjm.

lOSf

FOB

NIte

Af

HaEDiCf

PROFIfABLB

Fim

0X3R

sajaDEBAm
TWmTt

iSfiom»

EKPEGMIOHS

How can an advertiser continue advertising?
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Of;
PRE5

5H0WING WONDERFUL SNAPSHOT OF AUTOMO&ILE ACCIDENT WHICH ILLUSTRATES THE DANGERS TO WHICH MYRTLE 5TEDMAN AND PAGE PETERS EX P05ED
THEMSELVES WHILE WORKING IN GEORGE

BEBAN'S

FAHOUS PICTURE"PA3QUALE"
PRODU
RELEA5ED

PUBLICITY
OFFICE
220
WEST 4-2 nd STREET
NEW YORK, N Y.
Canadian

le Oliver M
lorosco

Distributors

FAM0U5

PLAYERS

FILM

I PARAMOUNT
J

MOTION
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M orosco
ENT5

mi

li

li
I
ill

sis!

PASQUALE ASKS COLOMBO FOR HI5 OPINION OF THE APPLE
WHICH AN IRATE CUSTOMER HAS JUST RETURNED.
MAY
CED BY

18

th

5TUDI05

2M
SEf^VlCE,

Ltd.

Montreal

OCCID
NORTH
S,ENTAL
LOS ANGELE
CALIF.

Toronto

Calgary

B'V'D.

Hi
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Terriss

Film

Corporation

PRESENTS

The

Eminent

TOM

Artist

TERRISS

IN

Country

My
All Star Supporting
That Shows

Deals

With

It.

the

Cast.
A

A

Big Advertisement

Six Reel Feature

Burning,

Patriotism

First

IT
Vital

of Throbbing

Questions

! Preparedness

Directed

by TOM

for Every

House

Interest.

of

the

Day,

!

TERRISS

^
i. ^

UNITY
The NEW
Name that
Means a NEW

Mi-:
)Te ;■

Era, for
Manufacturer
and Exhibitor
Alike

Hi

r ■"
EXCLUSIVE

DISTRIBUTORS

UNITY

SALES

CORPORATION.
729-7*^AVE.

NEWYORK
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FILM

COMPANY

PRESENTS

EMMA
THE

CHARMING

Supported

"THE

THOMSEN

END

by

SCREEN
an
IN

OF

FAVORITE

All-Star

Cast

THE

WORLD"

A Six Part Motion Picture Triumph Combining E V er y Element of a Genuine Feature:

A Startling and
Fanciful Conception of the Probable Havoc Resulting From the
Presence of a
Fiery Comet
Within the Atmosphere of the
Earth.

Artistry, Action
Interest and
Punch.
Full Line of
Attractive Advertising Matter
Protected by
Copyright

Reproduction of 6-sheet lithograph
STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

AND

EXCHANGEMEN

This is one of the most remarkable and awe inspiring productions ever
produced, and offers exceptional money making opportunities.
IT IS A

REAL

BOX

OFFICE

For Territory Communicate
GREAT
^110

NORTHERN

ATTRACTION
At Once
FILM

With
CO.

NEW YORK,
WEST 40th STREET
New York State Rights Controlled by PIONEER FEATURE FILM CORP.
126 West 46th St., N. Y. C

How can an advertiser continu* advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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UNICORN
FILM
SERVICE
CORPORATION

If
Are

You
a

Exhibitor

YOU

Read

want the best one and two

We release regularly 21 reels every
week — Comedy, Drama and Western.
Comedies that are really humorous —
Dramas with the big punch — Westerns full of real thrills.

reel subjects on the market, don't
you? Particularly if you can secure
them at the right prices.
Then remember this.
UNICORN FILM SERVICE offers

Our film is printed in the most
completely equipped laboratory in
the world, insuring clear and clean
prints that will please your audiences. .
Posters accompanying each subject
are of the strong compelling character— the kind that you have been
looking for.

the very best one and two reel subjects— with casts composed of the
most popular actors and actresses in
the country, many of them being stars
of the first magnitude — at prices for
service which are much lower than
you are now paying.
Use

Unicorn

New
BostonYork City
. .
Springfield
Bangor . . ..
Buffalo ...
Syracuse . .
Albany . . .
Philadelphia .
St. Louis . .
Kansas City .
Minneapolis .
Indianapolis .

Live

Senpice

and

Make

Money

EXCHANGES:
Chicago
Mailers Bldg. . . . L. J. Schlaifer
130
"West
46th
St.
W.L.Merrill
Cleveland
207 Pleasant St. . S. M. Moscow Pittsburg
. . L. C. Gross
. 750 Prospect Ave.
125 Fourth Ave,
Jack Kraemer
167
Dwight
St.
"Wm.
F.
O'Brien
. W. D. Ward
Detroit
183 Jefferson St.
Eastern Trust Bldg. W.J. Brennan
531
Walnut
St.
23 W. Swan St. . H. E. Hughes Cincinnati 1436 Welton St.
Harry
E. CoffejL. Goldstein
565 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hickey Denver .
Western
Division
Manager
Fred
B.
Murphy
.
.
J.
A.
Eslow
680 Broadway William Lawrence Eastern Division Manager
1309 Vine St. . . . A. G. Steen
3628 Olive St. . . Sam Werner
To be Opened
Gloyd Bldg.
. . J.W.Morgan
Atlanta
San Francisco
Dallas Washington
Produce Exchange . J. C. Woolf
Salt Lake City Seattle Portland
New Orleans Los Angeles
129W.WashingtonSt. L.J.Meyberg

The men in charge are experienced film men who will
co-operate with you in every way. Write the exchange
in your territory or direct to the New York home office.
Unicorn

Film

Service

IKE SCHLANK,

Corporation

General Manager

126-130 West 46th St.
New York City
(Names and dates of our releases can he found in "schedule of
current and coming releases" on back pages of this publication)

I
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REPAID

with Eddrama
A"
gripping two-part "Flying
ward Goxen, Lizette Thorne and George Field— the story of a
young man's sacrifice to save his father's business and his mother's happiness.
Directed by Thomas Ricketts.
Released May 22nd.
A

The

Reclamation

This is a virile story of a terrific
fight for water rights in western desert
lands — a five-part Masterpicture featuring Franklyn
Ritchie and Winnifred Greenwood.
Directed by Edward Sloman. Released May 25th.
Adjusting

His

Claim

John SteppHng tries a fake street car
injury which is exposed by John Sheehan,
who marries the girl, Carol Halloway — in this
"Beauty" comedy.
Directed by Archer McMackin, Released May 24th.
These

Jack
This is a pretty love story of the
western plains ably enacted by Anna
Little, Frank Borzage and Jack Richardson — a tworeel "Mustang" subject.
Directed by Frank Borzage. Released May 26th.
The

Pork

Plotters

Getting fun out of speculation in
pork. Orral Humphrey and Lucille Ward
put over a new angle in this "Beauty" comedy.
Directed by Orral Humphrey.
Released May 28th,

are

all strong subjects, featuring widely popular stars.
BOOK
THEM
TOD AY if
All "Flying A, " "Beauty"
and
"Mustang"
production*
distributed
throughout the United States
and Canada exclusively by the Mutaaare Film
Corporation.

AMERICAN

FILM

COMPANY,

Inc.

SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, Pre».
Chicago, Illinois

The more YOU read these advertisem ents the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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By giving YOU value.
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Intense

Interest

First

Public

Awaits

Showing

Of

The present amazing widespread eagerness of the public to see "The
Secret of the Submarine" is far greater — far more remarkable than ever
before awaited the first presentation of a motion picture production !
The absolute timeliness of "The Secret of the Submarine" gives it
an overwhelming right-on-the-minute appeal which never before has
been equaled by any chaptered pictureplay !!
"The Secret of the Submarine" offers a big ANSWER
vital national problem of the hour !
Cash in on it ! This is the greatest money-making
within the grasp of the exhibitor!

BOOK

"THE

SECRET

OF

THE

to the great

opportunity

SUBMARINE"

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.

ever
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EXHIBITORS

This
Will

SPECIAL

NOTICE!

"Preparedness"
Draw

Coming
party

\

NEWS

with

Monster
the

advent

conventions — with

of

the

Serial

Crowds!
national

the presidential

political

nominations

near — with
orators and
newspapers
fanning
the
flame of popular interest in preparedness
to fever
heat — ^"The Secret of the Submarine"
your attendance
records ! !
This

patriotic

sea scenes the

film

naval

in great

invention-idea

warfare

—

break

all
,

novel — presenting

submarine

revolutionize

will

that

having

a

under-

may

yet

powerful

bearing on the presidential campaigns — means
teen weeks of big profits for your theatre !
The

recent

to multiply

you

change
popular

in the

release

interest

mined to see "The Secret
profit from it !

Thousands

of

of

exhibitors

!

date
The

the

who

has

public

Exhibitors:

For bookings

or in-

formation apply to "The Secret
of the Submarine" Department
of any Mutual Exchange or at
Mutual Film Corporation, 71
W. 23d Street, New York City.

served

is deter-

Submarine."

Now

have

"The

booked

Secret of the Submarine"
should
have
rescheduled
at their respective Mutual

Samuel

only

fif-

their dates
Exchanges.

S. Hutchinson,

American

Film

President

Company,

Chicago,

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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PICTURES

ANNOUNCE.S
NEW

THREE-

REEL

FIVE-REEL
SAME GAUMONT

EXCELLENCE
PLAYERS AS SEEN

IN LONGER

FIRST

THE

IN
3
GRCAT
GAUMONT
^
SINGLE REELS— \
/^AUTUAL WEEKLY ^
SEL AMERICA FIRST
KARTOON KOMICS
"REEL LIFE**
THE (viUTUAL
FILM ^/^AGAZINE

OF

25

IT5

C0LLIN5

3

IVA

REELS

SHEPARD

ALEXANDER

6aamont
FLUSHING,

-MAY

NOVEL

WILKIE

--

FEATURES

RELEASE

GREATEST

RELEASES

N.Y.

GADEN

Co.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
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DAVID

PROGRAM

HORSLEY

CRANE

PRODUCTIONS

WILBUR

GEORGE

OVEY

MARGARET

WILUAM

THE

NEWS

GIBSON

CLIFFORD

BOSTOCK

ANIMALS

These animals will be at Luna Park, Coney Island, for the
summer of 1916 (opening May 27th). Animal pictures
will be produced there which the public (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their interest in my productions.
Book them.

Studios:
Los Angeles, CsJif omnia
Laboratories:
Bayonne, New Jersey
London Office: 93 Wardour St., London, England

DAVID

HORSLEY
LOS

PRODUCTIONS

ANGELES

Cc sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when wiiliiii; to aJvtrliscrs.
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STILL

For

the

22%

Motion
paper
This

any

week

the

the

sixth

other
News

last

second

largest
week

carrying

picture

trade

contained

were

week

consecutive

been

Week

advertising

News

carrying
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than

Consecutive

more
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LEADING!

Sixth

pages

PICTURE

more
paper

the

than

carried
in

the

in

trade

amount.
that
paid

Motion

advertising

published.

following

Pic-

Last

advertising

EXCLUSIVELY.
Lee L. Powers
■
General Film Company
3
Western Costume Co
Cross & Brown Company
2
Moving Picture Publicity Co
34
pages
Essanay Film Manufacturing Co
pages
Individual Drinking Cup Co
Vitagraph Company of America
page
page
Crown Optical Company
Signal Film Corporation
page
page
G. Gennert
Lubin Manufacturing Company
page
page
Vista Cinematograph Co., Inc
page
Selig Polyscope Company
United States Cinematograph Co
page
Edison, Thos. A., Inc
page
page
Dick Brady Poster Rental Co
Vim Comedies
page
page
Educational Film Corp
Knickerbocker Star Features
page
page
Signal Film Laboratories
Sun Photoplays Co., Inc
page
page
Standard News Film
Unity Sales Corp
page
page
Frohman Amusement Co
Howard Estabrook
page
page
Technical Film Mfg. Co
Bell & Howell Company
page
page
Llewellyn Iron Works
Symphony Player Co
page
page
Jerome B. Meyers
Hammond Lumber Company
page
page
Photo Play Music Co
page
E. & R. Jungle Film Co
page
W. W. Kimball Piano Co
Enterprise Optical Co
page
page
page
National Cash Register Co
Bartola Orchestra
page
Pallas Pictures
page
Sosman
&
Landis
Company
inch
page
American Writing Machine Co
page
Jones
&
Cammack
2
page
Holcomb & Hoke Manufacturing Co ....
page
R. K. Stanbury
2 inch
Allison & Hadaway Corp
14 page
inch
page
Speed Controller Co
2
Broadway Department Store
34 page
page
Fidelity Electric Co
2 inch
inch
Motion Picture Title Co
page
Crown Motion Picture Supplies
2 inch
Tufts-Lyon Arms Co
34 page
Gorham Fire Apparatus Co
34 page
Peabody School Furniture Co
2 inch
Wagner-Woodruff Co
34 page
Federal Sign System
1
page
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'
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$100:22

EVERY

PICK-UP
MONTH

If you are exhibiting to an average of a thousand people a day, you
can add $ioo a month to your income — and do it easily.
Here is a money-maker that is as good — thousands of theatre patrons
the country over think — as a "feature." It is a feature — with brisk,
interesting action, live subjects, laughable cartoon effects, and a lot
of entertaining tricks to please the. crowd, tied to the most modern
motion-picture advertising ideas to please your local business men.
You don't have to be an advertising solicitor to sell this service. It
sells itself. Just show a scenario to one of your business friends — show
is like — have him try it one month — and you've
feature
the and
him what
customer.
a friend
made

The most important thing about these films is that the public l
likes them.®They
~ give you
T of theP
ki
a source of increased
revenue
without
drawing
the i
criticism
crowd. They are not
Bv
'»
^
=
to be classed with slides, because they are a part of the entertainment itself, and spectators
seldom walk out when they are being shown.
Camel Films have revolutionized motion picture advertising. They are prepared: with
the good will of the public in mind — and they represent a kind of advertising that is so
valuable that any live business man is a favorable prospect when you present the proposition
to him.
Here is the Animated Advertising the people like —
the kind that advertisers appreciate. We make the
selling of this service easy. We send you complete,
understandable scenarios for banks, drug stores,
jewelers, etc., and you can soon interest one or more
to the point of giving the service a trial.
Add this attraction to your program now. get it for
your house before some other exhibitor has skimmed
the cream.
Here is good money — easy to get; a service that will
grow after you have shown your patrons what it is
like.
Write for complete particulars ■— • also ask for booklet
"Putting
about this Life
service.In Your Advertising," which tells all

Camel

3715

film

GRAND

"The

AVE.,

Kind

Advertising

of

Chicago

Motion

that's as Good

3

Picture

Theatre

as a Feature

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Pictures— By Children— For

Children

Announces
The

Early

Release

OF

Chip
A
Charlie

s

Juvenile

Burlesque

Two-Act
By

Comedy

of

Carmen

Ever Produced

Must

Right

Following

on

Children

Exhibitor

State
The

Burlesque

Chaplin's

The Greatest

Every

Carmen
(TWO ACTS)

Have

It

Buyers

Territory

Still

Open

ON
The World War in Kidland
A Chip Off the Old Block

(1 Reel)
(1 Reel)

Chip's Elopement
Chip's Backyard Barn Stormers
For Sale A Daddy

(1 Reel)
(2 Reels)
(1 Reel)

Washington,
Oregon and Idaho
Southern States
Western Pennsylvania
Ohio
Utah,
Colorado,
New Mexico
WIRE

WORLD'S BLDG.
TOWER

OR

WRITE
110 W. 40th ST.
N. Y. CITY

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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Wed
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nesday,

Rays

June

Reach

JOHNNY
The
Their

NEWS

The
and

Twenty

Land

of

EMMA

CASEY

CASEYS
in 1000
CASEY'S
CASEY'S
CASEY'S
CASEY'S

RAY
OF

COMEDY

SERIAL

DREAM

Single

WEDDING DAY,
KIDS,
THE WHITE WING,
SERVANTS,

First

Filmdom

SHinin^ Lights of Laug^hter
WILL APPEAR IN THE FIRST EPISODE

Famous

A

Vol. 13. No. 21.

Reel

Episodes

JUNE 28th
JULY 5th
JULY 12th
JULY 19th

Casey

EVERY

WEDNESDAY

JOHNNY

J^^

^Y

COMEDIES

Mr. Exchangeman —
THESE ARE THE VERY
BEST LAUGHABLE

/

COMEDIES
ON THE MARKET
"~ TODAY
BAR
NONE
Emma
YOUR

ORDER

DON'T

MUST

WAIT
RAY

Columbia

Johnny Ray

Ray
REACH

UNTIL

US

TODAY

TOMORROW

COMEDIES
are presented by

THE
RESERVE
PHOTO-PLAYS
CO.
THeatre Building
New
RELEASED
THROUGH
C. LANG COBB JR.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Campaign

for the

Actors^

Fund

Many
Exhibitors

of

America

Exhibitors

throughout

are contributing

10%

of the gross

ceipts oftheir theatres
in many

J
•

instances

re-

on dates extend-

ing toJune Fifteenth.

jrr f . , .
iLXntOttOTS

America

!

Local

made

conditions

this necessary.

If you have not donated 10% as yet
please do so now or before June 15th.
The

American

worthiness

public

of the Motion

appreciate
Picture

the

Cam-

paign for the Actors' Fund of America
and will help by packing your theatres
The
Motion

for

Actors'
Extends
to

June

your

receipts on your

Picture

Campaign
the
Fund

and increasing
day.

The wide range of this campaign and
the support given it by the American
public is largely due to the enthusiastic
co-operation and assistance of Exhibitors in the United States of America.
The Executive Committee extends
them a hearty vote of thanks and grateful appreciation for their disinterested
kindness.

15th
SAMUEL GOLDFISH, Chairman
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
30 East 42nd Street, New York

Checks payable to MOTION PICTURE CAMPAIGN FOR THE ACTORS' FUND
J. Stuart Blackton, Treasurer, Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York

The more YOU read these advertisements the n ore useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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Trades

SAY

"I

WILL"
AND

MEAN
THAT

YOU

WILL

- Sixth

Exposition

IT

HELP

TO

MAKE

National

THE

-

Convention

and
A

HOWLING

SUCCESS

ive

Coliseum,

31,000

Square

Feet

on

15,000

"

"

in

MAKE

SPACE

J. SWEENEY,

the

Temple

NOW

to
LOUIS

Committee

1413 Masonic

Floor

Balcony

for Space Apply

Chairman

Convention

"

Ground

RESERVATIONS

Application
WM.

10*'' to ISliusi

111., July

Chicago,

BIdg., CHICAGO,

H. FRANK
Manager
ILL.

The more VOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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METRO
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NOTORIOUS

CALLAGHER
f

with

^

greatest
Wl

the

sciffcen^
actor

LLI

AM

NIGH
and
NARGUEPITE

Ihe

astonishing

of ihe

yeat

SNOW

noveliy

m.5

acis.

DkcciedbyMrNigh
/—
Produced
ity
COLUMBIA
PICTURES
CORP.

Mcascd

on

the

Metro

Program

May

11

nd

r
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You

A

Program

If you were serving a banquet you would not offer your guests just
one huge dish.
No matter how good, nor how much, your banquet would not be a
success.
The appetite is surfeited with too much of one thing.
So is the mind surfeited, unless you have a varied program.
Book a high class short comedy and drama. It gives variety and
relieves the tension.
You need spices and condiments on a program as well as at a banquet.
Essanay is making a specialty of serving you with short, classy subjects, with its stars in the lead. Look over these releases.
"THE

CONDEMNATION"
presenting

Darwin

Karr

and

Nell

Craig

A woman is indiscreet. The husband, insane with jealousy, is on the
verge of committing a crime that would have wrecked four lives. He
discovers his mistake in time and both husband and wife learn their
lesson.
S act drama
May SS

"CANIMATED

NOOZ

By

Wallace

PICTORIAL
A.

Elizabeth

10"

Carlson

Side-splitting caricatures on people and events.
Cartoon and scenic

"THE

No.

.May 24

SCHEMERS"
presenting

Burbridge

and

John

Junior

Filled with subtle and delicate humor and a vein of whole-hearted,
wholesome fun that gives genuine pleasure to all.
S act comedy drama
May 27
Book

Trademark Reg.
TS.'S. Pat. 1907.

through

the

General

Film

Company

1333 Argylo St., Chicago
Th» more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'
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U. S. Pat. 1907.
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Paid!

The Hebraic commandment was plain. It was not based on sentiment, but on the immutable law that the wages of sin is death.
The woman was beautiful; she had wealth; the world was at her
feet. But she forgot the ancient law; she sinned.
The woman paid; she paid in days of burning agony, in nights of
feverish torture. Through suffering she atoned, but the scarlet scar
remained to sear her soul as no branding iron ever burned.
Sprang into her life mother-love for a daughter forgotten, a girl
pure and undefiled. In the blackness of the night she cried aloud for
her own flesh. But there was no answering call, no soft cheek to
nestle against her breast. The brand of shame had come between.
Mother-love had made the supreme sacrifice to save her loved one
from her own shame. The woman paid; she paid in an agony of blood
and tears, with a suffering it is given no man to know.
This is the terrible lesson in "That Sort," Essanay's five-act feature
photoplay taken from the drama of Basil McDonald Hastings. It is
a picture that will stir every woman to the depths of the heart; that
will make men weep.
It features Essanay's great emotional actress, Warda Howard, supported by Duncan McRae, Ernest Maupain and John Loreriz. Directed by Charles J. Brabin and released through the V. L. S. E.

1333 Argyle St., Chicago
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
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Trade

to speak of next year's show. next year
IT is not too early are
to hold a trade exposition
In fact, if we
if we are ever to hold a trade exposition in the
true sense of the term— it is time to begin right now.
Otherwise, we will have to wait at least another year for
the fifth industry to give an exposition uf itself.
T HE two shows just held have not been successes— as
shows ; and we interpret the word in its simple sense
— of showing something.
They may have been financially successful (even \i they
had made ten times as much profit, the point remains the
same). The booths may have been most artistic. The
public may have jammed the aisles.

here
AND, let me add, no criticism whatever is intended
for those who labored so hard and thanklessly in the
management of both affairs.
But the point is that neither was a trade exposition, nor
have we as yet had an exposition of this trade.
And if we are wrong, fundamentally wrong in this whole
matter, certainly it is about time to right ourselves.
The two shows just held have been bazaars, or fairs,
or — call them what you will. They are not trade expositions.
IT is, of course, feasible and proper to hold bazaars and
fairs, and balls and Mardi Gras celebrations, the more so
if they have the worthy object of raising money for trade
organizations. Thougla, there is this to be said: it would
probably be cheaper for those who now take space and
more money would be turned over to the Exhibitor and
Board of Trade organizations if, instead, a per capita or
some other tax were levied outright.

if we are to hold bazaars and balls, let's
rate, names
callBut,
themat any
by these
and stop submitting them to the
trade as trade expositions.
And if we are to hold a trade exposition, let's get together and hold one.
...
■
'T'HERE have been two previous so-called expositions
held in New York. Each had the added advantage,
in attracting here the very important exhibiting branch, of
having national exhibitor conventions held simultaneously. Yet each attracted fewer exhibitors than are present
at many state or sectional conventions and the shows were
positively not successful as trade expositions.
Yet this year, at our New York shows, we didn't even
have the name or fact of having also exhibitor conventions.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
110 so. DEARBORN STREET
No. 21

Exposition

IT certainly is unfair — it is ridiculous — to ask an accessory manufacturer or dealer to take expensive space in
order to exhibit and demonstrate his product to an utterly
uninterested public.
And it certainly cannot begin to relieve his expense if
only a bare two or three per cent of the exhibitors of the
country are present.
It is exceedingly doubtful if the picture producer, who
does not have an interest in the public, finds it economical
in view of the exhibiting expense to appeal to less than one
hundred thousand of the New York public.
'~V HE situation is well exemplified in the experience of an
^ exhibitor who came all the way from British Columbia to learn about pictures and the picture theatre.
Asked about his opinion of the exposition, he shook his
head, and said : " It has not exposed anything as yet."
This man is building a big, new theatre with a brand
new projection idea. It is a fact that in his blue prints he
has an idea, more practical, more valuable and newer than
all the ideas together advanced at the exposition.
1 T is possible to hold a trade exposition. It is possible to
fill up a vast hall with novel and valuable ideas in
theatre-building, furnishing, lighting, music, projection, film
cleaning and handling, color processes, developing and
printing, picture making, studio systems, office appliances,
theatrefilladvertising,
business-getting schemes — the list
would
this page.
A trade exposition should " expose " every new advance, great and small, made by the industry within the
current year. Exhibits should be made of everything —
everything anyone wants to know about — from a thumb
tack or a vial of film cement up to a complete model
theatre.
OUPLED with this complete and detailed display, there
should be each day a continuous business Chautauqua, outlining through men who know every branch and
phase of the business of picture making and exhibiting.
All to the end that the combined exposition by word and
in fact of this industry in all its phases would be so up to
the minute, so comprehensive, so valuable, that not a man,
be he theatre owner or employee, exchangeman or traveling salesman, producer, director, or studio employee, could
afiford to remain away.

^

'T'HIS would be a trade exposition and convention. Perhaps its greatest advantage has been as yet unnamed.
{Continued on page 3216.)
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T^ext Year's
(Continued Trade
from pageExposition
3215)
It would bring together once and for the first time all the
elements and worth-while individuals in this wonderfully
unorganized industry. We would at least be able to say to
each other and ef¥ectively, the things we are now shouting
into thin air. We would be able to prevent, instead of hurriedly seeking to remedy, dangers of the eleventh hour.
But to do it— -to accomplish our first trade exposition — we
must get together, and start now.
Wm. A. Johnston.
// ISot Censorship, What?
A DI^SPERATE eleventh-hour fight took place at Albany, N. Y., last week against one of the worst state
censorship bills ever conceived by professional law-makers.
If Governor Whitman vetoes the bill, it will be the narrowest escape the motion picture business has yet had.
Federal censorship, scotched but not killed by the film
men's opposition last January, threatens to break out of
the Congressional committee room at Washington in a
more malignant form than ever.
*
*
*
r\ N the horizon looms the disquieting prospect of up^
wards of thirty legislatures in session next Winter —
and in these days, thirty legislatures in session means at
least twenty-five separate and distinct censorship bills.
We have fought bravely. We have won more than one
fight. Up to the present moment, we have succeeded in
confining censorship to four states, when it might now be
flourishing in twenty.
But with none of our victories have we gained one degree of security. Not one of the triumphs the film men
have won has carried with it any guarantee of future immunity against the old danger.
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"VV/ E may outgeneral the censor advocates. We may —
and have — put them to confusion. We have frustrated campaign after campaign that they have launched.
But the check we have administered to them has been, at
best, only temporary. Nowhere have we crushed them.
We have won our victory and retired — and the next day,
or the next week, the armies of censorship are back again
in full force working with undiminished strength, with
unabated confidence to re-establish themselves
What are we going to do about it ?
*
*
*

""T HE essential weakness of the motion picture's position
may be illustrated in a very brief, but vivid way.
At every state or national legislative hearing on censorship measures, some member of the committees in charge
has invariably asked this question :
" Gentlemen, you do not want censorship. What DO
And, unfortunately, the motion picture interests have
never
made? " a satisfactory reply to that question.
you want
*
*
*
I N other words, our fight has been a negative one, and the
negative is the defensive. In politics as in war, the
afiirmative has all the advantage of the attacking party;
the negative all the disadvantages of the defenders. Both
sides have obvious redeeming and compensating features.
But it is a fundamental rule of parliamentary tactics
and of law as well, that, when you are opposing a measure
recommended by an adversary, the surest way to beat him
is to be ready with a substitute of equal or superior merit.
Just there the motion picture men have made their
greatest mistake. They have been quite clear and definite
as to what they do NOT want, but they have been utterly
unable to say what they do want.
*
*
*
nPHEY have omitted to learn one lesson from the present
war in Europe — that the most effective way of breaking up an attack is to launch a counter-attack. In this instance, asubstitute course of action, designed to attain the
same ends as censorship without using its utterly unpardonable means, is the counter-attack.
It was in the knowledge of this that Motion Picture
News in January, prior to the hearings at Washington,
advocated and had introduced into the House of Representatives substitute
a
measure in the form of an amendment to Section 245 of the Federal Penal Code.
That measure may never be passed. But the policy under
which such a step was taken has been vindicated and will
prove to be the only one ofifering any real relief to and
solution of the situation as it now confronts us.
In the issue of January 15 we published these words,
in a special editorial devoted to the censorship question :
*
*
*
"jV/IoTiON Picture News does not believe that Congress
is primarily, or secondarily, convinced that censorship and nothing else will meet the picture problem. But
it does believe that some kind of regulation will be demanded and put through.
" And to select and demand the justest and least burdensome form of regulation is not only the privilege of the
motion picture men but their duty.
" In other words. Congress will consider a substitute for
censorship, but it will not altogether abandon the idea that
the motion picture should and must submit to Federal
regulation, as the other great businesses of the country
have
submitted."
There
remains now the task of discovering the sub.stitute. We hope to have the pleasure of announcing its discovery at an early date.
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Representatives of the Industry, in Conjunction with Prominent Members of Civic and Labor Organizations, Make
a Formidable Attack on the Measure at the Hearing Before Governor Whitman in Albany, May 11 —
Six-Coach Train Takes Delegates Up State

A FORMIDABLE attack on the Christman-Wheeler Censorship Bill recently passed by the New York State
Legislature, was made by representatives
of the motion picture industry, in conjunction with prominent members of civic
and labor organizations, at a hearing before Governor Whitman at Albany, Thursday, May 11. There is every indication
that the Governor, after hearing the arguments of the industry, will veto the bill.
The film representatives had fortified
themselves with an opinion from ex-Chief
Judge Cullen, of the Court of Appeals,
holding that the bill was plainly unconstitutional. This opinion was presented to
the Governor.
A special train of six coaches, bearing
the delegation which went up from New
York to attend the hearing, left the Grand
Central Terminal at 8:45 o'clock Thursday
morning. One hundred and sixteen were
in the party, which was thoroughly representative of the industry.
The hearing began at 2 :30 o'clock in the
presence of a crowd which jammed the
executive chamber to the doors. Besides
the Governor, and several proponents of
censorship, Harold J. Hinman, the Republican floor leader, was present.
J. Robert Rubin opened the opposition
to the bill, and introduced the various
speakers on behalf of the industry. These
were : Bainbridge Colby, a distinguished
attorney; Walter W. Irwin of the V-L-SE; Dr. Cranston Brenton, of the National
Board of Review ; Dr. Charles H. Parkhurst; Lester F. Scott, of the People's Institute; Ex-Mayor James G. Cutler, of
Rochester ; Mary E. Peck, representing the
New York State Federation of Women's
Clubs ; James P. Holland, representing
Samuel Gompers and the New York State
Federation of Labor ; Abraham C. Myers,
representing District Attorney Swann, of
New York; William M. Seabury, general
counsel of the Motion Picture Board of
Trade ; Maurice Simmons, of the Society
for the Protection of Immigrants ; and
Martin Littleton.
Rubin in Clash with Senator
Mr. Rubin, in closing the argument, had
a sharp clash with Senator Christman,
father of the bill, in which the Senator
became considerably rattled, and made a
very weak showing. Mr. Rubin then presented the important Cullen memorandum
to the Governor, adding thereto a petition
to which were signed 170,000 names against
state censorship of motion pictures. These
signatures were collected in the towns between New York and Albany by an automobile sent out from the Grand Central
Palace Exposition under the auspices of
the International Film Service.
Those who appeared in favor of censorship presented the same one sided arguments offered at hearings in Washington
and elsewhere. They disclosed the same
lack of knowledge of the practical requirements of the business, and made loose ex-

ag erations ofthe preponderance of unfit
pictures.
Canon Chase, of Brooklyn, opened the
case for the proponents of censorship, and
Senator Christman closed it. Other
speakers were Mrs. Ella Boole, of the W.
C. T. U.; Henry N. Niles, of the Central
Presoyterian Church, of Brooklyn ; Frank
L. Brown, of the World's Sunday School
Association ; Rabbi Maurice H. Harris ; W.
J. Southerton, president of the Sunday
Schbol Union, of Brooklyn ; Francis J.
Sullivan, of the American Federation of
Catholic Societies ; and H. C. Barber, of
the Society for the Prevention of Vice.
The first speaker introduced by Mr.
Rubin was Walter W. Irwin, who made a
scathing indictment of the principle of
censorship, citing specific cases of its unjust workings in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
other states.
" Inship is imposed
Ohio andupon
Pennsylvania,
censor-of
the people, where
the conduct
the censors conclusively demonstrates that censorship consists of intolerance born of ignorance, prejudice, malice^ spite and jealousy.
For Instance, in Ohio, the picture of ' The Life
of Christ '— a picture which has been extensively exhibited in every Christian country —
was utterly destroyed of its religious value by
the elimination of the Crucifixion. One censor
viewed the picture and directed this elimination, a woman. Her only reason for so doing
was that it was too horrible. Thus the lesson
of the man who died that he might save others
was denied the people of Ohio."
Mr. Irwin also pointed out the financial
loss which the picture producers would
suffer if the bill became law. He said that
it would result in a loss of $1,183,000, of
which about $830,000 would be in film
prints to be filed with the Regents in accordance with the law.
Bainbridge Colby declared that the bill
" gives tremendous and arbitrary power to
three little Dogberry moralists, who might
strut about the State to say what is proper
and what is not proper for the people to
Workings of Review Board Explained
The working of the National Board of
Review were explained in detail by Dr.
Brenton, its Chairman. He particularly
emphasized the fact that the two hundred
and fifty reviewers of the Board work
without any compensation whatever, devoting their time and thought to the examination of films.
Attacking pre-publicity censorship as intolerable. Dr. Parkhurst said that it would
constitute " an indictment on the business."
He announced his faith in the value of
motion pictures, in developing thought and
furthering education. " This law would
put a black cap on every producer," said
he. " I wouldn't write a sermon, if I had
to submit it to my congregation first."
Lester F. Scott, speaking for the laboring classes, said the motion picture was
their chief entertainment, and he was opposed to censorship because it would seriously injure, if not destroy, that entertainment. He filed with the Governor, in opposition to the bill, fifty telegrams from
the Y. M. C. A. and civic societies.

Ex-Mayor Cutler took the ground that
the law would interfere with the police
powers of the cities and home rule.
An excellent argument was made by
Mary E. Peck, who appeared on behalf of
the Federation of Women's Clubs. " We
are opposed to censorship in any form,"
she said. " We uphold the work of the
National Board of Review. Furthermore,
censorship is not a solution of the child
problem. The solution is to be found in
the work of the Federation which strives
to provide suitable entertainment for children, but not to censor pictures down to
the level of the child's mind, as this bill
would do." She also pointed out the impracticability ofhaving forty-eight censoring bodies at work on films, as would
happen
if all the States should impose
censorship.
James P. Holland read a letter from
Samuel Gompers, head of the American
Federation of Labor, characterizing the bill
as a serious invasion of free institutions.
Abraham C. Myers, representing District
Attorney Swann, argued that the criminal
laws are ample to protect the community.
He dealt the proponents of censorship a
body blow by saying that the District
Attorney's office in New York City had
not received a complaint against a motion
picture theatre for eighteen months.
After Maurice Simmons had spoken
briefly on behalf of the Society for the
Protection of Immigrants, William M.
Seabury filed the brief which he presented
at Washington on behalf of the Motion
Picture Board of Trade in opposition to
the Hughes Bill for Federal Censorship.
Littleton Speaks with Telling Effect
Then Martin Littleton took the floor,
and delivered a brilliant speech of seven
minutes in which he attacked the bill because of the arbitrary powers it conferred.
" The Regents, under the terms of this bill,
may at any time revoke the censors' approval
of a firm, but nobody Is given the right to revoke the censors' disapproval. The Kegents
may recall any approval of a film on any or
no grounds. They have unlimited powers of
complete revocation. A film costing $100,000
may be approved by the censors, copies printed
for distribution,
distribution
entered into, and the
the expense
picture of
advertised
by the
theaters of the State. This decision may then
be revoked, on none of the original grounds of
approval
but anyone
neither else
the Regents nororthedisapproval,
producers nor
can
recall the disapproval of a picture," he said.
Mr. Littleton then cited the decision of
Judge Cullen in the Saratoga Gas Case.
The Public Service Commission had fixed
the rate at which gas was to be sold for a
period of three years, and under the law,
the rate could not be repealed by any appeal from the gas companies, but only
the petition of at least one hunthrough
dred citizens. Judge Cullen ruled that the
law was unconstitutional because it gave
no opportunity to the corporations to readjust the rate.
Pointing out that the Christman- Wheeler
bill furnished a parallel case, Mr. Littleton
declared that a statute to be valid must
confer equal rights. " This bill is illiterate.
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miserably constructed and hopelessly unjust to the motion picture industrj^," he
declared.
The memorandum written by Judge
CuUen, referred to above, holds that the
censorship bill is void for many reasons.
" It Istheplainly
intentionto ofthetheuncontrolled
statute to
gubmit
right the
of exiiibit
will of the Board of Regents; uncontrolled
cither by a review in the courts or by any principle by which the power is to be exercised,"
Judge
statute Cullen
is roid. writes. " For this reason the
" It cited
is to (the
be noted
also, inthat
the the
caseSupreme
that I
hare
Ohio case),
Court of the United States closes its opinion
saying:
In conclusion
may byobserve
that
the
Ohio 'statute
gives a wereview
the courts
of the State of the decision of the board of censors.' statute
No suchunder
reviewexamination.
is granted in the proposed
"
There
is
another
ground
in my
opinion, the unconstitutionalityon ofwhich,
the statute
is fairly beyond dispute; that is, the arbitrary
power vested in the Board of Regents to any
time revoke the license given by it or by its
subordinate, the Board of Censors.
was ofthethegreat
boastthatof
our" Until
people recently,
in every itpart
country,
ours
was
a
'
government
of
laws,
not
of men.'
I fear there has been, of late, a remarkable
abandonment of that principle. It seems to me
shocking tliat any legitimate business should
be subject
the whim orof pure
publicin officers,
ever high into character
motive. howThe
sums invested in moving picture exhibitions are
very large. Granting that these exhibitions, if
not supervised, may be of a character injurious
to public morals and therefore properly subject
to examination by a licensing board, the examination once made and the exhibition approved, the right of the citizen to exhibit them
should be fixed and certain, and not subject
to revocation because the judgment of a new
board of regents may be different from that of
their predecessors, or the members of the board
may change their views. Yet, this is plainly
what the statute authorizes: 'The Regents
may, in their discretion,' revoke the approval
of the picture ' at any time.' Though the exhibition has been inonce
whole investment
an approved,
exhibition the
may citizens'
be lost
by a change of view of the Board of Regents,
indeed, by the change of view of one member
for, by that change, he may convert a minority
of the Board into a majority. Surely this
should not be the law in a civilized country.
Even a liquor license cannot be revoked, save
for cause, and then only by the courts, after a
trial. . . . This censorship statute is plainly
unconstitutional, for no man can be deprived
of his property, without a hearing."
New York Delegation
The members of the New York delegation which went to Albany were:
COMMITTEE OF ORGANIZED OPPOSITION
3. Robert Rubin, Chairman; Wm. A. Brady,
Wm. M. Sesibury, Edwin Thanhouser, Walter N.
Seligsberg, I^ee A. Ochs, Arthur S. Friend.
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS
John Flinn, Chairman; Albert S. I,eVino, Secretary.
PRESS COMMITTEE
Arthur James, Chairman; P. A. Parsons, Secretary;
Ben.
Schulberg, John W. Grey, E. U.
Masters.
DELEGATIONS
Authors' League, Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
Actors' Societies and Actors' Fund, Daniel
Frohman.
SocietySimmons.
for the Protection of Immigrants,
Maurice
Federated
Union of Musicians, Eugene Johnson.
Metro Pictures Corporation, Richard A. RowI'resident; .Joseph W. P>ngel, Treasurer;
Arthur land,
.lames.
(Juality l'ictur<?s Corporation, Harry Cohn.
Popular Plays and Players' Corporation, J.
Lawrence Wel)er, I'resident.
Columbia
Pictures Corporation, Charles Maddock.
Rolfe Photoplays, Inc., Charles Maddock.
Pathe Exchange, J. A. Berst, Vice-President
and General Manager; P. A. Parsons, A. W.
Smith. Irving Well, ,\. S. Abeles, A. Franconl,
T. Winchester, E. G. Griggs, Alfred Epstein.
Arrow Film Corporation, W. E. Shallenberger,
President.
Astra Film Corporation, Geo. B. Seltz, Secretary.
Fe<leral Feature Films Corporation, Albert S.
LeVIno, Secretary.
Famous Players Film Co., Adolph Zukor,
President; Daniel Frohman, Managing Director;
Schulberg, and Ralph A. Cohn, General Ben.
Counsel.
New York American, L. J. O'Reilly, Dr. P.
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B. Riordan, J. W. Lindsay, and Michael J.
McCarty.
International Film Service, E. A. MacManus,
General Manager; J. W. Burger, T. E. McEntegart, Earle Gulick, and John W. Grey.
Jesse Lasky Feature Play Co., Jesse L. Lasky,
President; John C, Fllnn.
Triangle Film Corporation, Harry E. Aitken,
President; Albert H. T. Banzhoff, Representing
D. W. Griffith, J. Fred. Reeve.
Thanhouser Film Corporation, Edwin Thanhouser, President; Addison E. Jones, Secretary;
and Lloyd Lonergan.
Novelty Slide Co., T. G. Wiley, President.
Paramount Pictures Corporation, Gordon
Meyer, General Counsel.
Dramatic Mirror, WUlard Holcomb.
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, Fred J. Herrlngton, President; Samuel
Trigger, Vice-President.
New York State League of Exhibitors, Lee
A. Ochs, President.
Motion Picture News, W. A. Johnston.
Essanay Film Corporation, B. H. Stearn.
New York Press, J. L. King.
Citizens'
Green
blatt. Committee of New York, David
Epoch Producing Co., J. J. McCarthy.
Eastman Kodak Co., J. E. Brulatour.
Universal Film Co., P. A. Powers, Vice-President; Joe Brandt, Paul Gulick, M. H. Hoffman,
Robert H. Cochrane, Treasurer, and E. W.
Kr.amer.
Playwrights, R. Lawrence Giffen.

Solax Film Co., Joseph Shear.
H. M. Blache Films Co., Herbert Blache,
President.
Peerless Film Co., A. Aaronson.
Exhibitors at Large, W. C. Beatty, Pittsburgh.
New York Motion Picture Co. and subsidiary
Companies, Adam Kessel, President; John McKeon, representing Thomas H. Ince and Mack
Sennett.
World Film Corporation, Britton N. Busch,
Treasurer; Harry L, Reichenbach, E. J, Rosenthal, Thomas W. Broadhurst.
Chicago Tribune, Walter Blaiser.
V-L-S-E., W. W. Irwin, General Manager;
E. L. Masters, F. F. Hartich.
Lubin Films, R. W. McFarland.
Cosmofotoillms, Paul Cromelin.
The Morning Telegraph, John H. Raftery.
Mutual, Signal, Vogue, Gaumont, and Lone
Star, John R. Freuler, President, and S. M.
Field, General Counsel.
Moving Picture World, W. Stephen Bush.
Frohman Amusement Corporation, William
L. Sherrill, President, and George Irving.
C. H. TUson of Sharlow Brothers Company.
EXHIBITORS
Messrs. Gustavo Koenigswald, Louis Blumenthal, Geo. C. Smith, Hy Haring, S. Rhonheimer, Sanders,
Stockhammer,
Titel,Hyman,
Levine,Chas.
Mann-L.
heimer,
Bade, Aaron
Long, Dennis McEwan, N. P. Sinnott, C. Blankenthal, Cornell.
An elaborate luncheon was served to
members of the motion picture trade press,
as an advance gathering prior to the departure of the delegates to Albany, by the
International Film Service at the Advertising Men's League of New York.
Among those present were : E. K. Gillett,
Motion Picture News ; W. A. Johnston,
Motion Picture News; Peter Milne,
Motion Picture News; Lesley Mason,
Motion Picture News; George Blaisdell,
Moving Picture World; L. Denig, Moving
Picture World; A. MacArthur, Moving
Picture World; Wen Milligan, Moving
Picture World; R. M. White, Moving
Picture World; James L. Hoff, Moving
Picture World; H. Hallett, Morning Telegraph; Charles Giegerich, Morning Telegraph; Fred Beecroft, Dramatic Mirror;
O. H. Harrass, Variety; Charles Condon,
Motography ; John W. Semler, Motion
Picture Mail; M. Lowenthal, New York
Star; James Milligan, Billboard; Harry
Haven, Exhibitors Herald; Wid Gunning,
Wid's Magazine; Arthur Leslie, Motion
Picture Newspaper Syndicate ; Bill Barry,
Monroe Press; E. A. MacManus, International Film Service, Inc., John W. Grey,
International Film Service, Inc., J. K.
Burger, International Film Service, Inc.;
W. W. Johnson, International Film
Service, Inc., and J. L. Greene, International Film Service, Inc.

Everybody Near Omaha Getl ing Ready for Convention
Theatres Are AdvertisingandtheKansas
Event Are
by Slides,
and the
TownsFetein Nebraska, the Dakotas,
Agog ,Over
Coming
Special to Motion Pictuke News.
Beginning early in the morning of May
Omaha, May 13.
25 the big Omaha auditorium will be
thrown open for the convention. Booths
OU can't go into a Nebraska, Iowa,
Dakota or Kansas theatre now-awill be shown by the manufacturers.
days without seeing a poster, sticker or
There will be talks, demonstrations of
slide thrown on the screen advertising the
machines, exhibitions of special pictures
motion picture convention and ball, to l^e and a general good time all day. A band
held in Omaha, May 25. The date was
of one hundred pieces will furnish the
music.
postponed from May 11.
Clinton L. Oliver, Omaha newspaper
In the evening, at 8:15, will begin the
man, has been engaged to give all his
big event. Vaudeville actors and actresses
time to boosting the event. Every motion
play, and then will begin the ball.
picture theatre in the Omaha territory is will
Carl Laemmle, with film exchangemen
selling tickets and advertising the event.
from this part of the country, and with
.Several hundred one-sheets and eightevery exhibitor in the territory, will be
sheets have been printed and put out. All
motion picture correspondence has been
present. Many Omahans and quite a few
on stationery advertising the event.
people from nearby towns are expected.
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First Annual Event of the Organization is Star Event of the Industry, With
Days — Madieon Square Garden Makes Striking Appearance in Its Gala
Represented by Attractive Booths — Many Exhibitors
warmers on Broadway that envy Tommy
exposition of the Moannual
THE first
his compressed features.
tion Picture
Board of Trade of AmerThree Vim clowns were ever in promiica came to a c^lise on Sunday, May 14,
nence either on the floor or decorating a
after a most successful nine days run. The
monster
Typhoon fan stationed near the
e
l,
attendanc at thel'show was phenomena
and has not as yet been estimated in detail, roof at one end of the Garden. Here it
was also that Zulu, a burnt cork advertisbut
it is dsafe
to"assert
that the turnstiles
registere
above
the hundred
thousand
ing stunt of Mutual's sometimes appeared
mark.
leading an imaginary orchestra and dropPerhaps it was coincidence that set the
ping Mutual literature, if such it may be
called, on the heads of the throng below.
opening day on the same Saturday as New
York City's PoHce Parade, but nevertheless
this event brought the crowd around the Did the Paragon Court Fine You, Too?
The Paragon censor court held sway
Garden, and a big opening day set a mark
throughout the exposition. There was both
that each succeeding day surpassed. May
a humorous and a serious side to this af13, which was the day of the Preparedness
Parade in the city, was also laid aside as
fair. The paragon girls were ever hither
such by the exposition officials. This nat- and yon collecting signatures to present to
urally brought a large crowd out, as the Governor Whitman for protest against the
whole city seemed to be in sympathy with
passage of the censorship bill in New
the movement. Saturday's crowd, it is be- York before the governor. Then when a
lieved, was the largest that attended in all signer looked easy he was hauled up before
the nine days of the show, although the at- the court and tried for being alive. On one
tendance on the preceding night pressed it night, the entire court removed from the
hard for first honors.
Paragon booth to the stage and attracted
While primarily entertaining the public, the attention of the whole Garden.
Pathe, not oificially represented at the
the show was also a great benefit to exhibitors and manufacturers. Reports from
Garden, was given its share of talk by the
appearance of R. L. Goldberg, cartoonist
various of the producers show that considerable business was done with the exhibiextraordinary. After he had drawn sevtors who had come from out of town to
eral typical cartoons on the stage his Pathe
attend both shows. Exhibitors were also picture. The Boob Weekly, was exhibited.
Mr. Goldberg was the guest of the Motion
benefited by the elaborate display of sevPicture Mail.
eral accessory companies.
Each producer had a special night. Mon"Pictures and Dancing All the Time" was
the slogan of each day, and was pretty
day was given over to Bluebird, and Violet
Mersereau created quite a sensation by
strictly adhered to throughout the exposition. The music furnished for the dancers
appearing in the selfsame balloon in which
Leo Stevens ascended from the Garden
and for the picture accompaniments was
the best sort obtainable. One of the orroof on the Saturday before. The balloon,
chestras was playing all the time — in fact this time, was safe inside the Garden and
there was never a dull moment.
Violet in the basket looked down upon
hundreds of admirers and scattered her
The majority of the producers turned
to publicity stunts of unusual magnitude to photographs and Bluebird publicity.
amuse the exposition goers. Every night
Wednesday night Mutual celebrated by
introducing a galaxy of stars headed by
the stage was set for one company or another to contribute its best efforts to the
Mary Miles Minter and Florence LaBadie
show. Something out of the ordinary was
on the stage. Pictures were taken by a
going on all the time, something more than
Gaumont cameraman and the following
mere promenading about the Garden gaznight they were shown. A few lucky ones
ing at folk prominent on the screen.
the spectators
were also
" shot the
" bystage,
the
Universal brought from under cover its of
camera
as they marched
around
Handsomest Man in America and introand this practice proved such a big drawduced him before an admiring throng of
ing card that it was continued on every
night thereafter.
fans. The lucky gentleman's name is Roy
Fernandez and he hails from Fairfield,
Clowns for Universal
Conn. Mr. Fernandez is to henceforth
On Wednesday also, the Universal
play in a Universal picture after he has
either satisfied or disposed of the proposal
company hired a number of clowns and
of Violet Mersereau.
acrobats, who did trapeze work over the
dance floor to help along the good work
Mutual, not to be outdone by a Handsome Man, sought out the Ugliest Boy in of advertising " Peg o' the Ring."
New York City, and in the Mutual booth
Paramount celebrated in a quiet and becoming manner on Thursday evening when
he was the center of a big crowd, not exactly an admiring crowd, but a big one
Fannie Ward, George Beban, Constance
Collier, Jack Dean and other stars held the
nevertheless. His name is Tommy McCarthy and the Gaumont company have it center of the elegant Paramount booth.
that Gertrude McCoy has discovered talent
Paramount pictures were also shown in
in the youngster. She put him through his the day, including the new Beban subject,
paces before the camera and as a result
" Pasquale," in \vhich the noted character
actor scored another triumph in an Italian
Tommy is going to play in Vim comedies.
role.
They do say that there are a few curb

Trade
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This Enormous Attendance for Nine
Decorations — Manufactmrers Are
in Attendance
On Friday, Theda Bara's latest Fox
picture, " The Eternal Sapho," was projected for public gaze and naturally the
temporary theatre which was placed in the
Garden was filled to overflowing. Other
Fox stars were present, including the new
Arlington, Mass., find, June Caprice.
In addition to the stars and the publicity
stunts instituted by the various companies
the accessory manufacturers ranged chiefly
around the balcony had much to show of
interest to the public and trade. A separate story of their activities will be found
in the Accessory section.
On every afternoon, those prominent in
the trade met to discuss topics of the day
in the Concert Hall. The promoters of
the show saw fit to arrange for these meetings in order to get the manufacturers and
exhibitors together. Speeches were delivered on the business side of the trade, projection and other topics.
As was quite natural in a show as closely
connected with California, as is a motion
picture show, the spectators heard and saw
a good deal of California beauties. At the
booth of the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce, the various eatable products of
the states, such as oranges, grape-fruit,
nuts, lemons and the like were given away.
On Tuesday night, California Day, copies
of the song, " I Love You, California,"
were given away and at intervals throughout the evening it was sung from the stage.
On Saturday night, which was officially
set aside for the Vitagraph company, the
attendance far surpassed that of any other
night. The hall was jammed to the doors.
Firemen arrived and an attempt was made
to keep the aisles clear, but it was futile.
When the small host of Vitagraph stars
were introduced from the stage, there was
danger of damage being done to the booths
so great was the press.
Those in charge of the Vitagraph booth
carried out excellently laid plans. Many
of their stars appeared in the costumes
worn in the picture in which they had
made their greatest success. Earle Williams, for instance, appeared in his role of
John Storm from -"The Christian," Xed
Finley appeared as O'Gary from the Broadway Star feature " O'Gary of the Royal
Mounted," Mother Mary Maurice was inintroduced as Mother of Roses. Othersdress
troduced in costume and in evening
were Anita Stewart, Dorothy Kelly, Edith
Storey, Lillian Walker, Evart Overton,
Harry Morey, Charles Kent, Kate Price,
Bill Shea, Hughie Mack, Naomi Childers,
John Robertson, Huntley GorJewel don,Hunt,
Belle Bruce, Wally Van, Billy Billings,
Bobby Connelly, Frank Daniels, Marc MacRanDermott, Nellie Anderson, Anders
dolph, Paul Scardon and Rose Tapley.
During the afternoon and evening of
Saturday, the new Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
feature, "The Suspect," was shown. Two
popular stars held the
of Vitagraph's most
featured roles in this, Anita Stewart and
S. Rankin Drew. In fact, the Vitagraph
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JEAN SOTHERN AND THE HYPNOTIZING
MACHINE - IN THE MYSTERIES
OF MYRA," INTERNATIONAL
company left nothing undone that might
be done to make their evening most successful.
National Guard Drills on Dance Floor
Saturday was also Preparedness Day
and following their march in the Preparedness parade, a company of National
Guardsman arrived at the Garden and
drilled on the dance floor, after which
literature was given out, urging the recipients to join the National Guard.
The last day of the show was set aside
as International Film Service Day and
members of the Hearst organization,
headed by Mr. Hearst himself, occupied the
center of the stage and screen. Several
episodes of "The Mysteries of Myra" were
shown in the afternoon and evening, as well
as an issue of the Hearst- Vitagraph News
Pictorial.
In the evening two of the Hearst cartoonists, A'IcManus and Hershfield were
introduced and amused the crowd by
sketching cartoons on the stage.
The results of the International's popularity contest were given out on Sunday
night. The winner, it must be confessed,
is not one of the most popular screen stars
ljut nevertheless the ballots showed that
Irene Castle headed all the others. She
was awarded an immense silver loving cup.
Mary Miles Minter ran second, and next
in order were Leah Baird, Anita Stewart,
Grace Darling and Mary Pickford.
In attendance on Sunday night were several of the International stars. The two
leads of "The Mysteries of Myra" series,
Howard Estabrook and Jean Southern,
were present and were introduced from the
stage while Harry Fox and Grace Darling
met their friends at the International
booth.
While Sunday's crowd was by no means
as large as that of the day previous, the
attendance was far from small. All the
seats before the screen were constantly occupied and the plans of the International
furnished entertainment throughout the
evening.
THE MAY INDEX OF REVIEWS
APPEARS IN NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE

"U"News.
FROM
RESIGN
Special
to Motion
Picture
Los Angeles, May 13.
Edward J. Le Saint and William C.
Dowlan, who have been directors at Universal City, have resigned, the same taking
effect last Saturday. Dowlan has been
with the Universal for more than a year,
serving first as leading man, later being
given a company, and in the direction of
this he played many of his own leads.
Perhaps his best known subject was "The
College Orphan " in five reels. Mr. Le
Saint has made the " Three Godfathers "
with Harry Carey and Stella Rosetti, " The
Long Chance " with Frank Keenan, and
" The Voice of the Tempter," with Stella
Rosetti, each of five reels, and many
others. Miss Rosetti, who is Mrs. Le
Saint in private life, has also resigned, and
she and Mr. Le Saint will take a long
vacation.
McMANUS

AND GREY FOOL HOWARD
ESTABROOK
At Madison Square Garden on Saturday
night, Howard Estabrook went to the International Film booth, fresh from Ithaca,
N. Y., where he is starring in the "Mysteries of Myra," and started signing photos at
top speed. Along about ten o'clock a duet
of falsetto voices requested, "Dear Mr. Estabrook, will you please hand me one per"With y ?"pleasure, Madam," said Estabrook,
arising sonalwith
a Chesterfieldian bow, to be
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VIVIAN WALKER,
IN A SCENE FROM
"THE ORDEAL OF ELIZABETH,"
VITAGRAPH-V-L-S-E
PITTSBURG WILL BANISH PICTURE
FIRE RISKS
Special to Motion Picture News.
Pittsburg, Pa., May 13.
The Pittsburg City Council is waging an
active campaign in this city for the elimination of all fire risks from motion pictures, regardless of the fact that it seemed
to be working a hardship on some of the
companies.
In what was known as Film Row there
were a number of tumble-down buildings
used to house thousands of dollars worth
of films. These buildings were only standing and nothing more. They were unsafe
and had a fire started in any one of them
would
the city.have destroyed that whole end of
The police, seeing the menace to the employees of the plants and the danger to
the city, decided that the place should be
ordered vacated, and as a result the film
exchanges have scattered to many parts of
the city, but most of them have gone to
the Liberty-Penn Avenue section.
It is said that a fine new home for motion pictures will shortly be erected in this
district and all of the big film companies
will be able to find space in the building,
which will be of fireproof construction and
will be plentifully supplied with vaults.

HOWARD ESTABROOK
greeted with deep bass laughter from General Manager MacManus and John Grey,
of the International, who had put over a
"Julian Eltinge" stunt on the "Myra" star.
"Girls, I'm sapprised !" said Estabrook,
and got back to his desk in a hurry, while
Mac and Jack finished their merriment.
ALICE BRADY WILL PLAY MIMI IN
"LA BOHEME"
Alice Brady, the World Film star, is at
work with Director Albert Capellani at
the Peerless studio on a film version of
Puccini's famous classic, " La Boheme,"
in which Miss Brady will play Mimi.

PICTURE JOURNAL BADLY NEEDED
IN SYDNEY, N. S. W.
Special to Motion Picture News.
Sydney, N. S. W., Apr. IS.
What is wanted in Sydney at the present
time is a magazine to cover the whole
ground of the picture trade and also be of
interest to the ordinary picturegoer. Some
such journal was published by Pathe Freres
some time ago, but the demand for it did
not justify its publication — then. But now,
one only has to glance over the daily and
weekly newspapers and note which subject
is more noticable — war or pictures. The
latter "amusement" wins every time.
As there is so much competition between
the abnormal number of exchanges, they
must necessarily advertise, and finding no
suitable publication for the trade alone,
they turn to the newspapers, and the result
is that a great opportunity for an enterprising man with the necessary capital, is running wild.
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Bill

Vive-President and General Manager of Pathe Points Out Hardships and Injustices Resulting from Operation of the
Federal Measure — Section 12 Would Place a Prohibitive Fee on the Whole Industry — Payment for
Duplicate Copies Is an Imposition
in
any state they are exhibited. It is easy
adaptable for the United States, this would
IN connection with the federal censorship
for the censors to exclude from these films
bill now before the House Committee on
prevent him from copyrighting his films.
Under Section 10, a manufacturer could
any part that might be offensive.
Education at Washington, J. A. Berst,
vice-president and general manager of the
" Section 9 requires the manufacturer to not export his films unless they had been
licensed. He could not even have his
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has written the Hon.
file a statement under oath that parts condemned together with the corresponding
cameraman in all parts of the country shipDudley M. Hughes, chairman of the comping the film to him, and he could not
mittee, a letter subjecting the bill to a negatives have been destroyed. All manufacturers will be very much opposed to transport exposed (but not developed)
keen analysis. Certain defects in the bill
destroying negatives, as they have use for positives or negatives. This would pracwhich have heretofore escaped notice are
these negatives in foreign countries. It is
tically put the motion picture news out of
dealt with by him briefly and to the point.
business.
The letter follows :
a well known fact that the taste of Americans is entirely different from that of the A Prohibitive Fee
May 4th.
Hon. D. M. Hughes,
Spanish country, and it cannot be the intention of the Federal Board of Censors
Chairman, Committee of Education,
" Section 12 would place a prohibitive fee
to pass judgment on films which are to be on the whole industry. All manufacturers
House of Representatives,
shown in Europe and South America.
and exhibitors will be very much against
Washington, D. C.
paying a fee for each duplicate copy. This
My Dear Sir :
" Under Section 10, it is not quite clear
is superfluous, as the commission is not
if films can be transported through the sev" I have read with great interest the
eral states for the purpose of export. I spending any time in looking into duplicate
notice you sent me containing briefs and
suggest that at the end of this section be copies.
statements of the Federal Motion Picture
Convention. There are several matters
" In the revised Smith-Hughes Bulletin,
added the words ' in the United States.'
It would be quite necessary that topical
submitted by Dr. Crafts, I notice several
which I would like to point out, and with
films which have to be shown to the public
things which are also objectionable. In
your permission I will do so as briefly as
immediately and very often on the same
Section 5, I call your attention to the propossible.
vision requiring condemned parts of films
day they happen, be exempted from review
" I notice that the bill calls for the apby the censors. This would necessitate the to be left in the custody of the Commission.
pointment of five commissioners to be lo- modification
of Section II.
This should be eliminated as these parts
cated in different cities, and that these comcan be used for export by manufacturers.
missioners shall have the power to appoint
" Under Section 12, the fees are fixed
deputy commissioners. I think this is at two dollars per reel. The fees are too
They cost money and should not be consmall and will not cover the expenses of
fiscated when they are submitted to a
wrong. For instance, if the appointed
the
commissioners.
It
should
be
four
Board for approval or refusal.
commissioner of New York be a clergydollars instead of two dollars.
" Section 7 provides that films can be
man, he might select for deputy comlicensed only on presenting the scenario.
mis ioners al ,or nearly all, clergymen, and
" In the appendix, I notice that Section
9 provides that no copyright shall be issued
This is certainly wrong as the scenario
that would be a very poor representation
for a film not licensed. This would be very
to censor motion picture films. I believe
by no means gives an absolutely true reproduction of the motion picture.
that the Board should be composed of a injurious. For instance, many producers
certain fixed number of censors, and that a make films for releasing companies offer" Section 7 also provides for a tag to be
attached to each container. This would be
ing them for sale to several companies
picture should not be rejected by the vote
until they have found a purchaser. It is very troublesome, as the motion picture
of one person only. This is important, as
always up to the purchaser to attend to films do not remain all the time in the
today the majority of the pictures are five
hands of the same individuals, but pass
the censoring as the film has to be reconreel features which cost an average of $20,from hand to hand practically every day.
structed and retitled to meet his particular
000 each.
requirements. Therefore it would work a It would be a hardship to impose this pro" I believe also that the Board of Appeal
vision on the exchanges, because of this
should be composed of a fixed number of hardship for the producer to have to attend
and also the carelessness of exhibitors in
to the censoring, as under this condition,
censors. All this is necessary in order that
he would place himself under the danger
not returning the containers the tag on
our industry obtain fair treatment. The
of having his production pirated, if he which corresponded with the motion
salary of commissions and deputy comcould not have it copyrighted.
missions should not exceed $5,000 and
Very truly yours,
" Also if an American manufacturer
$3,000 respectively. During the showing of
should want to make special films for picture within."
the pictures to the censors, no one except
J. A. Berst,
General Manager.
the censors should be admitted in the room.
foreign countries, which films would not be
Our experience has proven that in the past
motion picture companies who sent a representative with forceful, persuasive ways,
" Shoes " Deals with Grave Sociological Problem
Universal Picture, Produced Under Direction of the SmaUeys, is Founded on a Story in
succeeded nearly all the time in having
their films passed, while films of the same
Collier s Weekly by Stella Wynne Herron — Mary Ida McDonald in the Lead
character of other companies were constore. She had worn her shoes into shreds,
THE
problem of the underpaid working
demned. It is absolutely certain that a
girl will be presented in a Bluebird
and through the holes in their bottoms she
Board can be influenced by persuasive talk
picked up splinters from the rough floor
photoplay,
entitled
Lois
and therefore, in order that the Board can
Weber adapted
from" Shoes,"
a storywhich
by Stella
where she stood day after day. Her father,
act more freely, it should have no relations
too lazy to work, permitted her to support
Wynne
Herron
in
Collier's
Weekly.
It
was
with representatives of motion picture confilmed under the direction of the Smalleys,
him and two little sisters, while the mother
cerns.
with Mary Ida McDonald in the leading
bent daily over the washtub to contribute
Should Not Exclude Bull Fights
role, and it will be released on June 26.
her laborious share. Pasteboard soles could
not withstand the winter rains — and the
Like " Where Are My Children ? " this
" Section 8 of the bill, excludes actual
picture deals with a sociological question.
bull fights and prize fights. This should
girl
got her shoes.
be taken out of the bill. There is a real
Its theme is described by General Manager
" When she came home with the new
demand for prize fights and bull fights in M. H. Hoffman, of Bluebird, in this very
shoes she flung herself into her mother's
vivid manner :
certain states. Bull fights, for instance, are
lap, and these two women were welded toin good taste and wanted in New Mexico,
" Great truths are revealed in the picgether in their suffering, and the girl's sin
Texas, and southern California. Prize
torial history of three vital weeks in the
was washed away in her mother's underfight films are in demand and make money
life of a gfrl who clerked in a ten-cent
standing tears."
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GARRICK FILMS WILKIE COLLINS'
NOVEL FOR MUTUAL
Picturization of Wilkie Collins' famous
novel, "Armadale," which is to be released
by the Mutual as a three part feature,
would be incomplete without the thrilling
scene in which the false Allan Armadale
locks the rightful bearer of that name in a
stateroom of a sinking steamer and leaves
him to his fate.
Under the direction of Richard Garrick
of the Gaumont-Mutual studios, these
water scenes have been filmed, despite the
fact none of them were taken within a mile
of a ship of any kind. All that Garrick
did was to place the scenery necessary for
the photographing of the scenes in the river
near the shore and wait for the rising tide
to come in and furnish the necessary
realism.
EDWARD

EARLE GREETS AUDIENCE
AT EXPOSITION

Edward Earle, famous star of the Edison
Company, was presented to the audience
at the Motion Picture Exposition at Madison Square Garden Sunday evening as a
popular screen actor.
Mr. Earle is said to be considering a
contract with one of the largest producing
companies to appear as their star.
The announcement of his plans will
probably be made soon.
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" Room for Long and Short Pictures '' — Lois Weber
Small Subjects Are More Than " Fillers " — Transient Patrons, Unable to Spare Time for a
Feature, Like Programs of One and Two Thousand Feet Films

many contribuwhose
LOIS WEBER,
features
of unusual
tions to the class
entitles her to speak with authority on picture production, has been in New York on
a business and pleasure trip. While here
she talked with a representative of Motion
Picture News and expounded several most
interesting ideas on the picture subject.
In reference to the future of the picture,
hoth feature and short length, Miss Weber
said : " There will always be room for both
the five-reeler and the one and two-reelers.
The latter class of pictures has been disregarded of late, so great has been the demand for features, but recently the manufacturers have hearkened to the fact that
if a picture is good is will always be appreciated, no matter what its footage.
"The short subject is, however, considerably more than a filler. A transient patronage hardly ever can spare the time to
see a long picture, particularly when they
arrive in the middle of it, and a theatre
with such a patronage can exist best with
a program of one and two thousand foot

said, " exchange men had the opportunity
to make a clean-up, particularly in Chicago. There are thousands of Christian
Scientists in that city, and Clara Louise
Burnham, herself, the author of the story
on which the picture was based, resides
there, but despite all that the longest run
given the picture in any house was one
day. From the date of its release I have
received hundreds of letters asking when
this picture was to be shown in Chicago,
and from all appearances Chicago saw the
last ofteredithouses.
afterSuch
a few
days' runareinalmost
scatproceedings
The censorship question aggravates any
suicidal."

A'liss Weber also spoke on the subject of
subjects."
longer
runs for all pictures, and cited an
experience of her own to drive home her
point. "With my production, 'Jewel,' " she

Sennett Ships Four Fun Subjects to Eastern Offices
"Her Marble Heart" Is a Key (stone) to Unlock Risibles of Hardened Anti-Laugh
Grouches with Cold Shoulders Turned Against Merriment
Special to Motion Picture News.
has won the heart of the girl whom the
Los Angeles, May 13. sheriff loves. The officer then catches the
bad man after he has held up the stage
THE Alack Sennett producing staff has
coach, but because of his love for the girl,
completed four subjects which have
been sent east during the past few days.
the sheriff gives the man his liberty. This
becomes known to all the citizens of the
This includes a wide variety of comedy,
each picture being of a different type.
town, and the sheriff loses his job and
social position. Then it is the girl who
" Her Marble Heart " is the title given
forces the gambler to confess, bringing
the subject made by Richard Jones, with
a cast composed of Louise Fazenda as the
about the exoneration of the sheriff — and
then the two are wedded.
country girl, Harry Booker her father,
VVeyland Trask the farm hand, and
The Charles Parrott picture has been
Charles Murray, the heavy and owner of titled " A Dash of Courage." This pertains
the adjoining farm and the holder of a to a band of crooks following a police
lieutenant who is on a mission to another
mortgage on the home place of Booker.
Alurray insists upon the girl's hand in city to raise funds for a home for retired
marriage or he will foreclose the mortgage,
policemen, and deals with their adventures
but a dying relative of the farm hand aids
in getting away with the money. Chloroform makes it possible for them to put
the family by bequeathing his wealth at the
the entire police force to sleep, and the
psychological moment. This abounds with
barnyard comedy.
crooks thus gain possession of the uniforms and conduct the municipality.
" The Lion and the Girl," produced by
One section of the Keystone studio was
Glen Cavender, has Joe Jackson and Claire
Anderson as principals. Joe, of course,
flooded this week when scenes for a bathtub story were filmed by Director Edward
appears as the hobo, and is escaping from
the law after stealing jewels from a pawn
Frazee. The scenes are laid in an apartment house fitted with the popular inbroker's wife, and hawking them to her
husband. During his escape he comes upon
stantaneous water heaters, one of which
their daughter in a park. The girl is explodes bringing on the flood. Anna
swinging in a wooden swing which breaks
Luther, who is featured in the comedy with
as she is over a cage, and she falls into
Fred Mace, floats about the apartment
house in a bath-tub going from room to
the lions' den. Joe being the hero of the
event, gets in right with the old man.
room, then into the lobby, through the hall,
Mack Swain is featured as the sheriff in down street, into the city reservoir, and
from there to the ocean. Mace and other
the Keystone subject "His Bitter Pill."
Luella Maxum is the sweetheart, and Ed.
lodgers of the building take a similar
Kennedy a gambler and bad man. It is course, and they all meet in the ocean.
of a decided western nature. The bad man
J. C. Jessen.

i
LOIS WEBER
director or author, and as a result Miss
Weber might have an excuse to register a
double protest against such an evil, as she
holds down both positions. She mentioned
another experience of her own regarding
this subject. "The manner in which the
censors treated ' Hop, the Devil's Brew.' "
she remarked, " stamped them as either
grossly inconsistent or defective. This picture, which dealt with the drug traffic to
a certain harmless but enlightening extent,
was shown on the West Coast after having
been materially cut by these reformers.
What was my surprise, however, to discover that after leaving several scenes of
opium smoking in the film they eliminated
a flash of a pair of baby's shoes, which I
had inserted to give added significance to
a dramatic
episodeevidently
!"
Babies' shoes
have a harmful
effect on an easily influenced picturc-goer.
Miss Weber, advanced director that she is,
!)elieves that the foundation of a good
photoplay is the story, and, what is more,
she believes in the natural length subject.
To let the story run its normal, unpadded
length is the correct way to produce a picture, and when the manufacturer realizes
this we will have a greater number of
better pictures.
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An illustration DARED
of the "lengths to which
the present day motion picture producer
must go to secure correctness of detail in
his work, may be found in the " props "
at the California Company studios, San
Rafael, Cal., which have been specially
built for " The Woman Who Dared," featuring Beatriz Michelena.
The scenes of the pretentious seven part
picture are laid in Rome and Paris.
Everything must be made to conform to
this foreign atmosphere. An instance of
it is found, according to Pacific Coast reports, in an elaborate railroad coach,
built in accordance with the accepted
European design.
A considerable problem confronted the
technical force of the producing company
in providing this and was only solved
through having the coach built bodily inside and out, laying a track and providing locomotion.
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Allen, Cobe and Rosenbach Form Unity Sales
Company Opens Offices in Godfrey Building, New York, and Begins Distribution with
" Pursuing Vengeance," " My Country First," and Other Features
uing line of high-class features at prices
ONE of the most interesting recent
events in film history is developed by he can afford to pay.
In speaking of the purposes of the Unity
the formation of the Unity Sales Corporation. The company is headed by Charles
Sales Corporation, Mr. Cobe said : "A long
W. Allen, president and treasurer ; Andrew
and painstaking study of the film situation
as
it exists between manufacturers and inJ. Cobe, vice-president and general manager, and Arthur Rosenbach, secretary.
dependent exchanges, has convinced me
that there is an immense field for my ideals
The firm occupies a suite of offices in the
of distribution. My main object is to bring
Godfrey Building, at Seventh Avenue and
Forty-ninth Street, and in addition to its about a condition which will result in the
executive facilities, is constructing a la- consolidation of the interests of the manuboratory, which will be under the direct
supervision of Cobe and Rosenbach, who
will personally examine every inch of film
developed and carefully supervise every
detail of the work, assuring exhibitors of
an output of the highest standard.
The primary feature of the purpose of
the new corporation is to insure the producer a fair price for his product, at the
same time give the exchangeman a contin-

ANDREW J. COBE
facturer, exchange and exhibitor. Part of
our service to the exhibitor and the manufacturer isan extensive advertising campaign, which is bound to result in a great
benefit to all concerned. The Unity Sales
Corporation will use the motto, 'Service
and Co-operation.' This will be our watchword. The independent exchanges of the
country and the producers have already responded to the announcements of our plans

WILLIAM

FOX and the Fox Film Corporation emerged triumphant from
the third international Exposition of the
Motion Picture Art, held at the Grand
Central Palace, May 1 to 6.
The judges in making their awards
picked the Fox exhibit and its distinctive
booth, and the silver cup captured as the
prize for novelty and excellence was
straightway moved down to the Madison
Square Garden and placed on exhibition
there in the Fox booth.
John Zanft and his assistants, who designed the exhibit at the Grand Central
Palace, had worked for days before the
show opened to make certain the superiority of the firm's exhibit over all others.
In color scheme and arrangement the exhibit was pronounced artistically beautiful.

with
enthusiasm."
Mr.gratifying
Cobe is one
of the best-known men
in the industry and is recognized by exhibitors, exchangemen and producers alike
as an executive of ability.
Mr. Allen formerly managed his sister,
Viola Allen, and was also engaged in many
important theatrical enterprises. Mr. Allen is himself a producer, his most recent
This booth formed a distinctive setting
features
being "Diana," starring Paul
for the William Fox notables who were
Swann and Baroness Dewitz, and the "Boy
present each night of the show. Virginia
Scouts," by the late Richard Harding DaPearson, appearing two nights in succesvis.
sion, attracted throngs to the booth and
Mr. Rosenbach is one of the best-known
formed many new direct friendships
men in the industry, in which he has been
among persons who previously had been
engaged for ten years.
but screen admirers. Dorothy Bernard,
The Unity Sales Corporation is now disClaire Whitney, June Caprice, the newest
tributing "The Pursuing Vengeance," with
young star of the Fox forces, each had
Sheldon Lewis, based on the celebrated
their night at the show and were heartily
novel, "The Mystery of the Boule Cabinet,"
welcomed.
E. Stevenson. Another presenby Burton
tation of the new firm is Tom Terriss in
i THE MAY INDEX OF REVIEWS ? "My Country First," a Terriss Film Corporation feature.
Other productions in contemplation are
I WILI, BE PUBLISHED NEXT |
!
WEEK
f "The Marathon Mystery," "The Gloved
Hand," "The Destroyer," all by Burton E.
Stevenson.
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GARDEN GETS "GLORIA'S ROMANCE"
FOR WASHINGTON, D. C.
Special to Motion Picture News.
\\'ashington, D. C, May 13.
Billy Burke in " Gloria's Romance " had
something of a battle for first appearance
in Washington, but the honor came to Tom
Moore, who is showing this film at his
Garden Theatre. " Billy Burke made a
remarkable hit with her first picture," commented Arthur Robb, house manager of
the Garden, " so we felt confident in
securing this film novel. The star herself
as well as the story promises to appeal to
our patrons. We are putting this on in
an unusual manner, however, in that we
are featuring the story in the titles of the
chapters rather than as episodes of the
novel."
Usually serials are not popular in the
large down-town houses, but Mr. Moore
has a manner all his own of making these
appeal to his patrons, especiallj' as the
Garden has an established patronage for
every night in the week. It is the securing
of this very dependable standard that
makes the popularity and security of a
photoplaj' house.
KLEINE OPENS FOUR BRANCH
OFFICES
The constantly growing demands of the
Billie Burke serial have induced George
Kleine to add to his already long list of
branches. New offices were opened last
week in four cities. I. P. Rosenberg was
appointed manager of the St. Louis branch
in the Empress Theatre Building; W. A.
Ratz, Fletcher Savings and Trust Building,
Indianapolis ; F. Rutledge, 207 Broadway,
Market Building, Detroit ; and Rudolph
Berger, Bank of Commerce and Savings
Building, Washington, D. C. These offices
are already open and ready for business.
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First Morosco Featuring Edna Goodrich Finished
" Maddalena " Is an Adaptation from a Play by Mary and Samuel Lewis — Forrest Stanley,
Howard Davies, John Burton, Mary Mersch and Others in Supporting Cast
trom an original scenario by Julia CrawTHE first Morosco picture starring
ford Ivers. Myrtle Stedman plays the
Edna Goodrich, entitled "Maddadual role, that of mother and daughter.
lena," and adapted from the Mary and
As the mother she makes up as a woman
Samuel Lewis play, "The Making of Maddalena," has been finished at the Moroscoof great age, and the facial transformation is spoken of as wonderful, it being
Pallas studio. The supporting cast for this
has Forrest Stanley as the leading man,
said that she was not recognized by prinHoward Davies as heavy, John Burton,
cipals at the studio. As the daughter,
the veteran Morosco character actor, Mary
she is picked by artists who wish to paint
Mersch, Colin Chase, Violet White, Laura
a picture for a wealthy art collector who
desires to secure the most notable type of
LaVarnie, Kathlyn Griffith and Walter
Frederick. A particular feature of this is beauty of the various civilized nations.
Seven artists enter the contest, and as
a magnificent setting which covers the entire stage, and represents the interior of many models, some of which pose in the
a Fifth Avenue mansion of a millionaire.
nude. One of the big sets for this is
Scenes taken in this show action in three
that of the interior of a New York studio similar to that of the late Stanford
separate rooms, a dance in one, reception
White in Madison Square Garden tower.
in another, and in the other, a .gentleThis will occupy the entire stage at the
men's lounging or smoking room. This
studio, and contain a balcony with pipe
subject was filmed under the direction of
Frank Lloyd, and contains the story of organ and other elaborate furnishings.
an American artist who is disowned by Oriental atmosphere will be created by expensive draperies of Asiatic design. Jack
his wealthy parents because of his marLivingston appears in the early part of
riage
to
an
Italian
model.
The
artist's
wife later redeems herself, and takes a the play opposite Miss Stedman as her
husband, Elliott Dexter is leading man of
foremost place in American society.
Director William D. Taylor has taken
the photoplay proper, Howard Davies, Edup the filming of a Morosco-Pallas play
story. ward Ayres and Adelaide Woods being the
that will star Myrtle Stedman. This is other principals in the enactment of the
entitled "The American Beauty," and is

Go-operative Plan by Brooklyn Exhibitors to Save Expenses
League Members Take Steps to Secure Cheaper Heating, Lighting and Bookings — Appoint
Committee to Receive Bids for 10,000 Tons of Coal
itors will save $1.50 a ton on their fuel. It
substantial action, lookDEFINIingTEtowardand
the general good, has been
is proposed also to buy carbons and other
supplies in the same manner.
taken by the Brooklyn branch of the ExAnother committee, consisting of Mr.
hibitors' League; the organization has
Levine and Mr. Goodman, will arrange for
placed itself on record as a co-operative
a reduction in the cost of light current, and
and helpful association of exhibitors, and
the steps taken to secure cheaper heating,
it is reported that the Edison Company has
AL RAY WITH CHAPIN IN MORE
lighting and bookings are indications of
already agreed to a system which will save
LINCOLN PLAYS
from five to eight dollars a week for each
the possibilities of a real get-together spirit.
consumer.
The Brooklyn organization has appointed
Al Ray, producer of comedies and probThe Philadelphia plan of joint bookings
a committee, consisting of William Brandt,
ably the world's youngest director, is now
is also under consideration. The officers
with the Charter Features Corporation, at
of the New Albany theatre, and Louis L.
of the organization are now working on
Ridgefield, N, J. He is working with
Levine, of the Regent, to receive bids for
coal to be supplied to every theatre owner
this scheme, and will announce details
Benjamin Chapin, famous for his charlater. Attempt is also being made to have
acterization of Abraham Lincoln, in proin the organization at a flat rate. It is estiducing the Lincoln Cycle of Photoplays.
mated that 10,000 tons will be contracted
all schools, churches, Y. M. C. A.'s and
Ray is also playing the juvenile lead.
for next winter, and the individual exhibpublic halls, which show pictures in competition with the theatres, either placed under theatre licenses, or restricted to the
showing of educational films. This matter
has already been taken up with the Board
They're All Excitedly Calling for the Police
of Education and the Commission of LiBut There Is no Alarming Trouble — It's Just the Exhibitors Asking General Film for
censes.
Re-Bookings of the Chaplin-Essanay Feature With That Title
William Brandt, secretary of the League,
reports
that the campaign against increased
IF early reports from General Film Comnot only for a first-run show, but also for
pany branch office managers may be a second and even a third return date for
poster prices has already resulted in reductions by several of the large distributors.
" Police! "
taken as a criterion, the Essanay-Chaplin
As an instance of the desire for " Pocomedy feature, " Police ! " is going to attract as much, if not more, attention and
lice "! shown by exhibitors, the following
awaken greater interest than the Essanaycopy of a telegraph message sent by ManaAMERICAN CORRESPONDENT MOVES
ger John P. McCue of the Bijou Theatre,
Chaplin " Carmen."
TO THE GODFREY BUILDING
Immediately following the first anEl Paso, Texas, to the General Film Company
branch
manager,
D.
Prince
of
Dallas,
nouncement of a release date for " PoThe American Correspondent Film Company, Inc., announces its removal to new
lice"! through General Film branches, in- Texas, is cited :
quiries and orders began to arrive at most
" We want exclusive use of this film. offices in the Godfrey Building, Seventh
of the branches and the number has been
avenue and Forty-ninth street. New York,
.showing
. . You
book us
two weeks
days'
and may
a return
dateforin a two
steadily increasing, according to an anwhere
the Inisiness of booking " The
nouncement just made.
after first showing, you to fix the price for Battles of
a Nation " will continue without
interruption.
Many exhibitors have made application,
both exhibitions."
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CAPELLANI TO DIRECT CLARA
KIMBALL YOUNG
The engagement of Albert Capellani as
director general of the Clara Kimball
Young Film Corporation Productions is
announced. He will assume personal
supervision over each of the new company's productions, beginning with the picturization of " The Common Law," Robert
W. Chambers' noted novel, which has been
secured for Miss Young's initial offering
at the head of her own producing company.
In choosing Mr. Capellani as the presiding genius over all their productions, Miss
Young and Lewis J. Selznick, president of
the company, were guided by the work the
director has accomplished for Miss Young
in the past. Her greatest success so far,
" Camille," was the work of this director.
In order to put in execution Miss
Young's plan to prepare two productions
at the same time, two highly capable directors will be engaged as Mr. Capellani's
associates. These will be assigned the
general detail of scenic construction, cast-

ALBERT CAPELLANI
ing and selection of locations, as well as
much of the actual photographic work,
all
under Mr. Capellani's personal supervision.
Mr. Capellani is best known in this
•country for the two superb pictures he
produced, " Les Miserables " and " Camille."
MARGUERITE CLAYTON ESSAYS
COMEDY FOR ESSANAY
Marguerite Clayton, pretty Essanay
leading lady, has undertaken her first venture in light comedy. "Putting It Over," a
two-act piece built on several laughs, is
lier introduction to this type of screen play.
Harry Beaumont plays opposite her, it also
l)eing the first time these two popular Essanay leads have played in the same piece.
Miss Clayton started her motion picture
•career in plays with western themes at the
Essanay California studios. She then
•came to the Chicago studios and played
leads in straight dramas, among them
numerous features.
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New Stars at Work on Famous Players Productions
Peggy Hyland Will Make Her American Debut in " Saints and Sinners " — Ann Pennington,
from Ziegfeld " Follies," to Make Bid for Serious Consideration as Screen Actress

PEGGY HYLAND

ANN PENNINGTON

THE studios of the Famous Players
Film Company are busy on a number
of new productions, some of which will
introduce stars who, although well known
in the motion picture and theatrical world,
are comparative strangers in the Famous
Players studio. In addition to such familiar faces as Mary Pickford, who will
soon be seen in " Hulda from Holland " ;
Marguerite Clark, and Hazel Dawn; there
are Peggy Hyland, Louise HufT and Ann
Pennington.
Miss Hyland, the British star, is workon " Saints
and Sinners,"
which Huff
she
will ingmake
her American
debut.in Miss
is now on Block Island doing a sea-coast
story, " Destiny's Toy," in which she plays

LOUISE HUFF

a fisher maid. Ann Pennington, the diminutive star of the Ziegfeld " Follies," is already playing Susie Snowflake, the titular
character in which she will make her
screen debut.
In the directorial staff there has been
one important addition in the person of
Joseph Kaufman, who was formerly with
Lubin. He is now directing Pauline Frederick in an adaptation of E. Phillips Oppenheim's " The World's Great Snare."
Robert G. Vignola is directing a big production in which will appear several wellknown players who have not been seen
before in Famous Players productions,
among whom are Grace Valentine and
Crauford Kent.

Emile Chautard Finishes " Sudden Riches " for World
Director Completing Year's Activity with the Company — He Is at Work on a Volume
Entitled " Film Photography," for Publication in French
Mr. Brady has assigned a number of
EMILE CHAUTARD, now working with
World-Paragon at the new Paragon
important productions to Chautard for the
studios under the direction of William A.
coming season and, beginning with " FriBrady, is the honor man of the World rosday, the Thirteenth," will keep him busy
ter this week by reason of the completion
right through the hot months into the fall.
and release of his most recent effort,
Chautard, in addition to being an actor,
director and film author, is at work on a
" Sudden Riches," in which Robert Warwick again makes his appearance on the
book
entitled " Film Photography," which
World Program.
is to be published by a French publishing
Mr. Chautard is completing his year
house and which, it is thought, will be
with the World Film Corporation and his
translated into English and published here.
seventh production for that company.
FIRST RELEASE FROM POPULAR
Some of the other pictures were " The
PICTURES IN TWO WEEKS
Boss," " Old Dutch," " Human Driftwood "
Popular Pictures Corporation, 218 West
and " Sudden Riches," and he is now
Forty-second street. New York, announces
busily engaged on Thomas W. Lawson's
elaborate
Friday, the
Thirteenth."
through its president, Milton M. GoldChautardstory,
and " Maurice
Tourneur
were
company's first
release,
companions during their student days in
which smith,
willthat this
be forthcoming
within
the
the Latin Quarter, Paris. Tourneur was
next two weeks, will be " The House of
studying art, while Chautard was endeavoring to learn the intricacies of stage
The story is by Frederick Chapin, and
technique. Several years later they met
the picture was made under the direction
Mirrors."
at the Theatre Francais, where Tourneur
of
Marshall Farnum, by the Rialto Film
and Chautard were engaged in making a
Corporation. Frank Mills, formerly of
production. They separated and were
Triangle; Bliss Milford, formerly a Pathe
again drawn together in the early days
star; Harry Spingler, Rudolph Cameron,
of film making in the various studios
Lillian Kemble, Runa Hodges and Jack
around Paris.
Curtis will be featured.
It is also announced that, beginning
Chautard took up the film production,
and when the Eclair Company began opSeptember 1, Popular Pictures Corporaerations in Paris he was one of the maintion will begin releasing a regular prostays of that organization.
gram consisting of one feature each week.
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POST, ARTIST-JOURNALIST, GOES TO
WEST COAST FOR TRIANGLE
Charles Johnson Post, author and artist,
has left New York to organize a Pacific
Coast branch of the publicity department
of the Triangle Film Corporation. The
Triangle aims to make Mr. Post the man
on the ground who will standardize the
distribution of the news of the coast studios. Systematic organization and effective distribution is the Triangle slogan behind Mr. Post.
For more than twenty years Mr. Post
has been active as an artist-journalist. His
services have at various times been in demand by the Associated Press, the Times,
Woild, Herald and Journal of New
York; Philadelphia Inquirer, Illustrated
American, Century, Harper's, Pearson's,
Cosmopolitan, Everybody's and Outing
Magazines, and Harper's Weekly. Work
for these publications have taken him all
over the world. At the outbreak of the
Spanish war he enlisted as a private, rose
to be first lieutenant and battalion quartermaster and took part in the battles at Las
Guasimas and San Juan and the Siege of
Santiago. He has retained his military
connections and is now a first lieutenant
in the Coast Artillery of the State of New
York.
Post's
recentYork
newspaper
hasMr.been
for most
the New
Globe. work
BRADBURY MAKES UP BLACK FACE
FOR CHARACTER WITH WHITE
PRINCIPALS
Active work has Jjeen started on "The
Valiants of Virginia," under the direction
of T. N. Heffron, of the Selig Company.
This is a picturization of the popular novel
of the same name by Hallie Erminie Rives.
The film will follow the novel closely. A
cast has been selected headed by Kathlyn
W'illiams,
an ideal heroine.
Shirley
Dandridge, who
the will
youngbe Southern
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Nearly Half Frisco's Exhibitors in Its League
Headquarters Located on Eighth Floor of Mechanics Bank Building — Organization is Ready
for Strong Fight Against Extended Censorship Power Planned by Board of Supervisors
Special to Motion Pictuhe News.
resentatives of the California Club, speciSan Francisco, May 13.
fying aboard of censors consisting of nine
members and having almost unlimited
THE Motion Picture Exhibitors League
powers, would be passed by the board of
of San Francisco, recently reorganized and placed on a firm basis, now has
supervisors. Hundreds of petitions were
printed, speakers were sent to the various
a membership that includes fully one-half
theatres of the city, and thousands of sigof the exhibitors of this city and is grownatures were secured against the passage
ing rapidly. Quarters have been secured
again in the Mechanics Bank Building at of this or any similar measure.
Market and Mason streets, but space has
These signed petitions will be presented
to the supervisors at the next meeting,
been taken on the eighth floor instead of
the second. Two rooms are occupied here,
when the censorship ordinance will be considered, but it is not intended to let the
one containing lockers where members
matter rest, no matter what decision is
may store film and posters while downreached by the lawmakers. The petitions
town, the other being used for a meeting
will be kept in circulation until an opporplace and for the offices of the organization. The officers chosen to serve during
tunity has been presented to every one to
the ensuing term have never before served
sign them, with the idea of demonstrating
in like capacity, it having been decided with
beyond any doubt that the rank and file do
the reorganization of the League that new
not wish censorship. In case the board
of supervisors sees fit to enact the ordiblood would be necessary to make it a success.
nance now under consideration, a referendum vote will be demanded, thus placing
The new body has been very busy since
the issue squarely before the people. As
its formation, combatting the plans for
an enlarged censorship board in this city, every newspaper in San Francisco has
gone on record as opposing a censorship'
and in this work it has had the hearty cooperation of the Film Exchange Board of of film productions, there is no doubt but
that the publicity that could be given the
Trade. Recently it became apparent that
unless strenuous efforts were made at once
issue would result in a distinct victory for
film interests.
the censorship ordinance drawn up by rep-

Pathe Plans $5,000,000 Serial Program for Coming Season
Berst Announces the Release of Seven Picture Series Between May of This Year and May,
1917 — Authors of National Prominence Signed to Write Stories
nection with future serials are Louis
PLANS for a $5,000,000 motion picture
serial program are announced by J. A.
Tracy, Randall Parrish, Albert Payson
Terhune and Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
Berst, vice-president and general manager
Mr. Tracy is an English author. His
of Pathe Exchange, Inc. Pathe will release at least seven pictrue serials between
"Wings of the Morning" placed him in
May of this year and May, 1917.
the front rank of present-day novelists.
He is in Florida now rushing to comple" The continued motion picture is the
tion a photo novel that is said to have an
serial literature of the screen," Mr. Berst
unusual and powerful theme. ArrangeArthur Shirley w-ill enact the role of John
said. " There always will be continued
ments for the syndication of this story are
Valiant, the young scion of wealth who
stories in the newspapers and the maganow being made with leading newspapers
sacrifices his fortune to save the family
zines, and there always will be continued
name from dishonor.
stories on the screen. The motion picture
in all of the important cities of the counOther important roles will be enacted
try. Balboa is producing the pictures unserial has come to stay. The public deder the direction of W. A. S. Douglas of
by Edward J. Peil, Edith Johnson, James
mands this form of screen entertainment."
the Pathe organization. The advertising
Bradbury and Al W. Filson. For the first
Newspaper advertising will be the backarrangements are in the hands of G. A.
time in over thirty years James Bradbury
bone of Pathe's serial campaigns. Pathe
Smith, serial publicity manager.
will don black-face make-up, when he has contracted for the services of a numFor release later in the year, Pathe is
ber of authors of national prominence.
enacts the role of Jeff, the old negro serproducing a serial story by Randall ParAmong those now actively engaged in convant in "The Valiants of Virginia."
rish that suggests a present-day Monte
Cristo. This serial is under the direction
of Louis J. Gasnier, one of the foremost
Release Through V-L-S-E is Selig Plan for Athletics
producers of the country. Mr. Gasnier reFirst Subject Shows Mike Gibbons, Champion Middleweight Boxer, in a Lively Glove
cently returned from Havana, where some
Contest — Second is a Billiard Event Between Jap and Yankee Contestants
of the scenes were laid.
tween Koji Yamada, the Japanese exTHE Selig Polyscope Company has anMr. Terhune, who novelized " The Red
ponent of the cue, and Albert Cutler, the
nounced the intention of releasing its
Circle," a recent Pathe serial, is under conYankee champion, of Boston. In addition
tract for a new scries of stories. Mrs. Wilpictures showing the world's greatest stars
son Woodrow is the talented, authoress of
to the billiard match each expert prein all fields of athletic endeavor, through
"Who's Guilty?" a novel-a-week picture
the V-L-S-E organization.
shots. sents a number of marvelous exhibition
series released May 8.
According to Mr. Irwin, general manThe final event in the first release of the
ager of the Big Four, the first reel will be
athletic film is a wrestling match to a finish
shown to exhibitors in the various terriJOSE COLLINS IS A NEW FOX STAR
between Dr. B. F. Roller, one of the greattories.
est of wrestlers, and Frank Dalkus, the
Jose Collins, a young woman of great
The first release of the athletic and feaLithuanian champion.
beauty, is the most recent star in the Wilture film series will show Mike Gibbons,
J. H. Herman, manager of the Selig
liam Fox firmament. Mr. Fox predicts for
champion of all middleweight boxers in a
her an enviable future on the screen. She
athletic feature film department, in conglove contest that will prove a revelation
junction with Jones, Linick and Schafcr,
is said to possess a face remarkably adapted
to lovers of the fistic arena.
are responsible for the development of this
to camera acquirements, and considerable
film series.
ability in emotional acting.
The next event is a billiard contest be-
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SCENES OF MOMENT IN THE THOMAS DIXON SPECTACLE: "THE FALL OF A NATION"
LUNCHEON IN EAST SPEEDS VIVIAN
MARTIN WEST TO BEGIN WORK
Executive Organization of " Fall of a Nation " in New York
FOR MUTUAL
National Drama Corporation Will Begin Country-Wide Campaign — ^A. P. Gold, Jr., is
President of the Company with Thomas Dixon, Director-General
The eastern representative of the Oliver
identified with theatrical management for
Morosco and Pallas Pictures companies,
WITHIN the last week the executhe last decade and with film enterprise for
tive organization of the National
the two allied subsidiary contributors to
several years past. Bartley Gushing was
Paramount Pictures' Corporation, tenDrama Corporation, producers of " The
the chief of six technical directors in th^
dered a farewell luncheon to Vivian MarFall of a Nation," has moved from Los
studio and on the field. On the legitimate
Angeles to New York, preparatory to a
tin, their newly acquired star, at the Hotel
Claridge, New York City, before Miss
country-wide exploitation campaign, be- side, before entering film work, Mr. Gushginning with the opening presentation of
ing staged several of the Dixon dramas,
Martin's departure for the Los Angeles
and, as director for Henry W. Savage,
film colony. Miss Martin left for the
the Dixon-Herbert grand opera cinema
here.
put on the memorable production of
west on May 4 and the lunch was served
The officers of the Corporation are P.
on the day immediately prior to the start
" Everywoman " at the Drury Lane Theaox her trip.
tre,
D. Gold, Jr., president ; William R. PerricalLondon,
successes.one of the most notable theatMembers of all the motion picture trade
kins, vice-president ; Thomas Dixon, diHarold Sanford is one of the few napapers attended as well as representatives
rector-general and treasurer ; William A.
tive-born American musicians of the first
of publications outside the trade. The
White, secretary; Hartley Gushing, head
quality, and in his association for many
producing director; William C. Thompson
luncheon was entirely informal — given
and John W. Boyle, head photographers ; years with Victor Herbert has won golden
only at an hour's notice — and there were
opinions. He returned from Los Angeles
Harold Sanford, conductor and assistant
no lengthy speeches and no one stood upto Victor Herbert.
after two months of rehearsal work with
on ceremony.
orchestra in the projecting room. As a
Messrs. Gold, Gushing, Sanford and
Miss Martin was the only lady present
at the gathering.
Boyle arrived in New York May 10, and
result, the Victor Herbert's " Fall of a
Included at the table besides the star
plunged into the many details of getting
Nation " music is now finally revised and
in practice by the sixty musicians of the
were : Carl H. Pierce, Julian H. Solomon
the Broadway production ready. A suite
and Pete Schmid of the Morosco and
of offices at 720 Longacre Building had
Herbert grand orchestra.
Pallas forces; Kenneth Hodkinson and J. already been actively in use a fortnight,
John W. Boyle and William C. Thompbut a new impetus was given to the work
Hesser Walraven of the Paramount Picson shared the heavier photographic labors of the filmed spectacle. Mr. Boyle
tures Corporation ; W. L. Hill of the
by their arrival. A dozen trained execuis now in New York for the purpose of
Famous Players Film Service, Pittsburgh ;
tives are on the job in as many departments, so results are rapidly being achieved
Thomas Kennedy, Motography ; Harry
supervising the initial Broadway screening, while Mr. Thompson, remaining in
that
would
be impossible with a less exHavens, Exhibitors' Herald; Pat Kearny,
pert body.
Motion Picture Mail; Jack Edwards,
Los Angeles, will take charge of the techPresident Gold is of the newer type of
nical side of the Auditorium opening
Billboard; Peter Milne, Motion Picture
there and will continue to manage the
News; Ben Davis, New York Tribune;
alert
efhciency
in
"
Big
Business."
He
is
a native of North Carolina, where he was
Dixon Laboratory. The laboratory, now
R. W. Baremore, Everyweek ; Edward
graduated at the University and later read
open to commercial work, is one of the
Weitzel, Moving Picture World; Fred
law at Richmond College, Virginia. At finest in the country. It has a capacity of
Beecroft, Dramatic Mirror; Wid Gunning
and Frank Sniffen.
the age of 34 he founded the Jefferson
printing and developing 500,000 feet of
Standard Life Insurance Company of
film a week. Mr. Thompson, its manRaleigh, N. C., and put it in the front
ager, is a scientific graduate of Columbia
VERA PEARCE, OF METRO, DROPS
rank of such organizations. Of recent
University
and a member of the American
"BOMBS" AS PREPAREDNESS
Chemical Society.
years he has been prominent in Wall
LESSON
Street. For the last eight months the chief
MUSIC SCORE
BY NOTED
executive of the company has been in SPECIAL
Vera Pearce, one of the Metro Picture
COMPOSER
FOR
KELLEFiMANN
California
supervising
the
vast
expendiCorporation's crop of ingenues, is the first
tures of the Dixon studios and laboratory
PICTURE
woman to fly over New York City in an
aeroplane. She performed this feat with
William Fox announces that a noted
and the task of filming " The Fall of a
the aid of Tex Millman, instructor in avicomposer is just completing a special score
Vice-President Perkins and Secretary
ation for the New York National Guard,
for the new million-dollar Annette KellerNation."are both men of large interests" in
in a military tractor biplane.
White
mann picture, which has recently been finthe
New York downtown district. The
Circling above the city at a height of
ished by Herbert Brenon in Jamaica.
4,000 feet. Miss Pearce threw down cotton
former is legal counsel of a great corThe film is now going through the final
poration, the name of which is often menstages of cutting and assembling in the
" bombs " of red, blue and yellow. This
tioned in connection with the rumors of
was done as a hint to the city, for Miss
home offices, and will be ready for presproposed film mergers.
Pearce believes in preparedness. Attached
entation early in June, it is expected. Firstclass orchestral talent will be secured in
Although best known as the author of
to each " bomb " was an envelope containing two season tickets to the Motion Picvarious large cities to serve as accom" The Birth of a Nation " and of many
ture Exposition at the Grand Central Palpanists for the picture. It will be shown
highly
.
successful
books
and
plays,
Diace.
at advanced prices in the best theatres.
rector-General Dixon has been actively
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Manager Pope, of the Philadelphia office of the Mutual Film Corporation, was
a recent visitor to the Kansas City, Mo.,
offices of that exchange. Mr. Pope was
in the territory on personal business.
A recent visitor to the Kansas City,
Mo., exchanges as W. Swanson, the
moving picture magnate of Bartlesville,
Okla. Mr. Swanson owns most of the
houses in Bartlesville, thereby earning that
title.

Advertising Help for Exhibitors Booking " Peg "
Brochure is Printed in Color, the Back and Front Covers Showing Posters for the FordCunard Serial — It Contains Instructions for Mapping Out Campaign
attractive. The text of the book gives the
A COMPLETE advertising book, attracexhibitor about everything he needs for
tively printed in color, has been premapping out a business-building campaign.
pared by Nat G. Rothstein for the use of
exhibitors who book " Peg o' the Ring,"
the new Universal serial, starring Francis
Ford and Grace Cunard.
The back and front covers show the
posters for the serial. These are in three
colors, and are exceptionally animated and

Schlank Musters Distributing Forces of Unicorn
Program Released
His Made
Company
is Meant
Give Exhibitors
Pricesby Are
Suitable
to the toConditions
of Each Reliable
Locality " Fillers " and
THE distributing forces of the Unicorn
Film Service are being mustered by
Ike Schlank, vice-president and general
manager of the company. Mr. Schlank
needs no introduction to exhibitors of the
country, especially to those in the middle
and far west. In a comparatively short time
he has risen from a place of obscurity to
one of prominence in the film business.
Mr. Schlank has successively been
usher, operator, box office man, manager,
owner, salesman and exchangeman in the
motion picture trade. In each of these
positions he has been ever observant and

IKE SCHLANK
consequently he is now in a position to
realize and furnish the vital needs of the
exhibitor in the picture line.
In an interview with Motion Picture
News, Mr. Schlank laid down the plans
of his company in a brief but comprehensive manner. " The Unicorn Film service," he said, " was not formed to set
up a tremendous standard or to enter
upon cut-throat competition with other
concerns marketing pictures. The exhibitor with the small house and the exhibitor with the large house in want of ' fillers,' has been obliged in the past to accept
old, worn out film as a substitute for pictures. This film had done service since

its first day out of the laboratory and was
in miserable condition. The program to
be released by Unicorn will fill this longfelt want. The pictures have been culled
from various quarters and will be in good
condition when offered to the exhibitor.
" The prices are designated to fit the
exhibitor's bank roll," he continued.
" They will be moderate, and when it is
considered that we are offering stars of
national and international reputation on
our daily program, they seem to me to be
extremely
small." Film Service Corporation
The Unicorn
is financed by men of such reputation as
Leslie R. Palmer and Alv/yn Ball, Jr. Mr.
Palmer is a member of the Federal Reserve Board, while Mr. Ball is a prominent figure in New York City real estate
circles. Mr. Palmer holds the position of
president in the company and Mr. Ball is
treasurer.
J. A. McKinney, secretary of the company, is as well known in the organizing
and business end of the picture business
as Mr. Schlank is in the distributing end.
Mr. McKinney has been in the motion picture trade for several years and is thoroughly conversant with the management
of a film company. J. A. Coram is vicepresident.
Mr. Schlank, continuing his discourse
on the already staunchly established methods of Unicorn, said : " Our company is
in no wise a producing organization. It
was formed to distribute a program,
picked from the films available in the
field.
" Their distribution will be handled by
prominent and reliable exchanges in every
large city. Suitable paper will be provided with each program release. The needs
of the exhibitor will be ever uppermost in
the mind of the company. I am firm in
my belief that our methods and intentions will be accepted in future weeks to
come with the same good faith that has
already greeted our first efforts."
CALVERT AGAIN, IN AN ESSANAY,
"ACCORDING TO CODE"
E. H. Calvert, Essanay heavy, who has
not appeared in pictures since "Vultures of
Society" and "Beyond the Law," both issued more than two months ago, will be
seen again in "According to the Code," a
five reel feature, which he directed. Lewis
S. Stone and Marguerite Clayton play the
leads.

NAT G. ROTHSTEIN
A page is devoted to " crowd getting
stunts," which contain a number of novel
suggestions.
In addition, practical plans for securing
newspaper co-operation are outlined. There
are reproductions of player cuts, electros
for ads, novelties, slides, banners, and
lobby display frames, with full directions
as to how they may be secured.
MANAGERS IN OKLAHOMA TOWN
CLOSE ON SUNDAY BY AGREEMENT
Chickasha, Oklahoma, will have no more
moving picture shows on Sunday. By a
voluntary agreement of the managers of
all the theatres in Chicakasha, no more
pictures or vaudeville will be given on
Sunday. Attempt was made by the county
attorney two years ago to close the shows
by legal action, but it failed. The closing
of the shows is the result of a three-years'
litigation on the part of the ministerial
alliance of the city.
ELEANOR WOODRUFF MAKES TOUR
OF HOUSES SHOWING PICTURES
IN WHICH SHE APPEARED
Eleanor Woodruff, who has just finished
a picture for Equitable, is taking a much
needed rest by making a tour of the picture
houses which are showing the Pathe picture, "Big Jim Garrity," and Vitagraph's,
"The Island of Surprise," in both of which
she played leads. Miss Woodruffs first appearance was at the Bohemian theatre in
New York City. Her screen appearances
have included important roles in a number
of recent photoplay successes.
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KALEM STXJPJOJSO. 1 REBUILT
special to Motion Picture News. Los Angeles, May 13.
With the arrival of the Kalem Glendale
Company from their trip up the coast,
where they filmed number thirteen of
" The Social Pirates " serial, work was
taken up last week on number fourteen,
which will be known as " The Music Swindlers." This is spoken of as having an
out- of the ordinary story with many kicks,
new effects, and thrills. The usual cast,
headed by Marin Sais and Ollie Kirkby,
appear in this.
During the absence of the company the
Number 1 stage at the studio was dismantled and rebuilt. This enabled adding
traps and hits and pits, a new diffusing
system and other features. The diffusing
system is of an entirely new design, worked
out by Mr. Horne and his cameraman, H.
M. Oswald.
It has been just one year since James
Horne took complete charge of the Glendale studio, and in that time he has produced one hundred and four reels. This
number includes two Broadway features
of four reels each, three and a part of a
fourth serial of fifty-two reel episodes.
HYLDA
HOLLIS
AND JOHNSTONE
TOUCH HANDS (PERHAPS ONLY
FINGERS) WITH DEATH
Hylda Hollis and Lamar Johnstone are
said to have risked their lives in a scene
for "The Secret of the Submarine," wherein a launch is blown up with the two
aboard. The players were thrown overboard by the explosion, it is said, and
fought the waves in their battle to cling to
floating wreckage until they were rescued.
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Pathe Gives " Get-Together " Dinner in McAlpin
President Berst of the Club Entertains Number of Prominent Guests at His Table — Gasnier
Receives Rousing Welcome on His Entrance Into the Banqueting Room

FIRST ANNUAL BANQUET OF NEW
THE YORK
PATHE CLUB AT THE HOTEL McALPIN,
organized a short time ago, entertained
THE Pathe Club gave a dinner in the
at his table several prominent guests.
Green Room of the Hotel McAlpin,
New York, on the night of Saturday, May
With Messrs. Shallenberger and LeVino
of the Arrow Film Corporation were Mrs.
6,
which
was
the
second
"
get-together
"
time which the club has enjoyed since the
Shallenberger, Alice Joyce, Katharine
first of the year. One hundred and twenty-five members and guests were present,
and after the dinner there was dancing
until the wee sma' hours.
President J. A. Berst of the club, who
is taking a great interest in the organization and under whose auspices it was re-

They're Ringing the Merger Bell Down in Texas
Rumors of Realignment in Producing Companies and Distributing Agencies Are Rife Among
the Exchanges in Dallas — Managers Hint a Lot and Say " Wait and See "
Special to Motion Picture News.
Henry, manager of the Southern Cabiria
Dallas, Tex., May 13.
Company, a state rights concern, said :
THE motion picture trade around Dallas,
"If the rumored other combinations
talking of the recent merger stories,
come about, it will mean that five or six
believe that this is the first of several merexchanges will remain in each section regers that are soon to be announced. In
leasing regular daily programs of features
or small film. If that condition comes
one quarter, the exchange manager openly
about, as I think it will within a short
intimated that he believed his company
time, the state right business will pick up
would align itself with another feature producing organization before sixty days. He
wonderfully. It will mean more state
said that he had nothing definite to base
rights exchanges, and it will mean more
business for the state rights plan, for it
his contention on; but that the correspondence from the home office, along with the will be the only medium from which an
news from headquarters, would tend to exhibitor can secure the film he wants and
bear out his belief.
that only — the only place to book on the
An exhibitor, visiting in Dallas, from
open booking policy. I believe the next six
the southern end of the state, said that he months will see many wonderful changes
believed two of the program concerns
the picture industry."
would be together in a short time; that in E.
T. Peter, president of the United
he believed the recent newspaper report
Program Film Service, handling program
that these two would be in one combine
film and a few features, had this to say :
was rather true, and that the reason con"There's a lot of talk about other combines. Whether they will come soon or not,
tradictions had been forthcoming so readily, was that the details were not worked
I
don't
know ; but I do believe that evenout.
tually, there will be five or six, maybe
It seems to be almost unanimous among
seven, releasing organizations over the
the trade in Dallas that other combinations
country. Of course, there will be a numare coming, and the differences in opinion
ber of state rights fellows, and with such
are mostly as to the concerns to be aligned
a condition, their business will be as good
with each other.
as now; maybe, better." S. G. Parker.
Commenting on this condition, L. C. Mc-

Gray, Guy Coombs, E. A. Bingham, and
the
of "Who's
Anna toNilsson stars
and Tom
Moore.Guilty?"
In addition
the
celebrated players just mentioned, Pathe's
"peerless fearless girl," Pearl White, was
present at the dinner, as was Grace Darmond, now starring for Astra.
Louis J. Gasnier, formerly vice-president of the Pathe Exchange, received an
uproarious welcome as he came into the
room with a party including Mrs. Gasnier,
Leon Bary, who plays the heavy in his
new serial ; William Baker and Mr. Hart
of Jersey City, and Hannah Kohn. Mr.
Gasnier's welcome afforded good proof
as to his popularity among his former
associates.
Among other guests were Mrs. Paul
Brunet, Mrs. P. Allen Parsons, Mrs.
George A. Powers, Mrs. F. H. Knocke,
Mrs. nor,
Ramirez-Torres,
Mrs. Edward
E. J. O'ConMiss Millhauser, Mrs.
Jose,
Mrs. George B. Seitz, Mrs. L. S. Williams,
Mrs. A. J. Picard and Muriel Ostriche.
The Mittenthal Brothers, makers of the
" Heinie and Louie " comedies ; George B.
Seitz of the Astra ; H. M. Osborne, inanager of Pathe's Philadelphia office ; George
A. Powers, the printer; Edward Jose, the
producer of " The Iron Claw " ; Harold
Davis of the Chronicle Press, and L. Gausman were among the prominent associate
members present. Telegrams of regret
were read from the Horkheimer Brothers
of Balboa, makers of " The Red Circle " ;
Messrs. Whiting and Roach of the " Lonesome Luke Comedies," and W. A. S.
Douglas, Pathe director of production,
now on the Coast.
The club expects to hold an outing and
picnic some time in June. It was organized last fall, its purpose being to promote
good fellowship among Patheites in executive and clerical positions, and to aid
those members in sickness and misfortune
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EDITOR'S NOTE. — It is tlie desire of " Motion Picture News" to include under this heading novel advertising ideas, successful schemes
in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre — everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade.
We invite every exhibitor to write us about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information
along any line. Address : Editor, " Motion Picture News," 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
LINE WAITING FOR SECOND SHOW
Liberty Theatre, Seattle, Uses Novel Methods to Create Real
MADE COMFORTABLE
Atmosphere

for " Beggar of Cawnpore "
— giving a ghost-like appearance. The
ttT"" HE Beggar of Cawnpore," the Incecurtain was raised just in time to frame
A Triangle feature, had an unusual
the death bed scene of the Civil Engineer,
presentation in Seattle where Manager von
Herberg staged it at the Liberty Theatre
in which he exclaims : " Those Tom-Toms
for four days. This stunt, described below,
are like the pulse beats of Hell." Thus
created a sensation.
the Tom-Toms were explained and the
wholesouled attention of the spectator
The picture is a story of East India.
gained. From here we are right into the
Hence the staging must suggest that. To
picture and have created the proper atmosbegin with, all the Liberty girl ushers were
phere to put the story over. (The action
dressed as East Indian dancing girls, in
in the first reel was rearranged, the openbejewelled head pieces, veils, balero, cestus
ing scene being taken from near the end
and Oriental bloomers with Turkish harem
of the first 1,000 feet of film.)
slippers.
The effects were greeted time after time
The order of the show was comedy, and
with applause, and with a few exceptions
left the audiences spellbound throughout
the entire picture. The incense was stopped
as soon as the picture was started and
gradually the customary house lights were
turned on, one here and one there, but only
after the picture had progressed far enough
to have the eye of the audience riveted on
the screen. Thus they were transferred
to India and brought back without a
conscious effort on their part. Oriental
perfume was sent through the house as the
romantic scenes were screened, the incense
being used only for the dramatic and
sensational.
How

THE CASHIER OF THE LIBERTY
THEATRE IN ORIENTAL COSTUME FOR THE " BEGGAR
OF CAWNPORE"
after that the house became gradually
darkened, starting from the extreme front
and working back until the entire house
was pitch dark. As soon as the house
started to darken no patrons were
admitted — Cthis to avoid confusion). The
moment the house was dark, a strong
aromatic incense was forced through the
house by the ventilating system, and the
organist started a weird tom-toms beating, accenting the beats at regular intervals,
using throughout a faintly heard background of Oriental music. Gradually the
organist swelled the music until the operator flashed on the lowered velvet curtain
the title strip, "The Beggar of Cawnpore,"

The Empress, Kearney, Neb., was showing "Damaged Goods" to capacity houses
on May 1, when Jess Hartman, road man
from the Mutual exchange in Omaha, happened by.
The second-show^ crowd was lined up in
front of the theatre, waiting for the first
houseful to be satisfied. Hartman stood in
line ten minutes, then he spied a furniture
store and undertaking establishment a
block away. A brief agreement was
reached, and soon he had the waiting Empress crowd comfortably seated along the
sidewalk in borrowed chairs. "The Empress Did It," he announced.
BUYS BIG BILLBOARD SPACE TO
HERALD "THE FLOORWALKER"
Manager W. H. Lediaus of the Empress
theatre in Omaha is trying out a new advertising scheme for his part of the country. Circus advertising isn't in it with
the bill-board space he is consuming.
When telling the public of the advent of
Charliealmost
Chaplin
" The Floorwalker,"
used
everyin available
square foot he
of
bill-board space in the city, utilized the
windows of vacant buildings in regular
circus style, and filled his house at every
show.

a Missouri Exhibitor Co-operates With School Officials in

Arranging Profitable Children's
Programs
the show in the
schools, and the whole
C CHOOL officials in the West are betown knows that it is for the children, the
^ coming more and more interested in
parents realizing that it has not only the
educational films. A striking instance of
endorsement but the support of the officials.
the opportunities for the school officials, as
Two or three reels of educational films
well as for the exhibitors, is in Lawson,
are run, usually some of the older releases,
Mo. This is a town of 500 people ; the
but exactly what the children, as well as the
moving picture theatre, owned by Robert
school officials, want.
Thompson, seats 165. Mr. Thompson
knows the people of his town, and has given
Not only is the " 3-penny show " profitable, but the business is growing because of
them good service.
the general endorsement of its service.
It was for this reason that the superintendent of schools was led to talk of eduINDIANAPOLIS WOMEN ORGANIZE TO
cational pictures with Mr. Thompson.
SHOW CHILDREN'S FILMS
" I am looking around and studying films,
The Indianapolis school board is to be
hoping to find suitable subjects for the
asked to endorse the movement for better
children to see," said the superintendent.
children's pictures sponsored by women's
That was Mr. Thompson's opportunity,
clubs in the Indiana city. The women have
and he grasped it. Together they selected
pictures, and arranged for a special matinee
formed an organization known as the Indianapolis Board of Indorsers for Junior
for children Saturday afternoons. This is
Motion Pictures, and gave their first percalled a " 3-penny show," for the admission
is only three cents. But the attendance
formance atKeith's theatre Aprs! 29.
exceeds the seating capacity every Saturday
James
L.
Weed, manager of Keith's, is
afternoon. The superintendent announces
co-operating with the new organization.
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SCENES FROM TWO EPISODES OF
KALEM'S " SOCIAL PIRATES," " THE

PARAMOUNT'S " BACK PAGE " SCHEME
A GOOD ONE FOR EXHIBITORS
Commencing with the March number of
Picture Progress, Paramount's monthly
magazine, the back cover of that publication was left blank and placed at the exhibitor's disposal as an advertising medium.
It was suggested that the exhibitor use
the space for announcements of coming atVaHaVIOI'NT PiCRiRFS ARi" IN (HE BEil liOLSf.'^ C
■
POOR Ll'ni.f.
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HOW

"LUSITANIA" COMMEMORATED IN
"BATTLE CRY" SHOWING
When the Murray Theatre, Twentyseventh and Walrond, Kansas City, Mo.,
decided to make a two-da3's' showing of
"The Battle Cry of Peace," the management interested the American Legion in it,
with the result that that organization got
behind the showing and boosted it as under
their auspices.
To make the event doubly interesting,
the film was secured for the anniversary
of the sinking of the Lusitania. This fact
was most prominently mentioned in the advertising. In fact, the occasion wa.s a service in commemoration of the disaster.
Leading men of the Legion delivered
talks, telling of the need of national defense the
; special orchestra which has been
playing for this picture in the territory was
on hand, and twenty-five girls from a local
dramatic school gave a patriotic drill.

CHILDREN'S
SHOWS
IN EDMONTON
SUCCESSFULLY STARTED
The first of the special children's Saturday morning matinees held at the Monarch
theatre in Edmonton, Alberta, was encouragingly successful, and Manager Max
Allen entertained an audience of more than
350 children. He has since received letters
from several mothers in the city, commending the type of pictures shown.
Members of the board in charge of the
Children's Shelter and Day Nursery
brought a party of forty children from
that institution to the Monarch for the
opening show, and it is probable that they
will in future be regular attendants.
PATHE'S EXCHANGE AIDS FUND
The Pathe offices have been active in
raising money for the Motion Picture
Campaign for the Actors' Fund. The
latest to contribute is the New York Exchange. Manager Abeles sent in a check
for thirty-four dollars.

TMURSrA-i' A rRiD\^- APRIL 27-28
AUDKEV
DOME THEATRE
PARAMOUNT PIOliRL-' -ft .^lAMiMIll

ONE THEATRE USES THE BACK
PAGE OF PICTURE PROGRESS

tractions at his theatre, or use half for
his own advertising and sell the remainder
to merchants.
Paramount reports that many exhibitors
have tried the plan with great success.
Many have increased their orders for .the
magazine. " Pointed, pithy copy makes this
back page invaluable," says the Paramount
Press Department. Which is correct, and
the advice should be followed closely, if the
best results are to be obtained.
Just how this scheme works out in practice may be seen from the accompanying
cut. Here the use of the small cuts is
effective. The arrangement of dates is
good. The only criticism we make is that
the page is a little crowded. It would be
better to gain white space by shortening the
house talk at the top.
The descriptions of pictures are well
phrased and neatly condensed.

Sunday, April 2.
DUSTIN FARNUM
"THE
GENTLEMAN
FROMTarkington
INDIANA*s
A filmization
of Booth
best
and most popular
work
Alsoloved
the Paramount
Pictograph
Monday, April 3.
Daniel
Frohman
presents
eminent
dramatic
star the
H. B. WARNER
in the. capital
world famous
and labordrama of
*THE
LOST
PARADISE"
by Ludwi-? Fulda- and
H. C. DeMille
Tuesday, April 4.
Henry W Savage offers
MACLYN ARBUCKLE
in Georpre Ade's comedy drams triumph
*THEwith COUNTY
Willis P CHAIRMAN"
Sweatnam.
AVodnesday. April R.
HOBART BOSWORTH
"BURNING DAYUGHT"
A story of the North by Jack London

TharsdaTr April 6.
Jesse
Lasky presents the inter
nationallyLOUfamous
' romantic star
TELLEGEN
in
"THE UNKNOWN"
A picturization
of I. A. R. Wylie s
novel,
"TheBrayRed Cartoon.
Mirage"
Also the
Friday April 7.
Jesse
L. Lasky comedian
presents
the inimitable
VICTOR MOORE
"CHIMMIE
FADDEN"
E WHolmes
Townsend
Also The by
Burton
Travel- Picture
Satordny* April 8.
Jt^sse L,David
LaskyBelatco
in aasociation
presents with
BLANCHE SWEET
a, a picturization
of the extraordinar\
Belasco dramatic
hit
"THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA"
bj Wm. C. DeMille.

FROM THE HOUSE ORGAN OF THE BARRYMORE THEATRE. KANSAS CITY. NOTE THE
NEAT LAYOUT OF THE PAGES, AND THE GOOD EFFECT GAINED BY THE
USE OF THE TRADEMARKS AND THE ARRANGEMENT OF RULES
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Releases from Mutual for Week of
May 22
based on the celebrated novel of the same
Two Masterpictures, de Luxe Edition
name by Wilkie Collins, is the title of the
with Winnifred Greenwood, Frankthree part feature of the same week. It
lin Ritchie, Edythe Sterhng and Norbert
will be released May 25. This is the first
A. Myles the featured players, head Mutual
releases for the week of May 22. Thirtyof the new features of this length to emaone reels comprise the Mutual release for
nate from the Gaumont studios, under the
this week.
change of policy recently inaugurated. One
of these features will be released every
"Nancy's Birthright," a Signal production
featuring Miss Sterling and Mr. Myles, is other week, and in them will be featured
the first of the Masterpictures to go to the one or more of the stars who have frequently appeared in Masterpictures, de
public. It will be released May 22. Power
Luxe Edition, screened by Gaumont.
of will to destroy inherited criminal traits
Richard Garrick was director of the
is the all powerful theme treated in the
drama. Iva Shepard, famous for her
story on which this production is founded.
Director Murdock MacQuarrie, under
"vampire" roles in Gaumont Mutual productions, will be seen in the role of Miss
whose supervision the piece was filmed,
and Clarence Manning MacQuarrie, the Gwilt, the maid, while Alexander Gaden
author, have collaborated in the treating of essays the role of Ozias Midwinter. Others
this subject along lines never before at- in the cast are Henry W. Pemberton, Lutempted in a screen drama. Millard K.
cille Taft, Harry Chira, Kathleen Butler,
Wilson and V. T. Henderson are other
Robert Clugston, John Rinhard, James
members of the cast.
Levering, Charles A. Travis, John Mackin
and several others.
"Reclamation," from the American
Four two reel subjects are included in
studios, which is to be released on May 25,
is from the pen of Kenneth B. Clarke,
the releases for the same week. "Repaid,"
author of a number of Masterpictures de first of these short length features is an
Luxe Edition, which have come from the American production. It will be released
Santa Barbara studios. It was screened
on May 22. Lizette Thorne and Edward
Coxen have the principal roles.
by Director Edward Sloman, who worked
for many days with the members of his
"For Uncle Sam's Navy," from the
company in the desert where considerable
Thanhouser studios, with Kathryn Adams
of the story takes place.
and Edwin Stanley in the leading roles, is
Miss Greenwood is seen in the role of the a story of the nation's navy. It will go to
the public on May 23. The Mustang two
true daughter of the West, whose love and
confidence in the man she had for a time
reel subject will be released on May 26
despised, finally brings about a settlement
under the title of "Jack," starring Anna
Little and Frank Borzage.
of what promised to be a bloody feud concerning ownership of a water hole. Mr.
"The Kaffir's Gratitude," a powerful
Ritchie handles an exceedingly difficult
story of the African jungles, with Margaret
role.
Gibson as the star, is the Horsley contribution to the two reel dramas. In this re"Armadale," from the Gaumont studios,
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lease, the Bostock animals play an important
Gratitude" will be
releasedpart.on "The
May Kaffir's
27.
Mutual comedy releases for the week are
comprised of a number of excruciatingly
funny single reel subjects, featuring a host o'f
noted Mutual Laughmakers. "Politickters,"
featuring Claude Cooper and Frank McNish, in the comical roles of Conrad and
Oscar and "Sammy's Semi Suicide," with
Walter Hiers, the principal, are the Falstaff contributions. They will be released
on May 22 and May 27, respectively.
The Vogue comedies include "Rival
Rogues," with Rube Miller and Madge
Kirby, for release on May 23, and "National Nuts," to be released on May 28.
"Beauty" offerings for the week include
"Adjusting His Claim," with Carol Halloway and John Sheehan, to be released on
May
and "The ItPork
starring
Oral 24,
Humphrey.
will Plotters,"
be released
May
28. George Ovey, the diminutive CubMutual comedian, is the hero of "Preparedness," which will be released May 26.
Mutual Weekly No. 73, presenting a
number of exclusive pictures of Gen.
Pershing's Mexican Expedition, "See
America First," presenting an interesting
trip through Savannah, Ga., and Harry
Palmer's comic cartoon, "The Escapades of
Estelle," with "Reel Life" the third issue
of the new and exceedingly popular single
reel subject, complete the releases for the
week. The Mutual Weekly and "See
America First" will be released on May 24.
"TEMPERANCE TOWN" FROM SELIG
ON JUNE 5
" A Temperance Town," one of the late
Charles Hoyt's best comedies, with Otis
Harlan in the role of Mink Jones, will
be released by the Selig Company through
General Film Service on Monday, June 5.

ILLUSTRATING "THE COURTESAN" AND "THE OVERCOAT," TWO MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE
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TENSE MOMENTS IN "WHISPERING SMIT^H " AND "AT MEDICINE BEND," SIGNAL-MUTUAL, FEATURING HELEN HOLMES
ire
A one-reel comedy in which Davy Don as
" The Primal Lure " and " A Child of the Paris Streets
a struggling artist with an afflicting appetite and a consuming love affair survives
Triangles for May
mounts her environment and she flees to many breakneck vicissitudes. Patsy DeForest, Bernard Siegel and George Egan
WILLIAM S. HART'S last appearance
in western character for some time, the studio of a young American artist
give
able support.
whom she has met in the Latin Quarter,
and the second appearance of Mae Marsh
" The Beggar King," a two-act drama,
on the Triangle screen are the features of and seeks refuge from the Apache band
which she has deserted. How she is written and directed by Captain Wilbert
the late May releases of the GrifBth-InceMelville, is the release by the Lubin Comdragged back to the den of her former asSennett combination of producers. Hart's
pany on May 16 through the General Film
sociates
to
be
strangled
as
a
traitor,
her
"The Primal Lure," shown at the new
Robert Gray, Jay !MoreIy,
rescue and restoration to her father, is Company.
Rialto theatre in New York week of May
Louis Fitz Roy, ^I. de la Parelle and
told
in
a
dramatic
and
spectacular
film.
Eleanor Belvins are in the cast.
7, and "A Child of the Paris Streets," with
Miss Marsh and Robert Harron, are the Tully Marshall heads a supporting com" Jackstraws," written by Josephine
dramatic releases of the week of May 21.
pany of Griffith players.
McLaughlin and directed hy Melvin Mayo,
For
month-end
entertainment
the
TriAlthough placed in the Canadian Northunder the personal supervision of Captain
angle has combined the third De Wolf
west, "The Primal Lure" gives Hart the
\\'ilbert Melville, is a three-act dramatic
role of a hard-headed Scot in charge of an
Hopper picture and the third H. B. Warfeature released May 18 by the Lubin
ner drama. The comedian is "Mr. Goode,
isolated post of the Hudson's Bay ComCompany through the General Film Company. Margery Wilson, last seen with
the Samaritan," and the matinee idol has
pany. The mistake of a girl in trying to
the role of an earnest young minister with
Douglas Fairbanks in "Double Trouble,"
reform a man by marrying him. The cast
has the leading feminine role. A fight be- a protest against the indifference of the
includes Lucy Payton, Adelaide Bronti,
neath the surface of a mountain stream is rich to the teachings of the gospel. Clara
Evelyn Page, George Routh, Cecil Van
one of the spectacular features of this Williams, Gertrude Claire and Charles
Auker and Alan Forrest.
Ince picture.
Miller are active in the star's support. Ince
In "A Child of the Paris Streets" Mae
calls the play "The Market of Vain DeMarsh shows her ability to make an unacFay Tincher
his "HER HUSBAND'S WIFE" FROM IVAN
castHopper
as has
histrionic
assistantsand
in the
customed role her own. She is the familiar sire."
FOR MAY
cleverest thief in Paris, but her blood sur- lighter vehicle.
After two months " Her Husband's
Wife " has been completed and will be
the Ivan release for ^Ma}-.
This is said to be the most sumptuous
Nine Reels of Variety " from Pathe for JVeek of May 22:
feature yet made by the Ivan Film ProCartoons and Comedies Prominent
duction and it emploj"ed some of the best
known artists in filmdom. Sally Crute is
and released with Government approval.
DATHE offers for the week beginning
featured and enacts a vampire role. AuMay 22 a program of nine reels in a On the same reel is the scenic " Yunnengustus Phillips makes his reappearance on
Fou " (Southwest China).
variet}- of subjects : a new episode of "The
the
screen
with this film. Mignon AnderGoldberg's second creation is " Leap
Iron Claw," a chapter of the " Who's
son, the featured star of Ivan's " The City
Guilty?" series, a "Lonesome Luke" comYear," which is, to tell it in Goldberg's
of Illusion," shares honors with ^liss Crute
edy, a split reel scenic and educational, a own words, " the story of a forty-sevenand Mr. Phillips. Others in the cast are
Goldberg cartoon, and two issues of the year-old maiden who would have been
William. Bechtel, the noted character man,
Pathe News.
T~oTp pnpnlqr if a11 mpri wpre nearand Brindslev Shaw.
sighted." This is on the same reel with
"The Hidden Face" is the name of
" How to Bring Up a Child," a nonsense
" The Iron Claw " episode, and in it the
identity of the Laughing Alask is revealed
film, heralded by Pathe as " something no
SEA CAPTAIN BUILDS "ROCKING
to Margery Golden, but not to the spectawives or mothers should know."
ROOM" FOR A VIM
Pathe
News
Nos.
42
and
43
will
be
retor. "The Tangled Web " is the " Who's
A
"
rocking
room," designed and built
leased May 24 and 27, respectively.
Guilty?" release. It is described as a
by a retired sea captain, will furnish, it is
thrilling two-reeler, with the leading parts
announced, some rapid-fire comedj' in the
"BEGGAR KING" ASKS FOR FAVOR
played by Tom Moore and Anna Nilsson.
ON GENERAL PROGRAM
Vim release of June 2, " The Land LuTdbers." Burns and Stull are featured.
" Luke's Late Lunchers " shows Luke as
" Otto, the Artist," written by Burr
the proprietor of a bean foundry. " SavThe Vim for June 1 is entitled " The
Symon and directed by Edwin ilcKim, is Schemers,"
ing the Shad Supply " is an educational
a brisk comedy, in which
film and one of the official pictures made
the release by the Lubin Companj- on May
" Babe " Hardy, Billy Ruge and Elsie MacLeod
have
the
leading parts.
for the United States Bureau of Fisheries
IS through the General Film Company.
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"GOING STRAIGHT" TELLS STORY
OF A CROOKED LIFE
When the new Norma Talmadge picture
is released by the Triangle in a few weeks
it will be called " Going Straight." The
working title, " Playmates," so given because of the presence of half a dozen Fine
Arts kiddies in the cast, does not express
the theme of the drama, which aims to
solve the problem confronting a respectable
man who has a criminal past to live down.
Miss Talmadge is the wife of the man,
played by Ralph Lewis, and Eugene Pallette is a crook who lives by blackmailing
his former pal. The Franklins, as is customary in all Triangle pictures in which
the Griffith children appear, produced
" Going Straight."
Bernard McConville, the author, has provided a scenario that indicates great dramatic strength. His crook, Jimmy Briggs,
recognizes in John Remington his former
pal in many a dangerous and profitable
job. Remington's wife was also a member
of the gang but both are going straight
when Jimmy comes into their life again.
Cut backs emphasize the contrast between
the old life of the Remingtons and the new.
The element of suspense is said to be well
developed in the action.
"Going Straight" is the fourth picture
Miss Talmadge has completed since she
went to the coast to join the Triangle
player, "The Missing Links," "Martha's
Vindication " and " The Children in the
House " were the earlier releases.
" DETECKTERS," WITH COOPER AND
McNISH, FROM THANHOUSER,
MAY 15
First of the new Thanhouser-Mutual
comedies, featuring Claude Cooper and
Frank McNish in the laughable roles of
Conrad and Cooper, will Ijc released May
IS under the title of " Deteckters." It is in
one reel, having to do with the adventures
and escapades of two would-be detectives.
A series of comedies featuring these two
laugh-makers are being prepared at the
New Rochelle studios for early release.
ARTISTIC DOUBLE EXPOSURE USED
IN "SHADOWS"
Artistic double-exixjsure effects are
promised in " Shadows," the three-reel
Knickerbocker Star Feature scheduled for
release on June 2, in which Frank Mayo
and Lillian West are featured. Mayo plays
a dual role. Reaves Eason directed the
production, which is from the Horkhcimer
studios.
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LIVING," AND " THE PRIMAL INSTINCT"

The Gas Bomb Wallop " Explodes Championship Honors in
" The Battler," a
V " With Mack in Title Role
wavering, her child is born and she
17 OR the week of May 22 Vitagraph
realizes that she really loves its father.
■I- promises an entertaining program of
Don Cameron, and Van Dyke Brooke are
comedies and dramas. The six-part Blue
also seen in this Broadway Star producRibbon Feature, " The Suspect," and
tion. The filming was directed by Van
" The Primal Instinct," a three-part
Broadway Star feature, furnish the
Dyke Brooke.
drama, while in "Kernel Nutt Wins a
Wife," "The Cost of High Living" and "LIGHTS OF NEW YORK" ILLUMINES
MAY 29 FOR
" The Battler " are found three reels of
comedy.
CITY'S "V"
DARKON CORNERS
In " The Suspect " Anita Stewart portrays the part of a young girl, who, after
her father's execution by the Russian
government, vows to devote her life to
avenging his death. After many tragic
experiences, she meets an English nobleman and true love overshadows the hatred
in her heart. S. Rankin Drew, Anders
Randolf, Bobby Connelly, Edward Elkas,
George Cooper and Julia Swayne Gordon
are seen in Miss Stewart's support. The
story was adopted from H. J. W. Dam's
book, "The Silver Shell," and produced
by S. Rankin Drew.
Frank Daniels in " Kernel Nutt Wins
a Wife " is seen as the proprietor of a
matrimonial agency. Much to his chagrin,
he is forced to marry one of his clients, a
" cold storage chicken." Alice Washburn
and Adele De Garde support Mr. Daniels. C. Jay Williams is responsiljle for
the production.
"The Cost of High Living" tells the
story of a college boy who is fond of a
fast life until his father gets him interested in a pretty girl and things seem to
take on a different aspect. William Duncan, Corinne Griffith, Carmen Phillips and
Anne Schaefer are seen in this comedy.
Joseph F. Poland wrote the story and
Will iam Wolbert supervised the action.
When they wrote "The Battler" C.
Graham Baker and Lawrence Semon gave
us something different. Hughie Mack, in
the title role, introduces a new form in
the manly art of self defense. When he
is pitted against a champion, he uses the
" gas homl) wallop " with wonderful effect. The things that fallow at the fight
club arc t0(j funny to he related. Lawrence Semon produced this comedy.
Leah Baird appears in a sympathetic
role in " The Primal Instinct." Miss
Baird takes the part of a rich young
heiress, whom an unscrupulous lawyer
tries to estrange from her husband for
selfi.sh purposes.
When her fidelity is

The Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature announced for Monday, May 29, is entitled
" The Lights of New York." The story
comes from the pen of Charles L. Gaskill and deals with life in New York's
slums. Later we are taken into the society circles and given an idea of the manners and customs of the " Upper Ten."
Walter McGrail supports Leah Baird in
the leading role. He is seen as a gangster
who tires of his half sister, a trusting

A SCENE FROM "THE LIGHTS OF NEW
YORK," A VITAGRAPH— V-L-S-E
young girl and decides to fit himself to
enter society that he may be in a better
position to carry on his dishonest purposes. He wins the love of a prominent
societyisgirl
who,to against
her gangster,
mother's
wish,
about
marry the
thinking him a man of honor. She is
saved from this fate at the altar by the
little girl he had deserted.
Adele De Garde plays the role of the
half sister. Arthur Cozine and Don Cameron are also seen in good parts.
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DOROTHY BERNARE 1
ORMI HAWLEY,
HATTIE
BURKS, I|
JUNE CAPRICE I
"FLAMES OF VENGEANCE" FROM
GAUMONT ON MUTUAL, JUNE 8
Continuing its policy of thrilling photoplays in its three-reel releases, the Gaumont Company will show " Flames of
Vengeance " as a Mutual on June 8. Gertrude Robinson and Sydney Mason are the
stars. The climax of the story comes with
the escape of the pair from a burning
building. Miss Robinson is also forced to
cling to the top of a limousine while the
car is going at furious speed. Supporting
the stars are Iva Shepard, John Reinhard,
John Mackin, Albert Macklin and James
Levering. The production is being directed by Edwin Middleton. The plan
of the Gaumont Company to release three
reel photodramas as well as Mutual Masterpieces, de Luxe Edition, was inaugurated with the filming of the Wilkie Collins' novel, " Armadale." The book was
a " best seller " when it first came out.
The Gaumont Company has provided a
cast headed by Iva Shepard and Alexander Gaden. Featured in their support are
Lucille Taft, Kathleen Butler, Henry W.
Pemberton, John Mackin, Robert Clugston, John Reinhard, Charles W. Travis,
Harry Chira, and James Levering.

Unscrambling

Impossible in Paramount'
SHORT reel subjects on the Paramount
Program for the week of May 29 will
range in interest from the unmaking of a
cake to a jaunt among the most murderous
tribe of the Philippines. The usual features will include Earl Kurd's " Bobby
Bumps. Goes Fishing," Paramount-Bray
Animated Cartoon, a Paramount-Burton
Holmes Travel-Pictures, " The Murderous
Moros of Mindanao," and the Pictograph.
To see the Moros, most troublesome of
all the tribes of the Philippines, on the
Island of Mindanao, their native heath,
Burton Holmes continues his cruise
through this distant afchipelago in the seventeenth release of the Paramount-Burton
Holmes Travel-Picture," The Murderous
Moros of Mindanao." Zimboanga, capital of
the Moros, is well worth seeing, and here
the natives are comparatively tame, while in
the wilder parts of the island they are in
their natural and appropriate atmosphere.
Reversing the usual order of things, this
release of the Paramount Pictograph shows
Kalem

"TWO ORPHANS" A JUNE 12 RELEASE
FROM SELIG
The Selig Polyscope Company announces
the revival, in three reels, of Kate Claxton's " The Two Orphans." This production will be released through the General
Film Company's regular service on Monday, June 12. The players include Kathlyn
Williams, Winnifred Greenwood, Myrtle
Stedman, Thomas J. Garrigan, Charles
Clary, Adrianne Kroll, Lillian Brown
Leighton,
and
others. Frank Weed, James O'Burrell
GLORIA'S ROMANCE PROVES RECORDBREAKER, SAYS JONES
A telegram to Motion Picture News
from Aaron Jones, announces that George
Kleine's serial, " Gloria's Romance," with
Billie Burke, opened to capacity business
at the Studebaker theatre, Chicago, on May
8. The theatre is under the management
of Jones, Linick and Schaefer.
Mr. Jones declares that the film is the
biggest box office proposition his theatre
has ever played.

Eggs " Proverb

Fades

Before Realization of

s " Unmaking a Cake "
a reel novelty in the interesting process of
unmaking a Lady Baltimore cake. Butter,
eggs, flour, nuts, milk and other ingredients are first shown in the films as they are
put together into a snowy layer cake made
after the recipe of Lady Baltimore, wife
of the second Lord of Baltimore, who
founded the Province of Maryland. As
this recipe has never appeared in a cook
book, the editors of the Pictograph's
household department will send the formulas for cake, icing and filling, to any one
writing to the Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth avenue. New York City.
Motion picture audiences will see how
such ingredients may be literally unscrambled under the eyes of a startled cook
and returned to their original forms on the
pantry shelf.
" Better Babies " of all nationalities make
their screen debut in another feature of
this Pictograph, which also includes more
Preparedness films, and " Happifat and
»Rip Van Winkle " in the " Trickids."

Offers 4 Single-Reel Releases a Week
and 2 Specials for June

KALEM'S schedule for the month of
June continues to offer four singlefeel releases a week on the regular General
Film program and the special two-reel
release, " The Social Pirates." Sis Hopkins, Ham and Bud, Ethel Teare and
Helen Gibson are the featured stars in
the program releases, with Martin Sais
and Ollie Kirkby upholding the honors in
the George Bronson-Howard series.
The first " Social Pirate " release in
June is " The Fangs of the Tattler," issued
on June 5. This episode of the series finds
the heroines bringing the wealthy backer
of a blackmailing society newspaper to
justice.
" The Disappearance of Helen Minter,"
twelfth episode of the series, follows on
Monday,
June police
12. Aauthorities
" beauty throughout
parlor " of
the
type that
the country are devoting more and more
attention to is the particular evil that calls
for the girls' attention in this episode.
Marine scenes are supplied in " In the
Service of the State," release on June 19,
which finds Mona and Mary embarked on
a diplomatic mission. " The Music Swin-

Through

General

dlers," the fourteenth episode of the fifteen week series, is the final June release
on Monday, June 26.
Rose Melville, supported by Henry Murdock and Frank Minzey, continues to be
among the strongest of Kalem offerings
in the Sis Hopkins comedies. Included in
the coming issues are " A Baby Grand,"
on Friday, May 26; "Sis the Detective,"
on Friday, June 2 ; and " Juggling Justice," scheduled for June 9. Sis runs the
range of occupations from maid to sleuth
to
Justice of the Peace in this trio of offerings.
A single reel release every week of the
Ham comedies, Ethel Teare comedies and
" Hazards of Helen " complete the Kalem
list.
"POLICE!" FOR RIALTO THEATRE
S. L. Rothapfel, through General Film
Service, has contracted for the EssanayChaplin
comedy made
feature,no "exception
Police ! " to his
Mr. Rothapfel
custom of insisting upon a film inspection
before signing.
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AMONG

THE

EXCHANGES

__

Weisfeldt Enumerates

a Few

Serious Troubles

Exchangemen

Are Obliged to Contend With
who contracts to pay the express on a film
IV^AX J. Weisfeldt, manager of the
both ways and then returns it collect. To
Mutual exchange in Omaha, anget rid of the one who telephones the
nounced last week that he is out for only
legitimate business. Here's what he
money
on the ofway,
it isn't.
To
rid the isbusiness
the when
man who
says the
meant, he said : " Omaha territory has
too many fly-by-night exhibitors. There
electric current was off, when it wasn't,
are also men who rent films and who in and
thus gets out of paying when he has
run the picture. To stop the useless price
turn sub-rent them to other exhibitors.
slaughter, better the class of pictures and
Some men even hold out the posters and
sell them for old paper. The result of
put the business on a firmer foundation.
this juggling of films and of paper is that
OMAHA BOOSTS ITS OWN SHOW AT
some conscientious exhibitor, who has adMINNEAPOLIS EVENT
vertised a certain film, is disappointed.
We are cancelling the service of these unA number of Omaha exchange men
scrupulous theatre men and are dealing
went to the Northwestern Motion Picture
only with the reliable fellow who has gone
Exhibitors' League convention at Minneinto exhibiting as a serious business.
apolis. They carried with them adverOmaha, to my notion, could be greatly
tisements of the big ball to be given in
helped
by
an
exchange
managers'
exOmaha
May
25. F. A. Van Husan of the
change.
Laemmle Film Service, accompanied Carl
Laemmle about the convention and back
" Several Omaha exchange managers,
especially those who attended the northto
Omaha, May 6. Mr. Laemmle will atwestern convention at Minneapolis, are in
tend the exhibitors' ball and convention in
favor of following that city and adopting
Omaha.
the policy of pay-in-advance. A number
of prominent exhibitors have already
"TOM AND JERRY" FOR ASSOCIATED
voiced their approval. This, it is claimed,
IN KANSAS CITY
will do away with the unreliable theatre
The
Associated
Film Service of Kansas
proprietor. While not giving out the
City,
Mo.,
announces
that it has taken on
figures, Omaha exchanges report too
much of a loss from the man who uses
the
comedy
series,
"
Tom
that it has placed it in all and
largeJerry,"
housesandin
the films and afterward, through a numthat territory. They will get two releases
ber of ways, evades payment. The
each week, beginning June 1, and consooner this specimen of exhibitor passes
tinuing twenty weeks. The company will
out of existence, the quicker they are rebe supplied with several prints of the
placed by a better class of business men,
series and will be able to take care of more
the better the future of the business will
than one house on each night.
be," said Weisfeldt.
To adopt the pay-in-advance policy is
one reason, and to exterminate some of
the following troubles are other reasons
advanced
in Omaha for
: an exchange men's exchange
To get rid of the exhibitor who tooks
a picture for one day and runs it two.
To get rid of the man who sends one
good check and, relying on it, sends several bad ones. To reprimand the man

'^f^;?

NEW YORK METRO EXCHANGE MOVES
TO GODFREY BUILDING
The New York ^etro Film Service,
Inc.,
distributorsfrom,!
o'l^- Metro
Wonderplays,
has removed
'110 West
Fortieth
street, to more spacious quarters in the
Godfrey Building, at Seventh avenue and
Forty-ninth street,'-' The offices are in
charge of Edward i M. Saunders, general
manager of the branch. In the new quarters Mr. Saunders lias been able to enlarge several departments and install several new ones. Among the departments
are the booking and sales, stenography,
bookkeeping and auditing, poster and advertising, repair rooms and extensive film
vaults. Another important department
which has been considerably enlarged is
the publicity department, which is run
under the slogan of " first aid to exhibiTRANSFER OF GENERAL IN DES
MOINES IS PUT THROUGH
Final transfer of the buying exchange
for the General has been made from Des
tors." la., to Omaha. Manager C. W.
Moines,
Taylor has had the Omaha office enlarged,
remodeled and refiitted. Des Moines still
has a distributing branch.
" Our business is showing a steady increase," said Mr. Taylor. " There are no
sensational leaps and bounds in business
this spring. We don't want any. The
wave of epidemics in the smaller towns
has about disappeared and all the houses
in these places are reopening. Several
towns went dry in March and we get better business from there. This spring, thus
far, compares very favorably with business of former years."

"MANY A TRUE WORD SPOKEN IN ^
JEST," FROMIN WORLD
OMAHA EXCHANGE
Manager Ph. Goldhtone of the World
Elxchange in Omaha, like nrhcr managers, has a waiting room outf-ide his office. Along with the heralds and other
World advertibing matter on a library
table in the waiting room, he keeps a
file of "Motion Picture New8." "The
only trouble iB," he jokingly declared,
"they gel to reading the ' News ' and
hang back when they ought to come in |
and talk bueinees."
I

POSTER AND ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT OF THE NEW YORK METRO FILM
SERVICE

May 27, 1916.
CALIFORNIA MEN READY FOR FILMCARRYING HEARING
The film men of California are the first
ones to make a determined fight against
the railroads for the privilege of carrying
films as baggage. Some time ago the
Southern Pacific Railroad brought proceedings to force the exhibitors around
the Bay cities to send their shipments of
films by express instead of carrying them
as personal baggage, on the ground that
the films are dangerous. This means a
big added expense to nearby exhibitors
who go to the city for their reels, and at
once a complaint was filed with the California Railroad Commission.
, The shipment regulation was to have
gone into effect in February, but now it
has been held up by the exhibitors and a
hearing will be held before the commission on May 22. The exhibitors expect a
complete victory, and their success will be
a valuable precedent in other states where
the railroads have secured the shipping
regulations'
so quietly that the exhibitors
made
no opposition.
M. L. Markowitz of the California Film
Exchange reports that conditions are getting considerably better, and everything is
back to normal again.
The big social event of the near future
is the Motion Picture Ball, which will be
held on May 13 as a benefit actors' fund.
There are twenty-five motion picture men
on the executive committee.
HARRY HEYMAN WINS THIRD PRIZE
IN WORLD FILM CONTEST
Out of sixty World Film Corporation
salesmen Harry Heyman of the exchange
in Omaha, won third place and the office,
managed by Ph. Goldstone, won seventh
place in a recent contest. Heyman has
received his prize money and a letter from
the general manager's office, saying among
other things : " It is mighty gratifying to
see one of the boys from the west carrying off third prize, and we wish you to
realize that we appreciate the hard work
necessary to enable you to finish so high
up in the list." Manager Goldstone is
showing an equally complimentary letter.
" Weekly figures show Omaha, as an
exchange for the World, is one of the best
business centers we have," said Goldstone.
" This section of the Middle West, I believe, isahead of other parts of the country because it can be cultivated to a much
greater and better field."
Esther Epstein, feature manages: at the
World exchange in Omaha and widely
known throughout the middle west, has
resigned to become the wife on May 21
of Arthur Marowitz, a young Omaha attorney.
T. Y. Henry, in Omaha last summer and
a well known middle western film man,
now has charge of the General branch at
Denver.
MAINE

BUSINESS
ON INCREASE
SINCE LENT
Since Lent the Bangor, Me., exchange
men have been busy and the crews in each
of the exchanges are working hard to
supply the increased demand for service.
Manager Borrotto of the Mutual Film
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OF COURSE FOLAND IS A HUSTLER i
OF 5-REEL KNICKERBOCKER IN
—HE USED TO BE ON THE
ST. LOUIS
" NEWS "
H.
P.
Wolfberg,
manager of the GenJ. E. Poland, salesman for the Pathe i
eral Film Exchange, 3610 Olive street, St.
Exchange out of Kansas City, Mo., lost
a private showing to exhiba night's sleep recently to good advan- | Louis,itorsgave
and theatre managers of the first five
I tage. He talked to a possible customer |
Star feature to be reI until 3:15 o'clock one morning — but got I reel Knickerbocker
leased by the General, at the newly erected
i the contract. He caught the 3:30 train, |
j telephoned early in the morning to | projection room at the St. Louis branch.
I all and the picture was on hand for the | The feature was "Spellbound," starring
I exhibitor's show the afternoon of the I Lois Meredith. Since the plan of showi same day.
i
ing the films to exhibitors before booking
has been inaugurated there has been much
interest evincecd and many notes taken for
Company, recently transferred from Portfuture reference by the customers when
land to Bangor, in order to be in the
they see the pictures, and not a few show
center of the Maine trade, and Manager
Stern of the Universal, have been in a remarkable discernment in their selection
of a program.
Aroostock county and find that business
The World Film office at 3626 Olive
there is excellent.
street, St. Louis, was paid a flying visit
Nearly all the houses that were running
one day recently by William A. Brady,
only half time and those that were closed
who reached town on the 7:40 A.M. train,
up entirely during the Lenten season are
was whisked to the exchange, where he
now running on regular time.
made a little talk to a number of St. Louis
and out-of-town exhibitors on the plans
PICTURE BUSINESS RECEIVES
for distribution of the Brady pictures, and
IMPETUS IN OTTAWA
then was whisked away again to the station to catch the noon train. George W.
W. H. Davidson, special representative
Fuller, manager of the St. Louis World
of the Canadian Universal Company,
Exchange, acted as host to Mr. Brady.
when seen in Ottawa, declared that the
amusement business in general was bet- PRESHOWING OF UNICORNS IN BANter in Ottawa and the surrounding district than he had seen it for some time.
GOR, ME., BY BRENNAN
He pointed out the fact that many of the
Manager Brennan of the Unicorn Film
theatres were changing services, the NaExchange in Bangor, Me., one of the old
tional, Casino and Regent all coming
United exchanges, which was in the sale
back to program and program features.
Fred B. Murphy made to the Unicorn
He stated that Universal pictures would
Film Company, has adopted the method of
showing the exhibitors the films they are
be seen in all these houses. The big Dominion vaudeville house closed on Monconsidering using. He still retains his
quarters in the Eastern Trust building.
day, May 8, while the Empire and MaThe trouble the exhibitors have had in
jestic theatres are boosting their prices
from five to ten cents. Mr. Leduc and
Bangor is that they were not able to
throw their pictures on the screen in the
Mr. Davidson spent considerable time discussing various plans Mr. Leduc, who is exchange rooms.
a prominent exhibitor, has in mind.
Last week Manager Brennan took a
number of exhibitors from the neighboring towns and exhibited his pictures at the
FLINTOM APPOINTS COMMITTEE FOR
Graphic theatre in Bangor.
ACTORS' FUND
Under the direction of A. D. Flintom,
PHOENIX DOES GOOD BUSINESS IN
president of the Kansas City Feature Film
NEW ENGLAND
Company, who has been appointed to take
The Phoenix Feature Film Corporation
care of the promotion of Actors' Fund
of Boston, with a branch in Ellsworth,
Day, has appointed the following exhibMe., presided over by Earle B. Tinker, is
itors acommittee to arrange for the details
doing a good business on Cosmofotofilm
of that day : Frank Newman, owner and
features and Chaplin comedies. This
manager of the Royal and Regent ; F. L
company also controls two big European
Buckingham, one of the proprietors of the
war films which are working solidly. The
Apollo Theatre, and William Scoville, proprietor of the Idle Hour.
Rupert
Hughesbooked
feature,
All company,
for a Girl,"
is also being
by "this
as
Practically every theatre owner in the
well
as
reprints
of
the
Sawyer,
Inc.,
proKansas City section has agreed to co-operate with the committee in donating ten per
cent, of the proceeds, and a good revenue
is expected by Mr. Flintom to be sent East. LARONTE
gram.
SATISFIED WITH CONDITION
, OF HIS FORCE
Arthur Laronte, Toronto manager for the
BARRET RESIGNS FROM "U" IN
WINNIPEG
Mutual Film Company, has been battling
Mr. Barret, for some time well known
vigorously against many of the difiiculties
which he encountered when he took his
as the manager of the Winnipeg Universal office, has resigned his position, and new position, and has at last expressed
Mr. Walkley, manager of the western of- himself fairly well satisfied with the confices, is remaining in Winnipeg. Mr. Bardition of his staff and the method of conret is an excellent business man and exducting business. Mr. Laronte is a quiet
worker, and from all accounts is securing
change manager, and is sure to be soon
located in another responsible position.
very gratifying results.
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Enjoys Good Times, and Sam Moscow Grows
Whiskers for the Winter
remembrances and also wants to know if
A LBERT S. SCHALLER, recently apit was a conspiracy that everybody sent
pointed manager of the Universal Exhim cut glass for a wedding present.
change in Boston to succeed J. A. Eslow,
the new western division manager of the
Eddie McEvoy wears the smile that
Unicorn Film Service, has been succeeded
won't come off. Many people were under
temporarily by Shepherd of the home ofthe impression that he was advertising a
fice.
new tooth powder, but the truth is that
J. K. Burger, in charge of exchanges for
he is to busy
selling " Mutt and Jeff " carns. ;
Hearst's International Film Company, was
in Boston a few days last week, visiting
Sam Moscow, Boston manager of the
his New England representative, Frank
Unicorn Program, has started to raise a
Vine.
set of whiskers. He says he is getting
Charles Phillips, assistant manager of
ready for next winter.
the Fox Film, is laid up at home with inFred Murphy, eastern division manager
flammatory rheumatism. Everybody in
of the Unicorn Program, has been making
New England film circles extends his best
a tour of the Unicorn exchanges and
wishes for a speedy recovery.
claims that the word wonderful doesn't
Harry Campbell, manager of the Fox
express the amount of business the new
Film Company, and Edward Connolly of
program is doing. He claims, and always
the Unicorn forces went fishing in Scamus
has, that the one and two reel subjects
Lake, New Hampshire, last Sunday, and
are the ones that the average picture paexchange men are now asking Campbell
tron desires.
about the salmon he almost landed.
S. P. Lovenberg, formerly roadman for
William O'Brien, manager of the Springthe Community Moving Picture Bureau, is
field office of the Unicorn films, has renow traveling for the Unicorn out of the
turned to his duties from his honeymoon,
Boston office under Sam Moscow.
and is thanking his friends for their kind

HAGUE, LATEST "V" WINNER
Another name has been added to the
list of winners of the competition contest between the exchanges for gross
business
duringisoneClair
month's
time.of The
latest winner
Hague,
the
Canadian Universal Film Company of
Toronto, who piled up a total of such
proportions that none of the other exchanges were in danger of taking away
his laurels for that month.
The previous winners in this contest,
which was instituted by M. H. Hoffman, and which has proven extremely
successful in stimulating endeavor, are
L. L. Hensley, of the Universal Film
Supply Company, Oklahoma, twice; S.
B. Kramer, Universal Film Exchange,
New York; M. L. Markowitz, California-Canadian Film Exchange, San Francisco, and Clair Hague, of the Canadian
Universal Film Company, Toronto.
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Thanhouser,

World, Metro an
First Ball in

P>LANS for the first annual ball of the
Buffalo, N. Y., Screen Club, recently
organized, are nearing completion. To
date, Florence La Badie and Frederick
Warde will represent the Thanhouser company, while William A. Brady has promised to send Gail Kane, Ethel Clayton,
Alice Brady and Mollie King as guests of
the club at the ball. Jesse Bonstelle and
her entire stock company now playing at
the star theatre will attend, as will Mayor
Louis P. Fuhrmann and Commissioners
Hill, Kreinheder, Malone, Hill and Heald.
The ball, which will be held at Elmwood
Music hall on Monday evening. May IS,
will be one of the most novel ever held in
Buffalo, and a gigantic crowd is expected.
The press is giving much space to the
event, which is greatly appreciated by the
club. President Daniel J. Savage is in
New York, and word is expected momentarily from him as to whether the
Paramount company will send any of its
stars to the ball. Negotiations have been
opened with Francis X. Bushman, who it is
hoped will lead the grand march. Fifteen
per cent, of the receipts will go to the
Actors' Fund of America. The 74th Infantry band of SO pieces, under the direction of John W. Bolton, and an orchestra
with the same number of men in its personnel under the direction of Herman E.
Schultz, will furnish the music.
The hall will be turned into- a veritable
fairy garden, with the club colors, blue and
gold, predominating. In the afternoon an
automobile parade will be held with the
visiting stars participating. An elaborate
program, street car advertising billboards
and electric signs, are now telling Buffalo
about the great event. The club had its
formal opening last week, when the clubrooms in Court street was the scene of
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uffalo, N. Y.
much jollity, with music, dancing and a
banquet.
Among the new members recently added
to the Buffalo Screen Club are ; Michael
Shea, I. M. Mosher, J. A. Schuchert, G. A.
Rudolph, I. Moses, John F. Miller, John
Pferd, J. S. Savage, C. R. Higgins, C. N.
Johnson, G. C. Hall, George Hanny, Jr.,
M. Whitman, G. A. Keating, William
Leyser, Edward Hyman and E. S. Davis.
W. R. Wood, of Rochester, has been
elected to non-resident membership. The
club is being "swamped" with applications,
and a large number of new members are
expected to be taken into the fold at the
next meeting on May 1.
SMITH, MUTUAL, IN KENTUCKY, TO
MARRY
Percy L. Smith, district manager in Kentucky for the Mutual Film Corporation,
and Dessa E. Wright, of Kalamazoo, Mich.,
were granted a marriage license. May 1, in
Kalamazoo.
Mr. Smith is widely known among exhibitors in Louisville and Kentucky, and
also in theatrical circles in New York. He
went to Louisville from New York City
about five months ago. The despatch received in Louisville stating that the license
has been issued to Mr. Smith and Miss
Wright said that both have been married
before. The date of the wedding was not
—'FRISCO
give
CORY n.
TAKES CHARGE OF WORLD IN
M. E. Cory has been appointed manager
of the San Francisco branch of the World
Film Corporation, and assumed charge
last week. Mr. Corey has been an exhibitor for the past five years and is well
known to the trade. He reports that business is holding its own.

ABEL USES TELEPHONE TO HELP
V-L-S E EXHIBITORS
In line with the V-L-S-E policy of establishing the most friendly relations between
exchange and exhibitor, S. E. Abel, manager of the Chicago office, has put in operation an added service for exhibitors, with
the telephone playing a leading part.
His telephone operator calls up each day
all the motion picture theatres in the city
where the company's releases had been
shown on the previous day. Inquiries are
made as to the success attained with the
picture, whether the delivery and exchange service had been satisfactory, and
if there were any complaints to be made.
The replies to these inquiries enable the
exchange to rectify errors, and to increase
the efficiency of the service.
MONTGOMERY MAKES RECORD
The Indianapolis office of the World
Film Corporation, of which W. A. Montgomery is the manager, has been notified
that it won first prize in the contest, conducted by the company for the last three
months, ending May 1, for obtaining the
most new business. Mr. Montgomery says
he believes he has a record unrivalled by
any other exchange in Indiana, as he says
he has a theatre in every town of more
than 6,000 inhabitants in Indiana showing
first run World Film pictures.
TRIANGLE

AT 73 BROADWAY,
DETROIT
The new location of the Triangle film
exchange in Detroit is to be at 73 Broadway, where the company has leased an
entire floor. Already contractors are
making changes. It will be ready by May
IS, or thereabouts. L. W. Foster is manager of the Detroit exchange.
WARD

IN CHARGE OF UNICORN IN
DETROIT
W. D. Ward has been appointed manager of the Unicorn film exchange which
has been opened at 183 Jefferson avenue,
Detroit, Mich. Mr. Ward is well known
among Michigan exhibitors and has been
associated with the business for many
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organizeded Rialto Film Com-,
newlypany has
finish its first picture
"The House of Mirrors," and is preparing to commence work immediately on
a second. The first picture was made at
the old Victor studios, in Eleventh avenue,
"and it is understood that this studio has
been retained for the next subject. The
work is being done under the direction of
Marshall Farnum, whose " Driftwood,"
produced for the Ocean Film Company,
was generally pronounced one of the most
artistic works of the season. The name
of the second Rialto picture has not been
decided upon as yet. Mr. Farnum, however, will direct it.
The " House of Mirrors " is described
as an especially strong play, based upon a
number of gripping and dramatic situations. Bliss Milford and Frank Mills have
the leading roles.
The Famous Players Company has sent
Pauline Frederick and a large company
South to finish a new picture which will
be released on the Paramount program
during the summer. Other studios are
showing renewed activity, and the excellent
weather of the last two weeks has aided
greatly in preparing the country around
New York for the making of attractive
exteriors.
Arthur Donaldson will appear in Jose
Collins's
new photoplay,
under
the direc-is
tion of William
Fox. Mr.
Donaldson
not only an actor, but is an excellent singer
as well. He is an author, and has himself
produced a number of plays. He created
and sang for five years the title role in
"The Prince of Pilsen," and has been featured in the leading baritone roles of such
well-known comic operas as Baron de
Grim in " The Magic Kiss " ; Rob Roy with
the Duff Opera Company, and Augustin
Daly's musical productions. He still sings
— for pastime — but devotes practically all
of his time to motion pictures.
Other Players in the Picture
Among other well-known actors who apTHE

STUDIOS

pear in the new picture are Devore
Palmer, Mrs. Cecil Raleigh, Armand
Cortez, Anna Reedor and Ruby Hoffman.
All the exterior scenes were taken in Cuba,
while others were filmed in the coal regions near Shamokin, Pa.
Bradley Barker, who is also appearing
in this same picture, is well known to all
motion picture audiences. He has played
leading parts with Olga Petrova, Mary
Fuller and others equally prominent. He
is well known as a stock actor, and was in
the support of Dustin Farnum in " Arizona " and " The Virginian " during the
long runs of those plays. He has also been
in vaudeville, and left the theatrical field
to engage in commercial pursuits, especially advertising. After a short time he
returned to things theatrical, having become interested in the motion picture art.
Director Wilfrid North and his company
of players, headed by Lillian Walker, Evart
Overton, Denton Vane and Robert Gaillard, arrived back at the Vitagraph studio
early in the week from Highland Falls,
New York. Mr. North and his company
of players spent two weeks at the country
town filming scenes for an adaptation of
one of Hamlin Garland's books, which is
being produced as a Blue Ribbon Feature.
There is in iron mine shown in this picture that has been in operation since 1776.
Iron was extracted from this mine that
furnished cannon balls for Washington in
many of his battles.
Director North used many of the natives
of Highland Falls in the filming of the
play, and the locations corresponded exactly with the description in Garland's book.
The picture features Lillian Walker, who
is supported by Evart Overton. It will be
released through the V-L-S-E the latter
part of June.
One of the prominent physicians of Bay
Shore, Long Island, received a telephone
call the other day which made him move
about
Hfe. as fast as he had ever moved in his

When he answered the phone an excited
voice on the other end shouted : " Come
to the Vitagraph studio, quick, one of our
stars
attempted collected
suicide." a number of
He has
immediately
instruments, including the pulmotor, put
them into his waiting auto and made a
dash for the movie establishment.
Deft Touch of Realism
While he was doing this. Director Ralph
W. Ince with his cast and cameraman were
patiently awaiting his arrival. It seems
Lucille Lee Stewart was to have attempted
suicide in the Blue Ribbon Feature now being completed by Mr. Ince, and this capable director conceived the idea of having a
practicing physician come into the scene
and go about his work in the regular way.
With the assistance of Miss Stewart the
deception was carried out, and the developed negative shows a very realistic
piece of work, including a busy doctor with
all the latest surgical instruments.
Director William P. S. Earle of Vitagraph and his cameraman, Clark R. Nickerson, are at Mont Alto, Pennsylvania,
filming scenes showing the old and new
methods of forest fire fighting.
There will be two full reels made to assist the Pennsylvania State Forestry Bureau in their campaign for the collection of
the necessary amount of money required
to improve the present conditions. One
part will show the system in vogue now,
the old way and means of carrying out
their work and the others will present the
advantage of the new and improved
methods.
In taking these photoplays Mr. Earle has
the assistance and co-operation of the
Pennsylvania
of
Forestry. Forest Rangers and School
The reels promise to be two of the most
interesting ever shown on the screen, not
only for the Forestry Bureau's purpose,
but to motion picture audiences in general.
Eugene Nowland, until recently a mem-
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"THE MASKED
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SCENES FROM WORLD FILM OFFERINGS:
(LEFT TO RIGHT) ROBERT WARWICK IN "FRIDAY THE 13TH ", ALICE BRADY IN
"TANGLED FATES"; ETHEL CLAYTON AND CAR LYLE BLACKWELL IN "HIS BROTHER'S WIFE"
ber of the Edison forces, has been engaged
by Metro as an assistant director. He will
be associated with John H. Collins, and
his first work on the Metro program will
be seen in "The Flower of No Man's
Land." Mr. Nowland had many years of
training as an artist and draughtsman before he went into motion pictures, and is
also a musician' of rare ability. He studied
the violin in Berlin and Vienna and upon
his return to this country toured the
United States and Canada on the concert
and lyceum stage.
John H. Collins, one of the youngest,
but also one of the most successful directors in the country, has signed a long-time
contract to produce Metro pictures, and
his first feature will be "The Flower of
No Man's Land," in which Viola Dana is
starred. This production will also mark
Miss Dana's debut with Metro. Mr. Collins is but twenty-three years old, and before he was out of his teens he was general stage manager for seven directors in
the Edison studio, where he supervised the
construction of more than 5,000 studio sets
during the two years he held that important position.
Collins Caught Young in the Game
Mr. Collins went into the motion picture
business when he was eighteen years old.
He was made an assistant director to J.
S. Dawley, then with Edison, but now the
director of Marguerite Clark, with the Famous Players. He was also assistant director to Oscar Apfel and Ashley Miller,
and through the good offices of Horace G.
Plimpton was made a director in a remarkably short time.
Among some of the last features made
by Mr. Collins with the Edison are "The
Cossack Whip," "Children of Eve," "His
Sister's Champion," and "Gladiola," all of
which served Miss Dana as starring
vehicles. Besides directing big features,
Mr. Collins also writes the story from
which they are made. Hs is the author
of "The Flower of No Man's Land," and
is writing another feature for Miss Dana.
He has written more than one hundred
scenarios during the five years he has been
in the business, and was one of the first
directors in the countrj' to make talking
pictures.
Mr. Collins was born in West Fifty-first
Street, New York City, and is a graduate
of DeWitt Clinton High School in Brooklyn, where he spent his boyhood. He was
prominent in athletics and was the pitcher

of his baseball team during the last two
years in school.
Ilean Hume, a popular ingenue of the
Metro forces, is mourning the death of
her brother, Arthur Hume, who was killed
at Verdun April 10th. The news did not
reach Miss Hume and her family until
April 26th, and since then they have been
too overcome with grief to make known
their relationship to the youth who was
mentioned in the despatches of that date.
Harry Brown, dramatic actor, has been
engaged by Metro to play the role of the
big Westerner in "The Flower of No
Man's Land." Mr. Brown met Miss Dana
on the studio floor for the first time in
several years when he was called for the
first
with rehearsal.
Miss Dana He
threeplayed
years the
ago "heavy"
in the
noted stage production of "The Poor Little
Rich Girl." Mr. Brown, in addition to his
studio work, is appearing in a prominent
role ful
in Broadway
"The House
play. of Glass," the successHedda Kuszewski has accepted an offer
from the Lubin Company to create one of
the principal parts in the forthcoming fea" Theof Light
of Dusk,"
whichturetheproduction,
evolution
a Russian
peasantin
furnishes a novel theme. Mile. Kuszewski
arrived in New York last week and reported at once at the Lubin studios in Philadelphia. The following day she made a
visit to the shopping section and lost a
valuable solitaire diamond ring, a gift
from a nephew of the Grand Duke Nicholas. Edgar Lewis, who is directing " The
Light of Dusk," volunteered to advertise
at once for the lost jewel, but, to his surprise, the Russian artiste put an emphatic
veto on the proposal.
No Diamond Puhlicity for Her
It has been frequently noted in the newspapers of her home country that the advertisement of lost diamonds was a favorite artifice of American actresses in an
attempt to secure publicity which their artistic merits would not command. Mile.
Kuszewski declared that as a newcomer
she wishes to be appraised according to her
aliilitics and not as a loser of a diamond.
Robert T. ThornJjy of the Paragon studios l)cgan the production of " The Almighty Dollar " last week. Emmett Corrigan, Francis Nilson and James Eldridge
are included in the cast.
Maurice Tourneur, having Just completed his production of the " Velvet Paw "
with Alice Brady, will begin a new produc-

tion this week, entitled " B," with House
Peters.
Albert Capellani has completed his production of " La Boheme " for Paragon.
Pritchard Called North
Walter Prichard, who has been filming
Gaumont photoplays at the winter studios,
Jacksonville, Fla., has been called north to
become official cameraman for " Reel Life,
the Mutual Film Magazine," the new single-reel Gaumont weekly release. Mr.
Pritchard will make his headquarters at
the Gaumont Laboratories, Flushing, N. Y.
At present he is engaged in filming some
unusual engineering projects, since "Reel
Life" specializes in outdoor subjects.
These will keep him in or near New York
for a month at least. Before going farther
afield he will also catch for the screen
some scientific subjects of general interest.
The decision to have Mr. Pritchard devote all his time to this new weekly addition to Mutual Pictures is indicative of the
success "Reel Life" has already achieved
and the insistence of the Gaumont Company that it shall maintain a high standard.
A corps of Essanay photographers, who
were sent to the coast by President George
K.
scenic have
pictures
Essanay'sto
splitSpoor
reel for
releases,
justforreturned
Chicago with several thousand feet of film.
Among the most interesting are scenes
at the U. S. aviation field at Coronado,
where the American army officers were
photographed in air manceuvres. Scenes
also were taken of the battleships and torpedo boat destroyers in San Diego bay.
A number of scenes were taken at the
San Diego exposition, in Los Angeles and
San Francisco. The photographers also
stopped at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
where scenes were taken of the Indians.
These will be released in five hundred
feet,
conjunction
with the
Essanay's
matedin News
Pictorials,
cartoonsCaniby
Wallace A. Carlson.
STATE RIGHTS MEN INTERESTED IN
"A WOMAN WILLS"
State rights buyers are taking an active
interest in the Sun Photoplay Company's
latest release, " A Woman Wills." In
this production, a fivc-reeler, Elsie LeClaire is featured. Her work has attracted favorable comment from the New
York reviewers.
The picture, of foreign make, is a love
story, with many exciting situations. T,iic
war is used as a background.
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special
Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 12.
automobile accident last week
AN
robbed the western film colony of
two writers, and sent a third to a
hospital where it will require several
months for his recovery. Clinton Stagg,
who less than two weeks ago came to the
coast from New York to take up work at
the Lasky studio as writer, was one victim;
George Foster Piatt, well known magazine
writer and head of the play department at
the Lasky studio, is in the hospital with a
broken leg and internal injuries; and Malcolm Strong, a free lance writer, was the
other one killed.
The three were in a new runabout machine just purchased by Stagg Wednesday
evening, May 3d, driving on a beach boulevard when a tire exploded, causing the car
to dash into a telephone pole. The two
were killed instantly. Telegrams from
Orange, N. J., advise that the news of the
death of Stagg brought about the death of
his mother from heart failure. Both Stagg
and Piatt were formerly connected with
Eastern studios, and for a long time were
affiliated with the Thanhouser Company.
As the result of the accident, the Lasky
scenario department is greatly disorganized.
Stagg had at the time of his death partially
completed the synopsis and working script
for a photoplay entitled "A Selfish
Woman," which had been put in production
by Director George Melford. Fortunately
Stagg had gone over the scenario with his
secretary, who is now able to prepare the
remainder of the script. Cleo Ridgley is
being starred in this photoplay, supported
by Wallace Reid.
Masquerade Ball Scene in a de Mille
Director C. B. deMille has finished the
filming of the Mae Murray subject which
has been titled "Meg o' Dreams." This is
from a scenario by Jeanie McPherson. Mr.
deMille will not take up a new subject at
once, as he expects to depart for New
York shortly for a brief stay. His visit to
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the east, it is understood, is to be in connection with the talked of merger.
A very brilliant scene was filmed by Director Cecil B. deMille this week for "Meg
o' Dreams," showing a masquerade ball.
It required all afternoon for the filming of
this, and during that time it was necessary
for Earl Fox to turkey trot while wearing
a suit of mail weighing one hundred and
fifty pounds. The title for this subject has
not been decided upon.
Hector Turnbull is home from an extended trip to New York, and is back at his
work in the Lasky scenario department.
During the absence of Jesse L. Lasky,
president of the company, now in New
York to attend the conference of the film
magnates with regard to the merger, the
affairs of the company are in the hands of
Milton E. Hoffman, the new general manager. Mr. Lasky stated that he would
probably remain in the East for several
weeks to look after details of the releasing
system.
Through arrangements completed by the
Los
Committee
Actors'
Fund Angeles
Association,
a numberof ofthestars
will
go to San Francisco on May 12th to attend a ball given at the St. Francis hotel
for the purpose of raising money for the
endowment fund. The arrangements for
this ball are in the hands of Herman
Webber, manager of the Paramount Progressive Exchange at San Francisco.
The Lasky circus story entitled "The
Clown" has been completed under the direction of William C. de Mille, and at the
studio the trial showing elicited nothing but
favorable criticism. Every member of the
staff who witnessed this speaks of the subject as the nearest perfect photoplay made
at this plant, which is indeed a most emphatic statement. Victor Moore is star of
this, and his work in it is said to be the
best of his film career. With this picture
Mr. Moore completes his contract for this
year with the Lasky Company, and despite
offers of the organization to continue in
additional plays, Mr. Moore decided to return East, and will leave shortly. Florence
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jJagmar has the leading feminine part in
this, and Tom Meighan has another important role. Meighan is to be starred in
a subject shortly to be produced by William C. deMille.
The last scenes of the two five reel
subjects adapted from the story "Whispering Smith," which in the film version is
known as "Whispering Smith" and "Medicine Bend," were made last week, and
within the next ten days the subjects will
be shipped east to the factories. The release for these two subjects has been arranged for early in June, and "Whispering
Smith " will be released one week, and its
seciuel "Medicine Bend" the following. The
same cast appears in these two subjects,
the principals besides Miss Holmes and J.
P. McGowan being Paul Hurst, Leo D.
Maloney, Thomas G. Lingham, Williarn
Brunton and others.
A Harum-Scanim in Harem
This week Harold Lloyd as " Lonesome
Luke" of the Pathe Phunphilms, made by
the Rolin Company, was unfortunate to
become mixed up with a harem in which
Beebe Daniels played the role of queen.
It is a great life for Luke until a policeman
taps him on the head. Rolin Director Hal
Roach has completed one of the pictures,
exteriors of which were made beyond the
Mexican border recently. This is a race
track comedy in which a race horse is
doped, tomaking
possible for "Lonesome
Luke"
win theit race.
G. A. Hutchinson, business manager of
the Signal Film Corporation ; Orrin Denny,
superintendent of laboratories, and others
of this producing organization, have become interested in the mines at Randsburg,
California, where tungsten has been found,
and have organized a mining company
which will begin operations in this field
shortly. Practically every member of the
organization has become interested, and all
have the " get-rich-quick " fever. This is
the result of the photoplay people spending
several days in the vicinity of Randsburg
recently, while filming scenes for " Whispering Smith " and " Medicine Bend."

ILLUSTRATING " THE COURTESAN " AND " THE OVERCOAT," TWO MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES DE LUXE
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Thomas H. Ince having received very
encouraging news from George Beban,
who is in New York planning for the
premier there for " Civilization," is making
plans to depart within the next few days
for the East to personally aid in planning
the presentation. Negotiations are also
under way for the premier of this subject
at other Eastern cities, including Washington, Chicago, Philadelphia and Boston.
The attendance at the Majestic Theater
in Los Angeles, where this subject is now
being shown, continues good, and it has
been found that the peace spectacle appeals
to people of all classes. Recently a Japanese organization attended the showing in a
body, and the secretary has sent to Ince a
letter of congratulation which he prizes
most highly.
Raymond B. West, who has worked constant!}' for eighteen months in the making
of Ince subjects, has been granted a leave
of absence of several weeks, and is now
making plans for a trip to the Orient. Mr.
West insists that he cannot remain idle
during this vacation, and expects to put
his hand into the scenario writing department while absent from the studio.
Announcement has been received at the
Culver City Ince plant stating that Charles
Ray has been voted the most popular actor
in a contest conducted by the Sioux Falls
Argus-Leader. As the result of this victory, the letter from the newspaper states
the theatres in that city had exceptional
patronage for " The Coward " and
"Peggy," two subjects in which Ray
plays the important parts.
Hart Begins Another Bad-Man Kay-Bee
William S. Hart has taken up the filming
of another bad man western Kay-Bee subject at Inceville. His role in this is similar
to that taken in " The Aryan " and " Hell's
Hinges." Nearly five hundred people will
be used in the filming of scenes in this.
Mr. Hart is supported by Robert McKim,
Louise Glaum and Margie Wilson.
Another subject taken up at the Ince
Culver City plant is from a scenario by
J. G. Hawks, which contains a Mexican
border romance. Director Walter Edwards
is in charge of filming this, and his costars will be Enid Markey and William
Desmond, the former appearing in the role
ol a Mexican senorita, and the latter as
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an American colonel. Other principals are
Robert Kortman and Gertrude Claire.
Frank Keenan has again been cast to
play the role of a southerner in a north
and south melodrama by C. Gardner Sullivan, which is to be filmed under the direction of Reginald Barker. This story is
now in rehearsal, and filming will be taken
up within a few days.
Work on construction of two new buildings was begun at the Culver City Ince
plant last week. These will be of the same
style of architecture as the others of the
plant, and one will be used for a garage,
and the other a laboratory. In the past all
laboratory work for the Ince studios has
been done at the Edendal.e plant of the
NYMP organization, which adjoins the
Keystone studio, but it is planned to do
all of this at the Culver City plant as soon
as the laboratories are completed. The
laboratories will be of sufficient size to
make all copies of Kay-Bee subjects for
release, which means that the factory work
is to be done at Los Angeles instead of in
the east.
Thomas H. Ince has a force of workmen
busy at Inceville in the construction of a
pretentious summer home. The location
selected is on one of the foothills of the
Santa Monica Mountains, which will give
the producer and his family the advantage
of both mountain and sea during the
months of June, July and August.
Bessie Barriscale in " Sorrow of Love "
Bessie Barriscale is to be seen soon in
"The Sorrow of Love." This subject was
finished from a scenario by Elaine Stearn
and J. G. Hawks, under the direction of
Charles Giblyn. It will serve to introduce
several radical departures in production.
Miss Barriscale plays the role of a sister
in a convent, where she is known as " The
Lily."
plot the
required
revolvesTheabout
effortsItalian
of thelocale,
sisterandto
learn the ways of the world. Dal Clawson,
cameraman in charge of filming this,
worked out a new lighting device which
is used in " The Sorrow of Love " for the
first time. The device perfected by Clawson makes possible realistic effects with
candle, lamp, or the sun. In the case of
using a candle, the flame lights only the
person's face who is carrying it, and not
cale in this subject in the leading role is
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the entire setting. Supporting Miss BarrisWilliam Desmond, and other members of
the cast are Ora Carew, Hershall Mayall
and Wedgewood Nowell.
William Parsons, head of the National
Film Corporation, who has been at Tampa,
Florida, and New York City since early
this year, arrived in Los Angeles early last
week to spend several days there looking
after business interests. Mr. Parsons will
shortly perfect plans for production, and
announcement will be made of this in the
near future.
Universal Officers Hosts to Naval Officers
Universal City officials last week acted
as hosts for a number of U. S. Navy officers from the U. S. S. Cheyenne, which
was stationed in Los Angeles harbor for
several days. Several special scenes were
made at the zoo under the direction of
Rex de Roselli for the benefit of these
distinguished visitors. Another party entertained was that composed of justices of
the Supreme Court of California. The
three judges spent an entire afternoon and
were shown how the films were made.
Universal City officers are now making
plans for Knight Templar Day on June
twenty-third, when the delegates to the
third tri-annual conclave of the Grand
Encampment of the U. S. will be held in
Los Angeles. One entire day the visitors
will spend at the film town. Special entertainments will be given in all parts of the
plant, including the making of comedy,
wild west, wild animal and dramatic scenes.
A big feature will be a rodeo given in the
afternoon. All of the cowboys of the company will participate in this, and it is
expected that ten thousand people will be
guests. The Knight Templars will be given
opportunity to work in many scenes. All
twenty-four directors will have their companies at the studio on this day, and all
stars and leads will take part in scenes
being made.
i
The filming of a series of comedies to be
known under the general title of " Timothy
Dobbs " was begun last week at " U " City
by Wallace Beery as director. Beery is
late of the Keystone Company, and previously was affiliated with Essanay. This
series, which will consist of fifteen two reel
numbers, is from a scenario by Bess Meredith, and will feature Carter De Haven as
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an egotistical small town youth with a
slender income and an admiring valet.
Peggy Custer, actress of the legitimate
stage and great niece of General Custer,
who was killed June 25, 1876, at Little
Horn, Montana, has been engaged by the
Universal to play ingenue parts.
Another addition to the staff is Eugene
Lewis, who is connected with the scenario
department. Lewis was with the Biograph
Company for several years, and has a large
number of original stories to his credit.
"Bashful Charley's Proposal"
The Universal Joker Company has just
filmed "Bashful Charley's Proposal," written and produced by Allen Curtis, in which
Charlie Conklin played the double role of
two brothers ; one too bashful to propose
to a widow, and the other the accepted
suitor of the widow's daughter, whom
mother does not approve of.
The company will next make "The Fall
of Deacon Stillwater." William Franey
plays the part of a deacon who is elected
president of an anti-sin league, and while
working on a cruisade to stop prize fighting, becomes an ardent enthusiast of the
manly art. When this and other facts concerning the deacon become known, the society, for want of encouragement and a
president, is broken up. The players appearing in these two subjects are William
Franey, Gale Henry, Lillian Peacock and
Milburn Moranti.
Number three of the "U" baseball series
"Baseball Bill," — Smiling Billy Mason —
takes the coming genius of the pitcher's
slab through a series of misfortunes in
which he loses his erstwhile manager,
PenPoints, and ends with him being arrested, sent to a lunatic asylum, where he
is confined in a padded cell.
Director George Cochran is making a
one-reel subject which features little Zoe
Beck. Others in the photoplay are Malcolm Blevins and Marjorie Ellison. The
subject is entitled "The Availing Prayer,"
and is adapted from a magazine story.
The story pertains to the temptations which
beset a low-salaried drug clerk when his
slender bank account is wiped out by the
sickness of his little daughter.
A number of new thrills were filmed last
week for scenes in the 101 Bison subject,
"The Battle of Black Rock Short Line."
The direction of this is by Henry McRae,
who also wrote the story. The scenario
was prepared by Frank Wiltermood. One
of the thrills is the destruction of a train
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as it dashes through a blazing tunnel.
Another, the rescue of a girl hanging on
the side of a mountain cliff by two men
who make a human rope of themselves,
by hanging by their feet in a crack in the
cliff. Marie Walcamp is the heroine, Lee
Hill the hero, Iver McFadden his aide, E.
N. Wallock the railway president, and L.
C. Shumway the heavy. Other parts are
taken by Bud Ennis and Jean Hersholt.
" They Wouldn't Take Him Seriously "
The title of a two-reel photoplay being
filmed at "U" City by William Worthington, "They Wouldn't Take Him Seriously,"
concisely tells the plot of this subject.
Herbert Rawlinson takes the leading part,
and the others in the cast are Agnes Vernon, Jean Hathaway, Charles Gunn and
Betty Schade.
"Not by Faith Alone," or "In the Days
of the Missions," is a two-reel photoplay
of early California life from a story by
Bob Wagner, a Saturday Evening Post
writer. Several of the old missions of
California are used as settings for scenes
in this, the story dealing with the effect
of the mission fathers on desperate marauders. In this instance the pinning of
a crucifix on the saddle pad served to
wear a hole in the canteen and forced the
robber, then on his way to carry out the
plans made by his chief to rob a wealthy
Spanish residence, to give up the attempt.
He is picked up or the desert and induced
to reform. Later he spends most of his
time in returning wealth he and his associates had previously stolen. Emory John-
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son is the robber who is reformed, Alfred
Allen the leader, and the daughter of the
wealthy Spaniard is played by Dorothy
Davenport. Production is in charge of
Lloyd B. Carleton.
Harry Carey has been entrusted with the
filming of the story adapted from the Peter
B. Kyne story, "The Committee on Credentials." Carey appears in the principal part,
that of the owner of the only gambling
hall in a western mining town which has
sprung up over night. Olive Fuller Golden
appears in the feminine lead part, and
others are Elizabeth James, Joe Rickson,
Neil Hart and George Berrell.
An underworld story being produced at
"U" City is entitled "The Viewpoint."
This portrays the reformation of a youth
who has become an aid to white slave traffic, but decides to change his ways when
his pal attempts to take his sister to a
notorious resort where she will become a
prisoner. Raymond Nye and William
Quinn take the part of the youths who
aid the underworld resort, and Jessie Arnold and Mina Cunard appear in the parts
of the unfortunate girls.
" The First Stone " is Cast in " U " City
Before departing for a vacation to be
spent in the East, Lois Weber wrote the
scenario for a five-reel subject entitled
"The First Stone," which is being made at
"U" City. The cast for this includes Mary
McDonald, as star, Charles Marriot, Ernest
Shields, Jack Mulholland, Grace Johnson,
Marion Sioler, Nanine Wright and "Kewpie" Morgan. The story pertains to the
experience of an unfortunate girl who accepts a position as a trained nurse, but
who in reality had never had experience
of this kind previously. All this causes
many complications, which after many trying ordeals, are overcome.
There are two new directors at Universal
City, Wallace Berry who takes up the filming of a serial, " Timothy Dobbs," and
Stuart Payton. The latter will make a
big submarine feature. Otis Turner, who
has been on a vacation for the past month,
has also returned, and will again direct his
former company. The first picture to be
made is entitled " The Soil," and will consist of two reels. Principals of this are
Maude George, Lois Wilson, Harry Carter,
and Bertram Grassby.
The Charles Swickard Company at the
Horsley studio has been busy filming the
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last scenes of " The Hand of Destiny," and
the other Horsley company, under the direction of Robert Broadwell, is busy with
the production of " The King of MakeBelieve." This storj' is by Crane Wilbur,
who plays the leading part, that of a
motion picture actor. The photoplay has
several touches of melodrama.
The Horsley Cub Comedy organization
is filming a thriller of the Kentucky hills,
" Jerry and the Moonshiners." The title
character accidently discovers the hiding
place of the moonshiners, and in an unusual manner notifies the revenue officers,
who by the aid of the constable arrest the
moonshiners. Jerry gets in bad for he had
previously come into town on a freight
train, and bribed the constable not to arrest
him by the liberal use of stage money.
Supporting George Ovey in this are Claire
Alexander, George George, Jeanette Sully
and others.
Requests from exchangemen and exhibitors have caused the E. & R. Jungle Film
Company to add a statement to the titles
of their subjects, with respect to whether
or not the animals used in the pictures are
real or costumed imitations. Many exhibitors have written stating that people in
their audiences were heard to remark that
Napoleon and Sally performed many feats
and tricks that would be impossible to
teach chimpanzees. For this reason the E.
& R. are introducing a trio of educated
bears in the picture made this week. The
subject is entitled "The Bear Idea," from
a scenario by Katherine Wilmette. The
story relates to a country girl going to the
cit>', where after becoming well acquainted,
informs her friends she wishes to become
an animal trainer. When the city lad who
wooes her learns of this he refuses to aid
her. Then her former sweetheart from
the small town visits the city. He pledges
his aid, and the city sweetheart, learning of
it, " plants " educated bears to chase the
youth while he is hunting. A greater portion of the subject contains action in which
the bears take part. The principals are
Lillian Leighton, Ann Kroman, Russ Powell, and Charles Eggleston. The direction
is in charge of Joseph J. Franz.
Variety of Animal Acts from E. & R. Jungle
The E. & R. Company has several other
groups of trained animals which have been
educated for the vaudeville stage. In all
there are five separate and distinct vaudeville acts by different species of animals.
After the bears have become popular, another group of animals will be introduced
in film making. In this way it will enable
the company to give patrons a very wide
variety of animal comedies. In addition to
Napoleon and Sally, the chimpanzees, and
the bears, there are trained pumas, lions,
tigers, leopards, and the zoo also contains
the greatest collection of monkeys in the
United States, there being forty-two different varieties. In order to handle the great
number of animals best, the management
has found it convenient to name each one.
The last two in the list were named this
week. The capabera will be known as
Ken, an abbreviation for Kenneth, and
the recently added burro has been named
Rodney.
The Fine Arts studio has sent Director
Alan Dwan on an auto trip through central
California to select locations for exterior
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scenes in the film version of " In the Carquinez Woods," an adaption from the Bret
Harte California novel. Douglas Fairbanks
is to be starred in this, and scenes will be
made in the Sequoia National Park, Yosemite Valley, near Santa Cruz, and other
points where the decided '49 atmosphere
can be found. The filming of this will be
taken up by Director Dwan immediately
after the completion of the two reel subject in which Fairbanks is now working
under the direction of John Emerson.
Many of the scenes for this short subject
were made at Balboa, where excellent
ocean locations are available. Many bathing girls were used and appeared in new
creations made especially for the subject.
A Fine Arts Company which included
Mae Marsh, Robert Harron, and supports
directed by Paul Powell, spent several days

"LONESOME LUKE" AND BEEBE DANIELS, IN •' THE HAREM," ROLIN-PATHE
at Santa Barbara last week securing scenes
for the Irish drama. The costumes for
this are said to be very unique, representing
as they do the clothing worn by the peasantry of the Emerald Isle half a century
ago.The Frank E. Woods and Bernard McConville photoplay, which stars Dorothy
Gish as the school teacher in a small town
village, who becomes the target for scandal
started by the jealous women, has been
named " The School Ma'am." The village
is of a western type. The story ends with
the complete vindication of the teacher,
and her triumph in a romance. The Fine
Arts children appear in this, and Elmer
Clifton plays the male lead.
Fine Art Director William Christy Cabanne has put in rehearsal a subject in
which Lillian Gish will be starred, with
W. E. Lawrence playing the opposite role,
with Spottiswoode Aitken in the leading
character part.
Production Manager Frank E. Woods
has cast De Wolf Hopper for the role of
an aged actor for a comedy drama, written
by Anita Loos, and Bessie Love has been
chosen to play opposite. Lloyd Ingraham,
who has directed the filming of " Casey at
the Bat," will also direct this. Others in
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this company will be Frank Bennett, Loyothers.George Pierce, Carl StockandO'Connor,
dale ola
MAYO DIRECTS OWN PLAY, "LOVE'S
LAW," AT LVBIN CORONADO
STUDIO
Special to Motion Picture News.
San Diego, Cal., May 13.
At the Lubin studio in Coronado
the past week Melvin Mayo has been
directing a play of his own, entitled
"Love's Law." It is a three-reel picture, and is built about a tribal custom
among the Indians of the Southwest, by
which they do not marry outside their own
tribes. Miss Adda Gleason is cast as the
Indian girl, C. H. Van Auker as the lover,
Alan Forrest as the medicine man's son,
who aspires for the maiden's hand; Evelyn
Page as Satiska, another Indian girl who
secretly loves Settewa; Bird Hopkins as
the Acoma chief, W. J. Spencer as the
medicine man, and Deane Longshot, an Indian of the Painted Desert at the Exposition, as the Hopi chief. Many of the
scenes were taken at the Painted Desert.
The new municipal stadium was used for
the football scene. Two thousand people,
including high school students, were in the
pictures taken at the stadium.
Director Jack Byrne staged "The Return of John Boston " the past week. This
story is by Millard Wilson and James
Douglass. It tells about a prominent
novelist who has done all his work under
a nom de plume. When there comes a
popular demand for the personal appearance of the writer at social functions he
details his private secretary to assume the
pen name and appear, instead of going
himself. George Routh takes the part of
Gordon Edwards, otherwise known as
" John Boston " ; Millard Wilson is Arthur
Williams, the secretary ; Miss Golda Madden, recently with the Biograph, is seen as
Edith Bates, otherwise Miriam Lee, the
artist;
mother. Adelaide Bronti appears as the girl's
All the members of the Lubin staff have
been given a week's vacation to compensate for the frequent Sunday work which
they have given the management. While
they are absent in Los Angeles and other
places, some alterations and renovations
will be made about the studio, preparatory
to resuming operations the following Monday. Capt. Wilbert Melville and his office
manager, M. T. George, will spend some of
the time in the north, aboard the captain's private yacht. Allen H. Wright.
LOEW
TAKES
CHAPLIN'S
"POLICE!"
FOR ALL
HIS NEW
YORK THEATRES
The time required by the Marcus Loew
chain of theatres in Greater New York to
decide that the Essanay-Chaplin comedy
feature, " Police ! " was needed for the entertainment of the thousands of patrons
who daily visit these theatres was only
the time necessary to inspect the film.
" We'll take it and play it a week in
each of our
Mr. Loew's
representative theatres,"
told the General
Film Service
man immediately after the last scene on
the film had faded away.
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This department is designed to keep the industry informed of all news concerning new or projected laws, Federal,
State, County or Municipal, that may affect the business, and all events involving any branch
of the trade with the authorities in all sections of the country

Patents Committee

Recommends Amendment
as Aid to Picture Makers

' I ' HE
committee on patents
of the House
of Representatives
has favorably
recommended the bill recently introduced by
Congressman Oglesby (H. R. 13981)
amending the copyright law so that in the
case of any work wherein copyright has
been secured by publication of their work
with notice of copyright, which by reason
of its character, bulk, fragility, or because
of dangerous ingredients cannot expedientlj' be filed, the register of copyrights
may determine that there shall be deposited, in lieu of two complete copies of
such work, such identifying photographs or
prints, together with such written or
printed descriptions of the work as he shall
find sufficient to identify it. It is further provided, in the case of motion picture photoplays and motion pictures other
than photoplays, whenever deposit has been
made as required by the provision of the
copyright law, and registration has been secured, deposit and registration is to be
held to be sufficient, and shall exempt the
copyright proprietor from the deposit of
two complete copies of the photoplay or
motion picture if it is later reproduced in
copies for sale.
In the case of motion pictures the law
would provide that deposit and registration
would be sufficient, whether the motion pictures have been reproduced in copies for
sale or otherwise published, and the copyright proprietor would be exempt from the
deposit of two complete copies if it has
been reproduced in copies for sale.
Motion pictures were declared subject
matter of copyright by the act of August
24, 1912. Registration of copyright in motion pictures was provided for in section
11 of the copyright act as amended, upon
the deposit of title and description, and of
the specified prints taken from the different sections or from each scene or act, respectively, depending upon whether the
motion picture is a photoplay or otherwise. The registration under section 11,
however, was for works not reproduced
for sale, and the concluding sentence of
that section further provided that "the
"privilege of registration of copyright secured hereunder shall not exempt the copyright proprietor from the deposit of copies,
under sections 12 and 13 of this act, where
the work is later reproduced in copies for
sale."
Section 12 requires that after copyright
has been secured by publication of the
work (i. e., sale or public distribution) two
complete copies of the best edition of the
work must be promptly deposited after

to Copyright Law

such publication. In view of the proviso
in section 11, and the requirement of the
deposit of two complete copies in section
12, motion-picture proprietors have felt obliged to make deposit of two complete reels
in the case of all motion pictures which
have been reproduced in copies for sale
(i. e., published). This has imposed a burdensome obligation upon such proprietors
which was not intended. The complete
reels are expensive, sometimes very expensive, and they are practically of no greater
value for the identification of the motion
picture in which copyright is claimed than
the selected prints together with the title
and description required by section 11 to
be deposited in the case of a motion picture. The deposit of the complete reels is
of no service to the copyright office, and
these articles are of no value to the Library of Congress, and by reason of their
inflammable character are dangerous. Such
deposit also imposes an added burden upon
the copyright office to no purpose. Motion
picture manufacturers have expressed approval of the purpose and the language of
the bill. It is the opinion of the committee that it should become law.

LICENSE FEE IN BANGOR, ME.,
REDUCED TO $10
It is with great relief that the motion
picture men of Bangor, Me., are this year
enabled to obtain a license to conduct a
theatre in Bangor for a fee of ten dollars, after being imposed upon for several years with a fifty-dollar fee. The
order passed by the city administration,
retired the latter part of March, did not
take effect until last week.
LOUISVILLE CENSOR BOARD ELECTS
OFFICERS
The Louisville Board of Censors, which
oversees the films exhibited each week at
the children's shows at the Mary Anderson
theatre, have elected officers for the year
as follows: President, Mrs. Fred Levy;
vice-president, Mrs. Helm Bruce; treasurer, Mrs. Robert L. Moore; corresponding secretary, Mrs. Bernice Bell; recording
secretary, Mrs. Anne Waters.
MINISTERS IN ATCHISON, KAN..
AGAINST SUNDAY OPENING
It is reported that a campaign against
Sunday shows is being planned in Atchison, Kan. The ministers of that town are
writing cities in Kansas that prohibit such
shows and are endeavoring to get information on that subject.

Wichita Theatres Organize to Fight for Sunday Opening;
Will Move to Have Present Ordinance Repealed
the action of the Wichita people as an
AFTER being stepped on and trodden on
for several years, the moving picture
indication of what to expect in their remen of Wichita, Kansas, are rising in prospective towns. It is very doubtful if similar laws could be repealed in all of the
test, the same taking form of an organization of every theatre owner in that city for
Kansas towns, but as Wichita is the second
the purpose of eliminating the ordinance
largest city in the state, there is an even
chance for the moving picture men.
prohibiting the showing of moving pictures
on Sunday. They are being backed in this
BRITISH COLUMBIA FACES THEATRE
enterprise by the business men of the town,
SEAT TAX
who are really the agitators of the movement. The organization is composed of
Following the lead of three other provinces, the British Columbia government is
every theatre owner in town, both large
and small.
considering the levying of a special tax
Wichita has a local ordinance prohibiton theatre tickets, and although no legislation has yet been introduced, it is a
ing any kind of amusement in that city,
whether admission be charged or not,
possibility of the present session. The announced intention is to provide a tax of
which the moving picture men claim is
unconstitutional. Instead of taking it one, two or three cents on every ticket to
a moving picture theatre, stamps being
through a series of court trials, it is their
plan to call a special election, asking the
supplied to exhibitors to be sold to
people of Kansas if they want Sunday
patrons for affixing to the tickets.
pictures. Judging from the interest the
Moving picture men of the province
city is taking in the campaign it will be as
have protested against the proposed measure, claiming that it is unconstitutional,
hotly contested as any mayoralty election.
and that it would result in a vast amount
Most of the Kansas towns have similar
of inconvenience and objection on the
laws, so it is probable that the owners of
theatres in other parts of Kansas will take
part of theatre-goers.
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British Public
special to Motion Pictuke News.
London, May 6.
BY the time these lines appear in print
patrons of British picture houses will
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gether. In a nutshell, the proposals, as increase in the value of imported Amer- discussed was the central censorship of
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Authors and American Films
During the few months the David Hoosley " Cub " comedies have been in circulation here sales have gone up 200 per cent
since they were first introduced. The
agent in this country is N. D. Russell. The
Vitagraph Sidney Drew comedies are also
extremely popular.
According to The Author, the Cinema
Sub-Committee of the Authors' Society
has been discussing the matter of the large
importantion of American films, having
regard to the position of British authors.
Their conclusions are embodied in a resolution to the Managements Committee, in
which they recommend that a substantial
tax be placed on American films with the
exception of original film plays by British
authors and films based on books and plays
of British authors from which British authors derived benefit.
Edna Mayo Popular Abroad
The Essanay Company, when they release their new serial, should benefit from
the publicity which Miss Edna Mayo, who
takes the leading role, is now receiving in
the British weekly press. It is said that
Miss Mayo is to contribute to some of the
well-known newspapers a series of fashion
notes.
McRAE IS LEAD FOR VIOLA
DANA IN A METRO
Duncan McRae, the English dramatic
artist, who has been the director general
at the Edison Company, is now appearing as leading man for Viola Dana in
"The Flower of No Man's Land," in
v/hich both will make their debut on the
Metro program. Mr. McRae is a
brother of Bruce McRae and comes from
a well-known theatrical family.

Interest in American
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OF UNIVERSAL PHOTOPLAYS: TUNE,"
"A RAFFLE
FOR A LIE
HUSBAND,"
WIFE
AND "NEVER
TO YOUR"'A WIFE"

films, and the topic was one which seemed
to command considerable favor. It is earnestly hoped that the powers that be will
make a forward move very shortly, and
thus terminate the inconsistencies which
occur all over the country in the adjudication of films.
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Pictures in Australia Takes a Regular
Kangaroo Leap

special to Motion Picture News.
Sydney, N. S. W., April 13.
A USTRALASIAN Films, Ltd., have decided not to make a bi-weekly change
of Triangle films and are, from this week,
screening three subjects nightly, while the
program for the continuous performance
(11:45 till 6:00) consists of a Keystone
comedy and an Ince or Griffith drama.
" Within the Law," Bayard Veiller's play,
which had a successful run of sixteen
weeks on the legitimate stage in Sydney,
and also made good in the other Australian
cities, has been made into pictures by J. C.
Williamson, Ltd., and was screened at the
Theatre Royal last Saturday. The screen
version ran for a fortnight at the Paramount Theatre, Melbourne, prior to its
showing in this city. With the exception
of Sidney Stirling, Theodore Boase, and
Clarence Blakiston, this four reeler presents the original cast as on the stage.
The picture suffers in comparison with the
speaking version, but nevertheless affords
good entertainment. The photographer,
W. J. Lincoln, has given the best effects
possible. Monte Luke directed the filming
of the production.
J. C. Williamson, Ltd., have announced
the schedule of rates to be charged for the
forthcoming season of "The Birth of a
Nation". 6s., 4s., 3s., 2s. and Is. (approximately in dollars, $1.50, $1.00, 75, 50 and 25
cents) will be charged. An orchestra of
twenty-five will render appropriate music
and suitable new settings will be built on
the stage to accompany the production.
" The Martyrdom of Nurse Cavell " has
been reported to be making great business
at New Zealand theatres.
The first Broadway Universal feature to
be released by the Eraser Film Exchange,
" Mrs. Plum's Pudding," will be shown at
the Royal next week.
Frank Elliot, who played the " city
man " in Bosworth's " Sunshine Molly "
and Alan Wilson in Metro's " High Road,"
has been engaged by the J. C. Williamson

management to play a large part in their
new play " On Trial," opposite Madge
Fabian.
In the same play will appear three other
artists who have appeared in pictures, viz. :
Winter Hall, Sydney Stirling, and Alma
Rock Phillips.
Hal H. Carleton.
ONE CENT TAX ON THEATRE TICKETS
IN EFFECT IN ONTARIO
One Cent War Tax Ticket went into
effect in Ontario on May 15. To save its
customers trouble and expense of mailing
or postage, the Canadian Universal Film
Company has arranged with the government to carry a full stock of tickets,
which will be supplied to the customer,
along with his regular shipment. As
ticket chopping boxes are also required
by the new law, the same company is arranging to have a supply of cheap, yet
efficient boxes manufactured for the convenience and benefit of the exhibitors.
ALBERTA

HAS ITS EYE ON SOME OF
THE FILM PROFITS
The Alberta legislature recently passed a
bill providing for the taxation of all incorporated companies with a capitalization
in excess of $20,000, a provincial tax of
twenty cents on each $1,000 of capitalization
being levied. Companies with a smaller
empt.
capitalization than that mentioned are exWILLIAMSON

BUYS AUSTRALIAN

RIGHTS TO "RACE SUICIDE"
Joseph W^ Farnham, distributor of
" Race Suicide," the six-part motion picture
drama, announces that the exclusive rights
to the film for Australia and New Zealand
have been purchased by the J. C. Williamson Company, Ltd.
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fall back upon our ancient right —
guaranteed by Alagna Charta, and
tacitly assented to by the Boss — of reprinting anything which pleases us. The following words are those of Franklin P. Adams,
in the New York Tribune:
THE POPULAR ALIBI.
The publisher in wrath declares
The book trade's full of strictures —
■' The people do not purchase books —
They go to motion pictures."
The baseball magnate ground his teeth,
" No longer are we sunny.
The ball game used to draw them; now
The movies get the money."
" We used to stand 'em up each night —
Oh, howthewe Broadway
used to kill
'em! "
Declared
manager,
" But now they love the fiUum."
And
when some
folks wondrous
ask me whyverses,
I don't
Produce
I find
have a thenewfilms
excuse
And Ishower
with— curses.
Sheehan-Laurell — Winfield R. Sheehan, of the Fox Film Corporation, and
Miss Kay Laurell, late of the Ziegfield
" Follies," were married in London, May
10. This newest merger, it seems, will
make a decided change in Mr. Sheehan's
plans, as it is understood his honeymoon
will take him through France, and then
into South America. He will carry a lot
of good wishes with him no matter where
the itinerary takes him.
Lois Weber, Universal director, has been
flooded with manuscripts lately. As a sample of many she has received, she has summarized one which she tells us she regards
as a masterpiece :
1. A girl disguises as a messenger boy.
2. She goes as a reporter to a millionaire's home.
3. She discovers that the millionaire is
her father.
The fearlessness and unconventionality
of these scenario editors causes a throb to
rise up in the throat like a lump in the
mashed potatoes. We quote literally from
the proud announcement just received from
a press department :
" It can be done ! In fact it has been done I
Humans held spellbound by a human story on
the screen, . . . which, according to the
ethics
' the because:
popular There
drama is' noshould
hopelessoffailure
villain;bo noa
toll-gate ;
old
the
by
murder
no
;
woman
vampire
- raiment - when-worn - forrags - are - noroyal
no
vlrtue'B-sake;
furniture broken in a flght; no
one pulls a gun ; no one chokes the leading lady ;
no one forges a check; no one steals the baby; no
one plants a bomb; no one cracks the safe; no
dictograph; no lawyer; no mortgage; no poison.
to want is abEverything the public is supposed
sent, yet ' Dollars and the Woman,' a Lubin
Tcrhunc's
Payson
Albert
of
photoplay version
story,
Cents,'
creating
a stirscreen
that
already' Dollars
marks and
It as
the ismost
notable
success of the season."
We admit that the offering in question
is a good and successful picture; but we
invite attention to the last sentence of the
press matter. If the supposed cravings of
the public were so fearlessly ignored, why
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was the title changed ? Why inj ect " The
Woman" even into the title?
To our esteemed fellow-craftsman, Epes
Winthrop Sargent, we extend greetings.
He certainly knows a clever thing when
he sees it. If, however, he is at all interested in the matter of sources, and will
compare the quotation of page 1328 of
his publication of May 20, with page 1896
of Motion Picture News for April 1,
he may be repaid. It's a cinch to get up
a bright sparkling program if one has a
copy of the "News" at hand.
We feel like apologizing in our diffident
manner for the heading of our department
this week. What with two trade expositions just finished, and the junket of the
producers and distributers to Albany to
see Governor Whitman, artificial aids to
conversation are like shipping a load of
soft coal to Newcastle, Ind.
However, since our instructions are to
" make talk," do you know that :
Sol L. Lesser has pulled up stakes and
gone back to the coast for the summer?

Lewis J. Selznick and E. Richard Schayer
have moved the Clara Kimball Young
Company into our own little hut at Seventh
Avenue and Forty-ninth Street?
Metro has altered its offices in order to
make more room for the publicity department and Merritt Crawford?
advertisers are " looking in on
us That
" eachnewweek?
That the next studio directory of Motion
Picture News will be issued on September
9?
Surely, the film industry is full of a
number of things.
It is Al. Williams' idea of the height of
devotion to duty to make up with a large
Vandyke beard over a sunburned face.
A large silver cup has been awarded to
Harry Reichenbach, as the third prize for
the personal appearance of booths at the
late Grand Central Palace show. The
cup, we learn, will not be placed on exhibition until Black, Starr and Frost finish
their appraisal.

i
Ten cts. a copy
VoL I.

No. 1.

Bayside, L. I., May 21, 1916
— Marsh Farnum is expecting
EDITORIAL
not desire to have the finger his brother, Bill, who has been
west all winter to come home
There being so many of of scandal pointed in our di- soon now.
rection, so many being apt to — Bill Johnston, formerly of
our popular and genial thesYork, and his wife are now
pians connected with motion say there is liquor money be- N.
Baysideites, they getting a fine
hind our venture, which we house
pictures and the spoken
from Bram Davis, our
real estate man. Welstage having taken up their hasten to say without fear wide-awake
come,
is what the Bugle says.
domicile in this pleasant of successful contradiction,
—
Some
day
we are going to
section, we having quite a there is not.
run an editorial saying what we
So the Bugle makes this think of the Long Island r.r. for
colony of the same hereus ticket
eight
$ forcity,a same
comabouts, for this summer, not bow to the public, and our *^ charging mutation
to the
as others. Pres. Peters should
only in our beautiful village, is extended to all.
be told that courtesy to the press
The Editor.
but in the suburbs of Murray
is the proper thing hereabouts.
— Mesdames Marsh Farnum
Hill and Great Neck, that it
Local News
has been thought as well to — Jim Corbett, of here, who and Clifford Bruce, with Master
Jack Bruce, paid a few calls,
give the news of their doings has been travelling upstate, Sun- Sun.
last. Cliflf could not accomto the outside world.
dayed with his folks, and called
them,hisalthough
Mrs.he Farnumpanybeing
sister, as
had
Hence we have established up— the
Bruces
on the 'phone.
Harry
Reichenbach
rode to to stay home and wait for a telehis automobile, Tuesphone message.
the Bugle, to be issued week- N. y.,dayinmorning
and not
here, is still
ly, which will be devoted not coming around alone,
by the depot as on —theCyril
roadScott,
at thisof writing.
only to the news as aforesaid, ordinarily.
We
don't
believe
in
BramyardDavis
fix up
throwing out hints, but Harry our— Iffront
but also to their interests and ought
as hedon't
promised,
towith
knowa big
by this
auto time
can that
get soon, we will be compelled to
welfare, and our motto being ahisman
name in the papers easy, if take measures. A word to the
"one for all and all for 1, he knows the ropes.
wise, as the old proverb hath it.
—
Hatch was to take part
and let the chips fall where in aRiley
show in N. Y. last week, did— not
Olga Petrova's
very wellautomobiU
one day
but was disappointed, the .show last week,work
they may." We will be fair not
and she had to go to
going
to
be
produced.
Riley
and impartial to all, and al- is not discouraged, however, as N. York by train, getting on at
though not accepting any he
ing.is late in fixing up his garden- Broadway station, on the same
train as Ye Editor. Olga, we
liquor advertising, although
hear, is writing poetry these
a crowd was down to days.
we are good friends with our the— Quite
3epot when the 5.44 train — ^Tom Gcraghty, formerly of
genial fellow townsman, Jim from N. York came in last Wed.
we not learning the reason here, now living in N. Y., Suntherefor.
McKenna, of here, yet we do aft.
dayed with friends in Bayside.

May 27, 1916.
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will be interested in the following rate
comparisons. Note the striking difference between the advertising page rates
of trade journals which go only to the dealer
and class journals which go to the same but to
the whole general field.
(1) . Automobile Topics, Circulation 9,000,
$90 a page or $10 per thousand circulation.
Motor Print, Circulation 50,000, $200 a page
or $4 per thousand circulation.
(2) Paint, Circtilation 3,400, $60 a page or
$17.60 a thousand circulation.
House Beautiful, Circulation 45,000, $350 a
page or $8 a thousand circulation.
(3) Dry Goods Economist, Circulation 12,000,
$150 a page or $12.50 a thousand.
Pictorial Review, Circulation 1,000,000, $4,500
a page or $4.50 a thousand circulation.
(4) Music Trades, Circulation 15,000, $125
a page or $8.30 a thousand.
Etude, Circulation 226,500, $600 a page or
$2.75 a thousand.
Or to come right back to our own field.
Motion Picture News, Circulation 12,000, $72
a page or $6 a thousand.
Motion Picture Magazine, Circulation 265,000,
$250 a page or less than $1 a thousand.
You will note that the trade journal advertising rate is from two to six times greater per
thousand circulation than the class journal rate.
And naturally so, because (i) the trade journal
goes to the dealer whose purchases are many
YOU

times greater than the consumers' — (in this field
it is the exhibitors' booking expense against the
patrons' ten cent admission fee) and (2) because
the trade journal (the successful one) is always
a very large, very expensive magazine with a
limited circulation and hence with a very large
manufacturing loss per copy.
You will also note that none of the above
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trade journals can be found on the news-stands,
whereas all of the class journals find their heaviest
sale there.
The trade journals guard their circulation very
carefully. They concentrate on the trade. Being compelled to charge you a heavy rate for this
limited but important trade circulation, they
have no desire to burden your shoulders and
their own with (3) the heavy and utter loss of
outside or non-useful circulation.
You will also note that Motion Picture News'
advertising rate of $6 per thousand circulation
is lower than that of any of the above trade
journals.
In fact, if you will write to any advertising
agency
you rate
will find
Motion
advertising
is thethat
lowest
tradePicture
journalNews'
rate
in this country.
And with
again,any
if you
will compare
Motiontrade
Picture'
News
journal
of any other
you
will find that its number of editorial pages are'
greater pro rata by almost 100 per cent.
•
No journalof of
any other
trade carries such an''
abundance
editorial
matter.
That is unavoidable (i) because the trade is
a weekly change one and bubbling with weekly
news and (2) the advertisers, by custom, expect
editorial notice.
We have no objection to the latter custom,
but we simply ask in turn that you expect us
only to print news about you, news of business
value to the reader and secondly that you understand and appreciate our exceptionally large
editorial section with its heavily entailed excomparatively low — very low —
pense and our
advertising
rate.
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ALREADY

SMASHING
In

SUCCESS

Hundreds

We looked for a quick and ready response from
Exhibitors
in booking
the Ring,"
cause Universal
Serials"Peg
are O'
popular.
But bewe
did not expect to be swamped, snowed under,
by an avalanche of bookings such as have
flooded 73 Exchanges by mail, wire, 'phone
and personal calls.

A

of

Cities

But we might have known at that — No other
serial has ever had the many unique features
of this — the first and only circus serial ever
presented. All the fascinating glitter and
glamor of the circus; all the huge advertising
possibilities; all the tremendous following of
those two popular serial stars

Grace
Cunard
and Francis
Ford
With high salaried performers in genuine circus acts EXTRA SPECIAL— IMPORTANT NOTICEi Now— before
under the big top and on the sawdust arena picturized
the supply isCampaign
exhaustedBook
— Write
the for
mostanyelaborate
ever for
issued
moving
for the first time; with fifteen weeks — thirty reels of the Advertising
picture. Cover in six colors and gold. Sixteen large
most thrilling and absorbing situations of love, of ro- pages
filled
with
advertising
suggestions,
ready
prepared
mance* of circus life, of adventure, of dare-devil stunts
advertising campaign; slides, novelties, and scores of
— with the most lavish production of any serial ever advertising
props that will make your advertising for
this remarkable Universal Serial the biggest and most
filmed — *'Peg O* the Ring*' is destined to set a new
standard of Serial success — and make more money for succttssfut you have ever done. Write now to your nearest
Exhibitors than they have ever made before on a serial. Universal Exchange or to
UNIVERSAL

FILM

MANUFACTURING

" The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe."

CO.,

Carl Laemmle,
1600 BROADWAY,

f

President

NEW

YORK
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EARTH

WEEK, a steady stream of letters keeps pouring" in from Exhibitors
AFTER
WEEK
all over this country. READ those printed below, and remember that people are people the
world over.
D. E. Stewart, manager of the Red Mill Theatre, Hamilton, Ont., writes: "As the oldest Universal exhibitor in Canada, I feel that I ought
to say a few words concerning the success of a mixed program policy WHICH I HAVE HELD TO UNINTERRUPTEDLY FOR OVER
FIVE YEARS. I have taken nothing but Universal program, AND HAVE SUCCEEDED WONDERFULLY. In Canada the past two
years have been exceptionally trying and ONLY THE FITTEST HOUSES HAVE SURVIVED THE STRAIN. Certainly a program of
mixed reels is the thing."
P. J. Nolan, of the Rex Theatre. Ottawa, says: "The Rex Theatre in Ottawa HAS BEEN MAKING GOOD PROFITS USING UNIVERSAL SERVICE, WHILE MANY OTHER HOUSES USING FEATURES ALONE HAVE BEEN WORKING AT A DEAD LOSS."
Harry Pomeroy, of the Belmont Theatre, Toronto, writes: "We have strong opposition in the residential section of Toronto where one might
suspect that the big features would be the best drawing card. However, with the REGULAR UNIVERSAL PROGRAM, we have been
filling the house, playing to capacity WEEK AFTER WEEK."
If there is the least doubt in your mind as to which is the best plan for you to pursue, get busy and ASK YOUR PEOPLE. Take a test vote
every night for a week or every afternoon or as often as you like. Then write or wire your nearest Universal Exchange for the Universal
Program.
Flora Parker DeHaven in "The Madcap."
From the story by the celebrated author and artist George Gibbs. Nineteenth Red Feather Production. Directed by Wm. C. Dowlan. Released June
5-Flora
It'sto athrow
dangerous
thing
for winds,
a youngno woman
pretty
as
conventions
to the
matter howas innocent
her intentions may be. You see she was very rich, and she had tried
everything wealth and position had to offer — even to driving a racing
car and an aeroplane, and she was bored. Didn't knowjwhat to do to
jail time, and when she met the big, silent portrait painter, who was
inclined to ignore her, she enjoyed him as a novelty. He set out for a
week's walking trip and she went with him. Of course they were
discovered and what everyone said was a-plenty, you can be sure of
that. It is a situation that will grip your audiences, and establish
Flora Parker DeHaven more surely than ever as a star who can get
It over — whether it is emotions, heart throbs or light and joyful romance and love making. Book this for the treat it will give your
patrons and for the prestige it will bring your house.
Herbert Rawlinson in "The Rose Colored
Scarf." With dainty Agnes Vernon. Three Reel
Gold Seal Romantic Society Drama. Directed by
Wm. Worthington. Released June 6. It's a darned
lucky thing for Herbert that he kept that piece of rose
colored scarf in his pocketbook for two long years, because Agnes
surely thought he'd forgotten her, until he flashed the fragment for
an ahbi. Herbert loved her all right, but as her father's chauffeur he
figured he had about as much right or chance to win her as the man
m the nioon, even though he was born a gentleman. Agnes plotted to
make him see things different and luck, love and her woman's wits
all being on her side she won hands down — no — arms up — around her
neck. A bully picture that will please every audience, make 'em
feel good all over and thank you for three reels of "regular" entertainment.

"Object Matrimony."
With Harry Myers
and Rosemary Theby. Two Reel Victor Comedy
Drama. Released June 7. Harry's object was
matrimony all right, but he was so darned busy making
love to Rosemary that he lost his job. Then he became
a professional fiance for a marriage broker, showing up at Rosemary's
house with a pocketful of phoney engagement rings. Dodging widows
with large families and old maids with cats and parrots soon put Harry
on the blink, so he collected his salary and — well, what would you do
if the girl was willing? A lot of fun.

"Alias Jane Jones." With Edna Maison and
Edward Hearn. Two Reel Laemmle Detective
Drama. Directed by Ray Meyers. Released
June 8. This is a double-barreled detective story; at first
it masquerades
as awithcrook
and confidence
you don't
knowor
whether
to sympathize
Edna, story
the lovely
woman
not.
But
when
you
find
out
that
she
loves
Edward
you're
glad
to
learn that she is the cleverest of women detectives, and they can get
the license whenever they want to.
"The Scorpion's Sting."
Three Reel Imp
Melodrama. Released June 9. I don't care how
highbrow a person is, he (or she) simply craves
good old blood and thunder mellerdrama every so often,
and sometimes oftener. And here you've got it. A chance
for everyone to be a dyed-in-the-wool gallery god for a while; to see
the villain suffer and the hero triumph; crime punished and virtue
rewarded and a close-up with the hero and hero-wine in each others
arms. Splendidly acted, lavishly produced and directed with great
judgment.
"The Cage Man."
With G. Raymond Nye
and Roberta Wilson. Two Reel lOi-Bison Drama
of Revenge. Directed by Jacques Jaccard. Released June 10. One of the most unusual stories of the
season. The lucky rival for the hand of a beautiful girl
soon neglects her for his club and the poker table. The unsuccessful
one is a doctor who chivalrously protects the lonely wife, and successfully controls his passion. In a drunken rage the husband shoots at
the doctor, misses him but kills a policeman called by the butler to
stop the fight. The husband goes to prison, serves his time and is
released — with but one idea burned into his maddened brain — REVENGE. What
follows makes the biggest and tensest situations followed by a most unexpected climax
you have ever seen, and finishes a remarkable and fascinating picture.
Ben Wilson in **The Sheriff of Pine Mountain." With Dorothy Phillips. Two Reel Rex
Drama of the North. Directed by Ben Wilson.
Released June 11. Ben is always there when it comes to
the red-blooded, rugged, manly stuff, and your audiences
will be glad to revel in this picture of the Northern snows on the hot
days of June following release date. While this is a story of mistaken identity, it is
worked up in a new and novel manner that makes it one of the most original stories
of the year.

UNIVERSAL
FILM
MANUFACTURING
Carl Laemmle, President
1600 BROADWAY,
NEW
■'The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern In the Universe"
The more YOU re;ad these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."

CO.
YORK
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Old Timers
along the Great White
Way who saw the huge mob
struggling to gain admission to the
GLOBE THEATRE to see "Where Are My
Children"
pronounced
Broadway
Traffic could
be blockedit "Unbelievable"
by ANY Movingthatpicture
ever
produced.
Yet the crowd shown in the picture reproduced below is
ONLY the crowd that jammed the sidewalk in front of
the Globe Theatre.
Inside, in the lobby (which is nearly 100 feet deep), another
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huge crowd
was massed from doors
to entrance. That's how " Where
Are
My
Children " packed 'em in on
Broadway,
the
Broadway, the hardest show street in the world,
and in spite of the fierce competition in this, the greatest
Theatre neighborhood in the world. The New York Newspapers, the Clergy, the Trade Press and the Public pronounced it"Wonderful," "Amazing," "Sensational," "Dignified." With
TYRONE

POWER

playing the lead, supported by a brilliant cast, including
Marie sentsWalcamp
and Attraction
others, "Where
My Children"
the Box Office
of theAre
decade.
Scenario preand
story by that brilliant genius of filmdom,
LOIS
WEBER
Produced by Lois Weber and Phillips Smalley. STATE
RIGHTS Now Selling. (State of Ohio Censors have passed
the production.) To State Rights buyers who understand
the game and to Exhibitors who are in business to get the
money — "Where Are My Children?" is the hugest financial
opportunity offered in years.
Huge
Box Office Attraction
The right to the territory still open will not remain open
long. At the time of the writing of this advertisement 16
States have already been sold with negotiations for many
more, therefore it will require IMMEDIATE ACTION.
Many of the shrewdest State Rights Buyers in this country
have
NOW. already snapped up this picture. The time to act is
Still

a

Few

States

Left

is all the description that you need to know about "Where
Are My Children." The largest and most complete newspaper advertising campaign ever instituted for ANY production is ready. Complete musical score ready also. Send
for the Ad sheet. It points the way to get the BIG money.
Direct all communications, wire, letter or otherwise, to the
STATE RIGHTS DEPARTMENT of the
Universal

Film Manufacturing Co.
CARL LAEMMLE, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Univerie"
1600 Broadway
New York

May 27, 1916.
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"Salvation
of Industry
Hinges
on
Real
Plots
— ^Lasky
Fault is Not With Players, Directors, Cameramen and Other Studio Assistants, But With the People Who Furnish
Scripts for Them to Work On — Dramatists Complain of Small Compensation, But Lasky Says They Will
Receive Just Due When They Write Worth-While Scenarios
^
THAT

the art of motion picture producing is not advancing, but is almost
at a standstill, is the opinion of Jesse L.
Lasky, president of the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company, as expressed in an
interview given to Motion Picture News.
Mr. Lasky, analyzing the cause for the
lack of progress at the present time, exonerates from blame actors, directors, cameramen, technical workers. The root of
the evil, he believes, is to be found in the
trashy stories with which the screen is
swamped.
" The situation is critical," says Mr.
Lasky. "If the motion picture drama is to
progress it will need better stories, far better stories, than it has been receiving of

late."
The interview follows :
" After the most rapid advance, the most
marvelous progress and quick development
ever achieved in a new art or a new industry, the producers of motion pictures have
suddenly found themselves at a standstill.
This is a truth which few will deny, and
much as I personally hate to voice it, it is
a truth that must be recognized. To disarm criticism at the very start, I will admit
that this statement is general. A few individual producers are making progress. I
predict that Griffith's ' Mother and the
Law ' will surpass his ' Birth of a Nation.'
Ince shows marked advancement in his
' Civilization ' over his former productions.
Three months after his ' Carmen ' was pronounced his masterpiece, De Mille surpassed itwith ' The Cheat.' A very few
other producing geniuses are forging
ahead. Slowly it is true, but the art is
advancing. Still, when one considers that
there are approximately twenty-five fivereel features released in America every
week, the majority of them not worthy of
the name, we are forced to the conclusion
that the wonderful advancement that
marked the earlier development of the
motion picture has slowed down to a large
degree, so that I am forced to reiterate
my first assertion; viz., the art of motion
picture producing is not advancing, but is
almost at a standstill.
What Is the Trouble?
When we
think this
of the
possibilities
of " motion
drama,
factvast
is the
more to
be deplored. Every cause has its reason.
Let us see if we can find the reason for the
lack of progress in the newest art.
actors,of including
as they
now and
do
the" Our
survivors
the old movie
school
the newcomers from the legitimate stage,
are the best in the world. The older school
of movie artists are those who, although
they lacked stage or dramatic experience,
developed a wonderful and new technique
of their own. The Gish sisters, Blanche
Sweet, Mae Marsh are examples of this
type. The newcomer, the legitimate actor,
chosen from the very best the speaking
stage afforded, such artists as Tyrone
Power, Theodore Roberts, Bessie Barriscale, are now, with the other, or screen

artists, the rank and file that compose the
stock companies of the motion picture
studios. With the best, the foremost, the
greatest stars in the world devoting themselves exclusively to the screen drama, we
can eliminate the actor as either a direct or
indirect cause of the recent lack of progress.
" Our cameramen, many of them famous
old still photographers, all of them veterans in the newer art, quiet, determined,
thoughtful, studious, daring, always experimenting— surely no blame can be attached
to them. Rather must we say, ' Well done,
oh, cameraman, the great art owes much to
you.' It is a fact that in the last year
motion picture photography has advanced
marvelously well. New and wonderful
lighting, perfect double and triple exposure,
a dozen wonderful effects, have marked
the constant progress of motion picture
photography. The cameraman is pronounced with firm conviction ' Not Guilty.'
And the modern new laboratories have kept
pace with the photographer.
" Our scenic artists have progressed.
The scenes and settings of all periods
defy the criticisms of the most critical ;
there can be no question on this point.
The art director and scenic artist are
eliminated. Also, we can exonerate their
brother, the property builder and the
property man. Using at all times the real,
the genuine, in place of the imitation,
skillfully duplicating the rarest art treasures of the old world — surely he, too, deserves aword of praise rather than censure.
Directors Not at Fault
" And now, most important of all, the
director, the old school men, the pioneers,
experienced in picture producing from its
very inception, striving, studying, irventing, progressing, they are doing their conscientious best, and they are not standing
still. Reinforced by the ablest men fro
the ranks of the dramatic or stage directors, who, bringing new ideas and tireless energy, with a world of dramatic
training and experience, gave the motion
drama a real push forvrard — surely the directors of both classes can be exonerated.
But in spite of their efforts, the cameraman's efforts, the art director's, scenic
artist's, property man's efforts, the new
laboratories and the unnumbered thousands spent weekly by the too numerous
producing firms, I reiterate for the third
time, the motion picture drama is not
progressing to any appreciable degree at
the present moment.
" Now, if all of the above are doing
so much, striving so hard to advance the
new art, why is it not advancing? The
answer is in Shakespeare's famous line,
' The play is the thing.' As in the spoken
drama, so it is with the moving picture
drama, the play is always the thing, the
foundation, the heart, the vitals, the very
life of the motion picture drama. And
our dramatists, novelists, short story

writers, scenarioists are not delivering
real plays. They are writing manuscripts, yes, by the tens, hundreds, the
thousands, but not ten per cent are living, breathing, human interest stories,
worthy of the name or of the noble effort
the directors and their assistants and
associates are putting into this trash.
" Therefore I say that the motion picture
dramatic art is at a standstill, as far as
real progress is concerned, on account of
the poorly constructed, quickly conceived
stories or plays it is receiving from the
majority of the authors who are writing
for the screen. If the motion picture
drama is to progress, and strengthen the
marvelous hold it already has on the affections of the public as a form of amusement, it will need better stories, far better
stories, than it has been receiving of late.
The situation is critical. I need hardly
refer to the unsatisfactory conditions prevailing in the industry at the present time ;
the need for better pictures is paramount.
Yet the authors are not rising to the situation they
;
are not taking their work seriously enough. Mr. Dramatist conceives
what he thinks is a good idea for a picture
play and dashes it of¥ in a week. It is
sent to the hard-pressed producer, and
he, for lack of something better and because release dates must be met and expensive stars and stock companies get their
salaries whether they are working or not,
turns it over reluctantly and often
apologetically to the director, who does his
best, and our beloved art suffers. This
same Mr. Dramatist who writes his photoplay drama in a week is accustomed to
spend from six months to a year, and often
longer, in the writing of one play for the
stage, and in this fact I think we have
the root of the evil. Our writers will not
give the thought, take the time, nor expend the energy necessary to write a really
good play worthy of the name. .
" They complain that the reward is not
enough, that they are not well enough paid.
I am inclined to agree that they are not
well enough paid, but they are receivingfull value for the material they are at
present turning out. I predict that when
our dramatists give us real plays, plays
that will live on the screen and that the
public will want to see more than once,
the producers will gladly pay by outright
purchase or royalties, sums that will satisfy the most exacting demands of our
greatest writers. Plays of human interest,
well motived, with well constructed plots
and dramatic situations, characters that
might have lived, doing things we could believe— good honest, but clean, wholesome,
with real plots and situations —
comedies,
these are the kind of plays we need, and
not until we get them, and we need them
by the scores, yea, by the hundreds, will
art, which has already adthe greatvanced sonew
far, continue to progress until
it takes the first rank as the greatest of all
arts, the place it is aiming for and the
place it so well deserves."
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SUMMER OUTINGS PLANNED BY
PITTSBURGH SCREEN CLUB
Special to Motion Picture News.
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 13.
A series of outings has been planned by
the Pittsburgh Screen Club for the summer.
The club has moved to its new quarters
in the Lyceum Building, in Penn avenue,
and last Sunday it had one of the largest
meetings in the history of the organization. The club membership is growing and
it is stated before long there will be a
campaign started for the raising of funds
for the building of a Club building.
The members appointed at the meeting
held last Sunday who will arrange for the
outings of the organization to be held this
summer were Charles Seltzer, John Long,
P. A. Mansfield and Alax W. Herring.
Mohn ^IcAleer made an exhaustive report relative to his trip to New York City,
where he went to raise funds for the fighting of the State Censorship laws of Pennsylvania. He stated that he was given a
guarantee from the Motion Picture Board
of Trade that that body would lend assistance in the fight in this state.
NASH IS AGAIN WITH SELIG ON WEST
COAST
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 13.
Since the arrival of James L. McGee
as manager of the Selig Polyscope interests here, Thomas Nash has been added to
the staff as manager of production. Mr.
Nash was formerly associated with the
Selig Company, which he retained for
a period of sixteen years. Two years
ago Mr. Nash resigned, and organized the
Nash Motion Picture Company, the affairs
of which he has conducted until this time.
The Selig Company has engaged Arthur
Shirley to play the lead opposite Kathlyn
Williams in "The Valiants of Virginia,"
which is being produced by Director T. H.
Heffron, from the novel of the same name.
Production of the photoplay has been commenced and many of the interior scenes
have been filmed, while the technical staff
of the studio is preparing the larger sets.
In many of these a large number of
people will be used.
FOX WIRES WALSH TO MAKE " HONOR
SYSTEM" A TEN-REELER
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 13.
The William Fox studios are still deserted by the producing companies, Director Raoul Walsh and players who are
producing " The Honor System " being at
Florence, Arizona, and Director Oscar Apfei and his company making scenes in a
mountain region northeast of Fresno, California.
Advice from William Fox instructed
Walsh to increase the size of his picture
from five to seven or eight reels, and a late
telegram instructs to increase to ten reels
if necessary. Mr. Walsh has induced Gov.
J. P. Hunt of Arizona to take part in
the filming of scenes in and about the state
prison at Florence. The story contains an
accurate history of the honor system as
introduced by this state executive.
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Three More Players of Note Join Morosco Forces
De la Cruz, Formerly With the Company; Katherine Griffith, in Many Screen Successes;
and Chase, Experienced in Picture Work, Will Be Cast in Important Roles
cal comedy and in dramatic productions.
THE Oliver Morosco Photoplay ComHer motion picture career started some
pany has added three players to its roster— Juan de la Cruz, Katherine Griffith
three years ago in New York with Edwin
Porter and the Smalleys at the Rex studio.
and Colin Chase, who will appear in forthLater she became connected with a Los
coming issues of the Paramount Program.
Juan de la Cruz appeared under the MoAngeles producer. In Morosco productions she will appear in heavy character
rosco banner in "Peer Gynt" and in a Pallas, "The Gentleman from Indiana." FolColin Chase has appeared in leading
lowing his appearance in these productions, he met with considerable success in parts for Essanay, American, Eclair and
parts.
the pictures of other West Coast producUniversal, and goes to the Morosco stuing companies. Born in Copenhagen, the
with threehim.
and His
a halfinitial
years'theatrical
picture
actor received his first stage training in work diosbehind
drama and opera at the Royal Opera
work was offered with the People's Stock
House in Copenhagen. Later he appeared
Company of Chicago, after which he apin the leading houses of London, Berlin,
peared on the road in the vaudeville and
Paris and other continental cities.
dramatic fields. Mr. Chase has many
friends among patrons of both screen and
Katherine Griffith, who appeared in "The
stage, and will be cast for important roles
Heart of Maryland" with Mrs. Leslie Carin Morosco productions.
ter, has played in stock, vaudeville, musiKansas City Exhibitors Plan 7-Theatre Circuit
Scheme Means Dependable Service for Suburban Houses in Rental of Pictures on Weekly
Basis, Hiring of Special Music and Issuance of Combination Theatre Programs
Special to Motion Picture News.
be eliminated through this arrangement.
Kansas City, Mo., May 13.
The program will be another novelty.
It is probable that a house program will
THE latest hibitidea
of
the
Kansas
City
exors isthe formation of seven of be issued, under the direction of some adthe leading suburban houses in the city into
vertising firm. The large number of
a body which will act as a unit. The prespeople who would read such a publication
could almost secure for it a solid basis at
ent plan contemplates the renting of films
on a seven-day basis, the hiring of spethe very beginning. The plan is to make
cial music, if such be necessary, the use
the program a weekly, each theatre having
of advertising space and various features
vertising.
a section, with other parts devoted to adto be developed on the formation of the
The main idea of the plan is to protect
organization.
The leaders are of the opinion that the the exhibitor, according to one man foremost in the agitation. This new method
exchanges would as soon rent to an exhibitor unit, such as they will be, for one
will have a clause whereby the respective
week than to take a chance on handling
managers will have to review a picture beit, perhaps five nights a week. In the new
fore it' can be brought up before the body
plan, if the exhibitor body takes the pic- as a whole. As nothing but the high-class
ture it will have to be shown at each of houses will be allowed in, it is almost certhe seven houses on successive nights. The
tain to make the exchanges careful about
theatres will be located in parts of the city what they present, as a refusal by this
where there will be no competition between
body of a picture would give it a bad
standing.
themselves, so the matter of first runs will
Henry Otto to Direct Lockwood and May Allison
Producer Who Made "Undine," "Half a Rogue," "Will o' the Wisp" and Other Noteworthy Pictures, Is Now a Member of the Metro Forces
When Mr. Lockwood left Selig and
HENRY OTTO, who is counted one of
went to the American Company, Mr. Otto
the most artistic directors in the country, has joined the Metro forces, and in
followed him, as he has to Metro. While
the future will direct the Metro plays in
with the American, Mr. Otto directed
Winifred Greenwood and Edwin Coxen
which Harold Lockwood and May Allison
are starred.
for more than a year and a half. Before
Until recently Mr. Otto has been with
going into motion pictures, Mr. Otto was
the Universal. Among some of the notable
identified with the speaking stage for nine
productions made under his direction with
years. He studied for the priesthood in
St. Bernard College, in Cullman, Alabama,
that company is the Bluebird feature, " Unbut gave up his studies to take up a career
dine." Other productions directed by Mr.
on the stage. He was successful from the
Otto recently are " Half a Rogue," starstart, and for two seasons played promiring
King
Baggot,
and
"
Will
o'
the
Wisp,"
with Jackie Saunders. Mr. Otto made his
nent roles with Richard Mansfield and was
debut in motion pictures with the Selig
stage manager of his company. He was in
the original Henry W. Savage company
Company, playing the heavy role in a feature in which Mr. Lockwood had the part
that produced " The Devil," and for one
of the juvenile. They played in many picseason appeared in vaudeville with Minnie
tures together and Mr. Otto was soon
Scligman in a sketch entitled, "The Drums
made a director.
of Doom."
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PERFORMANCE AT METROPOLITAN
FOR FUND A SUCCESS
A remarkable benefit performance, in
aid of the Motion Picture Campaign
for the Actors' Fund, was given on
the afternoon of May 16 at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York. Many of the
most famous stars of the musical world
were on the program.
Geraldine Farrar, Antonio Scotti, Rita
Fornia, Angelo Bada, and Pietro Audisio
and chorus presented the second act of
"Madame Butterfly." Louisa Villani, A. de
Segurola, Luca Botta and Anna Fitziu sang,
and Fritz Kreisler and Leopold Godowsky
played. The program was complete with
the Metropolitan orchestra and ballet, directed by Georgio Polacco.
Thirty screen beauties from the Thanhouser studios sold programs and flowers.
Marguerite Courtot, the Gaumont star,
was selected to act as head usheress for the
occasion.
A great crowd was present, and a large
sum was realized for the Actors' Fund. The
affair was under the personal direction of
Daniel Frohman, president of the Fund, assisted by Samuel Goldfish, the national
executive chairman of the Motion Picture
Campaign.
HOPE TO FINISH "THROUGH THE
WALL " BY JUNE
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 13.
The filming of "Through the Wall" by
Production Manager Rollin S. Sturgeon at
the Vitagraph Western studio, is progressing most satisfactorily, and the company
expect to finish by the first of June. This
is made possible by the fact that practically
all the scenes arc made with interior settings, itbeing necessary to build but very
few for exteriors. In this five reel photoplay, the same leads used in "God's Country— And The Woman" appear, they being
George Holt, William Duncan and Nell
Shipman.
Mary Anderson, Titagraph ingenue lead,
has been cast in her first grown-up part for
the three reel subject, "The Waters of
Lethe." This story has scenes in New
York City and the northwest. Miss Anderson first appears as the girl of the wild
country, a daughter of a mine owner.
There she meets a young man from the city
who comes to make tests for her father.
Later he returns and is married to a city
girl, but in the end he becomes the husband
of the mine owner's daughter, who in the
meantime has grown to womanhood after
securing a college education. William
Wolbert is directing the film of the subject.
THREE SUBJECTS IN THIRD RELEASE
OF REEL LIFE
The third release of Reel Life, the Mutual Film Magazine, has three subjects for
the issue of May 21. The first of these is
the Gaumont animal studies which were
made at the Bronx Zoo by Edwin R. Sanborn. To students of natural history and
biology this release will popularize subjects
that have hitherto been dry and uninteresting to the young and old alike.
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Booking to Stop Closed Box Office — V-L-S-E
Open
At Special
Meeting of Big Four Force from New York and Syracuse Exchanges, Held in
Metropolis, Delegates Report Favor of This Plan on Increase Among Exhibitors
A

SPECIAL meeting of the memhers
of the V-L-S-E sales forces of the
New York and Syracuse exchanges was
held at the home office of the organization last week. It was attended by executives of the various departments and presided over by General Manager Walter
W. Irwin. The meeting had for its object the discussion of the trade conditions
in general, the outhning in detail of the
organization's policies, and the airing of
timely suggestions looking toward increased efficiency in dealing with the requirements of the Big Four exhibitors.
The reports of the representatives present furnished conclusive evidence that
the open booking system, and the box
office value method of renting features,
as evolved and put into practice by the
Big Four, are two policies daily gaining
increased favor with exhibitors throughout the country.
The opinion was expressed that the
moving picture industry is to-day undergoing another radical development such
as its change a few years ago, when
there occurred the evolution from the
nickelodeon, showing short reel subjects,
to the more representative theatres showing five reel features, for which ten or
fifteen cents is charged.
The trend to-day, it was held, would
seem to be not only toward increased
artistic beauty, and dramatic strength,
but toward multiple features, elaborately
and appropriately presented. Necessarily,
therefore, it was declared there must be

the same adjustment in rental and admission prices for these extraordinary pictures, as there was in the rental and admission prices of the five reel features, as
compared with the scale of charges which
prevailed for the old time shorter subSuch adjustment, it was asserted, could
jects.
be made most equitably through considering each release by itself, and pricing
each of them according to its drawing
power — in other words, by distributing
films as the V-L-S-E does, on the openbooking, box office value system.
In this way, all films are priced in accordance with the investment they represent to the producer, and the drawing
qualities they possess for the exhibitor,
whether these films be of average worth,
of extraordinary merit, or of lesser value.
The multiple subjects, it was declared,
mean broadening the film horizon and attracting untold thousands of representative people who are not now moving picture patrons, but who, once attracted to
the screen, must be cultivated through the
exercise of constant care in making the
surroundings of the theatre inviting and
in seeing to it that stage effects, musical
accompaniments, and all the other promotion efforts are worthy of the film.
Stress was therefore laid upon the necessity for being ever on the alert to increase the efforts of the organization in its
service to exhibitors in every avenue,
which goes toward heightening the appeal
of a moving picture entertainment.

Hot Months No Bar to Activity in World Studios
Brady Assigns Work for Twenty Elaborate Features During June, July, August and
September — Alice Brady Completes " La Boheme "
THERE will be no diminishing of activHolbrook Blinn is at work on " The
ities at the World film studios during
Weakness
of Man" and has just comthe forthcoming hot months. William A.
p
l
e
t
e
d
The
"
Way of the World," in which
Brady, who returned from a short trip this
he is supported by an all-World star cast.
week, has completed the business of asKitty Gordon, preparatory to her branchsignment and for the months of June, July,
ing out under the World trade mark in
August and September, has scheduled
Kitty Gordon features, will be seen on the
twenty elaborate photo dramas of the newregular program June 12 in " The Crucial
Test," and Mollie King, the little sunday iestype.
greatest
storare to World's
characterize
the stars
warm and
summer
beam of World Film, will star in " Fate's
months.
Boomerang," May 29.
Robert Warwick, under the guidance of
Ethel Clayton will make her first appearance on the World program in a coChautard, is at work on " Friday, the Thirstarring vehicle with Carlyle Blackwell,
teenth." The work on this production
will carry both star and director into June,
" His Brother's Wife," a five act drama,
when another fictional document will be
which comes on the summer program
started. Thomas W. Lawson is responsiThereafter Clara Kimball Young, the
ble for the vehicle, " Friday, the ThirJune S.
teenth," and it is thought Mr. Lawson can
famous
World star, will be seen in " The
be prevailed upon to create another story
Story of Susan," an ambitious vehicle amfor Warwick.
ply befitting the importance of Miss Young,
Alice Brady has completed " La Boto be followed by Alice Brady in " Her
heme," and is at work on "Her Majesty,"
Majesty." Gail Kane in "The Other Siswhich will be seen on the regular program
ter" will be offered July 10, and House
about August 1. Miss Brady and her supPeters and Gail Kane will be seen together
porting players will give a private showing
during the early summer months in " The
of " La Boheme " to a number of Metropolitan Opera singers some night next
Muriel Ostriche, Carlyle Blackwell,
Velvet
Paw."
Frances
Nelson, Robert Warwick, Holweek.
was at Her
the appearance
suggestion in
of "La
eitherBoheme"
Caruso
brook Blinn, Kitty Gordon, Alice Brady,
Mollie King and all the other World stars
or Caveleri that she appear in " La Bowill be seen at least twice during the hot
heme," and the picture is so promising it months.
will be shown now to the opera stars.
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FOX PICKS PRETTY SCHOOL MISS AS
SCREEN WINNER
William Fox has just discovered a girl
whom he considers the most fascinating
young woman in America. He proposes
making her the greatest young star in the
film world.
The name of this girl is June Caprice.
She is seventeen years old. Mr. Fox has
taken her right out of a New England
school, and sent her to photographers and
artists for sittings. In a few weeks she
will make her initial screen bow in a Fox
picture.
Miss Caprice is described as a very fair
little girl with sparkling blue eyes and glistening white teeth. Her hands and feet are
small and dainty. On the screen she is to
be made, according to Mr. Fox's plan, the
type of girl whom mothers will point out
to their sons and daughters as representing
the ideal.
She has had no motion picture experience. But Mr. Fox has sent her to school
under his most skilled directors. In engaging her, Mr. Fox imposed some unusual conditions. She will never be seen
on Broadway. Her face will appear only
on the screen. Her attention is not to be
diverted from her work by contact with
outside things that could not possibly have
any good influence on her career.
She is not to discontinue her education.
She will have a number of hours each
week at a finishing school in New York
and two tutors have been engaged for her.
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Plethora of Good

Films Coming from General
Next Two Weeks Will Usher in Large Numb er of Interesting and Varied Pictures, It is
Announced, from All the Constituent Companies
GENERAL FILM SERVICE for week
beginning May 15 will be featured by
films carrying the needful punch, according
to advance information from the General
Film Company's publicity department.
The week starts Monday with Selig's
three-reel production, " The Hard Way,"
featuring Jack Pickford, Mary's brother,
who has a character role. The story presented isthat of a high school boy tempted
by some of the worldly bright lights.
The Vitagraph comedy, " A Lucky
Tumble," " The Perfidy of Mary," a Biograph drama, and a Lubin comedy, " Otto
the Artist," give a finishing touch to the
day's releases. The Selig-Tribune News
Service, of course, is a feature.
Kalem's "The Irish Rebel" will be
shown Tuesday, and owing to the unsettled
condition of affairs in Ireland at this moment, will command attention. Some of
the scenes in this release were made where
the recent fighting between British troops
and Irish rebels was fiercest. Edison will
present its youngest and newest star, Leonie Flugrath, in a three-reeler, " The
Littlest Magdalene." Lubin's offering for
this day will be " The Beggar King," and
Essanay will also provide a feature.
Kalem on Wednesday releases " The Artful Dodger," a comedy, Essanay a feature

Screen Drama Walking Over " Legit " in Minneapolis
With Twenty-One Exchanges, Four Companies Manufacturing Pictures, a Host of Places
Handling Accessories, and More Than Eighty Theatres, Minneapolis Forges Ahead
Special to Motion Picture News.
asked to help, and they always come to the
front.
Minneapolis, May 13.
With twenty-one film exchanges, four
HIGH-CLASS motion picture dramas,
companies making films, a host of acceshigh type of business men as theater
sory houses, and more than eighty good
managers and the heavy investments of
theaters, Minneapolis is stepping ahead.
the film business in Minneapolis have won
R. G. Marshall.
for the industry a far greater following
and position of importance than was ever
enjoyed by the old-time drama.
All of the newspapers give the picture
drama as prominent mention and a greater
bulk of it than they do the old-style drama,
and the Minneapolis Journal recently
championed the cause of the industry by
showing the futility of official censorship
or any but state rights films or those not
passed by the national board. The public
should be its own censor, the Journal
argued.
The day was when club women said that
motion pictures were detrimental to the
child and that the theaters were " hangouts " for crowds of boys and girls who
wanted to evade the law. That has long
since been forgotten, for the Minneapolis
theaters do not sell tickets to children
after 8.30 p. m.
When the club women recently decided
to enforce the curfew ordinance they appealed first to the theater managers. The
managers had slides prepared announcing
that children would have to leave at 8.45
p. m. or be taken home by an officer.
In every campaign, whether for health
or civic betterment, from a standpoint of
BLISS MELFORD (RIALTO FILMS)
art or business, the motion picture men are

presenting Essanay stars, and Biograph
will furnish "Beverly of Graustark " in
three reels. The day's program will be
aclosed
comedy.
by Edison's " Robbing the Fishes,"
Lubin, Selig and Vim will get the spot
light Thursday ; Lubin presenting " Jackstraws " in three reels ; Selig offering another chapter of the Selig-Tribune News
Service, and Vim presenting a comedy,
" Thirty Days."
" A Child of Fortune," in two parts, by
Knickerbocker, and " An Innocent Vampire," a" Sis Hopkins " comedy series by
Kalem, " More Money than Manners," a
Vitagraph comedy, and " A Fair Exchange," aVim comedy, will make up the
program for Friday.
Essanay heads the list Saturday with a
feature, Lubin is second with a comedy,
" The Winning Nurftber " ; Vitagraph provides a three-reeler, " Miss Adventure " ;
Kalem releases " One Chance in a Hundred," an episode of the " Hazards of
Helen" Series, and Selig puts a humorous
touch in the day's program with " A Boarding House Jam." Sunday, May 21, Knickerbocker will offer its first five-reel feature,
" Spellbound."
General Film Service for the week beginning May 22 will carry films of strength
and variety, it is announced.
The week will start Monday with Selig's
three reel production, "The Test of Chivalry," featuring Fritzi Brunette. Supporting Miss Brunette are Vivian Reed, Edward J. Piel, James Bradbury, William
Scott, Frank Clark, Lillian Hayward and
several others.
A Vitagraph comedy, "The Cost of High
Living," furnishes an unusually strong
feature, while "The Mistake," a Biograph
drama, helps to round out a day's program.
A Lubin comedy, "Otto the Hero," gives a
finishing touch to the day's releases.
Edison's, "The Coward's Code," will be
shown on Tuesday. Essanay offers on that
day an all star drama, while Kalem and
Biograph provide the comedies, the former
in "WhoseBusyLooney
"Ham's
Day." Now," and the latter in
Kalem, on Wednesday, releases "The'
Bogus Ghost," a comedy ; Essanay a feature and Edison provides "The Cecropia
Moth and "Tom the Tamer and Kid Kelly."
Lubin, Selig and Vim will get the spot
light Thursday, Lubin presenting "Prisoners of Conscience," a three reel drama;
Vim offering "Baby Doll," a comedy.
"The Flirting Bride," a Knickerbocker
Star Feature production, "A Baby Grand,"
a Kalem, "Sis Hopkins" comedy series;
"The Battler," by Vitagraph ; and "Villains
and Violins," by Vim, should keep patrons
in good humor Friday.
Essanay heads the list Saturday with a
feature; Lubin second with a comedy, "Oh,
You Uncle !" ; Vitagraph provides "The
Primal Instinct," in three parts; and Selig
will present the original cowboy film artist,
Tom Mix, in "A Five Thousand Dollar
Elopement," and Kalem will offer "The
Capture of Red Stanley," an episode in the
"Hazards of Helen."
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Northwest
Association
is With
League
in Censor
Fight
Convention Held in Minneapolis and Attended by 1,500 Exhibitors, the Organization Votes to Let its Directors
Decide on Rejoining the National Body — Fred J. Herrington and President Carl Laemmle, of Universal,
Are Among Principal Speakers — James Gilowsky Heads New Roster of Officers
special to Motion Picture News.
Minneapolis, May 13.
A DETERMINATION to support the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America in its fight against national
censorship was the most important thing
which came out of the remarkably successful convention and exposition of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of
the Northwest which closed here May 6.
Fifteen hundred exhibitors were in attendance.
The association voted to let its directors decide whether it should once again
join the league, but to support morally and
financially the league's effort to head off
federal censorship. The association felt
that the league should reduce its membership fees, but agreed to go into the fold
if the directors thought it wise to do so.
It is certain that the association will aid,
in every way, the war on censorship.
Fred J. Herrington, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, was present at the convention, and was
one of the principal speakers. Another was
President Carl Laemmle, of Universal, who
told how the manufacturers were ready to
furnish and are furnishing the kind of films
wanted. "The films to-day are clean to
those
have clean
minds," he said.
The who
convention
demonstrated
that the
exhibitors and exchangemen are working
in harmony for the general good of the
business, and hereafter there will be closer
affiliation in every undertaking.
In the election of officers, James Gilowsky of St. Paul was elected president;
Charles Gates, Aberdeen, S. D., vice-president; William Koenig, Minneapolis, secretary; C. E. Van Duzee, Minneapolis, treasurer. The executive board members are :
Thomas Furniss, Duluth; W. A. Scott, Red
Wing, Minn.; H. P. Greene, Minneapolis;
Frank Nemec, St. Cloud, Minn. ; A.
Reissman, St. Paul. The executive committeemen were chosen from Minnesota
men, so they can be easily reached by the
executive officers, who will have their headquarters in Minneapolis.
Each of the states represented in the convention will have state conventions this
summer or in the early fall and the state
vice presidents of the bigger association
will aid in the direction. The state vicepresidents are: Anton Gilles, Breckenridge, for Minnesota; J. E. Sherwood,
Madison, for Wisconsin; J. E. Boyle,
Dubuque, for Iowa; J. E. Hippie, Pierre,
for South Dakota, and J. E. Cavanaugh,
Grand Forks, for North Dakota.
One of the sales made by the Bartola
Musical Instrument Company at the Minneapolis Convention, was a Bartola Grand
to Messrs. Christian and O'Malley of the
Palace Theatre, St. Paul. Charles C. Pyle,
general sales manager for the Bartola Musical Instrument Company, stated that he
was very well satisfied with the result of
his exhibit at the Minneapolis Convention.
He personally attended this in company
with Dan W. Barton, inventor, T. D.

Waiss, Harry Awe, Bernard Cowhan and
three mechanics.
H. W. Horn, who represented the Nichols-Power Company at the Minneapolis
convention, and who has covered all the
motion picture conventions since the one
in San Francisco last July, stated that in
his opinion this was the livest one he had
yetWilliam
seen.
A. Lochren, president of the
Northwestern Weekly, has secured the exclusive agency in the Northwest territory
for the small projector put out by the
DeVry Corporation of Chicago. He had
the various models of this projector on
exhibit at his booth at the Minneapolis
convention and it created a great deal of
interest.
On Wednesday afternoon at the Minneapolis Convention, Valeska Suratt was the
guest of B. A. Westcott at the Fox Film
Corporation booth. Miss Suratt is to appear in several coming Fox productions,
and was enthusiastically received by those
in attendance at the Minneapolis Convention.
In addition to the members of Chicago
exchange, the Fox Film Corporation was
represented at the Minneapolis Convention
by Harry Leonhart and H. J. Roberts.

W. J. Dyer and Brothers of St. Paul
exhibited the Fotoplayer at the Minneapolis
Convention. Leo. Weissenbach, president
of the Fotoplayer Company of Illinois, was
present for a few days. A. L. Brown of
W. J. Dyer and Brothers stated that they
had sold six Fotoplayers to the B. B. Theatre Company of Minneapolis for installation in their houses. Also one to H. J.
Breilein of the new Victoria Theatre, St.
Paul to R. J. Brons of the Elite Theatre, Minneapolis.
J. F. Cubberley of the Zenith Film Company of Duluth, Minnesota, was present
at the Minneapolis Convention.
The Independent Film Corporation of
Minneapolis which has secured the rights
in the northwestern states to " Our Country Series " intend to start booking these
within the next few weeks. Then there are
a series of fifty-two pictures covering
geographically and historically the states
and territories of the United States. They
are being made under the direction of
Judge Willis Brown. J. E. Moore and A.
R. Nelson of the Independent Film Corporation state that the first three pictures
of these series went very well when shown
to
the exhibitors at the Minneapolis Convention.

Screen Favorites Will Appear at Rialto for Actors' Fund
Series of Tableaux Presentations of Players for Personal Greetings of Their Admirers
Arranged by Rothapfel and Goldfish for May 22
Omaha, Minneapolis and other cities are
IN connection with the Motion Picture
also giving elaborate functions for the
Campaign for the Actors' Fund, a fesbenefit of the campaign. Elsewhere the
tival of personal appearances of screen
activities are equally promising. Sandusky,
stars will take place at the Rialto Theatre,
New York, during the week of May 22. Ohio, is the latest accession to the roll of
honor. A branch committee has been orThere will be a series of tableaux presenganized there, with the mayor as honorary
tations of film favorites for the personal
chairman.
greetings of their admirers. The proceeds
In Des Moines, another big boost is bewill go to the Actors' Fund.
S. L. Rothapfel, manager of the Rialto,
ing given to the campaign. At the convention of the Exhibitors' League of Iowa, a
is arranging the affair, together with Samgrand ball will be staged on the evening of
uel Goldfish, chairman of the National
Executive Committee of the Motion
May 24, under the auspices of the Des
Moines Screen Club, the proceeds of which
Picture Campaign, and Daniel Frohman,
will go to the Fund. In Kansas City the
president of the Actors' Fund. Combinaactive co-operation of theatre owners as
tion nights will be given to the favorites
well as managers has been obtained by the
from such studios as Lasky, Famous Playcommittee. A sub-committee enrolled the
ers, Pathe, Vitagraph, Universal, Mutual,
Metro, and Thanhouser.
theatres of the city and vicinity for National Motion Picture Tribute Day.
The arranging of this treat for film lovers is to be the crowning feature of the
MASTERS OPERATED UPON FOR
three months' campa;ign. Monday, May 15,
APPENDICITIS
was national Motion Picture Tribute Day,
It is with much regret that we note that
and picture theatres throughout the country had agreed to donate a portion of their
E. Lanning Masters, advertising director
of V-L-S-E, is confined to his bed at the
receipts for the day to the Actors' Fund.
Flower Hospital, suffering from an acute
Throughout the present week entertainments and special functions are being held
attack of appendicitis, which made itself
felt on his return with the V-L-S-E censorin all the big cities, in aid of the Actors'
Fund, the most pretentious being a tribute
ship delegation from Albany, on Thursday
last.
performance at the Metropolitan Opera
The operation was performed by Dr.
House, New York, where the leading arVon Vonowich of that hospital.
tists of the musical world, including GerVictor M. Schapiro, the assistant adverisaldine Farrar, Antonio Scotti, Fritz Kreisingis director,
will handle his work, while
ler, and others appeared.
he
away.
Boston, Philadelphia, Buffalo, Detroit,
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TRANS-CONTINENTAL MOTORCYCLE
RUN FOR "CIVILIZATION"
PUBLICITY STUNT
"Civilization" is to be advertised across
the continent by a motorcycle run against
time from Los Angeles to Portland, Alaine.
Two motor enthusiasts, Neil Hardin and
Andrew Edison, have been engaged to
make the trip on a motorcycle with a side
car, they taking turns at driving the machine. The start was made from the City
Hall in Los Angeles Tuesday, May 9, at
noon, when they were handed a message
by Mayor Charles Sebastian to the mayor
of Portland, Maine. They expect to reach
their destination by. June 9. The route is
up the coast to Portland and Seattle, and
then east tlirough Chicago to New York,
and then up the eastern coast.
The motorcjTle and side car is gaily
decorated with advertising matter concerning the big spectacle made by Ince. Both
young men have had newspaper experience,
and they will no doubt, plant a great quantity of publicity matter where it will bear
fruit. This advertising feature was conceived and planned by Kenneth O'Hara,
manager
of Mr. Ince's publicity department.
VAN

DEUSEN IS SIGNED BY
INTERNATIONAL
Cortland J. Van Deusen, one of the
youngest directors in the business, has been
signed by the International Film Service,
Inc. Mr. Van Deusen played for a season
in stock and in Shubert productions. Following this he went to California where he
was associated with the Kalem, Thanhouser
and Kinemacolor companies.
Returning to New York he was employed by the Biograph Company and later
went with the Famous Players. Mr. Van
Deusen left this organization for a splendid position with the Vitagraph Company,
where he was featured for two years. He
became associated with Sidney Drew, remaining with that comedian for some time.
Next he directed, "Keyboard Strategy,"
"Conquest of Constantia," "Between Two
Fires " and " In Arcadia."
His last work with the Vitagraph was a
Blue Ribbon Feature, " Behind the Curtain," with Lillian Walker.
MARY MILES MINTER ON WAY TO
COAST
Mary Miles Minter, the dainty Mutual
star, left New York Sunday, May 14, on
the Twentieth Century for Chicago, where
a big celebration was planned for the
youngest star in filmdom. Miss Minter was
accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Juliet
Shelby.
On her arrival in Chicago, Miss Minter
was met by J. Casey Cairns and officials of
the American Film Co., Inc., who escorted
her to the new American film laboratories.
After a tour of inspection a reception was
held in her honor. In the evening she was
the guest of honor at a dinner. She is
anxious to get to the Coast to begin work
in the first of the special features she is to
appear in. Miss Minter and her mother
left Oiicago for the American studios at
Santa Barbara Monday night.
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in Work at L-KO, Hollywood
Rest Ford
of "andPeg
the Ring
Francis
Graceo' Cunard
Take up" Production Where They Left Ofif— Abraham
Stearn, Business Manager of the Company, Takes a Bride
Special to Motion Picture News.
pany took a half holiday to greet Business
Los Angeles, May 13.
Manager Abraham Stearn, who on that
day
returned from the east accompanied
""PHE making of the Universal serial,
■1 "Peg o' the Ring" production, of by a bride, who was Jessie Jacobs of Milwaukee. The wedding was solemnized in
which was discontinued recently at Unithe middle west city, and the couple imversal City when Francis Ford and
mediately came to Los Angeles. They
Grace Cunard left, is now being done at
were greeted at the train by a large delethe L-Ko studio, Hollywood, which was
the former home of the Universal Film
gation of players, and after an extended
Company
prior
to
its
removal
to
Universal
trip over the city with banners of the "just
City.
married" variety flying, were escorted to
the studio. Mr. and Mrs. Stearn will make
The original scenarios for the fifteen
episodes as written by Miss Cunard is to their home in Hollywood.
The most thrilling comedy ever filmed
be used, and production was begun where
at the L-Ko has been completed and titled
the company left off — completing the fifth
"Pirates of the Air." This subject, in
episode. The cast will be the same. Bewhich a number of aeroplanes were, is said
sides Francis Ford and Grace Cunard,
to have cost a small fortune. It will show
the cast includes Mark Fenton, Pete Gerald, Gene Hathaway and others.
a fight between two aeroplanes, aerial attacks on a city with bombs dropped on
The management of the production will
buildings, automobiles and pedestrians, and
be in charge of Abe Stearn, business mansome other entirely new thrills. Billy
ager of the L-Ko. The first scenes by the
Armstrong, Alice Howell and Joe Moore
reorganized company were made Monday
are the principals of this subject.
of last week.
Members of the L-Ko Producing ComJ. C. Jessen.
Two Australian-Made Films Released in This Country
"A Nurse's Sacrifice, or the Martyrdom of Edi th Cavell," is a 4,000-Foot Picture Featuring
Vera Pearce — " Sinking of the Emden" is Second Subject
for the initial showing. The Famous PlayTWO new films, offering striking lessons
ers Film Company of Canada in handling
in preparedness, drawn from actual
conditions and events, are to be offered in the bookings in the dominion.
this country on a states rights basis. Both
The "Sinking of the Emden" is 2,000 feet
of them were made in Australia, and have
long. It is a series of pictures made with
been shown to enthusiastic audiences not
the consent and aid of the navy departonly in that country, but in Canada.
ment, and is an official Australian navy
The films are "A Nurse's Sacrifice; or picture. Not only does it show the scene
of the conflict between the Sydney and the
the Martyrdom of Edith Cavell," and "The
German raider Emden, off Cocos Island,
Sinking of the Emden." The former,
which is 4,000 feet in length, is based upon
but the destruction of the Emden, and the
the story of Edith Cavell, who was exelanding of its crew are also presented in
cuted in Belgium, and whose fate attracted
vivid pictures.
great attention all over the world. In this
Other features of this film are the repicture Vera Pearce, who has won the repcruiting for the Australian Navy, the trainutation of "the most beautiful girl in Ausing of cadets and recruits, life aboard
tralia," assumes the role of Edith Cavell,
ship, and the measures taken to keep the
and the whole tragedy is pictured in draAustralian Navy in a constant state of prematic form.
C. Post Mason, who has control of the paredness.
Mr. Mason is well known in film circles
films in this country, reports that "A
in Australia, Canada and England. He has
Nurse's Sacrifice" opened at the Gayety
theatre in Toronto, May 8, being presented
long been associated with such firms as
Williamson, Hugh Mcintosh and J. D.
under the auspices of the 208 Irish CanaWilliams.
dians. More than 6,000 tickets were sold
Big Demand
for "Kleine
Gloria's
" Burke
in Many
Sections
For Theatres
Booking George
Serial Romance
Featuring Billie
— Chicago,
Philadelphia
and Other Large Cities Give It Enthusiastic Reception
THEATRE managers who arranged for at night, was able to report business almost
double that of normal days.
pre-service showings of the new
The Arcadia, in Philadelphia, did a treGeorge
Kleine
novel,
"
Gloria's
Romance,"
in which Billie Burke is starred, report, in
mendous business all day long and similar
many cases, that the performances of the
reports were received from the I sis in
Denver, the New Palace in Minneapolis,
picture on May 8 shattered previous recthe American in Salt Lake City and the
ords
for
a
single
day's
receipts.
The
Kleine offices are elated over the results.
Tivoli in San Francisco. Top heavy busiIn Chicago at the Studebaker, one of
ness was done at the Garden in Washington, D. C, from the opening hour until
Jones, Linick and Schafer's biggest and
best theaters, a big crowd was in the lobby
late at night, while a waiting line was the
rule at both Kings and the Columbia in
as early as ten o'clock, though the performance was not scheduled to begin until an
St. Louis. The Willis Wood in Kansas
hour later. All day long the seating capacCity
came close to beating all previous recity of the house was severely taxed and
theater.ords for a single day's attendance at this
Manager Jones, as he closed the box office
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Women's Press Club in New York Passes Resolution on Films
At Special Session Women
the Organization
Fires First Gun inin Uplift
National
to Their Responsibilities
MoveCampaign to "Waken
can be stimulated in them to make their
Woman's
a special
AT Press
City production worth while, Mrs. Johnson
held in ofNewthe York
Club, session
Saturday, May 13, there was fired the first said :
gun in a national campaign to waken the
"There is almost alwaj-s a difference of
opinion between parents concerning the
women of the country to their responsibility to their communities and their power
same production, and this is where the producers have difficultj' in making pictures
to bring about the production and presenthat are universally praised. It seems to
tation of a higher class of motion pictures
than that generally seen.
me particularly appropriate that the WomWith the clubrooms crowded to overan's Press Club should be the first club
to take up the subject as a body, to use
flowing, Jane Stannard Johnson, a writer
its influence by pen and voice to bring
and speaker of note and an authority on
the photoplay, presented a resolution which
about the adoption of a policy by the repuwill have its effect wherever there is a film
table film makers that will put their industry on a permanent basis, and make it
theatre. The resolution was passed unaniunnecessary for us to see a bill in our
mously, and similar action will be prolocal theatre before recommending it to
posed at the biennial meeting of the Genour friends. We must get at the producer.
eral Federation of Women's Clubs when
He alone can give the world the higher
20,000 women, each a delegate from an
important center, will convene here.
tjrpe of pictures, and he will if he can do
The resolution follows :
so profitably.
"I therefore, think that we should supTTHEKEAS,
Woman's
Clnb widely
recogport those producers of motion pictures
nizes that the the
motion
picturePress
is more
who are making a sincere effort in this
read to-day than any other form of printed
publication, and that many millions of people
direction. Bj' seeing the pictures shown
daily in all walks of life are visiting motion
in your town for a few weeks, you can
picture theaters, our own families among the
number; and
soon recognize the companies which have
WHEREAS, many of these pictures are far
from the standard of literature we would
already seen the light, and are worthy
have in our homes — sensational melodrama —
while others are immoral, unchaste and sala^cious ; and
of support."
WHEREAS, some superb pictures are also
TEXAS THEATRE EXCHANGE WHL
shown, excellent in all essentials of quality,
BUILD FIREPROOF VAULT
pictures well meriting the patronage of the
educated and cultured; and
The Texas Theatre Exchange, with John
WHEREAS, by this evidence we know that
D. Fulton as manager, latelj^ merged with
producers are in a position to produce and
can produce high grade, clean pictures;
the Fidelity Film Companj-, Incorporated,
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED,
That City,
we, the
Press you
Club [name
of Newof has taken spacious offices in the Prince
York
do Woman's
hereby request
Theatre Building, Houston, Texas, where
company or individual] to devote the efforts
it will conduct an extensive supply busiof your studio to the production of motion
pictures of such quality and character as will
ness and film exchanges. It will at an
merit
the support of ourselves and our homes;
early date open demonstration rooms, and
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOXVED, that it is erect a new fireproof vault, as it intends
the intention
purpose
of the Woman's
to contract for the representation of some
Press
Club to and
support
and patronize
pictures
of this desirable type and to withhold our
prominent film manufacturers in the near
patronage from unworthy pictures, and this
future.
shall
be theits attitude
Press
Club and
members of intheallWoman's
club, church,
A. C. Bernard, general manager, has for
school and social activities with which they
years been the cashier of the largest fruit
may be associated;
importing concerns in the world. The
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that
the names of those producers who will devote
United Fruit Company of Galveston, New
their studios to worthy pictures will be pubOrleans, and South America, and is well
lished in the club mediums, and every effort
will
made to help the producer of highknown in all business circles of south
class befilms.
Texas and New Orleans.
FINAULT, RESOLVED, that an official
copy of this resolution be sent to every motion
John D. Fulton, roadman, has been in
picture producer of importance.
business and covered the territory in that
capacity for the last six years, during
In speaking of the desire of many motion picture producers to make pictures of which time he has gained the good will
of all his patrons in the business.
real merit, provided that enough interest

Mutual-Chaplin Subject, " The Fireman," Nearly Ready
Comedy Is Said to Contain an Unusual Number of Sensational Scenes, Depicting the
Burning of Two Houses, Purchased from City Authorities
up, Chaplin appears in practically all the
WORK on "The Fireman," second Mutual-Chaplin comedy, which goes to
scenes in the garb of a fireman. The enthe public June 12, is rapidly nearing comtire company of pla}"ers who were engaged
pletion at the Los Angeles studios.
to appear in support of the star when he
Chaplin has worked into this production
was signed by the Mutual, appear with him
in this production. Edna Purviance has an
a number of what are said to be unusually
sensational scenes, depicting the burning of interesting and important role. Eric Campbell, Charlotte ]\Iinneau, Lloyd Bacon, Leo
two houses, both of which had been conWhite and others are also in the cast.
demned by the Los Angeles Fire DepartIn addition, about two hundred extras
ment. They were purchased outright by
were brought into play for the filming of
the Chaplin-Mutual studios and destroyed
the fire scenes, which are said to be excepby fire.
tionalljf realistic.
Temporarily abandoning his usual make-

MIRANDA GOES TO WORLD FILM AS
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Thomas N. Miranda, formerly general
manager of the B. S. Moss Theatrical
Enterprises, the Amalgamated Vaudeville
Agency, and the B. S. Moss Motion Picture

THOMAS N. MIRANDA
Corporation, has resigned to become advertising manager of the World Fikn CorMr. Aliranda is a man of wide experiporation.
ence in the sales, advertising and news
service field.
CHAPLIN
MOTION
FOR "CARMEN
INJUNCTION ARGUED IN SUPREM
COURT
,1-Charles Chaplin's motion for injuncticj
to restrain the V-L-S-E's distribution q
the Essanaj- four reel burlesque on " Call
men," which features Chaplin, was arguel
before Judge Hotchkiss, of the SupremJ
Court, New York, on Maj- 12.
1
Chaplin set forth in his motion tl 1
under the contract which he had wi
Essanaj^, he reser\"ed the right to appro
or disapprove pictures in which he perso
ally appeared and that because the bu
lesque on " Carmen " has been distributed^
in four reels instead of in two, as he had\
left it, the Essana}' Compan3^ should be \
enjoined from presenting it as his burlesque.
The Essanay Company was represented
by William M. Seaburj-, who argued that
the contract upon which Chaplin relied had
been abandoned by both parties.
TRAVERS USES HIS TWO LEGS FOR
LAST LEG OF VAUDEVILLE TOUR
After completing his engagements in several Chicago theaters, Richard C. Travers
returned to Essanay for a brief staj" and
then departed on the last leg of his vaudeville tour. The itinerarj" includes Cleveland, Buffalo, Sj'racuse, Rochester, Albany,
Detroit, Indianapolis and Omaha.
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Its Amazing Restrictions, Preposterously Conceived by Those Responsible for Its Existence, Are Fraught With
Grave Possibilities of Tyrannical Application if Made Law — It Bristles With So Many Picture Throttling
Requirements That Legislators Themselves View it With Suspicion
r'

Stecial to Motion Picture News.
Washington, May 13.
of the members of the
some
with
wrangling
of
AFTER weeks
committee, and perhaps only partial consent on the part of
others. Chairman Dudley M. Hughes, of the House Committee on Education, has at last obtained the sanction of the
committee to the making of a favorable report to Congress on a
new bill produced in committee, providing for the censorship of
motion pictures.
The new Hughes bill, on its face, appears to be one of the worst
measures ever broached. Were it not for Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts,
this terrible need for motion picture censorship would never have
occurred.
Can Doctor Crafts hoodwink members of Congress to the extent
that the bill will be enacted into law? Will all the members of
> Congress allow themselves to be led blindly into the hole dug for
a them. If they are sane legislators they will want to know a little
t bit more than appears in the report of the hearings. It would be
1 a verj- good thing to investigate the lobby and find out just what
( is back of the whole proposition. It does not look good on the
r surface, and throughout there have been misrepresentations — wily
I maneuvers that have given rise to unwarranted beliefs that the
entire film industry is anxious and hungry for the regulation proposed in the Hughes bill. Mr. Hughes has not even taken the
trouble to ascertain the cost of administering the proposed law ;
he does not have any idea of the number of pictures now in existence that would be immediately approved ; he does not know
whether two dollars per thousand feet will be sufficient to meet
si the expenses of the commission ; all he know is that he wants that
Ii bill to pass and to see his name inscribed on the archives of Congress as the author of one bill, at least, that had become a law.
ir
Ic
Judge Hughes and Doctor Crafts are apparently panic-stricken
V at the thought that Congress may adjourn before the bill is acted
upon, and accordingly, when these two decided that a favorable
1
report ought to be made upon it, they also decided that four days
P was ample time to be allowed the opposition members of the Comw
mittee on Education to render the minority report. High-handed
Di methods that, perhaps, will not work under Congressional procedure; they will be made the subject of a very wordy protest
die
from the floor of the House if carried into effect. The thought
wh- has been advanced on many occasions that Judge Hughes has been
bc(
ma practically hounded to death by Doctor Crafts to the extent that
"C.> the very courtly gentleman, always anxious to please, is willing to
do anything to get rid of the millstone around his neck.
Fii Friction Among Members
H The threat has been made to have the whole matter investigated
Blu
from top to bottom, and the friction between the members of the
Ui 7 committee is known to be intense.
/ There is one thing certain, and that is that none of the film
companies that have been giving their support to the bill will be
able to get in under the wire and have shown to them courtesies
that would probably be denied to the present-day opponents of
the measure; they will all be its opponents after it is enacted into
law, if that ever happens. The minority members of the committee took good care to see to it that the various artful dodges were
blocked. As one of these gentlemen said : " We tried to make
the act somewhere near to being decent if by any chance it should
go through. We had to fight with the proponents of the measure
on a number of its provisions, and upon one we spent a whole
session in wrangling. We feel that the expense of this proposed
law will be something enormous. The authors (Hughes and
Crafts) have no idea what it will cost to employ all of the deputy
commissioners and other employees that will be needed, for there
is no way of telling how many deputies will be rcfjuircd to carry
out the provisions of the bill."
The proponents of the measure arc alleged to have tried to
slip one over in favor of their friends in the film business in
under Section S, which read : " The comthe secondmissionparagraph
may at any time issue a permit for the entrance into
interstate and foreign commerce of any film without inspection
1

thereof * * * " But the opposing members of the committee
blocked this l)y the insertion after the word " film " of the words
" portraying current events and not otherwise proliibited by law."
There will be no beating around the bush under the paragraph
as it now stands ; all film companies will be on the same level,
and all films, other than the news films, will have to be inspected
before permit is issued, providing the commissioners and deputy
commissioners do not fall down on their jobs and issue permits
under shady circumstances.
The original Hughes bill, as it is remembered, was riddled full
of holes by the opponents of the measure at the hearings held
here some time ago, a full report of which appeared in the columns
of the Motion Picture News. Doctor Crafts and his fellows
took advantage of the criticisms and brought in a new proposition
to the committee, and this in turn was shot full of holes; but, undaunted, they kept on the firing line until the bill that has just
been introduced into the House of Representatives was conceived. How perfect that bill is can be ascertained upon reading.
Section 4, as it is worded, will enable the commissioners and
their hirelings to wreak vengeance on the poor misguided manufacturer who may, wittingly or not, cross their path, and Section 4
precipitated one of the prettiest of the committee controversies.
This paragraph provides " That the commission shall promptly
license for interstate and foreign commerce every motion picture
film submitted to it as herein required, unless such film or a part
thereof is obscene, indecent, immoral, inhuman, or is a reproduction of an actual fight or prize fight, or is of such a character
that its exhibition would tend to corrupt morals or incite to
"
Wording
Too Sweeping
crime. *of *the* Measure
The opponents
the measureto held
would
enable the ofcommission
throwthatouttheanyword
films" inhuman
that they"
might desire to discriminate against, and they also took exception
to the words " which would tend to corrupt morals or incite to
crime." These clauses, they held, practically bar out of interstate
commerce every great work of literature that has ever been produced, and will probably act against all but one of the Shakespearean plays. They wrangled all one morning over this proposition, but the hard-headed majority seems to have prevailed.
Under the new bill, sixty days are to be allowed within which
application shall be made for permits for the entrance into interstate commerce of films which have been publicly exhibited prior
to the passage of the law.
In the original bill it was provided that any permit, issued where
inspection had not previously taken place, could be revoked upon
the concurring votes of any two commissioners upon ten days'
notice in writing to the applicant. This would jeopardize the
chances of the manufacturer in marketing his product. To offset
this probable result, the following clause was added, " Thereupon
the film may be submitted to the commission for license as though
no permit had ever been granted or revoked."
Section 6 provides that any person, firm or corporation desiring
a Federal lincense or permit shall first make sworn application
in writing in the form and substance prescribed by the commission. The opponents of the measure showed their level-headedness when they forced in an amendment to this paragraph which
provides that within one day of the filing of an application a time
for the submission of the film shall be set, which time shall in
no event be more than three days after the date of the filing of
the application. It is also provided that at least one of the commis ioners or one of the deputy commissioners shall attend upon
and be present throughout the exhibition of the film submitted.
The applicant may present such evidence in addition to the film
as may be necessary or proper to make clear the purpose and intent of the film. All oral evidence is to be recorded by the commission. Another good point is that " the license applied for shall
be granted or refused within one day after the hearing."
Heavy fines are provided for the manufacturers who fail to live
up to the requirements of the proposed law, but nothing is said
(Continued on page 3270)
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THE unpreceJenteJ leap to popularity of tke
remarkatle screen productions appeanngf under tke BLUEBIRD trand. is readily understood wken tke ck aracter of tKe releases, past and
proposed, is considered.
Few pkotoplay features can measure up to tke
standard of "Jokn Needkam s Double, ''Xke
Crippled Hand, "XKe Gilded Spider, or
"Elusive Isabel, to mention a few of tke most
recent BLUEBIRD releases; wUe i yrone
Power and Lois Web er in "Tke Eye of God,
a notable Lois Weber production, and Rupert
Julian in 'Naked Hearts, based on Lord Tennyson s ""Maud, establisbed a new standard in
tbe art of tbe pkotodrama.
You are advised to watch for the announcements of current
BLUEBIRD releases. It is your duty to your patrons to give
them an opportunity to )udge for themselves of BLUEBIRD
quality. It is your privilege to book BLUEBIRD Photoplays
and establish for your house an unusual and desirable prestige.
For Bookings communicate with Your Local
BLUEBIRD Exchange or the Executive Offices
BLUEBIRD
PHOTOPLAYS,
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Inc.
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"NAKED HEARTS"
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
LORD ALFRED TENNYSON never wrote his beautiful poem
"Maud" with the intention that it be employed as a suggestion for a five-reel photoplay. Perhaps if motion pictures
had been in vogue at the time when "Maud" was written, its
author would have stipulated that it be made into a one-, twoor three-reel subject. Happily, however, the poem inspired a
director who is accustomed to make the very best of his opportunities. That director was Rupert Julian, and while he has
not been able to totally overcome the material inadequacy of
his theme, he has enshrouded the picture in beautiful scenes and
set it off by wonderful photography.
Olga Printzlau prepared the scenario from Mr. Julian's story,
and we may go so far as to presume that she too, was obliged
to stretch a theme tighter than was good for it. The opening
scenes dealing with the several characters in their younger years
are too long, as they last a full thousand feet. Thereafter the
action proceeds with more interest because the characters mature,
but even in these phases there are places when repetition of incident occurs and where the story moves after the fashion of
the turtle.
When, however, it comes to the artistic side of the production,
mere words are not descriptive of its beauty. Some of the most
charming light effects that ever graced five reels of film have
been secured by the camera man. The settings have been selected
with rare taste and the numerous garden scenes are extremely
beautiful. These production effects, together with the many appealing moments of the picture, almost entirely discount the
thin character of the plot.
The first period of the picture deals with the childish love
affair of Maud and Cecil, children of neighboring land owners.
In the second period, Cecil, again courts Maud, but against her
father's wishes, for he has in mind Lord Lovelace, a rich friend
of his son's. The Civil War interrupts the romance. Lord Lovelace is killed in the war and Cecil is reported dead, but he returns. He learns that Maud is about to take the veil and rushes
to the convent but is too late.
The cast does fine work. Francelia Billington makes a charming figure of Maud, particularly in the light romantic scenes,
while Zoe Bech as the girl in her younger years plays with
irresistible charm. Rupert Julian makes Cecil an appealing figure
and in striking contrast to his characterization is the Lord Lovelace done by Douglas Gerrard. Jack Holt, Ben Horning, Paul
Weigle, Nannine Wright, Gordon Griffith and George Hupp are
others.
There are many excellent passages in the picture. The part
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where Cecil returns to his mother after the war is handled excellently. The battle flashes are good and there is a well-arranged
duel scene that excites considerably.
" SINS OF MEN "
(Fox Film Corporation — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
FROM the title, one might infer that this picture was a sex
drama, wholly, done in the effective style characteristic of
the Fox forces, but still a sex drama. The sex element does,
in fact, figure largely, but the thing which makes the picture
an excellent entertainment — one of the most enjoyable we have
seen recently — is a remarkably clever infusion of comedy of character, offset by splendid human touches, and an entirely unexpected denouement.
The credit for this must go chiefly to Director James Vincent. His work here shows distinct originality, in the handling
of the story, in the maintenance of continuity, and in the introduction of touches of relief. The cast, which is headed by
Stuart Holmes and Dorothy Bernard, is superior throughout, and
works cleverly in keeping with the tone of the production, which
is not permitted to get overserious for long.
An old German philosopher writes a treatise on what he calls
the new religion — "Myself," the doctrine of which is utter selfishness and the pursuit of pleasure. He shows the partially
completed manuscript to a publisher, who tells him that if
he will finish it his fortune will be made. The philosopher, after
a Christmas reunion of his family, goes to bed, and dreams
of the moral ruin that would be brought to the lives of his
family and others, from their reading of the book. His daughter
would sin with the son-in-law of the publisher; he would find
his servant in the arms of his son; the father of the servant
girl would break in his house and kill, out of revenge for the
family. of his daughter, most of the members of the philosopher's
betrayal
Then the old man awakes, decides to burn the manuscript,
and everything ends happily. There is no tragedy, tt has all
happened in his dream, but the spectator is as surprised as the
philosopher to find that this is the case.
All of which is' handled in a thoroughly effective way, not
the least effective thing being the Christmas dinner scenes, which
are delightfully satirical of the types portrayed, and in which
are introduced some fine animal touches. Settings are correct.
The lighting is generally good.
Others in a cast which is unusually good, are Hattie Burks,
Stephen Grattan, Alice Gale, Tom Burrough, Pauline Barry, Alice
Gale, Emily Fitzroy, George S. Trimble, and little Kittens
'
Reichert.
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"WHO'S GUILTY?"
(Arrow-Pathe — First and Second Issues)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE first two numbers of Arrow's series — not serial — prove a
number of things that should doubtless interest the exhibitor.
Chief among these is that the two stories so far seen are what
feature producers would make into five-reel pictures. Condensed
to the comparatively short length of two reels there is a most
commendable absence of padding. It's all meat.
Then too, the producing company has taken a most bold step,
for judging from the conclusions of the first numbers, happy
endings are to be an unknown quantity in "Who's Guilty?" This
is flying in the face of all motion picture tradition, for again the
average producer believes that the public does not like the sour
taste of an unhappy ending. However such a manner of closing
puts just the right finishing touch of strength on the pictures. The
Arrow company is to be commended and we believe that others
■will commend them as well.
The series is to be a selection of separate dramas, each one of
which winds up by putting the ethical question, " Who's guilty for
tragic circumstances that may have been brought about by one of
several persons?" Whether or not the average audience will care
to bother their heads about the guilty fellow or not is a question
that matters little. If they feel inclined to puzzle over the matter,
all well and good, if not they will be hugely interested by the
entertaining stories.
To place players in the leading roles of a series is enough to
warrant undying popularity after its completion. In this case the

JACK FINDS AMY AT LAST

principals are popular already and instead of relying on the pictures for fame, the pictures may well borrow some from the two
leads, Tom Moore and Anna Nilsson. Mr. Moore, one of the
most experienced of screen stars, will play the leading male part
is each number and his first two performances are excellent and
promise big things to follow. Miss Nilsson has the two essential
requisites of a picture actress, beauty and talent. Her part calls
for a number of exquisite gowns which are furnished her by
Hickson.
The opening number entitled " Puppets of Fate," takes up the
case of Dr. BuUard, (Tom Moore), his wife Esther (Miss Nilsson) and a wealthy widow (Octavia Handworth). Fame and
fortune await the doctor but as luck would have it he becomes
enamoured of the widow. His wife suddenly developes a malady
which necessitates an operation on her head. She pleads that her
husband perform it. Contrary to the ethics of his profession he
does. In the midst of it he sees a vision of the widow and becoming nervous his hand fails him — he makes a slip and his wife
is killed. The widow casts him off and he sinks lower and lower
until the question is put, "Who's Guilty?"
"The Tight Rein," the second brace of reels introduces Jack
McCall (Mr. Moore) the, son of a tight-fisted factory owner. He
favors Amy Prentice (Miss Nilsson), a worker in his father's
mill. Because of this his father discharges the girl and prevents
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her securing work in the village. She leaves for the city and unable to secure employment, takes the easiest way. Jack comes to
look for her and finds her. He pleads with her to marry him,
but in the midst of the proceedings Babson, the cause of Amy's
downfall, comes in and in a rage kills them both. A number of
persons might be guilty for this tragedy but the spectator is left
to decide for himself.
The production, which is in charge of Lawrence McGill and
Howell Hansel, is pronouncedly excellent. Realistic atmosphere
has been secured for each phase of the pictures and the players
have been handled to advantage. The photography is exceptional.
The scenario for the first number was done Ijy E. A. Bingham
and Albert S. LeVino. Their work leaves nothing to be desired
in the way of clarity, quick action and telling development. Mrs.
Wilson Woodrow is writing the fiction stories for syndication
while the plots themselves are being contributed by persons whose
names are not mentioned.
"THE MARKET OF VAIN DESIRE"
(Kay-Bee-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
"VYT'HAT difiference is there between the woman who sells her
VV pitiful body on the streets, and the society girl who barters
her beauty to the highest bidder on the Marker of Vain Desire?"
This is the theme of C. Gardner Sullivan's story which arraigns
money marriages in upper circles of society; which indicts the
church for its connivance therein. And this argument is summed
up in a sensational sermon preached in an aristocratic church by
the Rev. John Armstrong, who hires a woman of the streets to
stand with him in his pulpit that he may use her as an illustration. In his congregation are the Badgleys, whose daughter,
Helen, is about to be sold by her mother to a count in exchange for
his title.
Needless to say, Armstrong is in love with Helen. His sermon
brings Helen's father to his senses, but it also brings the count to
the minister's rooms, with the result that a quarrel ensues, and
the count strikes the minister, wounding him seriously. The vestrymen, coming to demand the minister's resignation, learn what
has happened. They change their minds. Helen arrives also, and
the final scene leaves no doubt that the minister has won his
battle.
We have given the story in some detail, because it is the most
striking thing in the picture. It is handled frankly, in spots, melodramatical y, and at times is quite impressive, chiefly because of
well-written, dramatically placed sub-titles. The action is exceedingly slow, some of the scenes being virtually without action, as
they are devoted to many close-ups depicting the mental struggle
of the minister against the hypocrisy of his parishioners.
H. B. Warner gives a forceful portrayal of the minister, and
Clara Williams is excellent as Helen. Gertrude Claire draws an
admirable sketch of a hard-hearted mother. Charles Miller, as the
count, is fair. Leona Hutton does well as the scarlet woman.
The direction was in the hands of Reginald Barker, who has
brought out the main points of the story faithfully. The settings,
of course, are right. There are some unusual lighting effects, including night photography.
"JACKSTRAWS "
(Lubin-General — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
AN

old plot has been handled capably by Director Melvin
Mayo, under the supervision of Captain Wilbert Melville,
to make quite an interesting and, at times, convincing, subject.
The players, which include Lucy Payton, Adelaide Bronti, George
Routh, Cecil Van Auker, Alan Forrest and Evelyn Page, are
competent, while the settings, locations and photography are excellent.
The story tells how a wealthy young girl weds a rake, who is sent
to prison for embezzlement after their marriage. She divorces
him. Upon his release he joins a gang of counterfeiters. The
girl's
aunt that
dies, she
leaving
the with
entireanother,
estate. heWhen
the revenge,
husband
discovers
is inherlove
swears
and attempts to persuade the fiance that the girl was involved
in an escapade at a questionable -roadhouse. Detectives arrive at
the right moment, the villain is arrested, and all ends happily.
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" A CHILD OF THE PARIS STREETS "
(Fine Arts-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE little dramatic touches for which Griffith is famous arc
used here by Director Lloyd Ingraham to enrich a photoplay,
already wealthy because Mae Marsh, Robert Harron and Tully
Marshall were chosen as principals in its portrayal. It is one of
those pictures in which the players cannot be dissociated from the
story and the direction, which is only another way of saying
that it is a real photoplay.
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duces a few novel features, and toward the end provides some real
gripping situations.
Hazel Dawn is always beautiful in the camera's eye, even if her
emotions are not always convincing. She holds the center of interest well, and in this subject has been cast in a role well suited
to her.
As Nell Haddon, daughter of the leader of one of the clans on
Iron Mountain, she is loved by her cousin Luke, and has an inborn hatred of the Bassetts, the other clan, who own the second
half of the mountain. Northern financiers attempt to buy the
mountain, but the clans cannot agree on a survey ; so a young surveyor is sent down to aid in bringing about an understanding.
It happens, fortunately, that this young surveyor is one of the
Bassetts, the childhood sweetheart of Nell, who ran away from
home when a lad because of the feud between the families. No
one recognizes him in the old home, and he meets and falls in love
with Nell all over again. He wins her away from Luke, and whips
the latter in a desperate fight. He marries Nell under the assumed
name under whicli he appeared on Iron Mountain, but later when
she discovers the deception she leaves him, and the negotiations
over ending the feud are broken off.
Eventually she returns to her husband, they are remarried under
his real name, and the advent of a child heals the breach between
the Bassett and Haddon families.
The massing of the clans, and their deploying through the forests, are especially effective, and add a real thrill to the picture.
The cast is well chosen, and as a rule capable. In it are Arthur
Morrison, Hardee Kirkland, Irving Cummings, Russell Simpson,
Gertrude Norman, George Majeroni and Edna Holland.
"THE MYSTERIES OF MYRA— EPISODE THREE"
(International Film Service — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

THE AMERICAN MEETS THE LITTLE APACHE
Certainly Miss Marsh has never had a happier role than her
present one, that of a little Parisian Apache, who is stolen from
her parents in infancy and brought up as a thief ; certainly Harron
is perfectly at home as a young American, who eventually rescues
the girl just as she is about to be put to death by the band for
treason; and just as certainly Marshall is perfectly cast as the
Apache leader. Besides these there are Jennie Lee, Carl Stockdale, Loyola O'Connor and Bert Hadley. Special mention should
be made of the excellent character work of Jennie Lee as the
Apache "mother."
The settings represent admirably Paris streets and houses, and
a particularly pleasing bit of color is afforded by the staging of
a fete night. In fact, the externals of this production are worthy
to rank beside the acting and Grant Carpenter's story.
It is the scenes between Miss Marsh and Harron, incorporating
the touches which we mentioned above, which will delight your
audiences most. We have seen Miss Marsh in many subjects, but
never have we seen her powers of expression, her natural pantomime, better exemplified. The same thing is true of Harron. The
same thing is true of Marshall. If any further praise is needed,
we may remark that suspense, adventure and realism are at hand.
If the earlier scenes, in which Miss Marsh appears as a child-wife,
the mother of the little Apache whom she portrays later, had been
omitted, this would have been very nearly a great picture.
But in its present state it is surcharged with merit. And not the
least pleasing thing about it is that, while it deals with material
which some producers would have made sordid, it is free from any
suggestion of sordidness.
"THE FEUD GIRL"
(Famous Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
UNUSUALLY beautiful and striking locations have been selected for this story of the Georgia mountains, in which Hazel
Dawn is starred as a wild mountain girl until a sudden metamorphosis brings her into more up-to-date and attractive clothes. Inasmuch as practically the entire picture is shown in exteriors, these
locations are important; they have been judiciously arranged, however, and the eye is not allowed to tire of the mountain scenery.
Brilliant ^ photography and ex,cellent characterizations aid in
establishing and retaining the atmosg.here of the Southern mountains. Charles A. Logue's story, strong in "heart interest," intro-j

IN this episode, entitled " The Magic Mirrors," Dr. Payson Alden,
by to
the separate
use of a itself
huge hypnotizing
body
from her, somachine,
that shecauses
may Myra's
discoverastral
the
identities of those who are seeking her death. The Black Order
immediately convenes, and attempts to break the astral thread
so that Myra cannot awake from the hypnotic spell.
While this is going on, Dr. Alden vainly tries to restore Myra
to consciousness. His failure renders him desperate, and, scientific
methods failing, he tries prayer, in which Myra's mother joins.
This effort proves successful, and Myra awakes to tell Dr. Alden

THE PRAYER
what she observed while in the astral state. Her narration convinces Alden that it is the Black Order which is plotting her death,
and he determines to visit its quarters himself.
Howard Estabrook, as Dr. Alden; Jean Sothern, as Myra;
Bessie E. Wharton, as Mrs. Maynard, Allen Murnane, as Varney,
and M. W. Rale, as the Master, continue their excellent work.
The trick lighting effects are fully as good as those in the fifst
two episodes, while the hypnotizing machine, and other psychic
appliances, furnish an added interest.
Summed up, this episode sustains, without difficulty, the interest engendered by the first two.
• -;
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"THE ORDEAL OF ELIZABETH"
(Vitagraph Blut Ribbon- V-L-S-E — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE

elements of a thoroughly good picture have been assembled in this. It is strong in love interest, suspense, and a
degree of mystery. Fortunate in its featured principals — Lillian
Walker and Evart Overton — and in the supporting cast, it is also
possessed of typically excellent Vitagraph staging and intelligent
direction by Wilfrid North.
Miss Walker is given opportunity to do some emotional work,
which she handles in a skillful manner. By contrast, the early
action presents her as a carefree young girl of the country, whose
hasty marriage to a young artist gives rise to her ordeal, which is
not ended until she has been tried for his murder. Evart Overton as the hero gives the best performance we have seen him offer,
while Denton Vane is an acceptable villain. There are also L.
Rogers Lytton. in an excellent characterization of a district attorney; Ollie Walker, Kate Price, Mrs. M. Storey, Templer Saxe,
R. M. S. Putnam, and Walter McGrail.
The story builds up graduallj' — at times too slowly — to an impressive climax, in which suspense is the keynote. Here the girl is
tried for the murder of her husband, and the trial is shown in detail. The hero returns from abroad in time to save her from conviction, by furnishing an alibi, and the mystery is solved by the
discovery
that it was the girl's jealous cousin who sent the poison
bottle.
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a popular actor; she is constantly jealous of the adoration he
receives from hosts of women, and a " friend," who has long
coveted her secretly, seizes upon this to work upon her jealousies
and convinces her that her husband is unfaithful.
Circumstances aid him, for he is seen calling on a girl, who
lives alone with her child in an expensive apartment. Convinced
that his relations with the girl are improper, Mrs. Travers pretends to flirt with the wooer, until she fears she has gone too far.
Then she spurns him, and in revenge he spreads tales concerning her around the clubs.

" DESERTED "

THE MEETING
Even after the identity of the murderess is revealed quite early
in the trial, thus giving the mystery away, the spectator's interest
is amply sustained, for he does not know whether the jury will
realize that it is the resemblance between the two girls which has
caused the whole difficulty. In fact, the spectator is somewhat
surprised when a verdict of not guilty is returned, but he is nevertheless immensely pleased.
The management of the trial, as to direction, is excellent. The
jury is an admirable collection of types, and Putnam, as the judge,
is great.
" The Ordeal of Elizabeth " will undoubtedly please.
,

" THE GIRL WITH THE GREEN EYES "
(Pathe Gold Rooster— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THE play by Clyde Fitch in which the late Clara Eloodgood
made considerable of a hit several years ago, has been done
over into a picture which all the lovers of Fitch will immediately
recognize as smacking strongly of the master's touch. In fact,
the play has been followed quite closely, and the dramatic points
which made it a stage success have been carefully retained and
presented with their full effectiveness.
There are times when Julian L'Estrange fails to convince. His
type is an excellent one, however, and he makes a strong appeal
to the sympathies. In his strongest scenes he is uniformly successful, and he makes good use of his long screen experience, showing an expertness and aptness in registering the subtler ideas.
Katharine Kaelred has a difficult part, but she handles it in a
finished manner. Her role is that of Mrs. Travers, the wife of

Travers hears these tales, and seeks the " friend," who calls
at his dressing room. They grapple, and the intruder fires at
Travers, the bullet striking the girl in the case, who has just
walked into the room. The wife also appears, and Travers explains that the girl is his sister, who was wronged some time
before by a man who since disappeared. She identifies the
" friend " as this same man, and Travers springs upon him again,
but this time is restrained by the police.
The trouble caused by her unreasoning jealousy, alienates
Travers' love from his wife, and she, deserted, attempts to poison
herself. She is saved, however, by a maid, who accidentally
spills the poison, and refills the glass with plain water. Through
the
ends pleadings
happily. of his sister, Travers goes back to his wife, and all
"THE LION AND THE GIRL"
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
FOR hazardous stunts, combined with amusing slapstick, it
would be hard to beat this Keystone. We have a girl dropped
into a lion's cage, to begin with. The lion plays his part by advancing to the spot where the girl is lying. He puts his paws
over her face and poses for several minutes, uttering what must
be blood curdling roars. The " rescue " is effected cleverly.
At the proper moment in the plot— which, by the way, is neatly
contrived — the chase starts, with automobiles, motorcycles, and skyscrapers as accessories during the fact. The hazards include falls
from a motorcycle at full speed, the lassoing of an auto on a
slippery pavement, and a wild chase up the side of a tall building.
This last event looks particularly reckless, especially as it involves
a drop of thirty or forty feet in mid-air by one of the players.
In addition to the stunts, there is some clever fooling by Joe
Jackson, Claire Anderson, May Wells, Louis Morrison, Clarence
Lyndon, Leo Kendal, Billy Hauber and others, who were directed
by Glen Cavender. Some aspects of Jewish character are caricatured, but not offensively.
" The Lion and the Girl " is, as a whole, one of the best of recent Keystones.
WATCH FOR THE MAY INDEX OF REVIEWS IN NEXT
WEEK'S ISSUE
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" THE SUSPECT "
(Vitagraph Blue Ribbon- V-L-S-E — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
IN this portrayal of the conflict between oppression and the
struggle for freedom in Russia, Anita Stewart reaches new
emotional heights. Her work is the outstanding merit of a production which we hasten to recommend to the exhibitor as a
superior picture, although we are frank to say that, in our opinion, the ending is disappointing.
It is one of those cases in which profound sympathy is aroused
for a character- — a young Russian nobleman — only to find that,
in the end, he must be killed. We have four reels of an intensely dramatic situation, in which Sophie, leader of the Nihilists,
marries Prince Paul, son of Karatoff, the typical Russian official
and known as "the butcher," whom Sophie hates with all her
soul, because Karatoff had her father flogged to death.
A child is born to Sophie and Paul. They are apparently devoted to it. But Paul discovers his wife's identity. A quarrel
ensues. Valdor, jealous of Paul, knocks him unconscious, and
throws his body in a half-frozen river. Paul is resuscitated,
but loses his memory.
Then an entirely new element is introduced in the shape of
a young British diplomat, who meets Sophie and her little son
on their way to London. He falls in love with her. Karatoff
comes to London, passes himself off as a Nihilist, and goes to
a Nihilist meeting in Paris. Paul is brought there also by some
Russian peasants. To the utter surprise of the spectator, Paul
is killed by a bullet aimed at Karatoff by one of the Nihilists,
and Sophie goes back to England to wed the Britisher, while
Karatoff takes his grandson to Russia with him.
This turn of events, in view of the sympathy which the spectator inevitably has for Paul, is a little bewildering. It is, however, logical if one judges that Sophie never loved Paul, and
in any case, it will cause discussion, and arouse unusual interest.
S. Rankin Drew produced "The Suspect," a guarantee that it
is a good picture. He loses no time in creating suspense, the
very first few scenes being highly dramatic, as they show the
flogging of Sophie's father. The continuity is good, and the
atmosphere, two or three locations excepted, fine.
We have already referred to the sterling quality of Miss Stewart's rendition of Sophie. Next to her, Anders Randolf's impersonation of Karatoff, is most impressive. Drew, as Paul, is
also excellent. Frank Wupperman gives a convincing portrayal
of the Englishman. Others in a capable cast are George Cooper,
Edward Elkas, Julia Swayne Gordon, Bobby Connelly and Al
Babcock.
" SUDDEN RICHES "
(Peerless-World — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
EVERY exhibitor, if he has been in the business any reasonable
length of time, knows the picture that tells of sudden wealth
and consequent unhappiness on the part of its possessors. Such
a theme has been materially and dramatically elaborated upon in
" Sudden Riches," but by reason of an original series of introductory events, the picture takes on a semblance of unconventionality and real strength.
E. Richard Schayer is the author of the story. Mr. Schayer
has handled his subject in a most convincing manner. His characters are typical and are intelligently drawn. The strength of
the body of his picture relies largely on contrast of scene. He
alternates between showing husband and wife pursuing their none
too respectable desires and their forsaken little girl, who suffers
from neglect and lack of love. These scenes lend great force to
the entire piece and it is here that little Madge Evans, who plays
the child, demonstrates wonderful ability. Her tears will, without a doubt, meet with response from the audience, for there is
nothing more appealing than the suffering of a little child.
The situation alluded to in the opening results from an ingrown hatred of Abner Crewe for his nephew. He tries in divers
ways to wreck young Crewe's happiness but is unsuccessful. On
his death bed, still with this object in mind, he leaves him a
million dollars. With the fortune comes unhappiness. Crewe
seeks diversion away from home, his wife does likewise, until
at last- the severe sickness of their child brings them together,
resolved never to again accept a sudden fortune.
Robert, Warwick is, as ever, the finished and. sincere actor.
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As Crewe his performance merits warm praise. Gerda Holmes
does well as his wife, while Clara Whipple is seen to good advantage as the adventuress. The support is in every instance
commendable.
Emile Chautard directed. His work is consistently good throughout, save in the club scenes, when he is apt to exaggerate in

EMILY'S ILLNESS PROVES A MEANS OF REUNION
the conduct of the members. As a whole, however, he has made
a fine picture of a fine story. The scenes in which little Miss
Evans
appear are
samples
director's art.
The settings
are excellent
appropriate
while ofthethephotography,
which is
story.
poor at first, grows rapidly better with the advancement of the
"THE RECLAMATION"
(American-Mutual Masterpicture DeLuxe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2ND
ALTHOUGH the differences between the petty farmers and
the large landholders of California are not of vital moment to the average photoplay patron, their clash of interests
could yet be woven into a very entertaining drama. The material
is handled in this picture with so much circumlocution that few
audiences will lean forward in the chairs.
One reason for this is that sympathy is not aroused for one
faction, and antipathy for the other. Also there are long stretches
of film with little action, punctuated by thrilling episodes too obviously put in to remedy the lacking punch.
Praiseworthy features are by no means absent, however. Some
of the scenes selected to portray California's scenic glories are
remarkably beautiful and are photographed with consummate skill.
The acting, especially that contributed by Winnifred Greenwood,
Franklyn Ritchie, and Dick La Reno, is excellent. Subordinate
parts are taken by Clarence Burton, Margaret Nichols, Harry McCabe, and Roy Stewart.
There is a legal controversy between Phelan, a wealthy landowner, and an association of small ranchers over the water rights
of the Esperanza Valley. Powell, Phelan's brilliant young lawyer,
loses the case. His defeat is mainly due to Louise McLeod, the
daughter of one of the ranchmen, who has acted as Powell's stenographer and has kept his enemies informed about his moves.
Louise confesses her strategy to him, and persuades him that her
friends are in the right.
Phelan hires an engineer to dynamite the river so that the water
will be diverted onto his land. Powell hears of this, and accompanied by Louise, he dashes in an automobile to the place selected
by the engineers for the explosion. He puts the fuse out, and
takes Louise to the nearest minister.
LIBERTY, OKLAHOMA CITY, USES A GOLD KING SCREEN
A RECENT issue of Motion Picture News stated that the Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, had installed a gold mirror
screen. This was an error. The Liberty uses a Gold King screen.
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"PASQUALE"
(Morosco-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
"PASQUALE" is a vehicle for George Beban's sure-fire
in thefavor
delineation
of Italian character.
willgives
win
for•T^himability
increased
with picturegoers,
because its Itstory
him full scope in the closely associated regions of laughter and
tears.
Beban is, without doubt, its strength, and a guarantee to the
exhibitor that his patrons will not be disappointed in the picture
as a whole. The numerous emotional touches which he manages
with great ease and conviction arise naturally out of the story,
which Mr. Beban wrote in collaboration with Lawrence McCloskey. He appears as a small town grocer, hard-headed, kindly,
devoted to Julie, an orphan, and Colombo, his horse. Around
Colombo Beban weaves the psychology of love for dumb animals;
and around Julie psychology just as keen, for Pasquale loves her,
and silently bears his sorrow when she chooses to wed a worthless
young man of the town.

THE WEDDING FEAST
All this is presented in a gratifying way. When Beban holds
the screen, there is no doubt about the appeal of the picture, and
fortunately we have enough Beban to offset a conventional subplot which depicts a dissatisfied wife in the toils of an affair with
a young society man. The subject also suffers from actionless
introductory scenes, and repetition of incident. On the other hand,
it has some very well directed battle scenes, for Pasquale heeds
his country's call, and fights until he is disabled and returned
to America. The atmosphere is excellent, save for a single scene
which attempts to represent an Italian hospital but fails to do
so.
The supporting cast includes Myrtle Stedman, Helen Eddy,
Page Peters, Jack Nelson and Nigel de Brullier, all of whom give
good performances, with Miss Eddy, in the role of Julie, ranking
easily next to Mr. Beban.
Summed up, "Pasquale" is a distinctive film, because of the
way in which it has been handled by Mr. Beban. The direction
by William D. Taylor is competent at all points.
" THE COURTESAN "
(American-Mutual Masterpicturc DcLuxe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2ND
THE title of this photoplay and its theme, for which William
Parker is responsible, are equally frank. While both capitalize the alleged popular interest in fallen women, the production
is utterly free from salaciousness.
After some little preliminary vagueness, the spectator is finally
carried along by a swiftly-moving story of politics, intrigue and
rnother-Iove. The extraordinary coincidences will probably be
forgotten in the strong situations they give rise to. Although the
good taste of using this kind of material is open to debate, no one
can deny that it makes possible many powerful incidents.
Eugenie Forde takes the title part, and it is one of the doleful.
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heavily emotional roles she seems best fitted for. Hal Cooley is
a presentable hero, and Charles Wheelock and William Carroll
make a good brace of heavies. Others in the cast are Al Fordyce
and Nell Franzen.
Unknown to him, the living expenses of Manley, a young lawyer, are being paid by Mayda, his courtezan mother. She leads a
life of sin in order that he may have every opportunity to make
a success. Manley becomes a candidate for the office of district
attorney, and is opposed by Grandby, the son of a crooked political boss. Realizing that Manley will win unless strong measures
are taken, the Grandbys, father and son, plan to involve him in
scandal.
A note is sent him, telling him to go to Mayda's apartment.
While he is there the Grandbys, accompanied by police, photographers and reporters, go to the apartment to collect evidence.
But Mayda shows that Grandby, Sr., is her legal husband, and
that Grandby, Jr., is Manley's brother. Having dumbfounded her
son's enemies, she dies.
" SHERLOCK HOLMES "
(Essanay-V-L-S-E — Seven Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THE old classic which seems to hold its youth better than most
things reaches the screen in rather extended form, after passing through the various metamorphoses of novel and play. We
recognize our hero, but he has been placed amid a medley of
familiar surroundings, which we have been accustomed to consider separately. Nevertheless, since the play took the same form,
we were ready for the dove tailing together of several of the more
dramatic adventures of the great criminologist.
William Gillette, the only Sherlock Holmes the stage has known,
appears to good advantage in the screen version. As he is the
author of the play as well, he has selected his own surroungings,
and has presented them to good advantage. The affair of Irene
Adler and her greatly prized photograph, which she threatens to
use in compromising a European sovereign, the attempts of Professor Moriarty to take the life of Holmes, and several of the
smaller adventures, have been combined to make a good dramatic
whole.
The action begins with Holmes's attempts to get hold of papers
in the possession of Alice Faulkner. Moriarty and his band are
also trying to get the documents. Holipes tricks the girl into giving them up, but returns them to her, with the statement that he
believes she will give them up of her own accord. His action is
explained by the fact that he has fallen in love with Alice.
Holmes finally gets the papers by having Alice escorted into the
next room, and then, in her hearing, delivering a bundle of counterfeit papers to his clients. Rather than see Holmes suffer the anger
of his clients, she rushes in and delivers the real papers to him.
This is accomplished after Moriarty's men have made a desperate attempt on Holmes's life, which he discovers and turns against
them, surrendering them to the police.
The direction of the picture by Arthur Berthelet, from a scenario
by H. S. Sheldon, is excellent and uniform throughout. Mr. Gillette screens well, and is sincere through all his work. The locations have been well chosen, and the atmosphere of London is
maintained, with a few slight exceptions.
There is a capable supporting cast, which includes Marjorie
Kay, Ernest Maupain, Edward Fielding, Stewart Robbins, Hugh
Thompson, Ludwig Kreiss, Mario Majeroni, William Postance,
Chester Beery, Frank Hamilton, Fred Malatesta, Grace Reals,
Miss Ball, Burford Hampden and Marion Skinner.
"NANCY'S BIRTHRIGHT"
(Terriss Film — Unity Sales — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY. 2ND
THE plot of this piece might have been lifted bodily from
a popular number of a paper-backed library, or from one
of the melodramas that flouished before the advent of moving
pictures. In contradistinction to some of the "vampire" films,
ineffable goodness triumphs over unbelievable wickedness, not
only at the final dissolve, but through most of the lurid five reels.
All the bad people reform very suddenly at the finale, but their
change of heart is too briefly motivated.
The players sincerely try to interpret the author's character
conceptions, but the script calls for such unnatural actions and
unequivocal traits that the actors necessarily appear more wooden
than human. Then, too, the stilted language that the subtitle
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writer makes them use detracts still further from their human
quality. Murdock MacQuarrie, Edythe Sterling and Norbert A.
Myles are assigned the leads, while Millard Wilson and V. T.
Henderson also appear.
The details of the production have been adequately looked
after, the photography being especially commendable. The contrasts between scenes in the slums and in a rich man's mansion
are striking and well handled. Since similar plots have succeeded on the spoken stage and in literature, there must be something about them that people like and will pay money to see.
Nancy Levine is the daughter of a drunken father and of a
mother who was disinherited by John Martingale, her wealthy
father, because she married beneath her station. When Nancy
is yet an infant, her mother dies, and she is adopted by the
Warners, a kindly mother and her son. Twenty years later Warner is employed in the Martingale iron works, and is engaged
to Nancy. In his old age Martingale wants to find his granddaughter to make her his heir. When he is unable to do this,
he instructs Wilson, his general manager, to get a girl from
the slums for him to adopt. Wilson hires a band of crooks,
headed by Nancy's father, to kidnap Nancy, but her implicit
belief in God makes the hardened criminals reform at once, and
they let her go. Wilson embezzles the company's funds and makes
Warner appear as the thief. Martingale discovers his manager's
dishonesty, makes Warner general manager, and finding that Lucy
is his grand-daughter, makes her his heir.
"A ROSE OF ITALY"
(Essanay-Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY. 2ND
ALTHOUGH built along familiar lines, this three-reeler deviates enough from the stock specifications to make a moderately absorbing program offering. The players taking the part
of Italians are handicapped by their facial unlikeness to that race,
but by means of shrugs, gestures and dress manage to approximate the desired effect. The sinister operations of the Mafia as
shown in this film might excite incredulity in a Pinkerton man,
but will interest most theatre-goers.
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"THE TEST OF CHIVALRY"
(Selig — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2ND
A

WORLD-OLD version of the triangle is here presented
deftly and sympathetically. Although the ending has elements of poignant sadness, it is so plainly inevitable that even
"happy ending" fiends will not feel cheated. The high-grade
acting rather than any merits of production or story, is responsible for the picture's appeal. Fritzie Brunette has one of the
wistful melancholy parts she does better than anything else. Edward Piel is a likable' hero, and William Scott exercises plenty
of plain and fancy villainy in the role of the heavy. In their
support Vivian Reed, James Bradbury, Frank Clark and Lillian
Hayward appear. Well-chosen locations and good photographic
effects add much to the effectiveness of the whole.

THE MOTHER INTERFERES
When Pauline Grey's parents refuse to allow Jack Ashton
to pay his attentions to her, he goes West, broken-hearted.
Pauline is then forced into a loveless marriage with Morris,
an aged but wealthy man. In his new environment Jack is much
interested in Eve Wilson, a girl whose husband makes life miserable by his
cruelty.
to Jack, saying
Eve's
husband
dies,drunkenness
and the girlandasks
to be Unkown
his housekeeper,
that her husband has disappeared.
Eve falls deeply in love with Jack, and he, his memory of
Pauline
begins
to reciprocate.
and she fading,
writes her
former
lover to comePauline's
back andhusband
marry dies,
her.
This letter revives all of the man's latent love, but he replies that
he feels it his duty to marry and protect Eve. By chance Eve
sees
she decides
to sacrifice
herselfhasforreturned
Jack's
sake.this
Sheletter,
leavesand
a note,
saying that
her husband
and reformed. Torn with grief, she stumbles away.

LUCIA GOES TO AMERICA
The old device of creating suspense before the explosion of a
time-bomb is used, but as it is brought in here it is still effective.
The scenes showing a troupe of chorus girls will interest many.
Ann Kirk is excellent in the title role and is given very able
support by Edmund Cobb, Patrick Calhoun, Richardson Cotton
and Hugh Thompson.
Lucia Lamberti and Luigi Sforza, recent arrivals from Italy, are
engaged to be married. Luigi is studying to be a lawyer, and
Lucia becomes a coryphee in one of the musical shows owned by
Bolano, a rich banker. Lucia is made a featured dancer, and no
longer considers Luigi a suitable husband. One night Bolano
asks her to his apartment, but when she sees his purpose she
escapes. A few minutes later Bolano is killed by a time-bomb
placed in the room by the Mafia. Thoroughly frightened, Lucia
runs to Luigi to ask his forgiveness and love.

"MY COUNTRY FIRST"
(Terris Film — Unity Sales — Six Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
CONSIDERING that preparedness and strained relations with
foreign powers are uppermost in the public mind just now, this
should prove a timely and acceptable picture. It is purely a story
of romantic adventure, characterized by quick action, and an undoubted amount of dramatic interest. Occasionally, the theme disappears under a volley of short scenes, managed by the cut and
flash method. The picture could stand a little trimming also.
America is the locale of the story, which tells how certain agents
of an unnamed foreign government are attempting to get hold
of an explosive invented by a young American, who, upon perfecting it, intends to give it to his government. The spies frame him
up, but their plans are spoiled when one of them causes him to
be railroaded to prison for a murder he did not commit. They
find they will have to get him out of prison, in order to secure
the formula, as their own chemist, just as he has successfully
worked it out, is killed by an explosion.
They abduct the inventor from prison, holding his escape as a
club over his head to make him deliver the explosive to them.
He plays with them, and finally, when the showdown comes, re-
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as to the damages that should rightfully be paid to the manufacturers who, through physical inability or incompetence of the
commission and its employees, fail to get quick action upon their
— Oapplications, and are thus subjected to dday in marketing their
films and keeping large investments tied up.
Scientific films are also to be exempted from the provisions of
the proposed law upon the filing of a statement that the films are
So isnot to be exhibited at any private or public place of amusement.
Provision for Reviews Upon Appeal
Another matter in which time is an important factor has been
injected into Section 9, providing for reviews upon appeal, it being
made mandatory upon the commission to render its decision within
o Z 3^ five days of the filing of the application for review and the sub7
mission of the film. It is pointed out that without some such provision as this they could keep reels tied up for an indefinite period.
It would practically result where any man not having a pull
could not get to the commission at all. As a member of the committee put it, " Pity the fellow who does not stand in with the
I
commission. Without this provision he could be kept waiting forIs
Another life-saver is a new section numbered thirteen, which
may prove a hoodoo, for " the commission provided for in this
Act shall have the power to issue licenses or permits for motion
picture films for adults only, and no such film shall be exhibited
to ever."
children under sixteen years of age." Perhaps the commission,
under this paragraph, will have some fun apologizing to the manufacturers for decisions demanding elimination, etc.
The old Section 13 has been discarded completely. This was
a joker, for it provided that if any provision of the act shall be
declared unconstitutional, the other provisions shall not thereby
become invalid, and in all probability the unconstitutionality of the
act will not be confined to any one particular section.
Earle a.- Dyer.
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fuses to carry out his " agreement," exclaiming " My Country
First." Just as they are about to kill him, a band of secret service
men, led by the girl with whom the inventor is in love, arrive and
overpower the gang.
Tom Terriss gives a convincing portrayal of the inventor, turning aside to do some excellent character work of the chemist and
later as the inventor in the disguise of the dead chemist whom he
»H is forced by the foreign agents to impersonate after his escape
>
from prison. Others in a well chosen and entirely adequate cast
DO
O
are John Hopkins, Alfred Heming, Harold Vosburgh, Joseph Sterling, Joseph Baker, Jill Woodward, Helene Ziegfield.
Mr. Terriss also directed the picture, and was unusually fortunate in his selection of settings and locations, all of which are
c/a
right. A touch of realism is given by showing views of Washington, D. C, the Hotel Biltmore and several easily recognized streets
of New York.
o PO
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REVIEWS
FOR
PRODUCTIONS FROM

GENERAL FILM PROGRAM
" A Rose of Italy." (Essanay. Three reels.
Sat., issue.
May 20.) — Reviewed at length elsewhere in
this
"The Condemnation." (Essanay. Two reels.
Tues., May 23.) — Not shown for review; the
story follows : John Stewart is an unreasonably
jealous husband. He constantly misconstrues his
wife'sis actions,
her ofofflirting,
she
in realityandthe accusses
most faithful
wives. when
One
day he sees a young girl in his house who has
just
borrowed
one
of
his
wife's
dresses,
and
being embraced by her fiancee. He is about tois
shoot the girl, thinking it is his wife, but sees
his mistake in time. This narrow escape cures
him of his jealousy. Nell Craig, Darwin Carr,
Edmund Cobb, and Jane Thomas are in the cast.
" Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 10.") — Anweekanimated cartoon burlesque of the animated
lies, drawn by Wallace A. Carlson.
" The Schemers." (Essanay. Three reels.
Not shown for review; the story
27.) —boys
Sat., May
follows
: Two
just out of college, Jones and
an office
brokers, and open
Barton, decide to be dollars
capital. An alumnus
with three hundred
miltwo
buy
to
is commissioned
collegeworth
of the
lion dollars'
of munitions for a foreign government. The young brokers persuade him _ to
execute his orders through them, but
not^having
money enough to pay their office rent, they are
obtains their rethrown in jail. The a:lumnscompany
manu-is
a
three form
lease,factureand thethe
Theto cast
themselves.
munitions
EhDunkinson,
Harry
Junior,
John
of
up
made
zabeth Burbridge and Frances Raymond.
"The Tank Town Troupe." (Kalem. Tues.,
this Ham comedy proThe feature
May 9.)—
Edwardsof is a chase. Chases seem
duced by Harry
and while he has by
point,
strong
Edwards'
be
to
no means outdone himself in this reel, the entire
including the furious finale, is sprinkled
fabric,
Buda
portion
a p-oodly and
with
sheriff
Nicholls asHamthe and
Normaof comedy.
as musicians
importance.
of
characters
only
the
daughter are
of Danger."
(Kalem.
May
13.)"The
— ThisBridge
thrilling
reel contains
one of Sat.,
the most
plausible yet most startling sensations because of
Hs
entirely have
obvious execution
thatIt the
"Hazards
of Helen"
introduced.
shows
Helento
Gibson
traveling yet
across
a rope from
an engine
a freight car, while both of the rolling stock are
going at high speed. She accomplishes this feat
to
wreckpicture
with by
the proving
"limited"herand,ownas worth
usual,
sheavert
ends a the
and routing the unfavorable parties.
"Sauce for the Gander." (Kalem. Two reels.
Mon., May 15.) — Two loan sharks meet with defeat at the hands of Mona and Mary in these exciting reels. The same generous supply of comedy,
so subtly brought out in the situations of the plot,
serve to nicelv balance the picture _ against its
serious underlying motive. Marin Sais and Ollie
Kirkby seem to grow more fascinating with each
succeeding
number
series.
There is never
a slowof "The
momentSocial
and Pirates"
the production
helps the story along excellently.
"An Innocent Vampire." (Kalem. Fri., May
19.) — While
therefifteen
are certain
bits of
business
in this
minuteslaughable
of Sis Hopkins
comedy,muchFrank
Howard
storyarecould
been
better.
The Clark's
situations
funnyhaveto
a cei'tain extent, but they are never more than
situations — they form no complete whole. The
support, particularly that rendered by Henry Murdock and Frank Mizney, is good, while Arthur
Albertson
love element.and Mary Kennedy furnish the usual
"One Chance in a Hundred." (Kalem. Sat.,
May 20.) — The camera has been brought into play
to
deceiveandthe itspectator
in thisits"Hazards
picture,
accomplishes
mission ofinHelen"
thrilling and_ complete style. The big scene where
Helen rides her motorcycle up on a station platform and then onto a flat car which is rushing
swiftly by, is enough to deprive the ordinary
mortal of his breath. The story built around this
thrill is slightly elementary in conception and picturization,
but in such a case such shortcpmings
may
be excused.

"yT' ■ ■ ■■ -■ ■

THE
BUSY
ALL PROGRAMS

" The Artful Dodger." (Kalem. Wed., May
17.)- — Ethel Teare as a show girl is more ravishing than ever in this comedy. Uncle is opposed
to his
marrying
but he speedily nephew's
succumbs when
one ofanheractress
companions
works
her wiles on him. Besides Miss Teare are Gus
Leonard, Jack MacDermott and Victor Rottman.
"The Missing Millionaire." (Kalem. Two
reels.areMon.,
22.) by
— Two
crooked brokers
who
being May
crushed
a millionaire,
kidnap
him and place him in a sanitarium kept by an
equallyceed after
crooked
doctor.
Mona
and
Mary
a number of thrilling experiencessuc-in
securing his release. This episode of " The Social
Pirates
" leaves nothing to be desired in the way
of excitement.
" Ham's Busy Day." (Kalem. Tues., May 23.)
— Harry Edwards, again directing Ham and Bud,
has staged the greater part of his comedy in
a hospital, the favorite stamping ground of many
directors. The humor attempted is a little bit
too low for whole hearted amusement. Comedy
is supposed to be derived from one patient, evian idiot,
far from
ing.dentlyThere
are whose
laughs makeup
but the isother
side ofpleasthe
picture predominates.
Baby Grand."
(Kalem.
May reel
26.) by
—
Sis"AHopkins
causes a wild
mixupFri.,
in this
informing everyone that a baby has arrived in
her house when in reality it is a Baby Grand
piano.
An old
idea its
but possibilities.
handled^ excellently
a cast that
knows
Others with
are
Henry Murdock, Frank Minzey, Richard Purdon,
Arthur Albertson and Mary Kennedy.
" The Irish Rebel." (Kalem. Re-issue. Tues.,
May
16.)— This
one to
of Kalem's
pictures appiromade
in Ireland
and is
seems
be particularly
priate at ventuthe
present
time.
It
concerns
the
adres of an Irish Robin Hood a character that
moves in a stirring story of romance and intrigue.
The scenes and settings are of course as realistic
as they possibly' could be.
" Ottoplotthethan
Artist."
(Lubin.found
Mon.,in May
More
is usually
Davy IS.)Don—
comedies is present in this release, which, in consequence, isamusing throughout. It was directed
by Edwin McKim, with Don, George Egan, Patsy
De Forest and Bernard Siegel as principals.
" The Beggar King." (Lubin. Two reels.
Tues., May 15.) — An automatic typewriter, which
transmits messages to another machine any distance away, figures largely in this, and gives the
whole an air of novelty. The atmosphere of a
newspaper office is also brought in. A reporter,
in love with the girl, discovers that her father
is head of an organization of professional beggars
but he resigns rather than write the story. The
father is conveniently killed by a shot intended
for the reporter, and the secret is thus kept from
the world. Robert Gray, Jay Merely, Louis Fitz
Roy, M. De la Parelle and Eleanor Blevins do
competent work. Wilbert Melville directed.
" The Test of Chivalry." (Selig. Three reels,
Mon.,
in
this May
issue. 22.) — Reviewed at length elsewhere
"A Five Thousand Dollar Elopement." (Selig.
Sat., May 27.) — -The plot of this Western comedy
is ancient and elementary, yet it gives Tom Mix
and his cohorts an opportunity to display their
well-known
riding specialties.
Mr. Sid
Mix'sJordan
support are Victoria
Forde, Joe In
Ryan,
Chet Ryan. Gilmore, a rancher, refuses to let
his daughter marry Tom, a cowboy, until Tom
captures some thieves who had stolen five thousand dollars from Gilmore.
MUTUAL
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" Deteckters." (Falstafif. Mon., May 15.) —
Oscar and Conrad, detectives with nothing to detect, are dispossessed by the sheriff. They hear
that Adeline, the pride of the footlights is missing, with a reward offered for her recovery.
They gled
go intoafter
"reward,
themselves
the the
theatre
in ahave
trunk,
but thesmugloud
tickingline,ofin hiding,
Oscar's thinks
watch itgives
away.
Adean them
infernal
machine,
makes an . uproar, and the- two detectives grab

'-
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her. As a reward a grateful press-agent gives
them two tickets for the performance. In the
cast are Claude Cooper, Frank E. McNish and
Gladys Leslie.
" Harmony and Discord." (Cub. Fri., May
19.) — Another lively M. T. Dome comedy, in
which Dome figures as a boy in a piano store.
He is sent up to the proprietor's house where
tuners
at work theon din,
the piano. The takes
boss's comwife
leaves mandare
toof the
escape
job. succeedingandinDome
wrecking things.
The boss gets home to find his piano on fire.
Dome is fired, but on retreating rapidly down the
street, sees the boss's daughter about to be struck
by
auto. He and
savesTommy
her,- and
also have
his job.
Billyan Armstrong
Hayes
the
principal roles.
" Steven's Sweet Sisters." (Falstaff. Sat.,
May 20.)nished—in this
Several
ludicrous
situations
are fur-a
comedy.
Steven
is to receive
legacy of $1,000 if he weds before any of his three
sisters do. He locks them all in a room, and
goes ageato get
wooing,
no success.
The call
girlswith
man-a
word with
to their
suitors, who
justice of the peace, and the six are married
through the barred window, the brides on the
inside and the bridegrooms without. When Steven
returns,wartunmarried,
is greeted
brothers-in-law,he who
advise by
himthree
that stalthe
legacy is not for him. Jay C. Yorke, Frances
Keyes,are Doris
lian
in the Grey,
cast. Gladys Leslie and Isolde II" Repaid." (American. Two reels. Mon.,
May
22.) —Ricketts,
The goodbutcasttheis story
expertlyis directed
by
Thomas
not strong
enough or pression.
appealing
enough istosuch
makethat
a deep
imThe motivation
Edward
Coxen, Harvey Clark, Louise Lester, Lizette
Thorne,theGeorge
Field entirely
and Charles
Newtonalthough
cannot
make
characters
convincing,
their performance is admirable.
Through a series of misunderstandings Jack
Hardin is considered worthless by his father, his
brother Norman, and Harriet, his sweetheart.
When Jack learns that Harriet and his brother
are engaged, he decides to move to another state.
Before leaving he overhears a conversation that
shows
father's Sr.,
partners
in a Jack
conspiracy
to ousthisHardin,
from to
the befirm.
gives
them
a
check
to
settle
for
his
father's
by the time it is discovered that the note,
checkandis
worthless, Jack has torn up the note.
" Rival Rogues." (Vogue. Tues., May 23.)— This
slap-stick comedy not shown for review ; the story
follows. Art and Joe are two pickpockets. Both
admire the belle of the alley, and she promises to
marry the one giving her the most jewelry. They
both pick the same house to rob, and when the
owner catches them, Joe explains that he was
protecting the house from Art. Joe takes the
stolen jewelry to the belle, but when she goes
to Art's trial, the gems are recognized by the
owner and Joe is also jailed. Appearing in the
cast are Rube Miller, Arthur Tavares, Alice Neice
and Madge Kirby.
" Adjusting His Claim." (Beauty. Wed., May
24.) — The plot of this comedy is evidently popular
with the public, since it has been utilized in
various ways in many releases. The cast, which
consists of John Steppling, John Sheehan, Carol
Halloway,
Dick with
Rosson
MaryandTalbot,
does
excellent work
the and
material
will cause
laughter in audiences not too critical.
Veggie Tibbies, Queen of the Cafeteria, numbers among her suitors the cashier of the estab_ Thehitsmotorman leadslishmentinand athestreet-car
race untilmotorman.
the cashier
on a
scheme to ruin him. He throws himself in front
of the car run by his rival, and pretending to be
injured, sues the traction company for damages.
The motorman is held for negligence. The company hires a moving picture camera and takes a
picture of the cashier while he .is fighting a thug
hired by the company. With this evidence
againstdrawshim,
from thethesuit.cashier ignominiously with" Jack." (Mustang. Two reels. Fri., May
26.) — Not shown for review.
"The Pork Plotters." (Beauty. Sun., May
28.) — Not shown for review; the story follows:
Ahas broker
vergein ofpork,
ruinandbecause
he
investedis allon histhemoney
the pork
market sags every day. One morning his wife
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BILLIE BURKE IN SCENES FROM CHAPTER THREE OF THE GEORGE KLEINE SERIAL, "GLORIA'S ROMANCE'
ance is very good. However, the makeup on the end and his sweetheart marries a murderer whom
tells him to buy some pork at the butcher's, and
actress who plays her fallen sister is repelling.
he
writes
"
Buy
pork
"
on
his
cuff.
Everyone
he is after,
but whom
he lets go for
girl's
Miss Madison worked on a scenario by Harvey
sake.
The scenes
and photography
are the
excellent
coming into his office sees the message, and thinks
Gates. (This subject was previously listed for and there is a good fall taken by one of the playit is a broker's order. On that account everyers from a galloping horse. Oliver Fuller Golden,
release on May 9, but was replaced with " War
body buys pork, and the broker makes a forJoe Rickson, William Canfield, Hoot Gibson and
in Mexico.")
leads. tune. Orral Humphrey and Lucille Ward are the
Peggy Coudray are others.
"The Health Road." (Imp. Tues., May 23.)
— A semi-educational subject with Bernarr Mac" National Nuts." (Vogue. Sun., May 28.) —
" Storming the Trenches." (Powers. Sat.,
Fadden teaching
The who
reel also
in- May 27.) — A juvenile comedy with Gordon GrifNot shown for review ; the story follows : Murtroduces Sanford health
Bennett,again.
the man
at fifty
phy, the twirler idol of thousands ; Jeff, a recruit
fithdrenandseparate
Irma and
Sorter,
in whichEggsa group
of chiltried
the
MacFadden
treatment
and
who
now
do battle.
are employed
pitcher, and Lord Rawsberry, a bogus nobleman,
are all in love with Rena, an ardent baseball fan.
at the age of seventy-six is hale and hearty.
promiscuously
and
the
closeups
of
the
eggs
comIn an important game Rawsberry puts arsenic on
This is very
interesting
although Alan
the drama
ining in contact
the children's
faces isaregood,
not
terwoven is hardly
convincing.
Holubar,
exactly
pleasant.withOtherwise
the comedy
the
ball,
and
Murphy's
pitching
becomes
less
and
George MacQuarrie and Daphne Purcell are the with its interest directed almost exclusively toless effective as he uses his famous spit-ball and
ward children.
gets the arsenic in his mouth. Jeff is sent to the leads.
mound and by his marvelous benders baffles the
opposing batsmen. By his wonderful perform" A Stage Villain." (Joker. Sat., May 27.) —
"The Limousine Mystery." (Victor. Two
ance he winsMcQuire,
Rena's hand.
Important
in theMoon,
cast reels. Wed., May 24.) — -There is always room for
One of ducing
Allen
rube town ofpictures
introare Paddy
Ben Turpin,
Arthur
at firstCurtis'
two members
a traveling
a murder
mystery
story
of
this
calibre.
It
is
clearly worked out and although rather obvious after a theatrical troupe who " work " the boarding
Ed Sedgewick, Rena Rogers and Jack Gains.
certain point in the first reel it keeps the sushouse keepers
and show
concluding
a fine Gale
burpense up to the end. Captain Leslie T. Peacocke
lesque on country
house with
methods.
and Lucius Henderson, respectively, furnished the
Henry, William Franey and the usual supporting
PAT HE EXCHANGE, INC.
scenario and direction. Mary Fuller, Tony
Joker cast appear at their very best.
Merlo, Joseph Girard, B. A. Busby and William
Welsh are the principals.
" The Gentle Volunteer." (Rex. Three reels.
Claw,"fijids
No. more
11. (Path6.
Two reels.)
Sun.,estsMay
28.) —besides
A Civilcarrying
War story
which appeal,
inter— "The
Poor Iron
Margery
appalling
perils
"A Busted Honeymoon." (L-Ko. Wed., May
a certain
24.) — Ray Griffith does the drunk very well in despite athroughout
awaiting her in this chapter, entitled, " The Savnumber of flaws. The types chosen for
this
and
gets
himself
into
a
number
of
ticklish
ing of Dan O'Mara."
O'Mara
an employee
the mulattos, quadroons and octoroons are hardly
a wood-working
factory.
His iswife
is sick andin
The laughs are plentiful. Alice Howappropriate, while it grieves us to state that
he starts on a system of theft to provide for situations.
ell, Fatty Voss and Anne Darling are the chief
Dorothy Phillips masking as a soldier could
her. Legar hearts of this, gets a position in the
support.
hardly
a blind " man.
In other
respects
factory,
and
then
by
threats
of
exposing
O'Mara,
Gentle fool
Volunteer
is very
worthy.
It is" The
the
gets his daughter to lure Margery to the works.
" Corporal Billy's Comeback." (Big U. Two
story
of
a
woman's
hopeless
love
for
a soldier
When she arrives, Legar seizes her and throws
reels.
Thurs.,
May
25.)
—
A
veteran
of
the
Civil
and
how,
when
she
discovers
that
colored
blood
War is thought even too incompetent to lead the flows in her veins, she sacrifices her own life that
her into the long-mangling sluiceway, where she
Memorial day parade, but later he makes all the he may live. Ben Wilson, Vivian Prescott,
is being borne down upon the immense knives.
Her friend, the Laughing Mask, appears in time
townsfolk sit up and take notice by bringing in Dorothy Phillips, Bill Bailey and Joseph Girard
an escaped convict. This release is very strong
to save her by opening the sluice gates. When
in
character delineation and colorful atmosphere.
play the leading parts in May Havey's scenario.
Legar,
infuriated,
attempts Mask
to expose
O'Mara, all
he
It has comedy and pathos aplenty and makes an
finds that
the Laughing
has removed
excellent Memorial day release, as it differs widely
evidences
of
guilt.
Creighton
Hale,
Pearl
White
"Gamboling on the Green." (L-Ko. Sun.,
and Sheldon Lewis head the cast.
from the general run of such pictures. Calder
— A around
flirtatiouswhich
husband
and the
several
are used
to hang
slim janiidea
Johnstone and George Cochrane prepared the May tors28.)
scenario from a story by Harry Leon Wilson,
of this comedy. It will produce some laughs, no
"
Beautiful
Lake
Chuzenji."
(Pathe.
Split
reel.)
doubt, but taking it from the standard of the
— Beautiful pictures of the most picturesque parts
while trim
Cochrane
produced.
Thomas
Jefferson,
AnShort and Mrs. George Hernandez are the recent L-Kos it is lacking in many respects. Regof old Japan, giving unusual views of quaint and
gie Morris and Gene Rogers are the principals,
leads.
wild scenery. On the same reel is " The Ascent
while Dave Morris has a small part.
of Mt.sonRanier,"
affording
an
interesting
comparibetween mountain vistas in America and
"The Unconventional Girl." (Imp. Two
Japan.
reels. Fri., May 26.) — Little Edith Roberts is
one of the best " finds " the films have made in
INCORPORATIONS
many isms
a long
day.asHera capable
bright, vivacious
mannerstamp her
actress who
will
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
certainly win a large following before long.
Universalsessionisof herto services.
be congratulated
posThe Corporation Trust Company, 37 Wall
All thisupon
alsotheapplies
followmg new cor"Half
a
Rogue."
(Red
Feather.
Five
reels.
York, reports the _.„^„,t
in
a
certain
way
to
"
The
Unconventional
Girl."
In NewNewYork:
It offsets Miss Roberts to splendid advantage in Street,
Mon.,
May
22.)
—
Reviewed
at
length
in
the
issue
porations :
of May 20.
the first scenes, but later the film grows stagey
and melodramatic and hardly gives her enough
motion
UNITY SALES CORPORATION; Nyack;
opportunities. However, it may be classed as a picture
" Her Celluloid Hero." (Nestor. Mon., May
business; capitalized at $6,000 in
22.)
—
The
actor
playing
the
crook
gets
mixed
good
picture
because
of
Miss
Roberts.
Robert
buildTimes
Rosenbach,
Arthur
incorporators are
up with a real crook and the cops who are after
Hill directed and the supporting cast includes
FortyWestKosch.
218 G.
Shafarman,
York;NewLouisYork;
the latter gentleman become all the more mixed
ing, Newstreet.
Sydell
Dowling
and
Stanley
Walpole.
Harry
and
second
up until the actor discards his makeup. This
JUDICIOUS HOLDING CORPORATION;
falls just short of being a fine comedy throughout
"Love and Brass Buttons." (Nestor. Fri., theatrical and motion pictures ; capitalized W.at
as it has been slightly stretched for its one-reel
are: Karl
incorporators
in Manhattan;
May
26.)
—
Concerning
the
love
affair
of
Police$5,000
purpose. However, the complications and the
Kirchwey,
54 Morningside
Drive, New York;
man Harry and the chief's maid, and of Harry's
mixups arc plentifully funny and the final effect
Fisher
Goodhue,
157
East
Thirty-fourth
street,
son,
Ray,
and
the
chief's
daughter,
Billie.
The
is good. Robert McGowan wrote the scenario
New York;
and Theresa
A. Driscoll, 716 Park
entanglements are many and they are up to the avenue,
Hoboken,
N. J.
„
and AI Christie directed Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran
usual
Al
Christie
standard
in
humorous
value.
ASSOCIATED FILM PRODUCERS, INC.;
and Betty Cjompson in the principal parts.
Gus Alexander as the maid, Harry Rattenbury,
picture business ; capitalized at $25,000 in
Ray Gallagher, Billie Rhodes and Neal Burns are motion
Buffalo; incorporators are: Frank H. Beamer, 680
"The Woman Who Followed Me." (Gold
the principals.
Main
street,
Buffalo, N. Y. ; Harold B. Stroud,
Seal.
Two
reels.
Thurs.,
May
23.)
—
A
novel
release that has a deal of humor and much
680 Main street, Buffalo, N. Y. ; and Wm. R.
" Harmony in a Flat." (Rex. Fri., May 26.) Daniels, 903 D. S. Morgan building, Buffalo, N. Y.
suspense. A man dreams of saving an Italian
HARLEM THEATRICAL COMPANY, INC. ;
scnorita from bandits. Then she pursues him to —handled
Newlywed's
in on
a flat
been
with a experiences
healthy accent
their have
humorous
his American home, haunts him throughout his
theatrical and moving picture business ; capitalized
possibilities
in
this
fine
one-reelcr.
Ben
Wilson
courtship and annoys him on his wedding day.
at
$5,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are: Jonas
and Dorothy Phillips as the couple and Charles
At night she enters the house and kills his wife
King, 2427 Morris avenue, Bronx; Max Williams,
Ogle as the janitor are the principals. William
878
Macy Boulevard,
place, Bronx;
— then he wakes up. Ernie Shields, Marcia
Addison Lathrop wrote the story, and Ray Southern
Bronx.and Jos. Williams, 926
Moore and Gladys Brockwcll, who plays the
Schrock produced.
Italian, are the leads in this. Robert Leonard
JULIETTION;EDUCATIONAL
FILM capitalized
CORPORA-at
wrote the scenario and produced the picture.
moving picture business;
in Manhattan; incorporators are: Stephen
"The Wedding Guest." (Bison. Two reels. $20,000
R.
Tulict,
127
West
135th
street.
New
York;
" Virginia."
Tucs.,theMay
23.) —in Rather
Sat., Maymanding 27.)
— Whilefigure
Harryhe isCarey
a com-to Samuel DeKalb, 2268 Seventh avenue, New York;
a gruesome
drama(Rex.
portraying
manner
which
and romantic
hardlyis equal
a girl of the slums made ^ood against heavy
and Tlios. II. Lockery, 67 West
carrying
of a picture.
, Fifty-second
casts him thein entire
a partburden
that meets
no rewardThisat one
the street. New York.
odoj. Cleo Madiion is the girl and her perform-
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RELEASES FOR COMING WEEK
KALEM — Unmasking a Rascal, (Tenth of the Social
Pirates), D., 2000
.....Special
Monday, May 29, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The House with the Closed Shutters, D.,
1000 (Re-Issue)
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 43, Topical, 1000
SELIG— The Hare and the Tortise, D., 3000
LUBIN— Title Not Reported
VITAGRAPH— The Idle Rich, Com. D., 1000
Tuesday, May 30, 1916.
EDISON— Helen of the Chorus, D., 3000
ESSANAY— The Song in the Dark, D., 2000 (Re-Issue)
KALEM— (Ham Comedy) Title not Decided
LUBIN— Title Not Reported
Wednesday, May 31, 1916.

KALEM— The Missing Millionaire (Ninth of the Social
Pirates), D., 2000
Special
Monday, May 22, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The Mistake, D., 1000 (Re-issue)
20582
SELIG— The Test of Chivalry, D., 3000
20577
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 41, Topical, 1000
20581
LUBIN— Otto the Hero, C, 1000
20583
VITAGRAPH— The Cost of High Living, C, 1000
20580
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— Who's Looney Now? C, 2000
20587
EDISON— The Coward's Code, D., 3000
20589
ESSANAY— The Condemnation, D., 2000
20584
KALEM— Ham's Busy Day, C, 1000
20586
Wednesday, May 24, 1916,
EDISON— The Cecropia Moth, Ed., and Tom the
Tamer and Kid Kelly, Cart., Split reel
20594
ESSANAY— Canimated Nooz Pictorial. No. 10, Cart.,
and 500 ft. Sc., Split reel
20593
KALEM— The Bogus Ghost (Ethel Teare), C
20592
Thursday, May 25, 1916.
LUBIN— Prisoners of Conscience, D., 3000
20595
SELIG— Selig-Tribune. No. 42, Topical, 1000
20598
VIM— Baby Doll, C, 1000
20599
Friday, May 26, 1916.
KALEM— The Baby Grand (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000.. .. 20603
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Flirting 20600
Bride, D., 3000
20605
VIM— Villains and Violins, C, 1000
20604
VITAGRAPH— The Battler, C, 1000
Saturday, May 27, 1916.
20606
ESSANAY— The Schemers, D., 3000
,
KALEM— The Capture of Red Stanley (H. of H.
20613
Series), D., 1000.....
20609
20614
LUBIN—
Uncle, C,
1000
SELIG— AOh!FiveYouThousand
Dollar
Elopement, C, 1000.'. *.20610
VITAGRAPH— The Primal Instinct, D., 3000
MUTUAL

BIOGRAPH— Woman against Woman, D., 3000
I'^v:
ESSANAY—
Fablea Foothold,
of the Willing
Collegian who '
Wanted The
to Get
C, 1000
KALEM— Ethel Teare Comedy (Title not Decided)....
Thursday, June 1, 1916.
LUBIN— Title Not Reported
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 44, Topical, lOOO
VIM— The Schemers, C, 1000
Friday, June 2, 1916.
KALEM— Sis the Detective (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— Shadows, D.,
3000 (Frank Mayo and LiUian West)
VIM— The Land Lubbers, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— The Lonelies, C, 1000
Saturday, June 3, 1916.
ESSANAY— Our People, D., 3000
KALEM— The Spiked Switch
LUBIN— Title Not Reported
SELIG— Crooked Trails, D., 1000
VITAGRAPH— The Strange Case of Robert Burnham,
D., 3000 (Broadway Star Feature)
FILM

Monday, May 22, 1916.
AMERICAN— Repaid, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— Politickers, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.
THANHOUSER— For Uncle Sam's Navy, D., 2000. . . .
VOGUE— Rival Rogues, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 24, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 73, Topical
BEAUTY— Adjusting His Claim, C, 1000
GAUMONT— See America First (Savannah, Ga.) and
Kartoon Komics, Split reel
Thursday, May 25, 1916.
GAUMONT— Armandale, D., 3000
Friday, May 26, 1916.
MUSTANG— Jack, D., 2000
CUB— Preparedness, C, 1000
Saturday, May 27, 1916.
CENTAUR— The Kaffir's Gratitude, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— Sammy's Semi-Suicide, C, 1000
Sunday, May 28, 1916.
BEAUTY— The Pork Platters, C, 1000
VOGUE— National Nuts, C, 1000
GAUMONT "Reel Life" (Magazine), 1000

Monday, May 29, 1916.
AMERICAN— The Release of Dan Forbes, D., 2000...
FALSTAFF— Disguisers, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 30, 1916.
THANHOUSER— The Nymph, D., 2000
VOGUE— Shy Thirty Cents, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 31, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 74, Topical
BEAUTY— The Comet's Comeback, C, 1000
GAUMONT— See America
First, Sc. and Kartoon
Komics, Cart., SpHt reel
Thursday, June 1, 1916.
AMERICAN— The Trail of the Thief, D., 3000
Friday, June 2, 1916.
MUSTANG— A Man's Friend, D., 2000
CUB— Sawdust Love, C, 1000
Saturday, June 3, 1916.
CENTAUR— Clouds in Sunshine Valley, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— Perkin's Pitiful Plight, C, 1000
Sunday, June 4, 1916.
BEAUTY— Ima Knutt Gets a Bite, C, 1000
VOGUE— When Papa Died, C, lOOO....
GAUMONT— " Reel Life," (Magazine), 1000

04750
04752
04753
04754

04756
04757
04758
04759
04762
04764
04765
04767
04768
04769
04770

04771
04773
04774
04776
04777
04778
04779
04780
04783
04785
04786
04788
04789
04790
04791
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UNIVERSAL
RELEASES FOR CURRENT WEEK
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
FEATURE— The Circus
Mongrels (Peg o' the Ring, No. 4), D., 2000.... 01468
Monday, May 22, 1916.
RED FEATHER— Half a Rogue, D., 5000
01450
NESTOR— Her Celluloid Hero, C, 1000
01451
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The Woman Who Followed Me
01452
REX— " Virginia," D., 1000
01543
IMP— The Health Road, D., 1000
01454
Wednesday, May 24, 1916.
VICTOR— The Limousine Mystery, D., 2000
01455
L-KO— A Busted Honeymoon, C, 1000
01456
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 21
01457
Thursday, May 25, 1916.
BIG U— Corporal Billy's Comeback, D., 2000
01548
POWERS— Mr. Fuller Pep-He Dabbles in the Pond,
Cart., and Classic Dances, Vaud., Split reel
01459
Friday, May 26, 1916.
IMP— The Unconventional Girl, D., 2000
01460
REX— Harmony in a Flat, C, 1000
01461
NESTOR— Love and Brass Buttons, C, 1000
01462
Saturday, May 27, 1916.
BISON— The Wedding Guest, D., 2000
01463
POWERS— Storming the Trenches, C, 1000
01464
JOKER— A Stage Villain, C, 1000
01465
Sunday, May 28, 1916.
REX— A Gentle Volunteer, D., 3000
01466
L-KO— Gambling on the Green, C, 1000
01467
UNICORN
Monday, May 15, 1916.
SUPREME— The Call of the Heart, D., 2000
GAYETY— The Teacher and the Bully, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 16, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The Eagle Feather, D., 1000
HIAWATHA— The Rose of Love, D., 1000
JUDY— A Musical Deception, C, and The Black Mark,
C, Split Reel
Wednesday, May 17, 1916.
BUFFALO— Divided Love, D., 1000
HIPPO— Father's Flirtation, C, 1000
PURITAN— The Tell-Tale Stain, D., 1000
Thursday, May 18, 1916.
LILY— The Disappearance of John Brady, D., 2000
JOCKEY — Auntie's Romance, C, and The Nation's
Capitol, Ed., Split reel
Friday, May 19, 1916.
RANCHO— Their Indian Friend, D., 1000
GAYETY— Wholesale Proposals, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Birthday Gift, D., 1000
Saturday, May 20, 1916.
SUNSET— The Mexican Insurrection, D., 2000
HIPPO — All on Account of an Olive, C. and Mary
Makes Believe, C, Split reel
Sunday, May 21, 1916.
-UTAH— The Wrong Room, D., 1000
JOCKEY— A Midnight Escapade, C, 1000
PURIT^AN— The Fisherman's Choice, D., 1000

575
576
'577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592

NEWS
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PROGRAM
RELEASES FOR COMING WEEK
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— The House of
Mystery (Peg o' the Ring, No. 5), D., 2000
01487
Monday, May 29, 1916.
RED FEATHER.— What Love Can Do, D., 5000
01469
NESTOR— All Over a Stocking, C„ 1000
01470
Tuesday, May 30, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The Silent Man of Timber Gulch, D.,
2000
01471
LAEMMLE— The Fur Trimmed Coat, D., 1000
01472
IMP— A Double Fire Deception, C, 1000
01473
Wednesday, May 31, 1916.
BIG U— The Attic Princess, D., 1000
04171
L-KO— Tough Luck on a Rough Sea, C, 2000
01475
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 22
01476
Thursday, June 1, 1916.
LAEMMLE— Two Mothers, D., 2000
01477
BIG-U— Brother Jim, D., 1000
01478
POWERS— It Can't Be True, Com., 1000
01479
Friday, June 2, 1916.
IMP— "Jim Slocum, No. 46393," D., 2000
01480
NESTOR— Good Night Nurse, C, 1000
01481
Saturday, June 3, 1916.
BISON— Tammany's Tiger, C, 2000
01482
REX— A Cad, D., 1000
014S3
JOKER— A Dark Suspicion, C, 1000
01484
Sunday, June 4, 1916.
REX— As in a Dream, D., 3000
01485
LAEMMLE— The Wire Pullers, C, 1000
01486
PROGRAM
Monday, May 22, 1916.
SUPREME— The Yellow Hound, D., 2000
GAYETY — Mary's Mistake, and Tricking the Trickster,
Comedy Split
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The Dividing Line, D.,. 1000.
RANCHO— Mother's Strategy, D., 1000
JUDY — Hubby's Present, and Our Darling's Playmate,
Comedy Split
Wednesday, May 24, 1916.
BUFFALO— In the Hills of Kentucky, D., 1000
HIPPO— The New Ranch Owner, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Stone Hammer, D., 1000
Thursday, May 24, 1916.
LILY— The Hindoo's Revenge, D., 2000
JOCKEY— The Hobo Impostor, C, 1000
Friday, May 25, 1916.
HIAWATHA— Falsely Accused, D., 1000
GAYETY— The Busy Bee, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Village School Master, D., 1000
Saturday, May 26, 1916.
SUNSET— The Mystery at Shallow Creek, D., 1000....
SUPREME— The Empty Crib, D., 1000
HIPPO — A Gentleman of Leisure, and Our Darling's
Chips, Comedy Split
Sunday, May 27, 1916.
UTAH— The Indian Child's Gratitude, D., 1000
JOCKEY— O'Brien's Investment, C, 1000
PURITAN— The Uncut Diamond, D., 1000..,.

600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
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BIOGRAPH
A Cry for Help, D. (Re-Issue) 1000
The Larrimore Case, D
3000
The Blind Princess and the Poet, D.,
(Re-Issue)
1000
Celeste, D
2000
A Spring Chicken, C
3000
Swords and Hearts, D. (Re-Issue) .. 1000
Fit for Burning, D
3000
During the Round-Up, D. (Re-Issue) . 1000
Merry Mary, D
2000
The Perfidy of Mary, D. (Re-Issue) . 1000
Beverly of Graustark, D
3000
The Mistake, D. (Re-Issue) 1000
Who's LooneyEDISON
Now? C
2000
5 — 9. Celeste of the Ambulance Corps, D..3000
S — 10. A Mix-up in Black, C
1000
5 — 16. The Littlest Magdalene, D
3000
5—17. Robbing the Fishes, C
1000
5—23. The Duel, D
3000
ESSANAY
4—22. Her Naked Soul, D
..3000
4— 25. The Little Samaritan, D
2000
4— 26. Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of Boston and SCO ft. Scenic. .Split Reel
4— 29. The Danger Line, D
3000
5 — 2. In the Moon's Ray, D
2000
5— 3. The Fable of " The Preacher Who
Flew
His
Kite,"
C
1000
5— 6. Once a Thief ? D
3000
5— 9. A Return to Youth and Trouble, C.-D.2000
5— 10. The Fable of the Good Fairy, etc., C.IOOO
5— 13. The Jester, D
3000
5— 16. The Double Cross, D
2000
5 — 17. Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of
San Francisco, Cart, and 500 ft. Sc.,
Split..3000
Reel
5—20. A Rose of Italy, D
S5—— 23.
The
Condemnation,
D..._
24. Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 10, 2000
Cart., and 500 ft. Sc
Split Reel
5— 27. The Schemers, D
3000
KALEM
4— 14. Romance and Riot, C
1000
4— 15. The Race for a Siding (H. of H.
Series), D
1000
4— 18. Ham and Preparedness, C
1000
4— 19. Their Taking Ways, C
1000
4— 21. A Double-Barreled Courtship, C
1000
4— 22. TheSeries),
Governor's
Special (H. of H. 1000
D
44—— ^25.
1000
26. Ham's
CountingWaterloo,
Out theC
Count, C
1000
4— 28. A Lucky Mistake, C
1000
4— 29. TheSeries),
Trail D
of Danger (H. of H. 1000
5— 3. Romeo of the Coal Wagon, C
1000
5— 5. The Dumb Heiress, C
1000
5— 6. The Human Telegram, D. (H. of H.
Series),
1000
S— 10. Not What the Doctor Ordered, C 1000
5— 12. A Lunch Room Legacy, C
1000
5—13. TheSeries),
BridgeD
of Danger (H. of H. 1000
5—16. The Irish Rebel, D
1000
5 — 17. The Artful Dodger, C
1000
5— 19. An Innocent Vampire, C
1000
S— 20. One
ChanceD
in a Hundred (H. of H. 1000
Series),
5— 23. The
Ham'sBabyBusyGrand,
Day, C
C
1000
5—26.
1000
S— 27. Title Not Decided (H. of H. Series). 1000
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES
4— 14. Haunted and Hounded, D
3000
4— 21. When Might Is Right, D
3000
4— 28. The Broken Promise, D
3000
5— 5. The Oath of Hate, D
3000
5 — 12. Broken Fetters, D
3000
S— 17. Spellbound, D
5000
5— 19. A Child of Fortune, D
3000
LUBIN
4— IS. Mr. Housekeeper, C
1000
4— 17. Frocks and Frills, C
1000
4— 18. One of the Pack, C
2000
4— 20. The Heart's Tribute, D
3000
4— 22. Millionaire Billy, C
1000
4— 24. Germs and Microbes, C
1000
4— 27. Playthings of the Gods, D
3000
4— ^29. Love and Bullets, C
1000
5— 1. The Buckshot Feud, D
1000
S— 2. The Candle, D
2000
5— 4. None So Blind, D
.3000
4— 17.
4— 19.
4— 24.
4— 25.
4— 26.
5— 1.
S— 3.
S— 8.
S — 9.
5—15.
5— 17.
5—22.
S— 23.

PICTURE
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5—6.
Oflf, C
...1000
5— 8. Father's
Skirts andNight
Cinders,
C
1000
5—11. The Wheat and the Chaff, D
3000
55—15.
— 13. Jenkin's
Jinx,
C
1000
Otto the Artist, C
1000
5—16. The Beggar King, D
2000
5 — 18. Jackstraws, D
3000
5— 20. The Winning Number, C
1000
5— 23. Otto the Hero, C
1000
5— 25. Prisoners of Conscience, D
3000
S— 27. Ohl You Uncle, C
1000
SELIG-TRIBUNE NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Monday and Thursday.
SELIG
4—15. The Beauty Hunters, C
1000
4— 17. Three Wise Men, D
3000
4— 22. Too Many Chefs, C
1000
4— 24. The Woman Who Did Not Care, C..3000
4— 29. Badgered, C
1000
5— 1. The Man Within, D
3000
55—— 6.
An
Elephant's
Gratitude,
D
1000
8. A Stranger in New York, C
3000
5— 11. Selig-Tribune, No. 38, Topical 1000
5—13.
Duty,D
D
1000
5—16. The
The Sheriff's
Hardy Way,
3000
5— 18. Selig-Tribune, No. 40, Topical 1000
5— 20. A Boarding House Ham, C
1000
5—22. The Test of Chivalry, D
3000
5— 27. A C
Five Thousand Dollar Elopement, 1000
RELEASE DAYS
GENERAL FILM
Monday — Biograph, Selig, Selig-Tribune, Vitagraph,— Vitagraph-Unit.
Tuesday
Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, Selig.
Wednesday
— Biograph,
Essanay, Kalem,
Lubin-Unit.
Thursday
Vim. — Essanay, Lubin, Selig-Tribune,
Friday — Knickerbocker Star Feature, Essanay,
Kalem, Vim, Vitagraph.
Saturday
— Essanay, Kalem, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
MUTUAL FILM
Monday — American, Falstaff, Novelty.
Tuesday — Thanhouser, Gaumont (Cart, and
Sc.), Beauty.
Wednesday
Novelty. — Reliance, Rialto, or Centaur, and
Thursday — Centaur, Falstaff, Mutual Weekly.
Friday — Mustang, American, Cub.
Saturday tang,
— Clipper
and Beauty.(Am.), Thanoplay, or MusSunday- — Reliance, Casino, Thanhouser.
UNIVERSAL FILM
Monday
—
Broadway
Universal Feature, Nestor.
Tuesday — Gold Seal, Rex, Imp.
Wednesday — Victor, L-Ko, Animated Weekly.
Thursday — Laemmle, Big U, Powers.
Friday — Imp, Victor, Nestor.
Saturday — Bison, Powers, Joker.
Sunday — Rex, Laemmle, L-Ko.
4— 6.
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VIMC
Mamma's
Boys,C
1000
In the Ring,
1000
4— 14. The
Battle Royal, C
1000
.
4—2721, The Sleuths, C
lOOO
4— 28. Hired and Fired, C
1000
4—
Sauce C
for the Goose, C
1000
5— 4. What's
The
Rivals,
1000
5— 5. The Brave Ones, C
1000
5—11.
Home-Made Pies, C
1000
4— U'.The
5—12.
5—18.
Water Cure, C
1000
The
Pretenders,
C
1000
5—19. Thirty Days, C
..1000
5—25. A Fair Exchange, C
1000
5—26. Baby Doll, C
1000
Villains and Violins, C
1000
VITAGRAPH
4—14.
4—15. Susie the Sleuth, C
3000
4—17. The Other Way, D
3000
Life and Training in the U. S. Navy,
1000
4—21. Ed.
4—22. His Lucky Day, C
1000
4—24.
A
Caliph
of
the
New
Bagdad,
C-D...3000
4—28.
The Rookie, D
...1000
4—
29. Terry's
Party,D
C
1000
3000
5— S.1. The ManTeaHunt,
S—
Husband,
C
:
1000
5— 6. Jane's
Some Chicken, C
..1000
3000
5— 8. The Resurrection of Hollia, D
5—12. The Double-Double Cros, C
1000
Out Ajfin, In Ag'in, C.
1000

REFERENCE

5—13.
5— 15.
5— 19.
5— 20.
5— 22.
5—26.
5—27.

The Accusing Voice, D...
3000
The Lucky Tumble, C, and Scenes in
Iceland, Sc
Split Reel
More Money Than Manners, C
1000
Miss Adventure, Cora.-D
3000
The Cost of High Living, C
1000
The Battler, C
1000
The Wheat and the Chaff, D
3000

MUTUAL

FILM RELEASES

AMERICAN
The Pendulum of Chance, D
2000
The Wayfarers, D
3000
His Masterpiece, D
2000
Realization, D
3000
The Counterfeit Earl, D
2000
A Broken Genius, D
3000
Pierre Brissac the Brazen, D
2000
The Touch on the Key, D
2000
The Profligate, D
3000
The Pretender, D
2000
Four Months, D
3000
Repaid, D
2000
BEAUTY
4— 12. Peanuts and Powder, C
1000
4— 16. The Improbable Yarn of McQuirk, C.IOOO
4— 19. Number, Please? C
1000
4— 23. The Bookworm's Blessed Blunders, C.IOOO
4— 26. Bugs and Bugles, C
1000
4— 30. Two Beds and No Sleep, C... 1000
5— 3. Billie Van Deusen's Ancestrie, C 1000
5— 6. All for Nuttin', C
1000
5— 10. Skelly's Skeleton, C
...1000
5—15. " No Title," C
1000
17. Twenty
Billy VanMinutes
Deusen's
Fiance, C
C
1000
55—— 21.
in Magic,
1000
5— 24. Adjusting His Claim, C
..1000
5— 28. The Pork Plotters, C
1000
CENTAUR
5— 13. The Jungle Outcasts, D
2000
5— 20. High Lights and Shadows, D
2000
5—27. The Kaffir's Gratitude, D
..2000
CUB
4— 14. Almost Right, C
1000
4— 21. The Conquering Hero, C
1000
4— 28. The Traitor, C
1000
5 — 5. M. T. Dome's Awful Night, C
1000
5— 12. Jerry's Perfect Day, C
1000
5— 19. Harmony and Discord
1000
5— 26. Preparedness, C
1000
FALSTAFF
4— 15. The Overworked Oversea Overseer, D.IOOO
4— 17. The Sailor's Smiling Spirit, C
1000
4— 22. Simple Simon's Schooling, C
1000
4— 24. Dad's Darling Daughters, C
1000
4— 29. Willing Wendy to Willie, C
1000
5— 1. The Dashing Druggist's Dilemma, C.IOOO
5— 5. The Sleigher's Strategy, C
1000
5— 8. The Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C... 1000
55—— 15.
13. Deteckters,
Freddie's Frigid
Finish,
C
1000
C
1000
5 — 20. Steven's Sweet Sisters, C
1000
5— 22. Politickers, C
1000
5— 27. Sammy's Semi-Suicide, C...
1000
GAUMONT
4— 19. See America First, No. 32, Sc., and
Kartoon Komics
Split Reel
4— 26. See America First, No. 33 (Charleston, S. C), and Kartoon Komics,
5— 3. See America First, No. 34, andSplit
Kar- Reel
toon Komics Split Reel
5— 6. " Reel Life " Belgian Cavalry, Topical 1000
5— 10. See America First (Atlanta, Ga.), and
Kartoon Komics
Split Reel
5— 14. "Reel Life," Topical, Ed
..1000
5— 17. See America First (Yosemite National • Park), and Kartoon Komics,
5—21. Reel Life
5— 24. See America First (Savannah, Split
Ga.), Reel
and Kartoon Komics
Split Reel
5—25. Armadale, D
3000
MUS-"ANG
4— 13. Silent Selby, D
.3000
4— 14. The Awakening, D
2000
4— 21. The Return, Com.-D..... 2000
45—
— 28.5. Unlucky
Luke,
Com.-D
2000
With a Life at Stake, D... ;.. 20.00
5 — 12. The Gulf Between, D
2000
5—19. The Blindness, D
2000
5—26. Jack, D
,..2000
4— 10.
4— 15.
4— 17.
4— 22.
4— 25.
4— 27.
5— 1.
5— 8.
5—11.
5— 15.
5— 18.
5—22.
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RELEASE

DATES

MUTUAL WEEKLY
Issued every Thursday.
THANHOUSER
The Girl from Chicago, D
2000
AA Man
Man'sof Sins,
3000
Honor,D
D
2000
The Carriage of Death, D
3000
The Weakling, D
2000
The
of '61, Broadway,
D
3000
When Spirit
She Played
D
2000
The Answer, D
2000
For Uncle Sam's
Navy, C
2000
VOGUE
Bungling Bill Detective, C
1000
Knocking Out Knockout Kelly, C...1000
Rube's
Hotel
Tangle,
C
1000
A Mi.xup in Photos, C
1000
Slipping It Over on Father, C
1000
The Island that Never Was, C
1000
Bungling Bill, Doctor, C
1000
Out for the Count, C
1000
Bundling
Bill's
Dream,
C
1000
Germatic Love, C
1000
AThe Mix-Up
at
Rudolph's,
C
1000
Man with the Hod, C
1000
The Chinatown Villains, C
1000
Rival Rogues, C
1000
National Nuts, C
1000

4—18.
4—20.
4—25.
4— 29.
5— 2.
S— 4.
5— 9.
S— 16.
S— 23.
4— 4.
4— 9.
4—10.
4—16.
4—23.
4—25.
4— 30.
5— 2.
5— 6.
S— 9.
S— 14.
S— 16.
5—21.
5—23.
5—28.

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

INC.

The Pathc News
Week — ofIssued
May Twice
1, 1916.Every Week.
TheD
Iron Claw, No. 10, " The Living Dead," 2000
Trouble Enough, C
1000
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 6, and How
Small Sea Creatures Breed, Ed... Split Reel
Week of May 8, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 11, D
2000
Who's
Guilty? No. 1, " Puppets of Fate," 2000
D
Luke and the Bomb Throwers, C
1000
Beautiful Lake Chuzenji (Pict. Japan), and
The Ascent to Mt. Ranier, Sc
Split Reel
Boob Weekly, Cartoon
1000
Week of May 15, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 12, D
2000
Who's
Guilty? No. 2, "The Tight Rein," 2000
D
The Girl with the Green Eyes, D
5000
Reckless Wrestlers, C
1000
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 7, and On
the Island of Luzon (P. I.), Sc
Split Reel
Week of May 22, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 13, D
2000
Who's Guilty? No. 3, "Tangled Web," D.2000
Luke's Late Lunches, C
1000
Saving
Shad Sc
Supply, and Yunnan-Fou
(S. W.theChina),
Split Reel
Leap Year, Cart., and How to Bring Up a
Child (Colored)
Split Reel
UNICORN

FILM

PROGRAM

BUFFALO
The Viper, D
1000
Hold-up
Devil's D
Pass, West.-D 1000
She
Neverat Knew,
1000
Divided Love, D
1000
GAYETY
4— 24. Percy's Transformation, C., and with
Bulgaria's Fighting Forces. .. .Split Reel
45—— 28.1. Pete's
PeculiarNeeds
Pal, C
Our Darling
Nourishment, C., 1000
and the Syncopated Melody. . .Split Reel
5— 5. Pretzel and Flanigan, C
1000
S— 8. The Hoodoo Guest, and A Bomb
Scare, C
Split Reel
5—12. Boarders and Ghosts, C
1000
5—15. The Teacher and the Bully, C
1000
S— 19. Wholesale Proposals, C
1000
HIAWATHA
4—
Chief's Ward.D
West, D
2000
5— 25.9. The
The Substitute,
2000
S— 16. The Eagle Feather, D
1000
5—16. The Rose of Love, D
1000
JUDY
4— 25. Neighborly Neighbors, C, and A
Valet Romance
Split Reel
5— 1. Deceiving Dad., C, and U. S. Cavalry
at Fort Meyer
Split Reel
4— 26.
5— 10.3.
S—
S— 17.
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5—10.
Disappearing Dough, and Our Dar5—16. A Musical
ling's Portrait,
C C. andSplit
Deception,
The Reel
Black Mark, C
Split Reel
HIPPO
4—27.
1000
4— 29. Chaps and Chaperons, C
A Dog Gone Romance, C, and A
Bare Escape
Split Reel
Tango and Poker, C
1000
Our
Darling's
Image,
D.,
and
Wanted,
a
Husband
Split
Reel
5—10.
Prohibition, C
1000
5—13. Strictly
Osculation, and Getting Even, C,
Split Reel
Father's
Flirtation,of C
All
On Account
an Olive, C, and 1000
Mary Makes Believe, C
Split Reel
PURITAN
4— 27.
1000
4— 30. In the Fangs of Jealousy, D
5— 3. Gold and Dross, D
1000
5— 7. For His Brother's Sake, D
1000
5—10. The Little Black Shoe, D
1000
Strong Men of the North, D
1000
5—14.
5—17. The Stolen Opal, D
1000
5—21. The Tell-Tale Stain, D
1000
The Fisherman'sLILY
Choice, D
1000
4— 27.
5— 4. The Spirit of Revenge, D
2000
5—11. The Bachelor's Romance, D
2000
5—18.
The Sacred Rock, D
2000
The Disappearance of John Brady, D..2000
4— 27.
JOCKEY
Reel Redskins,
C, and Boy Scouts,
4— 30.
Split Reel
1000
5— 4. Count Meout, C
A Good Skate, C, and Tots of teryMysSplit
Reel
Real Love and Counterfeit Money, C.IOOO
Our Darling Loves the Witching
Waves, and The Diplomatic Lawyer,
C
Split Reel
5—14. Robbers,
Romance and Reggie, C....1000
5—18.
Auntie's Romance, C, and The Na5—21.
tion's Capitol,
EdC
Split Reel
A Midnight
Escapade,
1000
RANCHO
4— 28.
Smiling Bandit, D
1000
5—
5—12.5. The
The Sure Shot, West. D
1000
5—19. The
School
Teacher's
Reward,
D
1000
Their Indian Friend, D
1000
SUNSET
4— 29,
Our Boys in Pursuit of Mexican
2000
5— 6. Bandits, D
5—13. The Demon's Victim, West. D
2000
2000
5—20. The Son's Sacrifice, D
"The Mexican Insurrection, D
2000
SUPREME
4— 24.
4— 28. The Option, D
2000
Sacrifice, D
1000
5— 1. The
2000
5— 5. Tess of the Hills, D
5— 8. The Gangster's Decoy, D
1000
The Undelivered Message, D
2000
5—12.
5—15. The Lucky Horseshoe, D
1000
2000
5—19. The Call of the Heart, D
The Birthday Gift, D
1000
4— 30.
UTAH
The Rivals, D
..1000
.5—
of Lone Pine, D
1000
5— 14.7. ABandits
Scorned, D
1000
5—21. TheWoman
Wrong Room, D
1000
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
ANIMATED WEEKLY
Issued every
BIG Wednesday.
U
4—20. Oh I What a Whopper I C
4— 26. Lonesome House, D
5— 4. The Beloved Liar, D
5_]9. Nadinc of Nowhere, D
5—25. Corporal Billy'sBISON
Comeback, D
4—15. The Rival Pilots, D
44—— 22.
Crown,DD
29. The
The Passing
Torrent ofof Hell's
Vengeance,
5— 6. The Leap, D
5—13. A Fight for Love, D
5—20. Hulda the Silent, D
5— 27. The Wedding Guest, D
GOLD SEAL
44—— 25.
18. The
The Other
Best Man's
Bride, D
Half, D
5— 2. The Purple Maze, D
5^ 9. The Mark of a Gentleman, D

2000
1000
3000
1000
2000
2000
1000
2000
.2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

REFERENCE

5—16.
5—23.
4— 18.
4— 21.
4—25.
4— 28.
4— 30.
5— 2.
5— 4.5.
5—
5— 9.
5—10.
5—16.
5—12.
5—21.
5—23.
5—26.
4—15.
22.
44—— 29.
5—
5—13.6.
5—20.
5—27.
4— 20.
4— 27.
5— 7.5.
5—11.
5—14.
5—18.
5—19.
4— 16.
44—— 23.
19.
45—— 26.3.
5—
5—10.7.
5—17.
5—24.
5—28.
4—17.
4— 21.
4— 24.
4— 28.
5— 1.
5—19.
5—
5— 5.8.
5—12.
5—15.
4— 20.
55—26.
— 22.
4— 15.
4—27.
4— 29.
5— 11.
5—18.
5—20.
5—25.
5—27.
4—16.
44—25.
— 23.
4—27.
4— 30.
5— 2.
5— 7.
5— 9.
5—14.
5—18.
5—21.
5—26.
.5—23.
5—28.
4—19.
45—
— 21.3.
5—12.
5—17.
5—24.

Darcy of the Northwest Mounted, D.300O
The Woman Who Followed Me
IMP
Love Laughs at Dyspepsia, C
1000
The Haunted Bell, D
2000
Billie's War Brides, C
1000
Why Mrs. Wentworth Lied, D
3000
Through Flames to Love, D
2000
When Slim Was Home, Cured, C....1000
Won with a Makeup, C
1000
Just
1000
When Kitty,
a WifeD
Worries, C
1000
The Go-Between, D
1000
The Capital Prize, D
2000
When Slim Picked a Peach, C
1000
Claudia, C
1000
The Health Road, D
1000
The Unconventional Girl, D
2000
Hubby Puts One Over, C
Just Yet, But JOKER
Not Quite, C
The
Jitney Driver's
Romance, C
A Perfect
Match, C
A Wife for a Ransom, C
A Raffle for a Husband, C
A Stage Villain, C
LAEMMLE
The Gambler, D
Miss Blossom, D
The Thief of the Desert, D
The Marriage of Arthur, C
Her Husband's Faith, D
Her
GreatandPart,
Com.-D
Grouches
Smiles,
C
L-KO
Heartaches, D

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000
2000
1000
1000
2000

The
Doubles'forTroubles,
CC
2000
A Meeting
a Cheating,
1000
Little Billy's School Days, C
1000
Bill's
Narrow
Escape,
C
...2000
The Bankruptcy of Boogs & Schultz,
C
1000
Mr. Buddy Briggs, Burglar, C
1000
The Great Smash, C
3000
Glide, C
C
1000
ABaby's
BustedGasoline
Honeymoon,
1000
Gamboling on the Green, C
1000
NESTOR
His Neighbor's Wife, C
1000
Eddie's
Night
Out, C
lOOO
His Wooden Leg,
C
1000
The Newlyweds Mixup, C
1000
Her Hero Maid, C
1000
The Wooing of Aunt Jemina, C
1000
Lem's College Career, C
2000
Potts Singles Again, C
1000
Never Lie to Your Wife, C
1000
He's a Devil, C
3000
The Royland Villain, and Ed... Split Reel
Her Celluloid Hero, C
lOOO
Love and Brass Buttons, C
...1000
POWERS
The Stolen Melody, D
1000
Such Is Life in China, C
1000
A Family Affair, C
1000
Mr. Fuller Pepp — He Tries MesC. Cart., and Some Split
Mon- Reel
key Stars,merism,Ed
ATheir
Toyland
Robbery,
and
Ed...
Split
Reel
Social Smash, C
1000
Mr. Fuller Pep — He Dabbles in the
Pond, Cart., and Classic Dances,
Vaud
Split Reel
Storming the Trenches, C
1000
REX D., and Zoo ArThe Sham
rivals fromReality,
South America,
Ed.. Split Reel
His World of Darkness, D
3000
The
Unexpected,
Com.-D
Chicken
Hearted Jim,
C
1000
Their Anniversary, C
1000
Eleanor's
Catch,
D
1000
Scaling the Jungfrau, Ed., Sc
1000
Virginia, D
1000
A Soul for Sale, D
3000
A Wife at Bay, D
2000
Love Triumphant, D
2000
"Virginia," D
1000
Harmony in a Flat, C
1000
A Gentle Volunteer,
D
300O
VICTOR
Love,Confession,
D...
3000
ARoyal
1000
TheStrange
Girl Who
Feared D
Daylight, D..2000
A Strange Confession, D
1000
The Three Wishes, D
...1000
The Limousine Mystery, D
2000
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FEATURE

RELEASES—

Bluebird Photoplays
4— 24.
5— 1.
S — 8.
S— IS.
S— 22.
5— 29.
6— 5.
5— 29.
6— S.

The Gay Lord Waring (J. Warren
Kerrigan)
5 parts
The Crippled Hand (Ella Hall) . . . 5 parts
The Glided Spider (Louise Lovely). 5 parts
Elusive Isabel (Florence Lawrence)6 parts
A Sonren
of the Kerrigan)
Immortals (J. War5 parts
Naked
Hearts
(Francellia Billington)
S parts
The Eye of God (Tyrone Power). 5 parts
Naked Hearts (Rupert Julian) 5 parts
The
of God (Tyrone Power and
LoisEyeWeber)
5 parts
Fox Film Corporation

3 — 20.
34—— 27.3.
4— 10.
4— 17.
4— 24.
5— 1.
S— 8.
S— 15.
5—22.

The Bondman
ABlueWife's
BloodSacrifice
and Red
Slander
A Modern Thelma
A Man of Sorrow
Blazing Love
The Eternal Sapho
Sins of Men
Battle of Hearts

5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Forbidden Fruit (Everett Butterfield
and Paula Shay)
5
A Paula
Fool's Shay,
Paradise
(Chrystine
Mayo, 6
and Joseph
Burke)....
The Immoral Flame (Maude Fealy)...S
The City of Illusion (Paula Shay and
Mignon Anderson)
6

reels
reels
reels
reels

Kleine-Edison Feature Service
1—
1—
2—
2—
1—
2—
2—
2—
3—

12.
26.
9.
23.
19.
2.
9.
16.
1.

EDISON
The Catspaw
5
The Innocence of Ruth
5
The Martyrdom of Philip Strong.. 5
At the Rainbow's End
5
GEO. KLEINE
Wild Oats
5
The Final Curtain
5
When Love is King
5
The Scarlet Road
S
The Mishaps of Musty Suffer 10

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Metro Pictures Corporation
F. A. BALSHOFER
4— 24. The Come-Back (Harold Lockwood
and May Allison)
5 reels
6—12. The Masked Rider (Harold Lockwood and May Allison) 5 reels
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
3 — 13. Lovely Mary (Mary Miles Minter) . 5 reels
4— 3. The Kiss of Hate (Ethel Barrymore) 5 reels
4— 10. The Half MiUion Bribe (Hamilton
Revelle and Marguerite Snow) ... 5 reels
5 — 22. Notorious
GallagharSnow)
(William Nigh 5 reels
and Marguerite
POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS
4— 17. Playing with Fire (Mme. Petrova).5 reels
5 — 29. The Scarlet Woman (Mme. Petrova)5 reels
S— IS. The
Spell of the Yukon (Edmund 5 reels
Breese)
B. A. ROLFE PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
3 — 20. Her Great Price (Mabel Taliaferro) S reels
5— 1. The Snow Bird (Mabel Taliaferro). S reels
6— 5. Dorian's
Divorce
(Lionel Barrymore 5 reels
and Grace
Valentine)
6— 19. The(ViolaFlower
of
No-Man's- Land 5 reels
Dana)
i
QUALITY PICTURES
Wall Between (Francis X.
^'^^j_J('?ushman
Beverly(Francis
Bayne)...S
Million and
a Minute
X. reels
^ , ishman
and Beverly Bayne) .... 5 reels
\
\

No. 101.
No. 102.
No. 103.
No. 104.
No. 105.
No. 106.

Ivan Feature Productions
1—
2—
3—
4—

PICTURE
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Mutual Masterpictures
DE LUXE EDITION
Week of May IS, 1916.
The Isle of Love (Gertrude McCoy), (Eugene
Gaumont
The Courtesan
Forde 5
and Al. Fordyce), American... 5
Week of May 22, 1916.
Nancy'sling andBirthright
(EdythSignal.
Ster- 5
Norbert Myles)
Reclamation (Winifred Greenwood
and Franklin Ritchie), American. 5
Week of May 29, 1916.
The Man from Manhattan (Wm.
Stowell and Rhea Mitchell),
American
S
Other
People's
Money
(Gladys
Hulette), Thanhouser 5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Paramount Pictures
FAMOUS PLAYERS
Molly Make Believe (Marguerite
Clark)
S reels
The Eternal Grind (Mary Pickford).5 reels
The Innocent Lie (Valentine Grant)5 reels
The Moment Before (Pauline Frederick) 5reels
The Red Window (John Barrymore) S reels
The Trust (Hazel Dawn)
5 reels
Saints and Sinners (Peggy Hyland).5 reels
(Title Not Decided), (Marguerite
Clark)
5 reels
6— 5. The JESSE
Evil Thereof
Star 'Cast) .'!5 reels
LASKY ( All
COMPANY
4— 13. The Love Mask (Wallace Reid and
Cleo Ridgley)
5 reels
4— 24. The Heart of Nora Flynn (Marie
Dbro)
5 reels
5— 8. Maria Rosa (Geraldine Farrar)....5 reels
5 — 11. Alien Souls (Sessue Hayakawa) . . . 5 reels
5— 22. The Frameup (Blanche Sweet).... 5 reels
6 — 1. The Gutter Magdalene (Fannie
Ward)
5 reels
MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
5— 18. Pasquale (George Beban)
5 reels
PALLAS
3 — • 9. Ben Blair (Dustin Farnum), D....5 reels
4— 3. Heart of Paula (Leonore TJlrich)..S reels
5 — ■ 1. David Garrick (Dustin Farnum)... 5 reels
6— 8. The Making of Maddalena (Edna
Goodrich)
S reels

4— 10.
4— 17.
4— 20.
4— 27.
5— 4.
5—15.
5— 25.
5 — 29.

Triangle Film Corporation
KAL-BEE-INCE .PRODUCTIONS
4— 16. The Stepping Stone (Frank Keenan
and Mary Boland)
5 reels
4— 23. Civilization's
Child
(Wm. H.
Thompson)
5 reels
4— 30. The Beggar of Cawnpore (H. B.
Warner)
6 reels
5— 7. The No-Good Guy (William Collier) 5 reels
5 — 14. Not My Sister (Bessie Barriscale)5 reels
FINE ARTS-GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
4— 16. Sold for Marriage (Lillian Gish) . . . 5 reels
4— 23. Sunshine Dad (De Wolf Hopper).. 5 reels
4— 30. The Children in the House (Norma
Talmadge)
5 reels
5— 7. The Good Bad-Man (Douglas Fair- banks) 5reels
5 — 14. Susan Rocks the Boat (Dorothy
Gish)
.5 reels
KEYSTONE-SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
4— -16. The Other Man (Roscoe Arbuckle).2 reels
4— 16. Bucking Society (Chester Conklin).2 reels
4— 23. The Snow Cure (Ford Sterling) 2 reels
4— 23. A Rough Knight (Shorty Hamilton) 2 reels
4— 30. The Lion and the Girl (Joe Jackson) 2 reels
4— 30. His Bitter Pill (Mack Swain) 2 reels
Red Feather Productions
4— 10. Brigadier Gerard (Lewis Waller). . S reels
4— 17. Her Bitter Cup (Cleo Madison)... .5 reels

AND

4—
5—
5—
5—
5—
5—
6—

24.
1.
8.
15.
22.
29.
5.

COMING

Thrown to the Lions (Mary Fuller) 5
Dr. Neighbor (Hobart Bosworth)..5
A Huntress of Men (Mary Fuller) . 5
A Youth of Fortune (Carter and
Flora Parker De Haven) S
Half a Rogue (King Baggot) 5
What Love Can Do (Adele Farrington)
5
The Iron Hand (Hobart Bosworth
and Jane Novak)
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay
HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Tuesday and Friday.
VITAGRAPH
4— 24. God's Country and the Woman
(Nell Duncan)
Shipraan, Geo. Holt and 8
Wm.
5— 1. The Law Decides (Dorothy Kelly,
Bobby Connelly, Harry Morey and
Louise Beaudet)
7
5— 8. Britton of the Seventh (Charles
Kent, Bobby Connelly and Eulalie
Jensen)
5
5—15. The Ordeal of Elizabeth (Lillian
Walker, Donald Hall and Evart
Overton)
6
5— 22. The Redemption of Dave Darcey
(James Morrison, Belle Bruce and
Billy Billings)
5
5— 29. The Suspect (Anita Stewart and
S. Rankin Drew)
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

3 — 20. Dollars and LUBIN
the Woman (Ethel
Clayton and Tom Moore) 6 reels
4— 10. The
Flames
Johannis (Nance
O'iSTeill)
S reels
5— 8. Love's Toll (Rosetta Brice and
Richard Buhler)
5 reels
SELIG
3 — 6. Unto Those Who Sin (Fritzi Brunnette)
5 reels
3— 20. The Ne'er-DoWell (Kathlyn
iams and Wheeler
Oakman) .Will. . . 10 reels
4— 3. The Cycle of Fate (Bessie Eyton,
Wheeler Oakman and Edith Johnson) S reels
5— 1. At Piney Ridge (Fritzi Brunnette).5 reels
5— 29. Into the Primitive (Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry
Lonsdale)
5 reels
ESSANAY
3 — 20. The Havoc (Gladys Hanson, Chas.
Dalton and Bryant Washburn) ... 5
4— 10. Burlesque on Carmen (Charlie
4— 24. TheChaplin)
Little Shepherd of Bargain Row 4
(Sallie Fisher, Jolm Junior and
Richard C. Travers)
5
5— 15. Sherlock Holmes (William Gilette).7

reels
reels
reels
reels

World-Equitable Program
5— 1. The Twin EQUITABLE
Triangles (Jackie Saun-

ders) 5parts
WORLD
4— 24. The Closed Road (House Peters and
Barbara Tennant)
5 parts
5— 1. The Feast of Life (Clara Kimball
Young)
parts
5 — 8. Her
Maternal Right (Kitty Gordon) 55 parts
S — 15. Sudden Riches (Robert Warwick). 5 parts
S— 22. Tangled Fates (Alice Brady) 5 parts
5— 29. The Other Sister (Gail Kane) 5 parts
6 — 5. The
of It
(Carlyle Black- 5 parts
well Woman
and Ethel
Clayton)
6— 12. The Crucial Test (Kitty Gordon).. 5 parts
6— 19. The Way of the World (Holbrook
Blinn)
5 parts
6— 26. La Boheme (Alice Brady) S parts
7 — 3. Friday the 13th (Robert Warwick). 5 parts
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ALL FEATURES BOOKING AGENCY
Right Off the Bat
5 reels
AMERICAN COMMERCIAL FILM CO.
Animated Cartoons
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM
CO.
The Battles of a Nation
6 parts
AUTHORS FILM CO., INC.
3 — 27. Sins of the Father
4 parts
4— 3. Her Redemption
4 parts
4— 10. Denise
4 parts
4— 17. Love's Sacrifice
6 parts
45—— 24.1. AUnder
Woman's
Awakening
55 parts
the Mask
parts
CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE
CORPORATION
March — TheMichelena)
Unwritten
Law (Beatriz 7 reels
May — The
Woman
Who
Dared
(Beatriz 7 reels
Michelena)
July — Kismet (Otis Skinner) 10 reels
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
German Side of War
S reels
Russian Side of War
4 reels
CLARIDGE FILMS, INC.
Heart of New York
5 reels
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs. .4 parts
Liberty Hall
4 parts
The Black Spot
4 parts
Victoria Cross
4 parts
O 18
4 parts
His Vindication
S parts
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
Uncle's
LittleCure
Ones
The Jungle
11 reel
reel
What D'ye Think of That? 1 reel
Pa's Adventure
Family Tree
reel
The
of Sally
11 reel
The Jungle Kid
1 reel
E-K-0 FILM CO.
The Invisible Enemy
5 reels
ELDORADO FEATURE FILM CO.
The Impersonation
5 reels
FORREST FILM CORPORATION
Bottom of the Sea
5 reels
JOS. W. FARNHAM
Hace Suicide
6 parts
The Awakening of Bess Morton.. 5 reels
GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
Sins of Great Cities (E. Thomscn).4 reels
The Man with the Missing Finger
(Alfred Hertel)
4 reels
For Her Son (Betty Nansen)....4 reels
ATheWoman's
Honor
(Elsie
Frolich)4
Folly of Sin
S reels
reels
The Mother Who Paid
5 reels
HANOVER FILMS
Marvellous Macist
6 parts
Should a Baby Die?
S parts
HIPPODROME FILM CO.
At the Front with the Allies

3—
4—
4—
4—
4—
5—
4—
4—
4—
4—
4—
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HERALD FILM CORPORATION
27. Charlie's White Elephant, C. Cart..l
3. Charlie's Barnyard Pets, C. Cart...l
10. Charlie the Busy Barber, C. Cart..l
17. Charlie
the Animal Trainer, Com. 1
Cart
24. Charlie's Jitney Hunt, Com. Cart..l
1. Charlie Prepared, Com. Cart 1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION
1. World War in Kidland
1 reel
8. A Chip Ofif the Old Block
1 reel
15. Chip's Elopement
1 reel
22. Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers. . . .2 reels
29. Chip's Rivals
1 reel
KULEE FEATURES
Germany on the Firing Line 6 parts
MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE
Twilight Sleep
B. S. MOSS
Three Weeks
Salamander
One Day.
F. 0. NIELSEN
Guarding Old Glory
Just Out of College
Little Sunset
The Spoilers
All for a Girl

S
5
4
9
S

PHOTODRAMA COMPANY
How Molly Made Good

6 reels

5 reels
5 reels
5 reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

PROHIBITION FILM CORPORATION
Prohibition
5 parts
RAVER FILM CO.
The Other Girl
Life Without Soul
The Fortunate Youth
Driftwood

5 reels
S reels

STANDARD NEWS FILM, INC.
Standard Travelogues 32 parts
Are We Ready?
4 parts
The Animal World
S parts
Navies of the World
1 reel
The Price of Liberty
S reels
Aircraft
1 reel

MISCELLANEOUS
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS CORP., OF
AMERICA
The Film Hunters
1 reel
The
Yarn
of
the
Slowern'ell
reel
In the Hanging Glacier Country...!1 reel
The Sunset Trail
1 reel
The Trail to Cloudy Pass
1 reel
The Stampede
1 reel
American Game Trails
1 reel
BEACON FILM CO.
Single reel Travelogues and Educational
Subjects.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Metro-Drew Comedies (weekly).
Metro Travelogues (weekly).
MUTT AND JEFF FILMS
ANIMATED CARTOONS
1.2. JefT's
Toothache.
Mutt and
Jeff in the Submarine.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS (WEEKLY)
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
4— 10. Bilibid, the " Sing Sing " of the Philip44—— 24.
17. The
Pasig River (The Filipino River).
The
pines.Lowlands of Luzon.
BRAY CARTOONS
4— 27. Col. Heeza Liar Wins the Pennant.
5—
3. Al
Falfa's
Diary.
S— 10.
A Toy
land Scientific
Paper Chase.
S — 17. Bobby Bumps and His Goatmobile.
5 — ^24. Kid Casey the Champion.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Pathe travels (See Pathe).
UNIVERSAL
versal).Sam at Work (See Powers UniUncle
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Upper
Mountain
In the Bavarian
Land of the
Hindoos.Lakes.
Victoria Falls.
Should a Baby Die?
S reels

SUN PHOTOPLAY CO., INC.
The Princess of India
5 reels
The

SUPREME FILM CO.
Cowpuncher

6 parts

TRANS-OCEANIC FILMS, INC.
The Life and Adventures of Shakes-

peare 6 parts

VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Unto the Darkness
4
In the Ranks
4
Harbour Lights
4
Enoch Ardcn
4
Mysterious Man of the Jungle 3
WAR FILM SYNDICATE
On the Firing Line with the Ger-

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

mans 6 parts

5 — • 1.
5— 8.
5— IS.
5—22.
5 — 29.

VITAGRAPH (V. L. S. E.)
FRANK DANIELS' COMEDIES
Mr. Jack Hires a Stenographer.
Mr.Series).
Jack, His Dukeship (End of the Jack
Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife.
Kernel Nutt the Janitor.
Kernel Nutt the Footman.
SERIALS
The Girl and the Game
Signal Film
The Secret of the Submarine Signal
Peg
o'
the
Ring
Universal
Mary Social
Page, Pirates
The strange Case of..Essanay
The
Kalera
The Iron Claw
Pathe
Who's Guilty?
Pathe
The Mysteries of Myra International
Film Service
Gloria's Romance
Kleine

.10.
2000
1000
2000

'000
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PRINTS

ABRAMS,

AMUSEMENT

ROOM 903 CANDLER BUILDING
220 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK

CORPORATION

9^E

i

Urges observance of National Tribute Day, Monday, May 14th, for the ACTORS' FUND
P&
1
OF AMERICA.
The public is interested — contribute pour share, an
EIGHTEEN EAST FORTY-FIRST STREET, NEW YORK
William L Sherrill, President

"Always Look for the Drake"
Animated Commercial Advertising
Cartoons — for Picture Theatres
Unlimited
subjects
retail business.
humor — fullwhoof isadvertising value. Created forby every
a corpslineofofexperts
headed byFull
thatof cartoonist
known
the world over — Frank A. Nankivell.
LIVE PROPOSITION
Theatre Owners, Advertising Agencies, Theatre Salesmen, Supply Houses, and all
Advertisers write today for our live, attractive proposition.

ORRIN

SIGNAL

DR A-KO FILM CO., Inc.
New York City
1451 Broadway

WATCH

FOR

THE

MAY

MAIN OFFICE.
5AN FRANCJSCO
25.4EDDy ST.
CALIFORNIA
EASTERN REPRESEMTfiTlUE
LEON O.N£TTER
1325 umesT.
PH(l.ftOeLPHlfl Pfl.

Superintendent
FILM LABORATORIES

Laboratory Expert
Negative Specialist

To Manufacturers: Let us help you. Test the Quality
and Promptness of our Day and Night Laboratory.
Capacity 1,000,000 feet per week. Address: Dra-Ko S
Film Co., Inc., Tappan, N. Y.

INDEX

MOVING

OF

REVIEWS

PICTURE

DENNY

4560 Pasadena Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.

IN NEXT

WEEK'S

ISSUE

FILMS
AND

MOTION

PICTURE
FOR

THE

RIGHTS
PACIFIC

PURCHASED
COAST

BRANCH
(.OS
Ari(aeL£S
5i4-weST8I!!5T,
CALIFORNIA

Animat
ed YourCartoon
AdsWithout
A^^^fr-S^u
te
Exhibitors Increase
Profits $ 1 GO Monthly
Any Expense.
Unlimited Subjects for Every Line of Business
Responsible Representatives Wanted
Send Today for Our Big Free Catalog
Elxclusive Territory— Exceptional Income Assured
AMERICAN

COMMERCIAL

FILM

CO.,

Boyce

Building,

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful -to YOU we can make the "NEWS."

CHICAGO

3280

MOTION

CLASSIFIED
WANTED
Representatives to handle our new
101 Ranch Feature. Bond and referOkla. ences. Address K. L. Williams Bliss,
FOR SAJ^K,
Two foot Warne Compensarcs,
slightly used, good condition. Address L. E. Lemon, Aurora, 111.
New fire-proof Picture Theatre.
Fully ingequipped.
City Good
45,000.
Seatcapacity, 560.
location.
Splendid
opportunity
to
right
party.
Gfet particulars. Address Myles G.
Kelly, Elmira, N. Y.
Power's 6aless
machine
like new.
equipment,
rheostat.
Also Full
100
highest grade benches seating 500.
Address
Ewell,
8
W.
87th
street.
City.
FOR SALE — No. 5 Power Machine
complete, 2 reel feature Victims of Satan
JSO.OO with paper— 3 reel feature Does
Crime Pay? $75.00 with paper. 1-Simplex mechanism $100.00. l-Powers adjustable Rheostat $12.00. All goods
shipped subject to examination on receipt
of express charges.
Exhibitors Supply Co., 729 Seventh Ave.
N. Y. CITY
THE falls
SPRING—"
when"INbusiness
off, your houee
neefls a stimulant.
Then is when you need the Film
World — a clever little magazine for the
home—
"ad." and
on free
the copy.
back
cover. with
Write yonr
for prices
THE FILM WOELD,
621 Longacre Bldg. New York
AIRDOME BENCHES
made of so.i.'^onocl ilaple lumber, any
length deslreil. Ml Icullng m»kcg of
moving picture marhlii«>«. Operating
Ijooths that pass lnsi»-ctloB. New aad
Bllghtly
o:-p<l. Oet (pur
buying elsewhere.
All prlres
orders before
filled
same dav aa r*^celved.
LEAKS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.,
609 Chestnut St.
St. Louis, Mo.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
5 SO. WABASH AVE.,
CHICAGO
All makes of picture machines
and theatre supplies.
Write for Complete Catalogue
PRINT AND DEVELOP
TITLES
EXCLUSIVELY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
WRITE FOR PRICES
Pan American Film Service
145 West 4Sth St., New York City
The advertising you get from
your electric sign in the day
time is free. The advertising
you get at night with a Federal
sign is unsurpassed.
FEDERAL SIGN SYSTEM
lELECTHIC)
Lake & THICAr.O.
Desplaine* Stre«t«,
OPERA

CHAIRS
Complete
PromptLiao

ShiprafiQts
Write (or
Cat&logue with
Direct
Factory Pricet
PEA30DY SCHOOL
CO.
i 802 W.FURNITURE
Foorth Street,
North Manchei er, lod.
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Film

Agencies
wanted for

European Continent
B. Vissers, Ceintuurbaan
260, Amsterdam, Holland,
is very well introduced all over
the Continent and can dispose of
good films to the best possible
advantage.
Correspondence is
invited.
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of IndustryWith
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Projection
The Camera
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Building and Furnishing

& RING, Inc.
-iill MENGER
Manufacturers of
POSTER and LOBBY
DISPLAY FRAMES
304 W. 42b(I Street
New York
AMERICAN
TRADD M.\BK REGISTEREU
THE MUSICAL MARVEL
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
52 WEST 45th ST. NEW YORK CITY

POSTERS—
Everywhere
Offices
— Chicaeo and
New York
Information with regard
to Cinema business in
charge.
Europe given free of
G. KACZKA,
32 Rue de Moscou, Paris
THE BIOSCOPE
is
The English Trade Journal of
the Moving
Industry
Annual Picture
Subscription
14s. (post
(Dollars
free)$3.50)
85 Shaftesbury Ave., London, N.W.

Furnishes a superior controlled direct
current that [irodiice.s tlu- jjerfect arc
for moriiif,' picture projection.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
432 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.
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Ticket Office Equipments
Embody Ticket Sellers, Ticket
Choppers,
Theatre RecordChange
LedgersMakers,
and Theatre
Tickets. Catalog on request.
Caille Bros. Co., 1003 Amsterdam
Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Moving Picture Exhibitors
Gel your supplies from -«^^U^^^house that carries everything you need.
E. E. Fulton Co., 156 W. Lake St.. Chictf a
-^gSu^- -"^gu^^-
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CONSTRUCTION, EQUIPMENT AND OPERATION OF THEATRE, EXCHANGE

AND

STUDIO

"IF"
WORD
You have been paying good money

ONE

for film destroyed —
If you have been compelled to pay
for part of a reel which was lost by
fire. SOMETHING
IS WRONG.
You know your projection room
must have the best equipment; you
will find the best in the MOTIOGRAPH.
THERE'S A REASON why the
LATE MODEL
MOTIOGRAPH
has increased its sales 500%
than six months.

in less

Just one inspection of the MOTIOGRAPH
in
regard to its projection, simplicity, material
used and SAFETY (approved by the National
Board of Fire Underwriters), will convince you
that you should install a LATE MODEL
MOTIOGRAPH.
Write
THE
a
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OPTICAL

MFG.
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CHICAGO,
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MACHINE

EFFICIENCY is not of a mushroom growth; it is born of hard labor
and study — and wisdom which profits by experience.
Power's Cameragraph
of sixteen years.

represents

It is the result of ceaseless
Mechanical Mind.

an evolution
thought

extending

and

research

over a period
of a

Master

It stands for the elimination of all the crude and inefficient appliances
of the past, and possesses every known feature of worth which present
day knowledge affords.
It is manufactured throughout,
factory of its kind in the world.
It is used

by the great majority

in the

largest and

of exhibitors

Write

best

equipped

in America.

for Catalogue

NICHOLAS

D

POWER

COMPANY
Ninety

Gold

New

Street

York

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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News

Simplified

By J. H. Hallberg

94 — Is it possible to construct choke-coils of different
form than those illustrated and
described with a single core
and with the " U " core as illustrated in Figs. 45 and 46?

Ans. — Yes, there are
cases where it is desirable to change the
shape of the iron
core and then again
there
are cases

with an increase in the leakage and with the increase in
the size of the copper wire. Within the copper there are
actually created local currents of extremely low voltage,
but of comparatively high amperage which are called or
termed Eddy currents or Foucault currents or Local
currents which can generate much heat when not properly compensated.
On account of the generation of Eddy current within
the copper windings as above referred to, it is advisable
where large amperages have to be carried by the magnetizing coils to use two windings, one on each core leg,
in parallel of half the cross section or to divide the coil
in two sections, placing one-half on one leg and one-half
on the other leg of the " U " core so as to increase the
radiating surface of the windings, to dissipate the heat
generated to prevent injury to the insulation of the
windings from overheating.
Then again there are designs for certain classes of apparatus where there is not sufficient room to place all of
the windings on one leg and under such conditions the
windings may be split and divided on the two legs of a

where it is of advantage to use two windings or coils, one on each leg of the
" U " core.
Ans. — It is a fact
95 — What is the advantage
that
wherever a
of using two coils, one on each
magnetizing coil of
leg of a " U " core, instead of
any kind is used,
using only one coil of the same
number of turns?
heat is generated
within the coil due
to the resistance of the windings to the current flow. It
is also a fact, that with A. C. apparatus there is a certain
amount of magnetic leakage, which has the effect of
increasing the temperature in the copper windings at
those points where the magnetic lines of force leak
across.
The heat in the copper windings, due to the leakage of
" U " core, without in any other way, altering or interfering with the operation of the device.
magnetic lines which cut through the copper, increases
Copyright, 1916, by I. H. Hallberg.

Waste

in

the

Operating

Room

Through

Incompetence

"Don't Care" Attitude of the Operator and Inadequate Equipment Make Needless Trouble — Approximately There
Is $15,000,000 Worth of Prints Shown in this Country Every Day and Ninety Per Cent Are
Improperly Handled or Projected — How to Avoid Waste
sacrificing the very object for which the theatre is built, the good
afternoon, May 10, during the recent exposiWEDNESDAY
tion of the Motion Picture Art at Madison Square Garden,
projection of pictures. Under this condition every operator is
working under the maximum of disadvantage. Also, the archiNew York City, was given over to the subject of Projection and how needless waste through the absolute incompetency
tect who plans his theatre and leaves a " coop " 10 by 10, poorly
ventilated, from which to project a picture, is doing something
and careless " don't care " attitude of the operator, together with
which should brand him forever as unfit for theatre designing.
inadequate equipment, can be avoided.
The projection room must be large, as nearly as possible on the
The speakers of the afternoon brought out some interesting
same level as the screen, and well ventilated. This will insure
facts which, though in the main are obvious and well known, will
the best possible conditions for the operator, and he will have no
bear repeating. We will submit them to our readers in our own
excuse for bad work if his outfit is right and kept up properly.
words, in the hope that they will take them to heart and mend
their ways if it is necessary.
Pay Operators What They Are Worth
Primarily, the fault lies with the theatre owner or manager.
At the present time theatre managers rent feature films which
It may be that he is ignorant of the conditions because he does
cost from $8,000 to $100,000 to produce, paying anywhere up to
not know the technique of the business, or he may be too lazy
or too much absorbed otherwise to look into the conditions which
$50 and more per day in rental. These they turn over to an
operator to handle who receives the large salary of $15 to $20
exist in his projection room.
Conditions under which a man works have a great effect upon
per week. "A man is worthy of hire." Yes, but the theatre
owner is unwise who will limit his pay to this sum, for with it
his ability to produce results. The architect who lays out a theatre
he can only tempt a man to work for him who is capable of earnand places the booth way up under the rafters above the gallery
ing it. If the operator could get more than this at some other
is doing as much to kill the business as any one else, for he is
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branch of work, how long would he stay an operator? Just about
as long as it would take him to go across the street and get the
other job.
The News advocates higher wages for operators, but only as
the increased wages increase the proficiency of the men who receive them. Many men who are working now for $15 per week
don't care as long as they draw their money at the end of the
week and hold their jobs. Many of these same men, with more
pay, would put their hearts into their work, and there would be a
change which would mean an ever increasing popularity of the
screen and ever increasing box office receipts.
We can only give in brief at this time some of the evils of our
present system in the operating room and show where the main
leaks exist and how they should be taken care of.
A print reaches the exhibitor brand new, worth from $125 to
$700 (some one else's property, remember). It goes to the projection room. It is shown to the audience and it is rewound either
bj' the operator or by his assistant. Either one or both are in a
hurry. The job is done as fast as the crank or motor can be made
to run, instead of taking five minutes to a reel and doing it
slowly. The rewinding is not done evenly, slack is taken up by
grinding the take-up reel and holding the other fast. Hence
scratches and rain. By the time this film has had this done to it
half a dozen times fifty per cent of its value is gone, and the following audiences become disgusted with " movies " more every
time that print is shown. Whereas the film should be just as good
at the end of four months as it was the day it went out. At the
end of a month this print should run to empty houses or, better,
be consigned to the scrap heap. The fault lies with the theatre
owner and with the operator together. Each house should have a
motor driven rewinder, and each reel should be set to take five
minutes, if necessary, in rewinding, so that it may be tight from
the core out. The same thing can be done with a hand driven
machine if the proper care is used. There is no excuse for the
vandalism.
You all know what an undercut sprocket is, and here again the
blame belongs to the theatre manager and the operator equally.
The film comes down under the tension springs and engages the
intermittent sprocket teeth, which pull it down into place (Fig. 1).
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put on each single reel of 10 inches diameter. This is overcrowded so that when it reaches the operating room it is in no
shape to receive the handling which is in store for it in many
cases. It is rewound tighter, hence again further scratched. It
is dropped on the floor, hence scratched, and on the whole is put
through the mill and comes out unfit for further service. If a
reel of twelve inches in diameter, with a large one-half inch hub
shaft-hole, could be used and be made a minimum standard, rekinding scratches and floor scratches would be eliminated, providing itwas done slowly and with care.
Here is a subject upon which there is a difference of opinion,
though every one knows that these bills can be cut down materially
in the majority of houses. In the first place, whenever possible,
direct current should be delivered to the machine. It means a
better, steadier, whiter light, which means better pictures. This
conversion from alternating to direct current can be done by a
number of outfits which are advertised in these pages, and all of
which are efficient. This is a cheap investment when compared
with the saving obtained, considering also the fact that the outfit
always has a good second-hand sales value.
In the average theatre the current necessary to obtain the best
possible picture is fifty amperes, though in certain cases less are
being used. By using over this there is a needless waste. The
average candle power of the electric arc is about 130 per square
millimeter, though this may be varied by the size of the carbons,
their density and composition, and by the amount of current employed.
This subject, though it has no definite relation to actual saving
of money in connection with the film, has a direct bearing on the
box office receipts, for by applying it the operator can actually
make money for his employer, and by doing it can properly claim
a suitable salary, providing he knows his business thoroughly in
other respects.

CORRECT LAYOUT OF PROJECTION SYSTEM
The above diagram shows the correct layout for the projection
system. The light rays from the carbon arc at A strike the condensers B,and from them pass through the aperture C, converging within the lense tube D at the point E. The converging rays
from B must be of such dimensions at the aperture plate C that
they will just pass through without color and with the least possible loss of light.
Should the rays by any chance converge at the point E within
the aperture plate C, and after this pass through the lense tube

The tension here should be only sufficient to hold the film at a
given speed, and no more. If this tension is just right the sprocket
teeth will not be appreciably injured, but if it is the least bit too
great the film will gradually notch the teeth which grab the
sprocket holes in the film and tear them out as the last engaging
tooth lets go of the film. (Fig. 2.)
Finally, this action sheers the teeth off entirely, but in the process valuable prints of costly pictures are badly damaged, and
with each succeeding show become worse, the deterioration in
this case being even more rapid than that of rewinding. These
sprockets cost new three dollars and fifty cents, yet a manager,
rather than pay a proper salary to a competent operator who
knows his business, or teaching his present operator and purchasing new sprockets, goes right along destroying thousands of
dollars' worth of other people's property each month, to say nothing of being the cause of ruining the patrons' eyesight by showing
a picture which cannot possibly be held steady on the screen.
There is a trouble for which the exchange is somewhat to
blame. Through usage a reel with a small hub shaft-hole has
become established, whereas one with a hub of one-half inch as a
minimum should be in use. From 1,000 to 1,100 feet of film are

INCORRECT LAYOUT OF PROJECTION SYSTEM
D, the results on the screen will be absolutely unsatisfactory, as
the picture will be materially obscured and dimmed. A hazy reflection of the boiling crater of the carbon will be plainly seen on
the screen if the light is thrown thereon without the film being
in the machine.
The distance which this must be outside the lens tube must be
carefully studied, as an error in this will cause projection which
eventually will cause the patrons to go elsewhere. A rather
ready means of discovering the proper location of the shutter is
as follows : Pass a card, a common visiting card, for example,
across the light ray at different distances from the lens (between
lens and screen), watching the screen meanwhile. That position
where the card casts a dissolving shadow over the screen — that
is, where the card shadow seems neither to travel either up or
down — is the proper location for the shutter.
With these things in mind, it is easy to figure the enormous
actual waste when one considers that there is approximately
$1S,(X)0,000 worth of prints being shown in this country each day
and ninety per cent of these being improperly handled or projected.
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Devices for Studio Efficiency, Newly Placed on the Market, Receive Attention of the Exhibitors Themselves — The
Majority of Booths Devoted to This Side of the Business Are Ranged Around a Temporary Elevated
Floor — Opportunities Offered Prospective Purchasers to Examine Articles on Display

THAT the exposition held at the Garden by the Motion Picture
Board of Trade was in no wise a failure, taken from the
trade point of view, is fully exemplified by the unanimous
verdict of the accessory manufacturers and distributers that "Business was very good, all through the show." In particular has success greeted the exhibits of the accessory studio necessities, newly
placed on the market and new devices for the projection machine
have met with favor with the exhibitors themselves. Every booth
holder in this line of the business is convinced that the Board of
Trade show has been a business trade show as well as a means
for entertaining the motion picture loving public.
The exhibits were many and varied. The greater part were
ranged around the temporary, elevated floor erected around the
Garden, and here the prospective purchaser of accessory articles
was permitted full room to examine the exhibited goods. The
lower floor, with only two or three exceptions, was occupied by
the producers and there the general public flocked. This arrangement of the booths resulted in convenient classification of the
attendance.
M. J. Wohl & Co. of New York displayed studio equipment,
demonstrated throughout the show's run by Messrs. Wohl, Mayer
and Leonard. Of special interest were the company's Broadside
and Duplex lamps for studio use. These lamps, as well as the
others handled by Wohl & Co., are equipped with fine spun glass
dif¥users, resulting in an unusually powerful light.
The exhibit of the National Carbon Company, managed by A.
D. Spear and W. C. Kunzmann, contained a varied line of carbons
and a new negative carbon only recently put on the market. This
carbon has a very small diameter and is coated with a compound
metal mixture which prevents sputtering and flickering. Mr. Spear
reports that all operators who visited the National booth were exceedingly well pleased with this carbon.
Kliegl Lights Put to Another Use by Dodd
E. W. Harris represented the Carroll non-rewinding magazine
in the National Carbon booth. This magazine, which eliminates
the usual rewinder, has met with the approval of exhibitors and
operators, and the Carroll company is the recipient of many
orders due to its display at the show.
The Universal Electric Stage Lighting Company, of which
Kliegl Brothers are proprietors, rented space which was placed
under the lively managership of George C. Dodd. Mr. Dodd's
favorite pastime during the nine days of the show was searching
out restful couples in the top balcony of the Garden with the company's hundred ampere spotlight. It was one of the most powerful lights in the Garden and is capable of using twenty-five, fifty,
seventy-five and one hundred amperes. This company also had
on hand a portable " burglar " spot light, for use in the studio.
The Motion Picture Scope Company, under the direction of
W. J. Patterson, held space where it exhibited a portable motion
picture projector suitable for homes, churches and schools.
The Typhoon Cooling System was, as usual, present at the exposition. Two of their fans, one a monster wheel, was erected
at the west end of the Garden, while the other, only about half as
large but as high as a man, was placed in front of the Typhoon
booth. Ernst Glantzberg, in charge of the Typhoon exhibit, was
enthusiastic over the company's business.
The National Cash Register Company was at the show in charge
of Mr. Dowling. New ticket selling machines were offered for
inspection.
Bell and Howell had on view their line of cameras, title machines, film perforators and printers. The Simplex Photo Products Company exhibited under the direction of B. J. Masief and
Richard R. Pollard their studio lights, including a powerful side
lamp, the Northern Light. Mr. Daly had charge of the exhibit of
the Pierson Film Cleaning Machine. Menger and Ring had their
usual attractive display of lobby frames, while next to this booth
the Eastman Kodak Company had a large portion of space.
The Acme Lithographing Company was the only company of
such a class to hold an exhibit at the Garden. This was in charge
of John M. Lakin, president of the company. Mr. Lakin also
reports that business was good during show time. The Acme

Company made the advertising lithos for the Board of Trade
prior to the opening of the exposition.
Allison and Hadaway occupied a booth managed by the two
members of the firm and in which H. A. Strong of the Novoscope
Machine Corporation occupied space. Mr. Strong had on view a
home projector of most attractive appearance. Any incandescent
lamp furnishes the light for the lamp house. The entire machine,
complete with case, costs one hundred dollars and is suitable for
home use, schools, clubs, churches and the like. Allison and Hadaway also exhibited the Panchroma Twin Arc Lamps for studio
use. This is a strong but small lamp that may be placed in any
position without much trouble.
J. H. Hallberg's exhibit was managed by Mr. Hallberg himself
and his assistants. He had on display the Baird, Powers and
Simplex machines and the Rialto and Satin Gold Fibre screens.
The Film Fire Prevention Company exhibited a device for the
elimination of chance of fire in the projection booth. Aton Szeliga, the inventor of the device ; James R. Gooding, Roger Barstow, Jr., and C. E. Davenport were in charge there.
The machines for the quick and simple dispension of theatre
tickets were in exhibition by the Automatic Ticket Selling and
Cash Register Company. S. H. DeRoy was in charge of this
booth. The Westinghouse Electric Manufacturing Company, besides its usual line of heating and ventilating apparatus, showed
a new motor generating set for use of warming the carbons of
one machine while the other is in operation. This is employed to
prevent the flicker of the fresh carbons when first turned on.
"MUSIC FOR THE PHOTOPLAY" WILL BE OF
INTEREST TO PICTURE PLAYERS
EVERY

exhibitor, musician, musical director and all others interested in the progressive future of the photoplay theater
should make it a point to get a copy of " Music for the Photoplay," just published for free distribution by G. Schirmer, Inc., 3
East Forty-third street. New York City.
The booklet contains contributed articles by the foremost authorities on the photoplay, who will necessarily play an important part
in its still greater future. It should be more than interesting
to ev6ry one interested in Music and the Picture to know the
opinions of those who are in a position to know the requirements
of the industry throughout the entire country.
Information that is indispensable to the picture musician, orchestra leader and exhibitor will be found in each and every one of
these articles. Much could be said in commendation of this booklet. The fact that stands out very clearly in each and every line,
is that it is in sum and substance beyond the criticism of the most
skeptical thinkers interested in Music and the Picture.
It is a solid foundation of opinion and fact which should form
a basis, wherewith to mould a future for picture music, never
ending in its upward trend.
The book is clear and clean-cut from beginning to end.
Even were this an advertising medium, nevertheless, great credit
would be due to both the contributors and publishers for distributing a book of such musical value at this time.

SEEBURG PIANO COMPANY PUTS TWO ORGANS
ON DISPLAY AT MINNEAPOLIS CONVENTION
THE Seeburg Piano Company of Chicago had two of its instruments on exhibition at the Minneapolis convention. These
organs made such an impression on the managers there that they
were both immediately sold and delivered at the close of the convention. They are now being installed in the Bijou and Jit theatres, Minneapolis houses.
KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR THE MAY INDEX OF I
REVIEWS— ISSUE OF JUNE 3.
. I
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Who will answer all questions you may send in, no matter how simple or difficult
USE PLAIN PIECE OF AMBER COLORED OR
and as a result, by the use of a properly graded ray filter in front
of
the lens, an absolutely uniformly exposed negative can be obOTHER TINTED GLASS
tained with full details in both the shadows and in the high lights.
This would be impossible under normal conditions without the ray
R. M. S., Lincoln, Nebr. — / read the Projection Department
filter and amateur photographers usually show lack of detail in sky
consistently and have benefited by the advice you are giving to
and cloud effects on this account.
operators.derstand This
is mybutfirst
question.
unNow, when it comes to the application of a ray filter of amber
the subject
here letter
is theand
question
I wantI don't
you toquite
answer
or any other color in conjunction with a projection lens with all
as soon as possible, because we are considering a change in our produe respect to what may have been said on the subject, I give you
jection system and are naturally looking for the best and most imthe advice that such a ray filter is of absolutely no benefit as a part
proved machines and equipment.
of the lens system in projection.
Will you please tell me what an Amherlux Lens Filter is, and
The experts who have passed judgment upon the application of
what it is supposed to do. I have a circular which states that it,
an amber ray filter as part of a projection lens, have evidently lost
improves the projection loo per cent. It does away with the eye
sight of the fact that when you project a picture upon a screen you
strain; makes old film look like new; brightens the picture and satare no longer dealing with the actinic rays in .the high portion of
isfies the patrons, and that it is endorsed by the projection expert
the spectrum and besides you are, when projecting a picture, not
of another paper. If this lens filter is so good, I want to know your
concerned about the effect of actinic rays upon a chemically
opinion of it as an expert on matters of that kind.
treated glass plate or film.
Ans. — The word Amberlux is a coined word. In other words,
In projction you are dealing with shadows and high-lights only
it is a tradename adopted in the sale of a color filter to be applied
upon a flat field, unaltered in quality by the color of the light and
to a projection lens. The name or trade word, Amberlux signifies
your eye is the only judge of the result on the screen.
that the color filter is of amber or yellow color.
My advice to you is to use the regular projection lens and if your
Your question comes at a most fortunate time, because I have
audience prefers an amber colored picture, use a plain piece of
amber colored, yellow or other tinted glass in front of your lens,
just tested an Amberlux lens, and I have had the pleasure of listening to an argument in its favor by a dealer in motion picture apor use a yellow projection screen which will also give you the yellow effect, if that pleases you best.
paratus.
Before giving my view, I want to state the argument put forth
If the light is too strong from the sky and high-lights, so that
by the dealer in favor of the Amberlux lens and this is about the
it hurts your eyes, use a screen with modified surface, mix a little
line of talk delivered to me by the agent or dealer.
blue with the white coating as you apply it to the screen, or any
other color which may suit you. On the other hand, if your screen
" Mr. Hallberg, you know that in taking photographs where the
sky is included, the cameramen and regular photographers, use
is satisfactory but your liglit is still too strong, reduce the amperwhat is known as a color screen or ray filter and the object of this
age and use smaller carbons, but you should not use permanently a
screen is to exclude certain rays in order to make a more uniform
" light killer," such as an amber or yellow screen in your lens, beexposure on the negative plate or film and in that manner to secure
cause that represents a great waste of light. There are many beautiful tinted films, the effect of which will be absolutely destroyed
a negative with details in the high-lights as well as in the shadows.
by the use of an amber colored filter. You know that if you have
If the ray filter is not used in taking an exposure of a view includa night scene, tinted in blue, and if you apply in projection a lens
ing sky with clouds, and a dark foreground in order to secure detail in the foreground, the exposure will have to be so long or with
filter of yellow or amber with such blue tinted film, it will appear
such large opening that the beautiful cloud effect is over-exposed
a muddy green on the screen which absolutely destroys what the
on the negative due to the greater actinic value of the light rays
manufacturers intended the effect of the film to be.
Likewise, if you have a film tinted in yellow, it will be doubly
from the sky and other high-lights which will appear chalky and
tinted with your yellow ray filter which will make your film a peralmost transparent without detail." Now, in producing the amber
fect brown and very dull.
lens, this same agent said, " We have taken advantage of this fact.
In reproducing the picture upon the screen we modify the rays of
You must not forget that when you introduce a color screen of
light passing through the sky part or more transparent part of the
any kind in front of your projection lens, you not only reduce the
film and in that manner produce a very soft and agreeable effect on
light values in the high-lights as claimed with amber filters, but you
likewise reduce in the same proportion, the illumination in the
the screen."
I was much amused in listening to the argument of this agent on
shadows and as a result, if you want as distinct a picture as you
had before, you will have to double your illumination and then you
behalf of the Amberlux lens, because I am personally a photographer of quite some experience and I appreciate thoroughly the
still have a yellow picture which is not at all true to nature, under
value of the yellow screen or ray filter in taking a picture on a senany condition.
I hope I have explained this very interesting subject to you and!
sitized plate or film where clouds and other strong high-lights are
believe me, it has afforded me a great deal of pleasure to investiincluded and so far, Mr. Agent's statement was perfectly correct.
I agree with him in every detail up to this point and will go him
gate the effect of the color screen in conjunction with a sensitized
one better, by stating that ray filters are available which have a film as compared with its use in connection with a projection lens
graded tint from top to bottom, being very dark amber at the top
when you are projccting^a series of shadows like motion pictures
and grading into an almost transparent clear glass, near the botare, upon a screen.
tom. Such a graded ray filter is fitted with clips to fasten it in
It is astonishing how many schemes, to make money out of the
front of the lens on the camera. You will readily understand that
exhibitor, are introduced by some dealers and others who have not
when the exposure is made on the negative, the deeper yellow or
thoroughly studied the subject they are tampering with.
amber color will shield or modify the rays of high actinic value,
In analyzing the application of an amber colored filter in a prowhich arc usually present in the upper zone of a view or picture
jection lens, I am almost tempted to believe that the scheme 'is fos- •
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Are You Working at a Disadvantage?
Do you realize how many people go away from your
theatre dissatisfied with your projection. A satisfied patron
is the best advertisement you can have.
Let us show you how we can help you satisfy your patrons
by installing new equipment and letting it pay for itself
by increased business.
Write today for our plan.
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
Note change in address
Third Floor Mailers Building
S. E. Corner Wabash Ave. & Madison St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dealers
1q
Motiograph,
Simplex,
Standard
and to
Edison
Machines,
Genuine RepairPower's,
Parts and
all goods
pertaining
the
M. p. Theatre.

MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINES

Power-Simplex-Baird
HALLBERG'S 20th Century Motor
Generators
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SANIZONE Deodorants, the perfect perfume for Motion Picture and all Theatres
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
Ask for Catalogs

m.

owaaLi

Philadelphia, pa.

GET
BUSY
and allow us to equip your theatres with
up to the minute machines. You know
our reputation for quick service. Largest
and most complete stock. Old machines
taken in as part payment.
Sole Southern Distributors
SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
Theatre
LUCAS
ATLANTA

SCREEN

Accessories

THEATRE SUPPLY
COMPANY
GEORGIA

LIGHT THAT NEVER

FAILS*'

Tfie ORIGINAL GOLD FIBRi: SCREEN -Perfficted.

pOMiNUSA

Cine Propucts Company,
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tered by someone interested in the^sale of screens which introduce
a glaze where a modification is necssary and I hope that you will
not be induced to first produce an extra strong light at your arc
and then to kill the light with a color screen between the lens and
your projection screen. The subject is so self evident and clear
that you cannot fail to now use your own judgment and find many
other points against the introduction of a scheme of that kind.
Before closing, I want to remind you that the best clear glass
you can get absorbs not less than 7 per cent of the illumination and
we know that when we introduce the amber ray filter in photography, we have to expose the picture anywheres from three to six
times as long as we would without the ray filter. On this account
is not it fairly clear to you that any form of amber screen in front
of a projection lens will cut your illumination on the screen at least
SO per cent and I don't wonder that whoever is selling the lens system you speak of, says that it eliminates eye strain and makes old
film look like new. With the least illumination there is the least
eye strain and the least opportunity of observing imperfections, and
as a result you have spoiled your picture rather than to have improved it.
WHEN A MACHINE BINDS, OR LOCKS IN THE
STAR AND CAM
A. L. Mitchell, S. D. — hi last week's News, / missed your set
of questions and answers very much, but as the News stated
that you were very busy, we will have to excuse it, but don't do it
very often, as we miss the questions.
Now, I am going to ask you a few questions and trust that I may
see the answer just as soon as you can make room for same.
What is it that would cause a Simplex to bind or in other words,
lock, in the star and cam? I took the whole thing apart the other
day and found that it was in the star and cam. The fly wheel
would not move. Later on I got it working. Now, please don't
say it was due to the lack of oil, as I always keep my machine
flooded with oil. This is the first time in my ten years of experience, that I have had this trouble and I will have to admit that I
was up a tree. I have run this machine for one year and this is
the first stop that I have had. The machine locked just about one
hundred feet from the end of the reel on the last reel of the show
and on the last show of the night.
What is the difference between a rheostat and compensarc and
the actions of same? What do you think would be a good way to
connect two machines on to one compensarc, and not do any damage. Would it hurt in your idea to connect two machines on one
compensarc and would it shorten the life of same?
Ans. — Many thanks for your expression of appreciation of the
Projection Department. I am always glad to know that the department isappreciated by readers, and we shall always be glad
to publish any opinion concerning the department which our readers may send in.
Your question concerning the binding of the Simplex machine
cannot possibly be answered now, because your machine is running
again and you have altered the condition under which the parts
mentioned stuck.
It stands to reason that when a machine runs and gives satisfaction for a few weeks or a month there is no structural or material
defect in any of the parts and when a machine has run as long as
one year, then you are doubly sure that whatever the cause, in your
instance, might have been for the sticking of the star and cam, it
must have been from an outside source which was removed by your
action in taking the intermittent movement apart.
The only possible thing which I can conceive, is that in some
manner a sliver or some foreign material, got into your oil can or
was attached to the spout of the oil can, or it may be possible that
in cleaning the machine, the rag or whatever you used, carried
within it some foreign substance which got lodged in or near one
of the oil holes and finally worked its way into the intermittent
movement.
You must realize that in an intermittent movement where the distance between the surface of the cam and the star wheel is so very
small as is necessary to maintain it for proper operation, the very
slightest amount of dirt or the presence of any foreign substance
would lock the movement, but, of course, when you remove the
cover and disturb the parts which you would have to do in making
the examination, the small part might have dropped out and disappeared in the bottom of the oil well. Strange things do happen to
machines once in a wliilc and unless the cause of the trouble is
determined before the trouble is rectified, it is almost impossible to
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Hallberg Sold
12 Baird Projectors,
11 Powers 6-B, 2
Simplex machines,
27000 Speer Carbons, 11-20th CENTURY MOTOR
GENERATORS
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7 Direct-Connected
Gasoline Engines and
Electric Generators,
Electric Fountains,
etc., up to Saturday
morning, at the
Madison Square
Garden Show.
You better fall in
line, Mr. Exhibitor,
and buy where you
get the best service
—AT HALLBERG'S

For 30 to 70
Amp. D. C.
6 Capacity
$2
For
1108
or 220 volt, 60 cycle,
2 or 3 phase A. C. Line. For
single phase, $46 extra.
Weight, 450 lbs. Height
15", Width 15", Length 28"
$57.50 extra for control for (2)
30-40 amp.
arc's on
fine switchboard with
volt and
amp. meters
and special
field rheostat — No
live part on
front of
board.
r. |
OTHER SIZES AND STYLES OF
ALL KINDS — QUOTED UPON
REQUEST
Distributor of
Power'sM. P.Simplex-Baird
Machines
Send for Free Circulars and
Catalogues,
for Hallberg's
Bigcents.
100-pagebutCatalogue,
send
25
I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETE AND CARRY
"SPEER"
AND
MAKE CARBONS,
ALSO OTHER
SUPPLIES.
Send $2.50 for latest Operator's
Book, "MOTION PICTURE
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locate what actually brought the wrong condition about. Next
time you have trouble of that sort, I would advise you to proceed
very slowly and very carefully in taking the machine apart, so that
you will discover just what you do the instant the trouble disappears.
I have found that in dealing with people in different parts of the
country, often trouble happens, but it disappears without anyone
knowing just what caused it, and that is an annoyance, because you
don't know what to do to prevent the trouble in the future.
I believe that if you would take your intermittent movement and
wash it in gasoline, so as to clean it thoroughly and then dip the
ROTARY
parts in oil while keeping the movement in motion before assembling, and last but not least, filling the oil cups properly, you
can in that manner avoid the reappearance of your trouble.
If you will look thorugh the past issues of Motion Picture
CONVERT[R
News^ you will find, under the heading, " Motion Picture Projection Simplified " much information upon rheostats, choke-coils and
transformers. To briefly state the difference I give you the following information :
The rheostat reduces the line voltage to that required for the arc,
by absorbing the difference in voltage between the line and the arc
voltage which is generally between SO and 75 per cent, depending
upon the line voltage. The energy dissipated in that manner in the
rheostat is absolutely wasted and is given off in the form of heat,
while on D. C. the rheostat accomplishes the purpose of reducing
the voltage with A. C. this form of regulation does not permit you
to secure a good light.
Briefly stated, the rheostat is a wasteful and in the present modern age, an unnecessary device for projector arc lamps when operating singly where more than 20 amperes of current is required at
the arc.
The compensarc is a tradename, used by one of the manufacturers for a transformer which with A. C. reduces the line voltage to
that required for the arc with but a very small percentage of current waste. Therefore, the transformer or compensarc does not
give off an appreciable amount of heat and besides, the nature of
the device is such as to actually improve the illumination on the
screen as compared with rheostat control on A. C.
It is perfectly practical for you to connect two machines in multiple to the lamp leads of your compensarc. You must, however,
keep in mind, that when you connect two arc lamps to one transformer like the compensarc, you can burn only one of the arcs at
the time. It is, however, true that if you have arc No. 1 burning,
you may close the switch for arc No. 2, and the moment you are
ready to project with machine No. 2, you can steal the light from
FOR REAL
the arc in machine No. 1 and establish the arc between the carbon
points of lamp No. 2 by merely putting the carbons together and
separating them slowly without any injury whatsoever to your
compensarc or other similar regulating device.
"SUN-LIT"
BLAKELY, ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, GIVES BANQUET TO DALLAS
OPERATORS
SIDNEY B. Blakely, special representative of the Enterprise
Optical Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, makers of the
Motiograph projector, who has been in the South since the Atlanta
Motion Picture Exposition, entertained the members of Local
No. 249, I. A. T. S. E., M. P. M. O., with an old-fashioned " Dutch
lunch," with all the trimmings, at the operators old meeting room
over the Favorite theatre on Main street, Dallas.
In a way, this entertainment was Mr. Blakely's farewell to the
operators in Dallas, as he left the next night, May 3, for Oklahoma City, Wichita, and Kansas City. He had been in Dallas for
about two weeks and made many friends among the operators and
exhibitors ; in addition to assisting in placing a number of the new
Motiograph projectors.
The affair was strictly informal and as all the operators had
met Mr. Blakely. a strong friendly feeling prevailed. Among those
who made short talks were Julius Shaffer, president; Mr. Blakely;
Joe Jones, vice-president ; R. R. Pengilly, secretary ; John Hardin,
business agent, and H. K. Barnett, of the Barnett Film and Supply
Company.
At eleven o'clock, the hour set for the " opening of the keg,"
every member of the local was present,/ and many visiting members.
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OPERATORS ARRESTED FOR PICKETING BOYCOTTED HOUSE IN KANSAS CITY WIN IN A
HIGHER COURT
Full

Houses

Good

Follow

Pictures

To maintain the high standard which brings results you need the clear, brilliant pictures projected

B-sdiloml.
Projection [eixses
Thej^ mean the best eflfect for every film you run.
They mean that the excellence of your pictures
will bring patrons back again and again — and that
a most valuable reputation will attach to j'our house.
Bausch & Lomb objectives and condensers are the
standard among experienced operators — and for very
good reasons.
Anj' film exchange can supply you with Bausch &
Lomb lenses, which are the regular equipment for
Edison and Nicholas Power Machines.
Bausch ^ Ipmb Optical (3.
569 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y,
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco
Leading American makers of Photographic Lenses, Projection
Lanterns (Baloptieons) , Tilicroscopes, Stereo Prism Binoculars,
Ophthalmic Lenses and other high grade optica! products.

Are
Your

You

Helping

Competitor
by using alternating
current or complicated,
oft-failing direct current apparatus, thus
driving your patrons to
other theatres ?

There is no question as to whether or not
you can afford to install the best apparatus.
You cannot aflford to use anything else.
Ask yourself — can I accommodate more
patrons ? Are my receipts daily increasing ?
What steps may I take to increase receipts and
decrease daily expenses ?
Let us answer this last question. Send for
Bulletin 10922 and a new booklet just ofT the press
— "Ghosls." Tell us something of your theatre
and the electrical equipment you are using.
Learn what WHITE LIGHT is. and what it
can do for you. Write today !

*y^3TiPiTnc><^rMgiTiii
Saint Jjovds.faf^iriTigG
Misscniri
YTnpafty,
2.34

THE moving picture operators union of Kansas City, Mo., won
a victory over J. E. Hughes, proprietor of the Eastern theatre
at Ninth and Lister streets, when Presiding Judge Latshaw, of
the Criminal Court, decided in their favor in appeal cases brought
to his docket with regard to picketing. Hughes is not a member
of the union and runs the machine in his own house. He has refused to join the union or hire one of its members, so that body
started to picket his place. Each evening two members would
start to walk back and forth in front of the theatre, only to be
arrested.
In police court the following morning they were fined; and they
alwaj'S appealed. For ten straight nights this occurred, the bonds
and fines of the two pickets increasing. They appealed each time,
and the final decision of Judge Latshow set aside all fines and
ruled tinue
thattheir peaceful
picketing was lawful. The pickets still convigil.
SIX MOTIOGRAPH MACHINES, INSTALLED IN
DALLAS IN 30 DAYS, ENDORSED BY OPERATORS
A LETTER from Robt. R. Pengilly, secretary of Local No.
249, I. A. T. S. E. of Dallas, Texas, states that Sidney B.
Blakely, representing the Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has just visited Dallas.
Within the past thirty days six Motiograph machines have
been installed in the city and are giving perfect satisfaction.
The letter goes on to state that the machine is gaining considerably in popularitj' and that it has been enthusiastically endorsed
by the operators of the city.
SPEED CONTROLLER COMPANY DISTRIBUTES
IN ENGLAND THROUGH VITAGRAPH
COMPANY, INC., LONDON
THE Speed Controller Company, Inc., 257 William street, New
York City, announces that it has arranged for distribution
in England through the Vitagraph Company, Ltd., 31 Charing
Cross road, London, W. C.
Two new machines will be installed in the office of this company within the next few weeks. There is a daily demonstration
of the exhibit.
MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY COMPANY, KANSAS
CITY, MOVES TO GLOYD BUILDING
THE Motion Picture Supply Company has opened offices at
317-318 Gloyd building, Kansas City, Mo., handling a complete line of theatre novelty goods, advertising props and all
accessories used in connection with motion picture houses. H. G.
Gill, an experienced supply man, will have charge of the business and has already installed a large amount of stock. The company is located in the same building with five exchanges, and
therefore is right in the midst of the moving picture industry.
THE COaiPLETE INDEX OF REVIEWS FOR MAY
WILL APPEAR NEXT WEEK

Made in Switzerland
CARBONS
Write us for descriptive circular and price list
JONES
& CAMMACK
Sole Importers
12 Bridge Street
New York City
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EXHIBITOR

is the Reason why its HIGH
is MAINTAINED

STANDARD

STEADY,
CLEAR
PROJECTION.

LONG DEPENDABLE
SERVICE.

UNINTERRUPTED
PERFORMANCES.

PLEASED

MINIMUM
UPKEEP.

COST

FULL

of

The ONLY PROJECTOR that received the HIGHEST AWARD
TWO EXPOSITIONS, 1915.
GRAND PRIZE
Panama-Pacific International Exposition
GOLD MEDAL
Panama-California Exposition

PATRONS.

HOUSES.

AT
Send for Catalogue "N"
JhePrECISIONMACHINE g).TNC,
317 East 34th: St- NewYork

MR.
EXHIBITOR
do you know that we are not at the mercy of the Moving Picture Machine manufacturers like other supply dealers are ? We make our
own supplies and equipments and are not obliged to charge exorbitant prices. The only difference between our product and the
others is the name plate for which you must pay 40% more.
Buy from the Dealers handling our product and you will save money. Our large factory at your service. We have been at it for
16 years, that should be a guareuitee. (The pimple has grown to a boil.)
Yow inquiry will receive prompt attention
THE STERN MANUFACTURING CO., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.
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MASTER MODEL'* Projector
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A Department Devoted to Motion Picture Photography in All Its Phases, Studio and Laboratory Work
Characteristics

of

Photographic

Developers

Following Pyro, the Next Developer to Attract the Favorable Consideration of Photographers Was Hydrokinone,
Which Occurs in the Form of BrilUant Feathery, Needle-like Crystals and Dissolves in a Clear Solution, Even Remaining So After the Addition of Sulphite and the Alkahne Carbonate
{Continued from Last Week)
Three years later this developer and its properties were described
Following Pyro, the next developer to attract the favorable
by Andresen and it is known as :
consideration of photographers was :
PARAMIDOPHENOL
OH
NH,
HYDROKINONE
Chemical Name OH
: Paradioxybenzole.
Chemical Name : Paramidophenol hydrochloride CcHi
GH.

OH
The use of Hydrokinone as a developer was inaugurated by Sir
William Abney, the noted British photographic worker, in the
year 1880. By reference to the chemical symbol it will be noted
that as in the case of Pyro the active groups in Hydrokinone
belong to the hydroxyl (OH) class, there being one less of these
groups than in the case of Pyro.
Hydrokinone occurs in the form of brilliant feathery, needlelike crystals and dissolves in the form of a clear solution even
remaining so after the addition of sulphite and the alkaline carbonate. Solutions of Hydrokinone are easily mixed and exhibit
excellent keeping qualties, either with sulphite alone, or in the
form of working developers or strong stock solutions. It will
be noted that the good keeping quality of Hydrokinone solutions
is a point of superiority to Pyro in the mixed form.
Hydrokinone is characterized by its ability to impart great
density, which property is greatly influenced by the temperature of
the solution, a bath of low temperature showing greatly diminished developing power, while raising the temperature above the
normal results in excessive density and hard negatives.
In respect to cleanness of working a Hydrokinone developer
will be found to give a considerable degree of chemical fog with
many emulsions, which can be remedied by the addition of Potassium Bromide. The addition of the Bromide will make for cleanness of working, but another result will be alteration in the gradations of the negative and the rendition of shadow detail will be
considerably decreased.
Obtaining Correctness of Gradation
Correctness of gradation when working with a Hydrokinone
developing solution may be secured by correct proportionment of
the quantity of water used in making up the bath.
As noted before, the action of Hydrokinone is easily controlled
by suitably adjusting the temperature, and considerably overexposed negatives may be largely corrected in development by
cooling down the solution. In compounding a Hydrokinone solution the use of carbonate is vastly to "be preferred to the use of
caustic alkalies, as when the latter are used a non-fogging bath
cannot be secured.
Owing to the good keeping qualties of the working solutions
there is no stain from an oxidized Hydrokinone developer and
the color of the silver deposit of the negative is a bluish black.
Although one of the earliest of the organic developers, Hydrokinone is a popular one and in great demand. It is generally
mixed with other developing reagents which are characterized
by softness of gradation and good shadow detail such as Eikonogen and Metol. Mixtures of Metol and Hydrokinone are probably more frequently employed in photographic practice today
than any other developer.
In the year 1888 another developer of the organic type, superior
to either of its predecessors was used in the development of
gelatino-bromide, by Dr. M. Andresen, of Berlin, its discoverer.

By comparison of its chemical composition with that of Hydrokinone itwill be noticed that the only difference is the substitutution of one of the Amido (NHj) groups in place of one of the
Hydroxyl (OH) groups which constitute the chemical composition
of Hydrokinone.
The combining of the NHj and OH groups in Parmidophenol
gave rise to new and valuable properties hitherto unobtainable in
developing reagents, a characteristic of the NA group being that
a compound containing it possesses the power to develop to a
considerable degree by the addition of sodium sulphite alone,
while it will be recalled that Hydrokinone when made up with
sodium sulphite only, possesses a very limited degree of reducing
power. It is possible when developing with Paramidophenol mixed
with sulphite to secure a satisfactory degree of density in the
resulting negatives, providing ample exposures have been given.
In regard to cleanness of working Paramidophenol is a most
satisfactory developing reagent, the resulting negatives being free
from fog and therefore superior to the results had with Hydrokinone.
Another valuable property of Paramidophenol is the perfect
shadow detail which obtains with its use and in this point it is
again seen to be superior in performance to a Hydrokinone bath.
Gradation which goes hand in hand with the satisfactory rendition
of shadow detail is obtained in a highly satisfactory manner with
Paramidophenol.
As supplied commercially Paramidophenol is a Hydrochloride
with the formula :
Co Hi

OH
NH, HCL
In such form it may be easily dissolved in water, and when a
solution of this Hydrochloride is made with sodium sulphite, or
the sulphite with addition- of sodium or potassium carbonate the
OH
liberation of the true Paramidophenol base C«Hi
NHj is accomplished.
This base while not capable of being dissolved as easily as some
of the other developers, possesses a sufficient degree of solubility
to permit of developing baths being prepared, having, as before
noted, good density-giving powers and being extremely clean
working, with consequent freedom from chemical fog.
Keeping Properties of Paramidophenol
The keeping properties of Paramidophenol made up with sulphite only, or as stock solutions or working solutions are satisfactory and due to this fact, the oxidized developer does not stain
the gelatine of film or plates. The color of the images yielded by
Paramidophenol is a pure and even blue-black.
(To Be Continued Next Week)
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a Specialty
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the best developing and printing possible. Why
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PERFECTION

We Do Particular Work for Particular People
Developing and Printing ONLY
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Technical Film Manufacturing Co.
345 West 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

Film Manufacturing Company
Numbers 416-418-420-422 West 216th Street
Telephone 6681 Audubon
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Edited by Ernst Luz
This department is maintained for the exhibitor" s assistance with a view of suggesting proper musical illustrations for
current photo plays. MOTION PICTURE NEWS will be pleased to help solve any difficulties the exhibitors may
have with their musical programs. All communications should be addressed to the Music and the Picture Department.

''Personal Equation
Counts
in Playing
the Pictures
Ninety Per Cent of Results
Accomplished in Musical
Accompaniment
to the Films, for
Either Manually
or Orchestrally,
Must Be Accredited to the Man in Front of the Screen — The Best Man for Picture Playing Knows
Something of Requirements for Opera, Concert, Vaudeville and Dance
AFTER all is said and done ninety per cent of all and any
know that they can be used in picture playing not only a' the
points where I suggest them but at a thousand other points to
results accomplished in playing to pictures, either manually
good advantage. I might explain a hundred ways of playing these
or orchestrally, must be accredited to the man in front of
the screen.
plots but still your own way is the best if you do it well. A few
To give the player or conductor an opportunity to do his best it points are, however, highly essential and should be worked out.
is only fair that we should give him every possible help without
First Is the Method of Seque
trj-ing to overshadow his own personal genius.
The first is your method of seque. The fact that you are synThe first and most important in picture playing is that the player
chronizing or playing to pictures is entirely lost to the audience
or musical director should be familiar with the music he is going
unless your seques are direct and cover several numbers and
to play. Synchronizing music to pictures is in itself a simple
equivalent picture incidents. Making clean seques seems difficult
matter and unless the musician is well acquainted with the music
at first, nevertheless, with proper application on the part of the
he is going to play the synchronization or the music must suffer.
musician it becomes as simple as playing the scale of C.
This is not difficult to understand and any exhibitor desiring to
In the musical profession the musicians are classified as being
waste some time on the matter will have no difficulty in proving
capable for certain callings, namely, opera, concert, vaudeville,
that the above is a fact.
Each musician has his own ideas as to how a picture should be
dance. It is necessary now that we add to this classification " Pictures," remembering that when we add Pictures to this classificaplayed, nevertheless whatever his ideas may be the desired tempertion that to be competent the musician must be more or less
ament by the producer, remains the same.
acquainted
with all of the first forementioned qualifications. This
When the director takes special pains to have his characters
fact is going to make the picture theatre the most profitable to the
register sympathy, remorse or other pathos on the screen no incapable musician in the future.
telligent man would allow himself to say the music should under
It may be true that this occupation may require more of his
any circumstances be allowed to register hilarity or frivolity. The
time than he has previously given to the profession, nevertheless,
above is a fact which should be solidly embedded in the minds of
even that will be to his personal benefit. The only important
everyone directly interested in the future of the Motion Picture
thing in making seques is that the director has full and flexible
theatre.
control of the man under him.
Help from Temperamental Analysis
The second important factor is the playing of the music. To
play good music well and synchronize with the screen, care should
The only help that we can give the competent and intelligent
be taken that the numbers selected are of such a nature that they
musician who is enthusiastic in picture theatre work is a temperawill allow for temperamental screen changes without making it
mental analysis of the music necessary to the picture, together
impossible to give a good musical interpretation.
with a temperamental analysis of the action on the picture screen.
In playing numbers printed signatures should not be noticed to
When the competent musician has these two factors, synchronization is a simple matter.
any great extent, always allowing the screen action to suggest their
The above facts are a few of the thousand occurring to me in crescendos, dimuendos, pianissimos, fortissimos, menomossos and
accelerendos.
my picture theatre career hich have convinced me that the only
possible method for getting the best possible as well as greatly
The proof of the above is only possible to those who are enthusiastic in the work and willing to make a personal study of
varied results in picture playing will be found in music plots set up
picture theatre requirements. The music plot is nothing more
in a fashion, giving the picture musician every possible lattitude
than an assistance for making a prior preparation for playing the
to exercise his originality and musical genius.
picture. The. final results are at the mercy of the musician or
The musical plots outlined by me, appearing in this department,
orchestra leader. Every effort should consequently be made by
are often hurriedly set up, nevertheless I am always positive that
the exhibitor to interest capable musicians and when doing so
the musical as well as the screen analysis is correct.
explain that he is not only seeking musical results but picture
The original intent of these plots was to set the picture musician
theatre results.
to thinking, thereby creating an agitation of wits and intellect,
having as its purpose a creation of a method whereby the better
By continually keeping this fact before the minds of his musicians and leader he will soon note that he is agitating something
music in the motion picture theatre can "be more easily accomwhich can only revert to his own personal profit. The only present
plished.
drawback to picture theatre music is that there are not enough
In these plots the first and last lines, namely, description of
music and cue to stop number, are the only factors required by
capable men in the business who realize the importance of makthe intelligent picture musician. In my own work the numbers
ing picture theatre music a separate and important study.
suggested are set in one month after I. have seen the picture.
The number suggested in my plots are therefore simply to help
those enthusiastic for obtaining and maintaining an excellent
THE MAY INDEX OF REVIEWS
WILL APPEAR NEXT
WEEK
repertoire of picture theatre music. The numbers suggested in
my plots are always numbers that I have personally played and
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Music
Six Reels

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Chart

SECTION

'^Sudden
Riches,^
By ERNST LUZ
PART 1

Number Suggested
Description of Music
Desc. (T. Rom.)
"Evensong" (Chappell & Co.)
Agitato
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 3" — Al
H. Dr. Andante
(Jos. W. Stern & Co.) — B2
Cuckoo
Clock Imitation
Inter. (L. Desc.)
"Shades of Night" (Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
Cuckoo Clock Imitation
Waltz (Len.)
"Druid's Prayer" (Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
Desc. (H. Rom.)...
"Tulips & Pansies " (W. Jacobs)
PART 2

9. Waltz (Len. Vy. Leg.)
lo! Desc. (H. Path.)
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

for

NEWS

" Charme D'Amour " (M. Witmark)
" Three Songs Eliland " (G. Schirmer)
PART 3

Inter. (L.)
" Bim Bims " (Boston Music Co.)..
Rom. Int. & Waltz.'
"Wedding Dance" (Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
Desc. Song
(Rom.)
" Salut D'Amour" by Elgar
Slow
Chorus
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. IS" — Al
Medley trot
PART 4

World
Film
Projection Time, 78 Minutes
Cue to Stop Number

After "Congratulate me, etc."
End of brothers fight, or "Two years later."
"Thirty
years dial
later,scene.
etc."
End of clock
Wifetoast.
seated at couch at window after men drink
End of clock dial scene.
"The next evening."
Connects 1 and 2.
" The spider and the fly."
After adventuress reports her failure to Abner.
Connects 2 and 3.
" The birthday dinner."
Child upsets tea at afternoon tea table.
"Mrs. Crewe will not be home to dinner tonight."
"A stops
millionaire
makes new friends, etc."
singingsoon
at table.
Connects 3 and 4.
" Time passes quickly, etc."
After husband at actress's home.
T^
. j •
P^"<^^" stop dancing.
The possession of wealth, etc."
Child at mirror putting on necklace.
Connects 4 and 5.
" The next morning."
of the tide."
"'^^^ turning
5 and 6.
Connects

— B2
16. Waltz (Leg.)
(Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
17. Inter trot (P.
«,
at child's bedroom)
— Al
Schirmer)
(G.
"
Yesterlove
"
Rom.)
(H.
18
19. Desc.
Inter. (L. Desc.)
..." Roguish Eyes " (W.Jacobs)
" Longing " (G. Schirmer)
20. Desc. (H. Rom.)
PART 5

(E. T. PauU)
"Witches Whirl"
Tschaikowski
"Autumn"
PART 6
23. Desc. (H. Path.)
" Melodie " by Kretchmer (C. Fischer) "Morn comes at last."
24. Desc. (Path.)
" Traumerei " by Schumann
"Mr. Katchem to see you, sir."
25. Waltz (Leg.)
"La Confession " (Jos. W. Stern & Co.) To end.
slow
legato
numbers
having a positive pathetic or romantic appeal,
Note :— This picture affords excellent musical effect opportunities.
with slight dramatic effect.
Care should be taken to select lengthy numbers for reels two, five
Nos.
13
and
24
must
be slow melodious numbers with pathetic or
and six. Nos. 4 and 6 are very effective cuckoo clock imitations. Both
appeal. Select quiet numbers such as have no dramatic effect.
of them can be made without music, giving a better opportunity for a romantic
No.
22
must
be
a
decidedly
slow dramatic number. Nos. 12 and 21
clean seque.
must be concert waltzes with slow melodious introductions. No. 15
No. 1 should be a legato theme of romantic appeal. Nos. 5, 11 and
and 17 must be trots such as are used for dancing. No. 14 — the chorus
of some popular ballad. Nos. 2 and 3 are short melodramatic numbers.
19 should be light descriptive intermezzos. Numbers in 4/4 tempo
two and one-half reels of the picture are very appropriate
preferred.
9, 16 and
forThethe last
organ.
tained themeNos.
and 7,played
legato.2S must
Nos. all8, be10, slow
18, 20waltzes
and 23having
must aallsus-be
Intro. & Waltz
21. Path.
Desc. (H.)
22.

The only decorative material
available for the exhibitor
that will both beautify and
dignify his house is
DECORATIVE
ORGAN FRONT
PIPES
These pipes
easilythouinstalled and addareseveral
sand dollars to the appearance of your organ
oneman orchestra.
Full ordetails
regarding styles, sizes and
^prices are included in our
catalog which we shall be
glad to send you.
Jerome B. Meyer & Son
125 Aostin St.
Milwaukee, Wb.

When

the critical patrons of Chicago's Movie
THE

BARTOLA

ALL

Kimball Organs are masterpieces, whether they
consist in a carefully selected group of orchestral
tones for a house seating less than five hundred or
whether they contain every instrument that can be
utilized in the most exacting picture and enough of
them to fill the largest auditorium ■ with musical sound.
The electrical mechanism is quick, accurate, dependable
and puts the whole instrument as completely under the
domination of the organist as the symphony orchestra the
conductor.
Established
CHICAGO
1857
W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Eastern Office:-507 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

Inn delight in
ORCHESTRA

it is safe to assume that your audience will too.

Factory
You should have our catalog.

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 710-711 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."

Oshkosh, Wisconsin
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PICTURE THEATRES FACTORS IN CULTIVATION
OF NATIONAL APPRECIATION OF BEST IN
MUSIC
A

REAL

REPU-

can never be built on mere extravagant
claims.

There

must

be real perform-

ance— real "making good."

SEEBURG

PIPE

ORGANS

and Self' Playing

Orchestras

owe their reputation to genuine
quality and actual performance.
The fact that the biggest chains

IT would not be surprising if, after the years of up-hill struggle,
with its slowly appearing effects and discouraging results, by
artists and teachers to inculcate in the American people a taste
and a desire for better music, the development of motion picture
theatre music sliould achieve more in the cultivation of a national
appreciation of the higher creations of this art than have the
music missionaries themselves. The photo-play house has achieved
wonders in other directions. Why should it not in this? Custom
has determined that there must be music with the picture and keen
competition has caused a rapid improvement of the musical program. In the Strand in New York, to mention only one motion
picture house as an example, there is a fine symphony orchestra,
a remarkable organ and eminent solo artists.
Of course, most film theatres have not approached very close
to the musical standard of the Strand, but the majority of them
have advanced in this respect, and occasionally, at scattered points
in the country, a new photo-play house is projected on a high
plane that undertakes to make superior music one of the chief
features of its entertainment. An instance is the elaborately
planned $250,000 Piccadilly Photo-play theater that is building in
Rochester, N. Y. One of the first important steps taken by Director-Manager W. H. Seely, a veteran motion picture man, in
materializing the entertainment policy of this theater, was to
engage Susan Tompkins, a Rochester violinist, to organize and
direct a symphony orchestra of sixteen pieces. Miss Tompkins's
career has been eminently successful, as the praise of reputable
critics has attested. After study under Professor Grant Egbert
of the Ithaca Conservatory of Music and Professors Sevcik and
Suchy of the famous Prague Conservatory, she entered the concert field in this country and won marked success. She was soon
enlisted by Sousa as a soloist with his famous band, and achieved
no little popularity with that organization for several seasons.
During its long engagement as one of the chief musical features
of the Panama-Pacific Exposition, her violin performances won
conspicuous favor. As the Piccadilly is modeled after the Strand,
musically and acc6ustically as well as otherwise, Miss Tompkins
is now in New York, studying the Strand orchestra to get into
the full spirit and acquire a special understanding of her new
work. With a wonderful new pipe organ embodying very recent
improvements to vary the offerings, Director-Manager Seely is
confident that its musical forces will give the Piccadilly much
distinction in the motion picture world. The course of the theatre
in this respect will certainly be well worth watching.

of picture houses order and reorder SEEBURGS offers convincing proof of this.

WATCH
NEXT
WEEK'S
ISSUE
OF THE
MOTION- PICTURE NEWS FOR THE
MAY INDEX OF REVIEWS

Write- today to the nearest
SEEBURG dealer

J.P.SEEBURG
PIANO
MANUFACTURERS
1010

Republic

BOSTON
M. SUim-rt Sfjn5
162 Boylston St.
ATLANTA
6s No. Pryor St.

CO.

Bldg., CHICAGO

BRANCHES:
NEW YORK
127 W. 6sth St.
SAN FRANCISCO
52 Turk St.

PITTSBURGH
431 Liberty St.
PHILADELPHIA
923 Walnut St.

A.
B.
C.
DRAMATIC
MUSIC
Don't be withoit thi New Modern Maile for Pletirt Playing. 12 £eti now ready.
Agl- A. 1Setl9 9a UStorm
a three
scene,
tatoSetand1 consists
Plalothe,of fora be&yy
scenet mlsterloso.
of InceDdlarlsm
Hurry.numbered
B. 2 IsStorm
aD Allegro
or premeditated murder.
Agitato. C. 3 a Plalntlfe Andante aa an
Set 2 coDBlBts of a long Heaty Dramatic Aftermath
Descrlptl?e and Hurry. Oood for scenee of Set 10 A Diabolical Scene of 3 nnmben.
heavy
or mysterious action leading Mlsterloso.
A. 1 Is a nenC. Mlsterloso.
Agltatuto lightsplotting
or tumult.
3 an AndanteB. In2 anminor
key.
Set
3
consists
of
an
Agitato-Hurry
and
Set
11
A
Western
Scene.
3
nombera.
IILamcDtatlon.
Oood
for
flghts,
riots,
etc.,
lustrates
the
western
characteristic,
the
barending
despair ofora death.
and the chase.
Set 4Inconsists
Light Agitato »nd An- roomsef fight
12
A
Fire
of 4 numbers. A. 1
dante movement Oood for quarrels or aglta- the plotting. B. Scene
or alarm,
tlon In society dramas.
q g jo^lng of 2 thetheAreagitation
department. D. 4
^'li^music,
4," ^^^"m^^
J"" » Waltz
sneaky
then agitato, °Jf^°^°'
hurry and Plain.... Unto ,movement aft«r
_ ^ action
. gulet.
1^.1
tlve. ConUlns four different numbers. Picture player can afford to be wltbS»t 6 consists of a mlsterloso and Allegro ^
numbers. All numbers arranged
Hurry. Used
for plotting ending In great or
'of Orchestral
■''""'O, Organ.
One Man Orchestra
confusion
or flghls.
combinations
from 2 toPlayer
35
SetIndian
7 Is mystical
an Indianopening
scene ofa three
numbers.
Pieces.
An
flgbt
or
battle
Prices:
—
Small
Orch.
Including
Organ
anil
hurry, cloelng with an Indian plaintive. Cello
25 cents each Set
Set 8 is a light and chase scene. Opens
Full Orch
35 cents each Set
with a Hurry, going directly Into a concert Piano Solo and Accom. . 10 cents each Set
gallop for the chase.
Extra Parts
6 cents each part
PHOTO PLAY MUSIC CO.. Pibllihert. New York Theatre. 1530 Broadway, New York City
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Furnishings

■RIALTO, NEAR MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS, SAN
FRANCISCO, OPENS UNDER CONTROL OF
WESTERN THEATRE COMPANY
ON

May 6, the Rialto theatre on Market street, near Seventh, facing the Civic Center, San Francisco, with its wonderful group
of municipal buildings, was thrown open to the public, following
six months' work in virtually rebuilding what was formerly known
as the American theatre. This house is controlled by the Western
Theatre Company and was planned and is operated under the
direction of Howard J. Sheehan and Mr. Lurie, formerly of Vancouver, B. C. So many changes have been made in it that there
is but little other than the roof and side walls to remind one
of the old structure. The old balcony, with its supporting posts,
has been removed and a new one installed, much lower than the
former one. Here there is room for about eight hundred people
and as many more are seated on the lower floor.
A beautiful marquis has been erected the full width of the
building, covering the entire sidewalk, and above this is an electric sign that is one of the largest in the entire city. It is arranged so that it can be seen the entire length of Market street.
Music is furnished by a Hope-Jones-Wurlitzer organ of the type
that attracted so much attention at the exposition last year, the
instrument costing in the neighborhood of $20,000. In addition
there is a large orchestra, the musicians being screened from view.
The admission price is ten and twenty cents, with a reserved section, where higher prices will be in vogue. The opening program consisted of the Metro production, " Her Great Price," with
Mabel Taliaferro ; the first of the serial, " The Mysteries of
Myra"; Hearst-Selig Mexican war pictures and a T. E. Powers
cartoon. The Examiner gave the war pictures a gratis full page
write-up. The projection equipment of this house is very complete, with two Power's Cameragraphs of the latest type, with
dissolvers and the most modern appliances. Two separate electric services enters the building, and the electric company guarante s a very small fluctuation in voltage, as the theatre is near
a sub-station. The distance from the operating room to the
screen is about one hundred and twenty feet.

THE

KNICKERBOCKER, RECENTLY OPENED IN
NASHVILLE, IS A $100,000 HOUSE
CONSIDERED one of the handsomest moving picture theatres
in the country and built at a cost of one hundred thousand
dollars, the Knickerbocker was recently opened in Nashville. It is
owned and operated by W. H. Wassman, who has gained an en-

EXTERIOR OF THE KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE, NASHVILLE
viable reputation as the most successful motion picture owner in
the city of Nashville.
Completeness in the full sense of the word best describes this
new theatre. W. H. Wassman, the man whose artistic mind is

HARRY I. SARSON, GENERAL MANAGER OF THE BROADWAY- STRAND, DETROIT. AND HIS ORCHESTRA DURING THE SHOWING OF " THE NE'ER DO WELL," TEN REEL V-L-S-E FEATURE
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YES, YOU
CAN
AFFORD
to buy a SOSMAN & LANDIS STAGE SETTING, because
its cost surely be repaid in increased box-office receipts.
This
is a proven fact, not an advertising man's too entliusiastie
statement.
Dominate your territory, as hundreds of other managers have
done, by installing a SOSMAN & LANDIS SETTING. They
are designed especially for motion picture houses and sold at
a price you can afford to pay.
Send a postal now for our elaborate new catalog.

SECTION
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responsible for this picture palace, has received nothing but words
of approval and expressions of admiration on all sides from the
picture enthusiasts of the city. The Knickerbocker has a seating
capacity of 1,200. A large pipe organ has been installed and an
organist prominent in his profession has been engaged to play,
Buel B. Risinger. Supplementing the organ, and in conjunction
with -it, is- a full orchestra, composed of mtlsicians who have
been carefully selected by Mr. Risinger, and have proved themselves to be thorougli artists. The first violinist is Mozart Lucier,
a graduate of both the French and American schools. For several years he was conductor of orchestras in the largest hotels on

SOSMAN & LANDIS COMPANY
Great Scene Painting Studios
417 So. Clinton St.
Chicago

EXHIBITORS
THIS OFFER
Every exhibitor will agree that his one best asset is a
classy program to go to his patrons weekly. The most effective and
classiest program on the market is our Souvenir Portrait Card program.
It reaches the home, is a sure patron getter, and is the cheapest advertising known. And now you can purchase them at an undreamed of
price — Listen
1000 Weekly Programs, $3.22
Printed on the backs of our famous artistic Souvenir
Portrait Cards. We had designed and reproduced in colors portrait
cards of forty-eight of the biggest stars in filmdom — Billie Burke,
Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Francis X. Bushman, etc. You print
your advertising program on the back. Use one a week. Write for
sample programs and circular showing "Six Ways to Build a Bigger
Patronage."
Cahill-lgoe Co., 117 W. Harrison St., Chicago

MOUNTED

POSTERS

RENTED
ON

ALL

FEATURES

"Save
Write for terms
lOOr
DICK BRADY POSTER RENTAL CO.
126 West 46th St., New York City
ALL

THE

PLAYERS
of prominence In any sized picture can be (umlsbed
Instantly. WIEK US YOUR WANTS. If you f&U to
display the face of a popular player who 1^ appearing
at your house you arc oierlooklng ao opjwrUinlty for
larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL KNOWN
I'LAYER
displayedof will
draw more money
than the prominently
mere announcement
a name.
LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES,
sue 22 X 28 75e Each SIza 11 x 14 20« Euh
SEMI-PHOTO
POST CARDS
$3.00 per thousand.
your announcement
on correspondence
Bide and Print
mail
them weekly. PHOTOORAPUS. slie 8x10, all the
prominent playerj, 600 different names, 20c. each.
liRAVURE FOLDERS, containing pictures of all the
prominent
thousand. players, Includlne feature st&ra, $10.00 per
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of &U tlie playen, 600
names, 40c. each.
TRANSPAnENaES, ALL SIZES, from 60c. to $2.60.
KAC-81.MILEto size
OIL and
PAINTINGS
according
frames. from $8.00 to $25.00,
KRA.US MFG. CO., 220 W. 42nd Street. M. Y.
BUILDING.
Send for Catalocie12thof Flotr,
over 600CANDLER
player* and
samples free. Write as
■l«la( 4et<llt of yoor dull nights, and we will tend yon a remedy.

INTERIOR OF THE KNICKERBOCKER, NASHVILLE
the Florida east coast. Mr. Lucier conducted the music at the
Grove Park Inn, Asheville, N. C, and lias been prominent in concert work for several years. The flute desk is filled by E. Daniel
Worland, an artist of ability, and one who has been associated
with Mr. Risinger for several years. He went to Nashville from
Jacksonville, Fla. S. Cheek, a graduate of Verdi's conservatory
at Lesse, Italy, fills the clarinet desk. Mr. Cheek played for several seasons in the principal orchestras of Milan, Mantova and
Rome.
DIRECTORY

OF NEW THEATRES
CALIFORNIA
THE Navarre theatre, at 7.S8 West Pico street, Los Angeles, has been
purchased by Eloise Maier. The Empire theatre, at Pico and Lake
streets,
Los Angeles,
been leased
by Alta
M. Davis,
whichE. increases the number
of womenhas managers
in Los
Angeles
to four.
L.
Anderson has purchased the Keystone theatre, at Western avenue and Pico
street, LoswesternAngeles.
Academy
theatre,
largest toin Hyler
the southpart of Los The
Angeles,
has been
soldoneby ofEd.theMozart
and
Cornell, who formerly had the Mission theatre, at Monrovia. E. O. Brandt
has dispofcd of the South Park theatre, at 5202 South Park avenue, Los
Angeles, and purchased the Queen, at Jefferson and Vermont avenues, of
Quinn & Quinn. The Universal tlieatre on Jefferson street, Los Angeles,
which has been alternately closed and reopened for the past two years, is
being dismantled, and the building wil be occupieed by_ a garage.
CANADA
The Famous Players Company, in St. Johns, N. B., has leased the Opera
House and after entirely refitting it, opened, using Paramount pictures
exclusively.. The prices are five and ten Cents.
Four theatres in Montreal, P. Q., the Readoscope, Boulvardscope, Domino
and Palace Main, have not renewed their .license, which was due on May
1. By this action they have signified their intention to remain closed for
a time at least. S. B. Taube states there- will likely be more closings in
the near future.
. ,
•
Ralph Gribble, of the Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., has notified
all interested that he is selling out his business in that city next month,

ILLINOIS
Two motion picture theatres are being built at Leroy. One is being put
up by Van Atta & West, and the other by Ray Keys. The Van Atta &
West theatre will seal five hundred persons. A motion i)icture theatre to
seat two hundred and fifty persons is being built at Pontiac by Edward
Longnecker.
to open
Savoy months
theatre, ago.
at Springfield, .shortly.(jnis
The Kcrosotas
theatre wase.xpccts
damaged
by firehisseveral
A. J.
Marshall, proprietor of the Empress motion picture theatre, at Springfield,
has opened an airdome at Eleventh street and South Grand avenue in that
city. He is using a Minusa screen, purchased through the Springfield
Co-operative Amusernent & .Supply Company. C. F. Davis, of Springfield,
is planning on opening an airdome at Carlinvillc.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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IOWA
h. B. Marshall, of Cedar Rapids, has purchased the Isis theatre, at Belle
Plain, and will open it shortly after a complete remodeling and a series
of alterations. Frank Fertig, proprietor of the Dreamland, Oelwine, has
changed his policy to features and raised the price from five to ten cents.
Julius and Awe, Sioux City, are tearing down the burned ruins of the
Empire, recently destroyed, and will build a beautiful new house on the
site. It will be ready to open about September 1.
Boysenclared to and
Ingledue
Strand, at
Marshalltown,
be one
of therecently
best andopened
most the
ornamental
houses
in Iowa. de-It
has a long foyer, and in the center a large fountain, with interchangeable
colored
lights.
' Iteight
also hundred.
has a reception
with big,
The
house
seats
Summeyroom,
Brothers
have comfortable
opened the seats.
new
Star, at Spencer. Thomas A. Brown opened the Strand, a new theatre,
at Iowa City on May 7. Squire Jackson has succeeded B. A. Jean as
manager of the Pastime, Mount Pleasant. W. H. Bowan, owner and
proprietor of the Orient, Oskaloosa, celebrated the completion of his ninth
year as an exhibitor by changing to features. Marckers Brothers have
assumed control of the Rex, Perry; Long and Company retiring. Joe
Gerbacht, owner of the Twin Star, Ames, will open a new house in
University place, September 1. Plans for the new theatre have been
completed. A. Kahn has assumed charge of the Casino, Mason City, and
will open it about the middle of May.
J. L. McClinton, former owner of the Empress, Cedar Falls, will open
the Cotton Opera House this summer, showing features.
KANSAS
The Wonderland theatre, at Clyde, has been sold to L. H. Husselraan
by R. A. Crumrine, former manager.
Otto Fees, of Fees Brothers, of Parsons, has purchased the Elks theatre
at that place, and he and his brother now control the two leading houses
there, the Elks and the Best. For some time past these two houses have
been close competitors and both have had to take drastic measures to keep
up with the pace. The competition is now eliminated, but that will not
bring down the high standard of both places.
KENTUCKY
Fire in a barrel of waste paper in the storeroom of the Mutual Film
Corporation, over the Rex theatre, Louisville, on the afternoon of May 4,
did but slight damage and was quickly put out by the firemen Persons
downstairs in the theatre were not aware that the building was on fire.
The Alhambra theatre, Richmond, under the management of Anna Bell
Ward, is being enlarged and renovated. The auditorium is being extended
and a balcony added which will make the seatin^g capacity about six hundred.
Leather chairs are being installed and a ventilation system put in. The
management will install two new picture machines and a gold screen.
Manager
screen
in hisTinley
theatre.of the Lyric theatre, Pineville, has installed a new gold
Financial difticulties in which the Strand theatre, Louisville, has become
involved during the past few weeks have resulted in the closing of that
house. A distress warrant was issued at the instance of the Grand Lodge
of Kentucky, F. and A. M., owners of the property, who claim rent is due.
John Johnson, who has been employed at the theatre as an operator, swore
to a summons against M. A. McRae, treasurer of the Strand company,
alleging that a check given in payment of wages had been found worthless.
A constable's
sale was
set foranMayautomobile
13. Thewhich
property
for saleas in-a
cluded two picture
machines,
had listed
been offered
prize to the most popular woman in Jefferson county and a grand piano.
Officers of the company declare that their difficulties grew out of a recent
strike of the operators, who, they assert, stopped persons near the entrance
to. theStrand,
theatreformerly
and distributed
advertising
the Strand
as "unfair."
The
the old cards
Masonic,
was opened
as a motion
picture
theatre last December by the McRae Brothers, who came to Louisville from
Detroit.
It
was
considered
one
of
the
best
appointed
motion
picture
houses
in the city.
MAINE
The new Central theatre, in Old Town, which has been closed most of
the time since O. B. Fernandez opened the new Bijou theatre in that city,
is to reopen at once under the management of W. E. McPhee. Mr. McPhee
operated it very successfully for several years before it passed into the
hands
of the syndicate which for a time Mr. Fernandez, as manager,
represented.
Donald
Thayer
Southseason.
Brewer has opened his theatre after having it
closed during
the of
Lenten
Arthurstal ed a6-B
Libby,
manager
of Libby's
Rink,attachment.
of Fort Fairfield,
has hashadbeen
inPowers
machine
with motor
The house
renovated and is in fine shape to accommodate the large patronage it enjoys.
There is another motion picture theatre being built in Fort Fairfield.
This house has not been named yet. This will make two theatres in Fort
Fairfield, a town with a population of approximately 4,500.
The new
Elm theatre,
managed
by William
Wolf. to be opened in Portland on July 1, will be
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THEATRE
MAILING

AND
LIST

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
N 62
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
425 ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Phone, 2003 Randolph
Addressing
Midtigraphing
Printing Typewriting

OPERA

CHAIRS

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Department. Send blue print
or sketch for Free Seating Plan.
If you are desirous of reseating, we
can help you dispose of old chairs.
Write for Catalog N.
We Seating.
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR
SALE
MOVING
PICTURE
MAILING

LISTS

Only complete one to be had, numbering 22,000;
price, $40.00; itemized by states, or $3.50 per
thousand for states you want. Postage guaranteed.
1173 Film Exchanges
$4.00
149 Manufacturers and Studios
1.00
210 Moving Picture Machine and Supply Dealers 1.50
Write for particulars
Trade Circular Addressing Co.
1665^ West Adams Street, Chicago
Franklin 1183
Estab. 1889

MASSACHUSETTS
Manuel J. Senna, Thomas J. Charette and Edward D. Davenport are the
new owners of the Vien theatre. New Bedford. The same men already
control the Casino, Royal, Savoy and Pastime. It is their plan to make
Make
Your Lobby
alterations
the future that will increase the seating capacity from eight
hundred to in1,700.
The Alco
opened about a year ago in Great Barrington by J. J.
Display Attractive
Mulhall,
has theatre,
been closed.
Beginning May 8 the Copley theatre, on Dartmouth street, Boston,
There
is nothing more fascinating to
offered a daily afternoon and evening program of photoplays. Performthe public than a bright brass frame to
ances will be given daily at 2:15 and 8, with Sunday evening performances
, at 8. The passing of this house to the pictures marks the closing chapter
display your photos or posters.
in the vicissitudes of the various managers of the theatre. Finely equipped
We make Lobby and Theatre Fixtures
for the presentation of drama, seating only seven hundred, comfortable
and Brass Rails of every description.
and
furnished
the public The
couldtheatre
not becould
enticed
go down
there
and beautifully
thousands were
lost— inyetventures.
not tolive
Don't fail to visit our Showrooms.
its " highbrow " reputation.
Write for catalog.
MISSOURI
The NEWMAN MFG. CO.
Mrs. J. E. Hughes has rebuilt an old theatre at Twenty-seventh and
Elmwood, and recently opened it, under the name of the Starlight.
Messrs. Lotz and Ellis have purchased the old Ruby theatre at Thirty717 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, Ohio
sixth and Prospect avenue, Kansas City, and have reopened it, after making
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
various improvements and alterations. This house was not a success for
some time, but the new proprietors played
business the opening
101 Fourth Ave ., New York, N. Y.
nights and are confidant that they will make toit capacity
go.
The Glory theatre, Thirty-ninth and Troost avenue, Kansas City, has
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, 111.
been sold by L. L. Van
Zandt to Mrs. D. V. Riley, of Butler. A. P.
Walker, who has been managing the house for Mr. Van Zandt, will conCoast representative,
G. A. Metcalfe,
117 Goldengate Avenue,
charge.
place. the ordinary improvements necessary on such an
take Only
occasiontinue inwill
San Francisco, California
Lowe and Smiley, of Wheeling, are erecting an airdome. Mr. Smiley
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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was other
recentlynecessary
in Kansas
City, whenHe heis purchased
Powers' G-A machine
and
equipment.
also makinga arrangements
to open
a theatre in Wheeling in the fall season so that that town will have a
continual run of pictures, which it does not boast of at present.
Exclusive Mi:nufaclurers of
MISSOURI
•f[!\im MING COAPM"
Furnishings for Theatres, Schools,
W. A. Berry, operator of a coal mine, has opened a moving picture
theatre at Camden, a mining town of six hundred population, and is putting
Churches and all Public Buildings
on features at ten cents. There was already one show in the town.
Dan McCoy, well known to the moving picture industry, is now acting
as manager of the new Empress theatre, Kansas City. The former owner
filed a petition in voluntary bankruptcy in the United States District Court
there on May 4. The liabilities total .1!1.5,!)92 and the assets .$(),24S, not
including a leasehold estimated at .$40, 000. The petition was filed by
Wilfrid Ledoux,
firm. Okla.,
At theowner
trustee's
sale house,
the assets
purchased
by E. president
P. Kelly,of EltheReno,
of the
who were
put
Mr. McCoy in charge. The New Empress has been running pictures for
some time and it is probable that the same policy will be pursued. The
former management was Ledoux and Le Marquand.
Owing to the death of Karl F. Burns, connected with the Ellsworththeatre, at Thirty ninth and Prospect, Kansas City, that house closed its
doors for nearly a week.
The Ritz theatre, on Sixth, near Olive street, St. Louis, has been
acquired
by J. Skydome,
W. Cornelius,
and manager
of theof two
Lyric hastheatres
and
the Lyric
all inpwner
St. Louis.
The name
the Ritz
been
changed to Royal. The Royal opened Sunday, May 7, with the admission
price at ten and twenty cents. The double bill for opening the house was
Geraldine Farrar in "Maria Rosa," and "The Little Shepherd of Bargain
Row,"the accompanied
by an are
orchestra
pieces with and
harpefficient
and organ.
All
Cornelius theatres
run inofa seven
very systematic
man^
ner, and although the Royal is just one short block away from the downtown since
Lyric the
the opening.
attendance has far exceeded the expectation of the management
The Hamilton Skydome, Easton and Hamilton avenues, St. Louis, opened
for the summer season on May 11. The Hamilton, formerly with a seating
When you want Opera Chairs, remember we have
capacity of 4,000, has increased to 7,000 for this year. The airdome has
been painted and redecorated. A pretty and ornamental Chinese pagoda
50,000 CHAIRS
encloses the protection booth, with a rest room beneath, and little porticos
running
around it which are sometiines brought into use as reserved seats
ALWAYS IN STOCK
when the crowds are large. The program of the Hamilton is divided about
equally
between
pictures and vaudeville, and the admission is ten and
finishes,
Walnut
Circassian
and
styles in Imitation Mahogany
6 different
inassuring
twenty cents.
you satisfactory selection and
The
Eighteenth
street airdome, adjoining the theatre of the same name,
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
on Eighteenth street between Lafayette and Geyer, St. Louis, opened for
the
summer
on
May
7. The airdome is just in the rear of the theatre, and
and Unupholstered Chairs unlimited in
designs ofin Upholstered
Other furnished
with its pretty entrance and tastily arranged vines and plants the fact that
number,
25
to
50
days
after
receipt
of
specifications,
depending
it
is
enclosed
by
the
walls of tall buildings is scarcely noticed. Wm. O
on character of chairs selected.
Reeve is the proprietor and inanager of both houses and airdome.
in designing economical arrange,
Our Consultation Service, specializing
The
Columbia
theatre.
Sixth and St. Charles street, St. Louis, closed its
menu for theatre seating is tendered to you without any charge whatever.
regular vaudeville season on May 7, and opened as a picture house on the
Deacriplive literature on request.
next day, with the Kleine serial featuring Billie Burke as the chief
attraction.
The St. Louis airdome, at Prairie and St. Louis avenues, St. Louis,
For prompt attention address :
opened on May 1.3 as one of a string of outdoor theatres operated by the
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO.
General Offices: 1012 LYTTON BUILDING,
Warner
Brothers. The Warners own six of these airdomes and are conSales Offices in all principal cities
tinually adding to the number. Because of the artistic trend of Mr. Charles
Warner, manager of the firm, none of the places have any wires overhead,
BMiJWiniuiiiniiiiiiii HiiiiniiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii II inn iiiiiiiiiiii Hii iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiii mi
either for
or machine,
ornamental posts for the lights and concealed wireslights
for the
projectionbutbooth.
The
O'Fallon
Park
airdome,
St.
the the
samehouse,
management
the theatre of the same name and Louis,
situatedunder
nearby
opened onas
May 7, with a program of features and serials.
A new theatre, which will be known as the Kingsland, is being erected
by the Kingsland Theatre and Realty Company on Grand avenue and
Meramec street, St. Louis. The theatre will be btiilt of red matt brick and
stucco, and have a red Spanish tile inansard roof with decorative, towers. The
YOUR
AIRDOME
side walls will be of large swinging sashes, wliich may be opened in hot
weather and eliminate the closing of the house during the summer. Besides
these convertible walls, an air cooling device will be installed, which will
have all the advantages of an outdoor theatre witliout the disadvantage of
having
to miss a show on a rainy night. The building will contain two stores
Should Be Equipped with a
on the mentsground
floor floor,
besidesandthewilltheatre,
and two modern
four-room
aparton the second
cost approximately
$35,000.
The officials
of the Kingsland Company are Harry W. Lohrum, Richard Zeppenfeld and
Joseph Schneider, Sr, The theatre, which will be an all picture house with
a seating cajiacity of 1,000, will be under tlie personal management of Mr.
Lohrum, who for several years managed the Hippodrome and the Gem, when
those two tlieatres were under the control of Frank Talbot.
Radium
Gold
Fibre
Sam and Jacob Sigoloff have leased the Union theatre, at Union and
Easton avenues, St. Louis, for a term of nearly five years, from the Union
Theatre and Airdome Company. The Union is a large modern theatre and
was one of the original Crawford neighborhood houses to be built in various
parts of the city a few years ago.
Screen
NEBRASKA
A new moving picture house has been opened by I. V. Conner at Kearney.
Cooper and Johnson are the new owners of the Plaza, at Hastings. R. W.
Blakeslee opened the Dome theatre, at Nebraska City, May 4. S. Hawalis
It requires less electrical current than any other
has taken over the Palm, at Minden.
screen made and gives superior definition. This
NEW JERSEY
means that you can
A syndicate is to erect a large picture house at the southeast corner of
Broadway
Carman
street,
Camden.
William and
.\Icars,
Thomas
Leavey
and Alfred Hintelmann will operate an
OPEN ONE HOUR EARLIER
airdome in Rumson when jiroperly is acquired.
The old (i. A. R. hall on East Jersey street, Elizabeth, is to be converted
into a picture theatre.
The use of a RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN
were filed onof May
l.'i with
Building
Inspector
forPlans
the coni-truction
a motion
picture
playhouse
at theThomas
corner Brennan
of East
will also prove a big advertisment — for picture
Jersey and First streets, Elizabeth. Plans were drawn by Ben Beatty,
patrons know that the "RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
.f'lO, (»()().feet
The deep.
structure
will behaveof
aarchitect,
frontage andof call
sixtyforfeettheandexpenditure
will be oneof hundred
It will
SCREEN is the world's best projection surface."
tapestry face brick and will be trimmed with terra cotta. The front will be
of the most approved theatre 1ype and will be three stories in height. A
section will be used for offices. There will be a large foyer leading into the
auditorium, and this will be tiled. The ceilinK and side walls will be of
IVrite today for price and detailed injormnlion.
metal as will the proscenium arch, and composition floors will be installed.
The latest type of ventilating system, it is announced, will be placed in
the theatre and the entire structure will be heated by the vacuum system.
The seating capacity will exceed
NEW1 ,.^iOO.YORK
Radium Gold Fibre Screen, Inc.
The building at the southwest corner of Second avenue and First street.
220 West 42d Street
New York City
1,200a picture
for storesandandBauer
to be altered
City,be iserected
York will
New house
Rockville A Centre,
Block, theatre.
on the Lawson
seat
South
122-124
Lawson and Bauer. Work on the theatre at
by Messrs.
Pearl street, Albany, to be known as the Regent has commenced. Ihe
structure is to cost $2"), 000 and will .scat 1,000.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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THE

SATIN
EVERY

DAY

ARE

WHOLE

NEWS

PHOTOPLAY

WORLD

IS TALKING

GOLDFIBRE

OF

SCREENS

LETTERS RECEIVED TESTIFYING AS TO
WONDROUS PROJECTION SURFACE

BvThe beautiful new Orpheum Theatre
of Huntington, W. Va., the largest and
finest photoplay theatre in the State
writes this letter of the superlative
merits of Satin Goldfibre Screens.

3301

SECTION

THE

MERITS

OF

THIS

ORPHEUM THEATRE
COMPANY
Huntington, W. Va.,
Satin Goldfibre Screens, Inc.
April 7, 1916.
Gentlemen: —
Our projection surface is considered "perfection itnot onlyvarious
by our parts
patrons,
by fellow
exhibitors
as well,self,"from
of thebutstate.
Our projection
system consists of the highest grade and highest priced
materials that may be purchased, but we may say that
without your Salin Goldfibre Screen we would not be
able to consider our projection perfect.
Yours respectfully,
ORPHEUM THEATRE COMPANY,
Per G. C. Sullivan, Secretary and Manager.

Unsolicited testimonials
SATIN
of the merits of any
sales article are not
GOLDFIBRE
forthcoming unless
the satisfaction
SCREENS
is there.
Stand Back of What is Claimed of Them.
"It's All in the Satin Finish."
For Literature and Prices Address

SATIN
GOLDFIBRE
SCREENS,
Inc.
SUITE 2030 PENOBSCOT BLDG., DETROIT, MICH.
NEW YORK DISTRIBUTORS, J. H. HALLBERG, 36 EAST 23RD ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Ill

INFORMATION
I am interested in Motion Picture Photography
and would like

Without
Obligation
on my part to obtain information on the equipment
as checked
CAMERAS
CAMERA ATTACHMENTS
TRIPODS
LENSES
FILM STOCK
STUDIO LIGHTS
LABORATORY APPARATUS
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
(Tear out this advertisement and mail to MOTION PICTURE NEWS, 729 7th Avenue, New York.)
Name
Theatre ^
,.
Address

ThePerfect
Portable
Booth
For you who use
— who buy —
who sell
For You Who Use
To you who operate a projector in a portable booth. Your
idea of a perfect booth is one in which you can have satisfaction of
absolute safety. It is a booth that can be assembled in twenty minutes and taken down in five. It is a booth without screws, bolts, nuts
loose parts.
aor Grinden
Booth.If you do not find these qualities you have not found
For You Who Buy
To give a perfect booth to your employees and patrons,
one which guarantees absolute safety with greatest possible economy
orderefficiency,
a
and
is our aim, it is your aim. Consider this and you'll
GRINDEN BOOTH
For You Who Sell
You as a dealer desire to sell a booth well known, whose
qualities the Buyer or User sanctions — to sell a booth which gives a
permanent asset — satisfied customers — consider all these qualifications
and you will not be led astray by the cheaper and inferior booth,
but
will recommend
GRINDEN
BOOTH. to your customers the patented, lock method —
Send for booklet
GRINDEN ART METAL COMPANY
417 Marcy Avenue
Brookly«, N. Y.

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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11

presents

44
HER
Sally Crute
Mignon Anderson

Sally Cnite
\

/
Augustus Phillips
ND'S
HUSBA

k

Mignon Anderson

/

A

E"
IF
W
Story of the Awakening of Mother Love

In

Six

Soul

Gripping

and

a Sacrifice

Acts

Written and Directed by Ivan Abramson
K

Released

in May

through

the following

New
England
— E.Boston,
W. Lynch
Melrose
Street,
Mass. Enterprises, 42
New
Film York
Corp.,and
126 Northern
W. 46th St.,New
New Jersey
York. — Merit
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey,
Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia,
Virginia
ElectricPhiladelphia,
Theatre Supply
and Vine —Streets,
Pa. Co., I3th
Western
Pennsylvania,
West
Virginia
— Liberty
Film Renting Co., 105 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa. — Standard Film Service Co., Columbia
Ohio
Bldg., Cleveland. Branch Office, Cincinnati.
Michigan — Standard Film Service Co., Smith
Bldg., Detroit.
Indiana
and Kentucky
— General
Co., Mailers
Bldg., Chicago,
111. Feature Film
Executive

Offices, 126 West

Ivan

Exchanges :

North and South Carolina, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,
Florida and Tennessee —
Queen Feature
mingham, Ala. Service Co., Potter Bldg., BirIllinois,
Wisconsin
— General
Film Co.,Southern
Mailers Bldg.,
Chicago,
111. Feature
Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Northern Wisconsin — Zenith Feature Film Co.,
Lyceum Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
Iowa, Nebraska,
and Gaiety
Oklahoma— MonarchMissouri,
Feature Kansas
Film Co.,
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Texas, tureArkansas
and Waco,
Louisiana
Film Company,
Texas.— Central FeaOregon,
Washington,
Idaho,
play Feature Co., Seattle, Wash.Montana — ReelAllBldg.,
Foreign
— Winik-Brock,
New Rights
York, and
London, Eng.Inc., Candler
46th St., New

York

City

1

I

|"We

are

is

this

is

a

great

capable
of

Yes

of

This

big

film

do/^

we

building

turning

quality

Sir:—

capable

than

more

of

But

all

out

and

miles

quickly.

is really

the

home

of

Perfect Developing
and
Printing
and it also houses
the most
modern
in
multiple
set studio
in the world.
Just think of the advantage
to you of having this wonderful plant, actively
and entirely, at your service.
Just consider how
much
time
and money }Ou will save, and how much
inconvenience and worry you will avoid, by
using this studio and equipment.
It will pay you to thoroughly
investigate what we have to offer you, if you
contemplate producing, or having any developing and printing done.

Rothacker

Industrial

Our factory is yours. You can
here secure the supreme degree of film quality
properly priced.
Our

studio

completely
rental rates.

at your

will

soon

be

disposal at reasonable

And, if you
are not getting
100% screen brilliancy now from your negatives, it's essential to your business life that
you come where you can get it.

S U C Film
t \. S S k 1 o

Moving

Picture

Chicago

Mfg.

Co.

Co.

I
JUNE

3,

1916

LI

k

lb

HAS

THE

aUALITY

CIRCULATION

OF

THE

TRADE

aoioioiuioiuuiua^^
FANNIE

GERALDINE
FARRAR

WARD
Exclusively in
L ASKY

Photoplays
MARIE
DORO

BLANCH
SWEET

DISTRIBUTORS
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE, LTD.
Jesse luskx
Fe/^ture Play C9(m
FOUt EIGHTY-FIVE FIFTH yWENUE, NEW YORK CITY
Jesse L.Lasky
Samuel Goldfish Cecil b. DeMiile
Pres.
Vice-Prei. and Treas.
Director Gen
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are the productions of
Famous Players Film Co., Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Co., The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co.. Pallas Pictures

There

That

is a public you
terest in your theatre.

want

to in-

public can be interested if you

talk to them
Paramount

of consistent
exhibitors

talk consistent

quality.

can

and

do

quality.

•
Paramount

exhibitors

are steadily

increasing- their business

and

their

profits.
Are

YOU

***

satisfied?

Write Our Exchange

)^

Today

^ POUR E'OHTY PIVE NEW
Ly FIFTHAVENUE
YORK. N.Y. ^>FORTYFiSt^T

V

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Released This Week

Are.
YOU
Satisfied

Daniel Frohman presents
PEGGY HYLAND in
SAINTS AND SINNERS
produced by
The Famous Players Film Co.
Jesse L. Lasky in Association with
David Belasco Presents
MAE MURRAY in
SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS
produced by
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
TRAVEL PICTURES

HOLMES
NO. 16

"Cruising through the Philippines"
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS
NO. 16
Making of a Cop.
Better Babies.
Physical Training.
What goes on in the Booth Behind you.
Aerial Rocket Camera.
Mae Murray at Home.
PARAMOUNT- BRAY ANIMATED
CARTOONS NO. 19
"How Col. Heeza Liar Captured Villa"
Write Our Exchange

Today

NEW YORK. N.Y.

Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the hest magazine.
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Subjects

Don't book the Paramount Short Subjects in any mood of "take a chance"
These short subjects represent a definite
idea in business building and they are
meant for exhibitors who have a very
definite desire to build up their business.

Paramount

Pictographs

Par amount- Bur ton Holmes
Travel Pictures
Par amount' Br ay Animated
Cartoons and BrayGilbert Silhouettes
The film that builds business must not
only please, but it must do even more
than that —
Are

YOU

satisfied?

Write

V

.

Our

Exchange

Today

POUB EIOHTY FIVE
AVENUE N.Y.
V.^ a/ FORTY FIRST ST
NEW FIFTH
YORK.

V

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing: to advertisers.
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De\\^l

fHoppe

r

MrGoodel

lieSaina

rilaii

For the week
Exhibitors

of May

are again

28th TRIANGLE
offered the oppor-

tunity of presenting to their patrons
that famous star of the speaking stage
— DeWolf Hopper.
For years he has
been a great favorite and now he is
rising to fame as a screen player. This
week he repeats the success
he
made
in
two
other
g TRIANGLE
Don

Productions,
Quixote "

Sunshine

" Mr. Goode, the Samaritan "
is a real comedy drama that
gives Hopper every opportunity
to display his great ability as a
laugh-maker, and in it he more
than lives up to the reputation
he attained on Broadway. Just
for a moment imagine the comical situation of Hopper, thrown
into jail for buying a stolen car, entertaining a bunch of jailbirds by
furnishing cigars, magazines
would amuse your patrons ?

and arm

chairs. Don't you think this

Dad."

and

MOTION

June 3, 1916
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NCE a crook, always a
O crook," some people say,
so when
the two former
guests of the city visited Hopper's
home just at the time of a big house
party, and then the jewelry began to
disappear there was nearly a riot— an old fashioned scramble for stolen property. How the crooks were vindicated is

highly amusing. For your
patrons to appreciate this
play they will have to see
it themselves, and when
they have
seen it they
will know the
reason why

TRIANGLE

PICTURE PLAYS are in a class by themselves.
H.

B.

WARNER
IN

"The
Market
of Vain
Desire"
For the other drama this week H. B. Warner,
whose reputation was established by his characterization on the stage in "Alias Jimmy Valentine"
appears m "The Market of Vain Desire"— a strong play based on that all-important question
"Shall a woman marry for position ? " It took a radical move for Warner
to convince her that the step she was about to take was a mistake.
The
way he did it will strike right to the hearts of your patrons.
ARE

YOU
A TRIANGLE
EXHIBITOR
?

Have you carefully considered the
advantage of running TRIANGLE
PICTURE PLAYS ? Have you

N

secured all the necessary information in regard to terms, re-

TRIANGLE
1459 BROADWAY

FILM

Triangle poration, Z:
leases, etc. If not, don't
wait but send in the at1459
Broadway,
N.
City.
FilmY.
Cortached coupon now.
Gentlemen : I am an
There's no obligation
exhibitorteresteand
ampresinon your part.
entationd in ofthe
TRIANGLE PLAYS.
Please
CORPORATION
place my name on the
mailing
list
Weekly for
and the
send Trime
NEW YORK CITY
all otherangleinformation.
Name.

TRIANGLE

PLAY/
sing.

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore adverti;

Theatre .
Address .
Capacity.
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Supported bp HENWKOLKEIh

^^owSkoWinqalSuchSuperior^hoioplatff/omes
Globe Theatre
New York City
Regent Theatre
Chicago
Studebaker J
Family
Majestic
New Palace
Minneapolis
Denver
Isis
Keystone
Arcadia
Philadelphia
Shea's Hippodrome
American
Salt Lake City
Piedmont
Tivoli
San Francisco
Rex
St. Louis
Columbia and Kings
Old Mill
Garden
Washington
Grand Opera House
Cleveland
Metropolitan
New Princess
St. Paul
Palace
Peoria
Queen
Olympic
Apollo
T&D
Portland
Strand
Knickerbocker
Nashville
Muse

SettincfTi/eW^ttendanceTiecords
Jorbooh'ngfdata

Seattle
Dallas
San Antonio
Houston
Des
Moines
Pittsburg
Baltimore
Omaha

&9eryWhere!

applif to i^ourneareslKfeine&^ehatufc

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

as ihe
Rochester
Detroit
Cincinnati
Indianapolis
Buffalo
Atlanta

Look over the " News."

orWrite
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start!

ultra-dramatic series

all

the

exhibitors

know
thdt

what
in

these

iiiA^with
based

stories

pathos,

on

Drin4,

re-

primal

the

is

there

happiness,
will

their

back

their

aaain.
this

series

complete

in

of

14

itself

it!
a

II CI

FILM

TOM

MOORE

CORPORATION

EXECUTIVE

OFFICES

25

WEST

45t!i

SX

KEW

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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"We
*The

about

have

bn

absolutely

sen

everu

broken

all our

*The

Iron

Claw'.

concern

has

I consider

ever

turned
A,

it superior

D.

Proauced

J^e

bu

favorheard
to

Theatre,
Arbor,

Mich,

Columbus

FEATURE

Fl LM

Ohio
CORF^

Exchange
Patoe
EXECUTIVE
OFFICES
25

WEST

4S1£!

SX

any

Stanchfield,

Ann

in

with

out."

McRae

ilieatres

a

ex-

records

Iron Claw'. I have never heard so many
able comments concerning a serial as I have

serial any

Thirty
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FACTS!

success

hibitor
a

re

showinl^ii!

characiensiic.

"In regard to our success with 'The Iron Claw' will
say it is the best serial of its kind we have ever seen
and

our

We

highly

to note

attendance

Las

recommend

it has

been

increased

with

it to any exhibitor

lengthened
E.

to
A.

The

shQvvin.^.'tliis

DWARDJOSE

and

twenty

episode.
are

glad

episodes."

Miller,
Grand

Athens,

one-are

each

Theatre,
Ohio.

kreztk,

Wl.dir@eto

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Gold

parts

EXES

Rooster
Fe a t u r i n ^

AND

Julian

A

sumptuously

play

bi^

Lestrange

under

the

produced

supervision

HERBERT

of

BLACHE

inc.
7^e

Pathe

Exchange

EXECUTIVE
25 WEST

45 th ST.

OFFICES
KEW
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You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

^A

Big

FOUR'S

Open

Officially

Booking

Commended

fA I^L
Wa I^L
Va I

Policy
by

Wa I

'A \

Exhibitors
rA
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 23rd, 1916.

V-L-S-E,
1600 Broadway,
New York City.
Dear Sirs:

At a meeting of "The Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors of Brooklyn"
the following resolution was unanimously passed.
"Whereas, The majority of feature film concerns are releasing their output on what is known as a program contract system, and
"Whereas, Some of these concerns bind the exhibitor by demanding a cash
deposit as security on this contract, and
"Whereas, The exhibitor is forced against his will to take as part of
•these programs, film, that is good, bad and indifferent, and
"Whereas, The bad films the exhibitor has to show as part of these programs, not only do him incalculable harm, but have a tendency to hurt
the entire industry, therefore,
"Be it resolved, that 'The Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors of
Brooklyn' in meeting assembled, go on record as emphatically endorsing
the open booking policy of the V-L-S-E which eliminates contracts and
cash deposits and permits an exhibitor to show what he pleases, indicating this policy as being a fair and liberal one,
"Be it further resolved, that, the members of this Association heartily
commend this policy and pledge their moral support and cooperation to
V-L-S-E and recommend that all other, exhibitors do likewise,
"Be it further resolved that, a copy of this resolution be sent to the
main office of V-L-S-E."
Yours very truly,

By order of the President.
Executive Secretary
Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors of Brooklyn.
^
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TOILERS

A

PhotO'Drama

ijw Five

Parts

Br
Daniel

Carson

Goodman

Featuring

Nance

O'Neil

in the

role of a

modern-day

Jeanne

d'Arc whose vow to
deliver her people of
the Pennsylvania oil
districts from
bondage

the

of capital,

is sacrificed on the
altar of desire. But
in the end Justice
triumphs and both
Labor and Love come
into their own.

—

^Tmm ^■■^
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Released through. V L.S.E. Inc.
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ARTHUR
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BERTHELET
^Director

FEATURES

"The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row"
Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on
"Carmen"
"The Havoc"
"The Discard"
"Vultures of Society"
"The Misleading Lady"
"Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines"
"A Daughter of the City"
"The Alster Case"
"The Raven"
"The Crimson Wing"
"The Man Trail"
"A Bunch of Keys"
"The Blindness of Virtue"
"In the Palace of the King"
"The White Sister"
"The Slim Princess"
"Graustark"
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Throop Theetre,
1527 FultonU. Street,
Brooklyn,
Y.^,
March 28. 19l6.
Mr. J. Stuart Blaokton,
Vitagraph Co. of America,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Deer Sit:ilotwiths tending the fact that
"THE BATTLE CRY OF PEiCE" had ten days' play,
at Fox's Bedford Theetre, four days at Lowe's
Fulton Theatre, foTzr days at the Classique,
three

days at the Sumner, three days at, the

Hew Alhany end before 12,000 people at the
Thirteenth Regiment Armory, ell these being
within a radius of ten blocks from the Throop
Theatre, we did a big business and had the
S. R. 0. sign out, at 7 o'clock.
We intend playing a return date on
this feature.
Yours very truly.
SUPERB AMDSEP;MT. COMPANY
Manager.

"THE DATUE C5V0F PEACE" lias broken box office records
for 3,265 EXHIBITORS IN THE UNIP 5IATE5 AND CANADA.
Haveyoumade

the money iowhichyouareenMed

hy booking f/ik epoch mdit^sp&:iack?
boohTnow
AT ALL

VL'S'Ei*

Branches.

THE VITAGRAPH COMPANY OF AMERICA
EAST ISthST AMO LOCUST AVE BROOKLYrs.NY
■\0
NEW YORK CHICAOO LOMDON
PARIS *F

Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.
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Imperal Hotel,
New York, N. Y, May 20th.
Dear Bill:—
I've ben in New York three days now an' its sure
some big town. I seen the fight a few nights ago, but
therelittle
wasn't
muchwas class.
The big
the
feller
too small
for feller
him. was too big an'
You tell John Tompkins he'd better keep his butcher
shop and not take up prize fightin' for a business.
I've ben gettin' along fine since I've ben here, 'cept
for the trains. They have 'em under the street and
three or four stories high in the middle of the street
and cris-cross an' every which way.
Last night I got a letter from Lucie and she sed to
me that you had bought the Savoy pitcher theatre. An'
speakin' of pitchers, I sure did see the funny man last
night. His name is Daniels. I don't remember wether
his name's
Jim looks
or Frank
he sure
is onea funny
fellew.
His face
like but
a cross
between
sun burnt
turnip an' a big ben alarm clock, an' the way he does
act is grand. I just laughed until my left side hurt me
an' I would be laughin' yet, but a girl next to me got
hystericle and got choked on the gum she was chewin'.
She was some pretty girl and I would like to have
helped her, but I was laughin' so darn hard that I
couldn't
be of she
any was
use.with
Justtook
as Iherdidout.
get ready to help
her
the feller
You better see if you can buy a pitcher with that
feller in it. He's sure one funny guy.
I've order the cultivators and they're dandies.
Good luck.
Your friend,
Jed Hawkins.
uring

"KERNEL

NUTT.
Feat

FRANK

Released

THE

JANITOR"

DANIELS

Monday,
Through

May

15

V-L-S-E.

ee^VITACRAPM COMPANY oC AMERICA
yimlixKvnyi onicu
.rill:'
CATT 1^* ST. mi VOCVST AVE. DROOKLYN. N.Y.
NEW YORK • CMICAGO • LONDON • PARIS
'
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\

1

General

'

Film

Service

Means:

Pictures with real stories and noted stars.

P

I
1
1
1

%'
A\.

)) .

|
m

Pleased patrons who will tell their neighhor what they saw at your theatre.

|
%

\
Dependable service — you get what you
order and get it when you want it.

p
1
u

\

i

I

1

An

1
f
H-:
)\,
I
((

(i
^
^

Variety in clean, wholesome comedy and
sensible drama.

exhibitor

.

wrote

to General

Film

Company

%

Branchy Dallas^ Texas:
I must thank you jar the service you have
given me. It is absolutely the best I have
ever had, and I never expect to get another
that will class up to it. * * * As a progressive
showman, I am desirous of holding on to it."

if
%
w
^
-V
f\

GENERAL
FILM COMPANY,
440 FOURTH
AVENUE
NEW

Inc.

YORK

The more YOU 'read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the "NEWS."

|
1
^
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Same.

Frilled

TUESDAY

The

N E W S

Fnal
TWO
ACT

MAY

30.

avMENT
DRAMA

THURSDAY
JUNE
The
THREE
ACT

I

5deHill
(
ofihe
s

DRA^AA

\7{^\^l

ONE

ACT

r>A

5ATURDAY

JUNE

COMEDY

IXJBIIM
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i

A

THE

[

OTIS

\■

Comedy

!

1

Play:

"A Temperance
THE Star:

i

1

Hoyt

%

Town!"

Harlan!

A Hoyt

1

Comedy

M

IN three reels,

Ife

RELEASED

Monday, June 5th,
In General Film Service!
.

11
fl

THERE

11

AND
THE

are the "Wet"

the "Dry" Factions—
Crusade Against

"DEMON

Rum!"

THE "Mushroom" Drugstores
THAT Are Seemingly Part and Parcel of
"WET"

and "Dry"

m
^

m

Campaigns

ARE included in
"A Temperance Town!"

y'-.
if

"GOING

t

West

To Make

Good"

IS A Tom Mix Comedy-Drama
RELEASED Saturday, June 10.
THE
I

%
|v|

SELIG-TRIBUNE,

THE World's Greatest News Film,
IS Released Twice Weekly
IN General Film Service!

Selig

Polyscope

Chicago

and

Co«

y
1
|p
m
y

1

Everywher

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.

-f-

e

^
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dignified

laugh

without

PICTURE

person

COMEDY

self-respect

1
\

^ iThursday.
HUNGRY

June

15

IFriday, June
THE

RAID
with
Pokes and JabbsJ

^HEARTS

PlumpST with
and Runt
{Hardy and Ruge)

(Burns and StuH)
Never hang your hat on the gas jet

What's the use of being an artist if
you can't make love to your model
without incurring jealous suspicions?

Comedy
that

VIM

start

16

if there's money in the sweat band —
even if you didn't earn it.

posters
the

laug'h

COMEDIES
326 Lexington

Avenue,

New

York

City

Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisera.
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A three reel feature of high
quality, with a popular

star

in a real story, ably produced
— that's

what

you

get

FRIDAY
EVERY
in the General Film Service
The

in

current Release
Flirting

Unusual Posters
— 1. 3 and 6 sheets

—

The
in

Five

the

AND

Bridc

Featuring
JACKIE

SAUNDERS

—

Reel

Feature

General

Service

EVERY 4 WEEKS
ON SUNDAY

COMING

in SPELLBOUND

Released June 18

PAY
DIRT
Currerxt Release
Featuring
LOIS MEREDITH
HENRY
KING

Direction of H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer

326 LEXINGTON

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.
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EDISON,

Inc.

PRESENT

"Helen
A THREE of
PART

SALLY

CRUTE

and

Patriotism and heroism, honor and
love are woven into this stirring picture story, in which Helen Toussot,
sole support of two motherless babes,
and Jimmy Brennan, guardian of human life and property, sacrifice their
Released
ONE, THREE
Order

THOMAS A. EDISON, INC.,
PIONEER MAKERS
OF
MOTION PICTURES
ORANGE, N. J.

from

the FEATURING
Chorus"
DRAMA

HERBERT

material welfare for honor and regain
all and more through the heroism of
Jimmy and their love for each other.
Three reels replete with humanness
and charged with intense interest sustained from episode to episode.
May

and SIX SHEET

Morgan

PRIOR

30th
POSTERS

Lithograph

Company

ADDRESS MOTION
PICTURE CORRESPONDENCE
TO
2826 DECATUR AVENUE
BEDFORD PARK, N. Y.

Be sure to mention " MOTIO.\ PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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KALEM

"Cumulative

NEWS

HEADLINERS

advertising value" is back of every Kalem release — for each
has a star known to picture fans everywhere

SIS

HOPKINS

Is at her fun-making best in
"SIS

THE
DETECTIVE"
Released Friday, June 2nd

Sis graduates with high honors from the correspondence
school in "detecting." She solves the disappearance of the
dill-pickle magnate's daughter after a whirl of adventures
that brings laugh after laugh and a bigger one at the finish.

<>p course;

America's most famous fun-maker is ably
Supported

"THE SPIKED SWITCH"
Helen Gibson in a thrilling " Hazard " that
finds her averting a terrible catastrophe by a
perilous leap to a flying express train.
Released Saturday, June 3rd

by Henry Murdoch

and Frank Minzey

"A SMOKY
ADVENTURE"
Ethel Teare uses a laughable expedient to
secure Groucho's endorsement for " Ropo,
the Fire-Proof Cigar."
Rapid-fire comedy.
Released Wednesday, May 31st

Here's a "Ham Comedy" That You Will See Again and Again —
A

BUNCH
OF
FLIVVERS"
Released Tuesday, May 30th

Ham's adventures with a flock of "flivver" cars start you laughing and leave you roaring.
Each "flivver" ends in smithereens, but as long as he has $1.98 left he buys another. Bud's
jealousy is at the bottom of the trouble so you can foresee Ham's end when he sets out on a
joy-ride with Norma, and Bud is in disguise at the wheel.
One and Three Sheet, Four Color Posters With All Kalem One Reelers

KALEM
235-39 West 23rd Street

COMPANY
New York City

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

Saimd

PACK
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Sim

YOUR

Smmx-

HOUSES

by booking the latest

Essanay-Chaplin

feature comedy

"POLICE"

Charlie

Chaplin

says it is his funniest comedy

You

will find Chaplin

with

new

stunts

in his old clothes

that will shake

the house

and
with

shoes

but

laughter.

,1UB.U.SJ>«t.l907'
tr^, Mik--, ^333 Argyle St., ChicajfO

6urc lo mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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I

;

Variety

of

RICHARD
i

Spice

the

is

a

Good

Program

C. TR AVERS
and BRYANT
WASHBURN
are presented in

1

"The

Song

in the

Dark"

A reissue of the wonderfully successful photoplay of love and pathos
2 act drama

1
I'
j

.

.

.

May 30

GEORGE
ADE
sets the world laughing in
"The

Fable

of the

Willing

Collegian

Who

Wanted

1

|

|
|
1
\
i)'

|
Ar,
1

to Get a Foothold"
/ act comedy
May 32
1

^

BRYANT

WASHBURN
and GERTRUDE
are presented in
"Our

1
1
/

A

GLOVER

People"

1
1

A delightful romance in which a starving young reporter of brilliant

\

parts wins the love of a wealthy banker's daughter and, after heartbreaking rebuffs, overcomes the objection of her father by checking a
run on his bank.

/|
)|
\\

32act drama

Tt.de mIa
' R«8.U.S.P«t.l807

-

-

-

June 3

1333 ArgyleSt.» Chicago

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

\l

M

MOTION

Regular

NEWS

Releases

Vitagraph

"THE
One-Part

PICTURE

RICH

Comedy

IDLER"
Monday,

May

29th

Presenting:— MARY
ANDERSON,
Webster
bell and Corinne Griffith

"THE
One-Part

LONELIES"

Comedy

Friday, June 2nd

Presenting: — LILLIAN WALKER,
William Shea and Edwinna

"CAREW
Three-Part

Camp-

AND

Drama

BROADWAY

STAR

Evart Overton,
Robbins

SON"
Saturday,

June 3rd

FEATURE

Presenting: — Charles Kent,
Mary
Maurice, Walter
McGrail, Charles Wellesley, Belle Bruce and
Gordon Gray

Released

VITAGRAPH
% A\

through the General Film Co.

COMPANY

oP AMERICA

EAST 15* ST. Mi tOCOST AVE.. DROOKLYN. N.Y.
HKWYOKK' CHICAGO • LONDON • PAIUS

-^..p

Pe sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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On Thursday, May 11th, 371 exhibitors of
New York City visited the Vitagraph Studios.
The
I
i>

manager

of the Regun

Theatre

was asked

what releases are his biggest drawing-cards.
His answer came quickly:
"BROADWAY
STAR FEATURES
get me
more money than most five reel releases.
I have run them every Stinday for 1 6 months
ana I shall continue to do so.
Successful exhibitors have elected BROADWAY STAR FEATURES.
The Best

Three

Heelers

in the World

VITAGRAPH
Presents

CHARLES
The

Grand

KENT

Old Man

of the Screen

in

"Carew
and
Son
A three-part drama
Released
Through

Saturday,

the General

June

Film

3rd
Company

EKCCUnVE OniCES
EAST -l^"^ ST. ari LOCUST AVC„ DROOKLYN. N.Y.
NEW YORK - CHICAGO • LONDON • PARIS

We have secured advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them !

^
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Give

NEWS

me

said
'*
CE!
I
L
PO
MARCUS

LOEW

and engaged

the

ESSANAY-CHAPLIN

COMEDY

for

LOEWS

FOX

Circuit

great chain of theatres

and

PROCTOR'S

Houses

will also get

"POLICE!"
Everybody

is calling for " POLICE

!"

Did you call, Mr. Exhibitor ?

GENERAL
FILM COMPANY,
440 FOURTH
AVENUE
M

NEW

Inc.

YORK

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when wrilinfj to advertisers.
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General
Atlanta
Baltimore
Bangor
Boston
Buffalo
Butte
Charlotte
Chicago (City Hall)
Chicago (Wabash)
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas
Denver
Des Moines
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Command

film

Co.

Branches
Oklahoma City

Detroit
Harrisburg

Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Houston
Indianapolis

Portland
St. Louis
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Scranton
Seattle

Jacksonville
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Memphis
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Haven
Newark
New Orleans
New York City (23rd St.)

CANADA
Montreal
St. John

Winnipeg

Spokane
Washington
Syracuse
Wheeling
Wilkesbarre

Toronto
Vancouver

Selig Kleine
Lubin

Vim
Vitagraph

GENERAL
440

FILM

COMPANY,

FOURTH
NEW

Inc.

AVENUE

YORK

Better to read fifty advertiseinents than to miss the one YOU need.
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BILE

MAKE

JUNE

A

BANNER

MONTH.

ArmnQellburCalend^S^FolIc^

IN
CLARA
THE MASTER,
^"TRIL&Y"
JOHN

THOS. A. RkATHRYN
Jg^
W/5£
^STEKMANrSPONG

MASON
THE REAPER5

•/ULRICH
LENORE
THE
BETTER WOMAN
'..
K
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^KATHEWNE

"SHOULD A
wJcARLYLE
CARLYLE
LILLIAN
't
he
SH
ADOW PlQ
^BLACKW/ELL
o/THE HOUSE"
ORRAINE
THE PRICE"
^ BLACKW/ELL
r^KOLKER.
CYRIL
f/V
HENRY
"THE WA
INE"
G
RGIV
\NIFE FORN
5C0TT

"BLUE GHA55"THE BLUDGEON "DIVORCED
,WALLACE
EDNA
I
FLORENCE
L^7o
c C n
BR.UCE [W'muRIEL
WRICHE
IN
'^HOpPER. p^KEED
THE DAUGHTER
,
"BY
"the
"I THLCHAIN
o)^ the SEA"
NOT GUILTY
DOUBT"
WH05E
HAND"
COWARDLY
WAY
INVISIBLE"
'JACKIE
.VGAIL
^CHAS.J. f//mR6ARITA W/mOLLIE ^yjULIA
NAYil
RTEiAr
"SAUfiDERS
^OU
KANE
[ywiLL
1„
^ROSS fn^lSCHE
.H RPTlciNT
J
..j^-p^
YREr^EAN
1
THE TWIN
••
"I"
M I"
\,.
'
i»
IDOLS' "1 "hpr
TRI ANGLE'- THE L^BYIllNTH SEALED UP5 \THE SENATOR! THE DRAGON great HOUR"\ THE RANSOM
^HARIE

f^VjAUCE

'En?RtS5 roRAOY

W/CARLTLE

f^LACKWELLriESLlE.

'^'•9'^''W

•QUITADLE

f/^rtftRWTEfV7

ClMTHE

M

ADELE fWcHAS.

r^LOOO

PXHERRY

,;j»|,oY •«

mim

WOPLD
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JUST

A

TELEGRAM

Form l^Ul
CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
CLASSDay'TflMsage
OE SERVICE
Da/ Message
Blue WESTE
Day Utter
Day Letter
NIte
Hlgtit
Message
Night Message
Nt
NL
Night Letter
Night Letter
If none after
of these
symbolsof
If none of these three symbols
appears
the checkttireef number
appears
after
the
check
(number
of
words)thi3i8a
daymesssge.
words)visthislsa
wiselt3charac1eri8
Indicated Otherby the
wise
characterdayIsmessage.
ind icated Ottier*
by the
NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT
symbot appsiring after the check. GEORGE W. E. ATKINS. VICE-PRESIDENT BELVIDERE BROOKS, VICE-PRESIDENT symbol appearing after the check.
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PICTURES!

Thief

A thrilling three-reel detective drama under the " Flying A" brand,
wood and Eldward Coxen portray the principal characters.
Directed by Thomas Ric^elts.
A Man*s Friend
A two-part Mustang drama featuring Nita Davis and Art Acord. A story of a dog's
faithfulness. Dhected by IVilliam Bertram. Released June 2nd.
The Comet's Comeback
A one-part Beauty Comedy featuring Carol Halloway and John Sheehan
Directed by Arthur McMackin.
Released May 3 1st.
Ima Knutt Gets a Bite
A Beauty Comedy in one reel with Orral Humphrey in the leading role
Directed by Nate Watt.
Released June 4th.
Bookings on these supreme features are coming
fast and furious— proclaiming the pre-eminence of
American' production. Get your reservations in early.
American
Film Company,
Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON. President CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " New»."
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SPE

Beginning
May22nd,"The
Secret of the Submarine"
opened
to gigantic business from coast to coast. Not just crowds — but great "jams"
of people, swarms of people rushed to theatres to see the First Chapter of this monumental
and different serial. The public interest in "The Secret of the Submarine" proves to exhibitors the
tremendous success which will mark the entire run of this great production.
Chapter Two is released May
29th — opens with popular Tom Chatterton and beautiful Juanita Hansen struggling for life in a
doomed submarine many
fathoms below the
ocean's surface! What
would hit
thissmashmean
to house?
your

B« «m to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writins to advertlten.
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FEATURE'

Whole

Exhibitors

Country

Gives

Remarkable

of the
Secret
"The
have never had such an avalanche

Reception

Submarine''
of humanity crushing

to

in at their

doors as came to see the beginning of "The Secret of the Submarine." Glowing reports are
still pouring in. Veritably — millions marched to thousands of theatres! Each crashing climax — in the great
undersea scenes — was greeted with wild tumultuous enthusiasm!!
American Film Company, Inc., Presents

Directed by
George Sargent

The

Film

Novel

of

the

Hour!

The

American public has shown that it is patriotic — that it is for preparedness!—that it is going to follow every chapter with intense interest. This means continuous
record-breaking capacity for exhibitors!

T.R.

Endorses

Stronger

Navy

Roosevelt's
Chicago
speech (April
was
in effect great
a powerful
endorsement
for such29)a
preparedness plan as suggested by "The Secret of the
Submarine" ! He said:
"We
needgetbeyond
a first-class
navy.with. steady
. . We wisdom
cannot
possibly
it unlesseverything
the naval else
program
is handled
from the standpoint of a nation that accepts the upbuilding and upkeep
of such a navy as cardinal points of continuous policy! "

Over

lOOO

Newspapers

are publishing E. Alexander Powell's remarkable novelization
of "The
of the
Submarine"
for millions
who want
to see Secret
the motion
pictures!
Gazette-Times
Philadelphia Inquirer Pittsburgh
New
York
World
Baltimore American
Cleveland Leader
Buffalo Courier
San
Francisco
Chronicle
Omaha Bee
Dallas Journal
Los Angeles Record
Milwaukee Journal
Indianapolis Star
AND
lOOO
OTHERS

Book
This
Record-Breaking
Profit-Maker!
Now you know the pulling-power of "The Secret of the Submarine."
The whole country has shown you!
Here's the sure-fire success for your theatre — fifteen weeks of capacity — one two-act chapter released each week. Don't
allow this tenstrike to slip through your fingers! Act now! Get "The Secret of the Submarine" to boom your business.
Apply to "The Secret of the Submarine" department of any Mutual Exchange, or at
Mutual Film Corporation, 71 W. 23d St., New York City.

SAMUEL

AMERICAN
FILM
S. HUTCHINSON, President C:^^^::^^;^
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★

llanj a packed hotwe is directly traceable to an adTertisement in the " News."

ILLINOIS

presenting
HELEN
HOLMES
In a series oi
special five act
dramas^

HELEN

HOLMES

cclctrateA
THEGiRL

whose

AND

marvelous

star

crP

THEGAMt

performances

itr^

that great chaptered photoplay o-P
rail\vaij life have made her doublii
Ciinous as a areat emolional actress* J
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PRODUCTIONS
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If
cXmi?^
Dramas
and

is

of /Magnificently

Produced

Distributed

S

by the American

TArouyb

the

68

Staged
Wm

t^utual

five

^ct

Company.

Inc.

Exdiaapes

fie/eased

the

Week

of June

5^

r-'v - ^ -A / *, :

§AV[\as((iv^v\

Vv^saniaixon

3acts
of Sdiuard Q.Xaufman^v

Bripping Drama in tuhich the JVbted Guthor proucs in^
a Striking ITlann^r that no Unc can be drau;n bctiucerv;
lUcn and womGu
ii^hen thcu avQ &v'x\ since they cannot
bejud^ed by di|)ercnt standards luhen theij are^ood^
^^^^^^
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I
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WISH

RELEASES

FROM

THANHOUSER

BEGIN

WITH

yiP
Viy
ISTI
r T 11 T
IN
IVi

i nUi

2-Reel Thanhouser
Released May 30

Drama

BARBARA GILROY, ROBERT VAUGHN and THOS. A. CURRAN
In a Beautiful Southland Setting; a Story of Rare Charm

FALSTAFF

"OSCARandCONRAD"
IN
1 Reel
Released May 29
"DISGUISERS"

COMEDY

CLAUDE COOPER and FRANK E. McNISH in another laughable
adventure that will nail this series fast to your programs

ETERSON'S
ITIFUL
WINNERS

P

1 Reel — Released June 3d

LIGHT
A comedy of the Battle of Married Life,
full of quick situations and clever work

1 0/\lNOVJUOJlil\
MOrMTCCD
A
J
TTt

on
corporatiN.
f^^^M ROCHELLE,
NEW
Y.
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MASTERPICTURCS
LOX£ CDITiON

LADY

aaoDODOoanaao

OTHER

m

5

PAINTS

A PLAY

OF

OUR.

DAY"

RELEASED JUNE 151

LLOYD
LONERGAN
SUGeESTEt>BY GABORIAU'S NOVEL
WILLIAM

PA^E

FILM
HANHOUSER
'Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.

NEW

CORP.

ROCHELLE.N.Y
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series

GAUMONT'S
GREAT
PHOTODRAMAS
"ARMADALE"
3-Act Starring
version ofAlexander
Wilkie Collins' popular
novel.
Shepard. Released May 25. Gaden and Iva
"FLAMES OF VENGEANCE"
melodrama
of a woman's mistake on
her3-Act
wedding
day. .Starring
with Iva Shepard Released Gertrude
June 8. Robinson,

MUTUAL MASTERPICTURES
De Luxe Edition
"THE QUALITY OF FAITH"
A big sstory
of a minister's
and a
woman
rise from
the slums. temptation
Starring Alexander Gaden and Gertrude
Robinson. Now
showmg.
"THE ISLE OF LOVE"
The sensation of the Exposition at Madison
Square Garden. Gertrude McCoy,
a close-to-nature role. Now showing.the star, in

.'Or-,,
' , .tale 01 i", ;„„i»o. U.
' "as Mexico. L.--.^.^ ■Bia"-*
War s'oce rime/
'^O. gv/hesehavJ

«Ul a^arr^'lnr
ictures

P
GAUMONT'S
GREAT
SINGLE REELS
MUTUAL WEEKLY
A popular feature in leading theaters everywhere. The Reel of Scoops. See above.

"REEL LIFE"
The Mutual Film Magazine. A new weekly
release featuring all things that live in the great
outdoors. Send for list of releases.
"SEE AMERICA FIRST"
Weekly Scenic. The United States in pictures; cities and places of historic and picturesque
interest. U. S. Government film released in
this series. On same reel with
KARTOON KOMICS
Look to left and right and see Estelle and
Nosey Ned. Gaumont laugh-provokers. Everybody likes them. Especially fine for children's
programs.

6aamont
.FLUSHING. N.Y.

are I

BY

6aamont

.X n>

PREPARE''"

Co.
JACKSOhJVILLE. FLA.
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t
TWr
is captured by brigands and held for a dollair ransom.

Madge
m
is *'shy thirty cents." There are laughs galore when Rube
up the thirty cents.
Directed by Rube Miller. Released May 30th.

When

Papa

Her father
literally digs

Died

— introduces Ben Turpin under the Vogue banner. This far-famed, "crosseyed" comedian has made the world shake with merriment. With him are
Paddy McQuire, Rena Rogers and others in an avalanche of laughter.
Directed by Jack, Dillon.
Released June 4th.
^,
.
,
Slapstick With a Reason
Vogue Cometiies are the most popular comettiesm
They have Just the right mixture of burlesquetl
melotirama and fun to satisfy the demands of
the critical publicm
BOOK
THEY'LL
\ T i^i^ V 1T7
VUVjUHi

THEM

BRING
PII IVyiC
rlLiIYiO,

YOU

TODAY
THE

I—.^
inc.,

CROWDSl

Gower and Santa Monica
Lo. Angele., California

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

15c sure lo mcntimi "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Tom
Tke

Xke
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T

Vivici Dramatic
IN

Pkotoplay

^^My

Artist

of tlie Hour

Count

ry

irst
Six Atsorting Reels
Directed

Ly Mr.

Terriss

It Scores
As

TOM TERRISS

a

Money-Maker:

FIRST — For Timeliness
SECOND-For
THIRD-For
FOURTH-For
FIFTH-F

Thrills
Splendid

Acting

Vivid ocenes

or Patriotism
AND

SIXTH — For the Tremendous

Adver-

tising you will obtain by playing it.

"^Y/THE DEATH KlSS^fy^
Exclusively

Distributed

" THE CONCERN

WITH A CONSCIENCE

UNITY

by
"

SALES

CORPORATION.
729-7»AVE.

NEW

YORK
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Picture Corporation
Presents

Slieldon
with

Jane

Lewis

MerecJitli

Henry

and

Mortimer
IN

Tke

Supreme

Mystery

The

Drama

Pursuing

V engeance
From the ^iVorld Famous Novel by
Burton E. Stevenson
Prociucecl Ly Martm
You

Will
If You

Book
Are

Sabine

This

Awake

Picture
:—

SHELDON LEWIS

BECAUSE-It
Appeals to All
BECAUSE— Millions Have Read
Novel
BECAUSE-"
famed

Crochard

BECAUSE— The
BECAUSE-Of
Climax

the

" is World-

Star is Celebrated.
the

Astounding

AND
BECAUSE-"Unity" IS 'The
with a Conscience."

Exclusively
"THE CONCERN

Concern

Distributed
WITH

UNITY

by

A CONSCIENCE"

SALES

CORPORATION.

729-7^'AVE.

NEWYORK

If you Hke the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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UNICORN
FILM

SERVICE

CORPORATION

Use
Unicorn

And

are now
week

Make

prices for service

^^UR

o£ the

paying — We
best

duced — Every
tion — Strong,

Service

one

and

are

lower

much

than

you

offer twenty- one reels every
two

cast includes
compelling

Money

reel subjects

ever

pro-

stars of National

reputa-

each

subject.

posters

with

EXCHANGES:
New York City
Boston . .
Springfield
Bangor . .
Buffalo . . .
Syracuse . .
Albany . . .
Philadelphia .
St. Louis . .
Kansas City .
Minneapolis .
Indianapolis .

130 "West 46th St. H. W. Harwell
207 Pleasant St. , S. M. Moscow
167
Dwight
O'Brien
Eastern
TrustSt.
Bldg.Wm.
W. J.F. Brennan
23 W. Swan St. . H. E. Hughes
565 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hickey
680 Broadway William Lawrence
1309 Vine St. . . , A. G. Steen
3628 Olive St. . . Sam Werner
Gloyd Bldg. . . J. W. Morgan
Produce Exchange W. L. Merrill
129 W. Washington St. J. W. Cotter

The men

Chicago . Mailers Bldg. .
. L. J. Schlaifer
Cleveland
750 Prospect Ave.
. . L. C. Gross
Pittsburg . 125 Fourth Ave.
. Jack Kraemer
Detroit
. 183 Jefiferson St. , . W. D. Ward
Harry E. Coffey
Cincinnati
531 Walnut St.
Denver . 1436 Welton St.
. . L. Goldstein
Western Division Manager . ,Fred. J.B. A.Murphy
Eslow
Eastern Division Manager .
To he Opened
Atlanta
San Francisco
Dallas Washington
Salt Lake City Seattle Portland
New Orleans Los Angeles

in charge are experienced film men who will

co-operate with you in every way. Write the exchange
in your territory or direct to the New York home office.
Unicorn

Film

Service

IKE SCHLANK,
126-130

West

46th

Corporation

General Manager

St.

New

York

City

{NamM and dates of our relecues can be found in "schedule of
current and coming reletises" on back pages of this publication)

B? sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertuers.
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Metro

Travelogue

First release, William
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Fed
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What

DON'T

FAIL

Tom

&

Business Insurance for the Summer
& JERRY ARE FUNNY.
their actions, and THEY
ALL

^""^

STAR

TO

Jerry

Season.

BOOK

THE

Means

Competition

to You :
for the Thermometer.

TOM

They do not resort to rough-house comedy — they are clean in
WILL COUNT THEIR FRIENDS BY THE MILLIONS.

CAST Including Dolores Cassinelli, Chas. Huntington, Tom Keesey, Byrdine
Zuber, Rhea Catto Laughlin, Patrick Miles, Tony West and others.

EMERALD
MOTION
PICTURE
Released exclusively through Authorized Branches of

COMPANY

AMERICAN STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
Executive Offices: 164-166 West Washington Street, Chicago
Branches in all Principal Cities
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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I will

give

for good

stories

for World

PICTURE

$5,000
to use

Pictures.
I invite the co-operation of the writers of the country —
amateur and professional — in the work of producing better
scenarios for picture plays.
As Director-General of World Pictures, it is my ambition
to heighten the standards of the silent drama. Frankly, I
am convinced that one of the first needs is much better
scenarios. There has been too much trash!
So I have deposited $5000 at the Mutual Bank, New York City,
to be awarded to those who present interesting stories, ideas or
scenarios that I select for making photo plays. Contest closes
at 6 P.M. Sept. 15th, and the prizes will be awarded Jan. 1 st, 1917.
Of course, 1 am now receiving most of the choicest scenarios on the market, and they are being made into World
Pictures. Included in them, 1 -believe, are some of the
greatest film dramas so far.
But I want to continue buying better-than-usual stories for
every new World Picture. I cannot stand mediocrity.
Surely there are hundreds of people — yes, thousands —
who have ideas which could be worked up into first-class
photo plays, to meet the new standards set for World Pictures.

3367

NEWS

in

prizes

in meiking

scenarios

ik£sku^,;HBA*.^
interest and realism, with plenty of action and with tense,
dramatic situations. People seem to like the love element
and some comedy in each play.
Please avoid stories of the underworld and of war. Nor
do I care to handle anything that is sordid or gruesome. I
want clean, wholesome stories for the entire family to see
and enjoy. Each story should make a five-reel picture.
What I Seek

Probably you have seen either House Peters in "The
Closed Road" or Clara Kimball Young in "The Feast of
Life" or
Kitty Gordon
not, see
these
pictures
and you inwill" Her
get Maternal
an idea ofRight."
what weIf like.
At
present, thousands of people everywhere are enjoying and
applauding the first of our new-day pictures.
Not long ago 1 stopped loaning my name to screen productions and entered personally into the supervision of
World Pictures from start to finish. And now I am surrounded bythe combined artistic and financial resources of
two great organizations — World and Equitable.
These double resources, together with a reduced schedule
of productions, permit me to carry out my most cherished
$1000 for the Best Story
ambitions. For thirty years I have been presenting stage
Por the best story, idea or scenario, I offer $1000; for the
plays to the people of eleven nations. Now I hope to win
second best, $750; for the third best, $650. The stories
new friends in Filmland through greater triumphs.
taking fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh place, each will receive
See World Pictures
$500, $400, $300 and $200 respectively. The next twelve
successful stories will be paid for at the rate of $100 each.
To further study what appeals to us, see some of the comWe will therefore accept nineteen stories.
ing World Pictures which will be shown at first-class theatres
You need not submit a technically perfect scenario, such
everywhere. They include: Robt. Warwick in "Sudden
as are prepared by experts. You may submit
Riches," Alice Brady in "Tangled Fates," Carmerely the story in narrative form. Of course
lyle Bfaclcwell and Ethel Clayton in " His
finished scenarios by professional writers will
Brother's Wife," Kitty Gordon in "The Crucial
be welcomed.
Test," Holbrook Blinn in "The Weakness of
To give you an idea of the kind of material
Man," Edna Wallace Hopper and Frank
we are seeking, I have prepared a chart showin "The Perils of Divorce," Mollie
ing what will please and what to avoid. If Sheridan
King in " Fate's Boomerang" and Gail Kane in
you wish a copy, write to me for it.
"The
Other
Send your stones Sister."
or scenarios to me personally. If you wish them
Let me suggest here, however, that the
returned, include postage. Your name and address should be plainWorld Film Corporation is interested in unly
marked
WM.
A.
BRADY.
130 WestDirector-General.
Ibth Street. NewWorld
York Film
City Corporation
usual plays of present-day life, full of human
See Them at Your Favorite Theatre
THESE ARE OUR STARS
Then Write for Them

WM. A. JOHNSTON. Pre6.

H. ASHTON WYCKOFF, Treaa.

E. KENDALL GILLETT, Sec'y

Cliieago Offices
110 South Dearborn Street
Xew Orleans Offices

Los Angeles Offices
427 South Figueroa Street
London, Eng., Offices
14 Queen Victoria St., E. C

132 N. Jefferson Davis P'kwy

Everyone t Company^
Right Street,
Your City.

Uay 23, 1916

Gentlemen:
Forty-one and one-elxth (41-1/6) pages more
paid advertising were carried in Motion Picture
News during the past eix weeks than in the picture trade paper that carried the second largest
amount*
One hundred forty- five and three-fifths
(145-3/5) pages of paid advertising appeared in
Motion Picture News EXCLUSIVELY during that time.
The final teat of a magazine's
amount of advertising it carries.

success

very truly

upr/mfa

r

//^-

is the

As
which

the

her

French

type

and

opera

temperament

this part she is convincing
of screen

singer, Beatriz

and

Michelena

are particularly

true and

big and

plays

well

reveals

a role to

adapted.
new

interpretation — a great actress in a great role.
All Star Cast including Andrew Robson, William Pike and Albert Morrison

In

powers

Here
follows

is a production

climax

culmination.

with

The

that bristles with
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for emotional powers to which Beatriz Michelena responds supremely.
California MotioR PictureCorporation
To be distributed through State Rights.

Trade Showing in New York City in June.
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The half naked troglodyte stalked forth from his cave
in search of a mate. He clubbed her into submission.
When she proved untrue the remedy was easy, for she
was the weaker. He killed her.
Civilized man stalks his mate by cajolery and many
promises. When she proves untrue, he slays her.
He does not cleave her with a stone hatchet as did the
troglodyte. Civilization has devised more subtle methods.
He makes of her an outcast; he tears her own flesh and
blood from her arms; he turns a deaf ear to the agonized
cry of motherhood robbed of its young; he crucifies her
on the cross of convention.
It matters not that he himself has sinned. The woman
is the weaker and she must pay.
But must she alone pay?
This question now is stirring the civilized world. Every
woman is vitally interested; it is a potent force in the life
of every man.
"TTiat Sort," Essanay's five act feature, deals with just
such a problem. Warda Howard depicts the agonies of
the woman on the cross with a dramatic intensity that
strikes straight to the heart. She is ably supported by
Duncan McRae, Ernest Maupain and John Lorenz.
This photoplay is taken from the drama of Basil McDonald Hastings, produced under the direction of Charles
J. Brabin and released through the V. L. S. E.
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Good
the
"For
If
they
can
be made any more unnecessary than they are
^^¥T is for the good of the motion picture interests, as
at the present time, a Federal motion picture commission
I well as the public welfare, that I am pressing this
may be relied upon to do it.
measure for early passage."
But if you ask Mr. Hughes whether a Federal ComWith these words of paternal benevolence, Congressmission will supersede, will eliminate local and state cenman Dudley M. Hughes, of Georgia, chairman of the
sorship boards, you will find that usually eloquent gentleHouse Committee on Education, closes a pleading paraman at a loss for a definite and satisfying answer.
graph of his report, recommending to the House of RepAnd
yet, unless state and local censorship boards are
resentatives the passage of the Hughes-Smith-Paramounteliminated, a Federal motion picture commission, instead
Crafts censorship bill.
*
*
*
of remedying matters, will only more intolerably confound
and aggravate them. *
UR thanks to Congressman Hughes, and to his honor*
*
^-^ able coadjutors in the framing of the measure! If
r\ OES Mr. Hughes offer any assurance that state centhat gratitude is not as spontaneous nor as cordial as these
gentlemen believe it should be, let them remember that '-^ sorship boards will disappear, as the dew under the
morning sun, upon the rise of Federal censorship?
good intentions, when qualified by pernicious acts, merit
no more than cold and formal thanks.
Hardly. Mr. Hughes is too good a politician to commit
himself on that point.
The well-intentioned author of the Federal censorship
Mr. Hughes has heard of the Interstate Commerce
measure — probably the worst of all the bills that the comCommission,
and of the blessings it was supposed to rain
mittee has considered, in many respects — fails utterly to
down
upon
the
heads of the ungrateful railroads of the
country.
make his point — that " this measure is for the good of the
motion picture interests."
And Mr. Hughes is quite well aware that the less said
" It will make unnecessary the local boards by meeting
about that situation, or about the outcome of any similar
the public demand for regulation of motion pictures," the
situation, the better.
worthy Georgian declares. " It is the one way open to the
producers to protect themselves from the ruinous effects
r\ UR Congressional " Good Samaritan " is also alive to
of state and municipal *
censorship."
*
*
the jealousy with which states and municipalities in
N justice to Congressman Hughes, we refuse to believe
this country guard their right to regulate the moral welthat he believes this statement.
fare of their people. He hails from a section of the country where that spirit is more intense, possibly, than in any
First, because he is a Southerner — which means that he
other quarter of the Union.
has been bred and raised in the atmosphere of the docDoes he sincerely believe that the state of Georgia,
trine that no Federal regulation of any question which
which is notoriously fastidious about the observance of its
materially affected the persons, lives or concerns of the
moral customs and traditions, and almost maniacal in the
people of the several states was sufficient, at any time, to
abolish or supersede state or local statutes or bodies for
avenging of a transgression of them, will complacently
the regulation of the same question.
take the say-so of a body of Federal commissioners, located at Washington, ruling for the entire nation, as to the
Second, because he knows— or should know — that the
wholesomeness of any given picture — assuming, of course,
" public demand " for censorship is the result of the delibas he does, that the state of Georgia is convinced that
erate and mercenary agitation of three men — Crafts, Chase
motion pictures need inspection ?
and Barbour — who by a system comparable to the sleight^
of-hand performances of vaudeville magicians have created
the illusion of a national outcry for censorship that has
F he does, let him refer to the telegrams from the governors of half a dozen states, received by J. W. Binder
never, in reality, been made.
*
*
*
of the Board of Trade, submitted at the Congressional
nr HESE same men could, if they so desired, manufacture
hearings in January, and published in the report of those
the same sort of " public demand " in any situation in hearings, in reply to that very question.
which they chose to meddle- — and it would be just as artifiThose telegrams were sent, by design, to the Chief Excial, just as false, as the illusion they have evoked in the
ecutives of states where censorship then existed — and still
exists. In every case, the expressed attitude was that the
present instance.
state would resent the creation of a Federal censorship
Mr. Hughes asserts that such a Federal Commission
{Continued on page 3376)
will make local boards " unnecessary."
Assuredly it will.
Copyright, 1916, by Motion Picture Nev'S, Inc
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tional legislation is entirely unnecessary and unjustifiable " ; more than one man who sees clearly the unmistakable dangers of establishing the precedent of pre-puhlicity
censorship of anything *
in this*republic.
*
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C HOULD the unexpected and the highly improbable
*^ come to pass and such a law be placed upon the statute
books — then our sympathy is entirely with the producers,
who have mistakenly (however sincerely) advocated and
espoused the measure, and who will discover, to their cost,
for what a mess of pottage they have sold their birthright.
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" For the Good of the Motion Picture "
(Continued from page 3375)
board, in so far as it was intended to supplant state boards,
as an act of unwarrantable interference in state af¥airs.
" We can safeguard the morals of our people ; we don't
need Federal assistance. Hands of¥! " That was the substance and spirit of the replies.
*
*
*
jV4 R. HUGHES,
things.

we repeat, is thoroughly aware of these

He reveals that in the " extreme unction," so to speak,
which he offers the hapless motion picture interests in what
he has already vividly pictured as their hour of peril.
" In any event," says Mr. Hughes, with the air of a
priest consoling a condemned man, " at any rate, the National Board will be considered the leading motion picture
commission, and its decisions will carry the weight of
leadership."
In spite of the gravity of the situation, it is impossible
to restrain a laugh. Having built up his beautiful dream
of one, and only one, censorship board, our esteemed Congressman, sublimely unconscious that he is making a
ridiculous spectacle of himself, shatters it with his own
words, and begs the whole question.
"VY/ HAT will it profit the motion picture producers that
" " the National Board will be considered the leading
motion picture commission," if the producers must, in
spite of that, go on paying fees to every state that chooses
to, set up its own censorship board in defiance of or regardless of the Federal Government?
But why expose the fallacies and sophistries of Hughes
& Company any further?
We do not believe that Congress will pass this or any
other censorship law. There must be more than one Dallinger in the halls of the nation ; more than one man who
believes that " the regulation of local amusements by na-

"COMEBODY is always taking the joy out of life " is a
*^ pat phrase of very broad human application. Newspapers as guilty parties are not exempt.
No sooner do we arrive at a pretty solid feeling that
the motion picture is generally understood for what it
really is than we get a savage jolt from some quarter; and
most always the jolt comes from our friend the newspaper.
*
*
*
"""TOBACCO, Drugs and Movies " is a newspaper caption, given wide circulation last week. Just because
some prominent officers and stockholders of the American
Tobacco Company have entered the directorate of a picture producer it is at once assumed that the move means
chains of theatres in combination with the merchandising
of drugs and tobacco products.
The suggestion, of course, is humorously absurd. The
popular conception to-day of the American Tobacco Company is chains of retail stores. When any of its stockholders, therefore, invest in any other enterprise the headline writers immediately assume that the enterprise will
be " store-chained " just as when members of the Standard
Oil Company invest in any outside concern, the latter is
automatically stamped as a trust. There is. of course,
quite as much reason for assuming that theatres are to be
placed upon street cars just because a traction magnate
becomes a stockholder in a picture producing company.
*
*
4=
TT is obviously absurd: But it does a grave business injustice to the producing company concerned which has
not the slightest intention of owning theatres in chains or
otherwise ; and it tags motion pictures with an outrageous
misconception.
There is nothing degrading in an association with cigars
and packages of pills. But motion pictures are not
" movies," nor are they made and sold like cigars and pills,
nor will they ever be. Some people who have regarded
them purely as merchandise have lost vast sums of money
through their false judgment. They have found indeed
that the production of pictures has horns, like the drunken
farmhand who tried vainly to get a horse collar over a
cow's head and exclaimed in desperation : " Why the
horse's ears are frozen ! "
An Excellent Step Forward
p FORGE
KLEINE'S
" Cycle
Film Classics,"
recently issued,
and which
was of
reviewed
in a previous
issue, is deserving of more than passing notice.
This exceptionally rich and tasteful brochure should do
much to crystallize the movement for the genuinely educational picture, a movement always glittering in potentialities, but only now taking form and substance.
Eight historical novels are presented, covering, in
chronological order, a cycle of nineteen hundred years,
and the interesting and attractive volume closes with a citation of three plans by which the pictures may be viewed,
as a course of study, by societies and organizations through
co-operation with the exhibitor.
This is an excellent and practical step forward.
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Opponents in Committee Point Out That a Law for the National Regulation of Pictures Would, Instead of
Destroying or Superseding Local Supervision, Have the Opposite Effect by Encouraging Authorities in Communities Where Censorship Does Not Now Exist, to Mulct Industry
special to Motion Picture News.
Washington, May 20.
THE enactment of the so-called Hughes Motion Picture Censorship Bill, which has been favorably reported to the
House by a majority of the Committee on Education, would
serve to defeat the very ends to which the reformers who advocate its passage, are said to be working.
This and similar charges are contained in the report of the
minority of the Committee and an accompanying statement by
Representative Frederick W. Dallinger, of Massachusetts, who,
at the request of Representatives William W. Rucker, Caleb
Powers and Edmund Piatt, the other objecting members of the
House Committee on Education, prepared the report which they
have signed and presented to the House.
At the same time. Representative Dudley M. Hughes, of
Georgia, chairman of the Committee and father of the bill, issued a statement to the press of the country, just prior to
presenting the majority report to the House. Mr. Hughes, advocating Federal Censorship, makes the dire prediction "that
should this bill not be passed at the present session, the great
majority of motion picture producers will come to Congress —
as the Famous Players, Paramount, Lasky, World and Equitable
companies have already come — at its next session, demanding
the passage of the bill to save them from the tremendous costs
and hardships of local censorship."
Minority Report Sees Evil Effects of Bill
The minority report denies that at the hearings before the
whole committee any real evidence was shown that any significant proportion of the films now being exhibited are objectionable. The report also points out that the proposed law would
place in the hands of five men a power which could be wielded
to advantage for evil. "The extraordinary power vested in the
commission proposed to be created by this bill," says the Dallinger
report, "will not only prove ineffective to protect public morals
* * * but it is utterly un-American in its character and in
the highest degree dangerous from every point of view."
It is pointed out that pre-publicity censorship in England has
not been successful. A committee of Parliament has recommended its abolition. In showing how ineffective the law would
be, as well as how detrimental it would be to the extension of
motion picture production. Congressman Dallinger states:
"There is nobody who is more bitterly opposed than I am to
the exhibition of indecent and immoral pictures. I believe, however, as pointed out in the minority report, that the proper exercises of the existing police power of the several states supplemented by an amendment to the Federal Criminal Code prohibiting the interstate transportation of objectionable films, is more
than adequate to remedy any evils that may exist. That the
regulation of local amusements by national legislation is entirely
unnecessary and unjustifiable is, in my opinion, too plain for
argument.
"Having been engaged all my life in reform work, I cannot
understand how the official representatives of organizations which
are striving to remedy some of the evils in our American life
can advocate this legislation. From the beginning of time the
most effective weapon of reform has been the portrayal of the
evils of existing conditions, whether that portrayal has been by
word of mouth, as in the days of the Prophets, through the printed
page of poet and novelist, by means of the artist's canvas or
upon the stage. The motion picture art affords the most effective
means of propaganda yet devised and to cripple its usefulness
as is proposed by this bill would be most unfortunate and dangerous.
"The effect of Harriet Beecher Stowe's 'Uncle Tom's Cabin'
in bringing home to the American people the evils of human
slavery is a matter of history. How much more quickly and
more effectively the same result would have been accomplished
if the moving picture art had been in existence at that time?
And yet does anyone doubt if such had been the case and a
Federal Censorship Board had been in existence with the slave

power in control of the National Government, that the film depicting the scenes portrayed in 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' would have
been refused a license on the specious ground that it was inhuman and tended to corrupt morals?
Law Would Work Harm
"I am firmly convinced that if this bill should become a law
it is not only possible, but extremely probable that, under some
conditions, motion picture films setting forth the need of national
preparedness or portraying the evils of the white slave traffic,
of intemperance and even of child labor, might be refused a
license. In my opinion, those who are interested in progress and
reform are the very ones who should be most vitally interested in
keeping absolutely free from arbitrary control this latest and most
powerful instrument of free thought expression.
"The enactment of the Alien and Sedition Laws utterly destroyed the great Federalist party in the early days of the republic. These laws, however, merely punished the author of objectionable written or spoken words after they were written or
uttered and then only after a trial by jury. This bill seeks to
set up in this country pre-publicity censorship, one of the most
effective instruments of European military despotism and I cannot believe that any political party is willing to assume responsibility for its enactment."
In contrast to this cogent argument, the statement by Representative Hughes confines itself to glittering generalities, and
the very weak argument that Federal Censorship would eliminate
state and local censorship.
"The report which I am submitting to the House fully ex- '
plains the bill," says Judge Hughes. "The Committee has endeavored to so frame the measure that it will safeguard the public welfare and at the same time work no unnecessary hardships on the motion picture industry. I believe we have accomplished not only this, but have presented a measure which will
vastly benefit the industry in relieving the producers in a large
measure from the oppressive weight of the growing local censorships. The bill is the one way open to the producers to
protect themselves from the ruinous effects of state and municipal censorship, for it will make unnecessary the local boards
by meeting the public demand for the regulation of motion pictures.
"The sooner the bill becomes law the better it will be for the
industry," he continues, "for it will be much easier to prevent
the formation of a state or city board of censors by showing
that there is already in existence an efficient Federal regulation
than it will be to have a local board abolished which was created
before the Federal law became effective. In any event, the National Board will be considered the leading motion picture commission and its decisions will carry the weight of leadership.
Should a picture be passed by the National Board, a local board
would have to give good reasons to the public for prohibiting the
exhibition of the picture.
"It is for the good of the motion picture interests, as well as
the public welfare, that I am pressing this measure for early
Will Not Do Away With Local Censorship
passage."
Opponents of Federal censorship point out, in reply to this
argument, that instead of destroying or superseding local censorship. Federal censorship will have precisely the opposite effect.
It will open the eyes of the authorities in communities where censorship does not now exist to the excellent opportunity for fattening the exchequers of their towns; and there is no more reason to suppose that Federal censorship will replace local censorship than the creation of the Interstate Commerce Commission elminated the state railroad commissions."
Probably the most astonishing statement in the Hughes report itself is a reference to the brief filed by the so-called Paramount-World group, advocating Federal censorship. After remarking that the vicious picture brings the larger return to exhibitor and producer, the report says : "This statement of con-
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ditions is made in the brief filed by the representatives of four
of the ten manufacturers who produce ninety per cent, of the
motion pictures in the United States," apparently attempting to
give the impression that the four manufacturers are the ones
who produce the ninety per cent.
That the work of the commission would be enormous, and
that the expense of its maintenance would be a distinct burden
on the producers is an easy deduction from the Hughes report
itself. In addition to the five commissioners, there is to be a supplementary force of deputy commissioners to be appointed by
the commission. It is estimated that 200 original reels of 1,000
feet each are produced weekly, and that there are 25 copies of
each original. The income to the Government from the originals at $2 per 1,000 feet would be $28,000 per annum, while the
duplicates would bring in $130,000 yearly.
The report containing the minority views, says in part:
"This bill proposes to regulate by a Federal Commission the
principal amusement agency and what is rapidly coming to be
one of the chief educational agencies of the people of the United
States. It is not proposed to censor the plays or operas produced at the high-priced theatres throughout the country, but it
proposed to give five men at Washington the absolute power to
determine beforehand what the great mass of the American people
shall be permitted to see upon the motion picture screen. Before the National Government undertakes to thus exercise the
local police power hitherto reserved to the States, and to regulate purely local amusements, thus stretching the implied power
of the Interstate commerce clause of the Federal Constitution
to the breaking point, it is incumbent upon the proponents of
such legislation to show that a widespread evil exists with which
the State and local authorities are unable to cope.
Hearings Fail to Reveal Widespread Evil
After declaring that the hearings at Washington failed to reveal any such widespread evil, the report continues : "In the last
analysis, it appears that what the proponents of this legislation
really desire is to prevent the exhibition through the agency of
the motion picture film of any book or play which in any way
depicts crime or immorality or paints the vile side of human
life, on the ground that such scenes tend to corrupt morals and
incite to crime. It is obvious that any such test as this would
prevent the great mass of the American people whose limited
means will not permit them to patronize the high-priced theatres,
from seeing depicted upon the motion picture screen practically
all the great works of literature from the beginning of time.
Judged by any such standard most of Shakespeare's plays and
even many parts of the sacred Scriptures would be barred.
"That there are occasionally indecent and obscene motion picture films exhibited here and there, is perfectly true, just as
there are obscene and indecent plays produced in high-priced
theatres and indecent and immoral books published. Such productions, however, are already prohibited by the laws of the
several States, and their transportation from State to State is
also prohibited by Federal statute under severe penalties. In
our opinion, an amendment to the United States Penal Code,
including motion picture films in the list of objects barred from
interstate transportation, will answer every purpose and is as far
as Federal legislation should go. Such an amendment is proposed in a bill introduced in the present Congress and now pending before the Committee on the Judiciary.
"The overwhelming weight of opinion amongst those producing motion pictures is against the proposed censorship bill. The
opposition to the bill represents more than 85 per cent, of the
total number of motion picture films produced. Those manufacturers who favor the bill represent a very insignificant proportion of the output. The attitude of this inconsiderable minority
is naturally and frankly selfish and commercial. They believe
that it would be less expensive and troublesome to deal with
and perchance control a single Federal Censorship Commission
than to deal with or control the several State authorities acting
under their already ample police powers. The notorious effectiveness of the pre-publicity censorship of theatrical productions in
England has undoubtedly influenced this minority of the moving picture manufacturers to believe that a like National prepublicity censorship as provided in this bill willl have a similar
effect in this country. * * * A censorship commission under
the influence of a rival could thus absolutely ruin a producer
by exercising corruptly or even with unconscious partiality the
arbitrary power vested in this commission to condemn a film.
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"But we regard the balance of interests between those several
small producers catering to high-priced houses who believe in
censorship because it will relieve them of the necessity of deferring to local standards of decency on the one hand, and those
large producers who want to leave the industry free to develop
still greater fields of usefulness on the other, as of little moment compared with another and very grave phase of this question.
Most Serious Objection to the Measure
"The most serious objection to this bill lies in the power it
seeks to give to an executive commission to trammel the moving picture art, the propagandist power of which is already marvelously developed, and the potential power of which seems limitless. It is in this rapidly developing power and use for propaganda that the moving picture film has taken its place beside
speech and press as a thing to be kept free from arbitrary control in the interest of free institutions."
A striking parallel is then drawn between the attempt to trammel the picture, and a similar attempt to muzzle the theatre in
England in the time of Walpole's ministry. " Walpole, whose government was the most corrupt England ever knew, found his
power threatened by a popular play exposing the venality of his
political followers, and he learned that another play was about to
be produced. It was to stop this second play that he caused to be
enacted, the present censorship law in England.
" If we keep in mind that the vital thing in speech and press
which was sought, on the one hand, to be restrained, and, on the
other hand, to be kept free, was the power of propaganda, we
shall understand more clearly the importance of bringing the moving picture film within the constitutional guaranty of a free speech
and a free press, because the analogy in principle and necessity is
complete. Indeed, the history of the attempt to censor moving
picture films bears a close analogy to the history of the attempt
to abridge the freedom of speech and of the press."
In presenting the censorship bill to the House, Judge Hughes
submitted the following assertions in the majority report:
" The necessity for the regulation of motion pictures is apparent. It has been acknowledged by a large majority of the film
manufacturers by their voluntary submission of their films to
unofficial boards for approval. That the public demands this regulation is demonstrated by the scrupulous regularity with which
the producers exhibit such approval at the end of each picture.
" This bill has the earnest support of the leading moral and
religious organizations of the nation. A similar bill was unanimously reported to the House from this committee in the last
Congress.
" With the acknowledgment of the need of regulation both by
the motion picture interests and the public they serve, the question arises as to what shall be the regulation and who shall do the
regulating. The National Board of Review, at New York City, is
composed of representatives of various moral and civic organizations. It is estimated that more than 95 per cent of all pictures
produced in this country are passed upon by this unofficial board.
Local Boards Rapidly Multiplying
" In addition to this voluntary board, there are numerous oflficial censors, both State and municipal. The establishment of such
large numbers of these local boards, which are rapidly increasing,
clearly demonstrates the inadequacy of the so-called National
Board of Review, which by its very character cannot exercise
effective supervision. Though it were to exercise a careful and
intelligent supervision, over 95 per cent of all pictures, still there
would remain 5 per cent which could be immoral and unfit to be
shown. It is only fair to assume that those pictures, which are
most objectionable, will not voluntarily be submitted for review.
" An unofficial board which has not the right to examine 100
per cent of the pictures is not in reality a board of regulation,
but a board of recommendation and approval. As a matter of
fact, evidence before the committee discloses that a very considerable percentage of the pictures approved by the unofficial
board are declared by the local boards unfit for exhibition. The
decision of the National Board of Review is not binding. Pictures
which have been disapproved by it are shown to the public.
" The character of the motion picture industry renders State
and municipal regulation inadequate. Motion picture films are
essentially articles of interstate commerce. * * * Inumerable
inspections by local boards work great hardships on the industry.
(Continued on page 3431)
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Ince Is in New
York
Arranging
for "Civilization'' Premiere
Triangle Abandons Open-Air Studios for Transparent Stages, From Hot House Idea That Choice Pictures, Like Fine
Plants, Are Best Obtained " Under Glass " — Inceville Will Be Used for Making of Special Features, While
Society Dramas Will Be Staged at Culver City by Six Companies

Glimpses of the New Ince Studios at Culver City: (Left to Right) Three Stage and Dressing Room Building; Partial Panorama of Studios; Photographic
and Cutting Department
THOMAS H. INCE, accompanied by
Barney Sherry, veteran actor who
has been with the producer for more than
five years; Barney Bernard, assistant to
Kenneth O'Hara in the publicity department, and a number of others, are in New
York making arrangements for the Broadway premier of "Civilization." Before Mr.
Ince returns to the coast, he will consummate deals for the presentation of this
spectacular production in Chicago, Washington, Philadelphia, Boston and other big
cities. A representative of Ince is now at
San Francisco arranging for the showing of
the picture there.
Since the first showing of "Civilization"
in Los Angeles, a material change has been
made which places the spectacle more in the
class of a heart interest drama. This was
accomplished by the removal of a number
of scenes, and an addition of approximately twenty-four hundred feet. The change
does not in any way alter the original version of the subject, but it adds greatly to
the romantic values of the picture, which
the producer believes will add to its popularity.
Since the subject has been shown in Los
Angeles, the inquiries regarding the picture
have been increasing daily, and now Business Manager E. H. Allen has found it
necessary to add to the ofiice staff at' the
Culver City studios, a department, the purpose of which will be to answer .inquiries
regarding "Civiization." This also leads to
the conclusion that Ince will retain all
rights in the picture, and present it throughout the country as a theatrical attraction.
"We have what I believe is the finest
plant for the taking of motion pictures that
you can find in this or any other country,"
said Thomas H. Ince shortly after his arrival in New York the other day. He was
making his first visit to the new offices of
the Triangle Film Corporation in the
Brokaw Building, and was asked just what
the new Culver City studio plant meant to
the motion picture business.
"It is going to mean a great deal," said
Mr. Ince. "We moved because we felt
that there was good reason to believe that
by the construction of a new and modern
plant, built upon intelligent manufacturing
lines, some of the enormous overhead ex-

pense of taking motion pictures could be
eliminated, with the result that bigger and
better pictures would be made. Culver City
is the last word in studio facilities. It is
good commercial planning that has produced
it,
it won't
do any
harm that
to and
a halfthen
million
dollars
expended
in a close
tract
of sixteen acres — with another sixteen lying
alongside it for future development — makes
some considerable showing in buildings.
"We have practically abandoned the openair
for the
of our
Mr. studio
Ince went
on.taking
We have
comepictures,"
to the
conclusion that the best results are to be
obtained under glass, and we have equipped
all our studios with the best lighting system that we could find anywhere, one that
makes possible results that would have
been impossible six months ago, even. We
have five glass stages, and have the facilities and equipment to add more at
short notice. Culver City, I believe,
is the top notch in studio work.
We have taken what I feel is a
large step forward, and the keynote of the
whole of the new plant has been something
that is sadly lacking in motion picture making heretofore.
"I mean efficient manufacturing methods
and proper administration in the layout of
the work. I don't pretend to say that we
have reached the point where no further
improvements may be made, but we have
taken a long step forward.
"I think that what we are doing now at
the Culver City studios will be sure to have
its effect on the motion picture industry,
and I am reasonably certain that Triangle
exhibitors and patrons will have no reason
to complain when they see the steady gain
that is now becoming apparent. What we
are doing at Culver City is going to have
its effect elsewhere; it will have to. There
is little doubt that the great things that
have been accomplished in the motion picture business have been due to the hard
and imaginative work of the men who have
performed that work, but we have reached a
point of industrial development that makes
it imperative that we should begin employing intelligent commercial methods to our
work.
"No industrial corporation would stand
for a minute the things that have been done

in the name of motion picture production.
We have got to make the most of our resources; we have to eliminate waste, and
we have to cut our corners in order to
maintain high standards and produce better
pictures without sacrificing any of the artistic standards we have established. That
is
spoken for the whole motion picture industry.
"Triangle pictures have established themselves, and there is little need for us to do
anything now but put the best ideas, the
best people and the best work of which
we are capable into them. That means, of
course, that we will have taken the essentia steps for continued success along these
lines. The time has come when big things
are expected of the motion picture; when it
has become really an integral part of the
national life, and as such has come to assume a position of dignity. An industry
that has risen to fourth place is truly deserving of the best equipment we can give
it, and we have made a long step in the
direction of industrial efficiency at the new
"The move to Culver City does not mean
that we have abandoned the Inceville
plant.
studios. They will be used for the taking
of special features, and all the W. S. Hart
pictures will be made there exclusively.
Inceville, with its 18,000 acres of western
landscape and hundreds of head of horses
and cattle, lends itself better than any other
studio in America to the making of western
All the Ince society dramas will be made
at Culver City, where he will have six producing companies. Bigger and better picpictures."
tures is the Culver City slogan, and Mr.
Ince assures Triangle exhibitors that he
will hold up his end.
BURGER ON TRIP TO PITTSBURGH,
CHICAGO AND ST. LOUIS
J. K. Burger, manager of exchanges, of
the International Film Service, Inc., is off
on a week's trip to Pittsburgh, Chicago,
and St. Louis, where he is called on business matters in connection with the booking
" Mysteries
of Myra."
On ofa the
recent
trip to Boston
Mr. Burger
booked additional business to the amount
of thirty-nine thousand dollars.
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VAN RONKEL SEES BLUEBIRDS IN
NEW YORK
I. Van Ronkel, manager of the Chicago
Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., returned to New
York with Mr. Hoffman from the first lap
of his little exchange inspection tour. In
the two days which he has now spent in
New York he has looked at six Bluebird
Photoplays, which have not yet been released.
They are "Naked Hearts," "The Eye
of God," "Bobbie of the Ballet," "The
Three Godfathers," " Shoes," and " Yellow
and White," and the excellence of the six,
piling one upon the other, convinced him
that there was room in the Chicago office
for at least two more prints on all Bluebirds. Mr. Van Ronkel has had charge of
the Chicago office for the past two months.
COLLEGE GIRL MAKES RECORD AS
BOOKER IN PITTSBURGH
Effie L. Ross, a woman booker in the
Pittsburgh office of the V-L-S-E is pronounced one of the most efficient bookers
in the business by E. O. Child, Pittsburgh
manager for the company. This commendation has been sent recently in a letter to
the home office.
Miss Ross, a college graduate, came to
the V-L-S-E a year ago in a stenographic
capacity. Her advancement has been rapid.
PATHE PUBLICITY TO WORK
NEWSPAPERS
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Lyons
and Company
Moran onStay
with
U " ; Justifying
Christie Title
with
Oldest
Producing
Pacific
Coast," Nestor,
by Horsley
Its Age, Will
Continue to Turn Out Funmakers, with the Two Comedians
gether in Nestor comedies for almost five
EDDIE LYONS and Lee Moran, for almost five years the mainstay of the years, and we know our work from every
angle. As co-directors for the new comNestor-Universal Comedy Company, comedies we will be able to employ our past expleted arrangements while in New York
perience to good advantage. We are to
City last week to continue in the employ
of the Universal Company as actors and co- produce one reel every week, with a double
thrown in now and then. The style will be
directors. As yet the rest of the company
has not been decided upon, but in all prob- the same in the future as it has been in the
ability itwill be composed of members of past. Situations and not slapstick is our
aim, with burlesques on typical dramatic
the stock company at Universal City.
Al. Chiistie and all the other Nestor play- plots as another variety."
ers, with the exception of the two stars,
Mr. Moran will, he says, appear in eccentric character parts almost totally. Many
have severed connections with Universal,
and it is reported will make comedies for are acquainted with his ludicrous creation
of Detective Potts, and more parts like this
David Horsley.
Mr. Christie's
company
in- will be written for him. Mr. Lyons is to
cludes, Horace Davey,
director,
and Ed.
McMillan (once known as Burns), Neil do the hero parts generally.
This breakup in the Nestor Company sepBurns, Dave Morris, Billie Rhodes, Betty
arates the oldest, producing company of the
Compson, Ethel Lynn, Harry Rattenberry,
coast colony. The three, Christie, Lyons
Stella Adams, Gus Alexander and others.
The Universal, however, is not to lose its and Moran, were together before the film
Nestor brand mark nor the comedians that industry was taken seriously. Lyons was
the first to join; the Christie organization,
helped materially to make it famous. Thorand later Moran. was discovered iri musical
oughly familiar with the style of Nestor
comedies, it is believed that Mr. Lyons and comedy and induced to take up work on the
Mr. Moran will be fully capable of jointly screen. The company has made a record
not paralleled by any other organization,
directing the future Nestors.
Let Mr. Moran speak for the two. having averaged more than one reel of
"Lyons and I," he says, "have appeared to- comedy per week.

House of " Iron Claw " Shows Good Hand for Two Weeks
Eight Reels of Serials, Two of Slapstick, a Goldberg Comedy Ani(mated) with Four
Pathe News and Five Scenics and Educationals Make List
17).
shows
its hand to the exhibitor for the
WITH eight reels of serials, two reels next two weeks (up to and including June
slapstick comedy, a Goldberg animated cartoon, four issues of the Pathe
News, and five split reel scenic and eduIn the week beginning June 5, "The
cational pictures, the House of Pathe Double Resurrection," an episode of " The
Iron Claw " will be released. A mysterious
veiled lady furnishes the thrill in this. The
fifth drama in the "Who's Guilty?" series
Morosco Banquet for Miss Ulrich Before She Leaves for West
produced by the Arrow Film Corporation
Company Gives a Theatre Party to the Trade Press and Their Friends at the Lyceum,
and entitled " Sold Out," with Anna Nilsson and Tom Moore, makes its appearWhere Actress Was Starring in "The Heart of Wetona"
ance at the same time.
THE New York representatives of the
" Luke Laughs Last," featuring Harold
cessful run in New York. Miss Ulrich's
Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company
appealing rendition of Wetona the Indian
Lloyd, will be the slapstick one reeler retendered another of its welcome parties to girl and the superb work of the supporting
leased the week of June 5, while the Goldcast gave it a successful run.
the trade press and their friends, on Friday,
berg
cartoon is entitled " The Fatal Pie."
Those present at the entertainment were
May 19, when they gave a theatre party at
Attached
to the latter is a part reel, " Some
the Lyceum playhouse where Leonore Ul- Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Pierce, Julian M. Fresh Fishes," an educational. On this
Solomon, Jr., Pete Schmid, Mr. and Mrs. same program is another educational,
rich was starring in "The Heart of WeA. H. Blank, Wallace Thompson, Charles
" The Zinc Mines of Lang Hit," an educatona."
The affair was in the nature of a fare- E. Moyer, Irene Page Solomon, Mr. and
tional of French Indo-China, which will be
well to Miss Ulrich before her departure
Mrs. Harold F. Rendall, Marjorie Sea- presented with "Around Mount Fuji," a
for the west coast, where she is again to grave, Dickson Watts, Mr. and Mrs. Fred scenic of Japan. Two issues of the Pathe
take up work with the Morosco producing
Gunning, Estelle Murphy, Charles Condon,
News round out the week's program.
forces. After the theatre a sumptuous re- C. P. Smaney, Bernard P. Fineman, Margie
For release in the week beginning MonGanss, Mr. and Mrs. James Hoff, Mr. and
past was served at Wallick's Hotel.
day, June 12, Pathe offers ' ' The UnLater in the evening after the cabaret
Mrs. Jack Edwards, Dorothy Kelly and
masking of Davy," another episode of
performance was completed, a painting of Peter Milne.
" The Iron Claw." Next follows " SowMiss Ulrich was put on view on the small
ing the Wind," a drama of the "Who's
PACIFIC PICTURES PRODUCING
stage in the restaurant, which was greeted
Guilty?"
"Anreel
Awful
Romance"
ORGANIZED
the title series.
of a one
slapstick
comedyis
with rounds of applause. Balloons were proThe
Pacific
Picture
Producing
Company
produced by Mittenthal for Pathe, slated
duced bearing the lines, "Leonore Ulrich,
is the name that hangs over the door of a for release in the week of June 12, and
Oliver Mososco Photoplay Company," and
studio at 1776 Allesandro Street, Los Anthere wasn't a soul in the restaurant who
featuring
James Aubrey, of " Heinie and
Louie
" fame.
was not acquainted with the identity of the
geles. The sign also bears the name "SunThere
is
also a split reel educational and
guest of honor at the supper table.
shine Films." This company was organized
with Josh Binney, formerly at the Key"The Heart of Wetona" closed the next
" France's Canine Allies " and " The
stone, as its head. Horace B. Cornish is scenic,
night and the following week Miss Ulrich
Gorges of Colorado." The week's program
departed for Los Angeles to take up the scenario editor, and another member of the is complete with two releases of the Pathe
News.
staff is Jack Leonard.
studio work. The play has had a most suc-

A publicity department, to work with the
country newspapers and the exhibitors, is
to be established in the Pathe Exchange at
Kansas City, Mo. C. S. Edwards, jr., manager of the exchange, has developed a constructive idea with reference to such a department, and will probably give it much
of his personal attention in the first stages.
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Five Kalem Stars :
(Left toKirkby,
Right) OUie
SOUTHERN AUDIENCE PETITIONS
FOR RETURN SHOWING OF
"RAVEN," ESSANAY
So popular was the Essanay, Big Four
feature "The Raven," a picturization of the
life of Edgar Allan Poe, when it played
at Jacksonville, Fla., that the patrons of
the Imperial theatre voiced their approbation by drawing up three petitions duly
signed, and presented them to Manager
N. W. Redmond of the Imperial theatre,
asking him to secure a return engagement
of "The Raven," with Henry B. Walthall in the leading role.
The Jacksonville, Fla., Times Union,
ran the story as a front-page news story.
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I Marin Sais, Ivy Close,
I Ethel Teare and
i
Helen Gibson

Metro's Got Him — Who? — Charley Chaplin of Birdland
He Is in a Study of Animal Life, Part of Weekly Travelogue Releases — State Biologist
of Oregon Responsible for Intimate Glimpses of the Feathery World
Travelogues, a weekly feature, dently touches the mother's heart, and she
METRO
will have its first release on May 29.
William
Lovelle
Finley,
gives
into the
" young
'un."biologist for the
under the auspices of the Metro Pictures
Corporation. These features embrace a State of Oregon, is the genius responsible
intimate pictures of bird and aniwide range of subjects, including studies in for these
mal life.
animal and bird life and glimpses of interThere are laughs aplenty in the introesting and picturesque locales throughout
duction of a comical old sea parrot, the
the world.
Charles Chaplin of the bird world. He
Unlike similar travelogues heretofore
seems to be conscious that motion pictures
presented upon the screen, the Metro weekare
being made of actions, and consely features will carry a predominating element of humor in the animal and bird
quently he " shows off." Then there are
studies. The seemingly impossible has the "Waders of the Marsh," shown in their
UNIVERSAL IS IN THE MARKET FOR
pastime
and animal
also " atkingdom
home." also
been
obtained
The rest
of the
ONE, TWO AND FIVE REEL SCRIPTS
of bird
life. in the humorous " close-ups " favorite
comes
in
for
its
share.
It
is
difficult to
For example, one of the early releases
Helen Starr, scenario editor of the Unishows a scene that a mother pelican has give an adequate description of the fun
versal Film Manufacturing Company, ancreated by the antics of two clumsy, good
nounces that she is in need of regular
with her obstreperous baby. The baby in- natured brown cub bears. They are seen
scripts. She is not interested in embryo
sins on having its way in all things. The
amateur efforts. Work from established
mother struts around indifferently. The
at play with three cougar kittens, beautiful specimens, and the tricks they perform
photoplaywrights will be welcomed. The
baby wants to be fed, but the mother will
are the kind one never tires of seeing. The
Universal Company is in need of one and
not heed his appeal. In sheer desperation,
two reel comedies, one, two and five reel and acting for the world like a spoiled bears are shown at their dinner hour, they
are bottle fed, and then seeking to take a
dramas. The scenario department at 1600 child, the baby pelican throws himself
nap after a full meal. But the cougar kitBroadway, New York, buys for both the down on the ground, feigning starvation
tens will not allow this, and they proceed
eastern and western studios.
and pretending that it is dying. This evi- to make the cubs miserable.
In one of the Metro Travelogues considerable material is shown that will not
Ivy Close Arrives from England for Work in Kalem Films
only prove of intense interest to all angStar Will Spend Few Weeks in Combined Rest and Sightseeing Before Posing for the
lers, but to the general public, because of
Camera — She Will Also Appear in One-Reelers
its novelty. It is a chapter called " The
IVY CLOSE, the English beauty, engaged
"It seems to me that all my friends who
Life History of the Salmon." The salmon
come over usually tell you how they like is shown on its long and tiresome journey
as a screen star by the Kalem Company,
arrived in New York on May 14 on the America in these first interviews, but as I up the Columbia River, when at a certain
season it swims and leaps high in the air,
St. Louis to begin her work. Stories writ- haven't seen any more than the Statue
ten especially for Miss Close, around the of Liberty yet I'm afraid I'll have to be up rapids and cascades, in its progress to
characteristics which have made her a fav- daringly
original and not answer that ques- the spawning ground. Other touches dealtion.
ing with trout life are shown, as well as
orite in London and Paris, are now being
prepared by Kalem. They will present Miss
" I am all enthusiasm though over the glimpses of the fisherman's life along the
prospect of my motion picture work with great rivers of that country.
Close in one-reel comedy subjects. The
supporting cast is also being selected.
Among scenic beauties presented in the
Kalem. I have always felt that when I deMeanwhile, the star will seek a few weeks
Metro Travelogues, is the feature dealing
cided to enter motion picture work seriously it would be with an American company.
of combined rest and sightseeing, probably
with the gigantic construction work being
making her debut before the Kalem camera
We have had some very fine British pro- carried on under government supervision
ductions, but on the whole, you Americans
in the construction of the Elephant Butte
about June 1.
On her arrival at Quarantine, Miss Close
seem to be far ahead of us in the cinematodam and irrigation project on the Rio
Grande near El Paso. All these films are
was bombarded with questions by reporters
on subjects ranging from pictures to the
edited by the United States Department of
Coincident with the star's arrival Kalem
Irish rebellion.
announcedgraphic art."that one-reel comedies would be the Interior, before being released by
Metro.
"No, I had no fear of submarines," she the vehicles for her screen work. William
Wright,
of
the
Kalem
Company,
who
was
There are many scenic offerings in the
laughed in response to one interviewer's
question. "Not after those excitnig days in among the party meeting the American Line Metro Travelogues, including an automoDublin. A submarine is a harmless toy boat St. Louis, immediately had a long conbile trip over the Lincoln Highway, showsultation with the star.
compared to a fight in the home of fighters.
ing picturesque localities of that route.
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TRACY, ENGLISH CELEBRITY, WILL
WRITE " GRIP OF EVIL ' FOR
PATHE
J. A. Berst, vice president and general
manager of Pathe, last week entertained in
his office Louis Tracy, the English novelist,
and persuaded him to lend his talents to
screen work.
As the result of the meeting of Messrs.
Berst and Tracy, the author is to write
"The Grip of Evil" for Pathe, a serial
story which will be picturized and released
probably during the early summer.
Mr. Tracy's works are tremendously
popular, and he may be said to be the man
with a million readers. Among his books
are "The Wings of the Morning," "The
Pillar of Light," "The Silent Barrier,"
"Karl Grier," "A Son of the Immortals,"
and "The Great Mogul." A man of strong
personality, he is of an extreme reserve.
Born in Liverpool and educated in France,
he ran away from home to join the British
navy, only to find that it was not his vocation. So he drifted into journalism, and
later through his novels became an international celebrity.
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Los Angeles Mayor Will Not Appoint Film Commissioner
Sebastian Will Ignore the Provision of the Ordinance Passed by Council Somo Time Ago,
Which Gives Him Power to Put the City Under Censorship
Sl'Ciial III Motion Pictiiek News.
Mayor Sebastian, in speaking of the inLos Angeles, May 20.
tention of the present administration with
FOR the first time in six years, Los Anrespect to censorship, definitely stated : "I
geles is without motion picture censors,
have no intention of appointing a film comand it is the general opinion that the city
missioner." The civil service commission of
will remain in this condition, as Mayor
the city has called an examination for the
Charles Sebastian has announced that he position of film commissioner, which will
afford the mayor opportunity of selecting a
has no intention of appointing a film commis ioner, asprovided by the ordinance re- candidate for the appointment, should the
administration come to the conclusion that a
cently passed by the city council.
The passing of the ordinance late in commissioner is necessary.
March provided for the abolishment of the
This change in Los Angeles most emboard of censors, and also that a commisphatically brings out the uselessness of censioner be appointed by the mayor to insorship with respect to motion pictures, inspect the films shown here, and see that
asmuch as this was one of the first cities
only those passed by the National Board
in
the
country
to draft and pass an ordiof Review be projected in public theatres.
nance establishing legalized censorship of
The appointment of the commissioner by films. From the first the board of censorthis ordinance was placed within the power
ship was not in harmony with public opinof the mayor, and this statement coming
ion. Every film that has been condemned
from the chief executive of the city, points by the censors, has later been shown, after
out that he believes no censorship of the the case had been carried through one or
films is necessary.
more courts at considerable expense to the
city, and still more to theatre men, exchange owners, and motion picture manufacturers. The board of censorship in Los
Arrangements for Sixth Convention Nearly Completed
Angeles was conducted along the most
Coliseum in Chicago Is Ideally Suited for the Housing of the National Exposition, set for economic lines. No member was paid a
July 10-18 — Committees for Handling Event Are Appointed
salary except the one that served as secretary, and the monthly salary for this office
Special to Motion Picture News.
Plans have been made to start a nationwas seventy-five dollars. Annually $8,000
wide scenario contest to secure a scenario
Chicago, May 20.
was appropriated by the city to cover cost
which will be enacted during the convenARRANGEMENTS are fast being comof light, heat, rental, salary for projecting
pleted for the sixth national exposition ;also the selection, through the newspapers, of the most beautiful girl in the machine operators, and incidental expense.
tion and convention of the motion piccountry to act as the leading lady of this No fees were charged for examining the
ture industry to be held under the ausfilm. The one chosen will be given a films, but each exchange or film owner was
pices of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
League of America at the Coliseum in week's contract and the opportunity to compelled to deliver the film to the office
of the board, and later have it returned to
Chicago from July 10 to 18. The Coliseum,
display her talent, which will probably re- the
exchange after it had been examined.
which contains 31,000 square feet of floor
sult in a permanent position with some proIn the three or four instances where the
ducing company.
space on the main floor, and 15,000 in the
board condemned a subject, nine out of ten
balcony, is ideally suited for the housing
The committee chosen to handle the conwho saw the subject had no hesitancy in
of the exposition. Twelve thousand square
vention consists of the following members : William J. Sweeney, national vice going on record with the statement that
feet of space has already been spoken for,
they thought the film should be shown and
and from the rate things are going it is president and chairman, convention comthe public act as the jury. Finally a very
mittee; Fred W. Hartman, secretary, conanticipated that all the space will be subscribed for by the middle of June. The
vention committee. Exposition and fi- large percentage of the civic organizations,
clubs, business and professional men signed
rush of business incidental to launching
nance committee : Louis B. Frank, chairthis convention has forced the Chicago
man;M. A. Choynski, secretaiy; John H. petitions asking for the abolishment of cenbranch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
Frundt, August Zilligen, Jr., and Fred
sorship, believing that it was unconstitutional and un-American. The city council
League to secure quarters additional to .Schaefer. Printing and badge committee :
caused an exhaustive investigation to be
H. Lieberthal, chairman ; Sidney Smith,
those they are occupying at 1413 Masonic
made, and later set dates for public hearing
Temple.
secretary, and M. S. Johnson. Press, enA committee consisting of William J.
tertainment and reception committee:
for and against censorship. At these meetGeorge M. Laing, chairman, C. C. Whelan,
ings a protest against the abolishment of
Sweeney, chairman of the convention comthe censor board was made by three or
mittee; Louis H. Frank, general manager
secretary ; Harry Hyman, Julius A. Alcock
ami Robert R. Levy.
four ministers, a representative of the Huof the exposition, Fred W. Hartman, secmane Society, and the W. C. T. U.
retary of the convention committee; Fred
The city council before taking definite
Schaefer of the finance committee, attend- YOUNG SIGNED TO DIRECT MABEL
NORMAND
ed the two shows in New York to get ideas
action with respect to the censorship matSi'ecial to Motion Picture News.
ter, found that if the question was put to
for the conducting of the Chicago convenLos Angeles, May 20. a vote, the censorship would be defeated
tion. This committee reports that they
have been very successful in interesting
A change has been made with reference
by an overwhelming vote of perhaps ten to
the eastern manufacturers and have al- to the Mabel Normand Feature Film Comone. This condition in Los Angeles is no
ready signed all the leading concerns for
pany, as Richard Jones who was to be doubt due to the fact that the voters have
director, has decided to remain with Mack
space.
had opportunity to see censorship tested
Chicago, with its temperate lake cilmate,
Sennett and the Keystone organization.
and have taken it upon themselves to invesJames Young, who came to the coast to
its unsurpassed hotel facilities, its accesitigate, and thus have found censorship unbility from all other points of the country,
necessary. This bears out the statement of
direct two pictures for the Lasky Comand its many points of interest, offers an
many of the film industry who are working
pany, has been engaged, and as soon as
a suitable story is secured, the filming of to kill censorship in any legalized form,
ideal place for the holding of this convention. The entertainment committee is the first subject will be taken up. Wheeler
that if the people are informed — educated
working night and day so that the visiting Oakman, who for a long time was with
with respect to film matters — they will be
exhibitors will be shown the time of their the Selig Company, and there played leads
ardent supporters of the anti-censorship
lives.
in many important subjects.
movement.
J. C. Jessen.
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= Glimpses of the Famous Dancer and
s Screen Player as She Will Appear in
-. the New Fox Spectacle, Made in
;
Jamaica

Annette Kellermann, Star of the
William Fox Forces, in a Quartette of
Striking Poses
TWO SCENARIOS FOR FAY TINCHER,
A FOIL FOR HOPPER IN TRIANGLES
For the first time since De Wolf Hopper
arrived in California last September to begin his motion picture work for the Triangle, Fay Tincher has had a vacation. It
proved a most profitable rest, too, because
when she returned to Fine Arts two scenarios were waiting for her. When the pictures are completed and released Fay Tincher's name will appear in the big type.
This promotion is in recognition of the diminutive comedienne's faithful work at Fine
Arts. She has been in the films less than
three years, but when Hopper arrived in
California she was selected as a foil for
the huge comedian. Then followed her
Dulcinea in the Chester Withey version
of "Don Quixote," the Widow Marrimore
in " Sunshine Dad," and soon she will be
seen as Shortie Sal, a crook's " steady," in
"Mr. Goode, the Samaritan." Her first
appearance in the films was in Griffith's
" The Battle of the Sexes." Subsequently
she played in a series called the " Komics."
During her brief vacation Miss Tincher
lived in her bathing suit at the various
California beaches. She recently dived
forty-five feet into the Pacific.
OMAHA GETS READY TO LOOK AFTER
7,500 AT ITS CONVENTION
Special to Motion Picture News.
Omaha, May 20.
Arrangements have been coirpleted to
entertain between 5,000 and 7,500 people
at the Nebraska-Iowa Exhibitors' convention and ball to be given at Omaha,
May 25, by the Omaha Serene Club and
Photo Play Managers' Association. The
advertising, under the direction of live
wire exhibitors and exchangemen, has
reached into every city and town in the
state and even people in some of the rural
routes have become interested. Manager
C. W. Taylor of the general exchange
in Omaha, treasurer for the event, and
in charge of the ticket selling, has established ticket centers in every drug store
of importance in the state.
The plan is to get the exhibitors and
motion picture fans together for a good
time, to ' see private exhibitions, special
vaudeville acts, hear a one-hundred-piece
band, and to spend the evening dancing
with their wives and sweethearts, together
with as many film stars as can be secured.
Part of the proceeds will go to the motion
picture actors' benefit fund.
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Plot of Kellermann

Picture at Last Made

Public by Fox

Story is a Delightful " Arabian Nights " Medley of Ancient Fable and Modern Story So
Wide in Scope it Admits of Fanciful Treatment for Matter-of-Fact Spectators
that died is transformed by a fairy queen
17 OR the first time, the Fox Film Corporation announces, in brief, the plot into a youth and the canary, by the wave
of its new million dollar Annette Kellerof a wand is made into a perfect woman of
mann picture, made by Herbert Brenon in
great beauty. She is borne shorewards on
a wondrous shell by the mermaids. Over
Jamaica. The spectacle will be ready for
the public in a few weeks.
the universe the good spirit waves her
Summarized, the story of the photoplay
wand and then into the picture comes a
tells how little Katherine, a Roman child,
wonderful colorful garden in an Eastern
has a canary which she idolizes.
kingdom where these two fairy-made
She releases this unhappy bird to join a
creatures (William E. Shay and Annette
Kellermann) are to enact a drama surjoyous sparrow living free in a nearby
rounded by thousands of people.
wood. One day the sparrow falls victim
After the mermaid and mythological
to a barn dog and the canary, desperately
in love, flies out to sea and dies on the
scenes you pass into the episodes dealing
with the Sultan and his harem of oriental
waves. Little Katherine dies of grief.
beauties. You see the loss of his fourSunrise on a wonderful palm-fringed
beach reveals a flock of mermaids arising
year-old son at sea; of his terrible anger
at the sound of a morning call sounded
and melancholy that later makes him
known as the Mad Sultan. Then into the
by their queen. As they glide into the sea
picture comes Dragona, the witch, who will
they carry with them a baby mermaid with
make evil descend upon the land and who
the face of a little angel. This little mermaid is the child who had died of grief plots
to wreak the downfall of the dreammaiden.
over the death of her bird. The sparrow
Unity Service Meets with Hearty Response

from

Exhibitors

" Consistency in the Standard of Our Pictures and Strict Supervision of Every Print Is
Not Least Part of Our Plan," Says Cobe
THE announcement last week of the
in everything it implies. In the near fuplans of the newly formed Unity
ture I have some plans to announce which
Sales Corporation to consolidate in an
will be, I hope, of immense interest to
economical and efficient manner the inter- every wide-awake exhibitor and exchangeests of the independent manufacturer of
pictures and the independent exchangeThe Unity Sales Corporation is at the
man, have met with instant and gratifying
present time distributing, besides other picresponse from the industry at large, actures, "My Country First," a feature made
cording to Charles W. Allen, president and
by Tom Terriss for the Terriss Film Cortreasurer, Andrew J. Cobe, vice-president
poration and in which Mr. Terriss is
starred.
and general manager, and Arthur Rosenman."
bach, secretary of the organization.
Another feature distributed by the Unity
"Our
policy
of
service
and
co-operation
is
the "Pursuing Vengeance," in which
to the manufacturer and exhibitor on our
Sheldon Lewis is starred. This feature,
new system of mutual understanding, has which was directed by Martin Sabine, employs in addition to Mr. Lewis and a cast
resulted in an instant response," said Mr.
Cobe. " Consistency in the standard of of artists, the services of Jane Aleredith
our pictures and strict supervision of every
and Henry Mortimer, who both furnish
print and every feature is not the least im- remarkable characterizations. The subject
matter of the photodrama, which is based
portant part of our policy as exchangemen, exhibitors will realize. I intend to upon Burton E. Stevenson's mystery novel,
" The Boule Cabinet," one of the series of
see to it personally that our slogan ' The
concern with a conscience ' is no idle stories in which Crochard, the polished
phrase; but one which will be lived up to "bird of prey" figures.
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WIL REX DIES SUDDENLY
YORK

IN NEW

W'il Rex, one of the most popular of the
younger men in the film world, died suddenly at his home in New York .^pril 12
of septic spinal meningitis. He was twentyfour years old.
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Vim Comedies Lynch Mr. Censorship at Garden Exposition
Victim Is Portrayed as Western " Badman " Who Starts to Shoot Up the Town — Sheriff's
Posse Gets Him and He Is Strung Up with Short Shrift
siderable speculation was aroused by the
ANO\'EL
and question
efTective treatment
the
form of the advertisement, which ran :
censorship
afforded ofmuch
amusement to the crowds at the Madison
LYNCHING
Square Garden on Friday evening, May 12,
That varmint. Censorship, has been maraudin' round too longr — an' we're goin' to get him
when three
clowns
representing
Friday
nigrht at the Garden an' string him up.
edies lynched
Censorship
in the\'im
glarecom-of All
the law-abidin'
obsequies. citizens invited to be present at
spot-lights thrown on the big ventilating fan
The Vigilance Committee.
near the roof of the building. The victim
Following
the
lynching, the corpse was
was portrayed as a western desperado who
cut
down
and
placed
in a box. Quicklime
started to " shoot up " the unoffending citiwas then thrown in, and the lid nailed
zens in his vicinity. Word of this was
carried to the sheriff, and a posse was sent
down, after which the remains were addressed to one Breitinger in Philadelphia,
in pursuit of the marauder. After an exciting chase, in which toy pistols were
with the compliments of the Vim Film Corpitted against
the captured
big "forty-five"
of the
desperado,
he was
and strung
up poration.
The Vim comedy clowns, who executed
the offender, were in evidence throughout
in approved western style.
The event was advertised in advance in the week, and attracted attention with their
" circus " stunts.
the New York morning papers, and conAsher Gets World Rights to San Francisco Fair Negatives
Picture He Obtains Will Be Released in 800 Foot Lengths, Including Sculpture and
Statuary, Gardens and Buildings, and Night Illuminations

Wil Rex
A graduate of Stevens Institute, Mr. Rex
began his career in pictures at an early age,
attracting attention in 1915 when he appeared with Al Ray, his chum, in "The Adventures of Smaltz and Fish." He retired
from screen acting as the result of an unfortunate accident, which disfigured his
face. He then began to direct dramas for
Associated. His health failing, he gave up
directing to write scenarios and magazine
articles, and became associate editor of the
Picture Play Magazine, where he remained
until two weeks before his death.
J.4KE WELLS
SENDS CERTIFIED
CHECK FOR .?3,200 TO KLEINE
FOR "GLORIA"
Special to Motion Picture News.
Lynchburg, Va., May 20.
Jake Wells has obtained the rights for
George Kleine's new serial, "Gloria's Romance," featuring Billie Burke, and will
exhibit the picture at his theatres in Richmond, Norfolk and Lynchburg. Sixteen
thousand dollars was offered by Mr. Wells
for the rights in these cities, and the New
York office acknowledged his certified
check for $3,200 covering twenty per cent
of the film rental.
One hundred and sixty thousand people
■will have to witness this picture before
the amount paid by Mr. Wells will be reflected in the box office. Richard B. Tant,
of Augusta, Ga., who was sent to Lynchburg by Mr. Wells to open the Isis theatre, has returned home and the big photoplay house is now in charge of Janet
Allen.

GEO. A. COLLINS, president of the ExPlayers'the
Corporation,
in New York position
from
Coast lastarrived
week,
at which time a deal was consummated
whereby E. M. Asher takes over the world's
rights for seventy-five thousand feet of
negative, which covers the complete history of the world's
Fair, which closed in
San Francisco
last December.
The Exposition Players' Corporation
controlled the exclusive and only franchise
which permitted the taking of scenic pictures inside the exposition grounds, and
this it is announced, is in full effect until
July,
The 1917.
compiling of the negative, which is
due to arrive in New York next week, required almost two years of preparation,
none of which has ever been released, but

now through the watchful eye of the motion picture camera it is made possible to
show the world's fair achievement to millions who were unable to journey to the
Coast.
Asher announces that the pictures will
be ready for release in about two weeks,
and after being cut to ten thousand feet
will be marketed as a serial in eight hundred feet lengths at the rate of one each
week, as follows : A Story, Gardens and
Buildings, Palaces, Architecture, Sculpture
and Statuary, Aviation, Lighting and Night
Illuminations, and Natives from Foreign
Climes.
Each subject will be handled in a thorough manner, and the spectator is taken
from point to point with a continuity of
understanding.

Selznick Reports Increased Demand for Young Subjects
Exhibitors Seek Franchises for the Pictures Featuring the Star of Many Successes—
Herman, Mastbaum, Smith and Garson Taking Many Contracts
closed with a number of them. Meangeneral headquarters of theonClara
THE Kimball
while, his personal representatives are
Young Film Corporati and
Lewis J. Selznick Productions, Inc., in the making a systematic tour of the Eastern
States, closing franchises with individual
new Film Building at Forty-ninth street
exhibitors.
and Seventh avenue. New York, reports
increasing demand from exhibitors seekATTENDS A COWBOY
ing franchises to present the future pic- JACK SHERRILL DANCE
tures of Miss Young in their theatres, beJack Sherrill, who played Steve
ginning with the first of the new comO'Mara,
opposite Alice Brady in " Then
releases,
" The Common Law," by
Robert pany's
W. Chambers.
I'll Come Back to You," the Frohman
With the opening of the New York ExAmusement Corporation's last release, who
change in charge of Sol J. Berman, late of is on a visit to California, attended a cowBluebird and World Film, a large number
boy dance given by Douglas Fairbanks in
of franchises have been applied for by lo- Los Angeles. Numerous screen celebrities were present and all helped to make
cal and up-state exhibitors. In Philadelthe dance a success.
phia, Stanley Mastbaum and W. B. Smith,
While in Los Angeles, Jack Sherrill met,
Mr. Selznick's partners in the distribution
through
William Hurlburt, Charlie Chapof Miss Young's pictures in Pennsylvania
and southern New Jersey, are taking care
lin, and saw him do some of his work before the camera.
of applications, while in Detroit, Harry I.
Jack Sherrill has had several offers from
Garson, the Michigan representative, is
large producers in California, and while
equally busy. Mr. Selznick is negotiating
with film men to conduct his exchanges in there, will investigate their possibilities
and continue his work out there.
the different territories and has practically
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Some Striking Scenes from "A Million A Minute," a New Metro, with Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
CLAIRE ALEXANDER IS SIGNED BY
Photodrama Develops A New School of Writers, Says De Mille
HORSLEY FOR LEADS IN OVEY
Newspaper Men and Women Seem Especially Well Qualified for This Work— Why, He
COMEDIES
Does Not Attempt to Explain, Merely Pointing Out the Fact
Claire Alexander has been signed by
David Horsley and in the future will be CECIL B. DeMILLE, director general
worth telling well. As to the length — I
at the Lasky Studios in Hollywood,
wish I knew the proper length of the phoseen in leading feminine roles, in support of
dropped in at the Lasky offices in New
toplay I; would say that it depends on the
George Ovey, star of the Cub Comedies on
York last week, on the first visit he has
the Mutual program.
made to the east in six months. His stay
Director Milton H. Fahrney, who has
story itself." PUBLICITY WORK FOR
SUCCESSFUL
was short ; several large productions are
supervised the Cub Comedy Company ever
in
hand
simultaneously
under
his
superviACTORS' FUND BY HARVEY
since that brand of pictures was produced
sion, and it was necessary for him to get
at the Horsley studios, became interested in
The remarkably successful publicity of
back "on the job." From New York he
the young woman and consented to give her
went to Georgia, where he will spend a the Motion Picture Campaign for the Aca trial.
tors' Fund was handled by E. L. Harvey,
week in search of "atmosphere" for one
who left the assistant city editorship of
HIjlllllllllllllllllUIIIUIIIUUIIIIIUIIIIIIUIIIIUIIIIIUIIIUIIIIIIII
of the new pictures on the way.
the New York Evening Journal to take
Mr. DeMille stopped long enough to say
up
the work. The campaign is now drawthat he has found so much more in the
ing to a close and Mr. Harvey is undephotoplay, in the matter of possibilities for
cided whether to return to newspaper work
dramatic expression, than he ever had in or remain in the film business.
his long experience with the stage, that he
has erased from his mind most of his stage
NEWSPAPERS TAKE UP MICHELENA
CRUSADE AGAINST FAKE SCHOOLS
recollections. "I know nothing about the
stage — any more," he said to Motion PicAs the result of the publicity given the
ture News. " The picture is much more
interview which Beatriz Michelena (who is
fascinating, so much bigger, with so much
now working in a seven-part film adaptamore room for development. It is not so
tion of "The Woman Who Dared" for the
hide-bound as the stage.
California Motion Picture Corporation),
"The protodrama is bringing forth a new
had with Governor Johnson concerning ofschool of writers, those who can tell their
ficial legislation against fake schools of
story by the movements of the actors ramotion picture acting, influential newsther than by their utterances. This new
crusade. papers in many cities are taking up the
school of writers is being rapidly developed, but it is still young. It is hard
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuiiuuiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
to impress distinguished novelists and dramatists that the same care is necessary to
make good photoplays as is required to
make a good novel or good drama, but it
is true, nevertheless.
i Claire Alexander, of the Cub Comedy Com- |
I pany, in the Costume Which She Wore 1
"The story is the one essential thing of
i
During the Venice Bathing Parade 1 the whole picture. A good story, badly
cast and badly produced will hold its audiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiffliiim!iiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:i!iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiii:iiiiiiiiimim^
ence, whereas a poor story perfectly produced will not create a single response.
" The Traitor " was the first picture in And we get a lot of bad stories — I should
which Miss Alexander was cast. A small
say about 997 out of every thousand subpart was assigned to her and her work and
mitted are bad.
general understanding of what was wanted
impressed her director as well as everyone
"The new school of dramatic writers
else around the studio who witnessed her seems to be coming from the younger generation. Newspaper men and women seem
performance.
to be especially well qualified for this work.
In " Preparedness," the next Cub Comedy to be filmed. Miss Alexander was seen
I cannot set my finger on the exact reason why this is so, but such seems to be
in a larger part and she was given even a
the case. Our two best photodramatic aubigger role in Mr. Ovey's next picture,
thors are still in their twenties, and they
" Jerry's Perfect Day." Then came " Jerry's Big Lark" and at the conclusion of are both graduates of the newspaper colthat Director Fahrney was convinced that lege.
g Joyce
FairTwo-Act
in a Scene
" Orphan =i
he need go no further in his search for a
Joyce,"
EssanayfromPhotoplay
"Many, many stories are better not told. 1
leading woman.
If they are worth telling at all they are liiiiiii:iiiii:iiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiini:iiiii!iiiii:iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:miiiiffliiii:!ffliiiii^
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,
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iiiuuimuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiuiiiiyiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiyuuiiiiniii^
EDITOR'S NOTE. — It is the desire of "Motion Picture News" to include under this heading novel advertising ideas, successful schemes
in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre — everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade.
We invite everj' exliibitor to write us about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information
along any line. Address : Editor, " Motion Picture News," 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
YOUNG WOMEN DONATE SERVICES
AS USHERS IN ST. JOHN
How the Parkway Theatre, Baltimore, Has Made the Children's
Performance a Success — List of Films Shown
The Imperial theatre, the finest photoplay house in St. John, N. B., will have
SPECIAL
performances
arc
lady ushers. The fact that these young
Mary Pickf ord in " Cinderella," " Alice
attracting children's
much attention
in Baltimore
in Wonderland," " Little Mary Sunshine,"
women are working for nothing is disjust at present. A number of theatres are
"
Good
Little Devil," " The Girl of Yestertinctly odd. The facts are these. The
conducting children's performances at irday,"
"Patch Work Girl of Oz," "The
young women are members of a patriotic
regular intervals, making it, in most cases,
association and as many of the regular
Magic Toy Maker," " Golden Locks,"
a Saturday morning performance. One
" Rumpelstiltskin," " The Wishing Ring,"
male ushers in the Imperial had enlisted,
local theatre, however, makes a specific
" The Little Dutch Girl," " The Old Homethey proposed to the management of the
feature of a Saturday morning children's
stead," "Rip Van Winkle," " Treasure
theatre that they take the places of the
performance.
" The Foundling," " Wild Flower,"
men and be paid the same amount as the
The latter theatre is the Parkway, one of "Island,"
The Prince and the Pauper," " Molly
regular ushers, but the money to be paid
Baltimore's largest and most exclusive moMake-Believe," " Loyalty," and " Uncle
into the club treasury.
tion picture houses. Each Saturday mornThe girls will hold these positions until
Tom's
Cabin."
ing, between 10.30 and 12.30, pictures that
The accompanying
picture gives an idea
the end of the war, or until the former
appeal particularly to children are shown.
occupants come to claim them, the posiof
the
popularity
of
the
children's
There is always a feature reel consisting of
ances. This picture was
takenperformof the
tions being held for the former holders,
a
fairy
story
or
some
scenario
that
is
crowds
that
were
unable
to
get in to the
as is the case all over Canada, in similar
bound to hold the attention of the children.
first performance one Saturday morning.
situations.
This is shown in conjunction with travel
It was found necessary to run two perpictures, a trick film, and other educational
formances and the house was filled to caor juvenile productions. The performances
EXCELLENT ADVERTISING SCHEME
pacity for each.
are always well attended. The Parkway has
FOR OPENING OF THEATRE
ASK
MAYOR
TO DECLARE HOLIDAY
found the special children's performances
'• ' IN CHAPLIN'S HONOR
When The Muse, Omaha's newest monot
only profitable, but a big source of advertising.
tion picture theatre, opened recently it took
a whole page in the three big daily papers
It has been proven that by carefully
Lawrence Stuart, manager of the Old
selecting the class of film to be shown, the Mill, Dallas, put over an ingenious publicof the city. The firm who did the gality stunt in connection with his showing of
vanized iron work on the ventilation syshouse has gained the confidence of the
tem took part of the page ; the drug store
parents, and they do not hesitate to send
the first Charlie Chaplin-Mutual release.
He wrote a letter to the Mayor of Dallas,
on the corner nearest the theatre ; the mochildren to any of the special children's
tion picture machine installed in the Muse ; the
performances, nor at the regular matinee
suggesting
holidaypopular
be declared
in
the Omaha General Iron Works, which
honor of that
the a most
man " in
or night performances, when the scheddid the structural steel work on the new
uled program is presented.
picture house; L. C. Thrane, who did the
Among the feature reels presented at the
The letter was printed by the newsoutside galvanizing; Rogers' buffet, "on
papers, and attracted a great deal of atParkway
at
the
children's
performances
America."
are the following:
tention.
the way to the Muse" ; and the various
exchanges took up other parts of the page.
In the center was a large picture of the
theatre, with the announcement in big type
of
the first picture and the show's other
^
W. F. SMITH. MGR.
SAVE THIS FOR REFERENCE
attractions.
W
la
" FRIDAY
In
TUESDAY
MONDAY
Any exhibitor can utilize these in adverTHURSDAY
tising the opening of his new theatre.
SATURDAY
"
Kollior
In
1^
B.KentMiller
*"
No.
B
WhDNESD'Y
O Ubaptcr
In
C Ina Clare
^ Marslial In
The Man
Higger
"Strange Case
The Cowboy
K Hazel Dawn
q Henry
A
Tully
and
The
Lady
Sable Lorcha
The Wild
LOUISVILLE EXHIBITOR RUNS FILMS
^" Niobe
Clark In
of Mary Page"
Uall Kaoo
Goose Chase
OF LOCAL PAGEANT
^O Lionel
nioro UarryIn
10 MnrKuerlto
The Flaming
Her Great
The Golden
Q"Strange
Cbap.,No.Case10
Motion pictures of a Shakespearean paSword
Match
Mooro la
ter of JoseSis"IQ
Douelns In The Pretty
Snobs
geant which was held in Central Park,
•I"
No.
11
■•■
•
Htovcns
In
■'O
Fairbanks
of
IVlary
Page"
Claw
1
e
Ormin
IC
CliiiDiDr
Louisville, May 6, were taken by a Cincinsie
In
Bes
1
Q
Jobn
Mason
1
1
Jobnoon In
"Strange Case 17
iq victor
The Kmlly
Soul of a ^" Olsh In
nati photographer, whom Manager Lee
Fighting Bob
Jim The
man Pen'■^ Woman
Mlnlerln
Betty
Search
Goldberg of the Mary Anderson Theatre
Double
Troub'e
0*> ClmpicT
of a inThrill
OC Blancbe
brought to Louisville for that purpose.
00 BreoBO
EiJmun<1In of Mary P'ge" OA Mury Miles or Llllinn
Swcolln
Courtesy
Emmj of
numleJaol
In s
"Strange Cnae
TheTheLily
The Song of
Pictures were also taken by Joseph HowEls
]n Stolen
072Q Dustin
FarHoseand
Storl<«i Neat
the Wage Slave
ard, actor-song writer, who was filling an
Triangle
Captain
of Mary Puge"
Wlielcnln
Metro Kealures
Goods
OQ Bunhman
FranclnTC. In on OliBptor
No.
l-i13
qi When
Emmeya
engagement at Keith's Theatre. The picFeatures
Paramount
No.
Thursdays
Mondays
and
"Strange
Ca?e
tures enjoyed a successful run at the Mary
Wednesdays
The Silent
Woman Loves
Voice
days Saturdays
Anderson, Keith's and the Alamo theatres.
Pictures
Friof
Mary
Page"
They will also be shown at other Louisville
A
U!;cful
Calendar
for
the
Theatre
Patron,
Issued
by
the
Colonial,
Clarion,
Iowa,
and
Printed
on
houses.
Card Sfock for Miilinj; or Distribu.ion in the Then. re
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FREE TAXI HOME FOR PATRONS AT
MIDNIGHT PERFORMANCE
In order to draw the largest possible
patronage to a midnight performance of
" The Dumb Girl of Portici," at the Princess theatre, Evansville, Ind., Manager
A. J. Merrill advertised that each patron
would be given a free taxi ride home within the 25c limit.
The Princess couldn't
accommodate
the crowds.
FULL PAGE NEWSPAPER AD ANNOUNCES TRIANGLE PICTURES
Manager N. B. IMaj-smith of the
Columbia theatre, Victoria, B. C, attracted general attention to the inauguration of Trangle pictures at that house by
the use of a full page ad in the Daily
Colonist. A coupon was printed in the
ad, good for admission to the Columbia
at
time during
the any
Triangle
policy. the first two weeks of

itv
An Attractive and Well Arranged Lobby: The Bijou Theatre, Greenville, S. C, a House of 325
Capac
NOVEL PROGRAM FOR ANNIVERSARY
'^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
OF 'FRISCO FIRE
I
FIGHTS CENSORSHIP IN HIS
]. L. Partington, manager of the ImI
HOUSE ORGAN
perial theatre, San Francisco, took advantage of the tenth anniversary of the 1
The Granite Square theatre, ManFrisco fire to present a program that I Chester, N. H., lines up on the side of
j the enemies of censorship. It fights
proved of intense interest to his patrons.
A series of moving pictures which had I censorship in its house organ, which,
II hibitors
you remember,
we have urged all exbeen taken just before the great conto do.
flagration was secured after a diligent 1
The Granite Square News is only
search and as a glowing comparison pic- I a small four-page circular, but almost
tures showing Market street as it is 1 half of one of its pages is devoted to
I creating among its patrons an attitude
today were also placed on the same proI hostile to censorship. If this small theagram.
1 tre can give so much valuable space to
The stage set used with the anniverI the question, what excuse is there for
sary program showed San Francisco's
1 failure to do so on the part of larger
crowning achievement, the Panamawith larger house organs?
Pacific International Exposition as it I1 theatres
We commend the management of the
appeared at night, together with a night I Granite Square for what it is doing.
flight of aviator Art Smith.
I We hope it will continue the fight.
The production of this scene was made
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu^
under the direction of W. Austin, who
built some of the spectacular scenic features of the exposition.
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CHILDREN'S PROGRAM FOR OWENSBORO, KY., THEATRE
A special children's program was
given April 29 at the Queen theatre,
Owensboro, Ky. The show was arrangedlibycitaManager
BleichRounds,
upon the
sotion of Mrs. Frank
acting
for the Woman's Club, and in answer
also to a request from Miss Bomar, a
teacher in the public schools. More of
these special shows at the Queen theatre
will be put on at intervals.
HOSPITAL BENEFIT NIGHT WINS
FRIENDS FOR THEATRE
The management of the Imperial theatre at Chilliwack, B. C, on one night
each month donates the use of the house
for a benefit for the local hospital, and
has made many new friends in this way.
The regular program of pictures is shown,
and local people assist with songs, playlets, and musical selections.

BALLOON KITE HERALDS SHOWING
OF "MYRA" IN BOSTON
Frank D. Stanton is responsible for filling the Franklin Park theatre, Boston,
to its capacity for the initial release of
" The Mysteries of Myra. " Suspended
above the playhouse was a huge balloon
kite with the title of the feature picture
showing boldly on all sides.
Mr. Stanton's
of succeeded
giving awayin
children
souvenirs to the idea
filling the street to the extent that the
police were required to keep the traffic
open. The souvenirs in the form of toy
balloons were distributed to the kiddies,
and went a long way towards increasing
Mr. Stanton's popularity with the little
tots.
PHOTO CARD OF BLANCHE SWEET
Announcing the appearance of Blanche
Sweet in "The Ragamuffin," the Auditorium, Coatesville, Pa., sent out a neat card,
with a character pose of Miss Sweet on
one side, and a short sketch of her career
on the other. Besides being an attractive
piece of advertising, it is also a souvenir.

The Attractive Exterior of the Clemmer Theatre. Seattle.
and " Stills "

Note the Tasteful Arrangement of Signs
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" Iron Hand," ivith Bosivorth and Jane Novak, from " U " in
Week of May 29— Same Date,
All Over a Stocking "
uHPHE IRON HAND," the Red Feathof Mystery," will also be released during
the week of May 29. Grace Cunard and
* er feature of the week of May 29,
will be released on that date with Hobart
Francis Ford, despite all reports to the
Bosworth and Jane Novak in the principal
contrary, will play the leading roles in
roles. On the same date Eddie Lyons, Lee
"The
of Peg o' the Ring" to
tlie endAdventures
of the serial.
Moran and Betty Compson disport themselves in "All Over a Stocking," a Nestor
comedy.
THEDA
BARA,
VIRGINIA PEARSON,
On May 30, the feature of the day will
MME. KALICH AND FARNUM IN
show Bob Leonard and Ella Hall in the
FOX RELEASES EACH SUMMER
MONTH
Gold Seal two reel mountain drama, " The
Silent Man of Timber Gulch." The two
Notable among the William Fox rereeler will be followed by the Laemmle
leases for the month of June is Theda
drama, " The Fur Trimmed Coat," in
Bara in "East Lynne." There is hardly a
which Rupert Julian, Elsie J. Wilson and
Francelia Billington play the leads, and by person of the present generation who has
not sympathized with the trials of Lady
" A Double Fire Deception," an Imp comIsabel. In "East Lynne," Miss Bara is
edy in which Matt Moore and Jane Gail
cast in a role distinctly different from
share honors.
those which she has played so consistently
" The Attic Princess," a Big " U " in the past. Miss Bara is supported by
drama featuring Thomas Jefferson with
Stuart Holmes, Claire Whitney, William
little Zoe Bech, opens the program of the
H. Tooker and Stanhope Wheatcroft.
day of May 31 and is followed by " Tough
Jose Collins is presented in the June reLuck on a Rough Sea," a two reel L-KO
leases as a William Fox star for the first
comedy featuring Dan Russell. Animated
Weekly, No. 22, will be released on the time. She will be seen in "A Woman's
Honor." Mr. Fox has also planned that a
same day.
On Thursday, June 1, the feature will be photoplay by Miss Bara, Virginia Pearson, Mme. Bertha Kalich and William
" Two Mothers," a two reel Laemmle soFarnum shall be released each month durciety drama in which Emory Johnstone
ing the summer. With releases of photoand Dorothy Davenport play the leading
plays each month of these four stars of
roles. The Big " U " drama, " Brother
the first magnitude, exceptionally attracJim," follows with Thomas Jefferson and
tive programs are assured.
his little co-star again appearing in the
The June releases announced are : on
principal roles. The Powers comedy, " It
the fifth, Virginia Pearson in "Hypocrisy,"
Can't Be True," with Ernie Shields and
a play dealing with social conditions and
Marcia Moore, closes the day's program.
ambitions; on the twelfth, Jose Collins in
King Baggot in " Jim Slocum No. 46- "A Woman's Honor," a photoplay
the
393," a two reel heart interest drama will be trials of a young woman; on the ofninereleased under the Imp brand on June 2.
teenth, Theda Bara and an all star cast,
Edna Hunter supports Mr. Baggot. On
including Stuart Holmes, Claire Whitney
the same day Neal Burns and Billie
Rhodes will cavort and disport in the and William H. Tooker in the old favorite,
" East Lynne."
Nestor howler, " Good Night Nurse."
On June 3, " Tammany's Tiger," a two
reel Bison animal cnmedy, leads ofif the
SPOOR ANNOUNCES "THAT SORT" AS
day's program with Marie Walcamp and
ESSANAY'S FIRST JUNE RELEASE
Lee Heel in the principal funmaking roles.
George K. Spoor, president of Essanay,
On the same day Ben Wilson appears with
announces
" That Sort," a five reel photoDorothy Phillips in the Rex drama "A
drama from the play of Basil McDonald
Cad," and William Franey and Gale Henry
split the fun between them in the Joker
Hastings, as Essanay's first feature release for June. Warda Howard will be
comedy " A Dark Suspicion."
seen
in
the principal role, with Duncan
" As In a Dream," an unusually strong
McRae, Ernest Maupain and John Lt)rcnzo
three reel human interest drama featuring
as her principal support.
Sidney Ayres, Olive Golden and Dorris
Some exceptionally beautiful scenes are
Pawn will be released on June 4 under the
Rex brand. It will be followed on the promised, showing the cliffs of Dover, an
same day by Herbert Rawlinson in the English fox hunt, scenes on the Spa, along
Laemmle comedy. " The Wire Pullers," in the Riviera, Monte Carlo, and the Imperawhich Mr. Rawlinson is supported by tor in mid-ocean and docking in New York.
charming Agnes Vernon.
These were taken by Director Bral)in before the outbreak of the European War,
The fifth episode of "The Adventures
it is announced.
of Peg o' the Ring," entitled " The House
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"OH, YOU UNCLE," FROM LUBIN ON
MAY 27
" Otto the Hero, " a new one in the Davy
Don 'series of one-reel comedies, is released May 22 by the Lubin Company
through the General Film Company. The
story
writtentheby direction
Jack O'Neill
and
screenedas under
of Edwin
McKim, devises new ways of making Mr.
Don suffer on the screen for the entertainment of audiences. The supporting cast
includes Patsy DeForest, Florence Williams, George Egan and Bernard Siegel.
" Prisoners of Conscience, " a three-reel
drama, directed for the Lubin Company, is
released May 25, through the General Film
Company. The story is by L. V. Jefferson
and Josephine McLaughlin, produced
under the direction of Melvin Mayo. A
youngcibleminister
is thrown
into Alove's
cruand is assyed
pure gold.
physician
errs through carelessness and death ensues. The act includes Adda Gleason,
Lucy Payton, Evelyn Page, Alan Forrest,
Cecil Van Auker, George Routh and Ben
Hopkins.
" Oh, You Uncle, " is written by Bide
Dudley and produced in one reel by Clay
M. Greene, is released by the Lubin Company, May 27, through the General Film
Company. A festive bachelor with a
sporty nephew seeks to conceal their proclivities from each other with a gay soubrette taking an active hand in the game.
The cast includes June Dane, Lenore Peacock, Edithe Pierce, Francis Joyner, and
Kempton Greene.
FOR THIS WEEK'S PLASTIQUE MILLER
HAS A COW ELASTIC
" Did Sherman Say Law or War?" will
be the second of Ashley Miller's " Plastiques " on the Paramount Program to be
released among the short reel subjects,
from the J. R. Bray studios. The characters in these scenarios are introduced to
the audience by evolution on the screen.
Two farmers, a lawyer and a cow constitute the cast of " Did Sherman Say
Law or War?" For plot this drama is
sculpture depends on the squabble of the
farmers over a cow, claimed by both. The
rightful owner engages a lawyer to defend
his rights, but the litigation drags out
through the courts until the cow wastes
away to a skeleton. At the final settlement one farmer is awarded the cow's
tail and the other the horns. To the lawyer himself goes the cow as payment for
long and faitliful service.
THE MAY INDEX OF REVIEWS
IS ON PAGES 344345
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Illustrating fornia
" The M.Woman
Who Dared
P. Production
CAMPBELL LEAVES FOR VICKSBURG,
MISS., FOR "CRISIS" SCENES
Director Colin Campbell, of the Selig
Company, has closed his work at the Selig
Chicago studios and on Wednesday, May
17, left with his company of players for
Vicksburg, Miss., where on or before May
23, Mr. Campbell expects to start work
on productions of battle scenes in " The
Crisis. " The interior scenes in the film
dramatization of Winston Churchill's novel
have all been completed. It is planned to
complete the work at Vicksburg by June
1, when the company will visit St. Louis
for special work.
A staff of scenic artists and stage carpenters left in advance of the Selig director and stars for Vicksburg, where special properties were prepared in anticipation of the arrival of the players. From
St. Louis, it is the present plan to escort
the Selig players to the Pacific Coast.
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Star of this Multiple
is the
i Beatriz MichelenaReel
1
Drama

Allegorical Subject Featuring Audrey Munson Is Completed by
American Film Under Personal Supervision of Hutchinson
a noted landscape architect, made a striking
THE "Flying
forces ofhavean about
completed theA"filming
allegorical
frame for this great outdoor scene.
subject featuring Audrey Munson, under
Acting as an assistant to Director Rea
the personal supervision of Samuel S. Berger in this seven reel feature, Geneva
Hutchinson, president of the American
Driscoll, a former pupil of Ruth St. Denis,
Film Co., Inc. The name and release date
drilled the dancers for weeks. The dance
will soon be announced by the Mutual Film
began far away at the ocean's edge, at the
end of a wide, wooded avenue, an exquisite
Corporation.
On the green of a beautifully laid out
pastoral picture as the nymphs posed for
and well groomed lawn overlooking the the dance. Draped in flowing veils, the
Pacific Ocean, two hundred nymphs recentoncoming dancers, most of them girls bely took part in the allegorical dance in this
tween the ages of fifteen and eighteen,
barefooted
and bare-legged, danced over
picture.
Chosen for its magnificent scenic splen- the grass carpeted lane and swept out upon
the great lawn. There a spectacle lasting
dor from the numerous finely kept and appointed estates of millionaires' homes in five minutes spread itself to view, the premier dancers being the characters of PanSanta Barbara and Montecito, "La Chidora and Evil, portrayed by Josephine
quita," the estate of Francis T. Underbill,
Phillips and Mons. Dumont.
Three cameras were used by the " FlyOutput of Gaumont in June Is Practically a Program in Itself;
ing A" squad of photographers to take the
' on May 25
big scenes, and the costumes were designed
" Armdale '
by drapers under the supervision of Ed
is the spatulate thumb of a murderer.
Langley, art director.
""pHE
promised
output
of
the
Gaumont
A Company for June is practically a pro"The Spatulate .Thumb " will be released
Notable poses in which Miss Munson
gram in itself. The first in quantity are the June 22.
will be seen in this allegorical masterpiece,
The single-reel releases of the Gaumont
new three-reel photocframas which have
will be that of " Descending Night," posed
begun with the release of the film version
Company reach the public weekly. In this
on the lawn of another handsome Monteconnection,
it
is
interesting
to
note
that
cito country home. The piece of statuary
of Wilkie Collins' "Armdale" on May
The Mutual Weekly, the motographic news
25. General Manager F. G. Bradford has
"
Descending
Night," posed for by Miss
reel manufactured by Gaumont, is being
had Scenario Editor George D. Proctor
Munson, attracted wide attention at the
shown at the three leading Broadway, New
on the watch for some time for threeSan Francisco Exposition. In this picture
reel photoplays that would meet require- York, theatres showing pictures. These
she is seen posing for the same statue in
life.
ments.
are the Rialto, the Strand and the Palace.
Two photoplays have been announced by
In the new Gaumont single-reel, "Reel
Gaumont for June. The first of these
Life," the Mutual Film Magazine, the
subjects
for June have not been announced.
three-reel productions is " Flames of VenUNDERFORMELVILLE
RELEASES,
SUPERVISION,
LUBIN 'S
The
Gaumont
Company has its own
geance " by Paul M. Bryan. Mr. Bryan
THROUGH
GENERAL
cameraman at work, and until he has
is responsible for " The Isle of Love, "
been some time in the field there will be
Releases by the Lubin Company during
" The Idol of the Stage " and " Lessons in no authoritative statement of what this
May include several noteworthy subjects
Love. " " Flames of Vengeance " stars
film
will
contain.
Gertrude Robinson, with Iva Shepard feafrom the company . studios in California
tured in her support. The photoplay has
" See America First, " manufactured by
under the personal direction of Captain
been directed by Edwin Middleton. In the
the Gaumont Company, has been selected
by the United States Government itself Wilbert Melville. Among them are: "The
cast are John Reinhard, John Mackin,
Candle," two reels ; "None So Blind," three
as a medium for informing Americans
Birsha Shepard, Albert Macklin and James
reels; "The Wheat and the ChaiT," three
Levering.
concerning some of the wonder spots of
reels; "The Beggar King," two reels;
this
continent.
The second three-reel release is " The
"Jackstraws," three reels; "Prisoners of
On the same reel with " See America
Spatulate Thumb. " This was written by
Conscience," three reels; "The Final PayLionel Barrymore and Wright Huntington.
First, '' the Gaumont animated cartoonist,
ment," two reels, and "The Code of the
The identity of the mysterious criminal
Harry Palmer, releases his Kartoon
Hills," three reels. This series is released
in this play is established by the fact that
in
order named through the General
Komics. " Nosey Ned " and "Escapades
FilmtheCompany.
his thumbs differ; one is conic, the other
of Estelle " will alternate.
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(Left to right) " Carew and Son," "The Lonelies," "The Rich Idler," and "Kernel Nutt the Chauffeur'

NO LIGHT TALK EXPECTED TO
GREET " THE DARK SILENCE "
Five stars of the World I<"ilm Corporation have been assigned important roles in
productions and will begin work shortly
under the supervision of various directors.
Holbrook Blinn is working in "The Weakness of Man," while Clara Kimball Young,
under the direction of Albert Capellani, is
about to begin work on " The Dark
Silence," a new and original play.
Muriel Ostriche, co-starring with Carlyle
Blackwell, is well along in " Molly o' Pigtail Alley." Alice Brady, starting work
under the direction of Harry Knoles, is beginning the first scenes of " Miss Petticoats," which will follow "Mimi," based on
Murger's book, " De La Vie De Boheme,"
and which comes on the program June 26.
Maurice Tourneur is directing Gail Kane
and House Peters in " The Velvet Paw "
and Gail Kane and June Elvidge in " Reparation."
In addition to these players, Frances Nelson and June Elvidge will play opposite
E. K. Lincoln. Alma Hanlon and Eleanor
Woodruff are in support of Holbrook
Blinn in " The W^eakness of Man," and
Mollie King is being starred in " Contrary
Mary," with Arthur Ashley.

Lights of New York " is Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature for
Week of May 29; " Rich Idler " Features Mary Anderson
n'~rHE Lights of New York" is the Vita- bert.
filming was supervised by William Wol■l graph Blue Ribbon Feature for the
week of May 29. Other photoplays on the
Frank Daniels in "Kernel Nutt the Footlist are: "The Rich Idler," "Kernel Nutt
man," is seen as one of the army of the unemployed. He finally lands a position as
the Footman" and "The Lonelies ;" onepart comedies, and "Carew and Son," a footman in a millionaire's home. After
three-part Broadway Star Feature.
sampling his master's wine and finding it
to his distaste, he spills a few quarts over
"The Lights of New York" is a five-part
drama featuring Leah Baird. It shows
that grouchy gentleman and is given the
how an East Side gunman works his way
"grand bounce." John T. Kelly and Alice
into the "upper ten." The crook reaps a Washburn assist in the fun making. C. Jay
fine harvest among the society buds, but is Williams produced this comedy, which is
prevented from marrying a debutante when
the latest of the "Kernel Nutt" Series.
his true character is revealed and he is sent
Can anyone imagine Lillian Walker being
to jail by his half-sister, whom he had en- lonely? Perhaps not, but in such a conditirely forgotten. Walter McGrail plays the
tion she is seen in "The Lonelies." She
part of the gunman, and Adele de Garde is despairs of ever having any friends until
seen as the half-sister. Arthur Cozine and
Evart Overton as a cub reporter becomes
Don Cameron also appear in this photoplay,
interested in her — than things take on a
which was produced by Van Dyke Brooks.
different appearance. William Shea and
Edwina Robbins make up the balance of
In "The Rich Idler," Mary Anderson
the cast. Wilfrid North directed the
takes the role of the proprietor of a small
action of the story.
notion goods store, who, when the landlord
calls for rent, thinks he is looking for em"Carew and Son" is the story of the
machinations of an adventuress to obtain
ployment and gives him a job. Webster
Campbell is also seen in this comedy. Its possession of the fortune of young Bob
Carew. When she is told that he will be
unable to touch the money for two years,
she is surprised to find that she feels no
remorse, as she has really learned to love
Five Productions Will Come from Famous Players in June:
him regardless of his wealth. Charles
Kent, Mary MauricE, Walter McGrail and
" The Evil Thereof " is Morality Play by Pollock and Wolf
rOR
the month of June, the Famous
seen recently with Marguerite Clark in Belle Bruce portray the leading roles.
Players' Film Company will release five
productions.
The list is as follows: "The Evil Thereof," a morality
play written
Pollock
and Rennold
Wolf, isbyforChanning
release
on June 5. Chief in the cast is Frank Losee, whose work in many Famous Players'
productions, notably in Denman Thompson's own role in "The Old Homestead,"
has made him a popular figure on the
screen. Grace Valentine, Crauford Kent
and others of equal prominence are in the
cast. The story deals with the evils of
money.
On June 12, Marguerite Clark will star
in "Silks and Satins," a combination of
comedy and drama, which opens in the
present and goes back to mediaeval times.
The latter portion of the play is invested
with all the romantic glamour of the days
of old when the rapier commonly settled
all disputes.
Appearing with Louise Huff in "Destiny's Toy," which is to be released on June
15, is William Courtleigh, Jr., who has been

"Out of the Drifts," and with Valentine
Grant in "The Innocent Lie." The exteriors for this play of romance and adventure
were taken on picturesque Block Island. As
the locations of the settings suggest, the
picture opens as a sea story. The action
later moves to the city.
"Susie Snowflake," Ann Pennington's
introductory vehicle, will be released on
June 22. This is a comedy-drama of musical comedy life which is peculiarly suited to
the diminutive star, in view of the fact that
her whole theatrical career has been devoted to this branch of stage activity. Susie
is a little country girl whose musical comedy success docs not exactly meet with the
approval of her family.
Pauline Frederick stars in "The World's
Great Snare," an adaptation of the well
known novel by E. Phillips Oppenheim, on
June 26. This deals with the elemental life
of a western mining town. Of the big
scenes perhaps one of the greatest is the
fight in the Montana Cabaret, in which
Irving Cummings and Riley Hatch engage.

Harry Davenport is responsible for its production.
GYPSY O BRIEN SIGNS WITH
VITAGRAPH
Gypsy O'Brien, who created a reputation
for herself in "Devil's Garden," a recent
metropolitan production at the Harris theatre, in West Forty-second street, New
York, has joined the Vitagraph Company
under the direction of Wally Van.
Miss O'Brien, whose work as leading
woman for Lynd-Harding, now playing
in Henry the Eighth with Sir Herbert
Tree, at the New Amsterdam theatre, is
considered one of the most beautiful and
talented of the younger American actresses.
A native of Ireland, she possesses a large
amount of that charm and beauty which
have made its women famous the world
over.
In the "Scarlet Runner" she will have
an opportunity
to display
ents to the fullest
extent. her dramatic tal-
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Studios
J

By J. C. lessen
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 20.
RICHARD STANTON, who has been
with the Universal for the past nine
months, and during that time produced the " Graft " serial in forty reels, and
a number of other subjects, has resigned to
accept the directorship of a Fox company
now being organized. Production will be
taken up within a few days, and it is the
present intention that Mr. Stanton will direct the filming of western subjects. Previous to his connection with the Universal
Mr. Stanton was for about two years actor
and director for Thomas H. Ince at Inceville. Fred Granville, who has been cameraman with Stanton at Universal, will accompany him to the Fox studio.
Clifford Elfelt, who has been assistant to
Director Campbell at " U " City, has been
placed in charge of a company, and is filming a one reel subject entitled "Muggins,"
from a scenario by Harvey Gates. It is a
drama pertaining to a child reuniting its
parents. Gretchen Lederer is the wife, and
Norbert Myles the husband.
Another addition to the "U" producing
staff is George Marshall, who served for the
past year as assistant to Director Jaccard.
Marshall has been placed in charge of directing Harry Carey and a company of
western players, and the first subject is en" war Bludgeon
Man."and Acomes
womanto
leaves titaled The
ridden nation
western America. Shortly after her arrival,
a baby is born. Through boyhood and in
young manhood, he shows a disposition to
fight at all opportunities. This mania, however, is overcome when he meets the right
woman.
Allen Holubar, Universal director of the

eastern studios, has been transferred to
" U " City, and last week took up the making of the first subject here, a one reel picture entitled " Any Youth." Director Holubar was accompanied by Dorothy Phillips
who has been the star of his company in
the east.
" AnydealsYouth
is ofconflict
an allegorical
nature
which
with " the
between
the better and baser self of the average
human being. Holubar, Hector Sarno and
Dorothy Phillips are the principals.
Director Robert Leonard has taken up
production of an adaptation from the book
by Elenor Hollowell Abbott, " Little Eve
Edgarton," with Ella Hall playing the ingenue lead. Thomas Jefferson has been
cast to play the part of her father, a scientist, and Robert Leonard appears as the
city man who has tired of social butterflies.
A Bill of Fare of Greens from a Fair Hill
of Beans
The Sinclair Lewis story, " Nature, Incorporated," has been adapted for the
screen by Ben Cohn, and is now in charge
of the direction of William Worthington.
Herbert Rawlinson appears in the role of a
dashing young real estate agent, who locates a professor who desires to establish
a health reviving colony where vegetables,
peanuts and beans will be the principal
dishes of every bill of fare. After the colony is established, the real estate man pays
it a visit, is surprised at the coarse sacks
worn as clothing by the close-to-nature patients, and meets the daughter of the professor. The meeting results in the real estate man becoming a member of the colony
and the professor's household. After three
days at the colony following the wedding,
he induces his bride to return with him to
the city. Upon his return he finds cafe and
club life a hollow mockery, and returns to

his daily morning plunge in the ocean and
his peanuts and beans. Agnes Vernon is
the
daughter, and William Canfield the professor.
" Uncle John's Money " is being filmed by
Director George Cochran at " U " City.
George Berrell is the uncle, Malcolm
Blevins and Burton Law the nephews, and
Margaret Ellison and Linnie Gee the wives.
The scenario is by Fred Myton.
A Universal company has left for the
lumber region in the vicinity of Eureka,
Cal., and en route by boat, will make the
exteriors for a one reel sea story by Ben
Cohn which has been titled "On the High
Seas." It is a story of mutiny of the crew at a
time when the captain's only friand aboard,
the mate, is preparing to leave the ship
to return a stowaway girl to shore, following a battle with the captain to protect her.
The mate returns to duty, and in the fight
in which he aids the captain, the captain is
killed. Albert MacQuarrie, Jack Holt and
Lucille Young play the leading parts in this.
Ben Cohn accompanied the players, and
will write several stories around locations in
the timber region. One scenario has already been prepared, the title of which is
" The Wilderness Creed. "
The scenario entitled " Not By Faith
Alone," adapted from the Bob Wagner
story of the same name, is to be made into
five reels instead of two as first planned.
This is under the direction of Lloyd B.
Carleton. It is a story of the early mission
days in southern California, and the scenes
will be made on the exact locations described in the story.
A small village made up of members of a
religious
sectobject
knownwasas to
"ThefindSeekers,"
be
cause their
the needy
and give aid, serves as the locale of a five
reel subject entitled "The Seekers," being

Fay Tincher Garbed in the Bathing Suit Worn by Her at the Venice, Cal., Carnival; Douglas Fairbanks Poses with the Fine Arts Star
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Four Scenes from " The Sorrows of Love," a New Ince Triangle, with Bessie Barriscale and William Desmond
made by Director Otis Turner and a companj- composed of Flora Parker DeHaven,
Paul Byron, Oiarles Mailes and Edward
Hearne. The story is by Olga Printzlau.
Number two of the "Timothy Dobbs"
series by Bess Meredyth, being produced by
Wallace Beery, takes the Centerville protege to a motion picture studio, where,
after many difficulties, he secures a pass
and becomes an extra player. A number
of scenes are destroyed when Dobbs fails
to follow instructions, and finally he is
thrown off the lot. Carter DeHaven is
featured in this, with Robert Mylash as his
valet and Vola Smith as his sweetheart.
An Undaunted Pair

fifty cowboys and cowgirls and a number
of Indians were present wearing costumes
of the early west, and these together with a
three piece orchestra gave ideal atmosphere
for the occasion. One large section was
devoted to the serving of refreshments
which greatly added to the merriment of
the evening. Indians gave their native
dances, and cowboys entertained with roping and difficult lariat feats. The host was
there in chapps and a sombrero. Among
the guests were De Wolf Hopper, Elda
Furry, William Collier, Marie Doro, Charlie
Chaplin, William Farnum, John Emerson,
William Hurlburt, Mary Alden, Oscar Apfel, Elliott Dexter, W. S. Hart, Dustin
Farnum and Winifred Kingston.

" It's Liable To Happen " is a one reel
comedy made by Wallace Beery while
waiting for sets. The director plays one
leading part, and others in the cast are
Helen Leslie, Victor Potel and Gretchen
Lederer. The story concerns a couple who
were estranged and they each marry. One
becomes the wife of a widower with seven
children, and the other the husband of a
widow with six. At the end of a year, both
are single, and begin life as husband and
wife with a very good start of thirteen.
Director Allen Curtis and his Universal
Jokerites are making " She Was Some
Vampire." This is a burlesque in which
Gale Henry wins the hearts of many and
ultimately brings upon herself her own
downfall by flirting with a policeman. The
usual Joker players including Milburn Moranti, Charles Conklin. William Franey, Lillian Peacock and Gale Henry appear.
An invalid, mortgage, mysterious disappearance, supposed murder, betrothal and
elopement, all serve to make up the plot
for " The Deacon's Demise," now being
filmed by Universal Director Lynn Reynolds. This photoplay will consist of five
reels and has for the principals of its cast,
Myrtle Gonzalez, Val Paul, George Hernandez, Frank MacQuarrie, Fred Church, Lule
Warrenton, Jack Curtis and others.
The last consignment of Nestor comedies
to be made by Al. E. Christie has been
turned over to the Universal Company.
There are three in all, the titles of these
being "What Could the Poor Girl Do,"
" Almost a Widow," and " Wanted — A
Husband." Two were produced by Horace Davey, and one by Eddie Lyons.
Members of the Scream Club, friends,
and a number of celebrities of the film colony, were guests at a western dance given
by Douglas Fairbanks, at a dance hall of a
decided western type located in the foothills north of Los .Angeles. Approximately

Complete Three Fine Art Subjects
Three Fine Art Triangle plays were completed last week, two of which were of but
two reels. One stars Fay Tincher and has
been titled " The Two O'Clock Train." The
Douglas Fairbanks subject of two reels is
known at the studio under the working title
of " The Detective." It is a burlesque
which deals with the secret service detective who exposes a gang of Japanese smugglers. DeWolf Hopper for the last time had
on the make-up of Casey for the film version of "Casey at the Bat."
Fairbanks has been cast to play the star
part in the film version of the Bret Harte
story "In the Carquinez Woods," and he
with a large number of other players are
now in the Sequoia Park district making
exteriors for this subject. Alan Dwan is
in charge of the direction. The players
went by automobile to Calaveras County,
four hundred miles north of Los Angeles,
in central California, where they will find
most of the locations needed. In traveling
in this section they will all go by mountain burros, the roads being too narrow
for automobile or wagon travel. Supporting Fairbanks in this are Jewel Carmen,
Sam de Grasse, Alma Ruben, George Beranger, Frank Brownies, Art Rosson, Tom
Wilson, together with twenty-five cowboys
and Indians.
The southern story starring Lillian Gish
as the daughter of a strict southern gentleman, has been titled " An Innocent Magdeline," and is now ready for release. Spottiswoode Aitken plays the leading character
part, and others in important roles are
Sam dc Grasse, Mary Alden and Jennie
Lec. The scenario for this was by Merton
Merrill Burtin.
A third two reel subject has been taken
up at the Fine Arts studio in which Fay
Tincher is starred. It is a farce comedy

wherein a father sends his daughter to a
girls' boarding school to break up a case
she has with a certain youth, and to prevent her from eloping. The sweetheart
arranges for an elopement, and it is carried
out when cupid picks the lock on the door
of happiness. Supporting Miss Tincher in
this will be her new style bathing costume
of black and white, Harry Fisher, Kate
Toncray, Max Davidson and others.
The "mystery" Fine Art film made several weeks ago with Mae Marsh, Wilfred
Lucas and Bobbie Harron in the principal
parts, has been titled " The Wild Girl of the
Sierras." The scenario for this subject is
by Anita Loos. Miss Marsh and Harron
are now working on an Irish story laid in
Wexford County, Ireland. The plot of this
unnamed play is said to depend more on
characterization than on complications. The
" heavy " lures the peasant girl away with
a promise to marry. She is rescued by her
peasant sweetheart following a thrilling
hand to hand fight between Harron, as the
sweetheart, and James O'Shea, as the
heavy. Paul Powell is directing this subDirector William Christy Cabanne is
now at work with the filming of a symbolic drama. Much action takes place in
ject. garden of life where all is in bloom in
the
youth. Temptation overpowers the couple,
and the flowers of the garden gradually
fade and die. William E. Lawrence, who
has played juvenile parts in many productions from the Fine Arts studio, and has
been with the organization since its inception, plays the lead opposite Lillian Gish.
Spottiswoode Aitken is the grandfather
who attempts to keep the young people
from falling into the power of temptation.
The
wick. story was written by Granville WarArrangements have been made with the
school authorities for the making of scenes
at Sunland school. Twenty children in addition to the Fine Arts juveniles will take
part in this, and the scenes will be used for
the
Arts subject
whichFinefeatures
Dorothy"The
GishSchoolma'am"
in the name
part. The principals in this photoplay besides the children are Elmer Clifton, Jack
Brammall, George Pierce, Hal Wilsoh,
Josephine Crowell, Alberta Lee, Millard
Webb and Glen Williams.
Signal Company Off for Honolulu
The SignalleftFilm
organization
Los Company's
Angeles onproducing
Monday
evening, May 15, for San Francisco, where
on the following Wednesday they embarked
for Honolulu for a trip of about four
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weeks. A week prior to the departure, Di- PIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU^
rector J.P. McGowan took up the filming
of a five reel story entitled " The Diamond
Runners," which was written by himself
from first hand knowledge of life in the
Kimberley region of South Africa, where
he spent several years. Helen Holmes appears in the stellar role, with Leo D. Maloney opposite. Others in the part who
will take part in the production are Paul C.
Hurst, Thomas D. Lingham, William Brunton, J. E. Perkins and Chance E. Ward.
The company worked on scenes for this
up until the last hour of sunlight prior to
their departure, and also made a number
of scenes in San Francisco. During their
absence from the Pasadena, Avenue studio,
a numt^er of sets will be constructed for
the filming of " Judith of the Cumberlands." One particularly large set will represent astreet in a southern town. This includes a court house about which much of
the action of the story centers.
President Samuel S. Hutchinson of the
American Film Company, arrived in Los
Angeles the latter part of the past week
from the east, and spent several days at the
studios of the Signal, Vogue and Chaplin
companies, while on his way to Santa Bar- g Juanita Hansen in a Scene from " The g
bara, where he will remain several weeks.
Submarine,"
the New g=
g3 Secret of the
American
Serial
Upon his arrival, special private showing
f !'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiii;iiiiiiiiiNii:ii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiii:iiiiiiii[i:iii[iiiiiiiiN
of the ten reels of " Whispering Smith " the border south of Tucson, Ariz., where
and " Medicine Bend " was arranged, and
he witnessed the projection of this at the they are preparing the scenario from
Signal studio. Later he saw the first print Wright's story " The Eyes of the World,"
which is to be filmed next by the Clune
of the second Chaplin comedy " The FireCompany. They will also select locations
man," which an hour or two later was
for a number of the exterior scenes for
shipped to the factories with the negative.
this photoplay. The two men expect to
The making of a three reel Selig picture
complete scenario before they reentitled " The Preacher," was begun last have turnato Los
Angeles.
week by Director Robert Daly. The title
The Kalem Glendale studio players are
part is taken by Charles West, late Biograph player, who was specially engaged
making the final scenes for "The Music
for this role.
Swindlers," fourteenth episode of the "SoVernon Snively, son of Chief of Police
cial Pirates" serial, and during the coming
week will make the fifteenth and last epiSnively of Los Angeles, and late of Universal Company, has been engaged as assistant director for the T. H. HeflFron Selig
Company.
The E. & R. chimps. Napoleon and Sally,
are again working in a one reel comedy,
which has been given the working title of
" The Sailor's Mascot." In this, Charles
Carter, as a sailor, returns from the African tropics with the two chimps as pets.
He wooes the daughter of the man who
lives next door, and is kicked out, whereupon he turns loose the chimps. They find
the girl's father in a wheel chair propelled
by a burro. The chimps never did love burros, and they administer a beating so strenuous, that the motive power of the wheel
chair runs away. The blame for this is
fixed by the father on the favorite suitor
for the girl's hand, and the sailor wins by
catching and stopping the burro and saving the old man's life. Lillian Brown
Leighton appears in the part of the girl's
mother, and the direction is by J. J. Franz.
Preparations are now being made for the
making of an E. & R. subject in which a
Marjorie Wilson (Triangle)
majority of the trained animals of the zoo
will take part.
sode, which has been titled " Black Magic."
With the completion of this, filming of anA Wright Story for Clune
other serial will be taken up by Director
Production Manager Lloyd Brown, and
James Horne and the company. Particulars concerning this have been withheld
Director Donald Crisp of the Clune Film
Producing Company, are now with Harold
for the present, but scenes about the studio
Bell Wright, the author, at his ranch on
indicate that extensive preparations are be-
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ing made which will add materially to the
new release. Special sets and many novelties will be introduced. " The Music
Swindlers " gave the players opportunity to
display their hidden musical talents, as
there were a number of singing and musical numbers, taken part in by Marin Sais,
R. E. Bradbury and Frank Jonasson, also
ballroom and fancy dancing introduced by
Olive Kirkby with Frank Jonasson as her
The Kalem Company has a thrilling compartner.
edy completed which was produced by Harry Edwards. The story pertains to the
constant rise of the price of gasoline, and
the misfortune which befalls every car
that Ham buys, each one being blown up
by some mysterious explosion effected by
revengeful Bud, because of the attention
shown to Norma Nichols, his sweetheart.
The comedy ends with a machine occupied
by three dashing off a hundred foot embankment into the ocean. The three players
in the comedy are said to have occupied
the car when it made the dive.
Railroad officials last week prohibited employes in charge of a train leased by the
Kalem " Hazards of Helen " company, from
carrying out the orders of the producing
organization, because they felt the stunt
being staged too hazardous. One attempt
was made by Helen Gibson to climb across
a rod from a car on one track to a car on
another while the trains were in motion.
This being prohibited, a scene in which
Miss Gibson leaped from one car to another was substituted. No title has been
given this subject, which will be released
as one of the " Hazards of Helen."
Aviator Runs Into Wire
In attempting to make a scene for the
current "Hazards of Helen" subject, to be
known under the title " The Spirit of the
Rail," Aviator Christofferson, who was
carrying Helen Holmes so that she might
drop from the aeroplane to a moving
freight train, ran so close to the train that
he could not escape colliding with a wire
stretched from one telephone pole to another on the opposite side of the track.
The machine was badly wrecked. The
actress dropped from the aeroplane,
but as it had not gained the right position
over the train, she alighted in the sand
along the track and was not injured. The
damage
the aeroplane
made it
im'possible
for a ofre-take,
and additional
scenes
will
be taken so that the action photographed
may be used.
Another Kalem Comedy company is filming a woman police story. This tells of
Ethel Teare's refusal of John, who joins
a bachelor's club, which requires making
a vow to ignore the weaker sex. Ethel
joins the police force, and is detailed to
arrest all men who flirt with her. The arrested ones are practically all members of
the bachelors' club, her last victim being
her former lover. Others in this are Victor Rottman, Jack McDermott and Gus
Leonard. The uniform worn by Miss
Teare and the beribboned gun she carries
will be features of this picture. The direction is Harry Millard.
A visit to a Los Angeles employment *
agency to secure types for a one reel comedy known under the working title of
" Ham's New Job," caused a Kalem com-
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edian to be booked lor labor on a moving van at two dollars per day. The manager of the department judging from
Lloyd Hamilton's make-up assigned him to
the first job open. Hamilton then explained his mission to the place.
A mention of the word versatility to any
\'itagraph
immediately
bring
out
the storyplayer
that will
Corrine
Griffith worked
in three different subjects for three different directors within an hour. She made a
new scene for one, a retake for another,
and then played the remainder of the afternoon in the Blue Ribbon feature
" Through the Wall," for Director Roland
S. Sturg'ion. Each part required a different cos^.lme and make-up, the first being a
costume comedy, the second a shop girl
lead, and the last a gay young widow of
the vampire type.
A Gasoline Tragedy
Gasoline plays an important part in a
comedy being made at the L-Ko studio by
Director Craig Hutchinson, as it is a fireman's story, and the members of the tank
town department make the mistake of attaching the hose to a spigot from a gasoline tank instead of a hydrant. The fire
occasioned by burning down a specially
constructed building, afforded some very
realistic scenes, and endangered practically
every member of the company. Billy Anderson and Jean Rogers play the important
parts.
M. Morris, business manager of the William Fox studios, and their west coast
auditor for the Fox Company, is making a
tour over the territory, and is now at
Seattle.
The first subject of the B. & L. Company, with studios at San Mateo, Cal., has
been completed and titled " The Strangest Man in the World." Scenes are laid in
the city and also a western country. The
leads in this are taken by Neva Gerber
and Ed Cecil. The direction was in charge
of Ben Rothwell, late of the Universal.
Rehearsals have been started at the Lasky
studio for filming of " The Storm," with
Marie Doro as star. This will be made
under the direction of William C. deMille.
The photoplay was especially wirtten for
Miss Doro.
Another new picture will be started the
first of the coming week by Director Frank
Reicher, in which Blanche Sweet will play
the star part. Xo name has been selected
for this.
Director George H. Melford's desire for
securing realistic effects for Lasky subjects, caused Wallace Reid several moments of worry this week which the actor
thought were hours. A scene was being
made in quarries near the city, and it was
Reid's duty to jump and get out of the way
of gravel dropped by a steam shovel. He
stumbled, and the entire load fell upon
him. Reid proved to be a human mole,
and shortly had dug himself out. Pictures
of his strenuous work were made by the
cameraman, Percy Hilburn, which were
shown at the studio for the members of the
organization.
Wyckoff Perfects Film Polishing Device
George Foster Piatt, Lasky scenario editor, who was injured in an automobile accident last week in which two others lost
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their lives, has sufficiently recovered to resume his work at the studio.
Alvin Wyckoff, director of photography
at the Lasky studio, has perfected a new
film polishing device which does away with
any strain on the sprocket holes of the film,
and at the same time polishes the film as
thoroughly as any method now used. Application for letters of patent on the new
device has been made, and already four
machines are being built for use at the
Lasky studios. It is very probable the
Lasky Company will finance the manufacture of these machines. Mr. Wyckoff is
responsible for a number of devices which
have aided in the betterment of photography for Lasky subjects, and the company has furnished him with a completely
equipped experimental laboratory.

.\ number of the Horsley studio animals last week worked in pictures for the
last time for many months, when they took
part in scenes for the two reel Centaur
drama, " The Star of India," produced by
Director Charles Swickard. The scenario
is by Francis Doughty. The title refers to
a large diamond discovered about two hundred years ago, and which was stolen recently. The locale of the photoplay is
Europe and East India and the plot pertaining to the theft and recovery of the
gem, is an oriental mystery. William Clifford and Margaret Gibson with Fred Montague and A. D. Blake make up the principals for this cast.
The David Horsley Cub Comedy Company is filming
the usual
cast. "Jerry's Elopement" with
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Photoplayers' Day at San Diego Exposition Draws Crowds
from All Parts of the State
On the wide veranda of the United
Special to Motion Picture News.
San Diego, Cal., May 15. States government building the stage force
from the Lubin studio had placed four
Photoplayers'
Day Exposition
at the Panama-California International
is now a sets, and here the immense crowd which
thing of the past but the memories of it gathered on the Plaza de Panama had the
will linger long with the motion picture
interesting experience of watching the filming of four different scenes, just as made in
Many of the visitors arrived by train
the studio. In the first, a dining-room
people.
and automobile from the north, and in scene in which a husband is surprised by
his wife as he is in the act of kissing the
the evening the Cristobal Cafe at the exposition was the scene of a ball. The
maid. Miss Hall, Myrtle Gonzales and J.
dance program contained numbers named
Barney Sherry participated, with Robert
Leonard directing.
for different prominent actors and direcIn the second scene, set as a drawingtors, such as a Bosworth one-step. Myrtle
room, Henry King directed as well as
Stedman waltz, Ruth Roland fox-trot, Tom
acted, with Ruth Roland and Miss Wilson.
Mix galop and the like, while others were
named for companies, such as the UniA stockbroker's
office,andwith
Hobart
Bosworth as the broker
Robert
Leonard
versal slow drag, Morosco one-step,
as a client, formed the third scene. A comN. Y. M. P. elephant's prance, Balboa
edy scene was the fourth, with a kitchen
glide, Lubin gavotte and Lasky one-step. In
recognition of the military people in the as the set, and in this Tom Mix and Virboxes, there was an army and navy trot.
ginia Forde furnished the fun.
Following these Mr. Bosworth and Miss
One of the most prominent of the boxes
Stedman gave an excellent reproduction
which had been arranged for the evening
of a love scene, with the shrubbery and
had above it in large letters the word
the pillars of the building as a background.
Lubin, and in this sat Capt. Wilbert MelThe length of this scene, with a fade-out,
ville and his companies from the Corocaused some of the young men in the
nado studio. Hobart Bosworth, who was
director-general of the occasion, also had a crowd to vow that, if there was much of
box. With him sat Robert Z. Leonard and
that sort in the work, they would imElla Hall. J. Warren Kerrigan sat in a
mediately take up the profession of acting
box with Kenneth Croft and friends. Mr.
before the camera.
Croft is manager of the Cristobal Cafe, as
Capt. Wilbert Melville, manager of the
well as of the Hawaiian village on the Lubin studio at Coronado, entertained a
Isthmus, the amusement section of the party of photoplayers from Los Angeles
on board his private yacht Sunday on a
exposition. Ruth Roland, Victoria Forde,
cruise to La Jolla.
Eugenie Forde, Cleo Madison and others
well known on the screen were seen in
Catherine Marie Eppinger, secretary and
other boxes.
treasurer of the American Motion Picture
President G. Aubrey Davidson and
Company, is a visitor in the city, having
other officials of the exposition were among
recently returned from an extended trip
the guests of the evening. John D. through Ireland.
Allen H. Wright.
Spreckels, one of the millionaires of the
coast, had a party of friends in a prominent place in the ball-room.
FANNIE WARD IS GUEST OF THEATRE
There was a large attendance on PhotoCLUB IN NEW YORK
players' Day. At the big music pavilion
one of the features of the day was the
Fannie Ward, the Lasky star, who has
singing by Ruth Roland and Myrtle Stedbeen
spending
few weeks'
man, both of whom received vociferous
New York,
aftera seven
months vacation
of constantin
acting before the camera in Hollywood,
applause, winning even a stronger hold
upon the affections of their many friends
was the guest of honor of the Theatre
who have seen them on the screen. They
Club of New York, an exclusive society orwere introduced by Robert Leonard, the
ganization, atits meeting May 16 in the
Universal Star.
Hotel Astor ballroom.
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a great metropolitan newsWHEN
paper— great in tlie sense of capital
and resources — establishes a flat
rate of $35 a week as the salary of its
copy-readers and headline writers, it is
■fair to assume that it wants $35-a-week
men in these important positions. It is
also fair to assume that it will get them,
and that only occasionally will it get anything better. Very little in the way of
good taste is to be expected from either
editors or men around a desk where such
a standard prevails. Therefore, the headline : "Tobacco, Drugs and 'Movies' all
Under One Roof," appearing in a New
York newspaper last week, could not have
been much of a surprise to the readers of
the paper in question. Neither reader nor
copy-editor is expected to delve very far
into the story, and thus by inference, a deliberate slur is cast on the picture industry. If, in spite of the head-line writer,
the reader should peruse the whole, he will
find that the $35 man has himself read
merely enough of it to get material for
his sparkling " head," which is about as far
as the mind of this price goes.
In this same building, occupied entirely
by the newspaper in question, we know a
man, who for the sake of a ten cent piece,
has been served with the vilest whisky to
be found east of Bucyrus, Ohio. In the
same room he has been allowed to spend
$2.65 a week on a gambling pool, which
was operated systematically, with elaborate
paraphrenalia for years. It now occurs to
us that he might have made a great "hit"
with the brain trust of the concern by
writing a headline something like : "Bulletins, Booze and Bridge in Same Building."
And again, he might not have been appreciated.
Between the office of the newspaper
mentioned and our own, we know of six
theatres, none of them devoted to motion
pictures, which house either drug-stores,
cigar-stores or barrooms under the same
roof. Yet the writer of snappy head-lines
has never seen fit to cast inferential odium
upon the drama on that account. It is true
that tobacco is sold in the Rialto theatre
building; that drugs are sold in the Knickerbocker theatre building; that liquor is
sold in the Strand theatre building, but so
were they in the Casino, Knickerbocker —
yes and in the sacred Empire long before
celluloid was ever run through a camera.
We blush for the depravity wrought by
the "movies." We are forced to confess
that cigars are on sale even in the very
building where these lines are written.
The real reason J. K. Burger, head of
the International Film Service exchanges,
is affectionately referred to as "Simon Legree Burger " is just this :
Last week Mr. Burger received a long
and laudatory telegram from one of his

exchangemen, ending with the statement :
" I look upon you as the Simon Legree of
the exchange business. " Well pleased,
Mr. Burger showed the telegram to E. A.
McManus. " Very good," said the latter,
" but do you know who Simon Legree
was?" Mr. Burger said he had been too
busy abreast
selling of
theCivil
" Mysteries
of Myrabut" he
to
keep
War literature,
was sure it was something nice. So Mr.
McManus told him. Mr. Burger changed
his views on the telegram, and wrote to its
author to that eifect — in fact, the reply
was so sharp that the exchangeman instinctively reached for his hat and coat as
he read it. Then it developed that he, too,
had neglected his literature, and was of the
opinion that Simon Legree was one of the
twelve apostles. He lost no time in looking it up, and the next time the messenger
dropped
in toand
Mr. sincere
Burger'sapology.
office he delivered a long
A certain important film concern, whose
offices are located in the district between
the Battery and Harlem, takes an inordinate interest
in all
modern looking
" efficiency
methods.
When
a dreamy
man"

"Yes," said the Boss; "he's been here
for the last two days, and has given us
several brand new ideas. Want to see
" I would," replied the visitor. " I'm
the head keeper at the Islip Insane Hospital. Brown escaped three days ago, and
we've
just
him? " traced him here. "
Lloyd, thereleased
" Lonesome
Luke,"
of
theHarold
Rolin comedies,
through
Pathe,
is credited with one of the best stories of
the season. We have delayed printing it
for several weeks because we have been
telling it with such good effect ourselves^
Harold, it seems, became annoyed at the
start-at-the-bottom stuff handed out by
successful men, and evolved a little anec-

Bayside, L. I., June 3, 1916,
mornmgs. Art.
busy man
Bayside spirit, and the these days.
Bugle will be on hand to —WANTED— We will take one
welcome them.
36-ft. cabin-cruiser, with 10 h.
power eng. on subscription if ofLocal News
fered quick. — Advt. 6-3 tf.
— Gus. McHugh, J. Clarence — Junie McCree, our talented
Harvey and Rudie Cameron, of fellow-townsman, has wrote a play
Gt. Neck, motored over to call on which has been accepted by some
friends, including Jim McKenna managers in the City. We have
and Ye Editor, Sat. eve. A good had our eyes on Junie for some
time was reported.
time, and always knew he would
— Many actors and others, of get there. Don't forget the old
here, are getting ready to put
Junie.
their boats in the bay this week. town,
— Jack Clymer bought a new
— Ray Hyde was a N. York automobile last wk., which he
drives to N. Y. often. Ye. Ed.
goer, one day this week.
— Warm weather the past accompanying him semi-occasionweek has made the gardens come ally. On one of his trips a cab
up quite satisfactory, and made it backed into him and bent a mudnecessary for Ralph Dean to get
guard, whichluck,
was wenotsay. Jack's
a new straw hat, he having just fault. Tough
recently purchased a derby.
— H. Reichenbach and Geo. Ir— News are rather voluminous
ving, of our village, were among
this week.
those who went up to Albany to
— There is much talk of form- see the Gov. anent censorship,
ing a preparedness regiment of last week. Harry says the trip
Baysideites, Great Neckians and was very successful, he winning
Flushing residents, to drill Sat. more than $70 on the way back.
afts. at Ft. Totten. There was a — Many from here were fooled
meeting at All Saints Church, when the railroad changed trainlast wk. at which steps were time, Mon. a. m. Some got left
taken.
and were quite sore at the R. R.
— Art. James has got his car Co., and Bill Johnston forgot his
out for the summer, but often commutation ticket and had to
goes in to N. York by train these
pay 39c. carfare.

"Bigger, Busier, Brighter Bell Ave."
EDITORIAL
We think it is a shame
more directors do not take
note of the beautiful scenery
around Bayside and on Little
Neck Bay, as scenes for pro
ducing their pictures. To be
sure, many pictures have
been taken here, such as
"The Battle Cry of Peace,"
by Comm. Blackton, and
"Body and Soul," by Geo.
Irving, and many others, but
we hold this section does not
get the attention it deserves.
With nature so bountiful in
her gifts to this region, including beautiful hills and
valleys, mansions and Yacht
club and Bay, not to mention Fort Totten, and the
glimpse of the sound, with
Great Neck beyond, and all
inside the city limits of New
York, it should prove a popular spot and of great benefit
to producers, in our opinion.
"Come one, come all," is the

wandered into the office, obtained an interview with the boss, and gave him some
figures on the miles wasted by the stenographers in walking from their desks, etc.,
he was well received and given a job putting things on a more efficient basis. Two
days later a brisk individual walked into
the same offices.
"Is Mr. Brown working here?" he demanded.
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dote illustrating the value of perseverance.
" Perseverance is a great thing," he said
to Pop Parsons. " Why, ten years ago I
knew a man who didn't have a nickel ; nor
did he have any talent or ability for earning money. But he believed in persevering ;
he said he would persevere until he made
his pile. So he started in to collect old
bones. Soon he found there were more
bones to be gathered than he could carry in
his hands, so he went to a grocer, told his
story and got a market basket on credit.
That was ten years ago. What do you
think that man is worth today?"
" Millions, I suppose," ventured Parsons.
" No, not exactly," replied Harold. " He
still owes for tlie basket."
The time has been when even we, with
all our dei)onair esprit fell for these tales
of highly-fabled salary; how actorettes and
actorines were fed on multi-thousand
beans, collected from the orchestra and
the gallery. But now we count our wage
and laugh, while offering this photograph
(which, like our own emolument, is

Douglas Fairbanks Counting His " Salary "
funny), because we note that little Doug
indulges in a " bunny-hug " on nothing
more than artificial monej'. If you will
take the time to trace the words on bills
about his face (which now, as it has ever
been, is sunny) you'll note that Doug is
just as gay as if he didn't draw his pay
in greenbacks plainly reading " real stage
money."
A casual glance at the latest issue of the
Pictures Magazine, gives the impression
that it has arranged for a "great series"
of stories based upon the lives of noted
actresses. From the first thirty-seven lines
of the first column of the first page, we
cull this:
"In just two issues from now we will begin the greatest scries of stories ever presented to the public. We refer to the life
series written exclusively for the Pictures
Magazine by Viola Dana * * ♦ May Allison's great series of stories from life are
in preparation * * * Mme. Petrova's own
story, written by herself and filled with
the wonderful experiences of this wonderful woman, is to be published in forthcoming issues, " etc.
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Brady Offers Big Money Prizes for Scenario Material
In June 1st Saturday Evening Post, Producer Will Institute Contest for Public — First
Award is S1,000, Second, $750, Third, S650, Fourth, $500, and Fifth, $400
probable, and will be turned over to Mr.
WHAT should
to bewill
a far-reaching scenarioprove
contest
begin in Brady when the absolutely impossible have
been eliminated.
the Saturday Evening Post, June 3, under
The contest will close with the issue of
the direction of the World Film Corporation with the sole judge represented in the the Saturday Evening Post dated September 15 and the awards made as soon after
person
of W'illiam
A. Brady.the contest and that as the material can be read.
Mr. Brady,
who instituted
The contest is open to writers of all
who will devote his personal attention to
every scenario or story submitted, will give, kinds, professional, amateur and those who
to the writer of the Ijcst story or scenario, can only jot down their series of incidents.
The scenarios do not have to be in regular
In addition to the capital prize there will form, so long as they form a basis for the
$1,000.
be nineteen other cash awards. The first picturizing of the story.
As the stories are for the World Film
prize of the one thousand dollars will go to
stars such as Robert Warwick, Alice Brady,
the winner, of course, with those fortunate
enough to write material sufficiently inter- Kitty Gordon, Ethel Clayton, Carlyle
Blackwell, Muriel Ostriche, E. K. Lincoln,
esting, awards will be made in the following manner :
June Elvidge, Holbrook Blinn, Doris KenSecond prize, $750; third prize, $650; yon, Alec Francis, House Peters, Mollie
fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh prizes will King and Arthur Ashley, Mr. Brady is sugbe $500, $400, $300 and $200, respectively,
gesting in his first announcement that aspirants for the prize go see the World stars
with prizes of $100 each to the next twelve
best
Brady.stories or scenarios accepted by Mr. and then write their stories to fit the players' personalities, which makes good sales
The first announcement runs in a full talks and an exhibitors' help.
page statement in the Saturday Evening
Post on June 3. It is, an expression by
WOOLWORTH, WHO MADE BIG
William A. Brady of - the fact that in his MR.
FORTUNE SELLING MANY LITTLE
opinion the stories and scenarios submitted
and actually visualized during the past sev"U" ofCITY
One THINGS,
of the mostVISITS
interested
visitors at
eral years, have been in the majority
thrash. He wants live, present day, society Universal City in the last week was F. W.
and human interest stories and that almost
Woolworth, the well known merchant
everyone has had incidents and experiences
prince and owner of the New York skyin life which, if elaborated upon and built
scraper which bears his name.
It was the first time he had ever visited a
up into a plot or series of plots, would
make interesting screen material.
motion picture studio and he declared it
With its vast circulation, its great home
was one of the most interesting of his
influence and the great diversity of readers, many experiences in all parts of the world.
The New Yorker went over many of the
Mr. Brady confidently hopes to receive fifty
thousand scenarios or stories.
big stages, met directors and performers,
The five thousand dollars in prizes has posed for a photograph and even enjoyed
))een deposited in the Mutual Bank of New
taking part in one of the big scenes of a
York, there to remain until the final judg- photoplay.
ments and awards are made.
With Woolworth were Mr. and Mrs. H.
Six secretaries will handle the incoming
A. Allbright and Miss W. Salter, of New
scripts. They will be divided into four York, and Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Rand, Jr.,
classes, the logical, illogical, impossible and of San Francisco.
E Richard Schayer, the man who was
handed $50 by the Detroit Ball Committee,
to pay for the meals of the New York delegation on the way home, and Harry Reichenbach, the man who saw to it that none of
the fifty was left — even to the point of ordering champagne, returned from Detroit
last Wednesday. With Mr. Reichenbach
on the special train were Lewis J. Selznick,
and others.
We have a little spike just abaft the
starboard side of our desk, consecrated to
a collection of the stories of the dog which
should have bitten the soldier with his tail
as an indication of the fact that he wanted
the butt instead of the muzzle of the rifle
used on him. We collected three last week.
" The condition of the film industry,"
said Arthur James, opening a fresh box of
Richmond straight cuts (advt.), "is well
indicated by the number of persons now

running around in circles and crying
' bloody merger.' "
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Among the prominent visitors to New
York from out of town during the last
week were :
John Greenbaum, Alhambra theatre,
Cleveland.
liurgh.
E. Beatty, Cameraphone theatre, PittsHarry Garson, Broadway Strand theatre, Detroit.
Joseph
Grossman,
Standard theatre,
David Adler, Strand theatre, Cleveland.
Thomas H. Ince, Kay-Bee Studios,, Los
Angeles.
Fulton Brylawski, Washington, D. C.
Cecil B. DeMille, Lasky Studios, Los
Angeles.
Johnny Ray, Ray studios, Cleveland.
Lee Moran, Universal City, Los AnEddie Lyons, Universal City, Los Angeles.
geles.
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ELIZABETH LE ROY, who plays the
part of Mrs. Gallagher in the new
Metro-Columbia production, " Notorious Gallagher," has had an interesting
career of twenty-two years on the stage.
In the early days she traveled over much
of the West and Southwest by stagecoach,
crossing the Mojave Desert and going to
the .very tip of Lower California.
No longer than two years ago. Miss Le
Roy played the part of a child twelve years
old, in a stock company in Oklahoma
City. She is able to make up for any age
from ten to one hundred, but she greatly
prefers the extreme age limit, and Lovisa
in " Thelma," was her favorite part when
on the speaking stage.
Harry O. Hoyt, chief of scenario writers at the Metro-Rolfe studio, has added
another mark to his versatility record by
his apearance before the camera in the role
of the Warden at Sing Sing in " Notorious
Gallagher." William Nigh, the director and
author of the production, and Marguerite
Snow, are starred in this five part feature.
Lawrence McCloskey has sold to the
Universal, through the Amalgamated Photoplay Service, Inc„ his latest feature scenario, called " Souls in Darkness," which
is to be filmed on the West coast. McCloskey was formerly scenario editor with
the Lubin Company, is devoting his time
to free-lancing. His two latest releases
are
" Pawn heof wrote
Fate " in
and collaboration
" Pasquale," with
both
of which
George Beban.
Francis J. Grandin, the well-known director, who recently completed " The Soul
Market " and " Playing With Fire," with
Mme. Olga Petrova, for Popular Plays and
Players, is to go with the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company. Negotiations
were arranged through the Amalgamated
Photoplay Service, Inc., No. 220 West
42nd Street, New York.
Mr. Grandin
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will direct Violet Mersereau in Bluebird
Features for Universal. Previous to his
engagement with Popular Plays and
Players, Mr. Grandin was with D. W.
Griffith at the Fine Arts Triangle Film
Company.
Sara Alexander Joins Fox
Sara Alexander, who is now past eighty
years of age, has joined the Fox forces
and will shortly be seen in her first photoplay. Miss Alexander was a protege of
President Brigham Young of the Mormon
Church and was the leading lady of the
Salt Lake City Stock Company, which he
owned, in the early sixties. The story of
her life is almost a history of the American
stage.
In the new feature film in which Madame
Bertha Kalich is appearing for William
Fox this star has been surrounded by a
cast of well known players. Her leading
man is Kenneth Hunter and among the
other players are William H. Tooker, the
lively Kittens Reichert, W. W. Black, Barrett-Greenwood, Frank de Camp, Fay Tunis and May Price.
Virginia Pearson, Fuller Melish, Stuart
Holmes and other members of Miss Pearson's company are now in Savannah making portions of a William Fox picture.
Among other things they will do will be
to act in the church, -where John Wesley
preached his first sermon in America and
also in the house from which were released
the first English sparrows ever set at liberty in the United States.
The entire ground floor of the Hotel
Astor in New York was used last Sunday
as a motion picture studio and several important scenes for Thomas W. Lawson's
" Friday the 13th " were staged there.
Lawson's story is one based on finance
and Wall Street. Post and Flagg, whose
brokerage offices occupy the entire south

wing of the hotel, turned the offices over
to World Film and had their staflf of
clerks and assistants report for work just
as on a business day, thus Director Chautard of \\{orId Film was enabled to get a
faithful representation of a Wall Street
institution.
In addition to Robert Warwick, who is
starring in the picture, the other principals
and three hundred extra people took part.
The scenes were staged at seven o'clock in
the morning and work continued right on
until noon. Hundreds of curious passersby stopped to watch operations and without
knowing it became part of the crowd supfice.
posedly gathered outside the broker's ofMr. Warwick, Director Chautard, the
other principals and the producing staff,
under the direction of William A. Brady,
made a record job of wiring the office and
lighting the various entrances and removing the installation before the day's business began. The Astor management was
willing and anxious to co-operate and did
so, even lending a helping hand in the wiring and other arrangements.
Two New Essanay Features
Two more Essanay feature productions,
one presenting Henry B. Walthall and the
other Edna Mayo, which will be released
on the V-L-S-E program, have been anEssanay. nounced by George K. Spoor, president of
" The Little Musketeer " was written by
Charles Mortimer Peck especially for Mr.
Walthall. It is in five acts. Mr. Walthall,
who is making a short visit to his home in
Birmingham, Ala., will return to the Essanay studios in a few days and take up
work on this new feature.
This is a story of Southern chivalry and
romance during the reconstruction period,

From the Essanay Studios: " Putting It Over," William Gillette in ■' Sherlock Holmes," and a Scene from "Police," with Charles Chaplin
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although it docs not touch on any phase
of the North and South controversy of
that time. It also carries a crime mystery
which nearly wrecks several lives.
" The Return of Eve," also in five acts,
is the vehicle in which Miss Mayo will next
appear in feature productions. It was written by Lee Wilson Dodd, and adapted by
H. S. Sheldon.
It is the story of the Garden of Eden
brought down to date. A boy and girl
brought up on a desert island, finally taste
civilized life. It disgusts them, but when
they go back to their island they find that
they have eaten of the fruit of the tree
of knowledge and their Eden is an Eden
no longer. They are barred as effectually
as were Adam and Eve by the flaming
sword.
Essanay's short reel releases, which it
is producing with as much care as it does
its features, have been booked through July
and are just announced by Mr. Spoor.
Among the two reelers is a fable by
George Ade, that of the Fearsome Feud
Between the First Families. This is the
first of Mr. Ade's fables to be released in
two reels. The one reel releases for the
month consist of a Canimated Nooz Pictorial, cartoons on events of the day by
Wallace A. Carlson, Vernon Howe Bailey's
Sketch Book of New Orleans and two of
Ade's fables.
The three reel releases consist of " The
Regeneration of Margaret," presenting
Warda Howard and John Junior; "Power," featuring Sydney Ainsworth and Nell
Craig; "Secret of the Night," featuring
Sydney Ainsworth, Lillian Drew and John
Lorenz, and " The Grouch," presenting
Harry Beaumont, Harry Dunkinson, John
Cossar.
Lillian Drew, with whom picture patrons
are most acquainted in heavy leads, has
another such part in " Secret of ihe Night."
Her last picture was a comedy drama, " A
Return to Youth — And Trouble," and she
demonstrated her versatility by packing it
full of laughs. Sydney Ainsworth and
John Lorenz also appear in the new piece.
Edith Storey and Antonio Moreno will
soon be seen in a five-part Mexican story.
Miss Storey plays the part of a dancer and
Mr. Moreno that of a Mexican gentleman, her lover. Besides producing the
picture, George D. Baker, also conceived
the plot. Mr. Baker selected an all-star
cast to support the Vitagraph pair.
Frank Daniels Working in a Comedy
Frank Daniels, the Vitagraph comedian,
is working under the direction of C. Jay
Williams in a one-part comedy which
comes from the pen of Mark Swan.
Marc McDermott, now a recognized
Vitagrapher, is busily engaged on his first
picture to be released by the Vitagraph
Company. It is a five part dramatic story
by Louis Joseph Vance and is being filmed
by Director William Humphrey as a Blue
Ribbon feature. Naomi Childers, Robert
Whitworth and Josephine Earle play important characters in its enactment.
Hughey Mack, Vitagraph's heavyweight
comedian is now appearing in " The Battler," a one-part comedy by Lawrence
Semon and C. Graham Baker. Hughey,
as a boxer, introduces something entirely
new in the "squared circle," when he uses
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Williarrtson story "Miich Wally Van has
' well under way. .-^I ' will be releasj^d in
fifteen episodes, one episode a week.No more striking instance of the refiiarkable growth and development of the
art of photoplay construction could be
found than in the setting — over one hundred feet in depth — which has just been
erected: in the Famous Players studio for
a few scenes in " Silks and Satins," in
: which Marguerite Clark is to star.
The scene represents the great hall of a
mediaeval castle and has at the far end a
massive stairway which sweeps across
three sides of the hall. The whole is a
representation of gray stone and so massively constructed, that several persons
promenade down the stairway from the

A Scene from Chapter Three of " Gloria's
Romance." the Billie
George Burke
Kleine Serial, with
gas bombs in his line of defense. Lawrence Semon, besides being co-author also
directed the action of the- story.
Harry T. Morey, who supported Edna
May in " Salvation Joan," is now working
in a three-part Broadway Star Feature.
Eugene Mullin, author of many Vitagraph
successes,
is supervising the filming of the
story.
Earle Williams is still having numerous experiences in the C. N. and A. M.
Lucille Lee Stewart in " The Destroyers,"
Vitagraph- V-L-S-E
gallery without causing the least vibration
anywhere in the scene.
Turning Back the Clock
The wisdom of the popular . European
pastime of advancing the clock one hour
in order to tak^ advantage of the earlier
dawn in the summer months, has been appreciated by the Famous Players Film
Company to such an extent that the
stars atearlier
the company's
studio when
are being
called
than heretofore
the
raphy.
day's schedule includes outdoor photogWithout good clear sunshine the motion
picture producer is helpless when working at "exterior", scenes. Of course he
seldom uses natural light in the studio,
preferring to rely upon the mathematical
certainty of the perfectly regulated artificial light rather than to run the risk of
having to re-photograph a large percentage
of his scenes because of variations in the

Alice HoUister (Kalem)

light.
Al this may be very interesting from a
scientific standpoint, but, as Marguerite
Qark remarked when she learned of the
advanced hours, " It does not in the least
restore my lost hour of sleep and that
final sixty minutes is all that really counts
in the whole
night's onrest."
i
(Continued
page 3401)
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This department is designed to keep the industry informed of all news concerning new or projected laws. Federal,
State, County or Municipal, that may affect the business, and all events involving any branch
of the trade with the authorities in all sections of the country
CINCINNATI JUDGE ASKED TO AID
Police Cannot Act as Censors Is Ruling of Judge in " Damaged
CURFEW PLAN AGAINST PICTURE
HOUSES
Goods " Case; Exhibition of Picture Is Allowed
Interests of motion picture exhibitors of
UPON the presentation of affidavits de- for the purpose of producing the picturized
claring that Chief of Police Michael
Cincinnati, O., are in jeopardly it is beBrieux play there. The vice chancellor
lieved there as the result of an appeal
Long has expressed himself as opposed to expressed surprise when informed by Mr.
the performance in Newark, N. J., of the
to Judge Charles W. HoffEgner that Chief Long had put his offi- made manrecently
of the Court of Domestic Relations
cial veto upon the production. He said :
picture dramatization of Eugene Brieux's
by the Federation of Catholic Societies.
play, "Damaged Goods," and threatened to
"He has no authority whatever in the
This organization requests that the
prevent its being shown there, on the
premises — not even a semblance of authorJuvenile Court over which Judge Hoffman
gioimds that it is objectionable morally,
ity. Suppose the play is immoral, the chief
Vice Chancellor Howell has issued an orpresides take steps to have children under
can't stop it in advance. The producer
sixteen years of age excluded from all
der restraining the police from interfering
has the right to have the matter go before
with the presentation of the picture. The
motion picture theatres in which are disa grand jury and after indictment to trial
exhibition of the picture has been set for
played sex problem photoplays. This;
by a petit jury. The right of censorship
followed a meeting at which prominent
next week at the Orpheum theatre.
is not vested in the chief of police."
Catholic social workers deplored the fact
The vice chancellor expressed himself
that the sex problem theme is prevalent irt
strongly in granting the order, going so SMOKING LAW INTERPRETED MORE
a large percentage of pictures shown in
far as to say that the police have no right
LIBERALLY IN NEW YORK
Cincinnati.
or authority to interfere with dramatic
An employee of the Renfax Film ComThe resolution by which the matter was
productions, but may bring an alleged obpany, 110 West Fortieth street, New York,
brought to the attention of Judge Hoffman
jectionable production before the grand
who was arrested for smoking in the hall- has not yet been acted upon, either by the
jury in due order. He declared that an
way of the building, was adjudged not
Court or by the Motion Picture Exhibitors
indictment and trial was first necessary
League, but comment on the action of the
to determine whether an exhibition was of guilty at a hearing before Magistrate Appleton last week. The defense was consociety has been freely given. It is
an illegal nature.
ducted by DeWitt Fax, vice president and
believed that the request for Juvenile
This is the third time efforts of the
counsel of the company.
Court action while not so bad as it applies
Newark police to prevent or stop the proto the sex problem picture, will have a
Magistrate Appleton upheld Mr. Fax's
duction of theatrical performances have
been interfered with by the courts. It is contention that, under the provision of tendency to increase the official and legal
Chapter 10, Section 8, of the Code of Ordisurveillance by which the exhibitors are
however the first time the issue has turned
nances, smoking is permitted in the offices,
already handicapped in the State Censorupon a purely moral question. In the case
halls and every other part of a building
ship system. In addition to this theof "The Birth of a Nation," the only other
by a self-closing door from
Catholic Federation addressed a communiinstance in which an order restraining in- separated
rooms in which films are kept.
cation to Archbishop Henry Moeller, asktereference in advance of production has
ing him to issue a ban on all motioni
been issued in that city, the position of
CENSOR ORDINANCE IN ST. LOUIS
the court was taken upon the allegation
picture theatres. The Archbishop so farhas taken no action in this respect and is
DEFEATED
of the police that the film would lead to
considering the claims of the society that
riot and disorder. It was asserted by the
At a meeting of the Board of Aldermen
police that disorder would follow the presin St. Louis last week, a censorship bill there is a prevalence of pictures exploiting
entation of the film and the court in is- was brought up again for consideration,
questions of sex.
suing the restraining order declared that
and Alderman Barney Schwartz talked
INDIANA ENDORSES CAMPAIGN FOR
such an assumption could not hold, but
with eloquence and conviction upon the
CHILD LABOR RELIEF
the police must wait the actual outbreak
uselessness and futility of local censors.
of disorder, following production, before
Following a conference with Kate DaSeveral exchange managers and others
they could take action.
interested in the film business helped to
vis, of Cleveland, president of the Inter^
The other irnstance of court restraint
convince the law makers that St. Louis
national People's Aid Association, Frank:
upon the police assumption of censorial
J. Rembusch and Dr. J. M. Rhodes, presidoes not need motion picture censorship,
and the bill was defeated.
powers over public entertainment in Newdent and secretary, respectively of the Inark, was that which occurred a few weeks
diana Motion Picture League, and Ikeago, when Chief Long's prohibition of the PROPOSE HEAVY BILLBOARD TAX IN Beitman, president of the Indianapolis Motion Picture Association, the motion picperformance of "Marie Odile," at the NewOAKLAND
ture men indorsed the federal legislation,
ark Theatre was overruled, the objection
The
Oakland
section
of
the
California
having had rather a religious than a moral
on child-labor problems.
issue.
Art Association recently held a discussion
Miss Davis asked the co-operation of
The application for the order was made
at Oakland, Cal., on the subject of bill- Indiana exhibitors in a campaign on the
boards, which are widely used there as an
federal child-labor legislation, and asked
by Arthur- F. Egner, of McCarter &
that the exhibitors of Irkdiana show slides
English, in behalf of Emanuel Schiller, of advertising medium by motion picture
houses. The use of these was condemned
Bayonne. It was represanted that Mr.
calling attention to the proposed legislaand it was suggested that a very heavy tax
Schiller had rented the Orpheum theatre
tion and urge patrons to write their representatives inCongress in favor of the
for a week at a cost of $350, with the would aid materially in eliminating a large
number
of
them.
privilege of renewal for two weeks more,
bill.
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NO GRUMBLING OVER THEATRE TAX
IN ONTARIO
The past week has been one of confusion
among exhibitors in Toronto and Ontario
generally. Ever since the notification went
out that the new one cent amusement
tax would be effective on May 15, exhibitors have been hsutling about making
arrangements to suit the new legislation.
The government has also insisted that a
chopper be installed in every theatre to
mutilate the tickets as they are used. This,
too, has been a source of worry to the
theatre men, for many of them do not
own a chopper.
The Canadian Universal Company has
made arrangements with the government
to stock the tickets and they will supply
them to their customers, thus saving the
theatre men the time and expense necessary to secure them from the government.
The new tax provides a one-cent ticket
tax for every ten cents of admission; thus
a dollar admission is subject to a ten-cent
ticket tax. Some of the theatre men have
suggested that the admission rate be dropped to nine cents, or ten cents including
the tax rate, thus doing away with the
necessity of using choppers. It is generally conceded that the new tax will be a
great bother, but the theatre men are
very loyal and so far no great grumbling
has been heard.
NO MONEY WHACKS FROM AMUSEMENT TAX; WILLING PUBLIC MEETS
THE CENT ON SEATS
There comes a wail from Toronto regarding the one cent Amusement tax. According to reports emanating from the
Queen city, the smaller exhibtors fear that
this new tax will so affect their business
that they will be obHged to close. That this
fear is ungrounded is shown by the result
of the amusement tax in Montreal. Since
the inauguration of the tax over a year ago,
the vast majority of houses have been doing bigger business than ever. As a general rule Mr. Average Public is quite willing to pay an extra cent for a worthy
cause.
liiniiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniy^^
I NO FILMS CONDEMNED IN LAST |
■
REPORT OF DALLAS BOARD |
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What film men say is the first
report to come from the Division
of Censorship of Commercialized
Amusements of the City of Dallas,
Tex., without a film heing condemned
or a request that " This film must be
shown to the Board before action is
taken," is the report of May S. The
report comes out weekly, and the one
on the fifth, in addition to " Films for
which permits are granted " and
" Films approved without change,"
mentions only minor eliminations for
a few subjects.
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of Political Advocates

for Censorship

in San Francisco

Revealed

in Fight Against Passage of Bill
pictures. It is a well known fact that
T^fiE fight against the passage of a Mr.
Hearst is not in favor of prohibition
moving picture censorship ordinance
at San Francisco has been enlivened by and ha.* no intention of using moving pictures in such a campaign, and it requires
the injection of a political issue and now
that some of the adherents of this ordinno great effort to penetrate the illuminating address of the supervisor who made
ance have come out and publicly announced the real reason for their stand
the speech. He told what has long been
suspected in San Francisco, that the sole
on this question those opposed to it have
reason why a board of censors is desired
been given fresh ammunition for the batby certain interests is that such a board
tle, as well as an added incentive. After
could be used for its power in a political
several months of dilatory tactics, during
way. A board of this kind could be used
which time a covert attempt was made to
to stop any film that attacked corruption
secure the passage of the measure without the knowledge of film interests, the
of any kind, particularly in municipal government. Itcould stop films exposing rasfight has become open and developments
of late have been very rapid.
cality or any designed for public enlightenment. The supervisor acknowledged at a
The revival of the censorship question
meeting of the city lawmakers that it was
came about through an opinion rendered
wanted to aid the liquor interests in their
several months ago by City Attorney
fight against prohibition. He is to be
Long that the board that has been supthanked for his free expression of just
posed to be in existence for several years
what a board of censors is intended to
is an illegal body, as appointments are
mean in San Francisco and the state of
made by organizations having no appointCalifornia.
ive power in the city administration. The
The film interests of San Francisco have
new ordinance now under discussion is the
heretofore refused to take any part in the
signed to abolish the old board and creprohibition fight now being waged in
ate a new one of five members, three of
California. A number of prohibition films
whom are to be appointed by the mayor,
one by the board of education and one by have remained unused on the shelves of
the police commissioners. One must be a exchanges and liquor propaganda has also
woman and one a member of the Motion
been rejected. If the liquor interests insist on this issue being brought into the
Picture Exhibitors' League.
censorship fight, exhibitors will know what
On May 8, the board of supervisors
action to take and in case the ordinance
considered this question for the first time,
is passed they will no longer be neutral.
all previous hearings having been held beEvidence has been piling up in splendid
fore the police committee of three, which
fashion during the past week to show that
had recommended the passage of the measthe general public in San Francisco does
ure. One of the members of this committee outlined the decision that had been
not want censorship. Almost one hundred
thousand names have been secured to the
arrived at in a speech that for sheer
petitions circulated among the patrons of
frankness might be classed as a classic.
He failed to mention in a single instance
picture shows opposing the proposed ordinance and others are being added
any desire for a board of censorship to
protect public morals and unintentionally
steadily. The Carpenter's Union, one of
the strongest labor organizations in that
threw a boomerang into the ranks of club
city, has adopted resolutions opposing the
women and others who have been working for censorship in the belief that this
ordinance, as has the Iroquois Club. Compurpose would be accomplished. He demittees from the Exhibitors' League and
the San Francisco Film Exchange Board
clared that he had not formally favored
censorship but had recently learned that
of Trade are interviewing prominent busiWilliam Randolph Hearst intended to use
ness men, addressing clubs and improvement organizations and such a sentiment
moving pictures in a campaign for prohibition in California and that he was for a against censorship is being created that
it is believed that the battle has been won.
board of censors that would suppress such
CLAIMS AGAINST
ASSOCIATED ARE
TO BE FILED WITH SHELBY
In pursuance of an order of the Hon.
M. Warley Platzek, one of the Justices
of the Supreme Court, New York County,
notice is hereby given to all persons having
claims against the Associated Film Sales
Corporation, lately doing business at 110
West Fortieth street, City and County of
New York, to present the same, with the
vouchers thereof, duly verified, to the
undersigned, who had been duly appointed
assignee of said corporation for the benefit of its creditors, at his office, 60 Wall
street. City and County of New York, on
or before the iSth day of June, 1916.
Dated New York, May 12th, 1916.
Evan Shelby,
Assignee.

CHATTANOOGA
WOMEN'S COUNCIL
ASK FOR MORE DRASTIC
CENSORSHIP
At the regular meeting of the Chattanooga, Tenn., Women's Council, talks
urging the need of more drastic censorship
in the city were made and a censorship
committee consisting of Mrs. C. C. Huntington, Mrs. F. K. Rosamond and Mrs. H.
Goodman, was appointed.
Some of the most prominent women in
the city spoke in favor of the censorship
proposition. The posters shown in front
of the picture theatres were commented
upon and it was suggested that these be
less disgusting and suggestive. The pictures that have been exhibited here recently
also came in for comment.
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15Weeks&30Reels
GREATEST
FILM

SHOW

ON

EARTH

FIFTEEN weeks of super Photo Play with 30 reels crammed
with thrills, excitement, fascination, suspense, all bound
together by a delightful story of love and romance.
"The Adventures of Peg O' the Ring" is THE GREATEST
FILM SHOW ON EARTH . . . with the two greatest
Serial Photo Play Stars on earth
Grace

Cunard

Francis
Ford
supported by a huge cast of Universal Players who put the punch into every foot
of film in this great Serial. If You are in the picture business for money — you won't
waste ten seconds' time writing or wiring your nearest Universal Exchange for booking and it won't take you ten seconds after the first reel has been started on your
screen to know that

It's
What
theof Serial
Peopl
The Universal
is the largest producer
pictures oneearth.Want
With the colossal
resources, financial and physical, with the best brains, producing talent, players and
wonderful ad campaign plus the business producing publicity helps, you insure your
business for 15 consecutive weeks of prosperity and capacity Houses. You may
not be able to book it to-morrow. To-day's the day.

UNIVERSAL
CARL LAEMMLE, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe
NEW YORK
1600 BROADWAY

HA\'E YOU SECURED YOUR
COPY of the WONDERFUL
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
BOOK on "PEG 0' THE RING"?
est Universal Exchange for a
/F not, mite or wire your near
copy. It's Free to Exhibitors
only. If you do not get immediate
response with a copy of this great
hook from your Exchange by return
mail, write or wire the Universal
Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway,
New York City— (Adv. Dept.).
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Unsold territory now offered to wise State Rights
buyers. The magnificent
production
that amazed
Broadway. The star with the
greatest drawing capacity in

Auber's opera, " The Dumb
Girl of Portici." Produced
by the Universal Film Mfg.

the most lavish and spectacular production ever filmed.

Smalley. Wire, phone, write
or call for complete details
of unsold territory. Special
advertising campaign ready

The opportunity
time.

of a life-

The world's great picture
PAVLOWA
the Incomparable, in the dramatization of

Co. By arrangement with
Max Rabinoff. Directed by
Lois Weber and Phillips

for use of Exhibitors. Address promptly State Rights
Department.

UNIVERSAL

FILM MANUFACTURING
CO.
CARL LAEMMLE, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe'*
NEW
YORK
1600 BROADWAY

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writinR to advertisers.
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REASONS why the Universal Program reigns supreme are offered in the following review of
the seven feature releases which head the daily programs for the week of June I2. Read
andreelers
learn
the Universal
them
all. animated
Remember
the frequent
balance
of the
week'sspecials
bill
includes one
that why
other producers
would pad dominates
to two or three.
It includes
cartoons:
novelties,
juveniles,
galore; it is the one supreme varied program that never fails of interest. Get full particulars from your nearest Universal Exchange. If
you cannot get the Universal Program NOW — watch your chance and get it at the very first opportunity. In the meantime book these
features and bolster up your show.
"What Love Can Do."
With Adele Farrington, C. H. Hammond and Mina Cunard. Story
by Gertrude Nelson Andrews. Directed by Jay
Hunt. Twentieth Red Feather Production. Released
June 12. A theme that stirs a responsive chord in the
heart of every lover of moving pictures forms the basis of the strong photoplay reviewed here. That theme is the course of a great love that suffers
all, gives all, conquers all — thereby proving itself true. Adele is a newspaper woman who for five years has given her love — her very life — to the
owner of the paper. She is loved by the City Editor — "Old Grouch," who
is ignorant of her liason. The "man" in the case thinks he is tired of Adele,
and only her wonderful loyalty through a dangerous strike, and great
mental trouble bring him to the realization of his true feeling for her — •
that of undying love and devotion. Strong situations; a big strike scene;
emotional moments of tense dramatic power, mark this as a fine play — one that will please your audiences at every performance.
J. Warren Kerrigan in "The Melody of Love."
Three Reel Gold Seal Heroic Western Drama.
Produced by J. Warren Kerrigan. Released
June 13. Fortunate, indeed, are the Universal Exhibitors,
who recognize the box office power of J. Warren Kerrigan
in
of Love."
Fortunately
for them
one theof
theplays
best like
this "The
great Melody
actor ever
did, released
at a time
when here
he isis at
height of his power — in constant demand for features of greater length.
It was in this stirring style of drama that he made his first bid for fame,
and the present release is worked out with all his old time swing and dash
that captivates every man, woman and child who sees it. This is an opportunity that happens once in a lifetime. If you are not showing the
Universal Program, book this and be happy.
With Alice Howell
"How Stars Are Made."
and Ray Griffith. Two Reel L-KO Komical
Absurdity. Released for laughing purposes only
June 14. Alice has an ambition. She will be a movie
star. She interviews the studio watchman.
She sneaks
into
the
star's
dressing
room
and
swipes
a
costume.
There's
a grand
carnival in town that day and the star is to ride on a float as a queen
— of
something or other. AUce beats her to it and the fun is fast and furious.
The street parade is a scream and the finish is typically I^KO — that means
an
absolute surprise with the laughing punch that will leave your audience
breathless.

**Her Soul's Song." With Dorothy Davenport and Emory Johnson. Two Reel Laemmle
Heart Interest Drama. Directed by Lloyd Carleton. Released June 15. The varied nature of the Universal Program has made it the greatest on earth. The
recognition of what people want, and that they don't want the same thing
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al! the time,Thekeeps
at the toplittle
of the
all the
evidence.
starstheof U.thisP.beautiful
dramaheaphave
showntime.
what Here's
they
could do in heavy emotional work time and again. In this story of an
opera singer who gave up her career for love, and who lost her voice when
the baby came; who regained it under the most peculiar conditions, is so
absorbingly human that it is positively universal in its appeal to the finer
emotions of the heart. Abounding in heart throbs, it will please any
audience.
Hobart Henley in **The Devil's Image."
Two Reel Dope Drama. Directed by Henry Otto.
Released June 16. Every lover of Universal
moving pictures enjoys handsome Hobart Henley's every
moment on the screen. Clean, wholesome, young, goodlooking, with the frank, engaging manner that makes everyone like him,
he has made millions of friends among the fans. In this fine picture his
friends will get something of a shock. They will realize that Hobart
Henley is an emotional and character actor of fine ability as well as a
handsome man well fitted for heroic parts. Here we see him as a dope
fiend deprived of the drug, and in one of the wierdest situations, where in
a dream he fights with himself, is acting of the highest order. The thrills
in
hold has
'em rarely
on the been
edge equalled.
of their seats. The double exposure work
of this
Mr. will
Henley
**A Railroad Bandit."
Two-Reel Railroad
Drama. With Lee Hill and Marie Walcamp. Directed by Henry McRae. Released June 17.
Judged by their plays you would think that Director McRae
lived on railroad wrecks; that Lee Hill would rather risk
his life than eat, and that life held nothing for Marie Walcamp unless there
were a few death defying stunts served to her every so often. This realistic portrayal of a Western hold-up, love rivalry, and the ensuing complications isa great picture. No living man, woman or child could sit
through this marvelous film without being moved to their depths. A
picttire that will please everyone and that will stand a lot of boosting —
in
fact allthethat
you Universal
can give it.
Don't fail to book this if you are not
showing
regular
Program.
Ben Wilson in 'The Finer Metal." With
Dorothy Phillips. Adapted for the screen from
the play by E. E. Kidder. Produced by Raymond L. Schrock. Two Reel Rex Emotional Drama.
Released June 18. Pure drama of the most intense and
emotional sort marks this photoplay which was originally written and
produced for the Actors' Fund Benefit with Henry KoLker in the lead.
Among others the unusual situation is presented of a husband coming to
the room of his wife's lover to save him from arrest on a charge of embezzlement while the guilty wife learns of his magnanimity while hiding
behind a curtain. Big in theme, in acting, and in production this is a big
offering which fittingly closes the big Universal Program for the week.
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California — Arizona — Nevada — Michigan — Greater New York Territory — Minnesota — Wisconsin — New
York State — North Dakota — South Dakota — Iowa — Washington — Oregon — Montana — Idaho — and negotiations pending for many more. To the State Rights Buyer who has not acquainted himself with the tremendous business "Where Are My Children" did on Broadway, New York, the hardest picture territory in
America, we say, communicate at once with the State Rights Dep't of the Universal, 1600 Broadway, N. Y.,
and learn the facts. State Rights Buyers who know what this production has done have purchased territory— virtually snapped it up.
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This is the only moving picture production that blocked Broadway traffic — that crammed, jammed and
packed 'em in . . . that caused a sensation — and that returned real profits to the owners of the Greater
New York Territory. This production from the world's most brilliant screen genius Lois Weber, produced
by The Smalleys, is tremendous in its influence — powerful in its appeal and pronounced "Society's mightiest weapon against the criminal destruction of the unborn."

Press
have

—

Public

united

in

one

and
huge

Clergy
endorse-

ment of this
remarkable
production
Such prominent people as The Rev. Dr. Parkhurst — the Rev. Thomas A. Daly — the Superior Paulist Father
of the United States — John J. Hughes the New York Newspapers — the Trade Press and the public at large
have pronounced this "marvellous." One newspaper described it as "A smashing daring subject done in
a smashing, daring way." The possibilities and profits of this great subject are limitless, modified only by
the manner and method employed in the way it is put on. INVESTIGATE what this Box Office attraction
has already done. Then ACT. All communications handled in order of their receipt. State Rights Dep't.,
Universal Film Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New York City.
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City Exchanges, Avoiding a Dead Halt in Sales, Make
Their Work Hum With Live Efforts

jV/l ANAGER H. M. Osborn of the Pathe
^'■^ Exchange, Philadelphia, took in the
Motion Picture Exposition in New York,
when he went over to attend the banquet
of the Pathe Club held recently at the
Hotel McAlpin.
The first Goldberg cartoon the Boob
Weekly ran a whole week at the Stanley
Theatre. There are already thirty-five
bookings on this release.
Manager Harry Scott of the Kleine
branch has installed Rudolph Berger as
manager of the newly formed Washington
office. Mr. Berger was formerly salesman
in the Philadelphia exchange. The Washington address is 204, Bank of Commerce
Building.
A. G. Steen, manager of the Unicorn Film
office has three Mary Pickford releases
for the fourth week of the service. These
are already proving very popular in this
territory. There was a private exhibition
of the Unicorn program at the Regent
Theatre in Scanton, Penn., on a recent
Sunday to which exhibitors and their
friends were bidden by Mr. Steen. Not
only was much enthusiasm manifested, but
many bookings obtained through this
showing. This was for the up-state exhibitors, but a showing for the Philadelphia exhibitors is also arranged for at the
Family Theatre on Market street. Several
Southern exhibitors, old friends of manager Steen, stopped in the Philadelphia
office on their return from the New York
Exposition and booked Unicorn.
Amongst these were F. D. Hofheimer,
general manager of the Strand, Palace,
Arcade, Manhattan of Norfolk, Va., and
W. H. Harris, owner of the Broadway of
Hopewell, Va. This theatre which was
burned when the town itself was wiped
out by a disastrous fire is being rebuilt and
will open up with Unicorn service.
Amongst the Philadelphia theatres that
have booked the program are the Rittenhouse, Dreamland, Imperial^ Walriut,
Franklin of the neighborhood houses and
the big Manheim of Germantown.
The International Film Service Exchange is now cosily established in its
roomy
three-story
building at 1335 Vine
street.
Extensive improvements were made
on the property before the new exchange
moved in. Manager Earl Sweigert has appointed as roadman for Pennsylvania. C.
R. Mailliman, formerly representing the
Red Feather and Bluebird releases.
The V-L-S-E exchange reports unabated
vigor in the bookings on the Essanay
Chaplin-" Carmen."
The Vitagraph "Battle Cry of Peace"
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continues more popular than ever, being
booked solid until June 15.
Leon D. Melter of the Masterpiece Film
Attractions at 1325 Vine, booked the
twelve-reel edition of " The Spoilers " at
the Forrest, one of the large legitimate
theatres for a two weeks' run. This was
put on with the usual accompaniment of
symphony orchestra, and regular theatre
service, the prices being 25 and 50 cents.
Prof. Richard Smith is orchestra leader.
As soon as the run of the " Spoilers " is
completed, the " Ne'er-Do- Well," the big
Selig production will be put on at the
Forrest.
The Monarch Film Exchange, Edward

;iii;.ji.i'ii;!::iil;iiiyil';li!]||ii£;i:ii!JlJJ3£^
Krupa, proprietor has moved from 1220
to 1223 Vine street. The new quarters are
more accessible, being on the first floor of
the building.
William P. Haslett, special representative of the Kalem Company on the
" Social Pirates," reported a very successful trip all through his territory on this
release.
Mutual Manager of W. Pope has just
returned from an important business trip
to Kansas City.
On May 15 the first Mutual Chaplin
picture, " The Floorwalker," had its initial
showing at the following Philadelphia
theatres : Germantown, Alleghany, Victoria,
Locust, Alhambra, Forepaugh's Palace.
Twelve prints of the picture are in use by
the Philadelphia office, in spite of the big
figure asked for the subject.

Rosenthal Puts on Novel Stunt for " Peg " When Circus Strikes
St. Louis; Kleine Opens Neiv Exchange There
NEW exchange has been opened by in the pictures, and a white horse upon
the George Kleine Film Company in which the rider stood, while a ringmaster
in full regalia attended the lady, leading
the Empress Theatre Building at 3618
Olive street, St. Louis, to distribute the the horse. Another attendant followed
output of the company to the district of with a large banner setting forth
the merits of the circus serial, and
which St. Louis is the centre. The wide
circle of acquaintance and his experience
a large bag of capsules containin all branches of the distributing end of
ing strips of paper with the words :
the film business makes Manager Rosen"Good
; a sure
cure for allThegrouches"
visible dope
through
the celluloid.
rest of
berg a fitting person to be placed in charge
of the branch office.
the advertisement read : " Take one epiJoseph Levy, manager of the Fox Film
sode of ' The Adventures of Peg o' the
Exchange, at 3632 Olive street, St. Louis,
Ring ' each and every week at your motion picture theatre. Fifteen weeks of
was visited during the week of May 8 by
Harry Leonhardt, special representative of thrills, adventure, love and laughter. By
order of Francis Ford, M. D., and Grace
the corporation.
The St. Louis office of the Bluebird
Cunard, M. D." The trio traveled all over
Photoplays, under the management of S. J. town during circus week and drew innumerable comments of approval on the unique
Baker, won the $100 prize for the month
of April, for the best proportionate in- advertising stunt.
crease of bookings of all the Bluebird of- illllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
fices. Mr. Baker and his assistants,
Messrs. Levy and Shurman, feel very 1 MONTHLY INDEX OF REVIEWS |
proud of their accomplishment, especially I IS ANOTHER VALUABLE HELP 1
when the keen competition that prevails in I
IN "NE}FS" FOR EXHIBIT- i
the St. Louis territory is taken into conORS, SAYS NORTH
■
sideration, and the work necessary to close i
M Says Tom North, manager of the g
a contract.
M Seattle V-L-S-E Exchange, in the May g
A private showing of new World Film
I 6 issue of " V-L-S-E Pals " :
g
features was given at the New Grand
" The current issue of ' Motion Pic- H
Central theatre on May 16 by George W. g
g ture News ' carries a Monthly Index g
Fuller, manager of the St. Louis branch.
M of Reviews. All releases reviewed g
Many local exhibitors and out of town
gg maker,
during the
month date
are listed,
with the gg
releasing
and company,
theatre managers attended the exhibition.
title, nature, size and date of issue, g
Barney Rosenthal, in charge of the Uni- gB This
is a fine idea and will be a big g
versal Exchange in St. Louis, put on a very
neat live wire stunt in an advertisement of g help to the exhibitor who is wise g
g enough to study the reviews. g
the " Peg o' the Ring " serial. Just the g " We are glad to see the constant g
week before the first chapter was released, g effort being put forth by the publish- g
the Ringling Brothers Circus came to St. g ers of the ' News ' to get into their g
Louis. Rosenthal secured a former circus g pages all that is interesting and in- g
g structive."
g
bareback rider, furnished a "Peg" costume
modeled after the costume worn by Peg
iiiiiiiiiii

^
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No Friends for " Mr. Care " in Buffalo, Wliere Dry -eyed Joy
Reigned Without Alloy of Gloom in Elmwood Music Room
VY/ITH Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle,
Mignon Anderson, Earl Metcalfe,
Helen Green, John Hines, Jessie Bonstelle
and her associate players, and Corrine Farren Parquette, the beautiful girl who won
the popularity contest in Rochester, conducted by the management of the Victoria,
as guests, the Buffalo Screen Club held its
first annual ball at Elmwood Music Hall
on Monday evening. May 15.
The outstanding fact about the whole affair is that it was " The Big Success " of
the year in Buffalo, despite the fact that
several stars who were promised by their
companies and who were advertised big
in the press as among those going to the
ball, were not able to appear. This part of
the Buffalo's Screen Club ball was its only
disappointing factor. But these things were
not known to the public, which however,
had been told that the stars would appear.
The ball was attended by over 2,000
dancers, including many of Buffalo's leading citizens and officials. Norman E. Mack,
owner of the Buffalo Times, who is also
interested in the motion picture business,
encouraged the club in many ways, not
only by liberal space in his paper, but by
attending the ball with his family, buying
a box and taking a large advertisement in
the program and in addition to all this
bringing Earl Metcalfe and Ethel Green to
Buffalo.
Elmwood Music Hall never presented a
more inviting appearance, the decorations
were beautiful, the music excellent, the atmosphere cordial. The affair lasted from
9 P. M. until 6 A. M. and everybody expressed himself as having a great -time.
The music was furnished by a band of
fifty pieces, under the direction of John
W. Bolton, and an orchestra of the same
number of men under the direction of Herman E.drome
Schultz,
orchestra. director of Shea's HippoThe club feels that it can never repay the
kindness of Mr. Arbuckle for the way he
entered into the spirit of the occasion.
" Fatty " remarked as he entered the hall.
" We are going to put this ball over big."
He did! Mr. Metcalfe, also a "prince of
good fellows," did his share in keeping the
people in a good humor. "Fatty" conducted
the orchestra and band as did Mr. Metcalfe
and almost "stopped" the ball with their
amusing antics.
Mr. Arbuckle was the guest of Manager
Farren of the Victoria in Rochester on
Sunday before the ball and went to Buffalo with Miss Parqutte, who was the winner of the contest held there. He took
Miss Farren to New York with him where
she will appear in forthcoming Triangle
pictures.
So delighted were all the stars who did
attend the ball, with the fine time they
had in Buffalo that they all promised to go
again, when the club holds its next ball.
As "Fatty" stepped on the train he said,
"Boys, I've had the time of my life in
Buffalo. I will come all the way from Los
Angeles
when ofyou
The
members
the hold
Screentheclubnext
took ball."
Mr.
Arbuckle and the other stars to Niagara
Falls on Monday, and as Mr. Arbuckle had

never seen the Falls he greatly enjoyed
the trip. Mr. Arbuckle made a big hit in
Buffalo and he will always be remembered
there and given a royal welcome if he ever
returns.
So successful was the ball that a large
sum was realized after all expenses were
paid. The event was the talk of Buffalo for
a month in advance and the attendance
greatly
exceeded the wildest hopes of the
club.
In view of the great success of this year's
ball, the club plans to hold one next winter.
The grand march took place at midnight,
led by "Fatty" and Miss Anderson, and
from that moment until the wee sma' hours
care was thrown to the winds and joy
reigned supreme. Everyone of the thirty
boxes was occupied. All the Buffalo exchanges purchased boxes.
The notices in the papers the morning
following the ball were most laudatory, in
fact the press did a large share in bringing about the success of the affair.
The Screen Club ball is over, but the
club is already planning a housewarming in
its clubrooms, which are being elaborately
furnished. This event will be held in two
weeks. A river party and a Screen Club
day at Crystal Beach are also being
planned. From this date on Buffalo's
Screen Club is going to be heard from and
it is rumored that in the fall a big motion
picture exposition will be held under its
auspices in the Broadway Auditorium, extending over a week.
Shapiro Is Appointed

Manager

Vol. 13. No. 22
r. B. EMRICH MADE MANAGER OF
BLUEBIRD IN KANSAS CITY
W. B. Emrich, formerly traveler for the
Bluebird Photoplay Company out of the
Kansas City office, is now manager of that
company in Kansas City, succeeding A. G.
Hull, who recently left for the East. Mr.
Emrich was given this appointment because
of the great work he has done while on the
road, much of the success for the Bluebird pictures in that section being due to
his untiring efforts.
One instance of his excellent record is
shown by this fact : out of six contests
held by the Kansas City Bluebird office for
a weekly five dollar prize to the traveler
turning in the largest number of contracts,
five were won by Mr. Emrich. Before
coming into the employ of the Bluebird exchange, Mr. Emrich was connected with
the Chicago and Kansas City offices of the
Fox Film Corporation
TRIANGLES IN TWENTY OF FORTY
THEATRES IN BOSTON
Manager W. H. Bradley of the Triangle
exchange in Boston has put on a night
force and is using conveyances of his own
in addition to the express companies, for
the purpose of preventing lost time in delivery. Out of forty-nine theatres in Boston, the Triangle pictures go into twenty
of them. In the district Manager Bradley has booked over ninety contracts in
four weeks. Billie Burke is now on her
eleventh week in " Peggy " and all the
prints are at work. And it is the repeats
that are doing the business, according to
Mr. Bradley. The Triangle opened at
Keith's Lowell theater last week.
for Triangle in Detroit; Floor

Added to Mutual Exchange
DAUL MOONEY, district manager for finer quarters at 73 Broadway, where an
the Fox Film Corporation, when in entire floor has been leased. " Shap," as
Detroit on May IS, announced the appointhe is familiarly known, is certainly welcome back to Michigan. L. W. Foster will
ment of Marty Brennan as assistant mancontinue with the Triangle Company as
ager of the Detroit exchange. Mr. Brennan is a newcomer to the film business,
special representative.
but not to the amusement business, as he
G. Spencer Trask, manager of the Dewas for several seasons with leading
troit branch of the Mutual Film Corporamusical comedy productions. He is a
tion, announces the appointment of H. W.
Smith as special city representative. Mr.
young fellow with lots of personality and
Smith was formerly manager of the
pep, and should make an excellent Fox
Garden theatre for John H. Kunsky, and
representative.
was also manager of the Empire theatre
Fire on Friday, May 18, practically dein Detroit for nearly a year. The men
stroyed the building at 183 Jefferson avenue, Detroit, occupied by the Universal
at the Garden presented him with a handFilm Company on the first floor and the
some silver loving cup when he left there
May 6.
Metro Film Corporation on the second
floor. The loss was thousands of dollars
Another floor has been added to the Deto the building and to the film exchanges.
troit exchange of the Mutual Film CorThe Picture Playhouse Film Company,
poration, which will be for the advertising^
Detroit, has leased space at 92 Griswold
and poster department. This will give
more room for the general handling of the
street, where it will conduct an exchange
business on the second floor.
for Michigan. The business is in charge
of A. Lee, who has appointed W. W.
McEwen as special representative.
LUX BUYS FOR
RIGHTS
"DUMB GIRL"
TWO TO
STATES
Abe I. Shapiro, for several years connected with the Fox Film Corporation, and
Edward T. Lux, for several years manfor sometime in charge of the Detroit exager of the Cincinnati-Buckeye Film Comchange, has been appointed manager of the
pany, the Universal branch in Cincinnati,
has resigned. He has purchased the state
Detroit branch of the Triangle Film Corporation, which is now conducted at 183
rights for the Pavlowa film, "The Dumb
Jefferson avenue. The branch will be Girl of Portici," for Kentucky and Indiana.
moved within a few weeks to larger and
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Kansas field, Mrs. Howe becoming known
West Is Right in Middle of Good Business; ''Peg o' for her excellent work in the booking department of various companies. The emthe Ring " Helps Roadmen to Win Prizes
ployes of the Universal office presented
CS. EDWARDS, JR., manager of the other houses in that territory. His work
Mr. and Mrs. Howe with a large floor
• Pathe exchange at Kansas City, Mo., in the Kansas City territory dates back for lamp. The affair was to be a quiet one,
some
time,
as
he
was
a
former
manager
has instituted a series of salesmen's meetbut the Universal office force took a part
of the now demolished Olympic theatre,
ings, for Saturday evenings, at which exin the entertainment, with the result that
which
held
forth
on
Grand,
between
Elevperiences will be exchanged and problems
enth and Twelfth streets for some years.
of the business threshed out. The purpose
it was far from what the " newly weds "
G. B. Howe, assistant manager of the had planned.
is to find out what special service is winKansas City office of the Universal Film
On the resignation of Leola McMillan,
ning in each territory, and extend the sucformerly assistant booker at the Kansas
and Supply Company, and Leola McMilcessful methods to all. Each of the saleslin, assistant booker in the same office, City office of the Universal Film and Supmen has his own methods of co-operation
ply Company, Mrs. W. B. Emrich was
with the exhibitors, besides the general pol- were married there on May 18. Previous
icies dictated by Mr. Edwards. It is well to their marriage, the young couple fitted given that position. Mrs. Emrich gave up
out their apartment and the ceremony was
place at the Fox exchange to take this
known, however, that the " chief " gives held there. The tvent was a surprise to her
one. Her husband is W. B. Emrich, the
his men a tolerably free hand, and this
most people up until a week before it oc- newly appointed manager of the Bluebird
policy has been very successful in developcurred, when it became public property.
Photoplay Company in the Kansas City
ing salesmen. Now steps are being taken
that will cause a distribution of all the Mr. and Mrs. Howe are well known in the territory.
good plans throughout the territory.
J. S. Stout, who for the past six or eight Changes in Coast Exchanges Mean No Bartering of Chances by
months, has been traveling out of the Kansas City office of the World Film Corpora" Moving " Picture Men, Who Refuse to " Stand Still "
tion, has been promoted, and left there the N. E. LEVI, who has been connected
photoplay of prison reform, " The Great
with the Los Angeles Mutual ExProblem," for Governor Hunt and his staff
middle of May to take charge of the Salt
change for the past year as salesman, fol- at the Phoenix theatre on May 12. GovLake City branch of this company. Mr.
lowing work in the same capacity at Phoeernor Hunt is known nationally as the leadStout was, previous to his connection with
ing worker for prison reform, and he was
nix, Ariz., has been transferred from the
the Kansas City office, in the employ of a
glad to accept the invitation to attend a
Los Angeles office to that at San Franfilm company in Chicago and is an expeshowing of this picture upon learning that
cisco. Prior to his departure a luncheon
rienced man. He has made an excellent
it dealt with this subject.
was
given
him
at
a
popular
downtown
cafe
record in his territory. His manager, Richby
a
number
of
exhibitors,
exchangemen
Manager S. N. Robinson of the Los
ard Robertson, is high in praise of Mr.
and trade paper representatives. Levi has Angeles Fox Exchange has just returned
Stout's ability and predicts a very succcsst
been very popular with the exchangemen
from the first trip into the Imperial Valful career for him. His position as traveler in the Kansas City branch has not yet and exhibitors in Los Angeles and the
ley, which is the reclaimed desert of
luncheon given him was an unusual dis- southern California. Several months ago
been filled.
tinction.
representatives of the company made that
J. Erwin Dodson, Universal traveler, won
Officers of the San Diego Exposition
the fourth and last contest held by the
territory and secured contracts from theatres in practically every city. Hardly had
Kansas City Universal office, for the trav- hope to secure considerable advertising for
the Fox representatives returned to Los
eler getting the most business during a the Fair by the aid of motion pictures, and
period of four weeks, and was awarded the to this end have engaged Charles Marley as Angeles than an earthquake affected the
of distribution and Robert
section and paralyzed business, with the retwenty-five dollar prize. Of the four se- commissioner
A. Brackett as cameraman.
sult that contracts were canceled. Manries
held,
"
Red
"
Jones
got
two,
Dodson
The plan to be followed is that of makone and C. W. Potter the other. Each
ager Robinson secured contract for Fox
ing from one to two hundred foot sub- service in the four principal cities. El Centraveler reports that much of his success
jects of the nature of news contributions,
tro, Holtville, Brawley and Calexico. This
was due to " Peg o' the Ring."
which may be used by film companies to is the hotest section in the United States
Harry C. Drum, assistant general manager of the World Film Corporation, spent complete a short reel or subject. It is the and the temperature frequently rises to as
intention of the Exposition to furnish such
one day with Richard Robertson, Kansas
high as 115 degrees during the summer
City chief, recently, but promised to stay prints free.
months.
With the acceptance of this position,
longer when he returns in June. Mr.
W. E. Cree, manager of the Denver
Marley resigned as secretary and general
Drum was making a tour of the World's
General Film Exchange, has been transoffices and this was one of the points of his manager of the Los Angeles Film Exferred to the Los Angeles branch and is
changemens Board of Trade, which place now in charge at the latter place. William
journey.
he
had
held
since
the
formation
of
the
A new traveler for the Bluebird PhotoHepburn, who was assistant manager at
board. It is not known at this time
play Company traveling out of the Kansas
the Los Angeles office, has been selected
whether
a
successor
will
be
selected
by
the
City office of D. O. Reese. -In 1915 Mr.
for manager of the Salt Lake branch and
exchangemen,
as
the
Board
of
Trade
has
Reese distributed Paramount pictures, travhas gone to that city.
accomplished the purpose for which it was
eling for the Kansas City Feature Film
Ernest Silcocks, late of Kansas City,
organized; namely, the discontinuance of
Company. Previous to that time he was
has
been selected manager of the Los Ancredit
to
exhibitors
for
film
rental
and
a
with the Baker-Dodge Amusement Comgeles office of the George Kleine Attracstrict cash-in-advance policy. Such a
pany, managing theatres in various parts
tions, and has arrived and opened an office
of Oklahoma and Texas. Recently he has policy has been inaugurated by all Los Anon the second floor of the Knickerbocker
been acting as manager of the Hetrick and
geles exchanges.
building, 645 South Olive street.
Peoples theatres at Chanute, Kans. Mr.
Bracket is a cameraman of many years'
Reese has been actively connected with the experience, his first work having been done
Manager Harry Lustig of the Los Anfor Lyman Howe in the early days of this
geles Metro Exchange has started somepromotion of several successful stock companies in the Southwest, but desired to get traveling organization. Recently he has
thing new by moving to the beach and becoming a commuter.
been making the Los Angeles and southern
back in pictures in which he is an expeCalifornia
contributions
of
the
Pathe
rienced man. He has a wide acquaintance
Weekly.
J. J. Unger, special representative of the
Metro Pictures Corporation on the coast,
all over the territory and is looking forThrough arrangements completed by C. whose headquarters are at San Francisco,
ward to a good season.
Walter S. Quade is the latest addition to L. Theuerkauf, manager of the Los Anspent the past week at Los Angeles. He
geles Bluebird Photoplays department of found conditions very satisfactory for the
the force of the Unicorn Film Service, actthe California Universal exchange, and
Metro, the exchange supplying service to
ing as traveler in Kansas and Oklahoma.
Mr. Quade recently relinquished the posi- Messrs. Mock and Rickard, owners of the twenty-eight theatres in the city and a large
tion of manager of the Bonaventure the- Columbia theatre. Phoenix, Ariz., a private number in the small towns outside of Los
preview was given the Violet Mefsereau
atre, previous to that being connected with
Angeles.
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V-LS E BOOSTS MORE E^ERGETIC
EMPLOYEES
In line with the policy of V-L-S-E to
promote its members from the ranks to
make for stabilitj- and permanency within
the organization, so that the exhibitor will
be dealing with the same people whenever
he comes to the office, the company announces the promotion of H. E. Stillwell,
who has been bookkeeper for the Atlanta
branch. He will now cover the territory
in Georgia, Alabama and Tennessee as
salesman.
L. E. Schaffer, who has been with the
Denver branch since it was made a buying office, and who has covered the territories in Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Montana, west Nebraska
and western South Dakota, has been promoted to assistant branch manager of the
Denver exchange.
In Montreal, the constantly enlarging
scope of activity which business has neces itated in that territory, has meant the
addition of a new salesman. Patrick
Doyle, who has had extensive experience
with the Fox Film Corporation, and the
\\ orld Film Corporation, now becomes associated with the Alontreal office.
Mr. Hayden, a former exhibitor, automobile salesman and driver of racing cars,
recently resigned from the Denver Locomobile agency, becomes affiiliated with the
Denver office of the Big Four.
VOLUME OF FOX BUSINESS IN SAN
FRANCISCO IS ON THE INCREASE
In speaking of the business of the William Fox Film Corporation in the San
Francisco territory. Manager William J.
Citron states that a feature that stands
out foremost is its steady volume. Since
the policy of putting out one release a
week was adopted and of requiring a deposit from exhibitors, there has been a
steady gain in business and practically all
of the customers who signed for the service in the first place are still talking it. The
result is that a large volume of business is
done with a much smaller force than is
the case with most exchanges.
But few solicitors are employed, it being unnecessary to maintain a regular
traveling schedule, as almost every town
of any size in California has an exhibitor
taking Fox service. Manager Citron has
been busy of late receiving visitors from
out of town points, the local exchange being a gathering place for exhibitors
whether they are Fox customers or not,
the location being a central one, with a spacious reception room. Mr. Citron has also
been devoting considerable of his time to
the fight against censorship, co-operating
with the Film Exchange Board of Trade
in this work.
BERMAN GOES FROM KANSAS CITY
TO CINCINNATI FOR UNIVERSAL
H. M. Bcrman, for the pa.st year Kansas
City, Mo., manager of the Metro Picture
Service, has resigned and is now located
at Cincinnati, Ohio, where he is acting as
manager of the Universal. Mr. Berman
has been in Kansas City but a short time,
but during that period the Metro office has
taken many steps forward. He was an
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for Exchange
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Pushing

Picture

Depicting Spiritualism and Hate, " Mysteries of Myra "
Ji

The Ten Trophy Cups Awarded to Branch Managers of the International Film Service
manufactured by Black, Starr and Frost,
JK. BURGER, manager of exchanges
New York. The International claims
• for the International Film Service,
was responsible for an arrangement by that the "Myra" series enjoyed a greater
which each of his branch exchange manfirst-run booking than any other similar
agers will receive a loving cup as a testiseries ever produced. Part of its popumonial to their success in handling firstlarity is attributed to the extensive adverrun booking for the International serial,
tising and publicity campaign which is being promoted in the Hearst newspapers
"The Mysteries of Myra."
and publications throughout the country.
The ten trophy cups were designed and
active worker in the betterment of the
moving picture industry and in addition to
this his connection with Metro acted as a
member of the adustment committee of the
Kansas Association of Exhibitors, in which
organization he was a very strong worker.
Cresson E. Smith, manager of the Metro
exchange at Des Moines. Iowa, has been
in Kansas City the past week taking temporary charge of the office. It has not
been decided who will succeed Mr. Berman, but the fact that Mr. Smith was sent
to relieve him would indicate that he would
be given the office.
MANAGER ATWOOD ADDS TO STAFF
OF INTERNATIONAL IN LOS
ANGELES
Manager G. H. Atwood of Los Angeles
International Film Corporation exchange,
has now completed his staff which includes
William R. Dunlap as city salesman, E. L.
Lamson, Charles P. Miner and Bert Sacre,
salesmen in the territory; George Wilson,
bookkeper, and O. W. Rheinhart, cashier.
The first release of " The Mysteries of
Myra " by this organization, was booked
at the Symphony theatre, 614 South Broadway, and for the first time in the history
of the theatre, which has a seating capacity of seven hundred, nightly there have
been waiting lines of patrons. The Powers
and Harriman cartoons have been booked
for one year at the Alhambra theatre on
Hill street, Los Angeles.

WILLIS IS IN CHARGE OF MERIT, THE
OUTLET FOR IVAN, AT BUFFALO,
NEW YORK
F. J. Willis, well known to the film trade
as a manager of exchanges for various film
manufacturers, has ben placed in charge
of the
new Merit
Filmwhich
Corporation's
fice in Buffalo,
N. Y.,
is located ofat
39 Erie street. Frank Wykoff has been
transferred from the New York office as
his assistant. All Ivan features will be
handled from this base for the northern
part of New York state.
The Merit Film Corporation has also acquired the exclusive franchise as distributors of Ivan productions for New England
and Harry Samwick left New York for
Boston for the immediate purpose of opening an office there, from which point exhibitors desiring Ivan features will be supI. Goetz of the Merit sales staff is now
plied.
covering Connecticut and accepting bookings on Ivan features.
THIRTY-NINE NEW ENGLAND
ACCOUNTS FOR UNICORN
The New England office of the Unicorn
Company has opened thirty-nine accounts
during the two weeks of its existence, according to an announcement by Fred B.
Murphy, Eastern manager. These include
the Fenway theatre, Boston, the Park theatre, Taunton, and the Colonial, Pittsfield.
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Australian

Daily

special to Motion Picture News.
Sydney, N. S. W., May 1.
PERHAPS one of the best programs of
pictures yet presented in any
Sydney photoplay theatre was that
of the Triangle last Saturday. Opening
with "Fido's Fate" (Keystone), then "Jordan Is a Hard Road" (Fine Arts), and
lastly, the "one and only" Billie Burke in
"Peggy." The Lyceum theatre could not
accommodate the number who were waiting
for admission. From the moment Miss
Burke appeared on the screen until the conclusion of the picture, the audience responded to the various elements of comedy
and drama depicted in this fine feature.
No picture has received finer criticisms in
the Sydney papers than "Peggy." William
Duncan, who played the role of the
"Meenister," appeared here on the stage in
"Ahas Jimmy Valentine" about two years
ago. Recently Sydney has been given two
phases of Scotch humour : Harry Lauder
in song, Graham-Moffat on the stage, and
now Billie Burke in "Peggy" makes the
third.
Marie Tempest in "Mrs. Plum's Pudding"
(the first Broadway Universal feature to be
screened in Sydney), and Haddon Chambers' (the Australian dramatist) story,
"The Idler" (Fox), are the two features
at the "Royal" this week.
Walter Bentley, well known as a Shakespearian actor, and also secretary of the
Actors' Association of Australia, has opened a school for teaching "picture acting."
Mr. Bentley has for years been a prominent figure on the stage, but it is doubtful
if he can successfully conduct such an academy as he has now opened.
Film Australian Armies
The New South Wales Recruiting Association has, with the assistance of the Department of External Affairs, and Mr. Bert
Ive, commonwealth photographer, prepared
a series of pictures depicting the organization and training of Australia's armies. Up
to the present time the commonwealth of
Australia have sent nearly two hundred
and fifty thousand men to the "front."
Theater Magazine has received a very
newsy letter from Wilton Welch, husband
of Louise Carbasse. This team of artists
were very popular when playing through
Sydney theatres, and their first picture will
no doubt be duly appreciated.
The Haymarket theatre, under the managemenof
t ■ Eraser Films, Ltd., will open
next y/eek as a first-class photoplay theatre
with a seating accommodation of two thousand. The opening bill will consist of
"Scandal" (Universal) and the first episode
of "The Broken Coin."

Devotes

Two

Pages

Current features this week introduce a
variety of old favorites — Carlyle Blackwell
and Blanche Sweet in "The Secret Orchard," Bushman and Beverly Bayne in
"Pennington's Choice" (Metro), and Vivian Martin in "Little Mademoiselle"
(World). Two continental pictures are
also showing at Waddington's theatres.
"Alsace," with Mme. Rejane, and "Money,"
by O. H. Northern.
"The Christian," written by Hall Caine,
and adapted and produced by George Loane
Tucker for the London Film Company, is
the feature at the Crystal Palace this week.
Derwent Hall Caine appears in the role of
John Storm, and his performance throughout is entirely unsatisfactory. Elizabeth
Risdon, Mary Dibley, Gerald Araes and
Charles Rock do some very fine work.
The picture has been well produced and
some very fine photographic effects add
greaty to the interest. The religious theme
has been well brought out and is not, as in
the case of most pictures dealing with this
subject, unintentionally ridiculed.
Metro Advertising Striking
One exhibitor advertises a Metro as follows: "A Yellow Streak," five thousand
feet
long. new
Apparently
some last
streak.
Another
theatre it's
opened
week,
"The King's Cross," under the Waddington
management. "The Secret Orchard" was
the star feature. His new house holds sixteen hundred, and is situated in one of the
largest suburbs in Sydney.
"Pearl of Great Price," a story of the
South Sea Islands, from the pen of Randolph Bedford, a noted local author, is the
next production of the George Willoughby
Photoplays. "The Woman in the Case,"
Clyde Fitch's drama of the stage, has now
been completed., "Joan of Arc of Loos,"
this company's first production, is on the
open market.
During the "Nation" season at the
Royal, Fox pictures will be shown at Waddington's theatres.
Australasian Films, Ltd., announce the
following forthcoming features : "Iris"
(Hepworth), "One Day" (Moss), "She,"
and the "Ne'er Do Well" (Selig.)
Pathe's serial, "New Adventures of GetRich-Quick Wallingford," is having a good
season at the Emu theatre, Sydney.
A representative of the "Mutual Movies"
arrived per the "Niagara" last week. Recently Mutuals have been conspicuous by
their absence, except for an occasional
masterpicture.
The Qement Mason Cinematograph Company of Sydney, who have the exclusive
rights to Essanay-Chaplin comedies and
numerous other brands of imported film.

to

Film

News

have decided to extend their business to
Victoria. Cecil Mason will shortly proceed
to the Victorian capital in the interests of
the firm.
Sun Devotes Two Pages to FUra News
The "Sun" newspaper now devotes two
pages exclusively to timely news connected
with motion pictures. This is the first daily
paper in Australia to adopt this course, and
the character of the department reflects the
highest credit on the editor.
Special programs have been announced
for Good Friday, and William Farnum will
be seen in a revival of "The Sign of the
Cross" at Waddington's theatre.
Hal H. Carletox.
PAYS
$173,000 FOlR AUSTRALIAN
RIGHTS TO CHAPLIN SUBJECTS
The sum of $175,000 was paid on May
16, in royalties for the right to release the
new Mutual Chaplin comedies in Australia,
according to an announcement made from
the offices of John R. Freuler, president
of the Mutual Film Corporation and president of the Lone Star Corporation which
holds the
$670,000' contract for Chaplin's
year's
services^
The Australian business is but a small
fraction of the total foreign revenue to be
earned, according to Mr. Freuler. The
royalty was paid by Henry J. Brock, film
exporter. Above and beyond this, each
Chaplin comedy print will be sold for the
Australian market at a price not given out
by Mr. Freuler. A total of $1,300,000 in
bookings on Chaplin-Mutual comedies for
the United States has been reached. This
is said to establish a record for similar
operations in the film trade.
ENGLISH GUINEAS ADDED TO AMERICAN DOLLARS FOR ACTORS' FUND
The interest in the Motion Picture Campaign for the The
Actors'
Fundof has
extended
to England.
canvass
the heads
of
the film industry to raise $500,000 for the
endowment of the great charitable Fund,
having spread into everj- corner of the
United States, is now attracting attention
abroad. Samuel Goldfish, Chairman of the
National Executive Committee of the campaign, received Saturday a check for ten
guineas from Larry Trimble, of the Turner Films, Ltd., Hurst Grove, Walton-onThames.
. . ■
THE MAY INDEX OF REVIEWS IS
ON PAGES 3443-3445
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ALICE JOYCE SIGNS WITH "V" FOR
" BATTLE CRY OF WAR "
Announcement is made by Vitagraph
that the famous screen star, Alice Joyce,
has signed with the company.
Since Miss Joyce's statement a few
weeks ago, announcing her intention of returning to the screen, after a year of
private life, much interest has surrounded
her, and those who have watched her excellent work on the screen for years, will
welcome her return.
\'itagraph states that this famous player
will be starred in the leading female role of
its new film masterpiece, " The Battle Cry
of Wcr," which is a sequel to the worldrenowned " Battle Cry of Peace."
This role will afford Miss Joyce excellent opportunities in which to display the
talents which endeared her to the public
before her retirement.
Extensive preparations are under way
for the filming of this production and it
promises to rival " The Battle Cry of
Peace," in every phase of excellence. Miss
Joyce begins work at the Vitagraph studios
on Monday, May 29.
PUBLIC TO HAVE CHANCE TO CRACK
THEIR RISIBLES ON THE " KERNEL
NUTT " SERIES
With the completion of the Frank
Daniels "Mr. Jack " series of comedies,
the V-L-S-E announces another set of ten
one-reel comedies, which will treat of the
escapades of Kernel Nutt, in the person
of Frank Daniels.
These single reel comedy plays, will be
released at the rate of one each week, the
first having been released on May IS.
Each release has a distinctive plot and
has no connection with the other plays of
the series.
The first comedy, released on May 15,
was " Kernel Nutt, the Janitor," followed
by " Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife," " Kernel
Nutt, the Footman," and "Kernel Nutt
and the Hundred Dollar Bill," to be released on May 22 and 29, and June 5,
respectively, with six others to follow.
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Screen Club Dance Held in Detroit Brings Out 2,500 People
Clara Kimball Young, Claire Whitney, Alice Brady, Gertrude McCoy and Other Stars Arrive
on Special Train and Are Escorted to the Arcadia by Entire Club Body

A Glimpse of the Guests at
Special to Motion Picture News.
Detroit, May 20.
'HE Screen Club of Detroit held a successful dance at the Arcadia, Monday
evening. May IS, the attendance being close
to 2,S00 people. Among the stars present were Clara Kimball Young, Claire
Whitney, Alice Brady and Gertrude
McCoy; others were Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
J. Selznick, E. Robert Schayer, publicity
representative for Miss Young, and Harry
Reichenbach, publicity representative for
Miss Brady. The stars arrived in Detroit
on a special train, Monday ' morning, accompanied by Harry L TGarson, of the
Broadway-Feature Film Company, Detroit;
George Weeks, manager of the Universal
exchange in Detroit; Abe Shapiro,, the
new manager of the Triangle Film exchange in Detroit ; and John H. Kunsky
and George Trendle of the John H.
Kunsky enterprises. There was breakfast
for the entire party at the Hotel Pontchartrain ; at noon there was a luncheon and in
the afternoon motor car rides, Miss Young
stealing away for a few minutes to address
the audience at the Broadway-Strand
theatre where her latest picture " The

Daudet's " Sapho," with Theda Bara, for Fox Draws Big Crowds
Groseman's Standard in Cleveland Records Its Largest Week with This Picture, and Zorn in
Toledo Touches Highest Mark with Film in His Exhibiting Career
broke every existing house record and it
REPORTS to the Fox Film Corporation from its first run exhibitors in became necessary to have a police detail
all sections of the United States indicate
handle the crowds on all the days of the
showing.
that the appeal of Theda Bara in a modIncidentally William Fox himself reports
ernized version of Daudet's " Sapho " was
big.
on the success of " Blazing Love," his first
picture starring Virginia Pearson. The
In Cleveland Joseph Grossman's Stanfilm in its first run at the Academy broke
dard theatre did the biggest week's busiall records of the current spring up to the
ness in the history of the house, exceeding
date of its release; in Cleveland Manager
the record formerly set by "The Serpent"
Grossman likewise had a big week with
and " Carmen " — both Bara films. In Toledo at the Temple theatre, Manager Zorn
Miss Pearson's picture.
did the biggest business on the week in his
MITCHELL TAKES PLACE OF
entire career as an exhibitor.
BERSHON
In Philadelphia the Broadway theatre
Dave Bershon, who has been at the head
reported the top attendance the house has
ever handled in a single week. Miller's in of the California Universal Exchange bookLos Angeles telegraphed that he had done
ing department, has resigned, and Exchange Manager J. V. Bryson has placed
" a landslide business." In William Fox's
Dan Goldbert and D. S. Mitchell in charge
own first run New York house, the Acadof this department.
emy of Music, "The Eternal Sapho"

the Detroit Screen Club Danee
Feast of Life " was being presented for the
week.
The dance at the Arcadia was all that
the press agents said it would be — it was
a gorgeous affair — a great spectacle — one
that everybody present will long remember
in Screendom. It was more -.than just
successful — it was much better than was
anticipated. Everything went like clockwork— there wasn't a single hitch — and as
for a good time — they all had it. There
was a thirty piece orchestra at one end of
the room and a twenty piece band at the
other end ; they alternated the dance
music — but there was never a long intermission between dances ; no sooner would
the band stop when the orchestra would
tune up for action. Everything from the
one-step to the waltz and fox-trot was
About eleven o'clock the stars arrived
played.
and were escorted to their special box by
the entire membership of the Screen Club.
Each was introduced by A. J. Gilligham,
president of the club. The grand march
followed immediately and was led by Clara
Kimball Young, the Mayor of Detroit,
Alice Brady and a city official. Following
the grand march, people swarmed around
the stars to get a good peek, incidentally
to ask questions and to get them to autoAlice pulled
Brady'sa press
agent, graph
Harryphotographs.
Reichenbach
good
stunt by having Alice wear — what he
said — was a million dollars' worth of
diamonds — she was accompanied by several
detectives in plain clothes. The dance
lasted until long after midnight.
The Screen stars, members of the
Screen Club and invited guests, then adjourned to the green room of the Hotel
Pontchartain where a banquet was in waiting. The affair started at 1 :30 in the
morning; the banquet lasted until about
three and the crowd danced until nearly
six o'clock. Cabaret and vaudeville entertainers galore were on the program and
they surely did give the crowd a good time.
The stars remained over in Detroit until
Tuesday afternoon, leaving for New York
on the flyer at 7 :10.
The photograph shown herewith tells the
rest of the story, but let it be said right
here that the screen dance was a success
and so was the banquet afterwards.
Al. U. Thornbusg.
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TOIS

WEBER

directed the mar-

' velous pKoto-drama — "Tke Eye of
God,
announced on tke preceding P^^^^
as tke latest BLUEBIRD release.
To tkose familiar witk tlie work of this
remarkable woman, the statement is higf
with promise. Producer of the wonderful spectacles, "Hypocrites, Pavlowa in'^Xhe Dumh Girl of Portici,"
"Scandal," "Jewel" and "W^here Are My Children?"
— to mention only her most recent work, Lois Weber
today outranks any and every other director in the
moving picture field.
Her breadth of vision; her innate humanity; her
sense of the dramatic; the scope of her artistry unified by her long experience as both actress and producer, are shown in every script which finds its
way to the screen through her hands.
"The
God," American
in which actor.Tyrone
Miss Weber Power,
plays
oppositeEyethatofeminent
was written by her, staged, and directed by her, and
is the strongest possible evidence of the new and
higher standard set by BLUEBIRD Photoplays.
Such dramas are giving to moving pictures their
rightful place in the field of entertainment — that of
dignified, worthy and thoughtful presentations of
subjects of universal human interest, capably acted
and lavishly produced.
Book through your local BLUEBIRD Exchange or
through the Executive Offices of
BLUEBIRD
PHOTOPLAYS
(Inc.)
1600 Broadway
—
—
New York
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UNICORN WILL OFFER $1,000 TO
EXCHANGEMEN FOR BIGGEST
SALE SCORE
The first gun announcing the entrance
into the film field of the Unicorn Service
was sounded but a month ago. In the short
period of four weeks this new organization
has established itself in every part of the
country.
General Manager Ike Schlank in reviewing the with
situation,
said: "I
pleased
the manner
in am
whichparticularly
the Unicorn Service has been received by the exhibitors.
"I have endeavored to muster a selling
organization that would be fully acquainted
with the needs of the exhibitors in their
respective territories, and I feel very confident that my efforts have been fruitful.
"To encourage the exchange men to keep
up the good work that they did during the
first four weeks, and to give them an incentive to put forth even a greater amount
of energy during the month to come, I have
arranged to offer a prize of $1,000 in gold
to the exchange man showing the largest
increase in business.
"A territorial
schedule
arranged.
This
schedule will
take has
intobeen
consideration
the possibilities of securing business in the
various territories. In this way each exchangeman will have equal chances and a
lively contest is bound to result."
LAUNCHING OF THE MUTUAL FILM
COMPANY'S " SUBMARINE " SET
FOR MAY 22
The Mutual Film Corporation has announced the postponed release of " The Secret of the Submarine" for May 22.
Mr. Justice Hotchkiss in the Supreme
Court of New York decided that the injunction should not be issued in the event
that bond be furnished to protect the plaintiff, Mr. Barry, in the event that the final
judgment after trial on the merits of the
suit should determine whether he was entitled to recover damages. Bond has been
furnished by the American Film Company.
The publication of the syndicated novel
version of the story by E. Alexander
Powell has been begun in several hundred
newspapers.
EVA UNSELL ON WAY WEST TO JOIN
LASKY
Eva Unsell, well known scenario writer
and continuity editor, for a long period
with Famous Players and other feature
companies, left New York last week for
Hollywood, Cal., to join the photodramatic
staff of the Lasky Company.
Miss Unsell has to her credit a number
of screen successes, among them adaptations for " The Man from Mexico," " Wildflower," " The Morals of Marcus," and
" The Dawn of a Tomorrow." Her original photoplays include " The Warning,"
" The Ransom " and " The Reapers."
WEST, INCE STUDIOS, TAKES FIRST
VACATION IN SIX YEARS
Raymond B. West, the oldest subordinate
of the Ince Culver City studios in point of
association with Ince, is off on his first vacation of a month since he first accepted
employment under Ince, six years ago. Mr.
West is spending the time on a boat trip
to and from the Orient.
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Making of Pictures Is Vitagraph's Only Aim, Say Officers
Deny Newspaper Rumor That Company Intends to Operate Chain of Drug and Tobacco
Stores and Theatres — Hampton, Vreeland and Ryan Enter Corporation
stock, and $15,000,000 common stock. There
/^FFICIALS of the new Vitagraph
is an additional $1,000,000 first mortgage six
Company of America, chartered May
16 at Albany under the laws of the State
per cent one to five-year notes. Hornof New York, and capitalized at $25,000,- Ijlower and Weeks, a Wall street brokerage
000, deny emphatically newspaper state- firm, announces that they have purchased
ments to the effect that the company will the entire issue of notes. None of the stock
is to be offered to the public.
operate a chain of drug stores, tobacco
shops and theatres throughout the United
Immediately upon the issuance of the
States.
charter, the company took over all properties of the old Vitagraph organization in
"This report is absolutely unfounded,"
said Commodore J. Stuart Blackton, vice the United States, England, and France.
president and secretary of the company, to The properties in this country include the
Vitagraph studios in Brooklyn, Bay Shore,
a repiesentative of Motion Picture News.
and Santa Monica.
" It is evidently a myth that the newspapers
After the charter was issued the Smitheagerly seized upon as reliable. The Vitagraph Company is a picture company sole- Blackton Company changed the name automatically to the Vitagraph Company of
ly and has nothing to do with the distribution of drugs and tobacco.
America, with the following officers and directors :
" Ever since the recapitalization of the
Albert E. Smith, president and treasurer;
company, reports have been circulating to
the effect that Vitagraph intends invading J. Stuart Blackton, vice-president and secretary. The directors are : Albert E. Smith,
other fields of trade. The company is emphatic in its denial of these rumors. The J. Stuart Blackton, H. H. Vreeland, forrecapitalization was effected so that we
merly president of the Metropolitan Street
might produce more and better pictures. Railways Company; Clendenin J. Ryan, son
of Thomas Fortune Ryan; Benjamin B.
Our program, as to short subjects, features
and specials, will be doubled before long." Hampton, a vice-president of the American
It is also announced that the new Vita- Tobacco Company, and Walter W. Irwin,
graph will not be a distributing organizageneral
manager
of the
A further
denial
of V-L-S-E.
newspaper reports
tion. It wil confine itself to the production
of pictures exclusively. It will continue to regarding the new company was telegraphed
release its features through the V-L-S-E,
to all exchanges managers of the V-L-S-E
Inc., and its program pictures through the by
General
Manager Irwin. It reads as
follows
:
General Film Company. The new concern
does not involve any of the other producing
"Absolutely contradict the ridiculous
companies which release through the story that the Vitagraph Company intends
V-L-S-E.
to establish its own theatres and go into the
exhibiting end of the business. Such stories
The new organization was chartered under
are void of foundation and contrary to the
the name of the Smith-Blackton Company,
history of the past, present and future
with a capitalization of $25,000,000, divided
into $10,000,000 seven per cent preferred
policy of the company."
Vim Companies to Come Up from Jacksonville in June
Burstein, Managing Director, Is in New York Conferring with His Partner, Dintenfass,
Regarding Summer Plans of the Four Producing Organizations
is being turned out at present that the picLOUIS BURSTEIN, managing director
of Vim comedies, arrived in New
ture of high quality shines out like a star
of the first magnitude. And as the exYork from Jacksonville, Fla., last Thurshibitor has the advantage of the market, he
day to confer with his partner, Mark M.
Dintenfass, regarding the summer plans is in a position to reject what he does not
of the four Vim producing companies.
want and take only the best — something he
has not always been able to do. The conThe companies will leave the Jacksonsequence is that Vim comedies are going
ville studios early in June and will spend
the summer months in a studio near New
strong, and we are ready to increase our
York. Mr. Burstein and Mr. Dintenfass
output whenever the demand is made."
have several studios and locations under
Mr. Burstein brought with him a numconsideration, and the matter will be deber of films, just completed at the Jackcided within a few days. The directors
sonville studios, which will probably be
exhibited privately before a selected auengaged in production under the supervision of Louis Burstein are : Harry C.
dience of exhibitors and exchange manMyers, director and co-star with Rosemary
Theby; Walter H. Stull, of the "Pokes
agers.
and Jabbs " comedies ; Will Louis, directPARAMOUNT PROGRAM FOR WEEK
ing Hardy and Ruge in the " Plump and
OF JUNE 5
Tracy.
Runt " series ; Harry Naughton and Bert
Completing the Paramount Program for
the week of June 5, the three short reel
Mr. Burstein waxed optimistic in speaking of the market for Vim comedies. He
subjects will be the eighteenth of the Bursaid :
ton Holmes Travel-pictures, " Visiting the
" I hear a lot of talk about over-producSultan of Sulu," Paul Terry's " Farmer Al
tion, but I am here to say that there never
Falfa's Tentless Circus," and the weekly
edition of the screen magazine, the Pictohas been, and never can be, an over-production of quality films. So much footage
graphs.

MOTION
LINCOLN IS NOW A WORLD FILM
STAR IN WORK liNDER THORNBY
E. K. Lincoln, one of the youngest photoplay stars and until recently the head and
principal star in the concern producing
under the E. K. Lincoln banner, joined
forces with the World Film Corporation
last week and will begin under the direction of Robert Thornby at the Paragon
Studio.
Lincoln's first production will be entitled
■■ The Almighty Dollar," and in the production he will have as fellow players
Frances Nelson, last seen in " Human
Driftwood," and June Elvidge, whose work
in " The Hand of Peril " and " The Closed
Road " created a favorable impression
upon picturegoers.
For years Mr. Lincoln was the leading
male star with the Lubin concern, located
at Philadelphia. When features became a
vogue, immediately Lincoln demanded that
he be cast for long subjects, being quick
in. seeing the advantage and looking into
the future, and so certain was he of the
success of the multiple reel that he incorporated his own company and produced
several highly successful features, including "The Littlest Rebel."
TODD AND MISS JOSLIN FOR ROLIN
FILM COMPANY
Siccial to Morion Pjcture News.
Los Angeles, May 20.
Manager D. Whiting of the Rolin Film
Company, has seen fit to increase the stock
company by the addition of Harry Todd
and Margaret Joslin, late of the Essanay
which produced Snakeville comedies. This
action on the part of Manager Whiting is
spoken of at the studio as the first step toward the organization of the second producing company, which will make comedies
for Pathe. Others of the regular company
are Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels and Harry
Pollard.
DAVIS TAKES 40 FOX PLAYERS TO
SAVANNAH
Director Will S. Davis has taken about
forty Fox players to Savannah, Ga., to
make a picture in which Virginia Pearson
will be the star. The picture will be a multiple reel subject with a strong dramatic
theme, it is said.
Next Few Months
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Chasm Between Lowbrows and Highbrows Bridged at Last
Missing Brain Link Between Harvard Professor and the Gent With the Twilight Dome Is
To Be Supplied by Pictographs on Paramount Release, Its Editor Declares
together as they have never been able to get
gap between the
' and
'highbrow
the
'lowbrow'
has
old
ldtogether before.
wor
THAT
been
bridged at last. The missing brain
"The possibilities of the Pictograph can
be developed so that it will become one of
link between the Harvard professor and
the man of the masses is to be supplied by the greatest influences in the world," he
motion pictures in the weekly Pictograph
continued. " Hitherto much of the best
thought has been accessible only to those
releases of the Paramount Pictures Corpowho had access to colleges and universities
So declares the editor of the weekly Pic- or to those who are constant readers of the
highest class of magazines. Motion picration." tograph features.
Not the least of the claims which its editures are going to reach a far larger audience than magazines and newspapers ever
tor makes for the Pictograph is this — that
the book-loving public which has hitherto
can. Pictograph releases — the first attempt
ever made to take up various important
spent its evenings in an easy chair beside
the library reading lamp with some favorsubjects in such a manner — will take up
ite periodical is now found in the audience
all the important topics of the day and
of motion picture houses.
show both sides of the question, so that the
day laborer in the small country town will
"The Pictograph is going into subjects
which heretofore, of necessity, have been
be just as conversant with it as the college
closed books to the people," he asserts.
graduate.
"There must be something in motion pic"Three years ago I declared that Harvard
tures which will take the place of the
professors would be writing scenarios for
magazines. The Pictograph fills this need,
motion pictures. My prediction came true
when Professor Hugo Munsterberg started
but it appeals, not to the more or less limhis psychological tests in the Pictograph reited public of the magazine, but to an unileases. Professors at Harvard and Yale
versal audience. Our policies on news are
to be sharply .defined. We will picturize
have been propounding new ideas for years.
The masses have usually scoffed at them
subjects uppermost iji the minds of the peobecause they did not understand what the
ple as we have done in the Preparedness
college man was talking about. Intellectfilms, which have attracted national interually, the world has been divided into two
est, and in the Better Babies' releases,
which are attracting the attention of every
classes — the 'highbrows' and the 'lowbrows.'
The Pictograph will bring these two brows
mother."' •
" Fall of a Nation " Will Get New York Premiere at Liberty
Date Is Set for June 6 in the Same House Occupied by the " Birth of a Nation " — National
Drama Company, Marketing the Film, Takes Offices in Heidelberg Building
THE National Drama Corporation
will present Thorrias Dixon and
Victor Herbert's musical fil,m spectacle,
"The Fall of a Nation," for the first
time on any stage Tuesday evening, June
6, at the Liberty theatre, New York. The
playhouse is the same at which the Griffith-Dixon spectacle, " The Birth of a Nation," was first presented March 3, 1915.
Mr. Dixon has described the new offering
as a sequel to the earlier work.
The alterations now making at the Lib-

Will Bring Five Features with Miss Holmes

" Whispering Smith," by Spearman, Is First of These Productions — " Medicine Bend "
Follows — Others Are " Manager of the B. & A." and " Diamond Runner "
FIVE feature productions, starring Helen
Smith" company recast for important supHolmes, directed by J. P. McGowan
porting roles; "The Manager of the B. &
and produced at the Signal studios, will be A.", from Vaughn Kester's story of the
released in the next few months by Mutual.
same name; "Judith of the Cumberlands,"
"Whispering Smith," from the novel of of
a picturization
Alice ofMcGowan's
story
the South andof West
several decades
railroad life by Frank H. Spearman, will
be the first of these productions. The re- ago, and "The Diamond Runner," based on
the illicit diamond trade in South Africa.
lease dale will be announced shortly. McEach will be in five acts.
Gowan, Leo Maloney, Paul C. Hurst,
To secure the proper realism for "The
Thomas G.' Ingham, Belle Hutchinson,
Walter Rodgers, and others appear in supDiamond Runner," Director McGowan will
take the company to Hawaii, where they
port of Miss Holmes.
Subseqeunt features will be released
will be engaged for several weeks in filmunder the following titles, and in the order
ing big exterior scenes. The itinerary also
calls for a jaunt to Japan and the Philipnamed: "Medicine Bend," another railroad
story, with members of the "Whispering
pines.

erty by the new management will include
some striking new changes in the technique of picture presentation. Original
costumes for the attaches will be in keeping with the atmosphere of the play. The
complete grand orchestra for Victor Herbert's musical score is now being drilled
by its conductor, Harold Sanford, under
the personail supervision of Mr. Herbert
himself.
About two weeks later than the New
York opening, namely, on Monday, June
19, " The Fall of a Nation " will be prein Los leased
Angeles.
Clune's
Auditorium sented
has been
for the
summer,
and
a production rivaling the one in New York
will be made. The Los Angeles orchestra
will be directed by Harold A. Levy, one of
the most valued members of the Victor
Herbert musical staff. Mr. Levy has di-'
rected " The Only Girl " and many other
Herbert operettas. He was extremey popular as the conductor of the big band at
Brighton Beach last summer.
While continuing to occupy its offices at
720 Longacre Building for promotion and
booking purposes, the National Drama
Corporation has taken a large executive
suite in the Subway Central (formerly
the Heiledberg) Building on the south side
of Times Square. Here the offices of the
president, vice president, secretary and
treasurer will be loCated. The corporation expects to titilize the exterior for a
great electrical display.
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HOOSIER POET IN THE INDIANA
HISTORICAL FILM
James Whitcomb Riley recently posed
for motion pictures at his home in Indianapois, Ind. The picture was made under the direction of the Indiana Historical
Commission, by the Selig Polyscope Company, which is making films to commemorate the history of Indiana as a State.
When Mr. Riley returned from his
morning automobile ride he found a battery of cameras and also a small army of
children from homes where the poet is
known as a friend. The Indiana Centennial Picture is nearing completion under
the direction of the Selig Company.
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Pictures Magazine, 100,000 Readers, Is Distinctive
Publication Issued Weekly and Now in Its Eighth Month Reaches Notable Circulation
Achievement Under Direction of James and Crawford
THE PICTORES MAGAZINE, a weekly
publication devoted to motion pictures
and their activities, which started about
seven months ago with a circulation of approximately 100,000, has now reached and
passed the rnillion mark. The marvelously
rapid tiongrowth
this publication's
is a most ofnotable
achievement, circulaand is
much discussed in screen and magazine
circles.
Arthur James, the editor of the Pictures
Magazine, explains, in a word, the cause of

Benefit Performance at Metropolitan Nets $9,000 for Fund
Next Event in Canvass for the $500,000 Endowment Will Be Actors' Fund Week at Rialto
Theatre, New York, Beginning June 5— 25 Per Cent, of Proceeds for Indigent Players

Marguerite Courtot, the Gaumont
Star, andPerformance
the Thanhouser
Who Sold Programs tor the Actors'
Fund Tribute
at theGirls
Metropolitan
THE

grand tribute performance held last
week at the Metropolitan Opera
House, New York, netted $9,000 for the
Motion Picture Campaign for the Actors
Fund. The next event of importance in
the canvass for the $500,000 endowment
will be an " Actors Fund Week," beginning
June 5, at the Rialto theatre, with elaborate special features. Twenty-five per cent
of the proceeds will be donated to the
campaign.
The returns from the percentage donations of exhibitors all over the country on
May 15 are cbming in slowly and it will be
some time before Samuel Goldfish, executive chairman, will be ready to announce
the total. The day was observed with
great gusto in many parts of the country.
Aaron Jones, chairman of the Chicago
branch committee, lined up nearly 400 theatres in that city and vicinity. Ten per
cent of their receipts will be sent to the
Fund. John Kunsky, the big Detroit theatre owner, came on personally from the
West to confer with Mr. Goldfish about the
celebrations in his district and . took back
with him on a special train a delegation of
screen favorites, including Clara Kimball
Young, Carlyle Blackwell, Emmy Wehlen,
Valli Valli and Alice Brady.
In New York screen stars made personal appearances ■ at the : principal film ■
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theatres during the evening. Hazel Dawn
appeared at the Strand and Fannie Ward
and Jack Dean at the Broadway. Other
stars, who appeared at other theatres, were
received with equal acclaim by their admirers.
The event at the Metropolitan attracted
a great crowd. The offerings ranged from
Puccini to Berlin in music, and from Bernard Granville to Edna May in the specialties. Geraldine Farrar, the principal attraction, sang the second act of "Madame
Butterfly," assisted by Antonio Scotti,
Rita Fornia, Angelo Bada, and Pietro
Audisio. Georgio Polacco, with the full
Metropolitan orchestra, acompanied all the
operatic selections. Others who appeared
were Anna Fritziu, Leopold Godowsky,
Fritz Kreiser, Andrea de Segurola and
Louisa Villani.
There were several beautiful ballet numbers, including the appearance of Eva
Swain, former premiere danseuse at the
Metropolitan. Annette Kellermann did a
novelty dance, and Edna May sang her
famous " Follow On " song from the
Belle of New York." A bevy of young
women of the screen, many of them from
the Thanhouser studios at New Rochelle,
sold programs.
The success of the huge benefit was acknowledged byall who were present.

the magazine's enormous growth in such a
short space of time. He says that motion
pictures are the entertainment of the masses
and that next to seeing motion pictures the
public likes to read about them. He declares it has been the aim of the Pictures
Magazine to present each week a variety of
stories, well balanced with artistic photographic layouts and illustrations. Mr.
James' editorials are always pointed and
written in a style all his own. Merritt
Crawford, formerly managing editor of Motion Picture News, and before that connected with several New York daily newspapers and other publications, is the managing editor of the Pictures Magazine. Mr.
Crawford was a frequent contributor of fiction and special articles to the leading magazines before he directed his talents to the
motion picture field. For a time, also, he
was associated with Mr. James in an executive capacity on the Sunday Magazine section of the Morning Telegraph.
Arrangements have been completed for a
noteworthy series of articles from the pens
of the foremost artists now appearing on
the screen. These will include a group of
personal stories written by Mabel Taliaferro, who was the first recognized stage
star to venture into motion pictures.
Another series will be from the pen of
Viola Dana, who will be best remembered
by theatre-goers for her excellent perin " The Poorplay
Little
Girl,"
the most formancesuccessful
on Rich
Broadway
three years ago. May Allison will also contribute aseries, written in her best style.
Mme. Petrova will have a series of articles, presenting her advanced ideas on a
host
of
There subjects
will also including
be special''Feminism."
features from
time to time by Francis X. Bushman, who
will also contribute a series of articles on
physical culture of which he is one of the
foremost exponents on the screen; Harold
Lockwood, Lionel Barrymore, Ethel Barrymore,
Emily
Stevens,
William
sham, Irene
Fenwick,
Ralph
Herz, FaverGrace
Valentine and other well known stars.
The regular contributors to the Pictures
Magazine include Townsend Black, Duane
J. Kertyn, Lloyd Llewellyn, Eileen Mack,
Tom J. Geraghty, Janet Priest, and other
writers of distinction. Miss Priest is a
well known contributor to the magazines
and was formery dramatic critic on the
Minneapolis Tribune. She has also had
considerable experience on the stage. Mr.
Geraghty is a former member of the New
York Herald staff, and worked for seven
years on both the daily and Sunday Herald.
Lambert Guenther, formerly art director
of the New York Tribune, and counted one
of the best artists in this country, is art
director of the Pictures Magazine, which
is a guarantee of its artistic quality. Henry
James, formerly with the Mutual Film
Corporation and who has been connected
with several successful magazine enterprises, is business manager of the magazine. He is a brother of Arthur James, the
editor, who was formerly Sunday Editor
of. the New York Telegraph..
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BRADY PLEASED WITH TRIP
William A. Brady made another flying
trip to the various Metropolitan centers
between New York and Chicago, returning
here Thursday. He visited a large number
of important picture theatres, studying conditions, sizing up audiences, interviewing
house managers and operators, and in general, reports a satisfactory trip.
His presence at Chicago was essential
because of the opening of Grace George in
her repertoire, and the third big week at
the Colonial theatre of World, Brady-Made
Pictures.
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Unity Featuring
Buys Rights
to " The
YellowChapters
Menace
" from
Filmof
Picture
Edwin Stevens
Is in Sixteen
and Deals
with Serial
Helplessness
America if at War with an Oriental Power Under Present Conditions
THROUGH negotiations conducted by America under the present conditions to
combat an Oriental foe. In support of
Vice-President and General Manager
Andrew J. Cobe, the Unity Sales CorporaMr. Stevens appear Margaret Gale, Flortion has purchased a new serial, entitled
ence Malone, Gerald Griffin, Marie Tren"The Yellow Menace," written by Louis
Tracy, and produced by the Serial Film
Corporation under the direction of William
Steiner. Edwin Stevens is the star.
"The Yellow Menace," which is in sixteen chapters, deals with the helplessness of

Florence La Badie Featured in New Role in " The Fugitive "
Subject is Set for Release on June 15 — Second Thanhouser Classic for the Month is
" Hidden Valley," by Emmet Mixx, Wlio Recently Joined the Staff
JUNE will find the new plans of the
fertile valley which Boyd Marshall stumbles across in his adventures in the Belgian
Thanhouser Company well under way
and the release list will bear the evidence.
Congo countrj'. He discovers the problem
The program will carry two Thanhouser
to be one of engineering instead of Divine
Classics, the first releases of the new
interference and he manipulates matters so
feature edition.
that he becomes a demi-god among the
natives and eventually departs for civiliThe first of these is " The Fugitive " on
June 15. This features Florence La Badie
zation, taking the beautiful captive with
him.
in a new role, supported by Ethyle Cooke,
Hector Dion, George Mario and Robert
Another five-reel release, although not a
Vaughn. In this title role, Director
Classic,
is " Other People's Money," on
Frederick Sullivan has woven Miss La
June 1. This is by Lloyd Lonergan, inBadie's art with a tense series of incidents,
spired by Emil Gaboriau's story. Directed
from the pen of Philip Lonergan. From a by William Parke, magnetic little Gladys
Hulette takes up another piece of work
society girl reared in luxury she suddenly
faces financial difficulty and later becomes
that explains her rapid rise to stardom.
Miss Hulette, has the role of a girl whose
involved in a murder committed by her
sister.
fate is to be buffeted about on the waves
The second Classic comes at the end of of high finance. Fraunie Fraunholt, J. H.
June, on the twenty-ninth. This is Gilmour, Yale Benner and Kathryn Adams
are in the supporting cast.
" Hidden Valley " written by Emmet Mixx,
The shorter releases from New Rochelle
who recently joined the New Rochelle organization. Itis an entirely different prointroduce "A Flaw in the Evidence,"
duction from " The Fugitive " and in- " Brothers Equal," " John Brewster's
dicates the scope of variety that may be Wife " and " The Window of Dreams,"
expected from the Classics. The Baroness
all tvi^o-reelers except the last, which is in
three.
Dewitz, known to the screen as Valkyrien,
is featured, with Boyd Marshall as her
In the
Chamberlin's
series,
wherecomedies,
he stars Riley
as Conductor
786,
main support. Made in Florida, the picturization of the interior of Africa is treated
will begin to issue on the seventeenth of
with unusual realism by Ernest Warde,
June. The Oscar and Conrad edition, in
who directed the production. The
which Claude Cooper and Frank E. McBaroness is the prisoner of a tribe of Nish cut up, will be released under these
savages who hold her for a ritual sacrifice.
titles " Real Estaters," " Musickers "
The plot revolves around a drought in the unique
and " Romeoers."

Edwin Stevens in " The Yellow Menace "
dor, Armand Cortez and J. A. Hall. The
scenes range from China to New York,,
and are said to employ in their enactment
hundreds of people.
Mr. Cobe announces that rights to the
picture in practically every territory in the
country have been disposed of. The novelized version of "The Yellow Menace" will
appear in eleven hundred newspapers simultaneously with its screening.
SOCIETY FOLK TO SEE MISS YOUNG
IN "COMMON LAW"
A private showing of Clara Kimball
Young's production of the Robert W.
Chambers novel, " The Common Law," will
be given to society folk of New York in
the Italian Gardens of the Hotel Biltmore
this summer. The date will be governed
by the progress of the work of producing
the picture, which will begin in July.
The hotel management is arranging to
engage a symphony orchestra to render the
musical accompaniment to the picture.
Miss Young and Mr. Chambers will be
present.
DE MILLE LEAVES COAST FOR 3-WEEK
STAY IN EAST
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 13.
William C. DeMille departed Tuesday
for a trip of three weeks in the east. He
will spend a week in New York City. It
is understood Mr. deMille's trip is made toattend conferences relative to the merger
of other producing companies with the
Triangle Film Corporation.
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ADELAIDE WOODS JOINS PALLAS
PICTURES
Adelaide Woods, known among patrons
of the screen through her portrayal of the
character leads, has been engaged by Pallas
Pictures to appear in important roles.
Miss Woods has appeared on the screen
some three years, having been identified
with Biograph for two years. After six
months with Balboa she returned to Biograph, where she remained until the closing of the West Coast studio of that con-
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For the past several weeks, Mr. Taylor
has been directing Clara Kimball Young.
Among some of the best known of his late
productions are Miss Young in " The
Story of Susanne," Charles Cherry and
Mary Charleson in "Passers By" and
Mollie
Mclntyresaidin that
" Herhe Great
Mr. Taylor
wouldHour."
shortly
announce what his future plans would be.
In the interim he is going to take a much
deserved vacation.
SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER PRAISES
"HOW GREAT BRITAIN
"A most wonderful
set "of motion picPREPARED
tures. Ihave never seen any more interesting. It has been a most instructive as
well as entertaining evening for me, as I
am sure it must have been for every one
Secretary of War Baker expressed
elseSo present."
himself when he saw the British official
war films entitled "How Great Britain
Prepared," made under the direction of
Charles Urban, which were presented to the
American public for the first time last week
in Washington, D. C.
"The most impressive object lesson that
could be oifered in behalf of Preparedness!" was the comment of Admiral
Chester who made an address on Preparedness at the recent showing of the picture.
These are the motion pictures which will
be shown for the first time in New York
on Monday evening. May 29, at the Lyceum
theatre.
HUNTER

Adelaide Woods
cern. Her greatest work on the screen
was evidenced in " Paths That Crossed "
in which she scored a personal triumph.
Preceding her affiliation with motion pictures Miss Woods played on the concert
stage in so many successes for four years.
As Mrs. Cleave in " The American
Beauty " a forthcoming Pallas Pictures
subject starring Myrtle Stedman, Miss
Woods will make her initial appearance
before patrons of theatres showing Paramount productions. In this character she
is given a particularly difficult part.

IS FOX LEAD FOR BERTHA
KALICH
Kenneth Hunter, an actor whose work
in the Amelia Rives play, "The Fear Market," has attracted much attention in New
York and other parts of the East, has
joined the Fox organization and become
leading man with Madame Kalich in her
newest picture, now being made by Director James Vincent.

NIECE OF SECRETARY DANIELS SIGNS
WITH THANHOUSER
Unknown to but a few of her intimate
friends Louise Daniels Wirth, niece -of
Josephus Daniels, secretary of the navy
and prominently connected with the social
and diplomatic life of Washington, has
become a motion picture star. Miss Wirth,
who was engaged by the ThanhouserMutual studios several months ago, after
negotiations extending over several weeks,
will make her premier as a cinema player
in " For Uncle Sam's Navy, " a two-part
drama to be released by the Mutual Film
Corporation the latter part of this month.
TAYLOR RESIGNS FROM WORLD FILM
S. E. V. Taylor, who has been producing
some of the successes on the World Film
program, resigned this week from the
World organization and the resignation
was accepted with regrets by Mr. William
A. Brady.

PARAMOUNT PROTEST TAKES IN
MIDDLE WEST
Sl'ccial to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 20.
The Paramount Pictures Corporation's
idea of circulating a "motion picture pro" has made
the test,
middle
west. quite
In a antalkimpression
at a recentin
convention of ministers and laymen at
Osceola, la., the campaign of the Paramount Corporation for better, bigger and
cleaner pictures was mentioned favorably
by a speaker, and at a meeting of the
Council Bluffs Christian Endeavor union
the same campaign was mentioned. Stuart
C. Wigg, president of a similar union in
Omaha, Neb., at a convention a few days
ago remarked about the big advertisements
the concern was running in the WorldHerald, an Omaha newspaper.
" We are talking about censoring the
motion picture theatres, while right here
is a chance for us to do our part, " he
said. " We may not be able to declare
what pictures shall or shall not be shown
in this or that theatre, but we can all
sign this protest and show we will support
such a movement." A number of the young
people declared their intention to sign the
Omaha film men said this method of the
protest.
picture makers themselves promoting better and cleaner pictures would do more
than anything else toward heading off
censorship.
GADEN IS PICKED AS STAR IN
GAUMONT SERIES OF 3-REEL
RELEASES
Alexander Gaden has been selected by
the Gaumont Company to star in its series
of three-reel releases, the first of which
is "Armadale," a screen version of Wilkie

Alexander Gaden
Collins' novel of the same name. Gertrude Robinson will co-star with Mr. Gaden whenever the scenario provides a part
suitable for her.
Mr. Gaden has been seen in several Gaumont-Mutuals, among them "As a Woman
Sows," "The Drifter," "I Accuse" and
"The Quality of Faith."
KOPFSTEIN WILL AGAIN HANDLE
IVAN PUBLICITY

A Scene from " Pirates
of the Air," L-KO-Universal Comedy

Jacques Kopfstein, the advertising expert who was in charge of the publicity and
advertising department of the Ivan Film
Productions from the re-organization of
that company to about six weeks ago when
he resigned, has again accepted the incumbency of that office.
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GILMORE

REPRESENTS MELIES IN
EAST
W. J. Gilmore, former manager of the
Twenty-third street branch of the General
Film Company, has been appointed Eastern representative of the Melies Manufacturing Company, and will make a tour of
the Eastern states in behalf of Knickerbocker Star Features and Vim comedies.
Mr. Gilmore left New York on Friday,
carrying with him sample prints of several
forthcoming productions.
Mr. Gilmore's experience in film marketing extends over fourteen years. Graduating into the General Film Company from
successful management of a chain of theatres, he entered the Twenty-third street
branch and worked his way up until he
became assistant manager. His assumption of the management of the branch was
marked by a large increase in the volume
of business done.
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Money Level of Scenarioists with Dramatists Realized
Dixon, Whose " Fall of a Nation
Opens in New York on June 6, Will Pay Royalties to
Author Furnishing Script of a Theme Warranting Picturization by His Company
ITH the production of his new pic- little more than a year ago, and which is
w
ture, "The Fall of a Nation," at still showing to great audiences in many
parts of this country and Europe.
the Liberty theatre in New York, on June
6, Thomas Dixon, jr., will add the role of
Mr. Dixon, this week, told Motion Picture News something of his plans regardproducing manager to the others in his
ing this new picture, as well as the aims of
remarkably versatile career. Preacher, authe National Drama Corporation.
thor, novelist, playwright, scenario-writer
and director, Mr. Dixon has also taken ex" Our program is built on a unique idea,"
he said. " The idea is that we will do one
ecutive charge of the National Drama Corporation, which not only has produced the great play at a time, whenever we have the
" Fall of a Nation," but aims to produce
play. If we Our
don'tstudios
find such
a play
we don't
produce.
in Los
Angeles
are
other vital photodramas, provided they can
closed at the moment ; but we are looking
be found.
The " Fall of a Nation " is based on the for a good play by some other author.
serial of the same name, by Mr. Dixon,
Personally I want a little rest from writing, and if we can find a play with a big,
which has been running for several months
vital dramatic idea, we will produce it; all
in a number of newspapers. It has been
altered, adapted to the screen, and fitted our producing will be on the basis of a
with a prologue v/hich is described as a re- royalty to the author. We are not manufacturing film; we are producing plays with
markable reel in itself, furnishing the key
EDMONDS MAKES TRIP TO KLEINE'S
SEATTLE OFFICE
to the entire drama.
the cinema as the means of artistic exWilliam Edmonds, who has established
" The Fall of a Nation " is not only historical, but looks into the future, and
" Our aim is to combine the cinema with
exchanges on the Pacific Coast for George
pression.
the highest form of musical accompaniKleine, is making a trip to Seattle to in- writes a vivid warning to complacent
ment, and every piece we produce will be
America of the dangers which threaten it
spect the branch opened there a few weeks
furnished with original music, prepared
from the outside. It might be described
ago. The headquarters at San Francisco
especially for it. By this I mean a high
are finished and releases are now being
as a sequel to Mr. Dixon's " Birth of a type
made.
of orchestration, without voices or
Nation" which New York first saw a
other theatrical adjuncts. I believe the
attempt to combine the picture with other
features of the theatre, aside from instruThe Generals for May 29-June 3 Effervesce with Comedy
mental music, is a mistake.
" As regards the ' Fall of a Nation,' we
' A Bunch of Flivvers " Suggests Anything But a Serious Picture, While There Is
have been working on the picture in CaliSerious (and Probably Sucressful) Attempt to Be Funny in "Pickles and Diamonds"
fornia since April. A few scenes were
GENERAL
Film, Service during the reel comedy, will lie given to the public.
taken in Boston, but out in our HollyFor Saturday, Essanay provides a three
week of May 29-June 3 offers abunwood studios we have reconstructed many
dance of comedy.
part drama, "Our People," featuring Bry- New York streets, and in the surrounding
ant Washburn ; Lubin comes forward with country have found landscapes which repBeginning Monday, May 29, Selig reresent well the scenery of Long Island. We
leases The
"
Hare and the Tortoise," in a one-reel comedy, " Pickles and Diawhich Fritzi Brunette is featured. " The
monds." Vitagraph adds to the day's have taken 270,000 feet of negative, but the
picture as presented will run about 11,500
Rich Idler," a Vitagraph comedy precedes
program with " Carew and Son," in which
feet. A great deal of naval material which
" The House With Closed Shutters," a Charles Kent is starred. Then follows an
we photographed has been thrown out as
Biograph drama ; and Lubin's " Frilby episode of Kalem's "Hazards of Helen"
unessential.
Frilled," a comedy, and the Selig-Tribune
series, entitled " The Spiked Switch." The
week will be closed with the Selig one part
News Service adds to the day's program.
"We have made a number of spectacular
Essanay, Tuesday, offers an all star two
scenes, but in this play I am depending on
drama " Crooked Trails. "
the dynamic quality of the ideas rather
reel drama; Kalem suppies a comedy, "A
than on spectacles or tricks of photography.
Bunch of Flivvers," and Lubin strengthSALLY
CRUTE PLAYS
ROLE OF
The first reel of the play is a prologue, deens the day's releases with " The Final
VAMPIRE TOO FICKLE TO BE
Payments," a two reel drama. Edison protailing the origin of the American repubPLEASED WITH ANYBODY
lic. This covers the period betwen 1620
vides "Helen
the Chorus,"
Sally Crute
and ofHerbert
Pry or. featuring
Sally Crute, for several years a leading
and 1905; it shows the causes which led
the settlers to these shores from Engand
" A Smokey Adventure," Kalem, is the portrayer of heavy roles with the Edison
first offering Wednesday. Essanay proCompany, has just completed her first pic- and other European countries, and I believe
ture under the Ivan banner. It is entitled
vides a one reel drama that remains to be
it will teach more American history in fifchristened and Edison supplies a one reel " Her Husband's Wife."
teen minutes than the average schoolboy
comedy. Biograph releases a three part
Miss Crute appears as a vampire, who
picks up in his whole course.
drama " Woman Against Woman." The deceives not only her husband and her lover,
"I am aiming at a new effect in this
gentler sex is again represented in the but also proves false to her second husprologue; it is to color the minds of the
feature of the day a Biograph release in
band. Co-starring with Miss Crute are audience so they can only see the
five parts, " The Woman in Black." In Mignon Anderson and Augustus Phillips.
play through the perspective of this histhis, Lionel Barrymore and Millicent Evans
torical review. The balance of the play
In the supporting cast are Edward Machave stellar roles.
key, William Bechtel and Brinsley Shaw.
is laid in the present and the future.
" Victor Herbert has written 1,285 pieces
Lubin for Thursday offers " The Code of
of original music for the production. He
the Hills," in three parts. Vim comes for- HERE'S "THE ANSWER" ABOUT THAT
will conduct the orchestra at the New York
ward with " Schemers," a comedy, reinTHANHOUSER PICTURE
forced by the Selig-Tribune animated news
opening, and after that the direction will be
of the day.
in charge of Henry Sanford.
Through an error, a Thanhouser drama
entitled " The Answer " was advertised as
"Another word regarding our future
" Shadows," a three part Knickerbocker
Star Feature ushers in the Friday program,
being in one reel instead of two. This productions. Any play with a big dynamic
production is the first release of Emmet
idea, without regard to its location or pewith "Sis, the Detective," a Kalem comedy
Mixx, the popular short-story writer who
of the "Sis Hopkins" series as a followriod, iswhat we want. A play that's worth
just joined the Thanhouser scenario
a man's time to produce will be given a
up. " The Lonelies," by Vitagraph, and has
staff.
" The Land Lubber " by Vim, each a one
production ; no other can be considered."
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Stirring Scenes from the National Drama Corporation's Production of " The Fall of a Nation," by Thomas Dixon
S. RANKIN DREW IS YOUNGEST
STOP
AND
LOOK
AT FOX, THEN
Both Mr. Ray and his comedies were enDIRECTOR IN CONTINUOUS
thusiastically received by an audience of
"LISTEN" FOR HIM IN "GASOLINE
several
hundred
persons.
The
comedies
GALLOPER," INTERNATIONAL
Harry Fox, fresh from his triumph in shown were "Casey's Dream," "Casey's
EMPLOY WITH "V"
S. Rankin Drew, director for " The SusKids," "Casey's Servants," and "Casey the
"Stop, Look and Listen," is making his
pect," a new Vitagraph Blue Ribbon, reWhite Wing." These are to be released at
debut as a screen star in a two-reel comedy
leased on Monday, May 22, is the youngest
the rate of one a week to exchanges all
entitled "The Gasoline Galloper." This is over the country. Mr. Cobb, who is head
director
regularly employed in the directhe first episode of a series of comedies
tion of motion pictures in any photoplay
of the Reserve Photoplays Company, is disin which Mr. Fox is to be starred, the
tributing the films direct to exchanges, and
production studio in the country.
series to be called "What Happened to is not dealing with individual exhibitors.
Harry." They
be released by the International Filmwill
Service.
MORRISON HOTEL HEADQUARTERS
Cortlandt Van Deusen, who is directing
FOR CHICAGO REEL FELLOWS
Mr. Fox, has found that comedian has
taken as readily to screen work as a duck
The "get together" meeting of the Reel
to water.
Fellows' Club, held at the Morrison Hotel,
Chicago, Thursday evening, May 18, was a
very successful one from the standpoint of
the enthusiasm shown by those present.
After the dinner, future plans of the club
were discussed, and it was decided to make
the Morrison Hotel the headquarters.
Two large rooms on Floor B have been
donated by the management of the hotel to
the club, and these will be fitted up for its
exclusive use. The secretary had on hand
ten new applications for membership, which
will be passed upon at the next meeting of
the board of governors.

Harry Fox
The International Film Service has engaged asupporting company to assist Mr.
Fox, including Mabel Morrison, who was
with him in "Stop, Look and Listen," Albert Riccardi and numerous other wellknown players.
COBB GIVES SPECIAL SHOWING OF
RAY COMEDIES
Under the direction of C. Lang Cobb, Jr.,
whose offices are in the Columbia Theatre
Building, New York, a special showing of
the first four Ray comedies was given
to a selected audience at the Broadway theatre, May 22. Johnny Ray, the
noted comedian of the vaudeville circuits,
appeared in person, and spoke from the
stage, giving a number of incidents connected with the production of the comedies
at the new Cleveland studios.

SPECIAL MEETING OF FILM MEN IN
CINCINNATI CALLED
Special to Motion Picture News.
Cincinnati, May 20.
A special meeting of all exhibitors of
the Cincinnati district to consider certain
phases of censorship, which may culminate
in an alignment of forces to take an active part in a state-wide campaign has been
called by President F. L. Emmert of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors League of the
Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce, for
May 22. The members of the league have
been making a strenuous endeavor to secure better films. Max Stern, president
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League
of Ohio has been invited to attend this
meeting.
POWERS JOINS "MAC" AT NATIONAL
DRAMA
Sanford Stanton, formerly editor of the
Metropolitan Section of The World and
more recently with Selwyn and Company,
has joined the publicity department of the
Triange Film Corporation, succeeding Wallace M. Powers. Mr. Powers, who has
been associated with the Triangle since
last summer, will rejoin his old chief, Henry MacMahon, at the National Drama Corporation, sponsor for the Thomas DixonVictor Herbert opera-cinema, " The Fall
of a Nation."

S. Rankin Drew
A nephew of John Drew and son of
Sidney Drew, S. Rankin Drew comes legitimately by his extraordinary ability in the
dramatic field. Not only an actor and a director, Mr. Drew is a playwright and scenarist as well, and has been the successful
author of several productions in both
classes of dramatic writing.
In " The Suspect " Mr. Drew plays the
part of Paul Karatoff, son of Karatoff, the
military governor of Moscow. Being
wounded, he is nursed by Sophie, the
daughter of a nihilist, who falls in love
with him, and whom he marries.
EXHIBITORS WILL BE RELIEVED OF
SEAT TAX
special to Motion Picture News.
Washington, May 20.
The Administration forces in Congress
have decided to abolish the stamp and special taxes, including those which must be
by motion picture exhibitors. The
paid
taxes will be aboHshed July 1. They would
otherwise have expired in December by reason of statutory limitation. The theatre tax
is that based on seating capacity.
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FE.\TURES M.\DE BY BIG FOUR IN
COOL MONTHS FOR BUSINESS IN
HOT SPELL
The four companies which make up the
Big Four, present for the month of June
an array of features to assure exhibitors
that their summer business will be up to
the same standard as that of the cool
months.
The four features that the Vitagraph
Company has contributed to the June program, consist of the first appearance of
Lucille Lee Stewart, the new \'itagraph
star, in " The Destroyers," a dramatization of James Oliver Curwood's dynamic
novel, " Peter God." " The Destroyers "
was directed by Ralph W. Ince, and will
be released in five parts.
The other Vitagraph releases will be
" The Redemption of Dave Darcey," in
which James Morrison is featured, and
supported by Belle Bruce and Billy Billings; "Winifred, the Shop Girl," which
features Edith Storey and Antonio Morenoures
;andRobert" Fathers
of Men,"
featEdeson and
Naomi which
Childers.
Edgar Lewis has produced a drama in
which Xance O'Neil is featured. " The
Toilers," written by Daniel Carson Goodman, will be released in five parts.
The Selig contribution to the June program, will be a heart appealing drama,
" The Valiants of Virginia," which conveys the spirit of the hospitable South to
a very pronounced degree.
The Essanay release for June, features
Warda Howard supported by Ernest Maupain, Duncan McRae and John Lorenz in
" That Sort," a drama which gives a
glimpse of the beauty of the Riviera.
IT'S ALL GRIST THAT COMES TO THE
MILL OF BIG FOUR IN BOSTON
The Big Four New England exchange,
George Balsdon, manager, claims the
greatest diversity of buyers for their films
of any exchange in the business. They
sell to state prisons, reformatories, army
posts, colleges, navy yards, churches, women's and civic clubs, schools, and have
many other customers.
Manager Balsdon states that the prisoners at the state prison in Rhode Island
are just as appreciative as are the students
at Harvard, where in the preparedness
course the students are allowed to take
three hours a week to study evolutions
of troops in close formation work with the
aid of the pictures.
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I UNIVERSAL
FILM
IN KANSAS
1
CITY STARTS A JUVENILE
I
PERFORMANCE DE1
PARTMENT
g Under the direction of " Marty "
g Williams, one of the representatives
m of the Universal Film and Supply
g Company in Kansas City, Mo., that
g firm is now sending out circular letg ters to exhibitors in that territory
g boosting juvenile programs, and ofg fering such pictures as will be useful
S for such exhibitions.
The plan
g adopted by the Juvenile Performance
g Department, as the new
section
g pleases to call itself, is different from
g most plans as this in that it suggests
g Saturday morning shows for children,
g Suggestions as to monej'-making
M schemes are included in this letter,
g No report is as yet available on the
M new move of the Universal, but it is
g expected that such action will be
g very favorably received by those conB cerned.

EASTERN GOLD DIGGER STRIKES IT
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RICH IN "PAY DIRT"
"Pay Dirt," a drama of the gold fields,
is announced for release by Knickerbocker
Star Features on the General Fim program, June 18. This is the second five
reel feature under the Knickerbocker brand,
following " Spellbound," to be released
May 17.
Henry King plays the leading role of a
" drifter " from the East, who has staked
out a claim that is coveted by Peter Gardner, an "old-timer." Gardner invokes the
aid of Dick Weed, a gambler, and the two
attempt to cheat the Easterner at cards.
He is an inveterate gambler, but the influence of a woman, herself an outcast because of her passion for gambling, helps
him to conquer himsef.
Marguerite Nichol is again cast as the
female lead. Others in the cast are Mollie
MacConnell, Daniel Gilfether, Gordon
Sackville and Charles Dudley. Henry
King, assisted by Reaves Eason, directed
the production, which is from the Horkheimer studios.
LASKY'S "MARIA ROSA" WILL BE
SHOWN
AT DES MOINES
CONVENTION
When Iowa exhibitors meet at Des
Moines for the annual convention, May

PRODUCING
COMPANY ORGANIZED
BY WOMEN TO MAKE "SAUL
OF TARSUS," A 10-REELER
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 20.
Women have invaded the film industry
to the extent of organizing a producing
company, owned and managed exclusively
by women. It has been named The American Woman Film Company, and the first
production to be made will be a ten reel
feature " Saul of Tarsus." The company
has been organized for several months, but
production was not started until during the
past week. J. Farrell Macdonald, maker
of several of the Oz Company productions,
and with the Biograph as director for
eighteen months prior to their closing, has
been engaged to direct the making of this

"A

picture.
He will have the co-operation and aid of
the president, May Whitney Emerson, a
writer of national reputation, Alice L. McCalden, vice president of the organization,
and society women of Pasadena. The cast
for the first picture includes Mabel Van
Buren, Arthur Maude, P. C. Hartigan,
James Warnack, Jane Star, Roxanne Roth,
Frank McDonald, Sydney Dean, and Kathrine Buckingham.

Ritchie,
Russell. and "The Guide," starring William

22-25,
the Geraldine
Lasky production,
" Maria
in which
Farrar is
starred,Rosa,"
will
be shown to them for general discussion
from the standpoint of the exhibitor. A.
D. Flintom, of Kansas City, distributor of
Paramount pictures over a large section of
the Middle West, has arranged for the
showing of the photoplay at the Omaha
convention of Nebraska exhibitors as well
as attending to other matters.
In making "Maria Rosa" the subject of
free discussion, it is believed many helpful
suggestions will be made by exhibitors to
one another.
MAN'S SOUL" FROM AMERICAN
FILM ON MUTUAL PROGRAM
Two five reel dramas to be released as
Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe, two three
reel features and seven two reel subjects
are undergoing completion at the American
studios in Santa Barbara.
The Winifred
five reelersGreenwood
are "A Man
Soul,"
with
and ofFranklin

Illustrating " Flames of Vengeance," Gaumont- Mutual Masterpicture, with Gertrude Robinson
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Three of the Attractive Booths at the Board of Trade Exposition in Madison Square Garden:
EDYTHE
STERLING
IS CAST FOR
LEADING ROLE IN "NANCY'S
BIRTHRIGHT "
Edythe Sterling has one of the leading
roles in "Nancy's Birthright," a five part
Signal-Mutual Masterpicture De Luxe, released on May 22. Miss Sterling appears
as a girl who is a believer in the goodness
of God, and His power to overcome all evil.
The picture was produced by Murdock
MacQuarrie, with Norbert A. Myles, Millard K. Wilson, Francis J. MacDonald and
MacQuarrie in the cast.
Through a typographical error, the review of this picture in Motion Picture
News last week credited the production to
another manufacturer. It should have been
listed, of course, as a Signal-Mutual Masterpicture De Luxe of five reels.
INTERESTING PHILIPPINE SCENES IN
16TH " BURTON HOLMES "
Views of the Philippine Archipelago are
shown by Burton Holmes in the sixteenth
of his "Easy Chair" journeys, "Cruising
Through the Philippines to Cebu, Iloila and
Zamboanga."
Through a land of contrasts this trip is
made in the Coast Guard Cutter " Scout "
with Uncle Sam as host. En route to Cebu the party goes ashore to see the polyglot
population and American colony of Ramblon with its little land-locked harbor. Industries of the Visayans of Tacloban on
the island of Leyte attract interest when
the next stop is made and the games here
are amusing, but the most entertaining of
ports
is Zamboanga on the Moro's Island
of
Mindanao.
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(Left to right) Vitagraph,

" Power of Mind," from American-Mutual,

Paramount

and Universal

Features Coxen

and

Lizette Thorne ; " Fate of the
Is SeatheStory
and Dolphin
Carl M. Le " Viness,
director, is a
IN ADDITION to the allegorical picture
featuring Audrey Munson directors at thrilling two reel feature starring Vivan
the American-Mutual studios are at present
Rich, Alfred Vosburgh and George Periolat. In this release, Miss Rich essays a
engaged in the filming of numerous features, running from five to two reels in dual role, something she has hitherto never
length.
attempted, despite her long connection with
Included in the short length features in the studio.
Life as it exists among the floating popwork at the American-Mutual studios are
ulation of the cow country is presented in
one three and five two reel subjects.
" Power of Mind" is the title of the three
" The Pilgram," third of the two reel subreel feature and in it Edward Coxen, Lizjects in work at the American-Mutual studios. Edward Kaufman prepared the
ette Thorne and George Field are the prinscenario. It is being staged by Frank
cipal players. It is from the pen of Anthony W. Coldeway and is being screened
Borzage, who also appears in the chief
un8er the direction of Thomas Ricketts.
role. In his support are Anna Little, Jack
" The Fate of the Dolphin," a sea story
Richardson and Dick La Reno. " The Pilthat smacks of the salt air and deals with
grim" will be released under the Musthe loves, romances and tragedies of the
tang brand.
fisher folk, leads the two reel features now
Among the other two reel features now
being filmed at the Santa Barbara studios
well under way at the American-Mutual
studios. A cast of playrs, numbering
are " A Man's Friend," a story written
among them several favorites of Mutual
about the friendship of a dog for his masfollowers, appear in the important charter, and " Jealousy's First Wife," in which
acters of the piece, among them Edward
Vivian Rich is the feature player, supCoxen, Harry Von Meter and Lizette
ported by Alfred Vosburgh and George
Periolat. It is being screened by Carl M.
Thorne.
"
The
Gentle
Conspiracy,"
of
which Charles Mortimer Peck is the author
Le Viness from a scenario bv C. M. Peck.

Four Months' Work Required for " The Lotus Woman,*' a
Kalem Starring Alice Hollister and Released on June 20
ITH Alice Hollister, who is said to be
On the morning set for his execution
w
the " original screen vampire," in the Lopez, the rebel leader, is saved by his
title role and Harry Millarde playing oppowhite-clad men, who engage the government troops in battle to cover the escape of
site, "The Lotus Woman " will be released
by Kalem on June 20. The feature productheir chief. Nightfall finds the rebel seektion will be issued in the regular service
ing shelter at with
the gates
the Don's
estate.
of the General Film.
A flirtation
Juanaof over
the evening
EFFICIENT EMPLOYEES ARE PROOver
four
months
of
labor
was
necessary
MOTED BY GENERAL
meal results in arrangements for a clanbefore the final touches could be put to
destine meeting in the garden. The Don
Efficient employees of the General Film
" The Lotus Woman " as the action of the comes upon them, there is a quick exchange
Company are receiving promotions for exstory carries the characters from New York
of shots, and in a few minutes the Lotus
ceptional service, under the policy estabWoman has fled with Lopez leaving her
lished by President George Kleine. H. H. to Latin America. Close to five hundred
wounded father on the ground.
Buxman, who has just been placed in soldiers were used in the scenes showing
the battles of a Central American revoluJerry Mandeville, an American soldier of
charge of the New York exchange, has tion.
fortune, next enters the story. Having lost
been with the company several years. He
Harry Millarde, producer of many of out to his friend, Everett Chase, in his suit
is promoted from the managership of the
Philadelphia branch.
Kalem's multiple reel successes and now in for the hand of Dagmar, he comes to the
unnamed Latin republic and is the chief
charge of the Ethel Teare comedy comAnnouncement is also made of the proaide of Lopez in the overthrow of the govmotion of C. C. Knapp to the managership
pany, was the director of " The Lotus
ernment. A business trip later brings
of the Minneapolis office, succeeding J. T. Woman." Miss Hollister, in the title role,
is seen as Juana, the tempestuous daughter
Chase to the republic, where he falls under
Van Meter, resigned.
of an exiled Don, who has brought her up
the spell of the Lotus Woman.
1 THE MAY INDEX OF REVIEWS I without ever having glimpsed the sight of
Mo-st of the work of staging " The Lotus
man other than her father and the aged Woman " was done around St. Augustine,
I
IS ON PAGES 3443-45 1 aservant
on his estate.
Fla., and Jacksonville, Fla.
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Cristman- Wheeler

No. 22
Bill

JN'ew York Chief Executive Declares That No Tax Shall Be Saddled on Pictures When It Would Cripple the Industry— He Objects to a Measure That Would Interfere Unjustly With a Form of Entertainment Catering
to a Large Extent to Persons of Limited Means
GOVERNOR WHITMAN has vetoed the Cristman-Wheeler
bill, which provided a remarkable burden of censorship on
motion picture films in the State of New York, and threatened irreparable injury to the industry, not only in this state,
but all over the country. He vetoed it in a clean, clear, decisive way,
which settles the fate of this measure for good, and provides a
valuable check to the spirit which prompted it.
The Governor's action is a complete victory for the interests
of the motion picture industry and the public which it serves.
It was not unexpected ; the most prominent men in the several
branches of the industrj^ backed by a delegation of several hundred men and women directly interested, appeared before the
Governor at a public hearing on the bill, and presented the most
convincing revelation of the threatened injustice of the new law.
That the prompt action of this delegation was the principal agent
in deciding the Governor is shown by the language in which he
killed the measure. He pronounced it unconstitutional, unnecessarj-, and a carelessly framed attempt to throttle the motion picture business through the imposition of taxes which no industry
could support.
As has been the case with similar legislation everywhere, immense political pressure was brought upon the Governor to ratify
the bill. This pressure came from persons either with "axes to
grind" in a political way, or ignorant of the conditions which
exist in the motion picture field.
Daily Press Endorses Governor's Action
Governor Whitman's fearless and courageous defiance of this
pressure has won him countless new friends. His repudiation
of the Cristman-Wheeler bill is favorably commented on this
v.'cek by newspapers in all parts of the state. The black cloud
which threatened the industry has been cleared away, and the
solid business interests behind the making and distribution of
pictures are assured that sanity and justice still rule at Albany.
In order to make his stand more impressive. Governor Whitman delayed action of the censorship measure until the eleventh
hour. He took no action until 6 :30 in the evening of Saturday,
ifay 20, when the other bills before him had been disposed
of, and all eyes were upon this one. When he announced his
decision, both Senator Cristman and Assemblyman Wheeler, the
p.uthors of the bill, were in the executive chamber.
Never has the picture industry been so united as it was in
opposition to this bill. At both the big trade expositions in
New York, gigantic petitions were prepared and forwarded to
the Governor, urging him to repudiate censorship. The newspapers took the matter up, and the eyes of the whole country
have been on New York's censorship fight. To this unity in
the industry is to be laid the chief credit for the sweeping victory
won.
As indicating the impression made by the Governor's action,
this editorial from the New York American is significant :
Bill Branded Unconstitutional by Hearst
" Tin- .Xmiriiun has <le<'ide<lly disagreed with Governor WhitmaD more
tlian €iiu«-, and lias frctly and frankly spoken, its mind at such times.
The .Vmerican decidedly agrees with Governor ^Vhitman's treatment of
several important hills, since the adjournment of the legislature, and in
tsliui to say s<i, frankl.v and emphatically. . . . As a capsheaf to
this uell-doinK, the Cliief Kxecutive has just killed with his veto the
mischievous and unjust and unconstitutional hill establishing a censorship o\er the moving picture business.
"This veto we look upon as one of the wisest and most commendable
exercises of executive autliority which the state has seen in a long time.
For we feel sure that the censorship of moving picture films was meant
to he the beginning of censorships of other mediums of entertainment and
publicit.> — a danifcrous prece<Jent for subsequent atta<:ks upon the liberty of
hpe4H-h anil the lil»erty of printing.
" Weandcongratulate
the peiiple
of theGovernor
state upon
their Governor's
sense
moral courage.
We thank
Wliitnian
in the namegoodof
the people of the state for his sensible and courageous use of the authority of his great office."
Accompanying his veto, the Governor issued a positive and
definite statement of his reasons, in which he said in part:
"The framers of this bill seem to me tp have disregarded
two ver>' important considerations: First, where a tax is imposed upon an industry in which, our people are engaged, under
, -.r.. , ■ onditions' such as prevail to-day, great care should

be taken in determining the amount of the tax, to the end that
the industry itself shall not be crippled or its development hampered, or that those who use or enjoy the product of the industry
shall not be deprived of such use and enjoyment as a result
of excessive taxation. Second, that in all legislative acts imposing a tax, the right of redress or appeal in all cases should
be preserved to those who will be affected and who may be
aggrieved.
Imposes Unnecessary Tax
"The first objection noted, nameh, that it appears to place
an unnecessary and onerous tax upon the activity which it proposes to regulate, results in part from apparent carelessness in
drafting. The bill requires that films be submitted for examination of the censors, and by making them a part of the censors'
official report transmitted to the Regents, precludes their return
to the owners. Tlie films after examination would be of absolutely no value to the State, would occupy costly space in preservation, and would impose an expense upon the industry, as
stated to me at the hearing, of over a million dollars during
the first year of the act if it becomes a law, and over $400,000
annually thereafter.
"To remove any doubt that the bill in its present form would
require the retention of films submitted for examination, and in
reply to the declaration of one of the speakers at the hearing
that the bill could not be so interpreted, I quote the following
from an opinion of the Attorney General submitted to me on
the measure.
" Contention
madeto the
at the
hearingand that
copy of
must
accompan.v
the was
report
Regents
thata there
wastheno film
provision
made for the return thereof to its owner. My reading of the statute
lead.s me to believe this would be the necessary interpretation of the
"Before the actual examination of the films the applicants are
statute."
required to pay the equivalent in trade measurement of ten dollars apiece for original films, and five dollars apiece for duplicate
films examined. Based on the number of films examined annually by the Board of Review, and on the estimate that twice
the annual number of films examined are in use in the State at
any one time, the tax for the examination for the first year
is estimated at over a million dollars in addition to the loss by
failure of the law to permit the return of the films after examination. The estimated annual tax for examination after the
first year is approximately three hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
Comparison of Fees
"As compared with the proposed fees for examinations under
this bill of $10 for original films and $5 for duplicates, my
attention has been called to the censor fees in other States of
the union where a moving picture censorship exists.
"As there are approximately sixteen hundred places for the exhibition of moving pictures in the State (I am dependent for
all of these statistics upon statements made at the hearing, and
not there disputed) the amount of financial burden imposed the
first year by the bill under consideration would represent an
average actual cost upon each owner of these places of exhibition of between thirteen and fourteen hundred dollars.
"My second and most important objection to the form of the
bill is to that provision which permits the State Board of Regents to review the acts of the Board of Censors when the latter approve a film, but does not permit a review by the Regents when the censors reject a film. The language of the bill
relating
lows : to the powers of the Regents in this matter, is as folRegents With Oppressive Power
" ' The Regents mu.v, in their discretion, b.v majority vote, revoke
such approval of any such film or reel at any time. Such revocation shall
be complete upon personal service of notice of such appIit>ation upon the
proi)rietor of such (ilm or reel or upon any agent of rfuch proprietor having charge of the leasing,' sale or exhibition of an.v such film or reel.'
"This provision would give the Regents, acting on their own
(Continued on page 3431)
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" SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS "
(Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THERE is an undoubted charm about the costume play when
properly handled. This one seems to us to be well handled — at
^any
rate
"the for
charm
there. Possibly
it is'centre
Mae Murray
who onis
responsible,
she iscertainly
carries the
of interest
two, rather small and narrow shoulders, and maybe it is the general
atmosphere created and maintained by the director.
• The picture
Edgar Castle's
and some
David few
Belasco's
which
held theis boards
for years,
seasonsfamous
ago. play,
The
picturizers have taken a number of liberties with the original, as
they had every right to do, and as they should have done in order
to demonstrate the superiority of the screen over the stage in the
rexpression of many lines nf action.

Kitty Among the Officers
A number of bewitching women (headed by Miss Murray) are
assembled, costumed and disported in such manner as to make
a success of almost any story. In addition, this has the story, and
furthermore, the settings, which will hold the eye, and the sympathies of any audience.
The action is laid at Bath, which was the greatest watering
place of English fashion late in the eighteenth century. Lady
Julia, the bride of Sir Jasper, is heartbroken over her young husband's attentions to Lady Barbara Flyte. She calls in Kitty
Bellairs, who is Lady Barbara's rival as the reigning beauty of the
season, to help her, and Kitty advises her to flirt with the officers
of the barracks.
Lady Barbara, jealous of Kitty, induces Capt. Spicer, one of her
suitors, to disgrace her publicly, and this Spicer does by following
Kitty and Lady Julia to the apartments of Lieut. Verney, with
whom Kitty has suddenly fallen in love. Kitty's visit really was
undertaken to prevent a duel between Verney and Sir Jasper.
Spicer leads a party of officers to call on Verney, knowing Kitty
to be in his apartments, and when they invade the rooms, Kitty
aids Lady Julia to escape, by revealing herself, and taking all the
blame.
There is great scandal, and Kitty is shunned by tlie other women.
In the end, Lady Julia straightens matters out, but not until Verney
has been obliged to resign his commission and accept the scorn of
his brother officers.
The piece is especially well-cast. Belle Bennett and Lucile
Young not only show to advantage in the costumes of the period,
but do some excellent work as well. Joseph King, James Neil,
Tom Forman, Lucille Lavarney, Horace B. Carpenter and Robert

ililllllili^
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Gay are also able members of the cast. The scenario and direction are the work of James Young.
" THE GORGONA "
(Authors' Film — Four Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
""PHE Authors' Film Company will shortly offer to the trade via
the special showing route, " The Gorgona," a four reel
spectacular picture made in Italy by Ambrosio. Exhibitors will
do well to look this picture over because from a spectacular
standpoint
like hasdrama
never asbeen
length.
' It
is besides, aitscostume
the seen
actionin isthelaidsame
in the
twelfth
century.
The Ambrosio Company has taught the exhibitor time and
again what to expect from film exposed in Italy. "The Gorgona"
abounds in marvelous photography and superb lighting effects.
The cameraman has caught scenes of unusual depth, with the
same clarity and distinctness resulting in the background as in
the close foreground. The scene is never out of focus.
The picture has obviously been staged by a master of stage
technique. The mob scenes have been managed to wonderful
effect. The director has gone ahead adhering strictly to the
art of the stage. The flashback and the closeup were evidently
unknown to him, and although . these ommissions result in loss
of force at times, the significance of the story is well brought out.
The story tells of Lamberto, a warrior who with his father is
obliged to stay behind and defend the city of Pisa while "The

The Pisa Fleet Departs
Coscetto " departs to win laurels fighting in the Balearic Islands.
Lamberto languishes under his inactivity and for revenge on " The
Coscetto " he steals his bethrothed, the Gorgona. She is quite
willing to accept Lamberto's love.
Lamberto's father has forbidden any of his men to leave the
barracks, under penalty of death. Lamberto is caught visiting
the Gorgona and is sentenced to die. His father allows him a
night's freedom in which to visit his love, but stipulates that if
he returns not at sunrise, he will die in his place. Lamberto
forgets the time and then, remembering his father's words he
kills himself. His father is saved from death by the return of
"The Coscetto" and he is obliged, to lead the Gorgona out to
become the bride of his victorious warrior.
The ending of the picture is the most powerful part in it.
It is tragic and handled to very good effect. The main part of
the piece runs along at an even gait and relies for interest on the
beauty of the settings and the impressiveness of the mob scenes.
The settings are really astounding. Long corridors, the expansive
interior of a church and several exceptional exteriors are viewed
time arid again. "The Gorgona" appeals throughout to the
eye, and in the end to the emotions as well.
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Five American-Mutuals for May: (Left to right) "The Courtesan,' 'The Reclamation," "The Overcoat," "Jack," and " His Blindness" "
"GOING STRAIGHT"
Francis Carpenter, Fern Collier, Carmen De Rue, Violet Rad(Fine Arts-Triangle — Five Reels)
cliffe, and finally George Stone, as a waif.
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
Imagine a little ragged waif who is forced by a crook to aid
THIS picture grips, because it is an unusual combination of
him in crime. Imagine this child stealing through a house at midnight to open a window so that his master may enter. And then
child stuff, thrills, and strong dramatic interest. Not everyimagine the waif meeting unexpectedly three children who have
thing about its story is easy to believe, but the material is handled
left their beds to invade a pantry, and you have some idea of the
in a distinctive way, and the result is an absorbing subject.
human touches with which this picture has been reinforced.
The theme concerns the struggle of a husband and wife to " go
straight," after they have abandoned their old life as crooks.
Three cliildren are born to them — the cause of their reformation.
"TANGLED FATES"
(Peerless- World— Five Reels)
They rebuild their lives, and reach an estate of prosperity, when
REVIEWED
BY PETER MILNE
along comes Briggs, one of their old accomplices, who blackmails
the husband. One of his demands for money meets with a refusal
THE are seeker
of
variety
will
find itwhere
in "Tangled
Fates."
scenes in a fashion shop
the models
displayThere
the
from the husband, with the result that Briggs threatens to have
latest
styles
and
there
are
glimpses
of
Alaskan
snow
fields,
while
the wife, who had never served time, sent to jail unless the
the action corresponds to the locale in each of these instances
husband assists in a new job which Briggs had planned. To save
and all others besides. Taken as a whole, the picture makes an
his wife, the husband consents.
average impressior:, although it does not reach that plane where
It happens that on the night of the job the wife takes the chilit may pass withoui: a few criticisms, which are brought forth
dren to the house of a wealthy friend, which is the very house seby obvious errors.
lected for the job. Briggs is disposed of a little later, when the
husband throws him off a window ledge. Whether the husband
is ever held to account for the death of Briggs we are not told,
but we do not much care because our main interest is in seeing
the shadow eliminated from the lives of the husband and wife.
In the telling of this, C. M. and S. A. Franklin, the directors,
have developed splendidly the high lights of a tense central situation. They have staged a series of thrilling fights in the crooks'
headquarters; liave selected some beautiful exteriors to tone up
the production ; and they have given the players every opportunity
to rfnd( T their parts convincingly.

Briggs Is Overpowered
Norma Talmadgc has never done anything better than her portrayal of the wife. It is a refined, appealing visualization of an
unusual character. Miss Talmadgc makes the wife very human,
but she plays always in the proper key. Ralph Lewis is a tower
of strength as the husband, and Eugene Pallette is admirable
as the villain. Others are Ruth Handforth and Kate Toncray.
There arc six children in the cast. It is their presence and their
unfailing naturalness which have most to do with making the
picture thoroughly distinctive. These youngsters are Nino Fovieri,

Jane Arrives in Alaska
Take for instance that scene in which the hero pockets a package of bills and leaves Alaska for some southern city. He
arrives in the city with the money in the self-same pocket, evidently just where he had put it in the scene before. An audience
lias gone beyond the time when such slips pass unnoticed. While
this flaw must be chalked up against the director, the editor
or scenario writer is equally at fault in several places where iml)ortant incidents in the action have been disposed of in a subtitle. It seems evident that this occurred in the assembling of
the film. But after all, these points may be of less import than
the
hypercritical reviewer believes. Our perspective may be distorted.
The story tells of Jane Lawson, daughter of straight-laced parshe takes the blame for her younger sister's
ents, innocent
who, becausecaprice,
entirely
is turned out of her home. She finally
secures employment in the city as a model and later she marries
Will Rogers, the dissolute son of her employer, refusing George
Blake, the man she really loves.
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Rogers embezzles the firm's money and Blake, because of his
love for Jane, gives the husband a new start and ships him off
to Alaska. Here Rogers goes on wasting his life, but Blake,
not wishing to spoil Jane's happiness, lies to her and tells her that
he is making good. However, Jane finally goes to Alaska and
arrives just in time to see her husband hanged for shooting a man
in the back. She realizes the worth of Blake and there is little
doubt as to the ultimate ending.
Alice Brady is featured as Jane. Miss Brady is fond of
"emoshing" straight into the camera's lens, but she makes a
strong impression whenever she appears.. Arthur Ashley as
Blake and George Morgan as the husband do creditable work,
while f;thers are Helen V/eer, Ed Kimball and Doris Sawyer.
"MR. GOODE, THE SAMARITAN"
(Fine Arts-Triangle — Five Ree.s;
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
HERE is another De Wolf Hopper subject, equipped with a
story of both humorous and dramatic appeal, an exceedingly
clever supporting cast, and excellent direction. Mr. Hopper, who
appears as a gullible philanthropist, is mildly amusing, but it is
the situations, rather than his own acting which make him so.
In our opinion, picture-goers will be entertained by "Mr. Goode,
the Samaritan," but they will hardly be convulsed with laughter.
Fay Tincher and Edward Dillon are excellent as Sal and Ed,
a couple of crooks who become entangled in Mr. Goode's philanthrophy, causing all sorts of excitement when Mr. Goode makes
them members of a fashionable party at his home. Chester Withey,
as Monte Fox, another crook, is also in the party, his design
being to capture Mr. Goode's daughter, any money that may be
lying around, and various valuables from the guests.
Mr. Goode's all-consuming belief in the goodness of human
nature causes Sal and Ed to reform, but they don't get the credit
for it. Suspicion is directed to them by Monte, who makes his
getaway with Miss Goode. Sal manages to escape from the
house, and follows the pair, breaking in upon them just as Monte
and the girl are in a struggle. Through the joint efforts of Sal
and Ed, Monte is revealed in his true light.
Probably the most amusing thing in the picture is a series of
jail scenes, in which Mr. Goode attempts to reform his fellow
prisoners, after he has been arrested as the owner of a stolen
car. He has the jail fitted up as a club, provides the keeper
with cigars, and otherwise conducts himself as an easy mark.
The settings, lighting and photography are up to the best Fine
Arts standard. With Margaret Marsh, Lillian Langdon and Max
Davidson the cast is complete.
" THE EYE OF GOD "
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
IT takes an abnormallj' strong story and a cast of great ability
to retain the interest of a picture that gives its ending away
in the first scene. " The Eye of God " commences in such a
fashion — to be specific, with a man in the cell of the condemned,
doomed to die in the morning. This man, Olaf, by name, had
committed murder and deserted his wife to be near the woman he
loved, Renie. But he was discovered finally and sentenced to
death. All this and quite a bit more, Olaf tells the spectator
through subtitles that he writes in diary form and through pictured action.
It is not an unusually marvelous story, but thanks to the author,
Lois Weber, the spectator is unable to forsee its important incidents even though he is acquainted with the conclusion. In a
fadeout quickly following the first scene, Renie is shown with a
man and Olaf writes the words, " While the woman I love is
in the arms of another man." Such a subtitle seems to define
Renie as just the common run of vampires, and later on when
she accepts the attentions of Olaf this conclusion seems substantiated, but it is quite the contrary. Renie is the wife of the
man who is languishing in jail for Olaf's crime and is merely
playing a game to free her husband of the false charge.
With such a twist as this " The Eye of God " manages to
make five interesting reels, although it must be admitted the
interest never becomes gripping or absorbing. The film, however,
has the other essentials spoken of above — good acting. Tyrone
Power as Olaf makes an exceedingly strong figure of the part. Mr.
Power is an actor every inch, and his expressive rendition of
his role never fails to convince. Miss Weber, or if you will, Mrs.
Smalley, appears as Renie and she gives an appealing interpretation of a part that keeps one guessing. Charles Gunn and Ethel
Weber are the others in the cast.
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The Smalleys have produced the picture with their usual good
taste. The setting; are so different from the ordinary in their
breadth and depth that they almost startle. The photographic
effecs achieved are excellent and the straight camera work is
equally good. There are some scenes in which Olaf is haunted

Olaf Confesses for Renie's Sake
by the Eye of God and the eye itself is shown. It is as large
as a man's head and usually appears in the corner of the scene,
shedding a spotlight on the unfortunate victim of a guilty conscience. This effect, while done with considerable skill, makes
hardly the impression that the actor would have made by himself.
" THE IRON HAND "
(Red Feather-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED
BY PETER MILNE
TTOBART BOSWORTH, who essays any role from a minister
■l to a gangster with equal ease, appears in " The Iron Hand "
as a political boss, first as a mere ward leader, but later as undisputed ruler of the entire city. Mr. Bosworth has the tough
swagger of his character in the early stages of the picture down
to perfection and as a mere gentleman politician in the closing
scenes he is equally effective.
Mr. Bosworth's vehicle, written by George Edwards Hall and
scenarioized by F. McGrew Willis, presents
a very strong outward
appearance, although if it was analyzed and each character individually taken up it would be found considerably lacking from
a dramatic standpoint. What concerns us more specifically is the
likely expression it will make with the audience and it can conscientiously besaid that it keeps the attention over all its length.
The several climaxes of the film are nicely reached and
throughout there are not a few touches administered by Mr. Bosworth that go to the general good effect of the production.
A ward boss holding stern sway over his district is finally
bested by his political enemy and sent to jail. He is released,
shorn of his power. He is entrusted with the care of a little
boy, son of one of his old pals. Unable to educate the child
in the right way he places him in charge of a social worker. The
boss finally gets another foothold and starts up the ladder again.
After twenty years he is the ruler of the city.
On his twenty-first birthday the boy comes to live with his
guardian and is highly shocked at his methods of conducting his
business. In the election a social reformer, opposed to the boss,
triumphs. The young man in charge of the boss loves the
daughter of the reformer and when he discovers that her father
is penniless due to the pre-election campaign, he is perfectly
willing to borrow from his guardian to help the reformer. By
this act all parties are united.
A large supporting cast appears, and does good work, with
the exception of the actor who plays Connors, the man in opposition to the Bosworth part in the first half of the picture. The
character of Connors suffers from an overdose of enthusiasm
on the part of the player. In the direction one noticeable slip has
been
worker.made when twenty years bears no eft'ect on the social
Iri other hespects, including the realism of the scenes and the
good
to be quality
desired. of the photography. "The Iron Hand" leaves little"
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" THE FLIRTING BRIDE '
(Knickerbocker Star Feature-General — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
JACKIE SAUXDliRS is a pleasing and attractive figure in this
picture, which begins as comedy, changes to melodrama, and
tiien turns back to near-comedy. The story seems to have been
made to tit the players, most of whom are good, and it is quite
unconvincing as a story. Nevertheless, the picture will interest a
good many people, chiefly because of Miss Saunders.
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" THE MADCAP "
(Red Feather-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
<('~r'HE Madcap" thrusts Flora Parker De Haven on to stardom,
A without the shining presence of lively Carter. However,
liveliness seems to be plentiful in the De Haven family and Flora
lirightens and quickens this latest Red Feather to an e.xtent that
almost banishes the light character of the plot.
Light or thin stories appear to be all too numerous nowadays.
"The Madcap" is a good picture, produced with a noticeable degree of artistr3' and one that contains some situations of the stirring sort, but there are not enough of them for five-reels and the
action is wont to drag several times. Is it that the supply of fivereel feature stories is exhausted?
Williiun Dowlan directed " The Madcap." Mr. Dowlan's work
has improved a hundred per cent, since his last feature, which was
loaded to the brim with closeups. All the scenes in these five
reels were handled with care and intelligence. Closeups are used
in their proper place. The locations furnished are beautiful and
the photography supreme.
To the credit of the story it must be said that its action in-,
creases in speed toward the close of the picture. There it has the
snap and the punch, and awakens sympathy in the spectator for its
principal character. The rest of the picture, however, is forced to
rely on the artistic taste of the director for its interest and if there
be many lovers of beautiful scenery in the audience, " The Madcap " will please all the way.
Flora Fairbanks is introduced as a rich girl who has been unable
to find happiness. She becomes acquainted with a philosophical
artist and in the summer time these two go as vagabonds through
France. The artist is loved by a Countess, who spiteful toward
Flora, publicly misinterprets the harmless trip of the two; then the
scene again shifts to New. York. Flora disappears out of shame.

An Interrupted Honeymoon
A wife who flirts with most of tlie men who cross her path,
with the result that she gets into serious trouble in an unnamed
foreign country on her honeymoon, is the central character, played
by Miss Saunders, of course. She innocently gets mixed up in a
plot engineered by a spy, flees from arrest, is captured by brigands,
rescued by soldiers, chained in a dungeon, and released by the
American consul, whose aid her husband has enlisted. Thereupon
she promises never again to look at a man.
The direction was in the hands of H. M. & E. D. Horkheimer,
and is only fair. The set representing the brigands' cave is flimsy,
and some of the military costumes very poor. On the other hand,
there are some beautiful exteriors, and the photography is very
good.
In the cast are William Conklin, Edward J. Brady, Henry Stanley, and a number of extras.
"BURTON

HOLMES' TRAVELOGUES— PICTOGRAPHS "
(Paramount — One Reel Each)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW

MR. HOLMES'S Travelogue this week, which is entitled
" Cruising Through the Philippines to Cebu, Iloilo and Zamboanga," is especially picturesque and interesting. He gives us
rather novel views of his surroundings, even to the officers and
mess attendants of the ship which carried him through the waters
surrounding Mindanao. He shows us the Filipinos in out-of-theway places, in the various typical games, and with the unusual
sidelights cast on their daily life. Views are presented of the
quaint city of Iloilo, and of its inhabitants, and the scenery has
all the picturesqueness of the unusual.
The pictographs this week inclvdc an unusually interesting
article on " The Making of a Sailor," by Henry Reuterdahl, an
unquestioned authority on naval matters. The article opens with
a deck view of a dreadnaught of the Wyoming class, viewed from
the head of the forward mast, and with the full complement at
"setting-up" exercises running about the deck. Other incidents
in the enlistment, examination and training of the new recruits
are fully as interesting. "The Preservation of Cut-flowers," "The
Trickids," and a review of recent " Science and Invention " are
also shown. Under the title " The Man Behind," we are shown
just how the motion picture operator feeds the film through his
projection instrument, and in "Better Babies" there is a demonstration in the development of the muscuhr factor in a child's
grfjwth.

Flora Hides from the Revengeful Countess
The artist makes the truth known and the Countess is justly
ostracized. Afterwards the artist goes in search of Flora and finds
her in a French village where they are reunited with no Countess
to stand between them.
Mrs. De Haven as Flora, Richard .Sterling as the artist and Vera
Doria as the Countess have the principal roles. The scenario was
done by Leonora Ainsworth from a story by George Gibbs.
" HOUSE OF MIRRORS " REFLECTS NOVELTY GLASS
EFFECT
For the initial production of the Rialto Film Corporation, " The
House of Mirrors," just completed under the direction of Marshal
Farnum, an unusual set was built — a room of mirrors from which
the play receives its title. In order to construct this room, twelve
large mirrors were made to order by the Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Company and placed in frames reinforced with steel.
The effect gained is said to be remarkable. Through the mirrors
reflected again and again appear scores of people in evening dress,
whereas in fact there are but forty-one persons on the stage.
The picture will lie released in two weeks. Frank Mills is the
star.
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" UNMASKING A RASCAL "
(Kalem — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
AFTER a serial has gone a certain length there is little to review in the successive numbers and in the main the writer
must needs rely on a detailed synopsis for the body of his
criticism.
But in the first place, " The Social Pirates" is not a serial, and
although the general course of all its episodes is somewhat the
same, each of its two reel chapters sets forth a story complete
and distinct in itself. In the second plac^ this series of Kalem's
allows its cast the continual chance to act — a chance that a cast

Fuller Becomes a Victim of the Girls' Justice
of a serial must needs often go without. Lastly the cast is
made up of players who fully utilize these opportunities to display their abilities.
In particular is this applicable to Marin Sais and Ollie Kirkby,,
the principals of the series. No work yet offered these leads has
proved at all beyond them. As Mona and Mary, the two girls
who live by their wits to right the wrongs of others, they have
varied pieces of character work to render. And no matter what
bit of caprice or deceit the girls are practicing to badger their
villainous victims. Miss Sais and Miss Kirkby come through with,
flying colors.
"Unmasking a Rascal" deals with their concerted efforts in
battling with a banker who has swindled his ward of her small
fortune. They are victorious finally and not until their victory,
which is staged in the last scene, does the interest at all slacken.
The\suspense and the comedy are ever present.
Lek the above be taken as padded paper we add that the same
review might stand for each chapter. Serials are serials and
series are altogether different and incidentally, " The Social
Piratesthe" difference
so closelyisapproximates
perfection in this latter class
that
not worth consideration.
"PRISONERS OF CONSCIENCE"
(Lubin-General — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THIS is the best Lubin three-reeler we have seen for some time.
The story is probable, well handled, and, on the whole, convincing. Itis not new, but the treatment is good. In addition, the
cast does its work very well, particularly Adda Gleason, whose
work in emotional, scenes is far above the average. Others are
Lucy Payton, Alan Forrest, Cecil Van Auker, George Routh,
Evelyn Page, and John Hopkins.
Melvin Mayo directed, under the supervision of Wilbert Melville. The direction shows a commendable effort to get away from
hackneyed methods. Some fine types are introduced at the very
beginning in a scene depicting a church in the slums. There are
also two or three human touches, which tend to give more than
one scene the air of reality.
The plot hinges on a mistake in administering a dose of
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medicine. The villain and a nurse, with whom he is carrying on a
flirtation, make the mistake, and put the blame on the hero, also a
physician. They advise him to go away, and they tell his wife he
has committed suicide. Tortured by conscience, the villain confesses on his death bed, and the hero is brought back.
"HAM'S WATERLOO"
(Kalem — One Reel)
REVIEWED
BY PETER MILNE
HAM'S WATERLOO" differs from the general run of Ham
comedies in that it introduces trick work both as applied to the camera and studio mechanics. We have a high
powered house as a comedy medium and it has been utilized
to its fullest extent. The action is rapid during the latter half
of the reel when the hose is used to magical advantage. In
fact it is much faster than ever the action has been in a Ham
comedy, and it follows as a natural course that the fun is of a
more dependable variety.
Harry Edwards, who directed this picture, has brought with
him to Kalem a number of creditable tricks of business that
have been done before by other people but never by Kalem,
in our recollection. The hose stunt is one of these. Ham
manipulates the stream of water and Bud is sent up through
the ceiling on it at one time and again goes crashing through
the wall of the room.
At the same time the usual business originated by Ham and
Bud is still theirs to perform. The director has not allowed
enthusiasm for his tricks to overshadow his respect for the ability of the comedians. The combination proves a very good
one and as a result "Ham's Waterloo" is a most satisfactory
release — ^just a little better than the former successful Ham
comedies.
So much for that which is worthy of praise in this brief picture. There is not much to be said on the other side — only one
point that we can call to mind and that is that the film shows
evidence of having been extensively trimmed. For instance,
there is an entire setting representing a gymnasium with accompanying apparatus which is not utilized to any extent. It
seems plausible to assume that such a setting would not have
been erected for nothing, and yet it is not employed in furthering the advance of the comedy. This is merely a minor point
and in all probability those on the outside looking in will give
it little notice.
Norma Nichols is a valuable addition to the Ham company.
She is very pretty and does her work sincerely, making a distinct impression. The rest of the cast is sufficiently good.
The story is quite conventional, but well worked out. Ham
is to marry the daughter of his landlord and there is a breakfast before the wedding. Bud, the defeated rival, intends passing a note to the girl, telling her what a rounder Ham leally
is and under the table hands get mixed and the note goes to
Ham. Subsequently he brings the hose into play with disastrous results to all concerned.
pjiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

g Mae Clay, of the Rolin Film Company, in Her 1916 Bathing Suit g
1
on the Beach at Venice, Cal.
i
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"THE BATTLE OF HEARTS"
(William Fo.x — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
ttT^HE Battle of Hearts" otTers William Farnum as a burly
•i fisherman, a character smattered ever so gently but perceptibly with the famed "cave man" principle so popular in pictures. The subject was arranged, according to the leader, and
produced by Oscar C. Apfel, and while extremely simple in plot,
its main characters afford sufficient interest to warrant an enjo)'able entertainment. .
Mr. Apfcl's storj' has a few loose ends and several situations
that are not plausible when dissected, but it contains a popular

The Accusation
appeal which no doubt will carry it to success. Mr. Apfel's
direction is up to his usual mark in all save one point and that
is the frequent use of backdrops — palpable backdrops. The majority of the interiors show either a door or a window in a
prominent place and we have painted canvas for the rolling sea
and the sky. When it is possible to obtain real backgrounds
with the camera, these substitutes of the property room make
one wonder. In other respects, including the photography, the
five reels taken from the production standpoint are very good.
The opening scenes introduce Mr. Farnum as a fisherman who
knows when and how to use his fists. He loves the daughter
CI an old salt, but she favors the worthless son of the lighthouse keeper. The favored suitor goes away from home to make
good and falls in with smugglers. The girl while mastering one
of her father's boats, is wrecked and subsequently rescued by the
hard-fisted fisheman. On the same trip he manages to round
up the smugglers, and after a terrific fight, captures his rival.
The girl has all along been realizing the worth of the fisherman and the worthlessncss of the man she thought she loved,
and so there is nothing left to prevent a happy ending.
Considerably embellished wiih incidents that are of more or
less benefit in the advancement of the story, this is the substance of the picture. When the action might have taken a
severe slump, Mr. Farnum steps in to the rescue. His rendition of the featured part is typical of his past performances.
Edna Fury as the girl and Wheeler Oakman as the heavy have
the other important parts.
While "The Battle of Hearts" never rises to unusual heights
in any respect, there is nothing to prevent it having a successful
career before the majority of picture audiences.
*THE MAN FROM MANHATTAN"
(American-Mutual Mastcrpicture DeLuxe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2nd
THERE arc so many favorite screen incidents and characters
brought into this picture that it ought to touch some vital
spot in most audiences. For example, the hero divides his time
between vers libre and a business career as meteoric as any ever
recounted by Horatio Alger. The seamstress heroine dutifully
supports her invalid mother when she is not eluding the villainous son of the villain. The arch-heavy, a flint-hearted landlord, dispossesses the above pair, who are his tenants. The coun-
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try folk are the absurd bumpkins they are always painted.
These familiar faces and doings are transplanted into an environment comparatively fresh. The interesting background, the
occasional divergence of the story into an unexpected channel,
and the uniform adequateness of the cast do much to keep the
attention from wandering.
The best individual piece of acting is contributed by Perry
Banks in a character part. Rhea Mitchell is vivacious in the saccharine heroine's role, and William Stowell makes a romantic
hero. Others prominent in the large cast are Charles Wheelock,
To Taylor, Jack Prescott, Warren Ellsworth, Otto Nelson and
George Bailey.
Whipple, the son of a New York broker, buys a run-down
country newspaper and proceeds to make it a howling success.
He engages Virginia Winters, a local poetress, to help him edit
the sheet, and Eggleston, a quaint country character, to print it.
When Whipple refuses to support. Squire Barton's candidacy for
the office of mayor. Barton ejects the paper from his building.
Whipple buys a tent and in it continues publication. Barton
sets fire to the building, hoping that Whipple will be suspected.
Whipple is jailed. When the safe in the building is later opened,
Eggleston is found dead inside it. He had seen Barton setting
fire to the place, and had crowled into the safe to escape the
flames. Before dying, he wrote that Barton was the incendiary.
Barton is punished, while Whipple becomes mayor and Virginia's
husband.
"THE RAY COMEDIES"
(" Casey's Dream " — One Reel. Photoplays)
" Casey's Kids " — One Reel. " Casey's
Servants" — One Reel. "Casey the White Wing" — One Reel. Reserve
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
IN this new series of comedies John and Emma Ray are featured
in the style of humor in which they have long been known
to vaudeville patrons all over the country. Their friends will recognize them instantly, and will recognize their style of stage "busi-

Casey at the Reception
ncss. The action is lively. The Rays have not injected anything
unusual into their picture work, but perhaps this is just as well;
the Ray style of comedy has "gone big" on many vaudeville
wheels for many years ; they have their followers on the stage and
they arc now making a bid for a screen following. It is only
reasonable to expect that they will get it.
Johnny Ray impersonates a harmless, lovable Irish laborer, and
the various episodes are devoted to his experiences. In the first,
" Casey's Dream," he drops into a barroom for a glass of beer
on his way home from work, falls asleep at the table, and dreams
that he and his wife are wealthy, and are entertaining a party of
" swells." In the end he has a rude awakening. In " Casey's
Kids " he has a family of six little ones, whom he marshals to
repel the enemy when his neighbor begins to hurl bricks through
the window. "Casey's Servants" again shows him in luxurious
surroundings, and " Casey the White Wing " returns him to the
ranks of the day laborers. The subjects all have a quaint human
touch, and' the real affection between' Casey and Mrs. Casey is
empliasized in gratifying manner in each episode.
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PARAMOUNT-BRAY ANIMATED CARTOON BY EARL KURD
CONTRIBUTES TO THE ANNALS OF FISHING LORE
TO

the annals of fisliing lore, Bobby Bumps, the mischievous
youngster, contributed by Earl Hurd to the Paramount Bray
Animated Cartoons, adds another chapter in the twenty-second
release of these drawings — " Bobby Bumps Goes Fishing." When
the hero decides on a fishing trip, Dan accompanies him, both on
pleasure bent. Bobby seats himself at one end of the boat, Dad
at the other. The latter's luck is consistently against him, but
Bobby's
is soin. phnomenal that he makes a catch every time
he
throwssuccess
his line
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• A DASH OF COURAGE "
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

A

never failing chloroform apparatus; a few slippery streets;
two skidding automobiles ; a stone wall ; a neatly contrived
plot; a chase; a safe; a little nitroglycerine, and six principals
are the ingredients mixed here by Director Charles Parrott to
make a Keystone comedy. Out of these varied elements enough
entertainment ought to come to please the most jaded pictureExcept for such tame things as lifting off the top of a patrol
goer.
wagon in a street collision, and driving an auto into a wall, the
picture relies for its humor mostly upon a lot of clever fooling, in
which a crook attempts to relieve the richest man in town of
his money and his daughter at the same time. His confederates
chloroform the police, seize their clothes, and dress the unconscious guardians of the law in
garb. The plot fails,
of course, but not until it has beenconvict's
made to do service for two
thousand feet of very good slapstick.
In the cast are Harry Gribbon, Wallace Beery, Guy Woodward, Gloria Swanson, William Mason, and Bobbie Vernon.
MUTT AND JEFF IN "THE OUTPOSTS"
(Mutt and Jeff Film — One Reel)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
DUD FISHER'S two eccentric characters still have the military fever, and are still performing in the war zone. Jeff's
services are declined by the British, so he enlists in the French
army, explaining to Mutt that he is going to make the Germans
run. He does — make them run after him.
As usual, the idea is original, and Fisher's technique is good
— which probably explains why these animated cartoons find distinct favor with picture goers.

A Scene from " Bobby Bumps Goes Fishing," Paramount Bray Cartoon
Dad changes places with his son, but having no better results,
resumes his original position. Bobby's next catch is so large
that Dad is sent headlong into the water. Dad registers such
anger that Bobby hastily exits. Starting of¥ in search of adventure, the hero buys a large stufifed fish which he rigs up with a
motor attached to a propeller at the fish's tail. Entering the
scene where Dad is still fishing, the fake fish immendiately gets
his hook and they exit together. Dad's next stop is at the photograph gallery, where he and his catch pose before the camera.
Then he goes home to mother, who listens to his tale, but at
once discovers the fraud. Bobby is immediately bribed and exits
victoriously.
GLOBE PICKED FOR NEW YORK OPENING OF BILLIE
BURKE PICTURE
THE Billie Burke serial picture, " Gloria's Romance," in process
of filming at the George Kleine studios for the past six months,
will have its New York opening at the Globe theatre May 22.
This is the official announcement of the Kleine studios, following
negotiations between the producer, George Kleine, and Charles
Dillingham. Contracts were signed Tuesday whereby the Globe
will
show the various episodes of " Gloria's Romance " in weekly
instalments.
" Gloria's Romance " is a motion picture novel of twenty episodes written by Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Hughes. The Titian-haired
star is supported by a cast which includes Henry Kolker, David
Powell, William Roselle, Frank Belcher, Wm. T. Carleton, Frank
McGlynn and Jule Power.
NANCE O'NEIL COMPLETES CONTRACT WITH LUBIN AND
RETURNS TO NEW YORK
HAVING completed her contract with the Lubin Company,,
Nance O'Neil has returned to New York and is busily at
work on future plans. Miss O'Neil was filmed in two feature pictures by the Lubin Company — " The Fires of Johannis " and " The
Toilers." Miss O'Neil has received a number of offers from
motion picture producers and at the same time is considering a
number of stage plays that have been submitted to her. Her
decision as to her next engagement will be announced shortly.

GOVERNOR

WHITMAN VETOES CHRISTMAN-WHEELER BILL
(Continued from page 3424)
initiative, or upon appeal to them by a patron of any exhibition,
the right to disapprove a film previously approved by the censors.
But there is no opportunity for appeal to the Regents by an
owner who might feel aggrieved by the censors' disapproval
of a film, the action of disapproval by the censors being final
under the bill as drawn.
"It has been urged that in this end and other respects the bill,
if it became a law, would be unconstitutional. I do not think
that we need to go even so far as a discussion of constitutionality
to satisfy ourselves of the impropriety of placing a provision
such as this upon the statute books.
Badly Constructed Bill
"I deem it neither wise nor courageous to accept a badly constructed bill in the hope that future legislation may correct its
admittedly objectionable features.
"I have found such fundamental objections to the form of
this bill, and the procedure under it, that the necessity for censorship has been eliminated as a factor in its consideration.
"If we must have such censorship, it should not be established hurriedly or by an imperfect statute and one which is
open to such serious and sound objections as are urged against
this measure which I am asked to approve."
MINORITY PROTESTS AS HOUSE GETS CENSORSHIP BILL
(Continued from page 3378)
In the absence of any official Federal regulation, the States and
cities are finding it necessary to establish these local boards to
prevent the exhibition of immoral, indecent, and obscene pictures. The only adequate method of regulating motion pictures
is to be had in a Federal commission, and the establishment of
such a commission is the one way to obviate the necessity for innumerable local boards."
The report then enumerates in brief the provisions of the bill,
among which the following provisions are stated :
" The commission is authorized to issue licenses for pictures
which are to be shown only to people over sixteen years of age.
" Motion picture films meant for use by the learned professions,
and not for purposes of entertainment are excepted from the operation of this bill."
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LIST OF NEW BLUEBIRDS ANNOUNCED
Rex Ingram has just completed the production of "A Human
Pawn," a five-reel feature in which Violet Mersereau will soon
make her regular appearance as a star on the Bluebird program.
William Garwood will be featured in the production as Miss
Alersereau's leading man.
"A Human Pawn" will appear in the Bluebird series immediately after the production of "Shoes" that the Smalleys have
made with Mary Ida McDonald, the new screen star, in the leading
role. "Shoes" is based originally on a paragraph written by Jane
Addams, the famous sociological worker, but the complete story
appearedwriter.
in Collier's written by Stella Yynne Herron, a wellknown
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Lois Weber has made the scenario and exclusively directed the
| production, her husband, Phillips Smalley, having in this instance
| only a minor share in the work. Mary Ida McDonald is a "discovery" Miss Weber made at the time she was directing "Where
Are My Children? "
Miss McDonald
sational feature. was playing a " bit " in the Tyrone Power sen|
"The Three Godfathers," with an all-star cast, is another forthcoming Bluebird. Peter B. Kyne wrote the story for the Saturday
I Evening Post.
When Bluebird secured the moving picture privilege Harvey
| Gates was commissioned to write the scenario from which Edward
J. Le Saint directed the picture.
Louise Lovely, in "Bobbie of the Ballet," a story based on incidents of stage life ; and "The Eye of God," a Smalley production,
with Tyrone Power, the first June release in the Bluebird series,
are other features for exhibitors who employ the Bluebird Pro-

For a Short Period

The inserts of the Bluebird advertising are now perforated,
enabling exhibitors to tear out the pages and use them for advance
gram.
display purposes in their lobbies.
This feature of the Bluebird advertising pages cannot fail to
prove of service to exhibitors handling Buebird pictures, as the
inserts are handsomely colored and make an instant appeal by their
striking and original designs.
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GENERAL FILM PROGRAM
Spiritgood
Awakened."
Reissue.)
— "A Thefairly
study of (Biograph.
the avvakening
of a
coward is supphed in this old Grififith film. It
is interesting up to the turning point and subntly it grows
when theThere
reformedsequecoward
gives more
chase exciting
to the villain.
is a long horseback ride, in which the suspense
is amply retained by the flashback, and then
there is the leap that the pursuer takes from one
horse to the other. It is an intense climax ending an altogether pleasing picture. Blanche
Sweet and Edward Dillon are the principals.
"Liberty
Belles."produced
(Biograph.
reels.)
■— This
is a comedy
some Three
time ago
by
Del Henderson. It resembles a musical show to
a certain extent, in that it has dozens of pretty
girls shown off to good advantage in pajamas and
bathing suits, a whole lot of plot and very little
central trude
lineBambrick
of action.
and ladies
Gerare the Dorothy
principalGish
young
of the piece, while others in the cast are Reggie
and Dave Morris, Jack Pickford and Spotiswoode
Aitken.
"A Fair Rebel." (Biograph. Three reels.
Reissue.) — A civil war picture is ofTered in " A
Fair Rebel," containing an average story materiallyincluding
enlivened several
with a sensational
quantity ofbattle
thrilling
action,
scenes.
In fact the story of itself is of little importance,
it is its scenes and highly colorful atmosphere
that makes for its success. The cast includes
Linda Arvidson, Charles Pearly, Charles West,
Dorothy Gish and Robert Drouet.
"The Unwelcome Guest." (Biograph. Reis ue.)— This is a Mary Pickford reissue and
should prove valuable, for the star has an ideal
role which she handles quite as well as she would
in the present
the littlegrandfather.
slavey who Miss
befriends the feebleday.and Asdiscarded
Pickford acts with rare skill. Christie Miller,
Jack Pickford, Charles H. Mailes and Claire
MacDowell complete the cast.
" The Reformers." (Biograph. Two reels.
Reissue.)
— Inaversion
whichto picture
showed his
censors D.
and W.
rabid Griffith
social
reformers by casting them in a ridiculous light.
He shows the manner in which the son and
daughter of two prominent reformers went wrong
because The
of their parents'
andgood
cramped
ideals.
offers
a neglect
number
com-a
edy scenes, picture
while the
whole
is wellofacted
by
cast which includes Mae Marsh, Robert Harron,
Charles
H. Miller.
Mailes, Jenny Lee, Charlie Murray
and
Walter
"Asue.)— AMisunderstood
Reiscast composed Boy."
of Robert(Biograph.
Harron, Lillian
Gish, Alfred Paget, Lionel Barrymore and
Charles H. Mailes, enact this drama which is
more or less of an interesting study in character
development. The misunderstood boy at last
makes good after he has been the central figure
of a number of interesting incidents.
"Thereels.)
Woman
in Black."
(Biograph.
Five
— While
slightly crude
at timesReissue.
in its
unwinding, this five-reeler of several years back
contains a certain appeal and an average amount
of strength that place it in the class of acceptable features. It tells the story of a corrupt
political candidate who holds the father of the
girl he desires in his power. The girl favors the
opposing party's candidate and she at last has
her
way via
whena the
the had
villain's
closet
arrives
gypsyskeleton
maidenin he
previously
wronged. The. climax is handled with a very
good degree of suspense.
Song Tues.,
in the May
Dark."
Two" Thereels.
30.) —(Essanay.
Not shownRe-issue.
for review. The cast consists of Richard Travers,
Gerda
Holmes,
Bryant
Washburn,
and
John
Cossar.
"The Fable of the Willing Collegian Who
Wanted to Get a Foothold." (Essanay. Wed.,
May 31.) — This George Ade fable not shown for
review ; the story follows : A college gink wanted
to cop a soft job. A doctor told him that there
were four medical degrees to every case of tonsilitis in the U. S. Judge Caveat claimed that
nobody could get the coin in the law without

selling his soul to a corporation. Everybody told
the collegian to lay off his particular profession.
The lad finally married an heiress to help count
her kale. Moral : Every man knocks his own line
but sticks to it like glue.
" Our People." (Essanay. Three reels. Sat.,
June lows3.): Ed— Not
review;
the storypaper
folBryceshown
is the foreditor
of a country
and is in love with Ellen Calhoun, the daughter
of the local banker. Calhoun objects to Bryce
as a son-in-law, but his rich sister likes the
young man. A run on the bank is started, and
Calhoun
is unable
to pay
depositors.
aunt
promises
to pay
the the
clamoring
horde Ellen's
if her
brother
will
consent
to
the
marriage,
and this
he does.
Appearing in the cast are Bryant Washburn,
Gertrude
Thomas Oberle.
Commerford, Richardson Cotton,Glover,
and Florence
" The Schemers." (Essanay. Three reels.
Sat.,
May 27.) — Reviewed at length elsewhere in
this issue.
" The Capture of Red Stanley." (Kalem. Sat.,
May 27.)to —start
This with
" Hazards
Helenof "much
numberdaring
has
thrills
in the ofshape
riding and later the story settles down and
leads up to a climax of great sensational power
when Helen rides her horse into a box car after
escaping from bandits. In addition to the thrills
the reel contains, there are unusual night effects
in its camera work. One of the best of the
series, we should say.
" Unmasking a Rascal." (Kalem. Two reels.
Weekthisofissue.
May 29.) — Reviewed at length elsewhere
in
" The Bogus Ghost." (Kalem. Wed., May
24.) — Ethel's lover believes her drowned while
instead
she has
gainedwaxes
employment
as a themystic's
spirit. The
comedy
rapid when
lover
goes
to
the
mystic's
den
and
sees
Ethel
and
after
many
laughs
a
satisfactory
conclusion
is
attained.
An average comedy.
Detective."
—
Sis" Sis
getsthe the
amateur (Kalem.
detective Fri.,
feverJunein 2).this
release and after taking a correspondence course
she, quite by accident, succeeds in locating the
missing daughter of a millionaire who had eloped
with the chauffeur. Rose Melville and her usual
support make this comedy, written by S. A. Van
Petten, very laughable.
" The Spiked Switch." (Kalem. Sat., June
3.) — Another runaway freight results in Helen
taking a daring leap from a single piece of rolling stock While
to the this
trainstunt
in this
Hazard
of Helen
number.
has " been
worked
before"
even in this series, the story is of an exciting
nature and the thrill is well worked in.
"The Winning Number." (Lubin. Sat., May
20.) — Hester's
uncle makes
sole heir
his
millions
on condition
that sheher marry
beforeto she
is twenty-one. Hester is a man hater, and rejects every man her parents propose. Finally, a
rafHe is arranged, and the winning number is secured by thewhen
most a undesirable
suitor.
puzzle is solved
young attorney,
whomTheHester
loves, gives the undesirable $5,000 to retire from
the field. It is quite an amusing little comedy.
In the cast are Francis Joyner, Walsh Ray,
George
R. Raymond,
Hoffner,
John Shermer, Kempton
Greene,Eddie
Florence
Williams,
June
Daye, George Clarke, Eleanor Blanchard, and
Adelaide Hayes. Clay M. Greene's direction is
good.
" Otto
the Patsy,
Hero."tries(Lubin.
22.) —
Otto
to win
being aMon.,
hero, May
by framing
up a fake hold-up with a couple of yeggs. This
impressesto Patsy
greatly,
and sheunearths
is aboutthe tofake.be
married
Otto when
Clarence
He tries a frame-up himself, which leads to the
minister's house. An overturned lamp starts a
fire, but
nervethefails
him, and
rescues theOtto's
girl from
flames.
ThereClarence
is enough
plot and enough comedy in this to interest the
average audience. Davy Don, George Egan, Bernard Siegel, Florence Williams, and Patsy De
Forest are in the cast. Edwin McKim directed.
" The Hare and the Tortoise." (Selig. Three
reels. where
Mon.,
in this May
issue.29.) — Reviewed at length else(Selig.
3.) —
This" Crooked
Western Trails."
is along the
usual Sat.,
Tom June
Mix lines,
with an elementary plot and lots of action. Some
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of the exciting scenes are marred by inferior
photography, but all lovers of this kind of drama
will like the roping, riding, and shooting specialties introduced. Victoria Forde, Pat Chrisman,
Sid Jordan, and Joe Ryan appear in Mr. Mix's
support.
Irenea year
Norrisat returns
her father's
after
boardingto school.
Taylor,ranch
the
ranch foreman, wins Irene's love, much to the
disgust of Poncho, a half-breed, who also loves
her. Poncho steals a large sum of money, but
Taylor captures him.
" Baby
Thurs., Mayappear
25.) —in
Hardy
and Doll."
Ruge, the(Vim.
Vim comedians,
this
as
Plump
and
Runt.
It
is
an
ultra-slapstick,
with several situations which might have been
omitted. The humor is not equal to other Vim
comedies and the story could have been improved.
MUTUAL
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" Politickers." (Falstaff. Mon., May 22.)—
Oscar and Conrad have more than the usual opportunity for fun-making in this reel. They are
both lawyers, both suitors for the hand of May,
the Major's
daughter,
in turnwithis the
loved
by
and
loves Frank.
Conradwhoarrives
joyful
news that he is the republican candidate for
mayor. Later Oscar brings the information that
the democrats have nominated the Major, and
Conrad is kicked out of the house. The returns
show
the the
Major's
election,marriage
and he celebrates
by
ordering
immediate
of May and
Frank. A recount, however, gives Conrad the
election, and he takes possession of office and
girl.
"Preparedness." (Cub. Fri., May 26.) — Jerry
is with us again in this subject. He falls in
love
withtoa steal
policeman's
and the two
attempt
away; daughter,
another policeman
attempts to stop them but Jerry succeeds in tying
him to a pole. Other policemen come to his
rescue, but Jerry makes his escape after firing a
volley of bricks. The girl's father, admiring Jerry's
the suit,
until into
Jerry's
ness courage,
results infavors
his being
thrown
the clumsistreet.
There
the
policemen
are
w-aiting
to
nab
him.
GeorgetheOvey,
head
cast. Louis Fitzroy and Claire Alexander
" Sammy's Semi-Suicide." (Falstaff. Sat.,
May tle 27.)
is a comedy
with has
features
a litout of— Here
the ordinary.
Sammy
a leaning
toward suicide whenever anything goes wrong,
and when May, his sweetheart, neglects him at
a garden party, he resolves to die; he changes
his mind at the last moment, but the firing of
pistols by ceeded.guests
convince
him really
that hedead,
has until
sucHe believes
himself
the next day, when the familiar voice of his
mother awakens, him. He hurries to the office,
finds May there at her desk as usual, and everything is adjusted. The comedy is interpreted by
Walter Hiers and Frances Keyes.
" The Release of Dan Forbes." (American.
Two reels. Mon., May 29.) — There is a lot of
old-fashioned melodrama in this picture, most of
it familiar
long usage. byThea really
poorly good
motivatedthrough
ending is compensated
fight. tional
Thepartscast
does
good
work
with
the
convenassigned. The players are William
Stowell, Helene Rosson, Harry Von Meter, Harry
McCabe, and Perry Banks.
While Dan Forbes is in prison. Stark tries
to seduce his wife. Forbes is released early for
good behavior, but before he can get home, an
enemy of his is shot, and he is suspected of the
murder. He flees to his flat, and there finds
Stark trying to embrace his wife. In a terrific
fight he beats the man senseless. The police are
attracted
by the
noise, else
and did
arresttheForbes.
_ Starkso
admits that
someone
shooting,
ibrbes is released.
(Vogue.
May
30.)" —Shy
ThisThirty
is moreCents."
of a drama
than Tues.,
a comedy;
the plot is not burlesqued enough to make it
funny throughout. The occasional laughs are
furnished
the colliding
of the
players. RubebyMiller,
Madge and
Kirby,falling
Arthur
Tavares,
Edward Shaw, and Charlie Evans appear.
Madge, a farmer's daughter, is kidnapped by a
band of gypsies and held for a one doUar ran-
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som. The father has only seventy cents, so the
gypsies tic the grirl to a keg of dynamite. Rube.
JUadge's
has he
buried
underit
jiix feet sweetheart,
of earth, and
startshis tomoney
dig for
Tnadly. The
dynamite
explodes,
hurling
the
kidnappers into
the newly dug hole, and Rube
buries them
alive.
"The Comet's Come-Back." (Beauty. Wed.,
May 31.) — A cracker-jack comedy has here been
evolved by employing a little used device. The
first part of the picture was taken by a slowly
turned camera, consequently the action is very
fast. During the latter part the crank was
turned furiously, so the actors barely move.
When they jump they stay in the air several
seconds. Some of the effects are weird and genuinely
is theJohn
bestSteppling,
" Beauty "John
releasedamusing.
for someThis
time.
Sheehan, Carol Halloway, and Dick Rosson are
in the cast.
Professor Peedeeque deplores the modern tendency to hurry too much. He especially dislikes the speed of the young man who is engaged
to hiswake
daughter.
a comet
ing in its
noxiousButgases
that comes,
slow upbringthe
whole world. The father, daughter, and iiancee
watch the strange eflects on athletes, dancers,
etc.,
they But
'remain
the professor's
oxygenwhileroom.
therenormal
is notin enough
oxygen
for all of them, so the young man is forced to
go out into the slow world.
"The Trail of the Thief." (American. Three
reels. Thurs., June 1.) — The popularity of the
players, the type of story, and the adequate manner of production make this an acceptable offering. While this sort of thing has been done
many times,teresting.
this Winnifred
version
diflers enough
be inGreenwood,
Edwardto Coxen,
and
George
Field
take
the
leads,
with
Jack
rell, George Armstrong, Meta Drinkwitz, Farand
Anna Morrison in their support.
Dorothy Baird is a clever woman operative
in the detective agency owned by Martin Gale.
Dorothy falls in love with Vallon, a crook poising
as a society man. One day Dorothy follows a
suspicious character to a dilapidated house. When
she enters she is gagged and tied. She finds that
Vallon is the leader of the crooks. Meantime
the gang have started to blow up the safe in a
jeweler's shop. Gale captures the crooks and
makes riesthem
Dorothy's
whereabouts.
hurto the tell
house
and saves
her fromHe being
violated by Vallon. The two then go and get
married.
"A Man's Friend." (Mustang. Two reels.
Fri., June 2.) — Not shown for review.
" Ima Knutt Gets a Bite." (Beauty. Sun.,
Jnne 4.)— Not shown for review.
On the
Lid." (Vogue. Sun., June
4.) "— Nailing
Not shown
for review.
PAT HE EXCHANGE, INC.
"The Iron Claw," No. 12. (Path6. Two
reels.) — Inthe" The
Hidden Laughing
Face," as this
entitled,
mysterious
Maskepisode
revealsis
his identity — almost. As a matter of fact, he
reveals it to Margery Golden, but the mask is
replaced just as he turns toward the audience.
Margery's
discovering
who her
mysterious astonishment
protector is, atserves
to heighten
the
mystery. The Mask, having been captured by
LrCgar, escapes after signalling the police with an
electric light. He flees to the Golden home and
asks Margery to secrete him, but she refuses
unless he reveals his identity. This he does, and
Margery, despite her bewilderment, hides him,
after he has assured her that the missing Manley
may still be alive. Pearl White, as Margery,
Sheldon Lewis as Legar, and Creighton Hale as
Manlcy, head the cast.
" Luke's
Lunches."
(Phunphilms.)
— Luke
gives
someLatereally
laughable
comedy as
the
proprietor of a quick lunch. He provides soup
by squeezing out the old dish rag, he furnishes
crullers which
the policeman's
teeth,chinahe
protests
when break
one customer
calls his
cracked when in reality there is nothing but a
hair on it, and soon a fight starts, which ends only
when all the china is cracked.
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"All Over a Stocking." (Nestor. Mon., May
— Because
her husband's
stenographer
wears
a29.)pair
of stockings
just like the
pair she wanted
to purchase at the sale, wifey throws several fits
and causes unearthly eruptions until the stenographer explains. Arthur Mackley wrote this
story and it was produced by Al Christie with
a cast including Eddie Lyons, Betty Compson
and
Ethel Lynn. It is one of Christie's good
ones.
"The Silent Man of Timber Gulch." (Gold
Seal. Two reels. Tues., May 30.) — A well
rounded drama in which a young girl is the means
of bringing her father out of a long isolation,
caused by liis intemperate habits in earlier days.
Robert Leonard both wrote and produced this,
playing the lead opposite Ella Hall. Leonard
furnishes the strong scenes and Miss Hall the
sympathetic ones, and the result is a nicely balanced picture. Miss Hall, we are inclined to believe, does quite the best work of her career.
Others who appear are Marc Robbins and Duke
Worne. usuallyThe
good. scenes and photography are un"The Fur Trimmed Coat." (Laemmle. Tues.,
May 20.) — Once more has Rupert Julian risen to
unusual heights in a short one-reel drama. The
story credited to Irene Haere has as its principal
characters the unfaithful wife and the husband
who appears to be hard working. The last scene,
however, discloses him as equally unfaithful. This
is excellently done with a cast including Julian,
Douglas
Gerrard, Elsie Jane Wilson and Francelia Billington.
"The Double Fire Deception." (Imp. Tues.,
May tion
30.)have— no^Jane
Gail andin Matt
Moore toof our
nosuperiors
the portrayal
refined
comedy. Miss Gail is the maid in this case and
she takes her mistress's position when the latter
learns that she must marry a certain man to inherit her fortune. The certain man sends his butlerter.aheadThe results
of him are
and uproarious.
he is mistaken
masJay for
Hunthis wrote
the story, Norbert Lusk adapted it, and Matt
Moore produced
Holubar
are others. it. Clara Beyers and Alan
"Tough Luck On a Rough Sea." (L-KO. Two
reels.
Wed., Mayaction
31.) — transpiring
This two-reeler
most humorous
on ahasshipsomeat
sea while it also introduces a clever contortionist
and acrobat who plays the leading role with
comical results. The rolling ship movement done
by rockers is not always consistent with weather
conditions outside, but on the whole is a most
satisfactory release. Dan Russell is among the
cast.
•
"The Attic Princess." (Big U. Wed., May
31.) — Anstone hasover
by Calder
beensentimental
made intostory
a pretty
pictureJohnby
George Cochrane with his two leads, old Thonias
JefTerson and young Zoe Bech. The picture which
depicts the harsh treatment meted out to a ward
by her guardian and how she was saved from it
by a wealthy painter across the way, will appeal
more to children than to grown-ups.
"Two Mothers." (Laemmle. Two reels.
Thurs.,
1.) — operatic
This is astage,
most unusual
featurein
of life June
on the
constructed
original style and worked out effectively. An
opera singer
is woman
married ofto the
a man
has divorced another
samewhoprofession.
The husband tells his new wife the story of
his unhappy married life before and that his first

Year." Goldberg
(Vathe Split
reel.) — This
is onein
of "Leap
the ludicrous
Cartoons,
showing
Goldberg'stempted to grab
own away,
how
Ornhelia
Oldfacc
athusband. All her victims were
saved by a merciful providence, and she was
obliged to seize a tailor's dummy and hurry off to
the preacher. On the same reel is " How to
Bring inup which
a Child."
a burlesque
advice,
real children
appear. on domestic
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
"The Iron Hand." (Red Feather. Five reels.
May 29.)— Reviewed at length elsewhere in
Mpn.,issue.
thii

Howard Estabrook About to " Shoot the Rapids ":
A Scene from " The Mysteries
of Myra," International Film Service

Vol. 13. No. 22
wife was a flirt and forsook her home and
child. The former wife then tells her story
and in that the husband gets all the blame.
Which is right? The divorcee answers more or
less positively when she, at the pleadings of her
little son, allows the other woman to assume her
role on the opening night. Alfred Allen, Virginia
Southern, Dorothy Davenport, Emory Johnson
and
Griffith appeared under Lloyd (i)arleton'sGordon
direction.
" It Can't Be True." (Powers. Thurs., June
1.) — Written
and Shields,
produced supported
by Craig Hutchinson,
starring
Ernie
by Marcia
Moore,
Harry
Tood
and
Margaret
Joslin,
the lastin
mentioned player once being prominent
Essanay
" Slippery
Slim as" comedies.
seen
to good
advantage
the pennilessShields
boarderis
in loveher with
wins
makeshisa landlord's
very funny daughter
story. and how he
"Brother Jim." (Big U. Thurs., June 1.)—
Showing how the faith of a little child regenerated
a derelict. An excellent little drama that will
appeal wherever exhibited. Thomas Jefferson,
Frank Newburg and little Lena Baskett are the
principals. Calder Johnstone and George Cochrane furnished the scenario and direction, respectively.
" Jim Slocum — 46393." (Imp. Two reels. Fri.,
June
A very after
nice refusing
heart interest
offering
which 2.)a— doctor
a hurry
call toin
save a poor
man'sthechild,
omission
by giving
fellowrights
a job his
and error
a home.of
It is a good picture of its kind and those who
enjoy the work of King Baggot will be doubly
pleased with it for he appears in the title role.
Edna Hunter and Charles Ogle are chief in the
supporting cast.
" Good Night Nurse." (Nestor. Fri., June 2.)
— Al Christie has unearthed a rather time-worn
plot in this number and its laughs will result from
conventional situations. An idler seeing a pretty
nurse pretends sickness to be near her and after
all the nurse is called away. A violent chase
results. Neal Burns and Billie Rhodes are the
leads.
o' thefourth
Ring."Episode.
(UniversalWeek
Special
Feature.
Two" Pegreels,
of May
22.)
— At the opening of this number, Lund and Peg,
who are still captives of the Hindu, manage to escape by dumping
pit isof out
water.of
The Hindu
is led theto lions
believeintothatthe Peg
the way and he reports this to Mrs. Lund. Later
at the circus the thug employed by Lund, Sr.,
who is in search of the mysterious letter to Peg,
gets the wrong envelope owing to the alacrity of
Flip, the clown. Peg is again made captive by
the Hindu and imprisoned in a trunk in the circus
tent. Dr. Lund, Jr., is worsted in an argument
with the Hindu and in the closing scene the tent
is discovered to be on fire.
" As In a Dream." (Rex. Three reels. Sun.,
June
— -This
pictureof was
some and
time has
sincea
under 4.)the
direction
Carlmade
Leviness
cast composed of Sydney Ayres, Doris Dawn,
Richard Sterling and Olive Fuller Golden. The
story furnished by L. V. Jefferson might be described as a political melodrama with a main
theme of Capital versus Labor with love and
aphasia as side issues. Coincidence plays such a
large utterly
part in totheconvince.
story's development
it fails
quite
The direction that
is poor,
as
regards the
handling
of
many
players
in
the
important scenes and also regarding the properties
which almost always betray artificiality.
"The Wire Pullers." (Laemmle. Sun., June
4.) — Another delightful little romance indulged in
by Herbert Rawlinson and Agnes Vernon, assisted
very ably by Jack Holt and Mina Cunard. The
story by Catherine Cart is imaginary and imWilliam Worthington's
company puts
it over inpossible butexcellent
style.
"Tammany's Tiger." (Bison. "Two reels. Sat.,
June
Somewhat
of an but
indefinite
starts 3.)off— as
a melodrama
quicklycomedy
swingsthatto
wild humor. Most of the scenes just show the
trouble caused by a group of tigers, lions and
pumas, who are let loose in a village. After the
first few scenes there is no plot and the picture
presents just a series of disconnected incidents,
quite funny, but handled in rather a slipshoti
fashion. Henry McRae wrote and directed a cast
headed
Shumway.by Marie Walcamp, Lee Hill and L. C.
"A Cad." (Rex. Sat., June 3.)— One of the
rivals tells the girl that the other suitor has been
killed on a hunting trip. After a time she decides
to marry the deceiver, but just before the final
wedding vows are taken the other bursts in and
the truth is known. Ben Wilson, Dorothy Phillips
and Joseph Girard are the leads in this, which
will prove fair entertainment.
" It's Awful to be Jealous." (Joker. Sat.,
June
jealouscomedy
wife and
a jealous
husband
create 3.)the— Agreater
in this
excellent
reel.
Business and situations are both sidesplitting. Allen Curtis seems to be improving every day. William Franey, Gale Henry, Lillian Peacock and
Milburn Moranti are the principals.
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" Hearst-Vitagraph," No. 39. — Thousands march
in
New daring
York preparedness
parade'; Bridge;
water queen
makes
dive from Boston
ten
thousand
IS"ew
^'ork
children
in
May
Day; reprefete;
disastrous tire
at
Revere
Beach,
Mass.
sentatives of motion picture industry protest
against proposed censorship bill at Albany, N.
Y.; border conference at El Paso ends; Tris
Speaker gets an ovation at Boston ; two killed
on Sheepshead Bay motor race course ; other
views.
Hearst-Vitagraph, No. 40. — Russian troops
arrive in France ; Princeton crew wins Henley
regatta ; negro Baptists immerse converts in river
at Chattanooga ; Roosevelt host to Boy Scouts at
Oyster Bay ; new automobile ferry at Benicia,
Cal. ; military funeral at Hebrew tabernacle for
Private Cohen, V. S. Array, killed in Mexico;
unique motor train operated in Chicago Zoo;
Sir Roger Casement awaits trial for high treason ;
twenty-five thousand race fans at Churchill Downs
to see the Kentucky Derby ; other views.
Mutual ington,Weekly,
72. — Horse
WashD. C. ; oilNo.tanker
Acme show
addedat to
the
fleet; annual parade of Nek York police; ScottFunston-Obregon conference at El Paso; girl
swimmer dives of? West Boston bridge into ice
cold water; fifty auto ambulancs ready for the
front in France ; parade of motion picture stars
at Madison Square Garden ; Caruso sings over
the phone from Atlanta to Frisco ; school for
baseball umpires opened at Cincinnati ; other
views.
" Pathe
39. (Path^.)—
Russian troopsNews,"
arrive No.
in France
; Little 10.000
John Ryan
wins testthe
grand
prize
in
the
New
York
baby
; conference over Mexican situation, atcon-El
Paso, is futile ; animated cartoon ; American
troops in camp in Mexico ; scenes on the French
war front; King and Queen of Montenegro, driven
from their own country, find refuge at Bordeaux;
10,000 school girls dance about May poles in
New York.
Selig-Tribune,
39. Mexico
(Mon.. ; fire
May destroys
15.) —
General
Obregon atNo.Juarez,
grain elevator in Chicago, 111. ; 20th century
prairie schooner leaves Washington, D. C, in
interest of good roads ; President and Mrs. Wilson receive domestic science school graduates,
Washington, D. C. ; Lord Kitchener and other
war leaders meet in Paris, France ; aeroplane
manoeuvers in Mexico ; Mayor Mitchel presents
medals
to honor
of police
force,El New
City ; 8th
U. S.mencavalry
leaves
PasoY'ork
for
Marathon, Texas ; deer drive at Shelter Island.
N. Y. ; Bishop Greer in the presence of Governor
Whitman, Mayor Mitchel and others, breaks
ground for nave of Cathedral of St. John the
Divine, New York City.
Selig-Tribune, No. 40. (Thurs., May 18.) —
May day celebration in New York City ; with
the
troops in Mexico
; main
base of
armyL'.atatS.Mare
Marathon,
activities
in U.navy-S.
yard
Island,Texas
Cal. ;; largest
hydro-aeroplane wrecked in the Potomac. Washington, D.
C. ; bales byof fire
hay atforColumbus,
soldiers' horses
Mexico
destroyed
N. M. ;inminiature
railways installed in Chicago parks for children ;
Governor McCall reviews 150th anniversary parade of Fusiliers, Boston. Mass. ; prize " better
baby"
City,Derby
John at
Ryan;
42nd
opening ofof New
the York
Kentucky
Churchill
Down, Louisville, Kentucky.
" Universal Animated Weekly." (Wed.. May
17.) — Katherine Stinson flies at Sheepshead Bay,
N. Y., looping-the-loop and beating Dario Resta.
auto ness
speed
prominentWhitman
men in ofpicture
busiprotestking;
to Governor
New York
against censorship bill. Albany, N. Y. ; baby week
scenes
New Y'ork
; deerS. are
banished
Shelter inIsland,
N. Y.City; U.
sailors
paradefromin
Charleston Navy Yard, Mass. ; auto race at
Sheepshead Bay, N. Y. : scenes from Washington
include picture of the President, Secretary Baker
and ex-Speaker Joe Cannon; a variety of interesting scenes in connection with Mexico ; New
York City's preparedness parade; horse race in
Louisville, Ky., and Hy Meyer's cartoons.
Universal
No. 21.
Spring's
birth
shown inAnimated
dance byWeekly,
girl students
of —Newcomb
College. New Orleans; Princeton wins regatta at
Philadelphia; London welcomes Serbian prince;
viewstaryofhonorsmilitary
activity
on the
: mili- ;
for Private
Cohen,
killedborder
in Mexico
U. S. sailors parade at Charlestown Navy Yard ;
N. Y. National Guard gives preparedness show at
Sheepshead Bay ; Boy Scouts visit Roosevelt :
Kentucky Derby run at Louisville ; Evening Mail
marathon through streets of New York ; cartoon
bv Hy Mayer.
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INCORPORATIONS
The Corporation Trust Company, 37 Wall
street. New York, reports the following new corporations:
In Delaware :
PIEDMONT PICTURES CORPORATION
Manufacture of and deal in motion picture film;
and photoplays ; capitalized at 52,500.000 in Wil
mington, Del. ; incorporators are : Cornelius A
Cole, Hackensack, N. J. ; Robert A. Van Voorhis
Tersev Citv, N. J.; and Arthur R. Oaklev, Pearl
"River, N. 'V.
HARRIGAN FILM CORPORATION; to acquire rights to plays known as the Harrigan plays
for production as motion pictures : capitalized at
$500,000 in Wilmington, Del. ; incorporators are :
F. R. Hansen, Philadelphia, Pa. ; George H. B.
Martin,den, N.Camden,
N. J., and S. C. Sevmour, CamJ.
AMERICAN TALKING FILM CORPORA;manufacture
phonographs,
pictureTIONtalking
machines, ofetc.;
capitalized motion
at 52,500;
incorporators are: J. J. Comer. Chicago. 111.;
Walter I. Patton, Chicago, 111.,; H. P. Elliott
and A. J. Elliott.
In Illinois :
MOTION PICTURE REBUS COMPANY;
manufacturing and operate moving picture films ;
capitalized
at $50,000
Chicago,D. 111.
; incorporators are : Oscar
Bauer,in Henry
Sulcer,
Elmer
Warch, Chicago, 111.
WHITE CITY AMUSEMENT COMPANY;
conduct amusement enterprises ; capitalized at
$50,000 in Chicago, III. ; incorporators are i Oscar
W. Olson, W. E. Davis, C. D. Outhouse.
FOREIGN F;EATURES FILM COMPANY;
exhibiting moving picture films ; capitalized at
S2,500 in Chicago( 111.; incorporators are: B. R.
Silver, E. O. Blackburn, North Storms.
In New Jersey :
SUCCESS
COMPANY;
conduct places of AMUSEMENT
amusement; capitalized
at $10,000
in Trenton, N. J. ; incorporators are : Charles C.
Hildinger, 135 E. Hanover Street, Trenton, N. J.;
George D. Bishop, 135 E. Hanover street, TrenN. J., and
RussellN. H.J. LaMont, 135 E. Hanoverton, street,
Trenton,
CUMBERLAND
AMUSEMENT
Amusement enterprises; capitalized
at S5.000C9.in ;Camden,
N. J.; incorporators are: Rose Block, 5123 N.
15th street., Phila., Pa.; Max Satinsky. 2851 Tulip
street, Phila., Pa.; S. MacGregor Clyde, 1759 No.
Dover street, Phila., Pa.
S. J. SURTEES COAL CO.. INC.; deal in
coal, coke, etc. ; capitalized at 525,000 in Trenton,
N. J. ; incorporators are : Samuel J. Surtees,
Trenton. N. J. ; Thomas F Trunstall, Trenton,
N. J. ; Mary A. Trunstall, Trenton, N. J.
In New York:
BEEBEE PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION;
theatrical
and motion incorporators
pictures; capitalized
at $10,000 in Manhattan;
are; Robert
D.
Ireland, 19 Liberty Street, New York City ;
Ward B. Y'eomans, 19 Liberty Street, New York
City,
York and
City.Jas. R. Cusack, 19 Liberty Street, NewFILM DEVELOPING CORPORATION ;
general
motion picture
and film incorporators
business ; capitalized at 5100,000
in Manhattan;
are:
J. H. Kaesen, 1790 Broadway. New York City;
HenryChristopher
Bayar, 1790
Broadway.
Y"ork City,
Y'ork
City.
and
J. Dolan,
1790 New
Broadway,
New
MEGS PALACE ;AMUSEMENT
COMPANY',
INCORPORATED
theatrical
picture business; capitalized
at 55,000andin motion
Manhattan;
incorporators are : Louis Schneider, 500 E. Parkway, Brooklyn; Chas. Schindler. 215 W. 116th
Street, New York City, and Jacob Elpern, 764 E.
168th Street, New York City.
HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIRST STREET
AMUSEMENT C O M P A N Y. INCORPORATED ;moving picture and amusement business ; capitalized
at 51,000 May,
in Manhattan
; incorporators are : Clarence
600 W. 125th
Street, New York City; George J. Grady, 192
6th Avenue, Brooklyn, and Sadie Flaumenhaft,
734 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.
INTERSTATE MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CORPORATION; manufacturing motion
picturegists,apparatus,
chemists,
drugalarm systems,films,
etc.;supplies,
capitalized
at 5500,000
in Manhattan ; incorporators are : Leon Stem, 120
Broadway. New Y'ork; Hiram B. Danziger, 50
Church Street, New Y'ork. and Louis Isenburg,
1919
Avenue,THEATRE.
New Y'ork. INCORPORATED;
THE7th PENN
public amusement
resort atand510,000
moving inpicture
theatres, etc.; capitalized
Brooklyn,
N. Y. ; incorporators are : Samuel Lesselbaum,
432 Ashford Street, Brooklyn. N. Y. : Mollie
Lesselbaum,
432 Ashford 436
Street,
N. Y'.,
and Gussie Warshower,
New Brooklyn.
Tersev Avenue.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

3435
THE WILLIAM H. KEMBLE HOLDING
CORPORATION; motion picture and theatrical
business; capitalized at $250,000 in Brooklyn; incorporators are : George B. Hawthorne, 230 LinRoad. Brooklyn
Lacov, A.
824 Bates,
Kenmore coln
Place,
Brooklyn,; Joseph
and Margaret
253 Carleton Avenue, Brooklyn.
FELROSE ADVERTISING AND BUILDING
manufacturingCOMPANY,
artistic stageINCORPORATED;
settings, general advertising
business, theatrical business, motion pictures,
etc. ; capitalized
at $5,000Cunningham,
in Manhattan284; incorporators are : Richard
Park
Avenue, Hoboken, N. J.; Lillian Lowenthai, 100
W. 118th Street, New York, and Harry Ratkin,
601 W. 127th Street. New York.
HIS BRIDAL NIGHT COMPANY, INCORPORATED; theatrical
and motion pictures;
capitalizeii at 55,000
in Manhattan;
incorporators
are: Albert H. Woods, 236 W. 42d Street, New
York; Martin Herman, 236 W. 42d Street, New
York, York.
and Ralph I. Kohn, 236 W. 42d Street,
New
FRANK POWELL PRODUCTIONS, INpicture 5,500;
business,carryprmt-on
ing and publishing,CORPORATED;
etc.;motion shares,
bus with 575.000 in Manhattan ; incorporators
are : Frank Powell, Bayside, L. I. ; Frank J.
Carroll, 220 W. 42d Street, New Y'ork, and ArYork. thur B. Graham, 412 West End Avenue, New
NATIONAL
deal
in and rentCINEMA
films, gen.SY'NDICATE,
brokerage andINC.;
com.
business, moving picture theatres, etc. ; capitalized
at 510.000 in Manhattan; incorporators are;
Eugene H. Kaufmann, 191 Claremont avenue.
New York; Samuel H. Krellberg, 1012 Simpson
street. New York; and Louis Krellberg, 1012
Simpson street. New York.
CHATHAM HOLDING CO., INC.; produce
and present theatricals, and motion pictures;
capitalized
$1,000 in 239
Manhattan;
incorporators
are: Morrisat Kutisker,
East Eleventh
street.
New York; Rosie Kutinsky, 846 Tinton avenue,
Bronx; and Philip Cashman, 94 East Seventh
street, Bronx.
WATCH YOUR STEP CO., INC.; motion
pictures and theatrical bus; capitalized at $1JOOO
in Manhattan:
Forrester. 114 West incorporators
Thirtv-ninth are:
street.Benj.
New E.York;
Max Plohn. 830 Seventh avenue, New York;
and Issac
Mittenthal, 114 West Twenty-nmth
street.
New M.York.
BESELER EDUCATIONAL FILM COMINC.; motion
picture business;
capitalizedPANY,
at 550.000
in Manhattan;
incorporators
are: Fred'k Schwanhausser, Jr., 131 East Twentythird street. New Y'ork; August C. Streitwolf,
233 Broadway. New York ; and Walter P. Graham. 382 WadsworthAMUSEMENT
avenue. New Y'ork.
BEAUCLAIRE
COMPANY,
INC.: motion pictures and vaudeville business;
capitalized at $40,000 in Manhattan ; incorporators
are: Frank J. McEwen. 115 Broadway, New
New Y'ork;
Miller.312 115WestBroadway,
John H.Cohen.
York;Ma'urice
and
Forty-second street.
New Y'ork.
theatriION;
LEANDER
at 5200,000
; capitalized
picturesCORPORAT
cal and motion FILM
in Manhattan ; incorporators are : Cecil B.
Pascou,31
JacobVogel,
Y'ork;Henry
New and
949 Broadway.
Ruskav.
York;
New Broooklyn.
Broadway.
949
avenue.
Manhattan

UNITED WORLD PHOTOPLAY CORPORtheat-at
in vaudeville,
exhibition
ATION; conductpicture
rical and motion
business;
capitalized
510.000 in Manhattan: incorporators are: Vincent
Pampallona. 251 East One Hundred and ninth
street. New Y'ork; Frank Ognibene,
Fois. 210 Canal
street.
19 Kenmare
Luigi
New York;
street.
New \ and
ork.
F-4 CORPORATION; motion_ pictures,
theatres, amusement parks, etc. ; 375 shares in
Eddvville; incorporators are: Sidney Smith. 14/6
A. S. Roth, 1476 BroadNew ; York;
Broadwav.New York
street.way.New
York. and A. H. T. Banzhaf, 2 Rector
YORKE FILM CORPORATION; motion
; inin Manhattan
at 55.000
pictures; capitalized
1129 Nyes
Ruttenberg.
corporators are: Nelson
avenue. Bronx: T. Robt. Rubin, 165St.Broadway.
Nicholas
New York: and Marie A. Ritter, 183
avenue. Nev.- York.
KEEN CARTOON CORPORATION; moving
pictures and theatricals, films, etc. ; capitalized at
\\ m. Bar-J.
Arthur Andrew
are : York;
: incorporator
52 000.000
street.s New
ber. 34 Nassau
ork; and
McElhinnev. 34 Nassau street. New ;^New
V ork.
Edw. D. B. Stryker. 34 Nassau street.
PERFECT PICTURE PRODUCERS. . INC. ;
manufacturing and exhibit motion pictures,
$25,000;
theatricals,
street,
HenrymcorporS. Ridlev, at2725
Wm. capitalized
ator= are- etc.;
Brooklvn : Edw. G. Wagner, 56 Waverly street,
and Harvey K. Bleeker, /9
N. J.;
Jersey
Saratoga'City.
avenue,
Brooklyn.
THE SMITH-BLACKTON CORPORATION;
picture and theatrical business; capitalized
moving
Blackton,
at S'5.000.000 in Brooklyn;andJ. Stuart
Locust avenue.
street
East Fifteenth
Brooklvn : Albert E. Smith, East Fifth Street and
Locust" avenue, Brooklyn ; and Walter \\ . Ir\vin,
1600 Broadway, New Y'ork.
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and

FILM

RELEASES FOR CURRENT WEEK
KALEM — Unmasking- a Rascal, (Tenth of the Social
Pirates), D., 2000
Special
Monday, May 29, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The House with the Closed Shutters, D.,
1(11)0 (Rc-Issue)
20620
SELIG— SeliK-Tribune, No. 43, Topical, 1000
20619
SELIG— The Hare and the Tortoise, D., 3000
20615
LUBIN— Trilbv Frilled, C, 1000
20621
VITAGRAPH— The Rich Idler, Com. D., 1000
20618
Tuesday, May 30, 1916.
EDISON— Helen of the Chorus, D., 3000
20627
ESSANAY— The Sons? in the Dark, D., 2000 (Re-Issue). 20622
KALEM— A Bunch of Fhvvers. C, 1000
20624
LUBIN— The Final Payment, D., 2000
20625
Wednesday, May 31, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— Woman against Woman, D., 3000
20633
BIOGRAPH— The Woman in Black, D., 5000
20636
EDISON— Cartoon Comedy and 500 ft. Scenic, Split reel 20632
ESSANAY— The Fable of the Willing Collegian who
Wanted to Get a Foothold, C, 1000
20631
KALEM— A Smoky Adventure, C, 1000
20630
Thursday, June 1, 1916.
LUBIN— The Code of the Hills, D., 3000
20641
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 44, Topical, 1000
20644
VIM— The Schemers, C, 1000
20645
Friday, June 2, 1916.
KALEM— Sis the Detective (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000... 20649
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— Shadows, D.,
3000 (Frank Mayo and Lillian West)
20646
VIM—
'I'he
Land
Lubbers,
C,
1000
20651
VITAGRAPH— The Lonelies, C, 1000
20650
Saturday, June 3, 1916.
ESSANAY— Our People, D., 3000
20652
KALEM— The Spiked Switch
20659
LUBIN— Pickles and Diamonds, C, 1000
20655
SELIG— Crooked Trails, D., 1000
20660
VITAGRAPH— Carew and Son, D., 3000 (Broadway
Star Feature)
20656
MUTUAL
Monday, May 29, 1916.
AMERICAN— The Release of Dan Forbes, D., 2000...
FALSTAFF— Disguisers, C, 1000
Tuesday, May 30, 1916.
THANHOUSER— The Nymph, D., 2000
VOGUE— Shy Thirty Cents, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 31, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 74, Topical
BEAUTY— The Comet's Comeback, C, 1000
GAUMONT — See America
First, Sc. and Kartoon
Komics, Cart., Split reel
Thursday, June 1, 1916.
AMERICAN— The Trail of the Thief, D., 3000..,-....
Friday, June 2, 1916.
MUSTANG— A Man's Friend, D., 2000
CUB— Sawdust Love, C. 1000
Saturday, June 3, 1916.
CENTAUR— Clouds in Sunshine Valley, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— J'cterson's Pitiful Plight, C, lOfX)
Sunday, June 4, 1916.
BEAUTY— Ima Knutt Gets a Bite, C, 1000
VOGUE— Nailing On the Lid, C, KX)0
GAUMONT— " Reel Life," (Magazine), 1000

04771
04773
04774
04776
04777
04778
04779
04780
04783
04785
04786
04788
04789
04790
04791

Coming

Releases

PROGRAM

RELEASES FOR COMING WEEK
KALEM— The Fangs of the Tattler (Eleventh of the
Social Pirates), D., 2000
Special
Monday, June 5, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The Girl Across the Way, D., 1000 (ReIssue)
SELIG— A Temperance Town, C, 3000
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 45, Topical, 1000
LUBIN— Title not reported
VITAGRAPH— New York, Old and New, lOOO
Tuesday, June 6, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The Yaqui, Cur., D., 2000 (Re-Issue)....
EDISON— Title not reported
ESSANAY— Orphan Joyce, D., 2000
KALEM— Ham Comedy (Title not decided)
Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
EDISON — Title not reported
ESSANAY
— Vernon
Bailey's
Sketch
Book of
Berlin,
Cart., andHowe
500 ft.,
Sc., Split
reel
KALEM— Ethel Teare Comedy (Title not decided)
Thursday, June 8, 1916.
LUBIN— The Scapegrace, D., 3000
SELIG— Selig Tribune, No. 46, Topical, 1000
VIM— The Sea Dogs, C, 1000
Friday, June 9, 1916.
KALEM— Juggling Justice (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— Drama, 3000
(Title not decided)
VIM— A Dollar Down, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— She Won the Prize, C, 1000
Saturday, June 10, 1916.
ESSANAY— Fool's Gold, D., 3000
KALEM— The Treasure Train (H. of A.), D., 1000
LUBIN— (Title not reported)
SELIG— Going West to Make Good, D., 1000
VITAGRAPH— The Strange Case of Robert Burnham,
D., 3000
FILM
Monday, June 5, 1916.
AMERICAN— Jealousy's First Wife, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— Advertisementers, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 6 ,1916.
THANHOUSER.— John Brewster's Wife, D., 2000....
VOGUE— A Plane Story, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 75, Topical, 1000
BEAUTY— Billy Van Deusen's Operation, C, 1000....
GAUMONT — See America First (Montgmery, Ala.),
and Kartoon Komics, Cart., Split reel
Thursday, June 8, 1916.
GAUMONT— The Flames of Vengeance, D., 3000
Friday, June 9, 1916.
MUSTANG— The Pilgrim, D., 2000
CUB— Jerry's Big Lark, C, 1000
Saturday, June 10, 1916.
CENTAUR— The Lion's Nemesis, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— Where Wives Win, C, 1000
Sunday, June 11, 1916.
BEAUTY— THINIM STOUT, C, 1000
VOGUE— His Blowout, C, 1000
GAUMONT— " Reel Life," Magazine Reel

04792
04794
04795
04797
04798
04799
04800
04801
04804
04806
04807
04809
04810
04811
04812
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HORSLEY

CRANE

PRODUCTIONS

WILBUR

GEORGE

OVEY

MARGARET

WILLIAM

THE

GIBSON

CLIFFORD

BOSTOCK

ANIMALS

These animals will be at Luna Park, Coney Island, for the
summer of 1916 (opening May 27th). Animal pictures
will be produced there which the public (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their interest in my productions.
Book them.

Studios:
Los Angeles, California
Laboratories:
Bayonne, New Jersey
London Office: 93 Wardour St., London, England

DAVID

HORSLEY
LOS

PRODUCTIONS

ANGELES

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look over the " News."
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UNIVERSAL
RELEASES FOR CURRENT WEEK
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— The House of
Mystery (Peg o' the Ring, No. 5), D., 2000
01487
Monday, May 29, 1916.
RED FEATHER.— What Love Can Do, D., 5000
01469
NESTOR—
Over a Stocking. C„ 1000
01470
Tuesday, May 30, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The Silent Man of Timber Gulch, D.,
2000
01471
LAEMMLE— The Fur Trimmed Coat, D., 1000
01472
IMP— A Double Fire Deception, C, 1000
01473
Wednesday, May 31, 1916.
BIG U— The Attic Princess, D., 1000
04171
L-KO— Tough Luck on a Rough Sea, C, 2000
01475
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 22
01476
Thursday, June 1, 1916.
LAEMMLE— Two Mothers, D., 2000
01477
BIG-U— Brother Jim. D., 1000
01478
POWERS— It Can't Be True, Com., 1000
01479
Friday, June 2, 1916.
IMP— •■Jim Slocum, No. 46393," D., 2000
01480
NESTOR— Good Night Nurse, C, 1000
01481
Saturday, June 3, 1916.
BISON— Tammany's Tiger, C, 2000
01482
REX— A Cad, D., 1000
01483
JOKER— A Dark Suspicion, C, 1000
01484
Sunday, June 4, 1916.
REX— As in a Dream. D., 3000
01485
LAEMMLE— The Wire Pullers, C, 1000
01486
UNICORN
Monday, May 22, 1916.
SUPREME— The Yellow Hound, D., 2000
GAYETY— Mary's Mistake, and Tricking the Trickster,
Comedy Split
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The Dividing Line, D., 1000
RANCHO— Mother's Strategy, D., 1000
JUDY — Hubby's Present, and Our Darling's Playmate,
Comedy Split
Wednesday, May 24, 1916.
BUFFALO— In the Hills of Kentucky, D., 1000
HIPPO— The New Ranch Owner, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Stone Hammer, D., 1000
Thursday, May 24, 1916.
LILY— The Hindoo's Revenge, D., 2000
JOCKEY— The Hobo Impostor, C. 1000
Friday, May 25, 1916.
HIAWATHA— Falsely Accused, D., 1000
GAYETY— The Busy Bee, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Village School Master, D., 1000
Saturday, May 26, 1916.
SUNSET— The Mystery at Shallow Creek, D., 1000....
SUPREME— The Empty Crib, D., 1000
HIPPO — A Gentleman of Leisure, and Our Darling's
Chips, Comedy Split
Sunday, May 27, 1916.
UTAH— The Indian Child's Gratitude, D„ 1000
JOCKEY—
Investment,
PURITAN—O'Brien's
The Uncut
Diamond. C,D. 1000
1000

600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618

PROGRAM
RELEASES

FOR

COMING

WEEK

UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL
FEATURE— Peg o' the
Ring, No. 6
Monday, June 5, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The Rose Colored Scarf, D., 2000
IMP— His Little Story, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 6, 1916.
RED FEATHER— The Madcap, D., 5000
NESTOR— Never .\gain Eddie, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
VICTOR— Object-Matrimony, C, 2000
L-KO— Billie's Waterloo, C, 1000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 23
Thursday, June 8, 1916.
LAEMMLE— Alias Jane Jones, D., 2000
BIG U— The Sea Lilly, D., 1000
POWERS— Mr. Fuller Pep— He Breaks for the Beach,
Cart., and Pygmies of the Zoo, Ed., Split reel..
Friday, June 9, 1916.
VICTOR— The Scorpion's Sting, D., 3000
REX— The Code of His Ancestors, D., 1000
NESTOR— Twixt Love and the Iceman. C, 1000
Saturday, June 10, 1916.
BISON— The Cage Man, D., 2000
POWERS— Betrayed by the Camera, C, lOdO
Sunday, June 11, 1916.
REX— The Sheriff of Pine Mountain, D., 2000
LAEMMLE— The False Gems, D., 1000
L-KO— Phony Teeth, and False Friends, C, 1000

01506
01490
01491
01488
01489
01492
01493
01494
01495
01496
01497
01498
01499
01500
01501
01502
01503
01504
01505

PROGRAM
Monday, May 29, 1916.
SUPREME— The Price He Paid, D., 2000
GAYETY— A Bride to Order, and In the Balkans, Split
reel
Tuesday, May 30, 1916.
HIAWATHA— A Daughter of the Hills, D., 1000
PURITAN— Kentucky Brothers, D., 1000
JUDY— The Skating Craze at Moodyville, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 31, 1916.
BUFFALO— Rival Candidates, D., 1000
HIPPO— A Modern Hercules, C„ 1000
PURITAN— The Wheat King, D., 1000
Thursday, June 1, 1916.
LILY— The Sacred Oath, D., ZOW
JOCKEY — Billie's Find, and the Enchanted Alatchcs,
Split reel
Friday, June 2, 1916.
RANCHO— A Double Reward, D., 1000
GAYETY— ,\11 for the Love of Laura, C, 1000
SUPREME— When a Man Weakens, D., 1000
Saturday, June 3, 1916.
SUNSET— His Indian Guardian, D., 1000
SUPREME— The Heart of a iV-ddkr, \).. 1000
HIPPO— Nearly Married, C, lOWl
Sunday, June 4, 1916.
UTAH— Fate's Decree, D., 1000
JOCKEY— Willie the Sleuth, C, 1000
PURITAN— The King's Vengeance, \).. 1000

625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
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GENERAL

FILM

PROGRAM

BIOGRAPH
Celeste, D
2000
A Spring Chicken, C
3000
Swords and Hearts, D. ( Re-Issue) .. 1000
Fit for Burning, D
3000
During the Round-Up, D. ( Re-Issue) . 1000
Merry Mary, D
2000
The Perfidy of Mary, D. (Re-Issue) . 1000
Beverly of Graustark, D
3000
The Mistake, D. (Re- Issue) 1000
Who's
LooneywithNow?
The House
the C
Closed Shutters, 2000
(Re-issue)
1000
Woman Against Woman, D
3000
The Woman in Black, D
5000
EDISON
5— 9. Celeste of the Ambulance Corps, D..3000
5— 10. A Mix-up in Black, C
1000
5—16. The Littlest Magdalene, D
3000
5 — 17. Robbing the Fishes, C
1000
5—23. The Duel, D
3000
5— 23. The Coward's Code. D
3000
5—24. TheTamer,
Cedropia
Moth,
Ed.;
Tom
the
and Kid Kelly, Cart.. Split Reel
5— 30i Helen of the Chorus, D
3000
ESSANAY
4— 29. The Danger Line, D
3000
5— 2. In the Moon's Ray, D
2000
5— 3. The Fable of " The Preacher Who
Flew a His
Kite," ?C
1000
5— 6. Once
Thief
D
3000
5— 9. A Return to Youth and Trouble, C.-D.2000
5—10. The Fable of the Good Fairy, etc., C.IOOO
5—13. The Jester, D
3000
5—16. The Double Cross, D
2000
5 — 17. Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of
San Francisco, Cart, and 500 ft. Sc.,
Split Reel
5—20. A Rose of Italy, D
3000
5— 23. The Condemnation, D
2000
S— 24. Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 10,
Cart., and 500 ft. Sc
Split Reel
5— 27. The Schemers, D
3000
5 — 30. The Song in the Dark, (Re-issue), D.2000
5— 31. TheWho Fable
of
the
Willing
Collegian
Wanted to Get a Foothold. C.IOOO
6 — 3. Our People, D
3000
KALEM
4— 26. Counting Out the Count, C
1000
4— 28. A Lucky Mistake, C
1000
4— 29. TheSeries),
Trail D
of Danger (H. of H. 1000
5— 3. Romeo of the Coal Wagon, C
1000
5— 5. The Dumb Heiress, C
1000
5— 6. TheSeries)
Human Telegram, D. (H. of H. 1000
5 — 10. Not What the Doctor Ordered, C 1000
5 — 12. A Lunch Room Legacy, C
1000
5—13. TheSeries),
BridgeD
of Danger (H. of H. 1000
5—16. The Irish Rebel, D
1000
5—17. The Artful Dodger, C
1000
5— 19. An Innocent Vampire, C
1000
5— 20. One
Chance
in
a
Hundred
(H.
of
H.
Series), D
1000
55—— 23.
Ham's
Busy
Day,
C
1000
24. The Bogus Ghost, C
1000
5—26. The Baby Grand, C
1000
3— 27. TheH. Capture
of
Red
Stanley
(H.
of
Series), D
1000
5 — 30. A Bunch of Flivvers, C
1000
5— 31. A Smokv Adventure, C
1000
6 — 2. Sis the Detective, C
1000
6— 3. TheD
Spiked Switch (H. of H. Series). 1000
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES
4— 14. Haunted and Hounded, D
3000
4— 21. When Might Is Right, D
3000
4— 28. The Broken Promise, D
;
3000
5— 5. The Oath of Hate, D
3000
5— 12. Broken Fetters, D
3000
5—17. Spellbound, D
5000
5—19. A Child of Fortune, D
3000
5— 26. The Flirting Bride, D
3000
6 — 2. Shadows, D
3000
LUBIN
4— 22. Millionaire Billy, C
1000
4— 24. Germs and Microbes, C
1000
4— 27. Playthings of the Gods, D
3000
4— 29. Love and Bullets, C
1000
5— 1. The Buckshot Feud, D
1000
5— 2. The Candle. D
2000
4— 25.
4— 26.
5— 1.
5— 3,
S— 8.
5— 9.
5—15.
5—17.
5 — 22.
5—
6 — 23.
29.
5 — 31.
5—31.

5— 4. None So Blind, D
3000
5— 6. Father s Night Off, C
1000
5— 8. Skirts and Cinders, C
1000
5—11. The Wheat and the Chaff, D
3000
13. Jenkin's
1000
55—— 15.
Otto the Jinx,
Artist,C
C
lOCO
5—16. The Beggar King, D
2000
5 — 18. Tackstraws, D
3000
5—20. The Winning Number, C
1000
5—23. Otto the Hero, C
1000
5— 25. Prisoners of Conscience, D
3000
5—27. Oh! You Uncle, C
1000
5—29. Trilby Frilled, C
1000
5— 30. The Final Payment, D
2000
6— 1. The Code of the Hills, D
3000
6 — 3. Pickles and Diamonds, C
1000
SELIG-TRIBUNE NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Monday and Thursday.
SELIG
4— 22. Too Many Chefs, C
1000
4— 24. The Woman Who Did Not Care, C..3000
4— 29. Badgered, C
1000
5— 1. The Man Within, D
3000
55 —— 6.
An
Elephant's
Gratitude,
D
1000
8. A Stranger in New York, C
3000
5—11. Selig-Tribune, No. 38, Topical 1000
5—13.
Duty, D
D
1000
5—16. The
The Sheriff's
Hardy Way,
3000
5—18. Selig-Tribune, No. 40, Topical 1000
5—20. A Boarding House Ham, C
1000
5—22. The Test of Chivalry, D
3000
5 — 27. A C
Five Thousand Dollar Elopement, 1000
5— 29. The Hare and the Tortoise, D
3000
6— 3. Crooked Trails, D
1000
RELEASE DAYS
GENERAL FILM
Monday une.
— Biograph,
Vitagraph. Lubin, Selig, Selig-TribTuesday — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin.
Wednesday — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem.
Thursday
Vim. — Essanay, Lubin, Selig-Tribune,
Friday — Knickerbocker Star Feature, Kalem,
Vim, Vitagraph.
Saturday
— Essanay, Kalem, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
MUTUAL FILM
Monday — American, Falstafif, Vogue.
Tuesday — Thanhouser, Vogue.
Wednesday
mont. — Beauty, Mutual Weekly, GauThursday — Gaumont, American.
Friday — Mustang, Cub.
Saturday — Centaur. Jalstaff.
Sunday — Beauty, Vogue, Gaumont.
UNIVERSAL FILM
Monday — Red Feather, Nestor.
Tuesday — Gold Seal, Rex, Imp.
Wednesday — Victor, L-Ko, Animated Weekly.
Thursday — Laemmle, Big U, Powers.
Friday — Imp, Victor, Nestor.
Saturday — Bison, Powers, Joker.
Sunday — Rex, Laemmle, L-Ko.
44—— 21.
14.
44—— 28.
27.
5— 4.
5—
5—11.5.
5—12.
5— 18.
5—19.
5—25.
5— 26.1.
6—
6— 2.
44—— 21.
22.
4— 24!
4— 28.
4— 29.
5— 1.
5— 5.
5—
5— 6.8.
5—12.

VIM
The Sleuths, C
lOOO
Hired and Fired, C
1000
What'sRivals,
Sauce C
for the Goose, C
1000
The
1000
The Brave Ones, C
1000
Home-Made Pies, C
lOOO
The Water Cure, C
1000
The Pretenders, C
1000
Thirty Days, C
1000
A Fair Exchange, C
1000
Baby Doll, C
1000
Villains and Violins, C
1000
The Schemers. C
1000
The Land Lubbers, C
1000
VITAGRAPH
His Lucky Day, C
1000
ATheCaliph
of theD
New Bagdad, C-D...3000
Rookie,
1000
Terrv's
Party,D
C
1000
The ManTeaHunt,
3000
Jane's
Husband,
C
1000
Some Chicken, C
1000
The Resurrection of Hollis, D
3000
The Double-Double Cros, C
1000
Out Ag'in, In Ag'in, C
1000

5—13.
5 — 15.
5— 19.
5—20.
5—22.
5—26.
5—27.
5— 29.
6— 2.
6— 3.

The Accusing Voice, D
3000
The Lucky Tumble, C, and Scenes in
Iceland, Sc
Split Reel
More Money Than Manners, C
lOOO
Miss Cost
Adventure,
3000The
of High Com.-D
Living, C
1000
The Battler, C
1000
The Wheat and the Chaff, D
3000
The Idle Rich, Com.-D
1000
The Loneliness, C
1000
Carew and Son, D
300O

MUTUAL FILM RELEASES
4— 22.
AMERICAN
4—
27.
4— 25.
Realization, D
3000
5—
1.
The
Counterfeit
D
2000
5— 8. A Broken Genius,Earl,
D
3000
5—11. Pierre Brissac the Brazen, D
2000'
5—15. The
Touch on the Key, D
2000
5—18. The Profligate, D
3000
The Pretender, D
2000
5—22.
5—
29.
Four
Months,
D
3000
6— 1. Repaid, D
2000
Forbes,
2000'
4—23. The
The Release
Trail of oftheDanThief,
DD
3000
BEAUTY
44—— 26.
30.
The
5—
Bugs Bookworm's
and Bugles,Blessed
C Blunders, C.IOOO
1000
5— 3.6. Two
Beds and No Sleep, C
1000
5—10. Billie Van Deusen's Ancestrie, C....1000
5—15. All for Nuttin', C
1000
5—17. Skelly's Skeleton, C
1000
1000
5—21. " No Title," C
5—24. Billy Van Deusen's Fiance, C
1000
5—28.
Twenty
Minutes
in
Magic,
C
1000
5— 31. Adjusting His Claim, C
1000
1000
6— 4. The Pork Plotters, C
The Comet's Comeback, C
1000
a Bite, C
1000'
5—13. Ima Knutt Gets
CENTAUR
5—20.
The Jungle Outcasts, D
2000
5—
6— 27.3. High Lights and Shadows, D
2000
The Kaffir's Gratitude, D
2000
Clouds
in
Sunshine
Valley,
D
2000'
44—— 21.
28.
5— 5. The ConqueringCUB
Hero, C
lOOO'
1000
5—12. The Traitor, C
5—19. M. T. Dome's Awful Night, C
1000
5— 26. Jerry's Perfect Day, C
1000
and Discord
10006— 2. Harmony
Preparedness,
C
1000
C
1000
4—17. Sawdust Love,
FALSTAFF
44—22.
— 24.
1000
4— 29. The Sailor's Smiling Spirit, C
Simple Darling
Simon's Daughters,
Schooling, C
C
1000
Dad's
1000
5—
I.
5— 8.5. Willing Wendy to Willie, C
1000
Dashing
Druggist's
Dilemma,
C.IOOO'
5—13. The
Sleigher's Strategy, C
1000
5—15. The
Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C
1000
5—20. The
Freddie's
Frigid
Finish,
C
1000'
Deteckters,
C
1000
5—22.
5—27.
Sweet
Sisters,
C
1000'
5— 29. Steven's
Politickers, C
1000
6— 3. Sammy's
Semi-Suicide, C
1000
Disguisers. C
1000
Plight,
C
1000'
5— 3. Peterson's Pitiful
GAUMONT
First, No. 34, and Split
Kar- Reel
5— 6. SeetoonAmerica
Komics
5—10. " Reel Life " Belgian Cavalry, Topic- al 1000
America First (Atlanta, Ga.), and
5—14. SeeKartoon
5—17.
Komics
Split Reel
"Reel Life," Topical, Ed
...1000
See America
First
(Yosemite
National
Park),
and
Kartoon
Komics,
5—24.
Life"
1000'
See America
First (Savannah, Split
Ga.), Reel
5—25. "Reel
5—28. and Kartoon Komics
Split Reel
3000
5—31. Armadale, D
"Reel
Life".
See America
First. Sc. and Kartoon 1000Komics. Cart
Split Reel
"Reel Life." Magazine
1000'
44—— 21.
28.
MUSTANG
5— 5. The Return, Com.-D
2000
5—12.
Luke,at Stake,
Com.-D
2000
5—19. Unlucky
With a Life
D
2000
The Gulf Between, D
2000
5—
26.
2000
6— 2. The Blindness, D
Jack,
D
2000A Man's
Friend, D
2000-
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4— 25.
4— 29.
5— 2.
S— 4.
S— 9.
S— 16.
5—23.
5—30.
4— 23.
4—25.
4— 30.
5— 2.
5— 6.
5— 9.
5—14.
5—16.
5—21.
5—23.
5—28.
5— 30.
6— 4.

MUTUAL WEEKLY
Issued every Thursday.
THANHOUSER
A Man of Honor, D
The Carriage of Death, D
The Weakling, D
The Spirit
of '61, Broadway,
D
When
She Played
D
The Answer, D
For Uncle
Navy, C
The
Xymph,Sam's
U
VOGUE
Slipping It Over on Father, C
The Island that Never Was, C
Bungling Bill, Doctor, C
Out for the Count, C
Bundling Bill's
Germatic
Love, Dream,
CC
AThe Mix-Up
at
Rudolph's,
C
Man with the Hod, C
The Chinatown Villains, C
Rival Rogues, C
National Nuts, C
Shv Thirtv Cents, C
Nailing the Lid, C
PATHE

EXCHANGE,

2000
3000
2000
3000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

INC.

The Pathe News — Issued Twice Every Week.
Week of May 8, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 11, D
2000
Who's
Guilty? No. 1, " Puppets of Fate," 2000
D
Luke and the Bomb Throwers, C
1000
Beautiful Lake Chuzenji (Pict. Japan), and
The Ascent to Mt. Ranier, Sc
Split Reel
Boob Weekly, Cartoon
1000
Week of May 15, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 12, D
2000
Who's
Guilty? No. 2, "The Tight Rein," 2000
D
The Girl with the Green Eyes, D
5000
Reckless Wrestlers, C
1000
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 7, and On
the Island of Luzon (P. I.), Sc
Split Reel
Week of May 22, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 13, D
2000
Who's Guilty? No. 3, "Tangled Web," D.2000
Luke's
Late Shad
Lunches,
C
1000
Saving
Supply,
and Yunnan-Fou
(S. W.theChina),
Sc
Split Reel
Leap Year, Cart., and How to Bring Up a
Child (Colored)
Split Reel
Week of May 29, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 14, D
2000
Who's Guilty?
No. 4, " The Silent Shame," 2000
D
Ice, C
1000
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 8, and The
Tokio Exposition, Scenic Split Reel
UNICORN

FILM

PROGRAM

BUFFALO
5— 3. Hold-up at Devil's Pass, West.-D 1000
5—10. She Never Knew, D
1000
5—17. Divided Love, D
1000
5—24. In the Hills of Kentucky, D
1000
GAYETY
Our Darling Needs Nourishment, C.,
and the Syncopated Melody ... Split Reel
5— 5. Pretzel
and Flanigan, C
1000
5— 8. The Hoodoo Guest, and A Bomb
Scare, C
Split Reel
5—12. Boarders and Ghosts, C
1000
5—15. The Teacher and the Bully, C
1000
5—19. Wholesale Proposals, C
1000
5—22. Mary's Mistake, and Tricking the
Trickster
Split
Reel
S— 25. The Busy Bee, C
1000
HIAWATHA
5— 9. The Substitute, D
2000
5—16. The Eagle Feather, D
1000
5—16. The Rose of Love, D
1000
5—23. The Dividing Line, D
1000
5—25, Falsely Accused, I>
1000
Deceiving Dad.,JUDY
C, and U. S. Cavalry
at Fort Meyer
Split Reel

5—10.
Dough, and Our Dar5—16. Disappearing
ling's Portrait,
C C. and Split
Musical
Deception,
The Reel
5—23. A Black
Mark, C
Split Reel
Hubby's
Present, and Our Darling's
Playmate
Split Reel
HIPPO
Tango and Poker, C
1000
Darling's Image, D., and Wanted,
5—10. Oura Husband
Split Reel
5—13. Strictly Prohibition, C
1000
Osculation, and Getting Even, C,
5—17.
5—20. Father's Flirtation, C
Split Reel
All On Account of an Olive, C, and 1000
5—24. Mary Makes Believe, C
Split Reel
1000
5—26. The New Ranch Owner, C
A Gentleman of Leisure, and our Darling's Chips Split Reel
PURITAN
5— 3.
5— 7. For
Sake, D
1000
5—10.
The His
LittleBrother's
Black Shoe,
D
1000
Strong Men of the North, D
1000
5—14.
5—17. The Stolen Opal, D
1000
The
Tell-Tale
Stain,
D
1000
5—21.
5—27. The Fisherman's Choice, D
1000
The Uncut Diamond, D
1000
LILY
5— 4.
5—11. The Bachelor's Romance, D
2000
5—18. The Sacred Rock, D
2000
5—24. The Disappearance of John Brady, D..2000
The Hindoo's Revenge, D
2000
JOCKEY
C, and Tots of teryMys5— 7. A Good Skate,
Split Reel
5—11. Real Love and Counterfeit Money, C. 1000
Our Darling Loves the Witching
Waves, and The Diplomatic Lawyer,
C
Split Reel
Robbers, Romance and Reggie, C....1000
Auntie's Romance, C, and The Na5—21.
tion's Capitol,
EdC
Split Reel
5—24. A Midnight
Escapade,
1000
5—27. The Hobo Imposter,
C
1000
O'Brien's Investment, C
1000
RANCHO
5— 5.
1000
5—12. The Sure Shot, West. D
5—19. The
School Teacher's Reward, D
1000
1000
5—23. Their Indian Friend, D
Mother's Strategy, D
1000
SUNSET
5—
6.
5—13. The Demon's Victim, West. D
2000
5—20. The Son's Sacrifice, D
2000
The
Mexican
Insurrection,
D
2000
5—26. The Mystery at Shallow Creek, D...1000
5— 1.
5— 5. Tess of the SUPREME
D
2000
5— 8. The Gangster'sHills,
Decoy,
DD
1000
The
Undelivered
Message,
2000
5—12.
5—15. The Lucky Horseshoe, D
1000
The Call of the Heart, D
2000
5—19.
5—22.
Birthday Gift, D
1000
5—24. The
The
Yellow
Hound,
D
2000
5—25.
The Stone Hammer, D
1000
5—26. The
Village School Master, D
1000
The Empty Crib, D
1000
5— 7.
UTAH
1000
5—14. Bandits of Lone Pine, D
Scorned, D
1000
5—21.
5—27. ATheWoman
Wrong Room, D
1000
The Indian Child's Gratitude, D
1000
UNIVERSAL

PROGRAM

ANIMATED WEEKLY
Issued every Wednesday.
BIG U
5—4,
5—19. The Beloved Liar, D
Nowhere, D
5—25.
5— 31 Nadine ofBilly's
Comeback,
The Attic Princess,
DD
6— 1 Corporal
Brother Jim, D
BISON
4— 29
5— 6
Torrent of Vengeance, D
5—13 The
The Leap, D
5—20 A Fight for Love, D
Hulda the Silent, D
5—
27
6— 3 The
Wedding Guest. D
. Tammany's Tiger, C

3000
1000
2000
1000
1000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

5— 2.9.
5—16.
5—23.
5—30.
4— 28.
5—
4— 30.2.
5— 4.
5—
5— 9.5.
5—10.
5—12.
5—16.
5—21.
5—23.
5—26.
5— 30.
6— 2.
4— 29.
5— 6.
5—13.
5—20.
5— 27.
6— 3.
4— 27.
5— 5.
5— 7.
5—11.
5—14.
5—18.
5—19.
5— 30.
6— 1.
4— 26.
5— 3.
5— 7.
5—10.
5—17.
5—24.
5—28.
5—31.
4— 28.
5— 1.
5—19.
5— 8.5.
5—12.
5—15.
4— 20.
5—
5—26.
5— 22.
20,
6— 2,
4— 27.
29.
5— 11.
5—18.
5—20.
5—25.
5— 27.
6— 1,
4—27.
4— 30.
5— 2.7.
5—
5— 9.
5—14.
5—18.
5—23.
5—21.
5—26.
5— 28.
6— 3.
6— 4.
5— 3.
5—12.
5—17.
5—24.

GOLD SEAL
The
Purple
D D
2000
The Mark ofMaze,
a Gentleman,
2000
Darcy
of
the
Northwest
Mounted,
D.3000
The Woman Who Followed Me
The Silent Man of Timber Gulch, D. .2000
IMP
Why Mrs. Wentworth
Lied, D
Through Flames to Love, D
When Slim Was Home, Cured, C
Won with a Makeup, C
Just
When Kitty,
a WifeD
Worries, C
The Go-Between, D
The Capital Prize, D
When Slim Picked a Peach, C
Claudia, C
The Health Road, D
The Unconventional Girl, D
A Double Fire Deception, C
"Jim Slocum, No. 46,393," D

3000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000

The
Jitney Driver's
Romance, C
A Perfect
Match,
C
JOKER
A Wife for a Ransom,
C
A RafHe for a Husband, C
A Stage Villain, C
A Dark Suspicion, C
LAEMMLE
Miss
Blossom,
D
The Thief of the
Desert, D
The Marriage of Arthur, C
Her Husband's Faith, D
Her Great andPart,
Com.-D
Grouches
Smiles,
C
Heartaches, D
The Fur Trimmed Coat, D
Two Mothers, L-KO
D

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000
2000
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000

Bill's Narrow Escape, C
2000
The Bankruptcy of Boogs & Schultz,
C
1000
Mr. Buddy Briggs, Burglar, C
1000
The Great Smash, C
3000
Baby's
Gasoline
Glide,
C
1000
A Busted Honeymoon, C
1000
Gamboling on the Green, C
1000
Tough Luck on a Rough Sea, C
2000
NESTOR
The Newlyweds Mixup, C
1000
Her Hero Maid, C
1000
The Wooing of Aunt Jemina, C
1000
Lem's College Career, C
2000
Potts Bingles Again, C
1000
Never Lie to Your Wife, C
1000
He's a Devil, C
3000
The Roy land Villain, and Ed... Split Reel
Her Celluloid Hero, C
1000
Love and Brass Buttons, C
1000
All Over a Stocking, C
1000
Good Night Nurse, C
1000
POWERS
Such Is Life in China, C
1000
A Family Affair, C
1000
Mr. Fuller Pepp — He Tries Mesmerism,
C.
Cart.,
and
Some
Monkey Stars, Ed
Split Reel
A Toyland
and Ed... Split Reel
Their
SocialRobbery,
Smash, C
1000
Mr. Fuller Pep — He Dabbles in the
Pond,
Cart.,
and
Classic
Dances,
Vaud
Split Reel
Storming the Trenches, C
1000
It Can't Be True, C
1000
REX
Chicken Hearted Jim, C
1000
Their Anniversary, C
1000
Eleanor's Catch, D
1000
Scaling the Jungfrau, Ed., Sc
1000
Virginia, D
1000
A Soul for Sale, D
3000
A Wife at Bay, D
2000
Love Triumphant, D
2000
"Virginia," D
1000
Harmony in a Flat, C
1000
A Gentle Volunteer, D
3000
A Cad, 0
1000
As in a Dream, D
3000
VICTOR
The Girl Who Feared Daylight, D..2000
ATheStrange
D
1000
Three Confession,
Wishes, D
1000
The Limousine Mystery, D
2000
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FEATURE

PICTURE

RELEASES-

5— 1.
5 — 8.
5 — IS.
S— 22.
5 — 29.
6 — 5.
6 — 12.
6—19.
6 — 26.

The Crippled Hand (Ella Hall)... 5 parts
The Glided Spider (Louise Lovely). 5 parts
Elusive Isabel (Florence Lawrence) 6 parts
A Son of the Immortals (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5 parts
Naked Hearts (Rupert Julian) 5 parts
TheLoisEyeWeber)
of God (Tyrone Power and S parts
Bobbie of the Ballet (Louise Love- ly) 5 reels
Thecast)
Three Godfathers (All star 5 reels
Shoes (Mary McDonald) 5 reels

4— 3.
4— 10.
4— 17.
4— 24.
5 — 1.
5 — 8.
5 — 15.
5— 22.
5 — 29.
6 — ■ S.
6 — 12.

Fox Film Corporation
Blue Blood and Red
Slander
A Modern Thelma
A Man of Sorrow
Blazing Love
The Eternal Sapho
Sins of Men
Battle of Hearts
The Spider and the Fly
Hypocrisy
A Woman's Honor

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
5
5
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Ivan Feature Productions
1 — Forbidden Fruit (Everett Butterfield
and Paula Shay)
5 reels
2 — A Paula
Fool's Shay,
Paradise
(Chrystine
Mayo, 6 reels
and Joseph
Burke)....
3 — The Immoral Flame (Maude Fealy)...S reels
4— The Mignon
City of Anderson)
Illusion (Paula Shay and 6 reels
5.— Her
Husband's
(Sally Crute,
Mignon Anderson Wife
and Augustus
Phillips) 5 reels
Kleine-Edison Feature Service
EDISON
The Catspaw
The Innocence of Ruth
The Martyrdom of Philip Strong..
At the Rainbow's
End
GEO. KLEINE

1—
2—
2—
2—
3—

19.
2.
9.
16.
1.

Wild Oats
The Final Curtain
When Love is King
The Scarlet Road
The Mishaps of Musty SufTer

AND

5
S
5
5

reels
reels
reels
reels

5
5
5
5
10

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Metro Pictures Corporation
F. A. BALSHOFER
4— 24. The Come-Back (Harold Lockwood
and May Allison)
5 reels
6— 12. The Masked Rider (Harold Lockwood and May Allison) 5 reels
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
3 — 13. Lovely Mary (Mary Miles Minter).5 reels
4— 3. The Kiss of Hate (Ethel Barrymore) 5 reels
4— 10. The Half Million Bribe (Hamilton
Revelle and Marguerite Snow)... 5 reels
5 — 22. Notorious
GallagharSnow)
(William Nigh 5 reels
and Marguerite
POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS
4— 17. Playing with Fire (Mme. Petrova).5 reels
5 — 29. The Scarlet Woman (Mme. Petrova)S reels
5—15. The
Spell of the,
Yukon (Edmund 5 reels
Breese)
B. A. ROLFE PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
3— 20. Her Great Price (Mabel Taliaferro) 5 reels
5 — 1. The Snow Bird (Mabel Taliaferro) . 5 reels
6— 5. Dorian's
Divorce
(Lionel Barrymore 5 reels
and Grace
Valentine)
6— 19. The(ViolaFlower
of
No-Man's-Land 5 reels
Dana)
QUALITY PICTURES
3—27. The Wall Between (Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne)...S reels
5— 8. A Million a Minute (Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne)....5 reels

COMING

Red Feather Productions

Mutual Masterpictures

Bluebird Photoplays

12.
26.
9.
23.

CURRENT
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1—
2—
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NEWS

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

DE LUXE EDITION
Week of May IS, 1916.
101. The Isle of Love (Gertrude McCoy), Gaumont 5
102. The Courtesan (Eugene Forde
and Al. Fordyce), American... 5
Week of May 22, 1916.
103. Nancy'sling andBirthright
(EdythSignal.
Ster- 5
Norbert Myles)
104. Reclamation (Winifred (jreenwood
and Franklin Ritchie), American. 5
Week of May 29, 1916.
105. The Man from Manhattan (Wm.
Stowell and Rhea Mitchell),
American
5
106. Other
People's
Money (Gladys 5
Hulette),
Thanhouser
Week of June 5, 1916.
107. Whispering
Smith (Helen
Holmes), Signal
5
108. Soul Mates (William Russell),
American
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Paramount Pictures

5—

FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Red Window (John Barrymore) S
The Trust (Hazel Dawn)
5
Saints and Sinners (Peggy Hyland).5
(Title Not Decided), (Marguerite
Clark)
5
The Evil Thereof (All Star Cast).. 5
Her Romance (Marguerite Clark).. 5
Destiny's
Toy (Louise
Susie Snowflake
(Anna HufT)
Pennington 5
and Wm. Courtleigh, Jr.)
5
26. The
World's Great Snare (Pauline 5
Frederick)
JESSE LASKY COMPANY
8. Maria Rosa (Geraldine Farrar)....S
11. Alien Souls (Sessue Hayakawa) . . . 5
22. The Frameup (Blanche Sweet).... 5
1. TheWard)
Gutter Magdalene (Fannie S
19. The Clown (Victor Moore) 5
MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
18. Pasquale (George
Beban)
5
PALLAS

reels

4—
5—
6—
6—

3.
1.
8.
29.

reels
reels
reels
reels

5 — 4.
5 — 15.
5 — 25.
5— 29.
6— 5.
6 — 12.
66—— 22.
15.
6—
5—
5—
5—
6—
6—

Heart of Paula (Leonore Ulrich)..5
David Garrick (Dustin Farnum)...5
The Making of Maddalena (Edna
Goodrich)
5
Theman)
American Beauty (Myrtle Sted- S

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Triangle Film Corporation
KAY-BEE-INCE PRODUCTIONS
4— 23. Civilization's
Child
(Wm. H. 5 reels
Thompson)
4— 30. The Warner)
Beggar of Cawnpore (H. B. 6 reels
5— 7. The No- Good Guy (William Collier) 5 reels
5 — 14. Not My Sister (Bessie Barriscale)5 reels
5 — 21. The Primal Lure ( Wm. S. Hart).. 5 reels
5—28. The_
Market of Vain Desire (H. B. 5 reels
Warner)
FINE ARTS-GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
4— 23. Sunshine Dad (De Wolf Hopper).. 5 reels
4— 30. The Children in the House (Norma
Talmadge)
S reels
5— 7. The Good Bad-Man (Douglas Fair- banks) Sreels
5 — 14. SusanGish)
Rocks the Boat (Dorothy 5 reels
5 — 21. A Child of the Paris Streets (Mae
Marsh and Robert Harron) 5 reels
5— 28. Mr. Goode the Samaritan (DeWolf
Hopper)
S reels
KEYSTONE-SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
4— 23. The Snow Cure (Ford Sterling) ... .2 reels
4— 23. A Rough Knight (Shorty Hamilton)2 reels
4— 30. The Lion and the (jirl (Joe Jackson)2 reels
4— 30. His Bitter Pill (Mack Swain) 2 reels
5— 7. Her Marble Heart (Charles Murray). 2 reels
5 — 7. A Dash of Courage (Harry Gribbon)
2 reels

4— 17. Her Bitter Cup (Cleo Madison) .... 5
4— 24. Thrown to the Lions (Mary Fuller) 5
5 — 1. Dr. Neighbor (Hobart Bosworth)..5
5 — • 8. A Huntress of Men (Mary Fuller). 5
5— 15. A Flora
YouthParker
of Fortune
(Carter and 5
De Haven)
5— 22. Half a Rogue (King Baggot) 5
5 — 29. The Iron Hand (Hobart Bosworth
and Jane Novak)
5
6 — 5. TheHaven)
Madcap (Flora Parker De- 5
6 — 12. What Love Can Do (Adele Farrington)
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Vitagraph-Ltihin-SeHg-Essanay
HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Tuesday and Friday.
VITAGRAPH
4— 24. God's Country and the Woman
(Nell Duncan)
Shipman, Geo. Holt and 8 reels
Wm.
5 — 1. The Law Decides (Dorothy Kelly,
Bobby Connelly, Harry Morey and
Louise Beaudet)
7 reels
5 — 8. Britton of the Seventh (Charles
Kent, Bobby Connelly and Eulalie
Jensen)
5 reels
5—15. The Ordeal of Elizabeth (Lillian
Walker, Donald Hall and Evart
Overton)
6 reels
5— 22. The Suspect (Anita Stewart) 6 reels
5 — 29. The Lights of New York (Leah
Baird and Walter McGrail) 5 reels
6 — 5. The Destroyers (Lucille Lee Stewart) 5 reels
6 — 12. The Redemption of Dave Darcy,
(James Morrison)
5 reels
LUBIN
4— 10. The
Flames
Johannis (Nance
O'Neill)
S reels
5 — 8. Love's Toll (Rosetta Brice and
Richard Buhler)
5 reels
6 — 5. Those Who Toil (Nance 0'Neil)..5 reels
SELIG
3— 20. The Ne'er-DoWell (Kathlyn
Will-10 reels
iams and Wheeler
Oakman) ....
4— 3. The Cycle of Fate (Bessie Eyton,
Wheeler Oakman and Edith John- son) 5 reels
5— 1. At Piney Ridge (Fritzi Brunnette).S reels
S— 29. Into the Primitive (Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry 5 reels
Lonsdale)
ESSANAY
4— 10. Burlesque on Carmen (Charlie
Chaplin)
4 reels
4— 24. The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row
(Sallie Fisher, John Junior and
Richard C. Travers)
5 reels
5— 15. Sherlock Holmes (William Gilette).7 reels
6— 12. That Sort ( Warda Howard, Ernest
Maupain, Duncan McRae and John
Lorenz)
5 reels
World-Equitable Program
4— 24.
5— 1.
5— 8.
5—15.
5—22.
5— 29.
6— 5.
6—12.
6—19.

WORLD
The Closed Road (House Peters and
Barbara Tennant)
5
The Feast of Life (Clara Kimball
Young)
Her
Maternal Right (Kitty Gordon) 55
Sudden Riches ( Robert Warwick) . 5
Tangled Fates (Alice Brady) 5
The Other Sister (Gail Kane) 5
The
of It
(Carlyle Black- 5
well Woman
and Ethel
Clayton)
The Crucial Test (Kitty Gordon).. S
Way of the World (Holbrook
7—
6— 26.3. The
BHnn)
S
La Boheme (Alice Brady) 5
Friday the 13th (Robert Warwick). S

parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
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Miscellaneous

Releases
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ALL FEATURES BOOKING AGENCY
Right Off the Bat
5 reels
AMERICAN COMMERCIAL FILM CO.
Animated Cartoons
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM
CO.
The Battles of a Nation
6 parts
AUTHORS FILM CO., INC.
3 — 27. Sins of the Father
4 parts
4— 3. Her Redemption
4 parts
4— 10. Denise
4 parts
4— 17. Love's Sacrifice
6 parts
45—— 24.1. AUnder
Woman's
Awakening
55 parts
parts
the Mask
CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE
CORPORATION
March — The Unwritten
Law (Beatriz
Michelena)
7 reels
May — The
Woman
Who
Dared
(Beatriz 7 reels
Michelena)
July — Kismet (Otis Skinner) 10 reels
CELEBRATED PLAYERS' FILM CO.
The Birth of a Man
5 parts
CHAMPION SPORTS EXHIBITION
Willard-Moran Fight
4 parts
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
(German Side of War
5 reels
Russian Side of War
4 reels
CLARIDGE FILMS, INC.
Heart of New York
5 reels
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs..4 parts
Liberty Hall
4 parts
The Black Spot
4 parts
Victoria Cross
4 parts
O 18
4 parts
His Vindication
5 parts
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
Uncle's
LittleCure
Ones
reel
The Jungle
11 reel
What D'ye Think of That? 1 reel
Pa's Adventure
Family Tree
The
of Sally
11 reel
reel
The Jungle Kid
1 reel
E-K-0 FILM CO.
The Invisible Enemy
5 reels
ELDORADO FEATURE FILM CO.
The Impersonation
5 reels
FORREST FILM CORPORATION
Bottom of the Sea
5 reels
JOS. W. FARNHAM
Race Suicide
6 parts
The Awakening of Bess Morton.. 5 reels
GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
Sins of Great Cities (E. Thomsen).4 reels
The Man with the Missing Finger
( Alfred Hertel)
4 reels
For Her Son (Betty Nansen)....4 reels
ATheWoman's
(Elsie Frolich)45 reels
reels
Folly ofHonor
Sin
The Mother Who Paid
5 reels
HANOVER FILMS
Marvellous Macist
6 parts
Should a Baby Die?
5 parts
ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM
.Mice in Wonderland 6 parts
HIPPODROME FILM CO.
At the Front with the Allies
MAIN OFFICE.
SAfN FRA/^CiSCO
C/^LI r O H N 1 A
tA3TeRtt ftEPfiECEflTflTlUE
LEON D.NETieR
1325 Uine ST.
PhlCfiOELPHlA PH.

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
3— 27. Charlie's White Elephant, C. Cart..l reel
44—— - 10.
3. Charlie's
Pets, C.C. Cart...l
reel
Charlie theBarnyard
Busy Barber,
Cart..l reel
4— 17. Charlie
the
Animal
Trainer,
Com.
Cart
1 reel
4— 24. Charlie's Jitney Hunt, Com. Cart..l reel
5 — 1. Charlie Prepared, Com. Cart 1 reel
JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION
4— 1. World War in Kidland
1 reel
4— 8. A Chip Of! the Old Block
1 reel
4— 15. Chip's Elopement
1 reel
4— 22. Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers . . . . 2 reels
4— 29. Chip's Rivals
1 reel
KULEE FEATURES
Germany on the Firing Line 6 parts
MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE
Twilight Sleep
B. S. MOSS
Three Weeks
5 reels
Salamander
5 reels
One Day
5 reels
F. 0. NIELSEN
Guarding Old Glory
5 reels
Just Out of College
5 reels
Little Sunset.
4 reels
The Spoilers
9 reels
AH for a Girl
5 reels
PHOTODRAMA COMPANY
How Molly Made Good
6 reels
PROHIBITION FILM CORPORATION
Prohibition
5 parts
RAVER FILM CO.
The Other Girl
5 reels
Life Without Soul
5 reels
The Fortunate Youth
Driftwood
RIALTO FILM CO.
The House of Mirrors
STANDARD NEWS FILM, INC.
Standard Travelogues 32 parts
Are We Ready?
4 parts
The Animal World
5 parts
I Navies of the World
1 reel
The Price of Liberty
5 reels
Aircraft
1 reel
SUN PHOTOPLAY CO., INC.
The Princess of India
5 reels
A Woman Wills
5 reels
SUPREME FILM CO.
The Cowpuncher
6 parts
TRANS-OCEANIC FILMS, INC.
The Life and Adventures of Shakespeare 6 parts
UNITY SALES CORP.
My Country First
6 parts
The Pursuing Vengeance
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Unto the Darkness
4 reels
In the Ranks
4 reels
Harbour Lights
4 reels
Enoch Arden
4 reels
Mysterious Man of the Jungle 3 reels
WAR FILM SYNDICATE
On the Firing Line with the Ger- mans 6 parts

j| MOVING
MOTION

PICTURE
-SJ5-

PICTURE
FOR

THE

RIGHTS
PACIFIC

MISCELLANEOUS
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS CORP., OF
AMERICA
The Film Hunters
1 reel
The
YarnHanging
of the Glacier
Slowern'ell
1 reel
In
the
Country...!
The Sunset Trail
1 reel
reel
The Trail to Cloudy Pass
1 reel
The Stampede
1 reel
American Game Trails
1 reel
BEACON FILMS, INC.
Venice, the Beautiful.
Study of the Bee.
Somewhere in Brittany.
Sea Anemones.
Life
in Egypt.
Offering of Flowers.
Gorges
the Bourne.
Animal ofStudies.
In the land of the Hellenes.
Portugese types and costumes.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Metro-Drew Comedies (weekly).
Metro Travelogues (weekly).
MUTT AND JEFF FILMS
ANIMATED CARTOONS
1. Jeff's
Toothache.
2.
Mutt and
Jeff in the Submarine.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS (WEEKLY)
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
4— 10. Bilibid, the " Sing Sing " of the Philip4— 17. The Pasig River (The Filipino River).
4— 24. The
of Luzon.
pines.Lowlands
BRAY CARTOONS
4— 27. Col. Heeza Liar Wins the Pennant.
55—— 10.3. Al
Falfa's Scientific
Diary.
A Toyland
Paper Chase.
5— 17. Bobby Bumps and His Goatmobile.
5 — 24. Kid Casey the Champion.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Pathe travels (See Pathe).
UNIVERSAL
versal).Sam at Work (See Powers UniUncle
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Upper
Mountain
In the Bavarian
Land of the
Hindoos.Lakes.
Victoria Falls,
Should a Baby Die?
5 reels
VITAGRAPH (V. L. S. E.)
FRANK
COMEDIES
5— I. Mr,
Jack DANIELS'
Hires a Stenographer.
5 — 8, Mr,Series).
jack. His Dukeship (End of the Jack
.5— 15. Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife.
5 — 22. Kernel Nutt the Janitor.
5— 29. Kernel Nutt the Footman.
6, — 5, Kernel Nutt and the Hundred Dollar Bill.
SERIALS
The Girl and the Game
Signal Film
The Secret of the Submarine Signal
Peg
o'
the
Ring
Universal
Mary Social
Page, Pirates
The strange Case of..Essanay
The
Kalem
The Iron Claw
Pathi
Who's Guilty?
Pathi
The Mysteries of Myra Film
International
Service
Gloria's Romance
Kleine

FILMS

ALLilllRfMPDIftlllUMik.
AND
mm mmmmiM.

PURCHASED
COAST

BRANCH
LOS W££.T8I^
Ari6eL£.S
5*4ST,
CALlFOR,NiA

lililil'

June 3, 1916
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MONTHLY
INDEX
OF
REVIEWS
ISSUES OF MAY 6-MAY 27 (INCLUSIVE)

All pictures are listed both by titles and by brand names. In the index, C. stands for "Comedy"; Cart., for "Cartoon"; C-D.,
"Comedy-Drama"; D., "Drama"; Juv., "Juvenile"; Sc., "Scenic"; Top., "Topical." The figure before the abbreviation is the number of reels. The date is the date of the issue of Motion Picture News in which the review appeared. The second page number refers
to the music chart for the picture.
A Baby Grand (Kalem), May 27, IC
A Boarding House Ham (Selig), May 20, IC
A Child of the Paris Streets (Fine Arts-Triangle), May 27, 5D
Elephant's
(Selig), MayMay6, 13,
ID
AAn Fight
for LoveGratitude
(Bison-Universal),
2D
Alien Souls (Lasky-Paramount) , May 20, 5D
American Game Trails (Educational Films Corp.), May 20, 3Sc
American-Mutual :
Pierre Brissac the Brazen, May 13, 2C
Touch on the Key, The, May 20, 2D
Profligate, The, May 20, 3D
Pretender, The, May 20. 2D
Four Months, May 20, 3D
Repaid, May 27, 2D
American-M.M.P. :
Lying Lips, May 13, SD
Soul Mates, May 20, 5D
Overcoat, The, May 20, SD
Reclamation, The, May 27, 5D
Courtesan, The, May 27, 5D
Adjusting His Claim (Beauty-Mutual), IC
A Man of Sorrov? (Fox Film Corp.), May 13, SD
An Innocent Vampire (Kalem), May 27, IC
A Perfect Match (Joker-Universal), May 6, IC
A RafHe for a Husband (Joker-Universal), May 20, IC
A Return to Youth — and Trouble (Essanay), May 20, 2C
A Rose of Italy (Essanay), May 27. 3D
Artful Dodger, The (Kalem), May 27, IC
Arrow-Pathe :
First (Bluebird),
and Second May
Issues,20, May
27, 2D Each
A SonWho's
of theGuilty?
Immortals
SD
A Soul for Sale (Rex-Universal), May 13, 3D
A Stage Villain (Joker-Universal), May 27, IC
A Strange Confession (Victor-Universal), May 13. ID
A Stranger in New York (Selig), May 20, 3CD
Avenged by Lions (Centaur-Mutual), May 20, 2D
A Wife at Bay (Rex-Universal), May 20, 2D
A Woman Wills (Sun Photoplay), May 13, SD
A Wife for Ransom (Joker-Universal), May 13, IC
Bankruptcy of Boggs and Schultz, The (L-KO-Universal) , May 20..
Bath House Blunder, A (Keystone-Triangle), May 6, 2C
Beauty-Mutual :
Skelly's Minutes
Skeleton, inMay
20, IC
Twenty
Magic,
May 20, IC
Adjusting His Claim, May 27, IC
Beautiful Lake Chuzenji (Pathe), May 27, Sp. Sc
Beggar King, The (Lubin), May 27, 2D
Beggar of Cawnpore, The (Kay Bee-Triangle), May 6, 6D
Beloved Liar, The (Rex-Universal), May 6, 3D
Big U-Universal:
Nadine of Nowhere, May 20, ID
Corporal Billy's Comeback, May 27, 2D
Biograph:
Woman Against Woman, May 6, 3D
Girl Across the Way, The, May 13, ID
Yaqui Cur, The, May 13, 2D
^
Bison-Universal :
Leap, The, May 6, 2D
A Fight for Love, May 13, 2D
Hulda, the Silent, May 20, 2D
Wedding Guest, The, May 27, 2D
Blazing Love (Fox Film Corp.), May 13, SD
Blindness,
Bluebird : The (Mustang-Mutual), May 20, 2D
Gilded Spider, The, May 6, SD
Elusive Isabel, May 20, 6D
A Son of the Immortals, May 20, SD
Naked Hearts, May 27, 5D
Bray Paramount :
Col. Heeza Liar Wins the Pennant, May 6, 1 Cart
Broken Fetters (Knickerbocker Star Feature-General), May 20, 3D
Bucking Society (Keystone-Triangle), May 20, 2C
Bugle Call, The (Kay-Bee-Triangle), SD
Burton
Travelogues-Pictoxgraphs (Paramount), May 13, 1 Sc.
and Holmes
1 Educ
Busted Honeymoon, A (L-KO-Universal) May 27, IC
Capt.
Kleinschmidt's
War Pictures, May 6, 7 Top
Centaur-Mutual
:
Avenged by Lions, May 20, 2D
Chain Invisible, The (Equitable- World), May 6, SD
Chaplin-Mutual :
Floorwalker, The, May 20, 2C
Claudia (Imp-Universal), May 20, ID
Col. Heeza Liar Wins the Pennant (Bray-Paramount), May 6, 1 Cart.
Columbia-Metro :
Half Million Bribe, The, May 6, SD
Kiss of Hate, The, May 6, SD
Come Back, The (Quality-Metro), May 20, SD
Conscience of John David, The (Horsley-M.M.P.), May 6, 5D
Corporal
Billy's Comeback
(Big U-Universal),
27, 2D
Courtesan,
(American-M.M.P.),
May 27,May
SD
Cub-Mutual The
:
M. T. Dome's Awful Night, May 13, IC
Jerry's
Day, MayMay20, 27,
IC
HarmonyPerfect
and Discord,
IC
Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 10 (Essanay), May 27, 1 Cart

3271
3110
3265
2729
2920
3091
3107
2920
3110
3111
3111
3111
3271
2912
3094
3106
3267
3268
3271
2913
3271
2730
3112
3110
3269
3271
3264
3108
2920
3272
2920
3110
3110
3112
2918
2920
3112
2726
3111
3111
3272
3272
3271
2726
2729
3112
3272
2729
2920
2920
2730
2920
3112
3272
2919
3111
2724
3104
3108
3263
2727
3110
3094
2914
2915
3272
2728
3110
2725
3090
3112
2727
272S
2727
3108
2728
3272
3268
2920
3111
3271
3271

Closed Road, The (Paragon- World), May 6, SD
Darcy of the Northwest Mounted (Gold Seal), May 20, 3D
Dashing
Druggist's
Dilemma, The May
(Falstaff-Mutual),
David Garrick
(Pallas-Paramount),
6, 5D IC
Deteckters (Falstaff-Mutual), May 27, IC
Double Cross, The (Essanay), May 20, 3D
Dross and Diamonds (Pathe), May 20, 2D
Dumb
Heiress,
(Kalem),
May 6, IC
Educational
FilmsThe Corp.
:
American Game Trails, May 20, 3 Sc
Life of William. Shakespeare, May 20, 4D
Eleanor's
Catch (Bluebird),
(Rex-Universal),
May6D
6, ID
Elusive Isabel
May 20,
End of the World, The (Great Northern), May 20, 6D
Equitable World:
Chain Invisible, The May 6, SD
Essanay:

2723
3112
2920
2721
3271
3104
3112
2729
3107
3107
2729
3104
3093
272S

In the ofMoon's
Ray, May
2D
2729
Fable
the Preacher
Who 6,Flew
His Kite, The, May 6, IC
2729
Once a Thief ?, May 6, 3D
2729
Double Cross, The, May 20, 3D
3104
A Return to Youth — and Trouble, May 20, 2C
3110
Fable of the Good Fairy With the Lorgnette, The, May 20, IC. 3110
Jester, The, May 20, 3D
3110
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of San Francisco, May 20,
Sp. Sc
3110
A Rose of Italy, May 27, 3D
3269
Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 10, May 27, 1 Cart
3271
Schemers, The, May 27, 3D
3271
EssanayLittleV-L-S-E
Shepherd: of Bargain Row, The, May 13, SD
2913
Sherlock Holmes, May 27, 7D
3268
Eternal Sapho, The (Fox Film Corp.), May 20, SD
3106
Fable of the Good Fairy With the Lorgnette, The (Essanay), May
20, IC
3110
Fable of the Preacher Who Flew His Kite, The (Essanay), May 6, IC 2729
Falstaff-Mutual :
Dashing Druggist's Dilemma, The, May 13, IC
2920
Skillful Sleigher's
Strategy,
The, May 13, IC
Deteckters,
May 27,
IC
...12920
3271
Steven's
Sweet
Sisters,
May
27,
IC
."'.v
3271
Father's
Night Off (Lubin), May 20, IC
3110
Famous Players-Paramount:
i/.
Red Widow, The, May 13, SCD
2915
Moment Before, The. May 13, 5D
2916, 2955
Innocent Lie, The, May 20, SD
3090
Feud Girl, The, May 27, SD
326S
Feast of Life, The (Paragon-World), May 13, 5D
2912
Feud Girl, The (Famous Players-Paramount), May 27, SD
3265
Five Thousand Dollar Elopement (Selig), May 27, IC
3271
Fine Arts-Triangle:
Susan Rocks the Boat, May 13, SD
2914
A Child of the Paris Streets, May 27, 5D
3265
Floorwalker, The (Chaplin-Mutual), May 20, 2C
3090
Four Film
Months
(American-Mutual), May 20, 3D
3111
Fox
Corporation:
A Man of Sorrow, May 13. SD
2913
Blazing Love, May 13, SD
2919
Eternal Sapho, The, May 20, SD
3106
Sins of Men, May 27, SD
3263
Gaby's Gasoline Glide (L-KO-Universal), May 20, 2C
3109
Gamboling on the Green (L-KO-Universal), May 27, IC
3272
Gaumont-M.M.P. :
Quality of Faith, The, May 20, SD
3093
Isle of Love, The, May 20, SD
3105
Gentle Volunteer, The (Rex-Universal), May 27, 3D
3272
Germatic Love (Vogue-Mutual), May 20, IC
3111
Germs and Microbes (Lubin), May 6, IC
2729
Gilded Spider, The (Bluebird), May 6, SD
2724
May 13, ID . ... ..... ... .... 2920
Girl Across the Way, The (Biograph),
2729
Feared Daylight, The (Victor-Universal), May 6, 2D
Girl Who
Girl
With the Green Eyes, The (Pathe Gold Rooster), May 27, 314Z
3266,
3
5J
Go-Betweeii,' The' (imp-Universal), May 13,V-L-S-E)
ID
2920
2724
8D
, May 6, •-•
Country and the Woman (VitagraphGod's
Gold Seal-Universal:
2729
2D
6,
May
The,
Maze,
Purple
Mark of a Gentleman, The, May 13. 2D
2920
Darcy of the Northwest Mounted, May 20, 3D
3112
3112
2D
May 20, Me,
Heart Aches,
Who Followed
The, May 27, 2D
3272
GreatWoman
Northern:
End of the World, The, May 20, 6D
3093
Great Smash, The (L-KO-Universal), May 20, 3C
3103
Grouches and Smiles (Laemrale-Universal), May 20, ID
3112
Gulf Between, The (Mustang-Mutual), May 20, 2D
3111
3092
.
SD
20,
May
Feather-Universal),
(Red
Rogue Bribe, The (Columbia-Metro), May 5, SD
Half
Half aMillion
2725
Ham and the Masked Marvel (Kalem), May 20, IC
3110
Ham's Busy Day (Kelem), May 27, IC
3271
3110
May 20, 3D
(Selig),(Cub-Mutual),
Hard Way,andTheDiscord
Harmony
May 27, IC
3271
Harmony
in
a
Flat
(Rex-Universal).
May
27,
IC
3272
Hazards of Helen, The (Kalem) :
Human Telegram, The, May 6, ID
2729
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Bridge of Danger. The, May 27. ID
One Chance in a Hundred, May 27, ID
Health Road, The (Imp-Universal), May 27, 1 Educ. D
Heart Aches (Gold Seal-Universal). May 20, ID
Heart of Nora Flynn. The ( Lasky-Paramount) , May 6, 5D
Heart'sCelluloid
Tribute.Hero
The (Nestor-Universal),
(Lubin), May 6. 3D
Her
May 27, IC
Her
Father's
Gold
(Thanhouser-M.M.P.),
20, SD
Her Great Part (Laemmle-Universal), May May
13. IC
Her Hero Maid (Nestor-Universal), May 6, IC
Her Maternal
Husband's Right
Faith (Paragon-World),
(Laemmle-Universal),
May 5D
13, 2D
Her
May 20,
He's Bread
a Deviland(Nestor-Universal),
May 20, IC
His
Butter
(Keystone-Triangle),
May
20,
2C
Horsley-Mutual M.M.P. :
Leopard's
May The.
6, 5D
Conscience Bride.
of JohnThe.David.
May 6, SD
How Birds Feed Their Young (Pathe), May 6, Sp. Educ
Huntress of Men. The (Red Feather-Universal), May 6, 5D
Hulda. the Silent (Bison-Universal), May 20, 2D
Imp-Universal :
When Slim Was Home Cured, May 6, IC
Won Kitty,
With aMay
Make-Up,
May 6, ID
Just
6, ID
When a Wife Worries, May 13, IC
Go-Between. The, May 13, ID
Claudia, May 20, ID
Health Road. The. May 27. 1 Educ. D
Unconventional Girl, The. May 27. 2D
In
the Moon's
Ray (Famous
(Essanay), May 6, 2D
Innocent
Lie, Film
The
International
Service: Players-Paramount), May 20, 5D
Mysteries of Myra, The Episodes One or Two, May 6, 2D
each
2720,
. Episode Three. May 27. 2D
Into the Primitive (Selig-V-L-S-E), May 20, SD
Irish Rebel. The (Kalem), May 27, ID
Iron Claw. The (Pathe). Chapter 9, May 6, 2D
, Chapter 10. May 20. 2D
, Chapter 11, May 27, 2D
Isle
of
Love.(Lubin),
The (Gaumont-M.
M. P.), May 20, SD
Jackstraws
May 27, 3D
Jenkins' Jinx (Lubin), May 20, IC
Jerry's The
Perfect
Day (Cub-Mutual),
May 20, IC
Jester,
(Essanay),
May 20, 3D
Joker-Universal
:
A Perfect Match,
May 6, IC
A Wife for Ransom, May 13, IC
A Raffle for a Husband, May 20, IC
A Stage Villain, May 27, IC
Just
(Imp-Universal), May 6, ID
KalemKitty
:
Romeo of the Coal Wagon, May 6, IC
Dumb Pirates,
Heiress, The.
The, Sixth
May Episode,
6, I'C
Social
May 6, 2D
Human Telegram, The (H. of H. Series), May 6, ID
Social Pirates, The. Seventh Episode, May 20, 2D
Ham and the Masked Marvel, May 20, IC
Not What the Doctor Ordered, May 20, IC
A Lunch Room Legacy, May 20, IC
Tank Tov/n Troupe. The, May 27, IC
Bridge of Danger. The (H. of H. Series), May 27, ID
Sauce for the Gander, May 27, 2CD
An Innocent Vampire, May 27, IC
One Chance in a Hundred (H. of H. Series), May 27, ID
Artful Dodger, The, May 27, IC
Social Pirates, The, Eighth Episode, May 27, 2D
Day,MayMay27.27,IC
IC
AHam's
Baby Buiy
G.and,
Irish Rebel, The. May 27, ID
Kay Bce-TrianKle :
No-Good Guy, The. May 6. S3D
Beggar of Cawnpore, The, May 6, 6D
Bugle Call, The, May 13, 5D
Not My Sister. May 20. SD
Primal Lure, The. May 20. SD
Market of Vain Desire, The, May 27, SD
Keystone-Triangle
:
Bath House Blunder,
A. May 6, 2C
Other Man, The, May 6. 2C
Bucking Society, May 20, 2C
Snow Cure, The. ATay 20. 2C
His Bread and Bitter, May 20, 2C
Lion and the Girl. The. May 27, 2C
Kiss of Hate, The (Col jmbia-Metro), May 6, 5D
Knickerbocker Star Feature-General:
Spellbound, May 13. 5D
Oath of Hate, The. May 20. 3D
Broken Fetters, May 20, 3D
Laemmle-Universal :
Thief of the Desert. The May 6 ID
Her Husband's
13, 2D
Her
Great Part. Faith
May M.iy
13, IC
Marriage of Arthur, The. May 20, 2D
Grouches and Smiles, May 20, IC
Lasky-Paramount :
Heart of Nora Flynn, The, May 6, 5D
Maria Rosa, May 13. SD
Alien Souls, May 20, SD
A Lunch Room Legacy (K .icm), May 20, IC
Law Decides. The ( Vitagraph-V- L-S-E) . May 6, 7D
Leap, The (Bison-Universal), M,- 6, 2D
Lem's College Career (Nestor-Un -rsal). May 6, 2D
Leopard's
Bride.Shakespeare
The (Horsley-M.
May 6,Corp.),
5D
Life
of William
(Educ;aiM P.),
>nal Films
May 20, 4D.
Limousine Mystery. The (Victor-Universal), May 27, 2D
Lion and the Girl, The (Keystone-Ti c ngle). May 27, 2C
L-KO-Universal:
Mr. Buddy Briegs, Burglar. May r, IC
Great Smash, The. May 20, 3C
Gaby's
Gasoline
Glide.andMaySchultz,
20. 2C
Bankruptcy
of Boggs
7he, May 20, IC
A Busted Honyemoon, May 27, IC
Gamboling on the Green, May 27, ' C
Little and
Shepherd
Bargain(Nestor-Universal,,
Row, The (E , ..nay-V-L-S-E),
May 13, 5D
Love
Brass ofButtons
May 27, IC
Love and Bullets (Lubin), May 13, IC
Love's Toll (Lubin V-L-S-E), May 20, SD
Lubin :
_
Heart's Tribute. The, May 6, 3D

PICTURE
3271
3271
3272
3112
2720
2728
3272
3092
2920
2729
2920
3094
3112
3109
2723
2728
2729
2722
3112
2729
2729
2730
2920
2920
3112
3272
3272
2729
3090
2780
3265
310S
3271
2729
3112
3272
310S
3264
3110
3111
3110
2730
2920
3112
3272
2730
2729
2729
2729
3103
3110
3110
3110
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
3271
2725
2726
2914
3091
3093
3264
2726
2727
3094
3104
3109
3266
2727
2918
3092
3110
2730
2920
2920
3112
3112
2720
2915
3091
3110
2721
2730
2730
2723
3107
3272
3266
2730
3103
3109
3112
3272
3272
2913
3272
2920
3103
2728
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Millionaire Billy, May 6, IC
2729
Germs and Microbes, May 6, IC
2729
Playthings of the Gods, May 13, 3D
2920
Love and Bullets, May 13, IC
2920
Skirts and Cinders, May 20, IC
3110
Father's Night Off, May 20, IC
3110
Jenkins's
IC
3110
Jackstraws,Jinx,
May May
27, 20,
3D
3264
Otto the Artist, May 27, IC
3271
King, The, May 27, 2D
3271
Lubin-Beggar
V-L-S-E:
May 20, SD
3103
LyingLove's
Lips Toll,
(American-M.M.P.)
, May 13, SD
2912
Man Within, The (Selig), May 13, 3D
2912
Maria Rosa (Lasky-Paramount), May 13, SD
2915
Mark of a Gentleman, The (Gold-Seal-Universal), May 13, 2D
2920
Market of Vain Desire, The (Kay Bee-Triangle). May 27, SD
3264
Marriage of Arthur, The (Laemmle-Universal), May 20, 2D
3112
Master Shakespeare Strolling Player (Thanhouser-M. M. P.), May 13,
5D
2916
Millionaire Billie (Lubin), May 6, IC
2729
Moment
Before, The (Famous
Players-Paramount),
May 13,
SD
2916, 2955
Morosco-Paramount
:
Pasquale, May 27, SD
3268
Mr. Buddy Briggs, Burglar (L-KO-Universal), May 6, IC
2730
Mr. Jack Goes Into Business (Vitagraph- V-L-S-E), May 6, IC."
2726
M.
T.
Dome's
Awful
Night
(Cub-Mutual),
May
13,
IC
2920
Mustang-Mutual :
With a Life at Stake, May 6, 2D
2^29
Gulf Between, The, May 20, 2D
3111
Blindness, The, May 20, 2D
3111
Mutt
and
Jeff
in
the
Aeroplane
(Mutt
and
Jeff
Film),
May
20,
IC...
3094
Mutt and Jeff Film:
Aeroplane, The, May 20, IC
3094
Hospital, The, May 20, IC
3107
Mutt and Jeff in the Hospital (Mutt and Jeff Film), May 20, IC... 3107
My Country First (Terriss-Unity Sales), May 27, 6D
3269
Mysteries of Myra, The (International Film Service, Episodes One
and Two), May 6, 2D each
2720, 2780
, Episode Three, May 27, 2D
3265
Nadine of Nowhere (Big U-Universal) , May 20, ID
3112
Naked Hearts (Bluebird), May 27, SD
3263
Nancy's Birthright
(Signal-M.M.P.),
27, SD
3268
National
Nuts (Vogue-Mutual),
May May
27, IC
3271
Nestor-Universal
:
Her Hero Maid, May 6, IC
2729
Lem's College Career, May 6, 2D
2730
Pott's
Bungles
Again,
May
13,
IC
2920
Never Lie to Your Wife, May 13, IC
2920
He's a Devil,
20, IC
3112
Wooing
of AuntMayJemima,
The, May 20, IC
3112
Her Celluloid Hero, May 27. IC
3272
Love and Brass Buttons, May 27, IC
3272
Never Lie to our Wife (Nestor-Universal), May 13, IC
2920
Nome, Alaska (Powers-Universal), May 20, Sp. Sc
3112
No-Good Guy, The (Kay Bee-Triangle), May 6, SCD
2725
Not
My
Sister
(Kay-Bee-Triangle),
May
20,
SD
3091
Not What the Doctor Ordered (Kalem), May 20, IC
3110
Oath of Hate, The (Knickerbocker Star Feature-General), May 20, 3D 3092
" Once a Thief ? " (Essanay), May 6, 3D
2729
Ordeal of Elizabeth, The (Vitagraph- V-L-S-E), May 27, SD
3266
Other Man, The (Keystone-Triangle), May 6, 2C
2727
Otto the Artist (Lubin), May 27, IC
3271
Overcoat, The (American-M.M.P.), May 20, SD
3106
ParaE^onClosedWorld
Road,: The, May 6, SD
2723
Feast of Life, The, May 13, SD
2912
Her Maternal Right, May 20, SD
3094
Pasquale (Morosco-Paramount), May 27, SD
3268
Paramount :
Burton
Holmes
Travelogues-Pictorgraphs,
May
13.
1
Sc.
and
1
Educ
2915
Pathe :
Iron Claw, The, Chapter 9, May 6, 2D
2729
, Chapter 10, May 20, 2D
3112
. Chapter
May 27,May
2D
3272
Beautiful
Lake 11,Chuzenji,
27, Sp. Sc
3272
How Birds Feed Their Young, May 6, Sp. Educ
2729
Dross and Diamonds, May 20, 2D
3112
Girl With the Green Eyes, The, May 27, 5D
3266, 3142
Pallas-Paramount :
David Garrick, May 6, SD
2721
Peerless- World :
Sudden Riches, May 27, 6D
3267, 3295
Peg
the Ring,theSecond
(Universal), May
3107
Pierreo' Brissac
BrazenEpisode
(American-Mutual),
May 20,13,2D
2C
2920
Playing With Fire (Popular Plays and Players-Metro) May 13 SD.. 2917
Playthings of the Gods (Lubin) May 13, 3D
2920
Popular
PlaysWith
and Fire,
Players-Metro:
Playing
May 13, SD
2917
Potts Bungles Again (Nestor-Universal), May 13, IC
2920
Powers-Universal :
Nome, Alaska. May 20. Sp. Sc
3112
Their Social Smash, May 20, IC
3112
Storming the Trenches, May 27, IC
3272
Pretender, The (American-Mutual), May 20, 2D
3111
Primal Lure, The (Kay Bee-Triangle), May 20. SD
3093
Profligate, The (American-Mutual), May 20, 3D
3111
Purple
Maze,
The
(Gold
Seal-Universal),
May
6,
2D
2729
Quality-Metro:
,„„
Come Back, The, May 20, SD
3108
Quality of Faith, The (Gaumont-M. M. P.) , May 20. 5D
3093
Reclamation, The (American-M. M. P.), May 27, 5D
3267
Red Feather-Universal :
Huntress of Men, The, May 6, SD
2722
Youth of Fortune. The, May 13, SD
2915
Half a Rogue. May 20, 5D
3092
Red Widow, The (Famous Players-Paramount), May 13, SCD
/yi.>
3271
(American-Mutual), May 27, 2D
Repaid
Rex-Universal:
Eleanor's Catch, May 6, ID
2729
Beloved Liar. The, May 6, 3D
2729
Scaling the Jungfrau. May 6, iSc
2730
Virginia, May 13, ID
2920
A Soul for Sale, May 13, 3D
2920
A Wife at Bay. May 20, 2D
3112
Harmony in a Flat, May 27, IC
3272
Gentle Volunteer, The, May 27, 3D
3272
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Rival Rogues (Vogue-Mutual), IC
Romeo of the Coal Wagon (Kalem), May 6, IC
Sauce for the Gander (Kalem), May 27, 2CD
Scaling
the The
Jungfrau
(Rex-Universal),
May 6, iSc
Schemers,
(Essanay),
May 27, 3D
Selig:
Three Wise Men, The, May 6, 3D
An
Gratitude,
May 3D
6, ID
Man Elephant's
Within, The,
May 13,
A Stranger in New York, May 20, 3CD
Sheriff's
20, ID
Hard Way.Duty,
The,The,
May May
20, 3D
A Boarding House Ham, May 20, IC
Test of Chivalry, The, May 27, 3D
Five Thousand Dollar Elopement, May 27, IC
Selig- V-L-S-E:
Into the Primitive, May 20, 5D
Sheriff's Duty,
(Selig), May 20, ID
Sherlock
HolmesThe(Essanay-V-L-S-E),
May 27, 7D
Signal-Mutual M.P. :
Nancy's
Birthright,
May
27,
5D
Sins of Men (Fox Film Corp.), May 27, 5D
Skelly's Skeleton (Beauty-Mutual) , May 20, IC
Skillful and
Sleigher's
Skirts
Cinders Strategy,
(Lubin), The
May (Falstaff-Mutual),
20, ICMay 13, IC
Snowr Cure, The (Keystone-Triangle), May 20, 2C
Social Pirates, The (Kalem), Sixth Episode, May 6, 2D
, Seventh Episode, May 20, 2D
——.Eighth Episode, May 27, 2D
Spellbound (Knickerbocker Star Feature-General), May 13, SD
Soul Mates (American-M.M.P.). May 20, 5D
Steven's
Sisters (Falstaff-Mutual),
Storming Sweet
the Trenches
(Powers-Universal),MayMay27,27,IC
IC
Sudden
Riches
(Peerless-World),
May 27, 6D
3267,
Sun Photoolay:
A Woman Wills, May 13, 5D
Susan Rocks the Boat (Fine Arts-Triangle), May 13, 5D
Suspect.TownThe Troupe.
(VitagraphMay 27,
27, IC
6D
Tank
The V-L-S-E)
(Kalem), . May
Terriss-Unity Sales:
My Country First, May 27. 6D
Test of Chivalry, The (Selig), May 27, 3D
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3110
3110
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3104
2729
3103
3271
2918
3094
3271
3272
3295
2918
2914
3267
3271
3269
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Thanhouser-M.M.P. :
Master Shakespeare, Strolling Player, May 13, 5D
Her Father's Gold, May 20, SD
Their Social Smash (Powers-Universal), May 20, IC
Thief of the Desert, The (Laemmle-Universal), May 6, ID
Three Wise Men, The (Selig), May 6, 3D
Three Wishes, The (Victor-Universal), May 20, ID
Touch on the Key, The (American-Mutual), May 20, 2D
Twenty
in Magic (Beauty-Mutual), May 20, IC
Universal Minutes
:
Peg
o'
the
Ring,
Episode, May 20,
Unconventional Girl, Second
The (Imp-Universal),
May2D
27, 2D
Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of
San
Francisco (Essanay),
May
20,
Sp.
Sc
Victor-Universal :
Girl Who Feared Daylight, The, May 6, 2D
A Strange Confession. May 13, ID
Three Wishes, The, May 20, ID
Limousine Mystery, The, May 27, 2D
VitagraphV-L-S-E:The, May 6, 7D
Law Decides,
God's
Country
Woman, MayMay6, 6,IC
8D
Mr. Jack
Goes and
Into theBusiness,
Ordeal of Elizabeth. The, May 27, 5D
Virginia (Rex-Universal), May 13, ID
Vogue-Mutual
Germatic :Love, May 20, IC
Rival Rogues, May 27, IC
National Nuts. May 27, IC
Wedding Guest. The (Bison-Universal), May 27, 2D
Wheat and the Chaff, The (Lubin), May 20, 3C
When a Wife Worries (Imp-Universal), May 13, IC
When Slim Was Home Cured (Imp-Universal), May 6, IC
Who's2D Guilty?
(Arrow-Pathe), First and Second Issues, May 27„
Each
With a Life at Stake (Mustang-Mutual), May 6, 2D
Woman Against Woman (Biograph), May 6, 3D
Woman Who Followed Me, The (Gold Seal-Universal), May 27, 2D..
Won With a Make-Up (Imp-Universal), May 6, ID
Wooling of Aunt Jeminma, The (Nestor-Universal), May 20, IC
Yaqui Cur, The (Biograph), May 13, 2D
Youth of Fortune, The (Red Feather-Universal), May 13, 5D
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Dependable Service
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Superintendent
FILM LABORATORIES
Rothacker

Laboratory Expert
Negative Specialist

Film Mfg.
Successor to
Industrial Moving Picture Co.
CHICAGO,
:: U.S.A.

4560 Pasadena Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.

MANUFACTURERS
Incorporated concern with modern film and
office equipment, prepared to furnish same,
as well as required bond and references
with regard to business responsibility, wishes
to represent weekly program and feature
films as distributors for Texas, where we
have transacted business with every-worthwhile theatre for the last five years. Correspondence invited.

"JOSH"

FROHMAN

BINNEY

Director General
Pacific Picture Producing Co.
1766 ALLESANDRO ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Box 28, Motion Picture News, 229 Seventh Ave., New York

THE

Co,

The bona-fide producer of legitimate
photo plays who offers training, instruction
and practical experience to the inexperienced people in moving picture acting. If
you feel that you are talented call on or
write him for full particulars.

AMUSEMENT

CORPORATION

Producing successful dramas re-enacted before the recording eye of the camera by actors
and under directors who have created artistic and box office successes in the "legitimate."
EIGHTEEN EAST FORTY-FIRST STREET, NEW YORK
William L. Sherrill, President
We have secured advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

2916
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CLASSIFIED
WANTED
Representatives to handle our new
101 Ranch Feature. Bond and references. Address K. L. Williams Bliss,
Okla.
Power's 6aless
machine
like new.
equipment,
rheostat.
Also Full
100
hiehest grade benches seating 500.
Address Ewell, 8 \V. S7th street,
City.
FOR SAUK,
Two foot Warne Compensarcs,
slightlydress L.used,
good Aurora,
condition.
E. Lemon,
111. Adfor Rent in OmaHa
Ground fltHir lull with balixmy seating
8oo. Central location. W ill remodel for
movinc picture house for loni; lease.
\. P. Dcdge & Co., Omaha, Nebr.
ElxKibitors
If your iiictures have the least flicker
orin Ilack
of brilliancy,
get aNewNUIDE.-\
ComtDination
Shutter.
Invejilion6
Surprising Results. Docs the business.
Guaranteed. Price S4.00.
Wni. Rehfiiss Mfg. Co., La Crosse, Wis.
Tran^erteR
Better light without waste of current.
Better pictures with less trouble for
operat or
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
432 Prosuect Ave.. Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
5 so. WABASH AVE.,
CHICAGO
All makes of picture machines
and theatre supplies.
Write for Complete Catalogue
MENGER & RING, Inc.
Manufacturers of
POSTER and LOBBY
DISPLAY FRAMES
JM W. 42nd StrMt
New York
C A
I L L E
Ticket Ollice Equipments
Embody Ticket Sellers, Ticket
Choppers,
Theatre RecordChange
LedgersMakers,
and Theatre
Tickets. Catalog on request,
C*ille Bros. Co., 1003 Amsterdam
Ave., Detroit, Mich.
The advertising you get from
your electric sign in the day
time is free. The advertising
you get at night with a Federal
sign is unsurpassed.
FEDERAL SIGN SYSTEM
(ELECTRIC)
Lake & CHICAGO.
Desplaines Street*,
PRINT AND DEVELOP
TITLES
EXCLUSIVELY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
WRITE FOR PRICES
Pan American Film Service
US West 45th St., New York City
OPERA

CHAIRS
Complete
PromptLino
Shipments
Write for
^
Cat^lof DC with
Direct
Factory Price!
PEABODY SCHOOL
FURNITURE CO.
8C2 W. Foortli Street.
North Mancheiler, lod.
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What
MR.Here^s
E. H. ROTH.
Mgr. of
the Portola Theatre. San
Francisco, Thinks of the
MOTIOGRAPH:
San Francisco, March 22, 1916.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
564 \V. Randolph St..
Chicago, 111.
The two new 1916 model Motiographs, which we purchased from
you the beginning of this year, have
given us perfect satisfaction in
every particular. I think I can
safely say that the Portola Theatre
is accredited witli showing the finest screen pictures in San Francisco,
or elsewhere. This credit, however,
is due to the Motiograph machines,
as their projection is perfect, and
the picture is absolutely flickerless
at any speed, as well as delightfully
steady. We have had, as you well
know, many inquiries from exhibitors who desire the best in projection. Needless to say, we gave your
machines our unqualified endorsement. Incidentally, I wish to thank
you for the consideration you have
always shown us.
Very sincerely yours,
POPULAR AirUSEMENT CO.,
E. H. Roth, Manager.
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By J. H. Hallberg

Ans. — Whenever
you are planning or
studying the connections for a magnet
coil of any kind
where the windings
are divided in two or more sections, it is a good plan to
always imagine the ^
core as a straight ^ ^
body. Place one of
the coils at the top
and the other one at
the bottom end of
the straight core.
Connect the beginning end of the top
coil to the line. Connect the end of the
96 — What precaution must
be taken in connecting the two
coils of a " U " core choke-coil
so that they will work in the
same direction?

top coil to the beginning of the bottom
coil and then connect
the end of the bottom
or second coil to one
carbon and then from
the other carbon back
to the other line wire.
This arrangement
you will observe lets
the current through
the two coils in series
in the same direction.
Then the choke-coil
is working correctly.
If by chance or accident you should have
reversed one of the
coils so that you
would for instance
connect the end of
the top coil to the
end of the bottom
coil, then one coil
will buck the other

Picture

News

Simplified

For better imderstanding, I herewith submit sketch
Fig. 47, showing the correct connections for the two
windings of a choke-coil and Fig. 48 illustrates the
wrong connections which would cause the device to
buck and be inoperative.
By referring to Fig. 47 we find that the beginning end
of the two coils is designated in each instance by the
letter " B," and the
end of the coils is
designated by the letter "E." Observation shows that the
external terminals of
the choke-coil then
consists of one beginning and one end
terminal. This is the
correct arrangement,
providing the coils
are wound the same
way when they are
made. I have observed instances
carewhere, through
lessness, coils have
been wound in opposite direction and
one should always
make sure of the direction of the windif one of
ing, because
the coils
is wound
in

Fig. 47

and your result will be no choking effect and you will
merely get the resistance of the copper wire of the two
coils in series with your arc and your fuse will blow.

direcopposite cannot
the tion,
then you
follow the rule of
connecting end of
coil No. I to beginning of coil No. 2, so
that you must not go blindly about determining connections of any kind with magnet coils.
If results are not obtained you should investigate to
determine the direction of the windings and the connections in accordance with the above and then you should
al so make sure if results are not forthcoming that no
portion of the winding is short circuited, between layers
{Continued on page 3456)
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Motion Pictures Have Lost Their Novelty as Animated Photographic Records and While Appeal Lies in Attractiveness of Suhjects, Excellence of Production, Staging and Importance of Cast, the Best Music, Competently Rendered, Must Be Part of Program Expected to Bring Public Back Again
By B. A. Holway
'/-\
A ■ i^ood acl\ crtisina. It makes little difference what it is,
nor does it altogether matter how you exploit it. If
it brings Ijiisincss, it is good advertising."
This statement, made to the \\riter by a veteran showman of
more than forty years' practical experience in the theatrical industry, enipliasizes the fundamental feature of good showmanship.
The main thought of e\ ery showman, as it is indeed, in a somewhat similar way, the thought of e\ery business man, is always
to attract the public to his theatre. To that end he carefully
arranges his program if he is a moving picture manager or a
Yaudeville man, or keeps his e\es open for the successful plays
if he is running a "legit" house. Anything that will bring the
■people to his theatre is good advertising.
Music has alwaxs played a more or less prominent part in the-atrical operation and has rightly become an indispensable feature.
Its advertising value in the average theatre (and in speaking of
-mu.sic in this sense it may be well to be specific and state that
the accornpan\-ing music of the house musicians is meant), has
-perhaps lost its force through the fact that it has become an
iindisi)ensable feature and is therefore accepted as a matter of
.course, and not as anything unusual.
But in the moving picture field an altogether different situation has arisen. The ordinary musical accompaniment found
in the average moving picture theatre is still in the stage above
referred to — considered an indispensable feature and accepted as
.a matter of course. But among the larger and more progressi\ e theatres of the country, the theatres that are following closely
the trend of public opinion and the development of the fourth
3argest industry in this country, music is assuming more significant proportions and becoming an important factor and hence
an advertising asset.
For it is becoming to be realized that moving pictures have
lost their novelty as animated photographic records and, while
.tJieir appeal now lies in the attractiveness of subject and the
-excellence of production, staging and importance of the cast,
the time is not far distant when the public, ever fickle and ever
seeking something new, will turn toward the entertainment that
offers something different.
Auditory Appeal Next Step
Inasmuch as the appeal to the eye alone is losing some of its
force, it is only logical that the next development should be along
the lines of auditory appeal. It is recognized that for the present
at least the s\nchronization of sound and screen action is impracticable inso far as it is applied to the effort to reproduce
through some medium the spoken words of the actors. Therefore it must be to the musical accompaniment that attention is
next turned.
Xo one realizes this more fully than that master mind of the
moving picture world, S. L. Rothapfel, the man who has done
more probably than anyone else to set the pace in motion picture exhibition and who has, by force of example and the daring of his convictions, established a new vogue in the presentation of the picture play.
Just as he elaborated and perfected the stage settings surrounding the screen and introduced this phase of cinematographic
presentation, so did he develop the musical atmosphere and surrounded the productions exhibited under his direction with elaborate musical accompaniment.

Tiie result w as iiic\ itahle. Patrons were at first attracted by
the beauty of his theatre, the splendid projection of his films,
but went out talking, not about either of these two nor the pictures themselves, but about the music. Little by little the reputation of the music at the Strand Theatre, in New York, became nation-wide. To speak of the Strand was synonymous with
speaking of good music. People from far and near went to the
Strand to hear the music and incidentally to see the photoplays
presented. The advertising value of music so firmly established
by the Strand forced itself to the attention of other large theatrical
managers, with the consequence that music became an elaborate
feature of their presentations.
But in man}' instances the basic principles of the Strand music
were completely overlooked. For it was not the large orchestra
and beautifully toned organ that created the impression in its
entirety, but rather the perfect blending and synchronization of
music and the pictures. The musical programs were laid out to
suit the photoplay and to meet its varying moods. Yet always
was it subdued and "under" the picture itself, accompanying it
but never rising above or dominating.
In the furtherance of his music as an advertising asset, Mr.
Rothapfel introduced specialty numbers, procuring noted singers
and musicians who appeared in concert programs between the
film presentations. But it would be a mistake to confuse the
music for the pictures with musical interpolations of the program, which, after all, were but incidental and in no wise peculiar
to a motion picture theatre.
Pains Taken by Rothapfel
In his efforts to obtain the right musical atmosphere for his
picture programs, it is said of Mr. Rothapfel that having in one
of the big feature films of the day a scene calling for music
by a country band, he worked for several days before the opening with his orchestra striving to get the effect that he desired,
and failing in that, went out into the street and engaged for
the entire week the film was shown a "German" band, marching
them back and forth behind the screen during that one scene in
the picture. The result was an effect obtainable in no other way
and again he had demonstrated the efficacy of sj nchronizing sound
and vision.
Illustrative of other phases of musical atmosphere created for
the picture, the writer recalls the presentation of a celebrated
film production in which the heroine was shown in the first part
of the picture preparing to leave this country for Scotland. Risking the breaking of the continuity of the story, the exhibitor
stopped the picture for the space of a moment or two, while in
the distance and coming nearer the audience heard the strains
of a bagpipe, followed by a quartette of male voices singing
"Loch Lomond." With consummate artistry the stage manager
dimmed his lights as the voices seemed to diminish in the distance, and before the singers had concluded the song the picture was again on the screen, showing the heroine in Scotland.
By a clever method of presentation the spectator had been transported from America to Scotland without there having been any
awkward pause or sudden change in locale.
Such little stunts as this have proven good advertising in that
they have the effect of causing verbal comment and sending the
spectator out talking about the whole program and creating a desire to see and hear what next may be done.
(Cniiliiiiirtl oil piKje 3462)
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Press Catch

Can be changed from an adult's chair to
a child's chair by pressing the catch and
raising asand
illustrated.
position
locks just Returns
as easily.to adult's
It provides a child with a seat proportioned to his body, a foot rest the right
height
and
putsadults,
the child's
eyeshimon toa line
with those of
enabling
see
without annoyance to others or discomfort to himself. The

Adjustable Chair
offers theatre owners something for which there
is a real need. Fortunately it is not an extra
expense but an added source of profit because
Does away with the free kids.
Increases the patronage of children; also the
adults who come with children.
Attracts
adults who
won't chilnow
it— patronage
attend
of ofdiscomfort
of holding
dren because
on their laps.
Attracts patronage from theatres not equipped
with Foco chairs.
FOCO Chairs cost new only a few cents more
than ordinary chairs. Made in all sizes and
finishes. Old chairs can be converted into Foco
Chairs at considerably less than the cost of new
chairs. Leading chair companies are licensed to
make Foco Chairs and can supply you.
Write for booklet showing red of actual
chairs iyi use.

Chicago
DeLuxe
Theatre
Lighted
with
X-Ray
Reflectors
BETTER

LIGHT

FOR

YOUR

THEATRE

The ideal lighting for a moving picture house
is soft, evenly diffused illumination; eliminating
all glare, harsh shadows and eye strain; giving
enough light for seating patrons without difficulty, yet not interfering with projection.
THE

EYE

COMFORT

SYSTEM

of indirect lighting by means of X-Ray Reflectors gives this ideal illumination. It has been
installed in over 2,000 theatres and moving
picture houses, and has caused widespread
comment and approval in every instance. It
is scientifically correct illumination; the nearest
approach to daylight; restful, artistic, beautiful.
For theatre exteriors flood lighting is the newest
illumination, the most inexpensive and effective
advertising obtainable.
Ask for particulars.
The theatre lighting expert in our engineering department will gladly work out a plan,
without charge, for lighting your theatre
most advantageously. Write, giving dimensions ofroom.
NATIONAL X-RAY
New York
21 W. 46th St.

Family Opera Chair Organization
315 N. loth Street, St. Louis, Mo.

In Child's Position
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In Adult's Position
The "NEWS"
-Ivertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.

REFLECTOR CO.
Chicago
244 W. Jackson Blvd.
Albany Chicago
Park Theatre
Flood Lighted with
X-Kay Reflectors
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Projection

^q[isnpiM©iinft

Edited by J. H. Hallberg
Who will answer all questions you may send in, no matter how simple or difficult
.ililE^i';

Bureau

of

Standards

Will

Save

Industry

Millions

C. Francis Jenkins, Chairman of the Recently Organized Efficiency Department of the Motion Pictm-e Board of
Trade, Issues Statement OutHning the Aims of His Department — Problems in the Mechanical End
of the Business the First to Receive Attention of Expert Supervision
.

FRANCIS JENKINS, of Washington, D. C, chairman of
the recently organized Bureau of Standards of the Motion Picture Board of Trade, has given out the following statement, covering the objects of the Bureau.
This movement is one which has been much needed, as mil.lions of dollars have been wasted by the various branches of
this industry in not co-operating and through the lack of definite
tasic standards to be followed by the manufacturers in the various
branches.
"The establishment of the Bureau of Standards of the Motion Picture Board of Trade came about by reason of the lack
of fixed standards in our industry, the direct cause of an enormous waste, and easily traceable to the loss of more than a hundred million dollars last year alone.
"The Bureau will stand in practically the same relation to
the Motion Picture Industry' that the Society of Automobile Engineers does to the Automobile business, and the Underwriters'
Laboratories does to the insurance companies, and whose recommendations, while they have not the effect of law, are so carefully considered before promulgation that they are now accepted
as authorative everj'where.
"The purpose of the Bureau is to bring about such a imification of processes, mechanisms and practices as will insure to the
beginner as well as the masters of business in our industry, a
Jerger net return than now prevails. Its edicts may not be mandatory, but rather express the composite thought of the business at large, a sort of clearing house for trade expression. In
due course there will be published a descriptive list of adopted
standards and approved ideas, methods and processes but it will
condemn nobody's device or idea at any time. Our first work
will be the establishment of mechanical standards, some to take
effect immediately, others later from time to time as will cause
the least possible disturbance in the business.
Every Finn to Contribute Expert
C

"Every concern known to the Bureau is or will be asked to
designate an expert to become a member of the sub-committee
relating to that branch of the industry. The sub-committee will
select a representative to become a member of the general comcommittee, and report thereto the recommendations of the subcommittee.
"The general committee will consist for the present of representatives of the following general divisions of the industry:
"1, Raw Material; 2, Production; 3, Projection; 4, Exhibitors;
5, Machine Manufacturers; 6, Electrical Goods Makers; 7, Exchanges; 8,Lens Manufacturers; 9, Camera Afanufacturers ; 10,
Reel Manufacturers; 11, Fire Underwriters; 12, Storage and Containers; 13, Transporation ; 14, Theatre Construction Arrangement; 15, Miscellaneous.
"This treatment of the subject, it is believed, will be fair and
equitable to all, and least likely to seriously disturb any branch
of the business while establishing necessary fixed and recognized standards.

"The organization of the Society of Automobile Engineers
brought order out of chaos in the automobile trade, and it is
reasonable to suppose that the establishment of fixed standards
dustry.
in
motion picture mechanism will do as much for our own in"As it is vitally important to all branches of the industry that
this come about in the quickest possible time, hearty co-operation
is invited from those interested."
REMEDY

TO PREVENT
" GREEN
STICKING

" FILMS FROM

C. H., Chicago, 111. — Your answers to the operators' and managers' questions have attracted my attention, as I am an old-time
operator and know what it means to us fellows to get the information you are giving, which I believe is of good value to any
man working in the moving picture business. I have been bothered a great deal when using green film on first runs by the
emulsion coming off and sticking on the springs, sprockets, rollers and other parts of the machine. I have used bees wax and
tallow to overcome this trouble, but it seems to me that there
ought to be some relief to us operators when running first-run
film. The picture will run along, and all of a sudden a part of
the emulsion will stick on the spring, scratching the film all the
way along the sprocket holes. You can hear and feel the machine
pull hard, and the picture then becomes unsteady. Do you know
of anything which will help to improve the running of first-run
pictures?
Ans. — O. J. Allenbaugh has invented a process which is known
as " The Allenbaugh Process," through the means of which a
green film is made like a glass finish on the emulsion side, so that
it is just as smooth and hard on the emulsion side as it is on the
opposite side. The result is that you may take a green film and
run it through a machine for the first time with just as much ease
as you can an old one which has run through the machines many
times.
One day, not long ago, I met Mr. Allenbaugh, and I investigated
his process, which is remarkable in all ways. Soon after becoming
connected with the Rialto theatre in New York in a consulting
capacity, I recommended to Mr. Rothapfcl that he have his films
treated so as to improve the projection, and also to reduce the
wear and tear on his machines. Mr. Rothapfel put the matter in
the hands of his chief operator, and, as a result, all films for the
Rialto theatre are now treated by the Allenbaugh process; and it
is a remarkable fact that not only is the film in itself improved
by the hardening process, ])ut it goes through the machine like an
old film, without noise or grit, and the motor pulls about one-half
as hard as it previously did with green films untreated. The
process is well worth the investigation of every exhibitor, and the
manufacturers of film should also investigate the Allenbaugh
process, as it will increase the life of their film by preventing the
elongation of the sprocket holes due to the great strain when the
film is run through the machines the first few times with the green
side of the film untreated.
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THE IDEAL THEATRE
Johnstown, Penn.
May 1, 1916
Gentlemen:
A good exhilDitor would not place economy ahead of good
projection, iDut after using Speer cartons for over a month
I can say that I can recommend them to any exhihitor as the
equal of the imported carbon I ever used and the price is
considerably lower.
I am using ^ x 12" soft cored on 120 Volts A.C. pulling 45 amperes and my results are excellent.
Very truly yours,
WILLIAM B. KLAHKE.

Our
catch

Factory
up

is OPERATING

with

You

orders

better

get

are absolutely

Speer

your

and

SPEER
order

Kxl2, cored,
9 16x12, cored,
5^x12, cored,
Mxl2, cored,
J-ixlZ, cored,
1x12, cored,
Sample Orders

TRADE MARK
SpeerJCarhons

for

NIGHT

guaranteed

DAY

CARBONS

in NOW!

! !

NET CASH PRICES
For Regular Speer Carbons
pointed both ends, $37.50 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $50.00 per M.- (1,000 \n a case)
pointed both ends, $70.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed one end, $115.00 per M. (500 in a case)
pointed one end, $150.00 per M. (500 in a case)
for 100 Carbons
Case Lot Filled
Prices at 10% Advance on Above

to give satisfaction or money

Carbon

to

back

Company

DEPT. "N"
(Makers of Carbons for Electrical purposes during the past 25 years)
ST. MARYS,

PA.

For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:
J.'H. HALLBERG, 36 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.
E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
KLEINEJOPTICAL CO., 166 N. State St., Chicago, 111.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.,
SOUTHERN^THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.,
813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Rhodes Building, Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

>E\VS" advertisers believe YOU worth. while; justify them.
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DO

NOT

WAIT

TOO

LONG

To put in that new Machine. 1>R()CRASTIXATI0.\ IS
THE ENEMY OF SUCCESS. People who go after things,
get them quicker than those who wait for them.
We can equip your Theatre complete (with the exception of Films and
Posters) and sell for cash or on the instalment pl.m.
Write today for catalog
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
Note change in address
THIRD FLOOR MALLERS BUILDING
S. E. CORNER WABASH AVE. & MADISON ST.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph,
Powers, parts
Simplex,
Standard
and Edison Machines, Genuine Repair
and all
goods pertaining
to the M. P. Theatre

MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINES

Power— Simplex— Baird
HALLBERG'S 20th Century Motor
Generators
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SANIZONE Deodorants, the perfect perfume for Motion Picture and all Theatres
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
Asic for Catalogs

Lewis

M.

SwRa.b

THEATRE

AND

MAILING

LIST

Philadelphia, pa.

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
N
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means63
a saving to you of from 30 to 50^ c in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
425 ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Phone, 2003 Randolph
Addressing
Midtigraphing
Printing Typewriting

WE
ENJOY
1S% of the patronage offered
by Southern Theatres
Prompt seivice^ attention to detail and
a modern supply house makes such an
unusual
statement true. Why not learn
our
methods.
Exclusive Southern Distributors
SIMPLEX PROJECTORS
THEATRE

ATLANTA
V2
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This matter is worthy of a great deal of consideration, and the
fact that the Rialto theatre, the most modern and progressive
motion picture theatre in the country, is using this process is an
assurance that all 1 have said concerning the Allenbaugh process
for lilm treating is correct and verified.
TROUBLE IN GETTING A PERFECTLY WHITE
LIGHT ALL OVER THE SCREEN
J. R. B., Angola. Jnd.: I read your articles in Motion Picture
News zvitli much interest, and think all operators should.
I have been having trouble in getting a perfectly white light all
over the screen. It shoii's purple in the centre, as the outline of
the carbon in fig. 1. / am using a Simplex projector with a 6>^inch condensing lens nearest the arc, and J'/i-inch in front. I am
using Y^-inch Snow carbons. The current is A. C. 110 volt, 60
cycles, and I use a Ft. Wayne Compensarc. operating on the 40cmperc notch. 1 make a picture about 8 feet by 10 feet, at 70-foot
throzv. The condensing lenses are adjustable, and I have them as
close as possible.
J use a straight set on the carbons, and do not "freeze" them.
I hope you will be able to help me, as it is a source of considerable
annoyance.
Answer. — I am not familiar with the Snow carbon. I do not
know who makes it. and I don't believe I have ever had opportunity of testing any of them, at least not as far as I know.
Therefore, it is possible that your carbon may cause some of
your trouble. However,
you are wrong m usmg a
J^-inch diameter cored
carbon with a Ft. Mayne
v////r^
Compensarc operating on
the 40-ampere notch. For
this current you should
not use a carbon larger
than
5^-inch
diameter. 6^^
Your
condensers,
inch, next to the arc, and
7^-inch focus in the
front should give you
good results, providing
Fig. 1.
you set them right to suit
your particular condition.
You state that the condensing lenses are adjustable, and you
have them as close as possible. You. will smooth out your field of
light on the screen considerably by moving the condensing lenses
apart, maybe ^ inch, and while you may sacrifice a certain amount
of illumination, your field of light will be distributed much better ;and I am sure your picture will be improved.
In any case, first of all, use the j^-inch carbons. Next, move the
condensers apart slightly, and draw your arc lamp back a little
bit, and then set the lower carbon straight up and down, and the
upper one inclined towards the lower at an angle of about thirty
degrees and keep the carbons fairly close together, but use your
own judgment on this as you will have to experiment, due to the
difference in your carbons and other local conditions which have
to be met by each individual operator.

PLANS TO INSTALL PLANT IN TOWN WHERE
ELECTRIC LIGHT IS NOT AVAILABLE
M. E. W., Colerain, N. C. — / am situated in a small town where
electric light is not available, and I am planning to install my individual light plant.
We have in the village a small individual 4 h. p. gas engine that
is furnishing lights for a private residence, and I am writing to
know if it is possible to build this current to a sufficient power to
run motion pictures with. What is necessary to give good pictures, the necessary voltage?
Ans. — If you are planning the installation of your own individual electric lighting plant, you will find advertised in the columns
of the News various makes of gasoline electric generating sets
and operated.
which give splendid satisfaction when properly installed

The gasoline consumption varies somewhat with the difrerent
make and type of engines, but my experience proves that it is safe
to figure about one pint per h. p. per hour.
GEORGIA
You say that you have an individual 4 h. p. gas engine, furnishing light for a private residence, and you want to know if you
" when writing to advertisers.
NEWS
PICTURE
MOTION
"
Be sure to mention

June 3, 1916
BETTER SATISFACTION
This notice ia addressed to tha
minority of our subscribers who
do not regularly answer advwtisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who
wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage
you from writing direct to our
advertisers; in fact, you do not
do enough of it for your own
good, but we do want you to
get
needs.the proper goods to fit your
There are many, perhaps you,
who are too busy to write each
company separately; therefore we
are offering our co-operation,
which ceive
means
that you will
refull information
on any
subject which you may designate
by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods
in which you are interested.
Your inquiries thus received
will be forwarded to reputable
manufacturers, even though the
goods on formation
which
wish In-In
are not you
advertised
the "News."
1. Architectural Suggestions
2. Arc Controllers
.3. Brass Ralls
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Carbons
7. Chairs
8. Chair Upholstery
9. Converters and Transformers
10. Developing and Printing
11. Developing Tanks
12. Disinfectants and Perfumes
13. Economizers and Rheostats
14. Llectric Signs
15. Elevators and Escalators
IC. Exterior Lighting
17. Film Carriers
18. Film Cement
19. Film Cleaners
20. Film Stock
21. Fire Extinguishers
22. Floral Decorations
23. Generators
24. Gas Engines
25. Ileatlng Apparatus
26. Interior Lighting
27. Interior Telephones
28. Lenses
29. Lighting Stts
30. Lobby Display
31. Lobby Novelties
32. Metal Ceilings
33. Motors
34. Mural Paintings
35. Musical Instruments
36. Paints
37. Perforating Machines
38. Printing Machines
39. Projection Machines
40. Projection Machines (Home)
41. Projection Booths
42. Rectifiers
43. Reels
44. Rewlnders
45. Screens
46. Slides
47. Slide Ink
48. Studio Lights
49. Tickets
50. Ticket Selling Machine*
51. Ticket Taking Machines
52. Uniforms
53. Ventilating and Fans
54. Vacuum Cleaners
Gentlemen: Please send me
descriptive matter on tlM ral>Jects marked in the abor* lists.
N>Ha
Theatre
City
»Ute
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can use this equipment for a motion picture arc. As you do not
state the voltage and the ampere capacity of the electric generator,
I cannot answer your question with assurance.
However, if your generator is capable of producing not less than
60 volts and from 25 to 35 amperes, then your 4 h. p. engine is
powerful enough to drive this generator so that you can operate
a motion picture projector ai^c with good results.
Of course, for a private or small exhibit, 15 amperes, D. C,
will do, but under no condition must the voltage be less than 60,
as you must have a rheostat in series with the generator and the
arc. The arc operates at about 50 volts, and 10 volts drop in the
rheostat is the smallest with which regulation of the arc can be
obtained. If you will give further information as to the type and
capacity of your generator, giving, perhaps, statement of what is
contained on the nameplate, and if you operate a storage battery
in conjunction with the equipment, with the specifications for the
same, I may then be able to give you further information; but it
seems to me that if you have the engine, it would be cheaper to
install a special generator for the projection machine, and such a
generator can be had at prices ranging from $90 to $125, depending
upon the design and quality of the machine, and with such a generator you could operate an arc anywheres between 25 and 40
amperes, D. C, without the use of a rheostat in series with the
arc, and if your engine is 4 actual break h. p., it will be plenty
strong enough to drive the generator.
EDWARD EARL IS RESPONSIBLE FOR MUCH
THE EFFICIENCY OF NICHOLAS POWER
COMPANY

OF

THE grow'th and development of many of the firms now
prominent in the motion picture industry has been phenomenal and it has been no easy matter to provide for the financial
requirements occasioned by such rapid growth. The accompanying photograph is that of Edward Earl, prominent in manufacturing and business
circles in New York, who
is the treasurer of the
Nicholas Power Company.
Mr. Earl is connected
with many large American business interests and
is a director of several
important New York corporations. He has been
associated with Nicholas
Power for a number of
years, and through this
close connection has become deeply interested in
the development of the.
motion picture art along
the best lines. Mr. Earl
represents the highest
type of the American
business man. He is ever
busy with his varied duties and is evidently
Edward Earl
averse to publicity. Mr.
Earl has had much to do with the system of efficiency which
characterizes the Nicholas Power organization from the office
boy up.
FRESH PICTURES OF KENTUCKY LOCALES ARE
TAKEN WITHOUT AS(SALT) BY A BATTERY
OF ROTH ACKER CAMERAMEN
ONE of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company's camera
crews, under the direction of Wesley Smith, has just returned
after completing a series of pictures taken in the vicinity of Frankfort and Lexington, Kentucky.
A battery of Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company's cameramen, under the direction of W. E. Aldis, recently took pictures for the big celebration, at the Lake Bluff Naval Academy,
north of Chicago, for the Navy League.
Eddy Linden, cameraman, is now working in Chicago on a three
reel motion picture advertising production.
E. H. Phillippi of the sales department is starting on a trip
through the East for the purpose of doing special investigation
work.
If vou like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.

My
Has

Business
Increased

to such proportions that
I must move into larger
quarters — I have leased the
ground floor store in the new
Godfrey Building at 727
Seventh Ave., City, where
I will establish the World's
greatest show-room and
supply house for electric
and motion picture equipments. 1hope to be settled
shortly after June 1st and
invite your inspection. You
will be amazed at the magnificence and completeness
of
my
new
establishment
THIS PROVES
PROGRESS—
AND SUCCESS.
HALLBERG
20™

CENTURY

MOTOR

GENERATOR
For 30 to 70
Capacity
Amp.
D. C.
For 110 or 220 volt, 60 cycle,
2 or 3 phase A. C. Line. For
6
single
phase,
$46 extra.
$28
Weight, 450 lbs. Height
15", Width 15", Length 28"
(2)
tra trol
for forcon$57.50
ex30-40
amp.
arc's on
fine switchboard with
volt and
amp.
and meters
special
field rheostat — N o
live part of
on
front
board.
OTHER SIZES AND STYLES OF
ALL KINDS — QUOTED UPON
REQUEST
Distributor of
Po wer's - Simplex -Ba ird
M. P. Machines
Send for Free Circulars and
CataloE^ues,
for Hallberg's
Bigcents.
100-pagebutCatalogue,
send
25
I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETE AND CARRY
"SPEER"
AND OTHER
MAKE CARBONS,
ALSO SUPPLIES.
Send $2.50
for latest Operator's
Book,
"MOTION
PICTURE
ELECTRICITY."
J, H, HALLBERG ^
34East23ilSI.5',Sl5lle«V(Hk
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STOTHART, MUSICAL DIRECTOR FOR "HIGH
JI^KS" AND COMPOSER, SIGNED AS CONDUCTOR OF CIRCLE, INDIANAPOLIS
HP. STOTHART, of New York, one of the most widely
• known directors in the tiieatrical music world, has been
engaged as conductor of tlie orchestra for the new Circle photoplay house, Indianapolis, which will open its doors in a few weeks.
He is to make his home in Indianapolis, and the orchestra will be
composed of Indianapolis musicians, most of whom have been
engaged for the Circle music forces.
Mr. Stothart during the last theatrical season was musical
director of two of the most notable light operas of the year,
llammerstein's "High Jinks" and " Katina." He has had wide
professional experience both as a conductor and as a composer,
and his efforts with the Circle theatre will be to provide interpretative music that will blend harmoniously with the pictures on
the screen, and where written music of the desired quality is not
available he well undertake to compose it. Altogether the music
will be one of the distinctive features of the Circle's programs.
The Circle's orchestra director began his career as a teacher of
music in the schools of ^filwaukee, where his ability to awaken
a keen interest in this subject among children gave him much
fame. In 1908 he was called to the University of Wisconsin
where he taught harmony in the college of music and became
director of the college drama. During his time at the Wisconsin
institution he composed the music and directed the production of
the operas of the Haresfoot Club, two of these operas being
" Alpsburg " and " The Manicure Shop," which were written by
him in collaboration w-ith Theodore Stempfel, Jr., of Indianapolis.
Mr. Stothart's first professional venture was " Frivolous
Geraldine," a light opera for which he composed the score and
which had an extended run in the Olympic theatre in Chicago.
Since that time he has been prominently identified with the
Hammerstein theatrical enterprises and has become a staff writer
with Witmark and Sons, music publishers. He is a member
of the Musical Director's Club of America, and his going to
Indianapolis is expected to add much strength to the musical
forces of Indianapolis.
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EMPRESS,
ITS DOORS

DENVER, MAJESTICALLY OPENS
AFTER UNDERGOING $25,000
ALTERATIONS

THE

Empress theatre of Denver has opened its doors after
being completely remodeled at a cost of $25,000. For weeks
decorators, painters, carpenters and upholsterers have been at
work remodeling the old Empress theatre of Denver, tearing
down here, building up there, beautifying and cleaning until the
famous theatre shines with a new glory inside and out. The two
little stores that formerly cramped the street entrance have been
torn out, and now there is room for the good natured crowds to
" mob " the box office without having to crush one another.
Paint and the arts of the decorator and the electrician have transformed the street appearance of the theatre, while inside the
house is one of the most beautiful in the state. The indirect system of lighting has been installed, and at night there is a pleasant
soft glow within the theatre that brings out the green, old rose
and ivory color of the decorations.
The Empress has a seating capacity of 1,650. The seats have
been covered with linen slips to protect the dresses and waists of
the women patrons from dirt and dust. These slips are changed
twice weekly. A modern ventilatitng plant similar to the one
in operation in the famous Strand theatre of New York has
been installed to carry the fresh air into the house
The Empress is a first-run motion picture house showing
feature photoplays.
MOTION

PICTURE PROJECTION SIMPLIFIED
{Continued from page 3449)
which sometimes happens. In Fig. 48 you see the end
of the first coil is connected to the end of the second
coil, which is wrong if the coils are womid in the same
direction. The connection as shown in Fig. 48 would
be right, and as it should be, if one coil is wound righthand and the other left-hand, through accident or m\s1ake.
Cofyright, 191 C. by J. H. Hallberg.
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THE

SATIN
EVERY

DAY

ARE

WHOLE

PHOTOPLAY

WORLD

GOLDFIBRE

IS TALKING

SCREENS

LETTERS RECEIVED TESTIFYING AS TO
WONDROUS PROJECTION SURFACE

HsThe beautiful new Orpheum Theatre
of Huntington, W. Va., the largest and
finest photoplay theatre in the State
writes this letter of the superlative
merits of Satin Goldfibre Screens.

OF

THE

MERITS

OF

THIS

ORPHEUM THEATRE
COMPANY
Huntington, W. Va.,
Satin Goldfibre Screens, Inc.
April 7, 1916.

Gentlemen:
—
Our projection
surface is considered "perfection itself,"
not
only
by our parts
patrons,
by fellow
exhibitors
Unsolicited testimonials
as
well,
from
various
of thebutstate.
Our projection
SATIN
system
consists
of
the
highest
grade
and
highest
priced
of the merits of any
materials that may be purchased, but we may say that
sales article are not
without your Satin Goldfibre Screen we would not be
GOLDFIBRE
able to consider our projection perfect.
forthcoming unless
Yours respectfully,
the satisfaction
SCREENS
ORPHEUM THEATRE COMPANY,
is there.
Per G. C. Sullivan, Secretary and Manager.
Sund Back of What is Claimed of Them
"It's All in the Satin Finish."
For Literature and Prices Address
SATIN
GOLDFIBRE
SCREENS,
Inc.
SUITE 2030 PENOBSCOT BLDG., DETROIT, MICH.
NEW YORK DISTRIBUTORS, J. H. HALLBERG, 36 EAST 23RD ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.
iiilillllllllilllllllilllllllillllillliilllllillllllll^
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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was built upon the basis that there were some "GOOD" machines and some "BETTER"
BUT Ample Room for "ONE BEST"
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A Department Devoted to Motion Picture Photography in All Its Phases, Studio and Laboratory Work

Characteristics

of

Photographic

Developers

Rodinol, a Liquid Developer of High Concentration, is Paramidophenol at Its Best and Has Seen Much More Use
Than Paramidophenol Hydrochloride — Amidol Was the Next Discovery of Skilled German Chemists —
Keducing Action of an Amidol Solution — Glycin Another Favorably Known Developer
(Vuntinued from Last Week)
The action of a Paramidophenol developer made up with sodium
sulphite is strongly affected by the addition of Potassium Bromide, which affords a ready means of controlling its action and
thereby allows overexposed negatives to be satisfactorily dealt
with.
Paramidophenol may be regarded as the mother substance of
other important developers to be described later, such as Amidol,
Glycin, Metol and others and in addition to its valuable properties
set forth above, it is susceptible to other slight alterations in its
composition which result in the formation of other high-class
compounds for developing.
By replacing the Hydrogen atom of the OH group of Paramidophenol, with a metal of alkali nature, such as potassium or
sodium, a phenolate of the original compound will be formed, the
chemical nature of which may he expressed by
ON.
NH:
As an instance of such a phenolate we will mention Rodinol,
a liquid developer of high concentration, which is favorably known
to all with experience in photography.
As Rodinol is supplied in liquid form and bottled it has not
seen much use in cine film development, but as Rodinol is Paramidophenol at its best, and has seen much more use than
Paramidophenol hydrochloride, mention is given it here. It may
further be stated that all the good points attributed above to
Paramidophenol are also possessed by Rodinol.
Further experiments, by the skilled German chemists, directed
toward the discovery of other organic developing compounds
shortly resulted in the production of another developer, which is
known to photographers generally as:
AMIDOL
OH
Chemical name, Diamidophenolhydrochloride
CeHj NHjHCL
NH.HCL
Amidol was announced at practically the same time by J. Hauff
and
Company of Feuerbach and by Dr. .^ndresen of the " Agfa "
Company.
As will be noted by a comparison of tlie chemical composition
of Amidol and its predecessor Paramidophenol, the compound
Amidol is possessed of one more of Amido (NH-,) groups than
is Paramidophenol, which greatly increases the power of Amidol
to develop with the addition of sodium sulphite alone.
In fact so rapidly does reduction take place with a solution of
.Amidol and sulphite that it is only in conjunction with sulphite
of sodium that .Amidol may he satisfactorily used. Were an
alkali cither of soda or potash added to the solution, development
would take place so energetically that even unexposed portions of
the film would be reduced ; in other words a bad degree of chemical fogging would result.
In appearance Amidol exhibits a crystalline structure in the
form of fine needles and hy the aid of sodium sulphite may be
easily dissolved in water. When mixed as recommended with
sulphite only it is possessed of rapid and complete developing
power. Negatives produced with an Amidol developer of proper
content are free from any degree of fog and in addition firstclass gradation and the satisfactory rendering of shadow detail
are obtained.

Reducing Action of an Amidol Solution
The reducing action of an Amidol solution may be easily controlled by the use of Potassium Bromide 10 per cent solution.
By slightly reducing the amount of sulphite the effective action
of the Bromide is increased, while should the reducing action of
Amidol need to be accellerated, some 16 per cent solution of
Sodium Sulphite should be added to the bath, as it will be recalled that alkalies cannot be successfully used with Amidol.
.Although possessed of some good qualities Amidol has not come
into use in the treatment of motion picture film, due to the fact
that it has very poor keeping qualities when made up, the solutions
deteriorating rapidly upon exposure to air. Neither a working
developer or a strong stock solution will retain its strength for a
space of time long enough to warrant its incorporation into large
and expensive baths such as are used in processing cinematograph
film.
The principal point in favor of Amidol with many photographers isthat it may be used without alkali. The carbonates of
sodium and potassium and also caustic alkalies have a most irritating effect on the hands of many workers, and as Amidol works
satisfactorily without an alkali it enjoys a popularity among
workers with tender skins.
.Another very favorably known developer derived from Paramidophenol and possessing rmny good properties is
GLYCIN
OH
Chemical name, Paraoxyphenylglycin C-.H., NHCH. COOH
Glycin, which is a white or sometimes yellowish powder in the
form of fine scales, is formed from Paramidophenol by replacing
one of the Hydrogen atoms of its NHa group by the monovalent
group expressed by CH-.COOH. Glycin, while not soluble in water
to any appreciable degree, dissolves readily in combination with
sodium sulphite. Upon dissolving Glycin with sodium sulphite a
sodium salt results, with the formula:
CcH,

OH
NHCH.COONa
Some of the properties of Paramidophenol are altered by the
entrance of the group CHaCOONa into its molecular structure, the
most important changes being greater solubility and adaptability
to use with all forms of alkalies.
A Glycin developer will stand out before all others in regards
to the exquisite cleanness of the negatives obtained through its
u.se, there being no trace of chemical fog and because of this
characteristic Glycin is particularly adapted to "Stand Development "and the treatment of exposures of doubtful correctness.
Negatives developed in a Glycin bath will show highly satisfactory gradations, but the rendition of shadow detail is not of
the highest character unless the developer is made up with a
caustic alkali which- causes the formation of a phenolate, having
tlie chemical formula:
C„H, NHCH.COONa
ONn action of Glycin may be readily
In cases of overexposure the
controlled by the addition of Bromide of Potassium 10 per cent
solution, hut this is seldom necessary due to its characteristic slow-
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Tiess in working. The action of Glycin is also sensitive to lowering of the working temperature of the bath.
■Glycin a Developer of Great Adaptability
Glycin is a developer of great adaptability to the varying requirements ofphotographic practice. By cutting down the amount
■of developer proper or the amount of carbonate or both, negatives
■of extreme softness may be obtained while an increase in the
amount of Glycin or carbonate, in making up the bath, will yield
.negatives showing vigorous contrasts. A rapid Glycin developer
is obtained when caustic alkali is used in place of the Potassium
Carbonate.
Glycin mixed in any form will keep without deterioration for
an indefinite period if bottled air-tight, although it has not been
found to possess keeping qualities above the ordinary when kept in
developing tanks such as are found in motion picture laboratories.
In view of the fact that Glycin solutions do not readily oxidize
upon exposure to the air, there is no discoloration of the gelatine
of films or plates processed with it, and the images obtained with
a Glycin bath are of a pure black color excepting when Caustic
Alkalies are used, when the precipitated silver on the film is of
a brownish black color.
Of all the photographic developers derived from Paramidophenol the most popular and most efticient, everything considered,
is :
OH
j\IETOL C„H^ NHCR
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Chemical name, Monomethylparamidophenolsulphate.
EASTMAN
KODAK
CO.,
Upon the substitution of a Methyl (CH,) group for one of the
hydrogen atoms of the NH., group of Paramidophenol we have
the compound Metol, the chemical symbol of which is given above.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Dr. Bogisch, another noted worker in photographic chemistry,
is credited with having first observed the good qualities of Metol
as applied to development and Metol was placed on the market
in 1891 by J. Hauf¥ and Company of Feuerbach, the " Agfa " Company of Berlin bringing out its Metol very shortly afterward.
Metol, which is rated as being the best of all rapid developers,
occurs in the form of a white crystalline powder, easily soluble
in water and forming a clear, colorless solution. In compounding
a Metol developer it is best to dissolve the Metol and Sodium
UP-TO-DATE
CAMERAMEN
sulphite separately as when an attempt is made to dissolve the
SHOULD
USE
jNIetol and sulphite together the former is sometimes precipitated.
A Metol bath will be found clear and colorless after the addition
of the Carbonate if properly mixed.
With most emulsions a INIetol developer will be found to work
clean and free from chemical fog. Should fogging occur it can
be corrected by the addition of a slight quantity of Potassium
Bromide. While the Bromide has very little restraining effect on
COERZ
a Metol bath made up with a carbonate of Sodium or Potassium,
it will be found a good corrective of fog and makes a rapid developer work comparatively clean.
Metol Developer Stands Alone
LErsSES
When the rendition of shadow detail is considered it will be
found that with the exception of Ortol, a Metol developer stands
FOR MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
ahead of all others. Although an Ortol bath of proper content
will give shadow detail equal to that secured with Metol, no other
THERE are few lenses better known or more widely
reagent equals it, and the nearest approach other than Ortol
used than the COERZ,
is the phenolate of Paramidophenol known as Rodinol.
The gradations in negatives developed with Metol are superlaKINO
HYPAR
F 3.5 LENS
tive, providing the exposures have approached the normal. This
quality and theof rounding
oft' of and
the tones
of thewith
image
is due
to the
sensitiveness
the developer
the speed
which
it works,
which has met all the exacting requirements of both studio
and shows the superiority of ■Metol to some of the comparatively
and field motion picture photography. It is made in 1%, 2,
2% and 3 inch focus. In addition, we manufacture GOERZ
■slower and harder working developers. The development of a
negative may be prolonged, however, when using !Metol, without
LENSES for long distance or telephoto work, the GOERZ
harm, and in this way most any desired quality of gradation may
MICROMETER MOUNT, GOERZ ROUND CLOSING DISbe secured.
SOLVING AND VIGNETTING DEVICE, DOUBLE EXPOSURE and other devices for producing the latest and
Another respect in which ]^Ietol differs from most other debest screen effects. Write now for our new descriptive matveloping regents is that the addition of Bromide of Potassium
to the bath has little effect as a restrainer. Especially is this
tion. ter. We are at your service for technical or other informatrue of solutions containing caustic alkalies, in which the Metol
exists as a phenolate. When developing with Metol the best
C. p. Goerz American Optical Co.
means for dealing with overexposed negatives, is the use of a
Office and Factory
solution of Metol and Sodium Sulphite. This bath is slower in
317 N. East 34tli Street, NEW YORK CITY
action than a bath containing a carbonate and may easily be
controlled by the addition of Bromide.
The more VOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.
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By reason of the entrance of the Alethyl {CliJ group into tlie
molecule of Paramidophenol, attendant upon the formation of
Metol, great solubility is conferred upon the latter, permitting
concentrated solutions to be prepared with Sodium Sulphite,
and Metol is likewise characterized by excellent keeping properties. Aletol mixed with sulphite or in the form of working solutions or strong stock solutions will keep indefinitely if not exposed to air, and moreover a Metol bath has long life and may
be used many times before becoming exhausted.
In addition to being made up with sulphite alone and with
sulphite and a carbonate of sodium or potassium, Metol may be
successfully used as a phenolate developer which as before noted
is accomplished by making it up with caustic alkali. Due to its
good keeping properties and the comparatively long time which
it takes for a Metol bath to oxidize the resulting negatives are
free from staining of the gelatine, which is likewise true of all
developing compounds derived from Paramidophenol.
Another reason why Metol enjoys such popularity both in the
motion picture and general photographic industries is, that it is
just as well adapted to the successful development of film positives or photographic prints as it is to thetreatment of negatives. The same also may be said of the developer Hydrokinone
in conjunction with which Metol is generally used in compounding a bath. Most of the other developers, however, find their
principal use in negative development.
In motion picture laboratories a properly compounded INIetol
bath is found to keep satisfactorily until an amount of film
sufficient to exhaust its reducing powers has been put through it,
which can be told by the increased time it takes to accomplish
development.
Merits of Metol Justifies Its Popularity
In Metol more good qualities are combined than will be found
in any other photographic developer and its universal popularity
is fully justified by its proven merits.
(To Be Continued Next Week)
SYSTEM FOR EXTRACTING FROM DEVELOPING
SOLUTION INGREDIENTS CAPABLE OF USE
AGAIN IS PERFECTED
THE

scarcity and high price of chemicals for use in developing motion picture films has caused numerous experiments
to be made by laboratory men, with the end in view of recoverINFORMATION
ing some of the more expensive ingredients used in baths for film
development.
I am interested in Motion Picture Photography
David Horsley of the Centaur Film Company has perfected a
and would like
system for extracting from an exhausted developing solution that
part of its contents which has sufficient activity to permit of its
being included in a new bath.
By means of the following description and diagram, the process
Without
Obligation
of chemical recovery will be made clear, and it is deserving of the
consideration of all laboratory superintendents.
on my part to obtain information on the equipment
On referring to the diagram the tank in which films are develas checked
oped as indicated by No. 1. Upon the bath becoming exhausted it
is pumped up into a storage tank. No. 3 (which should be located
CAMERAS
above the developing room) by a pump No. 2 connected to the
CAMERA ATTACHMENTS
piping between tanks No. 1 and No. 3.
TRIPODS
At the bottom of the storage tank No. 3 is another pipe with
an outlet valve, which is connected to a gas heated coil No. 4.
LENSES
Upon opening the valve at the bottom of the tank No. 3 the exFILM STOCK
hausted solution stored there passes through the heated coil No. 4
STUDIO LIGHTS
and in passing through the coil becomes revived and reoxidized.
Having passed through the coil No. 4 the greatly rejuvenated
LABORATORY APPARATUS
solution is allowed to run into a wide and shallow cooling tank,
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
No. 5. The fluid collected in cooling tank No. 5 is now tested in
order that its strength may be ascertained, and sufficient fresh
chemicals added to bring the strength of the bath back to normal
after which, by means of piping and a valve, it is led back into
(Tear out this advertisement and mail to MOTION PICthe
developing tank. The pipe from the cooling tank No. 5 should
TURE NEWS, 729 7lh Avenue, New York.)
be located somewhat above the bottom of the same, owing to the
Name
fact that the heating process causes all organic matter in the solution to be precipitated and it accumulates in the bottom of the coolTheatre
ing tank.
Addresx
Where the pipe from the cooling tank No. 5 discharges the rer
vitalized developer into developing tank No. 1 there should be
placed a filter bed No. 6 of close woven felt. The purpose of this
filter is two-fold. In addition to freeing the solution of any orIJi; .sun; tfi intnlioii " MOTICJ.N' PICTURE NEW.S " when writing to advertisers.
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ganic matter which may have flowed down in the solution, from
the cooling tank, it was also found that crystallization sometimes
occurred in the heating coil. By using a filter, however, the de-
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Apparatus for Reclaiming Used Developer
veloper enters the developing tank free from all foreign matter
either of organic or crystalline nature.
It is claimed that the use of the above outlined process effects a
saving of 60 per cent or higher in costly chemicals. If this is the
case laboratory men should not be backward about "going to it."
ZOLLER IS ELECTED PRESIDENT OF THE STANDARD NEWS
FILM COMPANY
AT annual meeting of the Standard Newsfilm Company in New
York last week, Josiah A. Zoller of New York, was
elected president. The other officers chosen were J. F. H. Wyse,
president of the Ontario Safety League, Toronto, vice-president;
Mortimer H. Hill, New York, secretary, and Fred R. Jones,
treasurer and general manager. Leroy Franklin Gourley, of
Montreal, is an additional director.
This company is moving into larger quarters in the Godfrey
building and will open a branch office in Chicago shortly.
Branches in existence at the present time are 34 Victoria street,
Toronto, and 4 Johnson's Court, Fleet street, London.
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Edited by Ernst Luz
This department is maintained for the exhibitor's assistance with a view of suggesting proper musical illustrations for
current photo plays. MOTION PICTURE NEWS will be pleased to help solve any difficulties the exhibitors may
have with their musical programs. All communications should be addressed to the Music and the Picture Department.
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(Continued on page 3450)
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ductions seemed to actually come to life and one almost seemed
to hear the characters talk. It is a fact, and in demonstration
thereof the books of the theatre were disclosed, that an almost
immediate increase in business was noted, while the other theatres providing merely musical accompaniment for their pictures
plodded along in the same only way.
The above is merely cited as an illustration of the value of
music to the picture theatre and the importance of music as an
advertising asset. The exhibitor .whose music is good and who
advertises his music judiciously but with proportionate thought
to its importance cannot be very far off the right track.
The old showman was pretty nearly right when he said "Anything
that will bring the patrons to your theatre is good advertising,"
and music as an advertising asset holds an important place in
the careful management of a moving picture theatre.
Editor's Note :— Many of the points made by Mr. Holway are
well taken and should be of interest to our readers. As he says,
the music of the present photoplay theatre is an important factor.
It is the one equipment in the photoplay theatre that does not
require exploitation. When properly maintained and conducted,
music is its own advertiser. The capable and up-to-date manager
has long realized that when he has first-class music in his theatre
he can safely exploit any other feature of the business, knowing that should this advertising bring him a greater periodical
capacity, he is certain that his music will make permanent patrons
of a certain per cent of those that are attracted by clever adver' ;
'
tising. ' "
Those who follow Mr. Rothapfel's managerial methods closely
appreciate him jis ; a master mind for accomplishing the above
in a most artistic and refined manner. Hence his certain success.
How Small Theatre Met (Competition
Personally, I feel that the photoplay theatre beckons to that
which is the very best in music, and I look iorward to the time
It is the wide-awake exhibitor who is realizing this truth and
when it will he the most lucrative occupation for those of the
is applying it to his Inisiness. Only recently an instance illustrative of this fact came to the attention of the writer. On
musical profession.
Mr. Holway is surely right when he says that music will
upper
in \'ew
is an ' average
type insmall
theatre Broadway
of the better
class.York
With City"
everything
in its favor
reattract business for the photoplay theatre. It cioes more — it makes
spect to location, but confronted with heavy opposition both in permanent patrons of transients and is the one and only foundation known to build up business slowely but surely, week after
motion pictures and in vaudeville, this house began to lose. Only •
a little, it is true, but receipts fell off, while at tlic same time
week, \yhe,n properly conducted.
■expenses increased.
Naturally the managment cast about for the solution of the BVSCH ORDERS MINUSA GOLD FIBRE SCREEN
problem. The house is a comparatively new one; the lobby and
FOR HIS PRIVATE THEATRE
display advertising about the theatre was good ; the selection of
films was good. But it seemed that pictures had lost a little of WHEN Aug. Busch of the Anheuser-Busch Brewing Comtheir attractiveness as presented in the old way. The music had
pany saw some of his films projected on a Minusa Gold
consisted of the usual orchestral accompaniment, with a small
l
ihrc
in
the
private demonstration
parlor
of Eugene decided
'I'aylor,
orchestra and a piano relieving while the musicians rested. After
cdmmercial photc;grapher
of St. Louis,
he immediately
lliat one of the Minusa Gold. Fibre Screens was quite essential
a careful analysis of the situation the management became impressed with the fact that all was not being got out of the pic- to tlie proper presentation of his films.
tures that could be ol>taine<l, anfl turned to liis music to supply
Consequently he has placed on order with the iVIinusa Cine Comthe deficiency. The small orchestra with its limitations and rejiany for a screen for his own theatre on his beautiful country esstrictions,asfailed to
to meet the situation, and a "Fotoplayer"
tate. Mr. Busch's h(jme contains some historical spots it having been
was installed
an rise
experiment.
the home
Grant.
The suiting of the music to the varying moods of the picture
which
wasi of
builtformer
before President
the Civil U.'
War,S. and
other The
relicslogarecabin,
.still
had its effect. Tlie pictures instead of being merely visual reprocarefully jiteserved.

But it is recognized that such elaborate musical accompaniment
.and atmosphere creation as developed by the larger theatres of
the country is not always practical for the average theatre manager and he must look about him for some other means of accomplishing similar
a
result at an expense much more in proportion to his receipts and the possibilities of his theatre.
It has been into this field that the "Fotoplayer" and kindred
■musical inventions ha\e stepped and have solved for the average exhibitor the problem of synchronizing sound and vision at
an expense proportionate with his receipts.
Mention is made of the "Fotoplayer" as being one of the most
practical of this type of instrument for the average exhibitor in
that it gives him perfect synchronization of sound and vision
at minimum cost and at the same time affording a high type of
anusic through its self-player attachments, which reproduce the
«xecution of the world's greatest masters under the control of
the operator in accord with the film on the screeh. So perfected
have these instruments become that in the smaller theatres —
and by smaller theatre the average house of 1,000 seats and upwards is referred to — with an admission price of ten or fifteen
cents, the orchestras are being entirely replaced or augmented by
them with an increase of efficiency that has proven good advertising.
But the basic principle is that of adequate musical atmosphere
and a judicious use of "effects" either operated independently or
in conjunction with such an instrument as above mentioned,
created for the photoplays. To-day 'this is becoming as essential
a factor in motion picture presentation- as the films themselves
and their careful selections.
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"A

Bluebird

Description of Music
1. Inter. (L. Desc.)
2. Desc. (H. Regal)
3. H. Intro, and Waltz
4. Desc. (S. H. Rom.)
5. Desc. (Rom.)
6. Inter. (Semi-Reg.)
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Son

of the Immortals''
Projection Time, 68 Minutes
By ERNST LUZ
Number Suggested
Cue to Stop Number
"Bomb
General
Paul
Stamhoff,
" Marcelle " (E. Schuberth)
explosion
in1 and
street.2. etc'
"Three Songs Eliland " (G. Schirmer) .
Connects
Parts
"Venus on Earth" (Jos. W. Stern),..
AfterArtPrince
Gallery.and American girl off. .Anarchist in
" Romance," Karganoff (G. Schirmer) .
. "Connects
Two daysParts
later."2 and 3.
"Inspiration" (G. Schirmer)
"Wedding of the Rose" (C. Fischer).
The New
King's first duty."
"" The
Coronation."
"Sweethearts" (G. Schirmer & Co.)
New
King
on
throne.
"March aux Flambeaux" (C. Fischer) " The first horse,
" Melodie " by Friml (G. Schirmer)
Bridge blows up. etc."
"Dog Train" (M. Witmark)
"A. Stern
B. C.& Dramatic
Set No. 4" — B2 (Jos. W " After the day's work, etc."
Co.)
"Connects
He becomes
popular
"Pantomime Clown" (C. Fischer)
Partsmore
3 and
4. every day, etc."
"Daisies" (M. Witmark)
" Don't Worry, etc."
" Le Poeme ' (Jos. W. Stern & Co.) .
After " You fool, I am his father."
" Pittoresque " (G. Schirmer)
You go toParts
the 4Cathedral,
"Longing" (G. Schirmer)
, "Connects
and 5. etc."
"II Guarany " (G. Schirmer)

7. Sh. Waltz
8. Regal March
9. Desc. (H. Rom.)
10. Inter. (Hurr.)
11. Dr. Andante
12. Tarantelle
13. Desc. (Rom.)
14. Waltz (Len. Leg.)
15. Inter. (L. For.)
16. Desc. (H.)
17. Overture (Alio.)
, " The next day."
18. Galop
" Etincelles " (Cirady-Bettoney & Co.).
Afterhoff.King enters room where are father and Stam19. Waltz (Len. Leg.)
" Idalia " (E. Schuberth & Co.)
20. Desc. (Rom.)
"Told at Twilight" (Boston Music Co.).
"ToTheend.puppy called me a cur."
21. Waltz
"Love's Kiss" (J. Remick)
ment. No. S a 4/4 march of positive regal tone. No. 9 must be a
Notes :— This
whileof telling
a beautiful
surrounded
with picture,
a great deal
action by
royalties, little
having romance,
to do withis slow number of a very serious romantic appeal. No. 10 must be a
a Kingdom of Kosonovia. Care should be taken that the numbers
2/4 intermezzo which can be hurried aceordnig to action on screen.
No. 12 should be a tarantella. It dare not be played too fast.
selected are of a more classic order, remembering that the regal tone
Nos. 13 and 14 must be slightly different numbers maintaining a
should be maintained as much as possible without making the musical
romantic appeal. No. 15 should be a 2/4 intermezzo of light foreign
program impossible.
effect. No. 16 should be a slow legato number having a positive
Nos. 1 and 6 should be light 4/4 intermezzo numbers.
dramatic effect. No. 17 should be an allegro number of an overture
No. 2 should be a 4/4 number of heavy regal effect. It does not
necessarily need to be a march. No. 3 should be a concert waltz with
followed by No. 18, a galop, to carry the action until the stop cue.
a slow introduction. Nos. 4 and 5 should be slow numbers of a Nos. 19' and 20 are the same as 13 and 14, reversed temperamentally.
No. 21 a sh.ort light waltz.
strictly melodious and romantic appeal. No. 7 a short waltz move-

EXHIBITORS-READJ. C. Deagan
THIS
LETTER
;
I have adopted your idea of Advertisthe streetsI with
Fon.ing by ItBallyhooing
works immeosely.
would Unanot
part with it now for any amount, for it is
not only the cheapest but by far the
most
effective advertising method I have
ever foimd.
C. C. B.\KER
Britton. S. D.
Mgr. Strand Theatre.
YOU WOULD BE PROUD TO
ADVERTISE DAILY WITH A
BRAS.S BAND AND TALLYHO.
WHY NOT WITH A
DEAGAN PORTABLE
ELECTRIC UNA-FON ?
THE MUSICAL ATTRACTION
1 LOUD
DE LUXE FOR STREET,
LOBBY AND PIT.
34 x 26 X 10 in. Weight 100 lbs
WRITE FOR CATALOG
_ AND FREE TRIAL OFFER
.1. nFAGAIM Deagan Building, 1782 Bertau Avenue
«*.
iMSi,t\\St\].'\ Chicago. Illinois
WE

Kimball Organs are masterpieces, whether they
consist in a carefully selected group of orchestral
tones for a house seating less than Pve hundred or
whether they contain every instrument that can be
utilized in the most exacting picture and enough of
them to fill the largest auditorium with musical sound.
The electrical mechanism is quick, accurate, dependable
and puts the whole instrument as completely under the
domination of the organist as the symphony orchestra the
conductor.

CHICAGO
KIMBALL
W. W.Eastern
Office:— 507 CO.
FIFTH ^"f//?^^"
AVE., NEW YORK

BUILD
ORGANS

WITH
THE

ALL

ELECTRIC

SYMPHONY

ACTIONS
PLAYER

The music of Mendelsohn
THE

AND

ORCHESTRIONS
WRITE FOR CATALOG
FACTORY

CO.

COVINGTON,

KENTUCKY

and Irving Berlin can be played on

BARTOLA

with equal effectiveness.

ORCHESTRA

Any piano player can operate it successfully.

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 710-711 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, lU.
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look over the " News."

Factory
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When
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Crescent Amusement Company, Controlling Tweuty-two Houses in the City and in Tennessee and Kentucky, Plans
the Erection of a 1,500 Theatre at the Cost of $100,000, on the Sites of the Alhambra and Rex — Exterior
Decoration Will Be in French Renaissance and the Interior in the Adam Style
NASH\ ILLE is to have another large picture theatre, the
Alajestic, to be opened by the Crescent Amusement Company, on Sept. 15. It will be built on the sites of the present
Alhambra and Rex theatres. Contracts were let on May IS, and
work will be carried on day and night. The plans, by Marr and
Holman, architects, call for an expenditure of $100,000. The
house will have a refrigerating system in connection with the
ventilating plant. The fresh air will be blown over brine coils,
which are frozen to a temperature of ten degrees below zero.
Besides this, an improved air washer and three large suction
fans are used to insure perfect ventilation at all times. In winter
the house will be heated by fresh air warmed over tempering coils.
The building will be absolutely fireproof in its construction and
will contain many novel features. There will be a waiting room
immediately inside the entrance on the first floor with a log fireplace and telephone for the convenience of patrons.
Ladies rest-rooms and men's smoking rooms will be installed
on either side of the first floor. The stairways to the balcony, four
in number, will be of marble, with ornamental bronze hand railings.
A large stage will be constructed, capable of putting on any class
of attractions, and a complete set of stage scenery will be installed,
the picture being placed against the rear wall of the stage with
special scenic effects built around the picture, with a garden
scene in front, giving it an unusually attractive appearance. The
picture will be located twenty-five feet beyond the front seats,
which will make the front seats as advantageous as those farther
back, and will not necessitate the audience looking straight up at
the screen.
A large pipe organ, with two echo organs, one in the balcony
and one underneath the balcony, will be installed. The exits will
extend straight from the street to the alley in the rear, insuring
quick egress from all parts of the house. The seats will be of the
largest type in use, being twenty-one inches in width, and the
spaces between each row of seats will be almost three feet,
enabling one to pass betwen the rows without interference. The
theatre will have a seating capacity of 1,500, with fifteen private
boxes. Ceiling height will be fifty feet. The electrical effects will
be very beautiful, many colored lights being in each indirect fixture
and around the stage, which will enable the furnishing of any kind
of an electrical effect that is desired in keeping with different
pictures.
The interior will be designed in the Adam style. The woodwork will be white enamel and the wall tinted in French gray.
The exterior will be of I'rench Renaissance architecture, being of

dark red brick with white enameled terra-cotta trimmings. An
ornamental iron marquese will extend around the entire front,
and there will be two stores with a large entrance in the center.
The floor will be covered with Wilton velvet carpet. The Crescent Amusement Company has been operating in Nashville for
more than ten years and has twenty-two theatres in the city and
throughout Tennessee and Kentucky. President Sudekum is as
interested over the Majestic theatre as if it were a palace. "I
mean to make this theatre where beauty and comfort will go hand
in hand, a theatre where I will want my patrons to go for enjoyMISSION, ON THE
ment."

KAHN

CUIT, SAN FRANCISCO,

AND

GREENFIELD

OPENS

WITH

LITTLE PEPPINA "
THE Mission theatre, located on Mission street, near Twentyfirst, San Francisco, the latest and largest in the chain of
motion picture houses operated by the Kahn and Greenfield Circuit of San Francisco, was opened on May 4 with " Poor Little
Peppina," featuring Mary Pickford. This house takes the place
of the old Idle Hour theatre, formerly conducted by this firm, but
seats more than twice the number that could be accommodated in
the old place. While the entrance is on Mission street, the main
theatre is on a rear street, thus making the outlay for realty
holdings less heavy and insuring a freedom from noise.
The theatre proper is reached by a lobby more than one
hundred feet long with a gentle incline. The walk from the street
IS seemingly shortened by a fine array of illuminated pictures in
frames, mirrors and beautiful marble work. The lower floor of
the house has a seating capacity of about fifteen hundred, while
about three hundred more are accommodated in the balcony. As a
special feature all house lights are controlled by dimmers. The projection room, which is located in the balcony, is furnished with
tliree Simplex machines and in an adjoining room there are two
motor generator sets, so that little less than a complete suspension of electric service can interfere with projection.
Kahn and Greenfield, the owners of the house, have been in
the moving picture business in San Francisco for several years,
.starting first with small houses in the Fillmore street district.
These have been replaced by larger and finer theatres until now the
lliree houses conducted by them are among the largest and finest in
the city. The New Fillmore will be under the management of
R. F. Abraham, who has been with the firm for some time as
l)ooker and manager.
ATLANTA CONVENTION PROVES PROFITABLE
MINUSA CINE PRODUCTS COMPANY

YOU WILL FIND THE
MAY INDEX
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a result of the Minusa Cine Products Company, the SouthTheatre Equipment Company, R. M. Shaw Company, and the
Mutual
Film Corporation's
exhibit Company
at the recent
tion in Atlanta,
the Minusa combined
Cine Products
is in convenreceipt
of sev(;ral orders from that territory.
The Bonita theatre, Copperhill; the Bonita theatre, Atlanta;
Lyceum theatre, New Orleans ; Trianon theatre, Birmingham ;
Herman Fichtenburg's new Globe theatre in New Orleans; the Alcasar theatre, Dothan, Ala., have placed their orders with the
.Minusa Company.
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SAVOY, IN CLEVELAND, SEATING 1,200, IS IN THE
BUSINESS SECTION AND DRAWS BIG
TRANSIENT CROWDS
THE Savoy, St. Clair and East 103d street, Cleveland, owned by
the Herman Rose Amusement Company and managed bj' H.
J. Garfield, has become known for the excellent patronage built up
for it by the slow but sure methods of the management. The
house measures 60 by 220 feet, and was erected last year. It is a
substantial structure built of brick, iron and concrete.
The theatre is been equipped with an improved heating and
ventilating plant and indirect lighting system. The seating capacity is 1,200. A Motiograph machine is used for projecting the
pictures, and the length of throw is 130 feet. A Martin rotary
converter is part of the booth equipment.
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ART

versus

BUSINESS

SOSMAX & LAXDIS STAGE SETTIXGS and scenic
effects are the inspirations of real artists. Any student of
theatre decoration will tell you that they are unique in their
originality, harmony, and structural simplicity.
But you,
as a shrewd
business
man, what
are not
interested in art.
You want
to know
this primarily
means from
the box-office angle. It means this: A SOSMAX & LAXDIS
stage setting will attract more people and people of a belter
class than you are now serving.
Our catalog costs you nothing, but is worth a lot.
SOSMAN & LANDIS COMPANY
Great Scene Painting Studios
417 So. Clinton St.
CHICAGO

OPERA

CHAIRS

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Department. Send blue print
or sketch fur Free Seating Plan.
If you arc ilesirous of reseating, we
canWrite
help yon
di'^riose of
for Catalog
X. old chairs.
We Seating.
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Interior of the Savoy, Cleveland
A. six piece orchestra provides the music; Caille Brothers furnished the Savoy with an up-to-date ticket seller. Two shows
a day are given and the management uses features from various
manufacturers. The Savoy is located right in the heart of the
business section and the admission price is ten cents. A staff of
fifteen employees is required to look after the house.
Mr. Garfield is a believer in extensive advertising and uses the
newspapers liberally, in addition to window displays and attractive
lobby publicit)'. The front of the Savoy always attracts attention
of pedestrians by the choice selection of new advertising matter
in panels and frames.
PIERCE, SALES MANAGER OF WURLITZER IN
MISSOURI AND KANSAS, FINDS THE
" NEWS " INVALUABLE
P. H. Pierce, sales manager of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
of Missouri and Kansas, is a reader of Motion Picture News
and uses it for references to new theatres. One little incident he
relates tells of the use he makes of the News.
"I was formerly connected with the Western Auto Music Company, of Dallas, Texas, before coming here. Since my arrival I
have ber been
getting
the X'ews.
recentlyin noticed
a large
num-it
of changes
in motion
pictureI houses
Texas and
clipped
out. sending it to that firm, asking them at the same time if they
took the X'ews. They w-rote me back — "No, but we are certainlj' going to subscribe for it.' I find it of much help in keeping track of changes in theatres and the opening of new houses,
all of which is interesting to my work."
|IIUIUlllUlllllUIIUIUIUIIIIimUIUUIllUllfflIUIIUlUUIllIIUIIIUIIUUIIUIIIlUIIUIIllll!llIllllllllllilllUI!IIIIIUIlU
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We have secured advertisers
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WE
48
WILL
HELP
YOU
Billie Burke
Charlie
Chaplin
Mary Pickford
Francis X. Bushman Theda
Bara
Clara Kimball Young
Marguerite
Dorothy Gish
Mary
Fuller
Fannie WardClark
Kathlyn
Williams
Mabel
Normand
Blanche Sweet
Cleo Madison
Fatty
Pauline Frederick
J. Warren Kerrigan Crane Arbuckle
Wilbur
Anita Stewart
Ella Hall
Hazel Dawn
King
Baggot
Helen Holines
Mary
Miles Minter
Mme. Petrova
William Famum
Grace
Cunard
Beverly Bayne
FrancisBrady
Ford
Alice
Vivian Martin
Ruth Roland
May
HaroldAllison
Lockwood
Gail Kane
Pearl White
Viola Dana
Bessie Barriscale
Edna
Mayo
Henry
Walthall
William S. Harte
Marguerite
Edith
StoreySnow
Earl
Williams
Flo LaBadie
Betty
Gladys Brown
Hulette
Nance O'Neil
EVERY 0^f=• OF WE 43 W.'-L HELP YOU TO GET lOOO
WEEKLY PROGRAMS FOR S3.00. WRITE FOR SAMPLES
Cal^in-Sgoe Co., 117 W. Harrison St., Chicago
MaKe

Yotir

Lobby

Display Attractive
There is nothing more fascinating to the
public than a bright brass frame to display
your photos or posters.
We make Lobb}- and Theatre Fixtures
and Brass Rails of every description.
Don't fail to visit our Showrooms.
Write for catalog.
The NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717 Sycamore Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
loi Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Coast representative, G. A. Metcalfe, 117 Goldengate Avenue, San Francisco, CaJifornia.
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to talk to YOU.

Listen to them 1
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OF NEW THEATRES
ARKANSAS
MOUNTED
POSTERS
Walter Stoppleman, for the past three years assistant manager of the
I'rnicessandtheatre
at Fortfeatures.
Smith, has leased the Van Buren theatre at Van
ISuren
will show
CALIFORNIA
RENTED
The Garrick theatre, Eighth and Broadway, Los Angeles, which for the
past year has been owned by the Los Angeles Investment Company and
under the management of Setli Perldns, has been sold to a recently
ON ALL FEATURES
organized corporation of Los Angeles business men. Teal Smith, formerly
an cxliibitor at Seattle and San Francisco, has been placed in charge of
tile house and has aniioLinccd :i new iiolicy. The program is to consist
ol a livc-rcci Muln.ii Ma.sterpicture, the new Mutual release titled "Reel
Lile." Iiotli
whieli
be elianged
the Mutual
suijjcct
whicliol'will
run will
[or four
weelis. wceltly,
By this and
arrangement
the Chaplin
theatre
will four
iiavc weeks.
the exclusive use of the Chaplin picture continuously for the
lirst
C. Patton Loshas Angeles,
purchasedof the
Normandy
Write for terms100/„"
andRoyNormandy,
George
Nye. theatre. Thirty-ninth street
"Save
Herman Stevens and Frank Einmert are tlie new owners of the Queen
theatre, at Thirtieth and Vermont avenue, Los Angeles, which they have
DICK BRADY POSTER RENTAL CO.
just purchased from W. J. Brandt.
Judge A. P. Tugwell has sold a half interest in the Globe Theatre at
126 West 46th St., New York City
Jefferson street and Central avenue, Los Angeles, to J. H. Herbert. The
theatre was closed for one week to permit the malving of a number of
alterations and improvements, including the installation of an American
A.
B.
C.
DRAIVIAXIC
IVUJSIC
.I'hotoplayer. When the house was reopened the admission price was increased to ten cents, the theatre formerly having been a five-cent house.
Don't tt wIthODt tho New Modern Music (or Set
Plctore
12 Ztts now
M. W. Stralee, who conducted a theatre at Valley City, North Dakota,
9 li>Playing.
a three numbered
Stormready.
scene.
Settato1ioi consists
of
a
heavy
misterloso.
Agiwill soon open a new house, which has been named tlie Majestic, at,
PlalntlTe, for scenes of Incendiarism A. 1 Is a Storm Hurry. B. 2 Is an Allegro
Agitato. C. 3 a Plaintive Andante as an
or premedllai«d murder.
Calexico, on the California-Mexico border. The liuilding is of lirick and
Set 2 consists or a long Heavy Dramatic Aftermath A Ululiollcal Scene of 3 number?
lias
modern
includingaround
an .lir-cooliug
At
Calexico
the equipment
temperature throughout,
frequently hovers
the 118 tosystem.
liU degree
Descriptive and Hurry. Good for »ceni« of A Set1 is10d new
Mlsierioso. B. 2 an Agitato
heavy plotting or mysterious action leading
mark,
and
the
management
of
the
new
theatre
belive
this
feature
of
the
\listerl<v«o C. 3 en Andante in minor kev
to fights or tumult.
theatre will make it decidedly attractive. The new theatre will have a seatSet 11 A Western Scene. 3 numnenj. li
art 3 consistsGoodof for
an fights,
Agitato-Hurry
and lustrates
ing cpiiacity of eiglit hundred. ec|uipped with Powers 6-B machines, Amerithe western characteristic, the bar
Lamentation.
riots, etc..
can I-'liotoplayer and will have a stage for vaudeville numbers.
room
llgnt
and
the
chase
ending
In
despair
or
di'ath
Appelstill
and Cook, owners of the Palace theatre at El Centre, are .
Set 4 consists of a Light Agitato and An
Set 12 A Fire Scene of 4 numbers. A. 1
building a large airdome which will be known as the Tulane.
dante
movrment.
Good
for
quarrels
or
aglla
the
plijtting
H
'1
ihi'
agltmion
or
alarm
M.
Leonhart,
formerly of the Oakland Photoplay conducted by the
tion In society dramas.
3 the coming of the fire department. U i
Turner and Dahnken Circuit at Oakland, but more recently in charge of
Set 5 Is a Burglar scene opening with the C.a Waltz
Lento movement after action quiet
sneaky
music,
thm
agitato,
hurry
and
Plain
the
Berkeley
house,
has been made manager of the house to be opened
No picture play' can afford to be with
tlve. Contains four different numbers
shortly at Portland, Ore., and has left for tlie northern city.
these numbeni Ml nunib*'r8 arranged
Set 6 consists of a ml.sterlnso and Allrgro out
G. H. Perry is no longer connected with the Novelty theatre at Cloverfor Ori'heiitral
Piano Organ.
One Man Orchestra
Hurry. Used for plotting ending in great or
dale,
combinations
from 2 toPlayi'i35
confu.^lnn or flgMs
charge.having ciisposed of his interests to C. V. Chicazola, who has assumed
Set 7 Is an Indian scene of three numbers
A moving picture house is to be opened shortly at Campbell, in the
An Inilla'i mystical opening a flght or battle pieces.
Prices: — Small
Orch. Including
Santa Clara Valley, by Gordon Ainsley.
Tello
25 centsOrgan
each and
Set
hurry, closing with an Indian plaintive.
Full ilrch
35 cents each Sei
Set 8 Is a fight and chase scene. Opens
Bennett has purchased Fisher's theatre in the Riclimond district of
SanA. Francisco.
Plann Solo and Accom. . 10 cents each Set
with a Hurry, going directly Into a concert
A mo\ing picture house will shortly be opened at Pinole by G. Walton.
Rjttra Parts ... .5 cents each part
gallnp for the chase.
PHOTO PLAY MUSIC CO.. Pobllshert, Ntw York Theatre, 1530 Broadway, New York City
Moviii.g ])iclurc ei|uipmciit
has been
installed
at the Veterans' Home at
^' ountvilic,
arc given
twiceFamily
a week.theatre
C. F. Ottoand is shows
now conducting
the
at Fruitvale and has
installed new cquipmont.
Plans for a large theatre to be erected on Stevenson street, near Sixth,
San Fr.incisi-o.
been feed
prepared
Frasier.
house from
will
have
a lobby onehave
Inmdred
long, by
and E.an M.
entrance
will This
be secured
Market street by means of an incline and a covered passageway over
FOR
SALE
Stevenson street.
MOVING
PICTURE
MAILING LISTS
CANADA
Only complete one to be had, numbering 22,000;
Mr. Hogatc of the Hanover, Out., moving picture house announces
that
he has sold his in"tcrest to Mr. Wilson, who will continue the active
price, $40.00; itemized by states, or $3.50 per
management.
Mr. Irwin of the Regal theatre in Beamsville, Ont., is contemplating a
thousand for states you want. Postage guaranchange and is advertising for a good theatre location in Ontario.
teed.
J. R. Muir. president of the Dominion Theatre Company, which has
just added the Royal Victoria theatre at Victoria, li. C, to its string of
1173 FUm Exchanges
$4.00
houses,
announces lliat many changes have been m.ide since his company
149 Manufacturers and Studios
1.00
assumed control on May 1. The entire interior of the theatre has been
rctinted
and new lighting efTect.s have been installed, while the orchestra,
210 Moving Picture Machine and Supply Dealers 1.50
formerly of three pieces, has been increasd to six instrumnts. The stage
Write for particulars
has been decorated with palms and flowers, and altogether the house has
made
Plansa distinct
are now advance.
being formulated for the erection of a large picture house
Trade Circular Addressing Co.
in tlie city of Westnioiint. I'p to the jircsciit the Westmount City Council
li.is
turned
down
several applications for permission to build a theatre
1661/^ West Adams Street, Chicago
there. Now. however, it is understood that the necessary license has been
Franklin 11S3
Estab. 1889
granted, with the condition that the Council itself shall censor all pictures
to be shown. The new venture will be watched with interest, as Westmount iieople have heretofore looked to Montreal for their pictures.
COLORADO
ALL
THE
PLAYERS
'jf
proniliieiire
aiiv Mil
,m/, >j11 piriuri'
largest deal in downtown Denver real estate that has been made in
mstanlly.
WIBUlii LS
WA.NTO.canIf beyoufurnished
fall lo a The
long time was made iniblic when a deed was recorded tr.insferriiig title
llspluy the face of a popular player who ih appearing
to tile four lot.s on the northwest corner of Sixteenth and Curtis streets
it your house you arc nverlooking an opportunity for from
Margaret G. Church .ind Arthur P. Church to the Bishop-Cass In.irger receipts. THK FACK OF A WKLL KNOWN
Company the
for propirty.
$.■500.00(1, less
jirescnt
mortgage
of $160,000
I'LAVKH
dlsplayidof will
draw more moner
outstandingvestment
against
Thesethelots
are known
as Nos.
17, 18,
'hm the prnminently
mere announcement
a name.
1')
ami
20,
lilock
97,
Fast
Dc'uver,
and
have
a
frontage
of
on
LARGE nA.NT) COLORED PICTURES.
Sixteenth street and 100 feet on Curtis street. The m w ownirs havefeetidans
Size 22 X 23 75c Each Size 11 x 14 20c Each
already prepared for the erection of a modern lire proof building, three
high, which will have stores and shops on the Sixteenth and Curtis
3EMI-PII0T0 POST CARDS $3.00 per thousand. Print stories
street fronts, as well as entrances from !;oth streets to a large fireproof
.'Our atiuuuiiceDieul on correspondence side and mall
■hem
weekly.
size 8x10,
all the moving picture theatre, with a seating capacity of more than 1,800.
■romlnrtit
players,PIIOTOGKAI'llS,
tjUU dlrtrn iit names,
20c, each,
;KAVri(E FOLDERS, containing pleturea of all th^
CONNECTICUT
iromlijent players, including feature stars, $10,00 per
;|iousand,
There will iie .inother moving picture theatre built in Watertowii by
.V]. 1. Langfortl or Kaugatuck, wliose theatre a few weeks ago was burned
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of all the players. 600
to the ground. Mr. Langforcl conducted a most successful business there
lines, 40c, each.
for.
the past two years and aroused iiileresi among the townspeople in the
lltA-NSPARLNCIES, ALL SIZES, from 50c, to $2.50,
moving picture line.
,\C-SIMI1,K OIL PA1.STIN08 from $8,00 to $25,00,
.u;(:ordlii£ lo size and frames.
FLORIDA
KRAUS IVIFG. CO
220 W. 42nd Street. IVJ. Y.
W. M. Carroll announces for the C;arroll Amusement Company of Tampa
12th
Fl0«r,
eANDLER
BUILDING,
the purchase of the Rex theatre, St. Petersburg. It is the aim of the
Sm4 for Catalog lit of o«er 600 player* and tamplet free. Write ai
new owners to make the house a home theatre and there will_ be no vari■l»ln| 4itjlli of yoor dull nighti. and we will tend you a remedy.
ation from the five-cent admission price. Several substantial improveBe sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers,
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ments are to be made. H. L. Gambate, who is known as a sucessful
manager, will direct the Rex.
INDIANA
The Blackstone, located on the north side of Martinsville, and the Grace
theatre, on the south side of the same city, have been placed on an independent basis. Some time ago the management of both theatres was, by
agreement, placed
in the hands
of Charles
Blackstone. Under the rear angement Mr. Blackstone
will retain
the Blackstone.
KANSAS
The Wonderland theatre at Clyde has been sold by R. A. Crumrine to
L. H. Husselman.
The Best theatre at Topeka has been sold by Lew Nathanson to W. P.
Cuflf, formerly manager of the Orpheum. Mr. CiifT will not make any
change in the policy of the house, but when summer opens up it is probable
that he will furnish vaudeville attractions and feature photoplays instead of
continuous picture programs. Mr. Nathanson will continue his duties as
representative
for manj- of the Kansas City exchanges, to which much of his
time is now devoted.
MASSACHUSETTS
George Ernst has resigned as manager of Empire theatre. North Adams,
to become manager of the Colonial. Pittsfield.
John S. Whistler of the Lyric, Pittsheld, has sold out to Charles Cotter
of Westrield.
Ben Ta.vlor of New Richmond theatre. North Adams, has sold his Taylor
theatre to Charles Costello, who has altered it and built a new front.
William W. DeWolf, formerly manager and part owner of the Cambridge
Olympia, is now manager of the Poli theatre at Springfield.
Fred M. Engley, general manager of the Eastern Maine Theatre company,
with two houses at Rockland. Me. ; two at Manchester. N. H. ; one at
Westbrook, Me., and one at Lowell, Mass., annoimces that the new theatre
at Biddeford, Me., will be ready to occupy on August 1.
Poll's Grand in Worcester started motion pictures May 22.
MICHIGAN
Col. W. S. Butterfield will build an $80,000 theatre in Flint, to be devoted
to vaudeville and pictures. Mr. Butterfield now controls the Majestic and
Garden theatres there. The new house will seat 1,500 and will open by
December 1.
William Wallace has been appointed manager of the American theatre,
234 Huron avenue. Port Huron, suceeding Harry Weinberg.
J. J. Randall is building a picture theatre in Lansing which he expects
to open the first of June, with R. D. Durand as manager. It is located at
429 East Michigan avenue, and when completed will be equipped with two
Powers
machines
tween 2506-B and
300. and a Gold Fibre screen. The seating capacity is be-'
MISSOURI
Grubel Brothers are erecting the new Electric theatre at Springfield,
which
tures. will seat 1,800 and will open September 1 with vaudeville and picThe Ruby
viously proventheatre.
a failure.Kansas City, has been reopened. The Ruby has preW. G. Ferguson, who recently acquired the Colonial theatre, at Thirtyninth street and Woodland avenue, Kansas City, has recently taken a step
which he believes will be a great improvement for his house. That is of
placing white covers over the backs of all the 666 seats in his house.
Alhambra,
the house
Elks' Arcade,
at Springfield,
opened its decorated
doors to
theThepublic
recently.in The
is thoroughly
modern, attractively
and perfectly ventilated. The Alhambra will run moving pictures exclusivel.v and the regular price will be 10 cents throughout the entire season.
D. T. Graham, president of the Columbia Novelty company, who has been
building an airdome in connection with the Webster theatre, on Clinton
and North Twelfth streets, St. Louis, has bought another lot to add to the
airdome site, making the ground, now undergoing alteration and building,
150 X 150 feet. This will give a larger seating capacity for the airdome
as well as more space to devote to beautifying the place. Mr. Graham
hopes to open the outdoor theatre on June 1.
The Maple airdome, on Kingshighway and Page Boulevard, St. Louis,
opened for the summer season on May 15 with a feature program, which is
changed daily.
The Crystal airdome, 5946 Delmar Boulevard, St. Louis, opened on May
12 with feature pictures and a popular local orchestra under the direction
of Victor Hugo.
The Lyric skydome, Delmar and Taylor avenues, St. Louis, one of the
theatres controlled by J. W. Cornelius, proprietor and manager of the two
Lyric theatres and the Royal, all in St. Louis, opened on May 15. The
weather
was cold
on pieces,
opening with
night,David
but the
airdome asw-as
crowded.
A splen-of
orchestra
of ten
Silverman
leader,
is a feature
the did
Lyric
skydome.
The Lee airdome, with a five cent admission price and a bill of short
subjects, with a feature occasionally, opened at Lee and Turner avenues, St.
Louis, on May 15.
Hector Pasmezoglu. manager of the Congress theatre, opened the Mozart
airdome, 4600 Delmar boulevard. St Louis, on May- 15. The airdome has
been a regular institution for several seasons, but just last winter Mr. Pasmezoglu secured the Congress, on Olive and Sarah, and has made a succes-ful motion picture house of a theatre which had been more or less of a
failure ever since it has been built. The theatre and airdome are several
blocks apart, and if the business warrants it the house may be kept open
all summer, as it is equipped with the swinging sashes on both sides, which
may bedoor place.
opened from ceiling to floor, making the house as cool as any outMrs. L. D. Stoddard, owner and manager of the Monroe theatre, on Chippewa and California avenues, St. Louis, has opened the Monroe airdome on
California avenue, just around the corner from the theatre. Mrs. Stoddard
has been a successful exhibitor in St. Louis for a period of seven years,
and is steadily improving her theatre and airdome. Last summer while the
airdome %yas running the theatre was undergoing repairs and enlargements,
and was increased in seating capacity by several hundreds.
NEBRASKA
The New Muse theatre, at Omaha, costing $60,000, will be opened soon.
The management has spared neither pains nor expense to make the New
Muse an up-to-date theatre. ■
George A. Monroe, proprietor of the MTonroe theatre, Twetity-fifth and
Famum streets, Omaha, has leased his house for the summer and will
take a season's rest, traveling.
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I
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I
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Other
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Upholstered
Chairs unlimited
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1
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in 25 selected.
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Our Consultation Service, specializing in designing economical arrange1 ments for theatre seating is tendered to you -without any charge whatever,
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The right screen is essential in any
auditorium in which motion pictures are
presented, but it is positively indispensable in a ny airdome in which the management hopes to realize to the fullest possible extent upon their investment.
RADIO! GOLDFIBRE SCREENS
use less electrical current than any other
screens made — and the minimum of electrical current produces the maximum of
results. This means that with RADIUM
GOLD FIBRE SCREENS airdomes are
enabled to start their performances at
least an hour earlier than is possible with
any other projection surface. An hour's
extra show each summer evening means
a lot of money.
IFrite Today for Price
and Detailed Injormaiion.
RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN. Inc.
220 W. 42d St.
New York Citv
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OHIO
The Guckerts have sold the Dreamland theatre, Marysville, to Frank
Gates.
Columbus.Mr. Gates formerly was in the motion picture theatre field at
The Grand Opera House, Kenton, has been converted into a motion picture theatre under the direction of the Henry Dickson Company. Carl
Pfeifler, of Chicago, is the new manager. The old booth on the balcony
level has been removed .ind ,in asbestos booth placed on the main floor
level. A 1916 motor-driven Motiograph machine has been installed. The
new curtain is twenty-four feet square and the pictures will be the largest
ever projected
-X mercury
arc rectifier
transform
the alternating current into Kenton.
direct current
has been
put in toservice
and flickerless
pictures are promised. Shows will be given every evening, except .Sunday.
Bellefontaine is to have a new motion picture theatre. Daniel S. Gutilla,
who has just bought the Neer building, will remodel that structure into a
theatre.
The will
theatre,
which onwillSouth
scat Main
betweenstreet.
five hundred
and six hundred persons,
be located
The improvement
will
cost about S23,000. Mr. Gutilla is manager of the Majestic and Grand
motion picture theatres. He may give up his lease on the latter theatre, as
he plans to give his personal attention to the new house.
OKLAHOMA
The management of the New Vale theatre at Muskogee, has started to
make extensive improvements at a cost approximately of $15,000. The
management
leased
ground
fifty-five
feet,a having
a seating capacity has
of 800
lower
floor floor
seats,space
125 ofbalcony
seats,
stage opening
of
30
feet
and
will
change
from
a
picture
house
to
a
vaudeville
and
picture
house.

TEXAS
The Alamo theatre, Waco, was damaged by fire recently to the extent of
)f5,000.
is partiallyandcovered
by .'i;2,500
insurance.
J. W.
Terry, wifeThfeof loss
the manaser,
two other
women living
above Mrs.
the theatre,
were obliged to jump to ihe street below.
The Pastime theatre .it Quitman, has been purchased by the Misses
Eleanor and Jennie Richardson, who are now operating the house.
VIRGINIA
Twenty-six
negroes
burned
to death,
twenty-five
thirty
others were
morewere
or less
seriously
injured,while
in afrom
fire that
destroyedto
a frame hall in which moving pictures were being shown at Wallaceton, a
hamlet on the Dismal Swamp canal twelve miles from Norfolk. The fire
was caused by the explosion of a gasoline tank which svipplied the lights.
The roof fell in before the exits, blocked by the surging mass of panicstricken people, could be cleared.
WASHINGTON
The Pan-American theatre, formerly the Pantages, Second avenue and
Seneca street, Seattle, has been leased by Manager Alex Pantages for a
long term to the Fifth Avenue Amusement Company. This concern renatned
the
Oak,pictures.
and opened it as the home of first-class vaudeville
and house
feature The
motion
The Pacific Photoville circuit has leased the Tacoma theatre, Tacoma,
from
May 14There
to October
High-class
and motion
be shown.
will be1.three
shows vaudeville
a day, a matinee
and pictures
two in will
the
evening.

TENNESSEE
The Crescent Amusement Company of Nashville, which owns and controls one of the largest circuits of motion picture and vaudeville theatres
throughoutand themake
Stateoneof large
Tennessee,
and Alhambra
theatrewilloutat ofa later
both.date
ThetakeRextheandRexAlhambra
are located on Fifth Avenue, Nashville, right in the midst of motion picture
row, and by making the change that is contemplated it will give the Crescent
Amusement Company even greater advantages to cater to larger crowds. A
large sum of money will be spent.
Parthenon,
one of Nashville's
houses,its located
on The
Church
street, between
Fourth andbiggest
Fifth motion
avenues,picture
has closed
doors.
The stockholders of the company held a meeting for the purpose of deciding
on the future course of the Parthenon, and announced that the doors of the
theatre would be closed indefinitely. Patronage of the Parthenon would not
justify the show remaining open. The property will either be sold or the
company reorganized and business resumed.
What undoubtedly will lie one of the handsomest theatres along Fifth
avenue, Nashville, after it has undergone a thorough overhauling, will be
the Crystal theatre, owned and controlled by W. H. Wassman. The Crystal
will be overhauled at an expense of some twelve or fifteen thousand dollars.
A handsome front and lobby will be a feature of the new house. While in
Nashville some weeks ago, J. M. Dixon, representing the Federal sipn system of Louisville, Ky., closed with Manager Wassman to place a Federal
sign at the Crystal theatre.
The Strand, a new moving picture house, has been opened in Morristown,
and has been remodeled and fitted up with modern appliances. It is under
the amanagenient
C. Jackson,
was manager
of Read'sdestroyed
theatre
for
priormark.
tooftheH. $20,000
fire in who
February
which completely
the oldyearland
The new motion picture theatre at the corner of Ninth and A streets,
Chattanooga, is fast nearing completion. Practically all the exterior of
the building has been finished and the interior construction will be rushed
to completion.

WISCONSIN
The new Beverly on South Main street. .Tanesville, is open for business.
The city.
Palace photoplay house, Racine, has received a license to operate in
that
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Brasti I^oder Frames for single sheet, the equal of which there is none. Ask your dealer to show you one of our frames
or we can give you descriptive matter on them, ^ We have 6 Simplex with and without motors, 9 No. 6 A machines
equipped with motor.^i for A. C. or D. C. ; 3 No. 6 machines; 12 No. 5 machines; 2 Edison Model D; at very low prices.
\\lifn makiiiK inquiry mention machine you are interested in.
Exclusive Dealers for Mirroroid Curtain, none its equal.
THE STERN MANUFACTURING CO., INC., Philadelphia, Pa.
Largest Supply House in U. S. A.
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Lobby
Stage

Decorations
Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS.
TREES, VINES, LEAVES, GARLANDS,
WREATHS AND PALMS.
Estimates made and theatres decorated under
contract by our expert.
Our 32-page catalogue No. 3, illustrating in
colors the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration, FREE.
FRANK NETSCHERT COMPANY, INC.
61 Barclay Street
New York City
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half light of the city's
underworld, against
a background

of

fashionable society in the full
glare of the
city's white
lights.

TfiE YITAGRAPfi

COIPARX

OFMERICA

Released ihcou^h.'V.TU.S.'E^. Inc.
!4f. I4K ^^mm
Mf, lAW. ^Tmm
MR IJK MR lAW.
■~r™
3*1^ lAW.
S"T— i lAW.
i*T«
if'.

$m

TUBIN
Released

FEATURE

through

V

L.S.E. Inc.

r, i2|.>. i2

f ^>

The Most Wonderful
Film Drama of the Year

"Into

The

Primitive "
Written by Robert Ames Bennet

Kathlyn
Williams'
Dramatic
Triumph
an Intensely
AbsorbingGreatest
Production,
Directed
by —T. •
N. Heffron and Crowded with Gripping Situations,
Wonderful Scenio Effects, Unusual Climaxes.
*'INTO

ir. 1^

THE PRIMITIVE"
Kas won tKe most flattering trade journal
reviews of tKe year.

Uif:; 1^/^

uif^ Ulf^ Ul^ Ul^ kl5

5ELIB

y?e/e43sec)

ifiPoughW.'L.S.'Ei.Inc.

m-Tm .'^pjTL-

."^^

^-r— ^-r^

]g^siBoniaiy[
Rclea sed tfi rou^h. V L. S.E. Inc.

To

Any

Exliibitor — Just

For

The

Asking

"Who's
Wko

In

BRANCH
OFFICES

BRANCH
OFFICES

Philadelphia
229N.12lIiSL
Pittsburg

Atlanta
75 Wallon SL
Boston
67 Church SL
Chicago
i A(bms SL and
Wabish Ave.
Cincinnati
, 129 West 7th SL
Cleveland
2077 E. 4th SL
Dallas
1900CoDiiiKrceSL
Denver
1433 Champa Sl
Detroit
502 Peter Soitb
Kansas City
Mo.
]2lb&WahralSL
Los Angeles
643 So. Oht SL
Minneapolis
608 N. first Are.
New York City
leOOBroaihrai

Your

Copy

of Tliis Book

At Tke

Nearest

V-L-S-E

lirFoortbAv.

PI ays

San Francisco
986 Market SL
Salt Lake City
129 E.SLSecond
South

Is Awaiting

Big-Four

This handsome, two-colored, fortyeight page book — the size of this
trade paper — done up in rich style,
gives striking "offstage" photographs
of each stage and screen favorite in
V-L-S-E Plays — along with a snappy,
out - of - the - ordinary personality
sketch of the rise and success of these
stars with intimate human interest
high lights in their lives.

Your

Call

Exchange

Besides being a book for ready reference on all the features released since
the company started, "Who's Who
In V-L-S-E Plays" has been designed
to aid exhibitors in compiling press
notices, program write-ups, and other
publicity, all the matter being written
from an angle to appeal to every
editor. It is a book which will be
invaluable to any theatre manager.

St.3630Louis
Olire SL
Seattle
415 Olive Sl
Washington
D. C.
811 E Street,
N.W.
New Orleans
342 Baroiue SL
117 Walton SL
Syracuse
Toronto
15 Wilton Ave.
Montreal

A request in person to the branch
manager, a word to the V-L-S-E
salesman in your territory, or a
letter to your nearest exchange
will bring your copy to you. Act
now before the supply is exhausted,
VL.S.E.
— ■T— VT— J-^ — ^T*— -"T —

r—

VL.S.E.

Inc.
^T^- j—r.^ j-Ti^

Inc.

Tbaoeuahe _^
Ree. U. S. Pat. 1907
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are

Exhibitors
approval

"THE

PICTURE

continually

3497

NEWS

writing

us

their

of

SERIES"

NUTT

KERNEL

Featuring the Inimitable Comedy

King

DANIELS

FRANK

This series to date includes:

"KERNEL

NUTT,

"KERNEL

NUTT

" KERNEL

NUTT,

THE

JANITOR"

WINS
THE

A

WIFE"

FOOTMAN

" The man in the box-office knows."

These superlative single-reelers
Released through the
V. L. S. E.

^ffVITACRAPU

COMPANY oPAMCmCA
EXECUTIVE omcii
EATT 15* ST. and LOCUST AVE. DROOKLYN. N.Y.
NEW VOUK • CHICAGO • LONDON • PARIS ^J-

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

"

349S
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yiTACRAPH

Regular Releases
"New
York— Past and Present
Is a one-reel educational film of exceptional interest
Released Monday, June 5th

The famous stars
EDITH STOREY and ANTONIO
Supported

"SHE

MORENO

Donald MacBride and Josephine Earle
in a one-reel comedy

THE
WON
Released Friday, June 9th

PRIZE"

ARk's FEATURE
BROADWAYThis ST
wee
offers
HARRY T. MOREY
One of the best loved stars of the screen
in

"A

STRANGE
CASE"
A three-part drama of mystery and love
Ned Finley in a well known role and
with a cast including Adele Kelly, Frank Holland
Edward Elkas and Charles Edwards
Released Saturday, June 10th

Released Through The General Film Company

^^VITAGRAPU
COMPANY oP AMERICA
ntomvc ocncu
CAfT fVVL mi LOCUST AVE. DRCXMCLYN. N.Y.
"^..W' NGIKVDnK
CMICACO • LONDON • PARIS
Be sjrc to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Featuring

Marin

and

Ollie

Sais

Kirkhy

Social

Exhibitors
Pirates

big and

little are cleaning

up

on "The Social Pirates" through Kalem's
revolutionary step in series booking. Ask your General Film Manager about the plan that gives you this
powerfully

gripping series, backed

advertising, at a two reel rental.
Next release "THE

FANGS

by nation-wide

Don't miss ill

OF THE

TATTLER."

Mona and Mary clean house in a blackmailing weekly after a fight that calls
into play subtle trickery and courageous strength.
Released MONDAY, JUNE 5th.

fh

Five

Acts —
Film

In

General

Service

Lotus
Alice
Woman

Hollister

—

the

vampire — rises to supreme

original

screen

heights in her vivid

interpretation of "The Lotus Woman" — the sensuously
fascinating daughter of the tropics. Passionate intrigue
and loyal friendship are the elements of which this
five act drama

of Latin America is moulded.

Harry

Millarde is seen in a stirring role as an American
soldier of fortune.
Released WEDNESDAY,

JUNE

28th.

Remember, "The Lotus Woman" may be booked in regular service. Complete line of posters and other advertising matter.

KALEM

COMPANY

235-39 West 23rd Street,
Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.

New

York

City

3500
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NEWS

AW/TUAL
SamVIOl S. flulchinSOK Prese/jJjTHE FB/1RLESS
FILM ST/I

STAR
PRODUCTIONS

HOLMES,*THE HEi£M
Hnnif
SERIES

FIVE

spectacular FIVE

from Popular (loucls

HELEN

HELEN

m

Pamouy

iramas
Author^

H^LSIES

K^IMES

g^M

FRANK HAMILTOrt SPEARMAN

M£L£M

H^'IMES

OF THE B & A
THE THRILLIMO HOVEL BY VAVOH KESTeR

HELEN

OP TH£
"T Jwdith
HOLMES
TME RECORD BRE/IKinC nOVEL
ALICE M<C0WA/1
HELEN

minis

RUMMERS

Con taming^
I he ^-=//2c/^
Same
HELEM
HOLMES
ibnl makes jj|,^CAME-^
The Q IR ^ BQX-QFFICE
unp/-e<-p<^/7/e«/
Sunesf
iONTRMT NOW FOR THE COMPLETE
SET OF HELEU HOLnES phoouctions
BOOK THROUOM
68 /MUTUAL
£)(chaoges
^roduc^9
by the SIGNAL
FILM C°RPORAT|orj'
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.

,^

D««M^/pRrcr.^.
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STAB
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3501

PRODUCTIONS

Oa

PELE/ISED

nin

THE
LiJ

WEEK

JUNE

9F

3th

BUANTON

//V
FIVE
ACT5
HECEN HOtMES «
^ffAHIOH SmCLAIR

<ili^atit>a
clratn
novelo^^the
cclehraied
C

.FRANK

0^

HAMTLTON

SPEARMAr*

"AMITH
ThmUS,TOtouMAQIOn;
SAVED MY

^special o-fferincj

*SINCLAia
you TOHAV£3MITHANY TOMESSAGES
TO" tVHEfi
0£LIV£/l,CJV£
TH£M
«£.
pehsonall-y "

^TaW ocfvanloije
ofthelimmense
popula
rit
u ,
tale
this
nted
^tar

to pack.

JtNCLAia
FOa SETTINGIS HaltESTEO
flR£ TO
SflQur OiBEK BBJOaS

Ur£ TODAY,'

carefulli| 'prepared and
slaqed al enortnoiig^^pense
to introduce tke
/ISHELEM
M/miONHOLMES
SINCLAIR

SIGNAL

FILfi

ATION'J
CORPORSERIES
GREAT
OF

1

HELEN
HOLMES

'productions

3502
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STAR

fiMERICAN

FILM

3503

NEWS

PRODUCTIONS
COMPANY

WILLIAM

Presents

RUSSELL

In a scries oi" EcXTRAORDINARY
FIVE
ACT FEATURES
POWERFULLY
DRAMATIZED AND ELABORATELY
STAGED
■for ilie moi4: culvaniageous prcs^tvtailott
of xhxs worl6'<amou5 matinee i6olr"^^

WILLIAM

IN 3

ACTS

tij &dward

WILLIAM
itO

/A/ 3

THE

HJGHEST

ACTS

tij Qrlhur

ACTS

THE

ati6

MAN

3SD

'M.^oodetv^

RUSSELL

bij Cussell

WILLIAM
tfO

A. Kaulmaa

RUSSELL

WILLIAM

iN 3

RUSSELL

S.SmUlv

RUSSELL

WHO

WOULD

NOT

DIE

IN 3 ACTS
bij %abcl fibnbon
other virile dramas maqnificcntlij staqc5
AS

WILLIAM

POWCRPUL

RUSSELL

Qrranqc

PRODUCTIONS

wilKi^our Tllutual

to daij tor

the complelc

special 'William

Qasscll

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

^jccliancj^
scries
features

Look over the " Xews."
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Speed
marks every situa• tion in "The Secret of the
Submarine!" This tremendous
automobile leap in Chapter Three,
released June 1st, is but one of a
series of smashing climaxes that arouse
storms of enthusiasm! Audiences know it
is genuine— that dummies could not be used.
They are amazed at the daring, the dash of Thomas
Chatterton andiJuanita Hansen in these terrific events!
Intense dramatic adventures follow each other with such
lightning-like rapidity that the big crowds cheer almost
continuously.

3lj

Over
lOOO
Newspapers
From Chapter
Now Being
Shown
x'^i-" ^

are now

3

running

serially

the great novelization of "The Secret
of Powell.
the Submarine"
by E.want
Alexander
Millions of readers
to see this
film triumph!

The spies' train was
racing alongside. The U, S.
navalbileinvestigator's
dashed ahead at aautomomi!e-aminute rate. Suddenly a
yawning chasm, left by a
washout, appeared ahead. It
was too late to stop, to
swerve! The big machine
took the leap— cleared twentyfive feet of space to the opposite bank !!!

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.

'ittiburah Gazette- Timet
San Francisco Chronicle
Philadelphia Inqjiirer
Baltimore American
Los Angeles Record
Milwaukee Journal

Indianapoll* Star
Cleveland Leader
New York World
Buffalo Courier
Dallas Journal
Omaha Bee

And

1000
Others
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CIAL

PICTURE

NEWS

FEATURE

"The Secret of the Submarine"
is hitting up a
record-breaking speed all over the country.
Exhibitors report
enormous attendances, remarkable demonstrations of interest and
approval.
The great plot is growing more and more fascinating — with its gigantic
web of mystery, intrigue, stupendous adventure and bitter struggles. Thomas Chatterton and Juanita Hansen have won tremendous popular favor in their new roles. A
great company of well-known actors and beautiful women give them sterling, powerful
support.

Speed-up

your

box-office receipts with

American

Film

Company,

The
Every
speed!
Fortunes
chapters

"The

Secret of the Submarine"!!

Inc., presents

Film

Novel

I". 1

of the Hour

minute of "The Secret of the Submarine" is crowded with action—
Every chapter is a motion picture revelation of new, different sensations.
have been spent to make each big two-act chapter a whirlwind production! Fifteen
in all — one released each week — will pile your profits high!

Book
This
Money-Maker!
Let this golden stream of profits pour into your box office for fifteen big
crashing weeks!
Make an avalanche of humanity crowd in at your doors!
Build a
monster attendance!! Boom that dull night — outdistance competition with the S-P-E-E-D of "The Secret
of the Submarine." Act now. Rush — wire your reservation. No obligation involved.
Apply to "TheMutual
Secret Film
of theCorporation,
Submarine" 71department
any Mutual
Exchange, or at
W. 23d St.,of New
York City.
American
Film
Company,
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President

Inc

We have secured advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

!
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/
'E
y
/
F
R/T
I
OU
W
FI
JEAL
AGeorge
compelling
"Flying
A" drama
Rich,
Periolattwo-part
and Alfred
Vosburgh
in a featuring
story of aVivian
happy home
wrecked by
a husband's
jealousy.
Directed
by Carl M. Le
Viness
Released June 5th
THe Pilgrim
Anna Little and Frank Borzage in a strong two-part "Mustang" drama of the west.
A powerful theme well acted amid superb scenery and settings.
Directed by Franl^ Borzage
Released June 9th
Billy Van Detisen's Operation
A rollicking "Beauty" comedy featuring John Steppling, Carol Halloway and John
Sheehan. The prank of a harmless "nut" nearly sent Billy to the operating room
by mistake. Directed by Archer McMackin
Released June 7ih
TKininem
Stotit
Orral Humphrey, the famous character comedian, in a clever "Beauty" comedy.
Directed by Nate Watt
Released June U th
Step into your Mutual exchange and see these pictures. You'll realize why
thousands of theatres are paying big profits by showing "American" films.
BOOK
YOURS
TODAYF
All "Flyine
A."
"Beauty"
and
"Muttang"
productions
dtMtributed
throughout
the United States and Canada exclusively by the Mutualare Film
Corporation.
American
Film Company,
Inc.
Chicago, Illinois
Samuel S. Hutchinson, President

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS'

v.i i, . m

i , advertisers.
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Starring Gertrude Robinson, with Iva Shepard,
in a 3-act story of a woman's fatal eri-or on her wedding
day. Look at the pictures on this page. They show a
few of^the tense situations. Released June 8.
"ARMADAX,E"
Collins' Now
popular
novel in 3 acts, starring Alexander
Gaden and— Wilkie
Iva Shepard.
showing.
"THE SPATULATE THUMB"— 3-act melodrama by Lionel Barrymore
and Wright Huntington, starring Alexander Gaden and Iva Shepard.
Released June 22.
GAUMONT S GREAT SINGLE REELS
MUTUAL WEEKLY— The Reel 01 Scoops.
"REEL' LIFE" — The Mutual Film Magazine. ;
"SEE. AMERICA
Scenic, with official U. S. Government film.
On same reelFIRST"—
with
KARTOONNoseyKOMICS
— Gaumont's animated sure-fire laugh-prnvokers,
Ned and Estelle.

■

n ■
_L

4
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Edwin ]Mom?.
Pre?enl

DRAMA

A TOUCHING STORY- A POWCRFUL CAST
"JOHN
ETHYLE
m
m COOKE
WIFE
IN THE TITLE ROLE .SUPPORTED BY ERNEST HOWARD
TWO PEELS
SAM NiBLACK ,CAREY L.HASTIINGS anoBABY ETHELMARY OAKLAND
RELEASED
JUNE

'^Jl

CLAUDE

COOPER

aFRANKEII'NISH

OSCARfiCONPAD

f UNNX-TlTLE?rW£LL. FUNNIER PICTURE!
SWIFT, CLEAN COMEDY AND -CATCHING ON WITH AUDIENCES LIKE WILD-FIRE
ENTERS"
VERIISEN
AD
ONE
REEL
RELE^SEDJUNE y:^
ff

WHERE

WIVES

WIN

CAREY HASTINGS £ JOE PHIL! PS
IN A CYCLONIC COMEDY.
ACTION
ONE

? LIKE A CATLING

REEL

THANHOUSER

RELEASED

!
JUNEIQ

NEWROCHELlE.Nt

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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PROGRAM

HORSLEY

PRODUCTIONS
i

CRANE

WILBUR

GEORGE

OVEY

MARGARET

WILLIAM

THE

GIBSON

CLIFPORD

BOSTOCK

ANIMALS

These animals will be at Luna Park, Coney Island, for the
summer of 1916 (opening May 27th). Animal pictures
will be produced there which the public (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their interest in my productions. Book them.

Studios:
Los Angeles, California
Laboratories: Bayonne, New Jersey
London Office: 93 Wardour St., L<mdon, Elngland

DAVID

HORSLEY
LOS

PRODUCTIONS

ANGELES

Our advertisers tell us whea we give YOU the best magazine.
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tribune

Present

Billie
Burke
In the RUPERT l>V
HUGHES Clnem*

I

HENRY

KOLKER

in 'Gloria's Romance'

7

"IjOST
EVERGLADES"
also inthe the
Metropolitan
GEiRAXJDINE
FARRAB St?U"tn
"Temptation" atra
Fraiik Danieis In a New Jack ComeKjjK-.

=

*ByAII^J^^l:^!e^t Wilk FZieAfeld,dr.,
GEORGE
KLEINE

Mis?
Today and Tomorrow
al theif Following Tt
PRESl
SSth St. and

Millie

'Burke

OAKLAND^
Drexel and OakwoV Brevard

GLORIAT

ROMANCE

FRO
SSth St. and EiWs
jxjpported by HENRY
LAKE!
4730 Shcridzm*

AMoliorvPidxjre
KUPERT

CA
Clark St. Knd Bb

The

COSMOPI
Halsted and 799 St
Thursday

and FjAav^t

COLU

advertisements

KOLKER.

No\?el by W&
HUGHES
shown

Krf-

here

appeared

in the Chicago Tribune's Motion Picture Directory
on Monday, May 22nd, the release date of Gloria's Romance.
Notice the class of theatres playing this stupendous box-office
attraction — absolutely the representative houses of Chicago.
This is true of every large city in the United States. For
bookings apply to your nearest Kleine Exchange.
GEORGE

KLEINE,

805 E. 175th

TERMW/AL
ing Av
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertiser*.

St., New
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JNIONDAY,

MAY

1

Wisconsin Ave. I Block S.
—todayTwo Matinee&— 7:39 and 4 P.
Nights 7:30 and 9 PM.
Billie

M

1916.

JONES, LINICK & SCHAEFER'S

6746Matinee
Sheddan2:30Rd.andLoyola
4:00 P"L" Sta.

lear Ma<5ls6o St. S
y i:80 toU:SOP. SI, g

ni Before m

22.

3511

NEWS

REGENT

f

ederick Si

PICTURE

GEORGE
KLEINE
Presents

— IN—
_
I
Gloria's
Romance
= Also
Dorothy
Kelly and Harry Morey
g
^
1
=
in "The Law Decides." =
p A Vitagraph Blue ^Dbon Feature. M

= HUGHES
Cinema
In the RUPERT

Miss Billie Burkel
ER _ Novel,
CKEI^OCK
=J[NI
6Z19-2S Broadway.^ear
Granville Ave. >= ^3
M Mat. 1:30 P. M. ofttmuous to 11 P.M. M I "A PERILOUS
in Chapter One of ^
"GLORIA'S ROMANCE" i
^=
Also the Dainty Star,
Marguerite Clark I
g in "MOLLY
BELIEVE.- g
In the Paramount Feature
I CHARLES
CHAPLIN I
LOVE"
"GLORIA'SI
I
In "THE FL00RWAI4CER." g
M Greatest Masterpiece Picture Program =
a. m. to 11 li. m.
mET
KITTY 11BELLAIRS'
Ever Presented. S
prence and
Burke

VITAGRAR
8ies-41CONTINTTOUS
I>lncoln Ave, 1:80
Neart<vU.?
BetawmtM. ,
Acts
Adults Only
BnJ.re BtJRKEJ In
"GLORIA'S ROMANCES
CUFTQN
:15 P. M. AdiUts,
ChlWren.
5o.
alEO HaiTjr^T. Morey In -"The Acxsuafng
Voice"
' -«V
T/ EAlso
Acts KEDZIE AVENUE ANNEX.
5 Oor. Kedzie -Avei and Madison SI
35 IRVINQ
?K. BLVD. |"Gloria^s Romance
First Episode
_
pter InNo. 1. =
as
S
with BILLIE BURKE; also 3
=
"The Good Bad Man„'-'-.« Parts s
; Street a Trianirle with Do>iiBai6' Fairbanks =
LSO'N AVE.
PARAMOUNT
2836-54
Mll-waukee 1:30
Av. toNr.11 Sawyer.
CONTINUOUS—
P. M.
WM. FOX Presents
"THE with
BATTLE
OF HEARTS"
VVM. FARNTJM.
E Acts. Adults. 10c. Children. 6o.
3411 W. UZTH .STRKErr ^
Coirt. 1:30 to 11 P. M. g
t, & Eve. ^
W. S. HART
I

[GRAY'
f
Drama ^

ALSO
=
in "The Primal
Lure'* g
HARRY GRIBBONI
m a 2 Act Keystone Comedy S
"A PAS?H OF COURAGE" =

2*^** CONTINUOUS

=
A mmian

"T

"WW

a

Also Billie

Cs now appearing at leading motion
SS picture theatres in George Klelne s
g Miliion Dollar Picture Novel—

Burkein
Gloiia'^ Rontante l
ANNOUNCEMENT

ROMANCE"
IA'S
"GLORand
I
HUGHESAT i
Mrs. RUPERT
i Py Mr.
== ISEE
THE
MOTION
PICTURES
=
THE THEATRES-READ
THE
STORY IN THE CHICAGO
1
SUNDAY TRIBUNE.
^

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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\ 1EQILJIBTAIE)ILE:^

HAVE

WHAT

MANY

PICTUREX

LACK-

PUNCH

!

PLAY

THESE

G\RLYLE 5LACKWELL in "THE CLARION"
in ''PAS5ER5-BY"

CHARLES CHERRY
GAIL KANE m

THE LABYRINTH"

in "^THE PRICE"
HELEN WARE
JACKIE SAUNDERS in'THETWIN TRIANGLE"
" DIVORCED"

m

HILDA 5P0NG
JOHN MASON

in '"THE REAPERS"

CYRIL SCOTT

m

NOT GUILTY"

ADELEDLOOD

m "THE DEVIL'S TOY"

JULIA DEAN

in

"THE RANSOM"
AND
PROFIT

1 1
III
III

I

•QUITADLE

nOTlOAJ RELEASING
PICTURE/
THROUGH
WORLD

FILM

COPPORATIO

CORPORATION

Be fure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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CTROJITS
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T\\nENT^miCNHmE

tfcarst

Comics

LAPQaiMLY

are

aring
papers

ever^

<i^.

MAUD

MOUSE

WILLTE
MULE

TOyl

POWERS

Noxious

Tlic^

cartoon-5

mot

ect

^iloom

do

diepoUerff

news-

'y^e

KCWKMT^IGWrZ

CCUSIN"
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FEATURING SALLY CRUTE. MIGNON ANDERSON
PHILLIPS SUPPORTED BY AN ALL STAR CAST

Q Undoubtedly, "the most original photodrama of the year" is what the consensus of
opinions will be regarding "Her Husband's
CI This
newest Ivan feature pulsates with acWife."
tion,
lip advertising
to receiveandfromthestartled
audiences it's
willduewarrant
any theatre playing it for a long run.
Q "Her Husband's Wife" will be released
the Ivan Exchanges on the first of June.
in touch with the Ivan Exchange in your
ritory and book this sure-fire box-office
ner.

IVAN

thru
Get
terwin-

3517

AND AUGUSTUS
OF PRINCIPALS

(| Contracts as exclusive
distributors of Ivan Productions are expiring in
some territories.
Q Bids from reliable exchange owners who are
in a position to distribute
Ivan Productions and
enhance the value of our
brand name will be considered and options on
franchises given.
(f weeks
Withinwe the
few
will next
announce
something startling!

FILM
PRODUCTIONS,
126 WEST 46th STREET. NEW YORK CITY

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU Value.

Inc.

mriom

For the presentation to the trade of this pretentious eight-part feature, we have
secured for the morning of Friday, June thirtieth, at 9.30 A. M., the New Rialto
Theatre and will have command of the full equipment of this ultra-luxuriant house, including the thirty-five piece orchestra with specially arranged music.
This will be the only screening given "The Woman Who Dared," before the
allotment of territorial rights.
ealifomla Motion PictureCorporatlon
Alexander Beyfuss. General Manager
San Rafael. California

etrreftl

SKOMD

STATE
ESPECIALLY
EXHIBITOR
BETTER

RELEASE

'-ROGRAM

lllGniS
INTENDED

WHO
THAM

FOR

INSISTS

Til E
ON
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PROGRAM

PROGRAM
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STANDARD
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PROGRAM

TTtAN
PROGRAM
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appreciate and pay to see TRIANGLE
URE PLAYS.

PICT-

The two letters shown on these pages from
S. L. Rothapfel of the Rialto Theatre, New
York, and E. C. Divine, of the Strand, Chicago,
should be of particular interest to motion picture exhibitors at this time.

Both letters give the candid opinions of recognized authorities on motion picture exhibition
and tell why they are basing their success on
the presentation of TRIANGLE PICTURE
PLAYS.

By the men who are responsible for the success of the two largest motion picture theatres
in the two largest cities in this country they are
of great importance to the exhibitor who is
considering whether or not HIS audience will

Seven months ago TRIANGLE PLAYS were
first released without a single theatre. Now the
number of houses showing these pictures runs
into the thousands, which in itself is proof
enough that the public enjoys, and in fact is en-

Bc sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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thusiastic over the presentation of TRIANGLE
PLAYS.
Cheap motion^pictures no longer satisfy the
public. Bigger and better pictures, with bigger
and better plots, people and ideas, are required
now — pictures of the TRIANGLE sort are
essential for the successful house.
If you are a motion picture exhibitor and
have not carefully investigated the possibility
of presenting TRIANGLE PICTURE PLAYS
in your theatre don't you think it worth while
to drop us a postal card. There's no obligation

on your part and it is just possible that we will
be able to point out an advantage to you.
For the week of June 4th the TRIANGLE
Drama Pictures will be Norma Talmadge in
"Going Straight," and William Cdllier, Jr.,
in "The Bugle Call," and as usual two Keystone Comedies.
Triangle Film Corporation
1459 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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UNICORN
FILM

SERVICE

I

CORPORATION

One

Exhibitor's
xperience
FOR a long time I have been trying
to get the best new one and two
reel fihns that the market offered.

and clean appearance of the film,
and best of all, the prices for service
are right
much lower than I have

My efforts have been unth'ing because
I wanted to give my audiences something that I felt sure would please
them. My search is now at an end.
UNICORN FILM SERVICE meets

paid in the past for poor subjects and
worn-out film. As for posters, they
are the best I have seen. They are

my requirements exactly.

"After the very first showing of
UNICORN pictures I was showered
with compliments regarding the merit
of the subjects. It was the first time
in my experience that I had been able
to get good short subjects with casts
composed of stars.

real business-getters."
Have you investigated UNICORN
FILM SERVICE? If not, do so at
once and you will find that we can
furnish the best new one and two
reel films ever produced — with star
casts
— at paying.
prices much lower than you
are now
We release regularly twenty-one
reels every week — Comedy, Drama
and Westerns.

"I was well pleased with the clear
EXCHANGES:
Indianapolis, 129 W. Washington St. J. W. Cotter
New
46thSt.St.. H.S. W.
BostonYork City
. . 130
207 "West
Pleasant
M. Harwell
Moscow Chicago . Mailers Bldg. . . . L. J. Schlaifer
Cleveland 750 Prospect Ave. . . L. C. Gross
Sprinpfield
Dwight
O'Brien Pillshurg
Bangor. . ., 167
Kastern
TrustSt.Bldg."Wm.
W. J.F. Brennan
. 125 Fourth Ave. . , Jack Kraenier
Buffalo ... 23 W. Swan St. . H. E. Ilufilies Detroit . 183 Jefferson St. . . W. D. Ward
Syracuse . . 565 S. Salina St. Ceo. A. llickey Toledo . 415 Summit St. . .R.E.Pcckham
.Albany . . . 680 Broadway William Lawrence Cincinnati 531 Walnut St. . Harry E. Coffey
IMiiiadclpliia . 1309 Vine St. . . . A. G. Steen Denver . 1436 Wclton St. . . L. Goldstein
WaBhinpton, D. C, 431 9tli St., N. W
Western Division Manager . . . J. A. Eslow
St. I-ouis . . 3628 Olive Si. . . Sam Werner Eastern Division Manager . Fred B. Murphy
(Jnialia
. . Unicorn Exchange
...
To be Opened
KauHasCity . (;ioyd Bl.lf:. . . J.W.Morgan
Wichita
. . Unicorn Exchange
Atlanta
San Francisco
Dallas
Salt Lake City
Seattle Portland New Orleans Los Angeles
Minneapolis . I'roduce Exchange W. L. Morrill
Th«; ni«"n in rharge are experienced film men who will eo-operate with you in every
way. Write the exehanj^e in your territory or<lir<;et to tlie ^^lew York home office.
Unicorn

Film

Service

Corporation

IKE SCIILANK, (;eneral Manager
126-130 West 46lh St.
New York City
(Namcii and datrs of our releases can he found in "srhedule of
current and coming releases" on back pages of this publication)

Br fl.:r.- t,, ,n"ii'i'.n '•MriTTOV PirTfRK M-.WS" w)i.-i, writi-i; to .-Llvcrtisi-rs

Coming
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DIRT

A drama of the gold fields
IN FIVE

PARTS

Featuring the popular star

HENRY

KING

Direction of
H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer
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Film
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Presents

AGAIN
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TKe
Xke

ViviJ

lerriss
Dramatic
IN

Pkotoplay

''My

Hour

FOURTH— For Vivid Scenes
FIFTH — For Patriotism

Count
ry
t
s
ir

DISTRIBUTED

It Scores

THIRD— For Splendid Act-

AND
SIXTH — For the Tremendous Advertising you will
obtain by playing it

Six Absorbing Reels
It
»
DirectedF
ty Mr. Terriss
EXCLUSIVELY

SAY:

As a Money-Maker: —
FIRST— For Timeliness
SECOND— For Thrills

Artist

of tke

WE

BY "THE
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Picture Corporation
Presents

This Picture

If You Are Awake: —
BECAUSE— It Appeals to All
BECAUSE— Millions Have
Read the Novel

BECAUSE—' ' Crochard ' ' is
World-famed
BECAUSE— The Star is Celebrated
BECAUSE— Of the Astounding Climax
AND
BECAUSE— "Unity" is "The
Concern with a Conscience"
EXCLUSIVELY

PICTURE

DISTRIBUTED

skeia

on

i^ewis

with Jane Meredith and Henry Mortimer
The

IN
Mystery

Supreme

''Tke

Drama

Pursui

ng

Vengea
nce
From tte W^orld Famous Novel ty Burton
E. Stevenson
Produced by Martin Satme

BY "THE

CONCERN

UNITY

WITH

A CONSCIENCE"

SALES

CORPORATION.
729-7^AVE.

NEWVgRK

Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.
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at

Booked

at

The Famous

The

Strand Theatre,

Temple,
Boston
—
The Stanley,

New

Tremont

York City
Philadelphia
D-I-

A-N-

A

THE
BEAUTEOUS
SCREEN
CLASSIC
PAUL SWAN
BARONESS VON DEWITZ
AS
AS
ENTRANCING, DARING
BALLET
OF
NYMPHS
APOLLO
DIANA
THE GOD OF THE SUN
THE GODDESS OF THE MOON
Magnificently Colored by a Master-hand
EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED BY "THE CONCERN WITH A CONSCIENCE"

UNITY

SALES

CORPORATION.
729-7^^ AVE. NEW

YORK

A
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Official Films of the British Government showing how
."^ 5,000,000 Civilians were turned into an Efficient Army in
Fifteen Months, and the Great North Sea Fleet on Guard
And in Action.

m
PRODUCED

UNDER

THE

U.$. RIGH^^^^^^^ CONTROLLED

DIRECTION

BY THE

OF

WTRIOT

Mr.CHARLE5

FILM

COPP

URBAN

tfS^ i

7^9 7^2 AVE.N.Y.
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What

Our

Secretary

of

War

Says:

THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
WASHINGTON.

#1
May 17, 1916.

%

dear Mr. Urban:
I had the pleasure

pictures entitled

last night of seeing the motion

"How Britain Prepared/" which I under-

stand were made under your direction,

vdth the approval

and take this occasion

of the English Government,

express my very keen interest

in the pictures

say that both in subject and in execution
valuable

information

to

and to

they gave me

and great pleasure.
Cordially

yours,

Mr. Charles Urban,
c/o Belasco Theater,
Washington, D. G,

The

Drama

of Fact

More

U. S. RIGHTS

THE
729

PATRIOT

SEVENTH

Thrilling

CONTROLLED

FILM

Than

Fiction

BY

CORPORATION

AVENUE
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Apply
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For
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Space

MASONIC

TEMPLE

!!■ sun; lo mention "MO'llO.S

BLDG.,

Your

Reserved

Your

Goods
Space

BREEZES

BLOW

To

Wm. J. SWEENEY
Chairman, Convention Committee
1413

of

LOUIS
H.FRANK
Manager of Exposition

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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showing
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Comedies
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Ray

Wednesday,

Feature
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Casey's
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THEATRE

BOSTON
cause:

During

NEWS

Film

Company

Ray
.COVERING

of

June

Boston

21st

Sign Yearly

Contract

for

Comedies
NEW

ENGLAND

TERRITORY.

All orders should be placed through C. LANG COBB, Jr., sole distributor for

THE

RESERVE
Columbia

Theatre

PHOTO
Building,

New

PLAYS
York

City

I
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a new feature
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Short

Strong

Subjects

Programs

selects its short subjects just as carefully
It produces

them

Vol 13. No. 23

NEWS

with just as much

as it does its features.

care

to detail.

It uses its best stars in the leads.
If you would
two

strengthen your program book Essanay's
and three reel comedies and dramas.
JOYCE

one,

FAIR

is presented in
44
Orphan

Joyce

A beautiful story of how a little orphan girl captures a band of robbers and saves her
foster father from financial ruin.
2 act drama

Vernon

Howe

Bailey's

June 6

Sketch

Book
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Crowds waiting to see "The Little Girl Next Door" at the La Salle Theatre, Chicago

I

V

E

c

as it actually existed in the dens of iniquity in our cities and towns
The

"THE

Illinois

LITTLE

Great

What

State
Vice
is depicted in

in 6 acts
GIRL

Every

Girl

YEAR'S
GREATEST
What one exhibitor writes:

Commission

NEXT

Morality
teaching

and exposed by

DOOR"

Photodrama

Should

DRAWING

Know

CARD

" 'The Little Girl Next Door,* now running at our La Salle Theatre in Chicago at 25 cents for all seats, is
doing the biggest business of any picture we ever played. We have a line of people waiting to get in all
day and evening. It should do a big business everywhere. "
Aaron J. Jones,
President Jones-Linick & Schaefer Co.
APPLY

IMMEDIATELY

FOR

STATE'S
RIGHTS
Room][521,
First National Bank Building,
Chicago, 111.
Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'
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Say

of

Holmes"

"The Essanay company has scored a clean and decisive knockout with the film version of William Gillette's stage success — ^Sherlock
Holmes. It is not merely a photoplay with a punch — it is a screen
triumph with a varied assortment of punches, and. veritable triphammer punches, all of them. Sherlock Holmes goes to the public
bearing the stamp of critical approval of all who witnessed its private
showing.

It is an undoubted super-feature of film land."
New York Dramatic Mirror.

"Sherlock Holmes is a picture that can be given unqualified
praise and is a credit to author, actors, director and photographers.
It is one of the most effective pictures ever undertaken. From the
beginning to the end of this seven part feature there is not a dull
moment. The fade-in and fade-out process used in this production
is positively the best that has been accomplished."
New York Morning Telegraph.

"A big winner. With the name of William Gillette and the
famous Sherlock Homes, this should be a tremendous box office
attraction. Certainly the film is well enough done to prove a real
winner.

It should pull big business."
Wid Gunning's Independent Reviews.

"William Gillette as Sherlock Holmes in moving pictures is a
fitting consummation to this artist's wonderful stage career. Mr.
Gillette before the camera is just as natural and forceful as we have
seen him on the stage."

Moving Picture World.

"The old classic which seems to hold its youth better than most
things reaches the screen in excellent form. William Gillette appears
to unusual advantage in the film version. The direction of the
picture by Arthur Berthelet is excellent, and the supporting cast is
capable.'-'
Motion Picture News.
Released

Trulemark R««.
n.:8. P»l. 1907.

through

V. L. S. E.

oiu

mi
ia
BArgyle
f^si1333
St., Chicago
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"When You See it

Medium of

in 'The News*
It's News"
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
427 SO. FIGUEROA STREET
Volume

XIII

I HAS THE gUALITY CIRCULATION
NEW YORK CITY
SEVEN
HUNDRED
AND TWENTY - NINE
JUNE

10. 1916

OF THE TRADEj

Communication "

SEVENTH AVENUE

CHICAGO.
ILLINOIS
110 SO. DEARBORN STREET
No. 23

What
are
"Clean''
The printed wordPictures?
has, since the invention of type, gone
" pictures?
are is"clean
whatterm
JUST The
through
phase after phase of attempted censorship. If
ys,
and
being used a good deal nowada
undoubtedly clean pictures are of . vital interest to this
the cracked-brained reformers who didn't know how to
make literature had had their way, we would have had
industry, facing as it does
the
turmoil
of
censorship.
^
^
^
little literature today.
^
^
=K
A LL reputable producers, and this means to-day practically the entire producing industry, are anxious
JUST
we shall
photodramas
awayso from
themhave
the few
dramatic
essentials.if we " clean "
not to produce what are obviously objectionable pictures,
We must introduce into every photodrama sufficient sit—pictures objectionable to the better public. This state
uations from several or all the strata of human emotions.
of mind is quite evident.
Otherwise, we cannot make our audiences feel and think.
And there is a great deal of talk — there will be more —
Self-preservation, love of kin, love of country, religion
about " clean " pictures. The term is being used very
easily, very freely, very superficially indeed. It seems
— yes, and the broad stratum which we call sex-appeal —
all must be used.
to be smilingly assumed that if all pictures are clean, the
%
path of the producer will be one of primroses and violets.
■"PHERE is, of course, a decided danger — several decided
But what are " clean ^
" pictures?
^
dangers — centering about the latter.
A VERY experienced playwright, a man grown gray and
The sex-appeal plot has always been attractive, comauthoritative in his profession, Augustus Thomas,
mercial y, tocertain publishers, theatrical producers, etc. —
— defined, the other evening, the drama.
And hearing
never to reputable houses of long and successful standhis very clear, simple, rational statement, I could not but
ing, but always to the man who thinks more of a quick
clean-up
than of future and continuous profits.
thing very pointedly, of " clean " pictures.
Mr. Thomas said the drama was built upon six broad
It is the easiest way. And it appeals particularly to
strata of human emotions. These strata, placed one upon
the incompetent. The publisher or producer who is inanother, made a sort of pyramid, — that is to say, each
competent of stirring his public with tense but non-salawas narrower, from number one to number six.
cious productions naturally turns to the openly salacious
— the easiest way.
^
if
^
'X'HE first and broadest stratum is the instinct of selfpreservation. Next is the instinct of propagation —
A NY fool can write a salacious stor)^, or book, or play.
or what we call " the sex appeal." Next, love of kin.
Just so, there is a danger of the incompetent picNext, love of country. And last, and narrowest, the emoture producer turning to the salacious in order to make
tional feehng we call " religion."
aanyshocking
picture. He can't make a striking picture in
other way.
His dramatic success, " The Witching Hour," was built
upon the narrowest and topmost stratum of religion. In
And it is conceivable that the state rights buyer who
order to make it a success, — to put it across the footlights,
wants a picture different from the program picture with
as the practical theatrical language has it, or to give it
which he has to compete should welcome such a picture —
the " punch," as we say of the screen — he had to descend
the state
yes, and
but future.
only the buyer who doesn't
constantly to the lower and broader strata of human apgive
a riprights
about buyer,
his name
And the exhibitor may be attracted by the sensational
peal.
He had, for instance, to make one man shove a derposters of such a picture and book it— but only the incomringer into another man's ribs, and say, " I'm going to
petent exhibitor, the man Avho isn't a real showman, who
kill you, damn you ! " in the dramatic fashion in which
doesn't know that a smirch left on his screen by such a
only a murderer is dramatic. And he had to do other
course, however temporarily profitable, Avill hurt him till
the end of his exhibiting days.
dramatic things which ^
one doesn't
:^ ^ find in a fairy story.
My own candid opinion is that there will be few if any
IF these dramatic situations are unclean and to be forsuch
producers, buyers and exhibitors ever in the busibidden the screen, then motion pictures will not be
ness, and they will be outlaws, whom the united industry
dramatic, and if motion pictures are not to be jflramatic,
can speedily put out of business.
they will not begin to fulfill the broad field of ^expression
Any fool, to repeat, can make a salacious picture. But .
open to them and also open to the stage, to ipainting, to
only
a skillful, very skillful, producer can make a gensculpture and to the printed word.
/
uinely dramatic picture.
(Continued on page 3544)
Let's not deceive ourselves.
/
'opyrigTit. 1916. 6y Motion Picture Xeics, Inc.
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throw them awa}'. If I printed the stuff in tlrem I wouldn't
have enough readers of my motion picture section to —
\\ hy, the
deaths ! and funerals ' column would be live dope
beside
my ' pages
* * *
"A
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W hat Are Clean Pictures?
(Continued from page 3543)
This dramatic picture must not ignore the sex question.
It cannot. If we are going to " clean " this broadly emotional appeal from the photo-drama, we had best stop
making them.
But what we must have is the writer and the director
who know the drama and are fully capable of handling
this same appeal as it has been so fully and so well handled
in the best works of literature, painting, music and sculpture since the human race began to express itself.
William A. Johnston.
A True Story for Publicity Men
r^HARLES F. COBRY, motion picture editor for the
^ World-Herald, Omaha, Xelj., a representative daily in
a city of 200,000 people, sat at his desk Thursday, May 11,
opening press " dope " from manufacturers.
" Ri-i-i-ip ! " went his letter opener, and he extracted
several pages of carefully typewritten manuscript. He
glanced at them rapidly and without an expression of any
kind, threw them into a wastepaper basket.
" Ri-i-i-ip ! " he opened another and without a lost
motion repeated the former j^erformance.
He did it again. Then again. Once more. And he kept
doing it with a monotonous regularity that soon filled the
basket at his side.
*
* *
"CAY, Cobry, if that's the way you handle your motion
*^ picture dope, how do you ever get your pages full ? "
asked a Motion Picture News man curiously. He
whirled his chair around and faced him.
'■ I used to get disgusted with that stuff," indicating
the overfilled basket, " but now I don't even get disgusted.
I don't know why I open those enveloi>cs. They look so
]>retty, I guess, or maybe I expect to find a ten dollar bill
in one some day. They're always the same, and I always

COLUMN
two of short
like to
' Opie
has quit theor movies.
They stuff'
wanted
throwMoore
him
into a silo in a rural comedy ! ' isn't hard to get. I always
get a local story for a lead, and gosh ! How hard it is to
unearth a local story sometimes !
" The column of press notices, labeled press notices,
telling what the Omaha houses will show during the coming week, a few cuts of stars whose familiar faces and
figures will be seen on Omaha screens during the week,
and one or two stories — good stories — about motion picture incidents, etc., that would interest anyone, even if it
were a person who had never been inside a motion picture
theatre, make up the Sunday pages.
* * *
<<|\/|AYBE my pages are not representative of what
newspapers in general want, but I am a pretty thorough reader and I very seldom see any of this junk in a
He turned to his work again.
Ri-i-i-ip ! ! Shuffle, shuffle into the wastebasket.
" Yes," ri-i-i-ip! " these companies must have a lot of
money to spend. Stories about narrow escapes in automobiles, under trains, over cliffs, under water, above the earth,
paper."
and the like," turning around ag'ain. " Of course these
harrowing experiences happen occasionally. And they are
interesting. If Mary Pickford, dressed in a red bathrobe,
gets into a pasture where a fiery bull is eating grass, and
has to escape by climbing through a barbed wire fence
esting.
with the bull only a few feet behind, of course it is inter" But that stuff" is worn to a frazzle. I actually believe
some of these stories — I don't know this, mind you, and I
wouldn't even hint it to anybody but you — but I actually
believe some of these stories are faked. Yes, sir, actually
faked !
* * *
"(^F course this dope is the very same kind sent to every
^
other city newspaper in the United States. I wonder if any of these stars are Omahans, or even Nebraskans? Were they ever here, I wonder, and I wonder if
they know anybody here? I'd like to know it if they did.
" Wouldn't it make a whizzer of an item if this was an
original story, meant for Omaha," holding up a carefully
printed article, " and had a slight touch, even the slightest
tinge,
local color?
ri-i-i-ip, "they never have."
Shuffle,ofshuffle,
into the But,"
wastebasket.
And Cobry is scared to death that he will lose all sense
of news value in a motion picture write-up, and he often
stops to wonder, he said, if the war was really the only
thing that caused a scarcity of paper.
Our Thanks

to Gov. Whitman

prOR saving a great industry from the Czarism of the
Cristman-Wheeler Censorship Bill, Governor Whitman is due, and receives the sincere thanks of every memIjer of that industry. His use of the veto demonstrates,
among other things, that a wise executive cannot be bulldozed by a lot of zealous "reformers," who spend their,
time attempting to make it appear that there is need for
a law for which there is no need.
(iovcrnor Whitman summed up the whole case against
.State censorship in his statement of rea.sons for his veto.
It is a document which other Governors, in a similar position, would do well to read and ponder. And it shows
that we are still living in America, despite the efforts of
misguided agitators to make us citizens of a near-Russia.
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Eight Managers Meet in De Soto Hotel and Formally Launch the Associated Film Exchange Managers Association
and Formulate Agreement for Observance of Its Members in Cases of Fraudulent Practices by Exhibitors —
Evans of V-L-S-E Is President; Bugbee of Metro, Treasurer, and Wilkes of Paramount, Secretary
til full restitution has been made.
or checks that have been dishonored by
PAUL REVERE of historical fame
the bank for various reasons.
" In case of failure, refusal or neglect
has nothing on New Orleans exof the exhibitor to return films to the
change men, who have banded together
"Thre;e — The abuse, unfair, and fraudulent practice whereby certain exhibitors
exchange promptly, where it is shown
as minute men, ready to assault the irreto whom films are leased, and where unthat this is related to unfair and fraudusponsible exhibitors who make life a burder the contract of lease, the lessee is
den for the film exchanges.
lent practice, the usual penalties will be
invoked.
Eight exchange managers gathered in prohibited from sub-leasing and agrees
not to sub-lease the film or films, violate
the De Soto Hotel recently and formally
" In case of booking or leasing films
under contract, where the exhibitor fails,
launched the Associated Film Exchange
said provision.
neglects or refuses to accept delivery or
Managers of New Orleans. R. King
"Four — Destruction in films in whole or
carry out his contract with the exchange,
in part while in possession of the exhibiEvans, manager of the V-L-S-E exand in cases where films so leased, are,
tor, caused either by faulty condition of
change, was elected president; Karl A.
Bugbee, of Metro, treasurer, and H. F. the moving picture machine, or by other
shipped to the exhibitor in accordance
devices connected therewith; and loss of with contract, and in violation of the
Wilkes, of Paramount, secretary. Exsame, said exhibitor ships back the films
changes represented at the meeting in- films by fire, theft or any other casualty,
while in the possession of the exhibitor.
with a c. o. d. attached, the usual penalcluded General, Mutual, V-L-S-E, Paraties will be invoked.
mount, Kleine, Pathe, Universal and
Five — Failure, neglect or refusal of the
Metro.
exhibitor to return the films to the ex" The association formed by the articles of this agreement shall be known as
Seven managers will comprise the exchange, promptly in accordance with contract.
ecutive board. In addition to the three
the Associated Film Exchange Managers.
managers mentioned, A. G. Shear, of the
" Upon the happening of any of the
" Six — After booking or leasing films
abuses, unfair and fraudulent practices
under contract, the exhibitor fails, neglects
Universal Film exchange, H. F. Ragland
set forth in this agreement, due notice of
or refuses to accept delivery, in violation
of Kleine-Edison and Raoul Junet, Pathe,
will serve.
the same, either written or verbal, shall
of the contract, the exchange or lessor, beimmediately be given by the exchange to
ing in law, and in honor bound to hold
Declaring that unfair, illegitimate and
such films in their respective offices for the secretary or agent hereinafter provided
fraudulent practices and abuses have been
the exclusive use of the exhibitor with
for, whose duty shall be to immediately
and are being indulged in by certain movcommunicate to the undersigned the said
ing picture exhibitors, to the detriment of whom the exchange or lessor has contracted.
notice.
the film exchanges, the charter of the Associated Film Managers of New Orleans
" A secretary or agent shall be named
" Seven — Certain illegitimate and fraudulent exhibitors making contracts with an
denounces in no uncertain terms the acA. Jules Benedic.
exchange for the booking or leasing of by the parties hereto."
tions of these exhibitors, and lays down
a course of conduct that an exhibitor
films, at a stipulated price or rental, which
must follow should he do business with
CHARLEY
CHAPLIN
AND BILLIE
films so leased, are shipped to the exhibitor in accordance with contract, and in
BURKE PICTURES MAKE HIT
the New Orleans exchanges.
Primarily the charter was drawn up to violation of the contract, the exhibitor will
IN DETROIT
ship back or return the films to the exeliminate the fly-by-night brother in the
The
past
week
in Detroit, Mich., has
business. It is as follows :
change with a c. o. d. attached for whatproven
two
things
—
that serials are still
ever
amount
he
may
claim.
Terms of the Charter
popular and that the public is far from
Rules Must Be Observed
tired of Charlie Chaplin. The Majestic,
"Whereas, the parties to this agreement
are engaged in the business of hiring and
"Now, therefore, and the premises conDeroit, is mance."
running
the first
serialweek
"Gloria's
Business the
broke Roall
sidered, and for the correction of the
leasing film and other paraphernalia to
house records and the matinees were
and for the moving picture exhibitors in foregoing abuses, unfair and fraudulent
practices and restraints of trade, and to packed each day. The audience comprises
the territory comprised within the state
the very best people in the city. All day
of Louisiana, and territories covered by protect the business of the undersigned,
each member.
Sunday, May 21, the opening day of the
the undersigned by these presents have
serial, there was a crowd two and three
agreed and stipulated as follows :
"Whereas, unfa,ir, illegitimate and
fraudulent practices and abuses have been
blocks long waiting to buy tickets. Hereto"On failure, neglect or refusal to pay
fore the Majestic has always fought shy of
and are being indulged in and perpetrated
rentals or contract price for film service
serials, but a serial written by a prominent
by certain exhibitors, and are now seat the end of the current week, the unriously restraining the trade; the business
dersigned agree not to and will refuse to author and with a good star, is appropriate for the best theatre, as proven in
lease any films or enter into any contract
of the undersigned, and all honest, legitimate exhibitors.
the case of the Majestic.
with the delinquent exhibitor until after
As for Charlie Chaplin, there are six
full payment has been made.
"Whereas, there is no other way to
promote and protect said businesses, save
prints of "The Floorwalker" working in
" In any case where the check, draft, or
Detroit at the present time, and they are
other instrument of exhibitor has been
and excepted by this agreement,
dishonored by the bank or any third party
"One — -The contract and rules of the
busy every
Wherever
a postercapacity
is exhibitedday.
announcing
this picture,
on which it is drawn, the undersigned will
film exchange is recognized, that exhibihouses have been the result. This applies
tors must pay for film service and film
not do business with the relinquent exto the very best theatres and in all sections
hibitor until full payment has been made,
leasing and hiring either before the delivof the city. If anything, the popularity of
or in case of repetition of the fraudulent
ery of films or not later than the expiration of the current week. This rule has
ChapUn has increased. The esculator stunt
practice, the undersigned will not lease
in " The Floorwalker " is one of his best.
been and is violated and in some instances,
any films to the delinquent during a term
of six months commencing from the date
whereby the exhibitor, lessee or cusBETTY HART AND BETTY SCHADE
tomer fails, neglects or refuses to pay for of dishonor unless the parties hereto muthe film service at the end of the curtually agree to waive this latter provision
JOIN FOX
Two new members have been added to
rent week — in violation of the rules of for good cause shown. Sub-leasing will
the exchange.
call for similar penalties.
the William Farnum Company of photoplaj'ers in the William Fox studios in Los
"In case of loss or destruction of films
"Two — This fraudulent practice has
grown up whereby certain exhibitors in while in the possession of the exhibitor
Angeles, Cal. They are Betty Hart and
the undersigned will not enter
this territory, by false pretenses upon the
Betty Schade, who are well known to westexchange, issue and pass worthless checks.
ern photoplay audiences.
into any contract with the delinquent un-
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NASH TO LOOK AFTER DUTIES OF
McGEE WHILE SELIG MANAGER
IS EAST
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, j\Iay 27.
James L. McGee, general manager of tlie
Selig-Polyscope Company west coast interests, left for Chicago early this week,
where he will remain until the two companies now working there complete their
subjects, and are ready to return to the
coast. In his absence, Tom Nash, manager
of
production, is looking after Mr. McGee's
duties.
With the completion of the three-reel
subject "The Preacher" within the next
tew days, Jack Pickford, who has been at
the coast for almost a year with the Selig
Company, will leave. He returns to New
York for a visit at least, and may remain
there permanently.
The California Japanese society have
made arrangements to hold their annual
picnic at the Selig zoo early in June. This
is one of the largest oriental organizations
of the Pacific Coast, and many features for
the entertainment of the numerous distinguished Japanese and their fellow countrymen are being planned for the day. Practically all of the trained animal acts will be
given.
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Short Reel Features on Paramount Program Please Exhibitors
Success of These Subjects is Due to the Care with Which the Company Produces These
Pictures, Declares an Official — " Magazine of the Screen " Makes Hit
"Increase in the number of bookings for
PARAMOUNT exhibitors are sending
in daily to the offices of the Paramount
the Paramount Pictographs also shows that
Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth Avenue,
the 'magazine on the screen' is supplying
N. Y., additional proof of the success with
the needs of the exhibitors," he continued.
which they are using the single-reel fea"Since it is as carefully edited as the best
tures this organization sends out weekly to magazines, the Pictograph carries the
round out its programs, headed by the
weight of the most expert thought in the
usual two five-reel features.
coimtry, in its various departments — the
"Most of this success is due to the care
'Preparedness' series, prepared by the
with which the Paramount short reels are
greatest naval and military experts in the
produced," said a Paramount official. "In
country ; 'Better Babies,' edited by the
the Burton-Holmes Travel-Pictures and
Woman's Home Companion, 'Testing the
the South American pictures, for instance,
the Paramount feature excels because it Mind,' the psychological tests prepared for
does not offer scenic pictures assembled in the screen by Professor Hugo Miinsterberg, the great psychologist, and other feahaphazard groups from all parts of the
country, but carefully conducted tours for
Many exhibitors are using both the Picwhich its own cameramen were sent into
tographs and the Burton-Holmes to head
South America and other distant parts pic- their programs and intersperse a musical
tured on the screen. The exhibitor showtures." with them and the five-reel
program
ing either of these Paramount features
dramas. Most
exhibitors report that they
has a travel series which takes his audifind this advantage in the Pictographs —
ence in a constant series of journeys to all that they are good on the program at any
time.
parts of the globe.

Cobe Reports Heavy Returns on First Two Unity Features
Company Launches Widespread Advertising Campaign for " The Yellow Menace," SixteenEpisode Serial, " My Country First ' and "The Pursuing Vengeance"
EAVY returns on the first two feaCorporation, and directed and starred in
H
tures released through its agcncv are
by
Tom Terriss, and " The Pursuing Venreported by the Unity Sales Corporation,
geance," adetective photo drama, based on
of which Andrew J. Cobe is vice-president
Burton E. Stevenson's novel, " The Boule
and general manager. These features are
" Diana," a romantic picture, in wliicn
" My Country First." a patriotic production in six reels, made by the Terriss Film
a)'pear the Baroness von Dewitz and Paul
Swan
as Apollo, is still another feature
Cabinet."
put out under the Unity brand. Many state
risjhts buyers have already ordered dupliMichigan Will Hold Its Annual Convention June 13-14
cates and additional prints, it is announced.
Bay City ib I'irked for the Event National President Herrin(;ton is Scheduled as One of
Vo
exploit these productions, and also
the Chief Speakers Vital Questions Will Be Discussed
" The Yellow Menace," a sixteen episode
serial in which Edwin Stevens is starred.
tion, among them methods of combatting
MICHIGAN State Branch No. 4, Motion Picture Exhibitors League of thc proposed state tax, federal censorship
L'nitycampaign.
has launched a widespread advcrti.ianrl numerous other things.
.America, will hold its annual convention
ing
State Secretary A. J. Moeller, of Howell,
at Bay City. Mich., June 13 and 14. Na" My program is a liand-pickcd protional President Herrington will be in at- announces that Bay City is making special
gr.im," said Mr. Cobe. " It is selected with
arrangements to take care of all visiting
tendance, and will be one of the chief
care by myself and a committee of skilled
exhibitors. Entertainment features will
speakers.
ji'.flges. The interests of the independent
producer, the independent exchan^cman
Matters of vital importance to Michigan
be provided. A full attendance of Michigan exhibitors is urged.
exhibitors will be taken up at the convenand the cxliiljitor must be safeguarded."
" MATRIMONIAL MARTYR " IN PATHECOLOR, JUNE 19
"A Matrimonial Martyr," featuring Ruth
Roland and produced by the" Balboa Company, will be released as a Gold Rooster
Feature by Pathe on June 19. It is in
Pathecolor.
In the supporting cast are Andrew Arbuckle, Daniel Gilfether, Marguerite Nichols, Mollie McConnell and R. Henry Gray.
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Peter
Wants
Censorship — But
With
a String to It
DecMon Is Based Partly on Attitude of Paris, Texas, Where Censor Rulings Have Brought on a Trojan Film War
with Exhibitors Through Hectoring Methods; and Action of Corsicana, Same State, Whose Actions
Make United President Wish for a Napoleon to Settle Question Once for All

R, president and general
ET. PETE
manager of the United Program
Film Service, with headquarters in
Dallas, and branches at Shreveport, Oklahoma City, Houston and Amarillo, has
come out strong in favor of national censorship— but there's a string tied to it. If
by having a national legalized body it will
eliminate state and local censor boards,
then Mr. Peter's attitude is in favor of
having a national board. If not, his attitude is against censorship in all forms.
In talking of censorship with several film
men and exhibitors, Mr. Peter said:
"For the past two years we have been
hampered in the Southwest by petty local
censors. In Houston, especially, has the
censorship craze been much in evidence.
There, absolutely no thought or regard for
the film is noticeable in the board's ruhngs
— it is all a question of the personal feeling
of the lady inspector — her friendliness toward an exhibitor usually means the film
is O. K. If an exhibitor has crossed her,
or protested against her actions, then he
can hardy get any film passed.
" And Houston is not the only town in
our section where the censoring mania has
gone rampant. In Corsicana, different film
men have experienced trouble. In Paris,
some little difficulty has arisen over the
showing of film. And right here in Dallas
we have had some trouble that was all unnecessary.
Condemns Films Without Seeing Them
" In several instances, a censor will condemn a film without viewing it, because of
the trend of the herald. In some few instances, censors have condemned film and
at a later showing put the official O. K. on
them. In one instance I have in mind, a
film was presented to the board for review. It was turned down flat. Later, another exhibitor, who had boosted the censoring body, had the film reviewed again
and it was announced in the newspapers
that 'form
theto thefilmideas
has ofbeen
to conthe changed
censors and
will
be permitted to be shown.' Not a change
was made — not an elimination was made —
from the first showing to the second. It
was favoritism, pure and simple. Evidently the boosting exhibitor did have
' friends among the censors.'
"In view of these many little troubles, petty troubles to the many exchanges throughout the country, disturbances caused by
local and state censor boards, I beieve that
a national legalized • board would eliminate all of this worry, — provided, of
course, that the national body woud mean
the elimination of the local and state
boards.
"If we had a national board, the scenarios could be submitted before the making
of the picture; or even after a picture is
produced, one print could be made from
the negative and be reviewed by the board.
Should there be any changes necessary, it
would mean only a small expense to re-take

some scenes, or make a few eliminations in
the negative. The cost would be so small
that the manufacturers could easily stand
it; and the many worries of the exchangeman would be left out.
Censor Boards, Wooden Decisions
"If a national board would not mean
the elimination of state and local censoring bodies, then I say, fight censorship in
all its forms — for the more censor boards,
the more trouble.
"It looks to me, though, that the censorship craze is started, and under way so
strongly now, that it cannot successfully
be dealt a death blow for several years —
which means that an enormous sum of
money must be spent by the motion picture
interests fighting censorship, if the present
strenuous campaign is continued on the
present basis.
"It seems that it would be much better —
and more profitable to the trade — to accept
a compromise on the national board, provided the state and local boards are either
eliminated entirely, or that the national
board's rulings would be so widespread that
it would mean practically no trouble from

various local and state censorship bodies.
" In the South generally, and in the
Southwest, particularly, we have not been
hampered as much by censoring bodies as
in some other sections; but that does not
mean we will not be. I believe the censorship craze will continue to spread to
the smallest motion picture localities, unless something definite is done to allay the
spreading
of the ' of
disease.
'
" The centering
the motion
picture interests on a compromise of the National
Board, with the string of ' No state or loca boards,' would be the oil on the troubled
waters, I believe, and would mean more
to the motion picture industry in profitable business than the continued spending
of money and time, fighting a thing we all
known is not only here — but is spreading to
' there.'
" It's all right to fight for a principle —
but the money is what we are all after. If
the manufacturers, exchange men and exhibitors will think a minute, I believe they
wil see that a procedure such as a compromise like this, would mean ' less expense
and more profit ' in the long
S. G.run."
Parker.

Kellermann Picture Is Ready for Exhibition in New York
William Fox Has Six Theatres Under Consideration for the Premier of the Mammoth
Marine Spectacle Made by Brenon in Jamaica During the Last Nine Months
has several successful scores to his credit.
EXCEPT for the selection of a name,
Motion Picture News has also learned
and the preparation of the advertisthat
negotiations are under way with Joing, the new Herbert Brenon-Annette
Kellermann picture, which has been in
seph Urban, the noted scenic artist, to design the lithographs and other paper. Mr.
preparation by the Fox Film Company
Urban has attracted general attention in
since last summer, is ready for public view
in New York.
this country by his scenery for the " Ziegf eld Follies," and " Caliban of the Yellow
The picture has been known as " The
Sands," the Shakespearian masque perDaughter of the Gods." This, it is now
formed at the stadium on the College of
understood, was merely a " working title," the City of New York, last week. If these
and when the picture is given to the pubnegotiations are successful it will be the
lic, it will be under a different name. The
first time Mr. Urban has turned his hand
first presentation will be in New York,
to poster work.
about June IS.
Mr. Fox will also select some one from
William Fox has six theatres under consideration for the opening. Four of them
his staff to manage the New York production of the new Kellermann picture, during
are Shubert-controlled houses, and the
the week.
other two are controlled by Klaw and Erlanger. One will be selected from among
FIRST BROADHURST FILM FOR
the six during the coming week.
MOROSCO IN WORK
Under the supervision of Herbert BreFilming of the first George Broadhurst
non, who directed the massive production
in Jamaica, all through last fall and winter,
play was begun last week at the MoroscoPallas studio. Rita Jolivet will be starred
and the greater part of the spring, the
in this, as the Countess de Cippico. The
cutting and tilling has been completed, and
the film has been condensed to a compact
photoplay is an adaptation from " The In10,000 feet. This means that more than
ternational Marriage." Elliott Dexter has
been selected to play opposite, and other
200,000 feet of film has been eliminated,
and only the strongest out of a wealth of members of the cast are Herbert Standing,
William Robbins, Court Foote, Grace Carstrong material has been retained.
lyle and Olive White, and the direction is
A complete score of original music will
be written to accompany the showing of in charge of Frank Lloyd. Scenes for this
the film. This, it is now understood, will are laid in European and American society,
the plot revolving about the failure of a
be composed either by Robert Hood Bowers, who is well known along Broadway for count who induces an American girl to wed
him to keep his pledge and permit the
his musical comedy successes, including
woman to secure a divorce immediately
" The Vanderbilt Cup," " The Little Cafe,"
after the marriage.
and others, or by Jerome iCern, who also
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MOTION
FOR SHELVING CENSORSHIP IN SAN FRANCISCO IS
BRIGHT

The board of supervisors of San Francisco has not followed the recommendations of the police committee in regard to
the proposed moving picture censorship
ordinance and has referred the measure
back to that committee. This is considered a victory for film interests, as there
is a strong probability that the committee
will reconsider its former recommendation and allow the matter to drop. The
Exhibitors League and Film Exchange
Board of Trade of San Francisco will not
cease their efforts, however, and will keep
a ver>' close watch upon developments.
The long list of signatures to petitions
protesting against the censorship of films
that has been gathered during the past
month is serving to cool the ardor of certain of the supervisors understood to be in
favor of the establishment of a board of
censors and if this matter is brought to a
vote before the board as a whole it is believed that it will be defeated. The outlook is now brighter for the abolition of
all forms of censorship in San Francisco
than it has been in a long time.
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Selziiick Representatives Off to Cover Middle West Field
Ben S. Cohen, Recently District Manager for World, and Ned H. Spitzer, Formerly with
Bluebird, Will Get in Touch with Exhibitors

Latest Poses of Clara Kimball Young
WITH the Eastern states fully covered
through his recent deals for the distribution of Clara Kimball Young Film
Corporation features, Lewis J. Selznick this
week dispatched two personal representatives to Chicago to look over the middle
western field and close franchises for the

Fleckles Is Successful with " Where Are My Children? "
Sale of the Picture in California Alone Brings in More Money Than Was Expended Upon
the Production of the Feature, He Declares
Mr. Fleckles is a well known exhibitor
MAl'RICE Fleckles, who is handling
in
the middle west and is handling the picthe sale of the states' right on
ture in addition to his regular duties. When
" W here Are My Children?" the widely adhe has completed the business with the
vertised feature produced by the Universal
feature which is making so much money
Film Manufacturing Company, believes
that the marketing of pictures on this scale
for its producers, he contemplates devotis a most beneficial method.
ing all his time to the management of his
house.
"Both the program and the states' right
picture have their places," said Mr. Fleckles
" INDIANA " IS NAME PICKED FOR
to a representative of Motion' Picture
SELIG HISTORICAL FILM
News. " I believe in both mediums of reThe
centennial
historical motion picture
lease.' 'Where Are My Children?' is a
states' right picture from first to last. If which has been in process of production
it had been put out on a program with no
by the Selig Polyscope Company, will be
more than the usual advertising accorded
entitled "Indiana." The name was selected
such pictures it would have lived merely
after considering several hundred titles
the average life of the fi\ e-reel feature. But
suggested by citizens of Indiana. In announcing the decision, the directors stated
the scale of states' right offers extraordinary means of advertising. Besides, the exthat they believed that the single word
hibitor has a conviction, which is more or
"Indiana" told the entire story and at the
same time would serve to maintain the
less deep-rooted, that the states' right picpatriotic and historical atmosphere of the
ture is out of the ordinary. ' Where Are
forthcoming picture.
My Children?' has by no means shattered
this belief. It is a picture that can stand
heavy advertising, for it is well fortified to
prove with its theme anything unusual that
may be said of it.
" To date we have met with great success on the sales of the picture," continued
Mr. Fleckles. " The sale of the state of
California alone, brought in money that
far eclipsed the total amount expended in
producing the feature, .\pproximatel\- all of
the larger states, that is the states that do
the biggest picture business, have been sold.
For Xcw York, (he Universal Exchange
bought the exhibition rights from the Universal Film Manufacturing Company. Sol
Lesser is handling it on the west coast.
Jones, Linick and Shaeffer have just closed
for Illinois. The rest of the territory is
going fast and before long I firmly believe
the whole country will be* booked solid
Iva Shepard (Gaumont)
with 'Where Are My Children?'"

establishment of exchanges and branch offices in that territory.
Ben S. Cohen, recently district manager
for World Film, and Ned. H. Spitzer, formerly of Bluebird, were the two representatives chosen to conduct business for the
Selznick concerns in Chicago. They left
New York Sunday and will make their
headquarters temporarily at the Sherman
House.
While in the West Messrs. Cohen and
Spitzer will get in personal touch with the
hundreds of exhibitors in that territory
who have applied by mail and wire for the
Clara Kimball Young features. As each
exhibitor is signed he will receive a fiveyear franchise and, as a souvenir, a silver
framed autograph photo of Miss Young.
There are three distinct corporations in
control of the Clara Kimball Young pictures. First, there is the Clara Kimball
Young Film Corporation, which will produce twelve features a year with Miss
Young as the star. Secondly, there is
Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises, Inc., which
acts as the home concern and conducts all
the present business affairs of the producing company. Thirdly, under the trade
name Lewis J. Selznick Productions,
Inc., of New York, the New York exchange
under the management of Sol. J. Berman
is in full operation. This trade name will
be used by all the different exchanges, adding the name of the state ifi which the
exchange is located.
Four exchange companies are now operating under the name Lewis J. Selznick
Productions, Inc. In addition to the New
York exchange there is the Philadelphia
office operated by Mr. Selznick's partners,
Stanley Mastbaum and W. B. Smith, who
will control the distribution in Pennsyl-.
vania and Southern New Jersey; the Detroit exchange operated by a syndicate
headed by Harry I. Garson, proprietor of
the Broadway Strand Theatre in that city;
and the Boston office, which will be conducted by Messrs. Green and Abrams, as
partners of Mr. Selznick, distributing the
Youngland states.
pictures throughout the New EngMr. Selznick is closing negotiations with
a film man in the .South on the same plan
as was used in forming his other distributing centers. For the Pacific Coast a syndicate is being formed in San Francisco.
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Audiences
Vote on
" Who's
Guilty
Characters
Interest Runs High in " Puppets of Fate " at the Strand, Milwaukee, and Spectators Cast Thousands of Votes to Fix
Blame for the Catastrophe Affecting Lives of the People in the Picture — Pathe Adds Seventeen Prints
to Its Weekly Order of One Hundred
attorney at 111 Broadway, New York, is
More than 38,000 votes were cast in
has just had the unusual exa practitioner in the United States Courts.
perience of greatly increasing its or" The Tight Rein," the second of the series
While still an undergraduate at Harvard
der of positive copies on a picture
to be released. Slightly over half of these
three weeks after its initial release. With
votes placed the burden of guilt on the
he became interested in the Human Welfare movement in Boston and Cambridge,
the release on May 22 of the third photowealthy mill-owner, whose determination to
and it is largely due to his efforts tl;iat
regulate
his
son's
career
and
marriage
was
novel
in
the
"
Who's
Guilty?
"
series,
Pathe
Exchange has had to instruct its Bound
believed to be the direct cause of the submany of the public playgrounds in New
England cities were set aside and equipped
sequent double tragedy.
Brook laboratories to add seventeen copies
In Wilkes-Barre the Orpheum theatre in by the various municipalities. Mr. Small,
to the standing weekly order of one hunwho was attorney for the Motion Picture
a city of 68,000 people, played to 4,500 the
tures. dred prints on the "Who's Guilty?" picPatents Company and the General Film
first day (May 20), it showed " Puppets of
Two weeks before the release of the first
Company,
is now the attorney for the ArFate," and to 5,900 the second day, thus
row Company.
drawing more than one-seventh of the enof these photo-novels there was a conIn his summary on the divorce evil, Mr.
tire population of the city to its box-office.
ference between J. A. Berst, vice-president
and general manager of Pathe, and W. E.
Small points out that in South Carolina
At Proctor's theatre, in Yonkers, N. Y.,
Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film
wth a seating capacity of more than 3,200,
there is no such thing as divorce ; whereas
in Nevada there is little else. He shows
Corporation, which is producing the
Manager Waldron had to send for the
police to aid him in keeping the doors free
how a man may be properly divorced in
" Who's Guilty?" series. Based on the advance booking record compiled by C. R.
Connecticut, yet still be married five miles
when, on Mondays, Tuesdays, and WednesSeelye, head of the Pathe sales forces,
days and three successive weeks he showed
away in New York; with his second marMessrs. Berst and Shallenberger came to
riage bigamous and his innocent children
the first, second and third of the " Who's
the conclusion that one hundred prints of
illegitimate, and unable to inherit his esGuilty?" series.
Ten Pictures Delivered to Pathe
tate. (This is based on the 1906 decision
each of the fourteen "Who's Guilty?" pictures would suffice thoroughly to cover the
of the United States Supreme Court in the
Ten
of
the
fourteen
photo-novels
in
this
United States and Canada.
case of Haddock vs. Haddock,) Supreme
series have now been delivered by Arrow
For once two film distributors did not go
Court Justice Holmes, writing a dissenting
to Pathe. The four remaining stories will
wrong in their estimates. Rather, they
be devoted, in order, to divorce (showing
opinion in this case, said : " It is likely to
erred on the side- of caution. For with the
cause considerable disaster to innocent perour loosely constructed and totally illogical
sons and to illegitimate children hitherto
divorce laws, differing in all the 48 states) :
release of the first two of the " Who's
to prison reform (showing how criminals
supposed to be the children of lawful marGuilty?" photo-novels, bookings increased
to such an extent that almost every Pathe
are really made by the failure of the state
riage."the
Yet that
the law of
land.decision still stands as
branch sent in an urgent telegram callin"
to care properly for the first offenders,
for at least one and sometimes as high as
A number of exhibitors have requested
particularly when these first offenders are
four additional prints. Boston added two
youthful) : to the labor problem (showing
that a special fifteenth "Who's Guilty?"
to its quota. New York called for five
the natural conflict between capital and
picture be produced, to be of five-reel
additional copies, Chicago and Philadellength and to point out in precise fashion
labor
under
present-day
methods)
:
and
the
phia for three more each.
final story to the horrors of international
the greatest menace to the peace and ecoSo insistent was this demand that the
nomic growth of the United States. Mr.
war.
prints originally destined for Canadian conThe divorce and prison reform stories
Berst has taken the matter under advisesumption were diverted to the Pacific Coast
are based on legal research work done by
ment. An early announcement in this reand a hurry order was placed in the laboragard will be made.
Warren H. Small. Mr. Small, who is an
tories for new Canadian copies. The increased orders mean a total of 476,000 feet
Dynamic Herrington Shoves Milwaukee Into the League
of "Who's Guilty?" positive to be added
President of National Organization Hops Off the Train, Speeds Up to the Exhibitor Body,
to the already huge aggregate of 2,800,000
Tells Members What Ought to Be Done and Whirls Away with a Glad Smile
feet of positive film originally destined for
the American and Canadian markets.
Special to Motion Picture News.
this meeting when it was shown that it was
Bookings Cross 1300,000 Mark
not until a member of the local exhibitors
Milwaukee, Mav 27.
On May 17 the advance bookings on
FRED J.tionHERRINGTON
the Mo-of association had been arrested that anything
Picture Exhibitors ofLeague
had been done to protect the exhibitor
"Who's Guilty?" crossed the $300,000 mark,
America was a visitor in Milwaukee reestablishing what is believed to be a new
from this ordinance and to find out excently, stopping over in this city on his
actly its meaning. The first two exhibitors
record in advance bookings with cash payments on the last four of the series. A
way to Minneapolis. One of the direct
arrested were not members of the exhibiresults of his short stay here was bringing
week later these figures had climbed $68,tors association and being alone and withof the local organization into the national
out funds to fight it, were forced to pay
000 higher, with thirty-two branches reassociation. The Milwaukee exhibitors at their fine with the hope that they would not
porting, an average of slightly more than
be arrested again. On the other hand,
$2,000 a branch in increased bookings in a meeting a short time after his visit here
seven day^.
I voted to join the national body and elected
when a member of the association was arfive delegates and ten alternates to attend
The Strand theatre in Milwaukee, which
rested steps were immediately taken to protect the exhibitors and to amend the law so
the convention in Chicago in July.
runs "Who's Guilty?" on Mondays, Tuesthat its requirements will be applicable to
At the same meeting a committee was
days, and Wednesdays, is holding voting
the photoplay theatres without working any
contests for its audiences to determine who
appointed to investigate the Milwaukee
billboard ordinance with a view to finding
injustice to the exhibitor. J. W. Martin.
really is guilty, on whom the blame in each
out just what it is all about and where the
of these highly dramatic photo-novels
CLARK AND HUNT ARE MOSS
exhibitors come in on it. Up to date three
should actually be placed. On " Puppets of
REPRESENTATIVES IN JERSEY
exhibitors
have
been
arrested
for
violatFate," the first of the "Who's Guilty?"
pictures to be released, there were 14,758 , ing this ordinance on which even the police
The B. S. Moss Motion Picture Corporaare at sea on account of its indefiniteness.
tion has appointed R. S. Clark and F. D.
votes placing the guilt on the widow, 9,835
Hunt its exclusive representatives in New
The committee has been instructed to conon the young surgeon, 7,852 on the elder
fer with the proper legal officials and reJersey. They have opened offices in Procsurgeon,
5,295 ofon37.470
the young
surgeon's
wife;
thusanda total
votes were
cast
port back to the association immediately.
tor's Palace Theatre Building, 114 Market
An interesting fact was divulged during
street, Newark.
in three days.
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Striking Scenes from the World Film Production of " La Boheme," with Alice Brady
HERBERT
HANCOCK
OF "HANKS
HONKS" UNDER HATRICK
Herbert Hancock, who has just completed his eighteenth year in newspaperdom, has been appointed manager of the
animated cartoon and fashion departments
of the International Film Service. These
departments are under the supervision of
E. B. Hatrick.
Mr. Hancock started in as an office boy

Novelist Bennet Pleased With Selig Version of His Book
At Private Showing of "Into the Primitive" the Writer Expresses Satisfaction with the
Picturization of the Story by Heflron
ROBERT AMES BENNET, the noted
novelist, recently wrote the following
letter to William N. Selig, president of the
Selig Polyscope Company :
"Permit me to express to you my profound gratification over your splendid production on the screen of my book, ' Into the
Primitive.' The Denver V-L-S-E staff
very courteously gave a private run of the
film for me. I went in a hypercritical
mood, for I had seen the stories of other
writers sadly mangled in the picturization.
But this five-reel picture is magnificent in
every respect — acting, animals, settings,
scenarioization and photography.
" I am taking the liberty of expressing
my appreciation direct to Mr. Heffron for
his wonderful artistry as director, and to
Miss Williams for the charm of her appearance and acting. She not only plays

Herbert Ernest Hancock
for the Evening World, whence he graduated into a reportorial job. Five j'ears
with the Associated Press fitted him for a
position on the New York Journal, where
his column, " Hank's Honks " attracted attention. For four years he was in charge
of the Journal's fashion and magazine
pages, departing to join the American
forces as editor of the society, dramatic
and fashion pages.
"VITAGRAPHLOS NIGHT"
ANGELESAT CLUNE'S,
Arrangements have been made for " Vitagraph Night " at Clune's Broadway theatre,
Los Angeles. All the members of the producing staff are to be entertained at the
theatre on this night, when the three-reel
subject featuring Mary Anderson in " Little Miss Adventure," by William E. Wing,
b the principal feature of the program.

the part to perfection, but she looks it, because of her beauty.
" Mr. Oliver and Mr. Lonsdale are no
less perfect in their roles ; the animals are
a delight to the heart of a nature lover like
myself ; the photography is wonderful. In
fact, there is everything to praise about the
picture and not the slightest thing to criticise.
" I only regret that the subject was not
considered strong enough to carry for
seven reels. Personally, it seems to me
that the animals, the fine acting and the
sheer artistry of the picture in all respects
should have made it carry as a special
feature. I must not omit to state my appreciation of the generous credit that has
been given me as the writer, no less than
the fine work of everyone who has contributed in making the picture such a superb

production."
" Boheme " To Begin New York Run at the Forty-eighth Street
Puccini Warned World Film He Considered Picture an Infringement on His Rights, But
Relented When His Representative Said it Was " Too Beautiful for Interference
til A BOHEME," a World Film pic- eighth Street theatre next Monday. It was
•I— ' turization of the famous Puccuni
produced by Albert Capellani under the
supervision of William A. Brady, and goes
classic, with Alice Brady in the title role,
forth as a Brady-made production.
starts its Broadway run at the FortyCoincident with the statement from the
flllllltUIIIIIIIIllllIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllUIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIlllllllUIUIUIIIIIIIUIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^
World Film offices that "La Vie de Boheme," as the story was originally named,
I "NEWS" OFFICE IN LOS AN- | would be picturized, came a warning from
I GELES ISSUES DIRECTORY OF | Signor Puccini, the composser, that he
I
ALL PRODUCING COMPANIES | would consider the production an infringement on his rights. He instructed his atI
For the convenience of heads of |
torneys to institute injunction proceedings.
I various departments of Pacific Coast |
I studios, exchangemen and exhibitors i Despite this, Mr. Brady proceeded with the
I of southern California, the Los An- i
I geles office of the " News " has pre- | play.
Then he invited Nathan Burkan, repreI pared a directory which contains i
Puccini, to view the picture, with
1 names, addresses and telephone num- | the resultsenting
that Mr. Burkan is said to have
1 bers of all producing companies, ac- |
I cessory and supply dealers, and other | told Mr. Brady that the "picture was too
I information.
| beautiful to be interfered with." He added
i
A similar directory was issued six | that he would cable Puccini that he was in
i months ago, but owing to the many | favor of permitting its distribution to proI changes the new one is being made | ceed.
I to replace it. A map showing loca- i
I lion of studios will be printed on the 1 BUNN OF WORLD VISITS NEW YORK
I back. This is furnished free to the |
C. W. Bunn, Washington, D. C, manager
I firms of the producing colony, and g
I will be mailed to any address on re- i of the World Film Corporation, made a
1 ceipt of ten cents in stamps.
| visit
New York recenty in the interest
of theto company.
^.illlllllllllllllilillllimUUIIIUIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIIIllNllllllllllillilllillllUUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIN»
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Scenes from Three Recent Episodes of the Arrow-Pathe Series, " Who's Guilty," with Anna Nilsson and Tom Moore
WILSON, JUVENILE, JOINS METRODREW COMPANY
" Fall of a Nation " Depicts Conspiracy Against Liberty
Dixon Picture, Sequel to " Birth of a Nation," Is Motivated by Tremendous Theme,
Robert E. Wilson, juvenile actor, has
Temporary Subjugation of America and Its Release from Foreign Yoke
been engaged by Metro to play the juvenile
transports has brought 150,000 invaders
roles in the Metro-Drew weekly comedies
■"P HE details which have been lacking
in which Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew are
equipped with Krupps and all the latest
concerning the story " The Fall of a
starred. Mr. Wilson has been with the
Nation " can now be supplied. June 6 is death-dealing devices. Effecting a landing
Thanhouser Company for three years. Mr.
the opening date at the Liberty Theatre,
they whip the Americans in a three-day
battle. The nation falls. Washington,
Wilson was born in Stonehaven, Scotland,
New York, of the Thomas Dixon sequel to
Philadelphia, Boston, next Chicago and
twenty-two years ago, and came to this
" The Birth of a Nation " and of Victor
St. Louis are occupied. Waldron puts on
country with his parents when he was four
Herbert's original operatic score expressly
regal uniform and is hailed viceroy of the
composed for it.
years old. He spent his boyhood in Warren, Pa., and then removed to Jamestown,
" provinces of North America."
The play proper opens in the New York
Virginia Holland professes loyalty to
N. Y. His first engagement was with the mansion of Charles Waldron, who loves
Horne Stock Company, then playing at Virginia Holland but whose ambition is the new regime. Waldron entrusts her
with organizing the Imperial Legion of
Canton, Ohio. He played a season there
to establish the rule of Imperialism in
and another season in Erie, Pa., when he America. Miss Holland is the leader of the
Honor among American women, indicating that her high reward will be the
came to New York. Mr. Wilson experiSuffragist-Peace group. She comes into
enced little difficulty in obtaining a motion
conflict with Congressman John Vassar,
vicereine's seat at his side or possibly an
picture engagement, for he is the type that
His bill providing for a large Americati
empress's crown. While touring the country on this mission, the girl secretly enis always in demand. He worked with
army is defeated. In the course of their
Marion and Madeline Fairbanks and Sidrolls the oath-bound order of the Daughpolitical
encounters,
the
Congressman's
ters of Jael. She swears the flower of
ney Bracey for nearly two years with the heart is won by the many charms of VirThanhouser Company.
American womanhood — a million girls and
ginia. She refuses him because he is so
women — to the destruction of the foreign
decisively opposed to her principles.
usurpers. Those who cannot be won over
In
league
with
the
Imperial
ConfederaBURR SUCCEEDS MEEKER AS
by the women are marked for death.
tion of Northern Europe, Charles Waldron
PICTOGRAPH EDITOR
In a night like the terrible Sicilian
hatches the great treason. Twenty thousand subjects of foreign powers, resident
Charles Burr, formerly of the trade adVe spers or the dread St. Bartholomew's
Day, the Daughters of Jael and their male
vertising division of Paramount Pictures
in New York, rise in the night. They
colleagues fall upon the reveling Imperial
Corporation, is now the managing editor of capture the, city from the National Guard,
minions. The wireless stations are taken,
its sole defenders. Patriots and refugees
the same companies' Pictographs. Mr.
the forts and arsenals captured, the ships
flee to Long Island where an American
Burr succeeds George Meeker, who reboarded, and the fast-riding American
army is hastily improvised. But in the
signed from Paramount to go into the movcyvalry tramples down and cuts to pieces
meantime a powerful fleet convoying
ing picture advertising field.
the drunken foreign soldiers opposing them.
" When the sun rose on the harbor of
New York the Stars and Stripes flew from
Chaplin-Mutual Bookings in States Reach $1,300,000
every ship and fort. An army of five
One Hundred and Thirty Prints of " The Floorwalker " Are on Exhibition in Greater New
hundred thousand men, half of them with
York — Brock Pays S175,000 in Royalties for Use of Pictures Abroad
the best rifles in their hands and big guns
lumbering in their lines, were mobilizing
ECORD first run bookings are reported
RECORD
out for publication by President Freuler.
under General Wood to capture Boston
by the Mutual Film Cornoratinn
Corporation for
bv
for
Following are some of the big theatrical
circuits in the United States and Canada
its new Chaplin-AIutual comedies. One
andWaldron
Norfolk."fell in the final melee. John
which have booked the Chaplin-Mutual
hundred and thirty prints of " The Floorseries of twelve releases :
Vassar claimed Virginia Holland, who had
walker " are being shown throughout
Greater New York. A total of $1,300,000
The Marcus Loew Enterprises, controlatoned for her Peace-at-any-price folh^
ling almost a score of theatres in New
by defying death to restore the sacred
in bookings on the series of twelve Chaplin
releases in the United States alone has been
York and almost as many throughout the Union of States.
In the cast are Arthur Shirley, Lorraine
country; the F. F. Proctor enterprises, the
reached, according to the Mutual announcement.
Stanley Circuit, operating throughout New
Huling, Percy Standing, C. E. Geldert,
Philip Gastrock, Flora MacDonald, Leila
In addition, $175,000 in royalties, it is Jersey; the Moss and Brill Theatrical
enterprises, controlling a string of theatres
announced from the office of John R.
Frost, Edna May Wilson, Paul Willis. ]\IilFreuler, President of the Mutual and
in New York City and throughout the dred Bracken, May Geraci, Beulah Burns
country; the S. Z. Poli circuit, the Alfred
President of the Lone Star Corporation
and
others. and
" Thethree
Fallacts
of aorNation
is inmany
a prologue
twelve"
which holds the $670,000 contract for
Hamburger circuit of Chicago, the Fitchenreels
of
film
parlance.
Bartley
Gushing
circuit of New Orleans, the Swamson
Chaplin's services, was paid by Henry J. berg
circuit operating throughout Canada and
v-as the principal stage director. William
Brock, film exporter. Above and beyond
the Province theatre circuit of western
this each Chaplin print will be sold for the
C. Thompson and John W'. Boyle photoCanada and various others.
Australian market at a price not given
graphed the great spectacle.
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Movement Started in Pennsylvania to Re-elect Herrington
Record of llie National President as a Live-Wire Organizer and His Bringing Order Out
of Chaos in Keystone State League Gain Many Supporters
for the post on the floor of the national
Special to Motion Picture News.
convention.
Harrisburg, Pa., May 24.
A number of prominent exhibitors of
MOVEMENT has started among
A Pennsylvania exhibitors who are
central Pennsylvania, who point to Herrington's record as a live-wire organizer,
members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League, to rally to the support of Fred J. who has, perhaps, done more to weld together the various old factions which now
Herrington for re-election as national
constitute the Pennsylvania League, and
president in the convention to be held in
who has used the same aggressive organizChicago, July 10 to 18. Indications that
a formidable movement is developing in
ation tactics in his work as national executive, have informally begun electioneering
the Middle West to back Frank J. Remfor Herrington.
busch, of Shelbyville, Ind., for the presiIt is understood that when the annual
dency, give promise that there will likely
convention
of the State League is held in
be a lively, albeit, good-natured contest
Pittsburgh, June 26, 27, and 28, a resolution will be offered calling for the indorseJ. A. Berst Comes Out Fiat-Footed for Federal Censorship
ment by all Pennsylvanians of Herrington's
campaign for re-election. It is likely also
Vice-President of Palhe Believes Some Form of Picture Superiision is Inevitable and That
that, in advance of the Pittsburgh convenBest Interests of Business Demand Law Approved by Manufacturers
tion, several locals of the League throughbill.
Under
date
of
May
19,
Mr.
Hughes
out the State will go on record as favoring
J A. BERST, vice-president and general
wrote Mr. Berst to the effect that many
• manager of Pathe, has come out flatHerrington's re-election.
of his suggestions had been followed in the
footed for federal censorship of pictures.
" There oughtn't to be any doubt about
new bill. The revised bill was carefully
Mr. Berst strongly believes that some form
Mr. Herrington getting the unanimous
analyzed by Mr. Berst who, on May 23,
of censorship is inevitable and that the best
backing of the Pennsylvania exhibitors in
wrote Mr. Hughes in part as follows:
interest of the business demands a federal
the Pittsburgh convention," said a promlaw drawn up in accordance with the views
" I wish to assure you that your bill will
inent Pennsylvania
exhibitor
to day,
find in our firm a very strong support. All
of the manufacturers, and put through
with that
indorsement,
coupled
with" and
his
the big concerns intend to get together and
with their support.
record as national president during the one
discuss this bill thoroughly, and I am very
year he has held the office, he ought to
" This is the only way in which obnoxiconfident that a resolution will be adopted
ous state censorship bills can be headed
stand a good chance of winning the honor
again in the Chicago contest. Moreover
off," says Mr. Berst. " The fact that the
for the support of the bill."
federal government is passing upon films
Herrington's own personality and his abilMr. help
Hughes,
recognizing
Mr. aBerst's
great
in putting
the bill upon
basis
will be a powerful argument against local
ity as an orator ought to serve him well
where
it
would
merit
the
support
of
the
on
the convention floor.
censorship — the most powerful that we can
manufacturers, wired Mr. Berst on the
" It will be recalled that Herrington
24th as follows :
Mr. Berst made a careful study of the
have."
went to the national convention in CaliforHughes bill and sent to the Hon. Dudley
" Thanks for your letter of the 23rd.
nia last year practically without any backHave I your permission to make this letter
ing for president, but captured the plum
M. Hughes, chairman of the House Comthrough sheer force of his personality. As
mittee on Education, a letter containing the
public.
Wire
answer."
Mr. Berst accordingly wired his consent
we in Pennsylvania believe, he has made
result of his analysis and pointing out a
to have his letter used.
good as national executive, I can see no
number of objectionable features in the
reason for hot re-electing Herrington."
Peter Magaro, of this city, Second VicePresident of the State League, declared
Louisiana Exhibitors Form Protective Association
himself a candidate for delegate to the
Organization Is Tliought Necessary to Prepare for a Fight Against Censorship, Now
national
convention in Chicago. Mr. MaLooming Up in the State Legislature as Result of Clubwomen's Activity
garo says the Pennsylvania League will be
Special to MoTio.s Picture New.s.
Nola Film Company; R. King Evans, manentitled to one delegate, and he seeks the
ager V-L-S-E; K. A. Bugbee, manager
New Orleans, La., May 27.
place, pointing out that while HerringMetro ; and Messrs. Jacobs and Marks, exton is a Pennsylvanian, the election of
hibitors of New Orleans.
REALIZING that "forewarned is foreMagaro as delegate will not interfere with
armed," exhibitors of Louisiana, with
Last year there were some spasmodic efthe co-operation of exchange men in New
Herrington's attending the Chicago gathforts made to have censorship bills of vaering, because Herrington will be present
Orleans, formed at a well-attended meetrious forms passed by the legislature.
in his capacity as national president.
ing at the Triangle theatre, the Motion PicWhatever forces may have been at work,
ture Protective Association of Louisiana.
Mr. Magaro was chosen as PennsylThe exhibitors took this step because the not one of the bills saw the light of day.
vania's alternate delegate to the annual
But this year things might go a little difconvention in California last year, but did
scions are in session at Baton Rouge, Louferent, and exhibitors of Louisiana, in comnot attend because the expense of so long
isiana's capital, and nobody knows just
mon with the first man of the land, have
when the censorship question is going to
a trip would have imposed a heavy financial burden on the State League. This
adopted "preparedness" as their motto.
arise. Clubwomen in New Orleans sevIt shall be the purpose of the association
year, however, he hopes to be elected as
eral months ago had the matter under dis- merely to point out to the people of Louisicussion. They had about agreed that a
delegate proper, and he is asking his exana the evils of censorship should the queshibitor friends throughout the State to
board of censors was needed.
tion be put before them. So far, there is support him for that post when it comes to
Ernst Boehringer, managing head of the no need of any such action.
Columbia Amusement Company, and of the
select the delegate in the Pittsburgh convention.
Triangle theatre, one of the foremost exEUTERMARKS
"OTHER GIRL"
hibitors inLouisiana, was named president
Mr. Magaro is president of the HarrisFOR EASTERNGETSPENNSYLVANIA
burgh local of the League, and a member
of the Motion Picture Protective AssociaThe
Raver
Film
Corporation
production,
tion of Louisiana; P. Brennon, of the Iberof the State League's Legislative Commit"The Other Girl," taken from the stage
tee, which obtained amendments, favorville theatre, was named secretary, while
able to the motion picture interests, to the
assessments on the various exchanges and
success by Augustus Thomas, was purchased for the eastern Pennsylvania terexhibitors will be collected by a committee
Pennsylvania Censorship Law in the session of the Pennsylvania Legislature in
ritory by Mr. Eutermarks of the Pennsylthe personnel of which is as follows:
1915.
vania
Feature
Film
Company.
William H. Hannon, president of the

OF beEVE"
Edna Mayo will
starred by Essanay
in a five reel pictiirization of Lee Wilson
Dodd's "The Return of Eve." Arthur
Berthelet. who has just completed "Sherlock Holmes," with W illiam Gillette, will
direct tlic new feature. An especially selected supporting cast will be provided.
"The Return of Eve" tells how two babes
lived in the wilderness, attaining the age
of nineteen without ever seeing their own
kind. They were transplanted to a New
York drawing room, and society's shams.
In disgust, they went back to Eden.
But having tasted the world, they found
Eden a dreary place. Eventually, being
human, they returned to civilization.
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CINCINNATI
EXHIBITORS WANT
CENSOR YOKE ON THEIR NECKS
Special to Motion Picture NEWb.
Cincinnati, May 27. — The Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of _ the Cincinnati
Chamber of Commerce at a recent meeting
attended by Max Stearn, president of the
Ohio Exhibitors' League, adopted resolutions unanimously endorsing federal censorship and regulation of films. The action
was taken after a lengthy discussion, during which Charles Weigel, manager of the
Alhambra theatre, opposed the resolution.
He declared that he believed the establishment of a national board appointed by
the President would put too much power
in the hands of the President, and that the
industry might suffer as a result. Weigel
voted for the resolution, however, after
Mr. Stearn pointed out that a national
board of specialists trained for such positions would be far more competent to pass
on releases than other censors. Copies of
the resolution were sent to the manufacturing companies who have upheld federal
censorship and to the Congressmen and
Senators from Ohio.
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Ivy Close Shows Originality in Interview with " News "
English Star, Here for Kalem Comedies, Avoids Stereotyped Opinions About " Whether
American Men Are Pleasant," or the Way Women Wear Their Hats

Latest Poses of Ivy Close, the British Beauty, Now a Kalem Star
understand how to operate the American
AMERICAN comedy, as she has found
it, does not appeal to Ivy Close, the
telephone
in her
room, She
so she
pretty English comedienne, who is on her
get in touch
withhotel
them.
wentcouldn't
down
first visit to the United States to appear
to the dining room alone, and she liked
J. LeR. JOHNSTON IS EDITOR OF
American food so well that she ate 75
in a series of Kalem comedies. It's too
AMUSEMENTS
cents worth before she realized what she
expensive, and besides, it gives one the
was about. The number 75 on the bill
uncomfortable feeling of having been
John Le Roy Johnston has succeeded
might
have been pounds or shillings, or
Charles G. Branham as editor of Amuse'done good." Ivy doesn't see the joke.
the height of the Woolworth Building, or
She arrived in New York Sunday, May
ments, the official organ of the exhibitors
21. She knew nothing of American ways
the circulation of some theatre house-orin the Northwest. Amusements is pubor American money. She had letters to
gan, for all she knew, so she asked the
lished at 803 Lumber Exchange, Minnewaiter :
apolis.
a number of people here, but she didn't
"How many cents in a dollar?"
"Twenty-five," he replied promptly.
So she gave him three dollars, and a
" How Britain Prepared " Shows Tommy Atkins a Busy Person
little something for himself. When she
Activities of British Recruit Are Shown from Day of Enlistment to Time He Becomes an
got back to her room she had a feeling
Efficiently Drilled Unit in Fighting Machine of 5,000,000
that she had been fleeced, but she couldn't
figue it out. She went down and told the
show every detail in soldier-making; Engt'LJOW Britain Prepared," an official
manager
about it. He promised to fix it.
-I- British film showing how five milland's intensive munition activities ; and the
And
Miss Close, before she started for
lion Britons were transformed into an ef- great British fleet.
it.
Jacksonville Saturday, saw that he did fix
ficient fighting force, and the North Sea
" Tommy Atkins " is presented, from the
day he enlists until, with thousands of other
fleet which enabled them to perform this
The little English beauty had just one
task while the Continent was being
comrades-in-arms, he is reviewed by the
week in New York. Then she was hurdrenched in blood, opened its New York
King and sent to the front. Gun drills,
ried south to begin work on the Ivy Close
athletic exercises, trench digengagement
at the Lyceum theatre^ last sword ging,drills,
Monday.
field telegraph laying, and all other
Comedies, which Kalem will release in onereel lengths. This is just the kind of work
forms of military activity in preparation
These pictures were made under the diIvy delights in. She made a great hit at
rection of Charles Urban, and brought to are shown, it is announced.
it in England, and she is anxious to see
this country by permission of the British
Secretary of War Baker and Assistant
if America will like her as well.
Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. RooseCabinet. They are not " war pictures,," sovelt have endorsed the films. A portion of
"It's great here," she said, on a visit
called. During the two hours and more
the receipts from the public exhibitions
to Motion Picture News. "There are so
which it takes to show them only one " war
many men in the streets. Izi London all
will go into the War Relief Fund of the
film " is shown — the destruction of a Gerthe men are at war, or training for it, and
man blockhouse in Flanders.
But they Allies.
one scarcely sees a man at large. I feel
a bit frightened and strange, but the British Motion Picture News is like a face
from home.
Triangle's June Releases Include Collier in " Bugle Call "
Stage Favorite WiU Be a Full-Fledged Screen Star in the Ince Subject, a Play of American
"Now that I am just getting acquainted
Army Life — Standing and Anna Lehr in Supporting Cast
in New York, they are whisking me away
to the south, but they tell me I shall be
Another Douglas Fairbanks subject,
T^RI ANGLE'S June releases will bring
A Willie Collier, Jr., to the front as a
"this
Reggie
Mixes
In,"
will
also
be
released
so busy down there that I won't mind it.
month. It is from the Fine Arts
I'll do all the 'stunts' they want me to.
full-fledged film star, in the Ince subject,
studios, and shows Fairbanks as a rich
Iv'e been up an aeroplane, down in a sub" The Bugle Call," a play of American
marine, have ridden a motorcycle, and I
army life. In the supporting cast are
young man in search of thrills. The TriWyndham Standing, Anna Lehr, Thomas
angle-Ince feature for release the same
simply revel in the water. So I don't think
they can frighten me much.
Guise, and Joe Goodboy. The Triangleweek is " The Sorrows of Love," an emoFme Arts feature for release the first week
tional drama, in which Bessie Barriscale is
"The fact that I am working in onefeatured.
reel comedies will be no bar to my enjoyof June presents Norma Talmadge in
ing a dash of excitement now and then
Among the offerings to be presented the
a humana interest
Straight," crooks,
"ofGoing
with a daring feat. And if taking these
and
husband stoiy
two reformed
latter part of the month are " The Inoccasional risks will help you to laugh and
wife. The Fine Arts kiddies have promii;occnt Magdalene " and " A Wild Girl of
forget those bothersome newspaper headnent parts in this. Ralph Lewis plays opthe Sierras," from the Fine Arts studios,
posite Miss Talmadge.
and " The Deserters," from Ince.
lines, Ishall feel well repaid."
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EDITOR'S NOTE.— It i^ the (le>ire of "Motion Picture News" to include under this heading novel advertising ideas, successful schemes
in the nianagenionl. decoration and equipment of the theatre — everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade.
We invite every exliibitor to write us about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information
r/
along any line. Address: Editor, "Motion Picture News," 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
AEJT

ORLE.iyS EXHIBITOR BOOSTS
SERIAL BY NOVEL METHODS

How to best advertise " Peg O' The
Ring," the new Universal serial, was a
problem that Herman Fichtenberg of New
Orleans studied out.
He reasoned that a circus atmosphere
would be necessary to draw the crowds.
In front of his Alamo theatre, in Canal
street, he made a sawdust ring, got a real
live wolf from a menagerie, had a clown
to cut papers, and billed the Alamo as presenting "the greatest film show on earth."
Instead of the regulation ticket booth Mr.
Fichtenberg installed a ticket wagon, the
outlines of which were familiar to anyone
who has ever attended Barnum and
Bailey's or Ringling's. Even the regulation tickets were cast aside, and the
familiar red roll pasteboards were passed
out at the entrance.
The crowds were so large in front of the
Alamo theatre that the police at times
stepped in and took a hand in an endeavor
to create a passage-way for pedestrians.
" Peg O' The Ring " brouglit favorable
press comment and the verdict of Mr.
Fichtenberg's patrons was that the latter
surely gave them their money's worth.
GERTRUDE McCOY IN PERSON AT
BALTIMORE THEATRES
Gertrude McCoy, the Gauniont-Mutual
star, appeared personally at the Baltimore
theatre named in her honor as a guest of
the Lord Calvert Theatres Company on
May 26. "The Isle of Love," in which
Miss McCViy has the star role, was being
shown, and after each performance Miss
McCoy greeted her admirers. She also
held similar receptions at the Lord Calvert
theatre on May 27, where "The Isle of
Love " was also being shown.
The Baltimore newspapers gave generous space to the event. Special yachting
and automobile trips were arraogerl in
hfinor of the Gaumont star.
EXHIBITORS AND MERCHANTS
COOPERATION

IN

In Chicago, during the first run of " The
Xc'er-Do-\\'cll," Rofhsrbild's deitartment
store ran a lavishly, well arranged display
of the book by Rex Beach, advertising it
extensively, and playing up the fact that
the feature couId.be seen at the Fine Arts
theatre.
The manager of the theatre anri the bead
of the book department of Rothschild's
say that the business on this co-operative
lia'is brought in many new patrons.;r

Overflow Crowd at a Saturday Children's Performance at the Parkway Theatre, Eallimore
V-L-S-E Issuing Helpful Advertising Ideas for Each Feature —
Some Examples
A HELPFUL service for exhil)itors is
the "Exhibitors' Helps" and "Theatre Program" announcements gotten out
by the advertising department of the
V'-L-S-E on each feature released on their
program. These ideas are designed to attract patrons to the theatre using V-L-S-E
service, by some out-of-the-ordinary advertising stunt
"
" on the feature being exhiljited. In every case, the " stunt " is gotten up to be of practical use to the exhibitor, and help him make money on every
feature he books, regardless of the star or
the box office power of the feature's name.
By way of example, when Charlie Chaplin's Essanay "Carmen" was released, all
the V-L-S-E branch (offices supplied their
exhibitors, booking this feature with the
idea to have some car cards printed to be
used either inside or on the front or back
ends of the car with the following copy:
ASK THE CAR MEN
"CARMEN"
W ITHABf)UT
CHARLIE
CHAPLIN
IX IT
The molormcn and conductors of course,
were to be notified where to direct passengers who asked about the picture.

of " Stunts "
On " Artie, the Millionaire Kid," the
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon release, the suggestion was made to have the exhibitor
procure a very loud red-colored automobile speedster of low racing type, covered
with school pennants and banners.
With a young man of the college variety,
at the steering wheel, seated next to a
pretty girl, he was to drive his car around
town aimlessly throwing away specially
printed green paper to resemble dollar
bills.
For "The Little Shepherd of Bargain
Row," a co-operative idea was worked out,
whereby the bargain store in town ran a
woman's sale, using as a central figure of
their window display a little shepherd
dressed appropriately with all her garments price tagged. One sign called it the
" Little Shepherd Sale " and ran ai)propriate sales producing copy. Another sign
directed passer.sby to the theatre running
the feature. The theatre ran a slide directing patrons to the sale
"At Piney Ridge," a Selig Red Seal
Play, it was suggested to decorate the
theatre lobby in pine trees and pine cones,
and have the inside of tlic theatre permeated with b: Isam.
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I KANSAS CITY STAR WILL RUN |
i
REVIEW S OF PICTURES |
H The publicity end of the moving p
B picture game will again come into its g
H own in the Kansas City territory, ^
M with the announcement that the Kan- M
B sas City Star will again throw open M
B its columns twice a week to moving M
H picture news.
Wl
B The Star will go one step farther M
B than most publications, and, in addi- g
BB ers,
tion will
to using
dope "in regarding
play- =m
have "space
which reviews
B of pictures will be given. These re- §
B views will always be printed before g
B a picture is shown in Kansas City. M
B In fact, if the same policy is adopted g
B as was carried on during the regime [
B of Bowles, no local news will be car- B
H ried. This will be the first time the B
B general public in that section has M
B ever had such reviews. Floyd Scott, B
B editor of the theatrical column, will B
B be in charge.
g
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiip^^
VEST POCKET MEMO FOLDER FROM
BROOKLYN THEATRE
Here is an excellent little novelty from
the Sumner theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. It
is a vest pocket reminder, printed on good
card stock, with blank space for memos,
accompanying announcements of pictures
WEDNESDAY, MAY
MEMO

VIVIAN

ISth

19th

MARTIN

" Planting " Window Cards in Stores Can Be Made Valuable
Advertising Medium for the Exhibitor
of the 'copy' — the window cards speSOME valuable hints on "phinting wincially prepared for him by the Mutual Film
dow cards" are given in the current
Corporation. The brightest spots from the
issue of " Reel Life," the Mutual's house
organ :
film plays are presented in remarkably well
made photographs. They have an atmos"When you were a kid you always knew
phere of quality which aids in giving the
when the circus was coming to town because there was a big flaming one-sheet in public impression of the excellence of the
the barliershop window. The barber got two
production. They denote action, they prepasses — if he insisted on them — for the use
sent the beauty of the stars in the producof his window, while you had to carry
tion. They tell just a snatch of the story
water, to the elephant.
and have the effect of creating interest in
the plot which led to the scene depicted.
"The window is just as valuable today.
This way window cards make for attend"But the motion picture exhibitor might
ance.
be considerably more aggressive in the use
of it. If it is worth while using a lobby
" Theatrical advance men, those swashbucklers who travel in the van of the road
display it is equally worth while extending
the display to the windows of the stores,
show, are adepts in the planting of window
cigar shops, millinery establishments, pool
cards. A few minutes' observation of a
halls or anything else with a front in it whole-souled advance man talking grumpy
shopkeepers out of window space is good
along the street.
comedy and excellent instruction. When a
"If you can talk pleasantly and occasionstranger can walk up the main street of
ally pass out a strip of tickets along with
your town with an armful of chromos and
your smile, you can advertise your theatre
leave them on display in the best windows
and the productions screened there in the
best windows on the business streets of
in sight, paying his way along with only
a few kind words, the motion picture exyour territory.
hibitor across the street ought to be able to
" The window card opportunity stands
out particularly for the motion picture exget even better results, since he is workhibitor because of the excellent character
ing on the home grounds."
Middle

LILLIAN GISH in
SOLD FOR MARRIAGE
And FATTY ARBUCKLE in
THE OTHER MAN
FRIDAY, MAY
MEMO
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17th

JOHN BARRYMORE
in a photoplay by Willard Mack
THE LOST BRIDEGROOM
And a Paramount-Bray Cartoon
THtlWSDAY, MAY
MEMO

PICTURE

in

Marie Coreni's"Thelma"
play AfromMODERN
THELMA
And FRANK DANIELS Comedy
Issued by the Sumner Theatre, Brooklyn
for each day of the week. The card is
folded so as to make the whole very convenient in size.
The reverse side is occupied with a neat
letter cut of the theatre's name, and short
descriptions of features. The memorandum idea, put in so small a space, is a distinct innovation.

West Exhibitors Show Resourcefulness
Children s Matinees

WHEN it comes to resourcefulness in
promoting
children's
will have
to be made
for thematinees,
exhibitorsroomof
Omaha and vicinity. The policy is, as one
of the exhibitors put it, " To get the children into your theatre once, then show
them something that will make them come
Theof Empress
and " Billythe"
Cole
the Krug atin Kearney
Omaha developed
idea
of giving one admission -ticket for
again."
each
peck of dandelions deposited at the
theatre on a certain Saturday morning.
One youngster — the first one to arrive —
brought a bushel of the hated weeds,
dumped them in the lobby of the Empress
and demanded four tickets. He was giving a party, he said, for his mother, grandmother, sister and himself. The lobbies of
both theatres proved insufficient room for
the big- supply of dandelions and the city
garbage wagons had to be called to haul
them away.
The Humane Society of Omaha was
looking for a place to gather the school
children to observe "Kindness to Animals
Day" in Omaha when Manager Thomas of
the Strand heard of it. He immediately
offered his theatre and several hundred
children gathered, heard talks on kindness
to animals, and then stayed at the management's invitation and free of charge saw
the Williamson submarine pictures. They
were told the Strand, every Saturday,
would give special shows for the school
children. Judging from the comments on
the
shownwillthem
free, attended.
the children's
showspicture
hereafter
be well
Th mother's clubs, father's clubs, woman's clubs, teacher's clubs and similar organizations of Council Bluffs, la., just

in Promoting

across the river from Omaha, joined in a
request for the theatres to set aside special performances for the children. This
has been done and few children can be seen
about their usual haunts when the "Children's hour " is on at the theatres.
At Logan, la.. Manager Thompson of
the Rex gave tickets to the children who
attained more than 90 per cent in their examination grades, then he started regular
children's matinees. It paid, he says.
In every instance the exhibitors are taking great care that only the best kinds of
pictures for children are shown, and their
invitations to the parents to come along
with the children are genuine.
I
THE WEEK'S STUNT
BEST LIVE WIRE
a

|
i

B The Lothrop school, Omaha, Neb.,
M wanted a new Victrola and the pupils
B and teachers were wondering how
B they could raise the money. W. O.
B Jensen, proprietor of the Lothrop moB tion picture theatre, nearby, heard of
B the situation from his young son. H-^
matiBB was
nees planning
and sawstarting
here achildren's
good chance.
B He told the teachers and pupils he
8 would give one-half the receipts on a
B certain afternoon toward the Victrola
B fund. He showed " Barbara FrietB schie."
g The theatre was packed, the VicB trola was purchased, and now chilB dren's matinees, all heavily attended,
B are frequent features at the Lothrop
M motion picture show.
illl'llllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllllllllinilllllllill!llllllllll
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i\. Gen'l Trade
Conditions
Since
Jan.
1, 1916.
B. — Outlook
for Coming
Season ;
.\ — \'ery Good

ALBANY, N. Y.

Number of
Theatres
A — Opened
B — Closed
Since
Sept. 1, 1915.
A— One
B — Two
A — None
B — None

PICTURE

What Class
of Film Is
in Greatest
Demand.''

Which JJoes
Exhib. Prefer?
Prog.
Booking
or "Open

Features and
Fillers

Market"?
Open

Features

Program

A — Good
r> — opicnaia
A — Fair
15 VjOOU
Poor
BA—— 'CTOod

Two
BA —— None

Features

A — Seven
B — Three

Open

Clean
Pictures

BOISE, IDAHO

A — Good
H — (jood

One
BA—
— -None

CANTON.'.OHIO

AB —— Fair
Fair

AB —— Two
One

CHICAGO, ILL.

A — ■Good
B — Good

CINCINNATI, O.

A — Poor
B — Good

A — Twelve
B — Fifty-three
A—B —Twenty
Five

AUGUSTA, GA.
BALTIMORE, MD.
BANGOR, ME.

CHATTANOOGA,
TENN.
CLEVELAND, O.
COLUMBUS, O.

A — Fair
B— Uncertain
A — Good
B — Excellent
AB —— Good
Good

EDMONTON,

A — Good
B — Excellent

HARRISBURG, PA.

AB —— Good
Good

AB —— None
None

INDIANAPOLIS, IND

A— Good
B — Good

A— One
B — Two
A— One
B— None

CAN.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A — Good
B — Excellent
A — Fair
B — Good

Features

Program

Features and
one-reel comedies

Open

Features

Drama and
good comedy
Comedy

Combination

Features

LYNCHBURG,

VA.

McALESTER. OKLA.

A — Good
B — Excellent
A — Good
B — Good

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

A — Good
B — Excellent

MONTREAL, CAN.

A — Improved
H -I-:.ir

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Four
BA —— None
A— Fifty [ Okla.
B — Five
I Texai 1
A — Three
B — None
{ and
AB —— Three
None

Same

Open

Features

Increase
for both

No change

Decrease
for both
Increase
AB'—— Decrease

Increase

No
Yes

No change

No change

No change
Tendency

No change
Same
A —B —Decrease

Yes

to increase

renewed
interest
Gaining

Increase

A — Same
B — Increase

Normal

Onwanethe
Y es
No

L\0
No
Yes

AB—— Normal
Higher
A — Decrease
B — Increase

Increase
for both
B — Steady
A — Decrease

Stationary
No change
on the
increase

A — Increase

Increase

for both
Decrease
for both

No change

Normal

on the
wane

Normal

None

No

Same

Same

Yes
Yes
Program

Same

change
Little

Increase

Good film

Same

No

Features

LIVERPOOL, ENG.

A — Good
B— Good

Open
Program

F e^t urcs

LOUISVILLE, KY.

Open
Program

Features

A — Good
B — Uncertain
Imprf>ved
A — Good
B — Good

Program

Features

LEXINGTON, KY.

Increase

Open

Features

A— G)od
B — Good

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

theAbout
same
change
Little
Vary

Same

evenly
Divided

A — Seven (New)
Twenty
— (Not
Open
Continually)
A — Two
B — None
A— One
B — None

Stationary

Not
No

Features

(A) Programs.
(B) Features.
onHigher
fillers

Program

Onwanethe

Decrease or
Increase in
Rental Prices

Increase

Society and
comedy drama

Feat ures

DETROIT, MICH.

In few cases

Decrease
Prices, or
Increase in
Admission
if Any.

Noncommittal

A — Eleven
B— Three

A—
B — Two
Six
A— One
B — None

Do Serials
Continue
Popular?

CHART

On
increase

Features
and
shorts

A — Good
rS — -isxceuent
A— Good
B — Good

DENVER, COLO.

NEWS

xii lew V.d.&Co
Yes
very

A — None
B — None

A — Thirty-two
B — Eight (Ohio)
A —B —Fourteen
Two
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Features

Program

Features
and comedies

Open

Features

Program

No

Features
and comdey

Divided

Features

Divided

Yes
Yes

Same
Same
Increase

Decrease
for both
Increase
for both
Increase
for
both
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CONDITIONS

Chief
Chief
Strength of
Complaint of Complaint of
Exhibitors
Exchange !M[en
Concerning the ; Concerning the
Exhibitors'
Organizations.
Business.
Business.

Is There
Exchange
Too
Much

for or
Against
Daily- of
Change
Program?

Demand
For
Children's
Pictures.

90% for

Fair

Getting
stronger

High
cost
of film

Poor
collections

For

None

Very poor

None

Not given

For

Increasing

Slow

Good

Poor

Yes
theatre

-RAT TTTV/rriTPlT "AyTF^

No
Big

Slow

None
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Emerald Motion Picture Company, of Chicago, has completed the
filming of several chapters of the " Tom
and Jerry " comedy series that is to be issued in twcnty-two-recl episodes. Initial
releases on this scries will be made very
shortly.
The same cast of principal funmakers
will appear throughout the forty reels.
Among the players arc : Dolores Cassinelli, Charles Huntington, Tom Keesey,
Byrdine Zuber, Rhea Laughlin, Patrick
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Emerald Completes Several Chapters of " Tom and Jerry "
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Miles, and Tony West. All the installments are being written and directed by
Frederick J. Ireland. It is promised that
the fun of the pictures will consist in genuinely humorous situations and real acting,
not in slapstick work.
The first release will lie known as " Tom
and Jerry — Bachelors." Tom and Jerry
are two susceptible benedicts who, although happily married, cannot resist flirting with pretty strangers. When their respective wives leave for a week-end trip,

i
Same
AB —— Decrease
-Increase

Tom and Jerry planned to entertain Madam
De Luxe, a handsome French model. At
Jerry's house the two deceivers are just sitting down with their piquant model when
their wives, having missed the train, return. To add to the confusion, Madame
De Luxe's husband enters the house with
the De Luxe baby, and the two husbands
try to hide all three outsiders.
CAREY, "PRINT EDITOR," NOW A
"PICTURE EDITOR"
llaruld Carey, associate editor of Every
Week, and former managing editor of
'I'cchnical World, is now on the staff of
Paramount Pictographs.
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Only Trade Showing of " Woman Who Dared " Set for June 30
General Manager Beyfuss of California Motion Picture Corporation Arranges for a Preview of Beatriz Michelena Subject, an Eight-Reeler, at the Rialto, New York
six or eight months.
It is nearly finished.
u-yHE
Who which
Dared,"
The California people have secured the
A atriz Woman
Michelena,
has with
been Beso
extensively advertised as the California
new Rialto theatre at Forty-second Street
and Broadway for the trade showing. The
Motion Picture Corporation's second " Betthirty-five piece orchestra which regularly
ter Than Program " release, is to be shown
the trade in New York City on Friday,
plays at the Rialto will interpret the espeJune 30. This is the first definite ancially written musical score provided for
nouncement as to the completion of the big the picture. Manager S. L. Rothapfel of
the Rialto will give the performance his
picture on which General Manager Alexander E. Beyfuss and his associates at the personal attention throughout.
"The Woman Who Dared" will be an
•company's studios in San Rafael, Cal., have
been so hard at work for the past eight-part feature when it is ready for the

TACOMA, WASH.

WILKESBARRE, PA.
D. C.

WINNIPEG, CAN.

market. W'ith the scenes all taken and the
story carefully worked out fully a month
ago, the business of cutting and editing
was taken up and the finished product is
even yet being worked over in the company's studios.
"The Woman Who Dared," like "The
Unwritten Law," is to be released on the
states rights plan. The sale of territory
will be taken up immediately after the
trade showing at the Rialto which will be
the only trade showing given the picture
before the sale. Sales of " The Unwritten
Law " were not started until after the picture had been shown both in New York
and in Chicago.
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" IVhispering

Smith " and " Soul Mates," Week of June 5
completed, while the work on the proWITH the release of " Whispering
ductions in which the various other stars
Smith " and "Soul Mates," first of
are to be featured is well under way.
the five-act " Mutual Star Productions "
which top Mutual offerings for the week of
" Whispering Smith " is the first of the
Mutual Star Productions featuring Helen
June 5, the new feature release policj' of
Holmes. It was screened under the directhe Mutual Film Corporation, recentlj' antion of J. P. McGowan. Miss Holmes, is
nounced, gets into full swing.
seen in the role of Marion Sinclair. Mr.
" Whispering Smith," featuring Helen
Holmes, goes to the public on June 5. McGowan appears in the role of Whispering Smith, while the other important roles
" Soul Mates " with William Russell, the
are in the hands of Paul C. Hurst, Leo
star, will be released on June 8.
These new Mutual Star Productions,
Maloney, Thomas Lingham, Chance Ward,
N. Z. Wood, Sam Appel, F. Van Norman,
the company promises, will set a new
record in feature releases in many ways.
Walter Rogers, William Brunton and variEach will be written to match the histrionic
ous others especially chosen for Miss
talents and personalities of the stars. Many
Holmes' support.
First of the Mutual Star Productions
of the Mutual Star productions will be prefeaturing William Russell, will be released
pared for the screen from the latest of
popular fiction stories. A staff of noted
under the title of " Soul Mates." It was
scenario men are now at work at the variproduced at the American-Mutual studios
ous studios where the productions will be
and prepared under the personal direction
of J. Edward Hungerford, whose pen has
filmed preparing the features for the
been responsible for many of the features
screen. In many instances, the authors of
filmed at the American-Mutual studios.
the books from w-hich the stories are to be
adapted, will work in conjunction with the
Charlotte Burton appears in Russell's chief
directors.
support. Others in the cast are Leona Hutton
and Harry Keenan.
Frederick Warde, Richard Bennett, Mary
In the Mutual releases for this week,
Miles Minter, Helen Holmes, Florence La
Badie, William Russell and various other
particularly interesting is the GaumontMutual three-act drama which will be restars of the stage and screen will be presented as the featured player in these new
leased on June 8 under the title of " Flames
Mutual Star Productions. Miss Minter is of Vengeance."
This production presents
two feminine stars in the leading roles.
now at work at the American-Mutual
studios in Santa Barbara on her first
Gertrude Robinson and Iva Shepard, the
feature release. Frederick Warde has
" vampire " of the Gaumont-Mutual studios
begun his first feature at the Thanhouser
are the featured players. They are supstudios. Mr. Bennett will leave for the
ported l)ya company of players, headed by
Alexander Gaden.
American-Mutual studios just as soon as
his theatrical engagement in New York is
Four two-reel subjects will be released
by the Mutual on the same program.
concluded. First of the Mutual Star Productions featuring Miss La Badie, Miss
" Jealou.sy's First Wife," an unusually
Holmes and William Russell have been
interesting
domestic
drama, featuring
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Producers

Vivian Rich and Alfred Vosburgh, heads
the list. It is from the American-Mutual
studios and will be released on June 5.
" John Brewster's Wife," from the Thanhouscr-Mutual studios, for release on June
6, " The Pilgrim," f rorri the MustangMutual studios with Frank Borzago and
Anna Little in the leading roles, for release, Junedrama
9, andfrom
" ThetheLion's
Nemesis,"
a stirring
Horsley-Mutual
studios, featuring Margaret Gibson and the
Bostock animals, comprise the two-act
offerings. The latter will be released on
Mutual
June
10. comedy releases for the same
week present a wide range of subjects.
" Beauty " offerings present " Billy Van
Duesen's Operation," featuring Carrol
Halloway and John Sheehan and " Thinim
Stout," starring Orral Humphrey. They
will be released on June 7 and the 10,
respectively. Falstaff offerings include
" Advertisementers," featuring " Conrad
and Oscar," for release, June 5, and
" Where Wives Win," released June 10.
Vogue releases include "A Plane Story"
to be released, June 5, and " His Blowout" for release, June 11. Jerry's Big
Lark," for release, June 9, is the Cub
comedy featuring George Ovey.
" Reel Life," the Mutual Film Magazine,
" The Weekly Mutual " and " See America
First " will be released on the usual days,
namely Wednesday and Sunday.
MUNSTERBERG WILL SPRING
ANOTHER NOVELTY
Professor Hugo Miinsterberg will shortly
bring to a close his psychological series in
Paramount Pictographs. The great psychologist isnow at work on a series of articles for the Pictographs that will attempt
something never before dreamed of in the
motion picture business, it is reported by
tlic manufacturer.

my4
Illuitrating " The Man from Manhattan," American-Mutual De Luxe Masterpicture for Current Release
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Striking Photographs Illustrating " The Flower of No-Man's Land," a Forthcoming Metro Vehicle for Viola Dana
" Flower

of No Mans Land " Will Be Released by Metro
June 19 With Viola Dana as the Star

<tT~'HE Flower of No Man's Land," the
A five part Metro-Columbia in which
Viola Dana, the newest Metro star, makes
her debut on the Metro program, will be
released June 19. This feature was written and directed by John H. Collins, who
was formerly associated with Miss Dana at
the Edison company. There is a supporting cast in " The Flower of No Man's
Land," which includes Duncan McRae, the
well known English dramatic actor,' Mitchell Lewis, Harry C. Brown, Fred Jones,
Nellie Grant Mitchell, Eldine Steuart and
Marcus Moriarity. Mitchell Lewis plays
the role of a big Indian in this production,
which is a similar part to that which
brought him no little fame, when he appeared with William Faversham in " The
Squaw Man."
One of the interesting features is a series of scenes which were actually photographed in the Metropolitan Opera House,
showing the world famous "diamond horseshoe," the dressing rooms and other interesting glimpses behind the scenes. In contrast to the scenes made around New York,
are some realistic effects showing the
Great American Desert, and many colorful
and picturesque locations of the far West.
There is a mining camp with all its
familiar types, and here much of the action
is staged. An old stagecoach that saw
service for many years in the Far West, is
introduced into the picture.
The story of " The Flower of No Man's
Land " concerns a baby girl, called " Echo,"
who is found by Kahoma, an old Indian,
lying beside the body of her father, who
has been murdered by a Mexican halfbreed for his money. The Indian brings
up the girl tenderly and she becomes the

on

one bright spot in the lives of the rough
men of the mining camp. Roy Talbot, the
reigning tenor at the Metropolitan Opera,
loses his voice during a triumph in "Pagliacci," and is advised by specialists to go
West to recuperate and rest.
While riding in a stagecoach over a
treacherous stretch of highway, the coach
is overturned and Talbot is seriously injured. He is carried to the cabin of Kahoma where Echo nurses him until he is
recovered. He is struck by the simplicity
of the girl and his polished manners win
her. They are married, and when he recovers his voice he goes back East with
Echo. Her crude manners irritate him and
he becomes bored in her presence. At
length Echo learns that Talbot is going
with other women and that he has a wife
and baby. Broken hearted she returns to
the West where she is welcomed back by
Kahoma and " Big Bill " McMichael, a
good natured miner, who has always loved
the
girl. isBigvoid,
Bill,proposes
on learning
Echo's
marriage
and that
is accepted,
while Kahoma goes East on a mission of
vengeance, according to the unwritten law
of the Indians.
ABRAMSON WORKS ON SCENARIO
FOR PICTURE SOON TO BE
PRODUCED
"Her Husband's
Wife,"
theHaving
newest finished
Ivan feature.
Director General
Ivan Abramson is working on the scenario
for his next production, which will be put
into work within the next two weeks.
The theme for the new Ivan production
will treat of an evil in modern society life.
Immediately upon the completion of the

working script an all-star cast of noted
screen players will be assembled to enact
the various roles to be depicted in the
feature, which will be filmed at the Ivan
studio under the personal direction of Mr.
Abramson.
As yet no title has been decided on for
this play, but the working name of the
story is "The Faded Flower."
"HOW
OUR FLEET MAY BE DESTROYED" IN PICTOGRAPHS
The feature, " How Our Fleet Might Be
Destroyed," appearing in a coming release
of Paramount Pictographs is based entirely
upon facts. High officers of the United
States Navy convinced that Paramount
was sincerely supporting the cause of Preparedness, sat down and worked out just
what would happen if our fleet were attacked unexpectedly by superior enemy
naval power.
They drew a series of diagrams showing every stage of the war at sea from the
time the enemy made his approach until he
destroyed our fleet. These diagrams, supplemented by extensive written explanations, were turned over by the naval officers to Paramount.
"FLAMES OF VENGEANCE" IS FIRST
GAUMONT FOR JUNE
The first June release of a GaumontMutual three reel photodrama will be
" Flames of Vengeance," with Gertrude
Robinson as the star, and Iva Shepard as
the central female figure in the first reel.
It is a story of a woman's mistake on her
wedding day and portrays the tragic results that come from it.
In the cast are Sydney Mason, John
Rheinhard, John Mackin, Birsha Shepard,
Albert Macklin, James Levering, Mathilda
Baring and Charles H. Travis and a number of others.
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"DESTROYERS," WITH LVCILLE LEE
STEffART, FROM • I " OA JLISE 5
The UT>t picture in which Lucille Lee
Stewart appears for the Vitagraph Company of America is entitled ' The Destroyers." and is from the novel " Peter God,"
by James Oliver Curwood. The production
is scheduled for release on June 5 as a Blue
Ribbon Feature.
Miss Stewart plays the leading role in
the drama. Her interpretation is that of
the pampered society girl who suddenly
awakes to the fact that the world is a grim
fight for life.
Mr. Ince is so pleased with the results
that he has already started work on another
production in which Miss Stewart will
again play the lead.
KALE.\rS " LOTUS WOMAN" IS SET
FOR RELEASE ON JUNE 28
Kalem's five-reel drama, "The Lotus
Woman," featuring Alice Hollister and
Harry Millarde, will be released on June
28 instead of June 20, as originally announced in last week's Motion Picture
News.
The decision to postpone the release of
the feature was reached as a result of
Kalem's desire that exhibitors in all sections of the country shall have full opportunity to view this feature production well
in advance of release date.
FINE ARTS J EHICLE W ILL SHOW'
HOPPER'S VERSATILITY
De Wolf Hopper is now playing in a
Fine Arts picture in the part of an old
actor, who when he turns the leaves of his
scrap book, in memory lives the successful
incidents of his public career. Hopper
plays many bits, doing parts from the great
masterpieces. Perhaps the most elaborate
scene is that in which he gives the funeral
add ress of Mark Anthony from " Julius
Caeser."
VENICE IS LOCAL FOR " THE SORROW S
OF LOVE," INCE
From the Balkans, the setting for the
last Bessie Barriscale picture, "Bullets and
Brown Eyes," the Ince-Triangle star has
gone to Venice as the locale for her forthcoming release, "The Sorrows of Love."
Miss Barriscale will again be seen as a
nun. The story is said to be absorbing, and
it has a tragic ending. William Desmond,
Herschel Mayall, Ora Carew, and Wedgwood Nowell arc the supporting principals.
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Universal Program for Week of June 5 Includes Six Features
in Addition to the Five-Reel Red Feather
THE

Universal program for the week of
June 5 contains six features in addition to the five-reel Red Feather release,
Flora Parker De Haven in "The Madcap,"
and the sixth two-reel episode of "The Adventures ofPeg
o' the Ford
Ring," are
in which
Grace
Cunard and
Francis
featured.
"The Aladcap" will be released on June
5, followed by the Nestor comedy, "Never
Again Eddie," in which Eddie Lyons, Lee
Moran and Betty Compson act as official
funmakers. Eddie and Lee returned to
Universal City on Monday, May 22, after
a flying trip to New York, where they renewed their contract with the Universal.
On June 6 Herbert Rawlinson plays the
leading role in "The Rose Colored Scarf,"
a Gold Seal two-reel light drama, in which
Mr. Rawlinson is supported by Agnes Vernon. On the same day Matt Moore and
Jane Gail co-star in an Imp comedy, "His
Little
Story."
"Object
— Matrimony," a two-reel Victor
comedy, is the feature of the program of
Wednesday, June 7. Harry Myers and
Rosemary Theby play the leading roles.
On the same day Billie Ritchie and Eva
Nelson are seen in a one-reel L-Ko, "Billie's Waterloo." The day closes with Universal Animated Weekly, No. 23, brings
the day's program to a close.
"Alias Jane Jones," a Laemmle two-reel
detective drama, which will be released on
June 8 with Edward Hearn and Edna
Maison playing the leading roles, is an
underworld play. It will be followed on
the same day by "The Sea Lily," a Big U
drama, with Thomas Jefferson and Zoe
Bech playing the leading roles. A split
reel ends the play. First Mr. Pep appears
in "He Breaks for the Beach," a comedy
cartoon, and then follows "Pigmies of the
Zoo," a Ditmars Educational, both of
which are released under the Powers
Ijrand.
June 9 leads off with "The Scorpion's
Sting," adrama.\'ictor
three-reelby society
meloTiiis is followed
Ben Wilson
in "The Code of His Ancestors," a Rex
drama in which Mr. Wilson is supported
by Dorothy Phillips. The last number on
the day's program is a Nestor comedy,
"Twixt Love and the Iceman," in which
Neil Burns and Billie Rhodes have chief
roles.
A two-reel Bison underworld drama en-

titled, "The Cage Man," with G. Raymond
Nye and Roberta Wilson playing the leads,
is
released on June 10, followed by "Becomedy.
trayed by the Camera," which is a Powers
"The Sheriff of Pine Mountain," a tworeel Rex Northwest drama, featuring Ben
Wilson with Dorothy Phillips, is released
by the Universal on June 11, together with
the Laemmle drama, "The False Gems," in
which Rupert Julian, Elsie J. Wilson and
D. Gerard play the leading roles. The
day ends with a comedy, "Phony Teeth
and False Friends," an L-Ko howler, in
which Gene Rogers, Reggie Morris and
shop.
Eva Nelson disport about a dentist's agony
FANNIE WARD AND VICTOR MOORE
WILL BE SEEN IN LASKY RELEASES
FOR JUNE
Two feature productions will be released
by the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company on the Paramount Program during the
month of June. They are Fannie Ward in
" A Gutter Magdalene," released June 1,
and Victor
Aloore in " The Clown," released June 19.
Fannie Ward's starring vehicle is the
first of a series of photoplays written for
the Lasky Company by the well-known
American dramatist, Willard Mack, author
of " Kick In " and other Broadway sue- ,
cesses. As the heroine Miss Ward appears
as a young woman whose sins of scarlet
are washed away in the environment of
Salvation Army rescue work.
" The Clown," in which Victor Moore is
the star with the support of Thomas
Meighan, who is featured in this production, Florence Dagmar, Ernest Joy, Tom
Forman and Gerald Ward, is a story of circus life written by Marian Fairfax and produced by William C. DeMille of the Lasky
staff.
The story of " The Clown " is of gripping appeal
tellssavehowonetheof children's
idol risks
hisaslifeit to
his little
a;lmirers, and later sacrifices his career to
protect the honor of another. How he tries
to better himself, and how he leaves the
woman he has married to protect that she
may turn to the one she loves is told in a
number of what are said to be startling
scenes.

Scenes from Two Coming Lasky Photoplays: Victor M oorc in " The Clown,** and Fannie Ward in ** The Gutter Magdalene
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William Fox Offerings: Virginia Pearson in "Hypocrisy," and Jose Collins in Her First Fox Photoplay.
"SILKS AND SATINS" FROM FAMOUS
PLAYERS IS PART OF PARAMOUNT
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JUNE 12
Paramount pictures released for the
week of June 12 will be headed by
two five-reel features from the Famous
Players studios. " Silks and Satins," released on Monday will feature Marguerite
Clark, while the Thursday release will be
" Destiny's Toy," in which will appear the
new Famous Players star, Louise Huff.
Short reels completing this program for
the week will be the Paramount-Burton
Holmes Travel-Picture, " The Penal
Colony of Palawan," the Paramount-Bray
Animated Cartoon " Colonel Heeza Liar
and the Bandits " and the Paramount
Pictographs.
. In " Palawan," Paramount audiences will
have an opportunity to study the most
interesting penal colony in the world and
the most humane. Here men who entered
Bilibid Prison in Manila and other institutions in the Philippine Archipelago as the
most dangerous of criminals are made over
into self-respecting citizens and learn to
support themselves and their families in
almost perfect freedom. At Palawan, too,
!Mr. Holmes leads th-e way for two miles
up an underground river and under lofty
mountains. The next of the TravelPictures will start a tour of European
cities as they were before the present war,
beginning with Berlin the Imperial.
Paramount Pictographs in the nineteenth
release will show " The Making of a Bluejacket;" "Trend of the Imagination" in
Professor ^Nlunsterberg's " Testing the
Mind " series ; " Free Play " in the " Better
Babies " department and " Jobs You
Would Not Want," showing perilous occupations. This edition will also contain a
new release of the " Trickids."
Colonel Heeza Liar is now being starred
in a new production every three weeks in
the Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons.
The latest cartoon is " Colonel Heeza Liar
and the Bandits," in which J. R. Bray takes
his hero through a new series of laughmaking adventures.
GREEN IS MANAGER OF EXCLUSIVE,
BUFFALO
Louis Green, formerly roadman for the
World Film Corporation, is now manager
of the Exclusive Features, Inc., Buffalo
office. Green states that he will keep open
house for all his exhibitor friends, and
invites them to call on him.

" Frilhy Frilled " from Lubin

on May 29, Followed by " The
Final Payment " on the 30th, Directed by Kent
Melvil Mayo, under the supervising direca ■•■
pRILBY
FRILLED,"
one-reel
comedy written
and directed
by Edwin
tion of Captain Wilbert Melville, is released by the Lubin Company. A girl of
McKim, is released on May 29, by the Lubin Company, through the General Film
the hills, whose family are feudists, and
a young district attorney from the city are
Company. A screaming burlesque is "Frilhy," in which the ubiquitous Davy Don,
twin victims of Cupid's arrows. Their
as a weird sevegarlic survives a series of marriage starts, instead of ending, a story
in which thrills and tears alternate. The
unique misadventures, Patsy DeForest,
Bernard Siegel, George Egan and Charles
cast includes Malvin Mayo, Millard WilEbbinger are in the cast.
son, Bird Hopkins, Cecil Van Auker,
Adelaide Bronti, Lucy Payton and Evelyn
" The Final Payment," two-reel drama
Page.
by Maude Thomas and produced under the
associate direction of Captain Wilbert Mel"Pickles and Diamonds," a one-reel comville and Leon D. Kent, is released by the
edy written by Dave Reed and directed
Lubin Company on May 30, through the
by Clay M. Greene, is released on June 3
General Film Company. A young wife is by the Lubin Company through the General Film Company. A fortune hunter in
striving to keep the pace set by wealthier
search of a wealthy wife and a pickle
society friends and loses heavily at bridge
and momentarily yields to temptation in manufacturer who aspires to an aristothe form of a diamond pendant. But in
cratic son-in-law, are brought together in
a diverting test of wit. The principal parts
the end all is well. L. C. Shumway, George
Routh, Helen Eddy and Velma Whitman
are ably played by June Daye, Florence
are in the cast.
Williams, Francis Joyner and Kempton
Greene. The settings are said to be quite
"The Code of the Hills," a three-reel
drama by Millard Wilson and directed by elaborate for a one-reeler.
First Bluebird

Starring Miss

Phillips Will Be '
Decree," Written by Stewart Payton
forces her to pick pockets. To escape furTHE first Bluebird picture in which
ther mistreatment, she runs away and
Dorothy Phillips, who recently went
's
tehas
about the same experience as By
the son.Fa They
to Los Angeles from New York, will be
meet
at
the
river
and
talk
each
other
out
starred is " By Fate's Decree." This- was
of taking their own life. From this time
written by Stewart Payton, and the supon they are pals. The girl, by an unusual
porting cast includes Lon Chaney in the
male lead opposite Miss Phillips, Frank
incident, secures a place as servant in a
wealthy family where there is an aged
Whitson, Gilmore Hammond, T. D. Crittenden, Gretchen Lederer, Lydia Yeamans
woman as housekeeper. The son desperately in need of money tries to pick a watch,
Titus, Marc Fenton and Georgia French.
is detected, and induces the man not to
The male lead is a young man who gives
himself up to the police to prevent his
turn him over to the police. The man emfather from being arrested. At this time
ploys him as a bookkeeper. The warden is
notified of his employment, and detectives
the youth first learns that his father, although his source of income had always
tell his employer of his past record.
been a mystery to the entire family, had
The business establishment is the clearbeen a second story man.
ing house for a gang of crooks, and his emThe son is sent to prison and released
ployer is the leader. Learning of his acquaintance with the girl employed by the
on good behavior at the end of three years.
In the meantime his father died without
wealthy, threaten him with exposure and
revealing to the family his past life, or
force him to aid the gangsters in entermaking confession that would release the
ing the house. About the same time, the
son. Misfortune follows the son, and he
girl's former foster parent learns of^her
is unable to secure employment or find his place, and frightens her into aiding his men
into the house. The two sets of gangsters
family. Discouraged he goes to a river
to commit suicide. The feminine lead is battle, are arrested, but the youth and the
that of a girl cared for by a man who
girl have escaped.
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DESPITE rumors of removal, the studios at Universal Heights are wrorking this week like munition factories in war times. An extensive program of production has been mapped out,
and is already in hand, and the leading
stars of the Eastern Universal aggregation, King Baggot, Mary Fuller, Violet
Mersereau, Jane Gail and William Garwood, are all as busy as ever.
" The Chance Market," the new Baggot
picture, was written by King Baggot, and
again he is directing himself in it; moreover he is playing the two leading parts,
thanks to double exposure photography.
Irene Hunt, Frank Smith and Howard
Crampton are in the supporting cast.
Mary Fuller is also in a trick photography picture. The story is " The Soul of
asection
Child,"of bytheOlga
Prinzlau
and ofonea
action
shows Clark,
the soul
child leaving the little body and entering
a garden of roses, there to gather a rose.
Lucius Henderson is directing Miss Fuller.
Violet Mers'ereau, who " welched " on
her agreement to wed Roy Fernandez, winner of the Universal's "Handsomest Man"
contest because he wasn't " her ideal dark
man," is appearing in a picture of strong
dramatic theme entitled " The Power of
Virtue." This is from the pen of Mrs.
Catherine Carr, writer of extraordinary
film plays, and is a five reeler.
The " Handsomest Man," Roy Fernandez, has been taken in hand by Director
George Ridgewell, and will support Edith
Roberts. Details of the production are not
to be had as this resume is written.
J. Grubb Alexander has written a strong
scenario for Jane Gail entitled " The River
Goddess," in which she is now appearing,
along with Matt Moore, who is the producer. Some very colorful river scenes
have been taken.
Garwood the Direrior and Lead of "Honor"
William Garwood is both the leading

man and director of " Honor," laid " somewhere in France, 1914" from the pen of
Harry Ditmar. Paul Panzer will also be
featured in this.
The mysterious Sydney and Sydell Dowling are working under Director Robert
Hill in " The Big Scoop," another Ditmar
story. This is a " newspaper story " which
the director claims is away from the conventional kind. In fact, it is its director's
first
"
newspaper
" and Mr. Hill
elty. he accepted itstory
states
by reason of its novRobert T. Thornby, directing the five
reel production, " The Almighty Dollar "
at the Paragon studio, has entirely recovered from his mishap in the zinc mines of
Franklyn, N. J., where he was engaged
taking exterior scenes in connection with
his picture. Mr. Thornby expects to finish
his picture this week.
Tourneur Completes Railroad Story
Maurice Tourneur has completed his
railroad story with House Peters playing
the lead and expects to take up the matter
of producing a serial picture with sixteen
episodes at once. Considerable competition has existed between the various well
known authors to furnish the material for
the intended serial and Mr. Tourneur hopes
to make his choice from those submitted
this week.
Edwin August has just completed for the
World Film Corporation " The Perils of
Divorce," with Edna Wallace Hooper,
Frank Sheridan and an all-star supporting
cast which includes Alec. B. Francis, Macey
Harlan, Frank Beamish and Ruby Hoffman. The picture is scheduled for early
release.
MoUie King is coming under the direction of Edwin August for the first time.
Also, for the first time, Mr. August is to
produce a light comedy— as heretofore he
has always produced dramatic spectacles —
emotional,
domestic
and sociological

dramas. Mr. August and entire company
have gone South for the production.
There was an unexpectedly tense scene
enacted in the Famous Players studio the
other day. It was a barber shop scene.
Three happy and unsuspecting actors
-hopped nimbly into the chairs which
formed part of an extremely realistic barber shop setting. The scene would be easy
for them, for all they had to do was to
lie perfectly still while the others in the
scene recorded the important action of the
story. Then Robert G. Vignola, who was
directing the scene, awoke them to a realization of their peril by shouting for action
around the chairs.
Immediately three other actors attired
after the manner of barbers sprang to the
mirrored wall before them and the ominous sound of razors gliding rapidly over
the leather straps sent an involuntary shudder up and down the spines of the helpless
victims as they realized their danger.
How far would the action go before the
scene was completed? That was the
thought which flashed through three fevered brains. The "barbers" were mixing
the lather now and smearing it upon the
faces of the trembling trio. As one of
them completed the lathering operations,
and picking up his razor, approached the
chair with a flourish of the glittering steel,
an involuntary groan escapecl the lips of
the man in the chair.
"All right. That's enough. Take it
right
again.andLights,"
rang loud
the voice
of the over
director,
three long,
sighs
of relief echoed through the studio.
Troubles of Diminutive Star
Diminutive screen stars have their own
troubles which, according to Ann Pennington the little "Ziegfeld Follies" star who
has recently joined the Famous Players
forces, are by no means commensurate
with the avoirdupois of the respective lu-

(Left to Right) " That Sort," " The Promised
Land," and " Fools' Gold "
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Scenes from V-L-S-E Releases for June and July: "Winifred
Shop Girl,"
and "The
Conflict" (Vitagraph), "Those Who Toil" (Lubin.) ^,Below,
" MantheBehind
the Curtain
" (Vitagraph)

minarics. In her first picture Miss Pennington was called upon to enact a scene
with a little girl about 12 years of age.
The director, in selecting his cast, designated aclever child actress of exactly that
age to play the part. But when the cast
was gathered together for the first rehearsal of the particular scene in question, it
was discovered that the child actress was
taller than the star, who was supposed to
be a full-blown young lady. So the girl
had to be put in another picture which also
required a young girl of her age and a
very diminutive little youngster who was
small enough to pass for the given age
without in any way spoiling the artistic
effect when she stood besides Miss Pennington, was engaged to replace her.
What did the ladies carry in their hands
during the Empire Period? Certain it is
that the damsels of that era carried something. The feminine hand has never been
idle since the day of Eve.
Since that time there has been a continuous succession of powder puffs, parasols, handkerchiefs, hand mirrors, swagger
sticks, and other strictly feminine articles
of adornment, but the big problem which
confronted J. Searle Dawley in directing
Marguerite Clark's appearance in "Silks
and Satins" at the Famous Players studio
was to determine just what it was that the
ladies of the Empire toyed with.
After William Scully, the director's assistant, had hunted for information on the
subject for three hours while the whole set
was held idle, Dawley decided that it would
be safe for him to permit Miss Clark to
carry a handkerchief, as there could be no
possibility of error in so doing. It was so
ordered.
Shannon Fife's play, "Susie Snowflake,"
written for Ann Pennington, and especially
selected by Famous Players to mark the
debut of this dainty star on the Paramount
program, is rapidly nearing completion under the direction of James Kirkwood. The
play gives Miss Pennington opportunity to
■display every angle of her versatility, from
classic dancing to the more strenuous role
of heroine in a big fire scene. It will be
released on the Paramount program June
22.
Planet to Produce at Rockville Centre
The Raver studios and laboratory which
are now nearing completion at Rockville
Centre, Long Island, will be used by the
new organization. The Planet Film Corporation, for the production of pictures.

Harry R. Raver, vice-president and general manager of the Planet Film Corporation, is personally supervising the work
which is being carried on at the Raver
studios.
The Planet Film Corporation plans to
start work on their first prodvKtion just
as soon as the studios are finished. No
announcement is being made of what the
first picture will be, but from what can be
learned of the intentions of this company
it will be a five reel production of either
a well known play or novel, featuring some
road star, one that is known equally as
well in the small cities and towns as on
Broadway. This first five reel production
will be followed by two more of the same
length and then an eight reel feature will
be released.
As it will be necessary to work on two
pictures at the same time the original studio plans have been altered somewhat to
allow for more space for the directors.
The initial floor space of thirty by sixty
feet has been increased to thirty by one
hundred and twenty feet.
It looked like preparedness in the Flatbush section of Brooklyn the other day
when several men in khaki were seen
around .the Vitagraph studio. However
they soon disappeared, some mounted on
horses, going in the direction of Highland
Park. At that place a dramatic motion
picture scene was staged under Director
Wilfrid North, for a forthcoming release.
It was a combination battle and mob scene.
The mounted men were from Battery B of
the Second Battery, New York National

Guard, while the infantrymen were from
the Forty-seventh Regiment of the New
York National Guard, being picked men
from several companies.
Evart Overton, whose work in "The Ordeal of Elizabeth," caused so much pleasing comment, is now working under the
direction of Eugene Mullin in a Vitagraph
three-part dramatic story by James Oliver
Curwood.
This latest subject is reported as up to
the
usual
style
in the
facthigh
that quality
it holdsof theCurwood's
interest from
the beginning to the end of the story. It
contains that something which interests
and pleases, presenting life as it really is
and not as talented imagination would like
to have it.
A seven passenger automobile will be
blown to atoms to suit the action of a
scene in this photoplay.
Overton will be seen in a role suited to
his distinctive type. Adele Kelly, Edward
Elkas and Denton Vane are the other Vitagraph favorites who appear in the cast.
Charmine Mayfield, recently appointed a
member of the Vitagraph Stock Company,
also makes her bow in this picture.
Marc McDermott, now a recognized
Vitagraph Player, is making great headway
in a Blue Ribbon Feature by Louis Joseph
Vance, in course of production under the
direction of William Humphrey. The
story was especially written for McDermott.
Story of Theatrical Life
It will be completed in time for release
during the early summer.
In this latest story Mr. Vance tells of
the struggle for existence of a young girl
who endeavors to make a name for herself in the theatrical world. How she is
assisted by a young playwright who falls
in love with her, and gives a good idea of
theThe
lifecast
and includes
people ofsuch
"theVitagraphers
painted world."
as :
Naomi Childers, Robert Whitworth, Josephine Earle, Templar Saxe, William
Shea, Katherine Lewis, Jack Bulger and
Emmanuel A. Turner.
Barney Bernard, the original "Abe Potash," arrived at the Vitagraph studios May
22, and began work on a Yiddish comedy
under the direction of Paul Scardon in a
section of studio No. 5, which will hereafter be devoted exclusively to the activities of the famous Yiddish comedian.
Mr. Bernard is assisted in his first com{Continued on page 3582)
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By J. C. lessen
Speciai to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, IMay 27.
AN unusual celebration is planned for
this evening, when David Horsley
will act as host of members of his producing staff, the event being in commemoration of the completion of the fiftieth Cub
Comedy produced by Director IMilton H.
Farney in the past fifty weeks. Everyone
of these subjects were made from an
original scenario written by the director in
which George Ovey, Janet Sully, Jefferson
Osborn, Louis Fitzroy, and Arthur Munn
took part. The camera work for all fifty
was done by Ross Fisher. The fiftieth
comedy
is titledto "beJerry's
Big by
Haul."
The
entertainment
provided
Producer
Horsley, consists of a dinner to be served
on the big open air stage, and this to be
followed by a dance.
David Horsley's Bostock trained animals
left last week in a special ten car train
over the Santa Fe for the east, where the
first performance will be given at one of
the Long Island parks early in June. Less
than half of the animals were taken east,
the greater portion being retained here for
work in animal pictures. With the departure of these animals, the Bostock arena
on south Main street, Los Angeles, was
closed to the public, after having been
conducted for more than a year. A special
performance was given the day before the
animals were shipped to the sixty-five boys
who attend the Los Angeles Military
Academy, when Stanley Horsley, the little
son of the pioneer film producer, acted as
host at the studio. Following the entertainment, adinner was given on one of the
open air stages, and the boys gave several
exhibition drills, and presented an impromptu program. Motion pictures were
made of all the principal events.
Director Robert Broadwell is filming a
two-reel centaur drama named " The

Haunted Symphony," in which Crane
Wilbur appears in the role of an alienist
with ^lay Gaston, John Oaker, and Jessie
Burnette as principals.
Another new picture was begun by
Charles Swickard. This is unnamed. It
has an African jungle locale, and the principals will be William Clifford and Margaret Gibson.
" The Silent Battle " with Drink
Director Jack Conway, who was recently
added to the Universal directing forces,
has completed his first picture " The Silent
Battle " in five reels. This stars J. Warren
Kerrigan as a young man who makes a
successful fight against an inherent appetite for alcohol. Opposite Kerrigan is
Lois Wilson, and other principals are
Maude George, Harry Carter, Ray Hanford, Laura Oakley, and Jack Connelly.
Many of the scenes represent an atmosphere of the northern woods, and the delicate situation of a young man and woman
lost in the woods together for a week, is
handled in a very capable manner. Some
new lighting effects are introduced in this
subject by B. C. Hay ward, the cameraman.
There have been a number of changes at
Universal City. For the immediate present,
Robert Leonard will direct only, and Herbert Rawlinson will play opposite Ella Hall
in " Little Eve Edgarton." In this cast also
is Doris Pawn, who recently left the Universal and played lead in a Fox production
made by Raoul Walsh. Other notaljles in
this cast are Thomas Jefferson who is playing the character part. The story is an
adaptation from the book of the same
title by Eleanor H. Abbott, and will be a
five-reel Bluebird feature.
Another Bluebird feature begun last
week is entitled " The Beckoning Trail,"
which will be in five reels. The story is by
F. McGrew Willis, and the direction is in
charge of Jack Conway. The story is that

of a young New Yorker whose father
wished to teach him the value of money,
and provides that the executor of the will
shall not inform the son of the amount he
bequeaths, but force him first to earn a livelihood. J. Warren Kerrigan is starred,
Maude George appears as the actress, Lois
Wilson the prospector's daughter, and
others are Harry Carter, Harry Griffith and
Ray Hanford. The company has gone to
Coultersville in the San Joaquin valley to
make exteriors for this picture.
Director Wallace Beery is on the third
of the " Timothy Dobbs " series featuring
Carter De Haven as the small town youth
who breaks into the movies. Robert
Milash, height six feet seven inches, is his
valet, and in this number Marguerite
Whistler plays an- important part, an old
maid who conducts a second-class boarding
house. De Haven is picked by a producer
to play the part of a cop, and is dragged
for miles and miles after he falls out of
an automobile. A pile of sand finally stops
him. Tom Walsh, who was formerly
assistant to Director Henry McRae, has
been transferred to this company serving in
the same capacity.
Elfelt Completes First Picture
Clifford S. Elfelt, who served as assistant
to Richard Stanton, and was promoted to
a directorship, has completed his first
picture
is entitled
" Muggins."
is from which
a scenario
by Harvey
Gates This
and
Fred Myton, and portrays how a child
caused the reunion of separated parents.
The picture has been very favorably commented upon at the studio, and Elfelt >s
continuing as director.
Number four of the " Baseball Bill "
series of comedies by Billy Mason and Al
Russell as co-authors and co-directors, is
now being made. The same cast continues
in
ska.this, with the addition of Yona LandowJoker Director Allen Curtis is filming

Scenes from Universal City: Jack Conway Directing Warren Kerrigan and Lois Wilson in "The Silent Battle;" Harry Carey Wrestles With a Bull for
"The Committee on Credentials;" Director Stanton Wel:omes David Weber, Uncle of Lois Weber, to "U" City
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The Fine Arts-Triangle Company Which Is Producing An Irish Story Featuring Mae Marsh and
Robert Harron
" Thorny Is the Path of Genius," the principal character of which is a doctor who
lias discovered a new patent medicine. The
story incidentally deals with the domestic
mix-ups with two families, the couples
being separated, and in a decidedly ludicrous manner reunited. The usual Joker
cast including Charles Conklin, Lillian
Peacock, Gale Henry, William Franey and
M. Moranty appear.
A breath of the early west has been injected into the two-reel story entitled,
"The Game Warden," from a scenario by
Walter Woods now being made by Director Henry McRae of Universal City.
Indian warfare, trapped by wolves, runaway rides, and other thrills will be filmed
for this, with the usual result that the girl
discovers he loves the new game warden,
who has replaced the villainous one, and
she accepts the position as his assistant, and
" he takes her in his arms." Lee Hill is
the hero, E. N. Wallock the villian, Marie
Walcamp the ingenue, and Noble Johnson,
a negro who wrote the story, appears as an
Indian chief.
" An Eye For An Eye" is the name of
a two-reel western drama written by R. E.
Bradbury now being produced with Cleo
Madison and William V. Mong as codirectors, and co-leads, supported by L. M.
Wells, Charles Gunn and Bertram Grassby.
Cleo Madison appears as a western girl
whose hand is sought by a deputy sheriff
and a supposed barber. The latter is a
highwayman in reality.
Massey Narrowly Escapes Death
H. L. Massey, manager of the entertainment department of Universal City,
narrowly escaped death, Sunday, at San
Diego, when a taxi in which he was riding
was hit by a runaway car. One man was
killed, and Massey sustained a fractured
collar bone. He will not be able to greet
visitors at the Film city for several weeks,
and during his absence, Tom Brown is
serving in that capacity.
An all star cast of Universal players have
been selected for the Bluebird feature
" L'Abbe Constantine," to be filmed by
Rupert Julian, who will also play a prominent part. The cast includes Jerry Girrard,
Francelia Billington, Louise Lovely, Elsie
Wilson, and little Zoe Beck.
Charles Mailes, for several years with
the Biograph, where he established a
et;viable reputation as a character leading
man, has recently been added to the

forces of the Universal stock company.
Pat Rooney, well known vaudeville artist
who played in two subjects for the Universal last summer, arrived at the film city
early last week for an indefinite engagement. He will play in comedies, the filming- of which will be in charge of Roy
Clements.
Another Bluebird feature begun last
week is entitled " The Shepherd " and is
being made by Director Lloyd Carleton.
This is a drama of stage life, and will
feature Dorothy Davenport.
The scenario department at " U " City
is busy with the preparation of a " film
continuity " adapted from the " Spring
Song" by Mendelssohn, which will be
filmed by Director William Worthington.
A new series taken up last week under
the direction of Jacques Jaccard, will consist of one-reel Universal dramas, depicting incidents of the underworld. The
first number has been titled " Dollars and
One or more Fine Arts subjects are to
be produced at the eastern studio of the
Majestic
Cents." and Reliance Company, and John
Emerson has been sent east to be in charge
of the direction. Accompanying Emerson
is Norma Talmadge who will be starred
in the first number. The two, accompanied
hy Miss
Talmadge's mother, departed for
the
east Sunday.
" Dope Fiend " Completed
The Fine Arts preachment against the
use of drugs in "The Dope Fiend," made
under the direction of Chester Withey, and

with Norma Talmadge and Tully Marshall
as co-stars, has been completed, and was
given its first studio run last week so that
Miss Talmadge could see it before departing for New York. The play is said to be
in harmony with a crusade recently
launched for the abolishment of the sale
of certain drugs
The Fine Arts Company with Douglas
Fairbanks as star, and Alan Dwan as director, are still in the big tree country of
California working on scenes for " In the
Carquinez V/oods." In this story, Fairbanks appears in the part of a half breed.
Negative for " The Wild Girl of the
Sierras," with Mae Marsh, Robert Harron,
and Wilfred Lucas in the principal parts,
is now in the Fine Arts print factory, and
will be an early release for the Triangle.
Miss Marsh appears as a girl whose sole
companions have been the birds and beasts
of the forests, who is encountered by a
prospecting party composed of a youth with
means, and a gambler with his confederates
in crime, who plan to sell the youth a
worthless mine. The subject is spoken of
as close to nature stuff, as there are said
to be but three interior scenes in the entire
five reels.
George Walsh has been selected as male
lead, and Anna Luther to play opposite, in
the newly organized Fox Producing Company, to be under the direction of Richard
Stanton. Eagle Eye, an Indian, for several years with the Thomas H. Ince organization, has also been engaged. Stanton, it
is understood, will make modern western
photoplays. His first story has been prepared, and with the company, he left last
week for the Mojave Desert to make exterior scenes.
Director Oscar Apfel, William Farnum
and Company have returned from the
Sierra ^fountains in the vicinity of Huntington Lake in eastern central California,
where they filmed snow scenes for a
coming production. The players had great
sport mornings and evenings fiishing, and
caught many rainbow trout. Streams in
this section of the state are not" fished freluck.
quently, and the photoplayers had great
Director Raoul Walsh and Company are
still at Florence, Arizona, making the
finishing scenes for " The Honor System,"
and he is enjoying the co-operation of all
officers of the Arizona prison, at the order
of Governor Hunt who will participate in
a number of scenes.

Increasing Railroad Trackage at the Signal-Mutual Studios

\
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Two Scrnes from " Whispering
Smith," Signal-Mutual

(Center) " The mariSecret
of the Subne " Company
More Vo\ Conipauies'.''
Tliere are many rumors to be heard to
the effect that the WiUiam Fox producing
organization in Los Angeles, is to be increased by tour or five more companies,
including those for the making of comedy
subjects. No definite information has been
given out at the studio.
The last number of " The Social
Pirates " will be completed within the next
few days by Director James Horne at the
Kalcm Glendale studio. This is entitled
" Black Magic." Preparations for another
serial to be filmed by Horne is going forward, and work on. this will be commenced
shortly.
Dogs of all descriptions play important
parts in a Kalem Ham Comedy made by
Director-Comedian Lloyd V. Hamilton.
The picture has been titled " Ham and the
Alaskan Meat Hound." The dog of the
title part refused to do his acts unless
music was furnished by the harmonica
player of the organization. Then when the
mouth-organ was dropped in Silver Lake,
the dog escaped from his keeper and
"hung" the company up for almost a day.
■With the completion of this, Hamilton left
for a vacation of a week going to his
former home at Berkeley, where he will
permit his former fellow townsmen to
lionize ' him all they please ; probably a
fatted calf will be killed on the village
green.
The Kalem Hazards Company is busy
with the making of " The Cypher Telegram," which affords Helen Gibson another opportunity for creating a thrill for
the screen. Miss Gibson has now almost
fully recovered from the bruises and shock
of a leap from an aeroplane. In this scene,
she fell into a bed of cinders with such
force that a great quantity of small particles were driven into her flesh. It required two hours each day for three days,
for a physician to remove these, and then
it was impossible to get all.
Preparedness figures in a comedy being
made by the Rolin Company for release as
a Phunphilm by Pathe. A preparedness
camp has been built near the studio, and
practically all of the scenes are laid around
this. Harold Lloyd, as Lonesome Luke, is
the unfortunate one on whom all accidents
fall.
"Hired and Fired"
Director Jack Dillon has Paddy Maguire
as " Bungling Bill," and Ben Turpin as
" Weenc " breaking into a motion picture
studio in their search for work — or
trouble, in " Hired and Fired," a one-reel

Vogue slapstick. The pair attempt to steal
everything about the studio from the
largest sets to the most dramatic scenes.
Practically every one of the Vogue organization from Manager Crone down to the
unimportant messenger boy take part in
this.
The other Vogue organization directed
by Rube Miller is filming " Crook Against
Crook," in which two safe crackers find so
much money in the deposit vault when they
Ijreak into a broker's office, that they cannot carry it all away. They decide to throw
the safe out of the window, and attach an
umbrella to it, and after letting go they run
r'own ten flights of stairs to beat it to the
sidewalk, but a California wind came up
and blew it out to sea. The picture ends
with a lot of water stuff, and the bold bad
men find that the stenographer had heard

Rita Jolivet
of their plans and replaced the good money
with counterfeit. Madge Kirby, Alice Neice
and .'\rthur Traveras i)lay in support of
Rube Miller.
The organization of the Christie Film
Company are busy with the making of two
subjects for unnamed release. Al. E. Chrismaking
" Their
Capers,"
whichtie iswill
consist
of oneCollege
reel. This
has
very elaborate settings for a picture of this
size, and in many of the scenes sixty or
seventy people take part. The comedy is
laid in a town where there is a co-ed college. The girls have planned a midnight

feed and invite the boys to the dormitory,
but the young men learn of a prize fight
being staged for this night and decide to
go.
leaningtheon youths.
this, donJust
boys'at
attire The
and girls,
accompany
the finish of the fight, the place is raided,
and all are arrested. Included in the party
is Professor Sneak, fiance of the woman
president of the college. The president
bails them all out, and then ends her romance with the professor. Harry Ham,
Eddie Beery, Billie Rhodes, Ethel Lynn and
Jane Waller have the principal parts. The
story is by James Dayton.
Another Christie Company is filming
" Love and Lunatics," by Al. E. Christie.
This farce has to do with father favoring
a wealthy suitor, who is not suitable to his
daughter Betty. She likes the more youthful one, Neil. They start to elope from her
aunt's home in a neighboring town. The
wealthy young man learns this, has them
caught, and held at an insane asylum while
he goes for the girl's father and a minister.
But Neil finds an old friend at the asylum
serving in the capacity of supervising physician and by the aid of this man turns the
tables, and has father and the young man
of wealth placed in a padded cell. Betty
Compson and Neil Burns are the young
people, Dave Morris the heavy, Harry Rattenberry the father, and Stella Adams the
mother. Horace Davey is directing.
Dayton Scenario Editor for Christie
Producer Al. E. Christie has engaged
James Dayton as scenario editor, and he
began his work last week. Arrangements
have been made by Mr. Christie for a number of well-known photo-playwrights to
prepare original one-reel comedies for him.
Among these are William E. Wing and L.
V. Jefferson of Los Angeles, and S. E.
Van Patton of Chicago.
Waiting on sets for a three-reeler did not
cause loss of time to Vitagraph Director
Will lam W^olbert or his company last week,
for as soon as he learned the technical department was behind with the order, he prepared aone-reel comedy scenario, and with
the company staged it in the two days.
The title of this is " A Race for Life."
Jack Mower appears as the sentimental
waitress of a three-cent hashery, who becomes smitten on Billy Weston following
difficulties she had with the French chef.
Otto Lederer. Billy Weston, the unfortunate youth, attempts to make his escape,
but she follows him. The chase lasts for
miles, and Weston then comes upon an international track meet. He reaches the
startling line just at the moment they give
the word " go." He out-distances them,
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and finally escapes from the man-struck
female.
Managing Director RoUin S. Sturgeon
and company producing " Through the
Wall," are spending a week on a large
yacht for scenes in this coming Vitagraph
Blue Ribbon.
Director Dave Smith has been busy for
several weeks preparing stories for a number of one-reel comedies of the type of
" The Hoyden," " Her Loving Relations,"
and others which he recently produced.
Mary Anderson'and Webster Campbell will
take the principal parts in these comedies,
and production will take place about the
first of June.
The Selig Producing Company, under the
direction of T. H. Heffron, which is making
the " Valiants of Virginia," starring Kathlyn Williams, worked in the San Fernando
valley, north of Los Angeles, during the
past week, in the making of scenes which
used a great number of extra people. One
of these was a fox hunt of the southern
type, and several of the best kennels of the
coast contributed dogs for it. Another very
notable event filmed was a tournament similar in character to the gathering of knights
and ladies of royalty in an early English
period. Following the making of these big
scenes, a masquerade ball with costumes of
the Elizabethian period will be staged at
the studio, where massive sets, specially
prepared for these scenes, are ready.
At the Lone Star Studio, Charles Chaplin
and company have begun the making of the
third Mutual release, which as yet is un-

A Scene from " The Bath Tub Peril,"
Keystone-Triangle
named. Practically the same cast used for
"The Floorwalker" and "The Fireman,"
will appear in this. The great number of
special settings and props required for
Chaplin subjects, has made it necessary for
a material enlargement of the technical
shops. A new building which will house
the woodworking department, is now being
built. This is approximately 20 x 50, and
is being fitted with all kinds of labor saving
machinery.
Misfortunes of a small time circus serve
to give Napoleon and Sally the E. & R.
chimpanzees, opportunity to show more of
their human-like performances, in the onereel comedy, " Fowl Play," now being
made. Circus property is attached for bills
by a constable, and the animal trainer
rsneaks the chimps out and starts to make a
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get-a-way. The three spend a night in a
barn, and what Napoleon and Sally do to a
flock of chickens while the trainer is asleep,
adds more troubles to the number that confronts the manager. Finally Nap bites the
chain on the handcuffs on the manager in
two, and they all make a get-a-way. Walter Rodgers, Charles Carter, Eva McKinzie,
and Director Joseph Franz play the principal parts. Stewart Fetherstonaugh has
been
man. added to the E. & R. staff as camera-

part of John Calkins, a wealthy manufacturer of fire-arms, while Miss Evelyn Page
appears as iMary Calkins, his daughter.
Wedgewood Nowell, a recent accession
to the company, is cast as Robert Calkins,
a son of John and an officer in the navy.
C. K. Van Auker has the part of Luis Fernandez, head of the revolutionists of Santa
Bana, and Adelaide Bronti appears in the
character of Mercedes Alvirez, one of the
women mixed up in the revolution.
The offices of the Lubin Compony were
completely rearranged by Capt. Wilbert
Alelville during the week's vacation which
he granted the members of his staff. One
of the first things that greets the visitor
upon entering the administration building is
a large picture of " Pop " Lubin, which has
been conspicuously hung. A private office
has been constructed for the business manager, M. T. George.
Charlie
in " byThethe Floorwalker,"
the first filmChaplin
completed
new Chaplin
organization, has been drawing packed
houses at the Superba.
Adda Gleason of the Lubin Company is
spending several weeks' vacation in Los
Angeles.
Allen H. Wright.
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LUBIN CORONADO COMPANY AT
WORK ON "THE ROUGH NECK"
Special to Motion Picture News.
San Diego, Cal., May 27.
Especially timely is the theme of the
story involved in the three-reel picture upon
which the Lubin Company at Coronado has
been working the past week. The scenario
is by James Douglass, and the title is " The
recting.
Rough Neck." Melvin Mayo has been diGeorge Routh is seen as Larry Grady,
the " rough neck," captain of the yacht
Vergana, which has been given him on condition that he will get out and earn a living
by its use. Bird W. Hopkins takes the

Campaign for Better Pictures is Launched by Vitagraph
All Directors Will Work Under the Supervision of Commodore Blackton — Albert E. Smith
Will Devote All His Time to the Business End of the Organization
employed, handling scenery and lights in
COINCIDENT with the announcement
the present studios. There will be an
of large financial consolidations effectAnita Stewart picture released every six
ing the motion picture industry and creating the Greater Vitagraph Company of weeks.
America, reorganization and arrangements
The manuscript department will be unare just completed at the Brooklyn studios
der the complete supervision of Colonel
of the company for a campaign for bet- Jasper Ewing Brady, and all manuscripts
for use in Vitagraph scenarios will be
ter pictures.
chosen by Colonel Brady in consultation
In concurrence with this idea, all directors for the Vitagraph Company will herewith the producers. In this way the caafter be under the personal direction of
pabilities ofthe players in the various comCommodore J. Stuart Blackton. Formerly
panies can be best suited to the different
the Vitagraph directors were divided be- scenarios as they are accepted and will help
tween Commodore J. Stuart Blackton and
greatly towards the proper efficiency in
casting.
Albert E. Smith.
The entire technical direction of all the
Hereafter Albert E. Smith will devote
his entire time to the direction of the
studios will be in charge of Charles Chapman, who is known in the profession as
hnancial and business interests of the Vitaan artistic and capable technical director.
of America.
In order to accommodate the increase in
With graph
theCompany
division
of the work as above
the number of players who will hereafter
outlined, together with the reorganization
be under the Vitagraph banner and the. indicated, it is expected that the Vitagraph
consequent increase in the number of VitaCompany, with its already high-standard
of productions, will be given full executive
graph productions, there will be hereafter
a regular day and night shift of studio
sway and there will be far better opportunities for selecting and casting plays as
hands, which will necessitate the hiring of
twenty men, in addition to those already
well as greater production.
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DALLAS SCliEl.:^ CLLB I'LA.\S
ENTERTAINMENT
The film interests, under the name of
the Dallas Screen Club, will likely give a
picture and vaudeville show at the Majestic theatre on June 4, for the purpose of
securing funds to complete the organization and secure a home for the Screen
Club.
At a meeting of exchange men and exhibitors held on May 17, at 2:00 P. M.,
this was suggested, and another meeting
was held the following week to complete
arrangements for the show.
At the meeting was Max Graf, manager of the World ; Ned E. Depinet, manager of the Consolidated ; E. T. Peter,
manager of the United ; W. G. Underwood,
manager of the Pathe; F. A. Logan, manager of the Paramount; E. H. Hulsey of
the Hulsey theatres; W. M. Byrd, manager
of the Fox ; C. A. Clegg, manager of the
Mutual, and P. S. Brinch, of the New York
offices of the Triangle.
Committees were appointed to attend to
the various matters, and it is rather certain the show w^ill be given. It will include short film subjects of a strong nature and vaudeville acts.
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Logan Succeeds Graf as Manager

of World

Film in Dallas;

Lynch Takes Charge of Paramount
FH. LOGAN succeeds Max Graf as
• manager of the World Film Corporation in Dallas on May 22. Mr. Logan is
an old film man, having been in the Southwestern territory with one or two exchanges and having been in charge of one
of the larger picture houses in Atlanta for
about a year. It is not known just what
connection Mr. Graf, the resigned manager,
will make.
There is a persistent rumor that a new
manager will be seen in the World exchanges in Atlanta and New Orleans within next week. The World office at Memphis has been closed.
P. S. Brinch, of the New York office of
the Triangle, is visiting the Dallas office
of that concern, installing a new system of
accounting and going over methods with
L. B. Remy, manager. Mr. Brinch is assistant to J. M. Naulty in the executive offices of the Triangle in New York.
Among the visitors in film row in Dallas recently were W. B. LaNicca of the
Topic theatre, Sherman, Tex., C. W. A.
McCormack of the Crescent, Austin, Tex.,

HERSHBERG
IS IN NEW YORK
CONFERRING W ITH IVAN FILM
OFFICERS
William Hershberg, the president of the
General Feature Film Company of Chicago,
who are the exclusive distributors of Ivan
Productions in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
and Southern Wisconsin, is now in New
York confering with the officers of the Ivan
Film Productions relative to their future
plans of production.
Mr. Hershberg expressed great satisfaction with the quality of Ivan Films in general and stated that the exhibitors in his
territory have a great demand from their
patrons for all Ivan subjects, particularly
" Forbidden Fruit," which made a record as
a box (jffice attraction.
During his stay in New York Mr. Hershberg will make the Ivan office his headquarters.
gaiisiiiiiiiieno^^
I
THOMAS OF OMAHA NOW A
1
liENEDICT
i
M .Manaper .M. H. Tllollla^ of the
g .Strand theatre, Omaha, knew Kvelyri
rwas the Leht cahliier in the
o-,tebut
IPland
he thought hhe would be a
belter wife. They were married rerently and now live at the St. (Jair
lmeniK, Omaha, where they are
g aparivin
m rere g their exhibitor friendn.
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The Bluebirds
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who was "just looking around" as he
said; both Phillips from Fort Worth —
" Daddy " Joe of the Odeon and " Brudder" E. H. of the Egypt; and another Fort
Worthite was R. A. Healy of the Healy
theatre.
R. W. Lynch, who is a brother of the
president of the Southern Paramount Pictures Company, S. A. Lynch, took charge
of the Dallas office of the Paramount on
Monday, May 22, succeeding F. H. Logan,
resigned. Mr. Lynch has been connected
with the Lynch enterprises at Asheville, N.
C, and is an old head in the picture business.
L. B. Remy, Dallas Triangle manager,
last week spent a few days in Arkansas in
the interests of his exchange. The Dallas
office of the three-cornered company is taking on customers rapidly. Since April 12,
up to May 12, a total of seventy-five contracts came in, according to "L. B,"
Harry Drum, of the New York offices of
the World Film Corporation was a visitor
in Dallas last week.

Are Flying High in Canada, So There

Isnt a

Peep Out of the Salesmen About Business
week. I. Sosskins, the former manager
SB. TAUBE, co-manager of the Monhas returned to Toronto.
• treal Universal office, has just returned
from an extensive trip throughout the
The Toron1;o, Out., office of the UniverProvince of Quebec, during which he notes
sal Film Company in Canada, is in rethe fact that there are two new theatres in
ceipt of a big shipment of fresh sea lobsters from Mr. Margetts of the St. John
the town of St. Hyacinthe, the Corona and
branch. Mr. Margetts, on his recent trip
the Bijou. Mr. Bauchard, operates the
Corona, which has a seating capacity of to Toronto made the promise to send the
sea beauties to the Universal staff and he
over one thousand people. Mr. Bauchard
is also owner of the Liberal paper, and is certainly redeemed his word. The many
also a candidate of the Liberal party. Mr.
friends of Messrs. Hague and Lennon
Taube also states tliat there has Ijeen a were very much in evidence about the exchange in the management of the Empire
change, while the distribution was in order.
theatre, Granby, Que. P. E. Page is the
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of exchanges for the Universal Company, armanager, and H. O'Reagen the operator.
rived in Toronto on Tuesday, May 16,
Both these gentlemen are very progressive,
from Montreal. Mr. Hoffman was met by
and are doing exceptionally well. They are
users of Universal service, including the
Mr. Hague in Montreal, where a conferserials. The Montreal exchange also reence was held with the Montreal managers
ceived many visitors during the week, in- and then the two executives returned to
cluding Mr. Drapeau of Quebec, Mr. TarToronto, where Mr. Hoffman let it be
diff of Shawnigan Falls, Mr. Wickham of known that something really big in the moSt. Lamljerl, Mr. Hessey of Farnham.
tion picture line would be doing in ToronMr. Orkney, manager of the Bluebird
to very shortly. After completing all arrangements with Mr. Hague, Air. Hoffman
I'ilm Company, Montreal, announces that left for Detroit.
he has booked the I'Vancais theatre of Quebec City with P.lucljird films for the comADRAMS VISITS OMAHA FOR MELIES
ing months.
W. B. Abrams of New York was in
Mr. Rosen feld is the new manager appointed tothe St. John, N. B., office of the Omaha last week on his annual visit, boostI'amfnis Players Company in Canada. Mr.
ing the products of the Melies ManufacRosen feld just took over his duties last
turing Company. Business is fine, he said.
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Will Manage Universal in Denver; Goldstein Is in
Charge of Unicorn in the Mountain Capital
Cormack, manager of the Princess theatre,
WM. P. MORAN, alias "Billy" Moran,
has resigned as manager of the was formerly connected with the Thomas
Ince Studios as scenario editor, and has
Mutual Exchange of Salt Lake to manage
several big productions to his credit. Jack
the Universal Exchange of Denver. Billy
Scott, roadman for the Notable, has just
Moran was connected with the General Exreturned from a very successful trip
change of Denver for three years previous
to his taking charge of the Mutual Exthrough Wyoming. Scott always "comes
change of Salt Lake. Having served as
back" loaded down with new contracts.
Louis Goldstein has been placed in
manager for four years of the latter, he
now returns to his home town to manage
charge of the Unicorn Exchange of Denver. Goldstein was former manager of the
the Biguable"U."
should make
accession Moran
to the Universal
staff.a val- Universal Exchange of Denver.
E. H. Goldstein, assistant to M. H. Hoffman, genera] manager of exchanges for the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
has been in Denver for the past two weeks
installing a new system in the Denver Exchange. His first move upon arriving in
Denver was to make a general house
cleaning of the Exchange. Two-thirds of
the employees were asked to resign. Lawrence D. Purdy, manager of the United
Exchange, has been appointed assistant
manager of the Universal Exchange. Mr.
Purdy is an efficiency man of the highest
quality, having installed new systems in
several of the larger film corporations.
Roscoe Moore, former manager of the
L'nited Exchange of Denver, was killed in
the Goldhill Mine of Boulder County, Colorado, on Thursday of last week. During
his time as manager of the United, Moore
made many friends among the exhibitors
of his territory, and his sudden death
comes as a great shock to his many friends.
Moore is survived by a widow. The body
was shipped to Houston, Texas, his former
home.
H. Bradley Fish, former roadman for
the General Exchange of Denver, has assumed charge of the Royal Theatre of
Denver.
B. Glasser, representative of the
■"Girl and the Game" for the Kansas City
Mutual Exchange, was in Denver last week
to attend the wedding of his sister. Glasser was formerly connected with the Mutual Exchange of Denver.
George Burton Green, formerly of the
■Orpheum circuit, has joined the Hoffman
Film Company of Denver. Green is the
former husband of Rose Stahl.
For the first time in the history of Denver politics the motion picture has played
a very important part in the election of a
candidate. On this occasion it was the
election of a mayor for the city and county
of Denver. R. W. Speer, one of the candidates, called upon the Hoffman Film Producing Company of Denver and placed an
order to have a campaign picture made.
The picture, namelj- "Greater Denver," was
the feature of the campaign, owing to the
fact that Robert W. Speer had previously
served eight years as mayor of Denver, and
had built practically all of Denver's municipal buildings. The picture showed all of
the work done by Mr. Speer during his administration, and was shown at all of Denver's leading theatres.
M. H. Cohn, manager of the Notable
Exchange of Denver, reports the LaskyParamount Production, "Alien Souls,"
featuring Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese
actor, broke all Sunday records for the
Princess theatre of Denver. H. Barett Mc-

Roth Made

RELIABLE
RIGHTS
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FEATURE FILM GETS
TO "DEFENCE OR

The Reliable Feature Film Company anTRIBUTE?
nounces the opening
of its "new quarters in
the Schiller Building, Chicago. It has secured "Defense or Tribute?" for Ilinois,
Wisconsin and Indiana. I. Maynard
Schwartz is general manager and Jack
Schwartz general sales representative. C.
Christopher is the Indiana representative;
George Lindon, Illinois representative, and
Jack Schwartz, Wisconsin representative.
They will be active in placing "Defence
or Tribute?" with exhibitors.

Manager of Mutual in Boston; Campbell Signs
Strand, Portland, Me., for Fox Films
the Mutual was manager of the Park theJL. ROTH has been appointed manager
atre, Boston.
of the Mutual's Boston office to sucW. H. Patten will continue as assistant
ceed J. C. Butner, who resigned to enter a
new field.
manager. The sales staff consists of W.
Mr. Roth has been a salesman in the
V. Hart, R. E. Riddick, F. G. Snodgrass
Boston office for the past year. His proand R. Pinkham. H. Hirsch is serial repmotion came as a result of a visit to Bosresentative. R. F. Borroto is manager of
ton of Hunter Bennett, sales manager of the Bangor, Me., office, which is subsidiary
to the Boston office.
the corporation.
Mr. Roth has been an exhibitor for sevManager Campbell of the Fox exchange
has signed the Strand, Portland, Me., for
eral years, and prior to his connection with
first run ; Boothbay Harbor and Old
Orchard Beach for three releases a week
during the summer season. Manager
VAN HUSAN ASKS EXHIBITORS
Campbell has just purchased a StudebakerTHEIR OPINIONS ON DEMAND
six and plans to strike every stream in the
FOR PICTURES
state for trout. He, with Harry Vine of the
Noticing a story in Motion Picture
World exchange got thirtj'-seven last SunNews that features were doing a good
day at Newfound lake, Concord, N. H.
business in the Middle West, in
The Boston Film Club, a club with about
which a competing exchange mana300 members organized somewhat along
ger was quoted, F. A. Van Husan,
the lines of the various drama leagues of
manager of the Laemmie Film Servthe country, has accepted the invitation of
ice, Universal exchange, at Omaha,
Manager George Balsdon to attend on June
sent out letters to his mailing list of
exhibitors, asking their opinions.
8 a run of " Salvation Joan " at the
Armed with the result, he desires
V-L-S-E exchange. The evening w'ill be
to state in Motion Picture News the
spent there. This film club has recently
following:
declared in favor of free speech, free press
and a free screen.
" Exhibitors are not seeking fivereel features. They may have in the
past, and they may be in some parts
NEWHALL, MANAGER OF GENERAL IN
of the country now, but as a general
statement it is false to say 90 per
BANGOR, ME., DROWNED
cent of the exhibitors are running
George
H. Newhall, manager for Genthem. I asked, too, if the mixed proeral Film Companj-, at Bangor, Me., was
gram was doing the business.
drowned there Wednesday, May 17. With
" The great majority of my answers
say the house may be larger, but the
a party of friends, all in canoes, Mr. Newhall and his companions started on a fishnet receipts from the box office —
which are the deciding factors after
ingdle trip.
had barely
midof theThey
stream
on thereached
way tothefishing
all — do not equal the straight prowhen Air. Newhall's canoe capsized. He
" Neither is wildcatting, or subwas a stout swimmer, and appeared for a
gram.
renting, an evil of the Omaha terrifew moments as if he would succeed in
tory, as that exchange manager said.
reaching one of the other canoes, that had
The business throughout the Middle
started toward him, when they saw his
West is on too sound a footing for
plight,
that. The average Middle West exsank. but he was seized with cramps and
hibitor is an honest, square, responsiMr. Newhall was a valuable employee of
ble business man and I'll bank on
him until the sun quits shining.
the General Film Company, having entered
" Exhibitors are more willing every
its employ in 1910 at the Boston office. He
day to pay in advance. I get paid in
was transferred to Bangor in April, 1913,
advance.
C. O. D. IfIfI itdon't,
is notI send
paid,thethenfilmI
to assist in installing a new booking system. After this work was completed, he
merely cancel the contract, that's all.
returned to Boston, where in Maj-, 1914,
" I will say, and I don't care how
widely it becomes known, that as a
he was placed in charge of the booking
class of upright, responsible, dependdepartment and the handHng of all reels.
able exhibitors, those in the Omaha
He was appointed and assumed the manaterritory cannot be beaten."
gership of the Bangor branch, December
ill
15, 1915.
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Something novel — educating — interesting, fascinating. A genuine FEATURE
money if booked direct from a feature concern handling Travel subjects.

A
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that would cost you big
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Here's a genuine sur])risc ior thousands of pc(;])ie who believe thc^y have seen genuinely interesting
travel pictures. The DORSEY EXPEDITION PICTURES are wonderful — and were secured at a
cost of over a quarter of a million flollars.
JJc sure to mention "MOTION I'lCTUKE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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FeatureHere's
that willa
C,fgive your House more
popularity in a minute than
any Feature Drama would in a
month and the beauty of this DORSEY
Travel Series is that IT RUNS FOR FOURTEEN STRAIGHT CONSECUTIVE WEEKS,
insuring fourteen straight consecutive weeks of capacity houses. Here is
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Attraction

The famous Dr. Dorsey (Curator of the Field Museum, Chicago) secured the entire series which
were projected at the Studebaker Theatre, Chicago, with huge success. It is utterly impossible to
even begin to describe the immense amount of fascinating subjects, scenes, events, incidents, etc.,
covered in the wonderful DORSEY EXPEDITION PICTURES. Marvellous scenes from those unknown parts of the Orient never before shown
On
the
on any screen constitute a great portion of this series. Through China,
Japan,
India, Ceylon, Borneo, Siam, Burma, Australasia and many other
Regular
countries your patrons will be taken while hundreds of remarkable scenes
Universal
will pass in review each week before, and each release will simply whet the
Program
appetite of the public for more, more, and then still more of this series,
thus creating a solid 14 week capacity business for ANY theatre.
ITH the many regular weekly box office
attractions of the mighty Universal
w
Program each week, plus the tremendous
drawing power of such a new, novel and entirely
unique series of Travel pictures, you insure your
business against any kind of competition that
can be found anywhere.

UNIVERSAL

'The Largest Film Manufacturing

REMEMBER — This entire 14 week series of the renowned DORSEY EXPEDITION PICTURES are on
THE REGULAR UNIVERSAL PROGRAM WITH0 UT ONE CE NT EXTRA COST to Exhibitors using
the regular Universal Program. To others this series
may be booked at most attractive prices. If you are
not using the Universal Program and can get it in your
territory, Grab it NOW. Communicate with your nearest Universal Exchange for more facts and figures.

FILM
MANUFACTURING
CARL LAEMMLE, President
Concern in the Universe"

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

1600 BROADWAY,

CO.
NEW

YORK
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When

the

Trapeze
99

Broke
And the daring aerialist plunged to her doom; when the undaunted
animal trainer entered the cage of the maddened king of beasts ;
when the villainous groom caused the horse to rear and an acrobat
to get a fatal fall — while the circus band played and the clowns
made merry — the stirring "Adventures of Peg O' the Ring" not
only held all first night audiences, but left them eager to come
back for more of the wonderful fascination of circus life as depicted in the Universal's greatest of all serials — -

"THE

ADVENTURES

OF

Original in theme, novel in treatment, produced on a scale more
lavish than any other moving picture serial this
wonder serial
RING"
E
THpower,
EG
P
photo
play has 0'
greater drawing
more crowd-getting capacity than all other serials combined. With an immense and brilliant cast headed by the two popular serial favorites

Grace

Cunard

&

Francis

Ford

It has attracted — with its glitter and glamor of circus life —
thousands of people who never before were interested in moving
pictures. You still have the opportunity to book this moneymaker and cash in on its unexampled prosperity.
Send for the
FREE fto Exhibitors) Campaign Book, filled with advertising
suggestions; ready prepared ads; free publicity stories, and all the
props necessary to make it a howling success in your theatre.
BOOK

IT

NOW

And reap the benefit of this strongest of all serials — its tremendous
advertising possibiHties — the prepared advertising campaign, and
the fascination it has for the public.
Write or wire today to your
nearest Universal Exchange or
Universal Film Manufacturing
Carl Laemmle, President

Co.

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe''
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
Pe sure to nifntion " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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GREATEST
OF

ALL

KOMEDIES
All previous comedy efforts combined wouldn't
give you the lafifing, smashing, hilarity — the iur
prises, the gasps, the thrills, the daring stunts
the absurd and unexpected punch at the end —
that you will find in this latest and greatest L-KO
RELEASED

JUNE

28

Funny men — there are lots of them — funny women ?— you
betcha every time that queen of all women comedians let?
loose in a glad mad riot of film fun — you know her —

AUCE

HOWELL

in

■I
Air"
the
of
tes
More fun to the Pira
square foot than you ever dreamed of — and the answer for you is
— that it will pack people in — draw them to your house — for every performance— and start the word-of -mouth-advertising that means profits and success.
If ever you had a chance for a cleanup on a comedy, here it is in this
HUGE

AN

L-KO

BOX-OFFICE

ATTRACTION ^^^^

Don't doubt, argue, stall or delay.
Write for booking
NOW, and be glad you saw this suggestion.
Released on the Regular Universal Program
L-KO Komedy Kcmpany - Hollywood, California
H. PATHE LEHRMANN, Director General
Eastern Offices
1633 BROADWAY - NIW YORK

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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Philadelphia Exchanges Keep Abreast with the Large Volume
of Business Elsewhere
ley where Paramount has its first showing
SOL LESSER of the Masterpiece Film
there.
Attractions is expected to return
shortly to the office at Philadelphia from
Oscar Morgan, in addition to his work
the Coast.
for Paramount Pictures has become special publicity representative for the Palace
Leon D. Netter, the Eastern representative, will continue to make No. 1325
theatre,
houses. one of Stanley Mastbaum's best
Vine street Philadelphia, his headquarThere is such a big demand for the
ters. Besides New Jersey and Penn"Mysteries
of Myra " in his territory that
sylvania rights to the " Spoilers " have
been acquired in the additional states of Manager Earle Sweigert had to secure an
additional print of this release of the InMaryland. Delaware, District of Columternational Film Service, Inc. "The Krazy
bia, \'irginia.
West \'irginia,
Kentucky
and North
Carolina.
This twelve
reeler
Kat" series by Herriman and the Tom
Powers cartoons in the territory which
is going to Atlantic City for an indefinite
comprises Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
run in the near future. The Masterpiece company has acquired the L. and R. New Jersey and Delaware.
The silver loving cup sent Mr. Sweigert
Feature Film Company of Washington, D.
by the home office is certainly a beauty and
C.
is appreciated by its recipient.
Charles C. Loftus, formerly with the TriChaplin releases continue to thrive and
State Film Company, now roadman in
Pennsylvania for Masterpieces, handling
prosper at the Mutual office. While " The
Floorwalker " required twelve prints, the
" Cabina," " The Spoilers " and " Neptune's
Daughters," reports a big demand for all second release, ' The Fireman " already has
three pictures throughout the state.
eighteen as its score, but as repeats are alAlso housed at 1325 Vine street is the
readyfirst
coming week
in onof "The
Floorwalker"
its existence,
things
Supreme Feature Film Company which will after the
are evened up a bit.
handle " The Dumb Girl of Portici," " The
" The Fireman " will have its first reUnwritten Law," and " Where Are My
lease on June 12 at eighteen theatres in
Children?"
Harry
F.
Grelle
is
manager
of
the office.
Manager Pope's territory.
Another firm which is occupying the
Chaplins are not having all the glory,
same quarters is the Automatic Ticket Sell- however, in Philadelphia. The recent Muing and Cash Register Company, whose
tual Masterpiece de Luxe, "The Isle of
main office is at 1737 Broadway, New York.
Love," with Gertrude McCoy, scored a big
L. C. Manning, general sales manager,
hit. It was shown first at the Locust Thewent on to open the Philadelphia office,
atre at Locust and Fifty-second streets. It
which is under the managership of T. G. is now booked solid for several weeks.
C. V. Carrick, district manager of the
Flynn, formerly of St. Louis. New Jersey,
Interstate Films Company, which includes
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia and District of Columbia are under
Universal, Bluebird and Red Feather reMr. Flynn, who is doing well in his new
leases in its scope has returned to Philaterritory.
delphia from a visit to the southern
Treasurer Bethell of the Metro Exbranches, making several days stop at the
change reports business rapidly picking up
Washington and Baltimore exchanges.
Harry Scott, Kleine manager, reports a
on Metro releases in general and the Sidney Drew comedies in particular twelve
phenomenal success for Billie Burke in
new contracts having been obtained last " Gloria's Romance." All exhibitors bookweek on the latter.
ing the series are much pleased with reSamuel Sagan, head bookkeeper of the
sults. The Strand, a prominent Baltimore
Metro office, was married on May 21, to theatre, played to record breaking houses
Jeanne Rosensweig, of Philadelphia. After
on the first night in spite of a terrific downa short honeymoon at Atlantic City, the
The Eastern Booking Company finds its
happy benedict is again at his post.
pour.
Manager Dembow of the Fox Exchange
weekly releases of the Author's Film Company catching on rapidly in its territory,
reports especially good bookings on the latthe seventh picture gaining over previous
est Fox releases ; particularly popular are
ones. The booking for exhibitors recently
" The Eternal Sapho " with Theda Bara,
started by this company is also progressing
"Blazing Love," with Virginia Pearson;
satisfactorily for Marcus and Newman, the
" Slander," with Bertha Kalisch, and " A
Man of Sorrow," with William Farnum.
proprietors.
No recent censorship troubles helps to keep
up the "oh be joyful" atmosphere.
Business at the Famous Players Exchange isgrowing so rapidly, manager Oscar Bower has had to increase the office
space of publicity Oscar Morgan.
The recent Paramount releases of Pauline Frederick in " The Moment Before," by
Famous Players ; " Maria Rosa," with Geraldine Farrar; and "Alien Souls," with
Sessue Hayakawa by Lasky ; " David Gar
rick," with Dustin Farnum and " Pasquale "
with George Beban, Pallas Pictures, and
Oliver Morosco, respectively, have all been
very popular with Philadelphia audiences,
crowded houses being the order at the Stan-
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WATHNE
GETS HEARST
LOVlNG~CUP
The International
Film Service,
under
the management of F. B. Wathne, is making itself felt in the Washington, D. C,
territory with the " Mysteries of Myra."
Already this series has become popular in
the South. Mr. Wathne has considerably
increased his force, having now associated
with him Earl E. Reese, Charles Manning,
Guy E. Brandt, Frank R. Hunter, and
r-Vank H. Christoph. Mr. Wathne is the
possessor of one of the loving cups presented by William R. Hearst, to managers
of the International Film Service for exceptional progress at their posts.

FRANK REDFIELD, OF CHICAGO
V-L SE OFFICE, IS MADE ASSISTANT MANAGER
S. E. Abel, Chicago manager of the
V-L-S-E Inc., announces that in line with
that
company's
policy
of promotion
from
the ranks,
he has
chosen
Frank Redfield,
booker
of the Chicago office, as his assistant manager.
A. B. Philbin will succeed Mr. Redfield
as booker.
Two new salesmen have also been taken
on at the Chicago office. They are George
Berg, who will travel in Wisconsin, and C.
F. Troupe, who will cover southeastern Illinois.
Jess Levine, formerly of the New York
branch of the. World Film Corporation, is
now with V-L-S-E Inc., having been engaged by the New York office to succeed
W. P. Allen. Mr. Allen has been transV-L-S-E.ferred to the Syracuse branch of the
J. S. Hebrew, manager of the Philadelphia office of the V-L-S-E, announces the
appointment of Nat Glasser as salesman
for the Washington office, and Ernest A.
Bezouska as salesman for Philadelphia. Mr.
Bezouska has been connected for a short
time with the New York exchange while
Mr. Glasser was manager of the Leader
theatre, Washington, D. C.
BERGER VISITS ST. LOUIS BRANCH OF
INTERNATIONAL
E. W. Dustin, manager of the International Film Exchange, 3313 Olive street,
St. Louis, received a call from General
manager of Exchanges Berger on May 20.
Mr. Berger found trade prosperous, and
much promise for increased future bookings of his films in the St. Louis territory.
S. J. Baker, manager of the St. Louis
office of the Bluebird Photoplays, Inc., entertained Ambrose Abrams, special representative of the corporation during the
week of May 15. Mr. Abrams was pleased
to hear of the business done in the St.
Louis office, which resulted in winning the
prize for the largest proportionate amount
of bookings made during the month of
Tom Leonard, former exhibitor of moApril.
tion pictures, and experienced in the distributing of films since the industory was
young, is now with the St. Louis branch
of the Universal, at 2116 Locust street, in
the capacity of traveling salesman. Mr.
Leonard is well acquainted with the trade
in the surrounding towns and will not
have much trouble in placing contracts for
his firm.
BROWN

LEAVES METRO IN CAPITAL
CITY
J. Frank Brown has finally severed his
connection with the Metro Film Service of
Washington, D. C. For the present he is
in that territory placing several of the big
state-right productions. Mr. Brown knows
the film business so well and is such an
excellent salesman that he makes a success
in everything he attempts. He is doing
good business with productions where
others have failed in the past.
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From

Foreign

Parts
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French

Public

Wants

special to Motion Picture News.
Paris, May 15.
many good Ameriletter
myfilmslast
SINCE can
have been shown in Paris.
Metro called " La Puissance de
I'Amour " was exhibited by Mr. Aubert at
the general showrooms and but for its
length, this first picture met with general
approval. Williamson's Submarine pictures
have had a four-weeks' run at the Vaudeville theatre.
Chariot (Charlie Chaplin) films are still
in great demand. Mr. Haick, the French
representative of the Western Import Company, has secured a few old films with
Chariot, which have not been shown in
France, and he succeeded in selling them
five francs the meter, a price that has never
before been paid for any film.
" The Avenging Conscience," of the
Western Import has been shown for the
first time here and did not obtain the success expected. The French public is not
disposed just now to see such dramas.
" The Mysteries of New York " are
shown for the last time this week. This
serial would have been a success with the
general public, had it finished as originally
stated, after the twelfth series, but as the
firm decided to run it for twelve more
weeks, it lost its interest and the public got
tired of it. In the French provinces it has
been prohibited by the authorities and we
may soon expect the same measures to be
taken in Paris against all police, detective
and burglar films. Another American film
which pleased our audiences immensely was
" La Jolie fille des Bois." This is the sort
of films that always goes well in France.
One of Pathe's Coq d'Or called " Les Compagnons du Grand Clam " was only shown
once and taken off. Films going well at
present over here, are the animated cartoons.
We have also had a few very good Italian and French films. The first worth
special mention is "Jules Cesar," by the
well-known firm Cines of Rome. This film
was shown for the first time this week at
the Vaudeville and obtained a very big success. It is sure to remain on the program
of this establishment for a good many
months. Another good picture presented
this
week is
an Italian
firm. Le Cirque de la Mort," by

" Marcel," after the well-known romance
by Victorien Sardou, is a beautiful drama
and well played by Melle Hesperia.
Pictures from Italian Front
Gaumont has given us for the Easter
holidays a special film, " L'Angelus de la
Victorie," which deserves great praise. It
is one of the special pictures we have been

More

Good

American

used to see bearing the mark of this firm.
For the first time since the beginning of the
war the first pictures from the Italian front
are exhibited in Paris, and are drawing
large audiences to all the kinemas.
If there be any in France still inclined to
ask," "What are the English doing?" they
will find adequate answer in the splendid
series of naval and military kinematograph
films to be shown in Paris and all over the
country under the title, " England Is
Ready." A private view of these pictures,
which were taken by the special authorization of the British Admiralty, the War Office, and the Ministry of Munitions, was
given at Gaumont Palace, Paris, under the
patronage of .the British Ambassador.
M. Poincare was represented by Colonel
de Rieux. Admiral Lascaze, Minister of
Marine ; M. Albert Metin, Minister of
Labor; ;M. Malvy Minister of the Interior,
were among the audience, and nearly all the
other French Ministers were represented.
Sir Henry Austin Lee and M. Joas Chagas,
Portuguese iNIinister, were also present.
The distinguished audience was evidently
much impressed by the pictures, which
showed thousands of strapping young
Britons flocking to the recruiting stations,
drilling, marching and exercising with the
bayonet. The trench scenes and the films
showing motor machine-guns at work provoked hearty applause, and a couple of officers who were just back from the front expressed their astonishment that the conditions in England under which recruits are
being prepared for war should so closely
resemble the real thing.
The large part that is being taken in
munition work by English girls and women
was favorably commented on, and the interminable stacks of shells in the workshops
produced an excellent impression. But it
was the naval pictures which elicited the
heartiest cheering. There is something
about the British tar which compels immediate S3'mpathy and when the smiling face
of a bearded handy man with H. M. S.
Queen Elizabeth on his cap appeared on
the screen framed in a lifebelt, the whole
house welcomed him with shouts of acclamation.
The films shown yesterday give realistic
evidence of Britain's might on the sea and
the stately procession of dreadnoughts,
cruisers, destroyers, submarines and minesweepers of the finest fleet in the world,
was not easily to be forgotten.
Want Good American Pictures
Now or Never ! This is the time for
American producers to send us some good
films. Since the duty on films imported to
England has been decreased business with

Pictures

France has suffered already, but since the
new restrictions that no films may be exported from Great Britain without a special
licence to be obtained by the government,
nearly no business can be done at all.
To obtain such a licence it takes, I am
told two months or more. It is easily understood that under such circumstances no
business is done with Great Britain.
It is generally admitted by all who have
seen Vitagraph's : " L'Invasion des Etats
Unis," that this is the finest and best picture exhibited over here, and such films
are sure to do a great deal of good for
American producers.
The Trans-Atlantic Film Company is releasing another Universal serial picture,
■■ The Red Yris." We are promised to see
something we have never seen before.
It will have to be very good indeed to
go with the audiences who are tired of
serial pictures.
A most extraordinary case happened in
Paris last week. Two French films released
by Pathe have been submitted to the censor
licly. they were shown, and obtained the
before
necessary certificate to be exhibited pubLast Friday they were shown at many
kinemas and made quite a success. Saturday at one of the theatres some of the
audience whistled. A policeman present
made his report, which led to an immediate prohibition of the two films being
shown in any part of France.
A well-known French firm is working at
a film which will certainly be much appreciated byall lovers of good films. It is
going
to
be
a " Revue
in acting.
which most of
our best known
artists " are
G. Kaczka.
ANITA STEWART TO WRITE FOR 300
NEWSPAPERS
After holding aloof from the writing
game in spite of numerous offers to feature
her as an author, Anita Stewart of Vitagraph has yielded, and in a short time articles from her pen will be issued regularly
all over the country. The engaging of her
has fallen to V. V. McNitt, who is syndicating W. J. Bryan, Irvin Cobb and Samuel
Q. Blythe, and the distribution will be
through Central Press, of New York and
Cleveland. Central Press has a list of over
three hundred daily newspapers.
Miss Stewart's work will be a daily contribution of about 500 words on subjects
of interest to girls and young women. She
writes in a simple, lucid and sympathetic
way that has gained her much praise from
those who have read her efforts. She will
avoid the flowery and high flown, and favor
the human.
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JUST

TO

MAKE
By

life has thrills all its
directors's
THE own.
At 10:18 on the morning of
Tuesday last, as George Irving was
sitting
desk,opened,
reading and
Motion
Picture
News, atthehis'door
an attractive
girl walked in and up to the desk. She
asked for work, gave her qualifications and
experience. 'Mr. Irving regretted that there
was nothing for her at the moment. " Oh,
very well," she replied, and started out,
gaily. How gaily may he judged from the
fact that she turned two handsprings on
the way to the door. Then she took her
exit amid general excitement.
Please take note tliat poetry reprinted in
this department is reporduced without apologj^ or analysis. Hence :
An Pome.
By Shortsection
Dedicated to Longacre
Vou have written in vour pages
so
\Vc•Bout
take the
our EPISOSODES—
humble pen in hand
That our brilliance we maj' show.
On page two nine six seven
In your issue of this week
Occurs a little tragedy.
The one of which we speak.
By carefully perusing
Vou will find — this breaks our hearts —
Alas : alack ! alack again.
Miss Grant is in five parts.
This surely is a tragedy.
With us you will agree ;
GoWhat
home weandmeanlookyouit o'er
again —
will see.
This contribution was received in a plain
sealed envelope, postmarked Los Angeles.
If nothing more, it shows the extent of
our field.
We quote from the Fox publicity:
"Grape fruit was introduced to people in
the United States by the late Mrs. Frank
Leslie. She first ate it while visiting Florida, and when she returned to New York
had several crates shipped to her, which
she distributed among her friends." How
travel broadens one. When we get tired of
the United States and its people, we may
visit IHorida also.
We are always forgetting something. We
should have explained that the young woman mentioned in the third paragraph above
is a Miss Hillyer, aged four.
Business is looking up. Lots of people
have been getting good jobs the last week.
Irene Howley has gone back to Metro, and
Clifford Bruce has signed up with Fox.
Harry Raver is spending his time at
Rockville Center, L. I., getting the new
Planet Studios ready for biz. The property acquired by the Planet concern includes two fine summer residences, and
Mr. Raver will occupy one of these for
the season.

llPi

TALK

LONGACRE

] ). W. Griffith, it appears, is going into
the light game. Old Ephraim Q. Rumor
tells us he is trying to sign up Jess Willard
and Fred Fulton for a bout. Incidentally
a few cameramen will be on hand.
Edward K. Lincoln asks us to deny that
he is permanently connected with World
Film. He says his contract called for only
one picture, and that is finished.
Edwin August, according to the Art Les
publicity for his presidential candidacy, is
a "four-square man." Which reminds us
that it is time for a declaration of principles; we are for the Four-Square Man,
the One Man Top, the Top of the Morning,
and the ]\Iornin,e After.
If Alice Brady will call at this office
within the next six days, and present proper credentials, she will be awarded the
Bayside trophy for the best original line of
the season. Alice was industriously pumping the player-piano out at Bayside, the

other Sunday, when one of her admirers '
(Oh, there
several)
great,
Alice are
; you
seem remarked:
to put your"That's
whole
soul into it." " Yes," she replied, " both
Kate Mowbray, aunt of Charles Chaplin, and, next to his mother, most directly
responsible for his rise to fame and fortune, is dead at her home in London, Engsoles."
land.
Word of Miss Mowbray's death reached
the comedian at the Chaplin Mutual studios in Los Angeles a few days ago. Chaplin was visibly affected and made no pretense at hiding his grief. The news was
quite unexpected.
Less than a fortnight before announcement of her sudden death reached him, the
Mutual comedian had received a long letter from his aunt, in which she congratulated him on his alignment with the Mutual and wishing him success with his new
venture in the production of comedies for
release through the Mutual.

Ten cts. a copy
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EDITORIAL
What we object to is motion picture theatres not advertising enough, or sufficiently, as the case may be.
Why don't they put up posters at the depot, or around
town instead of just in front
of their theatre, so those who
pass by can tell what a fine
little theatre our village
boasts? Many never know
anything about it unless they
walk past. The Bugle is unqualified in favor of advertising.
Local News
— Jim Corbett went to N. Y.
and marched
rade, Mon. last.in the Frier's pa■ — Proprietor Corn of the Bayside theatre, went to N. Y. last
week to sec the mysteries of
" Myra."
— E. articles
Richard about
Schayer.C. whoK.
writes
^'ounK,
Sundayed
with
friends
Bayside, getting his picture
takenin
with Alice Brady, Ve Ed. and
others.
— Eileen Anderson, of N. York,
called uj) one of our Bayside
residents
la.st course
week,
she havingon tothedo 'phone,
so in the
of business.
— Olga Petrova has had some
new pictures taken in the city.
- Frank Powell spent one day
last week at the Lambs's club, a
.N. \ ' r; ;iin/.-itir,n.

— Mrs. Edna Reichenbach went
to town by train, Mon. last.
Their auto is in N. Y. being fixed
up for the summer.
— Reginald Warde, of London
and N. York, the well known
Knight pecof
the round
ted in Bayside
soon.table, is ex— Went. Tucker's new garage
is getting along fine. The walls
are already built up as high as
the mezzanine floor. We hear
the building is being made to
look likeItaly.
one of the garages in
Venice,
— Alice Brady, the w.k. actress,
Sundayed with friends in Bayside.
She had her picture taken
especial for the BUGLE while
here, and picked some lilacs
which she gave to Ye Ed.
— Delia Connor, of here was a
passenger on the 8:40 train for
the city, Monday a.m. We hear
she has a good position in one of
the— picture
studros.
Harrv Reichenbach,
of here,
and L. J. Selznick, of N. Y.,
were Detroit goers last week.
— Art. James has joined the
Bayside Yacht Club. Rand.
White is a'so a new member.
this;— Herb.
writing.Corthell is upstating at
— Pearl White is moving into
her new house in our village.
— Come
to the big
bake, at Bayside,
JulyMovie
4. Clam—
ClifT
lirucc
has
justforbeen
hired
to act in a picture
the
Eox Company.

" Bill " Barry, now our esteemed
Baysideite, and Miss Nan
Jacobus,
of formerly
were united
in the Montclair,
bonds of
matrimony at a New York city
church, a minister of the gospel
whose name we did not learn,
officiating.
The ceremony which was to
unite the happy and fortunate
couple the
began
at eleven
when
solemn
strains o'clock,
of the
wedding march by Mr. Bartholdy
Mendelson, commenced at the
Hotel Astor and conducted the
pair so soon to plight their troth,
to the church at Fifteenth street,
where amid a (loral bower the impressive ceremony was performed.
Immediately afterward the
groom,
who
was attired
in the
the
conventional black,
presented
bride with a fine 1912 model Hupmobilc, costing $50. Frank
Powell,
wife, Mrs.
Frank
Powell, anil
who hisescorted
the happy
couple, then went with them to
their new home, just purchased in
Bayside.
Theablygroom
and favorknown to isourwell
citizens,
as he
used to work for Nick power,
but is now in the printing bus.
in N. York. Bavside, and especially the BUGLE gladly extends the right to
^57' him
of fellowship
and welcome
and his
bride.
Trix.

A Pleasant Affair
One of those occurrences
which happen all too seldom, but
which throw a mantle of joy over
our ijleasant community, occurred
last Thurs. a. m., when Mr.

GET YOUR ART SUPPLEMENT
The sistsBUGLE
next week
of two sections.
Be consure
entire
yours paper.
newsdealer delivers the
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ACTORS' FUND BALL IN SAN FRANCISCO IS NOT AS SUCCESSFUL AS
EXPECTED
Special to Motion Picture News.
San Francisco, May 27.
The ball for the benefit of the Actors'
Fund, given under the auspices of the motion picture trade of this city, was held in
the Exposition Auditorium on the evening
of May 13. The event was well advertised
and every effort was made to secure a
large attendance, but the result was not up
to the expectations of those who labored so
hard to make it a financial success. Many
tickets were placed in the hands of exhibitors for sale to patrons of moving picture houses and returns from these have
come in so slowly at the headquarters in
the Pacific Building that an accurate statement of admissions and receipts will not be
available for some time.
The ball was a very well conducted event
and there was ample entertainment to
please all. Mayor Rolph, who was chairman of the executive committee, was unable to be present, but was represented by
Suprvisor Nelson, who led the grand
march with Anita King. Among the other
film stars present were Hobart Bosworth
and Sessue Hayakawa. The latter appeared in person of late at the Imperial
theatre. Many of those in costume impersonated film favorites and some of these
made splendid imitations while all attracted
general
interest.' committee which handled
The finance
the event consisted of Herman Wobber,
chairman ; Mark M. Leichter, Irving Ackerman and Louis R. Levy. A large part of
the work was done by Mr. Leichter, who
devoted most of his time to arranging plans
for the event for a period of several weeks
before the ball.
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Pictures of Modish Gowns by Fashion Expert for Pathe
Vice-President Berst Engages Florence Rose, Formerly Editor of L'Art de la Mode, for
Special Reel of Stunning Raiment — Dailies Signed to Run Articles
taken by the New York Evening Mail as
and general
BERST,of vice-presid
J• A.manager
fashion writer and later by the Globe. The
Pathe, hasentinaugurated a
reputation she acquired on these papers was
new series of pictures for the Pathe proresponsible for her being offered the editorgram. Miss Florence Rose, the fashion exship of L'Art de la Mode.
pert, former editor of L'Art de la Mode,
The Florence Rose newspapers service
has been secured to put out a special reel
of fashions twice a month, and a noteconsists of a drawing by Winifred 1. Mesworthy list of prominent newspapers has
ser, a clever fashion artist, and an article
been signed to run a fashion article six
on the practical current fashions. The costumes shown, complete from head to foot,
days a week. These articles are to be writreflect the accepted styles as worn by New
ten by Mrs. Radnor-Lewis, former manYork's best dressed women.
aging editor of Harper's Bazaar, and are
based upon the costumes shown in the films.
Mr. Berst in speaking of the new service
Among the papers so far signed for this
says :
" The strength of the proposition from
the newspaper standpoint lies in the fact
that it offers a way by which double cooperation will be obtained from both exhibitor and retailer without having a word
of advertising on the films. The retailer
will be anxious to let his public know that
he is carrying the costumes shown in the
Pathe pictures, thus tying up his advertising
with the fashions article. The exhibitor
will be able to secure added attendance
from women and girls, who are universally
interested in new styles. The pictures will
be so attractive that men will be interested
in them also. All the exhibitors with whom
we have spoken have expressed themselves
unqualifiedly in favor of the proposition.
We confidently
expect
that Pathe's
ence Rose Fashions
pictures
will be aFlorbig

Florence Rose
PREPARATIONS FOR MEET OF
LEAGUERS
IN CHICAGO
MAKE PROGRESS
S/'ccial to Motion Picture News.
Chicago, May 20.
" Preparedness " is the motto of the committees now planning the Sixth National
Convention and Exposition of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League of America. Additional office space has been rented in the
Masonic Temple Building to take care of
the members who are meeting daily to
make plans for the big event which will be
staged at the Coliseum.
Designs for posters and other printed
matter have been submitted by lithographing concerns. Judging from the work already accomplished by the energetic local
committees, much of the preliminary details
■will be settled long before the big show
opens.
Two thousand slides of attractive design
are being sent to as many theatres throughout the country for advance publicity purposes. The committee consisting of William J. Sweeney, Louis H. Frank, Fred W.
Hartmann and Fred Schaefer, which has
been visiting the two New York shows,
reports that great interest is being evinced
in the East in the Windy City Convention.
Many valuable contracts for space were negotiated by these men during their New
York visit.
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service are the Chicago Daily News, St.
Paul Daily News, Omaha Daily News,
Minneapolis Daily News, Cleveland Daily
News, Buffalo Enquirer, Louisville Times,
Baltimore American, Pittsburgh Dispatch,
New York Tribune, Boston Traveller, Syracuse Post Standard and Utica Observer.
Miss Rose has had an interesting career.
She came from Cleveland, Ohio, to New
York some six or seven years ago. Brought
up in affluence there had come a time when
it was necessary for her to earn her own
living, and in what way she did not know.
She had not been trained for a career and
her education had not been of a sort to
fit her to cope with the world. She looked
for a forty-dollar-a-week position, but after
tramping the soles off her shoes looking for
one she was ready to take a job at eight
dollars per week, and she did. She worked
with a manufacturing modiste from 8 a. m.
to 6 :3G p. m. A few months of this so
wore upon her strength that she had to go
to a hospital. Her next attempt to get
along was on the stage. She toured with
a barn-storming company until it went on
the rocks. When she got back to New
York a theatrical manage*r told her the
stage was not her forte, and she took to
drawing fashions.
The new venture proved successful. She
studied nights to improve her technique and
her drawings sold. Before long- she was

success for all concerned."
NORMA TALMADGE COMES EAST
Norma Talmadge, the Triangle star
whose work in " Going Straight," the
Triangle-Fine Arts drama just released,
added new honors to those she had already won, arrived in New York last
Thursday from the Pacific Coast. Accompanying her was John Emerson, the
well known Triangle-Fine Arts director
whose most recent work was the staging
and
adoption
of " Macbeth
" in which
Sir
Herbert
Beerbohm
Tree and
Constance
Collier are seen.
The director and the film star will begin work immediately at the Triangle
studio at Riverdale on a new film feature
in which Miss Talmadge is to be starred.
That the Triangle Corporation had acquired the old Reliance studio at Riverdale comes as news to many in the motion picture world and the feature which
has brought the star and director from
the Pacific Coast will be the first to be
made for the Triangle there.
COBB MAKES

RENE PRIEUR REPRESENTATIVE FOR RAY FILMS
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., manager of sales and
publicity of the Reserve Photoplays Company, has appointed Rene Prieur, of London and Paris, European and Australian
representative for the Ray comedies. A
three-year contract was signed after Mr.
Prieur had seen the initial presentation of
the Ray comedies at the Broadway theatre, New York.
Mr. Prieur was European representative
for Mr. Cobb, when the latter was general
manager of Ramo features.
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This department is designed to keep the industry informed of all news concerning new or projected latvs. Federal,
State, County or Municipal, that may affect the business, and all events involving any branch
of the trade with the authorities in all sections of the country

Supreme

Court in New

York Denies Application of Chaplin for

Injunction to Restrain Essanay's " Carmen " Burlesque
According to the wording of the suit,
JUSTICE HOTCHKISS of the Supreme
Chaplin agreed in July, 1915, to aid in the
Court, State of New York, has denied the application of Charlie Chaplin for production of ten two-reel comedies bean injunction to restrain the V-L-S-E and
fore January 1, 1916, for each of which
the Essanay Company from distributing
he was to receive a bonus of $10,000 over
and above his salary of $1,250 a week.
the four-reel Essanay-Chaplin comedy,
One of this number was already completed
"Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on Carmen."
at that time, but nevertheless, the comedian
In the opinion denying Chaplin's motion
received his $10,000 bonus upon it.
for injunction, which was argued originally on May 12, Justice Hotchkiss said :
It was estimated that these two-reelers
"Notwithstanding the earnest argument of could be produced at the rate of one every
three weeks, which time limit, according
counsel for the plaintiff, I think this motion should be denied principally for the to the Essanay Company, was set by Chapfollowing reasons :
lin himself. However, Chaplin completed
only
five two-reel pictures, on each of which
"First, plaintiff's right under paragraph
three of the contract of December, 1914
his bonus was paid. The remaining four
(assuming such contract to have remained
Chaplin failed to appear in, it is alleged,
in force unaltered), to enjoin the producalthough the Essanay Company was pretion because he had not approved of the
pared and still is ready to proceed with
play is doubtful.
the making of these pictures.
In order that legal activity could not be
"Second, the play itself is undoubtedly
the property of the Essanay Film Manucentered formally on his opponents' side,
facturing Company, by which company
Air. Chaplin later in the week, through his
plaintiff was employed, and the circumattorneys, filed an amended complaint in
^\hich he sought damages from the
stances of plaintiff's services in connection with the creation of the play distinEssanay and the V-L-S-E to the extent of
guishes the case from those cases which
$100,000. William M. Seabury, representing the Essanay and V-L-S-E companies,
have applied the principle of an author's
in commenting upon the action of the
exclusive right of literarj' property.
"Third, the facts do not justify a claim
comedian, said : "In view of the fact that
Mr. Chaplin did not ask for any damages
that the association of plaintiff's name with
the play, as produced, amounts to a fraud
in his original complaint, it would seem
upon the public. A fair construction of that this action was simply a clever mathe advertisements of the play, is not that nouver to turn defeat into victory.
plaintiff is the author or producer, but that
"The possibility of such a counter-play
he is the star or principal actor.
being successful, however, is decidedly remote, especially in view of the opinion of
"Fourth, it is not claimed that so far
as he is pictured in the play his part is Justice Hotchkiss, who declares that the
garbled or distorted. Whatever of him is question of whether Chaplin has suffered
shown is a truthful representation. Whethany damages is problematical."
er plaintiff's contract rights reserved to
him rather than to his employer the sole
FIRST READING GIVEN PROPOSED
privilege of determining what of his picSUNDAY OPENING LAW
tures shall be incorporated into the play
The Danville, 111., Council has given first
produced, is at least doubtful.
reading to a proposed ordinance providing
"Fifth, whether plaintiff will suffer any
for Sunday shows in that city. The ordidamage from the production is problematical, while an injunction is certain to
nance says that the " shows must not be
immoral, nor disturb the peace of the comwork loss for defendants."
As a result of the suit brought by Wilmunity." It appears that there will be a
bitter opposition to the proposed measure,
liam M. Scabury, attorney for the Essanay
as
Alderman
Martin, of the Sixth Ward,
Company in Los Angeles, on May 18,
voiced exception to the plan to allow the
Chaplin will now have to answer to an
Lyric theatre to give a Sunday show for
action to recover $500,000 damages brought
charity. Martin says that the show, if
by the Essanay Company.
given, would be a violation of the Illinois
In the complaint, the Essanay Company
charges breach of contract, alleging that
law against Sunday shows, and he demanded an itemized statement, showing
Chaplin failed to appear in, and assist with
the production of four comedies called
how much of the proceeds go to charity
for in his contract.
and to the management of the theatre.

OKLAHOMA TOWN VOTES FOR SUNDAY CLOSING TO MAKE PEOPLE
APPRECIATE SABBATH OPENING
On May 2 the city council of Vinita,
Okla., passed an ordinance prohibiting
Sunday shows. The ordinance became effective at once, passing the council by a
five to one vote.
The people of Vinita have always been
divided on the Sunday amusement question, and at an election held a little over a
year ago, the people voted in favor of
Sunday amusements, a large majority being polled in its favor.
Upon orders from the mayor and city
council, the shows were opened; and then
the Ministerial Alliance got busy. Through
their efforts, one house was induced to stay
closed on the Sabbath ; and likewise
through their efforts, a suit was brought
against the Grand theatre, operated by the
Yale Theatre Company at Muskogee. The
suit was won by the theatre, and was appealed to the Supreme Court of the state,
where it is now pending. The League in
Oklahoma has employed attorneys to look
after its interests.
Some of the Vinita people say that the
closing ordinance was passed to make Sunday observance unpopular, and that within
a short time, the lid will be on tight, affecting drug stores and cigar stands. It is
highly probable that Vinita will soon be
"open" again on Sundays before many
weeks have passed.
MUNICIPALITIES IN CANADA MUST
GRANT THEATRE LICENSES
By the new Canadian Theatre and Cinematographs Act, copies of which were sent
recently to chiefs of police and the owners
of places of amusement, municipalities
must grant operating licenses for moving
picture theatre building, for which provincial licenses have been granted. Such
an enactment, had it been in force at the
time, would have had a direct bearing on
the Gem theatre case, which caused much
discussion recently.
By the new regulation the erection of
such buildings shall be under the direction
of the municipality. The provincial license
will be granted on the certificate of the
municipality that the structure complies
with municipal requirements. Then the
municipality cannot refuse to grant an operating license.
The installation of the electric wiring is
put under the supervision of the hydro
electric commission, and the fire-fighting
apparatus under the chief of the fire department of the municipality, according to
the provisions of the Act.
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"EVIL THEREOF" FROM PARAMOUNT
ON JUNE 5
"The Evil Thereof," written by Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf, and featuring Frank Losee, is the Famous Players
release on the Paramount Program for
June 5. Mr. Losee, remembered especially
for his work in the Famous Players version
of " The Old Homestead," is supported by
Grace Valentine, Crauford Kent, and
others.
The picture, which was directed by Robert G. Vignola, opens with a gay party presided over by a wealthy broker (Mr. Losee). As favors, the ladies each receive
hundred dollar bills. The history of these
bills is traced, and enacted on the screen.
RESIGNS FROM KEYSTONE
PUBLICITY
Special to Motion Pictuee News.
Los Angeles, May 27.
Frederick Palmer, who has been in
charge of the publicity department at the
Keystone studio, and for the past eight
months has served as assistant to Production Manager Hampton Del Ruth, has resigned from this position and has gone to
San Francisco for a short vacation. Mr.
Palmer is very widely known on the coast,
having edited and published The Rounder,
a theatrical magazine, for a number of
years.

PALMER
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" East Lynne," Stage Favorite Since '63, for Theda Bara
Fox Is Making a Picture of Mrs. Wood's Emotional Story Whose First Dramatic Version
Appeared at Old Niblo's Garden
Garden, and in 1872, it was seen at the old
<4 C AST LYNNE," by Mrs. Henry Wood,
Bowery theatre.
■L-' played on the American stage since
1863, has renewed its lease on life.
Almost a score of stage versions have
William Fox is making a moving pic- been made from the novel in both England
ture out of the story with Theda Bara
and America. In McKee Rankin's adaptaas star.
tion of 1898, Nance O'Neill, a former Fox
star, and Wilton Lackaye appeared. At
The first performance of the celebrated
other times, Marie Wainwright, Minnie
melodrama in New York was at old Niblo's
Maddern Fiske, Rose Stahl and Ada Gray
Garden in 1863. Matilda Heron played
have taken the part of the fair Isobel.
the heroine, and John McCullough and
Of course there have been law suits. PilJames G. Warde were in the cast. The refered versions have been frequent, and the
sult was instant success.
Meanwhile, Clara Morris had fallen in law reports show a great many references
to the famous drama.
love with the story. A French version,
The novel itself has been given out by
made by Adolphe Belot, author of " Artifive
publishers in England and by thirteen
cle 47," was translated into English for her,
in the United States. It has been transand became a permanent vehicle for the
lated into everj' European language and is
display of her talents. In 1864, Lucile
known the world over.
Western acted in another version at Niblo's
Signal Plant Will Not Be Idle in Absence of McGowan
While He Is in Honolulu with His Company a Big Street Set Is Being Prepared at the

Studio for " Judith of the Cumberlands "
Special to Motion Picture News.
of inactivity, but such is not the case, as
Los Angeles, May 27. Director McGowan made sufficient plans
before departing for Honolulu Monday of
WITH the directors and players absent
last week, to keep all workers busy until
from the studio, it would seem the he
returns with the acting stock company
Signal plant would take on an appearance
and exteriors for many of the scenes of
the Kimberly Mines story, "The Diamond
Runners." A big street set is being preParamount Aid for Women's Hope of Children's Matinees
pared for "Judith of the Cumberlands,"
Company Recommends to Exhibitors Pictures Suitable for Entertainment of Those Very
and on another part of the grounds a typiImportant Members of the Community, ■ The Men and Women of Tomorrow "
cal southern court house is being erected
for this film. Plans indicate that the Helen
IN co-operation with the Federation of from a financial standpoint and as an advertising
medium.
I
receive
almost
every
Holmes
Company will make this immeWomen's Clubs, the Paramount Picdiately
upon their return. The producing
week
a
request
from
some
exhibitor
retures Corporation is encouraging children's
matinees. It is recommending to exhibitors
plant
is
being
overhauled generally. Labgarding children's programs and methods
oratory Superintendent Orrin Denny is
pictures selected from the Paramount Proof showing them."
having the theatre enlarged, additional
gram as suitable for these entertainments.
seats added, new exterior decorations of
Besides its features, such as the Mary
THREE WASHINGTON THEATRES RUN
Pickford and Marguerite Clark subjects.
leatherette installed, and a number of cutParamount believes the Burton Holmes
" THE FLOORWALKER "
ting room labor saving devices are being
introduced.
Travel-pictures, the Paramount-Bray AniThree of Washington's largest theatres
mated Cartoons, and the Pictographs are
Another important change is the instalran Charlie Chaplin in " The Floorwalker"
lation of ten fire plugs, and a complete
as a first run on the first day of release,
especially adapted to the children's matinee.
rearrangement of the water supply system.
and to each house it proved a capacity
In support of its belief that the children's
Additional ground recently acquired by the
matinee is gaining ground throughout the drawing card.
This was done to demonstrate if it would
country. Paramount quotes a letter from
company, makes it possible for the building
Manager Depkin, of fhe Parkway theatre, be possible to use extraordinary films in of a new driveway.
Baltimore :
Wireless advice from Director McGowan,
this manner with a view of reducing the
"We have been conducting special chil- rental price. The theatres showing this now at sea, states the company is securing
unexpected success in the making of sea
dren's performances for about a year and film were the Casino, Moore's Garden and
they have proven to be a great success both Loew's Columbia.
pictures.
J. C. Jessen.
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Trath* ami Dail) Pn-ss Guests of Iiuo at Hayside Studio
M«n> Mrinl>rr« of Forciitii Taiirr. V( ho Hud .Npvit Seen llu- In-i.le of a Moli.Mi I'i. lure
rianl Aitionc the Vi»itor» lo the Vilaprapli Buihliiifss
HK
trade
and
daily
York Those who received tlie visitors with Mr.
New York
of New
press of
daily press
and
trade
THK
City
Ince Incc and Miss Stewart were Huntley GorRalnh Incc
aiie^ti of Ralph
Citv were the guests
at the X ilagraph Itayshore. L I., studio on
don, leading man, Frank Currier, director,
Thursday, May 25. In addition to the repDangman. comedian, John RobW'illinin
resentatives of the American periodicals,
ertson, director, Dorothy Long, Josephine
there were several members of the staffs of Lovett, Shirley Moore, Jessie Miller, inforeign papers on hand, many of whom had
genues; William Lytell Jr., juvenile lead;
never seen ihc inside of a motion picture
James Dent, studio manager; Edward J.
studio l>eforc.
Montague, scenario editor; Ralph Whiting,
comedian, Grace IJlakcly, heavy lead.s ; Jules
Tlie jiarty left the World Building, Park
Kow. New York City, at approximately
C. Cronjager, cameraman, and .\1 Herman,
11:15 in the morning. Two large motor
George O'Donnell, Frank Tyrrell, George
busses were pressed into service to carry
.•\rthur, E. Decker, George S. Miller, Frank
the party forty-five miles out to Bayshore.
Romaine, Paul N'oels, Edward Brown and
One of the conveyances stopped and died
others.
when the studio was still some tifteen miles
The members of the Fourth Estate presdistant, but plenty of room was found in
ent were J. A. Harpet, George H. Fickardt,
the other car. After a ride of four and a A. F. Sasseen, Fred F. Schrader, Jr., Mort
half hours, the members of the Fourth EsM. Burger. George P. Johansen, Harold
tate drew up at the door of the studio and
\'aage,
Stephen Nolson
Lingard,
IvanDenig,
Opffor. Randolph
C. Lewis,
Lynde
were welcomed by Mr. Incc, Lucille Lee
.\dam Hull Shirk, Charles R. Condon, RanStewart and other members of the Baydall M. White, Peter Milne, Jim Milligan,
shore plant.
.\rthur Mateskeit, Samuel P. Kramer,
Lunch was served in the studio and afJacob Magedof?, S. Judon, Joe Wallace, Dr.
terwards the latest picture " The Destroyers," produced by Mr. Ince, was shown.
Max
M. Simon,
Ernest
Schmits,
.A.ndrewW'inthrop
Dowling, Mandell,
H. S. Ament,
The leading roles were taken by Lucille Lee
E.
H.
Pratt,
Van
Plion
Lee,
Frank
L.
FruStewart, Mr. Ince's new leading lady, and
Huntley Gordon. The party was then
Dudley.R. R. Alien, \'. K. Ponny and Bide
goni,
shown over the studio by Mr. Incc.
The Easter n Studios
{I'oiiltniicd fro
payc .'!.50.'5) is working on a picturization of
edy 1 y James Morrison, Marion Henry, m Pearson,"
Kd>\:ird Elkas and a number of others.
liis own play, "Bahette," a one act melodrama, which was presented two years ago
The- t'irst of the comedies was a conception
by Samuel Tauhcr and presents a vivid pic- at the New Amsterdam Theatre for a
single performance at the Benefit for the
ture of Jewish life in the metropolis
Stonywold Hospital. Mr. Wupperman is a
wherein' n.the peculiar strains of pathos and
peculiar to the Jewish race are in- brother of Frank Morgan, recently seen in
.i'ii. Bernard will appear to his friends
in a familiar role, that of the successful
business man, with a wife who is something of a social climber.
E. t '
w ho is now playing at
the Si
atre. New York, in Justin
}|unilr> ..I.' .irihy's play of the period of
\.nui\ XI. "If I Were King," will liegin
hi^ photo-ilramatic career at the Brooklyn
»iudio« of the Vitagraph Company of
America on June 1. Mr. Sothern comes
to the m»ti'in picture camera with perhaps
t'" •
! of any
:\ ■
Ifoards.
1 :■■
. . .,lr. Sothern'» •
ri the mo\ie». as the first
motion ;
i amera he hat ever looked
into will l>c that of the N'itagraph •.iii>>raman.
I^rrainr Huling ha« l>ecn en^gc<l
play Cordelia in ■' ■
•'
f ilm •
poraiion'»
fof
son of
"K
' -f." I.
.. Wardc
I'
role. KiIck, a M»n of
tK<
. i.tn will ll;.; ' : ' : .lie the Fool,
and ^lui have the direction of tiic picture.
Wu|>p<rman •! Work on Own Play
I ' • V \\ iipprrm;iti !<.«''',• ;• r.utu for
;»rt in " '
tecently
1'
the Vil.
.ny. and
1)
' Xii*« Stewart in a new
|..
nc into rchear»al. "Diana
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play for ihc well-known star. Fife's play
rewe.
will 1)0 produced by Director Edwin Ca-

"A Yelin re,
appeared
Howley,
Irene
low Streak"
withwhoLionel
Barrymo
has
been engaged to play opposite Ralph Herz
in "The Purple Lady," the picturization of
stage success ngwhich
feld'sInc.,
Rosen ys,
Sydney Photopla
Rolfe
is produci
for
the Metro program. Before playing for
Metro, Miss Howley was seen in Reliance,
Biograph and Famous Players releases.
Miss Howley was born in Brooklyn. After attending both private and public

Bessie Eyton in the Selig Production of " The
schools there, she ran away and went on
the stage, going to Chicago with "The Red
Mill." She wired her mother, who
straightway came Crisis
and "brought her home.
Later, with her mother's permission, she
played in " Havana," being one of the original "Hello, Girls" octette. In vaudeville
she was called "The Manhattan Girl." Some
of her pictures, since becoming a screen
favorite, have been "The Moth and the
Flame," "The Pride of Jennifer," "The
Wages Road
of Sin,"
"The Fatal Wedding" and
"The
to Yesterday."
Lubin Signs Frazer
Robert W. Frazer, whose last dramatic
engagement was replacing Douglas Fairlianks in the leading role in "The Show
.Shop," has been engaged by the Lubin
Company for an important part in "The
Light at Dusk" the story by Anthony P.
Kelly of reel
whichfeature.
Edgar Lewis is making a
multiple

t«wii 8, (EkMfiay.V
Stone in /
, ;10)the Code "
L'b-1:. July

New York in "rnder Cover" and of Carlos
Wupperman now playing juvenile leads on
il.r- r-,,:, t 111; \\,,n.:,r Whiteside.
^^^ the renewal of
■ ontract with Metro,
.Shannon l-iic liah been commissioned to
prepare immolialely an oriirin:il fu -r'<t

Sally Crutc, an important contributor to
successful productions in which Roliert
Ldeson was starred, has been engaged for
the part of the American wife in Anthony
P. Kelly's original
"The Light at
Dusk," which is to bestory,
a feature photoplay
Ijroduction by the Lubin Company.
Miss
Crute, who was selected by Edgar Lewis as
the type of .society belie- portrayed in the
story is eminently qualified for a place in
the galaxy of screen l^eauties. She is a
I'li/r iirnduct of Chattanooga, Tcnn.

BUIEBIKD

most beautiful woman on tke
screen is the appreciative title
bestowed on Louise Lovely, star of tke
BLUEBIRD organization wko plays
tke lead m tke beautiful pkoto-drama,
"Bobbie of tke Ballet, announced on
tke preceding page.
Miss Lovely's tid for fame, however, does not rest
solely upon her ravishing loveliness, nor the exquisite
charm of manner which she knows so well how to
register on the screen. Her histrionic training has
been thorough on both stage and screen.
To the part of "Bobbie" she brings the charm of
youth and beauty, and a vividness of expression that
grips the audience from her first appearance, and
holds them spellbound, through pathos, laughter, stress
of emotion, and the tensest dramatic moments of this
fascinating play of the dangers of stage life, and the
wolves in human guise that infest its environment.
Wi^rh an unusual supporting cast, a generous, even
lavish staging and production; with an intensely
human heart interest story, a big climax and a vigorous and artistic
direction,
the Ballet"
is a worthy
successor
of the "Bobbie
illustriousof BLUEBIRD
releases that precede it.
BLUEBIRD Photoplays differ in kind and in treatment — as they should. BLUEBIRD Photoplays
never vary from the high standard set for them
with
the outlining of the BLUEBIRD policy at
their inception.
Book through your local BLUEBIRD Exchange or
through the Executive Offices of
BLUEBIRD
PHOTOPLAYS
(Inc.)
1600 Broadway
_
_
New York
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Removal
of '-U''
President Laemmle Sends to Universal
"New York Atmosphere "—It
Expenses of the Plant

Studios
to West
Definitely Decided
City All Eastern Producing Companies Except a Small Number Calling for
Is Computed That $8,000 a Week Will Be Saved by the Shiftat Fort Lee, N. J., Had Reached a Total of $12,000 a Week

been definitely decided to transIT has fernow
all the eastern producing companies
of Universal to the west and hereafter
all pictures of the company, with the exception of a very small minority, calling for a
New York City atmosphere, will be made
at Universal City, Cal. President Carl
Laemmle formally announced this plan last
week.
The transfer has been the result of much
consideration on the part of the officers of
Universal and it is believed that the eastern
officials were largely influenced by H. O.
Davis, general manager of Universal City,
whose efficiency methods were given at
length in Motion Picture News when he
first arrived in New York. It is computed
that $8,000 a week will be saved by the
shift. Heretofore the expenses of the Fort
Lee, N. J., plant have totaled $12,000 a
week. At Universal City, where all the
overhead expense is concentrated, the same
companies may work with the comparatively small expenditure of $4,000 for the
same length of time.
Julius Stern, former manager of the eastern Universal studio, will also go west, but
not to Universal City. He will go into the
producing end of the business with the L-Ko
company, of which his brother Abe Stern is
secretary and treasurer. It is Julius Stern's
plan to produce pictures, starring Francis
Ford and Grace Cunard after they have
completed the serial " Peg o' the Ring." In
all probability these pictures will be released through the Universal program. Mr.
Stern still retains a voice in the affairs of
the Universal, as he holds a large portion
of stock in the company.
Several Companies Now En Route to Coast
Some of the eastern producing companies
are already on their way to the coast. Director Matt Moore's company, headed by
Jane Gail and himself, left on Monday,
May 29 ; Director Rex Ingram and his
company left the Saturday before, while
Stuart Paton with a company headed by
Dorothy Phillips and Alan Holubar, are
already at work at Universal City.
The list of prominent directors and stars
who will hereafter work at the California
film city includes Violet Mersereau, Mary
Fuller, Jane Gail, Edna Hunter, Edith Roberts, Irene Hunt, Dorothy Phillips, King
Baggot, Hobart Henley, William Garwood,
Harry Benham, Paul Panzer, Matt Moore,
Sidney Bracy, Francis J. Grandon, William
Bailey, Robert Hill, Al Hale, Lee Kohlmar and George Ridgewell; Tony Gaudio,
cameraman, Alfred Karpen, title editor.
Jack Voshell, technical director, and Tom
O'Neil, head property man, will also leave
for the west. The closing down of the
Fort Lee studios will throw about five hundred other employees out of work.
Ben Wilson has not decided as yet
whether he will join the western band or
not. Irene Hunt, who has just rejoined
Universal, will play opposite King Baggot
in the future.

Laemmle's
thePresident
removal follows
:

announcement of

President Laemmle's Announcement
The Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
beginning immediately, will gradually transfer its
eastern companies to Universal City, Cal., where
the organization and facilities and equipment have
been brought to such a state of perfection that
practically all of the pictures made in the United
States by all companies could be produced there
withouttionalany
units. confusion resulting from the addiThis is the point the Universal has been aiming
at ever since its organization. In fact the basic
principle ofof the
Company,
foundation
the Universal
organization,
was thetheideavei'yof
concentration.
The picture business has reached a commercial
stageersmuch
rapidly than
timimaginedmore
it would.
It isany
nowof atthetheold point
where only those companies which eliminate all
waste
and tomakesurvive
" everything
show onThetheUniversal
screen "
can hope
competition.
Company was the first to take any step toward
the concentrating of efforts and the consequent
reduction of overhead expenses, and is therefore
the first to reap the advantages of commercializing
its business.
About the first noticeable result of this move
will be an improvement in the entire Universal
program. Thousands of dollars which have
hitherto been spent on overhead expenses can
now be devoted to the pictures themselves, giving

the Universal product a quality which others cannot hope to keep pace with unless they concentrate a,s thewill Universal
hasbe done.
comeventually
operatedThirty-five
at one place
with onepaniesoverhead
charge.
Thesey willUniversal's
glass studio
in New
be held fornew
emergency
purposes
and Jerwill
be kept completely stocked with scenery and
" props " of all sorts.
Mr. Davis will leave for Universal City
with the last of the migrating easterners,
it is believed. During his stay in New
York he has procured at least $12,000 worth
of stories for production. Some of these
are copyrighted books and plays, while
others have been selected from the manuscripts received by the eastern Universal
scenario department.
It is Mr. Davis' intention to devote more
time to the making of pictures dealing with
outdoor life, believing that here the camera finds its natural scope. Mr. Davis
wants to get away from the morbid society
melodrama as much as possible and consequently his purchase of stories laid in
the open.

Richard McFarland Goes to V-L-S-E as Assistant Treasurer
He Brings to His Office a Well Rounded Experience in the Various Managerial Ends of
the Theatrical Business, in Association with Frohman and Belasco
AT the last meeting of the board of door neighbor he helped Mr. Lubin carry
his parlor furniture into the yard. At that
directors of the V-L-S-E, it was
time Mr. Lubin used his yard as a studio,
formerly announced that Richard W.
his cellar as a laboratory, and his neighbors
McFarland, the Lubin New York repreas actors.
sentative had been elected to the position
of assistant treasurer of the Big Four, to
Beginning with that old stand-by Denman Thompson's " The Old Homestead,"
Mr. McFarland was manager of that Company for ten years, then affiliated with
Charles Frohman and David Belasco in
managerical capacities.
With Henry W. Savage he was manager of attractions, and purchasing agent
of productions for several years, acting in
the position of manager of Henry W.
Savage's "Madam Butterfly" Grand Opera
Company, which toured the country from
Maine to California in a special train of
twelve cars.
He then managed the Lyric and Adelphi
theatres in Philadelphia, for the Shuberts.
He managed William H. Crane's " David
Harum," for the entire run of the play.
He was personal representative and manager of Christy MacDonald's " Spring
Maid," and then became associated with
the Lubin Company as their New York
representative, where he has been for the
last three and a half years.
He has been a member of the Lamb's
Club for the last ten years, which has
brought him in close personal touch with
Richard W. McFarland
the most prominent stars and playwrights
of the theatrical profession. He is also
an expert photographer and has assisted
succeed Paul Melies, who recently rein
the photographing of many Lubin
signed.
Mr. McFarland brings to the office, a features.
well rounded experience, acquired in the
He enters upon his new duites as assistant treasurer of the Big Four, with a
various managerial ends of theatrical
multitude of well wishers from his large
enterprises.
circle of friends, both in the theatrical and
His initiation into motion pictures was
film fields.
about twenty years ago when as a next
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NAN NATHAWAY IS IN CHIEF ROLE
OF "PRICE OF LIBERTY"
Xan Xathawax, the English eniotional
actress now in this country, assumes the
leadingtherole
in "TheNewsPrice
which
Standard
film ofwillLiberty,"
release
on American Flag Day, June 14. This
production is described as a "drama of
'Americanism'." It is ^stated that it will
be unique in so much that actual rather
than fictitious battles of the great world
war will be shown in their application to
this iimntrv.
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Crisis'"
of "The Santschi,
members
: Thomas
Theareleading
cast
as follows
Matthew B. Snyder, Geogre Snyder, Marshall Neilan, Will Machin, Frank Green,
Al Green, Cecil Holland, Leo Pierson, Bessie Eyton, Eugenie Besserer and others.
"SCHOOL" IN DETROIT GOBBLED UP
BY THE POLICE
Special to Motion Picture News.
Detroit, Mich., May 27.
The " movie " school conducted by the
Overland Film Company, Inc., 501 Liggett
building, was " pinched " by the police department on Wednesday, May 17. This
firm has taken money from young innocent girls and had promised to make them
screen stars. When complaints began to
reach the police department by parents of
the girls, the police decided to act.
MARY McDonald discovered by
LOIS WEBER
Mary McDonald,
" Shoes," bya
Bluebird
for June 26,star
wasofdiscovered
Lois Weber at Universal City, while Miss
Weber was producing " Where Are My
Children?" Miss McDonald was given a
small part in the latter picture, and then
selected by Miss Weber as completely filling the requirements for the shopgirl role
in " Shoes."

Nan Nathaway
In the scenes showing the destruction of
New York and other prominent cities by
monster aircraft now in use on the European battlefields, will be shown dropping
bombs on these cities. This will be followed by the pictorial representation of
the destruction of these cities. The early
history of this country will be shown and
also a comprehensive review of our army
and navy.
MGHT BATTLE FILMED ON
MISSISSIPPI FOR "CRISIS"
A night battle filmed for the Selig production ■The
'
Crisis," was recently taken
on the Mississippi River at Vicksburg,
Miss., where the Selig players, under Director Colin Campbell, are now working.
Eight gunboats were attacked. These gunboats were actually constructed on barges
brought into service for the purpose and
when the battle was fought the people
stood along the Vicksburg hillsides, on top
of buildings and in boats viewing the spectacular conflict on the water. Thousands
of dollars' worth of explosives were utilized
in the battle, which was waged in midstream,
.Adjutant General E. C. Scales and Major George Hogaboom, of the Mississippi
National Guard, were in direct charge of
nearly a thousand militiamen and others
who participatcrl in the battle scenes ffir
"The Crisis" filmed on historic ground in
and near Vicksburg. The elaborate military features were worked out to the smallest detail
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"WHEN DOCTORS DISAGREE
ffflO SHALL DECIDE?" ANYHOW, DON'T WORRY, EXCHANGES AND EXHIBITORS
ARE BOTH GETTING THE
MONEY
Just what is prosperity?
Exchange managers in Omaha say
there is only a slight change, while
exhibitors say business has improved
fifty to one hundred per cent, in the
last month.
" We rent the films at a certain
price, the exhibitor pays for them, we
get the money, whether there are big
crowds at the theatre or not," said
one ofexchange
nuniher
exhibitorsmanager.
is limited" The
and while
there are a few new ones from time
to time, there is not much change.
If we make material gains, they are
exhibitor:^ taken from other exchanges. This may mean prosperity
for us, but it means just the opposite
for them. No, for us, the times are
justButabout
the same."
the exhibitors!
" A month ago I came almost selling my theatre because I thought all
the life had gone out of the motion
picture
Manager
Thomfison business,"
of the Rex said
at Logan,
la.
■■ Now nobody would pay me a price
that would induce nic to let go. .\nd
ihc rain lias been falling, the roads
badthat.anil Just
people's
spiritsthe depressed,
L3 at
wait until
beautiful
MH <la\s
of
June
come!"
A number of exhibitors are adding
p matiniM--: other- arc showing every
p day instead of only three or four
r-' days a week, and still others are
^ c.pening theatres that have been
p.; cloied for n:\eral weeks.
Times —
for the exhibitor, at least arc pickL ing up in the Middle West.
nrTi!ir:iiiii]iiiflii;'i;;iiiiiraiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«^
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INGLIS & WILLIS REPRESENTED
IN EAST BY KANE
Gus Inglis, of the Los Angeles firm of
Willis and Inglis, personal representatives
and publicity managers for screen stars
and producers, has been in New York the
last week arranging for an eastern connection for his firm, and negotiating for
several Broadway successes, which are to
be picturized and produced by western studios.
Mr. Inglis announced this week that he
has made arrangements with Arthur S.
Kane, 220 West Forty-second street. New
York, whereby Mr. Kane will become the
eastern representative of Willis and Inglis.
During his stay in New York Mr. Inglis
has obtained the rights to at least two famous plays, and has signed a number of
stars to go to the coast and appear in big
productions there.
PRE-SHOWING
OF "MYRA" DRAWS
903 IN CHICAGO
Exactly nine hundred and three people
were present at the special performance of
" The Mysteries of Myra " at Chicago. A
wire from J. K. Burger, manager of exchanges of the International Film Service,
Inc., stated that the applause at the finish
of the sixth episode of "Myra" followed
by " Krazy Kat". lasted seven minutes.
A similar pre-showing of the forthcoming episodes of " The Mysteries of
Myra " was given at the New York Theatre
roof on Tuesday, May 23, at 10:30 a. m.
The International issued twenty-six hundred invitations for the performance.
"REDEMPTION
OF DAVE DARCEY"
FROM "V" ON JUNE 12
" The Redemption of Dave Darcey," is
the Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature for
Monday, June 12. This five-part picture,
from the pen of Charles T. Dazey, author
of " In Old Kentucky," depicts the difficulties encountered by a thief when he
tries to go straight.

A Scene from "The Redemption of Dave Darcey,"
Vitaaraph— V-L-S-E
Support is given Mr. Morrison by Emanuel A. Turner, Billie Billings, Belle Bruce,
Mother Maurice, Robert Gaillard and many
other prominent screen artists. To Paul
Scardon goes the credit for the direction of
the picture.
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MARIE DORO IS AT WORK ON HER
SECOND PICTURE FOR LASKY
One of the most successful Lasky productions of several months is Marie Doro
in the Lasky production, " The Heart of
Nora Flynn." This star, who is now under
the Lasky management for a long period.
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Many Stars in Short Reel Subj ects from General, June 5-10
Selig's " A Temperance Town," Featuring Otis Harlan, is First Set for Release in the Week
— " Orphan Joyce," Essanay, , is First for Second Day
Knickerbocker heads the list Friday, ofTHE policy in General Film Service of
presenting noted film stars in short
fering "The Stained Pearl" in three reels,
featuring Henry King. Another feature of
reels is reflected in the week's program offered through General Film Service, June
this
day will Series.
be "Juggling
of the
5-10 inclusive.
Sis Hopkins
The Justice"
Kalem comedy
A Selig three-reel comedy, "A Temperwill be "Juggling Justice." Vitagraph and
Vim each supply a comedy, the former
ance Town," in which Otis Harlan stars,
will be the first thrown on the screen Mon"She Won a Prize," and the latter "A Dolday, June 5. "New York Past and Present," aVitagraph historical production, has
A larthree-reel
Essanay production, "Fool's
Down."
Gold,"
with Darwin Karr, Nell Craig, Pata prominent place in the first day's rerick Calhoun and Marion Murray, all film
leases. Selig-Tribune, featuring the high
spots in the important news of the world is favorites, will be presented Saturday. "Two
also presented on this day; while BioSmiths and a Hafif," a Lubin comedy, will
graph's "The Girl Across the Way," helps
be sandwiched in between "Fool's Gold,"
the day's releases. "Otto the Reporter," a and a Vitagraph three part picture, "A
Lubin comedy, will provide laughter.
Strange Case." Then will follow "The
"Orphan Joyce." an Essanay two part
Train," an episode of the "Hazdrama, featuring youthful Joyce Fair, is Treasure
ards
of
Helen"
Series by Kalem. The final
the first release for the following day.
picture that will fade on the screen will be
"Midnight at the Old Mill," a Kalem comSelig's drama, "Going West to Make
edy, and a Biograph two part drama, "The
Yaqui
Cur," Kate
with Bruce
Lionel and
Barrymore.
Robert Harron,
Walter Miller
in the cast, make up the early part of the THIRTY PER CENT. INCREASE IN BUSINESS FOR BLUEBIRDS IS REPORT
day's
program.
"
The
Stoning,"
an
BY LYNCH
Edison production in three parts, has a
Good."
post of honor on this day.
Bluebird pictures continue to fly into the
"In Cinderella's Shoes," a Kalem comhearts of Philadelphia patrons. Robert
Lynch, who directs the flight of the
edy, and Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch
" Birds " in those regions, reports a thirty
Book of Berlin," and Edison's "Love's
Marie Doro
Labor Lost," provide varied attractions for
per cent, increase of business in the last
Wednesday.
few weeks. Five more of the large photohas started work under the direction of
Lubin's "The Scrapegrace," in three
play houses have just signed contracts
parts, with George Routh, Adda Gleason
William C. De Mille on her second producthrough the Stanley Booking Company for
and
Evelyn
Page
sharing
honors,
will
be
tion for the Lasky Company, written speBluebird releases to be shown two days
cially for her by Marian Fairfax. Miss
presented Thursday, as will also Seligeach week.
Doro will practically have an all-star cast
Tribune and a Vim comedy, "The Sea
The last pictures from Bluebird : " Son
in her support.
of the Immortals," "Naked Hearts," "Bobbie of the Ballot " and " Shoes " are considered among the finest productions yet reThorough Tryouts for Six Manhattan Beauty Contest Winners
Do.gs." All Inexperienced, an Opportunity
International Film Service Will Give Young Women,
ceived by the Fairmount Feature Film Exto Show Their Fitness for Work Before the Camera
territory.change which handles the releases in that
ous entrants for this contest and the winDURING the Exposition of the Motion
These will have an exclusive first run
ners were chosen after undergoing a camPicture Board of Trade, the Internashowing at the Regent theatre, a neighbor
era test in which they were called upon
tional Film Service added six new players
and close rival of the Stanley theatre.
to its studio enrollment. All six are young
to register various emotions.
The winners are Mary Cranston, Helene
ladies who have not had experience either
"THE DAY!"
|
before the camera or behind the footMontrose, Helen Raferty, Frieda Peter- I
son, Julia Lorland and May Brown. John I THE TOAST
lights. They are all from New York City.
WHEREVER
FILM I
MEN FOREGATHER
1
The six girls were selected as winners of W. Grey, who conducted the contest in the 1
the New Talent Contest conducted by the interests of the International, says that all I
SEPTEMBER 9! |
International Film Service throughout the the new talent will shortly be seen in In- 1
STUDIO DIRECTORY
|
ternational pictures.
duration of the show. There were numer-
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ARRANGEMENTS FOR CONVENTION
IN PENNSYLVANIA COMPLETED
St'ccial to Motion Picti kk Nkw,~.
Pittshurgli, Pa., May 27.
Arraiiuonu'iits fur tlie liiil<lin<4 (.f the
annual Pennsylvania State convention of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of America June 27-28-29 are l)einK completed rapidly and it is very likely that
the affair will be held in the new iMoose
Tenple in Penn Avenue.
Iht Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce
and the league officers are working together in order to make the exhibit the
best that has ever been held in this section and unless most of the plans miscarry
there will be no vacant exhibition space
when the doors are thrown open to the
public.
'i wo rooms in the new temple will be
used for exhibition purposes. The big
auditorium will be used for the business of the league and for speakers who
have signified their intention of being present. In all, more than 6.000 feet of Boor
space will be at the disposal of the League.
The officials have announced that several motion picture stars will be present to
afsist in making the annual convention a
success. President Herrington of the
League states that delegates will be present from Cleveland, Wheeling, Youngstown
and a number of other cities of the state.
APPEAL FROM SUPREME COURT IS
MADE IN CHAPLIN SUIT
An appeal from the decision of Supreme
Court Justice Hotchkiss in the suit of
Charles Chaplin, the Mutual comedian
against the V-L-S-E to restrain the release of the "Burlesque of Carmen" has
been filed by Nathan Burkan, counsel for
Mr. Chaplin. Judge Hotchkiss refused to
grant a temporary injunction against the
releasing company on the ground that it
was doubtful whether the comedian's contract rights were violated, wliereas an injunction would inflict damage upon the defendants.
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In carrying the case to the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court, Chaplin asks
for $100,000 damages and further demands
an accounting from the \'-L-S-E of the
profits accruing from the release of the
picture which Chaplin alleges injured his
reputation as a comedian.
" This action will be fought out to the
end," said Mr. Burkan, " as there is no
doubt but Mr. Chaplin is entitled to damages for the liberties taken with the picture in which he was featured. The adverse decision does not materially hurt our
case as we only asked for a temporary injunction restraining the distributors from
releasing
Carmen,"
in
four reels.theThe" Burlesque
refusal to ofgrant
this plea
for an injunction in no way affects the
validity
of our was
suit inclined
for damages."
Mr. Burkan
to look lightly
upon the suit of the Essanay Film Company in Los Angeles against Chaplin for
alleged breach of contract, filed several
days ago.
HARRlSll INGRAUAM SIGNS WITH
DAVID HORSLEY
Harrish Ingraham, prominent in the film
world as an actor and director for the past
five years, has been engaged at the David

Members of the Western Vitagraph Studio: Reading Left to Right (standing). George Kunlcel, Otto
Ledercr, Jack Mower, William Duncan, Webster Campbell, George Holt, and Edgar Keller. (Seated).
Claire Toner, Corinne Griffith, Anne Schaefer, Nell Shipman, Mary Anderson and Florence Vidor
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Horsley studios and will be seen in an important part in support of the co-stars,
Margaret Gibson and William Clifford, in
a forthcoming two reel Centaur drama.
Mr. Ingraham goes to the Horsley studios with an excellent record and his best
recommendation is the word of Crane Wilbur, star and author, with whom he was affiliated anumber of years ago at an Eastern studio. Previous to that time he had
considerable experience in dramatic stock
companies.
His first effort for the David Horsley
productions will be in support of Miss Gibson and Mr. Clifford, being cast as the
juvenile' lead.
"VISITING THE SULTAN OF SULU" IS
BURTON HOLMES' TRAVELOGUE
FOR PARAMOUNT
Into the land where the Sultan of Sulu
reigns over his comic opera kingdom, made
famous by George Ade, Paramount audiences will penetrate in the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel-Picture, " Visiting the
Sultan
of Sulu."
Strange
sights and scenes were captured by the camera in the Sultan's tiny
capital during Mr. Holmes' visit. Jolo was
then receiving the officers and men of a
Japanese criuser and the diminutive sailors
are shown marching through the little
town. The Sultan himself is shown in his
palace surrounded by his courtiers and
fighting men.
Among the interesting events of this release are an American baseball game,
played in the Sultan's kingdom, and a reception given to the officers and men of
the Japanese warship by the commanding
officer at Jolo. Another Datto, or chief, is
seen receiving Mr, Holmes, the tiny Datto
Diki-Diki, who is four feet tall, forty-five
years old, and a thorough Moro.
TRUE BOARDMAN AGAIN WITH
KALEM
After completing a profitable season on
the stage i rue Boardman has once more
rclurned to the screen and is again found
in the Kalem fold. Boardman has aliiady started to work before the camera
at the Glendale, Cal., studio and it will
not lieagain.
long before he is seen on the
screen
.■\ firm of western theatrical managers
made Boardman a tempting offer to return to the stage following the success
Hornung.
of
" Stingaree," Kalem's series by E. W.
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"STRANGE

CASE" FROM "V" SHOWS
FAMILIAR CAST
" A Strange Case," a Vitagraph threepart Broadway Star Feature, will be released on June 10. In this picture, Harry
Morey takes a dual role. Supporting Mr.
Morey are seen Ned Finley, Frank Holland,
Adele Kelly, and Edward Elkas. The filming was supervised by Eugene Mullin. Jane
Dixon and Roma Raymond wrote the story.
" New York, Past and Present," is the
title of a one-part scenic picture, in which
Father Knickerbocker personally conducts
a tour through his wonderful metropolis.
All the familiar landmarks of the city are
shown, and when they fade out, the same
spot is shown as it appeared in the colonial
days. The reel closes with a panoramic
view of the city, taken from the pinnacle of
the Woolworth Building.
" She Won the Prize " is a one-part comedy featuring Edith Storey and Antonio
Moreno. After winning a prize of $1,000
in a contest, Edith Storey, as Molly, a
stenographer, sets out to have a good time
on the money. Josephine Earle and Donald
McBri'de also appear in the cast. George
D. Baker and Epes Winthrop Sargent are
the authors of the story, and the former
also directed the action.
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Bluebirds to Fly Over Summer Amusement Birds of Passage
Subjects Arranged by Hoffman for Release in June and July Will Comprise an " Early
Season Program " That Will Combat Outdoor Attractions
are in control of the Bluebird destinies.
GENERAL MANAGER M. H. HOFFMAN, of Bluebird Photoplays, makes
" Therefore the exhibitors may safely rely upon the promise I now make that there
the announcement that the subjects arwill be forthcoming a series of features
ranged for release in June and July will
that will even surpass in excellence
comprise an early summer program that
the fine productions we have thus far diswill give exhibitors an excellent opportuntributed. We will make a record with
ity to combat out-of-door amusements.
"The exhibitor needs just as strong atMary MacLaren in ' Shoes,' and I am willtractions insummer as he does in the reguing to stake Bluebird's reputation and my
own,
upon the outcome of this release. It
lar season," says Mr. Hoffman, "and Bluebird proposes to keep its service at the best
will be the most discussed and most profitable feature ever released during a propossibleson.standai'd,
no matterof what
seaThe attractiveness
the the
summer,
gram series. 'Shoes' is a wonderful film
and our new star, Mary MacLaren, is a
sports make just as much opposition to the
exhibitors as the regular houses are durlittle
by herself."two subjects to
The wonder
Smalleysall contribute
ing the theatrical season.
"We feel perfectly assured, from our
the June Bluebirds — " The Eye of God," in
which Lois Weber is co-star with Tyrone
knowledge of what is in store for exhibitors who use our program, that the sumPower, and Mary MacLaren in " Shoes."
mer months will show no inclination to reThen there is Louise Lovely, in " Bobbie
lax the service or lower the Bluebird standof the Ballet," and Peter B. Kyne's story
ard. The regular run of Bluebirds, since
" The Three Godfathers."
we started the program last January, has
Violet Mersereau, in " Broken Fetters," a
production written and directed by Rex
proven to exhibitors that Bluebird fulfills
Ingram,
starts the July series. Ella Hall
promises — we have made good every assertion that has been authorized by those who
will
on July
in "Louise
Ambrosia,"
Robertappear
Leonard
piece,10 and
Lovelya
will make her regular appearance using
Rubinstein Will Film Activities of Zeese-Wilkinson
" The Grasp of Greed " as her medium.
Closes Contract for Showing Every Step of Work in Plant of Colortype Plate Makers and
This production will be directed by Joseph
Color Printers, at Cost of $41,000
De Grasse, one of H. Rider Haggard's
and advertising conventions. Mr. WilkinLEON J. RUBINSTEIN, the Thanstories being the basis of Ida May Park's
scenario.
houser publicity man, has closed a
son, of the firm, who made the record
contract, is an enthusiastic booster of
deal with the Zeese-Wilkinson Colortype
motion pictures. For a year he and Ruby
Company of 424 W. Thirty-third Street,
New York, whereby every step of work
have been planning the work, and it is his
in their plant will be filmed. They are
intention to give the free use of the films
colortype plate makers and color printers,
to theson saysproper
organizations. Mr. Wilkin:
the largest concern of its kind in the world.
They print the Sears-Roebuck catalogue
" These pictures will do us a great deal
and a great number of expensive publicaof good in that by advancing the knowledge of the art of color printing, the aptions. "Ruby's" contract with them totals
preciation of it will stimulate the demand.
forty-one thousand dollars and provides
for the filming of over twenty thousand
The average lay visitor to our plant is
feet. Besides the manufacture and use of amazed at the strides which this art has
taken. It is this lack of knowledge of our
the plate process in the Zeese-Wilkinson
plant itself, pictures will also be made of possibility that has prompted me to make
this contract with Mr. Rubinstein. The
the manufacture of the special inks used,
the construction of the presses and the
finished pictures will be the missionaries of
making of the paper.
The work is already under way. Irving
Rubinstein has just returned from
ourIrving
industry."
B. Rubinstein, brother of Ruby, is doing
the Sears-Roebuck plant in Chicago, where
the camera work. It will take all summer
he made a survey of the light conditions.
Sol Lesser Returning to the Coast
The work will be done in New York,
to complete the taking of the pictures, so
that they may be ready for the publishing
Boston, Bangor, Tampa and other cities.

MOTION
I'HlLU'l'l IS MADE SALES MANAGER
FOR ROTHACKER
\V. R. Rothacker. president of the Rothackcr Film Manufacturing Company of
Chicago, announces the appointment of E.
H. Philippi as sales manager of the Rothacker firm.
Mr. Philippi went to Chicago in 1905 to
publish the house organ of a leading jobbing house in that city. After five years
he was made general manager of the largest trade paper in that field. When another

E. H. Philippi
five years had elapsed he entered the employ of the Rothacker Company as a salesman. The present appointment is made in
recognition of his successful work in behalf of this company.
Mr. Philippi is chairman of the Industrial Movies Committee of the Advertising
Association of Chicago, and is well known
in advertising circles throughout the country.
TRAGGARDH VISITS SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA
O. V. Traggardh, head of the Union
Film and Supply Company of San Francisco, ismaking a business trip to Los Angeles and will spend some time in the
southern city and vicinity. He has been
meeting with success of late in handling a
Chinese subject through the northern part
of California.
J. J. Unger, manager of the Pacific Coast
interests of the Metro Pictures Corporation, is visiting all of the branch exchanges
in that territory. Since securing a first
run house in San Francisco in the new
Rialto theatre the business of the Ijranch
has shown a wonderful increase.
Herman Wobber, who has charge of the
Paramount interests throughout the Pacific
Coast territory, left recently for New York
and will probably be away for a month at
least. During his absence the San Francisco office will be in charge of J. W. Allen.
Sol L. Lesser, head of the Golden Gate
Film Exchange, Inc., has returned to San
Francisco after having been in New York
for several months in connection with his
film business, chiefly for the purpose of
placing the " Ne'er-Do-VVell." Leon Netter, formerly with this exchange will re-
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main in the East. Air. Lesser purchased
the California rights to several large productions while away and is busily engaged
on plans for releasing these.
SERIES OF PARAMOUNT STORIES
USED BY SUNDAY PAPERS
The publicity department of the Paramount Pictures Corporation, is putting out
a series of features that are reaching the
sections of Sunday newspapers beyond the
conlines of the regular moving picture
pages. Interviews on Paramount topics
with Frederick Palmer, the war correspondent ;Henry Reuterdahl, the naval
expert ; Frieda Hempel and Alme. Gadski,
stars of the Metropolitan Opera, are commanding full and half pages in the magazine sections of more than two hundred
newspapers a week.
This is in addition to the regular Paramount representation in the motion picture
columns and pages. Edward Lyell Fox,
who is directing Paramount publicity states
that a large newspaper syndicate has agreed
lo supply Paramount features to all its
client.s, regarding them as legitimate publicity l)ecause in each case adjectives are
restricted and the intrinsic value of the
story is apparent.

WINNER
"HANDSOME
MAN"
CONTEST OF WILL
NOT MARRY
VIOLET MERSEREAU
Roy Fernandez, lately discovered "Handsomest Man in America," by the Universal Company, will not marry Violet Mersereau, according to mutual agreement.
Miss Mersereau refuses a blonde, or refuses to propose to one, because she is a
blonde herself, so perhaps Mr. Fernandez
is wishing that he were a brunette.
However, Mr. Fernandez is to get his
long-desired chance at acting, and at present he is working on a picture in the new
Universal Studio at Fort Lee. It is as yet

RAY IS CAST FOR VIM JUVENILE
ROLES, OPPOSITE MISS BURTON
Al Ray, the young actor-author-director,
is now working at the studios of the Vim
Company in Jacksonville. He will be seen
in juvenile roles opposite Ethel Burton, the
Vim star.

Roy Fernandez
undecided as to whetlier he will remain in
the East or journey to Universal City. In
all probability, a decision will be reached
after his first picture has been completed.
Mr. Fernandez was selected by Messrs.
Ranck, Brinkerhoff, and Goldberg, of the
New York Evening Mail. There were over
ten thou'^and contestants, so Mr. Fernandez
has justly earned his present title. Previous to his forthcoming debut on the
screen, he was model for Howard Chandler
Christy and Harrison Fisher.

Al Ray
Ray, who is just past twenty-two years of
age, has had fifteen years' experience in
the theatrical and picture field. He played
child parts at the old Biograph, appeared
as Buster Brown on the stage, and filled
i iany cngaKeniLiUs in vaudeville and musical comedy.
RECENT

VISITORS
ON EXCHANGE
ROW IN DALLAS
.■\mong the visitors on Exchange Row in
Dallas recently were A. B. Estes, of the
I'usby theatre, McAlcstcr, Okla. ; and H.
Th'imas. .Airdome tlH-ritrr. fJrange, Texas.

UPLIFTERS WANT TO RUN PICTURE
THEATRE— WITH CITY'S MONEY
Special to Motion Picture Ne\v.=.
Milwaukee, May 27.
A municipal moving picture theatre is
one of the possibilities staring the local exhibitors in the face. The finance committee of the city council received a request
from a group of over-enthusiastic women,
whose announced intentions are the uplifting of the drama, asking that the city provide funds to erect and maintain a municipal theatre in Milwaukee.
The particular group of women behind
the request has endeavored with varying
success to maintain a so-called Little Theatre in Milwaukee for some years. With
llie assistance of much free publicity from
the newspapers and donations they managed to get along from year to year and no
doubt consider themselves qualified to run
a photoplay
of
course. theatre, with the city's money,
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Mary Miles Minter On Coast to Begin Work for Mutual
Her First Feature, Under Auspices of American, Is Ready for Production — Meanwhile,
Filming of Audrey Munson Allegory and Other Pictures is Rushed to Completion
ward Sloman. William Russell is now at
ALTHOUGH interest in and about the
work on another of the new Mutual Star
American-Mutual studios in Santa
Productions in which he is to be featured.
Barbara has for the past week been cen"The Man Who Would Not Die." In it
tered in the arrival of Mary Miles MinRussell is called upon to essay a dual role.
ter, newest of Mutual stars and the enThe scenes of this production are laid in
tertainments given in her honor, work was
California and New York and the picture
l)y no means slackened on the many productions now under way.
is being produced under the direction of
Russell and his co-director. Jack Prescott.
Miss Minter's arrival at the Santa Barbara plant was signalized by a banquet given
Work on "The Guide," another of Mr.
her by the studio forces and by a tour of
Russell's starring vehicles to be released
as a Mutual Star Production, has been
the plant. Considerable of Miss Minter's
completed arid is now in the cutting room.
spare time during the early days of her arrival was spent as an interested spectator
Charlotte
Burton appears in Russell's
chief support.
at the filming of the last few scenes of
First
of
the new Kolb & Dill features
the new seven-act allegorical feature, prewill be released through the Mutual in
senting Audrey Munson as the star. Miss
Minter's feature production is all ready
five acts under the title of "A Million for
and it is expected that she will begin work
Mary," which is being filmed under the
FLAHERTY REPORTS GOOD BUSINESS
supervision of Director Rea Berger.
the latter part of the week. Its title has
IN CENTRAL WEST
not been decided.
A number of two-reel feature releases
have either been completed or are in work
In addition to the Munson feature, whicti
F. J. Flaherty of the Universal Film Exat the Santa Barbara studios. Among
change of Chicago, who spent the past is to be released shortly by the Mutual and
the Minter production, work at the Santa
week in New York attending a conference
them are "Fear," written by Constance
Barbara studios is now centered in rushCrawley and starring Frank Borzage, supon the State rights sale of " Pavlowa,"
ing to conclusion several five-act dramas
ported by Anna Little and F. Jack Rich" Where Are My Children," and other proto be released as Mutual Star Productions,
ductions, left for the West on the Cenardson "Love's
;
Bitter Strength," by Nellie Brown Duff and Edward Coxen, Lias well as a number of short-length featury Saturday. Mr. Flaherty reports busiture releases.
ness through the Central West in very
zette Thorne and George Field in the pringood shape and says the season should
"Dust," a five-act feature, starring Wincipal roles ; "Killed by Whom ?," by William Parker, featuring Vivian Rich and
prove successful to every exhibitor in the nifred Greenwood and Franklin Ritchie, is
business.
Alfred Vosburgh and screened by Carl M.
well under way under the direction of EdLeVinness . "The Dancer," by J. Edward
Hungerford and Vlasta Hungerford and
directed by Mr. Le Vinness, with Margaret
Ince Besieged by Buyers and Exhibitors for " Civilization "
Approaching Premiere of Spectacle at Criterion Theatre, New York, Attracts Widespread
Nichols in the chief role; "The Sheriff of
Attention — Producer Gives His Ideas on Making of Great Photodrama
Plumas," a Mustang production by William
Pigott and Karl Coolidge with Helen Ros"A reallywithin
good himself
director,"the
he art
says, of"must
son and William Stowell and directed by
VY/'IDE-SPREAD
has been
atcombine
the
tracted among interest
states' rights
buyers
painter, the dramatist, the architect and
and exhibitors at large by the announceHarry McCabe; "Like a Knight of Old,"
ment of the forthcoming production at the
the poet, besides being required to posalso a Mustang feature and "The Fate
sess the constitution of a horse and the
Criterion Theatre, New York, on Friday,
of the Dolphin," featuring Edward Coxen,
Lizette Thorne, George Field and Harry
nerves
of
a
navvie.
If
I
were
asked
what
June 2, of Thomas H. Ince's widely heralded and advertised multiple reel cinema
Von Meter and directed by Thomas Rickconstitutes the principal factor of direcetts.
tion, Ishould say that it consists in being
spectacle, "Civilization," which took a year
to produce and employs the services of able to so project one's mentality that it
WORLD PLACES ITS PICTURES IN
40,000 people.
can be conveyed to the brains and sway
TIVOLI, FRISCO
Mr. Ince and his staff, in their suite at the personalities of the people working
The World Film Corporation has signed
the Astor Hotel, have been so beseiged by under the director even if, as in the case
a yearly contract with the Turner and
of 'Civilization,' they number as many as
states' rights men and exhibitors at large,
that it has been necessary to open an ofDahnken Company to furnish World pic40,000. It may sound like a radical statement to make, but I am more and more
tures for the Tivoli, one of the biggest picfice in the quarters of the New York Moconvinced that the psychology of the art
ture theatres in San Francisco. The Tivtion Picture Corporation in the Longacre
of the director has been underestimated.
Building. There Mr. Adam Kessel and
oli has been on the open market heretoThink of the gigantic tasks faced every day
Charles O. Baumann have been receiving
fore. M. E. Cory, the new manager, reall visitors as well as the thousands of by our more prominent producers in inports that his firm has taken on a number
of new customers recently and that the
stilling their ideas into the minds of huge
telegrams and letters from all parts of the
outlook is very good for a busy season,
crowds of extra people, many of whom
United States and foreign countries not
have never before faced a camera. What
particularly in the larger cities. W. W.
immediately effected by the war, in behalf
is it that takes this conglomerate mass of
Drumm, western division manager for the
of Mr. Ince. All Mr. Ince will say anent
his mammoth production, which by the way
company, recently left for a visit to the
humanity and turns them into passable acIN
tors for the time being? The personality
is eleven reels, is "Wait and see." The
company's
offices
in
Salt
Lake
City.
of
the
director
!
The
screen
furnishes
house it is said is sold out for four weeks
MILLER TO DIRECT BARRISCALE
in advance and this one week in advance
many examples of this every season.
"In other words — again not to seem radA KAY-BEE
of the opening date. For the "first night"
ical— I should be inclined to say that a diCharles ]Miller, who formerly directed
of "Civilization," 1,100 special invitations
rector of a great feature picture must be to the productions of subjects for Thomas H.
have been issued by Mr. Ince;, his guests
a certain extent a hypnotist in the sense
of honor including the most noted names
Ince, has again been placed in charge of a
that it is his will that bends to his wishes
in New York in financial, artistic, religious,
company,
and is filming a Kay Bee-Triangle
social and literary circles.
and the people working under him. To a
subject which stars Bessie Barriscale. The
While Mr. Ince does not wish to tell certain extent this power is analogous to
actress in this takes the part of a slavey,
anything about the nature of his work, he
that exercised by an actor who 'gets over
which is an entirely new role for her. Supis by no means so reticent concerning his
porting are Charles Ray and Fannie
the"See
footlights.'
theories in regard to the psychology of diMidgley. Miller directed the filming of the
Civilization and realize for yourself
recting atitanic photo-drama.
if this is not true."
Frank Mills subject, "The Moral Fabric."
SUICIDE "
For the specific purpose of exploiting
the six-part motion picture sensation,
" Race Suicide," the Banner Film Company has been organized, with offices at
the Gaiety Theatre Building, Kansas City,
Mo.
This company has contracted for the
purchase of " Race Suicide " for the territory of Missouri, Arkansas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, and Iowa.
The advertising department of the Banner Company has originated many departures in advertising novelties and aids
which will go toward further insuring the
public interest in the picture.
Bookings taken upon the subject prior
to its initial showing in St. Louis have been
of sufficient volume to establish a record
for that territory.
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nc.TlRES
FOR CHILDREN
IP FOR
DISCI SSION AT
WOMEN'S
CLl B
MEET
The film industry was very prominent
in discussions held at a nicctinp of the
General Federation of Women's Clubs on
Saturday, May 2", in the Seventh Rcjrimcnt Armor>-, New York City. Committees on the drama, education and civics
openly discussed questions of importance
to the film business with representatives
of the various motion picture manufacturing companies.
The main topic of this special conference was pictures for children. John R.
Freuler, speaking in behalf of all the producers, said that as soon as the women of
the country realized the importance of
children's matinees, then the manufacturer
would willingly supply the increased demands of the exhibitor.
Other phases of the industry came up
before the meeting, especially censorship,
and very few were found among those
present who upheld it. Mary Gray Peck,
speaking on behalf of the women's clubs,
urgently requested the other representatives present to see that their children attended special matinees which were now
being inaugurated by the exhibitor throughout the country and by so doing eliminate
the danger of their seeing injurious piclures at the regular exhibitions. She
spoke strongly against the creation of
state censor boards, saying that such bodies
were a useless expense and a drawback
to the industry at large.
FIRST SUBJECT TO STAR MABEL
NOR.MAND IS IN PRODUCTION
Sl-cctaJ to Motion Pictvke News.
Los Angeles, ^^ay 27.
The first subject which will star Mabel
Nurmand. to be made by the feature company which bears her name, is now in production at the newly completed studio at
Bates and Jiffie streets, Hollywood. Story
ffir it was prepared by Hampton Del Ruth,
assistant manager of production of the
Keystone Company ; and with the exception
fij James Young, as director, the cast is
made up entirely of former Keystone players. Mack Sennett and his entire staff are
lending their aid to make this first ^uliject
the greatest success possible. The story is
a straight comedy-drama.
The new studio, located just at the ed^tof Hollywood, is a very attractive place.
Landscape gardeners have for two weeks
been busy in the decoration of the buildings
and gff.unds. The dressing rooms have
every convenience, and that for the star has
been very elaborately furnished. The
wf)men of the company will have quarters
on the same tier with Miss Nfirmand, while
the men of the organization will use rooms
on the first floor. The offices of the company arc located in the front of the building.
TWIOR CCINSOLIDATES GENERAL
OMAH \ AM) DFS MOINES
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I OMAHA EXCHANGEMEN THINK
I
OF ORGANIZING
g
Since attending the recent convenS tion at Minneapolis, where they
g learned a few things about co-operag tion, Omaha, Neb., exchangemen are
g more than ever thinking of organizp ing a trade exchange for their mug tual benefit.
g
" We could do as they do elseg where,^ said one exchange manager,
g "hire one man who will watch out
g for dead beats and will promote our
g work generally. I have noticed in
g Omaha ever since we began having

TEN
|
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g

g meetings with the exhibitors' organi- g
g zations, that we are on a better foot- g
g ing. It used to be that the cut- g
g throat competition here was ruinous, g
g Now it is better.
g
g
" If I send a reel C. 0. D. and it g
g is refused, I can telephone any one g
g of the other exchanges and get pro- g
g tection for a day or two from that g
g man. If someone asks me for a film g
gg but
of a another
certain exchange
kind and has,
I don't
havehim
it, gg
I refer
g to that exchange. They do the same g
=
g way with me.
g
" But every exchange in Omaha has g
g been stung, too frequently for com- g
g fort, by the fly-by-night exhibitor, and g
g we ought to unite to stop it. I am in =
g favor of it, and I am sure the other g
g exchangemen are, but none of us g
S wants to be the first to suggest it. g
g The exhibitors want us to get to- g
g gether. because if we get rid of the g
g doubtful exhibitor, the safe man gets g
g that much better treatment and his g
g pictures are never held up. Some day g
g Omaha may have a film exchange." p
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^
PEARCE JOINS SELZNICK AS
AUDITOR
Charles L. Pearce, auditor of the World
]-ilm Corporation, resigned last week to become auditor of the Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises, Inc., the general business com-

THEATRES

IN CINCINNATI

OFFERED PROGRAMS
FOR CHILDREN'S
Special to Motion Picture News.
Cincinnati, O., May 27.
Officers and members of the Motion Pisture Exhibitors League of the Cincinnati
Chamber of Commerce, members of women's organizations, city officials and other
interested persons, attended a luncheon
meeting called by Mrs. Elmer G. Lawrence
at the Hotel Gibson on Thursday, May 18,
at
which the Helen
subject Duey,
of "Better
Films"
was
discussed.
motion
picture
editor of the Woman's Home Companion,
was a guest and delivered an address.
An ei¥ort is being made on the part of
prominent club women, in co-operation
with the exhibitors' league, to devise a
plan whereby better pictures for children
may be shown. It is planned to establish
a certain number of special theatres where
children's pictures will be shown exclusively on certain days of the week. President Fred. L. Emmert of the exhibitors
league is working in co-operation with this
movement and a committee of the league
has offered ten theatres in various sections
of the city where such pictures may be exhibited.
MARIN SAIS, KALEM, IS A DARING
HORSEBACK RIDER
Marin Sais, who is co-starring in "The
Social Pirates" with Ollie Kirkby, fears that
her success in that series may allow picture
followers to forget that she is also a horse-

Marin Sais

IN

C. \\". . Taylor,
manager
of the his
General
exchange
at Omaha,
has taken
final
trip to Dcs Moines. la., to consolidate the
two branches. Omaha is now a definitely
selected buying branch, while Des Moines
is the distributing branch for the rich Iowa
territory.
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Charlrs L. Pearce
pany of the Clara Kimball Young Film
Corporation. .Mr. Pearce was a pulilic accountant before entering the film business.
He is now engaged in systematizing the
home office ;ind ihc va^io^'^ Selznick
branches.

back rider. Kalem's series by George
Bronson-Howard has kept Miss Sais in a
"society" and city atmosphere, with no opportunity to show the equestrienneship
of which she is capable.
Followers of the screen, whose memories
go back for three or four years, will remember the reckless riding of Miss Sais in
Kalcm Western dramas. More recently
"Stingaree"
gave the star an opportunity
for daring riding.
Miss Sais has been equally successful in
refined comedies, farce comedies, Western
dramas and the drama of "The Social Pi-
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MME. PETROVA SUSTAINS SEVERE
WOUNDS IN KNIFE SCENE
Mme. Petrova, Metro star, is laid up with
a severe wound on her hand and fingers,
sustained in an accident which it is said,
almost cost the actress her life.
A thrilling scene was being enacted on
a rope suspension bridge which Harry
Ravier, the supervising director, rigged up
across a ravine in the Palisades. A substitute had been provided for Mme Petrova,
but she insisted upon acting the scen,e herself. This consisted of racing across the
frail structure and atacking a man who
was attempting to cut the ropes holding
the bridge in place. In wresting the knife
from the "villain," Mme. Petrova suffered
a painful wound on the hand and fingers.
She would not permit anyone to come to
her aid until she had made her way to the
end of the structure and cut away the
ropes. When Director Burton King and
Mr. Ravier finally reached her side, she
was almost fainting from loss of blood.
MAE MURRAY TO STAR WITH
KEENAN IN AN INCE
Mae Murray, star of the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Company, has been loaned to
Thomas H. Ince for appearance in one
subject in which she will be co-starred with
Frank Keenan. Miss Murray will appear
in the part of a daughter of the south,
a girl of impish vivacity who falls in love
with a young minister. The story is a narrative of the north and south by C. Gardiner Sullivan, and others in the cast will
be George Fisher, Joseph J. Bowling and
George Elwell. Reginald Barker is filming
this production.
PACIFIC COMPLETES FIRST PICTURE
The Pacific Picture Producing Company
has completed its first picture, a one-reel
comedy, which has been titled "Discipline."
Josh Binney plays the lead in this subject,
an incorrigible school boy who drives the
old maid teacher away, and breaks up the
school. His aid in this picture, a hoyden,
is taken by Irene Tiner. The school board
secured another teacher whom the bad boy
immediately falls in love with, and education of the young man is resumed. The
part of the teacher is taken by Ida Bell
Dickerson.
CHRISTOPH

JOINS THE INTERNATIONAL IN CAPITAL
Fritz B. Wathne, Washington, D. C,
manager of the International Film Service,
has added Frank Christoph to his staff for
road man in that territory. Mr. Christoph's
chief province will be the placing of "The
Mysteries of Myra" of the International
Film Service in Virginia, West Virgania,
Maryland, Delaware, and North Carolina.
FLUES TO OPEN EXCHANGE IN
LITTLE ROCK
A. W. Plues, recently with the Kalem
Company, handling " The Social Pirates "
out of Dallas, has left for Little Rock,
Ark., to open a film exchange under the
name of the Exclusive Feature Film Company. This exchange will handle multiple
reel features and short subjects of comedy
and western style.
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Middleton to Supervise Gaumont Three-Reelers
Director Will Have Same Facilities at His C ommand for Making Five-Reel Multiples and
Pick Players for the Casts
photodramas will have as their male lead
THE recent announcement that the GauAlexander Gaden. He has twice won the
mont company would make three-reel
features of the same excellence as its fiveChicago Tribune's " frame of honor," as
reel productions has now been followed by well
as leading in various contests of a
similar nature in the east. Mr. Middleton
the further statement that these productions will reach the screen through the di- has selected Gertrude Robinson to play oprection of Edwin Middleton. Mr. Middleposite him. As there are occasional stories
ton went to the Gaumont company as di- which require an artist of a quite different
rector of one-reel comedies. Before that
type, the director has secured permission to
use Iva Shepard wherever occasion rehe had directed such photoplays as " Wildfire," featuring Lillian Russell, and the
Lucille Taft will also appear from time
" Rip Vanferson.Winkle,"
featuring
ThomassentJefMr. Middleton
was later
to to
time in these productions. Among other
quires.
Jacksonville to head one of the Gaumont
playerspany enlisted
Middleton's
comwinter stock companies producing Mutual
are Henry for
W. Mr.
Pemberton,
Mathilde
MasterpictUres. One of his most recent
Baring,
CharlesLevering.
W. Travis, Albert Macklin
and James
successes in this field was " The Haunted
The formation of this three-reel company
Manor," the five-reel feature starring Iva
Shepard.
in
manner ininterferes
with Gaumont's
Mutual service.
The first
Mr. Middleton has stipulated that he is otherno activities
to have exactly the same facilities which he picture with Mr. Gaden in a star role is
enjoyed in making five-reel features. Gen" The Spatulate Thumb," marked for reeral Manager F. G. Bradford, wishing the
lease June 22. Iva Shepard will play oppoGaumont name to maintain its prestige in
site him. Following this will be the Robthis field as well, readily acquiesced. He alert Burns story of New York life, " Gates
lowed Mr. Middleton to pick his players.
of Divorce,"
the supporting
cast for which
will
be announced
later.
The result is that the three-act Gaumont
Proposed

Ordinance for Fire Supervision of Exchanges in
Detroit Is Drastic Measure
AN ordinance calculated to prevent fires also requires outside ventilation and sprinkand explosions in buildings occupied
ler systems. The ordinance has been referred to the ordinance committee.
by film exchanges, has been introduced into
the common council of Detroit, Mich. It
Should it pass, many of the film exis an ordinance which has been under conchanges would have to seek other quarters as it would be almost impossible to
sideration for some time, although it was
never introduced until Tuesday evening,
fulfill the requirements of the ordinance
and stay where they are. Many landlords
May 23, following the fire on May 19 which
did considerable damage to the building at have said they will absolutely refuse to
159 Jefferson avenue, formerly occupied by equip their places according to the law
and would prefer to have the exchanges
the Universal, Metro and Bluebird film exchanges. The ordinance would require all leave their buildings. Suitable locations for
film exchanges are exceedingly hard to
film houses containing more than 10,000
feet of film to be denominated film storages
find and they would be even more so should
and that they be equipped with fireproof
the new proposed ordinance be put into efvaults of steel and concrete ; where film is
fect. There will be a special hearing before the ordinance committee to permit the
kept in smaller quantities, it provides that
managers of film exchanges to present their
metal cabinets be used as containers ; reguside of the argument.
lar inspection by the fire chief every two
months is another proposed requirement; it
PRINCESS
OLGA
CELESTE TRAVELS
plllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
TO CHICAGO WITH 5 LEOPARDS
i KANSAS CITY FILM MEN SEND |
Princess Olga Celeste, who appears in
I OUT 600 LETTERS URGING OR- | many of the Selig wild animal comedies
I
GANIZATION OF SCREEN | and dramas, arrived in Chicago, 111., SatI
CLUB
1
urday, May 20. She refused to make the
g Over six hundred letters have been g
business trip from Los Angeles, Cal., to
S sent out to exhibitors, exchange man- J
the she
Windy
her fiveher.
"babies",
g agers, supply men and all persons in- g as
calls City
them,unless
accompanied
The
g terested in the moving picture Indus- g
five
"babies"
are
five
large,
sleek
leopards,
g try in the Kansas City territory, ask- g
which are now quartered at the Chicago
g ing their advice on the subject of g
studios of the Selig Compan^^
g forming a Screen Club. Three mem- g
g bers of the Kansas Citv field, F. C. g
Princess Olga Celeste is one of the most
capable trainers of wild animals in the
mg are
Mills,doing
E. R. the
Pearson
and' J. H.work
Gilday,
preliminary
to- g
years she has performed hag wards such an organization, and if the M world. For
zardous actions with wild beasts in Selig
g combined " pep " of these three M
g count, the Screen Club will be a g picture plays. In "The Adventures of
g howling success. If enough favorable g
Kathlyn" she took a prominent role and
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of Efficiency
Studio Laboratory

By William C. Esty, 2nd
Fireproof Establishment Occupying Entire City Block in Chicago and Built
Without Wood of Any Description, Has Capacity of 2,000,000 Feet of
Film a Week — Building Is Realization of Daring Planning of a Man
Whose Breadth of Vision Enabled Him to Foresee the Tremendous Growth of the Motion Picture Business and Its
Manufacturing Requirements
IT is impossible to speak of the new Rothacker laboratories and
studios without mentioning the man wlio made them possible. This new plant that revises all previous ideas of studio
sumptuousness and laboratory efficiency, is the embodiment of
W'atterson R. Rothacker's dream.
W. R. Rothacker is above all an advertising man. Up to six
years ago he was engaged in magazine and general advertising
work. It occurred to him that moving pictures offered a rich and
undeveloped field for effective advertising. At that time motion
pictures, even for amusement purposes, were in the embryonic
stage. It required a most sanguine vision to foresee the future
of the now giant industry, and still more imagination to believe
that the films would become important in the advertising and
industrial fields. Mr. Rothacker had the vision, and for six
years he has labored to hasten its realization. His monstrous
new plant is the concrete expression of his success.
It would be natural to expect that a man of Mr. Rothacker's
progressiveness and breadtli would be identified with every movement to improve the film industry as a whole. He has been reelected vice-president of the Motion Picture Board of Trade,
is serving another term as a director of the Reel Fellows Club
of Chicago, and is prominent in every film and advertising organization, aiming to promote efficiency in these businesses.
Through his efforts, the advertising men of America have been
made to see what a valuable aid they have in motion pictures
for the solving of modern advertising and merchandizing problems. Rothacker films have been chosen to be shown at meetings of advertising men all over the country to illustrate the
effectiveness of animated advertising.
Rothacker Plant Occupies Almost Whole Block
The new Rothacker establishment occupies nearly an entire
city block on Diversey Parkway, Chicago, a short distance west
of Lincoln Park and Lake Michigan. The location is in the city's
finest residential section. Differing from the manufacturing district, the air there is not smoky and disagreeable.
The building houses the largest film laboratory in the world,
having a capacity of two million feet of film per week, using
only a day shift. The studio, which is operated in conjunction
with the laboratory under the same roof, is one of the largest
artificially lighted studios in America.
In selecting the equipment Mr. Rothacker had only one standard in mind— to get absolutely the best, no matter what it cost.
Every device that has been installed was chosen because exhaustive competitive tests had proved it to be the most efficient apparatus obtainable. Experts agree that the nearest possible approach to cinematographic perfection has been reached in this
plant.
Absolutely no wood has been used for construction. The building itself is of reinforced concrete. All the furniture is of steel,
with a mahogany finish, and all the fittings are made of steel
and plate glass. Every room is painted with four coats of special paint. All the corners of the rooms are covered to prevent
dust accumulations.
Every room is equipped with automatic fire sprinklers and a
large number of fire extinguishers. Water for the sprinklers is
stored in an 18,000-gallon tank on the roof. Following the specifications ofthe Eastman Kodak Company, the Fire Underwriters
Laboratories, land all fire prevention societies, the largest and
safest vault for film storage in the world has been constructed.

This reinforced safe, complete with adequate air cushions, sprinklers, and unit compartments, reaches from the basement to the
roof. This vault is considered so faultess in design that the
Rothacker Company is able to take out insurance against both
fire and theft. Notwithstanding the exhaustive fire prevention
measures taken, the employees are required to take part in frequent fire drills.
Temperature of Air Automatically Governed
The air is thoroughly washed and automatically governed in
humidity and temperature as it is brought into the building. The
foul air is exhausted from the building through a system of
underground ducts. This air conditioning device was made by
the Consolidated Engineering Company and installed by the B. F.
Reynolds Company. All the fans and blowers were furnished
by the Ilg Electric Ventilating Company.

Home of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III.
The Boulevard entrance to the plant leads directly to the telephone exchange and information bureau on the second floor.
On this floor are the general offices, the service bureau, the
auditing Inireau, and the elaborate quarters devoted to artists
and animated cartoon work.
On the floor above are housed the perforating, developing,
printing, washing, tinting, toning, and drying departments. In the
perforating room sixteen Bell and Howell perforators of the
latest model will be installed, capable of perforating 288,000 feet
of film each eight-hour day. The printing room has provision
for twenty-six printers. Duplex Step and Bell and Howell printers are used, beside, beside several Pathescope printers for twenty-nine millimeter film.
The looms for developing negative and positive film are separate, each systematically arranged, and of adequate proportions
to turn out two million feet of film a week.
The washing rooms are fitted with every device yet perfected
for obtaining a perfect wash. This is also true of the tinting
and toning rooms adjoining. All the -water used in washing and
dtvcloi)inK is filtered by a battery of International filters placed
next to the washing room. These also filter all the water used
in the building. The tanks used throughout the plant were supplied by the Eagle Tank Company and A. J. Corcoran, Inc.
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The drying room is one of the largest in this country, being
125 feet in length, and capable of drying several times the footage turned out by the printers. The film is taken from the drying room to the floor in dumb-waiters, where it goes to the
assembling and inspection rooms. All the fittings of the assembling rooms are of white enameled steel, and all the employees
wear gloves. The inspection room is equipped with several
projectors and a Mirror Screen. The special department for
titles is unusually com.plete.
After being assembled and inspected, the film is cleaned with
Duplex Cleaners and goes to the final inspector for screen inspection. Ifit is passed by him it goes to the shipping department, conveniently located near the electric elevators, which carry
it directly to the transfer dock.
Eastman positive and negative stock is used exclusively in the
Rothacker plant. Fuller-Morrison and Company furnish all the
chemicals used.
The division for the demonstration of portable projectors is
especially interesting. Among the small projectors here to be
seen are the DeVry, Optigraph and Portoscope machines.
The big multiple set studio is capable of handling comfortably
six sets at a time. The magnificent lighting equipment furnished
by the Cooper-Hewitt Company is unique in its completeness.
A special light control marks a new- era in studio lighting. The
portable lights were made by the Chicago Stage Lighting Company.
Completely Furnished Property and Other Rooms
Ample provisions have been made for completely appointed
carpenter, paint, property and dressing rooms. Special arrangements for pits and a swimming pool have also been made. The
rooms set aside for cameramen's equipment, et cetera, are thoroughly fireproofed. The latest models of Schustek and Bell and
Howell cameras are used.
Adjoining the studio there is a lot 48 x 129 feet for storage
purposes' and smaller out-door sets. The roof of the building
has been converted into an out-door set of magnificent proportions. The electric elevator connects this roof studio directly
with the paint, prop and dressing room floors.
Mr. Rothacker is proud of his new plant, and he has reason
to be. It is an overwhelming refutation of the statement that
a film producing enterprise cannot be operated in a business-like
way. It is an impressive indication of the solidity and influence
that the film business has now attained. Above all it is a monu-
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ment to W'atterson R. Rothacker's foresight and business sagacity.
NEVADA MOTION PICTURE COMPANY IS LATEST
ADDITION TO COAST FILM COLONY
TrlE most recent addition to the Pacific Coast film colony is
that of the Nevada Motion Picture Company, which has leased
the Masterpiece studio on Gordon street, and is now producing
two and three-reel subjects.
Prior to coming to Los Angeles, this company worked in
Nevada. One subject made there, consisting of five reels, is entitled "The Little Sister of the Mines." This shows every step
in the process of mining as an incidental part, and contains a
dramatic story. A greater portion of this was made in the mining
section near Tonapah, Nevada, which is said to be eighteen hundred feet below the sea level in some parts. Another film completed in Nevada
of the same
is a railroad
and western
drama.size is entitled " Signal 31.'' This
At the present time the company is engaged in filming '"Duty
or a Man's Soul." The principals of this are Evelyn Thatcher,
Anna King, Roy Putman, and Jack Longman. The management
of the company is vested in \\". L. James.
TRIANGLES FOR SHOWING AT TALLEY'S BROADWAY,
LOS ANGELES
Special to Motio.n" Picture News.
Los Angeles, May 27.
TRIANGLE pictures are soon to be shown at Tally's Broadwaj' theatre, Los Angeles, and the second release now goes
to the Palace theatre on Seventh street for first run. Inasmuch
as there were several weeks when no Triangle pictures were
shown here because of having been booked at the Triangle Majestic, there are about twelve subjects which have not been released. Deals are now pending which will place these in down
town theatres for first run.
It is understood that Triangle pictures will not be shown at
the Majestic theatre, but that this house will be retained for
big features. At the present time "Civilization" is enjoying a very
excellent run, and following this "Macbeth" will be shown. It
is hoped that D. \V. Griffith's next subject, "The Mother and the
Law" \rA\ be ready for release by the end of the showing of
"Macbeth."
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131 COLUMBUS AVENUE
Boston, Mass., May 24, 1916.
II
Mr. William A. Johnston,
1
Motion Picture News,
I
New York City.
I Dear Sir: —
I
By all means continue our subscription for the MOTION PICTURE NEWS. We would not be without it. It would be like
1 losing a member of the family to be without the NEWS.
I
When I took charge of this office I felt that in order to make it a success, all the employees would have to be intimately
1 acquainted with all phases of the business, and one of the first rules that I put into execution was that every member of the force
I should thoroughly read the MOTION PICTURE NEWS, advertisements and all. The results that I have obtained have been surI prising. Every member of our force, from the errand boy up, can talk film like experienced salesmen. .
I
The writer has just returned from a trip through Connecticut and as the MOTION PICTURE NEWS has been the only moI tion picture trade paper carrying advertisements on Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons, I naturally inquired of every exhibitor if
I they had seen our advertisements in your paper. I was really surprised to learn that the exliibitors read your paper so thoroughly
I and have so much confidence in the reviews on the film. I always thought that the majority of moving picture exhibitors merely
I glanced through the paper and did not take the trouble to digest its contents.
i
I want to take this occasion to thank Mr. Cooper and Mr. Milne for their good work reviewing different films. I have watched
i their work carefully and 1 have yet to find a picture that was recommended by these gentlemen that did not deserve it. This kind
1 of work is bound to help every one in the trade.
I
I believe that you will be pleased to hear that in the City of Waterbury that the motion picture operators think very well of
i the NEWS.
This was brought to my attention during a conversation that I had with several of them in regard to projection.
1
I have written you a lengthy letter, but please remember that this has been on my chest for over a year. I have been going
I to call on you several times when in New York to tell you what I think of your paper. In closing I wish to state that as long as
I the NEWS remains exclusively a trade paper it will, in my opinion, receive the hearty support that it justly deserses from every
g branch of the industry.
1
Yours verv trulv,
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"THE MYSTERIES OF MYRA "
(International — Si.xth. Seventh and Eighth Episodes)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
WHETHER or not the casual ol)Scr\er is willing to take black
magic, devil worship, the interchanging of spirits and the
projection of astral bodies over great distances, seriousl)', he will
be keenly interested, nay even thrilled by the incidents in these
three numbers of " The Mysteries of Myra." W'e ourselves refuse
to believe that somebody's transparent spirit can be suddenly
materialized when it comes under a red light and that it can be
subsequently dematerialized when it encounters violet rays. However, such and similar action as pictured in these reels did not
seem ridiculous. In fact it seemed quite the contrary and the
introduction of this comparatively untouched variety of story in
picture form increases the attractiveness of the series. Again
have we used the word " series " purposely, for the si.xth, seventh
and eighth episodes stand on their own contents well enough to
be termed separate pictures. So it is gratifying to note that the
International has declined to consider the "to be continued in our
next " picture.
The Whartons have continued to introduce wondrous photographic effects in the six reels in hand. Double exposure work
and dissolves have been utilized witii minutest perfection. The
action calls for any number of these trick camera effects, although
the pictures are not so laden with them as to be confusing. The
remaining cares of the director have been attended to equally well
in every case.
Beyond a doubt the episodes will interest. The mysticism supplied by Hereward Carrington guarantees that. The pictures have,
however, a dramatic side. Take the principal situation in the
sixth episode. Myra is possessed of the spirit of the Black Master
and while under its influence makes plans to kill her own spirit
when it again returns to her body. Imagine the strength of such
a situation ! There are others like it.
If, however, "The Mysteries of Myra" are being shown to an
audience unable to appreciate such high spots in the action, the
producers have provided ample means for its entertainment. There
are thrills actual as well as dramatic that are most obvious. In
the sixth number there is the destruction of a cabin by a torrent
of water. The seventh number works to an intense close which
comes when the materialized spirit of the Black Master is destroyed by the violet light. The eighth chapter has an unusually
exciting train of action that can be best recited in the synopsis.

The work of Howard Estabrook and Jean Sothern leaves
little to be desired. Mr. Estabrook makes the part of Dr. Alden
human to the extreme and polished in mannerisms, while Miss
Sothern proves -equal- to any demands of the role of Myra.
Allen
Murnane as X'arney, the rival lover, does admirably well,
throughout.
The sixth episode takes up the story at the point where Myra
possesses the spirit of the Black Master and vice versa. During
this period she scorns the attention of Dr. Alden and to spite him
announces her engagement to Varney. Thereafter she makes
preparations to kill her own body and spirit when the Black
Master's spirit goes back into his own body. This is to be done
in wrecking a cabin, in which the transformation is to take place,
by letting loose dammed waters. The arrival of Dr. Alden, who
proves the hero, prevents such disaster from Ijeing brought to
consummation.
The seventh episode finds Myra and the Black Master each
possessed of the proper spirit while the latter is still intent on
killing the girl. Varney, whose love has turned to hate because
Myra has shown plainly that she cares for Dr. Alden much more
that she does for him, attempts to take the girl's life by projecting
his astral body to her room, then materializing through an encounter with red light and subsequently committing the crime.
He turns on the gas, hoping to get rid of her in this way, but
the house wakes and rescues Myra in time. The Black Master
then resolves to try the trick himself, but just as he is about to
murder the sleeping Myra, violet lights installed by the ever watchful Dr. Alden shed their rays on him and with great pain he is
dematerialized and the day saved again.
In number eight, a member of the Black Band having disobeyed
certain rules of the organization, is commissioned by the Master
to enter Myra's emploj' as gardener and if successful in disposing
of the girl he will be allowed to live. The gardener tries once to
shoot Alyra and is unsuccessful. Then Dr. Alden, sensing the
situation, arranges three mirrors near Myra's window and places
her so that one of the mirrors reflects her person to the outsider.
The gardener believes he has his chance again and fires, only to
break the mirror and be discovered.
Each of these numbers is consideral)ly elaborated by minor plots
which go a long way toward furnishing interest and heightening
the strength of the separate numbers. The supporting cast is very
good and exceptional when it comes to considering a dog which
plays no small part in the interest aroused by the sixth episode.

GLI.MPSES OF RECENT EPISODES OF "THE MYSTERIES OF MYRA," INTERNATIONAL

Howard Estabrook and Jean Sothern in Typical Scenes from the Serial

FILM SERVICE.
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" GLORIA'S ROMANCE "
(Kleine — Chapters One and Two — Two Reels Each)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THIS new serial, and newest thing in serials, gets away with
everything in its favor. The elements of sustained interest
appear to have been carefully studied, and handled with an expert
hand, and the result is pleasing to the eye and stimulating to the
imagination.
A dainty star, a capable support, beautiful scenery, brilliant
photography, and an absorbing story clearly presented are the
features which commend the first two chapters to exhibitor and
public. Billie Burke, as Gloria Stafford, has a personality which
does not disappoint her popularity ; she is known and liked from
Orient Point to Coronado Beach, and she has seldom shown to
better advantage than in these pictures.

NEWS

" FATE'S BOOMERANG "
(Paragon-World — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
DIRECTOR Frank Crane has the liappy knack of producing
a realistic picture no matter with what phase of life or
locale it deals with. It is probable that Mr. Crane is either vastly
experienced or a student of every incident in his script. His
work bespeaks of one or both of these points and " Fate's Boomen;ng " is highly typical of the director. The story, laid in the
mountains through which a railroad is being constructed has been
granted a most realistic background. The engineering scenes, the
types, the atmosphere, the panoramas, the detail all combine to
produce a convincing whole. In fact the director has made
" Fate's Boomerang " the pleasing picture it is.
The story is conventional but extremely weighty in appeal. In
it a popular theme has been dwelt upon with considerable skill.
The plot moves logically and while not at all swift it entertains
over all its length, building to a suitable climax which is thrilling
in the bargain. What pleases us considerably and what will
beyond a doubt be relished, even unconsciously by the patron, is
the out and out frankness of each character. They have been
correctly "planted " and are developed with precision.
Castleman, a civil engineer at work on the construction of a
railroad, meets Zell, a simple yet pretty little girl of the mountains. Castleman's wife, Mildred, is a society butterfly and while
her husband is away accepts the attentions of Morgan, an idler.
Time goes on and Mildred decides to divorce her husband. She
hires a lawyer to watch his actions in the mountains, but before
he departs, Zell comes to her telling her that Castleman is unhappy without her. In Zell, Mildred sees a chance to accuse her
husband of infidelity, so she and the detective follow the girl back
to the mountains. The detective broaches his business to Castleman, but in the meantime, the driver whc drove the two up from
the station, slightly drunk, frightens the horse and the carriage
careens down the road, finally upsetting and killing the two.

The Hut Proved a Welcome Refuge for Gloria
An atmosphere of "high society" always popular with the public,
surrounds her and her company. In the first chapters this is
in the fashionable colony at Palm Beach, where evening clothes,
tennis flannels, polo ponies and automobiles vie with the brilliance
of the semi-tropical vegetation in holding the eye and drawing
out the interest.
Gloria Stafford is a girl of sixteen — and Billie Burke makes
np very well for such a part. She is the daughter of a wealthy
banker, who is spending the winter in Florida with Gloria and her
brother David.
Gloria's effervescent nature rebels at the strict control of her
governess, and she is continually devising means to escape her
bondage. One night, while a dance is on at the hotel, Gloria, who
has been sent to bed, gets up stealthily, slips on a dress, and escapes through a window. She finds the car 'in which Dr. Royce,
a friend of her father's is planning to take a spin with a young
woman, and drives it away into the moonlight herself.
.She drives for miles, and finally the steering gear goes wrong,
and the car dashes into the surf. Gloria wades ashore, leaving
the car in the ocean. She wanders on until she is hopelessly lost
in the Everglades.
In Chapter 2, entitled, "Caught by the Seminoles," Dr. Royce,
who, though somewhat older than Gloria, loves her, organizes a
search party. The dread Everglade swamp is penetrated, but
nothing is found of the missing girl.
Gloria in the meantime, has wandered upon the home of a
Seminole Indian family. She asks for food and clothes, and is
apparently cordially received. To her terror she soon finds she
is a captive. The Indians pretend to show her the way back,
but when she resents the crude advances of her guide, she is
deliberately led in the wrong direction.
Eventually she is rescued by Dr. Royce and Richard Freneau,
a broker who is stopping at the Palm Beach hotel.
Henry Kolker gives a good portrayal of Dr. Royce, and David
Powell, William Roselle, Frank Belcher, William T. Carleton and
Juie Power greatly enhance the cast. The picture is being directed by Walter Edwin and Campbell Gollon.

Maybe George Envies the Dog
Mollie King makes Zell a most attractive figure while June
El v'idge adapts herself excellently to the part of Mildred. Charles
(iotthold as Castleman and Frank Goldsmith as Morgan complete the named portion of a good cast. The types seen in the
minor parts are exceedingly good.
Worthy as the picture is it might be bettered if the sub-titles
were reedited and a little care spent on the phrasing. Then the
scene showing Mildred lying on the ground dead from the fall,
might be shorted as Milderd is steadily and obviously breathing.
The photography, while not up to Paragon standard, never interferes with the enjoyment of the picture.
WHYTOCK AUTHOR OF "THE ACCUSING VOICE"
THROUGH an error, F. W. Hiller was given credit on the film
for the authorship of Vitagraph's three-part Broadway Star
Feature, " The Accusing Voice," which was released on Saturday,
May 13. In reality the story comes from the pen of Ross D. Whytock, who has written many other Vitagraph successes.
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"HER HUSBANDS WIFE"
(Ivan — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THIS is a straiiilit-oiit sex drama, handled in Ivan Abramson's
direct, frank, and generally logical manner. Mr. Abramson is absolutely remorseless in his punishment of brutality, lust,
dissipation and faithlessness. He rewards virtue, and he punishes sin. And he succeeds also in making the action of his
picture move at top speed, holding the interest throughout.
He has provided a thoroughly effective ending, wherein a vampire, whose ability to leave one lover or husband for another
amounts to genius — she abandons four in all — is confronted with
the fact that her own daugliter has married a man whom the
vampire had divorced. Instead of having the daughter show
compassion toward her very sinful mother, Mr. Abramson makes
the mother reveal her identity to the girl, and then retract her
statement, thus leaving the daughter and the husband free. The
mother then takes poison and dies.
Mr. Abramson's direct methods also lead him to show the
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So she leaves a book with him to read, saying that she will come
back later for an answer. The manager reads the story of a
woman reporter, the same person as the actress, whose relations
witli her employer might startle if flouted around in select society.
The employer is also an operator of oil wells and his people strike
because of reduced wages. The employer grows impatient and
discharges the woman reporter but subsequently when she shows
her love for Quimby by saving his life at the risk of her owii he
resolves to marry her.
The story read, the actress re enters and the manager warmly
offers her a position. Why does he? A good novelist is not necessarily a good actress and besides the novel was not good. We
trust that this point will be remedied before the picture's release.
The story was by Gertrude H. Anderson and the scenario and
direction were placed in charge of Jay Hunt. Others in' the cast
besides Miss Farrington are C. Norman Hammond, Orin Jackson,
Kingsley Benedict, Margaret Mayburn (Mina Cunard) and Mrs.
Jay Hunt.
"THE PURSUING VENGEANCE"
(Unity-Sales — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM RESSMAN ANDREWS
THERE is not a dull moment in " The Pursuing Vengeance,"
founded on a mysterj^ by Burton E. Stevenson, and starring
Sheldon Lewis as Crochard, a shrewd international crook who
plays only for high stakes. Mr. Lewis, who brings to his work
a wide range of experience on the speaking stage and later made
a reputation as a screen actor of unusual ability, gives the role
nerve and vitality. The various disguises he assumes in the
course of the melodrama show him a master of effective maketip. His rendition of a character whose principal traits are skillful planning, effective execution and an unfailing presence of
mind in all emergencies, is convincing.
The story runs along with a breathless swiftness. The spectator is held spellbound while watching exciting chases of Crochard over roofs, up and down fire escapes by energetic but disappointed detectives. In these scenes Mr. Lewis displays an agility
of body expected in a character with such an alert mind.

The New Love Meets the Old
mother in various stages of dissipation, from the time when
she posed in the altogether for her first lover, a sculptor, until
she is lying dead at the base of a statue for which she has been
the model. These scenes are nothing if not frank.
A cast headed by Sally Crute, as the vampire, Mignon Anderson, as the daughter and Augustus Phillips, as the chief husband, interprets the story, under Mr. Abramson's direction, and
gives uniformly good performances. Others are Edward Mackey,
Bradley Barker, Brindsley Shaw, William Bechtel and Arthur
Law. Kittens Reichert appears in one of her characteristically
clever child impersonations. Mr. Abramson himself appears in
one or two scenes which show the taking pf a motion picture
in a studio.
The settings, photography and lighting arc fnll.\ up to the
standard of other Ivan productions.

Waiting for Crochard

"WHAT LOVE CAN DO"
(Red Feather — Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE ])os.sibilities that eagerly confronted the makers of a featuie starring Adcle Farrington must have been numerous
even tliough limited. Miss Farrington has gone past the time when
she was able to carry an ingenue's role, but old youth has by no
means robbed her of the ability to act. She is indeed worthy to
be featured. But the author and director of " What Love Can
Do" have not succeeded in producing a picture of even average
'luality.
It behooves us to announce that the story never reaches a gripping point, there is no well approached and powerfully worked out
climax, tbcre are many impossibilities in its development and its
salient points are not easily comprehensible.
The opening scenes introduce an actress approaching her manager for a position. This gentleman is loath to give it to her because
he believes she has outgrown her prime and with it her popularity.

The plot revolves around two lioule cabinets. Crocliard has
used one of the anticiues as a hiding place for his booty. The
drawer containing valuable jewels, the gains from one of his
predatory exploits among people of immense wealth, is made
dangerous with poison whose slightest touch means instant death.
Three men attempt to open the drawer, and the moment their
hands come in contact with the surface they fall to the floor dead.
A cabinet similar in appearance is bought in Paris for an
American connoisseur, but the poison cabinet is sent him by
mistake. The death of Vantine, the purchaser, and others who
inadvertently touch the death spot on the outside of the drawer,
puzzle the police and remain a deep mystery until Jack Godfrey,
a cub reporter, makes an investigation resulting in the detection of Crochard and his machinations.
The i)icture was pro<liiced by Martin Sabine, who shows ability
in the use of incidents calculated to make tlic i)rincipal situations
tense with dramatic action. Audiences with a penchant for
straiglil melodrama cannot fail to lie satisfied.
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Scenes from Coming and Current William Fox Photoplays
"WHO'S GUILTY"
(Arrow-Pathe — Third and Fourth Numbers)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
ttT^HE Tangled Web" and "The Silent Shame," respectively,
A the third and fourth numbers of the "Who's Guilty?"
series, deal with more melodramatic stories than did the opening
chapters. The situations forming the more essential episodes
of each picture are strained to points sometimes without the
bounds of plausibility.
" The Tangled W^eb " takes up the case of the unhappj' marriage. Ruth Alden, tricked by her aspiring guardian into believing that her sweetheart is unfaithful, marries Kendrick. Their
life is unbearable before long and with the return of Blair, the
man Ruth really loves, the perfidy of the guardian is mode known.
In revenge the two plot the ruination of Kendrick and thej" succeed in so doing hy selling all his business secrets. Kendrick, half
crazed by his downfall, shoots and kills both his wife and Blair.
" The Silent Shame, " introduces Mrs. Hilliard, the wife of a
disreputable lawj-er. He secures a false divorce from her and
tlien she marries Kingston. Later Hilliard makes known the
fact that the divorce was imperfect and the woman goes back
to her first husband. Years later Kingston marries Eunice, the
daughter of the Hilliards, but he is unaware of her identity.
Eunice is to star in a play written by Kingston and before her
final appearance Hilliard makes known the fact that her husband
once lived with her mother as her husband. In despair Eunice
takes real poison in the last act of the play and Kingston learning
of her death does likewise.
The production of the pictures has been attended to do with
the same care that was obvious in the first numbers. Tom Moore
and Anna Nilson again carry the burden of the acting most
successfullj'. The supporting casts in both the third and fourth
episodes are fully competent.
" THE THOUSAND DOLLAR HUSBAND "
(Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
BLANCHE SWEET struggles with a rather ordinary vehicle,
a plot built along conventional lines, and situations which are
familiar to the average spectator. There are a few touches of
comed}' in this subject which lighten it a bit, but for the rest, it
cannot be said that it carries an}i:hing new. Its drama is melodrama, and it must be confessed that the main features of the
plot are " conveniently " arranged.
The production, however, is excellent. The settings and photography are of the Lasky brand, which has for some time kept pace
easily with the best that the motion picture industry- can produce.
There is an able cast, and several fine characterizations are furnished.
Blanche Sweet is a serving-maid in an eastern college boarding
house. She worships Douglas Nelson, one of the students boarding there, and the son of a wealthy Californian.
Gordon's father fails in business, just as his son has become
involved financially and has wired for money. The father sends
the boy a check which clears out the bank account, and tells him
it is the last he can expect. The boy loses this money in a poker
game operated by a couple of sharps.
At the same time, Olga, the maid, has come into a fortune and
an estate in California through the death of an uncle. One pro-

vision of the will gives her $10,000 in cash if she marries before
her next birthday. She induces Gordon to marry her, in order
that she may get the $10,000 and help him out' of the hole; after
the marriage they separate, the boy goes back to school, and Olga
starts west for her new estate. She takes with her as companions
the card sharps, and the mother of one, whom she engages to
" make her a lady."
Out west Olga again meets her husband. He finds her greatly
improved, but in the clutches of the sharpers. The leader of the
band is attempting to force Olga to marry him, in order to get
her fortune, but Gordon steps in, and a fight follows. Before the
sharpers can make tlicir e?rape the}' are trarr-d Iv,- the police and

The Meeting
arrested. Gordon realizes that he really loves Olga, and takes her
home as his wife.
Supporting Miss Sweet are Theodore Roberts, Tom Forman,
James Neill, Horace B. Carpenter, Lucille LaA'arney, F. L. Delaney and Camille Astor. The storv- was written by Margaret
Turnbull, and directed by James Young.
"REGGIE MIXES IN"
(Fine Arts-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
HERE is Douglas Fairbanks in another sure-fire picture, not
quite so novel in plot as " The Good Bad-^Ian " was, but
still fully adequate to the magnetic Fairbanks personality'. All
"Doug" needs is a fair vehicle, and competent support. He will
do the rest. We have yet to see a Fairbanks subject which is not
distinctive.
In this case, as
Bessie Love, whose
limited only b}- the
*^enements. " Doug

in " The Good Bad-Man, " he is assisted by
possibilities as a screen actress are apparently
handling she receives. Bessie is a girl of the
" is a wealth}- young idler, whose search for
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adventure leads him to accept a job as bouncer in Gallagher's
cabaret, where Bessie, despite the sordid surroundings and more
sordid people, stays on the straight and narrow path while holding a job as a dancer.
Of course, "Doug" runs afoul of a lot of jealous gangsters,
narrowly escapes death several times, and finally is challenged to
a hand to hand combat for the girl by the gangster-in-chief. This
fight is, without exception, one of the most terrific we have ever
seen on the screen. We refuse to believe there is any fake about
it, and we are quite certain that evcr\- audience which sees it will
gasp more than once.
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"THE LIGHTS OF NEW YORK"
(Vitagraph Blue Ribbon V-L-S-E— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
IT is a rare thing that subtitles force themselves forward for
first consideration in estimating a picture, but this is the case
here. The subtitles in " The Lights of New York " are not only
abundant, but they are written in an oversentimental and exaggerated vein, which detracts materially from the dramatic value of
the subject.
Certainly it is out of place in a picture which does not have the
drink-evil for its main, or even its secondary theme, to cut into
the action with : " Strong drink is a liar, a thief." There are
many other instances in which the titling is inappropriate.
If this defect were absent, we believe the picture would be well
received by the majority of spectators, though it is by no means
equal to the recent strong subjects from the Vitagraph studios.
A crook drama, it introduces nothing new in plot, though the
situations are often quite interesting, and always unobjectionable.
There are a number of improbabilities, on the one hand ; and
considerable sympathetic interest, on the other. This last arises
out of the sub-plot, in which Poppy, half sister of The Hawk, a
leading crook, after long mistreatment and final desertion by him,

Reggie Is Accused of Cowardice
Director William Christy Cabanne, besides conducting the picture successfully in all other respects, assembled a fine collection
o£ gangster types for the cabaret scenes. The atmosphere
throughout is excellent.
Jn a typical Fine Arts cast are Joseph Singleton, W. E. Lowery,
Wilbur Higby, Frank Bennett, A. D. Sears and many extras.
"THE SCHEMERS"
(Essanay — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2nd
THE writer happened to be in a fairly representative photopla)' house recently when a picture of the same type as
this one, enacted by the same cast, was being shown. The audience apparently cared not at all about the minor faults of the
production, seeming to derive unmixed pleasure from the comedydrama. There is no reason to doubt that this release will fare
equally well in any theatre using program pictures.
A business man might take exception to the vagueness of the
business transactions engaged in, and a college man would wonder why the students introduced are so old (one of the leads,
taking the part of an undergraduate, is certainly thirty-five).
But the story does not concern itself so much with the office
and the campus as it does w'ith love. In dealing w-ith this
last commodit\' the players are thoroughly at home, and are able
to handle the predominating romance element w'ith an expertness
born of long celluloid practice.
John Junior and Elizabeth Burbridge are the ringleaders in
this Cupid stuff, and they ladle it out with a touch of pleasant
drollery. Harry Dunkinson's humor consists principally in his
embonpoint. Several people representing rah-rah youths and
gosh-durn yokels round out the cast.
Roy Jones and Bill Barton are fired from college. They sell
a grocery store belonging to Jones for $300 and open a brokerage
ofiice. About to be ejected for non-payment of rent, they are
commissioned to get an option on a million dollar lot of zinc.
Jones' • father is a well-known business man, so Roy is able to
secure an option by giving the impression that he is working
for his father. The boy brokers secure a thousand dollar advance from their client and proceed to spend it at a fashionable
watering place. Barton falls in love with an heiress, and tells
her that he is the famous millionaire Barton. When they are
married, they discover they are both penniless Jones marries
his stenographer, and sells his zinc option to his father for a
large sum.

The Quarrel
is helped out of her difficulty by a settlement worker, and eventually marries Skelly, a reformed gangster.
Leah Baird has the featured role — that of a society girl who
falls into The Hawk's clutches while the latter is posing as a
baron. She is about to marry him when Skelly and Poppy intervene by returning a ring which The Hawk had stolen from the
girl's father, and later by identifying The Hawk at the altar.
Miss Baird is always an attractive figure, and her work is (juite
pleasing. Walter McGrail gives a good performance as The
Hawk, and Adele De Garde is thoroughly acceptable as Poppy.
Others are Don Cameron, Arthur Cozine, Leila Blow, Agnes Wadleigh, Edwina Robbins, and John Costello.
Van Dyke Brooke directed. The staging, lighting and photography are excellent.
" HIS BITTER PILL "
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
A CLEVER burlesque of the old school Western melodrama,
combined with reckless and spectacular stunts, this Keystone
made the audiences at the Rialto theatre, New York, last week,
gasp and roar with laughter, by turns. At one point, when Mack
Swain, as a big-hearted sheriff, jumped out of the window of a
house and landed on a horse, the audience burst into applause at
the lightning rapidity with which the feat was performed ; and a
few minutes later, when Swain and the villain, Edgar Kennedy,
alternately rolled with their horses down the side of a small mountain—or appeared to do so— the audience was both amazed and delighted.
In addition, there are such little pleasantries as falls from
horses in full career, and a free-for-all fight, in which Swain
demolishes a room-full of adversaries. The sub-titles are very
'lever, and the burlesque very funny. Fred Fishback directed.
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"THE DESTROYERS"
(Vitagraph V-L-S-E— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE DINER, who has been fed more or less consistently on
chicken in simple form, welcomes a change to chicken a la
king. We might liken a host of other pictures dealing with the
same plot to simple chicken and " The Destroyers " to the more
highly flavored dish. It is a notable picture and its many good
points result from the talented treatment it has received in all its
phases. The opening situation of the stofy sets one to guessing as
to the incidents which caused it and the happy ending is nc\cr
struing one right in the face at any point until it actually arrives.
" The Destroyers " is an adaptation from James Oliver Curv»ood's " Peter God." It opens by introducing Josephine McCloud,
a young woman lodging in a far northern village. She is loved
by a member of the Northwest Mounted Police, Philip Curtis.
He proposes to her and for her answer she sends him to Peter
God, who has isolated himself in the wilds of the north. Curtis
visits
Peter God and is astonished to learn that he is Josephine's
husband.
Then the explanation follows. Lawlor, an enemy of McCloud's,
had shattered his wife's faith in him by bringing an adventuress
into play. McCloud had attempted to force a confession from
his enemy that he might clear himself before his wife. The
enemy had fought and in the fight had drawn a pistol with
the result that the adventuress was killed and Lawler himself
mortally wounded. McLoud then fled to the north, but Lawlor's
dying confession had told his wife the truth and she was looking
for him. Curtis tells Josephine of his whereabouts and man arid
wife are reunited.
It has merely been a matter of relating a familiar story ni an
original way and the ultimate effect is that the whole picture
seems original. Edward J. Montagne scenarioized Mr. Curwood's
story
and from the reviewer's standpoint has done a perfect piece,
of work.
The picture was produced by Ralph Ince. Mr. Ince is a director who gets results and " The Destroyers " is no exception to
the rule. His scenes, the majority of them ranging between the
realm of the closeup and the full scene, are executed with skill and
have a smooth and untiring effect. The snow scenes are beautiful
and the locations chosen with care.
" The Destroyers " brings to the screen a new leading lady
for Vitagraph. The trade has heard much of Lucille Lee Stewart,
and this is her first appearance. As Josephine McCloud, Miss
Stewart fully realizes the rather slight opportunities her part
affords her. Combined with her talent for screen acting, Miss
Stewart is possessed of an appealing personality and features that
screen unusually well.
Huntley Gordon, also a new comer to feature pictures, appears
as Peter God and gives a distinctly pleasing performance. Virginia Norden, as the adventuress, adapts herself to the part
excellently, while Richard Turner and John Robertson appear
respectively as Curtis and Lawlor.
"SAINTS AND SINNERS"
(Famous Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
IF the camera view of Henry Arthur Jones's play had no other
purpose than to introduce Peggy Hyland to the American screen
public, it would still rank as one of the important productions of
the season. As crowded as the studios of this country are with
stars, both fixed and shooting, there is still room for Peggy
Hyland.
England learned to appreciate her, and there is no reason why
she should not reach the hearts of America. Many an actress
achieves success and popularity without reaching the hearts of
her audience, but Peggy Hyland's appeal is to the heart. Beauty,
of a rare English sort, she has, with intelligence, artistic ability,
and magnetism, and she could hardly ask for more. Space, and
possibly ethics, forbid our saying just how much we like Peggy,
but the reader may infer, if he pleases, that it is a whole lot ; and
we will be disappointed if several million people who have not
seen her yet do not agree with us before Labor Day.
The play itself is conventional melodrama, with the added
touches which Mr. Jones usually gives to his stories. The characters are familiar, but they are well drawn and convincing. Although the spirit of the piece — and a number of the sub-titles —
are distinctly British, the architecture, scenery, and especially the
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railway trains, are quite American. Inasmuch as no attempt is
made to locate the story, however, this in unessential.
Peggy Hyland plays Letty, the daughter of a country minister.
She is loved by a young farmer and courted by Fanshawe, a
conscienceless man from the city. Although Peggy has resolved
she will never see Fanshawe again, she really loves him, and
meets him to say goodby. Through a trick he carries her to the
city with him, and compromises her.
Banker Hoggard, who is attempting to force the minister to
become a party to a shady deal, gets evidence of this compromise,
and forces the minister's resignation. The young farmer stands
by, and to show his belief in Letty's innocence, publicly offers her
marriage. She does not accept, but instead she and her father
retire to a secluded cottage, where she supports them by sewing.
Hoggard's bank fails; an epidemic of scarlet fever breaks out
in the town, and Letty wins all hearts back by nursing sick children through their attack. Hoggard, fleeing fro'iii a mob of angry
depositors, is protected by the minister he has wronged, and
finally the old pulpit is given back to him. Letty accepts the
offer of marriage from the young farmer.
The cast throughout is excellent; Albert Tavernier is the minister, Hal Forde is Captain Fanshawe, William C. Lampe the
young farmer, Clarence Handyside the banker, and smaller parts
are played by Estar Banks and Horace Newman. The direction of James Kirkwood is deserving of high praise.
"THE SORROWS OF LOVE"
(Kay Bee-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
BESSIE Barriscale is once more seen as a nun — the garb and
the character are remarkably suited to her — in this tragedy,
the main incidents of which are in violent contrast to the peace of
convent walls. However much one may doubt whether a nun
would lay aside the veil to become one with a crowd of Italian
revolutionists, inspired by a rather thinly defined impulse to make
the world better, there is no denying that her action leads to a
stirring series of adventures.
She becomes the patron saint of the oppressed workmen, and
tries to keep them from violence. She controls their leader, her
lover, until a misunderstanding arises between them. They quarrel and the lover, becoming bitter, returns to his old atheistic beliefs and leads the attack on the palace.
The nun rushes to the palace to warn the Prince, and the
workmen are defeated in a bloody battle. The leader is mortally
wounded, and he prevents his followers from attacking the nun
for her betrayal of them. He forgives her, and dies. The nun
goes back to the convent.
All this is told in a dramatic fashion, in which Miss Barriscale's excellent abilities are put to a severe test, from which she
emerges with new distinction. William Desmond is a satisfying
hero, while other principal supporting roles are carried successfully by Ora Carew, Herschel Mayall and Wedgwood Nowell.
From a story by Elaine Sterne and J. G. Hawks, Director
Charles Giblyn worked. As to direction, the picture is not inferior to any Ince subject we have seen. Some admirable sets —
including a remarkable replica of an Italian council chamber —
are used. The atmosphere is gained just about perfectly. The
lighting is unusually good, and the mob types are very fine.
"POLICE!"
(Essanay-Chaplin — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THOSE
abilities are
limited
to the
mallet, who
the believe
kick andthattheChaplin's
spinal curvature
walk,
should
see
this picture. They will be disillusioned. They will see a touch
of heart interest just at the end of the subject, and they will
fooling.
see
that Charlie's stock of pantomine includes pathos as well as
But, of course, the picture is mainly clever horseplay, beginning with Charlie's exit from prison, and ending with his flight
from a policeman. The central incident is the burglarizing o£
a house, and it is ludicrous in the extreme. Here all the well
known Chaplin tricks are brought into play.
After the eccentric burglar and his pal have gathered up everything in sight, the girl (Edna Purviance) asks them not to
invade the upstairs, as her mother is very ill and the shock might
kill her. The pal demurs, and Charlie is forced to knock him out.
This wins the girl's gratitude, so when the police arrive, she
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tells them Charlie is her husband. For a few minutes thereafter Chaplin portrays a penitent, arousing s>TOpathy fully equal
in force to the laughter he had aroused before.
The supporting cast is uniformly good, with Miss Purviance
ranking easily next to the star.
" THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE "
(Selig— Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2nd
THE ancient fable anent the famous one sided marathon is
here used to "point a moral and adorn a tale." It serves
both purposes very creditably. The symbolism is carried out by
interpolated scenes showing a race between a real tortoise and a
real hare.
The human counterparts of these creatures are John and Sidney Drake, brothers and college classmates. John is the tortoise,
a studious plodder. Sidney, the hare, leads a dissipated life,
but is a star halfback. His football ability makes Marion Lee,
a girl loved by both brothers, to admire him.
After graduation, Drake, Sr., a steel magnate, puts both boys
to work in his mills. Sidney soon quits, but John steadily learns
the business. When the father dies, he leaves the steel plant
to John and a hundred thousand dollars to Sidney. Sidney soon
loses his legacy and asks John for a loan, saying that he will
let him have Marion. John indignantly refuses to consider such
an offer. Marion overhears this conversation, and acquiring a
new respect for the Tortoise, marries him shortly afterward.
As in all college films, the students are too old, and the football men are too light and inept. With the exception of this
common flaw, William Daly, the director, exercised unusual care
in handling tlie details of the production.
The players, too, take more pains than are usually evident
in a program release. Harry Mestayer, Edward Piel and Fritzie
Brunette are an attractive trio of leads, ably seconded by Harry
Lonsdale, Edith Johnson, Lillian Hayward and William Scott.
" WHISPERING SMITH "
(Signal-Mutual Masterpicture De Luxe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2ND
HELEN HOLMES as a dare-devil film heroine needs no introduction. Since this photoplay is adapted from Frank Spearman's popular railroad novel, one expects to see Miss Holmes
riding brake-beams, piloting locomotives, and in other spectacular
ways saving life and property. Instead, she appears as a housekeeper of intense domesticity, and only rarely does she leave the
seculsion of her kitchen to foil the villains.
This unwonted staidness is not confined to Helen Holmes. The
picture itself reels by placidly and with some reiteration, the even
tenor of its course now and again being interrupted by a well-engineered thrill. The most intense thrill is furnished by the wrecking and demolishing of twelve freight cars.
The story deals with the fight between the officials of a railroad company and a gang that loots wrecked trains. The railway delegates Whispering Smith, a detective, to run down the
thieves. Smith finds that Sinclair, leader of the gang, is the husband of Marion, Smith's former sweetheart. On this account he
gives up the case, but later resumes it when the crooks wound
his brother. Smith kills his brother's assailant and collects evidence against the looters. He finds that the thieves are the wreck-
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ing crew employed by the railroad. A bridge is burned, and
evidence is secured to show that Sinclair was the incendiary. But
Smith, to save Marion's feelings, lies to save the man.
This ending to the story is unsatisfactory, but the forthcoming sequel film will doubtless settle the fortunes of the characters
in a way more pleasing to the spectator. It is hard to understand
why the railroad is so lenient with the thieves and murderers.
The only penalty inflicted on the men is a threat to discharge
them if they repeat their offences.
Helen Holmes performs her few daring stunts with characteristic vigor, and shows considerable poise in the less strenuous
moments of the play. J. P. McGowan is excellent as Whispering
Smith, and Paul Hurst makes a good contrast with the villain's
role. Other players who appear are Thomas Lingham, Chance
Ward, L. Maloney, N. Wood, Sam Appel, F. Van Norman, Walter Rogers and WiUiam Brunton.
" SHADOWS "
(Knickerbocker Star Feature-General — Three Rtels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
GOOD direction and attention to details of production have
made an interesting subject out of ancient plot material.
As a whole, we should say that "Shadows" is above the average
program picture, largely because the lighting, sets and photogfactory.raphy have been attended to with skill. The continuity is satisThe cast is entirely acceptable. It includes Frank Mayo, who
appears in a dual role; Lillian West, Harry Southard and Philo
McCullough, who worked under the direction of Reaves Eason,
with supervision by H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer.
The story tells how Agnes Wilson weds an artist, Robert Howard, preferring him to his brother, John, a business man. Robert
goes blind, and Agnes goes to John for aid. He makes the
usual proposition, which she indignantly refuses. A struggle
ensues, and Harry Duncan, a clerk, saves Agnes. While the fight
is proceeding,
John'sfordesk.
Duncan is accused Agnes
of the steals
theft,some
and money
is sent from
to prison
five years.
Agnes returns the money, by placing it with a note in a book
in John's house. He finds it, but keeps silent. When Duncan
is released, he meets Stockwell, a novelist, and changes places
with him, so that the novelist may discover at first hand how
the police mistreat an ex-convict. He meets Agnes and gives
her a job as his secretary. Stockwell, mistaken for Duncan, is
arrested when he enters his own house to get some money.
Then Agnes learns who Duncan is. Together they go to John
and demand reparation. He refuses. John is about to kill Duncan, when Agnes kills the former. Agnes and Duncan are left
to each other.
-' \
"BOBBY BUMPS GOES FISHING" AND " PICTOGRAPHS "
(Paramount — One Reel Each)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
BOBBY BUMPS is an unusually clever animated cartoon by
Earl Hurd, from the Bray studios. It is one of the best
of this kind we have seen. Bobby and his father go fishing;
father's line is idle, while Bobby hauls in the fish as fast as he
and the pup can bait the line and throw it over. Father comBol)by.pels him to change places in the boat, but the luck still follows
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Tense Moments From the New American
Later Bobb}- plans to change father's kick. He buys a huge
artificial fish, fits it with motor and propeller, and getting inside with the pup, drives it by father's boat. Father catches this
fish and takes it home, where he is showing it with considerable
chest, when Bobby and the dog step out. Father's anger is appeased when a string of real fish is produced from the inside.
On the same reel is an interesting study of, insects, reptiles
and vermin which ruin the farmers' crops, by R. L. Ditmars,
curator of the New York Zoological Park.
This number of the Pictographs contains a study of "How the
U. S. Fleet Might be Destroyed," and "The Making of a Sailor,"
by Renry Reuterdahl, "Better Babies," an instruction in child
life in the country, instruction of first aid to the injured about
the home, an article on "Jobs You Would Not Want," and the
further adventures of "The Trickids."
" THE SPIDER AND THE FLY "
(William Fox— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
HOW an actor of great ability can dominate a picture although
he appears in relatively few scenes is well illustrated in
"The Spider and the Fly." Robert B. Mantell, given a small
amount of footage, portrays in thoroughly convincing fashion a
man ruined by drink and the wiles of a vampire. Mr. Mantell
deserves great credit for making this character of genuine sympathetic appeal, when one considers that he is forced to depict
it in gruesome detail.
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Serial, " The Secret of the Submarine '
parasite's daughter; Franklin B. Coates ; Ethel Mantell, Stephen
Grattan, Louise Rial and Jane Lee.
Without exception, the work done by the cast is good, evidencing also the fact that Director J. Gordon Edwards has been much
more successful in his handling of the players than in the maintenance of continuity. The action runs to incident almost entirely) which means that it is "jumpy," and does not present a
smooth surface of coherence. Despite this, it has enough really
dramatic moments to put it over.
The locale is French, and the locations and sets are exceptionally
good. Some of the exteriors give one the impression that the
subject was made in Jamaica. Whether it was or not, no fault
can be foundt with the atmosphere. In most scenes, also, the
lighting is excellent.
The story is one of the typical vampire sort, although its very
complications, caused chiefly by the large number of characters,
keep one guessing as to what is going to happen next. Some
of it is very unpleasant, as for example, the attempt of the three
characters, impersonated by Miss Hamper, Mr. Holmes and Mr.
Gerald, to bring about the ruin of the young girl, played by Miss
Whitney. This line of action is rendered more involved by the
fr;ct that, in character. Miss Whitney is the daughter of Mr.
Holmes.
MILLER APPROVES SIX IVAN PICTURES FOR BOOKING ON
THE POLI CIRCUIT
RH. AilLLER, who supervises the booking of pictures in the
• Poli houses, has contracted with the various Ivan exchanges to play all Ivan features in the Poli circuit of theatres.
Mr. Miller had the last six Ivan plays screened for his personal examination and after viewing them expressed himself as
satisfied with the fact that they would do a big business in New
England and Peimsylvania.
HAR-COL FILM WILL PRODUCE PLAY FROM SCRIPT
THE Har-col Film Company has been organized in New
Orleans, La., by John F. Collins, who is president, and A.
Harrison, Jr., who is vice-president and manager, Mr. Harrison
is secretary to D. D. Moore, editor of the New Orleans TimesPicayune.
The company, which will have studios at 1921 Palmyra street,
has produced several commercial films, and will continue this
branch of work, and in addition will film scenarios.

The Duel
In fact, it is the players who make the picture convincing.
Assisting Mr. Mantell are Genevieve Hamper, as the vampire;
Stuart Holmes, ,as a human parasite, who is aided in his campaign against young women by the vampire; Claire Whitney, as
the parasite's daughter, who is saved from evil by the intervention of a young American, Walter Miller; William Gerald, as
roue; Henri Leone, as a priest; Genevieve Blinn, mother of the
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Reviews
for
PRODUCTIONS FROM

GENERAL FILM PROGRAM
" Our People." (Essanay. Three reels. Sat.,
lunc
3.) — The isabundance
interestof" itsin
this picture
created byof "thehuman
character
^torv and the excellent work of the well-cast
plav'crs.toward
With thetheclose
exception
of one
episode
of the film,
it is irrelevant
a closely
knit, congenial tale. The colloquial subtitles arc
vcrv effective. Bryant Washburn is a good hero,
and Gertrude Glover, playing opposite him, is
charming. The support afforded this pair by
Thomas Coramerford, Richardson Cotton, and
Florence Obcrle is strong.
Ed Bryce, editor of a country newspaper, is
in love with EHen Calhoun, the daughter of the
local banker. Her father will not hear of their
marriage, but Bryce wins him over by catching
an embezzling cashier and by averting a run on
the bank.
"Orphan Joyce."
(Essanay.
Tues.,
— NotMrs.shown
review;Two
the reels.
story
follows.JuneMr.6.)and
Masonfor adopt
a little
girl
named Joyce. Some time later Mason is to be
declared insolvent if he does not produce $5,000
m cash the following morning. That night Joyce
captures two notorious burglars, and, having colfive thousand Appearing
dollars' reward,
it over
to her lectedguardian.
in the turns
picture
are
Joyce Fair, John Cossar, Marion Murray, John
Thorn, and Jack Milton.
" Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of BerSplit reel.
Wed., June
7.) —
Sketcheslin."of(Essanay.
the principal
government
buildings
and palaces of Berlin, with five hundred feet of
Western American scenic.
"Fools' Gold." (Essanay. Three reels. Sat.,
June 10.) — Not shown for review; the story folyoung business lows:
man, Mrs.is Kowc,
the dupewifeof oftwoa wealthy
card sharpers.
She
loses so much to them that she takes a diamond
from a piece of jewelry owned by her and offers
it as payment. A thieving maid steals the mutilatedered.jewelr-y,
so Mrs. areRowe's
is not and
discovThe swindlers
later act
arrested,
the
young wife is cured of gambling. The cast is
composed of Harwin Karr, Nell Craig, Patrick
Calhoun, and Marion Murray.
" Frilby Frilled." (Lnbin. Mon. May 29.)—
An
burlesque
of "DeTrilby"
David
Don amusing
as Svengarlic,
Patsy
Forest with
as Frilby,
George Egan as Di|i;go, Charles Ebbingcr as
Billy, and Bernard Siegel as a sculptor. It is
farce all the way, with a pleasingly small amount
ofKimslapstick
directed.injected into the action. Edwin Mc"TheMayFinal
(Lubin.
Two version
reels.
Tues.,
30.) Payment."
— This is a well
jiroduced
of
an
old
story
centering
about
a
wife's
foUv
taking money for the final payment on her bun-in
to pay a up,bridge
debt.
Eventually
everythingalow
g is cleared
and the
husband
never knows.
Leon
D. Kent's
is chiefly
for
the good
effect direction
of the piece
as a responsible
whole. Helen
Eddy, an the wife, easily takes the honors. The
reM of the cast, which includes L. C. Shumwav,
Velma Whitman, Mclvin Mayo, and George Routh,
does pleasing work. Settings, photography, and
lighting are excellent.
"The Code of the Hills." (Lubin. Three
reels.
Thurs.,
JunethisI.)will
— Inrank
the high.
generalTherunstoryof
l.Aibin ihree
reelcrs
is well worn, but except for occasional over-length
of scenes, the action is put together quite well.
Lucy Payton, in a dual role of mother and daughter, gives an exoressive iirrformnacc. Others are
Melvin Mayo, Millard Wilson. Adelaide Bronii,
Cecil Van Auker, and Evelyn Page. The atmosphere would have been more striking if a few
hills had been shown in panorama. However,
some beautiful exteriors are used. Considerable
heart interest is worked into the theme, which
pivots on the marriage of an uncouth mountain
girl to a city attorney. The direction is hv Melvm
Mayo, under the supervision of Capt. Wilbcrt
Melville.
and Diamonds."
(Lubin. this
Sat,,picture
June
3 )"Pickles
— A welcome
relief from slapstick,
contains a gwd comedy idea, which is effectively
kut not brilliantly worked out. It satirizes the
once rich father who wishes to recoup his failing
ftnancca by marrying hi* daughter to a wealthy
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young man. The young man is also bluffing, as
iie
a cent.
the castandareKempton
Francis Greene.
Joyner,
Flo hasn't
Williams,
JuneIn Daye,
(.Reed.
lav M. Greene directed from a script by Dave
"A Temperance Town." (Selig. Three reels.
Mon., June 5.) — Otis Harlan in a screen adaptioTi
of Charles Hoyt's play differs greatly from Otis
Harlan speaking
sparkling:
the
boards.
While theHoyt's
celluloid
versionlines
mustfromnecessarily resort more to burlesque, it yet possesses
a not inconsiderable amount of humor. Barring
two or three suggestive scenes on a bathing beach,
the fun is clean. While there occasionally seems
to be a lack of spontaneity, most of the episodes
proceed briskly and naturally about the difficult
business of securing laughs. Beside Otis Harlan,
Grace Darmond, John (Charles, James Bradbury,
and Leslie King appear.
Jonesville
votes to go "todry,"
so the
innkeeper
sells
his establishment
Jones,
a jack-of-alltrades. Jones opens a blind-tiger, and imports
some flyresses.damsels
the city todecides
act as towaitThe local from
vice committee
investigate the morality of the girls, but falls victim
to their charms. Jones takes a moving picture
of the committee-men embracing the girls. Later,
the blind-pig
is raided
and Jones
is finedpicture
three
thousand
dollars.
By showing
his moving
to the committee, he forces them to pay his fine.
"Going West To Make Good." (Selig. Sat.,
June
10.) — This plot
latestthan
TommostMixof offering
has a
more pretentious
Mix Westerns
can btoast. Essentially, it is the same sort of
thing this studio has been turning out for some
time. The good horsemanship of the actors is
the outstanding feature, Victoria Forde and Joe
Ryan
appear
in Mr.girl,
Mix's
support.
Vicky,
a society
refuses
the attentions of
Tom Gilmore because his hands are not calloused.
Tom goes
West
to
get
the
necessary
ness. Months later Vicky arrives manual
in the hardsame
Western village, and, while on the way to her
uncle's
ranch,
the
stage-coach
is
held
up.
Tom
rescues her and wins her love.
(Vim.
—
A "The
rockingLand
room,Lubbers."
which gives
the Fri.,
playersJuneand2.)the
spectators the same effect as that produced by a
ship onstick ofanovel
storm-tossed
makes this
interest. ocean,
The comedy
is ofslapthe
usual Burns and Stull type. Others in the cast
are
Ethel
Burton,
Frank
Hanson,
and
Billie
Fletcher,
MUTUAL

PROGRAM

" Jealousy's First Wife." (American. Two
reels. Mon., June 5.) — A most improbable tale,
with an ending that docs not wholly satisfy, is
the basis of this release. The three excellent
le.ids are well directed and the settings are luxurious. The story occasionally takes a melodramatic turn that brings in a few mild thrills,
fleorge Periolat, Vivian Rich, and Alfred Vosburgh, the principals, have Louise Lester and
Robert Klein in their support.
Withington is a successful business man but a
poor husband, since he is insanely jealous. He
constantly accuses Helen, his wife, of being faithless. One day Helen is struck by a car belonging
to Truax. a young clubman. Truax takes the girl
to her home, and is seen there by Withington.
The infuriated husband knocks Truax on the head
and throws Helen out of the house. The girl
falls in the hands of a pair of white slavers, but
is rescued by Truax. Later Helen divorces Withington and marries Truax.
Plane forStory."
June Rube,
6.) —
Not"A shown
review; (Vogue.
the story Tues,
follows:
chief mechanic of the U. .S. aviation corps, is ena copythisof from
the service's
spy triestrustedtowithsteal
him. and new
manvcode.
adven-A
tures
ensue.
After
a
terrific
fight
aboard
Rube's
aeroplane, the mechanic foils the foreign agent
and
wins thearc
handRube
of theMiller.
colonel'sArthur
daughter.
The
comedians
Tavares,
Joseph
Ray,
Madge
Kirhy,
Henry
Huckins,
and
Alice Neice.
"Billy Van Deusen's Operation." (Beauty.
Wed..
7.) — This
has a slightly
laughingJuneaverage
than piece
the general
run of higher
Beauties. The favorite cast works in some new business, and not a few of the subtitles are genuinely
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humorous. Among the farceurs are John Steppling,
CarolRobert
Halloway,
son, and
Klein. John Sheehan, Dick RosBilly Van Deusen, a corpulent bachelor, is
much enamoured with a pretty nurse. He pretends to be injured and is taken to the hospital. A lunatic escapes from his padded cell, and
puts another man's diagnosis chart on the door
of
room. Theman,
doctors
operate
on Billy's
the protesting
but are
the about
nurse todiscovers
the mistake in time. When Billy is informed
that the nurse is married to one of the doctors,
he begins to inhale from an ether bottle.
" The Pilgrim." (Mustang. Two reels. Fri.,
June 9.) — The film is saved by the good work
of Frank Borzage and Anna Little in the principal
The areWestern
atmosphere
is well created, androles.
there
occasional
well executed
bits
of directing. The locations were selected with
great care, and the photography is excellent.
" The constantly
Pilgrim " from
is a onenomad
travels
ranchcowpuncher
to another. who
At
the Bar Z ranch he knifes a man, but with the
help
rancher's
daughter,
back ofto the
health.
He falls
in lovenurses
with the
the man
girl,
but finding that she is engaged to be married to
an Eastern man, wanders along.
■" Thinnen
Stout."
Sun.,follows.
June 11.)Mr.—
Not
shown for
review (Beauty.
; the story
and Mrs. Stout want to get rid of their excess
embonpoint, consequently they go to Thinnen, the
great reducing specialist. Mr. Stout is the first
to take the treatment, and in half an hour he is
a skeleton. Mrs. Stout is disappointed in his
appearance
Thinnen
to make does,
her husband as he and
was asks
before.
This Thinnen
but
when Stout regains his strength he gives Thinen
a terrific beating. The leads are taken by OrrolHumphrey, Lucille Ward, and John Gough.
"His Blow Out." (Vogue. Sun., June 11.) —
Ben Turpin, Paddy McQuire, and their assistants
dash through this thousand feet of film in a
frenzy of slapstick enthusiasm. If the velocity
of the miliar
players
theythisnimbly
through
faantics willas put
comedyspeed
across,
it ought
to go big. A great deal of the business is the
kind that the average audience finds highly
amusing. Assisting the principals are Arthur
Moon, Rena Rogers, Jack Connelly, Edward
Sedgwick, and Louise Owens.
The action centers around Bungling Bill and
Bloggie, two gentlemen of leisure, who undertake
to run a plumbing business while the owner is
away on his honeymoon. Complications are
caused by a broken water pipe, a stolen necklace
and a jealous husband.
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
" Peg o' the Ring." (Universal Special Feature.
Episode Five. Two reels. Week of May 29.)^ —
Peg. imprisoned in the circus trunk, is carried
away by counterfeiters who believe they have run
across something valuable. In the counterfeiters
den it is learned that Mrs. Lund is their leader.
Peg discovers this, but manages to remain hidden.
Dr. Lund, Jr., tracks Peg to the den.
"The Madcap." (Red Feather. Five reels.
issue.
Mon,,
June 5,) — Reviewed at length in last week's
Again Eddie."
5.)"— Never
The husband
is a flirt (Nestor.
so his wifeMon.,
masksJuneas
a man and his brother-in-law as the wife and
they speedily cure Eddie. This is a very good
comedy ; the laughs result from fine situations
and the players are fully capable. J. Lewis is the
autlior while Al Christie directed Eddie Lyons,
Billie Rhodes and Lee Moran. Moran does the
female impersonator again.
"The Tues.,
Rose Colored
(Gold Seal.
reels.
June 6.)Scarf."
— A romance
betweenTwoa
society miss and her chauffeur very finely done
with ever so many genuine comedy touches.
William Worthington directed from a scenario
bv Ben Cohn. Herbert Rawlinson and Agnes
Vernon as the lovers do their usual good work.
The production i.s good as a whole, but the scenes
taken
in the moving automobile are very hard on
the eyes.
Littlepicture
Story."in which
(Imp. aTues.,
6 )—
An" His
amusing
crook June
by telling
his listeners a sad tale manages in the meantime
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to extract their bank rolls and watches. Matt
Moore as the crook is the central figure while
Jane Gail appears as his mythical wife.
" Object
— Matrimony."
(Victor.
Two
Wc<l..
JuneHarry
7.)Myers
— A and
comeily
1)y PaulTheby.
West reels.
uring
Rosemary
Itfeat-is
a sureedieslaugh
maker,
one
of
the
cleverest
comturned out from the eastern studios in some
time. The situations and the acting have turned
the tricj<.
" Billy's
Wed.,Gene
JuneRogers
7.) —
Billy
RitchieWaterloo."
as a strong(L-Ko.
man and
as his rival furnish fair comedy in " Billy's
Waterloo."
naturally
the reel closeS in a
wild
light, thatQuite
is about
average.
(Laemmle.
8.)"Alias
— Why Jane
authorsJones."
will suddenly
take Thurs.,
it into June
their
heads totectives
dubwhen their
plain,pictures
common,close
characters,
dewill always
remain a mystery to us. Here we have two
crooks who separate from a former pal and later
they catch him with the goods and it turns out
that the pair of crooks are not crooks at all but
detectives. This is a good picture except for this
final phase which fails utterly to convince. The
action is a little impenetrable at times but on the
whole the story is easily understandable. William
V. Mong wrote the scenario and Ray Myers
directed.
Edna Maison and Ray Hanford
are theMong,
principals.
(Big U. Thurs.,
June adopts
8.) —
The"The
story Sea
of anLily."
old lighthouse
keeper who
a child washed ashore from a wrecked ship.
Years later when she is grown to womanhood her
fortune is regained by her lover and the old man
is lett to his loneliness once more. Good scenes
and photography mark this release which is
rather pointless. Thomas Jefferson and Zoe Bech
are featured. George Cochrane directed from a
scenario by Calder Johnstone.
" The
Sting."
(Victor.
Three
Fri.,
JuneScorpion's
9.) — Another
English
picture
madereels.
by
Percy fortsNash
depicting
the
all
but
successful
efof a man who has sold himself to the Devil
to ruin a young minister. Concidence plays such
a large part in the melodrama that it presents ^a
very amateurish surface. The production xs
poor, the properties being cheap and the handling
of the scenes old style. George Bellamy and Fay
Temple are in the cast.
"The Code of His Ancestors." (Rex. Fri.,
June
9.) — A astrong
the eternalOnetriangle
that makes
most version
desirableof release.
point
in the sentsaction,
that
scene
where
the husband
the third party with a check
to sign, prewas
not exactly clear but otherwise the reel is as
good as could be desired. Ben Wilson, Dorothy
Phillips and Charles Ogle are the principals.
" Twixt Love and the Iceman." (Nestor. Fri.,
June 9.)cations
— Showing
the verythehumorous
complithat arise between
butcher and
the
iceman,
who
are
rivals
for
the
widow's
hand.
makes an average Nestor with quite a few laughs,It
although the tedious chase might have been left
out with better effect. Neal Burns, Gus Alexander, Stella Adams, Harry Rattenberry and
Billie Rhodes are the principals.
"The10.) Cage
Man." (Bi^on.
Twotoldreels.
June
— Alittle
conventional
inreleased
a Sat.,
way
that brings
suspense. subject
The convict
on parole, goes over his past, how he neglected
his wife and accused her of being unfaithful to
him and how attacking his rival he shot a policeman and thus was jailed. He seeks revenge, finds
his wife and her new husband happy, and the
child prevents him from doing anything rash. G.
Raymond Nye, Roberta Wilson and Hayward
Mack are the leads here. The action in the print
shown
evidence Jaccard
that thedirected
convict'sfromwifea
divorcedgave
him.no Jacques
story by Harold Burr.
" Betrayed
by thecomedy
Camera."
(Powers.
Sat.,
June
10.) — A child
in which
Irma Sorter
and Gordon Griffith are the leads. A group of
children turn the camera crank on an idle motion
picture company and when the sample print
comes on the manager learns all about the bad
habitstionofwithhisthecompany
his wife's
juvenile including
lead. This
makes flirtavery
good entertainment.
"Phony Teeth and False Friends." (L-Ko.
Sun., June
greater
partthis
of comedy
the actionin
taking
place 11.)
in —a The
dentists
parlor,
respect to locale and plot is rather worn. The
action while provoking laughter to a certain
extent is only fair measured by the recently
attained high standard of the company. Reggie
Morris and Gene Rogers are included in the cast.
False
Gems." (Laemmle.
Sun.. June
11.)" —The.
E.Julian
J. Clawson
did way
this ofscenario
Rupert
hit xiponwhoa new
telling for
an
old story and the results are excellent. The
father of the false wife lies to save her husband's
happiness.
are Julian,
man}' original
situations
this strong There
release.
Elsie Jane
Wilsonin
and Douglas Gerrard are the principals.

Stars and Scenes from Terriss — Unity Sales Productions: (Left to Riglit) Sheldon Lewis, Star of
" The Pursuing Vengeance " : A Scene from " My Country First " ; Tom Terriss, Its Star
GLEN ISLAND CORPORATION; operating
amusement parks and other places of amusement ;
capitalized at $500,000 ; incorporators are : Temple
Scott,
of
New Emil
YorkOffeman
City. and Howard C. Griffiths, all
Hearst-Vitagraph,
No.
42.
—
Thrilling
marathon
In
Missouri
:
race through New York streets ; military mass in
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY MOTION PICTURE
honor of sailor dead at two Eastern navy yards ;
CORPORATION; dealing in motion pictures,
Governor Whitman vetoes Cristman-Wheeler cen- motion
picture films, etc. ; capitalized at 3250,000
crowdspasses
cheerup Russian
sol- in St. Louis,
diers;U.sorship bS.il ; S.French
Oklahoma
East River;
Mo.; incorporators
are: G. W. Helmrich,
H.
Lange
In NewK. Jersey
. and Arthur G. Frankel.
wood nymphs' dance in forest at Middlesex_ Falls,
Mass.; tional
Major-Gen.
reviews
N. Y.during
NaGuard ; viewsO'Ryan
of havoc
wrought
ATLANTIC EXHIBITION COMPANY;
Irish rebellion ; other views.
amusement enterprises ; capitalized at $10,000 in
Newark,
J. ; incorporators
are :City
Powell
Chrich-T.
ton, 120 N.Broadway,
New York
; Frank
Mutual Weekly, No. 74. — New naval supply
Matthes,
97
Washington
street.
Long
Branch;
ship istion oflavmched;
Sacramento
celebrates
compleark. N. J. R. Fordvce. Jr., 828 Broad street. NewAlexander
million dollar
causeway;
ten thousand
N".
Y.
National
Guardsmen
mobilize
at
Sheepshead Bay ; Wellesley college girls in annual canoe
GEM AMUSEMENT COMPANY; amusement
enterprises; capitalized at S3. 000 in Lakewood,
i^ace : air speed wonder leaves New York for
Washington ; classic dances at Medford, Mass. ; N. J.; incorporators are: Harry G. Hecht, Anna
Confederate Veterans parade at Birmingham,
K. "Ott.Lakewood,
Edward M.N. Firsichbaum,
all 305 Sixth
street.
J.
Ala. ; Mrs. Fred Funston and women of Ft. Sam
In New York :
HoViston as Red Cross nurses ; olive day celebration at Los Angeles ; other views.
WILLIAM SHEER, INC.: motion picture
business; capitalized at S5,000 in Manhattan;
incorporators are : Wm. A. Sheer, 836 Seventh
Selig-Tribune, No. 42. (Thurs., May 25.)-;avenue.
New street.
York:NewGeo.York
W. ; Lederer,
W.
U. S. troops
leave McKinney
Springs,
"Texas, ofin
pursuit
of Mexicans
; troops make
inspection
Fifty-fourth
Le Roy '205
Davies,
Mexican quarter of El Paso, Texas, in search of 801 St. Johns place. Brooklyn. N. Y.
concealed weapons and ammunition ; Americans
AL.\MAC MOVIES, INC.: conduct moving
bring captured Mexican prisoners to Deemers.
picture and vaudeville house ; capitalized at
Texas.; celebration in Sacramento. Cal., at openS3, 200 in Brooklyn, N. V. ; incorporators are:
ing of longest bridge in the world ; Brighton
Elex E. Salkin, 125 W. 112th street, New York;
Beach, Cal., opens for the summer; Morgan Park
Tillie
Salkin, 125 W. 112th street. New York;
school boys practice preparedness. Morgan Park,
Zenophon P. Huddv. 51 Chambers street. New
III. ; pageant of the south ends in Birmingham,
York.
Ala., with grand review of Confederate veterans ;
BERTINI AMUSEMENT COMPANY^ INC.:
Theodore Roosevelt at Oyster Bay. N. Y.
motion picture theatres; capitalized at S5.000 in
Manhattan
; incorporators are : Edith Bertini,
Patheand News,
(Pathe.)
New ;species
154 W. Seventy-first street. New York; Laura
land
water No.
auto42.shown
at —Denver
militaryof A.
Parker, 57 W. Seventy-first street. New York;
Theresa C. Parker, 57 W. Seventy-first street.
field
masstournament
at Philadelphia
Navy Island,
'S'ard ; amateur
fencing
at Travers
N. Y. ; New
York.
1,500 athletes start in 12-mile modified Marathon
MAPLE FILM COMPANY, INC.; manufacrace at New York ; Theodore Roosevelt enthuturing for sale and production motion pictures,
siastically greeted at Detroit ; laying rails for
transportation of big guns on the French front at
etc. ; capitalized at S2.000 in Brooklyn ; incorVerdun ; Beach fashions.
porators are: Albert Doerle, 2081 Sixty-fifth
street.
Grainger,Wouters,
2108 Sixtyseventh New
street.York;
New Geo.
York;V. Francis
2101
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 22. (Wed.,
Sixty-fifth
street.
New
York.
May 31.) — President Wilson attends one hundred
DIANATION: MOTION
and forty-first
of Mecklenburg
theatrical and PICTURES
motion pictureCORPORAbusiness;
pendenceanniversary
Declaration, Charlotte,
N. C. ; Indelake
capitalized at S8.000 in Manhattan ; incorporators
freighter launched at Detroit, Mich. ; cadets
parade at unveiling of statue of Washington,
are : Alfred G. Fontana, Produce Exchange BuildWest Point, N. Y. ; Carl Edourade, conductor of
ing, New
; W.
T.T.VanWeed,
Planck.
BrisStrand theatre orchestra, honored by friends.
New "^I'ork
York;New
Jos.York.
253 Hotel
W. Fortysecondtol, street.
New York City ; Major Moore, killed in Mexico,
buried
with honors.
El Paso,Cohan
Texasin; new
JOHN lishing,
N. WHEELER.
printing, pub-at
Club opened
by George
New Friars'
York
moving pictures, INC..
etc. ; capitalized
City ; several graphic views of military tourna310,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are: John
N. Wheeler. 149 Glenwood avenue. Yonkers,
ment at Sheepshead
Bay, ; N.
Y. ; L'. ofS. scenes
submarines
at Hampton
Roads, Va.
shipment
dealY.; Harold V. Storev. 237 West End avenue.
ing with Irish revolt ; soldiers who fought in N.
New York;
Halsey
Dardanelles, attend services at Westminster Absecond
street.E.New
York.Malone. Ill E. Seventybey, London, England.
FASHING
FILMS, INC.: motion pictures,
publishing, advertising, etc. : capitalized at $25,000
in Manhattan: incorporators are: Edward F.
INCORPORATIONS
Wheaton. Brokaw building. New York: Harry L.
Griffith. 343 West Forty-third street. New York;
The Corporation Trust Comoany. 37 Wall
street. New York, reports the following new cor- and
New Alma
York. S. Helm, 53 West Thirty-sixth street.
porations.
In Delaware ;
CLIO CINEMA SOCIETY. INC.; theatrical
MOTION PICTURE DIGEST COMPANY;
and motion
at S5.000
in Manhattan:pictures:
incorporatorscapitalized
are: Beatrice
Ca?sell.
230
to publish an issue known as " Motion Picture
Digest";
capitalized
at
SIOO.OOO
in
Wilmington,
West
Ninety-seventh
street.
New
Y'ork:
Milton
Friedberg. 115 West Thirtieth street. ..ew York;C.
Del. : incorporators
are
:
J.
Disbrow
Baker,
Philadelphia, Pa. ; Jos. P. ^Murray, Philadelphia. Pa., and John S. Lopez. 254 Fort Washington avenue.
and F. Stanley Saurman. Philadelphia, Pa.
New York.
THE PATRIOT FILM CORPORA flON; to
LIEDERKRANZ MOVIES, INC.: moving picmanufacture motion picture films ; capitalized at
tures andhattan:
theatricals:
000 in180Man$1,000,000 in Dover. Del.: incorporators are:
incorporators capitalized
are: Samuelat SI.Roth,
St.
avenue. Ne-.v YDrk; John Vogel. 539
Moses M. Eckstein, New York Citj- ; Edward S. Nicholas
East
Seventy-ninti:
-treet.
New
York:
and
Louis
Curtis, Logic,
437 Fifth
avenue.N. New
James
Montclair,
J. York Citj- ; and Koenig. 69 East 114;>. street, Ne v York.
WEEKLIES
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Coming

and

Current
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GENERAL
FILM PROGRAM
RELEASES FOR CURRENT WEEK
RELEASES FOR COMING WEEK
KALEM— The Fangs of the Tattler (Eleventh of the
KALEM
—
Disappearance
of
Ellen Mintern
sue) The
Social Pirates), D., 2000.
Special
(Twelfth of "The Social Pirates"), D., 2000. ... Special
Monday, June 12, 1916.
Monday, June 5, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The Spirit Awakened, D., 1000 (Re-IsBIOGRAPH— The Girl Across the Way, D., 1000 (ReIssue)
20666
LUBIN— Otto the Cobbler, C, 1000
SELIG— A Temperance Town, C, 3000
20661
SELIG— The Two Orphans, D., 3000
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 45, Topical, 1000
20665
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 47, Topical, 1000
LUBIN— Otto the Reporter, C, 1000
20667
VITAGRAPH— Her Loving Relations, Com. D., 1000
VITAGRAPH— New York, Old and New, 1000 (Hist.) 20664
Tuesday, June 13, 1916.
Tuesday, June 6, 1916.
EDISON— The Man in the Street, D., 3000 (Re-Issue)
BIOGRAPH— The Yaqui, Cur, D., 2000 (Re-Issue).. 20671
ESSANAY— Putting It Over, C, 2000
EDISON— The Stoning, D., 3000
20673
KALEM— Ham Comedy (Title Not Decided)
ESSANAY— Orphan Joyce, D., 2000
20668
LUBIN— The Avenger, D., 2000
KALEM— Ham Comedy (Midnight at the Old Mill) 20670
Wednesday, June 14, 1916
Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— Liberty Belles, C, 3000
EDISON— The Charge of the Light Brigade, D., 1,000
EDISON — Love's Labor Lost, Cart., and Camping with
the Black Feet, Sc., Split reel
20678
ESSANAY— Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 11, Cart.,
and 500 ft. Sc., Split reel
ESSANAY— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
Berlin. Cart., and 500 ft., Sc., Split reel
20677
KALEM— Ethel Teare Comedy (Title Not Decided)..
KALEM— Ethel Teare Comedy (In Cinderella's Shoes) 20676
Thursday, June 15, 1916.
Thursday, June 8, 1916.
LUBIN— Sons of the Sea, D., 3000
LUBIN— The Scapegrace. D., 3000
20679
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 48, Topical, 1000
SELIG— Selig Tribune, No. 46, Topical, 1000
20682
VIM— Hungry Hearts, C, 1000
VIM— The Sea Dogs, C, 1000
20683
Friday, June 16, 1916.
Friday, June 9, 1916.
KALEM — The Stenographer's Strategy (Sis Hopkins),
C,
1000
KALEM— hii:i:linir Tustice (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000
20687
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Stained
KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE— Pay Dirt
(Henry King), D., 3000
I'earl, Drama, 3000
20684
VIM— A Dollar Down, C, 1000
20689
VIM— The Raid, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— Harold the Nurse Girl, C, 1000
yiTAGRAPH— She Won the Prize, C. 1000
20688
Saturday, June 17, 1916.
Saturday. June 10, 1916.
ESSANAY— The Promise Land, D., 3000
ESSANAY— Fool's Gold, D., 3000
20690
KALEM— A Race Through the Air, D., 1000 (H. of H.
KALEM— The Treasure Train (H. of A.), D., 1000... 20697
Series)
LUBIN— Two Smiths and a Haff C, 1000
20693
LUBIN— Hubby Puts One Over, C, 1000
SELIG— Going West to Make Good, D., 1000
20698
VITAGRAPH— The Strange Case of Robert Burnham,
SELIG— The Cowpuncher's Peril, D., 1000
D., 3000
20694
VITAGRAPH— Ashes, D., 3000
MUTUAL
Monday, June 5, 1916.
AMERICAN— Jealousy's First Wife, D., 2000
04792
FALSTAFF— .Vdvertisementers, C, 1000
04794
Tuesday, June 6 ,1916.
THANHOUSER.— John Brewster's Wife, D., 2000.... 04795
VOGUE— A Plane Story, C, 1000
04797
Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
MUTUAI — Mutual Weekly, No. 75, Topical, 1000
04798
BEAUTY— Billy Van Deuscn's Operation, C, 1000.... 04799
GAUMONT — See America First TMontgrnery, Ala.),
and Kartoon Komics, Cart., Split reel
04800
Thursday, June 8, 1916.
GAUMONT— The Flames of Vengeance, D.. 3000
04801
Friday, June 9, 1916.
MUSTANG— The Pilgrim, D.. 2000
04804
CUB— Jerry's. Big Lark, C, 1000
04806
Saturday, June 10, 1916.
CENTAUR— The Lion's .Nemesis, D., 2000
04807
FALSTAFF— Where Wives Win. C, WX)
04809
Sunday, June 11, 1916.
BEAUTY— Thinim Stout, C, KXKJ
04810
VOGUE— His Blowout, C. 1000
04811
GAUMONT— ■' Reel Life," Magazine Reel
04812

FILM
Monday, June 12th, 1916.
AMERICAN— Circumstantial Evidence, D., 2000
FALSTAFF— Real Estaters, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 13, 1916.
THANHOUSER— Brothers Equal, D., 2000
VOGUE — Love, Burglars and a Bull Dog, Comedy,
Lead: Rube Miller
Wednesday, June 14, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 7, Topical...
BEAUTY — Billy Van Deusen's Eggs-spensive Adventure. C, 1,000
GAUMONT — See yVmerica First, Kartoon Komics,
Scenic and Cartoon, Yellowstone National Park.
Thursday, June 15, 1916.
THANHOUSER— D., 3,000
Friday, June 16, 1916.
MUSTANG— The Sheriff of Plumas, D., 2,000
CUB— Jerry and the Moonshiners, 1,000
Saturday, June 17, 1916.
CENTAUR— The Star of India, D., 2.000
FALSTAFF— DouMlmnts (Conduclor 786), C, 1,000..
SUNDAY, June 18, 1916.
BEAUTY— Pedigrees, Pups and Pussies, C, 1,000. ...
VOGUE— Delinquent Bridegrooms, C, 1,000
GAUMONT— " Reel Life," Magazine Reel

04813
04815
04816
04818
04819
04820
04821
04822
04825
04827
04828
04830
"04831
04832
04833
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UNIVERSAL
PROGRAM
RELEASES FOR CURRENT WEEK
RELEASES FOR COMING WEEK
the
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
FEATURE— Pe
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' the Ring,
Ring, No. 6
01506
No. 7, D., 2000
Monday, June 5, 1916.
Monday, June 12, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The Rose Colored Scarf, D., 2000
01490
RED FEATHER— What Love Can Do, D., 5000
IMP— His Little Story, C, 1000
01491
NESTOR— Their Awful Predicament, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 6, 1916.
Tuesday, June 13, 1916.
RED FEATHER— The Madcap, D., 5000
01488
GOLD SEAL— The Melody of Love, D., 3000
IMP— Her Wonderful Secret, C, 1000
NESTOR— Never Again Eddie, C, 1000
01489
Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
Wednesday, June 14, 1916.
VICTOR— Object-Matrimony, C, 2000
01492
REX— When the Wolf Howls, D., 1000
01493
L-KO— Billie's Waterloo, C, 1000
L-KO— How Stars are Made, C, 2000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 23
01494
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 24, News
Thursday, June 8, 1916..
Thursday, June 15, 1916.
01495
LAEMMLE— Alias Jane Jones, D., 2000
LAEMMLE— Her Soul's Song, D., 2000
BIG U— The Sea Lilly, D., 1000
01496
BIG U— Betty's Hobo, C D., IQOO
POWERS— Mr. Fuller Pep— He Breaks for the Beach,
POWERS — Prof. Wiseguy's Trip to the Moon, Cart.,
Cart., and Pygmies of the Zoo, Ed., Split reel.. 01497
and Little Journeys in Japan, Sc., Split reel
Friday, June 9, 1916.
Friday, June 16, 1916.
01498
IMP— The Devil's Image, D., 2000
VICTOR— The Scorpion's Sting, D., 3000
VICTOR— The Golden Boot, C, 1000
REX— The Code of His Ancestors, D., 1000
01499
NESTOR— Almost a Widow, C, 1000
NESTOR— Twixt Love and the Iceman, C, 1000
01500
Saturday, June 10, 1916.
Saturday, June 17, 1916.
BISON— A Railroad Bandit, D., 2000
01501
BISON— The Cage Man, D., 2000
POWERS— Betrayed by the Camera, C, 1000
JOKER— Love Quarantined, C, 1000
01502
Sunday, June 11, 1916.
Sunday, June 18, 1916.
REX— The Finer Metal, D., 2000
REX— The Sheriff of Pine Mountain. D., 2000
01503
LAEMMLE—
Romance
at Random, C, 1000
LAEMMLE— The False Gems, D., 1000
01504
IMP—
A
College
Boomerang,
C, lOOO
L-KO— Phony Teeth, and False Friends, C, 1000
01505
UNICORN
Monday, May 29, 1916.
SUPREME— The Price He Paid, D., 2000
GAYETY— A Bride to Order, and In the Balkans, Split
reel
Tuesday, May 30, 1916.
HIAWATHA— A Daughter of the Hills, D., 1000
PURITAN— Kentucky Brothers, D., 1000
JUDY— The Skating Craze at Moodyville, C, 1000
Wednesday, May 31, 1916.
BUFFALO— Rival Candidates. D., 1000
HIPPO— A Modern Hercules, C, 1000
PURITAN— The Wheat King, D., 1000
Thursday, June 1, 1916.
LILY— The Sacred Oath, D., 2000
JOCKEY— Billie's Find, and the Enchanted Matches,
Spht reel
Friday, June 2, 1916.
RANCHO— A Double Reward, D., 1000
GAYETY— All for the Love of Laura, C, 1000
SUPREME— When a Man Weakens. D., 1000
Saturday, June 3, 1916.
SUNSET— His Indian Guardian, D., 1000
SUPREME— The Heart of a Peddler, D., 1000
HIPPO— Nearly Married, C, 1000
Sunday, June 4, 1916.
UTAH— Fate's Decree, D., 1000
JOCKEY— Willie the Sleuth, C, 1000
PURITAN— The King's Vengeance, D., 1000

625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634
635
636
637
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01525
01507
01507
01509
01510
01511
01512
01513
01514
01515
01516
01517
01518
01519
01520
01521
01522
01523
01524

PROGRAM
Monday, June 5, 1916.
PURITAN— The Rosary, D., 2000
GAYETY— The Baby in the Case., C, 1000
Tuesday, June 6, 1916.
HIAWATHA— Bob Armstrong's Reward, W. D., 1000
LILY— The Crucial Test, D., 1000
JUDY— Taming of the Shrew, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
BUFFALO— Broken Hearts, W. D., 1000
HIPPO — Mixed Brides, and Pale-Faced Injuns, C. Sp.
PURITAN— The Missing Necklace, D., 1000
Thursday, June 8, 1916.
LILY— The Formula, D., 2000
JOCKEY— Johnny-On-The-Spot, C, 1000
Friday, June 9, 1916.
RANCHO— The Higher Voice, W. D., 1000
GAYETY— The Re-Made Maid, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Two Waifs, D., 1000

638
639
640

Saturday, June 10, 1916.
SUNSET— The Rustler's Retribution, D. W., 1000
SUPREME— The Eternal Truth, D., 1000
HIPPO— Hubby's Escapade, and His One and Only,
C. Split reel

641
642
643

Sunday, June 11, 1916.
UTAH— A Squaw's Loyalty, W. D., 1000
JOCKEY— Two of a Kind, C, 1000
PURITAN— The Recoil, D., 1000

650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659

660
661
662
663
664
665

666
667
668
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GENERAL

FILM

DATES

PROGRAM

BIOGRAPH
Fit for Burning, D
3000
During the Round-Up. D. ( Re-Issue) . 1000
Merry Mary, D
2000
The Perfidy of Mary, D. (Re-Issue) . 1000
Beverly of Graustark, D
3000
The Mistake, D. (Re-Issue) 1000
Who's
LooneywithNow?
The
House
the C
Closed Shutters, 2000
(Reissue)
1000
5 — 31. Woman Against Woman, D
3000
5— 31. The Woman in Black, D
5000
6 — S. The
Girl Across the Way. D. (Re- 1000
Issue)
6— 6. The Yaqui, Cur., D. (Re-Issue) 2000
EDISON
5 — 24. TheTamer,
Cedropia
Moth,Kelly,Ed. (Tart..
; TomSplit
the Reel
and Kid
Helen of Comedv
the Chorus,
U Scenic.
•
3000
55—30.
— 31. Cartoon
and 500-ft.
Split
Reel
6— 6. The Stoning, D. (Re-Issue) 3000
6 — 7. Love's
Labor
Lost,
Cart.,
and
Camping with the Black Feet, Sc..
Split Reel
ESSANAY
5— 9. A Return to Youth and Trouble. C.-D.2000
5—10. The Fable of the Good Fairy, etc., C.IOOO
5—13. The Jester, D
3000
5—16. The Double Cross, D
2000
5 — 17. Vernon
Howe Bailey's
Sketch500 Book
San Francisco,
Cart, and
ft. Sc.,of
Split 3000
Reel
5—20. A Rose of Italy, D
5 — 23. The Condemnation, D
2000
5 — 24. Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 10,
Cart., and 500 ft. So
Split Reel
S— 27. The Schemers, D
3000
5—30. The Song in the Dark, (Re-issue). D.2000
5— 31. TheWho Fable
of
the
Willing
Collegian
Wanted to Get a Foothold. C.IOOO
6— 3. Our People, D
3000
6 — 6. Orphan Joyce, D
2000
6 — 7. Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of Berlin, Cart., and 500 ft. Sc.,
Split Reel
6—10. Fool's Gold, D
3000
KALEM
5— 3. Romeo of the Coal Wagon, C
1000
5— 5. The Dumb Heiress, C
1000
5— 6. TheSeries)
Human Telegram, D. (H. of H. 1000
5—10. Not What the Doctor Ordered, C 1000
5 — 12. A Lunch Room Legacv, C
1000
5—13. TheSeries),
BridgeD
of Danger (H. of H. 1000
5—16. The Irish Rebel. D
1000
5—17. The Artful Dodger, C
1000
5 — 19. An Innocent Vampire, C
1000
5—20. One
Chance
in
a
Hundred
(H.
of
H.
Series), D
1000
S—
Busy Ghost,
Day, C
1000
5— 23.
24. Ham's
The Bogus
C
1000
5—26. The Baby Grand, C
1000
5—27. The
Red Stanley (H. of 1000
H. Capture
Series). ofD
5—30. A Bunch of Flivvers. C
1000
5— 31. A Smokv Adventure, C
1000
6— 2. Sis the Detective. C
1000
6— 3. TheD
Spiked Switch (H. of H. Series), 1000
6— 6. Midnight at the Old Mill. C
1000
In Cinderella's
1000
66—
— 9-7. Juggling
Justice.Shoes.
CC
1000
6 — 10. The Treasure Train. D
1000
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES
4— 21. When Might Is Right. D
3000
4 — 28. The Broken Promise. D
3000
5— 5. The Oath of Hate. D
3000
5—12. Broken Fetters, D
3000
S— 17. Spellbound. D
5000
5— 19. A Child of Fortune. D
3000
5— 26. The Flirting Bride, D
3000
6— 2. Shadows. D
3000
6— 9. The Stained Pearl. D
3000
LUBIN
4— 29. Love and Bullets, C
1000
5— I. The Buckshot Feud, D
1000
5— 2. The Candle. D
2000
4. None So Blind. D
3000
5—
Father'*andNight
Off, C
C
1000
5— 6.
8. Skirtf
Cinders.
1000
5— 3
5— 8.
S— 9.
5— IS.
S— 17.
5—22.
65—— 23.
29.

PICTURE

FOR

READY

5—11. The Wheat and the Chaff, D
3000
5—13. Jenkin's
1000
5—15.
Otto the Jinx,
Artist,C
C
1000
5—16. The Beggar King, D
2000
5—18. Jackstraws. D
3000
5—20. The Winning Number, C
1000
5—23. Otto the Hero, C
1000
5 — 25. Prisoners of Conscience, D
3000
5—27. Oh! You Uncle, C
1000
5—29. Trilby Frilled, C
1000
5— 30. The Final Payment, D
2000
6— 1. The Code of the Hills, D
3000
6— 3. Pickles and Diamonds, C
1000
6 — 5. Otto, the Reporter, C
1000
6— 8. The Scapegrace, D
3000
6— 10. Two Smiths and a Haff, C
1000
SELIG-TRIBUNE NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Monday and Thursday.
SELIG
4— 29. Badgered, C
1000
5— 1. The Man Within, D
3000
5—
6.
An
Elephant's
Gratitude,
D
1000
5— 8. A Stranger in New York, C
3000
5—11. Selig-Tribune, No. 38, Topical 1000
5—13.
Duty, D
D
1000
5—16. The
The Sheriff's
Hardv Way,
3000
5—18. Selig-Tribune, No. 40, Topical 1000
5 — 20. A Boarding House Ham, C
1000
5—22. The Test of Chivalry, D
3000
5 — 27. A C
Five Thousand Dollar Elopement, 1000
5— 29. The Hare and the Tortoise, D
3000
6— 3. Crooked Trails, D
1000
6 — 5. A Temperance Town, C
3000
6 — 10. Going West to Make Good, D
1000
RELEASE DAYS
GENERAL FILM
Monday une.
— Biograph.
Vitagraph. Lubin, Selig, Selig-TribTuesday — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin.
Wednesdaj — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem.
Thursday
Vim. — Essanay, Lubin, Selig-Tribune,
Friday — Knickerbocker Star Feature, Kalem,
Vim, Vitagraph.
Saturday
— Essanay, Kalem, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
MUTUAL FILM
Monday — American. Falstaff, Vogue.
Tuesday — Thanhouser, Vogue.
Wednesday
mont. — Beauty, Mutual Weekly, GauThursday — Gaumont, American.
Friday — Mustang, Cub.
Saturday — Centaur. Falstaff.
Sunday — Beauty. Vogue. Gaumont.
UNIVERSAL FILM
Monday — Red Feather. Nestor.
Tuesday — Gold Seal, Rex, Imp.
Wednesday — Victor, L-Ko, Animated Weekly.
Thursday — Laemmie, Big U, Powers,
Friday — Imp. Victor. Nestor.
Saturday — Bison, Powers, Joker.
Sunday — Rex, Laemmie, L-Ko.
VIM
44—— 28.
27.
5— 4.
5 — 5.
5—11.
5—12.
5—18.
5—19.
5—25.
5— 26.
6— 1.
6 — 2.
6— 8.
6 — 9.
4— 29.
55—— 5.1.
5— 6.
5— 8.
5—12.
5—13.
5 — 15.
5 — 19.
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What'sRivals,
Sauce C
for the Goose, C. 1000
1000
The
The Brave Ones, C
1000
Home-Made Pies, C
lOOO
The Water Cure, C
1000
The Pretenders. C
1000
Thirty Days, C
1000
A Fair Exchange, C
1000
Baby Doll, C
1000
Villains and Violins, C
1000
The Schemers. C
1000
The Lanrl Lubbers, C
1000
The Sea Dogs. C
1000
A Dollar Down. C
1000
VITAGRAPH
The Man Hunt, D
3000
Jane's
Husband. C
C
1000
Some Chicken.
1000
The Resurrection of Hollis. D
3000
The Double-Double Cros, C
1000
Out
Ag'in, D
C
1000
The Ag'in.
AccusingIn Voice,
3000
The Lucky Tumble, C, and Scenes in
Iceland. So
Split Reel
More Money Than Manners, C
1000

REFERENCE

5—20.
5—22.
5—26.
5—27.
5— 29.
6— 3.2.
6— 5.
6— 9.
6—10

j.j:^;.:,ji,il!JuiLldjli,XiBliailVjjl>;L,lil:Uifiii,uIW
Miss Cost
Adventure,
3000
The
of High Com.-D
Living, C
1000
The Battler, C
1000
The Wheat and the Chaff, D
3000
The
Idle
Rich,
Com.-D
1000
The Loneliness, C
1000
Carew and Son, D
3000
New York, Old and New
1000
She Won the Prize, C
1000
The
Strange
Case
of
Robert
Burnham, D
3000

MUTUAL

FILM RELEASES

AMERICAN
The Counterfeit Earl, D
2000
A Broken Genius. D
3000
Pierre Brissac the Brazen, D
2000
The Touch on the Key, D
2000
The Profligate, D
3000
The Pretender, D
2000
Four Months, D
3000
Repaid, D
2000
The Release of Dan Forbes, D
2000
The Trail of the Thief, D
3000
Jealousy's First
Wife, D
2000
BEAUTY
Two Beds and No Sleep, C
1000
Billie Van Deusen's Ancestrie, C....1000
All for Nuttin', C
1000
Skeleton,
C
1000
"Skelly's
No Title,"
C
1000
Billy VanMinutes
Deusen's
Fiance, C
C
1000
Twenty
in Magic,
1000
Adjusting His Claim, C
1000
The Pork Plotters, C
1000
The
Comet's
Comeback,
C
1000
Ima Knutt Gets a Bite, C
1000
Billy
Van
Deusen's
Operation,
C
1000
Thinim Stout, C
1000
CENTAUR
5—20.
5—
6— 27.3, High Lights and Shadows, D
2000
2000
6—10. The Kaffir's Gratitude, D
Clouds in Sunshine V'alley, D
2000
The
Lion's
Nemesis,
D
2000
4— 28.
CUB
5— 5. The Traitor, C
1000
5—12. M. T. Dome's Awful Night, C
5—19.
1000
5— 26. Jerry's
Day, C
1000
HarmonvPerfect
and Discord
1000
6— 2. Preparedness. C
1000
6— 9. Sawdust Love, C
1000
Jerry's
Big
Lark,
C
1000
FALSTAFF
44—— 24.
29.
Dad's Darling
C
1000
5— 1. Willing
Wendy Daughters,
to Willie, C
1000
5— 8.5.
The Dashing Druggist's Dilemma, C.IOOO
1000
5—13. The Sleigher's Strategy, C
5—
IS.
Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C
1000
5—20. The
Freddie's
Frigid
Finish.
C
1000
C
1000
5—22. Deteckters,
Steven's Sweet Sisters, C
lOOO
1000
5—27.
5— 29.3. Politickers, C.
6—
Sammy's
Semi-Suicide,
C
1000
Disguisers.
C
1000
6— 5. Peterson's Pitiful Plight, C
lOOO
6—10. Advertisementers, C
1000
Where Wives Win, C
1000
GAUMONT
5—10.
See America First (Atlanta, Ga.), and
5—14. Kartoon Komics
Split Reel
5—17. "Reel
Life." Topical, Ed
...1000
See America
First
(Yosemite
National
Park),
and
Kartoon
Komics,
5—21.
5—24. " Reel Life "
1000
5—25. See America First (Savannah, Split
Ga.), Reel
and
Kartoon
Komics
Split
Reel
5—28.
5—
31. Armadale. D
3000
Life "
1000
6— 4. ".SeeReelAmerica
First, Sc. and Kartoon
6— 7. Komics. Cart
Split Reel
"Reel America
Life." Magazine
See
First, and Kartoon 1000
6—
Cart
Split Reel
6— 8.11 TheKomics.
Flames of Vengeance. D
3000
Magazine Reel
1000
4— 28. . "Reel Life."
MUSTANG
5—
5.
5—12. Unlucky Luke, Com.-D
2000
5—19. With a Life at Stake, D
Gulf Between, D
/' 2000
2000
5— 26. The
Blindness, D
2000
6—
6— 2.9. The
Tack. D
2000
ATheMan's
Friend,
D
2000
Pilgrim,
D
2000
4— 27.
5— 8.1.
5—11,
5—18,
5—15.
5—22.
5— 29.
6— 1.
6— 5.
4— 30.
5— 3.
5— 6.
5—10.
5—15.
5—17.
5—21.
5—24.
5—28.
5— 31.
6— 4.7.
6—11.
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on Frederick

J. Ireland's High-Class

Comedy

Series

TOM
<a
JERRY?
Two reels a week for 10 solid weeks
IF NOT— DO IT NOW
First release, Monday, June 26th
A Sure-Fire Box Office Winner for the Hot Weather Season
Made by EMERALD

MOTION
PICTURE
COMPANY
Released exclusively through
STANDARD
MOTION
PICTURE
CORPORATION

AMERICAN

Executive

ORRIN

Office,
IO4-6
"W. PRINCIPAL
'WasHing'ton
BRANCHES
IN ALL
CITIES

St., CHicago

Beatriz

Michelena

Her

Production

Greatest

DENNY
"The
Unwritten
Law"
In Seven
Pretentious Parts

SIGNAL

Superintendent
FILM LABORATORIES

Laboratory Expert
Negative Specialist

By EDWIN MILTON ROYLE
Author of "THE SQUAW MAN"
Shown at the best and largest
theatres, such as
ZIEGFELD THEATER
CHICAGO
For two weeks commencing Sat., May 13
BIJOU DREAM
CHICAGO
For Nine Days, Commencing May 27
TOY MILWAUKEE
THEATER

4560 Pasadena Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.

MANUFACTURERS
Incorporated concern with modern film and
office equipment, prepared to furnish same,
as well as required bond and references
with regard to business responsibility, wishes
to represent weekly program and feature
films as distributors for Texas, where we
have transacted business with every-worthwhile theatre for the last five years. Correspondence invited.

One Week, Commencing June 4
MAJESTIC THEATER
PEORIA, ILL.
One Week, Commencing June 4
Released in
Released in
Illinois and Wisconsin
Indiana, Missouri, MichExclusively through
igan and through
Kansas
Exclusively
OWL FEATURES
Inc.
STAR FEATURES
512 MALLERS BUILDING, CHICAGO
Telephone Central 4954

Box 28, Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave., New York

MAIN OFFICE.
SAM FRANCiSCO
234-CALIFORNIA
EDDy 5T.
EASTERN R£PRESEr)TflTlUE
LEON O.N£TT£R
1325 Uine ST.

THE

MOVING
MOTION

PICTURE

PICTURE
FOR

FROHMAN

inc.

THE

RIGHTS
PACIFIC

sse:r
FILMS r

Inc.
AND
GOLDi/IGflTEflLflMGE.

PURCHASED
BRANCH
COS (itiGteULSt
5i+ W£ST Sli! ST.
CALIFORNIA

COAST

AMUSEMENT

CORPORATION

Producing successful dramas re-enacted before the recording eye of the camera by actors
and under directors who have created artistic and box office successes in the "legitimate."
EIGHTEEN EAST FORTY-FIRST STREET, NEW YORK
William L. Sherrill, President
Many a uacked house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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IllljijfP
RELEASE

4— 29.
5— 2.
5— 4.
S— 9.
5—16.
5—23.
5— 30.
6— 6.
4— 30.
5— 2.
5— 6.
5— 9.
5—14.
5—16.
5—21.
5—23.
5—28.
5— 30.
6— 4.
6— 6.
6—11.

MUTUAL WEEKLY
Issued every Thursday.
THANHOUSER
The Carriage of Death, D
The Weakling, D
The Spirit
of '61, Broadway,
D
When
She Played
D
The Answer, D
For Uncle
Navy, C
The
Nymph.Sam's
D
John Brewster's Wife, D
VOGUE
Bungling Bill, Doctor, C
Out for the Count, C
Bundling Bill's
Germatic
Love, Dream,
CC
AThe Mix-Up
at
Rudolph's,
C
Man with the Hod, C
The Chinatown Villains, C
Rival Rogues, C
National Nuts, C
Shy Thirty Cents, C
Nailing the Lid. C
A Plane Story, C
His Blowout, C
PATHE

EXCHANGE,

DATES

3000
2000
3000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

INC.

The Pathe News — Issued Twice Every Week.
Week of May 8, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 11, D
2000
Who's
Guilty? No. 1, "Puppets of Fate," 2000
D
Luke and the Bomb Throwers, C
1000
Beautiful Lake Chuzenji (Pict. Japan), and
The Ascent to Mt. Ranier, Sc
Split Reel
Boob Weekly, Cartoon
1000
Week of May 15, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 12, D
2000
Who's
Guilty? No. 2, "The Tight Rein," 2000
D
The Girl with the Green Eyes, D
5000
Reckless Wrestlers, C
1000
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 7, and On
the Island of Luzon (P. I.), Sc
Split Reel
Week of May 22, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 13, D
2000
Who's Guilty? No. 3, "Tangled Web," D.2000
Luke's
Lunches,
C
Saving Late
the Shad
Supply,
and Yunnan-Fou 1000
(S. W. China), Sc
bplit Keel
Leap Year, Cart., and How to Bring Up a
Child (Colored)
Split Reel
Week of May 29, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 14, D
2000
Who's Guilty?
No. 4, "The Silent Shame," 2000
D
Ice, C
1000
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 8, and The
Tokio Exposition, Scenic Split Reel

5—10.
5—17.
5—24.
5—31.
5— 8.
5—12.
5—15.
5—19.
5—22.
5—25.
5—29.
S— 16.
S— 16.
5—23.
5—25.
5—20.
-10.

BUFFALO
She Never Knew, D
1000
Divided Love, D
1000
In the Hills of Kentucky, D
1000
Rival Candidates, D
1000
GAYETY
The Hoodoo Guest, and A Bomb
Scare, C
Split Reel
Boarders and Ghosts, C
1000
The Teacher and the Bully, C
1000
Wholesale Proposals, C
1000
Mark's
Mistake, and TrickingSplitthe Reel
Trickster
The Busy Bee, C
1000
A Bride to Order, and In the Balkans Split Reel
All fqr the Love of Laura, C
1000
HIAWATHA
The Eagle Feather, D
1000
The Rose of Love, D
1000
The DividinK Line, D
1000
Falnely Accused. D
1000
A Daughter of the Hills, D
1000
Disappearing JUDY
Dough, and Our Darling's Portrait. C
Split Retl

FOR

READY

5—16.
A Musical Deception, C. and The
5—23. Black Mark, C
Split Reel
Present, and Our Darling's
5—30. Hubby's
Playmate
Split Reel
The Skating Crlaze at Moodyville, C.IOOO
HIPPO
Strictly
C Even, C, 1000
Osculation,Prohibition,
and Getting
5—24.
5—26.
5— 31.
6— 3.
5—14.
5—17.
5—21.
5—27.
S—
30.
5— 31.
6— 4.
5—11.
5—18.
5— 24.
6— 1.
5—11.
5—14.
5—18.
5—21.
5—24.
5— 27.
6— 1.
5—12.
5—19.
5— 23.
6— 2.
5—13.
5—20.
5— 26.3.
6—
5— 8.
5—12.
5—15.
5—19.
5—22.
5—24.
5—25.
5—26,
5— 29.
6— 2.
5—14.
5—21.
5— 27.
6— 4.

Split Reel
Father's
Flirtation,of C
All
On Account
an Olive, C, and 1000
Mary Makes Believe, C
Split Reel
The New Ranch Owner, C
1000
A Gentleman of Leisure, and our Darling's
Chips
Split
Reel
A Modern Hercules, C
1000
Nearly Married, C
1000
PURITAN
The Stolen Opal, D
1000
The Tell-Tale Stain, D
1000
The
Choice.D
D
1000
The Fisherman's
Uncut Diamond.
1000
Kentucky Brothers, D
1000
The Wheat King, D
1000
The King's Vengeance, D
1000
LILY
The Sacred Rock, D
2000
The Disappearance of John Brady, D..2000
The
Hindoo's
Revenge,
D
2000
The Sacred Oath, D
2000
Our DarlingJOCKEY
Loves the Witching
Waves, and The Diplomatic Lawyer,
Split Reel
Robbers, Romance and Reggie, C....1000
Auntie's Romance, C, and "The Nation's Capitol,
EdC
Split Reel
A Midnight
Escapade,
lODO
The Hobo Imposter, C
1000
O'Brien's Investment, C
1000
Billie's
Find,
and
the
Enchanted
Matches
Split Reel
Willie the Sleuth, C
1000
RANCHO
The
1000
TheirSchool
IndianTeacher's
Friend, Reward,
D D
1000
Mother's Strategy, D
1000
A Double Reward, D
lOOO
SUNSET
The Mexican
Son's Sacrifice,
DD
2000
The
Insurrection,
2000
The Mystery at Shallow Creek, D...1000
His Indian Guardian, D
1000
SUPREME
The Undelivered Message, D
2000
The Lucky Horseshoe, D
1000
The Call of the Heart, D
2000
The Birthday Gift, D
1000
The Yellow Hound, D
2000
The Stone Hammer, D
1000
The Village School Master, D
1000
The F.miJty Crib, D
1000
The Price He Paid. D
2000
When a Man Weakens, D
1000
UTAH
A Woman Scorned, D
1000
The Wrong Room. D
1000
The Indian Child's Gratitude, D
1000
Fate's
Decree, D
lOOO
UNIVERSAL

PROGRAM

ANIMATED WEEKLY
Issued every
BIG Wednesday.
U
5 — 19. Nadine of Nowhere, D
5 — 25. Corporal Billy's Comeback, D
5 — 31. The Attic Princess, D
6— 1. Brother Jim. D
6— 8. The Sea Lilly, D
BISON
5— 6. The Leap, D
5 — 13. A Fight for Love, D
5—20. Hulda the Silent. D
5— 27. The Wedding Guest. D
6 — 3. Tammany's Tiger, C
6—10. The Cage Man, D

1000
2000
1000
1000
lOOO
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

REFERENCE

5— 9.
55 —— 23.
16.
5— 30.
6 — 5.
5— 2.
5 — 4.
5— 5.
5— 9.
5—10.
5—12.
5—16.
5—21.
5—23.
5—26.
5— 30.
66—— 2.
5.
45—
— 29.6.
5— 13.
5— 20.
5— 27.
6— 3.
5— 11.
5—14.
5— 18.
5 — 19.
5— 30.
6— 1.
6— 4.
6 — 3.
6— 11.

GOLD SEAL
The Mark of a Gentleman, D
2000
DarcyWoman
of the Who
Northwest
Mounted,
The
Followed
Me D.3000
The Silent Man of Timber Gulch, D..2000
The Rose Colored Scarf, D
2000
IMP
When Slim Was Home, Cured, C 1000
Won with a Makeup, C
1000
Just Kitty, D
1000
When a Wife Worries, C
1000
The Go-Between, D
1000
The Capital Prize, D
2000
When Slim Picked a Peach, C
1000
Claudia, C
1000
The Health Road, D
1000
The Unconventional Girl, D
2000
A Double Fire Deception, C
1000
"Jim
Slocum,
No. C
46,393," D
2000
His Little
Story,
1000
Jitney Driver's
Romance, C
AThe Perfect
Match,
C
JOKER
A Wife for a Ransom, C
A Raffle for a Husband, C
A Stage Villain, C
A Dark Suspicion, C
LAEMMLE
Her Husband's Faith, D
Her Great Part, Com.-D
Grouches and Smiles, C
Heartaches, D
The Fur Trimmed Coat, D
Two Mothers, D
The Wire Pullers,
C
L-KOD
Alias Jane Jones,
The False Gems, D

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000
1000
2000
1000

5— 7.
5—10.
5—17.
5— 24.
5— 28.
5— 31.
6— 7.
6—11.

Mr. Buddy Briggs, Burglar, C
1000
The Great Smash, C
3000
Baby's Gasoline Glide, C
1000
A Busted Honeymoon, C
1000
Gamboling on the Green, C
1000
Tough Luck on a Rough Sea, C
2000
Billie's Waterloo, C
1000
Phony Teeth, and False Friends, C.IOOO
NESTOR
5— 19. The Wooing of Aunt Jemina, C
1000
5— 5. Lem's College Career, C
2000
5— 8. Potts Singles Again, C
1000
5— 12. Never Lie to Your Wife, C
1000
5—15. He's a Devil, C
3000
4— 20. The Roy land Villain, and Ed... Split Reel
5— 22. Her Celluloid Hero, C
1000
5 — 26. Love and Brass Buttons, C
1000
5— 20. All Over a Stocking, C
1000
6— 2. Good Night Nurse, C
1000
6— 6. Never Again Eddie, C
1000
6 — 9. Twixt Love and the Iceman, C
1000
POWERS
5 — 11. Mr. Fuller Pepp — He Tries MesC. Cart., and Some Split
Mon- Reel
key Stars,merism,Ed
5—18. A Toyland Robbery, and Ed... Split Reel
5—20. Their Social Smash, C
1000
5—25. Mr. Fuller Pep — He Dabbles in the
Pond, Cart., and Classic Dances,
Vaud
Split Reel
5 — 27. Storming the Trenches, C
1000
6— 1. It Can't Be True, C
1000
6— 8. Mr. Fuller Pep — He Breaks for the
Beach, Cart, and Pygmies of the
Zoo, Ed
Split Reel
6—10. Betrayed by the Camera, C
1000
REX
5— 7. Scaling the Jungfrau, Ed., Sc
1000
5— 9. Virginia, D
1000
5—14. A Soul for Sale, D
3000
5—18. A Wife at Bay, D
2000
5 — 21. Love Triumphant, D
2000
5—23. " Virginia," D
1000
5 — 26. Harmony in a Flat, C
1000
5— 28. A Gentle Volunteer, D
3000
6— 3. A Cad, D
1000
6— 4. As in a Dream, D
3000
6— 9. The Code of His Ancestors, D
1000
6—11. The Sheriff ofVICTOR
Pine Mountain, D
2000
5— 3. The Girl Who Feared Daylight, D..2000
5 — 12. A Strange Confession, D
1000
5—17. The Three Wishes, D
1000
5— 24. The Limousine Mystery, D
2000
6 — 7. Object — Matrimony, C
2000
6 — 9. The Scorpion's Sting, D
3000
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INCOMPARABLE— IN

"THE
DUMB
GIRL
OF
The Supreme Artistic Achievement
Produced
STATE

at a cost exceeding

a quarter

RIGHTS

The biggest production that ever hit Broadway.
The supreme moving picture of the century. Pavlowa, the Incomparable in the wonderful screen
adaptation of Auber's opera, " The Dumb Girl of
Portici," produced by the Universal Film Manufacturing Company at a cost of over a quarter of
a million dollars. By arrangement with Max
Rabinoff. Directed by those geniuses of the film
world — Lois Weber and Phillips Smalley.
An appeal, and a punch that will attract every
moving picture lover. Has played to capacity at
return engagements in Chicago and New York.
An assured success which offers State Rights buyers the opportunity of a lifetime. Territory still

"Pacific

Coast

Center

of

WILLIS
WRIGHT
LOS

Advancing

3611

PORTICI"
of the Decade
of a million

NOW

dollars

SELLING

open and offered for sale includes Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska, Colorado, Wyoming,
New Mexico, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, North
Carolina
and New York State (excluding Greater
New York).
Wire, phone, write or call for full particulars.
Special advertising campaign ready for use of Exhibitors. Address promptly, STATE RIGHTS
DEPARTMENT.
FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
CARL LAEMMLE, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

the

UNIVERSAL

Motion

&

Industry"

INGLIS

AND CALLENDER
ANGELES,

with

Picture

BUILDING
CAL.

the

Industry

WISH TO ANNOUNCE THEIR
AFFILIATION WITH
ARTHUR
220 WEST

Everything

42nd STREET,

S.
NEW

KANE
YORK

Pertaining
to the
OF THE PHOTOPLAY

CITY

Production

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.

3612
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FEATURE

RELEASES-

Bluebird Photoplays
S5—
— 8.1.
S— 15.
5— 22.
5— 29.
6— 5.
6 — 12.
6—19.
6—26.

The Glided
CrippledSpider
Hand(Louise
(Ella Hall)...
parts
The
Lovely). 55 parts
Elusive Isabel (Florence LawreDce)6 parts
A Sonren
of the Kerrigan)
Immortals (J. War5 parts
Naked Hearts (Rupert Julian) S parts
TheLoisEyeWeber)
of God (Tyrone Power and 5 parts
Bobbie of the Ballet (Louise Lovely) 5 reels
Thecast)
Three Godfathers (All star S reels
Shoes (Mary McDonald) 5 reels
Blue Blood and Red
Slander
A Modem Thelma
A Man of Sorrow
Blazing Love
The Eternal Sapho
Sins of Men
Battle of Hearts
The Spider and the Fly
Hypocrisy
A W'oman's Honor

Vol. 13. No. 23

NEWS

CURRENT

AND

5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
3
5

1— Forbidden Fruit (Everett Butterfield
and Paula Shay)
5
2 — A Paula
Fool's Shay,
Paradise
(Chrystine
Mayo,
and Joseph Burke).... 6
3 — The Immoral Flame (Maude Fealy)...S
4— The Mignon
City of Anderson)
Illusion (Paula Shay and 6
5.— Her
Husband's
(Sally Crute,
Mignon
Anderson Wife
and Augustus
PhilI'Ps)
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

KJeine-Edison Feature Service
EDISON
1—12. The Catspaw
5 reels
1— 26. The Innocence of Ruth
reels
2— 9. The Martyrdom of Philip Strong.. 55 reels
2—23. At the Rainbow's End
S
reels
GEO. KLEINE
1— 19. Wild Oats
5 reels
2— 2. The Final Curtain
5 reels
2— 9. When Love is King
5
reels
2—16. The Scarlet Road
reels
5— 1. The Mishaps of Musty SuflTer 105 reels

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

DE LUXE EDITION
Week of May 22, 1916.
103. Nancy'sling andBirthright
(EdythSignal.
Ster- 5
Norbert Myles)
104. Reclamation (Winifred (jreenwood
and Franklin Ritchie), American. 5
Week of May 29, 1916.
ICS. The Man from Manhattan (Wm.
Stowell and Rhea Mitchell),
American
5
106. Other
People's
Money (Gladys 5
Hulette),
Thanhouser
Week of June 5, 1916.
107. Whispering
Smith (Helen
Holmes), Signal
5
108. Soul Mates (William Russell),
American
5
Week of June 12, 1916.
109. A Man's
(WinifredRitchie),
Greenwood andSoulFranklyn
American
5
110. The Wasted Years (Crane Wilbur), Centaur 5

FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Red Window (John Barrymore) 5
The Trust (Hazel Dawn)
5
Saints and Sinners (Peggy Hyland).S
(Title Not Decided), (Marguerite
Clark)
S
The Evil Thereof (All Star Cast).. 5
Her Romance (Marguerite Clark). .5
Destiny's
Toy (Louise
Susie Snowflake
(Anna Huff)
Pennington 5
and Wm. Courtleigh, Jr.)
5
6— 26. The
World's Great Snare (Pauline 5
Frederick)
JESSE LASKY COMPANY
5 — 8. Maria Rosa (Geraldine Farrar)....5
5 — 11. Alien Souls (Sessue Hayakawa) . . . 5
5— 22. The Frameup (Blanche Sweet).... 5
6— 1. TheWard)
Gutter Magdalene (Fannie S
6— 19. The Clown (Victor Moore) 5
MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
5— 18. Pasquale (George
Beban)
S
PALLAS
4— 3. Heart of Paula (Leonore Ulrich)..5
5— 1. David Garrick (Dustin Farnum)...5
6— 8. TheGoodrich)
Making of Maddalena (Edna S
6— 29. Theman)
American Beauty (Myrtle Sted- 5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Triangle Film Corporation

Metro Pictures Corporation
F. A. BALSHOFER
4— 24. The Come- Back (Harold Lockwood
and May Allison)
S reels
6—12. The Masked Rider (Harold Lockwood and May Allison) 5 reels
(:OLUHBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
3— 13. Lovelv Mary (Marv Miles Minter).."; reels
4 — 3. The Kiss of Hate f Ethel BarrvmorejS reels
4— 10. The Half Million Bribe (Hamilton
Revelle and Marguerite Snow>...S reels
5— 22. Notorious
GallagharSnow)
(William Nigh 5 reels
and Marguerite
POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS
4 — 17. Playing with Fire (Mme. Petrova;.5 reels
5 — 29. The S^rlet Woman ^Mme. Pctrova»S reels
S— 15. The
Spell of the Yukon C Edmund 5 reels
Breese)
B. A. ROLPE PHOTOPLAYS. INC.
3— 20. Her Great Price 'Mabel Taliaferro) 5 reels
5— 1. The Snow Bird (Mabel Taliaferro) . 5 reels
6— 5. Dorian's
Divorce
(Lionel Barrymore 5 reels
and .Grace
Valentine)
6—19. The(ViolaFlower
of
.No-Man's- Land 5 reels
Dana)
QUALITY PICTURES
3—27. The Wall Between (Francis X.
Buthman and Beverly Bayne)...5 reels
5— 8. A Million a Minute (Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne)....S reels

reels
reels

Paramount Pictures
5— 4.
5— IS.
5— 25.
5— 29.
6— 5.
6— 12.
66—— 22.
15.

4— 23.
4— 30.
5— 7.
5 — 14.
5—21.
5—28.

KAY-BEE-INCE PRODUCTIONS
Civilization's
Child
(Wm. H. 5
Thompson)
The Warner)
Beggar of Cawnpore (H. B. 6
The No-Good Guy (William Collier)5
Not My Sister (Bessie Barriscale)S
The Primal Lure (Wm. S. Hart).. 5
TheWarner)
Market of Vain Desire (H. B. 5

COMING

Red Feather Productions

Mutual Masterpictures

Fox Film Corporation
4— 3
4 — 10.
4— 17.
4 — 24.
5— 1.
5— 8.
5— 15.
5— 22.
5— 29.
6— 5.
6— 12.

PICTURE

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
FINE ARTS-GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
4— 23. Sunshine Dad (De Wolf Hopper).. 5 reels
4— 30. The Children in the House (Norma
Talmadge)
5 reels
5— 7. The Good Bad-Man (Douglas Fair- banks) 5reels
5— 14. SusanGish)
Rocks the Boat (Dorothy 5 reels
5—21. A Marsh
Child and
of the
Paris Harron)
Streets (Mae 5 reels
Robert
5—28. Mr. Goode the Samaritan (DcWolf
Hoprcr)
5 reels
KEYSTONE-SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
4— 23. The Snow Cure (Ford Sterling) ... .2 reels
reels
44—— 23.
30. ATheRough
Lion Knight
and the (Shortv
Girl (JoeHamilton)2
Jackson)2 reels
4— 30. His Bitter Pill (Mack Swain) 2 reels
5— 7. Her Marble Heart (Charles Murray). 2 reels
5— 7. A bon)
Dash of Courage (Harry Grib- 2 reels

4 — 17. Her Bitter Cup (Cleo Madison) .... 5
4— 24. Thrown to the Lions (Mary Fuller) 5
5 — 1. Dr. Neighbor (Hobart Bosworth)..5
5— 8. A Huntress of Men (Mary Fuller) . 5
5— 15. A Youth of Fortune (Carter and
Flora Parker De Haven) 5
5— 22. Half a Rogue (King Baggot) 5
5 — 29. The Iron Hand (Hobart Bosworth
and Jane Novak)
5
6— 5. The Madcap (Flora Parker DeHaven)
5
6 — 12. What Love Can Do (Adele Farrington)
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay
HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Tuesday and Friday.
VITAGRAPH
4— 24. God's Country and the Woman
(Nell Duncan)
Shipman, Geo. Holt and 8 reels
Wm.
5— 1. The Law Decides (Dorothy Kelly,
Bobby Connelly, Harry Morey and
Louise Beaudet)
7 reels
5— 8. Britton of the Seventh (Charles
Kent, Bobby Connelly and Eulalie
Jensen)
5 reels
5— 15. The Ordeal of Elizabeth (Lillian
Walker, Donald Hall and Evart
Overton)
6 reels
5— 22. The Suspect (Anita Stewart) 6 reels
5— 29. The Lights of New York (Leah
Baird and Walter McGrail) 5 reels
6 — 5. The Destroyers (Lucille Lee Stew6— 12. The Redemption of Dave Darcy, art) 5 reels
(James Morrison)
5 reels
LUBIN
4— 10. The Flames
Johannis (Nance
O'Neill)
5 reels
5— 8. Love's Toll (Rosetta Brice and
Richard Buhler)
5 reels
6— 5. Those Who Toil (Nance 0'NeiI)..5 reels
SELIG
3— 20. The Ne'er-DoWell (Kathlyn
iams and Wheeler
Oakman) . Will. . . 1 0 reels
4— 3. The Cycle of Fate (Bessie Eyton,
Wheeler Oakman and Edith John- son) 5 reefs
5— 1. At Piney Ridge (Fritzi Brunnette).5 reel*
5—29. Into the Primitive (Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry 5 reels
Lonsdale)
ESSANAY
4— 10. Burlesque on Carmen (Charlie
4— 24. TheChaplin)
Little Shepherd of Bargain Row 4 reels
(Sallie Fisher, John Junior and
Richard C. Travers)
5 reels
5— 15. Sherlock Holmes (William Gilette).7 reels
6— 12. That Sort (Warda Howard, Ernest
Maupain, Duncan McRae and John
Lorenz)
5 reels
World-Equitable Program
4— 24.
5— 1.
5 — 8.
5 — 15.
5— 22.
5— 29.
6— 5.
6— 12.
6—19.
6— 26.
7 — 3.

WORLD
The Closed Road (House Peters and
Barbara Tennant)
5
The Feast of Life (Clara Kimball
Young)
5
Her Maternal Right (Kitty Gordon) 5
Sudden Riches (Robert Warwick). 5
Tangled Fates (Alice Brady) 5
The Other Sister (Gail Kane) 5
The
of It
(Carlyle Black- 5
well Woman
and Ethel
Clayton)
The Crucial Test (Kitty Gordon).. 5
The Way of the World (Holbrook
Blinn)
5
La Boheme (Alice Brady) ...5
Friday the 13th (Robert Warwick) . 5

parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
parts
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Bl|amtng

Holbrook

Clara

NEWS

of:

Blinn

Whipple
and

Kathryn

Brown

Pecker

in

"The

Primadonna's
a Five Part Photo-drama

Julius

at the

Steger

and

Joseph

Husband"
directed by

A.

Golden

Lyceum
Theatre,
New
(45th STREET, NEAR BROADWAY)

MONDAY,

JUNE

12th, 10.30

York

A. M.

A. & W. FILMA. &CORP'N.
SOLEManagers
DISTRIBUTORS
H. M. WARNER.
523-525 LONGACRE BUILDING
42nd St. Cor. Broadway
PHONE BRYANT (894^J
New York

The "NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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ALL FEATURES BOOKLNG AGENCY
Right Off the Bat
5 reels
AMERICAN COMMERCLAL FILM CO.
Animated Cartoons
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM
CO.
The Battles of a Nation
6 parts
AUTHORS FILM CO., INC.
3 — 27. Sins of the Father
4 parts
4— 3. Her Redemption
4 parts
4— 10. Denise
4 parts
4—17. Love's Sacrifice
6 parts
4— 24. A Woman's Awakening
S parts
5— I. L'nder the Mask
5 parts
CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE
CORPORATION
March — TheMichelcna)
Unwritten
Law (Beatriz 7 reels
May — The
Woman
Who
Dared
(Beatriz 7 reels
Michelena)
July — Kismet (Otis Skinner) 10 reels
CELEBRATED PLAYERS' FILM CO.
The Birth of a Man
5 parts
CHAMPION SPORTS EXHIBITION
Willard-Moran Fight
4 parts
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
German Side of War
5 reels
Russian Side of War
4 reels
CLARIDGE FILMS, INC.
Heart of New York
5 reels
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs. .4 parts
Liberty Hall
4 parts
The Black Spot
4 parts
Victoria Cross
4 parts
O 18. .
4 parts
His Vindication
5 parts
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
Uncle'sJungle
LittleC^ure
Ones
11 reel
The
reel
What D'ye Think of That? 1 reel
Pa's
Family
Tree
1
reel
The Adventure of Sally
1 reel
The Jungle Kid
1 reel
E-K O FILM CO.
The Invisible Enemy
5 reels
ELDORADO FEATURE FILM CO.
The Impersonation
5 reels
FORREST FILM CORPORATION
Bottom of the Sea
5 reels
JOS. W. FARNHAM
Rice Awakening
Suicide
The
of Bess Morton.. 65 parts
reels
GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
Sins of Great Cities (E. Thomsen).4 reels
The Man with the Missing Finger
(Alfred Herlel)
4 reels
For Her Son (Betty Nansen)..,.4 reels
ATheWoman's
(Elsie Frolich)45 reels
Follv ofHonor
Sin
reels
The Mother Who Paid
5 reels
HANOVER FILMS
Marvcllo-isa Baby
.Maci?it
65 parts
parts
Should
Die?
ESKAY H.ARRIS FEATURE FILM
Alice in Wonderland 6 parts
HIPPODROME FILM CO.
,\t (he Front with the Allies

PICTURE

HERALD FILM CORPORATION
27. Charlie's White Elephant, C. Cart..l reel
3. Charlie's Barnvard Pets, C. Cart...! reel
10.
the
C. Cart..l
reel
17. Charlie
Charlie
the Busy
AnimalBarber,
Tramer,
Com. 1 reel
Cart
45—— 24.1. Charlie
Charlie's Prepared,
Jitney Hunt,
Cart..l1 reel
Com. Com.
Cart
reel
JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION
4— 1. World War in Kidland
1 reel
4— 8. A Chip Off the Old Block
1 reel
4— 15. Chip's Elopement
1 reel
4— 22. Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers. . . .2 reels
4— 29. Chip's Rivals
1 reel
KULEE FEATURES
Germany on the Firing Line 6 parts
MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE
Twilight Sleep
B. S. MOSS
Three Weeks
5 reels
Salamander
5 reels
One Day
5 reels
F. 0. NIELSEN
Guarding Old Glory
5 reels
Just Out of College
5 reels
Little Sunset
4 reels
The Spoilers
9 reels
All for a Girl
S reels
PHOTODRAMA COMPANY
How Molly Made Good
6 reels
PROHIBITION FILM CORPORATION
Prohibition
5 parts
RAVER FILM CO.
The Other Girl
5 reels
Life Without Soul
5 reels
The Fortunate Youth
Driftwood
RIALTO FILM CO.
The House of Mirrors
STANDARD NEWS FILM, INC.
Standard Travelogues 32 parts
Are We Ready?
4 parts
The Animal World
5 parts
Navies of the World
1 reel
The Price of Liberty
5 reels
Aircraft
1 reel
SUN PHOTOPLAY CO., INC.
The Princess of India
5 reels
A Woman Wills
5 reels
SUPREME FILM CO.
The Cowpuncher
6 parts
TRANS-OCEANIC FILMS, INC.
The Life and Adventures of ShakesI'care
g parts
UNITY SALES CORP.
My Country
6 parts
The
Pursuing First
Vengeance 5 parts
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Unto the Darkness
4 reels
In the Ranks
4 reels
Harbour Lights
.
.
.4
reels
Enoch Ardcn
.
.
.
.
.4
reels
Mysterious Man of the Jungle! . . . . .3 reels
WAR FILM SYNDICATE
On "i^
the Firing Line with the Ger"'
6 parts
3—
4—
4A——

CARTOON
ADS
DON'T HANDLE
UNTILFORYOUEXHIBI
HAVE TORS
SEEN ANDMOTO-ADS..
CATALOG
FREE. ANY
BIG LINE
PROFITS
AGENTS.
COMMERCIAL FILM CHICAGO
CO. '*
150 W. AMERICAN
Austin Avenue
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MISCELLANEOUS
EDUCATIONALAMERICA
FILMS CORP., OF
The Film Hunters
1 reel
The
YarnHanging
of the Glacier
Slowern'ell
reel
In the
Country...!1 reel
The Sunset Trail
1 reel
The Trail to Cloudy Pass
1 reel
The Stampede
1 reel
American Game Trails
1 reel
"THE
BEACON
FILMS," INC.
Somewhere
in Brittany.
Sea Anemones.
Life
in Egypt.
Offering of Flowers.
Gorges
the Bourne.
Animal ofStudies.
In the land of the Hellenes.
Portugese types and costumes.
In the Land of the Rising Sun.
Curious Creations of Pond Life.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Metro-Drew Comedies (weekly).
Metro Travelogues (weekly).
MUTT AND JEFF FILMS
ANIMATED CARTOONS
Toothache.
2.1. Jefl's
Mutt and
Jeff in the Submarine.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS (WEEKLY)
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
4— 10. Bilibid, the "Sing Sing" of the Philip17. The
The Pasig
Riverof (The
44—— 24.
Luzon.Filipino River).
pines.Lowlands
BRAY CARTOONS
4— 27. Col. Heeza Liar Wins the Pennant.
5— 3. AI
Falfa's Scientific
Diary.
5—10.
A Toyland
Paper Chase.
5— 17. Bobby Bumps and His Goatmobile.
5— 24. Kid Casey the Champion.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Pathe travels (See Pathe).
UNIVERSAL
versal).Sam at Work (See Powers UniUncle
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Upper
Mountain
In the Bavarian
Land of the
Hindoos.Lakes.
Victoria Falls.
Should a Baby Die?
5 reels
VITAGRAPH (V. L. S. E.)
FRANK
COMEDIES
5— 1. Mr.
Jack DANIELS'
Hires a Stenographer.
5— 8. Mr.Series)
Jack,. His Dukeship (End of the Jack
5— 15. Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife.
5— 22. Kernel Nutt the Janitor.
5— 29. Kernel Nutt the Footman.
6. — 5. Kernel Nutt and the Hundred Dollar Bill.
SERIALS
The Girl and the Game
Signal Film
The Secret of the Submarine Signal
Peg
the Ring
Universal'
Mary o'Social
Page,
The strange Case of..Essanay
The
Pirates
Kalem
The Iron Claw
Pathe
Who's Guilty?
Pathe
The -Mysteries of Myra International
Film Service
Gloria's Romance
Kleine-
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CLASSIFIED
FOR I.E.ASE,
At reasonable i>rii;c. Moiioti l*icniic
theatre in very Kood condition. Si-aiing
4(iO. Located inBox
a tlirivin\i capacity
town in Massachusetts.
2oti,
O.A llluffs. Mass.
FOR SAI^C
Two foot Warne Compensarcs,
slightlyL. used,
good .Aurora,
condition.
dre.-^s
E. Lemon,
III. AdWANTED
Representatives to handle our new
101 Ranch Feature. Bond and references. Address K. L. Williams Bliss,
Okia
Exlfakibitors
It your pictures n.ive tiie le.isc flicker
or
of bnllUncy.
get aNewNUIDE.-\
in Ilack
Combination
Shutter.
Invention6
Surprising Raulls. Does tne business.
GuarantiT.-d. Price J4.00.
U'in. Relifuss Mfg- Co., La Crease, Wis,
ASSISTANT CAMERAMAN, Ex
perienccd photographer would like to
connect with some expert cameraman
and learn motion picture photography.
N.) salary. Walter C. Adler, 200 £.
li'.'th .'street. New York.
ARE, YOU A LIVE WIRE?
1 IKT. Write Ls at Once. Big
Money in Taking Motion Pictures
for News, Advertising, and Home
Talent. We Are the Lowest Priced
House Picture
in the Cameras.
Country Selling
lion
Write Mofor
Iniormation. We Are Specialists
in Equipping Beginners. Describe
\ouT Locality. We Will Tell Vou
if It Can Be Made to Pay. A few
Sample Bargains.
Eriiemann, 200 ft. capacity, Seasoned
Oak Case, Ernemann F: .'i .'j Anastigmat sonlens.
price, 100
$t!2.,">0.
WilliamM. P.OurCamera,
ft. capacity,
teakwood case, F: (> lens. Our price
including sole leather carrying case,
$.">."). 00. Phantoscope M. P. Camera,
■JIHI
magazines
side F:
by
side, ft.
finecapacity,
mechanism,
Carl Zeiss
.'; lens. Our price with carrying
ca.se,
J8"..'j0. teakwood
Professionalcase.
Kino, Film
200
ft. capacity,
register to 200 ft. regular spindle,
trick spindle, English Claw movement
with balance-wheel insuring a rock
steady picture. Fitted with iiO M. M.
P. & L. Zeiss Tessar lens F: 15.5 in
focusing
mount.
Our price,JI.$125.
Williamson
Professional
P. 0().
Ca
mera, 400 ft. capacity, regular and
trick crank, direct focusing, two
len.ses. 2-inch and .'{-inch Zeiss Tessar F:rying3.5,
and two carcases, •'>ourmagazines
price, $175.00.
Write us today.
DAVID STERN CO.
1047 E. Madison St. Chicago, 111.
In biisincji since 1'<S5.
Stop Losing Your Ideas
PROTECT YOUR SCENARIOS
FROM PILFERERS
How?
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Embody Ticket Sellers, Ticket
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Theatre RecordChange
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Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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Motion
98 — While it is stated in the
answer to question 96 that by
wrong connection a choke coil
wound in two sections besomes inoperative, just why
does this happen and will you
describe the effect in greater
detail where the coil is connected wrong as illustrated in
Fig. 48?

of

Picture

Motion

Picture

Projection

By J. H.
Ans. — A chokecoil in performing
its work in reducing
the line voltage to
that required for the
load which may be
an electric arc, delowing:pends upon the fol-

The ohmic resistance of the wires
fiom which the coil or coils are made which you know
is a very small portion of the voltage drop required
and is therefore negligible and not necessary for us to
consider in using a choke-coil.
The reactance of the coil depends upon the creation
of magnetic flux in a laminated iron core by the impuse of current in one direction during the fraction of a
second upon the reversal of the magnetic flux, during
the next fraction of a second when the generator has
reversed the current in the Alternating distribution
system. The reversal of the current, of course, depends
upon the number of cycles for which the generator is
riiade.
Now, if you have only one winding as has been illustrated in figures 43, 44, 45 and 46, the direction of
the current flow through the winding will always be
uniform during; the impression of current from the
line. It is true that the current is reversed the next

News

Simplified

Hallberg
of the coil and as a result the lower end of the iron
core in Fig-. 43 will then become north and the upper
one south. This is correct of course with the understanding that the windings are put in the direction
which will cause the upper portion of the core to be
north when the current comes in through the top terminal of the coil. This condition can be changed at
will by winding the coil in the opposite direction and
is merely a matter or original design.
With the magnetizing coil split in two sections as
illustrated in Fig. 47 when the connections are correctly made you still have the same relation of magnetic polarity as you have in the single coil construction.
On the other hand if the coils are reversed relative to each other by wrong connection as illustrated
in Fig. 48 then the upper coil will tend to magnetize
the iron core in one direction for instance making the
upper end north pole and the lower end south pole,
but upon the same core there is the second coil in reversed relation which tends to undo what the first coil
is trying to do in that the second coil or the lower one
tries to make the upper pole south and the lower one
north.
This condition of affairs nullifies the magnetizing
effect of the windings, one bucking the other and as a
matter of fact, the core will show little or no magnetism, because the creative coil in tending to magnetize
the core has its effect neutralized by the opposing
coil, so that the choke-coil does not even get started to
do its work and no effect is produced, excepting the
resistance drop due to the ohmic resistance of the
copper windings the real choking effect of the coil is
lost because the magnetism necessary to set up the
counter electro motive force in the windings of the
choke-coil is not present.
It has been neutralized or rather never created, and
the practical consequence of such a condition will be,
that your fuses will blow the moment the switches are
closed and the carbons are put together. I am trying
to get into the mind of the reader the fact that in A. C.
apparatus, the ohmic resistance or what is usually
known as resistance in series with the circuit, is very
small and that the real resistance or the reactance is

instant and then reversed again, but the current alwaj'-s
flows during each cycle impression in one positive
and one negative direction, but it goes in the same
direction through all of the turns in the coil which
means that the magnetic lines of force, or the magnetic
fltix is created in one direction under the influence of
every turn of wire in the coil.
This condition allows, therefore, the magnetizing
coil, as illustrated in Fig. 43 for instance, which illustrates the answer to question 86, to maintain the upper
end of the magnet core as a north pole and the lower
one as a south pole for an instant or a fraction of a
second while the current is coming in at the top and
leaving at the bottom end of the coil, as in the illustration. The next instant when the current on the system
is reversed it comes in at the bottom of the coil and
caused by the magnetic flux created in the iron core, setleaves at the top which reverses the magnetizing effect
ting up at the instant the current is reversed in the A. C.
Copyright, 1916, by J. H. Hallberg
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reduced to a minimum and in
lin^. a counter currenl or kick which Hmils and hahmces ^vith the A. C. device is
current loss is very small as
the
thereof,
ce
the current flow. The effect of this limitino- or bal- consequen
with rheostat control for an arc lamp requirancin- upon the arc is the same as the introduction of compared
volt A. C. line.
a Ion- re^i^tance wire, wound in a spiral, but the heat in- only al)out 35 volts on a no

THE EYE A^D LIGHT I^'TE^SITY AFFECTING
VISION OF PICTURES
By Herbert W. Andem
OF what use is a motion picture to the blind? Obviously the
photo-play does not appeal to them. They can get a great
deal from the performance in one of the legitimate theatres, however. Hearing the dialogue and receiving occasional verbal coachings from a " seeing " companion, the blind are placed on an
equal and get almost all from a visit to one of these theatres as
a " seeing-man."
.
a " hearmg-man
theatre this is not so. For here.
In a motion picture
The eye is
and a "deaf-man" are upon an equal footing
the all-important factor. Its nature is to be understood and its
habits or workings are to be catered to. It is one essential
toward obtaining good projection. Operators will advance much
in their work and raise the standard of projection by making
themselves a student of the eye and laws and nature of light.
The eye passes final judgment on the projected picture and,
therefore, should receive consideration from the operators and
manufacturers of projection machines. To do so, however, the
operator must leave the domain of electricity with its mystery
and enter the field of physiology. The available knowledge is
more or less limited and uncertain. The time is at hand when
demands will soon open the doors to the unknown laws and nature
have alof the eye and light. It is true scientific investigators action
of
ready provided us with much information on the general
the eye and its relation to light, but, there is still much to be
learned before we can make exact allowances for its behavior
under the artificial lighting systems and reflections from the screen.
It is to be hoped that by a brief description of the eye and hght
it will be shown that there does exist a very important relation
between them, and that this relation is of sufficient practical importance todemand attention from operators. Several states have
laws requiring exhibitors to use only direct-current for projection
of motion pictures and these laws will soon be followed by other
laws requiring operators to be up in the knowledge of the eye
and light.
The Eye, Light, and Color
The human eye is illustrated diagrammatically in figure 1 and
is shown to consist of six essential parts, namely, the cornea, the
anterior chamber containing the aqueous humor, the iris, the
crystalline lens, the cavity containing the vitreous humor, and the
retina. From the following description and the accompanying
diagram, it will be observed that the eye resembles very strongly
the modern photographic camera.
Let us follow a ray of light through the eye, observe its path
and the actions and processes it sets up. The light is admitted
through the cornea, a transparent extension of the eyeball shaped
somewhat after the fashion of a watch crystal. It passes through
the aqueous humor, a transparent jelly-like substance, and reaches
the iris. The iris is the colored part of the eye and consists of a
circular curtain, a continuation of the middle or choroid coat of
the eye and is capable of increasing or decreasing the diameter
of its opening— the pupil— allowing more or less light to pass
through as is required for correct vision. The light next strikes
the crystalline lens, a transparent elastic body controlled by a
muscular ring— the ciliary muscles— which enables it to change its
curvature to accommodate or fucus the eye. Passing through
the vctreous humor, the light reaches the retina, which is the delicate network of nerve centres, possessing the property of converting the radiant energy into the sensation of sight. The retina
plays such an important part in the process of seeing that it may
interest the reader to know a little about its essential structures.
The retina is a very complex structure which, while only 0.01
inch thick, is composed of ten separate layers, but for the purpose
of this article we will consider it as consisting of tiny nerve centers called rods and cones from their shape. The cones are most
numerous in the fcvea, which is the point of greatest sensitiveness, the ratio of cones to rods decreasing towards the outer
regions of the retina. The rods are believed to be active in the

determination of form and brightness and the cones in color perception. Furthermore, in dim illumination the rods only are
effective, while for higher intensities the cones become active and
colors are sensed. You have perhaps experienced at twilight the
ability to see objects, although unable to distinguish their color.
The cavities at the ends of the rods contain a bluish watery-fluid
called visual-purple, which is being decomposed by the action of
light and constantly replenished from the pigmentary cells in the
choroid coat of the eye. However, when the eye is subject to too
strong an intensity of light this visual-purple is bleached out more
rapidly than it can be secreted, with the result that the vision is
dimmed or blurred. Darkness or dim illumination will usually
enable tlie eye to recover its normal condition.
In iis path through the eye, the light encounters four refracting
mediums, namely, the cornea, aqueous humor, crystalline lens
and the vitreous humor. These refracting surfaces are shown at
1, 2, 3, and 4 in diagram, figure 1. It will also be noted that the
«0
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eye, unlike most optical instruments, does not focus by changing
the distance between lens and retina, but by changing the shape
or curvature of the lens. This has been indicated in the diagram
by showing the position for nearby and distant focus.
The eye is subject to the principal defects of the ordinary optical
instruments. These are spherical aberration, which causes the
central part and the edges of the crystalline-lens to focus in different planes, and chromatic aberration or the failure to focus
all colors in the same plane. These errors do not enter to any
serious degree and cause us no inconvenience in the ordinary /•^
process of seeing. On the other hand, the eye is capable of functioning through a wider range of intensities than would ordinarily
be expected from any scientific instrument. It serves us with equal
convenience for intensities corresponding to faint moonlight or to
the direct rays of the noonday sun — a ratio of about 1 to 5,000,000.
One of the fundamental laws to be observed in placing light
sources is to avoid locating lights of high intrinsic brightness in
the field of vision. Intrinsic brightness is declined as the candlepower emitted per unit area of surface. For comfortable vision
this value should exceed 5 to 10 candle-power per square inch.
This law should also be the standard for screen illumination to
give a pleasing reflection from the picture.
The Eye and Its Relation to Color Values
The eye responds to radiations having wave lengths between
certain limits. The long wave lengths give the sensation of red
as they grow shorter pass in succession through all the colors
of the spectrum : Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet.
Waves longer than the visible red and shorter than the visible
violet are termed, respectively, infra-red and ultra-violet. These
{Continued on Page 3635.)
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New Haven, Conn. Schenectady, N. Y.
Erie, Pa.
Butte, Mont.
New
Orleans,
La.
Seattle, Wash.
Wayne, Ind.
New York, N. Y.
Charleston, W. Va. Fort
Spokane, Wash.
Hartford, Conn.
Charlotte, N. C.
Niagara
Falls,
N.
Y.
Springfield, Mass.
Omaha, Neb.
Chattanooga, Tenn. Indianapolis, Ind.
Syracuse,
N. Y.
Philadelphia,Pa. Pa.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Toledo, Ohio
Chicago, 111.
Pittsburg,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Joplin,
Mo.
Washington,
D. C.
Kansas
City,
Mo.
Portland, Ore.
Cleveland, Ohio
Youngstown, Ohio
Knoxville. Tenn.
Providence,
R.
I.
Columbus, Ohio
Los
Angeles,
Cal.
Richmond, Va.
Louisville, Ky.
Dayton, Ohio
For Michigan business refer to General Electric Company of Michigan, Detroit.
For Texas, Oklahoma and .\rizona business refer to Southwest General Electric Company (formerly Hobson Electric Co.), Dallas, El Paso, Houston and Oklahoma
City. For Canadian business refer to Canadian General Electric Company,
Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
6092

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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Projection

Tiffimm
Edited by J. H. Hallberg
Who will answer all questions you may send in, no matter how simple or difficult
IS THERE ANY GIVEN NUMBER OF AMPERES
TO A HORSE POWER? IS QUESTION FROM
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
G. W C, Rochester, N. Y. — Is there any given number of
amphcres to a horse power? Does it depend upon the construction ofthe device that is using the pawer?
I have just received the last "News," issue of May 27, and
hai'e read, "The Waste in the Operating Room," That is fine.
Why don't you say something about making patches and the devices for making patches? What do you think of the Edison
PatchcrY It may be all right but the price is a little too big for
the average operator. I get some awful patches in our films.
Axs. — In response to your question as to whether or not there is
a given number of amperes to a horse power, I must reply in a
broad sense by stating, Ko.
In order to make this matter clearer to you, herewith is the
following information : One H. P. equals about 54 K. W. or to
be exact, 746 Watts. One K. W. of course equals 1,000 Watts.
Taking for granted that you have available at the terminals of
an electric generator, one H. P. or 746 Watts, then you must
know the voltage of the generator before you can determine the
number of amperes you may safely take from the generator.
As an illustration, we might assume that you have a generator
capable of delivering 746 Watts or one H. P., and that it is wound
for 100 volts ; then in order to find out how many amperes this
generator will deliver we divide 746 Watts by the voltage which
is 100 and this leaves us a quotient of 7.46 amperes.
Suppose we have a similar generator of one H. P. delivery
capacity or 746 Watts and the generator in this instant is wound
for 60 volts, then we divide 746 by 60 and we find that you may
take from a 60 volt generator of the same capacity about 12^4
amperes.
Suppose you have a low voltage generator, such as used for
an automobile, which usually delivers about six to eight volts ;
then we would divide the capacity of the generator which is 746
Watts by 8 volts, which gives us a quotient of slightly over 93
amperes.
From the foregoing examples you will see that the ampere delivciy from a generator rated at one H. P. or 746 Watts, depends
entirely upon the number of volts, or in other words upon the
number of turns and the size of wire on the armature and the
field coils, so that if the machine is wound for a low voltage, a
heavy amperage can be taken out and if the machine is wound for
a higher voltage a lesser number of amperes may be had.
Now in figuring the power required to produce a given number
of amperes at a given voltage then there are other factors which
enter into the consideration of your problem and they may be
enumerated about as follows when the generator is driven by
an engine.
First, you must ascertain the brake H. P. of the engine. Sometimes an engine is rated at 10 H. P. That may be the rating on the
basis ot the indicated H. P. and there are unscrupulous manufacturers who sell their engines on the basis of the indicated H. P.
without so specifying, whereas the actual brake H. P. at the
pulley or fly wheel of the engine may be 25 per cent, less, or
around 7!/^ H. P. for a 10 H. P. engine and this 7^ H. P. or actual
brake II. P. is the available power or real capacity of the engine.
Now, if you use this engine for driving an electric generator,
with a belt between the engine and the generator you have a loss

of at least 10 to 15 per cent, in the belt transmission, depending
upon the quality of your installation and the size of the plant.
The next item you must consider is the internal losses in the
electric generator which for a small machine ranges any where
from 15 to 25 per cent, depending upon the quality of the generator, so that if you wish to secure 10 H. P. at the terminals
of an electric generator, which would be equal to about 7]/2 K. W.,
then you must add to this figure about 25 per cent, for the electrical and windage losses and friction within the generator if it
be direct-connected to the engine. If the generator is driven by a
belt between it and the engine you must add another 10 per cent,
loss for the belt and then you have a loss within the engine of
about 15 to 25 per cent., so that it will take a considerably larger
engine that the actual output of the generator. On the above basis
the figures would be about as follows :. 1.8 K. W. loss in the
gener;jtor. 750 Watts loss in the belt and about 1.65 K. W. losses
in the engine, making the total capacity of the engine or in other
words the fuel required on the basis of about 9.9 K. W.
We know that there are, in round numbers, 750 Watts in one
H. P., therefore we have to divide 9.9 K. W. by 750 Watts which
equals about 13 H. P. which will be the capacity of the engine required to deliver 7^ K. W. for the electrical load.
Now, you can easily determine how many amperes you can get
o'.it of the generator. You can make the generator deliver any
amperage you want, by winding it to suit your conditions within
the capacity of 7,500 Watts, as that is the maximum output of the
generator, and you may use the formula I gave you in the beginning of this answer.
The Edison film splicer or patcher is about the best machine
of its kind there is on the market today and there is nothing
cheaper for accomplishing the purpose. I believe every proprietor
ought to provide his operating room as part of the equipment with
an Edison or similar Film Splicing device, and the four or five
dollars invested in such an apparatus is money well spent. There
is nothing more annoying than to have a film open up in the
middle of a performance, not only once but time after time, as
happens where the films are not carefully spliced.
It is a fact, of course, that the majority of operators can make
a perfect splice by hand, but it takes a good deal more time than
you sometimes can spare and therefore the film splicer is an accurate and quick time saving device.
You never write in too often to this department. We invite
your co-operation and will be glad to answer any questions which
you
havetwoin mind.
book,cents,
"Motion
Picture
whichmaycosts
dollars Inandthefifty
you will
find Electricity,"
a complete
set of formulas, on pages 17 to 22 inclusive, for figuring the
amperes, volts and watts.
HE USES A POWER'S 6-A D. C, 45-FOOT THROW,
WITH 60 TO 80 AMPERES, AND IS TOLD
TO USE FROM 20 TO 30
L. B.and
F., picture
Trent, 8S. byp. —10. I am
Power's with
6-A my
D. C,
45-foot
throw
/ amusing
not asatisfied
projection
and am using 60 to 80 amperes, while I am supposed to use 20 to
30. In fact I am notified to this effect. Now, what can I do to
come within the demands. I am using a small rheostat supposed
to be 25 to 40 amperes. Carbons are ^ and
inches. Where
can I get a good work on projection, in fact, on operating a motion picture machine.
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Carbons

Letters like this prove their superiority :

THE CLINTON THEATRE
Up-to-Date Theatre Co., Inc.
Plattsturgh,

Dear Sir:

N. Y. , May 15th, 1916

Enclosed please find check for $5.50 for which
ship us 100 5/8 X 12 Cored Speer Carbons.
The Speer Carbon ga.ve such satisfaction at the
Orpheum Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y. , when I was manager there
that I must have the same carbons at this theatre.

kindly

Very truly yours.
TKE CLINTON THEATRE,
Per, Charles

Our

Factory

catch

up

is OPERATING

with

You

orders

better

get

TRADE MARK
Speer

Carbons

are absolutely

Speer

for

your

NIGHT
SPEER

order

HxU, cored,
9 16x12, cored,
^xl2, cored,
^xl2, cored,
ys^lZ, cored,
1x12, cored,
Sample Orders
guaranteed

and

Travis.

DAY

CARBONS

in NOW!

! !

NET CASH PRICES
For Regular Speer Carbons
pointed bolh ends, $3730 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $50.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $70.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed one end, $115.00 per M. (500 in a case)
pointed one end, $150.00 per M. (500 in a case)
for 100 Carbons
Case Lot Filled
Prices at 10% Advance on Above

to give satisfaction or money

Carbon

to

back

Company

"N"
DEPT.purposes
(Makers of Carbons for Electrical
during the past 25 years)
ST. MARYS,

PA.

For Sale by Leading M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:
J. H. HALLBERG, 36 East 23rd Street, New York, N, Y.
E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N. State St., Chicago, 111. KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.,
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO.,
813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Rhodes Building, Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
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SETTLE

IT

RIGHT

NOW

We can't make you open your eyes and see how impossible it
is
to get
out toof show
an oldyoumachine,
you put
don'tin
want
to; good
but, weprojection
would like
how youif can
new equipment at a very small exjienditure.
Writi- us today for our plan for Larger BOX OFFICE RECEIPT
We sell on the infttalment plan.
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
Note change of address
THIRD FLOOR MALLERS BUILDING
S. E. CORNER WABASH AVE. & MADISON ST.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Moticgrarh, Powers, Simrlex. Standard and Edison Machine,
Genuine Repair parts and all g^ods pertaining
to th.- M. 1>. Theatre.

MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINES

Power— Simplex— Baird
HALLBERG'S 20th Century Motor
Generators
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SANIZONE Deodorants, the perfect perfume for Motion Picture and all Theatres
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
Ask for Catalogs

J-.CWia

IVl. OWddU

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WaSner
'SYHTIE

Especially constructed for Motion Picture
service. They are complete equipments, ready to
install, simple to handle, and are ISo&j^JulU^fy'
Bulletin 10922.
Wa2iiei£lednc Manu£adiirm2G)mpany;
Saint Louis. Missouri.
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Ans. — Your condition is evidently not explained exactly as it
exists. Just how j'ou can use a Power's 6-A with D. C, and
a rheostat which is adjustable from 25 to 40 amperes and how
you can draw 60 to 80 amperes through this rheostat if it is
made for the voltage of your circuit, I cannot conceive, unless
you keep your carbons almost together and then, of course, you
would not get the light and 3'our amperage would be considerably
higher than it ought to be and your rheostat would be red hot.
Now, in order to put you right and in order to be able to solve
your problem, I want you to answer the following questions.
1. State voltage of your D. C. circuit. 2. Do you receive the
D. C. from the electric lighting company's mains or do you generate your own D. C. ? 3. If you have your own plant state the
size, style and make of engine with the H. P. and also specify the
make, size and style of generator as marked on the nameplate.
4. How do you know you are using 60 to 80 amperes? 5. Why
fire you supposed to use 20 to 30 amperes and who notified you
to that effect? 6. What style rheostat are j'ou using which you
claim to be 25 to 40 ampere capacity? State the make of your
rheostat and what is stamped on the nameplate, that is, the voltage and the capacity in amperes. 7. Give make of carbon used
and whether cored or solid.
If you answer the foregoing questions I can put you right. In
the meantime, I want to say that for your distance of 45 feet, with
a picture 8 by 10, you should, as stated receive good illumination
with about 30 amperes D. C. at the arc with the carbon points
about J4 to 5^ of an inch apart, which gives a potential drop of
about 50 volts, using a 5^-inch cored carbon in the upper holder
for the positive and ^-inch solid or cored carbon in the lower
holder for the negative.
Perhaps your arc is burning upside down. To determine this,
start j'our arc and let it burn for about 20 seconds and pull the
switch. If the upper carbon is the hotter you are all right. If on
the other hand, the lower carbon is the hotter pull your switch
and reverse the leads so that the upper carbon will always be the
hotter as it should be with D. C. and which signifies it is the
positive.
The book, "Motion Picture Electricity," is the latest and most
complete work on all matters pertaining to the illumination and
control of various electrical devices for projection. The price is
!fC50. Each manufacturer issues a most complete instruction book
which is always up to date for the various type projectors manufactured. If you will kindly signify to this department the machines in which you are interested I will be glad to see that you
get the right information and instruction books without charge.
OPERATORS OF DAVENPORT, 14., MOLINE AND
ROCK ISLAND, ILL., RECEIVE CHARTER FROM
THE I. A. T. S. E. & M. P. M. O. of U. S. & C.
THE News is in receipt of the following from an organization
in whose aims and ambitions we are in hearty accord.
"We, the moving picture machine operators of the cities of
Davenport, la., Moline and Rock Island, 111., wish to make it
known to the public that we now have a direct charter with the
I. A. T. S. E. & M. P. M. O. of U. S. & C.
"Our union is known as the Moving Picture Machine Operators
Protective Union, Local 433 of Davenport, la., Moline and Rock
Island, 111. It was chartered on March first.
"Prior to that date we were members of Local 85 I. A. T. S. E.
& M. P. M. O. of U. S. & C, and by withdrawing from Local 85
to take up our new charter we do so with the best wishes of Local
85. Like all other labor organizations, we must cater to the public
for support as much as possible. All such support will be highly
appreciated by this organization.
" To the average observer, moving picture operating is simple
and does not require much experience, but as a matter of fact it
is one of the most complicated crafts that there is to-day. To
become a first-class operator requires years of study and experience to handle successfully the various electrical equipments and
apparatus.
" The operator must understand thoroughly the different makes
of machines, their principles and operation. The principles of
optical projection must be understood in order to meet the different requirements under different conditions. There are set rules
to everything in the projection of pictures which are different in
jtractically every different installation of moving picture equipment, depending on local conditions. The operator must be an
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I expect to be settled in my
new store 727 Seventh Ave.,
at 49th Street, New York City,
the film centre of the World.
You know your orders have
always been filled promptly
in the past and if it is possible
to give you better service from
my new store you will get it.
I will carry in stock everything for the Motion Picture
theatre and only the best
goods which money can buy.
MY SUCCESS will be YOUR
SUCCESS.
Deal where you get the best
treatment — At HALLBERG'S

HALLBERG
20™ CENTURY
MOTOR GENERATOR
For 30 to 70
Amp. D. C.
$286 Capacity
For 110 or 220 volt, 60 cycle,
2 or 3 phase A. C. Line. For
single phase, $46 extra.
Weight, 450 lbs. Height
15", Width 15", Length 28"
$57.50 extra for control for (2)
30-40 amp.
arc's on
fine switchboard with
volt and
amp. meters
and special
field rheostat — N o
live part on
front of
board.
OTHER SIZES AND STYLES OF
ALL KINDS—
QUOTED UPON
REQUEST
Distributor of
Power' s- Simplex-Baird
M. P. Machines
Send for Free Circulars and
Catalogues, but for Hallberg's
Big
10»-page Catalogue, send
25 cents.
I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETE AND CARRY "SPEER"
AND
MAKE CARBONS,
ALSO OTHER
SUPPLIES.
Send $2.50 for latest Operator's
Book, "MOTION PICTURE
ELECTRICITY."

J. H. HALLBERG |gS?r'
34 East 23d SI.%«xNewYork
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electrician and a mechanic and must be always on the alert to
detect any fault with any of the different parts of his equipment
or the picture. All these and a great many other things the
operator must know in order to project at all times a first-class U
picture.
" This union wishes to convince all exhibitors who, heretofore,
have not employed union operators that it is to their interest to
do so and they will be benefited thereby. We respectfully request
the public to give us their support by patronizing theatres employing union operators and they will endeavor to make the motion
pictures themselves an attraction worth your patronage.
ROTARY
" To all members of organized labor bodies we tender the
co-operation and good fellowship of fellow workers and to the
theatre-going public we extend the respects of the Moving Picture
Machine Operators Protective Union, Local 433, I. A. T. S. E. & CONVERTER
M. P. M. O. of U. S. & C, Davenport, Iowa, Moline and Rock
Island, Illinois. The officers are Theo. J. Garretson, president ;
C. C. Derr, vice president; Fred O. Slenker, recording secretary;
Oscar E. Moody, financial secretary; Arthur R. Brock, treasurer;
Hugo E. Thoensen, business agent, and Henry C. Thompson,
guardian. Fred R. Parker, W. H. Myers and H. S. Gould are
delegates
the can
Tri City
Tradestheandhigh
Labor
Assembly."
If Localto 433
maintain
standard
they are setting
themselves they are bound to prosper, and they will also become
a credit to the International Alliance and to the motion picture
industry as a whole. The question is not, can you do it, but will
you do it? The time has now passed when any "Tom, Dick or
Harry " can go into the operating room of a motion picture theatre
and qualify as an operator. It calls for, as you saj% " years of
study and experience to handle successfully the various devices
and apparatus used in connection with the projection of pictures."
But do not lose sight of the fact that it also calls for a continuation of that study if you are to become competent, efficient and
reliable operators.
At this time you are filled with enthusiasm ; highly elated over
the fact that you have been granted a charter from the I. A. T.
S. E. ; you are anxiously awaiting the arrival of the " union
slides " and display cards. Let us say this, and we know whereof
we speak, do not be too hasty; go carefully; don't build your
house until the foundation has been laid. Don't be too insistent
that the union slide be shown, until you are sure that your work
merits the showing it.
You are to be highly commended when you state, " that you
will endeavor to make the motion picture an attraction worthy of
FOR REAL
being patronized " through the efficiency of your organization's
membership ; that efficiency which can only be obtained through
hard labor and study.
The News will be pleased to learn from time to time as to the
"SUN-LIT"
progress being made by Local 433, and will be at all times willing
to assist through the columns of this department men who will
PICTURES
live up to the foregoing in every particular.
AND PERFECT
REEL DISSOLVING
ISIS IS LANDMARK OF GOOD PICTURES IN
The
machine they
DENVER AND DRAWS BIG CROWDS
are all talking about
OF SATISFIED PATRONS
THE Isis theatre, Denver, which is owned and managed by S.
The Martin Rotary Converter
is positively
only does
machine
. L. Baxter, uses a Wurlitzer-Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra
on
the marketthewhich
not
organ at a cost, including its installation, of $50,000. It duplicates
require a compensarc for emerevery known musical instrument and the singing of human voices.
gency purposes. Its emergency
Some of its pipes are thirty-four feet long and thirty-four inches
panel provides A. C. for the
lamps should
rotarj- for any
in diameter, and others are as small as a child's toy. It is built
reason
become thetemporarily
out
of service. The elimination of
over, under and at both side of the theatre's auditorium. It requires a thirty horsepower electric motor to operate it. With
this extra expense makes the
Martin the cheapest machine
this addition to the Isis, Mr. Baxter has accomplished his aspirato
install.
tions, that is, to make the theatre one of the best, if not the most
up-to-date in the country.
Consider this fact when purThe owner of the Isis started in the motion picture business in
hasing a converter — It will
save you cmoney.
Denver in 1908. At that time he opened the old Isis, one block
from his present location on Curtis street. Mr. Baxter has always
Over One Hundred Martin Rotary Converters installed in
believed in giving the public all he possibly could for their money,
Chicago alone. Write for list
and even then, furnished music with an orchestra of ten to twelve
of theatres using them.
pieces, equally as good as one would see and hear in most firstclass theatres anywhere, at an admission price of five cents. His
Write for Full Information.
success can best be judged by referring to the New Isis, which
NORTHWESTERN
he built two years ago. It occupies the most prominent location
ELECTRIC
CO.
among the moving picture theatres in the city, and cost, including
617 W. Adams St., Chicaso. HI. '
the ground on which it is built, $250,000. It is modern in every
1009 Brokaw Bldg., New York.
respect, with a seating capacity of 2,000.
ny a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News
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ACCESSORIES ON DISPLAY IN HALLBERG BOOTH
AT MOTION PICTURE BOARD OF TRADE
Better

Profits

Better

Follow

Pictures

And just as surely better pictures follow a better
lens equipment. The kind that give the sharp, clear
cut pictures which attract the crowds day after day
are the

^auscli

Projection

[omk

[enses

AN

interesting exhibit during the recent Motion Picture Board
of Trade Exposition at Madison Square Garden was that
of J. J. Hallberg, of New York.
The space was No. 7, occupying a space 25 feet wide by 20 deep,
and was located between the Universal and Vitagraph booths.
A complete working model of the Rialto theatre equipment, as installed by S. L. Rothapfel, was on exhibition, including one Hallberg Twentieth century motor generator, complete with Rialto
type controlled board, operating a Baird projection with Arc
controller. The light from the machines was projected onto a
special screen, called the " Rialto Screen."
Connected to the same motor generator was a Power's 6-B
machine, complete with motor drive. On the right hand side of
the exhibit was a Satin Gold Fibre Screen with a Simplex latest
tj^pe
projector,
type "S" Speer
lamphouse,
for
operation
up to equipped
and over with
100 amperes.
projectorfitted
carbons
were on prominent display and samples in neat pasteboard boxes
were given away in behalf of the Speer Carbon Company.

The ^best that a film has is brought out with vivid distinctness. The details are all there, and the whole effect is what the public has come to expect and demand.
Bausch and Lomb objectives and condensers will assure
you the|best results from every film — and consequently
the best profits.
Both Edison and Nicholas Power Machines are regularly
equipped with our lenses. Vou can get them through any
film exchange.
Bausch ^ Ipmb Optical (o.
569 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.\;
Leading Americaji makers of Photographic Lenses, Projection Lajilerns
(Baloplicons), Microscopes, Prism Binoculars and other high grade Optical
Products.

Booth of J. H. Hallberg at Grand Central Palace Exposition
In the centre of the exhibit was an artistic electric fountain
surrounded by plants and flowers. In the rear of this, was a
complete miniature model of the Rialto stage setting as made
by the Lee Lash studios, and above the fountain a Beseler Stereo
Motorograph which displayed automatically changing advertising
Nothing but projection of the
slides. The Motorograph can be loaded with SO to 60 slides, and
bejjt obtainable grade will satisfy
then by »the mere turn of a switch one slide after another will be
your patrons as the evenings beexhibited automatically.
come warmer and warmer. This
is the time of all times to install a
Mr. Hallberg also had on display one of his new gasoline engines directly connected to. a generator. This consisted of an 8
Radium
H-P engine directly connected to a 4 to 5 K.W. generator of special design. This outfit generates about 70 to 80 amperes at 60
Gold Fibre
volts
or 40 to 50 amperes at 110 volts. It furnishes power for
Screen
the motion picture arc as well as for the house lighting.
A complete line of Caille ticket selling machines and Caille
The foremost theatres the counspecialties were on display. There were also installed several
try over concede a great deal of
spotlights with D. C. to D. C. economizers and motor generators
their success to their superior
of various types. Another exhibit was the Kinak, a small motion
projection
—
and
in
most
of
these
theatres Radium Gold Fibre
picture machine which uses a paper film and in that respect is
Screens arc used.
different from all other projectors.
The exhibit was under the personal direction of J. H. Hallberg,
Write us for price and
assisted by M. L. Livingston, W. H. Rabell, C. B. Wilson, J. Arigo
detailed Information.
and Melville Chandler. J. S. Speer, president and general manager of the Speer Carbon Company, was present for several days.
The Feaster Film Non-Rewinding rhachine was prominently displayed and demonstrated on both Powers and Simplex projectors.
RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN
'^liiiuiiiiiuiuiiiiuiiiiumiiiuuiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiii^
220 W. 42d St.
New York City
1 STUDY THE MARKET REPORT CHART IN THIS |
i
WEEK'S ISSUE
I
J
51 niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiinii^
Be sure to mention " MOTIO.V PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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II

RD
STAN
THE PROJECTOR
Under which the SIMPLEX
was DA
initiated
and "
has been maintained

THE

ONLY

PROJECTOR

GRAND PRIZE
Panama-Pacific International
Exposition

THAT

RECEIVED

THE HIGHEST

AWARD

AT TWO

EXPOSITIONS,

1915

Send for Catalogue "N"

GOLD MEDAL
Panama-California

TiePbecisionMachineC).Tnc.

Exposition

317

East

34th:St-"

NewTfbrk

pay One Dollar each or more, are
EtXhihitOV ' CofldC'HSCfS
]\^T
not which
as goodyouas are
the asked
ones, to
we are seUing regular at 75 cents each.
We still have about five thousand MALTESE CROSS condensers left from our last import.
Take advantage of this price. They are guaranteed against discoloring, are the purest crystal condensers produced at any price. Per dozen, $7.50, half dozen, $4.00. Get the habit, deal with the best Motion Picture
Supply House in the country.
For 16 years in the lead.
THE STERN MANUFACTURING
CO., INC., Philadelphia, Pa.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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1 Ih'partrurnt Devoted to Motion Picture Photography in All Its Phases, Studio and Laboratory Work
Characteristics

of

Photographic

Developers

Ortol, Consiilered the Equal of Metol, for Negative Development, Can Be Varied Within Wide Limits and Is
Adapted to Deal With All Kinds of Exposures — Another Reagent is Eikonogen, Which Produces Splendid
Gradations and Abundance of Delicate Detail
{Continued from issue of June 3)
Another developer which in the motion picture industry has
always been considered the equal of Metol for negative development, and by many classed ahead of Metol for negatives is :

ORTOL GH,
+ 2GH, gg CHa
Chemical Name, Equivalent Combination of Monomethylorthoamidophenol with Hydrokinone in its chemical state.
Ortol, which was discovered by J. Haff of Feuerbach,
is very similar to Pyro in some respects and its value as
a negative developer resides in the fact that it can be varied
within wide limits and therefore is adapted to deal with all kinds
of exposures.
In appearance Ortol is a coarse crystalline powder and may
easily be dissolved in water. It combines with Sodium Sulphite
in a colorless solution but cannot be used with effect unless a
Carbonate of Sodium or Potash is added, which is generally done
in such quantity as to form a rapid developer.
An Ortol bath will be found to work free from any tendency
toward chemical fogging and most exquisite shadow detail obtains with its use. Although Ortol builds up the high lights in a
pluck}- manner, the gradation in the resulting negatives does
not suffer and will be found fully equal in quality to that secured
with a Metol developer.
As in the case of Pyro an Ortol developer is very sensitive to the
action of Potassium Bromide and also to lowering of the working temperature of the bath. This makes it an admirable developer for dealing with overexposures and so great is the influence exerted upon an Ortol developer by Bromide and low temperature that it is advisable to omit the Bromide from Ortol baths
in the winter. Ortol shows further similarity to Pyro in the soft
character of the negatives secured with its use and also as regards
the color of the reduced silver comprising the film images which
is a brownish black.
Ortol is preferably made up with Sodium Sulphite, Sodium
Carbonate, Potassium Bromide and a small amount of Potassium
Mctabisulphate, which latter acts as a preservative and keeps
the solution from deteriorating with undue rapidity. By decreasing the amount of the developer proper and increasing the
amount of Carbonate softer results may be secured, while on increasing the amount of Ortol and decreasing the Carbonate, a
slower acting bath is had which will give vigorous contrasts. The
addition of Caustic Alkali acts as an efficient accelerator to the
action of Ortol solutions while as before noted Bromide exerts a
strong restraining influence.
Ortol Has Satit>factor>' Keeping Qualities Under Most Conditions
Whether mixed with a carbonate of Sodium or Potassium, Ortol
solutions show satisfactory keeping qualities providing some
Metabisulphite has been added in compounding them. An Ortol
bath made up without Sodium Sulphite (which, however, is rarely
done) will not keep for more than a day.
A nctrative film developed in Ortol may be easily distinguished
by those experienced in such matters, due to the fact that an
Ortol bath stains the gelatine of film to a reddish biown color.
This is more than offset in cinematographic work by the fmeness
of grain of the reduced silver, a highly desirable feature in motion
picture negatives, and no other developer yields as fine grained a

silver deposit as does Ortol. The reddish stain imparted to the
film by the Ortol developer has not been found a hindrance in
printing positive films, as motion picture printing machines are
invariably provided with a powerful light source.
Another reagent especially adapted to negative development and
possessed of many good properties for that work is :
EIKONOGEN

doHoNH^
OH Na
SOn
Chemical name. Sodium Salt of Amido B Napthol Sulphonate.
The developer Eikonogen was discovered by Professor R. Meldola and introduced into photographic practice by Dr. M. Andresen of the "Agfa" Co. of Berlin.
Eikonogen shows a combination of several active organic groups
and occurs in the form of a white or sometimes yellowish powder
which is comprised of minute crystals of rhomboid shape. It
should be dissolved in boiling water, when it will form a colorless
solution. An Eikonogen solution will remain colorless even after
the addition of Sodium Sulphite and Potassium Carbonate providing it has been compounded properly.
No trouble from chemical fogging will be experienced when
developing negatives with Eikonogen, and the rendition of shadow
detail will be found very satisfactory.
Eikonogen is a developer which produces splendid gradations
and an abundance of delicate detail in the negatives secured
through its use. This quality in an Eikonogen bath is present
even though development be forced (prolonged) and thus the
popularity of Eikonogen for dealing with brief exposures, such
as focal plane camera work and underexposure of all classes, is
explained. Where there have been extreme contrasts in the
lighting of a subject, a soft and pleasing negative is assured,
providing development is performed with Eikonogen.
Reducing Action of Eikonogen Bath Controlled by Bromide
The reducing action of an Eikonogen bath may be readily controlled by the addition of Bromide of Potassium, 10 per cent
solution, and diluting the mixed developer with water also decreases the speed of its action. Variation of the working temperature of an Eikonogen developer will affect the density of the
developed images. A cold solution will produce negatives showing thin deposits while raising the temperature of the bath above
the normal will cause exceedingly dense images to be formed.
Provided that Eikonogen solutions have been made up with boiling water, as previously recommended, they will be found to
keep for an indefinite period, and an Eikonogen bath can be used
many times before becoming exhausted, its reducing power leaving it very slowly.
The preferred ingredients of an Eikonogen bath in addition
to the developer proper are Sodium Sulphite and Potassium Carbonate. Although Sodium Carbonate may be employed the Carbonate of Potash will be found best to use in conjunction with
Eikonogen. When particularly soft negatives are desired it is
advisable to use only one half the usual amount of Potassium
Carbonate in making up the developer.
Due to its good keeping qualities and long life Eikonogen does
not stain the gelatine of photographic emulsions and the images
yielded by it are of a bluish black color.
There are, in addition to the developers described in this series
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of articles, various other organic compounds used as developers
in photographic work, but as they all have their failings, such as
poor keeping qualities, chemical instability, or incapability of
action without the use of caustic alkalies (which cause severe
shrinkage of the film on development) they have not been found
desirable for use in processing cinematograph film and therefore
mention of such compounds is not made here.

"EASTMAN"

COLUMBIA THEATRE, PITTSBURGH, UNDERGOES
ALTERATIONS AT NIGHT, TO AVOID INTERFERENCE WITH DAY PERFORMANCES
St^ecial to Motion Picture News,
Pittsburgh, Pa., May 29.
IMPROVEAIENTS are to be made at the Columbia theatre
in Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, as a result of the change in management. The theatre several weeks ago changed hands.
The contract has been let for new chairs. They will be of the
latest pattern and will be more roomy and more comfortable
than the ones now in use. The interior is to undergo a change
which will make it one of the best lighted and best ventilated of
the theatres here.
The management is also going to install a new front which
will be of the very latest pattern. All of the posters and signs
used by the theatre will be of the brass frame order and the
ticket booth will be remodeled and enlarged.
A fine new ventilating system will also be installed which will
make the theatre one of the coolest in the city and will make it
possible to lower the temperature by 20 degrees over that outside
the theatre. The improvements are to be rushed and most of the
work will be done at night and on Sundays so as to make it possible for the theatre to be run during the day and evening. A
large corps of workmen will be put on the job and it is estimated
that three weeks will be required to make all the changes.
Experienced and Reliable
CAMERAMEN
at Your Immediate
Disposal
RAPID, EFFICIENT SERVICE
!S RnUding
Cinema Camera Clnb, 1006
t York City
•Phone Hryant 6.558
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KODAK

ROCHESTER,

beV^

CO.,

N. Y.

PRINT AND DEVELOP
TITLES
EXCLUSIVELY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
WRITE FOR PRICES
Pan American Film Service
145 West 4Sth St., New York City

Perfect Developing and
TITLES in
Negatives Developed . Ic. ft.
Sc.
Positive Printing .... 4c. ft. Cards Free
Satisfaction guaranteed by onr fifteen years' experience
Special
GUNBY BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th Street,
Universal

QUALITY

Printing
smy language
complete
Tinting Free
price on quantity orders.
New York City

means

Evans

Film Manufacturing Company
Numbers 416-418-420-422 West 216th Street
Telephone 6681 Audubon
NEW YORK CITY

Motion

Producing
Racks
Tanks
Drums

PERFECTION

We Do Particular Work for Particular People
Developing and Printing ONLY

Camera

Scientific

Picture

Apparatus
Filters
Troughs
Eastman Raw Stock

Arc and Cooper Hewitt Lighting Systems Installed.
Professional Equipment for Studio, Laboratory, or Dark Rooms.
Complete Production Plants Installed.
Estimates Furnished
America's Largest Motion
Picture
Equipment
Write for
Catalogue
D
UNITED

STATES

means

EVANS

For
Motion
Photography
Write for Illustrated Catalogue
1007 Times Bldg., New York
The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO. Brancbes-jf 821
L 229 Market
E. Sixth St.,
St., San
Los Francisco
Angeles
559 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
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Edited by Ernst Lux
This department is maintained for the exhibitor s assistance with a view of suggesting proper musical illustrations for
current photo plays. MOTIONS PICTURE NEWS will be pleased to help solve any difficulties the exhibitors may
have with their musical programs. All communications should be addressed to the Music and the Picture Department.

No

Set

Method

in

Picture

Playing,

is

View

of

Rogers

Organist of Luna Theatre, La Fayette, Ind., Who in Seven Years' Experience Playing for the Pictures Has Tried
Various Plans, Declares There Are No Set Rules for Directors and Leaders to Follow at All Times — There
Are Moments When Best Results Can Be Obtained by Improvising, He Thinks
I HAVE been reading with interest the articles on music for the
pictuics, that have been appearing in Motion Picture News.
I have been playir^g pictures for the past seven years, and have
been confronted many times with puzzling situations that come to
leaders of picture music only.
I have made a study of picture playing, and have tried various
methods in doing so, and I find that there is no set method, nor
any set rules that a director or leader can follow at all times.
I do not say that orchestra music is not successful for accompanying pictures, but I do say that it takes an orchestra of thorough musicians who understand harmony, and counter-point harmony, and have a fair knowledge of theorj-. Because there are
times when the best results can be obtained by improvising; I find
this most successful when the leader or director is either playing
organ or piano.
When I am directing an orchestra in a picture house, I arrange to see the picture myself in advance, say in the morning,
and then I select my numbers and arrange them on each musician's rack, as I want them to be played. Understand me, according tothe different theme and situations as I have interpreted
them. I may use one or a part of one of Chopin's "Nocturnes"
or a part of one of Mendelssohn's songs without words — for example, Consolation,"
"
Op-30 No. 3.
When I use a number of this type, I try to arrange it to be
played at some time when it will fit the situation, and will not have
to be improvised upon or cut short at any time. If at any time
I feel that I should change the theme of music I first consider
whether I can increase the tempo, or decrease the tempo, make
the passage crcsc, or dim, and get the desired effect; if I do not
think it will fit the scene I then hit a high note on the piano or
organ, whichever it may be, then decrease the tempo, and diminish
in volume until very ppp. When I think I am soft enough I
improvise the music to fit the scene in a relative key to the one
we had previously been playing in, starting in very ppp, then
gradually increasing in tempo and volume as the scene demands.
When I think the action will permit, I quit improvising in the
same manner as I began it and modulate into the key of the number we were playing previously and so on through the picture.
Another thing I would like to state is this, I never allow my
music to rise above the action of the picture, because I feel that
it would detract the attention of the audience and the picture
would not get all the credit that was due it.
Runs Tone Themes Through Pictures
Of course I run nice little tone themes through the picture, but
I am always sure that it fits the picture, then the audience gets
the benefit of the numbers you render, and they carry them
with the scenes as they are portrayed upon the screen.
If I want to feature a brilliant overture, I do it between shows
when it will not detract from the picture and when the picture
will not take the mind of the audience from the overture, or selection that is being rendered at that time.
1 feel that the picture comes first for the approval of the au-

dience. Then if you have anything to feature, do it in its place.
I believe that if these ideas would be followed more closely that
the box ofiice receipts would increase universally, and success for
the manager you are working for means success for you.
I am playing a large Seeburg one man orchestrian at present
and I follow the same ideas in organ playing that I do in directing
an orchestra. The instrument I am playing at the present time
is a wonderful aid to any theatre, and with an organist who will
put in a small amount of time each day, learning different combinations and the best places to use them will bring business to any
theatre if the instrument is in accordance with the size of the
theatre carefully operated. No one man instrument can be successfully used if not rehearsed upon, so the best that is in it can
be gotten out.
Of course a great deal depends upon the ability to execute correctly and maintain an organ touch and not a staccato touch of
the piano. Now I do not know it all by any means, and I am only
stating my ideas and experience.
In conclusion I wish to bring in one more very important item.
Some shallow managers do not want religious music played for
pictures, but to my mind they are very narrow minded individuals.
Why? Because if a scene that demands sacred music was not essential itwould not be in a picture and if the theatre is good
enough for the scene, why not the music? What is sweeter than
a scene of a gray headed mother about to pass away with her
loved ones around her and you hear the soft strains of " Some
Day the Silver Thread Will Break" coming out of the hidden
pit? Just recently I had the chance to use "Abide With Me"
piano solo, with flute obligato, there was not a dry eye inside
the house. I touched some that would never go inside a church.
If we can reach people in that way, doesn't it pay to use sacred
music now and then when it fits the scene? Does it not elevate the
picture theatre in the eyes of the knockers.
Editor's Note: I very much appreciated the above letter on
account of the frank manner in which the writer expresses his
methods for playing pictures and ideas for selecting music. Letters of this kind create a line of healthful thought which ultimately is the means whereby we hope to form a central point
to which the many diversified opinions will lead.
With the writer's consent, I want to make a few suggestions
which I would not have him misconstrue as being adverse criticism.
The very fact that there are so many different methods for
playing pictures and that the muscician allows himself to believe
there is no possible set method is the best proof that "music
and the picture" lacks the proper co-operation among those who
.'^hould be the most interested in it. When the musicians are
both equally capable, it is difficult to believe that one can and
the
can't and
I am will
sure,beafter
observation
that other
the correct
answer
foundproper
in the
fact that isthemade,
one
willTheandtime
the is
other
not won't.
far off when there will be few set methods
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and they will be followed by picture players who desire to continue in the work. There has been an idea among pianists and
modern-taught organists who have attained to a certain extent
the genius of improvisation that they are natural-born harmonists
or musical theorists. This is erroneous, for in most instances
I have found this advanced ability to be the result of either a
better memory or more trained ear for music and seldom the
result of an over abundant amount of knowledge of harmony.
It is only necessary that the musician thoroughly understands
his instrument and knows how to perform on it to be successful in the musical profession and do whatever line of work
in music may be required of them. There is absolutely no limit
to the knowledge of music that a leader can have or should
have.
" Leader " Sometimes Means a Musician Is Behind
Twenty years ago the name of leader implied that the one
entitled to such a title must be proficient in all branches of music.
Consequently he was usually a harmony student. Today I am
sorry to say that in many musical organizations the leader is
the least competnet musician in the organization. As in many
other businesses, it has come to pass, even in music, that a "pull"
as it is termed in politics, has had more weight in obtaining and
retaining positions than ability. This has been a sad blight upon
the musical profession and my personal endeavors shall always
be given to eradicate it.
Through a misconception of musical facts, and the exploitation of motion pictures in the past, music has been made too
little of and the musician has consequently suffered by the belittling of his profession. Music is nevertheless coming back to
its own and while there are still many musicians blaming the
pictures for their professional deterioration, they will have more to
be thankful for when music and the picture eventually rises to
its zenith.
After the few points in the beginning of your communication,
I thoroughly agree with you, and might say that you are calling the manager out of his name, when, as you say, he objects
to the playing of religious music when it is played properly and
at the proper time, for he is really not a manager and certainly
not an adept pupil in the field of theatrical make-believe.
I shall always be glad to hear from Mr. Rogers and thank
him for his interest in this department of Motion Picture News.
PURCHASE
STATE

OF INSTRUMENTS IN LONE STAR
SHOWS EXHIBITORS DO NOT

BELIEVE

IN ''STARRING PICTURES ALONE " WITH- .
OUT MUSIC
JULIUS LEVY, Brady, Texas, has purchased a U Wurlitzer for
his new theatre. This instrument is equipped with the Duplex
Roll system, which permits the operator in the machine booth
to change the music instantly from rag or popular refrains to deep,
classical music, to fit the picture.
Another exhibitor to better his music is W. R. Fairman, Bryan,
Texas, one of the oldest exhibitors in the state. He bought one
of the Style U, Wurlitzers, some days ago.
The Western Automatic Music Company, of Dallas, recently
made sales to the following exhibitors : V. J. Grunder, Cuero,
Texas, who bought a Style O Wurlitzer Orchestra Organ ; Sam
Hefley, Cameron, Texas, who bought the first automatic instrument for a picture house in Texas, a specially built Style K
Wurlitzer; L. B. Green, Rotan, Texas, who purchased a big automatic Wurlitzer. The Garden, managed by L. B. Crute, Jefferson,
Texas, and the Elk, managed by F. A. McConicho, Marshall,
Texas, also purchased Wurlitzer orchestra-organs from the
Western.
RESIGNS FROM WESTERN AUTOMATIC, DALLAS, AND JOINS THE UNITED
WW. MACBETH, secretary and treasurer of the Western
• Automatic Music Company, of Dallas, for the past four
years, has disposed of his interests and severed connections with
that concern and is now with the United Music Company, a recent
addition to the " music-for-the-theatre " concerns in Dallas. The
Western handles Wurlitzers and the United distributes the American Fotoplayers.
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THEATRE
MAILING

AND

EXCHANGE

LIST

SERVICE

N64

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
425 ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Phone, 2003 Randolph
Addressing
Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting
A.
B.
C.
DRAMATIC
IVIUSIC
Don't be wIthoDt the New Modern Music for Plctore Playing. 12 Sets now ready.
Set
1
consists
of
a
heaty
mlsterloso.
AglSet
9
la
a
three
numbered
Ecene.
tato and Plalntire, for scenes of Incendiarism A. 1 is a Storm Hurry. B. 2 IsStorm
an Allcero
or premeditated murder.
Agitato. C. 3 a PlalntlTe Andante as so
Set 2 consists of a long Heavy Dramatic Aftermath
Descriptive and Hurry. Good for scenes of Set 10 A Diabolical Scene of 3 numbers,
heavy
or mysterious action leading A.
1 is a newC. MIsterloso.
Agitatoto fightsplotting
or tumult.
Misterioso.
3 an AndanteB. In2 anminor
key.
brt
3
consists
of
an
Agitato-Hurry
and
Set
11
A
Western
Scene.
3
numbers.
HLamentation. Good for flgbts, riots, etc., lustratcs the western cbaracteristlc, the barending
despair Ofora death.
and the chase.
Set 4Inconsists
Light Agitato and An- roomjet fight
12 A Fire Scene of 4 numbers. A. 1
dante inmovement
Good for quarrels or aglta- t^e plotting.
or alarm,
tion
society drama
s.
q 3 t^e comingB.of 2thetheAreagitation
department.
D. 4
Set 5 is a Burglar scene opening
with the ^ ^v^ltz Lento movement after
action
quiet,
snealfy music, then agitato, hurry and Plain- . ^ ,
«, j
No P'cttire Player can afford to be wlthnumbers.
tlve.Set Contains
6 consistsfourof adifferent
mlsterioso
and Allegro numbers. All numbers arranged
great Piano, .Organ, One Man Orchestra Player
In
ending
plotting
for
Used
Hurry.
confusion or fights.
"r Orchestral combinations from 2 to 35
SstIndian
7 Is mystical
an Indianopening
scene ofa three
numbers.
Pieces.
An
fight
or
battle
Prices: — Small
Orch. Including
hurry, closing with an Indian plaintive.
Cello
25 centsOrgan
each and
Set
Set 8 is a fight and chase scene. Opens
Full Orch
35 cents each Set
with a Hurry, going directly Into a concert Piano Solo and Accom. . 10 cents each Set
gallop for the chase.
Extra Parts
5 cents each part
PHOTO PLAY MUSIC CO., Publishers, New York Theatre, 1530 Broadway, New York City

ALL

Kimball Organs are masterpieces, whether they
consist in a carefully selected group of orchestral
tones for a house seating less than fve hundred or
whether they contain every instrument that can be
utilized in the most exacting picture and enough of
them to fill the largest auditorium with musical sound.
by
The electrical mechanism is quick, accurate, dependable
and puts the whole instrument as completely under the
domination of the organist as the symphony orchestra the
conductor.

"/s^^"^"
KIMBALL
W. W.Eastern
Office:— 507 CO.
FIFTH ^AVE.,
NEW CHICAGO
YORK

DON'T

WAIT FOR SOMETHING TO HAPPEN, BUT HUSTLE FOR BUSINESS
ADVERTISING THE ATTRACTIONS OF YOUR
HOUSE with a
DeagaoEieciriGm Una-Foil
AUTOMOBILE
AND
LOBBY
GREATEST BUSINESS BOOSTER
ever devised
FOUR
STYLES TO
CHOOSE FROM

MACBETH

WRITE FOR FREE TRIAL OFFER AND CATALOG "F"

J. C. DEAGAN
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PRETTY

ADVERTISI

don't influence big theatre chains when
they buy their equipment. They investigate (^very product and select the one
offering the greatest value. When it
comes to musical devices, these firms
invariably decide on

SEEBURG

PIPE

ORGANS

and Self- Playing

Orchestras

These people have spent more
time in investigating than you
can spare. Their judgment
ought to carry great weight with
you. They buy SEEBURGS—
why don't yoii?

Write today to the nearest
SEEBURG dealer

J.P.SEEBURG
PIANO
MANUFACTURERS
1010

Republic

M. Stoim-rt Sons
162 Boylston St.
ATLANTA
6s No. Pryor St.

TEST

OF STERN PROJECTOR BEFORE DEALERS
AND EXHIBITORS IS PLANNED FOR
JUNE 1 IN NEW YORK
SAMUEL STERN, president of the Stern Manufacturing Company, Inc., of 1032-25 Race street, Philadelphia, has completed arrangements by which his new Stern projector will have
a demonstration at 217 West Forty-second street. New York
City, beginning June 1.
Invitations have been sent out to dealers, manufacturers and exhibitors in and around New York to examine the machine and
test its ability. A competent machinist will be in charge to answer
any questions. The projector will have a motor attachment. After
the New York demonstration is over, the projector will journey
to Chicago for the Motion Picture Exposition in that city on
July 10, space having been taken there by the Stern Company.
SPEED CONTROLLER PLANS DISTRIBUTION OF
MACHINES FROM SUPPLY HOUSES WITHOUT
TERRITORY LIMITS

CO.

Bldg., CHICAGO

BRANCHES:
NEW YORK
729 7th Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO
SI Turk St.

PICTURES SHOWN AT ONCE AT DONTON
PARK, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
THERE is a summer theatre in San Antonio, Texas, that has
man\- features that place the show in the unique class. It is
operated in a park specially huilt for the motion picture business,
covering about a fourth of a city block in the heart of the business
district in the city. The walls are decorated with vines and flower.s ; there is a bandstand and band of twenty-five pieces ; a hundred and fifty tables are situated so as to command full view of
both screens, and seat six or eight hundred. The main auditorium
in the open air will easily care for three thousand with comfortable
benches and chairs. Cushions, similar to those used in baseball
parks, may be had at an additional five-cent piece.
L'pon two screens, situated so that the audience may view either,
pictures are projected from two operating rooms. One screen
carries comedies onlj-, one and two-reelers. The other screen
carries a five, six or larger film. What may be called the main
auditorium (for it's all open air) is excavated about five feet,
gi\ing a beautiful terrace effect. Three ticket booths are distributed to get the dimes — yes, it's ten cents admission — one booth
facing on Commerce street, one on Crockett street and another
on Houston street.
The man who conceived this novel show place is Dr. W. F. Box,
owner and operator of the Petticlair theatre, a five hundred seat
house along the usual lines, in the city.
The place is called " Donton Park " — as Dr. Box explains it,
" Downtown Park " with the " W's " left out.
One may deposit a dime at any box office, walk in and enjoy
beautifully rendered band selections, two picture shows simultaneously, sit at a table, be served with almost anything in the " eat
and drink" line, and in addition, enjoy the natural advantages of
any park in summertime, when people of the Southern section
hunt cool places.
The Donton Park opened on May 27. Merchants on Commerce
street got together when they heard of the project and offered Dr.
Box a monthly bonus if he would erect and equip a place along
the lines he had in mind.

BEAL'MONT, TEX
702 Pearl St.
PITTSBURGH
431 Liberty St.
PHILADELPHIA
'J2i Walnut St.

THE Speed Controller Company has just announced that it has
given up its original distribution plan of assigning a definite
territory to a special distributor. From now on various supply
houses located in strategic geographical locations will handle the
output without any regard whatsoever to territorial jurisdiction.
Already eight distributors have been appointed in accordance with
Ibis new arrangement in seven different cities.
PACE

PIANO

COMPANY OPENS OFFICE IN
DALLAS
THE Pace Piano Company, with headquarters at Beaumont,
Texas, has opened an office in Dallas on Elm street, near the
Hippodrome theatre. They arc handling the Sceburg line of Unit
orchestras and automatic pianos and orcherUrions.
to mention "MO'lKjX I'ICTCKE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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of

Myra

By ERNST LUZ
International Film Service, Inc., Series
Projection Time, 28 Minutes Each
This plot is adapted so as to make it possible for the pianist, one m an orchestra player, organist or orchestra leader to make some prior
preparation
playing the
The numbers
to be used
; similar numbers, or numbers suggested by " notes " will do
as well. It for
is intended
that picture.
no unnecessary
expensesuggested
be addeddofornottheneed
exhibitor
or musician.
Description of Music

Number Suggested
Cue to Stop Number
EPISODE 6.
"Dawn Suite" (M. Witmark and Company).... "Meanwhile, the Grand Master," etc.
" A. B. C. No. 10" — A-1 (Jos. W. Stern & Co.).. After
ber. Grand Master makes men leave Council Cham"A. B. C. No. 10 "— C-3 (Jos. W. Stem & Co.) . . Clairvoyant
Connects 1 and
tells 2.Alden to answer telephone.

1. Desc. (Hy) XXXX
2. Diabolical Mysterioso. X
3. Hy. Dr. Andante X
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Light Agitato
Desc. (Hy) Leg. XX
Diabolical Mysterioso. X
Diabolical Agitato. X
Diabolical Andante

"A. B. C. No. 10" — B-2 (Jos. W. Stern & Co.) After Grand Master pulled from telephone.
"Wandering Suite" (Ditson and Company) Dr. Alden enters shack where Grand Master and
Myra.
"A. B. C. No. 10" — A-1 (Jos. W. Stern & Co.) After Spirits of Myra and Grand Master change.
"A. B. C. No. 10" — B-2 (Jos. W. Stern & Co.) Dr. Alden and Myra floating down stream.
"A. B. C. No. 10" — C-3 (Jos. W. Stern & Co.). To End.
EPISODE 7.
1. Diabolical Mysterioso. X
"A. (Jos.
B. C.W.Dram.
Set
No.
"Fearful for Myra." etc.
Stern & Co.) 10" — A-1
2. Waltz (Leg.) XX
" La Confession" (Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
Varnoy enters Myra's room.
3. Desc. (Hy.) XXX
" Italia" (Ricordi & Co.)
Curtains
part showing book on altar.
steel room.
4. Intro. & Desc. (Leg.) XX
"Twilight ' (J. Remick)
Black
Master puts crystal globe on door-shelf in
5. Diabolical Mysterioso
"A. (Jos.
B. C.W.Dram.
No. 10" — A-1
After
receives Black Master's answer and
SternSet.
& Co.)
comesClairvoyant
out of trance.
6. Waltz (Leg.) X
" Leutement " (Ricordi & Co.)
Connects 1 and 2.
lamps.in his rooms making experiment on colored
" Leutement " (Ricordi & Co.)
Alden
7. Diabolical Mysterioso. X
"A. B. C. Dram. Set No. 10" — A-1
Varney's spirit in clothes closet materializes.
8. Desc. (Mysterious) XXX
" Mysterioso" No. 2 (G. Schirmer)
Varney in Grand Master's foom awakes.
9. Hy.-Dram. Andante. X
"A. (Jos.
B. C. W.Dram.
Set.
No.
10"
—
C-3
"Varney is relieved," etc.
Stem & Co.)
10. Waltz (Leg.) 3i
" Leontine " (Ricordi & Co.)
"With the coming of that night."
11. Diabolical iSlysterioso. X
"A. B. C. Dram. Set. No. 10" — A-1
Grand
room. Master moves bouquet of flowers in Myra's
12. Diabolical Agitato. X
"A. B. C. Dram. Set. No. 10" — B-2
After Grand Master's body disappears.
13. Hy.-Dram. Andante. X
"A. B. C. Dram. Set No. 10" — C-3
To end.
EPISODE 8.
1. Diabolical Mysterioso. X
"A. (Jos.
B. C.W.Dr.Stem
Set. &No.Co.)10" — A-1
Condemned member taken into steel room.
2. Hy-Intro. and Waltz XXX
" Adlyn " (J. Remick)
3. Desc. (S.-Hy.) XX
" Serenade Coquette" (Ricordi & Co.)
Shot fired into Myra's room window.
4. Very Light Agitato. X
"A. (Jos.
B. C.W.Dr.Stern
Set &No.Co.)15" — 0-4
Dr. Alden and Varney on screen where gardener.
5. Short Andante and Waltz XX
" Wilma " (T. B. Harme)
Connects 1 and 2.
" Wilma " (T. B. Harme)
Dr. Alden at door to garage.
6. Short Hy. Desc. X
"A. B. C. Dr. Set No. 15" — C-3
Ater steel room scene.
7. Desc. (S.-Hy.) XXX
"Cinema" (Ricordi & Co.)
8. Waltz (Hy.-Leg.) XX
" Marsinab " (Jos. W. Stern & Co.)
Shot fired through window.
9. Agitato (Light) X
"A. B. C. Dr. Set No. 15" — 0-4
Alden and police enter room in garage.
10. Desc. (Hy.-Path) XX
"Rose Blushes" (M. Witmark)
To end.
Note: In music plots each reel of film is divided into 10 units of
tation " " it means that the Cue is reading matter or sub-title.
time, each unit denoted by one X representing about 1^ minutes. All other cues are action on screen. All segues should be made quietly
clean. When quick segues or abrupt stops are necessary it will
Consequently when a number is designated by XX it plays about 3
minutes,
about 6 minutes,
etc. When
each10 1,000.
• , J XXXX
• 1^i. Li.
u ■no X 1.appears
1 J after
J
"™ "f"
less than ?r^;ny,f^=°'/v,!:
15 minutes there ^M?"
will appear"T^
less o than
Xs infeeteachof
musical description it means that the number, is very short and does ^eel. To get the correct time of projection for each reel, multiply the
not play a minute or more. When cues to stop numbers are in quo- number
of Xs appearing in each reel by 1}4.

After hearing all the other instruments on the market — the superiority of
THE

BARTOLA

will impress you with added force.

ORCHESTRA
Catalog yours for the asking.

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 710-711 Mailers Bldg, Chicago, 111.

oshkorC^wITconsin
10 Ft. X 32 In.

Lithographed Streamer Banners
for all Paramount, Triangle, World,
Equitable, Metro, Fox,5Pathe, and
aU other Feature Pictures.
GOOD PROPOSITION
TO DISTRIBUTORS

30c. EACH
At Your Exchang-e or
NATIONAL POSTER CO.
518 Mailer's Building, Chicago, 111.
145 W. 45th Street, New York City
The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while ; justify them.
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AVENUE GRAND, WASHINGTON, D. C, OPENED
BY GRAND ALL ABOUT TWO MONTHS AGO, IS
PROVING POPULAR
HARRY M. Crandall, one of Washington's pioneer motion
picture exhibitors, is making a decided success of the Avenue (.irand motion picture theatre, on Pennsylvania avenue
between Sixth and Seventh street, southeast, which he acquired
about two months ago. Extensive improvements and alterations
were made, and following these changes the house was opened
as a high class theatre showing feature productions exclusively.
The Avenue Grand is the largest theatre located in a residential
section in Washington. It has a seating capacity of one thousand
and is equipped with a balcony. There is a stage for use in connection with theatricals and Mr. Crandall has arranged for accom odations for a large orchestra. He has gone to heavy expense
in making the theatre one of the most attractive in Washington.
A new and larger screen has been put in; the machines have
been renewed; a new concrete floor has replaced the old flooring;
a new and improved electric lighting system has been installed,
and with it there has been placed on the outside of the building
a large electric flashing sign with the name of the house which
is of value both as an advertising feature and ornamental.
In announcing the purchase of this theatre, Mr. Crandall stated
"Our intentions are to have a first-class theatre located in each
section of the city, placing us with our chain of theatres in a
position to always furnish our patrons at the various theatres
with the best in motion pictures, accompanied by good music.
"We now operate as you know, the Crandall theatre. Ninth and
E. streets, northwest, also the Apollo theatre, 624 H street, northeast, and now we have given the southeast section an up-to-date
theatre in the Avenue Grand.
"Our next announcement will deal with our proposed large
theatre in Mt. Pleasant, located on Fourteenth street, the exact
location to be made known at a later date, and at this time we
wish to assure you that we have absolutely nothing to do with,
and have no connection with any other that has recently been
announced in the Mt. Pleasant section."
Associated with Mr. Crandall in the purchase of the Avenue
Grand is Mr. Joseph P. Morgan, one of the best known exhibitors
in Washington, who at present conducts the Princess theatre on
H street, northeast. Messrs. Crandall and Morgan secured the
property at an estimated cost of about $55,000 from the former
owners, taking possession upon the expiration of the lease held
by Harris and Davis, of Pittsburg, Pa.
VIEWS OF HARRY CRANDALL'S THREE MODERN

The New Apollo

THE

SHERMAN AT SULLIVAN, IND., LEASED BY
SHANKS, SHOWS PATHE, TRIANGLE AND
WORLD PICTURES
THE SHERMAN theatre, at Sullivan, Ind., leased by Roy
Shanks, formerly of Rochester, Ind., is owned by C. J.
Sherman. F. J. Nickles, of Sullivan was the architect. The
theatre, which was completed February 25, is controlled by the
Sherman Amusement Corporation. It was constructed of brick,
stone and steel, and contains a complete ventilating system. The
theatre has its own heating system. The lighting equipment consists of ten indirect domes and wall brackets. The theatre has
a seating capacity of 400 on the main floor and 169 in the balcony.
Sfafford all upholstered seats are used. Two 1916 Motiographs
projectors are used, with a silver fibre screen. The length of the
throw is 77 feet. A General Electric Motor Generator set, 70
amphires, is used. Music is provided by a six piece orchestra.
The lobby display consists of Newman frames. The theatre is
located on the west side of the square in the business district.
Two and three shows are given daily at an admission price of
ten cents. Pathe, Triangle and World films are shown.
The theatre is one of the most beautifully decorated in the
state, according to the size of the house and seating capacity. It
has a stage ten foot deep with an eighteen foot opening. The
screen is mounted on the rear of the stage, boxed in with a
shadow box effect, the stage opening is covered with an old rose
plush curtain, with the Sherman monogram. The stage is equipped for spotlight singers.
The projection equipment was furnished and installed by the
Motion Picture Products Company, of Indianapolis. C. D. Hill,
manager of the company, personally supervised the installation.
The machines are equipped with specially ground Manhattan
lenses.
BIJOU IN NASHVILLE IS CONVERTED INTO A
PICTURE THEATRE FOR COLORED
PATRONAGE

Bijou theatre, Nashville, Tenn., one of the most complete and at one time one of the most popular family playhouses in Nashville, after an idleness of several seasons, will be
thrown open to the colored people on Monday, May 29, as a moving picture house. The theatre has been undergoing a thorough
renovation, and an operating booth, absolutely fireproof, will also
be installed.

THE

PICTURE THEATRES IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Crandall

The Avenue Grand
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The Bijou will be under the management of Milton Starr, who
was connected with the Starr theatre on Cedar street. In an
interview with the News Mr. Starr said : " I intend to give the
colored population of Nashville one of the best theatres they have
ever had. I shall bend every eifort to make this house a pride
to the colored people here. No house this size has ever been
opened to the colored people of Nashville, therefore it will be
something of an extraordinary order to these people, who will
now have somewhere to go for recreation. There will be an
opening night given to the patrons, and it is expected that
every available seat will be taken. "Peg o' the Ring," with
Grace Cunard and Francis Ford, will be the opening attraction.
All the picture managers predict success for Manager Starr.
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS IS A TWIN ARC OF THE
PORTABLE TYPE FOR INTERIOR WORK
A recent addition to the many lights available for taking motion pictures, in interiors and studios, is the Northern Light,
a twin arc of the portable type made by the Simplex Photo Products Company of Morris Park, L. I.
Although it is extremely light and portable, the makers claim
for the Northern Light a candlepower of 10,000 for the No. 1 or
15 ampere lamp, while they rate the 25 ampere No. 2 size at 14,000
candlepower.
The feeding magnets have been figured out and wound with
such precision that the light burns with great steadiness, is the
comment made by all who have witnessed its performance. Snow
white carbons are preferably supplied as giving the highest degree
of actinicty, and the steadiness of feed and intensity of the light
are equally good when using the lamp with alternating or direct
current. This is accomplished by the use of two different sockets,
suitably marked, for attaching the feed wires.
By connecting to the D. C. socket the current goes through
the correct winding to achieve the steadiest feed and when using
A. C. the same result is obtained by connecting to the A. C.
socket.
As with other lamps of portable type, the equipment of the
Northern Light includes the customary white reflector, adjustable
stand for raising and lowering, and carrying case, and the Simplex
Photo Products Company are asking $48.00 for the No. 1 or IS
ampere lamp and $58.00 for the No. 2 or 25 arnpere lamp.
We have been observing the performance of several Northern
Lights in use by a film maker, for sevarl months past. The
lamps are performing in a capable manner and high praise is
given them at the studio in question.
Quite recently the makers of Northern Lights introduced a
new model, the No. 3. While lighter and still more portable than
either No. 1 or No. 2 models, the No. 3 Northern Light is rated
at 15,000 candlepower. This great illuminating power is secured
by further modification of the resistance of feeding coils, and
some new features are incorporated, among them being a metal
pan to catch the falling ashes, situated below the carbon clamps,
and an improved connecting device in which the socket for "plugging in" on the current supply is attached to a short cable extending one foot out from the body of the lamp.
The energies of the Simplex Photo Products Company have not,
however, been solely confined to the designing and marketing of
these new lights, for in addition they have also evolved a new
model of their well known Alamo motion picture camera. The
new Alamo camera has a film capacity of 100 feet, as against
SO feet, the capacity of the first Alamo instrument, and has
many new and highly ingenious attachments,, which will be of
interest to cameramen and amateurs. In the near future a more
extended description of this new Alamo camera will be given
in the Camera Department.
EYE AND LIGHT INTENSITY
(Continued from page 3620)
waves do not excite the retina, but the former may be realized
as heat and the latter are characterized by their chemical activity.
These properies exist in the visible spectrum to a certain extent,
diminishing from two extremes mentioned to a minimum about
the yellow. Furthermore, the eye does not respond with equal
sensitiveness at all points of the visible specrum, but follows the
sensation curves. These curves indicate a zero response at the
extremes of the spectrum and a maximum response near the middle, shifting toward the blue in faint illumination and toward the
red for stronger illumination.
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For 37 years the name SOSMAN & LANDIS has been
synonymous with supreme STAGE SETTINGS. On this
account many people believe that we command high prices
for our product.
The fact is that our enormous plant, long experience, and
solid business methods enable us to price our STAGE SETTINGS at reasonable figures. No matter how small your
theatre, we can design and install an artistic setting for a
sum you can easily afford. Some of our models cost only
You certainly ought to have our brand new catalog.
SOSMAN & LANDIS COMPANY
Great Scene Painting Studios.
417 So. Clinton St.
Chicago

OPERA

CHAIRS

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Department. Send blue print
or sketch for Free Seating Plan.
If you are desirous of reseating, we
can help you dispose of old chairs.
Write for Catalog N.
We Seating.
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

CHAPLIN
MOVIES
AT
home:
SOUVENIR
WONDERFUL NOVELTY
A TOY FOR THE CHILDREN
PLAY FOR THE GROWNUPS
Per 1000
Price includes your name of theatre
Reduction of 10% in lots of 5000
Send for samples at once
KEYSTONE
105 W. 23rd St.
Make

Your

$

PRESS
NEW YORK CITY

Lobby

Display Attractive
There is nothing more fascinating
to the public than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or posters.
We make Lobby and Theatre Fixtures and Brass Rails of every description.
Don't fail to visit our Showrooms.
Write for catalog.
The NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Coast representative, G. A. Metcalfe, 117 Golden^ate Avenue. San Francisco, California.
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FANS— FANS 35
OQ
Chicago A. C. or D. C.
OD in. Breezer A. C. or D. C. 6 90
50
in* D.
- - $ 125
16 in • D. C. Regular
Regular
- - 15
25
14 95
12 in. D. C. Oscillating
18
Oscillating
16 in. D. C.
C.
16 in. D.
Exhaust Fans - 19 25
75
85
57 in. D. C.
Ceiling Fans - 15 00
C.
12 in.
Regular
- - 12
16 in. A.
A. C.
C. Oscillating
Regular
- - 16
15 75
12 in.
C.
20 00
85
16 in. A.
Oscillating
58 in.
25 20
C.
Ceiling
Fan
C.
A.
18 60
16 in. A.
C. Exhaust Fan Other sizes of fans at prices correspondingly low. Write for our Complete
Catolog of Picture Machines and Theatre Supplies.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO., 5 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

REMEMBER

THE

SEPTEMBER
AND

PREPARE

DATE9;
NOW

A
C
T
1
V
E

determination lo be at your service.
artoons, animated advertising films.
itles of every description made to order
n full swing, day and night.
ersatile in film efficiency.
astman Raw Stock (shipments made the same day).
ACTIVE
MOTION
PICTURE
IIOI W. Randolph Street

CO.
Chicai^o

OF NEW THEATRES
CALIFORNIA
The Lincoln theatre, located on Sixth avenue, one of the leading outlying
moving picture houses in San Francisco, has been purchased by Messrs.
Atkisson and Godfrey at a price said to be $22,500. This house has been
conducted
for some time by Sam Gordon, who also has the Broadway
ami
other theatres.
The St. Francis theatre, a handsome photoplay house now nearing completion on Geary street, San Francisco, opposite the St. Francis Hotel,
will be opened at an early date, probably before the close of June. This
theatre embodies many unique features in its construction and its success
will be closely watched by exhibitors. Its location is in the center of a
hotel and apartment district, though but a short distance from the most ■
exclusivewhen
shopping
the bulider
and bywilltheconduct
t*""
theatre
it is district.
completed.N. AJosey
fine isorgan
furnished
Americui
Photo Player Sales Company will be a feature of the house.
The Garrickof Teal
theatre,
Losis Angeles,
recently improved.
sold, and Thenow firstunder
management
Smith,
being generally
chaU W'"
.■:
were made in the operating booth when two new Simplex projecting n
chines, model B, were installed by J. Slipper and Company.
A. M. Mozart and Company, of which Ed. Mozart is manager, Iv
leased the Froman Building at Anaheim which is now being construct . .
This contains a theatre of seven hundred seats, and will be opened about
June 20. The theatre is equipped with Powers 6-B machines, motor generators, Minard daylight screens, and will be modern in every respect.
The Mozart
theatres
in LosCompany
Angeles. now has the Fifth avenue and Georgia street
CANADA
Mr. Savor, manager and proprietor of the motion picture house in
Cardinal, Ont., has arranged to operate the Princess theatre, in Prescott,
Ont. It is rumored that Mr. Savor will operate a small three town
circuit, in Cardinal, Prescott and Morrisburg.
Mr. White, sheriff in Sandwich, Ont., has decided to open a motion
picture house within the next two months. He is hard at work, preparing the building and expects to call the new theatre. The Sandwich
Home theatre.
Toronto is to have a new theatre. This will be named the Regent, and
is situateddistrict.
on Adelaide
street,thenear
Yonga, behind
the heart
of Toronto's
theatrical
Mr. Ruddy,
gentlemen
this enterprise
has
purchased the old Majestic vaudeville house, and is entirely remodeling
it. The Regent will seat sixteen hundred people, is to have a mezzanine
floor with lounge rooms, fitted up with fire places and pictures, easy
chairs, magazines, writing tables, and telephone booths. There will be one
balcony, and the whole theatre is being designed and decorated by Thomas
W. Lamb,
York
City. who is responsible for the designing of the Rialto theatre, New
Literally springing out of the ground, comes the new military town of
Angus Plains, Ont. The Canadian Government, acting on orders from Sir
Sam Hughes, purchased the land about this town and 35,000 soldiers will
go into training here, during the summer months. Two motion picture
shows will be opened at Angus Plains to amuse the soldier boys and
they are sure to do a rushing business. This new camp is in addition to
the big concentration point at Niagara on the Lake, where during the
summer months, the theatres play to capacity all the time.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
The latest theatre to enter the motion picture field is the Gaiety, the
only burlesque house of the National Capital. In turning this into a film
house for the summer months, the manager, Harry Garbee, is catering
chiefly to the ladies. He has therefore announced that smoking will not
be permitted, as was the practice at the burlesque performances, and he
Get acquainted with "FULCO"
has
added comforts and attractions which appeal to refined tastes. The
The Depau-tment Store
Gaiety has a capacity of about 1,500 and bids fair to hold its own in the
down
town picture district. Features are shown, with the admission at
TRADE
F.
R
[)
T
r
I
P
MOVING
ten cents.
MACHINES -'S.' EQUIPMENT «©- SUPPUES
INDIANA
Our catalog covers the line fromA-Z
E. E FULTON COMPANY
R.
K.
Mossman,
of
Kokomo,
and H. F. Mossman, of Elwood, have
156 W. Lake St. CHICAGO, ILL.
bought the Isis motion picture theatre at Kokomo, from Cecil and James
-f^^ ..i..^ ^-*> 'J^*'
Wells. The building is owned by Dr. F. D. Miller. The Isis theatre is
the largest picture house in Kokomo, and in the future will be operated as
a straight ten cent theatre. Mr. Mossman took over the Grand theatre
on Main street, Kokomo, last November and renamed it the Cort.
Since taking possession, raising the admission price, and getting high
class
pictures, the theatre has been changed from a losing proposition to
NOW IS THE TIME TO EQUIP WITH FANS
amark
money
making
investment. The Mossman brothers hope to set a like
for the
Isis theatre.
Nat
Wolf,
formerly
connected with the Interstate Amusement Company,
We will furnish you (4) oscillating fans,
of Chicago, where he was manager of the Plaza theatre, has been apthe kind that distribute the air by swingpointed manager of the American theatre at Terre Haute. Mr. Wolf
formerly was manager of the Ellis and Drexel theatres for the Alfred
ing in different directions, for direct curHaml5urgerpartment forCompany,
and Hamburger
was in charge
of theMr.photoplay
derent at a total of $44.00. Alternating,
the fourteen
theatres.
Wolf hasbooking
announced
$50.00. Also Ceiling Fans, Bracket and
he
has
booked
some
big
productions
for
Terre
Haute.
He
also
announced
Ventilating.
that the railed seats in the American soon will be replaced with opera
scats, so arranged that the people can step in between the seats and not
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster, Pa.
disturb other persons in the same row.
The Princess
theatre, at Argos,
reopened
recently
after having
redecorated and remodeled.
H. Riner
bought
the theatre
from been
Harley
Dawson and closed it for a week, pending the remodeling and redecoration.tion ofAmong
the changes made was the removal of the stage, the installaing. a new screen and a new lens in the machine.
]■'. Walters, of Cromwell, has moved his picture show to the Gants buildMarie Barnett, a newspaper writer of Evansville, has bought the Govin that iscity.
This woman
is one ofto the
largesta theatre
houses inthere.
EvansMade in Sv.'itzcrI.Tn'J
villeernorand theatorium,
Miss Barnett
the first
operate
The Airdome at Washington was recently destroyed by fire. An electric
sign twenty-five feet high and fourteen feet wide is being erected over
CARBONS
the Strand theatre, Evansville, formerly the Wells-Bijou.
The Orpheum theatre at Plymouth, has reopened after having been
closedtre hasforbeen
two redecorated
weeks for remodeling
and New
redecorating.
The entire
Write us for dc-criplivc circular and ]jrice list
and closed.
indirect lights
have theabeen
placed
and
electric
fans
put
in.
Linoleum
has
been
placed
in
aislesof and
JONES
& CAMMACK
the scats have been varnished and look like new. The ventilation
the
Solo Importers
theatre has been improved by putting in oscillating fans. A new piano
has
been
bought
and
a
daylight
screen
added.
The
front
of
the
theatre
12 Bridge Street
New York City
will be lighted with electric lights.
Horton Brothers Gaycty Airdome, at Lafayette, opened the season on
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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May 20.tractive
Theappearance.
airdome has been painted, redecorated and presents an atThe Arcade theatre, at Winchester, which was closed for two weeks,
while being remodelled, reopened recently. A six-piece orchestra provided
a special musical program. J. and R. Tracy, lessees of the theatre, have
?iut
in a seats
new floor
own expense,
changed
the front,
ortable
and at
havetheirchanged
the lighting
system.
The installed
policy ofcomthe
theatre,
which
has
been
a
five-cent
house
for
the
last
fourteen
months, will
not be changed.
lOVTA
Messrs. Julius and Awe, who have the agency for the Franklin automobile, inFt. Dodge, are constructing a modern eight hundred seat motion
picture theatre in that city.
KENTUCKY
C. E. Hampson, formerly of New Albany, Ind„ has assumed the manage• ent
the Strand
theatre,
been in ofthea
otionof picture
business
for aLexington.
number of Mr.
yearsHampson
and was has
proprietor
otion picture theatre at New Albany before going to Lexington.
MASSACHUSETTS
Last fall there was some talk of a new moving picture theatre for
' arblehead, but owing to the inability of the promoters and the land
uwners to come to terms, the project fell through. Recently, the owner
of the land in question signified his willingness to sell and negotiations
were_ reopened. William L. Terhune, of Phillips Beach, is the prime mover
and is thoroughly
with the project,
he has The
started
and house
is interested in several conversant
similar institutions
in other asplaces.
picture
will be built and operated by a corporation formed under Massachusetts
laws and it is understood that nearly all the stock has already been subscribed, the major part in Phillips Beach and Marblehead.
MICHIGAN
Franx Marx, one of the founders of the Marx theatre in Wyandotte,
and a for
well-known
health
some time.business man, died on May 24, having been in poor
Harry R. Guest, a former printer and newspaperman, has been appointed director of publicity and editor of the Weekly Film News, the
official bulletin of the John H. Kunsky theatres in Detroit.
Work on the new John H. Kunsky theatre, the Madison, at Broadway
and Grand
progressing
the con-of
tractors Circus
promise thatPark,
it willDetroit,
be readyis by
late in thespeedily,
fall. Theanderecting
the walls has already started. The Madison will be exclusively for motion
pictures. It will seat close to 3,000.
Architect S. D. Butterworth, of Lansing, has submitted plans to Fred
•Patterson
Owosso,
foi^ thepicture
remodeling
his building
Main streetof into
a moving
theatre,of work
on whichat is113to West
start
immediately.
The death of Frank Whitman, of Buchanan, may interfere with the
plans which Mr. Whitman and others had in view for the erection of a
moving picture theatre in Niles.
Frank
R. Lampman
resigned
the management
of the Orpheum theatre in Jackson,
and hashasbeen
succeeded
by A. A. Frudenfeld.
Two east side moving picture theatres of Detroit have discontinued
business during the past thirty days, the Kercheval at 456 Kercheval
avenue, and the Parkview, at Parkview and Kercheval avenues.
There are about one hundred moving picture theatres in Michigan that
are
closedfee byof the
Fire Notices
Marshal's
they threatened
pay their with
annualbeing
license
ten State
dollars.
haveoffice
beenunless
sent
to the owners of these playhouses with the ultimatum that they will be
closed up and their wires cut unless they comply with the state law.
The Frank Farrington Company, Detroit, has been awarded the general
contract for the erection of the theatre at Russell street, near Frederick,
forArchitects
the RussellMilder
Theatre
Howard
Craneon was
the architect.
and Company.
Eisen have C.closed
the bids
a theatre
and store
building to be erected on the northwest corner of the East Grand Boulevard and Chene street, Detroit, by the Iris Theatre Company.
Deckerville is to have a new photoplay house, seating about three hundred and to be ready by the early part of July. The owner is Mrs.
Wesley Beams. The structure will be 30 by 70 feet in size.
The Lyric theatre, Saginaw street, Flint, is being remodeled, and
will have many improvements made.
A lot of improvements have just been made at the Majestic theatre,
Kalamazoo, by F. Addison Pelley, proprietor. He has added a new stage
setting, a new lighting system and new decorations throughout the house.
MINNESOTA
Messrs.
O'Malley
and
Christiansen,
president
respectively of the Security Bank ofwhoSt.arePaul,
have and
just vice-president
purchased a
Bartola
Grand
to
replace
their
four-piece
orchestra
in
the
Palace theatre
of that city.
MISSISSIPPI
Alexander Brothers are erecting a handsome $8,000 motion picture house
on Hayden street, Belzone, for the Crescent theatre, owned by A. M.
Levy and A. C. Bradley. This house will be equipped with the very
best and will have a seating capacity of about four hundred.
MISSOURI
On May 16 fire did nearly $4,000 worth of damage to the Tenth street
theatre, Kansas City, necessitating the closing of that house for an inA pianodamage
and a was
player-piano
were among thethefixtures
eqviipment
burned, definite
whileperiod.
extensive
done to incidentals,
and
walls. The Standard Amusement Company, operating the Willis Wood
theatre, has charge of the Tenth street house.
R. W. Cropper has sold the Dale theatre, 24th and Troost, Kansas City,
to William Richardson, who has taken immediate charge.
Spyros Skouras has just leased the Russell airdome, on Russell avenue,
east of Jefferson, St. Louis, to operate in connection with the Lafayette
theatre, on Lafayette and Jefferson. Mr. Skouras acquired the Lafayette
theatre last fall, when the house was not doing a very promising business
and lifted it out of the indifferent class to the very highest point in the
matter of quality of program and number of patrons. In the Russell airdome he will continue the same policy of program during the hot months.
The airdome has been redecorated, and several Grecian statues placed on
ornamental pedestals, with innumerable electric lights added, and one hundred and out
twenty
symmetrically arranged, have made the place a very
beautiful
door trees,
theatre.
NEBRASKA
Rex A. Smith has rented the opera house at Allen, and will give shows
each Thursday evening. J. H. Morrison, since Superior went dry, is to
remodel his building that has been used as a saloon, and make a motion
picture theatre of it, thus giving this place two motion picture houses.
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SIX

WAYS

BIGGER

TO

BUILD

A

PATRONAGE

If you want to get the edge on your competitor —
If you want to learn how one exhibitor doubled his
receipts, and how another packed them in on a rainy
If you want to be the most successful exhibitor in
day —
—
your town
THEN
— write
right away for "SIX WAYS TO
BUILD A BIGGER PATRONAGE."
It's free for the asking.
CAHILL-IGOE

MOVING

CO., 117 W. Harrison St., Chicago

FOR
SALE
PICTURE
MAILING

LISTS

Only complete one to be had, numbering 22,000;
price, $40.00; itemized by states, or $3.50 per
thousand for states you want. Postage guaranteed.
1173 Film Exchanges
$4.00
149 Manufacturer* and Studios
1.00
210 Moving Picture Machine and Supply Dealers 1.50
Write for particulars
Trade Circular Addressing Co.
166^^ West Adcuns Street, Chicago
Franklin 1183
Estab. 188S

ALL

THE of prominence
F»LAYERS
an; YOUB
sized picture
instantly. WIHEin US
WANTS.canIf beJOBfurnished
flU to
display the face of a popular plarer who li ippearing
at your bouse you are overlooking ao opportonlty lot
larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL KNOWN
FLAYERthe prominently
displayedof will
draw more moaey
than
mere announcement
a name.
LARGE HAND COLORED PICTURES.
Size 22 X 28 73e Each Size 11 x 14 20e Eub
SEMI-PHOTO POST CARDS $3.00 per thousand. Prlnl
your announcement on correspondence side and Ball
them week];. PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8 z 10, aU tb*
prominent
dilferent names.
GRAVURE players,
FOLDERS,600 containing
picturee20c.of each.
all the
prominent
thousand. players, including feature stars, $10.00 per
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of aU the players, 800
names, 40c. each.
TRANSPARENCIES, ALL SIZES, from 60c. to $2.80.
PAC-SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS from $8.00 to $25.00,
according to size and frames.
220 W. 42nd Street. >J. Y.
CO.,
MFG.
KRAUS
12th
Fioer,
BUILDING.
Send for Catalogue of over 600eANDLER
players and
samples free. Write is
living details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look over tlie " News."
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NEW JERSEY
The Grand theatre, Camden, will be entirely rebuilt and its capacity
doubled, as the result of the purchase of adjoining property by Abe
Greenberg, owner and manager of the theatre. The new theatre will have
a frontage of 62 feet and a depth of 125. A balcony will be ad<led. The
total capacity will be sixteen hundred. A new ventilating system will be
installed, and the Pilsner pipe organ enlarged.
OKLAHOMA
The Wonderland theatre at Enid, opened again the first of May under
the tnanagement of M. A. Blackburn. This house has been closed tor
some
time.
The new management is using feature productions and a
few acts
of vaudeville.
John F. Facklin has sold his house at Broken Bow to A. W. James,
who is BOW operating it.
The Lyric theatre at Guthrie, has been sold under foreclosure to Mr.
Caffey for $750. The Electric theatre with a seating capacity of 600, has
been opened at Commerce.
PENNSYLVANIA
The Grand Opera House, the largest theatre in Pittsburgh under the
management of Harry Devis and in which a stock company has been
operating,
has Under
once more
tures again.
the changed
directionitsofpolicy
Mr. and
Davisis now
thererunning
are a motion
number pic-of
tine motion picture theatres in Pittsburgh. He has the Lyric on Fifth
avenue, the William Penn in Federal street. North Side; the Schenley
theatre in Forbes street, Oakland, and a number of others.
.\ number of the theatres in Pittsburgh have changed hands during the
past few days. Eddie Balson formerly manager of the Family theatre,
Braddock, has taken over the Cameraphone theatre at Sharpsburg, and
after making a number of improvements will throw it open to the public.
J. W. Jackson, formerly of East Liverpool, Ohio, has taken over the
American theatre at 1616 Braddock avenue, Braddock. This house was
formerly owned by J. A. Brown, and managed by S. A. Gilbert. It has a
capacity of two hundred and fifty, but after the remodeling is finished
will have a capacity of more than four hundred.
TENNESSEE
The new Knickerbocker theatre, Nashville, has been opened. The
Knickerbocker cost $85,000 and seats twelve hundred. The Princess theatre, at Menphis, has installed a new $10,000 pipe organ. The Metropolitan theatre, at Memphis, is being remodeled throughout.
TEXAS
John D. Jones, one of the partners in the Crystal Amusement Company,
Greenville,
of thehisRex
and Crystal
in that
interest to F.operators
E. Newman,
partner,
and is now
backcity,
on has
the sold
road his
in the
wholesale grocery line.
The Mirror theatre at Denison, built about a year ago by J. C. Colby,
has been sold by Mr. Colby to J. V. Smith. The Mirror is a modern
house, well equipped and getting good business.
C. W. Holley, formerly at Eagle Pass, visited in Dallas recently securing
equipment for his new Airdome at Uvalde. It is named the Electric
Palace.
The Soledad
theatre
at SanhasAntonio,
has opened
feature productions. ThRoof
e Soledad
theatre
been closed
for thewithsummer.
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M. L. Levine has remodeled his roof airdome at Corsicana, and will
soon open with jiictures for the summer. E. F. Walker will open an airat the corner
Colonial
Dallas, domewithin
the nextof three
weeks.avenue and Peabody street, in South
The new suburban motion picture house, being built by E. L. Malone,
near
JeflFerson
avenuecomi>letion.
on Tyler street
in Oak Fotoplayer
Cliff, one ofwillDallas'
suburbanin
districts,
is ncaring
An $8,000
be installed
the house which will scat around six hundred. The front is concrete work,
in the formlogofcabin
logs, structure.
which will be finished in colors to represent an oldfashioned
Hermandez and Garcia have secured the Star theatre at Eagle Pass.
They also have the Majestic, which they have closed.
H. R. Vates, proprietor of the Garden Airdome at Longview, has leased
his theatre to Joe Wells, proprietor of the Rex theatre, Denison, for the
summer.
Chris Reesing has taken over the management of the Queen theatre at
Gatesville, which will be operated in connection with the Royal.
W. H. Atwell, former U. S. Attorney at Dallas, has purchased the Hippodrome theatre at Dallas, paying $12,000. Mr. Atwell says that he was
acting for several persons, whose names are not as yet given out.
Fred Nelson will open a new picture house at Clifton in the near future.
J. H. Jonesclusively.hasEllis Taylor
opened has
the opened
Star theater
Fort Worth
negroes The
exa newat picture
house for
at Blum.
Mirror theatre, at Denison, has closed for the summer season.
WASHINGTON
Clarence
Summerville,
well
known to Tacoma'stheatre
motionandpicture
patrons,
has closed a lease for the Strand-Hippodrome
has reopened
the playhouse as the Hippodrome theatre with high class feature pictures.
The theatre until recently was known as the Liberty, being changed to the
Strand-Hippodrome when the policy of pictures and vaudeville was adopted.
giiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiNiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
I
WHEN SEPTEMBER 10 COMES DON'T SAY
i WE DIDN'T WARN YOU ABOUT SEPTEMBER
I 9!

|
|
I

I
WHAT
?
i WHY, THE STUDIO DIRECTORY,
1 COURSE!

I
1
I

Information with regard
to Cinema business in
Europe given free of
charge.
G. KACZKA,
32 Rue de Moscou, Paris

OF

MENGER & RING, Inc.
Manufacturers of
POSTER and LOBBY
DISPLAY FRAMES
M4 W. 42nd Street
New York

^'11
Hi

IE
THE

SATIN
EVERY

DAY

ARE

WHOLE

PHOTOPLAY

WORLD

IS TALKING

GOLDFIBRE

SCREENS

LETTERS RECEIVED TESTIFYING AS TO
WONDROUS PROJECTION SURFACE

^^The beautiful new Orpheum Theatre
of Huntington, W. Va., the largest and
finest photoplay theatre in the State
writes this letter of the superlative
merits of Satin Goldfibre Screens.

OF

THE

MERITS

OF

THIS

ORPHEUM THEATRE
COMPANY
Huntington, W. Va.,
Satin Goldfibre Screens, Inc.
April 7, 1916.
Gentlemen: —
Our projection surface is considered "perfection itnot onlyvarious
by our parts
patrons,
by fellow
exhibitors
as well,self,"from
of thebutstate.
Our projection
system consists of the highest grade and highest priced
materials that may be purchased, but we may say that
without your Satin Goldfibre Screen we would not be
able to consider our projection perfect.
Yours respectfully,
ORPHEUM THEATRE COMPANY,
Per G. C. Sullivan, Secretary and Manager.

Unsolicited testimonials
SATIN
of the merits of any
sales article are not
GOLDFIBRE
forthcoming unless
the satisfaction
SCREENS
is there.
Stand Back of What is Claimed of Thom.
"Il's Ail in the Satin Finish."
For Literature and Prices Address

SATIN
GOLDFIBRE
SCREENS,
Inc.
SUITE 2030 PENOBSCOT BLDG., DETROIT, MICH.
NEW YORK DISTRIBUTORS, J. H. HALLBERG. 36 EAST 23RD ST., NEW YORK, N. Y., U. S. A.
Be »ure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Contributions

Picture

NOW

Campaign

for the

Actors'

Exhibitors

!

Fund

Many

of

America

Exhibitors

are contributing

throughout
10%

ceipts oftheir theatres

of the gross

If you
Exhibitors

!

instances
have

please do so now
The

American

worthiness

Picture

Campaign
the
Fund

on your

for

donated

10%

or before
public

conditions

this necessary.
as yet

June

1 5th.

appreciate
Picture

the

Cam-

day.

in

Your

Contributions

to

5^Uaa^

made

of the Motion

Send

Actors'
Extends

June

Local

paign for the Actors' Fund of America
and will help by increasing your receipts

The
Motion

not

re-

on dates extend-

ing toJune Fifteenth.
in many

America

NOW

SAMUEL GOLDFISH, Chairman
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
15th

^^nh

30 East 42nd Street, New York

in

^our

QlnntrthuttonB

No

Checks payable to MOTION PICTURE CAMPAIGN FOR THE ACTORS' FUND
J. Stuart Blackton, Treasurer, Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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ExcUuive Manufacturen of
Furnishings for Theatres, Schools,
Churches and all Fuhlic Bnildings

Tanks

Picture Film Development

MOVKSING PICTURE
CQRCORAH TAN
FACT
HANU UntO OHU WBT
AJ.COnCOBAN

I

Laboratory

Insurance!

Why invest money in expensive chemicals
and high salaried and competent men to mix
your developing solutions, in order that your
negatives will receive the proper chemical
attention, but overlook the fact that a cheaply
constructed and leaky tank will jeopardize your
result ? Interest yourself in this statement
and send for circular No. 8.

When you want Opera Chairs, remember ve have

50,000 CHAIRS
I
I
ALWAYS IN STOCK
I in 6 different styles in Imitation Mahogany and CircaBsion Walnut finlshett
I assuring you satisfactory selection and
I
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
i
Other designs of Upholstered and Unupholstered Chairs unlimited In
1 number, furnished in 25 to 50 days after receipt of specifications, depending
§ on character of choirs selected.
i
Our Consultation Service^ specializing in designing economical arrange*
= ments for theatre seating is tendered to you without any charge whatever*
1
Descriptive literature on request.
1
For prompt attention address:
I
General Offices: 1012 LYTTON BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
i
Sales Offices in all principal cittea
ruillllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

The

INSTALLED BY
Solax Co.
Vitagraph Co. of America
Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
British-American Film Co.,
Toronto
Crystal Film Co.
United States Government
Sun Film Corporation
Gaumont Co.
at Washington, D. C.
Thanhauser Film Co.
American Film Mfg. Co.
Universal Film Co.
Kinemacoler Co.
Pathe Freres
of America
Kalem Co.
Mutual Film Corporation
American-Eclair Co.
Rothacker Film Mfg.'Co.l
A.

J. CORCORAN,
Inc.
Patentees and Manufacturers
I New York Office ;
Factory
Jersey & City»
JERSEY : AVE.
1.3TH N.ST.J.
I No.
9'A JOHN3947STREET
Telephone, 238 Jersey
Telephone,
Cortlandt

Success of a Theatre
a ppends largely upon its attractiveness and safety. This is evidenced
eiierywhere by the large number of renovations going on.
Whether you are building a theatre or repairing the old, to keep
abreast of the times, you'll find that

will add to the general attractiveness of your theatre and at the same
time remain perfectly safe. They combine the beauty of moulded
plaster with the strength of steel. Easily and quickly erected, they
give a life-time of satisfactory service.
Our long experience in installing these ceilings in theatres, enables
us to make some worth-while suggestions.
Send for full particulars and copy
of handsome
Catalog D. M. P.
The Berger Manufacturing Co., Canton, O.
Branches:— .St.
Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Chicago
Louis
Minneapolis
San Francisco
Rxport Dept.:— Berger Bldg., New York City, U. S. A.

The

Rothacker

Laboratory

and

Studio

and

Why

It

Was

Built

first query about this very large, very
YOUR
modern, and exceptionally appointed
studio and laboratory — some impression
of which you will gain from the following pages
— will be:
Why

was it built?

So I'll let Mr.

Rothacker
* *

tell you.

BACK of every big enterprise there's a sizable
idea. Back of every successful undertaking there's a pretty clear, far-ahead look along
the path of progress.
Firstly, then, he foresaw the new era of economy and efficiency in this film industry — the
careful counting of costs, the pressing problem
of prompt deliveries and the rigid inspection of
quality work.
This era is right with us. The picture industry
today is full abreast of the rules of modern merchandising. Itmust — and very swiftly — take to
itself those time and money-saving methods and
devices which are the salvation of other great
industries.

YOU

may in the light of earlier methods say
that he is a crank — when you see the careful arrangements of departments and their remarkable appointments and the rapid, diligent
way film is handled and checked from its entrance to its exit from this factory: but he has
raised efficiency to its n*^ power here because he
knows the film business today demands efficiency
and will come to his doors for it.
Th
in Chicago.
lis IS
A ND now the locationmost important.
Chicago, as you know, is the geographical and
trade center of this industry.
In shipping prints out of Chicago as a center
he cannot only save time in delivery to all points
— which is most important in this business — but
there is also the saving of express charges which
is a mighty big factor.
The engraving business is handled this way, at
a vast and necessary saving of time and expense.
Films — similar in nature to the publishing busidemand the very same economy in time
and ness—money.
* * *

SO

this will explain the bigness of the plant,
because ample space, the handling of film
in a large way by modern methods and the buying of materials in considerable bulk — all this

OO in space, equipment, efficiency and by loca^
tion this big modern plant is prepared to
print for any producer in America — for all of
them — and give service, delivery and economy to
necessarily
means economy. That's a plain busia remarkable degree.
ness deduction.
For studio work excellent appointments are
And this will explain why he has, for more
offered as the following pages amply testify.
than a year, been gathering together the best of
This concern will rent space or contract to protechnical experts, both from this country and
duce pictures.
abroad, because the earnest efforts of these capaAnd as for the ability of the organization to
ble and experienced hands means quality servproduce pictures, no further proof is needed than
ice. Better service in fact is not obtainable.
its six years of successful experience, and the fol*
lowing well satisfied clients:
Dn Pont Powder Co.
Standard Oil Co.
Postum Cereal Co.
Northern Pacific Ry.
Winchester Repeating Arms Co.
German Kali Works
General Fireproofing Co.
U. S. Gypsum Co.
H. J. Heinz Co.
Burroughs Adding Machine
Sulzberger & Sons
Underwriters Laboratories
Peabody Coal Co.
U. S. Brewer
Ass'n Co.
Phoenix
Horseshoe
Chicago Board of Education
Sprague Canning Co.
State
of
Illinois
W. G. Souders Co.
Peabody Houghtahng Co.
Long-Bell Lumber Co.
ETC., ETC., etc., etc.
'O, this answers your first query. Any other will be readily
answered in the following
pages. A personal visit to this magnificent institution will destroy all doubt.
William

A. Johnston.
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HEWITT
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LIGHTS
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The two Cooper
Hewitt Units that
form the basis of
the Lighting
Equipment of the
new Studios
and Laboratories
' of the Rothacher
Film Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, III., and
what that Company says about
their Equipment
SKYLIGHT OUTFIT

esS-SSS'WBST BBIE STREET
CHICAQO
Watterson R.Rotmacker
GENCRAI. MANAaCR

26 th,
April
1916.
FLOOR STAND

Cooper Hewitt Electric Co.,
Eighth & Grand Sts. ,
Hoboken , New J ereey .
Gentlemen: The fact that we have contracted with
you to equip our new etudios is sufficient evidence of our belief that where etudio lighting
ie concerned you have the beet on the market.
We made thie selection after a careful analysis of the entire situation.
We have
thoroughly inepecced all the lighting equipmonts
available £uid have made the purchase regardless
of price.
During the past six years we have
used Cooper Hewitt lights in our title and special work and they have always given entire satisfaction.
We are supremely confident that the
lighting equipment we have ordered from you for
our new studios will secure perfect illumination
and maximum light values.
Very truly yours*
NEW ELEVATOR WINGED STAND
17 COMPLETE LAMPS
RES.
WRR-M
COOPER

HEWITT

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

General Offices and Works, Eighth and Grand Streets, Hoboken, N. J.
inTTSBUKCill
DETROIT
(
1 DISTRICT SALES \
CINCINNATI
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS
OFFICES
/
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO

U« sure to mcnlioii " MOTION i'lC'i'tJKK NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Standardize

Efficiency

and
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Economize

economy

in studio and

laboratory —

the making" of artistic motion pictures at the minimum of
cost — depends primarily upon
the mechanical equipment
used.

Standardization — the fixing- of a definite standard
film perforation to which the film movement mechanisms

of
of

camera and printer are made to conform — must characterize
the machines used in processing film if efficiency and economy are to raise quality and lower costs.

and

Bell & Howell
these only — are

Perforators, Printers, Cameras —
so standardized as to insure perfect

results.
The "screen quality" of pictures made with B. & H.
equipment is unequalled.
The cost of making and finishing
pictures with B. & H. equipment is less than that which
follows the use of inferior — unstandardized — equipment.
And

because

they are the most

highly efficient, Bell &

Howell

Perforators, Printers and Cameras — the only standardized equipment — are the least expensive machines of their
kind to keep and use.
Provision

has been made

Bell & Howell Perforators
new laboratory.

BELL

Larchmont

in the Rothacker

Film

Mfg. Co.'s

&
HOWELL
COMPANY
DESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS OF

STANDARDIZED
1801-07

for the installation of sixteen

Avenue

CINEMACHINERY

and

ACCESSORIES
Chicago,

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."

Illinois
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ROT

AIR

II ACKER

LABORATORY

CONDITIONING

Used in the ROTHACKER

FILM

MFG.

AND
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STUDIO

APPARATUS
GO'S

ADAPTABLE
TO
MOVING
PICTURE
THEATRES
BUILDINGS
where HEATING ~ VENTILATION —
COOLING and HUMIDITY
CONTROL
is desired.

PLANT,

Ghicago

— SCHOOLS

and

PUBLIC

\\ c also nuiiiLiI cU't 111"'.' the
SYSTEM OF VACUUM
HEATING
AND
STEAM HEATING SPECIALTIES
NASSACHUSETTS
BLOWERS

TH£1{mograd£
MODULATION SYSTEM OF HEATING

Those interested in economical heating, satisfactory ventilation
and cooling effect should investigate our product.
CONSOLIDATED
EA,STERN OFFICE
AND FAN MANUFACTURING
WATERTOWN,

^

ENGINEERING
CO.
MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

PLANT

28th Place and Shields Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

MASS.

ILG

^

KINEALY AIR"WASHER^
Jorming part of Air Conditioning Apparatus

Drying

and

BL
ER
IN OW
THE NEW
PLANTS
OF THE

System
FOR

Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
DRY

THE

Ventilating

FILMS

properly
lor llic ])ro(lii( t
ol pcrlccl iilins

Rothacker
Film Mfg. Go's
Studio and Laboratory
DESIGNED

ILG

AND

INSTALLED
SELF

BY

COOLED

PROPELLER
B.

FANS

F.

Reynolds

412-414 No. Dearborn
PERFECT VENTILATION
IN MORE THAN
1000 THEATRES

CHICAGO
Write for
Speciaf Bui tel irt on
Theatre Ver\tilation

Specialists
Heating

ILG

Electric Ventilating
CHICAGO

Co,

-:-

GET

&
St.

ILLINOIS

on Theatre

and
OUR

I5c sure to mention " MO'l'ION I'ICTIJRE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.

Ventilating
BOOKLET

Co.
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" I can recommend The
Portoscope t o
the favorable
consideration
of those seeking a practical home projector,
and
traveling
salesmen
demonstra-

INTERNATIONAL
FILTERS

have

been

for

the

chosen
new

laboratories
Film

Mfg.

as equipment

and

of the

exemplary
Rothacker

Co.

F.H.Richardtion outfits."
Pure water is a great essential in the production of films.
tyo Value From Industrial Film
Is the expense of ind istrial film jus'.ified by the uses that can
be
made
of
it?
YES
—
if you utilize
THE
PORTOSCOPE. Not anemnhit'cilly,
experiment—yes,thoroughly
practical
The Portoscope is the result of years of develooraent to perfect a
really practical projecting machine. It is proving its superiority
daily
to the complete satisfaction of critical purchasers all over the
country.
Do not overlook the fact that film rau^t be proper ly projected to
get results. No matter ho%v perfect it may be, unless the projector
can value,
satisfactorily reproduce pictures on the screen, the film has
no
THE
PORTOSCOPE
follows approved p inciples oi projector construction, and embodies
every essential of the large professional machines. It produces a
steady, bril'iint
and flickerles;
film.arc II.
Uimination
is secured
from a looopicture.
candle Takes
power standard
incandescent,
or
calcium light.
STEREOPTICAN ATTACHMENT
LOOK WHO'S USING IT
THE PORTOSCOPE is
Maxwell Motors, Carnation
equipped with an attachment
Milk
Products.
.Adfor standard slides. The lamp
ding
Machines, Burroughs
Bull Tractors.
house is so attached that it may
Larkin Company, Minneapolis
be instantly adjust?d for stere- Steel & Machinery Co., Ohio
opticon purposes. Accurate
X'arnish,Silk.
Willys-Overland.
WinYou know these
alignment for both motion pic- sted
ture and stereopticon is auto- concerns — you know they buy
matic.
only the proven best. Over a
hundred good concerns like
SAFETY WITHOUT BOOTH
these are using THE PORTOThe asbestos lii el carrying SCOPE.
case of THE PORTOSCOPE
READ WHAT USERS SAY
makes it literally a portable
fire-proof booth. The machine
"We have looked over the
cannot be operated until the entire
field of portable motion
door is closed. The special picture machines, and have
PORTOSCOPE Heat Elimina- found this to be more satisfactor makes possible stopping
tory and safer than any others
film at any point for prolonged
study.
we have
inspected."
Ma-xw-ell
Motor Company.
" It is with ainstalled
great deal
pleasure thatof the
we advise
you that
THE
PORTOSCOPE
in theof club-room
Advertising
Association of Chicago is fuUy up to expectations and giving satisfactory
results. The distinction enjoyed by this Club in having a projection
machine of its own installed in the dining room making possible showing of film to its members during noon hour, has proven highly acble." E. H. Phillppi,of Chairman,
Advertising ceptaAssociation
Chicago. Industrial Movie Committee.
"Your machine fills an ideal which I
have
in mind picture
for several
years on—
that ofhelda motion
projector
scientific principles, but easily portable
and bersimple
to operate."
EI Paso Chamof Commerce,
L. J. Burrud
L/l-i/ll
s will
smallbe
Over 10,000
PR^« projector
riFAI ^LiI\0.
sold during the next few years.
This is the prediction of a leading
authority. He made this statement
after a demonstration of THE PORTO
SCOPE. The field for the machine,
in view of its practicability and simplicity, is almost unlimited.
AMONG OUR ENTHUSIASTIC DEALERS
ARE: B. F. Porter, New York; L. M.
Swaab, Philadelphia. Pa.: Breck Photoplay Supply Company, San Francisco,
California; Southern Electrical ComSan Diego, St.Calfornia;
Hyatt's
Supply pany,Company,
Louis. Missouri;
You know these live wire dealers by reputation. Write today for catalog and
the proposition
that day,
offersevery
big profit;
getting
bigger ever
month,—
every year.

It is worthy

of note

that

the

most modern and progressive producers have installed
International Filters.
For full information
International

Filter

First National
ChicagoBank

Motion Picture-Scope Company
567 West Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Demoy.'^traiions can be arranged through
the Rolhacker Film Mfg. Co.
If you like the "News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

address

The

Co.

Bldg.

Rothacker

Film

Mfg, Company have been
using our Motion
Picture Photographing Lamps for more
than four years and
have placed an order
for more. NufT Sed.
This is the portable
lamp that is now being used by most of
the
large This
up-to-date
studios.
is the
lamp that you will
eventually use, so
why not now ?
Send for our special
descriptive folder.

Chicago

Stage

Lighting Company
112 No. LaSalle St.
Chicago, Illinois
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STUDIO

CAMERA

FOR
Motion
MOTION

theater

patrons

PHOTOGRAPHY
who

For the past 21 years I have been making
motion picture cameras. I am supplying
such concerns as the Rothacker Film Mfg.
Company, who demand a perfect camera —
one which will answer the requirements of
the most delicate photography and at the
same time stand up under severe treatment.

clearness
may

224 W. Illinois St.

the

not know

is stenciled

the

pictures

that

in the film mar-

gin— but you do.

This will be ready about July ist. If you
are going to be in the market for cameras at
this time, it will pay you to investigate
what I have to offer.
SCHUSTER

of

over

"EASTMAN"

In all these years I have not had an unsatisfied customer, but I, myself, have not been
entirely satisfied. I have been working on
a new camera ; it will have several improvements over my present one.

ANDREW

daily exclaim

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

& CO.

CO.,

N. Y.

Chicago

FOR
QUALITY
AND
IN YOUR FILM DEVELOPING

SERVICE
DEPARTMENT

II

EAGLE"

WOOD

TANKS

References
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co.
American Film Mfg. Co.
Chicago Ferrotype Co.
Essanay Film Mfg. Co.
Selig Polyscope Co.
U. S. Cinematograph Co.

Ask Rothacker
why he buys
EAGLE TANKS

TANKS
with racks
EAGLE

TANKS
with lead lining
TANK

CO.,

V/rite for Prices on

TANKS
with Monel Metal lining

2428

N. Crawford

Avenue,

acid-proof
paint
"Etco"
CHICAGO,

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A DAY
BUYS A REMBUSCH SCREEN
Then why hesitate?
You save that amount in light bill.
Instead of dull, indistinct pictures
You have clear and brilliant projection.
You can have light in your house and bright pictures.
Listen! A Rembusch screen
Puts
into into
youryoupresentation;
Instills"pep"
new life
and your theatre;
ItIt draws
will remedy
the matter with you."
crowds the
so it"What
pays forisitself.

Of course, it goes without
saying,
Mr. Rothacker
would install
nothing but
a Rembusch screen in his
studio.

Rembusch makes every kind of picture screen;
Makes the Glass Mirror, his own invention;
Makes the Glass Translucent, for rear projection;
Makes the
the Glory
houses;make;
Makes
CrystalLight
Fibre,"Fibre,"
superiorforto wide
any other
Makes the Goldfibre, better than any other;
Makes the Silverfibre, cheap but good;
Makes anything you want in the screen line.
F. J. Rembusch makes every kind of picture screen because you can't fit a house unless you make every kind.
F. J. Rembusch is an authority on projection; is a practical exhibitor and has been running a half dozen theatres for ten years; knows
the business from soup to nuts, and will make your screen the same as if he was making it for his own house.
Write to-day and he will tell you just what you need.
Cash or easy payments.
MIRROR SCREEN COMPANY
Manufacturers of "Rembusch" Screens
Box 176, SHELBYVILLE, INDIANA
"20 years of successful manufacturing of projection screens.'

CHEMICALS
FOR

MOTION

PICTURE

LABORATORIES

^ The large and complete stock of high grade
chemicals we have on hand at all times insures the
prompt delivery of your orders, just as our name
insures their quality. And we do not charge extra
for this quality or service insurance.

^The

Rothacker Film Mfg. Company realizing that chemicals contribute largely to perfect developing
and printing of motion picture films,

buy their chemicals
Morrisson Company.

from

FullerWrite for quotations

FULLER-MORRISSON
310-318

Washington

COMPANY

St., Chicago

Better to read lifty advertisements than tu miss the one YOU need.

3647

ROT

3648
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Rothacker

Mr.

Printers.

Duplex

using
with

years

two

FOR

substantial

for our

order

lahoralory.
■
Mfi;. Cotupi>iiy'

placed

has

He

been

has

latest

model.

Duplex

Printers

perfect

developing

Rothacker

For

years

Hall

we

manufacture
We

have

play
and

an

printing, which

been

of motion

always
of the

changing

field.

part

in

is the

Mark.

have

advance

important

kept

specializing
picture
a

machinery.

few

development

in the

in

paces
this

in
fast

Automatic
Film

Printers,

Cleaners,

Tripods and
Rewinders,
The Duplex type of
machi>ie that cleans
and polishes the proof the Roihurker ductsFilm
Mfg.
Company.

Tilts,

Film

Reel

Film

Measuring

Machines

Cameras,

Holders,

and

Everything for the
Motion Picture Laboratory
Our machines

will increase the efficiency of

your laboratory and
out better pictures.

Duplex

assist you in turning
Let us prove this to you.

Machine

316-318 75th St.,

be sure to iiitiilion "MOIKJN

Company

Brooklyn, New

York

I'lCTUKIi NKWS" when writing to ailvcrlisers.
tarn WILUAUH PBINTINO OOUPANI. NaW lOBE

s

Now

Can

You

Have

a

Professional

Projector

Portable
Quality

It's here at last — a compact, lightweight, easily portable
projector of professional quality. Not an experiment — but
a machine of tried and proved efificiency.

DeVry
PORTABLE
Projector
With a DeVry the exhibitor can examine his film at his
leisure. The exchange man does not need a special projection room and equipment. The road man can always
see his prospect without bothering him, and can satisfy his
doubtful attitude. The musician can write his synchronized
score more satisfactorily. Many other uses will readily
suggest themselves to film men.
TKe

MacKine
in a N\it-SHell
Type C-2-Regular 1,000 foot model

Dimensions: 17" x 17" x 73^" — more convenient to carry
than a traveling bag. And it weighs only 19H; pounds — less
than half the weight of any other so-called portable projector. Runs standard reels and films. Motor drive.
Universal motor.
Variable speed, easily regulated.

Among the users of the DeVry Portable Projector are:
Supreme Film Company
Northwest Weekly
Northern Navigation Co.
Chicago Northwestern Ry.
Western Electric Co.
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.
Michigan State Telephone Co.
Chicago Tribune, Adv. Dept.
Chicago Herald
We also make an automatic machine for show
windokv purposes.
Wrjte today for prices and full information ^^d ask about our binding guarantee.
TI|E DeVRY corporation
117 }f. Fifth Avenue Dept. D CHICAGO, ILL.
You can see a demonstrp.tion of DeVry Projectors at this address or on the floor of the
Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Type E-1 — Continnoas model — Treads and rewinds automatically. Capacity 500 feet.

We

of

are

six

years

what

we

have

since

We
home

are

our

Developing

Magnificently

and

built,

and

birthday^

proud

of

operated

tifically managed — it gives
quality and absolute security.
We
multiple

offer

this

set studio,
Come

you

elaborately

and

see

are growing

Rothacker

on

and

the

and
why

have

degree

scienof

service.

.

we

Mfg.

Industrial Moving
Picture
Watterfion R. Rotharker, President

Co.

Chicago,

A.

S.

film

with

grown.

Film
S I' C CESS OR TO

U.

invented,

—

combined

for yourself

we

have

supreme

inspection

how

new

equipped

honor

laboratory,

for your

this

Printing.

— it represents the best that human
brains
and money can buy, for moving picture production.
Efficiently

proud

accomplished

first

particularly

of Perfect

old

^

Co.

ir©

HAS

THE

gUALITY

The

CIRCULATION

proof

motion

that

picture

OF

THE

TRADE

|

the

is an

art

—

LASKY

Photoplays

DISTRIBUTORS
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE, LTD.

iI

Jesse LLaskx Feature put C9(inc)
FOUR- EIGHTY-FIVE FIFTH ^^NUE, NEW YORK CITY
Jesse L. LasKy
Samuel Goldfish Cecil 5. DeMi
Pres.
Vice-Pres. and Treas.
Director Gen
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We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

NEWS

Listen to them!
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Vol. 13. No.

NEWS

are t±ie productions of
Famous Players Film Co., Jesse L. Laskn Feature Play
Co., The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co.. Pallas Pictures

Only one exhibitor in each neig"hborhood can talk consistent quality.

Only upon consistent quality can enduringf business

Do

you

envy

be built.

the assured

and

stantly increasing prosperity
Paramount

Are

YOU

con-

of the

Exhibitor?

satisfied?

Write Our Exchange

To-day

Be ture to mention *• MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertiaers.
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MOTION

PICTURE

WEEK'S
USIC
Mx
specially arranged
music for each feature
beginning with release
of April 3rd, 1916. is
available at a small
rental. Whether you
have a full orchestra or
only a pi ano, this
specially arranged music
will add greatly to the
effectiveness of each
feature.
Ask our exchange.

NEWS

RELEASES

Daniel Frohman presents
ALL STAR CAST in
THE EVIL THEREOF
produced by
The Famous Players Film Co.
Oliver Morosco presents
EDNA GOODRICH in
THE MAKING OF MADDALENA
produced by
The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
TRAVEL PICTURES

HOLMES
NO. 18

"Visiting the Sultan of Sulu"
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS
NO. 18
Preparedness.
Better Babies.
First Aid to the Injured.
Jobs
You Would Not Want.
Trickids.
PARAMOUNT- BRAY ANIMATED
CARTOONS NO. 21
"Farmer Al Falfa's Tentless Circus."

Write Our Exchange

To-day

NEW YORK. N.Y.

54IA

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising..

3656
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Short

Vol. 13. No. 24

NEWS

Subjects

Each of the short subjects on the Paramount Program has been placed there
because it contained definite business
building possibilities for the exhibitor.
Paramount

Pictographs

Par amount- Bur ton Holmes
Travel Pictures
Par amount- Br ay Animated
Cartoons and BrayGilbert Silh ouettes
Are you interested in filling out your
program or in adding strength to your
program ?
Are YOU

satisfied ?

Our

Exchange

To-day

4

'

Write

FOUR EIGHTY FIVE FIFTHAVENUE FORTY FIHST ST,
;4r ^aramoiiM^^U^eS-CS-jmraU^
\^
NEW YORK. N.Y.

V

Be %w to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best

^

A

Beautiful

Faced

Ruin
She

was

peasant

Naples

stepped

spread

see this dark

WILLIAM

in

a dangerously

who

that was

Girl

fascinating

into

for her.

beauty

FOX

the
You

net
will

in the

FEATURE

starring for the first time
in his pictures.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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3659

JOSH

COIJUIN5

!• 1

in

WOMAN5

HONOR

5TOBJY
DOSAJJD

BY

LBUCHAKAN

DIRECTED
ROI4AND

BY
^EST

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU

ignore advertising.

3660

MOTION

"The

Heart

of

One year ago we possessed one
small office and a typewriter on
installments.
Today we have six departments,
seven offices, and a staff of ten
aggressive assistants.
\Vc are rr-prcst-nte I in .\"cw
YorkWest
b\' 42nd
Arthur
S. Kane, of
220
Street.
Our references are to the hundreds for whom we have obtained
employment, the owners and
managers of the studios and numerous authors.

World's

PICTURE

Greatest

Vol. 13. No. 24

NEWS

Motion

Picture

Producing

Willis

Center"

Inglis

Building
Wright & Callender

I'm. n' II,, I |i;i]'tiii''nt al I lolJ,\ w ooU

Los

Uc sure to mention " MO'J JO.\ I'ICTUKE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.

Angeles,

Cal.
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We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.
Listen to them !
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William
A . Bradt
IN ASSOCIATION WITH
WORLD FILM CORPORATION
PRESENTS

EDNA

WALLACE

HOPPER

AND

ALICE BRADY

FRANK
ROBERT WARWlCW
A

5HERIEAN
IN

REVELATION

OF

THE
■|Ou-3c PETERS

m
CAHLYLE BLACKWELL
ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING
TREATMENTS
OF THIS
"PERILS
^
DIVORCE'
POWERFUL SUBJECT EVER SHOWN ON THE SCREEN
-xr^.

WITTY GORDON*'

FRANCES "ELSON

MURIEL OSTRICME

CLARA WHIPPLE-'

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

EDWIN AUfrUST

ALEC FRANCIS

OICFCTFD 3Y
EDWIN AUGUST
lllMIIIIIIMiniilllll'lilijlnltl
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS'* when writing to advertisers.
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WILLIAM

A.BRADY

IN ASSOCIATION
.WORLD

WITH

FILM (30RP0RAT10>I
WILL SHORTLY
PRESENT
,

IN

3^,

THE FAMOUS

A MAWEL0U5 ADAPTATION FROM
L

HEKRY

MURGEliS
IMMORTAL AND

r

EVERLASTINGLY BEAUTIFUL
FRENCH STORY

Di reefed
by
HEMf
lASBD
Albert

CAPELLAKL

Vroduced by
PARAGON
FILMS,

STORY

13

THE CELEBRATED W.^ITER
TH05.W lAWSON

,

CONCEDED TO BE
THE MOST.THRILLING
STORY EVER. WRITTEN -

^

DirecieJ by
"FRmSrJ«,13emile

chautard

'inc. | AWORLDPICTUREyTAR-EXCELLENCE
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If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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the best magazine.
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Tfie World's

most

Kewspaper
Draws

Caxtoonist

Animated

Cartooivs

These

Films

Current

fTHE

for

will

LaugMng
g

famous

a HaMt
Release

FATAL

Released

change
ExOFFICES
EXECUTIVE
25 WEST 45 tn ST.
NEW YORK
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Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE, NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Now

FA

While

About

You

Summer

Are

re

Business

you making

WA

Tkinkmg

doubly

—

sure that your theatre

will be just as popular
it was in the cool?

in the hot months

as

By far the best way — the way which will be building solidly for
the Fall — and which will bring the money

returns you want this

Summer — is to pick out the calibre of pictures you know your
patrons want and like, and THEN BOOK THEM.
Besides having a wide array of well balanced, well known,
well selected plays and players from which you can book
on the open market, each V-L-S-E feature you take is
priced according to its box office value TO YOU.
Just look over the list of dynamically-charged, interest-compelling
pictures on our continuously consistent program. Check off the
ones that you know

will appeal to your patrons.

with the nearest Big Four Exchange,

and get the price on these

features, based on their drawing power, for YOUR
What

safer, saner, more

low for Summer

Carrying
Your

■f^

Get in touch

result -producing

theatre.

policy can you fol-

business or for all- the-y ear -round

Out

Tbis

Summer

i—r^

Plan

Profits

^"^^

VL.S.E.

Means

business?

Banking

In Advance

rTW iTW rTm

Inc.

TRE YITAGRAPR

CO«PAI?y

OFMERICA

ihtPou^h'V.'L,.S.'Eu. Inc.
ndeased
Si45}4EMCi4£i4jS54CS4E!4Si4£S4ES4E

/

2^ Mr: I

^r. lyl r, I

Z'^i 14^.1

Into

Primitive"

The

The Selig Red Seal Play De Luxe That
Is Shattering All Box-office Records —
BOOK
At Piney Ridge
Unto Those Who Sin
No Greater Love
A Black Sheep
Carpet From Bagdad

4^. i2lr' I

THESE!
The Cycle of Fate
Thou Shalt Not Covet
SweetRosary
Alyssum
The
House of a Thousand Candles
Coming

i2l^^ '2i!
i2l^2i
4-^2^ I
4^ i2|!''^
4^i2i:^
»s 12^14

The Valiants of Virginia"
4"^2?i
'ii2L''^i2iI

14^ 54^ 845

\A^UV^}A^\A^

5ELIB
Released
:lAw. \M \M
I

tficou^h. W. L.S.E. Inc.
lAW- iZfTLig
Ulg 14^^^mm i^T^
rf~FW J—W\mm m Mtm rf~rW

^

3^14"

Warda

Howard

supported by
Duncan

McRae

Ernest

Maupam
and

Jokn

Lorenz

is presented in

m

"That
Sort"
in 5 acts
By Basil McDonald Hastings
Directed by Charles J. Brabin

Essanay

Features

" Sherlock Holmes "
'The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row"
'Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque
" The Havoc " on Carmen"
" The Discard "
" Vultures of Society "
" The Misleading Lady "
' Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines'
" A Daughter of the City "
" The Alster Case"
"The Raven"
" The Crimson Wing"
"The Man Trail"
" A Bunch of Keys "
" The Blindness of Virtue "
" In the Palace of the King "
"The White Sister"
" The Slim Princess "
" Graustark "

lAf:; 1^/2 i^f^ 1^1^

idf^

Released throus^h.
~Vl"B» •~^riaM ^^Itsxn <"-STaB i

1^1^ UL^

V L.S.E. Inc.

BRANCH
OFFICES
Philadelphia
229 N. 12di SL i
Pittshnrg

Atlanta
75 Walton SL
Boston
67 Diurch SL

117FonrthAv.

Chicago
Adams SL and
Wabash A»e.
Cincinnati
129 West 7lliSL

OPERATED BY
AMERICAN AMUSEMENT
ASSOCIATION

Cleveland
2077E.4lhSt
Dallas
ISOOCommerceSL
Denyer
1433 Champa SL
Detroit
502 Peter Smith
Bldg.

A. MANAGER
J. MERRILU
EVANSVIULE, IND.

V.L.S.E., Inc.,
New York City.
Dear Sirs :We wish a long and prosperous growth
to the fair booking policy as established
by your company, and in fact, the only
policy that is fair to the exhibitors
from every angle.
Our recent experience
with
features , has convinced us
beyond a doubt, of the imfairness of any
policy other than the one established by
V-L-S-E.
Yours truly,

Kansas City
Mo.
12th & Walnut SL
Los Angeles
643 So. Olire SL
Minneapolis
608 N. First Ave.

AMERICAN

New York City
1600 Broadwa;

AMUSEMENT

ASSOCIATION.

\
Secretary- Treasurer.
,"/ know not how
our own '|
to govern
/f course
save hy the
^ -proven ex'^erience

LA^

I>1^

VL.S.E.

1^1^ Ul^ Ul^ Ul^

Inc.

i"T— •F'Tmrn 3*TW 5*T\-t ^'Tmm «~T^- ^TTw^ J'T mm J-Tmm

San Francisco !,
986 Market SL
Salt Lake City
129 E. Second
South SL
St. Louis
3630 Olive SL
Seattle
415 Olive SL
Washington
D. C.
811 E Street,
N.W.
New Orleans
342 Baronne SL
117 Walton SL
Syracuse
Toronto
Montreal ]
IS Wilton Ave.
198 SLCatherme :
St., West I!
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Patronage

how

General

theatre
our

March

Film

Service

proprietors
Jacksonville

Cash

who

appeared

wrote

to

Branch: —

23rd, 1916.
We are very much pleased with the films
received from you so far.

April 3rd.
The last films were good ones.
some more like them.
April 7th.
We are very much
week's service.

Please

satisfied with this

May

1st.
The films we are receiving from you are
giving our patrons entire satisfaction.
They tell us, that compared with films
. shown by our predecessors, they are
much superior.

May

8th.
Our patronage is picking up fast now.
Patrons tell us that our Saturday night
show was the best they ever saw.

note

weeks

Send us

that

with
build

required

General
up

GENERAL
440

it

this

FILM

than

Service

patronage

COMPANY,

FOURTH
NEW

Film

less

Inc.

AVENUE

YORK

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Merit, not the measuring

Semct-

rule, isour

guide

M
Stars in all pictures —
regardless

of footage.

Every release a feature —
comedies and dramas.

World's most noted film
artists and famous directors

Kathlyn Will lams
Marguerite Clayton
Bryant Washburn
Dorothy Gish

figure in every
Film

Service

get

two

and

and

you

in five

General
(Branch

GENERAL

General
Corinne Griffith

release every

day, not some

You

Myrtle Stedman
Henry King

stars

in one,

three
also

reels

Tom Mix

days.

reels

get

them

with

Film

Service

offices everywhere)

FILM

COMPANY.

Inc.

440^FOURTH
AVENUE
NEW
YORK

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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CAN

BOOST!

' S Boosting a "one reel picture" is a difficult task, but you can boost Kalem's one reel features—Helen Gibson, Ham and Bud, Ethel Teare, and Sis Hopkins are all stars you can advertise^and stars who "pull" at the box-office.

SIS

HOPKINS

In a Swift-Moving Farce With
Whirlwind Finish

a

Coet- r\oThin6
buT 7\ gbo<J

"The
V

k
1:
N
r. y / / / / / y j )

Vi.

Sis makes some classy stenographer, though she was
only engaged because the Boss's wife was jealous.
Then Sis has to become mixed up in the Boss's private
love affairs and laughable complications pile on so fast
they almost take your breath away. In some of the
best work of her screen career Rose Melville is ably
Supported by Henry Murdock and Frank Minzey.

"The Alaskan Mouse Hound"
Ham's laughable efforts to get rid of
the
Alaskan"
mouse minute
hound roar.
[keep you in a
continuous fifteen
Released Tuesday, June 13th
A

Hazard"

Stenographer's Strategy"
Released [Friday, June] 16th

"The Bachelors' Alliance"
As a policewoman fascinating Ethel
Teare disrupts the Bachelors' Alliance
when she goes on the war-path for flirters.
Released Wednesday, June 14th

That Will Never Be Equalled

"A

For Sheer Audacious

Race
Through
the
HELEN
GIBSON

Courage

Air"

The Screen's Most Daring Actress in Her Super-Achievement
l Startling and electrifying are words that give but a meagre description of the astounding climax of this thrilling "Hazard of Helen." A thrilling race at terrific speed between an
aeroplane and express train leads you up to the supreme moment when Helen swinging on a
rope suspended from the plane of the aero whizzes through the air on a thirty foot drop to
the onrushing train. If you miss this "Hazard" you'miss the one big screen^exploit of the
year.
RELEASED SATURDAY, JUNE 17th.

KALEM
235-39 West 23rd Street

COMPANY
New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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PADDING!!

IS

BASEBALL gloves,
* * *
PUFFY mufflers,
* * *
AND mattresses
« * *■
ARE padded!
it * 4^

CONTAINS a thousand feet
* * «
OF plot,
* * *
AND four thousand feet
* * *
■it If.
OF stuffing!

SOME women
* *—±
BUT that'sit another
story!
% *
THERE is no room
* * *
FOR padding
* * in*

BUT Selig* productions
* *
ARE not padded for
4
MANY five reelers
* * *
ARE cut to three reelers!
* * *
"THE REPRISAL"
* * 4

PICTUREPLAYS.
* % it
IT is true
* * t
THAT many a film play
* * *
IS^bolstered.
* * «
IT is true
* • >
THAT many a five reeler
GIVE

THIS

IS a drama de luxe,
% % it
PRESSED down with
EXCITING action!
* * *
"TAKING A CHANCE"
* * *
FEATURES Tom Mix!
THE

ONCE-OVER!

■ W. M. Mack, Manager General Film Company Branch
Exchange, Writes the Selig Company as follows: "Believing that the manufacturers should be advised of any particular releases which stand out from the Exhibitors'
standpoint as far above the average, we take this privilege of complimenting you on the release "The Hard
Way,"
featuringN. Jack
Pickford.
Theatre,
of
Rochester,
Y,, one
of the The
most Regent
discriminating
theatres in New York State, volunteered the statement
that "The Hard Way" was considered an ideal photoplay,"

Selig
Polyscope
Chicago and Everywhere

Co.

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while ; justify them.
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break?

Should she tell the lonely old man that it is all a mistake, — that she is
not his daughter?
Twenty years ago the birth of a baby girl had cost his wife's life. In
remorse and insane hate he had abandoned his daughter, but the barren
years, though they bring an abundance of worldly goods, leave the old man
a soul-sick, weary wanderer searching for his child.
At last he finds a waif to whom he clings with all a father's devotion,
for he believes her to be his daughter. The girl knows the truth, but reaHzes
that if she tells the old man it will break his heart.

A

Three

Part

S"
HE Feature
Broadway
AS Star

with CORINNE GRIFFITH, Jack Mower and Anne Schaefer. tells this heart
story with all the strength and finish that have given the Vitagraph Broadway
Star Features the reputation of being the best three-reelers in the world.

Released

VITAGRAPH
•iTa:
'\F

Saturday,

COMPANY

June

oP AMERICA

east 15* $T. ani LOCUST AVK.. DROOKLYN. N.Y.
NfiW YOM< • CHICAGO • LONDON • PARIS

'\p

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Vitagraph

Releases

"Her
Loving
Relations"
One-part comedy
Released Monday, June 12th
Dorothy Rich" has money — and relatives. To find out whether
her relatives are attracted by her wealth or whether they love her
for her own sake, she resorts to a little experiment.
Maybe "blood is thicker than water;" then again, maybe "money
talks." Who knows — unless he has seen this delightful comedy.
MARY

ANDERSON
as Dorothy Rich, supported by Anne
George Kunkel and George Lawrence

Schaefer,

"Harold,
the Nurse
Girl"Friday, June 16th
One-part comedy
Released
When Mrs. Henry Peck left her hubby at home to take care of
the baby while she went to the theatre, she didn't realize that
there was such a creature as a male baby nurse to tempt overworked husbands from their duty.
Harold, the nurse girl, takes care of the baby for Mr. Peck, but
if Peck had known then what he knows before the reel is over,
Harold would never have appeared again.
WILLIAM

DANGMAN

as Harold, with Florence Natol,

George O'Donnell, Richard Turner and Harry Mayo

"Ashes"
Three-part drama
Released Saturday, June 17th
A
with CORINNE

Broadway
GRIFFITH,

Star

Feature

Jack Mower

and Anne

e^^VITACPAPH
:VJ;

COMPANY oP AMERICA
EXECunvs orrtca
EATf l^"^ ST. axl LOCUST AVC BROOKLYN. N.Y. -i^:
NEW YORK • CUICAGO • LONDON • PARIS

Otir advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.
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POLICE

XHIS
Ors)

IS

tVZlCk
Il's

the

Feature

MmseLf

*It'«
IT

tHE

IS

nay

Trmde Mark
R«g.U.3.P»t.l807

CKX

tQNGXJE
laiesi

Comedy

says:

funniest'*

PROVIIMG

TREMEMDOUS
omcE

!

A

BOX

JlXXHACXIDM

1 333 Argyle St., Chicago

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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The
Reason
Why
ESSANAY short subjects pack all theatres is because— It features its stars, who are
known to all picture fans, in its one, two and three act comedies and dramas. It selects
only the most amusing or the most dramatic plots. It uses the utmost care in direction
and photography.
MArGUERl

1E

CLAYTON
and HARRY
are presented in

BEAUMONTj

"Putting It Over"
humorous love tangle in which a young couple "put it over" on the girl's aunt who wants her to
wed a rich old man. /They frustrate
a thief, elope and are happy ever after.
2 act comedy-drama
June 13

"CANIM
ATED
The funniest
movie cartoons
on events NOOZ
of the day. PICTORIALIlNo.
By Wallace A. Carlson
split reel with scenic
June 14
BRYANT

WASHBURN

and MARGUERITE
are presented in

11"

CLAYTON

"The Promise Land"
A girl jilts her bashful suitor to wed a dashing hero, who deserts her. After untold hardships her
boyhood lover persuades her to return to the promise land — home. In time comes true love.
3 act drama
June 17

^ ^rade Mark — ^
Re8.U.S.P*t.l90r

1333 Argyle St., Chicago

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Thursday,
BETTER

June

29

HALVES
with

Plump

and

Runt

(Hardy and Ruge)
If you're lucky enough to
be boss in your own household,don't try to teach your
friends the trick. There's a
comeback, and it's loaded.

Friday, June
FOR

30

VALUE

RECEIVED
with
Pokes

and

Jabbs

(Burns and Stull)
Never give your girl a
chance to marry another
man and then reward him
for "going through with it."
Explanations are always
fatiguing.
326 Le.\ington Avenue
New
York City

Comedy

posters

that

start

the

laugh

IJc sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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A
Soiatil

SUia

SejiHo-

Every
And

4 Weeks
ON

SUNDAY
The

FIVE
Feature
General

REEL
in

the

Service

June Release
PAY
Featuring

DIRT
HENRY

KING

A Drama of the Gold Fields in Five Masterful Acts
Released June i8

Direction of H. M. and E. D. Horkheimer

326 Lexington Avenue,

New

York

City

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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Sam£3J

lUBlN

/Releases

JConaayJunel2

"Otto

Week
«

Jj^yy

the

Tuesday

,

<JuTie

pQj|

12

COMEDY

(one act)
cobbler"

June

13

^
(twoAVENGER"
ACT drama)
"
"THE

T/iursdayJune

SONS

OF

15

A
Edrama)
THE
(threeS
act

SaiurdayJune

"HUBBY

^

„

17

(OME ACT comedy)
PUTS
ONE

OVER"

TXJBllM

1^

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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UNICORN
FILM

SERVICE

CORPORATION

ive

Them

What

They
You

have

business
an

is not

occasional

show

up

that

so?

Use

found

to

from

built

good

Want

up

or

picture,

a uniformly

Then

here's

Unicorn
Your

experience

the

retained
but

high

by

that
by

your

showing

keeping

your

standard.

Isn't

solution —

Service

and

Please

Audience

We offer the best one and two reel subjects ever produced- — with
casts ot the best known stars in the country — clean and clear new film—
at prices much lower than you have paid m the past for worn-out film.
New York City
Boston . .
Springfield
Bangor . . .
Buffalo . . .
Syracuse . .
Albany . . .
Philadelphia .
Washington, D.
St. Louis . .
Omaha . .
Kansas City .
Wichita . .
Minneapolis .

EXCHANGES:
Indianapolis, Mailers
129 W. Bldg.
Washingt on St. J. W. Cotter
1.30 West 46th St. H. W. Harwell Chicago
207 Pleasant St. . S. M. Moscow
. L. J. Schlaifer
Cleveland
750 Prospect Ave.
. . L. C. Gross
Pittsburg
.
167
Dwight
St.
Wm.
F.
O'Brien
125
Fourth
Ave.
Eastern Trust Bldg. W. J. Brennan
. Jack Kraemer
183 Jefferson St.
23 W. Swan St. . H. E. Hughes Detroit
. W. D. Ward
Toledo
.
415
Summit
St.
. R.E.Peckham
565 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hickey
Harry
E. Coffey
680 Broadway William Lawrence Cincinnati 531 Walnut St.
1309 Vine St. . . . A. G. Steen Denver . 1436 Wehon St.
L. Goldstein
Western Division Manager . Fred B. Murphy
C, 434 9th St.,N.W
3628 Olive St. . . Sam Werner Eastern Division Manager . . . J. A. Eslow
Unicorn Exchange
To he Opened
GloydBldg.
. . J.W.Morgan
Unicom Exchange
Atlanta San Francisco
Dallas
Salt Lake City
Produce Exchange W. L. Merrill
Seattle Portland New Orleans Los Angeles

The men in charge are experienced film men who will co-operate with you in every
way. Write the exchange in your territory or direct to the New York home office.
Unicorn

Film

Service

IKE SCHLANK,

mmminmiuiiist

Corporation

General Manager

126-130 West 46th St.
New York City
{Names and dates of our releases can be found in "schedule of
current and coming releases" on back pages of this publication)

Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.
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OPPER
W.

C
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In these days of keen competition and high prices good reasons why must be
advanced to exhibitors who are asked to book productions.
Astute showmen will instantly grasp the soundness of these reasons why the
new Mutual series of HELEN HOLMES features will be great financial successes
and the makers of lasting friends.
Helen Holmes has a charm which unfailingly registers on the screen. She has a superb histrionic quality which is the result of natural giits developed by practical experience in the best
dramatic productions of the last ten years.
As the heroine in the recent Mutual serial triumph "THE GIRL AND
HELEN HOLMES made countless friends of picture fans throughout the land.

THE

GAME",

All HELEN
theatres HOLMES
which played
"The Girl and the Game" will be certain to play to capacity with
future
features.
Theatres which missed that sterling serial will benefit by the splendid reputation HELEN
HOLMES achieved through her feats of unequalled daring and intense dramatic acting during
the unfolding of its many scenes.
The plays in which HELEN HOLMES will be presented are from the pens of celebrated authors
and, for the most part, adapted from the most famous novels of the day. The day's best seller:
WHISPERING SMITH by Frank H. Spearman
MEDICINE BEND by the same author
THE MANAGER OF THE B & A by the author of many famous novels, VAUGHN KestER
JUDITH OF THE CUMBERLANDS.
A highly popular story by Alice McGown
THE DIAMOND RUNNERS.
A story of romantic Honolulu photographed in the lovely
Hawaiian Islands
In five reels each, produced by Signal
Booked through 68 Mutual

Exchanges

Book them as a full
series. Ask
your
Mutual exchange [at
once about
plan

HELEfl

HQLMES

ROLe OP mfiRior)

III.,
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore , adwrtisiii^.

of

the soecial

distribution.
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Productions

The new series of Mutual Star Productions
of five reels featuring William Russell is being
booked by an extraordinarily large number of
discerning exhibitors. Hundreds of houses have
already arranged for these splendid attractions
. and tlie number is being added to daily.
Progressive exhibitors foresee in the William

Russell features a sterling business opportunity.
William Russell is ranked among the most popular leading men on the screen today, and is
steadily making greater gains in the aflfections
of the " fans." He is a power at the box-office
window and his appearances under the auspices
of the American Film Co., producers of the
series, add to the drawing power of his subjects.

Artistically and technically, the William Russell-Mutual Star Productions will be of the high- ■
est standard approachable by brains and money.
The first of the William Russell-Mutual Star

Productions is " Soulmates," a forcible, timely
drama by Edward A. Kaufman, enacted skillfully by Mr. Russell and his associates, and
beautifully staged. " Soulmates " is released
the week of June 5.

Other forthcoming William Russell-Mutual
Star Productions are " The Highest Bid," " The
Guide " and " The Man Who Would Not Die,"
with others to be annou
nced.

These subjects booked by special arrangement.
For information thereto apply to any one
of the
68 Mutual exchanges.
Produced by
American

Film

Co., Inc.

Be sure to nJeotion "THOTIOT^ PICTURE NEWS " whch writing to advertisers.
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in

Rosson

of

Sheriff

An

Plumas''

intensely

interest-

ing two-part

" Mus-

tang" drama— p resented by a strong
play

that

cast.

will

A

appeal

deeply
to
all classes.
Directed by Warren Ellsworth. Released June 16.

"Convicted

In

this

for

two-part

Murder
photoFlying A" "
drama,EdwardCoxen,

^

George
X
etteThorne

Field and Lizportray a grip-

ping story of innocence
victed of crime.
Directed by Thomas Ricketts.

Billy Van Deusen's Egg-Spensive Adventure
John Steppling, Carol Halloway and John Sheehan
in another
Van
Deusenripping
series. "Beauty" comedy of the Billy
Directed by Archer McMackin.

Released Jane 14 th.

con-

Released June 12-

Pedigree, Pups and Pussies
Boast not too much of one's ancestry. It might be
as Orral Humphrey finds, to his dismay, in this refreshing "Beauty" comedy.
Directed by Orral Humphrey.
Released June 1 8th.

A strong, evenly balanced program gets the orowdsm Show '^American" photO'
plays and your box office receipts will prove your good Judgmentm
All " Flying
A, " States
"Beauty"
and "Mustang"
distributed
throughout
the United
and Canada
exclusive^ productions
by the Mutualare Film
Corporation.
American
Film
Co., Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President
Chicago, Illinois
If you like / the V News,'', '.write . Qtir. adyertjsers ?, if :notj .tell: u^;
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Chapter 4 A Whirlwind
Production!
Beginning June 12th, these big Chapter Four scenes of
"The Secret of the Submarine" will be shown — the plot
of the spies in the bomb maker's house — the capture
of Cleo and her imprisonment — Chatterton's struggle to save her — the destruction of
the mysterious house and unknown fate of all inside.

B« ran to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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FEATURE

The Secret of the Submarine" is full of furious action— ^ ^
amazes with its stupendous surprises — swiftly runs the whole gamut of Intense ^
Dramatic Situations, Desperate and Deadly Struggles, Sensational Thrills and Sudden Changes,
iinormous attendances are following this serial — stampeding theatres at the showing of every chapter! There's the continuous effort of Lieut. Hope, Cleo, Mahlin, Olga and Morton to win the "secret"
— all backed by powerful but conflicting influences. There's the intrigue constantly developing, the
double mystery,the succession of smashing sensations that make the big crowds cheer!!

American

Film

Company,

Inc., presents

Directed by
George
Sargent
The

Film

Novel

of the

Hour!

In Chapter Four the rapid fire of electrifying adventures fairly staggers the onlooker!
Brilliant photography and great settings bring out with a big "punch" the bitter clash of the foreign
spies and the Americans — climaxed with a tremendous bomb explosion! Thomas Chatterton and
Juanita Hansen act with remarkable power — triumph constantly — show wonderful realism. These
are supreme film scenes.
Powell s No velization
In Over 1000
Newspapers
Think of the enormous interest created by over one thousand newspapers now publishing serially E.
Alexander Powell's great novelization of "The Secret of the Submarine"! Millions
the story,
want ofto people,
see the reading
motion
pictures.tenselyPowell's
narrative
ininteresting, bristles withis exciting descriptions and thrilling
adventures. Here are some of the
leading
running "The
Secret ofnewspapers
the Submarine:"
ATeu; yor* World, Philadelphia
inqnirer, Baltimore American,
Buffalo Courier, Pittsburgh Gazette Times, San Francisco
Chronicle, Lot Angeles Record,
indianapolis Star, Milwaukee
Journal, Cleveland Leader, Dallas Journal, Omaha Bee

Big

Profits

for

Exhibitors!

**The Secret of the Submarine" means tremendous crowds
at your theatre — continuous capacity — an over-worked cash drawer, with
good money pouring in constantly. Every chapter is a tenstrike. There are fifteen two-act
chapters in all — fifteen weeks of big business, of real money-making. This great serial is
the motion picture triumph produced by men who made fortunes with " The Diamond From
The Sky" and "The Girl and the Game" ! Act today. Book this winner. Wire your
reservation now — no obligation involved. Make the big crowds come !
Apply to or"The
Secret Film
of theCorporation,
Submarine" 71department
any Mutual
Exchange,
at Mutual
W. 23d St.,of New
York City
American

Film
Company,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Inc.

SAMUEL S.
HUTCHINSON,
President
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GAUMONT*5
ENTERTAINING
SINGLE-REEL THAT
THAT THE
BEARS
THE SAME RELATION
TO A MAGAZINE
THE
MUTUAI
WEEKLY
D0E5 TQ A NEWSPAPER
" Reel Life " subjects range Irom " Life in Florida Everglades to "An hclipse of the Sun."
A weekly single-reel release, containing at least three entertaining subjects. Send for list.
Other C^reat Cat
Weekly Single-Reels
Mutual Weekly- The Reel of Scoops. News of the world FIRST in motion
pictures.
Kartoon Komics— a nimated cartoons by Harry Palmer that are clean and amusing. On same reel with
'I
" See America First "- Scen ic. Because of its popularity, selected by United
States Government as releasing medium for views of National Parks. Other pictures show cities, historic sites and places of scenic ^cauty and grandeur.
Book These Croat 3-Act Caumont Photoplays
"Flames of Vengeance " — Throbs with the passion of a woman s false step
on
her now.
wedding day. Starring Gertrude Robinson, with Iva Shepard. On the
screen
"The Criminal's Thumb"— a melodrama of a man's weakness and a woman"
strength. AVritten by Lionel Barrymore and Wright Huntington. Starring Alexander Gaden and Iva Shepard. Released June 22.
"Gates of Divorce"— Pulsates with the strong under-currents of double life and
duplicity possible in a great city. Written by Robert Burns. Starring Alexander
Gaden and Gertrude Robinson. Released July 6.

FLUSHING,NY
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a
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Co.
JACKSONVILLE.
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Burglars

and

Rube Miller's latest VOGUE
comedy
success
— New,
unique and unusual. Madge
Kirby, too, registers laughs
at the rate of one per second.
Directed by Rube Miller
Released June 13th

Delinquent
Paddy

McQuire

Bridegrooms
and

Ben

Turpin

in a

high-pressure
fun film. Every motion and expression creates a furore.
Directed by Jack Dillon
Released June 1 8th
VOGUE

comedies

lure

amusement

seekers

sugar

flies—

your
cash

lures

bookings
ira

on

like

secure

early

and

popularity.

Distributed throughout the United States and
Canada exclusively by Mutual Film Corporation

\7^r*iiz»
V OQllQ

Go wer and Santa Monica
C-ilt-v-»
rum
CO.
Los Angeles. Cal.
If you like the "News,"

write our advertisers;

if not, tell

a Bulldog
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The novelized version of Gloria's Romance is now appearing in such leading
newspapers as:
Louisville Post
Cleveland
Sunday
Chicago Sunday Tribune
New York World
Plaindealer
Omaha Bee
Cincinnati Sunday
Memphis Sunday
Minneapohs Siuiday Tribune
Commercial Tribtme
Commercial Appeal
Denver Rocky Mountain
News
Indianapohs Sunday Star
New Orleans Simday Item
Buffalo Simday Courier
Philadelphia Sunday North
Houston Chronicle
American
Atlanta Sunday Journal
Reading Eagle
Salt Lake City Sunday
Seattle Simday Post
Boston Sunday Globe
Telegram
Intelligencer
Kansas
City Star
San Francisco Sunday
San Antonio Express
Chronicle
Portland Oregonian
Des Moines Register Leader
Lincoln, Neb. Star
St. Louis Sunday Globe
Pittsburg Sunday Press
Democrat
Baltimore Sunday Sim
Savannah, Ga. News
and hundreds of other newspapers throughout America
The motion picture version of Gloria's Romance is now appearing at Amerbiggest and
everywhere
like ofica'swhich
has best
never theatres
before been
seen. — ^with pubhcity cooperation the
Gloria's Romance is in twenty chapters — a new feature chapter is released
each week.
For booking data apply immediately to vour nearest Kleine

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.
. - 1 ----1 i ".iCii'i'O 1 - '

Listen to them!
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You should read the above note from
Mack Sennett, the man who made Keystone
Comedies famous. Don't you agree that
56 comedies in the past seven months is a
record to be envied?
The making of a good comedy is a mansized job — far harder than the production
of a large feature film — for it's extremely
difficult to have continued action so funny
that the audience will be kept laughing
combined with a good story.
Years ago Mack

Sennett discovered the

knack of producing a comedy that could
be guaranteed to furnish screams of joy,
roars of laughter, and he has kept up the
good work ever since until now Keystones
are even better than ever if that is possible.
Now he has a special formula which is
often used. Proved to get desired results
at all times it is something like this :
"Take one perfectly good dramatic plot,
soak in several gallons of fun and laughter,
pour in one villain and mix thoroughly, add
one favored sweetheart, and stir the con-

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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tents until it is completely
twisted out of shape into
a hilarious tangle of fun
and frolic
Time, expense, effort or
inconvenience are never
spared in the making of
Keystone Comedies. The
orders are to make the best
pictures possible regardless
of cost. The wrecking of
an expensive automobile,
the burning of a two story
house are trifles. A dip
in an icy lake at the
top of a snowy mountain
or a leap from a moving
train are details, while a journey of five
or six hundred miles for a special location
at which to take a few scenes is all in the
day's work.
The proper selection of a program is all
important to the successful theatre. It is
always necessary to furnish a good comedy
or two to give the bill the proper balance.
Keystone Comedies are acknowledged to
be the best Comedies today, and the exhibitor who can show these pictures to his
patrons is sure to give them a laugh and
send them home in the very best of spirits.

Keystone Comedies are released only
through The Triangle Film Corporation as
a part of TRIANGLE PLAYS and on a
regular program.
If you are not running Triangle Plays
drop us a line now for information regarding their presentation. It is just possible
that we may be able to show you how-to
increase your box office returns.

Triangle
1457
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Territories
Unsold

Communicate
At

Once!

TERRISS

TOM

FILM CORPORATION
Announces

TERRISS
in

My

Directed by Mr. Terriss
y
Co
READun
WHATtr
THEY SAY:

First"

M3 p. WORLD
A happy subject under present conditions— cleverly
worked out— valuable attributes as a state rights proposition—plenty ofaction, excellent photography.

M. P. NEWS
A timely and acceptable picture— quick action and
dramatic interest— Tom Terriss gives convinclne portrayal—universally fortunate In selection of settines
and
••WIDS" locations.

MORNINO
TELEQRAPH
Dramatic
story dramatically played should appeal to
every type of theatre goer fine dramatic values — cast
of gterlinK ability.

Will register as "worth while" with audiences— fast
moving
melodrama
a good
now — Mr. Terriss 's
work pleasing—
camera
worknameveryjustgood.

Exclusively Distributed by "The Concern With a Conscience'

UNITY

SALES

CORPORATION.
729-7!^ AVE. NEWYORK
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Few
Still

Territories
Unsold

Communicate
At

Once!

'

'

A

UNITY

PICTURE
CORPORATION
Presents
THE INTERNATIONAL FAVORITE

SHELDON
JANE MEREDITH and HENRY
in

LEWIS
MORTIMER

DIRECTED BV MARTIN Vengeance"
SABINE
"7/ie
Pursuing
From the famous novel by Burton E. Stevenson, ''The Mystery of the Boule Cabinet"
TOOK THE N, Y. CRITICS BY STORM!
M. P. NEWS
M. p. WORLD
.....
Not a dull
moment—
spectators
held Mr.
spellLewis
bound—
acumen—
detective
and
mystery
of
story
First rate
ences cannot
fall toverve
be satisfied—
givesaudithe
strengtli— maintains Susrole of CROCHARD,
and vitality.
of cumulativemoving
photodramatliroughout—
scenes.
swiftly
pense
VARIETY
Interest at fever heat throughout- would swear it was
MORNINQ TELEQRAPH
been made
a serial.artists so good are they — should have
acted
by French
end-star
very
till
interest
ty-holds
continui
h:=,,i<.„o
fini^
skill—
an
V
audience
will
find
it
to
their
taste.
Faultless
displays fine skill—any audience will
Exclusively Distributed by "The Concern With a Conscience''

UNITY

SALES

CORPORATION.

729-7'-AVE.
The

NEW

YORK

'NEWS" advertisers believe YOU worth while; justify them.
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SONNY

Boy

Sonny

■
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That
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Tefft
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AMERICA

" School

EVERY
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CHARLES
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Bring
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Photo

CO.
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VITAQRAPH

Sonny
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s

Day
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To

FEATURE

Film

Your

Childhood

ABRAM

Corporation

Building
Phone Bryant 8440
220 West 42nd
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BOX

RECORDS

Uttle

Girl

Next

Door"

in 6 acts
based on the great

VICE

of a senate
and
A

DRAMA

investigating

caused

more

VIVID

SUCH

MORAL

THAT

commission,

comment

than

OSE

has drawn

any

other

larger crowds

picture

shown.

OF

SUCH

SUCH

EXP

FORCE

TREMENDOUS
ALL

"It is doing the biggest business of any picture we ever

SCENES

ARE

POWER

played," said Aaron J. Jones,
president of Jones - Linick &
Schaefer, after five weeks' showing at his LaSalle theatre, Chicago— going stronger than ever
in an indefinitely prolonged run.

DRAWN

Apply immediately for

STATE
Room

RIGHTS

521, First National Bank Building, Chicago, 111.
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When Eve plucked the fruit of the tree of knowledge, it
wasn't because she particularly fancied the apple. She
was driven by a soul consuming curiosity.
When the new born babe first reaches out for the moon,
it is governed by the same primal instinct.
Curiosity was the fundamental law of life that impelled
the first fish to flip its fins until it could soar the air and
walk the land.
Its restless, irresistible demand drove man to explore
the ends of the earth, to read the mysteries of the sky and
sea and land. It has held him from the cradle to his last
sleep, when he wonders of the mysteries beyond. It is
responsible for science, for art, for civilization itself.
It is this appeal to the same fundamental element in
human nature that swept the world off its feet when Conan
Doyle's famous detective stories appeared.
William Gillette added to the fascination of Sherlock
Holmes by creating a being that feels, that acts, that lives.
Through his genius in dramatic art Essanay has produced
a photoplay that throbs with the fire of action, that enthralls as the mysteries of its plot unfolds. It bears the
stamp of the fundamental that carries universal appeal.
Sherlock Holmes, with William Gillette, is released in
seven acts through V. L. S. E.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Censorship—

An

Appeal

to

Pro-Censors/iip

GENTLEMEN : Would you consider a substitute for
Federal censorship if you were reasonably certain
that it would do for you what you believe censorship
will do?
Very likely.
You have no love for censorship as a principle. You
have adopted it as an expedient. It is, at best, a last
resort. But you are mistaken in resorting to censorship
when the end in view can be accomplished by another
method less revolutionary, less disastrous and equally
efficient.
Can you spare a moment to read and consider a serious
suggestion ?
ITIRST of all, there must be brought into being a unified,
unanimous body of manufacturers with a deliberate,
conscious policy regarding unclean pictures. You may
call it a Board of Trade, or a Chamber of Commerce or
a Protective Association, or a Commercial League, or anything else you like.
But it should contain every producer as a member, and
every member should be committed to a policy of hostility
toward the vicious picture.
If you and your fellow-producers throughout the trade
can submerge your petty differences and animosities and
unite in such an organization for your own self-defence,
you will be in a position to deal with the vicious picture
as no body of legalized censors, state or national, could
ever deal.
If you cannot — if unity, even for the sake of self-preservation, isimpossible — then it is a waste of your time to
read any further. The entire success of this substitute
for censorship hinges on such an organisation.
^ H= =K

Producers
tervals, ofall pictures passed, all pictures prohibited and
all eliminations by the Board
* *of *Review.

"Y''OUR
fourth stepof will
thencity
be and
a formal
demand
upon
the authorities
every
town in
the United
States to enforce their laws or ordinances now in existence relating to the exhibition of improper pictures,
whenever any film appears which is considered to be a
violation of the moral standards of any community.
State clearly the attitude of your organization and its
members toward the indecent picture.
Let them know what measures you are taking, through
your Board of Review, to maintain and improve the
standard of pictures. Ask for their vigilance and activity
in the matter first, against the unauthorized picture, second
against errors of judgment on the part of the Board of
Review — a Board which, just because it would judge
films for the entire country, might overlook details that
individual communities find repugnant.
And let these local authorities know that you, or your
agents, stand ready to co-operate with them in every possible way, that your desire is for the suppression of the
unclean film, and that you are willing to abide by the
decisions of their courts.
* * *
T ASTLY, make a similar appeal to the women's clubs of
the United States. Ofifer them your complete and unlimited co-operation in the work of " volunteer censorship"
which many of them are now doing or planning to do.
Instruct your exchange men to give them every assistance inthe reviewing of pictures.
Urge them to see to it, as being on the ground, that
the local authorities are not slow to invoke their local
statutes against any and every offending film.
Appoint a committee, or create a bureau, whose special
and exclusive duty shall be to keep in close and constant
touch with the women's clubs or their representatives to
facilitate the work of mutual protection against the undesirable picture.
Invite their criticisms and suggestions regarding the
Board of Review, and offer them any opportunity they
may desire to participate in it.

VF/'E are convinced that you can. Therefore
Your second step is to formally recognize the
National Board of Review (or some other advisory body
equally representative of public opinion) to review productions inthe light of your declared policies, and let every
member be bound to abide by their decisions.
Third, come to a definite and explicit understanding with
the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of America, and
every other exhibitors organization in the country, regarding the exhibition of pictures not sanctioned by the HTHERE is nothing visionary about this last proposition.
The time is ripe for just such an alliance with the
Board of Review, so that there may be active co-operation
between exhibitor and producer at every stip.
women's organizations throughout the country.
In proof of it, here is Resolution No. 5 of the General
L would be highly desirable that the ^hibitors be
represented on the Board of Review. If/ however, the
Federation of Women's Clubs, passed at the Biennial
which closed in New York City June 2 :
Exhibitors' League found it impracticaLn:o avail themInasmuch as the motion picture has become a potent
selves of the opportunity, let the produ«;rs' organization
(Continued on page 3716)
agree to furnish them a detailed list, a/ any desirable inCopyright, 1916, 61/ Motion Picture Neivs, Inc.
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of the nation are in a frame of mind to meet the motion
picture producer half way and help him help himself —
// he will come the other half of the journey.
Is the producer — are YOU, gentlemen, ready to realize
the importance of such an
and meet it?
* opportunity
* *

I•HAS , »THE— ' -" gUALlTY
CIRCULATION
— I II
■ ■ I I- M OF
I I I THE
I TRADeI
■■ a.
MOTION PICTURE NEWS
EXHIBITORS' TIMES
Published on Tuesday Every Week by

""THE plan outlined above involves nothing new, no new
laws, no new organizations, — nothing but putting to
a new use the elements already at our hand.
At its costliest, it could not cost as much as Federal
censorship. And if it did, it would be a thousand times,
better to spend money for such ends than to pay it out
in fees to legalized censors. The gain would be greater —
and there would be no disastrous consequences.
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A Substitute for Censorship
(Continued from page 3715)
and seemingly pertinent factor in our national life — commercially, educationally and morally — and in accordance
with the recommendation of the President of the General
Federation
of Women's Clubs adopted by this convention,
Be It Resolved, That the General Federation of
Women's Clubs undertake a countrywide survey of motion picture entertainments, and that it ask club women
to favor local censorship among themselves in the interest of motion picture entertainments; also,
Be It Resolved, That the Board of the General Federation of Women's Clubs appoint a committee to cooperate with the manufacturers of film to secure a higher
moral standing of general productions and a larger supply of proper and appropriate film for children.
TTHE recommendation of Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker,
President, above referred to was :
That the incoming board be requested to make
a survey of the questions of the motion picture
and report what seems the wisest plan of action.
The Committee referred to in the resolution will be :
Mrs. Charles W. Cartwright of Minneapolis ; Miss Helen
Varick Boswell of New York; Mrs. George Zimmerman
of Cleveland; Mrs. Dexter Thurber of Bristol, R. I.;
Miss Louise Connolly of Newark.
* * *
VY/HEN it is remembered that this Federation embraces
2,500,000 women and represents nine thousand clubs,
and eleven national organizations, the meaning and force
of the resolution is significant.
It means that the intelligent women of the country
do not want statutory censorship, as a remedy. It means
that two million and a half of the most influential women

/^NCE the several links in this chain of activity are
firmly welded together, the efficiency of the laws, now
on the statute books of every municipality in the land will
be demonstrated to such an extent that every private citizen and every motion picture producer will wonder why
censorship was ever thought a necessity.
ship.
The problem can be solved — without legalized censorIt's up to you, gentlemen !
Advertising

on the Screen — How
Views It

the Public

APROPOS
of that to
much-mooted
question, " share
How the
far
is it legitimate
make the photoplay
screen with advertising matter ? " the Star of Terra
Haute, Ind., enters, in behalf of photoplay patrons in that
city, a spirited protest against the manner in which some
exhibitors
have thrust advertising upon their audiences'
from the screen.
If the same method is followed in other cities, the
editorial quoted below will be of more than passing interest to a number of exhibitors.
* * *
the newspaper
says " :Mistake of Motion Picture Men,"
T JNDER
the heading,
" Motion picture fans are more and more strenuously,
objecting to screen advertising. Many are openly stating
that they do not relish paying an admission fee to a motion
picture theater and there being regaled, for perhaps half
an hour, with the merits of " Jones' Soap," or " Higgin's
Butter." " We read these advertisements in the newspapers, magazines and on billboards; we go to the picture,
theatre to view photoplays," is a most common expression.
the handsome
The"There
interioris and
exterior aretheater
all thaterected
could at
be heavy
wished cost.
for
in architectural beauty. The interior is furnished with
comfortable chairs, running water, greenery, etc. There
are costly aisle carpets, a magnificent pipe organ, and the
orchestra of perhaps half a dozen musicians, leaves nothing
to be desired from that standpoint.
" Then the dignity, the artistic atmosphere of this handsome and commodious playhouse is frequently lowered be-cause of forced advertising. An intelligent audience is
seated therein and is in a mood to appreciate and to applaud abeautiful and appealing screen drama or comedy.
All is in readiness, anticipation is rife, artistic atmosphere
so essential to the successful showing of any meritorious
play is all prepared, and then —
" ' Jenk's Cough Syrup ' is flashed upon the screen : an
urchin is viewed swallowing, with evident satisfaction, the
contents of a bottle of ' Popular Pop ' ; another lad appears on the screen and licks ' Oscar's Oleo,' from the
top of a slice of bread, and so on for perhaps fifteen
minutes.
(Continued on page 3772)
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Profound
Impression
in East
Tragic Theme of War Prosecuted with Relentless Power Against
with the Lust for Conquest, Is Given Its Premier in New
Daily Press to Enthusiastic Comment

I Thomas H. Ince (Center) and Four Scenes from His Ten-Reel Spectacle,
I " Civilization," a Portrayal of the Savagery of War, and Now in Its New
I
York Engagement at the Criterion Theatre

THOMAS H. INCH'S long-heralded
spectacle " Civilization " was given
its first public showing in the East at
the Criterion theatre, New York, on June
2. A crowded house applauded vigorously
as the remarkable example of cinematography was unreeled, and the heads of all
the important film companies in the East
were on hand to study Mr. Ince's work.
Nothing more elaborate in the way of
motion picture spectacles has ever been
shown in this country. It is a simple story
of war overtaking an unnamed, but peaceful and happy European country. The ravages and horrors of this war are shown in
faithful detail ; the effect on the inhabitants, and the relentless power, which for
the sake of its own ambition rides ruthlessly over the lives and happiness of men,
women and children, all innocent and ignorant of the causes which have despoiled
them of homes and loved ones, is vizualized strikingly.
In mechanical and artistic production —
that is, the full development of the powers
and resources of the motion picture camera, up to the moment, " Civilization " need
yield to nothing thus far produced — not
even " The Birth of a Nation." This former production is cited because " Civilization " carries with it more than a suspicion that it was intended to rival the Griffith spectacle. But instead of rivalling it
contrasts.
There are touches in " Civilization "
which could come only from the hand of
the artist. The handling of great crowds
of extras, the arrangement of battle scenes,
the depiction of the distress of an innocent
people, and the wholesale destruction of
life and property are as striking and as
near the zenith of this form of art as we
have ever seen. Inserted in this is an allegor>% which bears a dubious relation to
the thread of the narrative. It involves
the second appearance of Christ, in the
body of a young count who has given his
life rather than slaughter innocent men,
women and children on the high seas. It

is through the mediation of the Christ that
the King who precipitated the war on the
world is led to see the awfulness of it, and
to bring about peace.
It Is a " Cinema-Spectacle "
" Civilization " is presented as a " cinema-spectacle." Itis divided into two parts,
and the first part is preceded by a prologue, acted on a regularly set stage. This
represents the happy life of a peasant village, until the rumble of distant cannon is
heard, followed by the nearer rattle of
musketrj', and the explosion of shells on
the stage, which in a few seconds transforms the peaceful field into a sceen of
grisly carnage. Then the picture follows.
Troughout the showing, a hidden chorus,
led by Kathryn Barnard as soloist, furnished incidental music, written especially
for the production by Victor L. Schertzinger.
Where " Civilization " is weak is in the
lack of an articulate human story. It is
merely a pageant of horror, real and fantastic. There is a King, who, with his parliament, desires war, and forces it to an
issue, despite the attempts of a parliamentary leader to prevent the slaughter.
The troops mobilize, new and terrible engines of war are brought into being, the
farmers are torn from their fields and the
blacksmiths from their forges and hurried
to the front and awful scenes of slaughter
on land and sea commence.
There is a j-oung Count Ferdinand who
has invented a new submarine, on which
the government depends to do great havoc.
He bids farewell to his sweetheart, Katherine Haldeman, but before starting for the
front he learns she has joined an organization of women pledged to suppress
war. She leads him into one of their
meetings, and he is converted to the principles of humanitj'.
On board his submarine, he receives orders to sink a liner, his better self comes to
the surface and he refuses to obey, whereupon his subordinates take matters into

their own hands. In order to prevent the
slaughter of the innocents, the Count
draws a pistol, holds the men back, opens
the valves and fills the submarine with water. All the crew perish, but the body of
the Count is recovered and taken back to
the capital.
In the Valhalla of the victims, he encounters the Christ, who tells him that his
action in giving his life has purified his
soul. The Christ then enters the Count's
body, and appears on earth for the second
time. The " Count " is revived, but instead
of re-entering the war, he goes about
preaching peace until he is court-martialed
and sentenced to death. He dies in his cell,
and the spirit of Christ, leaving the body,
conducts the spirit of the King through the
terrors he has created. Peace results.
Excellent Cast Interprets Action
The cast which interprets this phantasmagoria is able, and has been ably handled. Herschel Mayall, Lola May, Howard Hickman, Enid Markey, George Fisher,
J. Frank Burke, Charles K. French, J. BarStorm and Ethel Ullman neyareSherry,
the Jerome
principals.
The New York opening was, strictly
speaking, an Ince evening. The name of
Ince was not only spread over the souvenir
programs, but was blazoned on the decorations and pictured on the screen. Mr. Ince
in person responded to vociferous calls and
uttered two sentences from the stage at
the close of the picture.
New York newspapers, realizing the importance of this production, gave liberal
space to the opening. Among the comments were :
New York World :
In point of the number of people engaged in its
scenes of frightfulness on land and sea, of the
grisly realism of its episodes of destruction of
life andnicalproperty,
and which
of theitsingenuity
and techexpertness with
object lesson
was
carried to an emotional climax, the stage, either .
dramatic or devoted to the screens, has never
produced a more impressive sight.
The acting of the individual roles was generally excellent, but it was the imagination,
executive ability and technical skill of Thomas
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Striking Moments in the World Film Picturization of Thomas W. Lawson's " Friday the 13th," with Carlyle Blackwell
H. Ince terpiecewhich
makesis. " Civilization " the masthat it surely
New York Times :
" Civilization ' attempts to serve the pacifists
as
" Theof Battle
Cry of PeaceIts " argument
tried to serve
the
cause
preparedness.
is elem
e
n
t
a
r
y
,
a
leaf
out
of
the
pacifists'
primer,
projection on the screen of something of thata
state of mind that was most in evidence in this
neighborhood at the time the Ford expedition
set forth from these shores. Its program describes it as a direct appeal to the " mothers
of Mr.
men."Ince spoke his acknowledgments with a
modesty and brevity in striking contrast with
the fulsome
Ince-adulation
makesprojected
the pro-a
gram such painful
reading.which
He has
philosophy of war on a par with " War Brides,"
an entertainment on an artistic level with " Ben
Hur," a dramatic photo spectacle that falls somewhat short of " The Birth of a Nation."
New York Tribune:
While "theCivilization
attendspicture
to business
it is
probably
greatest "motion
ever made.
When it turns aside into sentimental byways it
is rather painful. The field of the films is photographic, and that fact was never more clearly
demonstrated than last night at the Criterion
theatre.
Pictorially
" Civilization
is gigantic.
Its battle scenes
are something
more " than
wonderful; they are terrific. They are so terrific that
they
encompass
and
blot
out
the
film's
and the net result is that the picture is defects,
a huge
winner. Unless the competition to come is
possessed
strength
" Civilization
will
remainof atunexpected
the Criterion
all summer
and all'
winter.
It is only occasionally that a bad play can be
turned into a success by skilful direction, but
such a procedure is an everyday occurence in the
films. The success of " Civilization " is attributable solely to Thomas H. Ince, who produced
it. So far as the experiences of the present
reviewer are concerned, the vivid succession of
smashing, rending, tearing battle scenes which
make up the first part of the picture never have
been equalled in any film. If Mr. Ince has erred
it is in making these scenes so impressive that
the second part of the film cannot but come as
an anti-climax. Even this error can be laid at
the feet of the author, however, who should have
written a story that would have made it possible
for
Mr. Ince to put these scenes where they
belonged.
New York Press :
Daring
is Ince's
of Christ inin the
the extreme
second half
of thepicturization
spectacle.
Reverence never is offended, although it did
sound strange for applause to greet His figure.
Through the picture the Saviour was beheld in
the spirit nather than in the fiesh.
" Civilization
everything
has
been
shown in" comprises
the massive
picture that
dramas
hitherto offered — and then hundreds of things
never before comprehended by the camera. It
transcends anything yet projected.
Mr. Ince, with his true artistry, has welded
the whole into a coherent story. The thread
is attenuated, but held consistently.
The story of " Civilization " was written
by C. Gardner Sullivan.
LOEW BOOKS "GERMANY'S BATTLES
AT VERDUN"
Marcus Loew has booked " Germany's
Battles
at Verdun
for a hundred
days'
run at his
various "houses.
Three sets
of
prints were contracted for from Samuel
Cummins of 1476 Broadway, New York.

Completion of Fiftieth Cub Comedy Celebrated at Horsley's
More Than 250 People Are Entertained at the Enclosed Studio on May 27 — Director
Fahrney Is Brought on the Floor for Witty Speech and Makes Good
Special to Motion Picture News.
More than two hundred and fifty people
Los Angeles, June 3. were guests of David Horsley at the enclosed studio Saturday evening. May 27,
r\AVID HORSLEY, who has been on
the coast for the past two weeks, fol- when an informal dance and reception was
lowing a stay of three months in New
held in honor of Director Milton H. FahrYork where he looked after business matney and Cub Comedy company, in recognition of the completion of the fifty Cub
ters, has again put into use his commuter's
ticket, and Saturday left for the releasing
comedies, all of which have been made
hub of the motion picture industry. When
within the past fifty weeks. Carlyle RobMr. Horsley returned to the coast he was
inson of the publicity department of the
accompanied by Charles Heinkel, who has
Horsley studio, was master of ceremonies,
and first introduced Director Fahrney, who
been placed in charge as manager of production.
briefly outlined, in a witty speech, the work
Friday B. H. Von Klein, who for the and pleasures of his organization. Followpast eight months has served as general
ing, the Cub comedy quartette was introduced and sang three numbers. George
manager of the Horsley studios and interests in Los Angeles, tendered his resignaOvey, leading comedian, received very enthusiastic applause when he sang one of
tion, and John Jasper, who has been connected with the Horsley organization as his own songs in negro dialect. An orchestra of colored men furnished music for
purchasing agent, has been appointed to the
a dance which continued the remainder of
position of business manager.
Now that Mr. Horsley has closed his the evening. The Cub Comedy company
eastern office, all advertising and publicity
was organized fifty weeks ago, and with
of the company will be handled from the but one or two exceptions, the organization remains the same today.
Los Angeles office. This department is in
charge of Carlyle Robinson.
J. C. Jessen.
Brooklyn League Wants Ochs President of National Body
At Regular Semi-Monthly Meeting Branch Appoints Two Committees to Present Grievances to Two Large Film Corporations, with Power to Cancel Contracts
AT the regular semi-monthly meeting of
the Brooklyn Exhibitors League held
at the Triangle theatre, Thursday evening,
June 1, a strong spirit of co-operation was
evident by this organization appointing two
committees to take up certain grievances
with two large corporations. This committee is intrusted with full power to
get redress or to cancel every contract now
in force with these corporations.
A full meeting enthusiastically received
Lee Ochs, president of the New York Local No. 1, who, in a stirring address, complimented this organization on their spirit
of co-operation.
A splendid luncheon was provided by the
management of the Triangle theatre and
was enjoyed thoroughly by all the exhibitors.
The delegates to the Chicago convention
were elected. The following exhibitors
will represent Brooklyn at Chicago : President Manheimer, H. Clark Mooney of the

Triangle theatre; Ben Title of the Avon
theatre; Mr. Levine of the Regent theatre, and Mr. Bland of the Albany theatre,
alternate.
A number of committees reported on the
co-operative plan of purchasing material
and booking. A considerable amount of
money will be saved by the co-operative
purchase plan.
The prevailing spirit among the members
present favored Mr. Ochs as a candidate
for national president.
NEPHEW
IS AT "U"
CITY OFTO LAEMMLE
LEARN BUSNESS
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 3.
Edward Laemmle, nephew of President
Carl Laemmle, has arrived at " U " city
where he has been engaged in the production department under Manager Charles
Rankin, where he will make a study of the
business.
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American
Film
Company
Opens
Office in New
York
City
Chester Beecroft, Whose Wide Experience and Conspicuous
Achievements
Qualify Him
for His Duties,
Is in Charge of the Branch and Will Contract with Leading Actors and Authors of Fiction and
Drama, Besides Handling the Export Departments of the Hutchinson Company

the American Film Company intends to maintain a prominent position in the way of extraordinaryproduction is evidenced by the opening last
week of a New York office, from which the
brilliant stars of the thespian firmament,
together with the big ones among the
writers of fiction, drama and scenario,
will be gathered to the fold of the " Flying A." Beecroft, whose thorough experiChester
THAT

the woild, also with three great dramatic
stars, who will be presented in the play or
plays with which they are most closely
identified in the mind of every theatre goer
in the land.
Study of Public Demand
The guiding idea in this new departure
will be the careful study of the real demand
of the generality of picture audiences, and
the development of the artistic and technical phases of the motion picture along
lines most conducive to the permanent
success of the industry.
A frequent cause of failure of individual
productions which have had the advantage
of a great star or a great play has been the
weakness of the connecting links the American heads believe. A great star needs
equally great directing, and a great play
or story is frequently ruined by incompetent "scenarioizing." Granted that these
major requirements have been fully met,
there is still the peril of improper technical
and scenic preparation, hopeless cameramen, bad laboratory work and last, but
still important, unskilful advertising.
To guard against the operation of any
such faults in the productions of the
American Film Company, Mr. Hutchinson
has instructed Mr. Beecroft to contract
with the leading actors in the world, with
the authors of current works of fiction

for the studio, master directors of the
Kirkwood class, and crack cameramen.
When John R. Freuler, president of the
Mutual Film Corporation, advanced the
policy of that distributing organization to
its present point of efficiency by limiting
its releases to big star or big play productions, the American was the first company
to see the wisdom of the plan and put it in
instant operation.

S. S. Hutchinson
That the American is in earnest in its

STUDrOS. N. V.
John R. Freuler
ence and conspicuous achievements in various branches of the husiness amply qualify
him for the important duties of the position, has been chosen to manage the new
office and has already taken up his duties
in rooms 1627 and 1628 of the Masonic
Building, 71 West Twenty-third street.
S. S. Hutchinson, president of the American, has for a long time been recognized
as a successful producer and much of the
success of his productions, such as " The
Diamond from the Sky," " The Girl and
the Game,"
and attributed
innumerable
regular
releases have been
to the
fact that
he has always given his personal attention
to the preparation and actual making of
every photoplay.
Mr. Hutchinson has wisely determined
to continue this policy of personal supervision, so that when he and his associates
decided to confine the future activities of
the company to the biggest and most desirable attractions that can possibly be procured, the necessity of a metropolitan office
became apparent.
James Kirkwood, director, and Mary
Miles Minter, star, have already been engaged for American productions and negotiations are now under way with two of
the most famous female picture stars in

determination
to produce
only the equipped
" ultra "
in motion pictures,
and is properly
to do so, will be apparent to all when it is
recalled that it was Mr. Freuler who conceived the idea and worked out the details
of the contract whereby Charlie Chaplin is
now receiving $10,000 a week, plus his
$150,000 bonus. Mr. Freuler is one of the
principal stockholders in the American and
is vitally interested in its progress.
Mr. Beecroft will also handle the export
departments, as far as sales and contracts
are concerned, of the American, Lone Star
Company (Charlie Chaplin), north American ("Diamond from the Sky," etc.),
" Damaged Goods " and some others, and
special advertising on Charlie Chaplin, the
newly acquired stars, and the series of
pictures in which they will make their appearances.

Chester Beecroft
and drama for their most striking successes, and original stories to be written
for special stars, experienced scenario
writers who have had literary training to
put such creations into " working " form

IT'S ALL WRONG— THERE'S NO
VAUDEVILLE FOR ETHEL
Ethel Teare lost no time in wiring a denial of a story appearing in a Chicago
vaudeville publication last week to the effect that she would return to the variety
stage to be starred in a tabloid revue on
Broadway next Fall.
Miss Teare will continue as the star of
Kalem's new Ethel Teare comedies.

• 3720
PANTAGES,
VAUDEVILLE MAGNATE,
TO ENTER PICTURES
Sfecial to MotIon Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 3.
Alex Pantages, who owns and conducts
twenty vaudeville theatres along the Pacitic
Coast and in the mountain states as far
east as Winnipeg and Minneapolis, is to
enter the motion picture producing field in
June. Mr. Pantages has engaged Chris
Richards, an English comedian, as principal
of his stock company, and will make one
reel comedies. The producing organization
will be located at a Los Angeles studio.
Arrangements are now being made for a
producing plant by Carl Walker, who is
the manager of Pantages theatre in Los
.\ngeles.
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Lubin Gains Victory Over Pennsylvania Censor Board
Judge Audenried in Philadelphia Court of Appeals, No. 4, Overrules Its Tampering with
" Dollars and the Woman," Released Through the V-L-S-E
Testimony regarding the einiinations orIN an opinion filed last week by Presiddered by the censors was heard in court
ing Judge Audenried of . the Philadeland was supplemented by the personal rephia Court of Appeals, No. 4, the Pennview of the film by Judges Audenried and
sylvania Board of Censors were overruled
in their deletions of the Lubin- V. L. S. E. Carr.
" Upon the Avhole evidence before it," says
film drama, " Dollars and the Woman."
tlie opinion, ' the court is of the opinion (and
The objection which the censors made
so finds) that in deciding: the questions indicated by its elimination requirements (exceptto the picture, and which was revoked by
ing the second) the board abused its discretion
the courts, had to do principally with a and acted arbitraril.v and oppressively. For
this reason the appeal taken by the Lubin
sub-title, in which a devoted, self-sacriManufacturing Company (so far as it has not
been withdrawn) is sustained, and the order of
ficing wife advises her husband that their
the Board of Censors, so far as it involved the
condemnation
or disapproval of the moving picmeager bank account " soon must do for
ture film above mentioned for default of compliance with any of its requirements except the
second,
is reversed." known as No. 2, which
The
elimination
three."Funldiouser in Chicago
Picture People Win Victory Over
the court excepted in its order, was a
Censor Czar "' Refuses to Pass on " Little Girl Next Door " — Appeal Is Made to Mayor,
scene showing a thief cutting a handbag
Who Decides It Is a Police Matter, and Chief Issues Permit
from a woman's arm. The Board of Censors ordered that the view of the shears
The play was later attacked on the floor
uHPHE Little Girl Next Door," which is
be entirely eliminated.
* now being booked on State rights
of the city council, Alderman Buck declarThe court quotes the description of the
basis from Room 521, First National Bank
ing that the picture was not fit to be shown.
Several cutouts were made in compliance
Building, Chicago, has had a stormy career.
play and continues :
This summary outlines the story of the play
It is based on the report of the Illinois
with the criticisms of Mr. Buck, who ob- in "the
most general manner, and fails to give
an
adequate or just idea of the plot or the
jected
largely
on
the
ground
that
the
picState
its investigation
method
of its treatment. It is referred to,
to
find\'ice
out Commission
why girls goin wrong.
ture put Mayor Thompson in too favorhowever, as in some degree explanatory of the
able political light in the closing of the criticisms of the board. It may not be amiss
The battle over the picture began when
to observe in passing, that in the opinion ol
it was first shown to the Chicago Board
places mentioned.
the court these pictures cannot fail to convince
of Censors. Although it had been endorsed
any
unbiased mind of the purity of the under,
The play is still being presented praclying motive of the story, that they illustrate
tically intact to great crowds. The counby more than a score of Chicago's most
and satisfy it, that the tender pathos of the
prominent ministers, Major M. L. C.
plot absolutely precludes the impressions and
cil has as yet taken no action on the resolution before the judiciary committee to suggestions imputed by the censors to the feaFunkhouser, head of the Chicago Board
tures they have condemned."
compel Chief Healey to revoke the permit,
of Censors, refused to issue a permit. An
The consensus of opinion among newsleaving
the
entire
matter
of
cutouts
and
appeal was taken over his head to Mayor
paper reviewers who attended a private
Thompson, who received a legal opinion
showing
of the film, prior to its having
permits
up
to
the
judgment
of
Major
Funk"
houser.
from Corporation Counsel Ettleson. He
been placed on the market, was that the picdeclared that the final work on censorship
" The Little Girl Next Door " has been
ture was remarkable for its freedom from
was up to the Chief of Police. Chief
booked in several large cities. In some it sensationalism, sensual suggestion or scenes
met with distinct opposition and in others
Healey promptly issued a permit over Maof physical violence, and yet possessed the
j
was granted a permit to be shown on the power
jor Funkhouser's head, thus establishing
of enlisting the sympathy of the
ground
that
it
taught
an
important
moral
a new role in censorship in Chicago, which
spectators.
lesson and would be of benefit in opening
also will be likely to have its effect on
When the censors saw fit to place an emthe eyes of parents to the dangers that
other boards throughout the country.
bargo on the film, they were requested to
The play was immediately booked by lay in the paths of their daughters and
state their reasons for objecting to it.
the Jones-Linick and Schaefer Company
in teaching girls inclined to innocent pleasThey replied only that it could not be
for the LaSalle Theatre, Chicago. There
ures the inevitable outcome of their misshown. It had hitherto been the custom
steps.
it had the biggest run of any picture ever
for censors to point out objectionable feaMinisters and social workers have enplayed in that house, according to Presitures of a film. The appeal followed imdorsed
the
picture.
dent Aaron Jones.
mediately and the censor brigade, evidently somewhat wary of the outlook, made
advances toward peace with the producers.
Marguerite Clayton Cast for Series of 3-Reel Essanays
In Earh Picture She Will Appear Opposite an Actor of Equal Reputation, in Keeping
" We think," said one of them soothingly, "that you people were a trifle too hasty
with Spoor Policy of " Best Players in Short Subjects "
in rushing this matter into the courts.
ance
in
the
largest
of
Essanay
features.
ASERIE.S of two and three reel picThere is every likelihood that a comproShe went to Chicago studios of Essanay
mise could be reached if it were talked
tures has been prepared for Marguerite Clayton by Essanay and she is now
late in 1915. Since that time she has apat work on the third subject. In each she
over
in detail."
peared in three feature productions, "A
"That,"
rejoined the Lubin legal repreappears opposite a star of equal reputation,
Daughter of the City," " Vultures of Sosentative, "is just where we differ in opinin keeping with President George K.
ion. There can be no compromise where
ciety," and " According to the Code," together with numerous short pictures.
there is nothing to compromise, which is
Spoor's policy of placing his best players in
short subjects.
our contention in this case."
PALMER LEAVES KEYSTONE
The first of the new plays was " Putting
Special to Motion Picture News.
It Over," a two reel comedy drama in
VIM ADOPTS NEW TRADE MARK
Los Angeles, June 3.
which she appeared with Harry Beaumont.
Fred Palmer, who for the past year has
This was her first attempt at light comedy.
Vim Comedies have dropped the cartoon
been at the head of the Keystone publicity
style of poster so long distinctive of the
The second play was " The Promise
department, and served as assistant to ManVim brand, and have adopted a new device,
Land." her first appearance opposite Bryant
ager of Production Hampton Del Ruth, has
Washburn. These two popular stars are
consisting of a Shakespearian fool with a
resigned that position and gone to Honolulu.
baubel. The device is used as a border
now working in another three reel drama,
William. Hart, formerly New York and
" Worth While."
for one-sheet posters, the Vim name apPhiladelphia newspaper man, has been
pearing on a balloon which the fool holds
Miss Clayton's rise to stardom has been
placed in charge of the publicity departwholly in Essanay productions. The poptethered with a string. In the panel is inserted a comedy scene from the subject,
ularity she won in Essanay western picment, and John J. Glavey becomes assistant to Mr. Del Ruth.
tures has grown steadily since her appearposterized in three colors.
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We
Need
Proper
Picture
Regulation'' — Rowland
President of Metro Does Not Advocate, However, the Principle Nor the Operation of Censorship as Now Conducted
— A Federal Commission Would Eliminate State and Local Bodies Which Work So Much Harm
. ;
by Their Diversified and Irresponsible Judgments, Is His View
£'-\ the
men, United
and as the
fifth the
industry
States,
motionin
picture has a right to demand and will demand fair play at the hands of the lawmakers, said President Rowland of Metro
recently. I do not believe in the principle
nor in the operation of a censorship of
motion pictures. I do believe in a proper
and protective regulation of motion
pictures.
" There should be demanded, and I believe there is to be demanded of the Congres , alaw creating a Federal Commission
of Motion Pictures. The members of this
commission should be men of the broadest
education and intelligence. They should be
paid salaries of from $10,000 to $15,000
annually in order to make certain that men,
, big enough and broad enough, can be induced to accept the responsibility that
would attach to such offices. They should
be sufficient in number so that all sections
-of the United States would be represented
on the commission, and for purposes of
■'suggestion only, I would place the number
at seven. Of these, two should represent
the Middle States, one the Pacific Coast
States, one the New England States, one
the Middle Atlantic States, one the Southern States and one should be appointed at
large and be chosen as head of the commission.
" The commission should be required to
review every motion picture manufactured
for public exhibition, with the exception of
news pictures, which, under proper conditions, should be exempt from review because of the element of time. The pictures
reviewed should carry the Federal Commission trade mark or sign as an evidence
that they had been shown to and approved
by the commission.
Commission to Be Appointed by President
" The commission should be appointed
personally by the President of the United
States with the approval of the Senate, and
it should be specified that its membership
should be bi-partisan in order to insure its
freedom from the influence of politics.
" I might
out here
that, with
upwards of point
seventeen
thousand
motion
picture screens in the United States, there
lies in the hands of the exhibitors an opportunity for political influence which, if
rightly used, will take full care of the
bigoted, the self-seeking politicians, the long
haired, notoriety seeking reformers, the
professionally virtuous and all the rest of
the gallant crew that is now aligned against
the greatest source of entertainment in the
world.
" I believe the exhibitors would combine
and as one man oppose to the uttermost
the election of any man to office who seeks
to exploit motion pictures for political
profit, whether the office be that of Governor, Senator, Assemblyman, Mayor,
Alderman or Town Constable. I believe
that such a protective combination will be
'in operation, before the next elections, and

in such full operation the screen will be
guaranteed a freedom equal to that now
enjoyed by the pulpit, the spoken drama
and the public press.
" A Federal Commission is needed by the
industry if it is to be protected against the
assaults of forty-eight different kinds of
legislation in forty-eight different States.
The situation now, if it is permitted to continue, will bring absolute ruin, and I am
not overstating the case, to the makers and
the distributors of motion pictures.
" No matter how broad minded the State
Censors may be they do not seem to agree
in their demands upon the picture makers.
One scene is cut out in Ohio, another totally different one is eliminated in Pennsylvania, and we may look for other
changes ,in Maryland and in Kansas. How
is it possible to preserve a story in anything like its entirety if they all take a hack
at it and each in a different place?
Time Would Solve the Problems
",We in the picture business believe that
the problem of better pictures would solve
itself, if time were given for the industry
to work out its own salvation before the

public. But legislation is upon us in oppressive bulk, and before we can suit the
various needs and satisfy the whims of the
censors in each of the States, our business
will be gone and it will be too late. Therefore, as a protection to ourselves as business men, we have a right to demand protection from the Federal Government.
" I do not expect that this Federal Commission would at once rid motion pictures
of the state censorship problem, but it could
not help but deter States from passing
legislation that would be shown to be
totally unnecessary when the situation was
being adequately supervised in fairness to
the industry and to the public by a body
of dignity, breadth and full power. It
would, in my opinion, lead to the repeal
of State Laws which have been found in
every case unsatisfactory to the public,
as well as oppressive and unfair to the
picture makers. A Federal Commission
would provide a broad and fair foundation
for the settlement of all of our motion
picture problems within and without the
industry, and the expense of its maintenance would be' borne by a proper tax upon
the industry itself."

World Is Ready to Buy Script from Unknown Authors
Scenarios Are as Welcome from the Literary Obscure as the LiterarUy Enlightened,
Provided That They Really Have Something Worth Putting on the Screen
scene as is sometimes paid for an entire
DECLARING that World Film has not
fixed any limit to the price it will pay
story. The author of the play, when it is
screened, will get full credit for that scene.
for big stories, William A. Brady, directorgeneral of production, announces that
"There is no standard price for World
Film. We are in the market for the
scripts from obscure writers are desired
product of the best authors, for which we
just as much as material from established
authors. The worth of the story alone will
will pay the highest prices."
determine the price, Mr. Brady said.
" We pay for material any sum commensurate with the importance; of the
writer, bigness of the story, unconventionality of the plots and promise of the scenario. A John Smith is as welcome to us
as Sir James M. Barrie — all we want is the
finished product.
" There is no filed in the world where a
reputation counts for less than in motion
picture making.
" An author, in order to attract attention,
must lay before us a finished work. If it
is unfinished, we must, in order to produce
it, put a professional writer to work, have
it revised and scenes, situations and climaxes injected, all of which, when the
film is produced, go to the credit of the
original writer.
" But, to my mind, at least so far as
World Film is concerned, there is no limit
to
rial.the price we will pay for original mate"We are advertising at an expense of
ten thousand dollars for new writers, new
idea creators, new plot architects — all because we want to get away from the hackneyed, tired ' two men and a woman ' ideas.
" We recently bought one scene from an
author to insert into the story of another
writer, and paid almost as much for the

INCE IN "CIVILIZATION" AUDIENCE
UNRECOGNIZED
While " Civilization " was being flashed
on the screen before a notable first night
audience at its New York premiere in the
Criterion Theatre, Thomas H. Ince, creator of the spectacle, stood at the back of
the house, unrecognized.
In response to applause and cheers, he
was finally led out on the stage by Al
Woods, his associate, and made a brief
" I feel like a man who has. seen a dream
speech.
come true," said Mr. Ince, after the audience had departed. " I felt within myself that my handiwork had been good, but
the question was : would New York share
my opinion? I hope it has."
LOUIS GLAUM MAY BE CAST FOR
DAVIS STORY
Scenario Writer J. G. Hawks of the Ince
organization, has completed the working
script of Richard Harding Davis's last story
" Somewhere in France." This has not
been assigned to any producer, nor is it
known who will be starred, but rumor has
it that Louise Glaum will be given this
honor.
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RIFKIN BUYS "YELLOW MENACE"
FOR NEW ENGLAND
Andrew J. Cobe, vice-president and general manager of the Unity Sales Corporation, announces that through negotiations
conducted between himself and Herman
Rifkin, general manager of the Eastern
Feature Film Company, that concern has
purchased the New England rights to " The
Yellow Menace," the sixteen episode serial
starring Edwin Stevens, and featuring
Florence Malone and Margaret Gale. The
states covered by Mr. Rifkin's franchise include Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont, New
Hampshire, Connecticut and Rhode Island.
Mr. Rifkin is highly enthusiastic over
"The Yellow Menace." "I consider this
serial one of the most powerful and thrilling I have ever seen," says Mr. Rifkin,
"the timeliness of the subject with such
men as Speaker Champ Qark warning
against the peril from across the Pacific
alone makes it certain to be of tremendous
drawing power. Every wide-awake exhibitor who has his own best interests at
heart should get busy on 'The Yellow
Menace' right away."
ADMISSION OF NON-FILM MEN TO
OMAHA CLUB UNDER
ADVISEMENT
Special to Motion Picture News.
Omaha, June 3.
The Omaha Screen Club is in a quandary.
Should anyone besides motion picture exhibitors, exchange men and the motion picture editors and advertisers of the various newspapers be allowed to join the
club?
The Omaha club today launched a membership campaign. If 500 members are secured, or even if 250 are found, club quarters will be established. But the field is
limited. The Omaha, Council Bluffs, and
South Omaha picture men, together with a
few from out in the state, will hardly be
enough.
But a number of automobile, musical and
theatrical people have asked to join.
Whether or not to let them occupied a good
bit of the time during the discussions of
the club today.
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Leads in " Julius Caesar " Taken by Prominent Film Folk
In Cast of Oatdoor Production at Beechwood Natural Amphitheatre, Hollywood, Cal.,
Were Theodore Roberts, William Farnum and Tyrone Power

Cast
of "Julius
PresentedKeenan,
at Hollywood:
(Left to
Seated)Theodore
Raymond Roberts,
Wells,
Director;
De WolfCaesar"
Hopper,As Frank
Tyrone Power,
Sarahright.Truax,
William Farnum
Special to Motion Picture News.
searchlight lighting devices, and were used
Los Angeles, June 3. when the plotters of Rome discussed the offer of a crown for Caesar.
PROMINENT members of the West
coast film colony took the leading parts
Cassius, Brutus, et. al., were on the stage,
on of " Julius
Caesar " ,at while the crowds consisting of several
in the presentati
, Hollywood
natural ampitheatre
Beechwood
thousand were on Capitoline Hill several
hundred feet distant. In the last act, the
last week, a production which sets new
records for gigantic dramatic attractions
silhouette scenes of the unsuccessful battles were shown across the night sky on the
from many angles. This was staged for
crest of the seven hills surrounding Rome,
the benefit of the Actors' Fund. The gross
by aid of flares and searchlights.
receipts were twenty-one thousand dollars,
The natural amphitheatre with a stage at
and the production cost approximately
twelve thousand dollars. More than twenty
the bottom of the canyon, afforded ideal
location for the spectacle, and gave ample
thousand people purchased admission
space for the thousands of seats. The
tickets, and it is estimated that fully that
many saw the presentation from the crests
acoustic properties were such that the person in the farthest seat could hear distinctof adjoining hills.
In this speaking stage production, the
ly practically every line by the players. Men
motion picture industry not only loaned the
versed in the history of dramatic productions accredited this with being the most
players, but other effects including silstupendous of its kind ever given. Never
houettes and flash-backs which added wonbefore, and without doubt, never again, will
derfully to the presentation. The flashbacks were accomplished by means of such an array of talent take part in one
production.
The success of this production by the

Women's Political Equality League Pins a Medal on V-L-S-E
Chicago Organization, as Result of City-Wide Campaign to Expose Exhibitors Who Show
Unclean Pictures, Issues Report Giving Company First Place for Clean Plays
AS the result of a city-wide campaign in detailed to visit the theatres. From NoChicago to expose exhibitors who
vember 25 to April 10, one thousand seven
hundred and fifty-five houses were visited
show unclean pictures, the Women's Political Equality League of that city has
by members of the League, and 4,563 reels
just issued a report giving V-L-S-E first inspected. The investigators were supplied with blanks for complete reports.
place in percentage of clean plays produced.
With a view to ascertaining the cause of
JAVA MONKEY IN E. & R.
this situation, the members of the League
" DISCOVERED "
instituted a second inquiry. In consequence
of this, the open booking policy of the Big
Managers Edwards and Rounan have
Four which permits individual exhibitors
discovered a new actor in the person of
to select those pictures best suited to their
Punch, the Java monkey, who has just porclientele, was declared to be the dominating
trayed the role of the son of Napoleon and
influence responsible for the V-L-S-E's
Sally
in
the comedy
" Discovered."
is a detective
tale with
Napoleon asThis
an
good showing.
assistant to the sleuth, who observes his
The investigation began last November,
with Mrs. Guy Blanchard as chairman of employer flirting in the park, and aids the
detective to secure evidence against the
the committee of inquiry. The city was
divided into districts, with a district manwoman's husband when a hold-up is done
ager in charge of each. Assistants were
by the husband.

motion picture section of the Actors' Fund
Association, must be accredited to Raymond Wells, who originated the idea of
giving such a production, and has been in
charge of preparing for it. In directing the
staging of this he was aided by Ernest
Shields, Captain Louis R. Ball, Ralph Benzies, Mark Fenton, Nicholas Kessler, Robert Lawler, Mrs. L. R. Ball, Marjorie Riley,
Clara Turner, and Lionel Bradshaw.
The cast included Theodore Roberts as
Caesar; Octavius Caesar by Charles Gunn;
William Farnum as Marc Antony; Tyrone
Power as Brutus; Hal Wilson as Cicero;
Frank Keenan as Cassius ; De Wolf Hopper as Casca ; Douglas Fairbanks as Young
Cato; Constance Crawley as Calpurnia;
Sarah Truax as Portia; Arthur Maud as a
citizen, and scores of others of national
reputation. More than 4,000 took part.
The remarkable success of " Julius
Caesar " has caused the Chamber of Commerce of Hollywood to realize the value of
the natural amphitheatre, and it is to be
a permanent amusement place. J. C. Jessen.
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BRENNAN
IN "THE BYQUITTER,'
FOR RELEASE
METRO
SET Policy of " Short Lengths " with Stars Profits General Film
General Business of the Company Trebles Since It Inaugurated Plan of Providing One, Two
ON JULY 10
and Three Reelers with a Variety of Themes and Noteworthy Players
Edward Brennan, who has appeared in
many Metro plays, will next be seen on GENERAL Film these days is reported
policy of featuring big stars in short reels
-the screen in " The Quitter," the Metroand only last week made another announceto
be
profiting
as
a
result
of
its
preRolfe release for July 10, in which Lionel
dominating policy of providing short length
ment that Essanay's highest salaried and
Barrymore is starred. Mr. Brennan was
acknowledged best artists will be seen in
pictures of many varieties with notable
stars featured in them and exhibitors are
featured with Grace Elliston in " Black
the one, two and three reel pictures released through General Film Service.
Fear," a Metro, and had a similar role in appreciating it too, if one may judge by
General
Film Service program for the
" The Woman Pays," with Valli Valli.
William N. Selig's recent statement that
since he decided to offer his biggest and
week June 12-18 inclusive, leads with Kate
SEQUELS ISTOPLAN
" SHOULD
A BABY DIE? " best stars in one, two and three reel pic- Claxton's greatest success " The Two OrOF VARIETY
tures, for release through General Film
phans," picturized by Selig. The next picService, his business with the General Film
Variety Films Corporation has gathered
ture is a Vitagraph comedy, " Her Loving
a number of scenarios submitted by film
Relations." Then the Selig-Tribune will
Company has trebled. All the other proflash pictorially the important news of the
ducers, releasing through this same service,
fans as sequels to its production, " Should
have gone on record as declaring that this world. Biograph's " The Spirit Awaka Baby Die?" It is announced by Presipolicy has worked out to the best possible
dent Louis Rosenbluh that George Szirened," featuring Blanche Sweet and directed by D. W. Griffith, will be presented.
of both manufacturer and exmay, in charge of the Variety scenario de- advantage
hibitors.
Then
just
to send everybody home in good
partment, has begun work on several of
George
K.
Spoor,
president
of
Essanay,
these in preparation for their picturizahumor, Lubin's comedy, " Otto the Cobis one of the most enthusiastic over the
tion.
bler," will be shown.
Essanay's " Putting it Over," a comedy
in two parts, featuring Marguerite Clayton
and Bryant Washburn, will be first on
Ivan Calls Meeting of Exchangemen to Discuss Output Plans
Many Franachise Owners Now in New York — Majority Express Themselves in Favor of Tuesday's program. This will be followed
by Kalem's " The Alaskan Mouse Hound,"
the Company Releasing at Least Two Features Instead of One a Month
a single reel comedy, which will precede
Among those who are en route to New
" The Avenger," in two parts by Lubin, in
THE success enjoyed by the Ivan productions has caused the owners of York and who have signified their intenwhich L. C. Shumway is featured. Then
franchises as distributors of this brand to
tion of being present are C. D. Struble of will follow one of Edison's pictures, " The
the Monarch Feature Film Company of Man in the Street," which Marc McDerdesire more feature photoplays along similar lines.
Kansas City, Mo. ; A. T. Lambson of the mott and Duncan McRae share honors.
With a view of increasing the output, the Reelplay Feature Service of Seattle,
" The Bachelors' Alliance," a Kalem
Wash.; H. L. Charnas of the Standard
one part comedy, is the first subject for
exchange owners from all over the counFilm Service of Cleveland; J. F. Cubberly
try are coming to New York where the exWednesday. It is followed by Essanay's
ecutive and production departments of the of the Zenith Feature Film Company of " Canimated Nooz Pictorial " and a short
Ivan Company are located.
Duluth; L. J. Santikos of the Central
scenic production. " The Charge of the
Feature Film Company of Waco, Texas,
Among those already in New York are
Light Brigade," an Edison single reel
drama, featuring Ben Wilson, will then be
William Hershberg, President of the Genand A. M. Graham of the Queen City Feashown. The program for the day will close
eral Feature Film Company of Chicago;
ture Service of Birmingham, Ala.
Mayer Silverman of the Liberty Film
As the majority of these exchange ownwith Biograph's " Liberty Bells," a three
ers have expressed themselves as favorably
Renting Company of Pittsburg; Harry A.
part comedy.
Samwick of the Merit Film Corporation
inclined to the Ivan productions releasing
Lubin offers " The Sons of the Sea," a
at least two features instead of one each
of New York ; E. W. Lynch of the E. W.
drama in three parts which leads ThursLynch Enterprises of Boston and Mr. H. month, it is expected that the result of the
day's program. Lucy Payton is featured
convention will be an increase in the Ivan
Schwalbe of the Electric Theatre Supply
in this. The Selig-Tribune is one of the
Company of Philadelphia.
company's productive output.
features of this day's releases and " HunHearts,"
will gry
close
the aday.Vim comedy in one part,
Elaborate Presentation of " Macbeth " is Made at Rialto
Rothapfel Arranges an Allegorical Foreword for the Event — Orchestra Augmented for
Unusual Musical Program — Six Daily Showings for the Week
ring the beauty of the performance. The
THE presentation at the Rialto Theatre,
New York, for the week of June S, of schedule opens at 12 noon with presentations following at 2.15, 4.15, 6, 7.30 and
Macbeth, the Triangle-Fine Arts film starring Sir Herbert Tree, is designed to be 9.30 o'clock. Between each there is given
the most dignified and elaborate ever acan organ recital.
Managing Director S. L. Rothapfel has
corded amotion picture. S. L. Rothapfel
has arranged an allegorical foreword— the been assisted in arranging the presentation
hour glass suspended in midair reversing
by Sir Herbert and his leading lady, Constance Collier, and also by John Emerson,
in unseen hands, emblematic of turning
back the sands of time. The Rialto
who directed the picture. This quartette.
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, the musical director,
orchestra, augmented for the occasion, will
and the entire Rialto mechanical staff, have
play an appropriate accompaniment arworked after the theatre closed almost
ranged by the Rialto musical staff. Much
of the material is original and for the in- every night, often as late as 3 A. M., working out details.
terlude the finale of the Sixth Symphony
— Tschaikowsky's "Symphony Sympathetique" — is being employed. Sir Herbert
McQUARRIE IS WITH THE AMERICAN
Tree has written an introductory which
ORGANIZATION
is delivered by Leonard Crask, reader
and Shakespearean actor.
Murdock MacQuarrie, who was with the
The six daily presentations will be timed
Universal, and later directed for the Sigto a schedule and patrons have been asked
nal Company, is now with the American,
where he will direct Helen Rosson.
to observe it closely in order to avoid mar-

Marguerite Nichols and Daniel Gilfether share honors in "An Old Man's
Folly," a Knickerbocker Star Feature, a
three part drama on Friday's program, and
will be followed by one of the Sis Hopkins
Series, " The Stenographer's Strategy."
Then " Harold, the Nurse Girl," a Vitagraph
a Vim
comedy, comedy,
each oneand
reel," The
will beRaid,"
screened.
Another
instance of
stars
are featured
in where
short Essanay's
reels will big
be
seen in the first release on Saturday, " The
Promise Land," featuring Marguerite Clayton and Bryant Washburn. Lubin will provide a one part comedy, " Hubby Puts One
Over," which will precede " Ashes," a Vitagraph three act drama in which Corrine
Griffith and Jack Mower are featured. The
thrill of the day releases will probably be
emphasized by Kalem's "A Race Through
the Air," an episode of the " Hazards of
Helen." Saturday's program will close
with Selig's " The Cowpuncher's Peril,"
featuring Tom Mix.
Sunday, as a General Film Service innovation, afive reel feature, will be presented
in " Pay Dirt," produced by Knickerbocker.
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Illustrating Three Vitagraph OfEerings: " Kerner Nutt's $100
BOARD

OF REVIEW MAKES QUICK
DECISION PASSING ON
" CIVILIZATION "
The National Board of Review passed
unanimously last Thursday night Thomas
H. Ince's cinema spectacle after a preview of the production of " Civilization "
at the Criterion theatre on Broadway,
where it was given its premiere Friday
evening June 2.
This is probably the quickest decision on
record of a production of the magnitude
of " Civilization," the board rendering its
verdict without comment before the members left their seats in the play house.
Cranston Brenton, chairman of the National Board of Review said : " ' Civilization 'has been passed by the Board without discussion. The body however showed
intense and spontaneous enthusiasm
throughout the entire production, sitting
in their seats until near midnight."
"COUSIN JIM," SHOWING SOCIETY IN
ITS LAIRS, IS UNIQUE FILM
The feature picture " Cousin Jim," in
which scores of prominent Chicago society people appeared has been completed
and will be shown at the Strand theatre,
Chicago. This feature is unique in that it
was made without the use of a single
studio set. Interiors were taken in the
residences of Chicago millionaires, in fashionable clubs, and in the Blackstone Hotel.
In filming these scenes, special portable
artificial lighting equipment, furnished by
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Companj-, was used. The Rothacker Company
also did the photographing, developing and
printing of the picture. The production
was directed by Charles W. Hitchcock for
the Van Dee Company.

U " Gets Rights to Dorsey
Scenics Filmed in India, Japan, China, Mo
Split Reel Form Un
HROUGH an arrangement with Joseph
S. Klotz, the Universal has acquired
motion pictures of the Dr. Dorsey Expedition, which traversed the greater portion of
India, Japan, China, Mongolia, Ceylon and
Persia. The films are of an educational
and scenic nature, and will be released
weekly in split reels under the Powers
brand.
Dr. Dorsey, who has been an incessant

Bill";
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"Fathers

of Men"

( V-L-S-E) ; and "Ashes"

" Gloria's Romance " with Billie Burke Proves Magnet
Kleine Picture of Society at Its Winter Gambols in Florida Draws Patronage Even When
a Heavy Rain Keeps People Away from Other Theatres
Foster Moore, of the Kleine branch office
NO matter how inclement the weather,
in
New York City, writes under date of
Billie Burke in " Gloria's Romance "
is proving a box office magnet, according
May 25 : " F. G. Hall, proprietor of the
Hall Circuit in New Jersey, states that the
to the reports from different Kleine ex' Gloria's Romance ' business at his Hochange managers. Here are a few selected
boken U. S. Photoplay theatre, was an
at random from a long list of similar reabsolute turnaway for the three days, Mon-.
day, Tuesday and Wednesday, though
B.
T.
Hardcastle,
manager
of
the
Kleine
ports.
Tuesday night there was a heavy rain. At
office in Atlanta, Ga., says " The Piedmont
his Palace theatre in East Orange, where
opened Monday in a drizzling rain which
continued throughout the day and night, he charges twenty-five cents admission, his
opening Monday night was to capacity, and
but we played to full houses, all day long,
most of the other theatres not having at on Tuesday night, in a rain storm, the
any time more than a handful of people.
house
recordM.wasThall
broken."
Charles
of the Minneapolis
The following day it cleared up in the
afternoon, but a hard rain throughout the Kleine exchange, reports : " The New Princess theatre in St. Paul opened the third
morning and noon hours, and an overcast
sky frightened the people against coming
chapter of ' Gloria's Romance ' last Monday to over 8,000 paid admissions and the
out. However, at night the Piedmont was
New Palace theatre in Minneapolis is
jammed and everyone went away delighted
showing to hold-out business right along."
with the production they had witnessed."
Rialto Film Company Elects Officers in Detroit
I. Goldberg Is President, Jesse J. Goldburg Vice-President and General Manager and S.
-WiU Produce Two Features a Month
T. Goldberg, Secretary and Treasurernominal sum because those financially inmanager
JESSE J. GOLDBURG, general
terested will always remain limited to those
ion,
has reof the Rialto Film Corporat
turned to New York from Detroit, where a now owning its capital stock. The board
of directors determined to produce two feameeting of the board of directors was held
tures a month, commencing in September,
ns
and plans for future operatio of the comand one feature a month between now and
pany were definitely determined upon. Ofthat time. There will be deposited to the
ficers were elected as follows : President,
credit of the company in the First and Old
I. Goldberg; vice-president and general
National Bank, of Detroit, $250,000. It
manager, Jesse J. Goldburg; secretary and
was considered good business policy to have
treasurer, S. T. Goldberg.
this amount at hand to meet any unforeseen
Interviewed at his office in the Candler
]>uilding. General Manager Goldburg said : contingencies that might arise.
" Although we have produced but one
" The corporation is incorporated for a feature,
having been organized a little more
than a month, our liabilities are nil and a
resolution was adopted by the board providing for the liquidation of all obligations
Pictures Taken in the Orient
ngolia and Persia Will Be Issued Weekly in as soon as they are incurred. We will produce features with a minimum of five reels.
der the Powers Brand
Our initial release, " The House of Mirtraveler to unfrequented parts of the globe,
rors," however, is in six reels.
took a motion picture camera with him on
" Until September our productions will
be made in New York. The players will
his most recent tour, which virtually covered the countries enumerated above. He
travel to other locations when necessary.
secured a hundred thousand feet or more
After September, unless conditions change
so as to make it more advisable to continue
of what is said to be exceptionally interin New York, we will produce at our own
esting film. The cost of the expedition was
studios to be built in Detroit. We have
$250,000, it is said, representing only the
not yet determined upon the method of disactual expenditure and the value of negative.
tribution."
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Universal Comedy and Drama: Scenes from "Love Quarantined" (Joker), "Her Soul's Song," and "Alias Jane Jones " (Laemmle)
THE REDOUBTABLE "TEDDY" IN 500
FEET OF UNIVERSAL ANIMATED
WEEKLY
The Universal Animated Weekly is exhibiting this week special moving pictures
of Roosevelt. There are over five hundred feet of them and they were taken at
his home in Oyster Bay last week when
three thousand' of his admirers went there
to request him to accept the overtures made
to him for candidacy on the Republican
ticket.
Arrangements had previously been made
by Jack Cohn, editor of the Animated
Weekly, with Mr. Roosevelt and cameraman U. K. Whipple succeeded in taking
some excellent pictures of " the most
prominent man in America" in various
poses. Some of these show " Teddy " getting into action; others going full steam
ahead and some in repose.
The pictures were shown privately to
some of his political aides in the private
projection room of the Universal a couple
of days ago and the verdict was that these
pictures eclipse any that have been taken
heretofore of our ex-president.
A few days previous to the taking of
these pictures, Editor Cohn sent Whipple
to Washington, where he succeeded in taking some remarkable pictures of President
Wilson. There are some excellent " closeups " among these, and those who have
ever attempted to "get" Mr. Wilson will
appreciate what this means, for he has
never shown a fondness for posing for
cameramen.
SORIERO BOOKS WORLD PICTURES
FOR PARK, BOSTON
Through an arrangement entered into
last week by William A. Brady of World
Film and Thomas D. Soriero, manager of
the Park theatre, Boston, the forthcoming
Brady Alade pictures on the World program will be housed in that theatre. The
deal was consumated by Mr. Soriero during a short visit to New York at which
time he stated that "After viewing the
products of almost every concern, I came
to the conclusion that with the renewed
vigor, absolute diversity of subjects, the
remarkable quality seen in the pictures already released under the Brady direction,
convinces me that World pictures are the
biggest bet and I have closed for first run
in Boston on all World subjects, which of.

Six Dramatic Subjects from Knickerbocker This Month
' Shadows " Throws Light on Social Conditions, " Master of the House " Shows Outdoor
Island Life, and "An Old Man's Folly" Has Wise Detective
THE Knickerbocker Star Features profor the first time in " The Ancient Blood,"
a drama of the Canadian Northwest. Virgram for June, in addition to the fiveginia Norden has the role of a half-breed
reel feature, " Pay Dirt," already announced, includes five three-reel dramas.
girl who saves the life of a young Englishman, marries him, and is later introduced
" Shadows," a drama of modern social
into high society when he inherits a title.
conditions, featuring Frank Mayo and Lillian West, tells a story of the lengths to In the strange environment she fails to
hold his love, and returns to her mountains,
which
a man's
passion vicitms
for a girl
drove him
and hopeless
the unfortunate
of where she finds happiness. This is the rehis fury.
lease of June 23.
Frank Mayo and Lillian West are fea" The Stained Pearl," featuring Henry
King, is a tale of the sea, whose action
tured in " The Master of the House," the
centers about a bloodstained gem. It is release of June 30. This is a story of a
scheduled for release on June 9.
society reporter who, following a clue accidentally picked up, is brought by a re" An Old Man's Folly," featuring Danmarkable chain of circumstances to an uniel Gilfether and Marguerite Nichols, is
inhabited island off the coast, in company
the release of June 16. It is a story of a
with
a
young
millionaire whom she has
father who endangers his daughter's happiness by placing himself in the power of the best of reasons for believing to be a
burglar. In his absence from home the
an adventuress. An unscrupulous detective
gives a startling turn to the course of burglar entertains his aunt and cousin.
events.
Double exposures are a feature of this
A new Knickerbocker star will be seen
picture.
course is first run showing in all New
"TESS OF THE STORM COUNTRY,"
WITH MARY PICKFORD, AT
The Park theatre, Boston, located on
STRAND
England."
Washington
street, near Boylston street,
" Tess of the Storm Country," one of
is by far the most irnportant house in the
Mary Pickford's most celebrated successes,
New England territory, devoted to film
will be shown at the Strand, New York, for
presentation and for the past two years a
the week of June 4. Its presentation is in
varied program, but beginning July 3 with
the nature of a revival similar to the return of stage plays that have had unusual
Alice Brady in " La Vie De Boheme " the
place
will
play
World
Film
production
expopularity.
It has never been shown at
clusively.
the Strand for the reason that the theatre
was not in existence at the time the picture
A. AND W. FILM WILL DISTRIBUTE
was first released by Famous Players
through Paramount.
"PRIMA DONNA'S HUSBAND"
The A. and W. Film Corporation has arROLAND
AND
ARBUCKLE IN
ranged with Julius Steger for the sole dis"
MATRIMONIAL
MARTYR "
tributing rights of " The Prima Donna's
Ruth Roland and Andrew Arbuckle are
Husband," the latest photoplay produced
by Mr. Steger and Joseph A. Golden under
the two players featured in " A Matrithe Triumph trademark.
monial Martyr," the five part Gold Rooster
In this picture, Holbrook Blinn is starred,
Play released June 19, made by Balboa and
supported by Clara Whipple and Kathryn
treated to the process of Pathe color in the
Brown-Decker. A. and M. H. Warner,
Pathe
tories. Company's extensive Paris laboramanagers of the A. and W. Corporation,
are said to have paid thirty thousand dolMiss Roland plays a double role, while
lars in advance royalties in their deal with
Arbuckle appears as an antiquarian wedded
Mr. Steger. The picture will be shown to
to a woman who possesses an ungovernthe trade June 12 at the Lyceum theatre.
able temper. .
.....
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RALPH HERZ IN "PURPLE LADY" FOR
RELEASE BY METRO ON JUNE 26
" The Purple Ladj'," a five part MetroRolfe production in which Ralph Herz is
starred and Irene Howley is featured, will
be released on the !Metro program June 26.
This Metro feature will serve to introduce
Mr. Herz to the silent drama. He has had
a long and successful career on the speaking stage, and is perhaps best known for
his work in " The Soul Kiss," " Madame
Sherry," " Dr. De Luxe," and recently in
" Ruggles of Red Gap."
Miss Howley was last seen on the Metro
program in " A Yellow Streak " with Lionel Barrymore, which was pronounced one
of the best features produced last year.
She was known for several years on the
vaudeville stage as " The Manhattan Girl."
There is a strong supporting cast in " The
Purple Lady," which includes Alan Hale,
Howard Truesdell, George Pauncefote,
Guido Colucci, Gretchen Hartman, Mrs.
William Bechtel, Cora Williams and other
well known stage and screen artists.
"The Purple Lady" is a picturization of
the play of the same name by Sydney Rosenfeld, which enjoyed a successful run on
Broadway.
ROLIN AT WORK ON BURLESQUE OF
"JUUUS CAESAR'
The Rolin Film Company, makers of
Pathe's Lonesome Luke comedies, have put
special effort and a large sum of money on
a burlesque of " Julius Caesar," which they
are making. To show the magnitude of
this one-reel production they have utilized
among their hundreds of extras the several
hundred pretty dancing girls who took part
in the Actors' Fund presentation of the
great Shakespearean tragedy which was
enacted on May 19 in Hollywood.
Their whole studio is being utilized in
one large set for this production.
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California Film Lets the Cat Out of the (Director) Bag
George E. Middleton Modestly Works Under Cover on Five Features for the Company
and Now Has Activities Disclosed by Beyfuss
THE

directing brain behind the producing activities of the California Motion
Picture Corporation is George F. Middleton, according to a re-^nt announcement
by General Alanager Alexander Beyfuss.

George E. Middleton
Mr. Middleton has been working quietly
in the background since the corporation's
inception, and is now credited with hav-

ing directed " Salomy Jane," " Mignon,"
" Salvation Nell," and " The Unwritten
Law." He has just completed " The WomDared," in which Beatriz Michelenaan isWhostarred.
Because of the showing he has made, Mr.
Middleton has been selected by the California Corporation to direct its production
of
" Kismet,"
Skinner for
its star. which will have Otis
In commenting upon his announcement,
Mr. Beyfuss said : "Although we have never
had any doubt about Mr. Middleton's continued success, all mention of his directing responsibility has been withheld at his
own request. He wished that he might
work in the background until he had proven his capabilities beyond all posssibility
of question.
" His modesty in this respect runs rather to the extreme, since it is now only
upon the strongest importunity that I have
won his consent to this announcement. To
him the California Motion Picture Corporation owes much of its success."
DINNER IN HONOR OF ALICE JOYCE
ON STRAND ROOF
For a welcome back to pictures Alice
Joyce was the honor guest at a dinner given
at the Strand Roof Garden, Sunday evening, June 4. This dinner was attended by
the other principals in the cast of the big
spectacle, " The Battle Cry of War " which
is being produced by J. Stuart Blackton of
Vitagraph, among them being Joseph Kilgour, Harry Morey, Dorothy Kelly, James
Morrison, Naomi Childers, Templer Saxe,
Walter McGrail and Edward Elkas, as well
as Director William P. S. Earle.
Miss Joyce has just reappeared in the
ranks of her motion picture friends after
an absence of a year and a half and has begun work on the big feature picture at the
Vitagraph studio in Brooklyn.

Selig Stars in Long and Short Films Is Successful Plan
Strides Taken by Selig General Releases During Last Six Months Justify Colonel's
Exploitation of Versatile Players in Subjects of All Lengths
FOOTE AND DEXTER SIGNED BY
Harlan and an all-star cast has just been
of the leading motion
many
WHEN
MOROSCO
released.
picture stars appear only in feature
Another Selig release through General
film productions of five reels or more in
Courtenay Foote and Elliott Dexter have
length, the Selig Polyscope Company calls
Film service will be a revival of " The Two
been engaged by Morosco and are now at
attention to the fact that many of their
Orphans," released through General Film work on "An International Marriage," bemost popular stars have been exploited in Service on Monday, June 12. The proing produced with Rita Jolivet in the stellar
duction is in three reels and the stars in- role. It will be released on the Paramount
Selig one, two and three-reel productions
clude T. J. Carrigan, Kathlyn Williams,
released through General Film service.
Program early in July. George Broadhurst
wrote the story.
Winnifred Greenwood, Myrtle Stedman,
Col. Seng's policy to exploit his highestsalaried and most versatile star players in Charles Clary, Lillian Brown Leighton,
Foote and Dexter are well-known leadshorter length films, as well as in the Adrienne Kroll and others.
ing men on both the screen and stage.
longer feature productions, is, he declares,
endorsed as to its success by the strides the
Selig General Film releases have taken
within the past six months. The Selig
Company asserts that their business
through General Film service has trebled
during that time.
Among the stars now appearing regularly
in Selig productions released through General Film, as well as in the Selig Red Seal
Plays, can be named: Kathlyn Williams,
Bessie Eyton, Thomas Santschi, Tyrone
Power, Otis Harlan, Edith Johnson,
Eugenie Besserer, Tom Mix, Vivian Reed,
Jack Pickford, James Bradbury, Harry
Mestayer, Guy Oliver, Fritzi Brunette and
others.
Crowds in Front of New York Theatres Waiting to see " The Unwritten Law " (California)
"A Temperance Town," featuring Otis
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EIGHT NEW ORLEANS EXCHANGES
WANT ASSESSMENT RELIEF
Special to Motion Picture News.
New Orleans, La., June 3.
The long-expected suit against the tax
assessor of New Orlenas was filed by eight
New Orleans exchanges last week. Declaring that the amounts they are assessed
for film are ridiculous, exorbiaant and
onerous, the exchanges pray for a reduction, in some cases of more than 75 per cent
of the amount originally assessed.
The eight concerns, the amount for which
they were assessed, and the reduction they
ask, are as follows :
Mutual Film Company, $27,000 to $7,000;
World Film Corporation, $20,700 to $2,900 ;
V. L. S. E., Inc., $20,000 to $2,000 ; General
Film Company, $20,700 to $5,500; Consolidated Film and Supply Company, $22,500
to $5,500; Southern Paramount Pictures
Company, $15,500 to $3,500; Pathe Exchange, Inc., $20,700 to $3,700; Fox Film
Corporation, $20,500 to $1,700.
PITTSBURGH NOMINATES OFFICERS
Special to Motion Picture News.
Pittsburgh, Pa., June 3.
At the meeting of Local No. 1 of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors League of
Pennsylvania held at the headquarters of
the organization, Penn avenue and Ninth
street, the following nominations for
officers were made :
President, G. W. Sahner, Fred J. Herrington, H. C. Kliehm and A. J. Barthell;
Vice-President, William Fritz, Fred M.
Smith, Oliver McKee; Secretary, James
Delves; and Treasurer, I. W. Shearer.
Trustees, I. W. Shearer, James Delves,
Fred J. Herrington, A. J. Barthell, G. W.
Sahner, Sol Oppenheimer, Chris Volmer,
and Harry Poke.
The election of officers will take place
early in June and as a spirited rivalry
exists for some of the offices there is likely
to be some whirlwind campaign work done.
FOREST AND GEBHARDT JOIN
AMERICAN
Alan Forest and George Gebhardt are
the most recent additions to the AmericanMutual studios. Their initial appearances
will be in support of Helen Rosson in " The
Sign of the Spade," a forthcoming American-Mutual feature in five acts. Forest
will appear in juvenile role opposite Miss
Rossen, while Gebhardt will essay the
" heavy."
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Pennsylvania Meet in Pittsburgh Probably a Big Event
Members of Branch League in Smoky City Work Hard to Get Everything Under Way
Without a Hitch When Keystone State Exhibitors Gather at Convention
Special to Motion Picture News.
A. Benn, J. Emanuel and C. H. Potter.
Commitee on Finance: G. W. Sahner,
Pittsburgh, Pa., June 3.
FEW if any of the arrangements are yet James Delves, I. W. Shearer, A. J. Barthell,
to be made for the holding of the Oliver McKee and F. J. Herrington.
Committee on Publicity : W. S. Bush,
Pennsylvania State Convention of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors League, in William Mayer, James Delves and Charles
Seltzer.
Moose Hall, 628-34 Penn avenue on June
Committee on Entertainment : James B.
27-28 and 29. The members of the organiClark, Al Cross, Chas. Miller, A. S. Davis,
zation have been working like beavers and
have completed all but the small details
Jos. Skirboll, Harry Poke, F. J. Herrington, P. J. Demas, B. F. Lyon, Fred H.
which will be hurried through as quickly
Alborn, W. E. Artzberger, A. H. Berg,
as possible.
George Berry, G. W. Sahner, A. G.
The matter of location has been a serious
Thomas, Jacob Kaiser, J. D. Walker,
one but with the assistance of the PittsHarry Smith, A. Bailey and A. B. Smith.
burgh Chamber of Commerce the motion
Ladies Entertainment committee : Miss
picture men were able to secure the Moose
A.
M. Sahner, Mrs. A. J. Barthell, Mrs.
Hall for the holding of the exhibition and
Fred J. Herrington, Miss Irene Herringthe result is that they have laid their plans
ton, Mrs. William Fritz, Mrs. Oliver
for the big event
McKee,
J. H. Jones, Mrs. Christ
The committee members are as follows : Vollmer, Mrs.
Mrs. H. A. Victor, Mrs. A. A.
Executive committee : Ben H. Zerr,
Weiland, Mrs. James Delver, Mrs. H. B.
Chairman; G. W. Sahner, James Delves,
Miller, Miss NeUie Price, Mrs. H. C.
I. W. Shearer, F. J. Herrington, William
Kliehm, Mrs. Walter Kinson, Mrs. D. C.
Kane, W. J. Barthell, Sol Oppenheimer,
France, Mrs. Al Cross, Mrs. Mayer SilverChrist Vollmer, Henry Poke and H. C.
man, Mrs. Harry Poke and Miss A.
Kliehm.
Weiland.
Committee on Decorations : Ludwig
Convention committee : W. Fritz, Chairman; J. B. Clark, H. B. Miller, D. C. Hommel, M. C. Hughes, Jack Kramer,
Thomas S. Bradley, C. W. Eckhardt, A. H.
France, F. M. Smith, Peter Antonopolis,
McClelland and Harry Lande.
James E. Smith, R. S. Jones, Peter Magaro,
Program and Exhibit Committee : G. W.
Jacob Silverman, Frank Stehle, H. A.
Sahner, Christ Vollmer, Sol Oppenheimer,
Victor, William Fairgraves, George W.
McGowan, J. G. Hanson, A. H, Nace, M. James Delves and Fred J. Herrington.
Two Pictures " Struck " Together at Edison Bronx Studios
" The Girl from the East," Directed by Richard Ridgeley, and " The Princess from the
Poorhouse," Featuring Francine Larrimore, Are the Subjects in Question
described as a fairy tale of real life. The
A COINCIDENCE in picture production
various characters who move through it
happened the other day at the Edison
studios in the Bronx when the sets for two
appear, in the eyes of a little girl, in the
roles of the characters she has read about
five-reel subjects which were started the
in wonder books.
same day, were " struck " together. The
pictures in question were " The Girl from
WARM WELCOME FOR IVY CLOSE IN
the East," in which Conway Tearle is coSOUTH
starred with Mabel Trunnelle ; and " The
Princess
from
the
Poorhouse,"
in
which
In addition to the Kalem forces, players
Francine Larrimore is featured.
from other studios were included in the del" The Girl from the East " was directed
egation that welcomed Ivy Close, the Engby Richard Ridgeley. It is a story of India
and London, and deals with the adventures
lish stage star and beauty, when she arof a girl, the daughter of an English
rived in Jacksonville, Fla., last week to begin work in a new series of comedies for
gentleman and a native beauty.
" The Princess from the Poorhouse " is Kalem.
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SELZNICK GOES TO CHICAGO TO
CLOSE DE.4LS
Lewis J. Selznick's two representatives,
Ben S. Cohen and Ned H. Spitzer made
such progress in negotiating for the distribution of the future Clara Kimball Young
features in Chicago and throughout the
Middle West, that Mr. Selznick has already
followed them to the Windy City to close
several deals they had started. Alessrs.
Cohen and Spitzer had only been in Chicago a week when affairs took such definite form as to require Mr. Selznick's immediate presence to complete the negotiations.
It is understood that Mr. Selznick has
formed a partnership with western exchange men, similar to those he formed in
Philadelphia, Detroit and Boston. The details of the transaction will be made known
in Chicago as soon as Mr. Selznick concludes the deal there.
A BROADWAY THEATRE FOR "PAY
DIRT," STAR
A KNICKERBOCKER
FEATURE
Negotiations are pending whereby the
General Film Company will secure a theatre in Times Square, New York, for the
week of June 18, to exhibit the new Knickerbocker Star Feature production, " Pay
Dirt," in five reels. The deal will be closed
after arrangements have been made with
the present lessee of the theatre.
This latest strategic move of the General Film Company must be credited to
President George Kleine, who conceived
the idea of establishing a criterion whereby
Eastern exhibitors may ascertain the
strength of the features released on the
General program.
" Pay Dirt " is a story of the gold fields,
adapted from a drama which
had a successful run a few years ago.
CONSTANCE CRAWLEY, MUTUAL
STAR, AT WORK ON SCENARIOS
Constance Crawley, star of AmericanMutual releases, is now actively engaged, in
addition to her screen work in the writing
of scenarios for the American-Mutual studios.
Her first effort in this line will be released shortly in two acts under the title
" Fear." It is a story dealing with cowardice and fear, the action of which is
centered in a typical border cow town.
For a number of years Miss Crawley, in
addition to her stage and screen work, has
been a contributor to various magazines of
general circulation.
MAE MURRAY MAKES SHORT VISIT
TO NEW YORK
Mae Murray, Lasky star, visited New
York for a few days last week. It was
Miss Murray's first trip East since she
went to the Lasky studios at Hollywood,
Cal., last autumn.
Miss Murray's next picture is entitled
" The Dream Girl," in which she has the
support of Theodore Roberts, Earle Foxe,
Charles West, and others. She returns to
Hollywood where she will continue work
in a new and elaborate series of Lasky
productions.
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Membership of the Reel Fellows Club in Chicago Near 200
Special Meeting of tlie Officers and the Board of Governors Called for Making Plans to
Conduct Vigorous Campaign for Extending Its Influence
" The social element is most essential to the
VVy ITH Chicago rapidly becoming an imdevelopment of keen business intellect. So
portant producing center, having
busily have they been engaged in working
already become a stronghold as a distributing point, the live-wire " engineers " of out their own salvation that the motion picture interests have been given little or no
the Reel Fellows Club are building with the
consideration to concerted efforts for the
incoming tide, making the social side of the
film business what it should be in the
establishment and maintenance of social interests.
" Windy City."
As a matter of fact the Reel Fellows or" Every large motion picture center needs
ganization isno small fry at the present
adequate club quarters where not only local but visiting members can be domiciled ;
time for its membership is close to the 200
where opportunity is afforded for careful
mark, and mounting higher at a rapid rate.
This year's official staff of the club is consideration of perplexing problems of the
hour. The Reel Fellows Club of Chicago,
one of the livest combinations ever voted
being an organization in which all interests
into office by any trade organization. Composed of R. R. Nehls, President, Frank J. are combined without a predominance of
any one interest, supplies this need. Our
Flaherty and Richard C. Travers, Viceorganization is awakening interest in the
presidents, Wilham J. Sweeney, Treasurer,
M. G. Watkins, Secretary, and Freeman
cause of good-fellowship among the leaders of the various branches of the indusOwens, Assistant Secretary, they are working wonders, and that the ultimate result
To accommodate its growing memberof the present campaign will be a 500 memship, the Reel Fellows have decided to
bership
is
a
foregone
conclusion
in
their
minds.
move their club quarters nearer the heart
A special meeting of the officers and the
of the loop district of Chicago. For several months past they have occupied their
Board of Governors, which includes Watown rooms situated at 17 North Wabash
terson R. Rothacker, H. C. Miller, George
avenue.
C. Berg, L. A. Boening and Fred W. Wild,
During
the national convention of the
Jr., was held Monday evening. May 29,
try." Picture
Motion
Exhibitors League, in July,
when details for conducting the membership campaign were worked out in their
the club will maintain a booth and special
entirety, and the first gun was set for fir- quarters in the convention building for all
visitors, and will lend its assistance to the
ing on June 1.
Speaking enthusiastically of the club and
league for the entertainment of all the out
of town folks.
its object, President Nehls said, in part,
No Lessening of Studio Activity for Kalem This Summer
Jacksonville Companies Will Continue Operations at Full Speed— Pacific Coast Players
Will Keep Up Usual Output— Six Reels a Week Through General
•"PHE coming of the Summer months
going the enlarging process rather than an
•»• does not mean any lessening of acexpected hot-weather let-up. To aid the
tivity on the part of the Kalem Company.
" Hazards of Helen " company the railroad
In fact present plans would indicate a is at present carrying on considerable construction work along the stretch of track
speeding up all along the line at the studios. Five companies are now at work
adjoining the studio grounds.
Two comedy companies, the Ham and
under the Kalem banner. The new Ivy
Bud and the Ethel Teare forces complete
Close Comedy company is due to start
the Kalem roster on the coast. The recent
work this week at the Jacksonville studio.
An important Kalem announcement is the
appointment of Harry Millarde, the feature
director, as producer of Ethel Teare Comefact that the Jacksonville, Fla,, studio will
dies was the first step in ambitious plans
continue operations at full speed throughout
for this organization. The ever-popular
the Summer months. Kalem, the original
Ham and Bud and their strong support
picture company to locate in Jacksonville,
has maintained an unbroken record of arc others at the busy Hollywood studio.
work in the Florida city throughout all
Kalem's releases through General Film
will continue to include six reels a week
seasons. With the special attention being
throughout the Summer months. In addigiven to the Ivy Close Comedies indications
are that this Summer will be busy.
tion June also finds " The Lotus Woman,"
a five reel
feature on the regular program
At the Pacific Coast studios four comschedule.
panies will continue the regular output undiminished through the warm months. The
A WARM PLACE MADE COLD FOR AN
addition of True Boardman to the GlenEVENING
dale Company shows the plans for this
Special to Motion Picture News.
studio. An extensive enlarging of the stuLos Angeles, June 3.
dios, under way for two months and now
The first motion picture company to
nearing completion, removes all limits
from Summer activity. Director Horne is film ice skating in a cabaret was the L-Ko.
A Los Angeles cafe was artificially lighted,
nearing the closing episodes of " The Soand for an entire evening during the past
cial Pirates," Kalem's big series success,
and July will find the company at work on
week, the company used the professional
skaters in addition to their own comedians,
a spectacular new series.
and the diners in the cafe served for atKalem's studio-station on the Salt Lake
mosphere.
Railway is another producing plant under-
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OFFICERS ELECTED BY ST, LOUIS
ASSOCIATION
At a recent election of The Theatre Managerstective
and Motion
ProAssociationPicture
of St. Exhibiotrs'
Louis, an entire
force of new officers were installed. John
Centner, first president of the organization
and one of the original movers for an exhibitors' league in St. Louis, is again president. The financial secretary is now D. T.
Williams, of the Ashland theatre, on Ashland avenue. The new treasurer is Joseph
Mogler, of the Mogler. theatre and airdome
at ninth and Bremen avenues.
The resigning officers are all on the executive board and new plans are being
tried out for the upbuilding and progress
of the film exhibiting industry. The Association has again taken up headquarters
at the old offices, in suite 312, Benoist
Building, which has been found to be a better location than the Majestic theatre on
tenth and Franklin, where the meetings
were held for a time. The attendance,
which had fallen off for a while, is growing
again, and the meetings are taking on quite
a good business outlook.
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Omaha's First Annual Film Ball Promotes Friendly Feeling
Stars in the Picture Firmament Scintillate at the Event for the Throngs of Fans Anxious
to See How They Twinkle 0£F the Screen
Special to Motion Picture News.
Harry B. Fleharty, Omaha city attorney,
Omaha, June 3. welcomed the visitors to the convention and
ball in a speech, confessing himself a dyed/^MAHA'S
motionup,picture
exin-the-wool movie fan and pitying the percited, stirred
arousedfansandwerehighly
interested, and the exhibitors and exchangemen of the Omaha territory were
Leeson who
D. isn't.
Balsley of the Kansas City Feature Film Company, handling Paramount
brought into closer touch and friendship
with each other as the result of the first
pictures, emphasized the great need of
honest and liberal newspaper advertising
annual " Movie Ball " held in Omaha,
for success.
Thursday, May 25, under the auspices of
the Omaha Screen Club and Photoplay
"The object of your advertising investManager's Association. Unlike a similar
ment is to promote growth," he said :
event in Des Moines, the one here was a
"There is not far from $500,000,000 invested in the motion picture business. We
financial triumph, besides being all the
other things its promoters had hoped for it. must concern ourselves with the most imSeveral hundred motion picture people atportant part of our work — advertising. If
we are going to stay in the business it is
tended, and several thousand " people and
necessary for us to follow honorable lines.
fans" attended the ball.
So much characterless advertising has been
"Real, honest-to-goodness moving picdone by inefficient people that the people
ture stars !" gasped Omaha, gazing with
placed all photoplays on a par. The fact
rapt attention at Bryant Washburn,
" Dick " Travis of the Essanay, Lee Moran
is, we've got to play fair with the people.
and Eddie Lyons, Universal stars ; DoGive them quality and service — their
lores Cassinelli and Caroline Winters of
money's worth.
LOEW GETS KNICKERBOCKER, NEW
the Emerald Company, Chicago.
" If you would have a busy box office,
YORK
tell them in a sincere, simple, entertaining
Philip Goldstone, manager of the World
and forceful manner what you have to
Exchange here, presided at a meeting held
Marcus Loew has acquired the unexat the Rome Hotel during the morning.
off'er. Sometimes it requires a soft pedal,
pired lease of the Triangle Film Corpora" Don't blame us if we appear somebut more often a bang. Absorb film enthution on the Knickerbocker theatre, Broadsiasm ;radiate your faith, have a message
way and Thirty-eighth street, New York,
times in plays that aren't quite up to the
and drive it home hard and often ; stand
mark,"
said
Bryant
Washburn
in
a
speech.
and will open 'the theatre shortly after
by every statement ; play the game fair and
" It is necessary to do that once in a while,
June 1 as a vaudeville house with a prounless you want to get a reputation as a
gram similar to that presented in other
square
; you trade.
can then be reasonably sure ■
of
a liberal
Loew theatres in New York.
chronic kicker."
Manager Thomas of the Strand theatre
in Omaha, was introduced as an exhibitor
Feature Comedies from Melies for Release Through General
who had taken a " lemon " and made a
" peach " out of it. The Strand, formerly
Harry C. Myers and Rosemary Theby Will Appear Each Week in a High-Class Refined
the American, was a decidedly unprofitable
Single Reel Laughmaker Directed by the Star
theatre property. Through just the kind
of advertising described by Mr. Balsley,
FEATURE comedies in the regular serbit of busi- he
funny
a
introducing
of
purpose
made it a great success.
vice of the General Film Company
ness, and there is no drinking or rough
W. O. Jensen of the Lothrop theatre,
handling of women.
form the subject of an interesting anThe interior sets are all designed by Omaha; Mrs. S. R. McKelvie of the Linnouncement issued this week by Melies
coln Daily Star photoplay department; M.
Manufacturing Company, releasing Vim
Mr. Myers, who is a pupil of the celebrated
J.
Weisfeldt,
local manager of the Mutual
Comedies and Knickerbocker Star FeaJosef Urban. Black-and-white effects are
exchange; C. W. Taylor of the General;
tures. Harry C. Myers and Rosemary
boldly used.
Theby will appear each week in a highHarry Keepers is responsible for the J. E. Kirk of the Pathe ; Lester Sturm of
class refined single-reel comedy directed
the Fox, and L. J. Scott of the V-L-S-E
photography. Mr. Keepers has introduced
by Mr. Myers. It is probable that the many unusual " shoots " into the five pic- made talks, most of them boosting the
event for which they were then gathered.
first picture will be released late in June.
tures above mentioned. It is his practice,
Wednesday of each week will be the reguupon returning to a scene after a cut, to
A parade, headed and led by bands, followed aluncheon at which the short talks
lar release date.
present an entirely different view of the
were continued. Automobile loads of film
Mr. Myers has already completed eight
room. This, in combination with frequent
productions, five of which have been
close-ups, is said to greatly enhance the people made up a parade several blocks
interest of the scenes.
long. Thousands of people stopped to view
screened in New York for the private view
The scenarios for these releases have
of a number of film notabilities, including
the
procession, think of the ball and think
ritory.
been selected by a committee comprising
exchange managers and prominent exhibiof the motion picture business in this tertors.
Louis Burstein , managing director ; Mr.
Several score of people were brought to
Myers and Bert Tracey, scenario editor" Housekeeping," the first release, prethe affair by a novel scheme suggested by
sents the Newlyweds in their Harlem flat,
which is barren of furniture. It will be
the Screen Club. The exhibitors were ad"THE TOILERS" IS CHANGED TO
vised to give a vote with each ticket sold,
followed by " Spring Cleaning," " The
"THOSE WHO TOIL"
the
girl
in that town getting the most
Connecting Bath," " Will a Woman Tell ? "
On the eve of issue, the title of " The
votes to be brought to the ball at the exand " Hubby's Relatives," in this order.
Toilers," the big feature photoplay producA strong appeal to the public is expected
hibitor's expense. With the lucky girl came
tion by the Lubin Company, has been
by the Melies Company from the nature
a number of her friends, as well as the exchanged
to
"
Those
Who
Toil."
hibitor and his wife and friends.
of these comedies. In the five pictures alThis change necessitates the recall of all
A meeting of the Screen Club and
literature prepared for the heralding of this
ready screened, the comedy depends entirely upon quick perception of the funny side
feature production.
Photoplays' Managers' Association, which
of human foibles. There is no suggestion
combined for the event, was held and ar" Those Who Toil " portrays the ancient
rangements made for a complete report o£
feud between capital and labor in modern
of vulgarity, even in " The Connecting
colors. Through understanding, peace is finances. The percentage to be sent to the
Bath," whose title is capable of a risque
won. Under the direction of Edgar Lewis
interpretation. So far Mr. Myers has
Actors' Fund of America will be announced later.
smoked only one cigarette, entirely for the this theme has been woven into a play.
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EDITOR'S NOTE. — It is the desire of "Motion Picture News" to include under this heading novel advertising ideas, successful schemes
in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre — everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade.
We invite every exhibitor to write us about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information
along any line. Address : Editor, " Motion Picture News," 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Made
in Summer a Mistake
Space
Cutting Down Advertising
By Many
Exhibi
tors
amusement column when the name of the
BY CHARLES B. TAYLOR
attraction is wanted, then it is 100 to 1
Buffalo Correspondent of Motion Picture
some other theatre which does have its ad
News
"right there" where "yours used to be"
THIS is the time of the year when some
will get that dime " which should be yours."
exhibitors figure on cutting down expenditures— because it is summer time.
PUBLIC SPIRIT SHOWN BY IOWA
Why this should be is, of course, a mystery
EXHIBITORS
to many " live wire " exhibitors and men
not directly connected with the operation
A young men's bible school class in Counof a theatre; but, nevertheless, it seems to
cil Bluffs, la., were planning a big rally.
be an axiom that, with the arrival of sumThey went to the motion picture theatre
mer, expenses must be cut.
managers to ask how much an advertising
And the still greater mystery is that the
slide would cost. They were told the manfirst thing to which many managers look
ager would be glad to run it free. They
with the hatchet is their advertising.
went to Manager F. A. Van Husan, of the
It may seem incongruous, but it is, Laemmle Film Service in Omaha to ask
nevertheless, a fact that the publicity di- how much the slides would cost. " They
rectors of some theatres find that their
cost 18 cents apiece, but I will be glad to
real work is not in writing notices and
see that you get them for nothing for such
reviews, and so forth, but in fighting with
a worthy event," he answered.
the manager to keep up the advertising
There were 300 young men .at the class.
space in the newspapers.
Announcement was made of the motion picOne manager remarked to me the other
ture people's generosity. The Council
Bluffs exhibitors also run pictures of the
day that he did not believe in the publicitj' he was doing; did not believe it library, advertising the fact that free books
brought him a cent, and believed that the
are to be had there. Such public spiritedness never fails to help, they believe, as
whole policy was wrong. Now, no adverseveral victories in recent public fights have
tising, no matter in what form it is presented, iswithout its value. After a long
proved.
argument on the value of the present campaign which this manager was conducting,
I stepped into the theatre proper from his
PASTIME
office, and lo and behold, the theatre was
1 HLA 1 KL
■11
not only packed, but patrons were standing
in all available space.
TRIANGLE PLAYS
And yet the manager did not believe the
i FOX MASTERPiaURES
advertising was bringing him a cent.
<)i(;
Where did the hundreds of people find out
Red Feather Features
that he had an exceptionally fine bill for
:;,|:
METRO WONDERPLAYS f
that evening? Absolutely nowhere but in
■■
his advertising, because this crowd was on
1
M (
M . \ WED.
l!)l< MON, TUES.
THUR. 2t
Monday night and the ads had been inSUN.
FRl. SAT.
1G^ds
serted on Sunday. They had been conCr,
tinued on Monday, and good business was
cBli Damage
the result on Monday evening, and Tuesday evening, also.
n.' (g| <nd ■It
m
It is the every day, every Sunday conof,
sistent advertising that counts. The fact
that your ad is always " there " when your
1
patrons look to see what is at your theatre
establishes confidence. If your ad is not
m.
1
"there," many patrons will not take a
chance and go to your theatre to see what
1;
it is showing. There are too many live
1
theatres nowadays, the managers of which
are strong advocates of publicity, for any
11
patron
to take awhich
chancehe" or
at any
A Distinctive
Way toAreAdvertise
Month'sIssued
Features. The Dates
Printed the
in Red.
theatre.to If" have
the theatre
she
wishes to attend has not their ad in the
to Patrons by the Pastime, New York

"^^^'^ ^^%vmimm^^^'^^^^
a four page supplement in the Saturday
night issue of the Racine Journal devoted
entirely to the new Palace Photoplay theatre in that city was the way Arthur Friedman took to tell the citizens of Racine of
the attractiveness of their newest theatre and of the attractions that
would be shown in it. The first
page of this supplement was devoted entirely to news matter regarding the theatre and the attractions. The two inside
pages contained advertisements and reading
matter on the furnishings and equipment
of the theatre, while the last page was devoted to a full page ad for the Palace theatre, the first page ad, by the way, ever
run in Racine.
The music as well as the photoplays were
extolled in the reading matter upon the
first page. The section was entitled, " Palace Theatre Section" and made a proening. found impression upon the theatres and resulted in packing the theatre for the opLOUISVILLE MANAGER PUTS OVER
"TOPICAL" STUNT
An enterprising stunt was accomplished
recently by Louis Dittmar, manager of the
Majestic theatre, Louisville. The Kentucky Derby was run at Churchill Downs
on Saturday, May 13, and pictures of the
race and scenes at the track were shown
at the Majestic the following Monday. Of
a large number of camera concerns engaged in a speed contest of their own, the
Pathe producers were " lightning fast,"
catching an 8 o'clock train for Cincinnati
Saturday night and working at high speed
for a finished production, which put the
films into Louisville in time for the opening show Monday.
The making of the film was especially
contracted for by Manager Dittmar, who
secured the picture one week ahead of the
usual Pathe News Weekly release.
PHILADELPHIA LEDGER DISTRIBUTES
BITS OF FILM TO READERS
The Philadelphia Evening Ledger recently pulled off a stunt which was much
appreciated by its readers. It distributed
neatly printed cards, with a bit of film attached, to any reader who clipped and
mailed to The Ledger a coupon printed on
its photoplay page. The Lubin Company
donated the film.
On the back of the card was printed " A
Few Film Facts " descriptive of the process
of taking and projecting pictures.
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House organs and other exhibitor publications recently received by Motion Picture News include:
Mghaiwe Theatre News, Great Barrington, Mass., an eight-page house organ, with
ar excellent house talk on the last page.
The Cumberland, from the Brooklyn
theatre of the same name. This is a fourpage folder, well printed, with complete
casts and synopses.
Folder from the Orpheum theatre, Gardner, Mass., carrying the " Peppina " cut,
showing Mary Pickford in costume
perched on a fence on which is tacked the
theatre sign.
Picture News, from the Majestic, Bellaire, Ohio. This is on news print paper,
but broken by cuts, with features and dates
well displayed.
House organ of the Auditorium, Coatesville. Pa. Also a special herald of the
theatre's own making on " Peggy " and
an exceptionally attractive herald of six
pages on Vitagraph's " The Battle Cry of
Peace."
Reel News, published weekly by the
Brown Amusement Company, Middlesboro, Ky., for its Manring and Amuzu
theatres. This is quite a pretentious publication of 12 pages, including cover, fairly well printed, and with local ads. segregated properly.
Four page house organ of the Circle
theatre, Easton, Pa. This has improved
greatly within the last few months, and is
one of the neatest of unillustrated organs
of its size.
The Photoplay World, Tiffin, Ohio, apparently a non-exhibitor publication, or
perhaps a co-operative scheme. At any
rate, it is well edited, contains a gratifying number of short, gossipy items, and
the programs of Tiffin theatres.
Twelve-page house organ of The Calhoun, Minneapolis. This has a specially
designed cover for " Mothers' Week," and
as a whole is quite effective. About the
only criticism we make is that typographical errors should be eliminated, and a better grade of ink used.
Seattle Times, Which
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Street Car Leased to Advertise " Gloria's Romance
Piedmont Theatre, Atlanta

" The Billie Burke Special " Used
IN Atlanta, Georgia, a unique method of
attracting the attention of the public to
" Gloria's Romance," was hatched in the
brain of Ralph de Bruler of the Piedmont
theatre, in co-operation with The Atlanta
Journal, which is running the serial in its
columns.
A special street car, called " The Billie
STRAIGHT TALK IN NEWSPAPER AD
BY KANSAS CITY THEATRE
Not once a month or twice a month, but
nearly every day in the week does the
Iris, Kansas City, get off some neat advertising copy. A recent effort by that theatre
resulted in the following paragraph at the
bottom of a five-inch, two-column display :
" Coming — shows worth $$, some worth
more, some less, but all worth far more
than the price of admission and which cannot be excelled in its class by human hands.
Music — several patrons have told us the
music is alone fine entertainment. If any
one knows of pictures as good as the Iris
shows, weof will
them.costs.
It's We
neverpaya
question
what buy
service
more in a day than other theatres pay in

week."
Carried a$80,000

Worth

of Picture

Advertising Last Year, Establishes 8-Page Section
amount. The Times on the following Mon' I 'HE cific
Seattle
Times,
a pioneer
on the
day had $200 worth of advertising. You
Coast
in the
printing
of Pafilm
see. The Times runs a daily photoplay denews, has established an eight-page section in its Sunday issue devoted to mopartment of nearly two columns in addition to the Sunday section.
tion pictures and amusements alone.
The credit for this achievement — and
Ninety-five per cent of the space is given
to pictures.
we doubt if it has been paralleled anywhere
Is it surprising, then, that The Times
in this country — belongs to Mr. Bellman,
who has handled both the news and the
carries ninety-five per cent of all the exhibitor advertising in its city?
advertising end of The Times' amusement
department for four years. A glance at
The fair play to the exhibitor exemthe
Sunday section will convince anybody
plified by this latest piece of enterprise
that Seattle exhibitors believe in The
on the part of George H. Bellman, photoTimes, just as The Times believes in them
play editor of The Times, brought in to
and the pulling power of screen news.
his newspaper $80,000 in revenue from
And we call your attention also to the
motion picture business in the year 1915.
That is the astonishing total which
fact that The Times' Sunda\' Amusement
Section is one of the main news sections
The Times received in 1915 — eighty thouof the paper. It is a distinct innovation in
sand dollars. The first issue of the eightSeattle, for which both The Times and
page section on May 14 carried $1,100 in
Seattle exhibitors are to be congratulated.
advertising.
Despite this big Sunday

" At

by the Piedmont Theatre, Atlanta
Burke Special," was leased from the
Georgia Railway and Power Company and
plastered with twenty-four sheets announcing Billie
Burke's
appearance
at the ofPiedmont. The
car traveled
the tracks
the
trolley line every day for two weeks, and
the
played to S. R. O. business
everyPiedmont
day.
FOX PUBLICITY FORCES PUT OVER
NEAT STUNT IN MILWAUKEE
A stunt that no doubt will be copied by
other publicity staffs was put over by the
Fox forces on the Milwaukee Sentinel last
week. A two-column cut showing Virginia
Pearson reading a copy of the Sunday
Sentinel was sent to the photoplay editor
together with the following story:
"While Virginia Pearson, well known
motion picture star, is widely known to
Milwaukeeans as the result of her appearing in Fox films, shown here, she is by no
means ignorant of what is going on in this
city. The accompanying illustration shows
the reason why. Miss Pearson was
'snapped' by the camera in the Fox studios reading local news in The Sunday
Naturally, the editor being human,
for the stunt and the result was that
Sentinel."
Fox people had the only two-column
in the entire photoplay section outside
regular stuff of the photoplay theatres.

fell
the
cut
the

ADOPTS "STAGE AND SCREEN"
FORM FOR HOUSE ORGAN

AS

Stage and Screen, the house organ published by the Connellan Amusement Company of Bath, Maine, made such an impression on the manager of the Academy
of Music, Newburgh, New York, that he
adopted the form in its entirety for his
own house organ when he saw a copy reproduced inParamount Progress.
" Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery," wrote the Academj' of Music to H.
I. Day, editor of Paramount Progress.
"We were so impressed by the copy of
Stage and Screen published in Paramount
Progress that we have taken it bodily as a
form to go by in making up our house or-
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Looking

What Love Can Do

Ahead

The

Is Red Feather Feature for Week

June
feature of the Universal program
for the week of June 12 is the fivereel Red Feather photoplay, " What Love
Can Do," in which Adele Farrington plays
the principal role, that of a successful
author who is determined to live her life
as she sees fit regardless of the conventions
of society. On the same day Eddie Lyons,
Lee Moran and Betty Compson cavort
about in the Nestor comedy, " Their Awful
Predicament."
On Tuesday, June 13, J. Warren Kerrigan is the star in the Gold Seal three-reel
mountain drama, " The Melody of Love,"
in which Nell Shipman also appears The
Imp comedy, " Her Wonderful Secret "
with Harry Benham and Edith Roberts, is
released on the same day.
" How Stars Are Made," a two-reel
L-KO comedy, leads off the program on
June 14 with Alice Howell and Ray Griffith supplying the fun. Number 24 of the
Universal Animated Weekly is followed by
Qeo Madison in the Rex drama, " When
the Wolf Howls," in which she is supported by William Mong.
On June 15 the feature of the day will
be the Laemmle two-reel society drama,
" Her Soul's Song," with Emory Johnstone
and Dorothy Davenport in the principal
roles. " Betty's Hobo," a comedy-drama in
which Thomas Jefferson, son of the late
Joseph Jefferson, and the child actress, Zoe
Bech, is also released on the same day together with a Powers split reel which includes Professor
"
Wiseguy's Trip to the
Moon," a comic cartoon, and " Little Journeys in Scenic Japan," an educational travel
novelty.
Hobart Henley and Irene Hunt co-star
in " The Devil's Image," a two-reel Imp
society drama on June 16 and on the same
day's program Albert MacQuarrie will be
seen in the Victor comedy, " The Golden
Boot," followed by Neal Burns, Betty
Compson and Ethel Lynn in the Nestor
comedy, " Almost a Widow."
Daredevil Marie Walcamp and Lee Hill
have worked for several weeks past in a
railroad thriller, "A Railroad Bandit,"
which will be released on June 17 under
the Bison brand. On the same day Gale
Henry and William Franey furnish the fun
in a Joker comedy entitled, " Love Quarantined."
Ben Wilson is featured in " The Finer
Metal," a two-reel domestic drama which
will be released under the Rex brand on
June 18. Dorothy Phillips plays opposite
Mr. Wilson. Two comedies are released
on the same day, " Romance at Random,"
a Laemmle comedy with Rupert Julian and
Elsie Jane Wilson in the cast, and " A College Boomerang," an Imp comedy in which

THE

With

of

12
Harry Benham and Edith Roberts play the
principal roles.
During the week of June 12 the seventh
episode of the " Adventures of Peg o' the
Ring," with Francis Ford and Grace
Cunard furnishing the excitement, will be
released. Announcement is also made that
King Baggot will appear in " The Man
from Nowhere," a five-reel Red Feather
feature on June 19, and Val Paul, Myrtle
Gonzalez and Fred Church in another fivereel Red Feather. " It Happened in Honolulu," on June 25.
HOFFMAN
PLANS
FOR BLUEBIRD
WILL CARRY EXHIBITORS TOWARD
REGULAR SEASON
Manager M. H. Hoffman has made plans
for Bluebird Photoplays, that cover the
next several weeks, carrying the exhibitor
well along toward the regular season.
"Broken Fetters," a production written and
directed by Rex Ingram, will introduce
Violet Mersereau in her regular order as
a program star, on July 3.
On July 10 Ella Hall, now a full fledged
Bluebird star, since her success as a costar with Robert Leonard in " The Crippled
Hand," will be presented in " Ambrosia," a
feature directed by Robert Leonard. In this
role Miss Hall appears as a little girl.
Louise Lovely appears July 10 in " The
Grasp of Greed," a photoplay made from
one of H. Rider Haggard's stories, and
directed by Joseph De Grasse, who has supervised Miss Lovely's work ever since she
arrived from Australia and joined the Bluebird coterie of stars.
Later in July J. Warren Kerrigan will
make another appearance in the Bluebird
series, with Lois Wilson, the Alabama
beauty, again making her appearance as his
leading woman.

■

Producers

"ASHES" (AND SACKCLOTH) FOR
EMBITTERED LIFE IS THEME IN
" Ashes," a Vitagraph Broadway Star
Feature, is a drama, produced by the Vitagraph Western Branch, in which are seen
Corinne Griffith, Jack Mower and Anne
Schaefer. " Ashes " tells the story of a
man whose life isA embittered,
when his
"V"
wife Miriam, whom he loves better than
life itself, dies while giving birth to a child.
William E. Wing wrote the story and the
production was supervised by William
Wolbert.
" Her Loving Relations " is another subject from the Hollywood studios. This is
a one-part comedy featuring Mary Anderson. Anne Schaefer, George Kunkel and
George Lawrence are seen in Miss Anderson's support. Dave Smith produced the
Wing.
picture from the scenario by William E.
In " Harold the Nurse Girl " William
Dangman is seen as Harold, a nurse girl —
that is, he has an established business,
which consistly mainly of minding babes
at so much down and so much an hour, according to the disposition and lung power
of the infant. Florence Natol, George
O'Donnell, Richard Turner and Harry
Mayo are also seen in this comedy. The
scenario is by Edward J. Montague and
Frank Currier had charge of the direction.
"VALIANTS OF VIRGINIA" FOR
RELEASE ON JUNE 26
" The Valiants of Virginia," a Selig Red
Seal play, is to be released through
V-L-S-E, Inc., on Monday, June 26.
The Selig production is taken from
Hallie Erminie Rives's world-famous novel,
and features Kathlyn Williams, supported
by such players as Guy Oliver, Arthur
Shirley, Edward J. Piel, Al W. Filson,
James Bradbury, Harry Lonsdale and Little Billy Jacobs. T. N. Heffron, who produced "Into the Primitive," directed the
production of " The Valiants of Virginia."

Three Scenes from " Shoes," a Coming Bluebird, with Mary McDonald

June 17, 1916
"MAKING
OF MADDALENA" FROM
MOROSCO THROUGH PARAMOUNT
ON JUNE 8
The initial Edna Goodrich photoplay to
be released by the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company on the Paramount Program
has been finished at the West Coast
studios. " The Making of Maddalena "' is
the title of the next Morosco offering and
will be released June 8.
The films directed by Frank Lloyd with
the assistance om Waldo Walker. Included
in the cast are such able players as Forrest
Stanley, Howard Davies, John Burton,
Mary Mersch, Juan de la Cruz and Colin
Chase, while the photography has been
entrusted to James Van Troos.
Simultaneous with the completion of
" The Making of Maddalena," another
Morosco Company has commenced work on
Rita Jolivet's vehicle, " An International
Marriage," by George Broadhurst. This
is expected to be Mr. Broadhurst's initial
subject for the Paramount Program as a
result of his recent affiliation with the
Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company and
is planned for release in July.
BRIAN IN SMUGGLING STORY FROM
FAMOUS PLAYERS
Donald Brian, comedian and matinee
idol, is to be starred by Famous Players
in a modern smuggling story, which will
be released on the Paramount programme
within the next few weeks. Work has already begun on the production under the
direction of Sidney Olcott. The picture is
described as a swiftly moving comedy of
action.
Mr. Brian, who has been seen on the
screen in a Lasky photoplay, is best known
for his work in musical comedy. He has,
however, played roles in straight comedies.
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" Silks and Satins " from Famous Players on June 12 Gives
Marguerite Clark Opportunities in a Winsome Role

Marguerite Clark in a Scene from " Silks and Satins," Her Next Famous Players Vehicle
trothed to a cowardly chap and when the
MARGUERITE CLARKE makes her
death of her father placed her in the power
next screen appearance in the
of the great Marquis de Sagen and of his
Famous Players production " Silks and
swaggering son, the betrothed one had enSatins," which is released on the Paramount Program June 12.
gaged aclever swordsman to do his fightLittle Felicite is being forced to marry
ing for him.
Felix Breton, a youth whom she despises,
Little did he suspect that this stouthearted Jacques had already made a deep
but who is her father's choice. Her heart
is with Jack Desmond, a likable chap whose
impression upon the little Felicite by rescuing her from a ruffian on the road. When
joviality has incurred the disapproval of
her father. On her wedding day Jack calls Jacques boldly enters the De Sagen chateau
and delivers Felicite from her oppressors
to say good-bye and to declare that he has
after a great sword fight in which he bests
not yet given up hope of winning Felicite.
TOM MIX STORIES THROUGH
an overwhelming majority of enemies,
Her heart breaking at the thought of partFelicite decides that she would rather trust
GENERAL BEGINNING JULY 8
ing with her lover, Felicite finds in an old
herself to the capable hands of Jacques and
The Tom Mix series of Western comtable a diary which belongs to one of her
distant ancestors.
accordingly elopes with her deliverer.
edies will start in General Film regular
It is in this determination of her ancesIt is a fascinating tale which she reads —
service with " Some Duel," to be released
tor to follow the dictates of her heart that
Saturday, July 8. A Tom Mix comedy will
a romance of the days when the sword setthe Felicite of today finds inspiration for
be released every Saturday thereafter.
tled more disputes than the law courts and
a similar step and she decides to run away
These comedies are of Selig standard in when a lady was to be won by her hero's
every respect. Tom Mix and Victoria
mighty right arm and defended against all from Felix and to wed Jack.
Forde supply the fun.
comers. The Felicite of old had been beJ. Searle Dawley, who directed " Silks
and Satins," has gathered an exceptional
cast about Miss Clark, including Vernon
That Interesting Summer Sport, Swatting the Fly, is Shown in
Steel, Clarence Handysides, Thomas Holding, W. A- Williams and Fayette Perry.
An Animated Cartoon from Paramount
mount audiences in this series, the first
P ARAMOUNT Pictures for the week of
point of interest visited being Berlin the
^ June 19 will be headed by the usual
TOUR THROUGH CANADIAN ROCKIES
Imperial. Throughout this journey Mr.
two five-reel features, the releases being the
IS PLANNED BY HOLMES FOR
Holmes
preserves
his
attitude
of
strictest
Lasky production, " The Clown," starring
Victor Moore, which will be shown on
PARAMOUNT
neutrality
so
that
his
"
Easy-Chair
"
travellers may view the beauties of the country
Monday, and " Susie Snowflake," the initial
Burton
Holmes,
whose journeys are
screen vehicle of Ann Pennington, diminuthrough which he passes with unbiased apshared
by
screen
audiences
each week in
tive star of the Ziegfeld " Follies." The
preciation.
the Paramount-Burton Holmes TravelSwatting the fly forms the theme of the
latter will be a Thursday release.
Pictures, has left for a trip through the
Single reels on the same program for
latest of the Paramount-Bray Animated
Canadian Rockies. Through the land of
this week will be the Paramount-Burton
Cartoons by Earl Hurd. As demonstrated
by Bobby on the screen, fighting the fly is Evangeline, Mr. Holmes will travel during
Holmes Travel-Picture " Imperial Berlin,"
probably the most interesting of summer
peach blossom time, later going to Newthe Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoon,
foundland and for a visit to the historic
" Bobby Bumps' Fly Swatter " and tne
sports.
shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre. The
In the Paramount Pictographs for this
weekly Pictographs.
journey which will cover all of Canada
With this release of the Paramount-Burweek will be seen " Keeping Time " in the will
be made in the car of the late Lord
ton Holmes Travel-Pictures Mr. Holmeswill
"Testing the Mind" series by Professor
make his first stop in a film tour through
Strathcona, and Mr. Holmes will be enterHugo Munsterberg; how to dress and unthe most interesting parts of Europe, visited
tained by Lord Shaunnessy. He has also
dress the baby in " Better Babies ;" Trainbeen invited to be the guest of the Duke
by him before the war. Europe's most celeing a Lion;" "Preparing Fruit: " N^ew
of Cannaught during his Canadian visit.
brated tourist goals will be shown to ParaWays " and " How to Fall."

MOTION
KER^EL MTT GOES /ATO MEXICO
FOR "{■" WEEK OF JLi\E 12
Vitagraph's Blue Ribbon Feature for the
week of June 12, is " The Redemption of
Dave Darcey." It is a story of the struggles of a crook to reform. James Morrison is in the title role.
Morrison is given support by Emmanuel
A. Turner, Belle Bruce, Billie Billings,
Mary Maurice, Robert Gaillard and Gordon
Gray. The scenario comes from the pen
of Charles T. Dazey, author of " In Old
Kentucky,' and its filming was supervised
by Paul Scardon.
After enjoying himself immensely in
Mexico with a beautiful senorita, Frank
Daniels, as Kernel Nutt in " Kernel Nutt
in Mexico " wakes up to find himself embracing his wife in his little flat. Wifey
" laces " it out to him, but try as he will, he
cannot fall asleep again and regain his
pleasant dreams. Alice \\'ashburn as Nutt's
wife, and Adele De Garde as the senorita,
assist Mr. Daniels in separating the audiences from many hearty laughs. Frank
Kock, Jr., wrote the story, while C. Jay
Williams directed the picture.
MIDDLETON PICKS GADEN AND MISS
ROBINSON FOR "GATES OF
DIVORCE "
The first thing Director Edwin Middleton did on arriving at Flushing, N. Y.,
from the Gaumont winter quarters at Jacksonville, Fla., was to announce the stars
who are to appear in Robert Burns' " Gates
of Div orce." Alexander Gaden and Gertrude Robinson have been chosen for
stellar honors in this three-act Mutual Picture.
The story is a revelation of the dual life
it is possible to live in a great city. Woven
into this web is the effort of a husband to
find happiness outside his home after his
wife has forfeited his affection by devoting all her time to the worldly pursuits
selfishly possible for a woman in the metropolis.Gates
"
of Divorce " will be seen
on the screen July 6.
KALEM'S "LOTUS WOMAN" WILL BE
RELEASED IN REGULAR SERVICE
In order to remove definitely doubts apparent in the minds of some exhibitors,
Kalem wishes to make emphatic announcement that " The Lotus Woman," the coming five reel feature, will be released in the
regular program service of the General
Film Company.
Exhibitors may thus book " The Lotus
Woman," which features Alice Hollister,
the original vampire of the photoplay,
without extra charge. Advance showings
of this picture are now being given to
exhibitors at all General Film Company
branch offices.
PARSONS WILL PRODUCE IN EAST
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 3.
William Parsons, head of the National
I-ilm Corporation, who has been at the
coast for the past three weeks, has disposed of his interests here, and is returning shortly to New York and will continue
productifin there and in Florida.
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First of Master pictures from Mutual for the Week

of June 12 Is

" The Inner Struggle " With Winnifred Greenwood
ported by a capable company of players. It
TTHIRTY-TWO reels, including two
will be released June 13.
Masterpictures De Luxe, starring
William Stowell and Helen Rosson are
Crane Wilbur and Winnifred Greenwood,
respectively, comprise Mutual releases for the featured players in " The SherifT of
the week of June 12.
Plumas," a story of the cow country, which
will go to the public June 16, under the
First of the Masterpictures, " The Inner
Mustang brand. " The Star of India," a
Struggle," the story of a young physician
who quits the girl he loves to minister to a drama of the Orient, featuring Margaret
Gibson and the Bostock animals, is the Cencolony of lepers, starring Miss Greenwood
taur contribution of the week. It is schedsupported by Franklin Ritchie and Roy
uled for release June 17.
Stewart, under the direction of Edward
Mutual
laughmakers for the week of
Sloman, will be released June 12. " The
June 12 are : " Real Estators," starring
Wasted Years," a vehicle for Crane Wilbur,
Claude Cooper and Frank E. McNish, and
follows on June 15. This is a psychological
" Doughnuts," first of the new comedies
drama, in which the follies of a man's early
featuring Riley Chamberlain in his role of
life are brought back to him with bitter
" Conductor No. 786." These are the Falmemories in subsequent years. The supstaff offerings. The former will be released
porting cast includes Mae Gaston, John
June 12 and the latter June 17.
Oaker; Thelma Salter and other well
known screen players.
The Vogue comedies include " Love,
The three-reel drama of the week will be Burglars and the Bulldog" with Rube Miller, for release June 13, and " Delinquent
released June 15, under the title of " The
Bridegrooms," starring Ben Turpin, which
Window of Dreams." This is a Thanwill
go to the public on June 18.
houser production in which Grace De Carlton and Bert Delaney have the principal
" Beauty " releases present Carol Halloroles.
way and Johnny Sheehan in " Billy Van
Mutual two-reel subjects for the week
Deusen's Eggs-spensive Adventure," for release June 14, and " Pedigrees, Pups and
present " Circumstantial Evidence," in
which the chief parts are played by Edward
Pussies," with Orral Humphrey, for release
Coxen and Lizette Thorne. It will be re18. and the Moonshiners," starring
" Jerry,
leased June 12. " Brothers Equal " is the June
two-act Thanhouser production of the same
George Over, is the Cub offering for June
16.
week with Barbara Gilroy in the lead, supIn Last Half of May Horsley
Constituting 6 Pictures, and
INCREASED activities were noticeable at
the David Horsley studios during the
last half of the month of May, there having
been completed nine reels of film, constituting six pictures and work was started on
three new subjects.
Director Milton H. Fahrney and his Cub
Comedy company finished three pictures,
starring vehicles for George Ovey; the two
dramatic companies completed three photoplays, one of which is said to be the best
work of Crane Wilbur, star and author,

De Wolf

llo|-[)(.r in a .Sttnc lr.,i,i C;j cy at
the Bat," Fine Arts-Triangle

Completed 9 Reels of Film,
Started on 3 New Subjects
and the co-stars Margaret Gibson and William Clifford will be filmed in two Centaur
features in which the Bostock animals also
take a prominent part.
" The Fool's Game," a drama of the two
reel length, from the pen of Crane Wilbur,
who is also the star of the production, is a
story believed to be new to the screen. Mr.
Wilbur portrays the part of a multi-millionaire and falls desperately in love with
one who returns a sham affection but who
is, in reality, devoted to a youth of her
same set. Mae Gaston and John Oaker
make up the supporting cast and although
there are but three principals, the eternal
triangle does not exist in this offering.
Margaret Gibson and William Clifford
are co-starring in the latest work of Francis Worcester Doughty, " The Star of India," a two reel subject in which the Bostock animals are used in large numbers.
Many of the scenes present an idea of life
in the jungle, introducing lions, leopards
and elephants. Hand to hand combats with
the beasts and a furious jungle fire add to
the massiveness of the production.
The three offerings of the Cub Comedy
Cf)iTipany are all from the mind of Director
Milton H. Fahrney. George Ovey is the
star in each and large companies assist,
chief among the casts being Claire Alexander, Louis FitzRoy, George George, Janet
Sully,
favorites.Jefferson Osborne and other Cub
" Jerry and the Moonshiners " is the first
of the trio to be released, Jerry's attempt
to pass counterfeit money launching him on
a rocky road from the start.
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Monday, May 29, Alice Joyce
started work at the large Vitagraph
studios in Flatbush.
Before actively entering upon her duties, Miss Joyce was taken over the entire
plant and introduced to the various workers, both in the departments and studios.
Her cordial and hearty manner made
many friends for her and the entire Vitagraph force has expressed itself as glad
that she is to work with them.
Fans will have the opportunity of viewing her in the new feature production,
" The Battle Cry of War," before a great
many months pass by.
Little Audrey Berry, who will be remembered as a popular child artist in motion
pictures, was a visitor at the Vitagraph
Flatbush studios during the week, and renewed her acquaintance with the various
stars with whom she worked while a member of the stock company. The photoplay
star was compelled to forego the lure of
picture posing, for the time being, in order to pursue her studies, which took up
all her time.
Miss Berry's most important pictures
under the Vitagraph banner, include " The
Jarr Family Series," in which she played
Emma Jarr, " Mr. Santa Claus," " A Close
Call," " The Crime of Cain," " The Arrival of Josie," and many others.
Chinese " Passport " for Miss Stewart
Prominent among the editors who motored to the Vitagraph Bay Shore Studio
Thursday, May 25, to join in the tribute
of the Fourth Estate to Director Ralph W.
Ince, was Yan Phou Lee, one of the most
distinguished and learned Chinamen in this
countr3'. He ranks high in newspaper circles in China and was an intimate friend
of the late Li Hung Chang up to the day
of the latter's death. At present Mr. Lee
is editorial writer of the Chinese Reform
News, the leading Chinese paper in this
country, and writer of special stories for
the Mon Hey Weekly. After paying his
compliments to Mr. Ince, he spied Lucille
ON

STUDIOS

LeeMiss
Stewart,
of Vitagraph's
new instars.
Stewartonewas
much interested
the
learned Chinaman and the two enjoyed a
long chat together. Before he left, Yan
Phou Lee had become one of Miss Stewart's most enthusiastic admirers, and as a
token of his friendship, he penned for her
a rare document, perhaps the first of its
kind ever seen. The document resembles
and is a Chinese passport ; in reality it is
an introduction of Lucille Lee Stewart to
the mayor and officials of every Chinese
city in the world. Miss Stewart is wondering whether she will ever have a chance
to use it.
While doing some exteriors on a comedy
the other day. Director Frank Currier, of
the Ince-Vitagraph studios at Bay Shore,
had a unique experience. The lead in the
comedy is a tramp, played by Ralph Whiting. Mr. Currier was not exactly overpleased with the scene as rehearsed, and
expressed himself to Whiting in terms that
could not be misconstrued. While the quiet
little chat was going on, a sweet old lady
with white hair, made her appearance, and
seizing Frank by the arm, expressed herself as follows :
" You big brute, how dare you abuse
that poor man in that way! I know he
is only a tramp, but you have no right to
browbeat him for that reason. There are
worse
sir, Here,
and I'm
looking people
at you than
when tramps,
I say so.
my
poor man, is a quarter. I know your curse,
rum, but you will conquer it, if you try
Then the little gray lady turned on her
heels, leaving Whiting and Currier staring at one another dumfounded. It was
hard."
not until she was out of sight that they
had the heart to laugh.
Nearing the completion of his third picture starring Lucille Lee Stewart, Ralph
Ince has already started to look up locations for his next feature picture. The
new photoplay, a railroad drama, offers
wonderful opportunities for spectacular ef-

fects, and the supervising director of tlie
Vitagraph Bay Shore studios declares he
will eclipse " The Juggernaut " in this respect, which is promising a great deal.
This Blue Ribbon feature, was adapted for
the screen by Edward J. Montague.
Dorothy Long, ingenue at the Ince-Vitagraph studios at Bay Shore, has taken up
her residence at Ocean Beach for the summer, where she has a beautiful bungalow.
Miss Long is at present playing a character role in " Weary Willie's Birthday."
The ubiquitious skyscraper has invaded
the motion picture studio. That is, the
interior setting has finally _ reached the
three-story stage of development. When
motion pictures were much younger, the
interior setting was a painted canvas with
two or three chairs standing between it and
the camera. Then the canvas gave way to
more substantial backing and the three
walls of the room were shown, as on the
stage.
The next step was to build two-story
settings, with real stairways running up
to the second floor, up which the players
could plainly be seen mounting.
Now the Famous Players have capped
the climax by building a three-story replica
of the interior of a French chateau for
Marguerite Clark's appearance in " Silks
and Satins." This entire structure, one of
the largest ever built in a motion picture
studio, is so solidly constructed that the
players are able to use the two upper floors
for their action and a sword play episode
was staged on the stairs, with the victims
of the doughty hero's trusty blade tumbling
down the steps without causing the adjacent "stone " wall to quiver.
When Director J. Searle Dawley read
the script of " Silks and Satins " in which
Marguerite Clark is starring for the Famous Players, he reached the description
of the big fight scene in which the diminutive heroine is rescued from a French chateau by her lover. " Check that scene for
the last one we make," he told his assist-

Latest Poses of Irene Castle, One of the International Film Service Stars, Who Will Be Seen in a New Photoplay
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Scenes from " Kernel Nutt in Me.'tico " and " The Redemption of Dave Darcey," Vitagraph Offerings
ant. " We want to get everything else first,
because we may lose a plajer or two — or
break up the set — when we tackle that riot.
With a lot of sword-play and extras falling down stairs we'll take a tip from these
preparedness fellows and have everything
else carefully stowed away on the celluloid
before we start anything."
" Very Pretty Idea ! "
Size has very little to do with one's importance inthis world, as Marguerite Clark
and Ann Pennington demonstrated the
other day when these two diminutive stars,
neither of whom towers to the lofty eminence of five feet, monopolized the entire
floor space of the Famous Players studio.
It so happened that the other stars were
either out of town or doing exterior scenes.
As a result Miss Clark and Miss Pennington were monarchs of all they surveyed.
Frank Losee, who is featured by the
Famous Players in "The Evil Thereof,"
tells a frankly amusing story on himself.
He played Denman Thompson's old role in
" The Old Homestead " on the Paramount
Program a few months ago. One day he
saw one of the stills from that picture in
which his portly figure totally eclipsed an
ox team that should have formed part of
the background. " I took one look at that
still picture," says Losee, " and I started
dieting that night at supper. If I had kept
on gaining weight I would have had to do
a monologue before the camera. Nobody
else could have gotten into the scene with
me. I have taken off so much weight
since then that I can almost make two suits
grow where but one grew before."
Police reserves were called to clear away
the crowd and extra traffic policemen summoned to make room for vehicular traffic
when Mme. Petrova, the Metro star, appeared inFifth avenue, attired as an Italian
immigrant girl with a monkey and playing
a grind organ. Mme. Petrova in this
strange and picturesque costume was being
photographed in front ' of the National
Democratic Club, near St. Patrick's Cathedral, and in less than five minutes the
avenue became choked with thousands of
people and hundreds of taxicabs, big automobiles and Fifth avenue busses.
Before the extra police arrived the
busses were obliged to make a detour at
Forty-ninth street. Director Burton King,
and his assistant, Dale Henshaw, selected
the hour of eleven in the morning as being
the best time to avoid attracting a great
crowd. But as soon as they set up two
motion picture cameras, and Mme. Petrova,
with her gaily colored costume, appeared
upon the sidewalk, people seemed to come

to life out of the very pavement. Attendants from the club, together with two policemen on the beats near by, were unable
to fight back the crowd so the action could
be photographed. It was not until the extra police arrived that Director King was
able to make a foot of negative.
The National Democratic Club was used
in scores of scenes, both interior and exterior. It was the first time that this
famous old structure, which has been the
scene of entertainment for Presidents,
Senators, Ambassadors, and many other
men high in politics and official life, had
ever been utilized for motion pictures. In
making photographs of the interior many
famous old paintings are shown, including
portraits of Richard Croker and other
leaders. The motion picture actors also
staged some of their action on the noted
Tammany tiger rug which was presented
to the club by an illustrious group of politicians, and which occupies a prominent
place at the head of the first landing leading to the library and billiard room.
Volkman Joins Hands with Horan
P. Thad Volkman, assistant director,
who was associated with Edgar Jones at
both the Lubin studios and later with
Metro, has joined forces with Charles
Horan, one of the best directors on the
Metro staff. Mr. Horan and Mr. Volkman
have begun work on " The Quitter," a fivepart Metro-Rolfe wonderplay, in which
Lionel Barrymore is starred. It is a story
laid on the Mexican border in a mining
community, where many thrilling events
are staged. Mr. Volkman has had long

Vol. 13. No. 24
experience in motion pictures, and is considered one of the foremost authorities on
locations in and around New York. Much
of this knowledge he gained when he was
a reporter on the New York Herald, where
he began his career after leaving high
school.
George Fitzmaurice of Astra, the Pathe
producer, has completed work on " Arms
and the Woman," and is now engaged on
" The Romantic Journey," an original five
reel feature by George Brackett Seitz and
Ouida Bergere, for the Pathe program.
William Courtney is the star and the
cast is made up of Broadway actors,
amongst whom are Alice Dovey, now playin "others.
Very Good Eddie," Macey Harlaning and
Having just completed the third of his
Pine Mountain two-reel stories, all of
which were taken at Highland Falls, N. Y.,
Ben Wilson, the Universal director, has left
mountains and backwoods scenery behind
him for a short time, and taken to the
water. During his last trip to Highland
Falls he was engaged in putting on a two
reel story entitled " The School Master of
Pine Mountains," a companion piece to
" The Sheriff of Pine Mountains," and
" The Parson of Pine Mountains." He had
occasion to borrow a fine riding horse, and
was lucky to obtain the loan of a horse
from Lieutenant Holderness of West Point.
The horse, which is named Kentucky, was
given to the lieutenant by August Belmont, and his brother too, Sam Meekin,
now prominent in the Belmont racing
stable.
However, Mr. Wilson has given up the
idea of horseback riding for the time being at least, and will have to devote himself to motor boating, for on Tuesday
evening he took his entire company on
the initial trip of the new Metropolitan
steamship liner, Massachusetts, to Boston
and thence to Gloucester. Here he will
stage a three reel photoplay entitled " For
the Love of a Baby," written by James
Garry. The picture requires Norwegian
scenery, and Mr. Wilson intends to make
the Gloucester fishing facilities represent
Norway in this particular. The baby in
the cast is Violet Axzell. The company in
support of Mr. Wilson includes Edna
Hunter, Miss Ritchie, Mrs. Axzell, Miss
Crane, Miss King, Jeanette Rutland,

The Fourth Estate " Pays a Visit to Ralph Ince at the Vitagraph Bayside Studios
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Four Dramatic Scenes from "The Criminal Thumb." a Gaumont-Mutual iVIasterpicture De Luxe
As the party left the ferry house on tlie
four hundred in all. From this number
Charles Ogle, and Messrs. Leighman, RidgNew York side, her chauffeur, in order to ten were immediately engaged, providing
way, Sterrett, Ault and Gaudio.
avoid running into another car turned sudthey screened
well this
in tests.
Whenwas " reduced
tested "
denly. The car turned three complete cir- before
the camera
number
A^Larger Family Than Foy's
cles, finally landing against a truck heavily
* Those who have seen Eddie Foy and
to six and these six young beauties were
loaded with iron pipe.
the seven little Foys on the stage and conMiss Bara was thrown to the bottom of immediately given parts in two pictures
sidered them " some family," will have an her car and Ross was slightly cut by then being started.
Valeska Surrat will shortly begin a new
Opportunity to see an even larger family in
glass.
a new William Fox feature starring Vir- broken
photoplay under the direction of William
William
Fox
tired
of
some
of
the
faces
ginia Pearson. This picture is soon to be
Fox. Miss Surrat, of course, will be given
released.
he saw constantly' on the screen. He
an
opportunity to wear some stunning
clothes.
Miss Pearson and her company were in looked about him for new types and began
Savannah, Ga., for, local color. Director
the W'orld
of under
companies
playing on,
Davis decided that he wanted a really conFive Corporati
the
working
Film
siderable family and that he would like
Brady-Made regime, are away, seeking the
to have this family ride into the picture in
elusive local color and atmosphere.
an ox cart. So he held engaging converMollie King, Arthur Ashley and a supsation with a colored citizen and discovporting cast of fifteen players under the
ered that he had sufficient children to fill
direction
of Edwin August are at Ashethe requirements.
ville, N. C, where the first co-star picture
The next morning all the actors and
these two have appeared in, " Contrary
principals, properly costumed, were ready
Mary" will be staged.
to be put through their paces. All of a
Gail Kane and House Peters are at
sudden down the big road there came an
Washington, D. C, where among the fedox-cart laden to the brim with people,
eral buildings scenes are being staged unnearly all of them children. When the cart
der Maurice Tourneur's supervision, for
had come to a stop within camera range.
Director Davis decided to take a census.
the forthcoming production of " The Velvet Paw," in which Peters and Miss Kane
He discovered the father and mother and
are co-starring.
sixteen children, ranging in ages from four
June Elvidge, with a supporting cast and
months to eighteen years. The father of
under the guidance of Frank Crane, are
this extensive group gave his age as fortyaboard a warship bound for Hampton
five. His wife was a woman in her early
Roads, Virginia, where during the spring
thirties. She confessed to being the fourth
s of the Atlantic fleet a number
manoeuver
wife and mother of five of the youngsters.
of scenes for " Reparation " will be made.
Her three predecessors were responsible
Permission of Secretary of the Navy Danfor the remainder of the outfit.
iels was obtained which permits of the
Dr. Martin Somers, who will shortly be
company traveling with the fleet at least
seen in a new Fox production directed by
two weeks and consent to photograph from
Roland West, who produced the photoplay
the decks of torpedo boat destroyers, sub" A Woman's Honor " in which Jose Colmarines and battleships was secured.
lins is starred, is a really and truly doctor.
He is now preparing to build a sanitarium
For the Holbrook Blinn picture, " The
Prima Donna's Husband" in which Clara
in New Jersey for the treatment of the
Whipple and Julius Steger are featured
" tired business man."
Virginia Pearson, William Fox Star, in Summer
members of the acting cast, the Casino theTheda Bara had a narrow escape from
Fashion
seatre at Broadway and 39th street, was
serious injury on Friday night while refrom Messrs. Shuberts, and for the
cured
turning from New Jersey. Her automobile
by using the newspapers. Tliis is how the
advertisement read :
skidded on the wet streets near the Cortpast two weeks, at intervals when the thelandt Street ferry house crashing into a
atre is not in use by the " Blue Paradise "
"BEAUTIFUL MODELS WANTED.
company, scenes requisite to the original
heavily loaded truck, breaking the glass
scenario are staged with an audience of
"The most beautiful artists' and
and wrecking one side of the car.
over six hundred picked people.
cloak models in New York are wanted
Miss Bara had gone over to New Jersey
Muriel Ostriche and Carlyle Blackwell,
for motion pictures. There is an exto appear in a train wreck scene in Wilceptional opportunity for distinctive
Mollycityo'
othertoina "small
liam Fox's production of " East Lynne,"
oppositeareeach
playing Alley,"
beauties to win rapid advancement if
enroute
Pigtail
soon to be produced. The scene had been
in
the
Middle
West
where
the
story
of the
they reveal not merely beauty but cafinished, and when Miss Bara returned a
driving rain started. She was in her
is laid.
pacity as well."
Brady, working under the guidAlice
This advertisement
brought a flock of play
limousine with her assistant director, RobLa Boheme,"
ert Ross.
in "3757)
Capellani,
ance of Albert
unusual girls to the Fox offices — more than
{Continued
on page
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By J. C. lessen
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 3.
CHANGES being effected at Universal
City together with news dispatches
carried in the local papers, confirm
the recent rumor that all producing of this
companj- is to be done at Universal City
in the near future. This will increase the
producing staff fully one-third, and it is
estimated that there will be thirty-five directors and producing companies employed
permanently. The number at the present
time is twenty-four.
Another change apparent at the film city
is the general trend toward smaller productions. By members of the producing staff
it was stated that in a short time there
would be far more one-reel subjects made,
and that three reels will be the average size.
Three it is said, is the story size of sufficient length to give close-ups and other atmospheric effects for the average motion
picture story. At the present time there
are eight companies working on one-reel
subjects.
Stewart Paton, who has been in charge
of producing the Jules Verne story,
" Twentv Thousand Leagues Under the
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Three new directors were added to the
Universal producing staff this week, and
all have started one-reel subjects. Charles
Bennett, who some time ago directed for
the Biograph, is in charge of one company ;
Richard Donaldson, late assistant director
for Lynn Reynolds, is producing another,
and the third is Francis Powers, who has
been with the Selig and Fine Arts com-

taken up by Roy Clemens. This will be
titled " The Bell Boy," and is adapted by
Walter Woods from a story of the same
title by Charles E. Van Loan. Rooney
takes the part of the bell hop known as
Cricket, who is madly in love with the cigar
counter girl, played by Adele Farrington.
Her work requires that she be a good fellow with all men, which causes much jealousy- on the part of the bell boy. Through-

panies.
Another change at " U " City is in the
scenario department. Eugene B. Lewis has
been appointed editor to succeed Dr. H. G.
Stafford, resigned.
Wilfred Rogers Signs as Lead for
Wilfred Rogers, who came to Los
with " The Servant in the House
pany, has been engaged as leading

"U "
Angeles
" Comman by

Beebe Daniels, Phunphilm Girl
.Marshall Stedman of the Universal Employment Department. Kathlyn Arnold,
-Maude Emory, Gilmore Hammond and
Lule Warrenton appear as supports in
Rogers'made.
first story, a two-reel subject now
being

Vivian Martin, Morosco Star, and Her New Car
Sea," many of the scenes for which have
been made at the Bermuda Islands, has arrived at Universal City to make the Sepoy
rei)c-llion scenes for this subject. Jane Gail
and Allen Ilolubar, who played the leads
in this Verne story, are also here, and production will be started shortly. At the
present, Holubar is directing several short
stories.

Director Jack Conway and the Jack Kerrigan "U " Company, are at the Yosemite
Valley securing exteriors for " Tlie Beckoning Trail," a five-reel Bluebird from a
scenario by F. McGrew Willis.
The Universal Producing Company
which has been at Eureka, California, for
the past two weeks making timber region
scenes for a five-reel subject, are expected
home daily. This company is under the
direction of Jay Hunt.
Pat Rooney, well known vaudeville player, has arrived at " U " City, and the filming of his first two-reel subject has been

Margaret Gibson
in aHorsley-Mutual
Scene from " The Lion
Nemesis,"
out the two reels there is a constant rivalry
between him and a drummer, but the uncle
of the drummer wills all his property to the
bell hop for kindnesses, and he wins the
cigar counter girl. Jay Balesco, Hayward
Mack, H. M. Thurston, O. C. Jackson, and
Marc Robbins will be the other principals
in the picture.
Deacon Stillwater comes to life again in
a Joker comedy being made by Allen Curtis, entitled " The Harem Skarem Deacon,"
and takes an active part in the work of the
anti-sin league. On this occasion he is
sent to Chinatown to investigate the sale
of opium, and is induced to try it by the
owner of the resort. A few whiffs and he
finds himself the owner of a harem with
the women of the league all bowing to him.
The regular Joker players appear in this
number.
Dorothy Davenport, Richard Morris,
Emory Johnson and Alfred Allen make up
the cast for " The Shepherd," in five reels
now being filmed by Universal Director
Lloyd B. Carleton.
" The Primitive " is a one-reel Universal
drama with Allen Holubar, Ruth Stonehouse and Jack Holt as principals. It tells
the story of a jealous lover's attempt to
injure the fair name of the woman he pro-
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Director Oscar C. Apfel and His Company of William Fox Players on Santa Cruz Island. California
assistant to her father, she refused and imbreak. The cast for this includes Harry
fessed to love on the night of her marriage.
plores the artist to make, her his bride. In
Depp, Ernest Shields, Andrew Arbuckle
The heavy succeeds in inducing the husanswer to her beseeching, he tells her of his
and
Eileen
Sedgwick.
band to leave his home, and in the huswife ishat romance.
home, and thus breaks up her childband's absence he attacks the wife.
The fourth of the " Timothy Dobbs "
serial
is
now
being
filmed.
Scenario
Writer
Western Completed by Carey and Marshall
Bess Meredith in this number, sends the as" Men and Women ' will be
subject of the badger game. Thisa one-reel
is being
Co-Directors Harry Carey and George
piring photoplayer to the slums to play the
produced by Jacques Jaccard with G. RayMarshall have just completed the filming
part of a tough. In his make-up he closely
mond Nye, Roberta Wilson and Peggy
resembles a gangster sought by the police,
of a western one-reel Universal subject,
Coudray as principals. The vampire inand for that reason members of the gang
" The Adventures of Tom Horne the Claim
duces amarried man to call on her at her
hide him away in their meeting place. BeJumper,' in which Carey plays the name
apartments and her partner arrives and topart, that of a leader of a gang who prey
cause of this he has opportunity to serve
the civic authorities, and thus the director
husband.gether they force a sum of money from the
upon the settlers. The gang's buzzard
locates oil properties, and they immediately
is relieved of the burden of giving him the
Production of a Bluebird entitled
start to drive away the settler, an elderly
gate. Robert Milash and George Hernandez
■' L'Abbe Constantin," adapted from the
man. In the midst of this, their work is play in this with Carter DeHaven.
Ludovic Halevy story of the same name
arrested by the arrival of the settler's
" The Fourth Tree," with Mina Cunard
by E. J. Clawson, was begun last week by
daughter. The claim jumper, fascinated
Director Rupert Julian. The cast for this
" The Fourth Tree " is a rural drama of
by her beauty, forces all to leave the settlers
one
reel
in
which
Hayward
Mack,
Mina
is
an unusually strong one, containing as
alone. Besides Carey the principals of this
Cunard, Vola Smith and Norbert Myles
it does, seven of the Universal Stock Comone-reeler are Olive Golden, Doc. Crane
play the principal parts. It is a story of
and Joe Rickson.
pany's best players, George Berrill, Francelia Billington
, Zoe Beck, Louise Lovely,
Director William Worthington, while
Jerry Girrard, Rupert Juhan and Elsie Wilwaiting for sets to be completed for a Blueson.
bird subject, " The Spring Song," which he
A small village set, built especially for
is next to produce, has filmed " At Cross
the purpose, was burned this week at the
Purposes," in one reel. The pappars again
Lasky ranch for scenes in the Cleo Ridgleyserve as a basis for a photoplay plot in this
Wallace Reid production filmed by George
instance, and the charts of fortifications are
Melford. Approximately five hundred peosought by a diplomat of another nation,
ple took part.
who has a leading woman at one of the
DeMille on Way Home
theatres in his power. Jack Connally,
Jessie Arnold and William Canfield hold
Cecil B. deMille, director general of the
down the corners of this triangle.
Lasky Company, is on his way home from
"Base Ball Bill" lands on a South Sea
New York City by way of Alabama, New
Island in number five of the comedy series
Orleans and the Mexican border. He is
being made by Billy Mason, and he teaches
making the trip over the southern route in
the natives how to play baseball with cocoaorder to select locations for productions
nuts. His wonderful athletic ability wins
soon to be taken up.
for him the hearts of all the dusky belles.
Several carry-all automobiles were used
He is made the king, and then awakens to
last week to pick up types in the Los
find he is in a padded cell. Besides Mason,
Angeles slum district for scenes in the
O. C. Jackson and Ruby Cox appear in
Marie Doro new Lasky production entitled
this.
" The Kid." William C. deMille is directA girl imbued with a sixth sense, is the
ing this, and has Tom Meighn as leading
principal character of " When the Stars
man, and Theodore Roberts, William
Foretell," a one-reel drama of finance beElmer and Mary Mirsch as principals.
ing made by Director George Cochran.
The cast for the Lasky production,
Marjorie Ellison plays the lead in this with
"Public Opinion," which stars Blanche
Jack Connally and Malcolm Blevins as the
Sweet, and is being filmed under the directwo brothers.
Lillian Gish as " Innocence " in a Fine Arts
tion of Frank Reicher, has been announced.
Symbolic
Drama
A one-reel comedy, " The Plumber's
Tom Forman, Raymond Hatton, Earl Fox,
Waterloo," is teing filmed by R. M. DonEdith Chapman and Dorothy Abril will
an artist who leaves home because his wife
alson as his first contribution to the Uniappear in the principal parts.
thinks he pays more attention to his work
versal program. It is the story of a shrewd
Mae Murray, who has been playing iif
than to her. In a mountain retreat, he
Irishman learning that one of his helpers
Lasky productions, has returned to New
makes his home with a woodcarver and his
has inherited a fortune, and binds the man
York City for a vacation.
daughter. The girl admires him, and when
to work with him for five years or forfeit
The Lasky scenario department staff has
her
father
dies
leaving
as
his
last
request
five thousand. As usual in a plumber's
been increased by Charles Sarver, well
story, a home is flooded when the pipes that she marry a young man who has been
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known Xew York newspaper man, and Eva
Unsell, magazine writer.
Francis Ford and Grace Cunard have
now completed the seventh episode of
" Peg O' the Ring" serial, at the Stern Film
Company's
places
them studio
far aheadin ofHollywood.
the release, This
and
will permit all the time necessary to keep up
with the releases. Since taking up the
filming of the serial at the Gower street
studio, this producing plant has been turned
into a veritable circus with tents and circus
properties of all kinds to be seen in every
part of the lot, which covers an entire
block.
The L-Ko Company, making a five-reel
war comedy, staged a thriller at Santa
Monica last week when George Meehan
drove a big Mercer car off the end of
Municipal pier. The roadbed of the pier is

Andrev/ C. Edison and Leo Harding Receiving
Instructions from Thomas H. Ince, Producer of
" Civilization," Before
Starting
to-Coast
Tripon Their Coastfully forty feet above the water, and there
was an additional structure on top of this
which raised the machine ten feet higher so
that it would shoot up in to the air as it
left the pier. J^Ieehan rode the machine
into the water, remaining back of the
steering wheel until after it disappeared below the surface. He was rescued by life
guards. The machine is at the bottom of
the ocean in forty feet of water.
Three Reels Weekly from Vogue
The output of the Vogue Films studio is
to be increased to three reels weekly, consisting of one two-reel comedy, and one
one-reel comedy. This fact was made
known last week when Director Jack Dillon began the making of the first two-reel
subject. No additional members will be
added, but the present two companies will
alternately make a two-reel subject. The
present comedy of two reels will have
Paddy Maguire, Ben Turpin, Jack Gaines,
Arthur Moon and Rena Rogers as principals.
This will he the last Vogue comedy in
which Miss Rogers will take part, as on
June 7 she will become the bride of
Frank Borzage, director at the American
studios at Santa Barbara. After a short
honeymoon trip the couple will go to Santa
Barbara where they will make their future
home.
"Fruit and Intrigue" is the title given a
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Vogue comedy just completed by Jack Dillon, which deals with the adventures of an
inventor who tried to sell his government a
new submarine, but fell into the hands of
foreign emissaries who used counterfeit
money on him. Rena Rogers is the daughter of the inventor. Jack Gaines as the villian Admiral Shimsky, and Ben Turpin and
Paddy Maguire do a new comedy turn as
sailors. The daughter and her sweetheart
foil the foreign diplomats by the aid of
the sailors. The players in the filming of
this went through a number of daring feats,
and several were forced to enter the dry
docks temporarily.
At the David Horsley Jungle Zoo Director Charles Swickard is filming "The Siren
of the Jungle." Margaret Gibson is cast to
play the title part, that of a daughter of a
Boer innkeeper, who has broken the hearts
of many of the diamond miners. William
Clifford is fhe trapper, Harris Ingram the
husband,
and subject
Fred Montague
the girl's
father. The
will be completed
in
two reels.
" The Haunting Symphony," of the
nature of a detective drama, is being filmed
by Robert Broad well from a story by
Crane Wilbur. Mr. Wilbur appears in the
part of a doctor, a guardian of two children who have been left considerable
wealth. The guardian hopes to induce the
girl to become his wife, but failing in this
commits murder, at a time when a man
who has been blinded by a chemical explosion enters the home, thinking it his
home. The blind man hears a scream and
a shot when near a table. He clutches a
photograph, his hand has fallen on and
leaves the building. When he recovers his
sight he attempts to unravel the mystery
because of the beauty of the girl as shown
in the photograph. This he accomplishes
by a peculiar strain of a musical number.
Besides Mr. Wilbur, the principals of this
are May Gaston, John Oaker, Jessie
Burnett, and Lloyd Holton.
Horsley Beats Kalem at Baseball
Photoplay baseball league opened the
season Sunday when the David Horsley
and Kalem Company teams contested at
Exposition Park. The Horsley players
were successful by a score of twenty-three
to twelve, which ended in the fifth inning
for want of a larger score board. Bud
Duncan was on the pitcher's slab for the
Kalems, and Roemer for the Horsley team.
Dave Allen, who was accompanist for

Violinsky last season on his vaudeville
tour, is now a member of the Horsley
stock company, and has written two musical numbers. One has been titled " The
Ovey
Rag," Alexander.
and the other is to be named
for Claire
The Robert M. Baker story filmed at
the Fine Arts studio with Douglas Fairbanks as star, has been titled " Flirting
With Fate " instead of " The Assassin."

Cleo Madison, Universal Star. Discussing Scenes
with Her Co-Director, Wm. V. Mong
In this, Fairbanks plays the role of an
artist with much temperament and little
ability to draw a salary. This was made
by Director William Christy Cabanne, and
has as a supporting cast Jewel Carmen,
W. E. Lawrence, Dorothy Haydel, Howard
Gaye, George Berranger and others.
Director Paul Powell is to film a story
in which Wilfred Lucas is starred. This
is bywestern
Mary H.lumber
O'Connor,
and Mr.
is laid
the
region.
Lucasin
takes the part of a dominant westerner
who later becomes the victim of the
badger game. Mary Alden is the badger
woman, Eugene Pallette her accomplice,
and
James
O'Shea,
LewisBessie
have Love,
the bulk
of the
scenes.and Ralph
The two-reel subjects made at the Fine
Arts studio for the Triangle program are
to be known as the Komedy Brand, three
of which have been completed. Fay
Tincher is starred in two of these, and
work has now been taken up on her third
subject. The second is said to possess all
the color possible for an ordinary picture
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without tinting or hand coloring, as Miss
Tincher has worn gowns of such color that
none is lost in the photographs. Strips predominate. Beach scenes for the subject
were made at Balboa Beach, tennis scenes
were taken at a Pasadena millionaire's
hovel, and dormitory life scenes were
secured at a school for girls.
Norma Talmadge Of! for the East
Director John Emerson, his assistant,
Eric Von Stroheim ; cameraman, and
Norma Talmadge and her mother, have
left for New York where they will make
one or more Triangle dramas. They took
with them a scenario prepared by Anita
Loos. They were given a farewell at the
station by many of the members of the
Fine Arts stock company.
Walter Newman, late scenario writer
for the Keystone, has furnished the E. &
R. Company with the one-reel comedy
entitled " Dynamited," which is now beingmade. In this Walter Rogers appears as
an inventor who is pestered by the pets,
Napoleon and Sally, the chimps owned by
the woman next door, taken by Virginia
Ames. Napoleon delights in rushing in
and turning a cuckoo clock forward to the
hour, while his mate Sally performs
equally mischievous acts. The inventor
plans a trap to catch Sally, and places
dynamite in the clock to get Napoleon.
But he, forgetful of the trap, springs it
upon himself and is held prisoner when
Napoleon comes in to make the clock
cuckoo. Fortunately he is rescued, and
the clock blows up the alley.
Al. E. Christie is filming " His Blushing
Bride," which deals with two young men
out of work and funds who disguise themselves as a honeymooning pair, in order to
get the cash prize and free entertainment at
a new hotel offered to the first couple who
come there for their honeymoon. The disguise of the one young man as the bride is
so near perfect that it is not penetrated by
any except the constable who is looking for
a blonde female crook. The boy's sweethearts secure employment at the hotel, and
frequently apprehension is narrowly avert.ed. Nolan Leary makes his debut with the
'Christie Company playing the lead in this.
For a time he was with Pathe, but for the
past two or three years has been on the
".legitimate stage. Harry Ham is the bride,
Eddie Beery the constable and Billie
"Rhodes
and Ethel Lynn the young fellow's
■ Sweetheart.
.Henderson Leaves Keystone
Del Henderson, who for the past year
"has served as director and assistant to
Mack Sennett, is leaving the Keystone
■ ' Company to return east. He is succeeded'
"by Tony O'Sullivan. Mr. O'Sullivan is one
of the pioneer producers of motion pic:tures. He was associated with the Biograph Company when Mack Sennett first
became a member of their producing organization. He remained there until the time
that he and Sennett left, Sennett to organize the Keystone, and O'Sullivan the Re: hance Company. Mr. O'Sullivan remained
with the Reliance for three years, and recently served as director for the Biograph.
The wireless spark plug story filmed at
the Keystone studio by Charles Parrot, has
' ■ been named " Hearts and Sparks." The
► comedy pertains to a wireless spark plug
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I "NEWS" MODESTLY ADMITS IT |
1 BELIEVES WHAT PAUL WEST |
I
SAYS ABOUT IT IS TRUE |
g Editor of the Motion Picture News, M
B
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City. g
M Dear Sir:
M
M
After a strenuous season of writ- g
B ing for the screen I am going to Nan- g
g tucket, Mass., for the summer, but not g
g to rest, as I have several feature pic- B
g tures mapped out to work upon. I g
gB can't
as- gg
sured go,
of however,
receiving without
Motion being
Picture
g News regularly, for without it every g
g week I feel aisolutely out of touch g
g with the picture world.
g
g
Not only is Motion Picture News g
B an invaluable companion for anyone g
gB tion
writing
scenarios,
its informaconcerning
newwith
markets
and the gg
g current work of all the companies, g
B but, in my opinion — that of a news- g
g paper editor of many years experi- g
g ence — the best edited, best written g
BB voted
and best
de- gg
to put
the together
interests publication
of any special
g trade or profession that I have ever g
B seen. It not only keeps one fully in- g
B formed of everything going on in the g
g motion picture field, but it presents g
g its information in such a form that it g
B is good reading from a magazine g
g standpoint.
g
g
I don't see how anyone connected B
g with the motion picture business in g
B any of its departments, writing, act- g
g ing or producing, to say nothing of g
g exhibiting, can get along without it. g
g I can't, for one, and therefore I want g
B to be sure of getting it every week g
g this summer while I am away from g
g town.
B
i
(Signed) PAUL WEST. g
which makes it possible for a flivver to win
the ten thousand dollar stakes of an automobile race, a more complete synopsis of
which was published in this department recently. The cast has Hank Mann, Nick
Cogley, Bobbie Dunn, Gloria Swanson, Billie Bennett and Bobby Vernon.
The Keystone story in which the couple
elope in an airship, and are sighted by the
girl's father, an astronomer, has been
named " The Love Comet." The couple
have numerous adventures in the air, including the picking-up of a negro minister,
and later throwing him overboard when he
ahghts in whitewash. Walter Wright was
the director of this Sennett comedy, and
the principal players are Ora Carew, Joseph Belmont, William Callahan and Frank
Hayes.
The comedy featuring Chester Conklin as
the property man at a tank town theatre
where a musical comedy company stops,
has
titledfun"His
First False
Muchbeen
of the
is centered
aroundStep."
the
difficulties of the property man in caring for
the many dogs of the chorus girls. Co-directors William Campbell and Harry Williams are responsible for this, and Conklin is supported by Mary Thurman, Dora
Rogers, May Wells, and Charles Reisner.
The WiUiam Fox company has finished
the filming of "The Man From Bitter
Root," adapted from the story of that
name. In this Director Oscar Apfel offers
as a surprise for the Fox film lovers, as he
has eliminated the usual fight. William
Farnum, the star, has but a very short and
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snappy encounter. Scenes for the story are
laid in the Bitter Root Mountains of Montana, where Farnum and his partner have
a valuable mine. Exteriors for this subject
were made in the vicinity of Huntington
Lake in western central CaHfornia during
the past two weeks, amid the peaks of the
Lligh Sierras. Most of the action takes
place in winter, and the company was
fortunate in being there during several
severe snow storms. H. A. Burrows is the
tenderfoot; Betty Schade, of the Universal
Company, the partner's sister; Betty Harte,
the dance hall girl, and William Lewis and
Henry J. Heber have good parts.
While in the north country. Director Apfel and players made scenes for a Canadian northwest drama which will be completed next.
Walsh Nearly Completes " Honor System "
Director R. A. Walsh is making the finishing scenes for the nine or ten reel subject,
Honor
System,"
be
finished "The
within
a few
days. which
Many will
of the
exteriors were filmed at Florence, Ariz.,
the company having just returned from a
long stay there.
Ollie Kirkby has been transferred to the
'Hollywood studio of the Kalem Company,
where she will play in the Ham comedies,
which in the future are to be produced by
Lloyd V. Hamilton, who will also write
many of the stories. This latter will be
quite an advantage, it is believed, as Mr.
Hamilton knows what business is best
suited to himself and partner. Bud Duncan.
Hamilton has just finished filming "The
Beggar and His Child," in which he does
the gutter act with a violin, and Bud impersonates the little singing daughter. A
wealthy couple notice a resemblance to
their " Little Nell," adopt the girl and engage Ham as the butler. This affords some
unusual amusing situations.
The other Kalem comedy company, under the direction of Harry Millard, is making a one reel picture featuring Ethel Teare
as the girl just home from college. She secures employment as a newspaper reporter,
and is assigned to get a story regarding a
woman advertising for a husband. Ethel is
mistaken for the advertiser, but the situations are cleared. She wins her father's
approval and the heart of the young man
she loves. Jack McDermott and Victor
Rottman are the other principals of the
cast.
The Kalem " Hazards of Helen " producers added to their laurels as destroyers of
property in demolishing an automobile by
a locomotive. Helen Gibson drove the machine alongside a runaway train, and jumping
to
cab stopped
engine. and
The was
auto ran the
in front
of the the
locomotive
ground to pieces. The scenes that followed
show the capture of bandits, and .the saving of the lives of the passengers of the
runaway train. Percy Pembroke plays opHelen Gibson
in this " Hazard,"
and
G. A. posite
\Mlliams
impersonates
an important
FIVE REELERS WILL BE MADE ON
REOPENING
OF THE LUBIN
part.
CORONADO PLANT
Special to Motion Picture News.
San Diego, Cal., June 3.
The Lubin studio at Coronado closed
down last week for a period of six weeks
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PUTTING such a costly Feature production Extraordinary as the Famous
DORSEY EXPEDITION on the regular Universal Program (at not one
cent extra to regular Universal Program users) sets an entirely new and
wonderful precedent in Moving Picture history.
Had any other film concern in the world presented such a colossal attraction as the famous DORSEY EXPEDITION PICTURES, they would yowl
their heads off in advertising, hire a few extra Press Agents, boost it to the
skies and then ask exorbitant prices for the Feature.
To be honest with you, any film concern would be fully justified in doing
exactly what we describe, for no matter what price Exhibitors paid for the faThis is the character of genuine Feature attraction
mous DORSEY Pictures, both Exhibitor and patrons would be getting their
that will puck your house for 14 weeks straight
full money's worth.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Absolutely
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Program

Unparalleled

Promises

Offering

Event

Extraordinary

Prestige-Profit and Popularity
fact that instead of booking this quarter-of-a-million-dollar feature
outside of the Universal Program, at advanced prices, the Universal
places this magnificent Box Office Attraction ON THE REGULAR
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM, should once and for all time, convince every living
Exhibitor, that the UNIVERSAL PROGRAM offers more genuine money
making attractions than ALL OTHER PROGRAMS now on the market
COMBINED. If you are a REGULAR Universal Program Exhibitor, this
huge attraction comes to you at no extra cost, if you are not using the Universal Program, make every effort to secure it. This big Feature can be booked
by any Exhibitor at rates which he can get from any Universal Exchange.
THE

FILM MANUFACTURING CO.
IINIVFR^AI
" JL^l\ljr^l-i CARL LAEMMLE, President
" The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe "
1 6 0 0 BROADWAY
NEW
YORK
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore

Communicate with your nearest Universal Exchang^e
for more facts and figures on this big box
office attraction.
advertising.
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-the big event
has arrived — •
in Filmdom
and as usual the UNIVERSAL as in every other great enterprise that has
given better films to the world — takes the lead.
This is the event that thousands of Exhibitors throughout the
wcrld have been wanting; the event that millions of photo-play lovers have been
clamoring for.
CLEAN COMEDIES without the vulgar stuff; without the disgusting slap
stick; and minus the cheap clap-trap.
Be sure to mention " MOTION" PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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CARTER
DE
HAVEN,
the King
of modern day comedy, will play the
lead in a series of
subjects
that will
establish, once for all, the fact that comedy films
can be produced, without the slam bang as is usually
presented
of today. in the very ordinary mediocre comedies
This series will be elaborate, distinctively different, and distinguishable
by numberless points of vast superiority in every detail. From script down
to the last finishing touch of masterly direction, this series of comedies will
stand out from the mass of offerings on the market today, as a genuine pearl
stands out from all rank imitations.
The series will be directed and produced by Wallace Beery.
the rarest of treats and surprises that will
mark the most radical departure yet conceived in this branch of the moving
picture industry.

No expense will be spared to give the public

Watch for the first release. It will be
announced soon. Watch for all the fol-

UNIVERSAL

lowing releases. You'll see something
new, different, distinctive. A series of
convulsion producing pictures that will
herald themselves from one corner of the
earth to the other.

Film

Manufacturing
CARL

LAEMMLE,

Your nearest Universal Exchange can
"The Largest Film Manufacturing
give you more facts and figures. Better
investigate.
1600
BROADWAY,
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.

Co.

President
Concern in the Universe"
NEW

YORK
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in production==unusu=
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written
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around^^^

the most unusual atmosphere ever used in^^^
a serial==that of the circus ring, the big top, the
sawdust

arena==fascinating

to young

and

old alike==^^

is today the biggest and most successful
ever produced. Produced on a scale

serial
more

I

lavish than any other serial == filled with the
genuine thrills of circus life, love and adven=
turesome daring==staged in under the canvas==
presenting the highest class performers in real

I

and

regular

most

circus

popular

acts == together with
serial stars of the day==

GRACE

the

CUNARD
AND

FRANCIS

FORD

You are offered a money-getter == a crowd winner
such as you have never even dreamed of. Book it
now before your competitor beats you to it.
Bookings are pouring in for the first episodes
have taken the exhibitors and their patrons by
storm.
Write or wire your nearest Universal
Exch2np:e for full particulars.
UNIVERSAL
MANUFACTURING
CO.'
Carl FILM
Laemmie,
President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN BOOK
FREE FOR THE ASKING
Handsunii' six color and ftold cover on the finest, largest and most
advcrlislneonly.
campaign
book
lasued-now
icady—
I'complc-.e
REr-of tothis< xhibitcrs
Tells you
how ever
lo ads
make
mostpublicity
money
out
eieat serial. Ready
prepared
ardthefree
n-.atter. Advertlsinfl propsWrite
and advertising
suggestions
galore.
t< day.
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Again!
USUAL

Animated
The

PICTURE

News

Greatest

Pictures

Living

Men

Again
and
again
and
again
and again^ — week after week — year in, year out — the Universal
Animated Weekly is showing the world's most important events
FIRST in pictures.

Withon the
the
centered
coming world's
political convention interest
the UNIVERSALi
ANIMATED is showing the leading figures in the public eye — p
FIRST AND BEST.
When a crowd of citizens walked up
Sagamore Hill to see "T. R." the Animated had a cameraman on the^
ground three hours before. He had close ups and intimate pictures of
Col.
which
everyRoosevelt
week with
the no other news weekly could get. And it's that way^

UNIVERSAL

ANIMATED

WEEKLY

weekly
news
big
one
The
that is shown (not merely advertised as shown) in the big
moving picture houses on Broadway — the Strand, the
Every week a scoop— pictures that no comRialto, the Broadway.
You can test
petitor shows — despite their loud advertising claims.
the Universal Animated easily.

It

Draws

The

Crowds

day.
dull
it for your
Play
Wire or write to arrange for regular booking beginIt will draw the
ning with the coming week.
crowds when the classiest feature fails. It interests all— young and old —
with the sports, wars, accidents, fashions happenings of the world. Book
the Universal Animated and remember IT IS ALWAYS FIRST WITH
THE WORLD'S BEST NEWS.

UNIVERSAL
ANIMATED WEEKLY
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
How can an advertiser continue advertising? By giving YOU value.
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Scenes from Current American Productions: "A Man's Friend" and "The Secret of the Submarine"
or two months, following a change in contract relations, and all the members of the
company and staff have been released, most
of the players going to Los Angeles where
they look for connections with some of the
large producing concerns located in that
vicinity.
It is announced from Capt. Wilbert Melville's office at the studio, that it is planned,
upon reopening, to produce five-reel feature
pictures, starting with one company and
gradually adding to the working force as
opportunity is afforded.
Evelyn Page, one of the members of the
company, who, in the course of a few
months, advanced from an " extra " to
leads, and whose home is in this city, has
gone to Los Angeles with a view to locating there.
Alan Forrest, who has been with the
company for several months, is now with
the American at Santa Barbara, according to reports. Other former Lubin people
with that company are Ed Sloman, director,
and Julian La Mothe, scenario writer.
Melvin Mayo, in leaving the Lubin Company, ends a relationship with Capt. Melville, as actor and director, covering nearly
three years.
The Universal All-Star Company has

been working at Coronado under the direction of Bob Leonard, and in connection
with the filming of scenes for " Little Eva
Edgarton," a large number of society people werejects.included
in the
cameraman's
The pictures
were
taken at subthe
matinee dansante. Included in the regular company are Ella Hall, Gretchen Lederer, Doris Pawn, Thomas Jefferson and Herbert Rawlinson. The play upon which the
company has been working is an adaptation
of Eleanor Hallowell Abbott's novel of the
same name. Mr. Jefferson is playing the
role of Prof. Edgarton, father of Eva, the
latter being portrayed by Ella Hall. Herbert Rawlinson appears as Jimmie Barton.
In all there are about forty people with
Director Leonard.
Dorothy Dalton, who has been a guest
at the Hotel del Coronado, held a telephonic conversation recently with Thomas
H. Ince at New York, and when the receiver was hung up there was a bill of
$69.00 for the little confab between the motion picture actress and the magnate.
Ince's cinema-spectacle, " Civilization,"
is to be shown for the first time locally at
the Empress theatre for a week, beginning
June 5.
Allen H. Wright.

Geraldine Farrar Off to Coast for Deferred Honeymoon
Prima Donna Is Reticent About Plans for Pictures on Her Arrival in the Film Colony,
but Probably the Summer Will Find Her Busy Before the Cainera
WITH the long winter season of grand
" A summer vacation can only be enjoyed
by those who are all tired out from resting
opera and concert at an end, Geraldine Farrar has started with her husall winter," said Miss Farrar. "As for
me, I believe that the motion picture if
band, Lou-Tellegen, on that long deferred
approached with serious intent and artistic
honeymoon trip to the land of motion
endeavor, is a medium as full of expressive
pictures at Hollywood, California.
possibilities as the grand opera, the drama,
Mr. and Mrs. Lou-Tellegen were passengers on board the 20th Century Limited
painting or any other art. For an artist
whose life is devoted to the public there is
attached to which was a private car for
the star and her suite. Miss Farrar's
a keen sense of" joy in the thought that
drawing room was embanked with roses.
the motion picture camera supplies an imA summer devoted to the motion picture
perishable record of one's best achievecamera is no novelty for the prima donna
as she had the unusual experience a year
At Hollywood, California, there is awaitago of making three big productions at
ing Miss Farrar, a country estate with a
ments."
the studios of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature
large mansion completely furnished after
her own tastes.
Play Company at Hollywood, California,
There is a note of real sentiment in that
including a filmed version of the opera
Mr.
and Mrs. Lou-Tellegen are passing
" Carmen " all within a period of nine
weeks.
their honeymoon in the place where they
first met. It was while Miss Farrar was
Miss Farrar was reticent concerning her
at the Lasky studios last summer that
motion picture plans for the summer, but
she and Mr. Tellegen, who was there also
she said several things were in contemplation any one of which she promised would
appearing in motion pictures, became acbe exceptionally interesting.
quainted.

SELIG PLAYERS BACK IN CHICAGO
FROM VICKSBURG
A number of the Selig stars returned to
Chicago, III., on Monday, May 29, after
participating in scenes filmed for '' The
Crisis " at Vicksburg, Miss. Among the
players who returned to Chicago are :
Eugenie Besserer, Cecil Holland, Matthew
Snyder, Leo Pierson and George Fawcett.
Bessie Eyton, seizing the opportunity, paid
a brief visit to New York City. Miss
Bessie has never seen Broadway, and proposed to take in the sights before returning to Los Angeles.
Several enjoyable social functions were
held in Vicksburg before the Selig players
left that hospitable Southern city. Harris
Dickson, whose " Ole Reliable " stories
scored such a hit in The Saturday Evening Post, threw open the doors of his mansion and entertained Director Colin Campbell and the Selig players to a real Southern
dinner. He also personally accompanied a
party of Selig artists over the National
Park at Vicksburg, explaining to them all
the points of interest.
Matthew Snyder, aged 82 years, a veteran of the Confederate army, who participated in the defense of Vicksburg over
half a century ago, was given a " farewell "
party by his fellow players at the Vicksburg Hotel before he left for Los Angeles.
GAUMONT

WILL PUT BURNS STORY
IN WORK SOON

The Gaumont Company has announced
that it will next put in work an interesting
three-reel drama from the pen of Robert
Burns, the well-known novelizer of screen
dramas for magazines. This is " Gates of
Divorce," a photoplay which portrays the
lengths to which an idle, restless woman
may drive her home-loving husband. The
photoplay
is to be directed by Edwin Middleton.
MARGARET THOMPSON WINS
DANCING CONTEST
Margaret Thompson, the attractive Ince
Triangle ingenue, was winner of a dancing
contest recently at a private gathering of
photoplayers and Hollywood, California,
society. At the studio Miss Thompson has
been very frequently told that she was the
exponent of new and attractive steps, but
she refused to believe this until now that
competent judges awarded her a handsome
prize.
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Fussy
Fingers
Feel For
Flaws
in
special to Motion Picture News.
ous eff'ect upon juvenile morals, owing to
London, May 23. youngsters
not having the understanding
to grasp the moral of the story, .then the
FROM time to time I have mentioned
matter is one which demands the more
in these notes the unsatisfactory sysstringent parental supervision of children,
tem of censorship in this country. Beand their habits. There are restrictions
fore the outbreak of the war, the matter
on the admission of children under
was regarded as all-important and filmsixteen years, but we are not so advanced
men in all parts of the country consistently
urged the official recognition of the preson this -side of Atlantic as to have evening
ent censor, Mr. Redfern (of the British
exhibitions of special children's pictures.
Board of Film Censors, supported by the
Practically All Films Passed by Censor
trade), but without success. Since then
Practically all pictures now to be seen
the subject, besides other events, has faded
into obscurity, but has reappeared in a at evening performances are passed by the
censor for general exhibition, a compremost unexpected form. At the present
hensive term, applicable one supposes, to
time considerably authority is vested with
children as well as adults. One of the
the local magistrates and chief constables,
most distinguished of the penny journals,
who have the power to veto, or "ban," to the Daily Telegraph is also in the ranks
use the colloquial expression, any film
of the fault-finders, bemoaning the pictures
they may think likely to injure public
which are "demoralizing" children, and
morals. Apparently they appreciate how
which make the audience familiar with
laborious and irritating the present system
death, crime, killing, fighting, scenes of
is, and now we have the Chief Constables'
Association, at a meeting in conference,
anguish and unhealthy excitement." Instead of always taking up a negative attiurging by unamious resolution, the estabtude, it is about time the lay press faced
lishment of a Central Government Film
the hard facts, appreciated the absolute
Censorship by the Home Office. This
permanence of the cinematograph, both
arose out of a discussion on juvenile
as
an entertaining medium and as an educrime and the war, and it was generally
cational factor, and gave us some real
put forward that the increase in crime was
helpful criticism by way of a change from
due chiefly to relaxed parental control and
the constant grumble. The Kinematograph
improper films seen at cinema entertainments.
Weekly has published a most virile and effective reply to the Telegraph in the form
We are told that " there was universal
of an open letter, and the charges made
condemnation of certain cinema influences "
in the latter journal are by no means
by these chief constables sitting in solemn
being allowed to pass by unchallenged.
conclave. The matter has also occupied
" Nation " Shown in Liverpool
attention in Parliament, and the Home
Secretary himself stated that it was gen" The Birth of a Nation " is now being
erally believed that one of the causes of
shown in Liverpool at the leading and
the considerable increase in juvenile
largest music hall in the city as an exclusive attraction, and some little concern
crime during the past year, was the character of some of the films shown at cinemis being manifested by exhibitors at films
of such stupendous workmanship passing
atograph theatres, and while he was not
out of their reach. It is admitted that the
in a position to make a further statement
at present, the matter was one which was
ordinary picture house could not accommodate sufficient people to see such a
receiving his close attention. It is not my
purpose in this article to discuss any in- film and then make a profit, and there is a
lurking fear that other films produced on
crease, however abnormal, in proportions
a similarly colossal scale may be put before
of juvenile crime, for the remedy lies, as
it always has done, in the hands of our
the public in some manner as " The Birth
officials, but the attack upon the films
of the Nation." A very strong argument
which the licensing authorities themselves
indeed for more super-cinemas, more
allowed to be screened, is neither called
capable of dealing with outstandingly imfor, nor merited. Practically all cinemas
portant films.
People are wanting to see more and
caters specially for adults at evening performances, and to submit a program of more of those phases of society of which
they hear so much, but know so little
films to satisfy the juvenile palate would
be probably only to incur the wrath of about. The unconventional story, such for
regular grown-up patrons. Exhibitors
instance as that of " The Fallen Star "
contend, and rightly too, that they are
(Ideal Film), Albert Chevalier's new play
there to provide good wholesome enterof an actor's life, will always catch the eye
tainment as a matter of business, and if of the public. Film visualizations of
novels and plays are also enjoying very
as is alleged, certain films have a deleteri-
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great popularity. As an instance of how
certain films have appealed to the public,
I will mention the bookings of three
Ideal films : " A Welsh Singer " was booked
at 410 theatres, " My Old Dutch," at 935,
and "The Bottle" at 510.
The Neptune Film Company, announce a
pictorial reproduction of " The Pictures of
Dorian Grey," a visualization of Oscar
Wilde's renowned novel. The trade show
is being awaited with keen interest. The
Lucoque Company intend making a bold
step f orv/ard and hope very shortly to "
supply a film program of exclusively
British produced films, both comedies and
dramas, including features. " The Valley
of Fear " from the novel by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, is the next important production to emanate from the Samuelson
studios. This I understand is quite a
superior production, and the cast includes
H. A. Saintsburg as Sherlock Holmes.
The Urban Trading Company is reissuing
the startling film " The World, the Flesh
and the Devil," with new advertising
matter.
T. A. Managing Director's Enterprise
J. A. Tippett, the general manager of
the Trans-Atlantic Film Company is
showing the important film " The Dumb
Girl of Portici " at the Philharmonic Hall,
London, the same building in which the
Williamson Submarine Pictures were
screened. The film gives one an excellent
conception of the art of Madame Pavlowa,
and it is declared that the subject will not
be booked at any legitimate theatre.
Owing to the civil strife in Dublin, there
has been considerable dislocation in the
Irish film trade. Much of the booked film
did not arrive during the troublous period,
and J. D. Walker's World Film, Ltd. (who
handle all the Famous Players and Lasky
productions), announce that during month
of May their Irish bookings will be canceled, owing to martial law, which requires people to be indoors before eight
o'clock in the evening. Entertainments
will in consequence suffer. One Dublin
picture house was wrecked.
The Triangle Films are showing particularly good promise and considerable
success was achieved at their first trade
show. Three others have just been arranged, the subjects to be exhibited being:
"Let Katie Do It" (drama), "Submarine
Pirate" (Keystone), "Jordan is a Hard
Road" (drama), "Crooked to the End"
(Keystone), "The Golden Claw"
(drama), "Dizzy Heights and Daring
Hearts " (Keystone.) The American Company (London) Ltd. have introduced a
new brand, known as the Vogue films, the
first of which are : " Oh ! for the Life of
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a Fireman," " The Bubbles and the
Barber." and " Johnny's Jumble."
Amongst^ the best received American
films during the past few days have been :
"Money Master" (Kleine), "Tried for
His Own Murder," and " For a Woman's
Fair Name" CVitagraph), "A Woman's
Weakness" (Laemmle), "Love's Enduring Flame " (Selig), " Less Ye Be Judged "
(Broadway), "The Walls of Jericho"
(Fox), "Madame Cubist" (Trans-Atlantic), "The Great Ruby (Lubin), and
" Lost Bridegroom," " Nearly a King,"
" The Sales Lady," and " Out of the
Drifts" (Famous Players).
Fred Gronback.
"SHELL PLATE" FROM PARAMOUNT
FOR SOLID PAGE PUBLICITY
The Paramount Pictures Corporation issues its " shell plate " weekly. The page
contains all sorts of matter — " shorts " and
" longs," pictures of stars and scenes in
each of the two weekly Paramount releases.
This page, in proof form, goes to every
exhibitor and to the newspaper in his town
or small city. Circular letters have told the
exhibitor the advantages of the proposition
— that if his newspaper receives shell plate,
it will be more likely to print publicity for
his pictures than if it has to set up the
story. Shell plate does away with composition charges and the editors of this class
of newspaper using Paramount publicity
have welcomed the new page.
Paramount exhibitors are seeing the wisdom of paying a small sum of money if it
will guarantee publicity handed out day
after day, until up to the time they are going to play their big attractions, a total of
a full page of " shell plate " has been run.
Paramount plans to sell the entire page of
shell plate to the exhiliitors for a dollar
and a half or two dollars, all according to
the zone in which they live, tlie zones, of
course, being determincl by freight
charges.
JUST QUIETLY SAWING WOOD AT
FOX STUDIOS
Though nothing has been heard of the
big William Vox studios at Corona, Long
Island, in recent weeks, this does not mean
a cessation of activities there. Tliis work
is well under way and the entire Fox producing organization in the East expects to
be installed in its Long Island film city by
the end of the present summer.
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General Manager of Progressive Boosts Western Exhibitor
'Average Theatre Manager on the Pacific Coast Does Not Make Any Money, but Has
Clearer Conception of Proper Way to Put on Pictures," He Says
in Seattle, has already made plans for a
THE general manager of the Progressive
Motion Picture Company, distribupicture house in Butte, Mont., to cost $200,tors of Paramount Pictures in the states of
000, which is quite remarkable in a town the
size of Butte and indicates how progressive
California, Washington, Oregon, Arizona,
is the western exhibitor generally.
New Mexico and Nevada, is spending two
weeks in New York at the offices of the
" Paramount exchanges are taking in
Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth
from twenty-five to thirty per cent of the
avenue, to become familiar with the eastern
motion picture business on the coast,' I
situation in the motion picture industry.
should say. The short reels on the Paramount program are universally popular and
" General film conditions on the coast are
most of our exhibitors run the entire list of
not on a par with those in the rest of the
releases each week.
country," he declared. " The average exhibitor on the coast does not make any
" The west makes many Paramount conmoney, but he has a far clearer conception
verts, both in patrons and exhibitors," he
of the proper presentation of a picture than
concluded. "And when converts are made
the exhibitor in the east has. The western
the exchangeman on the coast leaves nothman has been developed to the point where
ing undone to keep them, whether it be by
he has a much better understanding of the
advertising
or some
other
method." Motion
great value of better pictures, longer runs
The offices
of the
Progressive
and higher prices than the men in the moPicture Company are at 642 Pacific Buildtion picture business here seem to have.
ing,nessin district
the heart
of SanandFrancisco's
busiat Market
Fourth streets.
"While the coast has no houses of the size
On
July
13,
1913,
when
this
company
was
or type of the New York Strand," he continued, most
"
of the large towns in the
incorporated, it occupied two mediumwest can boast of three or four high class
sized offices covering 350 square feet. In
picture houses. Seattle, for instance, has
March of the present year the office space
four large houses and the Coliseum there
occupied was 3,500 square feet — an increase
is equal to any theatre in the country outof The
1,000 coast
per cent.
side of the New York Strand.
offices have been conducted
" One Paramount exhibitor, who owns
along the plan originally outlined by Presiboth the Coliseum and the Liberty theatre
dent Hodkinson.
Rubinstein Resigns from Thanhouser Publicity Department
" Ruby " in the Two Years He Was Connected with the New Rochelle Organization Made
Name for Original Advertising Stunts
I .\.ST week, Leon J. Rubinstein, th^ year he gathered in a number of scoops.
^ Thanhouser publicity director, reBefore taking up his work at, Thansigned his position, with two weeks notice.
Ruby was
producing
business ashouser's,
head
of inthethe Ruby
Twinplcx
It has make
long this
beenmove,
known
thatresignation
"Ruby"
Studio, which he built. When the time
would
yet his
caused no mild surprise.
came lie sold out, which later transpired
Mr. Rubinstein has been at New
to be wisdom on his part. Now he will
Rochdle for almost two years, since Edwin
practically resume where he left off, but
Thanhouser returned from Europe. Ruby
declines to give any details of his plans
except that he will show the trade an
engineered Mr. Thanhouser's re-introduction to the industry and then started a entirely new style of production.
Mr. Rubinstein leaves New Rochelle with
series of spectacular publicity stunts. His
advertising won quick recognition by its the best wishes of the company and the
originality and his knack of playing to the
of directors. Mr. Thanhouser's
tlieatre man produced results. While at board
token of appreciation is his request that
the helm in New Rochelle, Ruby made a
Ruby name his successor on leaving the
specialty of stunt work and in the past
Thanhouser forces.
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Fox Serves Twenty-eight Theatres Out of Sixty-eight in New
Orleans; Nola Gives Barbecue
is booked solidly up to September. This
Practically all the New Orleans
has been one of the most consistently suc■*■ exchanges report a lull in business.
cessful serials of the year.
Things have slacked up ever since the real
hot weather began a few weeks ago. ComMaurice F. Barr, manager of the Bluebirds office, has returned from a trip to
petition, especially among the suburban
houses, is keen. Patronage at the bigger,
Alabama. He did some good business for
first-run program houses, has not fallen off
his company in signing up the West Alabama Theatre Circuit Company for a
to any appreciable extent. The open air
whole
flock of Bluebirds.
amusement parks are attracting many thouNat Ehrlich, Triangle manager in New
sands. On opening day at Spanish Fort,
Orleans, last week corrected an impression
there was a crowd of 20,000. This naturthat had gained circulation to the effect that
ally is hurting the picture shows some.
Nowadays Anna H. Sessions, of the
Arthur Lucas was seriously ill. Mr. Ehrlich showed a telegram which stated that
World Film Corporation, writes "manMr. Lucas had fully recovered from his illager" after her name. This distinction was
conferred upon her by C. E. Tandy. At
ness and was back at his desk in Philadelfirst the position was only temporary, but
Miss Sessions has received word from the
One of the biggest events of the week so" higherups " that it is to be permanent. It phia. cially in film circles was the barbecue, presided over by Manager Ernst Boehringer
is possibly the first known instance in
Southern film circles where a woman has
of the Triangle Theatre, given at the suburban studio of the Nola Film Company,
been appointed manager of a large exchange.
in Moss street. Everybody from President
William J. Hannon down to the humblest
Film men during these sultry days are
freely patronizing the Empire Parlors, just call boy, had a most enjoyable time, and all
the roasted goodies they could eat.
above Jac. Miller's Empire theatre in Canal
street. The film men find almost every
Fox, on May 20, began serving twentyknown indoor sport up at the Empire, in- eight theatres in New Orleans. This is a
near record for this company. This record
cluding agreat electric baseball scoreboard
through which they can watch the plays of seems pretty good, considering there are 68
theatres in operation in the Crescent City.
their favorite teams on Sundays and holidays. A moving picture manager is in
J. Eugene Pearce, president of the Southern Motion Picture Trades Association, has
charge, Howard Gale, late of the New Orleans Kleine office, and the patronage is al- sent out notices announcing that the exposition would be held in New Orleans in
most exclusivelj' moving picture men. In
New Orleans the Empire has gained about
January, 1917, instead of in February.
as much fame as has the Movie Inn in
Mr. Pearce says that the largest number
of film stars ever sent South will be in
Chicago.
New Orleans for the exposition. He says
The Fox offices appear lonely and dehe has been assured this by the picture
serted without Jeanne Olivier. Miss Olivier resigned recently, and will become the
producers.
Alaxwell Harvey Swain, special reprebride of Richard Mestayer, a New Orsentative of Pathe, Inc., has finished in
leans lumberman, early in June.
F. F. Creswell, recently in charge of the
New Orleans his work of filming the Crescent City section of the film to be known
World in New Orleans, now is in Cincinnati.
as "Historical America." He found that
Correspondents, newspapermen and a few
New Orleans was a rich field for his particular line of film, as, during his stay
chosen moving picture men were recently
the guests of Charles R. Meade, Southern
there, he 'shot' the following scenes :
manager of V. L. S. E. at a private
Jackson
General
Beauregard's
home, theSquare,
house where
Jefferson
Davis
showing of "God's Country and the
died, the Jefferson Davis monument, the
Woman,"
run
off
at
Fabacher's
new
Porwork of destruction of the old St. Louis
tola theatre.
Hotel, which covered the greatest slave
J. E. Pearce, managing head of the
Pearce interests, was host to a number of market in the world; picturesque views of
the water front and other historic spots,
exchange managers on board his yacht.
of which there are plenty, about the city
Spitfire, during the running of the regatta
of New Orleans.
at the Southern Yacht Club last week. Incidentally, the Spitfire won the race in
Last, but
Billie Orleans
Burke in office
"Peggy"of
booked
outnotof least,
the New
which she was entered, although not until
after there were several cases of seasickGeorge Kleine, broke all records at the
Majestic theatre, in Memphis, Tenn., where
ness among the guests.
Al. G. Shear, Universal and Consolidated
the picture played to a uniform admission
price of twenty-five cents.
manager, reports that "Peg o' the Ring"

WOLFBERG

CLAIMS RECORDS FOR
" POLICE "
Tuesday is now the regular World Film
Feature day at the New Grand Central theatre. Grand and Lucas avenues, St. Louis,
where Manager George W. Fuller of the
World Exchange shows the latest releases
of the Brady-made pictures and other features put out by his company. There is
always a good attendance of exhibitors who
take advantage of the opportunity of seeing
the features before booking them.
H. P. Wolfberg, manager of the St.
Louis branch of the General Film Company, claims that he has broken all records
in booking the Essanay-Chaplin comedy
"Police" in three of the highest class theatres in town. The comedy ran for a solid
week at the New Grand Central, the Lyric
Skydome, and the Royal, the first week of
its release.
The Pathe publicity agent, H. W. Francis, of New York, spent a few days in St.
Louis recently, arranging for the publication of the next Pathe serial " The Grip of
Evil," which is to follow "The Iron Claw"
in the newspapers. " The Iron Claw " is at
the present time showing in eighty-four
theatres in St. Louis and East St. Louis, the
best booking record ever made in that territory on a serial.
Sam Shurman has resigned from the
Bluebird Photoplays office in St. Louis to
accept the management of the new Unicorn
Film Service exchange that is being established at Memphis, Tennessee. Mr.
Shurman leaves a host of friends and acquaintance inthe film circles of St. Louis,
and spent several hours before his departure making the rounds of the exchanges
and receiving the good wishes of his
friends for his future success.
STATE RIGHTS BUYERS

AFTER

"A

State rights
buyers WILLS"
are continuing to
WOMAN
show interest in the five reeler, "A Woman
Wills," which feature Elsie LeClaire. If
this interest continues, the Sun Photoplay
Company will soon have disposed of all
of its territory. Deals will be closed the
coming week with representatives of Ohio,
also
of the Chicago and Minneapolis territories.
The Sun's five reeler, "The Princess of
India," is also in demand
L. C. McHENRY SELLS INTEREST IN
SOUTHERN CABIRIA CONCERN
L. C. McHenry has sold his interest in
the Southern Cabiria Company of Dallas,
to his partner, F. J. Boyer. This exchange handles
" Cabiria
" and the
California Motion
Picture
Corporation
production,
" The Unwritten Law." Mr. McHenry was
formerly manager of the World. His
future plans are not known now.
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PRICE, GENERAL
MANAGER FOR
MUTUAL IN CANADA, VISITS
VANCOUVER BRANCH
The Mutual Film Corporation's Vancouver branch received a visit recently
from C. B. Price, general manager for the
Mutual in Canada. Mr. Price is just completing an inspection trip covering all the
cities in which the Canadian Mutual maintains offices, and reports that within the
past few weks business has shown an appreciable increase. Not only has the first
of the Chaplin releases boosted the bookings, but the number of other reels available at the various exchanges has been
practically doubled. Since Mr. Price took
charge the branches have been placed on a
circuit, with the films going the rounds at
regular intervals. The addition of many
new subjects now guarantees an average of
about fifty reels per week at each of the
western exchanges, which will allow of a
considerable extension of the Mutual service.
A. E. \"ince, who has been manager of
the \"ancouver
for of
the Mr.
past Price
year, and
resigned upon theoffice
arrival
C. R. Dippie, formerly on the road for
Mutual in that territory, has been placed in
charge.
Extensive alterations are now under way
at the Vancouver office, and within a short
time the quarters will be completely transformed.
Mr. Price announced that W. F. Barrett,
who has for some time been manager of the
Winnipeg office of the Universal, has been
engaged as special representative of the
Mutual in eastern Canada, under the head
office at Toronto.
V-L-S E MAKES MORE PROMOTIONS AS
A REWARD FOR HARD WORK
Last week marked many important
changes in the Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay, Inc., whose policy it is to elevate from
the ranks; the most important of which
was the promotion of F. F. Hartich, assistant and manager of the New York exchange to the managership of the Syracuse
Branch.
A year ago, Mr. Hartich was practising
law with the Corporation Trust Company
of New York city, for which firm he
handled papers of incorporation. Shortly
afterward he entered his duties as salesman
for the New York branch of the V-L-S-E
and from then on has been climbing. He
was in charge of the booking department
of the New York exchange, and then became its assistant manager.
In the Cleveland exchange, A. M. Holah,
salesman, has been promoted to the position
of assistant manager. Mr. Holah, who has
been covering part of Ohio, has turned his
territory over to James Surrell, a new
salesman.
Frank D. Stanton, manager of the Franklin Park theatre, Boston, Mass., has left
that position to become associated with the
Boston branch as salesman. He will work
in Massachusetts with the Boston branch as
salesman. He will work in Massachusetts
territory exclusively.
This Boston appointment will enable
George Balsdon, manager, to visit his territory frequently, which he finds essential.
Assistant Manager Reardon will take care
of office details during these trips.
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in Kansas

City for Metro;

Balsley Does

Missionary " Publicity JVork for Convention Gathering
cated with the Unicorn Film Service at
W. HARDEN, who for the past several
^« months has been acting as manager
Omaha. Mr. Edwards, Kansas City manof the southern division of the Fox Fi'm
ager, has not yet made an appointment to
Corporation, resigned and is now located in fill the vacant place, and will not do so for
Kansas City, with the Metro, having charge
some time. His last two acquisitions as
of the Kansas City and St. Louis offices.
travelers were newspaper men.
Mr. Harden left the managership of the
Lee D. Balsley, publicity manager of the
Fox office here two months ago to take up
Kansas City Feature Film Company, who
the new work, so is very well known to
recently returned from the conventions at
Omaha and Des Moines, was very much
Kansas City. " I wanted to get back home
impressed with the Omaha affair, but did
more than anything else." was Mr. Harnot speak as enthusiastically regarding the
den's berbrief
comment.
Incidentally,
a
numof his former friends have renewed
other. " The display at Omaha was really
their acquaintance with Mr. Harden, with
a great big get-together meeting between
the result that he has a number of new conthe exchanges, the exhibitors and the press
tracts.
it was a wonderful success," said Mr.
C. D. Struble, Kansas City manager of and
Balsley. At Des Moines, Mr. Balsley diagnosed the case as lack of proper publicity
the Monarch Feature Film Company, reand made himself a track down to the
ports that the E. & R. Jungle comedies are
newspapers and told them so. As a result
going
his territory.
get one
release well
eachinweek
and have "itWe
booked
far
of his activities the occasion was given as
ahead, so much so that we have to turn
much publicity in the days of the convendown orders. Two prints keep us filled up
tion as in most of the preceding time.
One peculiar item in connection with
until far into July." Although Chaplin's
picture, " Charlie, the Gangleader," is an
the Kansas
passing Censor
of the Board
"Trafficis in
old release, Mr .Struble also comments on
the
thatSouls"
before byit
was finally approved eight part showings
the great reception it is getting. " I consider this picture a dandy, and to judge
were necessary. Even this did not pass
from the way we are getting calls for it, the censors, but the Universal took the
the exhibitors probably hold the same opincase to the Appeal Board, which allowed it
ion," said Mr. Struble.
to go by. This is one of the first pictures
William Beckenstein, for the past year
of its kind ever shown in Kansas, and the
representative of the Pathe Exchange in Universal says it is taking in fine style.
Missouri and Kansas adjacent to Kansas
The picture is, of course, an old one, but
City recently resigned and will soon be lo- it is new to Kansas.
Van Husan

Leaves Laemmle

Film Service in Omaha

and Opens

Large Supply House; Rogers is Assistant
Company, and Bob Horn of the Nicholas
P • A.is VAN
HUSAN,
he Powers Company went to the opening.
familiarly
called,JR.,
for "Van,"
seven as
years
manager of the Laemmle Film Service in
Van, who is president of the Screen Club
in Omaha and an active leader in all work
Omaha, Neb., handling the Universal, has
quit to go into business for himself. With
for the progress of the motion picture industry,started as an exhibitor in Detroit
Mrs. Van Husan as his only partner, he has
incorporated the Western Supply Company
for two years. Then he went to Evansand taken the larger part of a floor in the
ville, Ind., as Laemmle manager for one
National Building.
year, and then went to Omaha. There he
built the Universal into one of the livest
With him from the Laemmle branch goes
George Rogers, former assistant to him in and best exchanges in the country. It occupied the entire floor of a large building,
the exchange. Rogers is manager in the
whereas
it occupied but three small rooms
new business. This is the first large exin
a stowed-away corner when he took
clusive motion picture supply house in the
charge.
territory. The rooms cover 1,800 square
By opening the first big exclusive supply
feet. The fittings were all put in before
the opening day and the business is now in house in the Omaha territory he follows
his reputation of constantly taking steps
full tilt in the complete office. No sucforward. His friends and acquaintances
cessor to Mr. Van Husan as manager of
the Laemmle branch has been named. He
everywhere joined in wishing him, by telegraph, mail and personal calls, the very
is continuing in the office until such arbest of success.
rangement can be made.
Jake Schlank, manager of the Hipp theCHATKIN VISITS UNITED IN SAN
atre, Omaha, was the first buyer. He waitFRANCISCO
ed at the door until the new store was
D. J. Chatkin, one of the owners of the
opened. He bought two Powers' 6-B machines. Joe Gorman, the Strand theatre,
United Film Service, arrived in San FranLincoln, arriving on the first train, was the
cisco recently to look over the exchange
next, making a similar order. Then they conducted l)y this' concern on Taylor street.
came thick and fast all day, testifying to The business has been conducted for more
than a year witliout any new films, but the
the popularity of Van and his manager,
Mr. Rogers.
local management is now promised new
Representatives Carlson of the American
subjects. D. Tompkins, who has been in
charge for the past six months, has been
Feeding Company; Blakesley of the Mosucceeded by P. Epstein.
ticgraph Company; Evans of the Simplex
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ROBINSON GOES BACK TO FOX IN
MINNEAPOLIS
S. N. Robinson, who went to Los Angeles
eight months ago from the office of assistant manager of the Minneapolis Fox
Exchange, has been recalled to Minneapolis
to take the management of that Fox Exchange. The business of the Los Angeles
Exchange has been materially increased
under Robinson's management, and his
return to Minneapolis as manager is a distinct promotion, as the exchange in that
city has far greater territory, and in this
respect compares favorably with the Chicago and New York branches. Field Carmichael, who has been manager of the
Denver branch, goes to Los Angeles as
manager, and Mr. Eden, salesman of the
Seattle exchange, becomes the Denver manager.
A. B. Lamb, who has been manager of
the Peerless Film Exchange in Los Angeles, has been engaged as special representative for Bluebird features. He is
succeeded at the Peerless by A. L. Sailor,
who has been identified with Los Angeles
exchanges for several years.
E. H. Emmick, San Francisco Exchange
man, owner of the Picture Playhouse Exchange in the Bay City, and the Peerless
in Los Angeles, is spending a week or two
looking after interests of the Los Angeles
exchange. Emmick is making a specialty
of feature comedies, handling the Mutt and
Jeff cartoons, and the E. & R. Jungle Film
Company's comedies.
A. L. TEAGARDEN RESIGNS FROM
GENERAL IN DALLAS
A. L. Teagarden, for several years with
the General Film Company, in Dallas and
Oklahoma City, has resigned the managership of that company in Oklahoma City,
and will become aligned with another concern in the Southwest.
Sam Dembow, manager of the World
exchange in Atlanta, has resigned. Joe
Marientette, manager of the General in
Atlanta, succeeded Dembow.
The Consolidated Film Cats baseball team
were the guests of the Consolidated Film
and Supply Company, at a banquet at the
T. M. A. Club rooms, Dallas, Friday night,
May 26. In addition to the Cats team, those
present included Ned E. Depinet, manager
of the Consolidated; James B. Kelley, assistant manager; E. T. Peter of the United ;
R. D. Thrash of the Southern Theatre
Equipment Company, and others.
THREE ADDED TO STAFF OF
UNICORN IN BOSTON
Dr. Willard has severed his connection
with the laboratory forces of the Triangle
in Boston.
Jeff Dolan, of the General in New York,
Sam Applebaum, formerly of the Eastern
Feature, and George Briggs, formerly
manager for the Universal in Springfield,
are additions to the sales force of the Unicorn.
The Goldstein Brothers Amusement
Company, of Springfield, Mass., have taken
over the management of the Globe theatre,
Springfield, and have placed Sam Asher in
charge.
Sam Grant, of the " Battle Cry of Peace,"
is organizing the publicity campaign of Lefavour's Bijou and orpheum theatres in
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I MONARCH EXCHANGE, KANSAS |
1 CITY, BRINGS OUT HOUSE g
1
ORGAN THROBBING WITH |
I
LIVE IDEAS
I
J The latest exchange organ to be B
g issued by a Kansas City ofiice is that g
M published by the Monarch Feature g
g Film Company, Gayety Theater M
g Building, under the name of The g
M Monarch Booster. Three thousand g
g copies composed the first issue, all of g
g which were disposed of to exhibitors, g
g newspapers and interested parties. B
S The first issue is mostly devoted to g
g comments on pictures, but on the g
g front page is the following para- g
g graph which fully explains the func- g
g lion of the little four-page sheet: g
gg herewith
"To Our present
Friendsyouandthe Patrons:
first issue Weof gB
g a little sheet devoted to the interests g
B of our business and that of our cus- g
g tomers, through which we shall take g
g occasion to speak to you from time g
g to time.
g
B " It is pur desire that we become g
g better acquainted and we want you to B
g be familiar with what we have to of- g
g fer and with our methods of doing g
B business, and we trust that this may g
g be the means of forming a closer g
g friendship and more pleasant busi- .
gg ness
between
In relations
one corner
of theus."
publication gg
g the following cordial invitation is g
B extended: "We herewith extend an g
g invitation to you to visit our offices g
g and make them your headquarters g
g while in Kansas City. You will not g
g intrude. Our office is always at your g
g disposal, where a telephone and g
g stenographer are at your disposal." g
B C. D. Struble, manager of the Kan- g
B sas City office of the Monarch, is the B
B editor of the publication. g
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
New Bedford for the engagement of the
" Battle Cry of Peace."
Patrick A. Powers, treasurer of the Universal, was in Boston last week, visiting the
Universal offices and the Bluebird Exchange.
Albert S. Schaller, manager of the Universal office, Boston, has returned to duty
after a long illness. The Unicorn Service
has signed the Federal theatre, Salem,
^lass.
Joseph Mack, of the World Film Company, has resigned to take charge of the
New Onset theatre. Onset, Mass. Fred
Alurphy, just returned to Boston from a
ten-day trip through New York state territory, has left town again for a two-week
trip through the western part of Massachusetts. Harry Smith, of the General, takes
George
manager. Marshall's place as the Bangor
KENT REPORTS GOOD BUSINESS FOR
GREAT NORTHERN
J. A. Kent, publicity and sales manager
of the Great Northern Film Company, New
York, has returned from a trip to Chicago, Minneapolis, Detroit, Cincinnati and
Cleveland, and report excellent business
for his firm. While in Chicago, ^Mr. Kent
disposed of " The Folly of Sin " for that
territory to the United Film Service.
" The End of the World " was purchased
by the National Film Service, Chicago.
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RED Lie H ON TOUR IN CALIFORNIA
E. R. Redlich, who is now filling the position of Western representative of the
William Fox Film Corporation, with headquarters at Seattle, stopped at San Francisco a short time ago on his way to Los
Angeles on a regular tour of inspection,
and returned to San Francisco later for a
more extended stay. He was taken around
the city by the local manager, William
Citron, and shown the leading playhouses,
including all of those where Fox product'ons are featured. He found Fox pictures
we l p'aced in the territory, with conditions
in good shape. The Orpheum theatre at
Oakland, which has been showing these
productions, has adopted a new policy, and
has ceased using long films ; but Turner
and Dahnken have contracted for first-run
Fox films in that city.
CHAPLIN SUBJECTS IN BIG DEMAND,
SAYS STEPHENS
S. T. Stephens, manager of the New Orleans office of Mutual, has made several
trips out of that office, and over the Southern territory, in the interest of the Charlie
Chaplin Mutual pictures.
He announces on his return that smaller
cities and towns in the Gulf states are taking to the new Chaplins with as much
avidity as New Orleans has.
In New Orleans, the Plaza theatre has
contracted for exclusive showing of
Charlie Chaplin subjects on Canal Street.
It is planned to run each picture one, two
or three weeks, as the patronage demands.
The initial Chaplin release, " The Floorwalker," ran two weeks at the Plaza to
crowded houses at each performance.
LYNCH GOES TO DALLAS FOR
SOUTHERN PARAMOUNT
R. W. Lynch, the newly appointed manager of the Southern Paramount Pictures
Company, at Dallas, arrived from Little
Rock, Ark., Saturday, :May 20. :Mr. Lynch
had never been in Texas before, and he remarked that he " had heard a lot about
Texas and the shoot-em-up-stunts in the
state." It so happened that in the next
berth to Mr. Lynch on the Texas and Pacific train bearing him to Dallas, T. S.
Mahoney, former superintendent of the
transcontinental division of the T. and P.
shot himself about six o'clock in the morning. Mr. Lynch said he was introduced
into Texas under circumstances he would
have had different if he were responsible —
that the suicide robbed him of a lot of
pleasure of coming to Dallas.

KINGSLEY IS AFTER CLEVELAND
RECORD FOR FOX
Neil Kingsley, -manager of the Detroit branch of the Fox Film Corporation, is after the scalp of Paul Mooney,
district manager at Cleveland. Mr.
Kingsley is anxious to beat the records
of the Cleveland office, despite the fact
that Detroit is the seventh city in size
in population and Cleveland the sixth
'T am going to beat Cleveland on the
amount of business before six months
are gone," he said to the News correcit}'.
spondent. "Detroit is getting stronger
every day for Fox pictures, so here's a tip
to Cleveland: Look out!"
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Decisions
1

This department is designed to keep the industry informed of all news concerning new or projected latvs. Federal,
State, County or Municipal, that may affect the business, and all events involving any branch
of the trade with the authorities in all sections of the country
Topeka house, as heretofore, where the
Managers of 15 Theatres in Kansas City Ask City Council
best results can be obtained.
The claim is that this room is one of the
for Reduction of License Fee
poorest projection rooms ever constructed
MANAGERS of fifteen large moving
protests of the moving picture men were
and that it is dangerous for every person
picture houses in Kansas City are
justified. Owing to the condition of the
in the room when a picture is being shown.
eagerly awaiting the result of their plea
finances of the city, they said, they could
Entrance to this place is gained by a series
before the finance committees of both
not consider such a decrease, but were
of lanes in the basement of the building.
houses of the city council in regard to lowwilling to cut the price in half. The manering the license fee of moving picture
agers have agreed to allow this to go by ORDER ISSUED BY COAST RAILROADS
houses from $100 to $12.50. Led by J. G. without further protest, and if the cut is
PROHIBITING CARRYING OF FILMS
Hiatt, manager of the Gladstone theatre,
allowed by the mayor, an ordinance will be
ON TRAINS IS CANCELLED; BUT
introduced in the council decreasing the
this group of business men laid their grievMETAL CASES MUST BE LOCKED
ances before the finance committees last license fee. It is an actual fact that Kanweek. Their request was that they be given
sas City's finances are in poor shape and
The orders issued by the railroad coma decrease.
every cent is needed, all of which the movpanies operating in California that in the
They based their argument on the theory
ing picture managers realize. The next
future motion picture films could not be
few weeks, however, will probably witness
of the amount of business done. Why,
carried on passenger trains or ferry boats,
a reduction to $50.
they asked, should they be forced to pay
except
by express companies or common
Most of the licenses expire July 1 and
$100 for a business which might average
carriers, have been cancelled. These orders
between $5,000 and $10,000 per year, while
the plan is to have the new ordinance in were issued last March and were to go
effect by that time so that the benefit will
the groceries, drug stores, and similar merinto effect immediately. The Film Exchants with a great deal larger amount of be immediate.
change Board of Trade of San Francisco
business had but a $12.50 tax to pay? They
Several of the larger theatres representtook action on the matter at once and inalso commented on other points : very lited were as follows : Strand, Gillham, Bonaduced the railroad companies to suspend
tle police patrol around their houses; no
venture, Benton, Linwood, Gladstone and
the
orders
for the time being, at the same
various others. No downtown houses were
favors asked, and similar arguments.
time
preparing
a case for presentation beThe committee of the Lower House was
represented, the delegation coming from the
fore the State Railroad Commission.
unanimously in favor of the reduction to suburban theatres. However, if the ordiDuring the past three months many connance is favorably accepted, each playhouse
$12.50, but the Upper House did not act
ferences have been held between the exso favorably, although it admitted that the in the city will be affected.
change men, attorneys representing the railroads and express interests and officials of
the National Bureau of Explosives. It was
Kansas Censors Reject an Average of One Reel in Fifty; 51,032
shown conclusively that there had never
been an accident of any kind in carrying
Are Approved By the Board
films in California and that accidents elseTHE Kansas state censors under W. D.
stalled by the Kansas state board of cenwhere had been the result of gross carelesssors
in
the
basement
of
the
state
building
Ross, Kansas superintendent of pubness and could as easily have occurred had
in Topeka is ready for use, and from now
lic instruction, have a low batting average
the films been in charge of an express comon all pictures reviewed will be passed on
in the number of films rejected, according
pany. At the final hearing on the question
in that room. This is the same place the
to a compilation of the office's business up
the
transportation
companies agreed to canstate fixed up about four weeks ago, which
to May 1, practically a year, filed recently.
cel their orders and to allow films to be
failed to pass the inspection of the fire carried as hand baggage, provided certain
This report shows that out of 5,137 films,
marshal regarding certain requirements of
comprising 11,614 reels, examined by the
restrictions were faithfully lived up to, it
moving picture booths.
censors, only 105 were rejected, or about
being
understood that at the next session
The
establishment
of
this
room
means
one in fifty. 51,032 were approved by the
of the State Legislature measures would
censors.
that it will be possible to have the film
be brought up for regulating the carrying
shown without having to hire a person in of films on boats and trains.
On the first time up, 5,028 were passed
Topeka to present the pictures before the
and 109 rejected, four of which, after reIt was insisted that all films carried by
censors. Heretofore, the price has been
assembling with objectionable features elipassengers
packed in regulation metal
two dollars for the inspection of each reel, boxes with bea fiber
minated, were afterwards accepted. Of the
lining and that these
with an additional fifty-cent fee going to boxes be locked. Exhibitors are being
final 105, 62 were appealed to the state's
the person who took charge of the film
censor board. Thirty of these were remade to realize that this is a privilege
while in Topeka. This charge covered the
jected absolutely by the appeal board, the
that
may be revoked if proper care is
exhibiting and also the care of the film,
governor, attorney general, and the secrenot exercised and exchange men are intary of state. Thirty-two were allowed to which included the shipping of it accordsisting that the regulations are lived up to.
ing to the advice of the exchange. It is In granting this concession the attorneys
be exhibited by this body. In a number
intended to eliminate this fifty cents fee for
of cases, however, the censors say that the
for the railroads stated that local conthe exchanges, if possible, but whether the
producers eliminated objectional scenes beditions had a great deal to do with it as
latter
care
to
entrust
their
films
to
the
fore the final approval of the appeal board
it was realized that the communities around
was made. In all, 5,064 of a possible 5,137
state for rerouting is a matter of conjecSan Francisco Bay are in reality one great
ture. At any rate, the moving picture men
were approved, with but thirty absolutely
city with a population of about 900,000 and
fail to see the advantage to be derived
rejected.
that practically all of the films carried by
from the establishment of the room, and
The Kansas City exchanges have just repassengers are taken to houses within the
really prefer to exhibit their pictures in a metropolitan area.
ceived word that the projection room in-
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REVIEWERS
ARE SO FOND OF
TRIPE SALAD
TRANSCRIBED from notes taken in a
projection room where the producer's
employes had also gathered.
"Now watch this boy; isn't that clever?"
" Oh,when
I justwe love
of those
children.
know,
were both
taking
this, the
one on You
the
left . . . ."
" Who wrote those titles? "
" Oh — h — see that. The first time he did
that . . . ."
" There's the cat I told you about."
"(Intermission
I just love cats."
while four women read the subtitle aloud in varying keys).
" Look! Look at his eyes."
" Isn't that just the cleverest thing."
" Where'd you get that woman? "
" I dunno. She's the mother . . . ." do
" There's another subtitle misspelled."
" Oh — h, see that. I just knew she'd
that."
" Don't you just love those pigs? "
" I think that's the funniest thing I ever saw."
that!Mr. That
was there
madewas over
in "That
...— see
. Why,
Runyon,
another scene to go in there."
"Here's Marjorie; isn't she sweet."
Having nothing much to do, Mabel Taliaferro has started a crusade against gossip, introducing numerous mechanical appliances of her own. When she exhausts
her field we can arrange to give her some
new leads.
In the Maytime
When the lilacs bloom
Bugs, tl.e young man's fancy turns
And
Nature smiles
Like
a press-agent,
Sneaking,
Peaking,
Seeking
A new account.
Pardon us the rhyme.
It was an accident.
As we were
Saying:
In the Maytime,
Older
Bugs men's fancies turn
Also.
Their hearts commence to yearn
To see their names in print;
And what so easy as to
Run for President?
'Tis being done,
Quite generally.
Hence we have before us
Shouting
in a chorus ;
There we pressmen
go
Rhyming
again.
Pardon us.
We merely
wished to
State
:
That
we
have
received the
ArtLes
Literature which announces the
Candidacy of Edwin August for the
Presidency,
On a platform of
"OurFreepart,
Silence,"
we are and for
Willing.
Willing that he shall be
Freely silent
Forever.
So say we
ALL OF US.
In the press matter hot from Universal
City, we read that during the last year
200,000 rolls of wall-paper have been purchased, and "prices varied from twentyfive cents to $3 a role." Twenty-five cents
a role is overpaying lots of persons.

TALK

LONGACRE

The percentage of illiteracy in the United
States is 7.7 — or was last August, when this
department was young. These illiterates
probably include the author of the following letter, recently received by E. T. Peter,
president of the United Program Film
Service, of Dallas:
Mr. E. t. Peten
I re seve your letter in the re gards of thay films
Now cost I dont want the Wost that you have
but a bout the Secken clas so I Will Name som
of peces have you the peces Wher thay crusfide
crist on the cross Have you the kidnat Child
have you got John & Hery & Willie the chicken

rags Now I Will tell you I Wants som that is
funny toNow
young
youbutthethay
hantais
room
thespeple
all issooldhavepeces
tunny have you the Dimant in the skies have
you a price fight have you the tran robs
Now if you liave eny of the peces that I nam
send me the price of them And Nam som of your
funny peces Now I Wants them as soon as I
cand get them so Write at A erly date I am yours
After viewing the Sir Herbert Tree production of " Macbeth," at the Fine Arts
studios, De Wolf Hopper dusted off the
acreage of his face surrounding the mouth,
and remarked : " I see where the mattress

Ten cts. a copy
Vol. I.

No. 4.
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quently taking Ye Editor along,
but rather $8 from this vd- as Jack likes bright company.
lage. Many are now buying toHe many.
is known as " Kid Oldfield "
50-ride tickets and others ■— If many more of our motion
picture people, such as Geo.
none at all unless on morn- Irving,
Frank Powell, Art. James,
ings when it rains, when a Bill Johnston,
Jim Corbett, Cyril
Scott,
et
al., keep on joining the
single ticl^et suffices. A word
yacht
club,
we
will have to arto the wise is perhaps unrange for a yacht club corresnecessary, but the Bugle
pondent,_we guess.
— Bright
weather
is keeping
aims to be fearless in ex- Bram
Davis,
our hustling
real
estate
man,
on the move these
tending helpful suggestions
days.
to our readers.
— Talk of the Big Bayside
Clambake, for picture people and
Local News
their friends, as well as stars,
etc., is getting quite general. We
— Many from here celebrated hear they want to have the bake
Decoration day in various ways. down by the bay on or about
— Clifl Bruce is getting up early July 4th, Independence Day.
these mornings. Cliff has a job — Jim McKenna was New
in N. Y. now, and is a pretty Yorking on bus, one day this
busy man.
•— H. Reichenbach has put the
— Jack Clymer is getting to be week.
summer screens up all around
a real good autoist. He drives the
porch of his house.
to the city each morning, freART SUPPLEMENT TO BAYSIDE BUGLE, JUNE 17, 1916

EDITORIAL
One thing our citizens
should bear in mind at this
season is the question of
commutation tickets to the
city. There being so many
now owning automobiles, and
others with friends who have
the same, that often it is not
essential to take the train to
N. Y. in the mornings, and
thus part of the ticket goes
to waste or is not used. As
the old saying hath it, " A
penny saved gathers no
moss," although this being a
figure of speech regarding
the penny, as a commutation
ticket does not cost pennies,

Miss Alice Brady and her staff, summering at Bayside. This photograph was taken at great expense
especially for the BUGLE by Mr. White, the celebrated N. Y. photographer. Extra copies, suitable
for framing, to be obtained at this office
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Three Scenes Descriptive of the Signal-Mutual Production, " Whispering Smith," with Helen Holmes and J. P. McGowan
factories will have to close down. All the
hair in the world appears to be in use on
these countenances."
The best suggestion we have heard this
week is that Violet Mersereau picked up
the name of Welch, recently discarded by
Louise Carbasse-Lovely, etc. Violet, you
may remember, is the young person who
agreed
marry
and thentoleft
him the
flat. " handsomest man,"
FANNIE WARD KEEPS "FRIEND HUSBAND" BUSY DICKERING WITH
EXPRESS COMPANIES
" Public Opinion " is the name given the
photoplay by Margaret Turnbull, now being produced by Frank Reicher, of the
Lasky Studios, and which stars Blanche
Sweet. This pertains to the ruin of an
innocent girl's character by talk at clubs
and in society.
The Lasky director, George Melford, is
said to be chasing the festive trout in the
streams in Bear Valley. At least, Mr.
Melford is on a two weeks' vacation, the
first he has had in four years.
Fannie Ward and Jack Dean are expected home soon from their delayed
honeymoon trip to New York. Letters
from Miss Ward are to the effect that she
is having the time of her life buying additions for her wardrobe, and friend husband is becoming a business man dickering
with the express companies for the transportation of the new frocks.
FRED THOMSON WILL DIRECT
SOTHERN FOR VITAGRAPH
Fred Thomson has been engaged by the
Vitagraph Company of America as director
for E. H. Sothcrn, who will begin work
at the Vitagraph studios in Brooklyn on
three photo-dramatic productions beginning
June 1.
'I homson
was selected
out forof thea work
large
number
of possible
candidates
of directing Mr. Sothcrn. He is known
as one of the most artistic directors now
engaged in the production of screen drama.
Thomson began his career as a motion
picture director with the Vitagraph Company several years ago after a long experience in the theatre. Since that time,
he has been with several other concerns
but expressed himself as delighted at his
return to the old, yet ever new, Vitagraph.
Thomson has been a friend of Mr. Sothern
for some years.

J. A. Berst Punctures Dream Bubble of the " Authors' Union "
Script Makers Are Not Entitled to Ten Per Cent, of Profits on a Picture, Even if Scribes
Are Willing to Work Union Hours
about thirty per cent to market a feature
THE New York papers recently pubin addition to the producing cost which is
lished a story to the effect that the
never as low as $15,000 for a good pro" Author's League of America," of which
duction with first class players. In view
Winston Churchill is the president, and
Theodore Roosevelt the vice-president, is of this cost the author receiving ten per
cent of the profits would earn less money
considering the advisibility of joining the
American Federation of Labor with the
than he does on the basis of the present
plan, and as many features actually lose
express purpose of " bringing the moving
money on such pictures, he would get
picture men to time " by holding them up
nothing for his work. It strikes me that
for ten per cent of the profits of a picture,
this ten per cent to be paid the author of
$3,500 is an excessive price for the idea
the story, idea or scenario from which the
for one feature picture. We have frepicture is made. Thompson Buchanan,
quently paid high prices for the picture
secretary of the executive committee, is rights to some well-known book or play,
but in those instances we were also buying
reported to have said that any picture
the publicity which naturally is a part of
which nets the producer or distributor $35,such a work through its popularity with
000 should pay the author at least $3,500.
One of the arguments advanced is that " an
many persons.
author gets from $500 to $1,500 for an idea
" If our friends the authors are really
serious in their plans they lay themselves
or scenario which costs the producer not
more than $15,000 to prepare for use and
open to criticism in that the unknown
writer would receive the same rate of
from which he reaps not less than $35,compensation as the most famous.
As a lever for their arguments the dis" It is stated that the Author's League
now numbers 1,200 members, and that it
gruntled scribes plan to make use of the
cameramen and mechanicians who are
is expected by the end of the year there
will be 3,000, which number is supposed
now affiliating with the American Federa000."
to include practically all the scenario
tion of Labor. Thus if the picture manufacturer does not accede to their terms
writers. The motion picture business has
reared up its own school of dramatists,
they expect to call out their fellow union
and I fail to see where the business would
men, the cameramen et al and tie up the
plant as tight as a drum.
have to be dependant
upon isany
association.
There neither
nor author's
can be
J. A. Berst, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe, when the above stateany monopoly of writing talent — that is a
field of human endeavor that is open to
ments were called to his attention, refused
to be alarmed.
any one. The famous writer frequently
falls down when he writes for the screen,
" In the first place," he said, " the
for the requirements of the art differ from
authors' argument rests upon a false
those of the stage, the short story or
premise. They take no account of the
the novel.
picture which does not pay its way and
which represents a loss and not a profit.
" Finally let me reassure the Author's
We would be only too glad to buy at a
League as to the fabulous profits in the
high price any and every idea for a picture
motion picture business. They don't exist,
to cost not more than $15,000 that would
positively give to us net profits of $35,- press reports to the contrary."
000, but it can't be done. The value of a
URBAN, SCENIC ARTIST OF NOTE, TO
story for picture purposes is a gamble,
DESIGN FOX PAPER
and the picture itself is a gamble. Who
It is reported that Joseph Urban, the
takes the risk, the author or the producer?
famous scenic artist and designer of some
The author spends the time of one man,
of the most beautiful stage settings ever
himself, for a week or so. The producer
produced is to design all of the billboard
spends six or seven weeks or more upon
a feature picture, with high priced players
and advertising " paper " for the William
and with extras, cameramen, property men,
F"ox-Kellermann picture. This will be
the first work of this kind ever done by
him.
all drawing salaries and fattening the overhead charges upon that picture. It costs

THE EASTERN STUDIOS
{Continued from page 3737)
will not have to go out of the city on location work, the entire production having
been arranged for at the Paragon Studios
or close by.
Robert Warwick, playing in " Friday the
13th," the first film play from the pen of
Thomas W. Lawson, the noted financier
and fictionist, will work along for several

Theda Bara in aWilliam
Scene from
Fox " East Lynne,"
more weeks at the Peerless Studios, then
visit the stock exchange at Boston and
Chicago.
In addition to the companies outlined,
four other companies are either assembling
or ready to start work at the sign from
Mr. Brady, who now gives every detail his
personal attention.
"PRINCE CHAP" FOR SELIG
" The Prince Chap " will soon be put in
production at the Chicago studios of the
Selig Company.

Selznick Secures Five Acres of Meadow and Woodland
Section Is Located on Flushing Bay, Long Island, and Plans for the Studio on the Site
Call for a Floor Space of 100 by 150 Feet
a tremendous saving in time — and in a
AFTER scouring the environs of New
York for a likely site for the Clara
studio
time is the equivalent of large sums
of money.
Kimball Young Film Corporation studio
The dressing room accommodations
and printing plant, Lewis J. Selznick, president and Miss Young, star and vice-presplanned are unusually commodious and deident of the company, decided this week on
signed to satisfy the wants of the most
a section of land in the vicinity of Flush" temperamental " players. Miss Young
ing, L. I. A long term lease was signed
practically drew the dressing room specifor five acres of meadow and woodland on
fications herself.
the shore of Flushing Bay and the work
It is hoped to have the studio completed
of constructing the studio and adjoining
by the end of the summer. For her first
plant will begin at once.
production, a picturization of Robert W.
The architectural plans for the studio
Chambers' famous novel, " The Common
were drawn up to meet the ideas of Miss
Law,"
Miss Young will lease a studio in
Young and her Director General, Albert
New York.
Capellani. These plans call for a studio
floor space 100x150 feet. The walls and
roof will be completely glassed and the
"FIGHTING HEIRESS" IS KALEM'S
LATEST SERIAL
front end of the studio, facing on the bay,
will be so constructed as to be thrown wide
Special to Motion Picture News.
open, permitting sets to be erected within
Los Angeles, June 3.
the studio showing a natural sky backFilming of the last episode of the Kalem
ground and glimpses of the shore and bay.
" Social Pirates " resulted in two players
An architectural gardener has been enbeing injured. Ollie Kirkby has a sprained
gaged to plan the grounds around the stuknee, necessitating the aid of crutches, and
dio and along the shore front. There will
Frank Jonasson was hurt when thrown
from a horse when it fell after stepping
be several kinds of formal gardens for exterior scenes, and an artificial lake and wainto a gopher hole.
ter fall.
With the completion of this, Director
Among the innovations planned for the James Horne of the Kalem Glendale studio
studio itself is a specially constructed floortook up the making of another series of
ing that will be absolutely impervious to
pictures to be known as " The Fighting
shock and free from all vibration. ThouHeiress." The series, like the " Social
sands' of feet of film are spoiled every day
Pirates," will consist of fifteen episodes,
in the old-fashioned studios by the floor
each
of two
The punch
of the
vibrations caused by workmen and other
reel will
be areels.
big prairie
fire, and
to 'first
sucpersons moving about the studio while a
cessfully film this Director Horne negotiated the purchase of an entire crop of
scene is being taken. With the new floorwheat on a nearby ranch. A large number
ing
designed
for
Miss
Yoimg's
studio
the
heaviest sort of construction work can be of extra players were engaged for the fire
carried on close to a camera in operation
fighting scenes. True Boardman, who
without affecting the film in the slightest.
played
lead in " The Stingaree " series,
Another feature of the new studio will
has
been
engaged for " The Fighting Heirbe the two revolving stages, on each of
ess." Marin Sais will play the name part,
which four interiors of ordinary size or
and the supporting company will consist of
E. Forrest Taylor, Frank Jonasson, Ed.
two
big
sets
can
be
erected
and
"
shot
"
without moving the position of the camera
Clisby, R. E. Bradbury, R. L. Dell and
others.
and lights. This device has been proved
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"JAFFERY" PUT IN WORK
FROHiMAN AMUSEMENT

MOTION
BY

"Jattery," which is being made into a
five-reel picture by the Frohman Amusement Corporation, was written by William
J. Locke, the noted English author, with
many novels to his credit. This last has
proved his most popular, outselling even
his "Beloved Vagabond."
The cast selected by Director George
Irving is headed by C. Aubrey Smith for
the name part.
Mr. Smith, like Locke, is an Englishman,
and the actor and novelist have been intimate friends for many years. When a play
was made of the book, " The Morals of
Marcus," it was Mr. Smith who played the
leading part. Now, in the noble, rugged
character of " Jaffery," Mr. Locke has
allowed his pen to portray his friend Mr.
Smith, so that in securing C. Aubrey Smith
for this lead, a character has stepped from
the printed page into the flesh — not an
actor portraying the part accurately, but the
actual man about whom the character was
drawn.
MARYLAND CENSORS PICKED
Special to Motion Picture News.
Baltimore, June 3.
Governor Harrington of Maryland has
named the members of the board of Moving
Picture Censors, which consists of some, of
the most prominent people in the state.
William F. Stone, former Collector of Customs and chief political leader of the Republican party of Baltimore, was one of the
appointees. Mrs. Thomas B. Harrison,
daughter of Bernard N. Baker, former
steamship magnate, has been put on the
board, and has the distinction of being the
only woman member.
Charles E. Harper of Salisbury, a former
mayor of that town, is the third member of
the board. The censors will get $2,400 per
year.
The Moving Picture Censor Board will
elect a secretary at a good salary. Operators and other employees are to be selected.
BETTY BROWN TO POSE FOR
FASHIONS
IN MUTUAL
WEEKLY
After a successful season with the Palace
Fashion Show, Betty Brown has returned
to New York to pose for the Gaumont
Company in the fashion section of its
Mutual Weekly
The Mutual Weekly makes a specialty
of both American and Parisian fashions
The former are models from leading Fifth
avenue modistes ; the latter are posed in
Paris by the Gaumont Company at the
ateliers of the most renowned fashion designers.
"MAN BEHIND THE CURTAIN" FROM
" V ON JUNE 19
" The Man Behind the Curtain " Vitagraph's Blue Ribbon Feature for June 19,
is a photoplay in five parts and comes from
the pen of Minnie Krakauer.
Lillian Walker is featured in this picture.
Templer Saxe, and John Costello round out
a capable cast. The picture was directed
by Cortland J. Van Deusen, and is said to
be highly dramatic.
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No Small Features, but Big Operatic Spectacles from Dixon
Author-Producer Wliose " Fall of a Nation " Opened in New York on June 6 Makes
This Decision as a Result of Satisfactory Collaboration with Victor Herbert

Where "The Fall of a Nation" Was Made: The Dixon Studios and Laboratories
The plot on which the plant is situated
SPECULATION as to the future of the
was formerly an orange grove. Part of
Dixon studios and laboratories. Sunthe grove still remains as a screen for the
set Boulevard and Western avenue, HollySimset Boulevard side of the studio. Overwood, Cal., has been set at rest by Thomas
Dixon on the eve of the presentation at
looking this grove are the mechanical departments and dressing rooms. Adjoining
the Liberty theatre, New York, Tuesday,
the latter are the stages, one a glass enJune 6, of his mighty Preparedness specclosed afifair and the other open but equiptacle, "The satisfied
Fall of with
a Nation."
Mr. Dixon
is so well
the results
of his
ped with improved diffusing curtains. The
collaboration with Victor Herbert that he rear of the lot is reserved for exterior
scenes. A replica of old Mulberry Bend,
has decided to devote the new plant exclusively to the production of big operatic
New York, was constructed there for the
spectacles. He announces that Bartley
Gushing, his assistant in the staging of filming of many important scenes in " The
Fall
of a Nation."
" The Fall of a Nation," and the managing
Towering
above the mechanical departdirector of the production department at
ments is the chalet top, in which there is
Hollywood, is now preparing plans for a room for four complete paint frames;
new spectacular feature along entirely
Along the Western Avenue side are the exnovel lines. The making of small features
ecutive offices, leading down to the laborais not contemplated at this studio.
tories. This latter department is said to
It is interesting to note that the filming
be one of the most complete in any motion
picture studio. In charge is William C.
of " The Fall of a Nation " had been going
on for several weeks when ground was
Thompson, chief photographer, a graduate
broken in October for the Dixon studios.
of Columbia University, and a member of
Construction of the plant and continued
the American Chemical Society and other
production were carried on simultaneously.
organizations of chemists. Under his diIt was not until January 15 of this year
rection the capacity of the laboratories is
that the last nail was driven in the studio
500,000 feet of film weekly. Here as many
where " The Fall of a Nation " was comof " The Fall of a Nation " as may
pleted and where its successor will soon be prints
be required can be turned out as rapidly as
desired.
begun.
Gaumont Players Arrive from South on Steamer Comanche
Throng of Bystanders Apprised of Their Presence on Board by " Comanche Yells " —
Company Sees Manhattan Island First Time for Six Months
WHEN the S. S. Comanche of the Clyde
were seventy people in the party; all the
line reached New York, Sunday,
actors who had not come by rail after
June 4, there were several rounds of what
finishing work in productions that were
by-standers called Comanche yells from the
completed a week before, all the stage
crowd of Gaumont players who beheld
crews and the scenic staff, and all the
Manhattan island for the first time in over
cameramen. A member of the party who
six months. They had come by boat from
had not gone south was S. J. Vaughn, who
the winter studios at Jacksonville, Fla., to has been office manager at Jacksonville.
spend the summer at the American headMr. Vaughn will devote his time during
quarters of the Gaumont Company at the summer to the technical side of GauFlushing, N. Y. Here are located both the
mont productions.
studios and the laboratories of the United
In
the
party were Iva Shepard, AlexStates branch of the Societe des Etablisseander Gaden, Lucille Taft, Mathilde Barments Gaumont. All film made in America
ing, Kathleen Butler, Henry W. Pemberis released in Mutual Service.
ton, Charles W. Travis, John Reinhard,
Heading the party was Edwin Middleton,
Cyril Reinhard, James Levering, John
director. Mr. Middleton and the players
Mackin, and Albert Macklin. There was
were greeted by a throng of friends who
the usual assortment of wives and hushad come to welcome them home. There
bands, maids, valets and automobiles.
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Tommy Atkins in the Making: Scenes from "How Britain Prepared," a Film Made by Authority of the British Government
CHAPLIN LAID UP FOR A DAY
Due to a cold conti-acted during the filming of the exterior scenes work on the
third of Chaplin-Mutual comedies, which
will be released on July 10, had to be suspended for several days, while Charles
Chaplin placed himself under the care of a
physician.
In one of the scenes, Chaplin takes a
tumble into a tub of water in the open. At
the time a chill wind was blowing and the
water was anything but warm. Chaplin accomplished the scene all right, but failed
to dry his hair. That night he complained
of a chill and a physician who was summoned ordered that he remain in bed for
a day.
Chaplin returned to the studio the next
day, but acting under the advice of Business Manager Caulfield and his physician
did nothing more strenuous than to supervise the rehearsal of several scenes and
the construction of several of the important sets.

" How Britain Prepared " Is Near- War Film — In Good Sense
Picture Does Not Pretend to Record What Is Going on at the Front, but Shows America
How Long a Nation Must Prepare for a Conflict
The Man.
Britain's munition factories ; that is why
"Don't
to me about . war
WAR
film!"talkexclaimed
as they see 40,000 loyal Irish soldiers being reviewed by the King as they are about
to start for the trenches, the crowded the"Why so?" inquired The Other Man.
films."
atre, stirred by the sight and the melody
The" Fakes
Man. ? Most of them fakes !" replied
of ' Tipperary ' played by the orchestra,
" But," interposed The Other Man, " this takes up the refrain and sings it with a
vim.
is not a ' war film ;' this is only a near-war
" C. R. McCauley's pungent prologue, entitledA' Nation Prepared,' showing what
" A near-war film !" exclaimed The Man
incredulously. " That's a new one on me ! might
happen istoawake,
New York,
this Nation
gives but
the won't
keynote.if
film."I told you most of them are fakes !"
But
So that as the screen sets forth in rapid
" Many war films may be fakes," gently
sponded The Other Man. " But while the detail the elaborate process of turning an
so-called war film may be dubious, this army of five million civilian volunteers into an efficient fighting machine, the specnear-war film is exactly what it is repretator is more and more impressed by the
tremendous reality of the scenes unfolded
" So ' How Britain Prepared ' " — ■
before him and the thought is forced in
sented."
" Is a near-war film — the first ever so anhis mind :
nounced— because it doesn't pretend to be upon
" ' If England, found unprepared at the
a record of what is going on at the front,
CLAIRE ALEXANDER AND MISS
but something of vastly more interest to outset of the Great War nearly two years
GIBSON WIN PRIZES
us Americans in these days. We are not at ago, has had in the meantime to expend
seventy-five per cent of the energy of the
war. But who knows how soon we may
■ Claire Alexander, ingenue of the Cub
War Department in training an army, what
Comedy company, and Margaret Gibson,
be? Arid that is just where these wonderstate would we find ourselves in, if sudstar of Centaur Features, representing the
ful near-war motion pictures, made under
denly we should be forced into war with an
authority of the British Government by
David Horsley studios in the annual batharmy which consists of only one man for
Charles Urban and his associates, strike
ing parade at Venice Cal., were awarded
every half-mile of sea coast or every 104
home. That is why such scenes of tense
prizes by the judges for their originality
of costumes.
interest and spontaneous enthusiasm are
square
miles words,"
of our territory?'
" In other
continued The Other
Miss Gibson wore an elaborate purple
enacted at every presentation of ' How
Man,
"
these
pictures showing Tommy Atand white satin suit which she calls " The
Britain Prepared,' at the Lyceum theatre;
kins in the making and the even more
Elk," and Miss Alexander was garbed in a that is why the spectators burst into apwonderful
pictures showing Admiral Jelliplause
as
they
see
pictured
on
the
screen
prettyof creation
in the
st3de of
a " Billy
suit
a rich shade
of cerise
trimmed
with" hundreds and hundreds of women, young
coe's powerful and mysterious North Sea
Fleet on guard and in action, defying the
a white satin.
and middle-aged, doing men's work in
Germans to _cpme, out of Kiel — the fleet
without
w;hich
Prepared
never could
have' How
been Britain
filmed — have
been '
More Than 900 See " Myra " at Pre-Showing in Chicago
presented
to
the
public
at
the
psychological
Film Magnates, Exhibitors, Newspaper and Trade Press Representatives See Three
moment. They have come exactly when the
Episodes of International FUm Service Serial at Princess Theatre '
American public needed just such an exwill star Irene Castle, Nigel Barry, Grace
MORE than nine hundred film magnates,
citant, just such a stimulus, just such a jusDarling, Harry Fox, Jean Sothern, and
exhibitors, newspaper and trade
tification for its constantly growing conHoward Estabrook. Paul Dickey is diviction that the cause of Preparedness is
paper representatives attended a pre-showing of three episodes of " The Mysteries of rector-general.
the Cause of the Hour."
" Evidently," said The Man, " The men
Myra," the International Film Service
serial, at the Princess theatre, Chicago, last
who
took over the United States rights are
BRUCE AGAIN IN FOX RANKS
week. The performance was arranged by
something more than amateur psycholoManager J. K. Burger, of the International
Clifford Bruce, screen hero of the Willgists. replied
They must The
be clairvoj'ants."
exchanges.
iam Fox production of Joseph Medill Pat" Well,"
Other Man, " I hear
that one of them was born in Ireland and
The International reports that the serial
terson's play, " The Fourth Estate," has returned
to
the
ranks
of
the
Fox
players
and
is proving greatly popular all over the
the other fellow's ancestors came from Palcountry. Following this initial release, the will begin work at once in a new feature.
As a reporter-hero of the Patterson play,
Hearts organization has a force of di" Can j'ou beat them ?" exploded The
Bruce was called upon to be a rugged
rectors at work at studios in Ithaca, Fort
Man.
Lee and New York on productions which
" mixer " ready for a scrap.
" Not on your life !"
estine."
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AUTHOR VAN LOAN GETS ONE
HUNDRED DOLLARS A WORD
When Theodore Roosevelt returned from
his African hunting trip, it is said he received adollar a word for the account of
his explorations, from Scribner's Magazine. Commodore Peary touched the same
remarkable figure for the same publication
on his return from his last arctic expedition. This price for literature set a high
water mark which stood as such for a
long time, until now it remains for a happening in the motion picture industry to
eclipse even these remarkable figures.
H. H. Van Loan, publicity man of Universal sold five words to Henry '" Pathe "
Lehreman of the L-Ko Company at the
astonishing figure of one hundred dollars
per word. It came about this way. Mr.
Lehreman has just completed a five-reel
burlesque war picture starring Billj' Ritchie
and was casting about for a suitable title
for it when he suddenly bethought himself of the name of Mr. Van Loan's comedy
which he wrote some time ago with Pat
Rooney, entitled " The Mirth of a Nation."
Mr. Lehreman had the comedy and he
wanted that title so he immediately began
negotiations with Stanley Kingsberry, the
New York representative of the L-Ko
Company, giving him instructions to secure the use of the name, " The Mirth of
a Nation
any cost.
The five
results
are
that
Mr. "Vanat Loan
received
hundred
dollars for the five words which will
decorate the burlesque upon its release by
Universal.
"ONE CYLINDER SAM" INTERIORS
AT THOUSAND ISLANDS
A IMetro company of players, headed by
Harold Lockwood and May Allison, are
at the Thousand Islands, making exteriors
for their next production, " One Cylinder
Sam," under the direction of Henry Otto,
a newcomer to the Metro forces. Heretofore Mr. Lockwood and Aliss Allison have
appeared on the Metro Program under the
auspices of the Quality Pictures Corporaion, but in the future the LockweedAllison features will be made by the Yorke
Film Corporation, a newly organized producing company, of which Fred J. Balshofer is president.
When " One Cylinder Sam " is completed
the Lockwood-Allison company will go to
California, where it will probably be located
permanently.
STANDARD WILL HANDLE E. & R.
JUNGLE IN 3 STATES
The Standard Feature Film Company of
Portland, Oregon, which handles a number
of state rights subjects, has contracted with
the E. & R. Jungle Film Company, for exchange rights for the states of Washington,
Oregon and Idaho, and will begin handling
the films of the company at once. With the
addition of this exchange to the long list
of independent ones handling the animal
comedies made by E. & R., a greater portion of the United States is now sold. In
all territories where the pictures have been
released for several weeks, the company is
receiving letters of congratulation from exhibitors on the cleverness of their comedies,
as well as numerous orders for additional
prints from the exchanges.
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Miss Talmadge Likes Studio Lights Better Than Footlights
"Why Invade Someone Else's Field," She Asks, and Besides the Screen Demands
All Her Time — She Is Ready for Hard Work in Triangles at Riverdale

Members of the Film Colony Bidding Good-bye to Norma Talmadge, the Fine Arts Star, on Her
Departure from Los Angeles for New York
The answer can be shaped to slightly betNORMA TALMADGE, star of the
ter effect in type. Miss Talmadge, fresh
Fine Arts Company has arrived in
New York, where in the old Reliance
from sunny California with a coat of destudio at Riverdale she will work in three
lightful tan on her face and hands, looks
even younger than when she departed from
or four Triangle features during the sumNew York about a year ago. An outsider
mer. Miss Talmadge, a native of Brooklyn, received a royal welcome when she in conversing with her would never dream
that she ever faced the glaring studio
arrived in the city two weeks ago.
lights and from her unassuming and frank
Recently she found time to sandwich an
manner he would never be led to believe
interview with a representative of Motion
that she was one of the foremost emotional
Picture News between shopping rounds,
actresses on the screen today.
work and the theatre.
"What shall the interview be about?"
MARGUERITE SKIRVIN IS SIGNED BY
the timid representative asked.
METRO
" Oh, use your own good judgment about
Marguerite
Skirvin
has been engaged by
that," was the light reply; "anything that
Metro, and will be seen on that program
suits
me." Miss Talmadge talk?
Of you
whatsuitswould
in the leading female role in " The QuitCensorship, better pictures, longer runs,
ter," afive part Metro-Rolfe play in which
Lionel Barrymore is starred. Miss Skirvin
better stories, the Triangle-Paramount
has the role of a western girl, which is
merger? Decidedly on none of these.
entirely to her liking, as she hails from
Finally this from the interviewer : "What
Oklahoma.
are you doing now?"
Miss Skirvin has had considerable ex" Well, after I get through talking with
perience in stock, playing with Poli and
you, I'm going to the theatre. Then toKeith
in
Hartford, Providence and Syramorrow I'll be buying gowns and clothes.
cuse.
It's such a trouble you know, and I'm not
The first theatrical engagement Miss
even beyond the fitting stage yet."
Skirvin had was with Henry W. Savage,
And then Miss Talmage launched into an
on her return from Paris.
enthusiastic discourse on the west and also
Miss Skirvin has also had wide experithe east. "If I had my way," she said,
ence in motion pictures and appeared in
" I'd like to spend about four months in
Los Angeles and eight in New York, so
leading roles in " Aristocracy," with Tyyou see I like the east four months better
rone Power, " The Port of Missing Men "
with Arnold Daly, "A Parisian Romance,"
than the west. And now we're all ready
for work up at Riverdale. The leading
with H. Cooper Cliff e, and in "The Passers-By," with the World Film Company.
man? Oh! yes, his name is O'Brien. First
name? Jack, Dennis or Shamus, someHUNDRED PLATE BANQUET FOR
thing like that. Will I ever go on the
REEL FELLOWS ON I5TH
stage? No, indeed. I'd be afraid of losThe
next meeting of the Reel Fellows
ing my voice. I keep getting offers all the
Club of Chicago, which will be held the
time to appear where my pictures are beevening of June IS at their new quarters in
ing shown, but I don't take them because
I know I won't have anything to say when
the
MorrissonhaveHotel,
Ladies'
Night.
Invitations
beenwill
sentbe out
to all
the
I get up on the stage. Perhaps, I shouldn't
players,
exchangemen
and
people
connected
tell you all about the offers because I've
with the motion picture industry in Chinever accepted any and it doesn't sound
cago, and a hundred plate banquet has been
well. Anyway a motion picture actress'
place is in the studio and not behind the guaranteed. The Morrisson Hotel will
furnish a cabaret entertainment of fifteen
footlights. Why invade a field that bepeople, after which, dancing will take place.
longs to someone else?"
It is the plan of the officers of the Reel
And then Miss Talmadge turned interFellows Club to give an automobile party
viewer, Do
" I look older or younger since
to the Chateau Desplaines, Lyons, 111.
you saw me last?" she asked.
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Illustrating the Thomas Dixon Spectacle, "The Fall of a Nation," Which Opened at the Liberty June 6 — Produced by the National Drama Corporation
ing players. Singleton, until accepting this ARCTIC SCENES AND ANIMAL LIFE OF
"THE
CRIMINAL'S THUMB," FORTHE NORTH PLANNED FOR
engagement,
was at the Fine Arts studio
MERLY SPATULATE
"
THUMB,"
ESSANAY RELEASES
HINGES ON PECULIAR PLOT
as an actor. The first subject to be made
The scenic beauties of Canada from
by this concern is titled " The Stain of
Recently the Gaumont company anNova Scotia to British Columbia and from
nounced a photoplay under the title of Conscience," and will consist of three reels.
the Georgian Bay country to the Yukon
"The Spatulate Thumb." This has now
MARGUERITE SNOW JOINS IVAN
will be filmed by several squads of Essanay
Thumb."
Criminal's
to "beThereleased
changed
camera men during the summer months.
been
PRODUCTIONS
As such
it will
as a Mutual
Great preparations are being made for
Marguerite
Snow
after
completing
a
Picture June 22. It is a three-act melothe Yukon pictures. Animal life in this
drama written by Lionel Barrymore and
year with the Metro organization has
north country will be given as much
joined the Ivan Film Productions. It is great
Wright Huntington. Alexander Gaden and
attention as scenic studies and the camera
said
an
especially
attractive
offer
won
Miss
Iva Shepard are the stars provided by Gaustaff has orders to get a series which will
mont
Snow to the Ivan ranks.
show how polar bears live. So thorough
Her first role under the Ivan banner will
The plot turns upon the possession of a
will be the canvass of this country for apspatulate thumb by the master criminal, a be " The Faded Flower," which was writpropriate scenery and animal studies that
thumb that differs markedly from the one
ten especially to feature her by Ivan
the party is not expected to return until
on his other hand. Scientists claim this Abramson, the author of the many Ivan
late in August or September.
successes.
occurs only once in every one hundred
The photographers will work westward
thousand individuals. It is interesting to
to Vancouver through the Canadian
note that Wright Huntington himself, one
Rockies and then take a boat for the north
of the authors of the photodrama and a
country, making a long snow trip inland
well-known actor, is the possessor of such
and later working north by dog sledge to
a peculiar thumb.
the habitat of the polar bear, the walrus and
seal.
PAUL WEST IS PROLIFIC SCENARIO
All such scenes will be released in split
WRITER
reels with the Canimated Nooz cartoons, by
Paul West during the last year has been
Wallace Carlson, and other 500 feet productions.
about as productive a writer of feature
scenarios as one man could very well be.
MITCHELL EDITS 104 ISSUES OF
Besides writing many of the comedies for
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Drew, including
MUTUAL WEEKLIES
" Boobley's Baby," " The Story of a
When he put his final O. K. upon Mutual
Glove " and " Number One," he has written
Weekly, No. 75, which has just been given
and had produced by the Vitagraph some
to the screen. Pell Mitchell completed his
twenty comedies and one and three-reel
second year as editor of this motographic
pictures of various kinds, and the five-reel
news reel. The Mutual Weekly is manufactured by the Gaumont Company at
Vitagraph
Ribbon comedy,
" Crooky,"is
with FrankBlueDaniels.
That company
Flushing, N. Y. Mr. Mitchell has edited
one hundred and four issues.
about to produce as E. H. Sothern's introductory screen medium Mr. West's drama,
During his incumbancy the Mutual
"The Chattel," selected by Mr. Sothern
Weekly has recorded a number of scoops
and J. Stuart Blackton from among scores
which testify to his enterprise and alertof scenarios offered by various authors.
ness. Even away from the office, Mr.
The Vitagraph has also in hand, for
Mitchell
remains
" on thein his
job,"Newsince
early production, five more feature pictures
second office
is maintained
Yorka
by Mr. West, each of five reels or more,
apartment that he may keep constantly in
Marguerite Snow
while the World Film Corporation is soon
touch with the news of the world.
to announce several others of his, including
A strong cast is being assembled to supEDWARDS NOW WITH THE KEYSTONE
" The Velvet
port Miss Snow in compliance with the
House
Peters. Paw," with Gail Kain and
ORGANIZATION
Ivan policy that every character in an Ivan
play must be a principal.
Harry Edwards, who since leaving the
"STAIN OF CONSCIENCE" FROM
Work on this new Ivan play will comL-Ko early this year, has been producing
CULVER CITY FILM
mence immediately on the completion of Ham Comedies for the Kalem Company,
the
scenario
and
in
the
meantime
sets
are
The Culver City Film Company is the
has been contracted for by Mack Sennett,
being constructed in the Ivan studio.
name given a new producing organization
and at the Keystone studio last week took
which has begun production at Culver City,
On its completion the new feature will
up the filming of a subject which features
Cal. Joseph E. Singleton has been selected
be released through the Ivan exchanges as
Ray Griffith, with a supporting cast of
by this organization as director, and John
the scheduled regular monthly release for
Alice Davenport, Julia Fay, Jean Cavender
and Fritz Schade.
P. Wilde and Josephine West are the leadJuly.
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ROSKAM MAKES "CUTS" TO "HEAL"
THE SICK IN FILMLAND
Edward M. Roskam, whose offices are
in the Candler Building, New York, is a
film specialist, and has a comprehensive
knowledge of every branch of the business.

Edward M. Roskam
Mr. Roskam "cuts" and titles single reels
or features ; places printing contracts, and
sells positives or negatives on subjects for
which he is the authorized selling agent.
FARNUM, VACATION OVER, IS
AT WORK IN "PARSON OF
PANAMINT," PALLAS
After a short vacation, Dustin Farnum
has returned to the Pallas studios in Los
Angeles and has begun work on his next
vehicle, " The Parson of Panamint," from
a story by Peter B. Kyne which appeared
in the Satnrda , Evening J'ost.
It is announced that this will be the biggest ijroductiu I j et undertake h by Pallas.
The locale is a Nevada mining town of
forty years ago, and some pretentious sets
will be necessary. William D. Taylor is directing the film, with Winifred Kingston as
the feminine lead. Other principal parts
have been given to Howard Davies, Herbert Standing, Colin Chase, Doc Cannon,
Ogden Crane and Jane Keckley.
NEW KNICKERBOCKER ISSUES VIM
BULLETIN
Two bulletins in one is the result of a
novel method adopted by the Melies Manufacturing Company in its latest issue of
the house organ advertising Knickerbocker
Star Features and Vim Comedies. The
new bulletin is a saddle-stitched booklet of
twelve pages and cover, the Knickerbocker
and Vim advertising matter occupying opposite halves of the publication and meeting in the middle, upside down to each
other. Thus the information the exhibitor
requires is provided in a form that obviates
confusion and is handily preserved in a
binder supplied for the purpose.
THREE PER CENT OF GROSS RECEIPTS
IS PLAN IN OKLAHOMA
Pictures exhibited in Oklahoma after the
next legislature meets are very likely to
contribute to help support the state and
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municipal governments to the extent of
about three per cent of the gross receipts
of such exhibitions. This theory of reaching a source of revenue has been evolved
by a high official and is understood to be
well thought of by a large number of the
members of the legislature.
Of course the proposal to tax films exhibited in Oklahoma to the extent of three
per cent of the gross receipts will bring a
clamor of protest from the film concerns
and exhibitors, but in the end, the dear people who attend the film theatres may have
to pay dear for the privilege.
BUNN AND FRIEDMAN RESIGN FROM
WORLD IN CAPITAL CITY
It is with genuine regret that the film
circles of Washington, D. C, see the departure from its exchange ranks of C. W.
Bunn, manager of the World Film Exchange, and his right hand roadman, Henry
Friedman. These two men have worked
congenially for the up-building of the
World offices there and at the same time
have drawn friends from those around
them. They are leaving the exchange in
its highest standard since its establishment,
with a long list of contracts throughout
the territory.
Mr. Bunn and Mr. Friedman will still
continue their close relation in their new
posts, for Mr. Bunn succeeds to the management of the Pathe Chicago Exchange
with Mr. Friedman as his assistant.
Through the resignation of Mr. Bunn
and Mr. Friedman, E. R. Haas receives a
promotion
to assistant manager in the office.
"LITTLE VOLUNTEER," ESSANAY,
WITH JOYCE FAIR
So successful have been the recent tworeel Essanay releases featuring little Joyce
Fair, the eleven-year-old star, that George
K. Spoor, president of that company, has
decided to give her a wider range of opportunity. Under the new plan she is now
working in a three-reel production, " A
Little Volunteer." It is a story of a " little
mother," who has several small sisters and
brothers under her care, and who rises to a
fitting reward after a troublesome time
with a negligent father. As usual, Budde,
her pet Pomeranian, appears with her in
this picture.
SUNDAY OPENING LEGAL IN
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS
•Sunday motion picture shows are legal in
Danville, 111., and the managers are rejoicing over their victory. A hard fight was
made to prevent the film houses from giving Sunday shows, but the fight has been in
vain. Corporation Counsel W. T. Gunn has
given his opinion that the ordinance permitting Sunday shows is legal, as it does not
violate either State or municipal laws.
LYDIA TITUS SIGNS WITH UNIVERSAL
Lydia Titus, well known character actress who has been with the Morosco-Pallas players, has been contracted for by the
Universal Company, and will play first in
" By Fate's Decree," a five reel subject.

STERN WINS SALES PRIZE OFFERED'
NEWof the
YORK
"U" TwenHerman BYStern,
Universal's
ty-third street exchange. New York, has
just won the first competitive sales prize
offered by the management of that ex-

Herman Stern
change to hustling representatives. The
prize
scribed.was a gold watch fob suitably inStern was a producer and an exhibitor,
before entering the exchange end of the
business.
A COUNTESS ADDED TO THE COUNTLESS NUMBER OF "U" PLAYERS
The Misses Marguerite and Genevieve
Schwab made their film debut at Universal
City during the past week as members of
tlie Smalley Company, in the five-reel feature entitled "The First Stone," which was
written by Lois Weber.
Another recent additioi: to the Universal City forces is Countess Du Cello,
who will play character roles. She is ;i
former legitimate stage actre.'^s, and until
very recently was with the Famous Players at Jacksonville, Fla.
DRUM

ON OBSERVATION TOUR IN
SOUTH AND WEST

Harry C. Drum, of the World Film Corporation office, is making a trip of "observation over
"
the Southern and Western
territory of the World. His first stop was
at New Orleans, where he was the guest
of exchange managers during his short stay
in the Crescent City. Mr. Drum went on
to Dallas, Tex.
From Texas Mr. Drum continues to California. Not only will he visit the California studios of World Film, but he will
seek a long-needed vacation in that state.
JEFFERSON IN CHARGE OF PALLAS
SCRIPT DEPARTMENT
L. V. Jefferson, well known scenario
writer of the west coast, who has a record
of more than one hundred photoplays written within a year, has been engaged by the
Pallas-Morosco Company to take charge of
the senario department as editor.
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« HIS BROTHER'S WIFE "
(Premo- World — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
STUDIOUS devotees of the drama would be verj' apt to find
much at fault with " His Brother's Wife " in respect to its
construction, for coincidence is profuse in its development and
scenes that have little beairing on the storj' proper have been
inserted merely for the detached entertainment which they provide.
Luckily, though, the majority of picture going folk are not critics.
What they want is an appealing story, sufficiently stocked with
action to warrant constant enjoimient and good acting increases
the value of the picture in their minds. All this " His Brother's
Wife " furnishes, so the coincidence is less incongruous than it
might be, while there is no denying the pleasure derived from
observing winter sports at Saranac Lake and the dancing of lithesome maidens at a social affair.
After an introduction of some length, the situation of the penniless man and his desperate wife is uncovered. Howard Barton,
the man's brother, arrives from Australia with a fortune. He is
unable to find Richard Barton, but one day in a pawn shop he
stumbles across Helen, the wife, attempting to raise more money.
Helen is pretty and Howard loves the gay life. Ignorant of her
identity he makes advances which Helen after a great struggle
accepts. But before anjiihing disastrous has occurred Howard
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Ethel Claj-ton, apearing as Helen, is taxed severely by the role's
requirements but at ho time does she give the impression of' being
unable to handle even the biggest scenes awarded her. She is
fully expressive and besides presenting an attractive appearance
she practises restraint to a degree that is most effective. Carlyle
Blackwell makes the most of the indefinite character of Howard
while Paul McAllister as Richard completes the triangle with a
'
creditable performance.
« A GUTTER MAGDALENE "
( Lasky-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
ALTHOUGH there are several incongruities, impossibilities and
illogical moments in this subject, it amply fulfills what is to
our mind the great mission of the motion picture — to entertain.
There is a storj- which is not new, and atmosphere which we have
encountered many times before, but the construction is both care-

Maida at Home in Her New Surroundings

The Bartons Entertain
learns that Helen is considering this step for the sake of her
husband. He is ashamed and sends her home with money.
Finally Helen and Howard meet through Richard. Richard
with his wife and child is sent to the mountains to recuperate.
Here Howard comes and mentions his love for Helen, referring
to the night in his apartments, and Richard overhears with the
result that he casts off his wife, despite her assertions that she is
innocent. Taking to the stage Helen is starred in a play, the
counterpart of her own experience with her husband and brotherin-law. Repentant, Richard asks forgiveness, after watching the
play, while Howard takes himself back to Australia.
There is much more incident than this in the five reels. In fact
there is a little too much, all told, but the originality of the situations and the fact that the ending is quite hidden discountenances
the other shortcomings. Harley Knowles has produced the picture
with good care and taste. The action is smooth and hot ruffled
from poor editing. The photography .calls for no criticism.

ful and artistic, and skilfully keeps the center of interest just a
little in advance of the projection.
When the audience commences to murmur : " Lord, is this only
the third reel ? " the exhibitor might as well take the film off his
machines. When the spectators say : " What, the fifth reel already"! he needs nothing more. Among the films calculated to
inspire the latter attitude we have no hesitation in placing thisnewest Lasky subject; we believe the interest in the story wilt
overcome the incongruities, and most of them will never be
noticed.
Fannie Ward is an attractive figure. It is not the best thing shehas done, nor is the role the most fortunate for her, but she isconvincing and appealing. S>Tnpathy is with her throughout
She plays the part of a girl who has been lured from her countryhome by an unprincipled city man, and when she realizes her situation, she accepts it, and becomes the aid of a band of card sharps
— the regular stuff. One day Steve Boyce, a Westerner with
$40,000 belonging to a railroad, falls into their clutches. He is
fleeced in a poker game, knocked unconscious with a bottle, robbed
of the balance of his money and thrown into the street. There he
is divested of his clothes, and when he awakes he finds himself
penniless and in rags. He is promptly arrested as a vagrant.
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The girl, Maida, overcome by what she has seen, flees from the
house. She happens upon a detachment of the Salvation Army
and joins them. After his release from the workhouse, Steve
wanders into tlie Salvation Army barracks. He has been injured,
and Maida takes care of him. Meanwhile, he is being sought by
the railroad as an absconder.
His " pal," Sheriff Barrett, back in Wyoming, hears of his disappearance and comes East to investigate. He falls into the
clutches of the same sharper, and recognizes him as a man wanted
for murder in Wyoming. He arranges to go to the man's apartment and play poker that night.
In the meantime the crook has traced the girl, and she has
demanded that he restore the money to Steve, with whom she has
fallen in love. He tells her to come to his apartment that night.
She does so, but instead of giving her the money he attacks her.
She siezes a pistol and kills him. The sheriff rushes in, grasps
the situation, and when the police arrive, he takes the blame. The
mystery of tlie lost money is explained, and Steve takes Maida
back to Wyoming with him.
Jack Dean, Charles West, Billy Elmer, Gertrude Kellar, Robert
Bradbury and James Neill all handle their roles acceptably. The
scenario was made by the late Clinton Stagg from a story by
Willard Mack.
" THE DIVIDEND "
(Kay-Bee-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

'T'O the exhibitor who wishes to book an unusually powerful
A drama we recommend this picture. It is the story of a
money-crazed millionaire, whose insatiable greed causes him to
neglect his son, with the result that the boy slides easily into
dissipation, and finally becomes an outcast and a dope-fiend.
The characterizations are so clearly drawn, the atmosphere
gained so well, and the theme developed with such finality, that
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world. Their work is effective. It seems almost unnecessary to
say that the story is by C. Gardiner Sullivan. •
It is one of the few pictures we have seen — perhaps the only
one — in which there is no real love theme. Instead of detracting
from the dramatic effect, this omission adds to it, because attention
is centered where it iDelongs — on the situation between father and
son. Walter Edwards, the director, deserves his full share of
credit for skillful handling of details.
" THE MAN FROM NOWHERE "
(Red Feather-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
WITHOUT Stretching the point at all this melodrama is by
far the best picture shown under the Red Feather brand
that the past two months have brought forth. It is for a number
of reasons. It has a story, furnished by William H. Clifford, of
pronouncedly strong and gripping qualities, handled in such a
manner as to quite eclipse a number of impossibilities, apparent
when the picture is bared to the bone. Thankfully too, the story
can do full justice to five reels of film.
Turning to the histrionic effect expended on the picture, there
is much that is out of the ordinary to consider there. King
Baggot, who has for a long time been denied the opportunity to
render a performance befitting an actor of his ability, is afforded
a real part in this picture. In the role of Jim Mr. Baggot acts
with sincere and effective feeling. He plays to the sympathies
of his audience and he reaches them by methods worthy of praise.
His support is polished and well chosen in most instances. Irene

Dorenzo Confesses

The Father Realizes His Folly
the spectator overlooks the improljabilitics and the minor defects,
his attention riveted on the action.
There is all the difference in the world between a picture which
deals in a sincerely dramatic way with things of evil — even to
showing the pitiful habitues of opium dens in all their degradation— and a picture which portrays evil merely for its sensational
effect.
" The Dividend,"
our have
notion,
belongs in ittheto first-named
class, otherwise
we shouldto not
recommended
the exhibitor. Perhaps some of the dive scenes could have been omitted, but
in any case we are quite certain that the appeal of this picture to
any audience is beyond dispute, and that the appeal is essentially
wholesome.
As John Steele, the millionaire, William H. Thompson is what
we should call great, in that he seems to be Steele himself, and
not Thompson attempting to be Steele. Charles Ray, as the son,
is X splendid type for the part and gives an excellent impersonation. There are but two other leading characters : Ethel Ullman,
as a girl whose miserable wages in the Steele factory drive her
out on the street; and Margaret Thompson, a woman of the under-

Hunt as his sister, Betty; Joseph Granby as the villain, Dorenzo,
and Joseph Girard as the Governor have important roles which
they interpret capably. Frank Smith as the prison warden is as
good as ever, while Helen Marten and Johnnie Walker complete
the cast.
Jim is sentenced to life imprisonment on the charge of killing
his sister when in reality she was shot by Dorenzo, a slaver. In
the prison he heroically conducts himself in a revolt of the convicts and is made a trusty. Later the son of the governor is made
the victim of the underhand card playing of Dorenzo who is
masking as an Italian count and courting the attentions of the
governor's daughter. The son persuades the warden to let Jim,
who is somewhat of a card sharp, to come to the club and expose
Dorenzo. This done, Jim confronts the villain with an accusation
of the murder of his sister. Dorenzo is overcome from the shock
and before he dies he confesses. A light romance between Jim
and the governor's daughter has also been introduced.
The work of Director Henry Otto is as always, artistic. Never
when an opportunity has been afforded him to strengthen a scene
by the use of light effects has he refused the chance and the results
certainly show for themselves. The subtitles of the pictures are
perhaps a little too dreamily poetic, but this is a minor matter.
More pictures like " The Man From Nowhere " and the Red
Feather brand will be meritoriously established.
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Making of Maddalena," Edna Goodrich's

"THE MAKING OF MADDALENA"
(Morosco-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
EDNA GOODRICH'S first appearance in a Morosco picture is
successful without being exceptional. Likewise is the picture. Endowed with an appealing story, it makes a strong play
to the sympathies and there are very few who will not be deeply
moved by the sincere efforts of Maddalena, the Italian girl, to assume her place in the world. In respect to the drawing of the
several characters, the picture is original enough to hold the attention throughout, although the plot itself is quite conventional.
The story, keyed at a gait that seems rather slow, deals with
the unhappy marriage of Maddalena and Hale, a pseudo art student. Hale is unable to earn money .and when he is stricken
with fever, his father arrives and takes him and his child home,
leaving Maddalena to shift for herself. Maddalena is cared for
by friends of Hale. In America she becomes a nurse when an
epidemic rages among the infants of the city. Her own child is
laid low by the disease and this forms a means of reuniting husband and wife.
Miss Goodrich, as Maddalena, gives a most appealing interpretation of the part. Forrest Stanley acts the negative character of Hale in characteristic fashion. Howard Davies does a
good bit as Maddalena's father, while Colin Chase, John Burton,
Juan de la Cruz and Mary Mersch fill the remaining important
roles.
Frank Lloyd directed and his work is acceptable in every detail. The individual scenes are handled capably, a realistic atmosphere has been obtained and the settings are all good. James
Van Trees, cameraman, has made a very good job of the photography, although he was confronted by nothing difficult in the
way of lighting effects.
" THE EVIL THEREOF "
(Famous Players-Paramount — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THIS is a picture which has created considerable discussion
regarding its moral tone. In order to get a clean cut opinion in the matter, the Famous Players company, in conjunction
with the Strand Theatre management, selected a committee of
fifteen disinterested persons to rule upon its propriety, following a private showing in New York last week. The committee
voted nine to six that the picture is acceptable as it stands, and
calls for no alteration.
The present reviewer holds with the majority of this committee,
for the following reasons :
1. The picture tells a story of life as it might be — and frequently —is lived.
2. The presentation of the vicious side of life is not such as
to glorify vice, or make it attractive to the younger generation,
rather the reverse.
3. Although dealing with the seamy side of wealth, vulgarity
has been carefully eliminated, even from the atmosphere.
4. We find nothing in its exposition of vice which the carefullyguarded youth do not already know through the reading of uncensored novels, newspapers and " legitimate " stage offerings.
And greater than all of these, had we a fifteen-year-old-daughter of our own — which we have not — we would send her to see it.
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The story was written by Rennold Wolf and Channing Pollock.
It deals with a wealthy idler, who knows not what to do with his
money, and finds his chief enjoyment in entertaining girls of a
so-called questionable order. He gives a dinner to five of these
girls, with as many gilded youth, and as a souvenir, a $100 bill is
given to each girl in various surprising ways.
Then the story of each $100 bill is told; how they were wrung
from the poverty, misery and blasted hopes of the poorer classes.
As the meal progresses, the host's favorite, a young manicurist,
whom he has brought to her present level, receives her present,
and it wakens in her mind a recollection of all the misery her
host's money has brought. When, in a burst of intoxicated affection, he attempts to force further attentions on her, her recollections overcome her, and she stabs him to the heart.
Frank Losee gives a finished portrayal of the wealthy libertine,
and Grace Valentine does some of her best work as the girl.
George LeGuere handles the part of a young man, just turning into
the ways of burglary, in able manner.
"NOTORIOUS

GALLAGHER; OR, HIS GREAT TRIUMPH"
(Columbia-Metro — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
WRITTEN and directed by William Nigh, who also plays the
chief role, this picture has some great moments — enough
to make it thoroughly interesting — and some weak spots, which
seem to be due to insufficient care in editing, and the necessity for
subordinating everything to one character. As a whole, it is
distinctive, and possessed of no little originality.
It is distinctive because of one character, "Buttsey" Gallagher
(Mr. Nigh). Gallagher is a boy of the slums, who has never
known anything but sordidness and abuse, until he is suddenly
projected into the atmosphere of warmth and light by a curious
route. He climbs up on a balcony window of Judge Winters'
home to watch a crowd of would-be society folk at a reception,
and goes to sleep. A few minutes later two burglars break into
the house, are discovered, and in escaping one of them kills the
butler. They burst out on the balcony occupied by Gallagher, and
finding him there, throw him into the house, thus making it appear
that he is the murderer.
The boy at first denies his guilt, but he is arrested, and straightway becomes a hero in his own eyes, and in the eyes of his slum
companions. He finds this situation so much more pleasing than
his previous life that he begs to be kept in jail, and actually pretends he is the murderer. Only two persons know he is not —
Peggy Winters (Marguerite Snow) and her lover. They saw the
murder from an alcove where they were engaged in a clandestine
meeting. Only eight minutes before Gallagher is to be executed,
and when he is just about to be placed in the electric chair, Peggy
and her lover overcome their fear of what people will say and
save the boy from death. Gallagher pleads to be executed, declarmatter
where
death would send him, it couldn't be
worseing that
thanno the
life he
has known.
The acterrest
of theandstory
shows toGallagher's
development
of fights
charfrom fear
weakness
a heroic moment
when he
a crowd of gangsters who imprison Judge Winters in his old home
at Hillside, in order to keep him from blocking a crooked deal
which is about to be put through hte Hillside city council.
As Gallagher, Mr. Nigh creates a real character — one of the
most striking we have seen on the screen. Gallagher is not all
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pathos ; a good deal of him is humor. And even when Mr. Nigh's
direction overdoes sentiment — as for example when he shows too
many close-ups of a weeping jury — Mr. Nigh's acting is always
the centre of attention. Miss Snow does well in a part which is
never clearly defined. Others are Robert Elliott, Roy Applegate,
David Thomas, Martin J. Faust, Julius Cowles, and Citta Cameron.
From the standpoint of lighting effects, photography, sets, and
types, the picture is virtually beyond criticism. The continuity is
very bad, and we have several scenes in which characters are
placed without explanation for their presence. But Mr. Nigh
deserves credit for placing a novelty character on the screen, and
for acting it so effectively.
" THE THREE GODFATHERS "
(Bluebird— Six Reels)
^
REVIEWED BY H. S. FULD
HARRY CAREY needs no introductioh to the picture play public
nor does Stella Razeto. But the interpretation of their respective roles in this story of the West deserves special mention.
Th^y both typify the western characters so conscientiously and
naturally that the observer is hard put to it to realize that it is
only acting.
. In this latest release of Bluebird the supporting cast is also
above the average, making an offering of more than the ordinary
excellence of histrionic ability.
The photography is good, some of the exterior night scenes
especially. The pursuit of the escaping outlaws — where the only
light is the flashing of revolvers fired in the dark — show great
attention and care on the part of director and cameraman.
- The story deals with a trio of outlaws who are escaping across
the desert, are witnesses to the birth of a child whose mother dies
in an abandoned Prarie Schooner on the sandy waste of the desert.
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" IT HAPPENED IN HONOLULU "
(Red Feather-Universal— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
LYNN

REYNOLDS, author and director, has not drawn on surprisingly original material for his first five-reel picture, but
even so he has succeeded in producing a comedy-drama of very
high quality, one which the exhibitor might show before any
variety of audience without trepidation. His picture is clean as
the proverbial whistle, fraught with scores of genuine comedy
touches while the suspense is easily maintained by the light vein of
drama that becomes apparent whenever it is needed.
Much of the picture's comedy, in fact almost all of it, is furnished by its excellent cast. Careful direction has resulted in
action that appears to be spontaneous to the observer. Such
comedy hardly ever fails to reach its audience and it does here in
the most approved fashion.
The story has for its principal characters a pretty young girl,
burdened with an aspiring mother, a happy-go-lucky son of the
rich and an English nobleman of the extreme type. Mother, of
course, wants the nobleman, but daughter prefers the plain American and her wishes are heartily but uselessly sponsored by father.
The scene shifts to Honolulu where it is mother's plan to stage the
wedding. The American is summoned by daughter on a hurry
call and he arrives followed by a detective who believes he has
stolen funds from his father's office. The American beats the
bally lord to it and marries the girl while mother is dozing in

Fourth of July Doesn't Agree with Mother

Outfitting the New Born Babe on the Desert
The outlaws have a change of heart and in response to the
mother's dying wish become godfathers to the child.
Water becoming scarce, they make for the nearest camp some
fifty miles across the desert and after great hardship one survivor
arrives at the camp with the child. The latter is none the worse
for the trip hut the outlaw (Harry Carey) is some time in completely recovering.
The girl (Stella Razetto; who has helped him escape in the first
place, is the first to welcome him when he staggers in with the
baby in his arms, and together they try to evade the sheriff, who
has caught up to his quarry.
Subsequent developments prove the baby to be the child of the
slieriff's. sister, and having faith in the outlaw's complete reformation, the sheriff lets hirti go and the lovers , are married in his
presence by a sky. pilot whom the sheriff brought to the house for
that purpose. .
"The Three .Godfathers" is thoroughly interesting throughout
ind- coupled with good acting and photography makes an acceptable offering.
, In -the supporting cast are George Berrel, Frank Lanning, and
joe sheriff.
Rickson^as members of the outlaw gang, and Hart Hoxie as
the

young man's father clears him
heat and ofa cablegram
the suspicion
the theft. from the
of
Myrtle Gonzalez is as ever the dashing and attractive heroine.
Val Paul is seen as her best-loved and he acquits himself of the
requirements of his role with pleasing ease. Bertram Grassby gives
his familiar and humorous impersonation of the English nobleman. Lule Warrenton as the aspiring mother is excellent, while
well.
George Hernandez as her subdued husband takes his roleappear
are C. Norman Hammond and Fred Church, who
Others
to
advantage.
The photography of the picture is way beyond criticism while
the locations are all very pretty, those supposedly in Honolulu,
being typical.

"MUTT AND JEFF IN THE BIG LEAGUE"
(Mutt and Jeff Film— One Reel)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER

and Jeff break'
KING the European battlefront, Mutt
FORSA
Mutt's. Jeff is ,m
into big league baseball, via a dream theof bases
full. Instead.^
the box. Mutt is at bat with two out and
strikes out, and is immediof covering himself with glory, Mutt from
the angry fans. Then
ately covered with a shower of missies
■
he wakes up.
humors
the
s
than
infectiou
more
is
this
in
humor
the
If possible,
of Bud Fisher's previous releases. The technical work is fully as
:.J
good.
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Three Scenes from a Kalem Production, " The Lotus Woman," Featuring Alice Hollister
"THE LOTUS WOMAN"
(Kalem — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
THE Kalem Company has succeeded in producing in " The
Lotus Woman " a picture of the vampire type that gets far
enough away from that which is revolting to create a favorable
as well as a strong impression. The greatest reason for this lies
in the fact that the vampire plot which centers about a sensuous
woman is nicely balanced by a parallel dealing with the strength
of true friendship. This combination serves the equally commendable purpose of introducing the required dramatic contrast.
Beyond a few slips in production which, considering the ultimate
impression created by the picture, may be lightly spoken of, the
direction is creditable. Harry Millarde, in executing his duties as
director, has seen to it that a convincing atmosphere has been
obtained. The supposed locale is an anonymous Latin-American
country; and settings, costumes and scenery realistically lay emphasis on this illusion.
Juana, the Lotus Woman, is the favorite of Lopez, a victorious
rebel leader. She is desirous of captivating Mandeville, an American, the right hand man of Lopez. Mandeville is unmoved because
he loves an American girl who has favored the attentions of
Chase. Business brings Chase to the south and it is not long before
he has fallen completely under the spell of the Lotus Woman.
The American girl comes to seek him and Mandeville to save the
name of Chase, pretends to be the husband of Juana. Chase, however is killed by the rebel's soldiers and the American girl is finally
brought to a realization of Mandeville's noble love. Juana after
her outraged father has taken the life of Lopez, kills herself.
■ The impression of greater strength that the photoplay might
have concluded with, has quite naturally been dispensed with in
favor of the happy ending. The action is at all times entertaining
although it takes quite a while to get into the vitals of the story.
Alice Hollister, termed by the Kalem press agent " the original
screen vampire," plays the title role in good style. Her work is
never repellent, yet quite pointed enough to be forceful. Harry
Millarde makes a very likeable figure of Mandeville and Arthur
Albertson does good work as Chase. John E. Mackin, James B^
Ross and Faye Cusack complete the cast.
"THE FIREMAN"
(Chaelin-Mutual — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
CHARLIE CHAPLIN seems to have found himself congenially
located in his new Mutual surrounding. His second production is every bit as good as " The Floorwalker," and the Chaplin
fans will find their long-time idol in his old form.
In this subject there is more than the usual allowance of
" rough stuff." A great deal of it is comparatively new, but the
older stuff is somewhat glorified in the eyes of the Chaplin fan by
the fact that it is Charlie doing it.
Charlie is the driver of a fire engine. He is constantly in hot
water with the captain for his failure to answer the alarms, and
his unique methods of serving soup.
The captain's sweetheart visits him, in company with her father.
While there, father arranges that a fire shall start in his house,
and the fire company is to neglect the alarm, thereby allowing
him to cash on his insurance.
The company is called to a real fire, and while it is there father
starts his own private blaze, ignorant of the fact that daughter
is up in her room. When he discovers her plight he races after

the fire department, but nobody responds except Charlie, who
rescues the girl by bravely scaling the facade of the house, and
bringing her down on his shoulders. He is forgiven many past
shortcomings, and he and daughter walk off arm in arm.

The Hero's Reward
Edna Purviance is more than usually attractive as the daughter:
Eric Campbell is a ferocious and active captain, and Lloyd Baconplays a dual part as father and a lieutenant in the fire company."THE MOONSHINERS"
i
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
PICTUREGOERS who have been accustomed to expect rapidfiire comedy in Keystone pictures will probably be somewhat
puzzled by " The Moonshiners." There is a small amount of preliminary slapstick, centering about Al St. John, who as a country
boy, is employed as a baggage agent in a small town. After
dodging trunks for a few scenes, he goes to sleep reading a dime
novel, entitled " The Moonshiners," and the main action that follows occurs in his dream, with himself as the hero pitted against
a gang of moonshiners.
Evidently intended as a burlesque of " illicit still " melodrama,
the latter action has twice as many serious moments as it has comic
ones, and the spectator has little or no occasion for laughter.
Curiously enough, the melodrama is quite realistic, even to the
killing of some of the villains, and their final -capture by government ofiicers.
When St. John wakes up he falls off a pile of trunks and a final
comic touch is given. In the cast are Alice Lake, Joe Bordeau,
N. J. Thompson, James Bryant, Horace J. Haines and Bert Frank,
all of whom do good work.
Some of the exteriors, taken in a forest, are beautiful, and there
are some admirable lighting effects. The picture was directed by
Ferris Hartman.
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"THE STAINED PEARL"
(Knickerbocker Star Feature-General — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THIS is a sea story, well produced and competently acted, and
calculated to arouse interest in the mind of the average
spectator because it has a degree of mysterj', and leaves something
to the imagination.
The action centers about a pearl, the origin of which is never
explained. This is a point distinctly in the picture's favor. The
spectator sees the possession of the gem bring death to several
persons in divers ways, these incidents being based on such human
motives as jealously and anger. There is no hocus-pocus about the
pearl. Still, a certain mystery is created in the spectator's mind.
Most of the action takes place on a ship at sea, always an interesting setting. The central figure is Capt. Ray (Henry King),
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In order to save herself and her father, the girl slips away to
Canada to plead with Corteau. She obtains entrance to his cabin
disguised as a boy, and Corteau puts her to work. He discovers
by accident that she is a girl, and she confesses to him her mission. He respects her until he finds that she has stolen the coveted document, then in a rage he attacks her.
They come to an understanding, and Corteau sincerely repents
his attitude. In the meantime, Mitchell and Wheeler start out after
the girl, and they find her in a cabin, where gossip has it that she
is living alone with Corteau. Mitchell breaks his way in, and
accuses the girl, and Corteau comes to her defense. The two men
fight, and Mitchell stabs Corteau ; Corteau gets hold of the knife
and returns the thrust, and mortally wounded, Mitchell staggers
out into the snow and dies in the woods.
Corteau recovers. He and the girl discover that they love each
other, and all ends happily.
"AN INNOCENT MAGDALENE"
(Pine Arts-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
A ROMANCE of heart interest, this gives Lillian Gish opportunity to play one of her typically appealing parts as a
Southern girl of to-day whose father, an unreconstructed Kenerty.
tuckian, has brought her up in an atmosphere of aristocratic povThe girl meets a millionaire gambler, falls in love with him, and
marries him after they have fled from the old Colonel's wrath to
the city. The gambler, for the sake of the girl, gives up his evil
ways, and devotes himself to her. He defies a blackmailing detective, and as a result is sent to prison.
Shortly thereafter, another woman appears on the scene, and
asserts she is the gambler's wife. The girl is persuaded of this,
and goes back to her old home, but her father drives her out, and
she takes refuge in a negro cabin with her old Mammy. When
her child is born, she believes it illegitimate, and herself a Magdalene. Her life is made miserable by the villagers, and she determines to kill herself by leaping off a cliff, but the husband, after
his prison term is over, finds her and they are reunited, after the
spectator learns that the other woman was merely an old flame

" Terrified by the Ghost "
who is at odds with the mate, and also with Paul, in love with
Ray's daughter. The mate is after the pearl. He and Ray fight,
and Ray, thinking he has killed him, hides the body in a seachest.
In his sleep, Ray hides the pearl in the barrel of a shotgun, with
which finally kills the mate, imagining he has killed the mate's
ghost. Then the Captain jumps overboard.
There are several flaws in the plot, but these are discounted by
the rapidity of action. In the cast are King, Katherine Burke,
Harry Southard, Charles Dudley, George Theilan, Frank Erlanger
and Richard Johnson. The direction is by Fred Huntley, under
the supervision of the Horkheimer Brothers.
" THE SNOWBIRD "
(Rolfe-Metro — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F.- THEW
UNUSUAL scenery in this subject adds attractiveness to a commonplace story and familiar handling. The greater part of
the picture was made up in the winter mountains, scenery representing— and well representing — the Canadian woods. The chief
fault of the ficture is the running of some two hundred feet of film
after the story has been told, and the halting of the action at the
highest point of the principal climax for the introduction of a
vision of Paris life.
The interest, however, is strong, and is carried logically through
the six reels; the picture is entertaining, and has an appeal wide
enough to give it good box-office value.
Edwin Carewe, the director, appears as a French Canadian of
education and mental attainments, living alone deep in the woods.
He has inherited valuable land, half of which, through an agreement made by his father, belongs to John Wheeler, an American
banker.
Wheeler's daughter, played by Mabel Talliaferro, is sought in
marriage by Mitchell, a wealthy young idler, whom she detests,
but who proposes to force her into a marriage. He does this by
getting her father so involved financially that he is in danger of
prison unless he can prove his ownership of the Canadian lands.
As Corteau, the Canadian, has the only proof of this in existence,
and refuses to give it up. Wheeler is lost.

of Wethe have
gambler's.
told the story in some detail to show its import, as the
title might mislead. It is a story, which perhaps will not stand
strict analysis, but the handling of it is along the intelligent lines
characteristic of the Fine Arts forces. Miss Gish registers in excellent fashion the varying shades of emotion she is called upon to
depict. Sam De Grasse, as the gambler, is unusually pleasing, and
Spottiswoode Aitken gives one of his fine character renditions.
Jennie Lee is exceptionally good as the negro mammy, and Mary
Alden is thoroughly acceptable as the other woman. Seymour
Hastings and William de VauU are also in the cast.
We think this picture will go very well, not only because of the
work of Miss Gish and her fellow players, but also because the
Southern atmosphere is excellent, and there are many human
touches. Alan Dwan, always a careful and skilled director, worked
from a script by Roy Summerville, which in turn was based on a
story by Granville Warwick.
"HOW
BRITAIN
PREPARED"
(Patriot
Film Corporation)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
IN days when we are almost surfeited with war pictures and
preparedness propaganda, this film manages to stand out, and
is deserving of especial attention. Not only is it of value as a
study and a lesson, but it is an excellent entertainment.
One of its chief virtues is its evident genuineness. And right
now, when charges of " fake " are being shouted against ntmaerous
importations of battlefield films, this may be largely responsible
for its appeal. A wide 'variety of subjects is covered; they are
assembled in orderly and logical sequence ; the story they tell and
the message they bring is clear and intelligible to all.
Moreover, the photographs were made under the personal supervision of that expert in motography, Charles Urban. He has
dared the winter of the North Sea, to get striking views of the
Great Fleet at work; he has invaded the training camps and the
front, and the result is well worth the great effort required.
The film is divided into two parts, the first dealing with the
organization and drilling of Kitchener's great army, and the
second dealing with the sea, and the naval side of the war. The
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Scenes from Universal Pictures for June: "The Sea Lily," "His Little Story," "The Madcap," and "Two Mothers"
first part is subdivided into " Recruiting and Drilling of Volunte rs," Making
"
Munitions," " Trench Work," " Cavalry, Artillery
and Mounted Infantry," " Field Telegraph and Signalling Corps,"
" Royal Flying Corps," " Motor-Cycle Machine-Gun Section,"
"Provisioning an Army," "His Majesty, King George V.," "Off
to the Front," and " Destrojdng a German Blockhouse in Flanders." The second part consists of " Building and Launching a
Battleship," "A Naval Gun in the Making," "On a British Mine
Sweeper," " The Silent Sentinels," " With the Grand Fleet in the
North Sea," " Jack Afloat," " The Hornets of the Fleet " and
" Battleships in Action."
" THE INNER STRUGGLE "
(American-Mutual Masterpicture De Luxe — Rive Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2nd
THOSE who look for insipid conventionality in a film will
doubtless recoil from the stark reality of this one. There
is no convenient killing off of undesirable characters, and no final
clinching between the hero and heroine. The story, written by
Julian La Mothe, is unhackneyed and strong, giving rise to novel
situations intensified by the ingenious directing of Edward Sloman.
Dr. Grant's imselfish devotion has made him the idol of a leper
colony. One day a woman not afflicted with the disease comes
to the island. She explains that she cannot leave her husband,
who has been sent there. This conjugal sacrifice recalls to Dr.
Grant his own love affair. Myra Hamilton, the girl he loved,
refused to marry him because he practiced vivisection. She married instead, Harry Elliot, a diverting young roue. Elliot's dissipations were driving Myra insane when Grant took a hand. In
a terrific fight he had beaten Elliot senseless, had taken him to
the country, and after some months had made a man of him.
Because he still loved Myra, he had exiled himself on this pestilential island.
That night a letter comes from Myra, telling him that Elliot
is dead, and that she wants him to come home and claim her.
Grant is about to go when he remembers his helpless patients,
and his love for them prompts him to stay. He burns Myra's
letter between his fingers, and finding that the flames do not burn
his hands, discovers that he too has leprosy.
This final, unexpected climax makes a fitting close for a tale
filled with unforeseen situations.
Some of the scenes in the leper colony and in an insane asylum
are undeniably gruesome, but are necessary for creating the proper
atmosphere. The. fight between Grandt and Elliot is unusually
well done. The only directorial slip-up is the exaggerated enthusing over Elliot done by the extra girl society buds.
The sets and exteriors are good and the lighting and photography are remarkable. The trio of leads is admirable. Winnifred Greenwood (Myra) is equally effective when chatting at
a festive tea fight or when sobbing over her profligate husband.

Franklyn Ritchie (Dr. Grant) contributes a finished piece of acting, and Roy Stewart (Elliot) skillfully alienates and then regains the sympathy of the spectator.
" HYPOCRISY "
(William Fox — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
LIKE some of the other recent subjects from the William Fox
studios, " Hypocrisy " contains a pleasing amount of comedy
relief, although in the main it is a domestic drama descriptive of
the folly of a young wife, and of a certain portion of high society
which lives by bluff and hypocrisy.
It is putting emphasis in its proper place to say that the handling
of the comedy in this picture is superior to the handling of the
near-tragic elements, and for this Director Kenean Buel deserves
praise. His work elsewhere is effective, but his use of such com-

The Husband Makes a Discovery
monplace situations as the first attempts of a young wife to cook,
the presence of bill collectors outside the apartment of a social
parasite, the appearance of a mule in an outdoor love making
scene, and the forlorn aspect of a justice of the peace roused at
midnight to perform a marriage, show considerable skill and capture an audience without difficulty.
Virginia Pearson has the leading role and it is one happily
suited to her. Miss Pearson makes a beautiful appearance, and
her work in comedy situations is excellent. She holds her dramatic
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scenes well, and gives further strong evidence that she is a sincere and accomplished screen player.
The otlier members of the cast — ^Albert Swenson, John Webb
Dillon, Ida Darling, Gladj's Morris, Henri Leone, and others —
offer adequate support, though their work is not so natural as that
of tlie star.
To go back to Mr. Duel's direction: the story is told in a
straightforward, easily comprehensible manner, and it gains in
force from good use of parallel action, and the cut and flash. The
subtitles are skillfully placed, particularly in the comedy scenes,
and one of those touches of reality which are too seldom seen
on the screen is created by references in two titles to the European war and the late Irish revolt. These are small details, but
they show that Mr. Buel is on the right track.
Summed up, " Hypocrisy " will please, first, because it has not
been permitted to get overserious ; and second, because Miss Pearson is excellent. The story is by Hugh C. Weir.
" MACBETH "
(Reliance Film Corporation — Eight Parts)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
SHAKESPEARE'S "Macbeth" has received what may be
summed up as excellent treatment in its migration to the
motion picture. The passages have been changed a little bit here,
enlarged upon slightly there and scenes have been added that
were merely suggested at in the play and some that are products
of
present ofproducer's
the the
demands
the camera.imagination have been inserted to meet
Perhaps the exhibitor is of the opinion that Shakespeare, speaking in the terms of the lowbrow, is only for the highbrow and
subsequently he may be led to believe that " Macbeth " will not
meet the demands of his audience. If such thoughts possess his
mind he may best dispense with them, for " Macbeth," aside from
the fact that it is a Shakespearian play, is imdoubtedly an excellent picture and consequently it is in a position to entertain both
sects of the aforementioned " brows." This statement is made
merely because some Shakespearian picture-plays of the past have
mocked the author and deceived an eager public.
Sir Herbert Tree steps into the light of the studio via " Macbeth." His characterization of the Scottish thane from the time
he first comes under the influence of the false ambition to become
king until he at last reaps the ill rewards of his many misdeeds
is a convincing study of character. The change is wrought plainly
and Sir Herbert, aided by an expressive countenance which screens
particularly well, makes the most of the part.
Gsnstance Collier, as Lady Macbeth, shares honors with the
English actor. She makes the role cold, calculating and hard,
untouched by sympathy. Her influence over the at first more
amicable Macbeth is easily understandable from Miss Collier's
playing. Wilfred Lucas's Macduff, Ralph Lewis's Banquo, Spottiswoode Aitken's Duncan and Mary Alden's Lady Macduff leave
little to be desired. L. Tylden, Scott McKee and Jack Leonard
as the three witches are excellent, while a large supporting cast,
including several hundred supernumeraries, appear.
John Emerson is credited with shaping the play for the screen
and the directing. Mr. Emerson, perhaps because he was dealing with " Macbeth
has adhered more or less rigidly to stage
production. In close-ups his characters deliver what seem to be
speeches from the play directly into the lens. Talking, however, seems in no wise lo hinder facial expression, and so the
point may be disposed of lightly.
In respect to his scenario Mr. Emerson has done excellently.
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The bits of action that up to this time have been foreign to
Shakespeare, inserted by Mr. Emerson, bear out the suggestions
of the play to a degree of perfection. Battle scenes, for instance,
the sight of Macduff at home with his wife and child, the final
storming of Macbeth's castle and other incidents create a strong
impression entirely in keeping with the original play.
Likewise in the matter of production has Mr. Emerson carried out his scenario to a perfect degree. The costuming, the
settings and the handling of the hordes of extras in the battle
scenes could not be improved upon. And besides, there are the
three witches and Banquo's ghost introduced as only the films
can properly introduce them; by use of double exposure. In
smaller but no less important instances has Mr. Emerson taken
advantage of the power of the camera. In that most crucial point
in the play when Macbeth, after he has murdered Duncan, is
brooding over his deed and of future glories prophesied to follow he is awakened from his lethargy by the knocking of Macduff at the castle door. Again calling the double exposure into
play,other
a mailed
is seen
knocking on Macbeth's heart. There
are
bits offist
equal
significance.
In fact from first to last, the picture " Macbeth " is a powerful tragedy. There was opportunity, plenty of opportunity to
visualize it as violent melodrama because the various murders
done and caused by Macbeth are all pictured in this production.
Happily, however, the play is worthy to be called a tragedy, for
it depicts with great intensity the downfall and ruination of an
overly ambitious man, spurred on to murder by an even more
ambitious wife.
It is a picture which will provide amply for the entertainment
of those who have before considered Shakespeare to be beyond
their scope of conception, while it is also a production that will
in no wise offend the sensibilities and the traditions held by the
student.
Advertising on the Screen
(Continued from page 3716)
«*'T~'HEN follows the motion picture drama of the evening, a powerful drama, perhaps, which requires the
sympathy, and the appreciative attention of the audience.
But is the audience now receptive? Is the artistic atmosphere, somuch to be desired, still in evidence? Echo
answers : It is not !.
" The preliminary showing of ' Oscar's Oleo,' etc., etc.,
has distracted the audience, has lowered the artistic tone
of the theatre; has provided a most improper introduction for the film drama to follow.
* * *
♦''T'HE public resents being taken advantage of. The
fact remains that the people pay the price of admission to view photoplays and not to have advertising
slides forced upon them, nor industrial photoplays which
exploit the merits of laundry machinery, dairies, or
bakeries.
"If these advertisements are to be presented, it is only
fair to theatre patrons that announcements be primarily
made. The interjection of advertising film, or slides, between two worthy films, will ruin an otherwise well-balanced program ; and the advertising is endured and not
reli.shed by the audience.
" Furthermore, they are in no receptive mood to properly
api)reciate the merits of forthcoming productions. And
when the same advertising slides are continued for a week
at a time they become particularly tiresome to the persons
who have paid good money to be entertained, not bored.
"'yUERE is undoubtedly a fertile field for advertising
*■ via the moving picture screen. Many of the advertising film productions are pretentious and expensive. They
will attract many people if there is a frank announcement
that they are advertisements and are to be shown as such.
No prices of admission should be charged the people to
view these films, any more than the newspaper should
charge for permission to read advertisements contained in

them."
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"The Blue or the Grey." (Biograph. Reissue.
Mon., July 3.) — A civil war picture made by.W.
Christy Cabanne with a cast including Donald
Crisp, Alfred Paget, Robert Harron, Irene
Howley and Mildred Manning. It is brim full
of action, some of it most thrilling, but its story
paints the northern soldier with such a slurring
brush that it is hardly enjoyable. There are some
few scenes which are apt to be offensive besides.
" His Trust and His Trust Fulfilled." BioTwo reels.
Reissue.
Sat., and
July issued
4.) — ■
This wasgraph.made
by D.
W. Griffith
as two separate pictures, each somewhat dependent on the other, under the titles of " His
Trust " and " His Trust Fulfilled." It has now
been made into one picture and the titles combined. The story deals with an old negro who
faithful to his promise to his master, cared for
his widowed wife and daughter after his death
in the war. It makes a most appealing offering,
one we are sure that all will enjoy. An accomplished cast composed of Wilfred Lucas, Claire
MacDoweil, Del Henderson, Dorothy West and
Grace Henderson does high grade work.
" Fools' Gold." (Essanay. Three reels. Sat.,
June 10.) — rWill be reviewed in next week's issue.
" Putting It Over." (Essanay. Two reels.
Tues., follows
June :13.) — Not shown for review; the
story
Evans, a young lawyer, while handling a case
for Mrs, Chelmsford, lives at her house. He is
in love with
Bernice,
tending thatthe
theylady's
are niece,
studying
parts andfor prean
amateur theatrical performance, they make violent
love to each other. A valuable necklace is stolen
from the house. Evans and Bernice happen to
get are
in the
automobile
and
takenburglar's
to the police
station, while
but theeloping,
gems
are recovered and the wedding is celebrated. The
cast is composed of Harry Beaumont, Marguerite
Clayton, and
Camille
Skinner
MarkD'Arcy,
Smith. Charles Stine, Marion
" Canimated Nooz Pictorial No. 11." (EssaSplit reel. Wed.,
14.) —news
An animated
cartoonnay. burlesque
of theJune
current
weeklies
shares this reel with 500 feet of Western scenic.
" The Promise Land." (Essanay. Three reels.
Sat.,
followsJune
: 17.) — Not shown for review; the story
David Hunter and Charlie Griswold are suitors
for the hand of Margaret Jameson, a small town
girl. By promises of taking her to the city,
Griswold wins the girl and marries her. Many
years later Hunter is a successful doctor, and
Griswold has become a derelict. Hunter saves
the
life ofleaves
Margaret's
the death
Griswold
Margaretbaby,
free and
to marry
Hunter.of
" Midnight
at the
Old much
Mill."of (Kalem.
June
6.) — There
is not
a story toTues.,
this
comedy although Ham and Bud and their support are capable of getting a few laughs without
its aid. A chase in which the action is speeded
up brings the picture to a close. There have
been decidedly better Ham comedies.
" In Cinderella's Shoes." (Kalem. Wed.,
June
appearswhoherebelieves
as thein
daughter7.) —of Ethel
a shoe Teare
manufacturer
foot wear of the vastly exaggerated common sense
variety. Ethel objects to wearing such shoes
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and
the subsequent
entanglements
quite
humorous.
Others in tlae
cast are Gus are
Leonard,
Jack MacDermott and Victor Rottman.
" The Two
Disappearance
Mintern."
(Kalem.
reels. Weekof of Helen
June 12.)—
Aside
from accomplishing their usual clever trick of
bringing a band of lawbreakers to justice, Mona
and Mary, show lovable inclinations in their
numbertion of the
of " story
The Social
Pirates." leaves
The construchere presented
little to
be desired as is the usual case.
" An Old Man's Folly." (Knickerbocker Star
Feature.
reels. Fri.,
Juneoverworked
16.) — Despite
the
fact thatThree
coincidence
is badly
and
the plot is a variation of the triangle idea, this
picture should prove acceptable, chiefly because
of the excellent style in which it was produced
insofar as settings, lighting and photoplay are
concerned. The action moves quite rapidly, and
the
while notas aat foolish
all brilliant,
competent.
Danielcast^(jilfether,
old manis who
carries
on an affair with an adventuress, heads the cast.
Others are Marguerite Nichols, Les Willis, Richard Johnson, Phyllis Grey and Frank Erlangen.
Reeves Eason directed, under the supervision of
the Messrs. Horkheimer.
" The Tv»o Orphans." (Selig. Three reels.
Re-issue. Mon., June 12.)— Will be reviewed in
next week's issue.
"The Cowpuncher's Peril." (Selig. Sat., June
17.) — This Tom Mix Western is in every respect
similar to the scores he has already produced.
The simple plot is merely a vehicle to carry the
numerous riding and shooting feats. _ These, as
usual, are of a spectacular kind. Audiences that
appreciate conventional Westerns will like this
release.
In Mr.
support
Victoria Forde,
Pat Chrisman
and Mix's
Joe Ryan
appear.
Tom Meyers, having found a rich gold mine,
starts out to register it at the Claim Office.
Padgett, a man who envies Tom, wounds him,
steals the description of the mine, and rides of! to
register the
Betty,
daughter,
sees claim.
this episode
and aby ranch
furiousowner's
riding
beats Padgett
to
the
office
and
saves
Tom'sthatprop-he
erty. This act impresses Tom so much
asks her to be his wife.
MUTUAL
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" Disguisers."
(Falstaff.
Mon., inMay
—
Here
we have Conrad
and Oscar
new 29.)
roles.
Oscar turnsis withthehis successful
wooer,
and
when
he
rebride Conrad resolves on revenge.
Conrad learns that the bride's Uncle Dave has
come on from Dakota, and manages to sow susas to hides
Uncle and
Dave's
in Oscar's
mind. picion
Oscar
sees identity
Uncle Dave
kissing
the bride. He leaps out and attacks the intruder,
and then finds he is a bona-flde tmcle. Uncle
Dave is wroth and tears up the deed of a house
which he was bringing as a gift. Claude Cooper,
Louise Emerald Bates, Frank E. McNish and
Riley Chamberlain compose the cast.
" Sawdustasleep
Love."
(Cub,
— Twoof
wayfarers,
by the
road,Fri.,
hearJune
the 2.)
sound
hammering, and awake to find a small circus
pitching its tents nearby. They immediately join
the crowd, and one of them falls in love with
Nina, a performer and daughter of the proprietor.
The clown, who also loves the maid, attempts to
keep them away, but_ they get into the circus and
attract Nina's attention. She spoils her act, and
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father chases the two trouble-makers. The three
run into the middle of the ring, and make such a
hit that they are immediately given jobs. Nina
runs into the arms of her new sweetheart, who
embraces her, and then awakes to find himself by
the roadside, embracing his fellow hobo. The
whole circus episode was a dream.
"Peterson's Pitiful Plight." (Falstaff.
June 3.) — Peterson is beset by creditors. HeSat.,is
in love with his bookkeeper, Rosemary, and when
the creditors become too importunate, he tells
them she is an heiress and when they are married
everything will be repaid. After the wedding the
creditors throng the house, and Peterson introduces them as uncles, cousins and brothers. Rosemary is delighted and urges them to call often—
which
the office
Petersontheyis do.
servedTheywiththrong
a summons
by and
two house,
at the
same time. While the rival factions are fighting
for him, he throws Rosemary into a car and they
escape. head
BerttheDelaney,
Jordan
cast. Gladys Leslie and Elise
" Circumstantial Evidence." (American. Two
reels. Mon., June 12.) — Will be reviewed next
week.
' Love, Burglars and a Bull Dog." (Vogue.
complications and
Tues., June 13.) — Innumerable
the great speed of the players will doubtless find
favor for this film in many audiences. The humor
is forced at times, and were it not for the broad
burlesque employed in some of the situations,
they might have been risque. Much of the business is the kind that generations of theatre-goers
have proved to be sure-fire. Rube Miller is the
by Alice Neice, Arthur Tavaressupported
lead,
Kirby.
and Maude
Rube, the lazy husband of an industrious washerwoman wife, has a great eye for female pulchritude. A new couple move into the house next
door, and Rube flirts with the wife. He gets into
a lot of trouble with his jealous wife and the
equally jealous husband of the woman he is
ogling. Everything comes out all right in the
end when Rube captures a brace of burglars.
" Billy Van Deusen's Eggs-Spensive Advenfor review.tures." (Beauty. Wed., June 14.) — Not shown
" The Sheriff of Palumas." (Mustang. Two
reels. Fri., June 16.) — The familiar story of this
production is well handled by a competent cast.
The ending is not the one usually used, and on
this account a touch of novelty is not lacking.
The atmosphere is well created, and fine photography prevails throughout. The players, well selected, are as follows : Charles Newton, William
Stowell, Varvey Clark, Harry McCabe, Burr
Ritchie,
Ashton Dearholt, Madeline Fordyce and
Helen Rosson.
Jesse Martin, a reformed safe cracker, has become a respected figure in a Western town. After
he has been elected Sheriff, he makes his son,
just back from college. Deputy Sheriff. One of
Martin's old accomplices comes to town and by
threatening
expose
life, forces
the Sheriff toto aid
him Martin's
in robbingpasta safe.
Martin's son discovers a finger print on the safe
and
is horrified
to findMartin
that itand
is histhefather's.
In
a quarrel,
however,
crook kill
each other,
never
known. so the Sheriff's forced duplicity is
" Pedigrees, Pups and Puppies." (Beauty. Sun..
June
18.) — Orral
Humphrey,
Joe Massey
make an
excellent Lucille
comedy Ward
team, and
but
their efforts in this instance are hampered by the
mediocrity of the material at their disposal. The
facial contortions of the principals, however, do

At the Signal-Mutual Studios: (Left to right) Stage ItsandSortLaboratory;
"Whispering Smith"; Studio Station, the Only One of
on the TimeStreet
CardScene
of a for
Railroad
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ance the scarcity of laughs in
to counter-bal
muchsituati
ons.
the
, ,•
■ ,
j
Smith is an admirer of pedigreed dogs toandbuya
hater of cats. He spends all his money Shapely
of
an expensive dog. Mike is an admirer
but the father refuses to counSmith's daughter,
tenance their marriage because he believes that
from kings. The pedithe Smiths are descended
drive away vagrant cats,
greed dog is unable to puts
Ihis
them to route.
pup
but Mike's mongrel
that one of Smith s
fact, coupled with the asproof
persuades
horse-thief,
a
hanged
ancestors was let
Mike marry his daughter.
the father to
oms." (Vogue. Sun.,
Bride-Gro
" Delinquent
18.) — Not shown for review.
June

the next day with a glowing report of how he
rescued several persons, but then it is learned
that the boat did not go down at all. This has
a number of humorous complications and makes
aNcal
very Burns
satisfactory
Betty the
Compson,
and Edcomedy
Burnswithplaying
leads.
Robert McGowan wrote the story, Al Christie
the scenario ivhile Horace Davey produced.
•' The Golden Boot." (Victor. Fri., June 16.) —
A fairly good comedy in which Al MacQuarrie as
a tramp is unable to spend a roll of bills which
he finds
in an aoldlot shoe.
however,
succeed in doing
of goodHe bydoes,
giving
the money
to a stricken family. William Bowman wrote
the
story for the
this scenario.
and directed after Olga Printzlau prepared

Cry for Help
" both
Peg and Dr. Peg
Limd,is Jr.,
are
prisoners
of the
counterfeiters.
almost
drowned in the cellar, but she is rescued by Dr.
Lund. Theandcounterfeiters'
den isexcept
raidedMrs.by
detectives
all are captured
Lund. Later at an entertainment given by Dr.
Lund, Sr., in honor of the reopening of the circus,
Peg, under the influence of her strange inheritance,
Lund, byJr.,officers.
of being a counterfeiter andaccuses
he isDr.arrested

UNIVERSAL PROGRAM

"The Railroad Bandit." (Bison. Two reels.
Sat., June 17.) — A sensational melodrama written
by Wright Roberts along lines of the old school.
If some of its phases fail to ring true, such shortcomings are far overbalanced by the abundance
of thrills that the action contains. Among the
incidents is a thrilling running hght engaged in
by bandits on horseback and railroad men on a
moving flat car. Pedro Leon, Lee Hill, Marie
Walcamp, and L. C. Shumway played under
Henry McRae's direction.
" Love Quarantined." (Joker. Sat., June 17-)—
Written and produced by Allen Curtis, this
picture contains the necessary plot and eccentric
business essential to an excellent comedy. William Franey, Gale Henry, Charles Conklin, Lillian
Peacock and Milburn Moranti have their usual
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(Red Feather. Five
••What Love Can Do."
June 10.12.)— Reviewed at length
Mon.,of June
reels.
the issue
in
(Nestor.a Mon-,
"Their Awful Predicament."staged
at week
Tune 12.)— A raixup is here who
has stolen a
end partv where a burglar
and a
two suspects
necklace 'frommosta jeweler,
is considerThere towards
t.
arecomedy promuien
detective
the
although
this
in
able good
are
slow, as the situationsBillie
end it waxes rather
Lyons
Eddie
.
similiar
t
all somewha
Rhodes, Lee Moran and Ed Burns are the principals.
seal. Three
Love."In (Gold
"The Melody of 13.)—
a mining town a
reels Tues., June
interfering
the
by
blighted
time
a
romance is for
dramatic way
villain, but in a more or lessthese
reels
three
out happily. While
things turn
hlmed,
some of the finest scenes theeverpicture
contain
is
of
phase
the action in the opening
numerous
not clear and the story is apt to drag m Myles
and
Norbert
Kerrigan,
J. Warren
spots.
Buck Connors
are the
principals.
"The Wonderful Secret." (Imp. Tues.,
June
daughter
X3.) — Edith Roberts once again as the brightens
colonel
southern
old
proud
but
ofthisa poor
wooed
film to a most pleasing extent. She ofis course
who
a young northerner,
and won by
Harry Benham in this role
has a lot of money. Addison
Lathrop wrote the
William
does well.
scenario
and Winthrop Kelley directed.
" Howr Stars Are Made." (L-KO. Two reels.
— Alice Howell andandRaybothGriffith
Wed., June 14.)
have
studio
are sweepers in the L-Ko
something of a desire to act. Whenas aanpageant
angel,
Alice dresses
parades in Hollywood,
devil, thus usurping the positipns
and Ray as the
chase
of Gertrude Selby and Reggie Morris.to Aa close.
of fair character bringsstuffthein picture
it, but there have
This has some funny
been many better L-Ko two reelers.
"When the WoU Hovsrls." (Rex. Wed.,the June
wife
in which
14. )— An appealing little drama
suicide
of the poor artist is driven to contemplate
arrival
time by theThis
in the nickmetof success.
but is prevented
of her husband who has effect and produceshasa
been handled to excellent
William Mong wrote the
of suspense.
great bit and
directed with Cleo Madison, while
scenario
these
two also have the principal roles.
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parts.
"The Finer Metal." (Rex. Two reels. Sun.,
June
and sustaining
twists 18.)
to —a This
story has
of theseveral
eternalnewtriangle
in which
the easily influenced young wife is the most
prominent siderable
figure.
have conpower andTheallclimax
in all scenes
the picture
will
doubtless entertain over its whole length. The
arrangement of the bank offices is poor, but otherwise Ray Schrock's
directionandis William
commendable.
Ben Wilson,
Dorothy Phillips
Welsh
are the principals.
"A College Boomerang." (Imp. Sun., June
18.) — A college romance which fails utterly to
convince because of its unreal atmosphere and
its
melodramatic
character.
ham heavy
and Edith
Roberts are
the leads.Harry Ben" Romance at Random." (Laemmle. Sun.,
June 18.) — This Rupert Julian picture contains
one of fectedthose
minutechange
surprises
which is but
efnot by last
a sudden
in situation,
by the minature physique of midget Gus Alexander. Julian as the unwilling co-respondent in
ahusband
divorcebecause
case trembles
to meet
the woman's
he is a prize
fight promoter,
but
Alexander
is
the
man
and
there's
nothing
to
afraid of there. This makes a very good releasebe
as it is worked out exceedingly well and carries
a big surprise. Elsie Jane Wilson is the wife.
E. J. Clawson prepared the scenario from a
story by H. B. M. Watson.
" Peg o' the Ring." (Universal Special Feature.
Sixth Episode. Two reels. Week of June 5.) — •
At tlie opening of this number entitled "The

"Her Soul's Song." (Laemmle. Two reels.
wife, a beautiful
Thurs., June 15.) — The young
at the birth of
of herher voice
is deprived
singer,
her child.
She leaves
husband in a rage,
but as time goes on she longs for her child. She
returns to discover it deathly ill. This strange
situation brings back her voice and later the
baby under her care becomes well. This drama,
impossible makes very
though seemingly wildly
The subtitles are written
good entertainment.
across
the scenes in most instances. Dorothy
Davenport and Emory Johnson are the principals.
"Betty's Hobo." (Laemmle.
Thurs., June
15. )— Calderit isJohnstone's
forteand issometimes
sentiment.it
Sometimes
true sentiment
is not. Here he has written an average story of
athehobofather
'whO;Jias
a past,
with
of the
littleintimately
girl he connected
makes friends
with.
It
is
mairtly
a
child's
picture
although
simplicity may make for more mature admirers.its
George Cochrane directed his two leads, Thomas
Jefferson and Zoe Bcch.
"The Devil's Image." (Imp. Two reels. Fri.,
June
16.) —ofThis
portrays
fashionas
the dream
a man,
in whichin hegrucsope
sees himself
a dope fiend. Gruesome it is, but it is unusually
strong as well, while it has been produced efficiently. Hobart Henley does some good acting
as the dope fiend, while Irene Hunt makes the
role
of
the
wife very human. Hal Clarendon
' directed.
—
The" Almost
husbanda Widow."
starts on(Nestor.
a trip Fri.,
but June
misses16.)the
boat and joins a poker game. The boat goes
down and the wife mourns for hubby. He returns

William Worthington, Universal Director

WEEKLIES
Hearst-Vitagraph, No. 44. — Memorial Day
parade in New York; girls play water football
at Venice, Cal. ; Boston preparedness parade;
three thousand visit Roosevelt at Sagamore Hill;
anniversary of birth of G. A. R. in Danville, Fy. ;
Central Park Zoo family of hippopotomi move
to summer quarters ; military exhibition on GovIsland ; world's
records
meet aternor'sHarvard
Stadium
; otherbroken
views.in athletic
Mutual Weekly, No. 75. — President and Mrs.
Wilson attend the Grayson-Gordon wedding in
New York ; New York policemen in military
training camp; Mutual stars sail for the Orient;
2,000 pilgrims journey to Sagamore Hill to ask
T. R. to lead them ; Baltimore preparedness
parade; Rodman Law in thrilling parachute drop;
target practice at Fort Crockett, Tex.; American
sport fashions ; latest fashions in evening gowns ;
Chaplin aids war orphans ; snake day at Jourdanton, Tex.
Selig-Tribune,
43. races,
(Mon., Riverside,
May 29.)—Mass.
Girls;
practice
for annualNo.canoe
Evening Mail marathon, New York City; dog
show at Belmont Park, L. I. ; Vincent Astor takes
aeroplane flight at Marblehead, Mass. ; classic
dance in the open, Boston Mass. ; Elephant Butte
Dam completed
at Elephant
Butte, N. M.Bay,; National Guard Tournament
at Sheepshead
N.
Y. ; and other events.
Selig-Tribune, No. 44. (Thurs., June 1.) —
KentfieldDrake;
celebrates
California's
discoverer.
Sir
Francis
with the
U. S. troops
in Mexico;
dress parade at West Point, N. Y. ; horses and
mules purchased by Allies, San Francisco, Cal. ;
six thousand children of Portland, Ore., participate in outdoor calisthenics ; President and Mrs.
Wilson and other national figures attend Dr.
Grayson's wedding in New York; Prince Von
Buelow,
reported successor
to Count
Bernstorflf. Ambassador
to United
States Von
in Berlin,
Germany; and other events.
INCORPORATIONS
The Corporation Trust Company, 37 Wall
street. New York, reports the following new corporations:
In Delaware
:
THE STRAND COMPANY; to conduct
places of amusement for the production of moving
pictures; capitalized at $100,000 in Hillcrest,
Del.; incorporators are: Earnest B. MacNair,
Hillcrest,
William
H. Bramble,
Wilmington, Del. ; Del.;
and John
O. Griffith,
Wilmington,
Del.
NEW YORK THEATRE SYNDICATE; to
operate theatres, amusement enterprises, etc. ; capitalized at $37,000 in Penns Grove, N. J. ; incorporators are : Fred D. Doty, Broad and Main
streets, Penns Grove, N. J. ; Giles S. Doty, Broad
and Main streets, Penns Grove, N. J.; Thomas B.
T-Iall,
328 North
street,streets,
Camden,
J.; E.
S.
Kilmer,
Broad Sixth
and Main
PennsN. Grove,
N. J. ; and
C. Crumlish,
Broad and Main
streets,
PennsJames
Grove,
N. J.
In New Jersey :
HIGHLANDS
CORPORA-at
TION; AmusementAMUSEMENT
enterprises; capitalized
$10,000 in Highlands, N. J.; incorporators are:
Harry A. Sculthorp, Highlands, N. J. ; Jesse L.
Sculthorp, Highlands, N. J. ; and (jeorge E.
Jenkinson, Jr., Highlands, N. J.
In Virginia:
PEOPLES AMUSEMENT COMPANY, INC.;
a general
moving capitalized
picture business
and inamusements generally;
at $10,000
Richmond;
incorporators
are:
A.
J.
Bradley,
ter Evans, E. A. Barlow, all of Richmond,W. Va.ChesIn New York:
SUB-SEA MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS
CO., INC.; motion picture bus.; capitalized at
$1,000
in Manhattan;
incorporators
Howard
Thurston,
Beechurst, L.
I. ; Rualto are:
F. Leithold,
1400 Broadway,
1400
Broadway, N.
N. Y.Y. ; and Thos. F. MacMahon,
f:ELEBRATED FILM CORPORATION;
motion picture business; capitalized at $1,000 in
Nyack,
N. Y Building,
; incorporators
: Arthur
Rosen,ich. Times
N. Y. are
; Louis
Scharman,
218 West Forty-second street, N. Y. ; and Harry
G. Koseh, 218 West Forty-second street.
MARTIN ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING CO., INC.; motion picture films, vaudetheatrical supplies,
etc. ; capitalized
$50,000 inville, Manhattan
; incorporators
are : atRalph
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Martin, 1063 Simpson street, Bronx; Jos. J.
Murphy, 457 West Thirty-fifth street, N. Y. ;
and
N. Y.Harvey C. Price, 131 West 110th street,
A. & W. FILM CORPORATION; gen. film
business; capitalized at $10,000 in Manhattan;
incorporators are: Abraham Press, 64 West
Twelfth street, N. Y. ; Ernest V. Reiss, 210 West
Fourteenth street, N. Y. ; and Wm. G. Keir, 355
East 16Sth street, N. Y.
RIALTO FILM CORPORATION; motion picture business; capitalized at $1,000 in Manhattan;
incorporators
20 East Ninetieth street. are:
New Wra.
York Goldburg,
; Julius Goldburg,
233
Broadway, New York ; and Jesse J, Goldburg, 707
St. Nicholas avenue. New York.
MAHARG AMUSEMENT COMPANY,_ INC. ;
to operate places of amusement, moving pictures,
films, etc., in Manhattan; incorporators are: Jacob
Wollheim, 338 East Seventy-ninth street, New
York; Alfred J. Graham, 65 West 181st street,
Nev/
street.York
New ; and
York.Harry Baer, 30 East Forty-second
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES, INC. ;
motion picture business ; capitalized at $500,000 in
Manhattan; incorporators are: Lewis J. Selznick,
448 Riverside Drive, New York ; Fisher Goodhue,
157 East Thirty-fourth street, New York; T. A.
Driscoll, 716 Park avenue, Hoboken, N. J.
PEN - O - GRAPH FILM CORPORATION ;
motion picture and theatrical business ; capitalized
at $500 in Manhattan ; incorporators are : John B.
Hall, Baldwin Harbor, L. I., N. Y. ; Redmond B.
Cotter, Baldwin Harbor, L. I., N. Y. ; and Wm.
A. Kane, 110 West Fortieth street. New York.
PHOTO-CHROME FILM CORPORATION;
moving picture business, printing and publishing;
capitalized at $50,000 in Manhattan ; incorporators
are: Thos. F. McMahan, Stella M. Kelleher and
Bailey C. Elliott, all of 1400 Broadway, New York.
HOLMA FILM CORPORATION ; mot^./i pictures and theatrical business ; capitalized at $5,000
in Manhattan ; incorporators are : Nelson Ruttenbert, 1129 Vyse avenue, Bronx; Marie A. Ritter,
183 St. Nicholas avenue, Brooklyn ; and J. Robert
Rubin, 165 Broadway, New York.
B. & L. AMUSEMENT COMPANY, INC.;
to manage theatres and general moving picture
business; capitalized at $1,000 in Manhattan;
incorporators are: John A. Litt, 137 East Twentyeighth street. New York; Anthony A. Bagarozzo,
261 West Fourth street. New York ; and A. Fabry,
210 West Fourth street. New York.
CARDINAL FILM CORPORATION; motion
pictures; capitalized at $10,000 in Manhattan;
mcorporators are: Alex L. Kenney, 67 Meadow
Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y. ; Gertrude E.
Wandler, Woodhaven, L. I. ; and Arthur W.
Smith, Orange, N. J.
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CO., INC.; motion pictures, theatrical bus, etc.;
capitalized at $5,000 in Manhattan ; incorporators
are : Jacques E. Horn, Fourth street and Fifth
avenue, Brooklyn; Wm. Cohen, 218 Martense
street, Brooklyn; and Theo A. Doucet, 139 West
Forty-seventh street. New York.
PHOTOPLAY MATERIAL BUREAU, INC.
motion picture and vaudeville business ; booksell
ing,
etc.; capitalized
$1,000
in Manhattmstationers,
; incorporators
are Victorat E.
Grossbaum,
1018 East 163d street, Bronx; Lillian Kamber,
907 Prospect avenue, Bronx ; and May Berkman,
529 Fifty-second street, Brooklyn.
PUBLIC SERVICE TICKET OFFICE, INC.,
deal in theatre tickets, general ticket office, man'
age theatres, etc. ; capitalized at $5,000, in Man
hattan; incorporators are: Jos. Leblang, 501 W,
110th street, New York; Tillie Leblang, 501 W.
110th street. New York; and Hugh Leblang, 689
In Pennsylvania :
COLUMBIA THEATRE COMPANY ; owning,
maintaining and operating theatres, etc. ; capitalized at $5,000; incorporators are Thomas D. McCloskey, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; William E. Best, Pittsburgh, ]?a. ; and Robert H. Grier, Bellevue, Pa.
THE STURK AMUSEMENT COMPANY;
operation and maintenance of places of amusement,
etc.;
$10,000; incorporators
Charlescapitalized
A. Sturk,at Philadelphia,
Pa. ; John are:C.
Swartley, Doylestown, Pa. ; and Paul Freeman,
Dojflestown, Pa.
MOTION
EXHIBITORS'
LEAGUE
OF PICTURE
PENNSYLVANIA;
operating
etc., of moving picture theatres, etc. ; capitalized
at $5,000; incorporators are: I. W. Shearer, James
Delves, Fred J. Herrington, A. J .Barthell, SoL
Openheimer, Christ J. Vollmer, and Henry Poke.
In Virginia:
NORFOLK ACADEMY OF MUSIC, INC,
to lease and operate theatres, and theatrical at
tractions; capitalized at $15,000, in Norfolk, Va.
incorporators are : Jake Wells, Norfolk, Va. ; Ot
to
folk,Wells,
Va. Norfolk, Va. ; and J. L. Mitchell, Nor
CIRCUIT THEATRES CORPORATION; to
own and conduct public and private moving
picture, ances;
theatrical,
musical
and other
performcapitalized at
$1,250,000
in Richmond,
Va. ; incorporators are : W. W. Beverley, Richmond, Va. ; E. M. Enos, Richmond, Va. ; and
R. E. Peyton, Jr., Richmond, Va.
GAIETY AMUSEMENT COMPANY, INC.;
general amusement business, theatres, roof gardens, moving picture shows, etc. ; capitalized at
$50,000 in Hopewell, Va. ; incorporators are: J. C.
D. Cholson, Hopewell, Va. ; Thos. P. Suelis,
Hopewell, Va. ; and P. O. M. Brown, Washington, D. C.
Made by
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R. & W. PHOTOPLAY CO., INC. ; managers
and proprietors of theatres, etc. ; capitalized at
$4,000 in Brooklyn ; incorporators are : Irving
Rosenthal, 375 Snediker avenue, Brooklyn; Mary
Begren,New
63 West
and 653
Forty-third
street,
York; One
and Hundred
Jos. Wellen,
Georgia
avenue, Brooklyn.
SUPERB PICTURES CORPORATION;
motion picture business and carrying on theatrical
enterprises; capitalized at $100,000 in Manhattan;
incorporators
are : Harry
Herman Rapf,
Becker,
Broadway, New York;
15641493
Broadway,
New York; and Arthur H. Jacobs, 1564 Broadway, New York.
PROGRESSIVE FILM MANUFACTURING

on Frederick
your bookings
arranged
'Cv1->iKi'l-^'» Have youi reland
1iro_AA7i«>A E^XniDltOr
TLilVe-Wire
's High-Class
Comedy Series

EMERALD MOTION
PICTURE COMPANY
Released exclusively through
AMERICAN STANDARD MOTION
PICTURE CORPORATION
Executive Offices : 166 W. Washington St., Chicago
Branches in all principal cities.

TOM
<a
JERRY?
IF
NOT — DO
IT NOW
Two reels a week for lo solid weeks.
First release Monday, June 26th
A Sure-Fire Box Office Winner for the Hot Weather Season

Perfect
TO
ASB
Building 50 x 100 suitable for Studio, located in heart of N. Y.
City. 3 floors, large room 50 x 90, 26 feet high, small room x 40,
18 feet high and i floor 50 x 90 divided into 5 rooms which can
be used for dressing rooms. Apply P. A. R., 106 MOTION
Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

developing

and

Printing
There and
are see
reasons
Come
them.—
We sell Eastman raw
stock and can make
shipment same day
order is received.
Dependable Service
Guaranteed Quality

CARTOON
ADS
DON'T
HANDLE
ANY
LINE
UNTIL
YOU
HAVE
SEEN
CATALOG FREE. BIG PROFITS FOR EXHIBITORS ANDMOTO-ADS.
AGENTS.
AMElilCAN COMMERCIAL FILM CO.
150 W. Austin Avenue
U
CHICAGO*

Rothacker

Film Mfg.
Successor to
Industrial Moving Picture Co.
CHICAGO.
:: U.S.A.

Co,
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GENERAL
FILM PROGRAM
RELEASES FOR COMING WEEK
RELEASES FOR CURRENT WEEK
Sunday, June 18, 1916.
Monday, June 12, 1916.
KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE— Pay Dirt
KALEM — The
Disappearance
of Ellen Mintern
(Henry King), D., 5000
2074O
(Twelfth of "The Social Pirates"), D., 2000. ... Special
Monday, June 19, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The Spirit Awakened, D., 1000 (Re-IsKALEM — In the Service of the State (Thirteenth of
sue) 20704
LUBIN— Otto the Cobbler, C, 1000
20705
"The Social Pirates"), D., 2000
Special
SELIG— The Two Orphans, D., 3000
20699
BIOGRAPH—
A Missunderstood
Boy, D., 1000 (Re- '
Issue)
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 47, Topical, 1000
20703
SELIG— The Reprisal, D., 3000
VITAGRAPH— Her Loving Relations, Com. D., 1000 20702
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 49, Topical, 1000
Tuesday, June 13, 1916.
EDISON— The Man in the Street, D., 3000 (Re-Issue) 20711
LUBIN— Otto's Legacy, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— Stung, C, 1000
ESSAN AY— Putting It Over, C, 2000
20706
KALEM— The Alaskan Mouse Hound (Ham. Com.),
Tuesday, June 20, 1916.
1000
20708
BIOGRAPH— The Reformers, D., 2000 (Re-Issue)....
LUBIN— The Avenger, D., 2000
20709
EDISON— Out of the Ruins, D., 3000
Wednesday, June 14, 1916
ESSANAY— The Girl at the Curtain, D., 2000
BIOGRAPH— Libertj- Belles, C, 3000
20717
KALEM— Ham Comedy (Title not decided)
EDISON— The Charge of the Light Brigade, D., 1000 20716
Wednesday, June 21, 1916.
ESSANAY— Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 11, Cart.,
EDISON—
The
Pied
Piper of Hamelin, Juve., 1000...;
and 500 ft. Sc., Split reel
20715
ESSANAY— The Fable of the Undecided Brunnette, C,
1000
KALEM— The Bachelor's Alliance (E. T. Com.), 1000 20714
Thursday, June 15, 1916.
KALEM—
Ethel Teare Comedy (Title not decided)..
LUBIN— Sons of the Sea, D., 3000
20720
Thursday, June 22, 1916.
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 48, Topical, 1000
20723
LUBIN— Love is Law, D., 3000
VIM— Hungry Hearts, C, 1000
20724
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 50, Topical, 1000
Friday, June 16, 1916.
VIM— Never Again, C, 1000
KALEM — The Stenographer's Strategy (Sis Hopkins),
Friday, June 23, 1916.
C, 1000
20728
KALEM— Her Great Invention (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000
KNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE — An Old
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Ancient
Man's Folly, D., 3000
20724
Blood, D., 3000
VIM— The Raid, C, 1000
20730
VIM— For Better or Worse, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— Harold the Nurse Girl, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— Curfew at Pokey Center, C, 1000....
Saturday, Jime 17, 1916.
Saturday, June 24, 1916.
ESSANAY— The Promise Land, D., 3000
20729
KALEM— A Race Through the Air, D., 1000 (H. of H.
ESSANAY— A Traitor to Art, D., 3000
Series)
20738
KALEM— H. of H. Series (Title not decided)
LUBIN— Persistency, C, 1000
LUBIN— Hubby Puts One Over, C, 1000
20734
SELIG— Taking a Chance, W. D., 1000
SELIG— The Cowpuncher's Peril, D., 1000
20739
VITAGRAPH— Underneath the Low Down, D., 3000.
VITAGRAPH— Ashes, D., 3000
20735
MUTUAL
FILM
Monday, June 19, 1916.
Monday, June 12th, 1916.
AMERICAN— Convicted for Murder, D., 2000
AMERICAN— The Gentle Conspiracy, D., 2000....
04813
04834
FALSTAFF— Real Estaters, C, 1000
04815
Tuesday, June 20, 1916.
Tuesday, June 13, 1916,
VOGUE— Ruffhouse, C, 1000
THANHOUSER— Brothers Equal, D., 2000
04816
04836
VOGUE — Love, Burglars and a Bull Dog, Comedy,
Lead: Rube Miller
04818
Wednesday, June 21, 1916.
Wednesday, June 14, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 77, Topical, 1000.... 04837
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly No. 76, Topical
04819
BEAUTY— The House on Hokum Hill, C, 1000
04838
GAUMONT— See America First, Sc., The Belle of the
BEAUTY — Billy Van Deusen's Eggs-spensive Adventure, C, 1,000
04820
Village Green, Shgrf., Split reel
04839
GAUMONT — See America
First, Kartoon Komics,
Thursday, June 22, 1916.
Scenic and Cartoon, Yellowstone National Park. 04821
GAUMONT— The Criminal Thumb, D., 3000
04840
Thursday, June 15, 1916.
THANHOUSER— D., 3,000
04822
Friday, June 23, 1916.
Friday, June 16, 1916.
MUSTANG— A Modern Knight, D., 2000
04843
MUSTANG— The Sheriff of Plumas, D., 2,000
04825
CUB— Jerry's Elopement, C, 1000
04845
CUB— Jerry and the Moonshiners, 1,000
04827
Saturday, June 24, 1916.
Saturday, June 17, 1916.
04828
CENTAUR— The Star of India, D., 2,000
CENTAUR— A Siren of the Jungle, D., 2000
04846
FALSTAFF— Doughnuts (Conductor 786), C, 1,000. 04830
Sunday,
June
25,
1916,
SUNDAY, June 18, 1916.
BEAUTY— Pedigrees, Pups and Pussies, C, 1,000... 04831
BEAUTY— The Day's Work, C, 1000
04848
VOGUE— The Iron Mitt, C, 1000
04849
VOGUE— Delinquent Bridegrooms, C, 1,000
04832
04833
GAUMONT— "Reel Life," Magazine reel
04850
GAUMONT— " Reel Life," Magazine Reel
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FOR

CURRENT

01525
01507
01507
01509
01510
01511
01512
01513
01514
01515
01516
01517
01518
01519
01520
01521
01522
01523
01524

UNICORN
Monday, June 5, 1916.
PURITAN— The Rosary, D., 2000
GAYETY— The Baby in the Case., C, 1000.
Tuesday, June 6, 1916.
HIAWATHA— Bob Armstrong's Reward, W. D., 1000
LILY— The Crucial Test, D., 1000
JUDY— Taming of the Shrew, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
BUFFALO— Broken Hearts, W. D., 1000
HIPPO — Mixed Brides, and Pale-Faced Injuns, C. Sp.
PURITAN— The Missing Necklace, D., 1000
Thursday, June 8, 1916.
LILY— The Formula, D., 2000
JOCKEY— Johnny-On-The-Spot, C, 1000..
Friday, June 9, 1916.
RANCHO— The Higher Voice, W. D., 1000
GAYETY— The Re-Made Maid, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Two Waifs, D., 1000
Saturday, June 10, 1916.
SUNSET— The Rustler's Retribution, D. W., 1000....
SUPREME— The Eternal Truth, D., 1000....
HIPPO — Hubby's Escapade, and His One and Only,
C. Split reel
Sunday, June 11, 1916.
UTAH— A Squaw's Loyalty, W. D., 1000
JOCKEY— Two of a Kind, C, 1000
PURITAN— The Recoil, D., 1000

650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668

Releases

PROGRAM
RELEASES

WEEK

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' the Ring,
No. 7, D., 2000
Monday, June 12, 1916.
RED FEATHER— What Love Can Do, D., 5000
NESTOR— Their Awful Predicament, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 13, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The Melody of Love, D., 3000
IMP— Her Wonderful Secret, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 14, 1916.
REX— When the Wolf Howls, D., 1000
L-KO— How Stars are Made, C, 2000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 24, News
Thursday, June 15, 1916.
LAEMMLE— Her Soul's Song, D., 2000
BIG U— Betty's Hobo, C D., 1000
POWERS— Prof. Wiseguy's Trip to the Moon, Cart.,
and Little Journeys in Japan, Sc., Split reel
Friday, June 16, 1916.
IMP— The Devil's Image, D., 2000
VICTOR— The Golden Boot, C, 1000
NESTOR— Almost a Widow, C, 1000
Saturday, June 17, 1916.
BISON— A Railroad Bandit, D., 2000
JOKER— Love Quarantined, C, 1000
Sunday, June 18, 1916.
REX— The Finer Metal, D., 2000
LAEMMLE— Romance at Random, C, 1000
IMP— A College Boomerang, C, lOOO

Coming

FOR

COMING

WEEK

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' the Ring,
No. 8, D., 2000
Monday, June 19, 1916.
RED FEATHER— The Man from Nowhere, D., 5000..
NESTOR— Wanted, a Husband, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 20, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The False Part, D., 2000
BIG U— The Grip of Crime, D., 2000
IMP— His Picture, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 21, 1916.
VICTOR— The Scarlet Mark, D., 2000
L-KO— The Jailbird's Last Flight, C, 1000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 25, News
Thursday, June 22, 1916.
IMP— Behind the Secret Panel, D., 3000
POWERS— The Young Sleuths, C, 1000
Friday, June 23, 1916.
IMP— The Heart Wrecker, Com. D., 1000
REX— The Rosary, D., 1000 (Re-Issue)
NESTOR— What Could the Poor Girl Do?, C, 2000..
Saturday, June 24, 1916.
BISON— The Ghost of the Jungle, An. D., 2000
JOKER— The Fall of Deacon StiUwaters, C, 1000
Sunday, June 25, 1916.
REX— The Fool, D., 2000
LAEMMLE— The Rogue With a Heart, D., 1000
L-KO— Dirty Work in a Beanery, C, 1000

01544
01526
01527
01528
01529
01531
01532
01533
01534
01535
01536
01537
01538
01539
01540
01541
01542
01543

PROGRAM
Monday, June 12, 1916.
PURITAN— The Lure of Gold, D., 2000
GAYETY— Little Grains of Rice, C, 1000..
Tuesday, June 13, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The Wisdom of the White Man, W. D.,
1000
SUNSET— Mother, D., 1000
JOCKEY— Their Noble Relation, C, 1000...
Wednesday, June 14, 1916.
RANCHO— From Out of the Past, W. D., 1000
HIPPO— Wifie's Dilemma, C, lOOO
SUPREME— The Cashier's Ordeal, D., 1000
Thursday, June 15, 1916.
PURITAN— The Ghost's Bride, D., 2000
GAYETY — Love and Overalls, and His Wife's Visitor,
Com., Split
Friday, June 16, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The New Prospector, W. D., 1000
JOCKEY— The Closed Door, C, 1000
LILY— The Blindness of Jealousy, D., 1000
Saturday, June 17, 1916.
RANCHO— His Leading Lady, W. D., 1000
SUPREME— The Nobler Love, D., 1000
HIPPO — A Circumstantial Hero, and The Live Wire,
Com., SpHt
Sunday, June 18, 1916.
RANCHO— The Man Who Came Back, W. D., 1000..
JOCKEY— The New Maid, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Little Heroine, D., 1000

675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
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DATES

PROGRAM

BIOGRAPH
Merry Mary, D
2000
The
Perfidy
of Mary, D
D. (Re-Issue) . 3000
1000
Beverly
of Graustark,
The Mistake, D. (Re-Issue) 1000
Who's
LooneywithNow?
The House
the C
Closed Shutters, 2000
(Re-issue)
1000
Woman Against Woman, D
3000
The Woman in Black, D
5000
The Girl Across the Way, D. (ReIssue)
1000
The Yaqui, Cur., D. (Re-Issue) ..... .2000
The Spirit Awakened, D. (Re-issue) .. 1000
Liberty Belles, C
3000
EDISON
5—30. Helen of the Chorus, D
3000
5—31. Cartoon Comedy and 500-ft. Scenic,
Split 3000
Reel
The Stoning, D. (Re-Issue)
Love's
Labor
Lost,
Cart.,
and
Camping vyith the Black Feet, Sc.,
Split .3000
Reel
6—13. The Man in the Street, D. (Re-issue)
6—14. The Charge of the Light Brigade, D.IOOO
ESSANAY
5—17. Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
San Francisco, Cart, and 500 ft. Sc.,
Split Reel
5—20. A Rose of Italy, D
3000
5—23. The Condemnation, D
2000
5—24. Caniraated Nooz Pictorial, No. 10,
Cart., and SOO ft. Sc
Split Reel
S— 27. The
Schemers, D
3000
5—30. The Song in the Dark, (Re-issue), D.2000
5— 31. The Fable of the Willing Collegian
Who Wanted to Get a Foothold, C.IOOO
6— 3. Our People, D
3000
6— 6. Orphan Joyce, D
2000
6— 7. Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book
of Berlin. Cart., and SOO ft. Sc.,
Split Reel
6—10. Fool's Gold, D
3000
6—13. Putting it Over, C
2000
6— 14. Caniraated Nooz Pictorial, No. 11,
Cart., and SOO ft. Sc
Split Reel
6—17. The Promise Land, D
3000
KALEM
The Human Telegram, D. (H. of H.
Series),
1000
5—10. Not What the Doctor Ordered, C 1000
5—12. A Lunch Room Legacy, C
1000
5—13. The Bridge of Danger (H. of H.
Series), D
1000
5—16. The Irish Rebel, D
1000
5—17. The Artful Dodger, C
1000
5—19. An Innocent Vampire, C
1000
5—20. One Chance in a Hundred (H. of H.
Series),
D
1000
5—23. Ham's Busy Day, C
1000
5—24. The Bogus Ghost, C
1000
5—26. The Baby Grand, C
1000
5—27. The Capture of Red Stanley (H. of
H. Series), D
1000
5—30. A Bunch of Flivvers, C
1000
5— 31. A Smoky Adventure, C
1000
6— 2. Sis the Detective, C
6— 3. The Spiked Switch (H. of H. Series), 1000
D
1000
6— 6. Midnight at the Old Mill, C
1000
6— 7. In Cinderella's Shoes, C
1000
6— 9. Juggling Justice, C
1000
6—10. The Treasure Train, D
1000
6—16. The Stenographer's Strategy, C
1000
6—17. A Race Through the Air, D
1000
KN ICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES
4— 28. The Broken Promise, D
3000
5— 5. The Oath of Hate, D
3000
5—12. Broken Fetters, D
3000
5—17.
Spellbound,
D
SOOO
5—19. A Child of Fortune, D
3000
5— 26. The Flirting Bride, D
3000
6— 2. Shadows, D
3000
6— 9. The Suined Pearl, D
3000
6—16. Pay Dirt, D
3000
LUBIN
5— 6. Father's Night Off, C
1000
5— 8. Skirts and Cinders, C
1000
5—11. The Wheat and the Chaff, D
3000
5—13.
5— IS. Jenkin's
Otto the Jinx,
Artist.C
C
1000
5—16. The Beggar King, D
2000

5— IS.
5—17.
5—22.
5— 23.
6— 29.
5—31.
5— 31.
6— 5.
6— 6.
6—12.
6—14.

FOR

READY

5— 18. Jackstraws, D
3000
5— 20. The Winning Number, C
1000
5—23. Otto the Hero, C
1000
5 — 25. Prisoners of Conscience, D
3000
S— 27. Oh I You Uncle, C
1000
5—29. Trilby Frilled, C
1000
5— 30. The Final Payment, D
2000
6— 1. The Code of the Hills, D
3000
6— 3. Pickles and Diamonds, C
1000
6— 5. Otto, the Reporter, C
1000
6— 8. The Scapegrace, D
3000
6— 10. Two Smiths and a Haff, C
1000
6—12. Otto the Cobbler, C
1000
6— 13. The Avenger, D
2000
6—15. Sons of the Sea, D
3000
6—17. Hubby Puts One Over, C
1000
SELIG-TRIBUNE NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Monday and Thursday.
SELIG
5S—— 6.
An
Elephant's
Gratitude,
1000
8. A Stranger in New
York, D
C
3000
5—11. Selig-Tribune, No. 38, Topical 1000
5—13.
Duty,D
D
1000
5—16. The
The Sheriff's
Hardy Way,
3000
5 — 18. Selig-Tribune, No. 40, Topical 1000
S— 20. A Boarding House Ham, C
1000
S— 22. The Test of Chivalry, D
3000
5 — 27. A Five Thousand Dollar Elopement,
C
1000
5— 29. The Hare and the Tortoise, D
3000
6— 3. Crooked Trails, D
1000
6— 5. A Temperance Town, C
3000
6 — 10. Going West to Make Good, D
1000
6— 12. The Two Orphans, D
3000
6—17. The Cowpuncher's Peril, D
1000
RELEASE DAYS
GENERAL FILM
Monday une,
— Biograph,
Vitagraph. Lubin, Selig, Selig-TribTuesday — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin.
Wednesday— Biograph, Essanay, Kalein.
Thursday
Vim. — Essanay, Lubin, Selig-Tribune,
Friday — Knickerbocker Star Feature, Kalem,
Vim, Vitagraph.
Saturday
— Essanay, Kalem, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
MUTUAL FILM
Monday — American, Falstaff, Vogrue.
Tuesday — Thanhouser, Vogue.
Wednesday
mont. — Beauty, Mutual Weekly, GauThursday — Gaumont, American.
Friday — Mustang, (Jub.
Saturday — Centaur, Palstaff.
Sunday — Beauty, Vogue, Gaumont.
UNIVERSAL FILM
Monday — Red Feather, Nestor.
Tuesday — Gold Seal, Rex, Imp.
Wednesday — Victor, L-Ko, Animated Weekly.
Thursday — Laemmle, Big U, Powers.
Friday
Victor,
Nestor.
Saturday— Irnp,
— Bison,
Powers,
Joker.
Sunday — Rex, Laemmle, L-Ko.
5— 4.
S— 5.
5— n.
5—12.
5—18.
5—19.
5—25.
5— 26.
6— 1.
6— 2.
6— 8.
6— 9.
6— 15.
6—16.
5 — 6.
5— 8.
5—12.
5—13.
5 — 15.
5 — 19.
5— 20.
5— 22.
5— 26.

VIM
The Brave Ones, C
1000
Home-Made Pies, C
1000
The Water Cure, C
1000
The Pretenders, C
1000
Thirty Days, C
1000
A Fair Exchange, C
1000
Baby Doll, C
1000
Villains and Violins, C
1000
The Schemers, C
1000
The Land Lubbers, C
1000
The Sea Dogs, C
1000
A Dollar Down, C
1000
Hungry Hearts, C
1000
The Raid, C
1000
VITAGRAPH
The Resurrection of HoUis, D
3000
The Double-Double Cros, C
1000
Out
Ag*in,
In
Ag'in,
C
1000
The Accusing Voice, D
3000
The Lucky Tumble, C, and Scenes in
Iceland, Sc
Split Reel
More Money Than Manners, C
1000
Miss Adventure, Com.-D
3000
The Cost of High Living, C
1000
The Battler, C
lOOO

REFERENCE

5—27. The Wheat and the Chaff, D
5— 29. The Idle Rich, Cora.-D
6— 2. The Loneliness, C
6— 3. Carew and Son, D
6— 5. New York, Old and New
6— 9. She Won the Prize, C
6— 10. The
Case of Robert Bumham, Strange
D...
6— 12. Her Loving Relations, Com.-D
6—16. Harold the Nurse Girl, C
6 — 17. Ashes, D

3000
1000
1000
3000
1000
1000
3000
1000
1000
3000

MUTUAL FILM RELEASES
4— 27.
AMERICAN
5— 1.
Broken Genius, D
3000
5—
5—11.8. APierre
Brissac the Brazen, D
2000
2000
5—15. The Touch on the Key, D
3000
5—18. The Profligate, D
5—22. The Pretender, D
2000
Four
Months,
D
3000
5— 29.1.
6—
Repaid, D
2000
The Release of Dan Forbes, D
2000
6—
6—12.S. The Trail of the Thief, D
3000
Jealousy's
FirstMurder,
Wife, D
D
2000
Convicted for
2000
5—10.
BEAUTY
5—15.
5—17. Skelly's Skeleton, C
1000
1000
5—21.
5—24. " No Title," C
5—28. Twenty
Billy VanMinutes
Deusen's
Fiance,
C
1000
in Magic, C
1000
Adjusting His Claim, (J.
1000
5—
1000
6— 31.4. The Pork Plotters, C
6— 7. The Comet's Comeback, C
1000
1000
66—14.
— 11. Ima Knutt Gets a Bite, C
Billy
Van
Deusen's
Operation,
C....1000
Thinim Stout, C
1000
6— 18. Billy Van Deusen's Eggs-spensive Adventure,
C 1000
Pedigrees, Pups and Pussies, C
1000
5—
CENTAUR
6— 27.3.
6—10. The Kaffir's Gratitude, D
2000
2000
6—17. Clouds in Sunshine Valley, D
The
Lion's
Nemesis,
D
2000
The
Star
of
India,
D
2000
5— 5.
CUB
5—12.
5—19.
M. T. Dome's Awful Night, C
1000
5— 26.
Day, C
1000
HarmonyPerfect
and Discord
1000
6— 2. Jerry's
6— 9. Preparedness, C
1000
1000
6—16. Sawdust Love, C
Jerri/s Big Lark,
C
1000
Moonshiners
1000
5— 1. Jerry and the
FALSTAFF
5— 8.5.
5—
Dashing Druggist's Dilemma, C.IOOO
5—13. The
The Sleigher's Strategy, C
1000
5—15. The
Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C
1000
5—20. Freddie's
Frigid
Finish,
C
1000
Deteckters,
C.
1000
5—22.
Steven's
Sweet
Sisters,
C
1000
5—27.
Politickers, C
1000
5—
29.
6— 3. Sammy's Semi-Suicide, C
1000
Disguisers,
C
1000
66—— 10.5. Peterson's Pitiful Plight, C
lOOO
Advertisementers,
C
1000
6—17. Where Wives Win, C
6—12.
1000
Real Estaters, C
1000
C
1000
5—14. Doughnuts, GAUMONT
5—17.
"Reel Life," Topical, Ed
1000
Nation5—21. See America
al Park), First
and (Yosemite
Kartoon Komics,
5—24. "Reel Life"....
1000
Ga.), Reel
5—25. See America First (Savannah, Split
and
Kartoon
Komics
Split
Reel
5—28.
5—
31. Armadale, D
3000
"Reel Life"
1000
6—
4.
See
America
First,
Sc.
and
Kartoon
6— 7. Komics, Cart
Split Reel
"Reel Life," Magazine
1000
America First, and Kartoon
6— 8. SeeKomics,
Split Reel
6— 11 The Flames Cart
of Vengeance, D
3000
6—14.
"Reel
Life," First,
Magazine
Reel
6—18. .See
America
Kartoon
Komics, 1000
Scenic and Cartoon
Split Reel
"Reel Life," Magazine Reel
1000
5—
S.
MUSTANG
5—12.
5—19.
a Life at Stake, D
2000
5—
26. With
The Gulf Between, D
2000
The Blindness, D
2000
6— 9.2. Jack,
D
2000
A Man's
Friend,
D
2000
6—16. The
Pilgrim,
D
2000
The Sheriff of Plumas, D
2000
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HORSLEY

CRANE

PRODUCTIONS

WILBUR

GEORGE

OVEY

MARGARET

WILUAM

THE

NEWS

GIBSON

CLIFFORD

BOSTOCK

ANIMALS

These animals will be at Luna Park, Coney Island, for the
summer of 1916 (opening May 27th). Animal pictures
will be produced there which the public (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their interest in my productions.
Book them.

Studios:
Los Angeles, California
Laboratories:
Bayonne, New Jersey
London Office: 93 Wardour St., Ltmdon, England

DAVID

HORSLEY
LOS

PRODUCTIONS

ANGELES
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RELEASE

S— 2.
5— 4.
5— 9.
5—16.
5—23.
5— 30.
6— 6.
6—13.
5— 2.
S— 6.
5— 9.
5—14.
5—16.
5—21.
5—23.
5—28.
5— 30.
6— 4.
fr— 6.
6—11.
6—18.

MUTUAL WEEKLY
Issued every Thursday.
THANHOUSER
The Weakling, D
The
of '61, Broadway,
D
When Spirit
She Played
D
The Answer, D
For Uncle
Navy, C
The
Nymph,Sam's
D
John
Brewster's
Wife,
Brothers Equal, DD
VOGUE
Out for the Count, C
Bimdling Bill's
Germatic
Love, Dream,
CC
A Mix-Up
at the
Rudolph's,
C
The
Man with
Hod, C
The Chinatown Villains, C
Rival Rogues, C
National Nuts, C
Shy Thirty Cents, C
Nailing the Lid, C
A Plane Story, C
His Blowout, C
Delinquent Bridegrooms, C
PATHE

EXCHANGE,

DATES

2000
3000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

INC.

Week of May 29, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 14, D
2000
Who's Guilty?
No. 4, " The Silent Shame," 2000
D
Ice, C
1000
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 8, and The
Tokio Exposition, Scenic Split Reel
Week of June 5, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 15, D
2000
Who's
Guilty? Last,
No. 5,C
Sold Out." D
2000
Luke Laughs
1000
The Fatal Pie, Cart., and Some Fresh Water
Fishes, Ed
Split Reel
The Zinc Mines of Lang Hit, Ed., and
Around Ml. Fugi (Japan) Sc. Split Reel
Week of June 12, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 16, D
2000
Who'sD
Guilty? No. 6, " Sowing the Wind," 2000
An Awful Romance, C
1000
France's
Canine
Allies,
Ed.,
and
The
Gorges
of Colorado, Sc
Split Reel
Week of June 19, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No, 17, " The Vanishing
Faker," D
2000
Who's Guilty ? No. 7, " Truth Crushed to
Earth," D
2000
Luke's
Fatal Flivver,
From Kitchen
MechanicC.
to Movie Star, Cart., 1000
and
Japan's Ancient Capital — Nara Split
(Col. Reel
Sc.)
A Matrimonial Martyr, Col. Com.-D 1000
UNICORN

FILM

PROGRAM

J
BUFFALO
S— 17. Divided Love, D
1000
5— 24. In the Hills of Kentucky, D
1000
5— 31. Rival Candidates, D
1000
6— 7. Broken Hearts, Western D
1000
GAYETY
5— 12. Boarders and Ghosts, C
1000
5— 15. The Teacher and the Bully, C
1000
5—19. Wholesale Proposals, C
1000
5— 22. Mary's
Mistake, and TrickingSplitthe Reel
Trickster
5— 2S. The Busy Bee, C
1000
5— 29. A Bride to Order, and In the Balkans Split Reel
6— 2. All for the Love of Laura, C
1000
6— 5. The Baby in the Case, C
1000
6— 9. The Re-Made Maid, C
1000
HIAWATHA
5— 16. The Rose of Love, D
1000
5— 23. The Dividing Line, D
1000
5—25. Falsely Accused, D
1000
5— 20. A Daughter of the HilU, D
1000
6— 6. Bob Armstrong's Reward, Western D.IOOO
JUDY
5— 16. A Black
MusicalMark,Deception,
The Reel
C C. andSplit

PICTURE

FOR

READY

S — 23. Hubby's
Present, and Our Darling's
Playmate
Split Reel
5 — 30. The Skating Craze at Moodyville, C.IOOO
6— 6. Taming of the Shrew, C
1000
HIPPO
5— 17. Father's Flirtation, C
1000
5 — 20. All On Account of an Olive, C, and
Mary Makes Believe, C
Split Reel
5— 24. The New Ranch Owner, C...
1000
5 — 26. A Gentleman of Leisure, and our Darling's
Chips
Split
Reel
5 — 31. A Modern Hercules, C
1000
6 — 3. Nearly Married, C
1000
6— 7. Mixed Brides, and Pale-Faced Injuns,
C
Split Reel
6— 10. Hubby's Escapade, and His One and
Only, C
Split Reel
PURITAN
5—21. The Fisherman's Choice, D
1000
S — 27. The Uncut Diamond, D
1000
S — 30. Kentucky Brothers, D
1000
5 — 31. The Wheat King, D
1000
66—— 4.
1000
5. The
The King's
Rosarv, Vengeance,
D D
2000
6—11. The Recoil, D
1000
LILY
Revenge,
2000
65—— 24.1. The
The Hindoo's
Sacred Oath,
DD
2000
6— 6. The Crucial Test, D
1000
6— 8. The Formula, D
2000
JOCKEYand Reggie, C....1000
5 — 14. Robbers, Romance
S— 18. Auntie's Romance, C, and The Nation's Capitol,
EdC
Split Reel
5—21. A Midnight
Escapade,
1000
S— 24. The Hobo Imposter, C
1000
5— 27. O'Brien's Investment, C
1000
6— 1. Billie's
Find, and the Enchanted
Matches
Split Reel
6— 4. Willie the Sleuth, C
1000
6— 8. Johnny-On-the-Spot, C
1000
6— 11. Two of a Kind, C
1000
RANCHO
55—19.
— 12. The
1000
TheirSchool
IndianTeacher's
Friend, Reward,
D D
1000
56—— 23.
Mother's
Strategy,
D
1000
2. A Double Reward, D
1000
6— 9. The Higher Voice, Western D
1000
SUNSET
5—13. The Son's Sacrifice, D
2000
'55—— 20.
D D...1000
2000
26. The
The Mexican
Mystery Insurrection,
at Shallow Creek,
6— 3. His Indian Guardian, D
1000
6— 10. The Rustler's Retribution, Western D.IOOO
SUPREME
5—19. The Birthday Gift, D
1000
5—22. The Yellow Hound, D
2000
5— 24. The Stone Hammer, D
1000
5—25. The Village School Master, D
1000
5—26. The Empty Crib, D
1000
5— 29. The Price He Paid, D
2000
6— 2. When a Man Weakens, D
1000
6— 3. The Heart of a Peddler, D
1000
6— 9. The Two Waifs, D
1000
6— 10. The Eternal Truth, D
1000
UTAH
5—21. The Wrong Room, D
1000
5— 27. The Indian Child's Gratitude, D
1000
6— 4. Fate's Decree, D
1000
6— 11. A Squaw's Loyalty, Western D
1000
UNIVERSAL

5—25.
5— 31.
6—
6— 8.1.
6—15.
5—13.
5—20.
5— 27.
6— 3.
6—10.
6—17.

PROGRAM

ANIMATED WEEKLY
Issued every
BIG Wednesday.
U
Corporal
Comeback,
The AtticBilly's
Princess,
DD
Brother Jim, D
The Sea Lilly, D
Betty's Hobo, Com.-D
BISON
AHulda
FighttheforSilent,
Love, D
D
The Wedding Guest, D
Tammany's
Tiger,D
C
The Cage Man,
A Railroad Bandit, D
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2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

REFERENCE

5— 16.
5—23.
5— 30.
6— S.
6— 13.
5— 9.
5—10.
5—12.
5—16.
5 — 21.
5—23.
5— 26.
5— 30.
66—— 2.
5.
6— 13.
6— 16.
6 — 18.
5— 6.
5—13.
5—20.
5— 27.
6 — 3.
6— 17.
5— 18.
5— 19.
5— 30.
6— 1.
6— 4.
6— 3.
6— 11.
6—15.
6— 18.
5—10.
5—17.
5 — 24.
5— 28.
5 — 31.
6— 7.
6 — 11.
6—14.

GOLD SEAL
Darcy of the Northwest Mounted, D.3000
The Woman Who Followed Me
The Silent Man of Timber Gulch, D..2000
The Rose Colored Scarf, D
2000
The Melody of Love, D
3000
IMP
When a Wife Worries, C
1000
The Go-Between, D
1000
The Capital Prize, D
2000
When Slim Picked a Peach, C
1000
Claudia, C
1000
The Health Road, D
1000
The Unconventional Girl, D
2000
A Double Fire Deception, C
1000
"Jim Little
Slocum,
No. C
46,393," D
2000
His
Story,
1000
Her Wonderful Secret, C
1000
The Devil's Image, D
2000
A College Boomerang, C
1000
A Perfect Match, C
JOKER C
A Wife for a Ransom,
A RafHe for a Husband, C
A Stage Villain, C
A Dark Suspicion, C
Love Quarantined, C
LAEMMLE
Grouches and Smiles, C
Heartaches, D
The Fur Trimmed Coat, D
Two Mothers, D
The Wire Pullers, C
Alias Jane Jones, D
The False Gems,
L-KOD
Her Soul's Song,
D
Romance at Random, C

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
1000
2000
1000
2000
1000
2000
1000

The Great Smash, C
3000
Baby's Gasoline (31ide, C
1000
A Busted Honeymoon, C
lOOtt
Gamboling on the Green, C
1000
Tough Luck on a Rough Sea, C
2000
Billie's Waterloo, C
1000
Phony Teeth, and False Friends, C.IOOO
How Stars Are Mada, C
2000
NESTOR
5— 8. Potts Bingles Again, C
1009
5—12. Never Lie to Your Wife, C
1000
5—15. He's a Devil, C
3000
4— 20. The Royland Villain, and Ed... Split Reel
5— 22. Her Celluloid Hero, C
1000
5—26. Love and Brass Buttons, C
1000
5— 20. All Over a Stocking, C
1000
6— 2. Good Night Nurse, C
1000
6— 6. Never Again Eddie, C
1000
6— 9. Twixt Love and the Iceman, C
1000
6— 12. Their Awful Predicament, C
1000
6^16. Almost a Widow, C
1000
POWERS
5—18.
Toy Social
land Robbery,
5—20. ATheir
Smash, and
CEd... Split Reel
lOOO
5—25. Mr. Fuller Pep — He Dabbles in the
Pond, Cart., and Classic Dances,
Vaud
Split Reel
5— 27. Storming the Trenches, C
1000
6— 1. It Can't Be True, C
100«
6— 8. Mr. Fuller Pep— He Breaks for the
Beach, Cart, and Pygmies of the
Zoo, Ed
Split Reel
6— 10. Betrayed by the Camera, C
1000
6— IS. Prof.
to thein Japan,
Moon,
Cart.,Wiseguj;'s
and Little Trip
Journeys
Sc
Split Reel
REX
5— 9. Virginia, D
1009
5—14. A Soul for Sale, D
3009
5—18. A Wife at Bay, D
2000
5— 21. Love Triumphant, D
2000
5—23. " Virginia," D
1009
5—26. Harmony in a Flat, C
1009
5— 28. A Gentle Volunteer, D
3000
6— 3. A Cad, D
1009
66—— 4.
a Dream,
3000
9. As
The inCode
of His D
Ancestors, D
1000
6— 11. The Sheriff of Pine Mountain, D
2000
6— 18. The Finer Metal, D
2000
VICTOR
5—12. A Strange Confession, D
1000
5—17. The Three Wishes, D
1000
5— 24. The Limousine Mystery, D
2909
6— 7. Object — Matrimony, C
2000
66—16.
— 9. The
Stmg,C
D
3000
The Scorpion's
Golden Boot,
1000
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"Motion
Pictures
that
are
So says the New York Evening Post,

Worth

^Tictures

been

that

Rlldyard

might

Kipling/'

writes

And
every other New
echoes these sentiments.
An
each

unqualified

performance

HOW

the New

York

success

Paper

BRITAIN

Showing

how

formed into an
wonderful

Pictures

by

Evening

without

Sun,

exception

turned

away

at

efficient
and

unique

PREPARED

English

5,000,000

ADMIRAL
ON

York

Hundreds

!

made

!

Official

also

have

While"

Film

civilian

Army

in

made

AND

on

eighteen

motion

pictures

JELLICOE'S
GUARD

volunteers

the

flagship

trans-

months

and

of

GRAND
IN

were

FLEET

ACTION

"Iron

Duke,"

the

Queen
Elizabeth" and other warships involved in the
recent fight with the Germans
by Charles Urban, the
only
A

civilian
TWO

permitted

HOURS

AND

UNITED
THE
729 SEVENTH

to take
A

STATES

PATRIOT

AVENUE,

NEW

Correspondence

such

QUARTER
RIGHTS
FILM

YORK

photographs.
ENTERTAINMENT

CONTROLLED

BY

CORPORATION
AL LICHTMAN,

General Manager

With First-class Theatres Invited.

P. S. — This is the "Psychological Moment" to show these pictures. They
present real men and real women doing real things for a tragically real
purpose. And for America they are a powerful incentive to Preparedness, the
Issue of the Hour. See how the audiences go wild with patriotic enthusiasm
at every showing.

MOTION
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FEATURE

RELEASES-

5— 1.
5— 8.
5— IS.
S— 22.
5— 29.
6 — S.
6— 12.
6— 19.
6— 26.

The Crippled Hand (Ella HalI)...S parts
The Glided Spider (Louise Lovely). 5 parts
Elusive Isabel (Florence Lawrence)6 parts
A Son of the Immortals (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5 parts
Naked Hearts (Rupert Julian) 5 parts
TheLoisEyeWeber)
of God (Tyrone Power and 5 parts
Bobbie of the Ballet (Louise Love'. star S reels
The Three Godfathersly)(All
cast)
5 reels
Shoes (Mary McDonald) 5 reels

A—
4—
4—
4—
5—
5—
5—
5—
5—
6—
6—

Fox Film Corporation
Blue Blood and Red
Slander
A Modern Thelma
A Man of Sorrow
Blazing Love
The Eternal Sapho
Sins of Men
Battle of Hearts
The Spider and the Fly
Hypocrisy
A Woman's Honor

5
5
5
5
5
5
S
5
5
S
S

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Ivan Feature Productions
1 — Forbidden
(Everett Butterfield S reels
and PaulaFruitShay)
2— A Paula
Fool's Shay,
Paradise
(Chrystine
Mayo, 6 reels
and Joseph
Burke)....
The Immoral Flame (Maude Fealy) . . . 5 reels
4— The Mignon
City of Anderson)
Illusion (Paula Shay and 6 reels
S. — Her
Husband's
(Sally Crute,
Mignon Anderson Wife
and Augustus
Phillips) 5reels
Kleine-Edison Feature Service
1—
1—
2—
2—

12.
26.
9.
23.

21——
22——
3—

19.
2.
16.9.
1.

EDISON
The Catspaw
S
The Innocence of Ruth
5
The Martyrdom of Philip Strong.. S
At the Rainbow's End
5
GEO. KLEINE
Wild Final
Oats
The
Curtain '..55
When
Love
is King
SS
The Scarlet Road
The Mishaps of Musty Suffer 10

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Metro Pictures Corporation
F. A. BALSHOFER
4— 24. The Come- Back (Harold Lockwood
and May Allison)
5 reels
6— 12. The Masked Rider (Harold Lockwood and May Allison) S reels
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
3— 13. Lovely Mary (Mary Miles Minter).S reels
4— 3. The Kiss of Hate (Ethel Barrymore)5 reels
4— 10. The Half Million Bribe (Hamilton
Revelle and Marguerite Snow)...S reels
5— 22. Notorious
GallagharSnow)
(William ^figh 5 reels
and Marguerite
POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS
4— 17. Playing with Fire (Mme. Petrova).S reels
5— 29. The Scarlet Woman (Mrae. Petrova)S reels
5— IS. The
Spell of the Yukon (Edmund S reels
Breese)
B. A. ROLFE PHOTOPLAYS. INC.
3— 20. Her Great Price (Mabel Taliaferro) 5 reels
5— 1. The Snow Bird (Mabel Taliaferro) . S reels
6 — S. Dorian's
Divorce
(Lionel Barrymore 5 reels
and Grace
Valentine)
6— 19. The(ViolaFlower
of
No-Man's-Land S reels
Dana)
QUALITY PICTURES
3--27. The Wall Between (Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne)...5 reels
5— t. A Million a Minute (Francii X.
Btuhnun «nd Beverly Bayne) .... 5 reels

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

CURRENT

DE LUXE EDITION
Week of May 29, 1916.
105. The Man from Manhattan (Wm.
Stowell and Rhea Mitchell),
American
5
106. Other
People's
Money (Gladys S
Hulette),
Thanhouser
Week of June 5, 1916.
107. Whispering
Smith (Helen
Holmes), Signal
5
108. Soul Mates (William Russell),
American
S
Week of June 12, 1916.
109. The Inner Struggle, American... 5
110. The Abandonment (E. Forrest
Taylor and Helene Rosson),
American
5
111. The Wasted Years (Crane Wilbur),
Centaur
112. Far from the Madding Crowd 5
(Florence Turner), Turner 5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Paramount Pictures
FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Red Window (John Barrymore) 5 reels
The Trust (Hazel Dawn)
5 reels
Saints and Sinners (Peggy Hyland).S reels
(Title Not Decided), (Marguerite
Clark)
5 reels
The Evil Thereof (All Star Cast)..S reels
Her Romance (Marguerite Clark).. 5 reels
Destiny's
Toy (Louise
Susie Snowflake
(Anna Huflf)
Pennington 5 reels
and Wm. Courtleigh, Jr.)
5 reels
6— 26. The
World's Great Snare (Pauline 5 reels
Frederick)
JESSE LASKY COMPANY
5— 8. Maria Rosa (Geraldine Farrar)....S reels
5— 11. Alien Souls (Sessue Hayakawa) . . .5 reels
5— 22. The Frameup (Blanche Sweet) 5 reels
6— 1. The Gutter Magdalene (Fannie
Ward)
S reels
6— 19. The Clown (Victor Moore) 5 reels
MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
5— 18. Pasquale (George Beban)
5 reels
PALLAS
A— 3. Heart of Paula (Leonore Ulrich)..5 reels
5— 1. David Garrick (Dustin Farnum)...S reels
6— 8. The Making of Maddalena (Edna
Goodrich)
5 reels
6— 29. The American Beauty (Myrtle Stedman)
5 reels

S—
S—
5—
5—
6—
6—
66——
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Mutual Masterpictures

Bluebird Photoplays

3.
10.
17.
24.
1.
8.
IS.
22.
29.
S.
12.

PICTURE

4.
15.
25.
29.
5.
12.
15.
22.

Triangle Film Corporation
KAY-BEE-INCE PRODUCTIONS
4— 30. The Beggar of Cawnpore (H. B.
Warner)
6 reels
5— 7. The No-Good Guy (William Collier) 5 reels
5 — 14. Not My Sister (Bessie Barriscale)5 reels
5-— 21. The Primal Lure (Wm. S. Hart).. 5 reels
5— 28. The Market of Vain Desire (H. B.
Warner)
S reels
6— 4. The Bugle Call (Wm. Collier, Jr.). .5 reels
6— 11. The Sorrows of Love (Bessie Barriscale)
S reels
FINE ARTS-GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
4— 30. The Children in the House (Norma
Talmadee)
5 reels
5— 7. The Good Bad-Man (Douglas Fairbanks). . -.
5 reels
S — 14. Susan Rocks the Boat (Dorothy
Gish)
S reels
S— 21. A Child of the Paris Streets (Mae
Marsh and Robert Harron) 5 reels
5— 28. Mr. Goode the Samaritan (DeWolf
Hopper)
5 reels
6 — 4. Going Straight (Norma Talmadge).S reels
6— 11. Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fair- banks) 5reels
KEYSTONE-SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
4— 23. The Snow Cure (Ford Sterling) 2 reels
4— 23. A Rough Knight (Shorty Hamilton)2 reels
4— 30. The Lion and the Girl (Joe Jackson)2 reels
4— 30. His Bitter Pill (Mack Swain) 2 reels
5— 7. Her Marble Heart (Charles Murray). 2 reels
5— 7. A Dash of Courage (Harry Gribbon)
2 reels

AND

COMING

Red Feather Productions
4—17.
4— 24.
5— 1. Her Bitter Cup (Cleo Madison) 5
Thrown to the Lions (Mary Fuller) 5
5—
5—15.8. Dr. Neighbor (Hobart Bosworth)..S
A Himtress of Men (Mary Fuller). 5
A Youth of Fortune ((barter and
5—22.
5— 29. Flora Parker De Haven) S
Half a Rogue (King Baggot) S
The Iron Hand (Hobart Bosworth
and Jane Novak)
5
6—12. The Madcap (Flora Parker DeHaven)
5
What Love Can Do (Adele Farrington)
5

reels
reels
reelt
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay
HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Tuesday and Friday.
VITAGRAPH
4— 24. God's Country and the Woman
(Nell Duncan)
Shipman, Geo. Holt and 8 reels
Wm.
5— 1. The Law Decides (Dorothy Kelly,
Bobby Connelly, Harry Morey and
Louise Beaudet)
7 reels
5— 8. Britton of the Seventh (Charles
Kent, Bobby Connelly and Eulalie 5 reels
Jensen)
5— 15. The
Ordeal of Elizabeth (Lillian
Walker, Donald Hall and Evart
Overton)
6 reels
5— 22. The Suspect (Anita Stewart) 6 reels
5— 29. The Lights of New York (Leah
Baird and Walter McGrail) 5 reels
6— 5. The Destroyers (Lucille Lee Stewart) S reels
6— 12. The Redemption of Dave Darcy,
(James Morrison)
5 reels'
LUBIN
4— 10. The Flames
Johannis (Nance
O'Neill)
5 reels
5— 8. Love's Toll (Rosetta Brice and
Richard Buhler)
5 reels
6— 5. Those Who Toil (Nance 0'Neil)..5 reels
SELIG
3— 20. The Ne'er-DoWell (Kathlyn
Will-10 reels
iams and Wheeler
Oakman) ....
4— 3. The Cycle of Fate (Bessie Eyton,
Wheeler Oakman and Edith John- son) 5 reea
5— 1. At Piney Ridge (Fritzi Brunnette).5 reel*.
5 — 29. Into the Primitive (Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry
Lonsdale)
5 reels
ESSANAY
4— 10. Burlesque on Carmen (Charlie
4— 24. TheChaphn)
Little Shepherd of Bargain Row 4 reels
(Sallie Fisher, John Junior and
Richard C. Travers)
S reels
5— IS. Sherlock Holmes (William Gilette).7 reels
6— 12. That Sort (Warda Howard, Ernest
Maupain,
Duncan McRae and John S reels
Lorenz)
World-Eqpiitable Program
4— 24.
5— 1.
5— 8.
S— 15.
5— 22.
5— 29.
6— S.
6— 12.
6— 19.
6— 26.

WORLD
The Closed Road (House Peters and
Barbara Tennant)
5 parts
The Feast of Life (Clara Kimball
Young)
5 parts
Her Maternal Right (Kitty Gordon) 5 parts
Sudden Riches (Robert Warwick). S parts
Tangled Fates (Alice Brady) S parts
Fate's Boongerang (Mollie King)..S reels
His Brother's Wife (Ethel Clayton
and Carlyle Blackwell) S reels
Perils of Divorce (Edna Wallace
Frank
Sheridan).. S5 reels
reels
La Hopper
Boheme and
(Alice
Brady)
What Happened
at
22
(Frances
Nelson and Arthur Ashley) 5 reels
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of Featiire

Films;

On behalf of

WILLIAMSON

=WADD

PICTURES,

OF

LTD.,

I NQTON

AUSTRALASIA,

whom I represent exclusively in this country, I beg to announce that they (WILLIAMSONWADDINGTON PICTURES, LTD.) are at all times prepared to consider and arrange for
the purchase each week of significant feature films of the best and most attractive type,
requiring at least fifty-two (52) big features yearly, for Australia and New Zealand. If you
are prepared to deal with me here, to supply their requirements, I will be glad to hear from
you at once, as to what you have to offer, what arrangements you would propose, and
upon what terms, etc.
I am fully authorized and prepared to conclude all such business for this concern by direct
dealing here in America, rather than through any foreign office or connection.
Address : WALTER C. JORDAN
(AGENT FOR WILLIAMSON-WADDINGTON PICTURES, LTD.)
Empire Theatre Bldg., 1432 Broadway, N. Y.
(ALSO SOLE AMERICAN AGENT FOR J. C. WILLIAMSON, LTD., OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND)

MAIN OFFICE.
SA^4 FRA^J CISCO
23.4EDPy ST.
CALIFORNIA
EASTERN RePflesenTBTlUE
LEON D.NETTER
1325 Uir»£ST.
PHicaoELPHia pa.

MOVING
MOTION

PICTURE

PICTURE
FOR

THE

RIGHTS
PACIFIC

AlLMf«PDiai6H,inc
AND
mGAT£fiLnm(i6E.inc.

FILMS
PURCHASED
COAST

BAANCH
LOS
Ari&CL£S
514- W£ST
812 57;
CALIFORNIA

MANUFACTURERS

ORRIN

SIGNAL
Laboratory Expert
Negative Specialist

THE

DENNY

Superinteadent
FILM LABORATORIES
4560 Pasadena Avenue
Los Angeles, Cal.

FROHMAN

Incorporated concern with modern film and
office equipment, prepared to furnish same,
as well as required bond and references
with regard to business responsibility, wishes
to represent weekly program and feature
films as distributors for Texas, where we
have transacted business with every-worthwhile theatre for the last five years. Correspondence invited.
Box 28, Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Ave., New Yodk

AMUSEMENT

CORPORATION

Producing successful dramas re-enacted before the recording eye of the camera by actors
and under directors who have created artistic and box office successes in the "legitimate."
EIGHTEEN EAST FORTY-FIRST STREET, NEW YORK
William L. Sherrill, President
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7i|[inj[|[j|jj[;i[i;||gj;:i|iiBiisiiii|r»'ir^"![
ALL FEATURES BOOKING AGENCY
Right Off the Bat
S reels
AMERICAN COMMERCIAL FILM CO.
Animated Cartoons
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM
CO.
The Battles of a Nation
6 parts
AUTHORS FILM CO., INC.
3— 27. Sins of the Father
4 parts
4— 3. Her Redemption
4 parts
4— 10. Denise
4 parts
4— 17. Lore's Sacrifice
6 parts
4— 24. A Woman'i ATrakening 5 parts
5— 1. Under the Mask
5 parts
CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE
CORPORATION
Harch — ^The
Unwritten
Law (Beatriz 7 reels
Michelena)
May — The
Woman
Who
Dared
(Beatriz 7 reels
Michelena)
July — Kismet (Otis Skinner) 10 reels
CELEBRATED PLAYERS' FILM CO.
The Birth of a Man
S parts
. CHAMPION SPORTS EXHIBITION
WilUrd-Moran Fight
4 parts
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
German Side of War
5 roels
Rvaaian Side of War
4 reels
CLARIDGE FILMS, INC.
Haart of New York
S reeU
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs. .4 parts
Liberty Hall
4 parts
The Black Spot
4 parts
Victoria Cross
4 parts
O 18
4 parts
His Vindication
S parts
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
No. 10. Haunted.
No. 11. Have a Heart.
No. 12. It Made a Monkey of Him.
No. 13. Two Chimps and a Chump.
No. 14. Twin Cupids.
No.
IS. Oil
Auntof Hepsey's
No. 16.
Revolution.Heir.
No. 17. Who's It?
E-K-O FILM CO.
The Invisible Enemy
5 reels
ELDORADO FEATURE FILM CO.
The Impersonation
5 reels
FORREST FILM CORPORATION
Bottom of the Sea
5 reels
JOS. W. FARNHAM
Race Suicide
6 parts
The Awakening of Bess Morton.. S reels
GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
Sins of Great Cities (E. Thomsen).4 reels
The Man with the Missing Finger
(Alfred Hertel)
4 reels
For Her Son (Betty Nansen)....4 reels
ATheWoman's
(Elsie Fro1ich)45 reels
Folly ofHonor
Sin
reels
The Mother Who Paid
S reels
HANOVER FILMS
Marvellous Macist
6 parts
Should a Baby Die?
S parts
ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM
Alice in Wonderland 6 parts
HIPPODROME nLM CO.
At the Front with the Allies
HERALD FILM CORPORATION
?— 27. Charlie"! White Elephant, C. Cart..! reel
4 — 3. Cb*tli*'» Barnyard PeU, C. Cart...l reel

44——
45——

10.
17.
^24.
1.

Charlie
the
C. Cart..l
Charlie
the Bus^
AnimalBarber,
Tramer,
Com. 1 reel
Cart
reel
Charlie's
Jitney
Hunt,
C^m.
C^art..!
reel
Charlie Prepared, Com. Cart 1 reel
JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION
4— 1. World War in Kidland
1 reel
4— 8. A Chip Of! the Old Block
1 reel
4— 15. Chip's Elopement
1 reel
4— 22. Chip's Backyard Bam-Stormers. . . .2 reels
45—— 29.
Chip's
Rivals
reel
13. For Sale a Daddy
11 reel
5— 27. Chip's Carmen
2 reels
KULEE FEATURES
Germany on the Firing Line 6 parts
MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE
Twilight Sleep
B. S. MOSS
Three Weeks
5 reels
Salamander
5 reels
One Day
S reels
F, 0. NIELSEN
Guarding Old Glory
S reels
Just Out of College
S reels
Little Sunset
4 reels
The
Spoilers
9
All for a Girl
5 reels
reels
PHOTODRAMA COMPANY
How Molly Made Good
6 reels
PROHIBITION FILM CORPORATION
Prohibition
S parts
RAVER FILM CO.
The Other Girl
S reels
Life Without Soul
S reels
The Fortunate Youth
Driftwood
RAY COMEDIES
6— 21. Casey's Dream
6— 28. Casey's Kids
RLALTO FILM CO.
The House of Mirrors
STANDARD NEWS FILM, INC,
Standard Travelogues 32 parts
Are We Ready?
4 parts
The Animal World
S parts
Navies of the World
1 reel
The Price of Liberty
5 reels
Aircraft
1 reel
SUN PHOTOPLAY CO., INC.
The Princess of India
S reels
A Woman Wills
S reels
The

SUPREME FILM CO.
Cowpuncher

TRANS-OCEANIC FILMS, INC.
The Life and Adventures of Shakes-

5—
6—
6—
6—

6 parts

peare 6 parts
UNITY SALES CORP.
29. Diana (Colored)
3 parts
S. My Country First
6 parts
12. The Pursuing Vengeance S parts
19. The Bishop's Secret
4 parts
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Unto the Darkness
4 reels
In the Ranks
4 reels
Harbour Lights
4 re«li
Enoch Arden
4 reels
Mysterious Man of the Jungle 3 reels
WAR FILM SYNDICATE
On the Firing Line with the Germans 6 parts

MISCELLAKEOUS
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP., OF
AMERICA
The Film Hunters
1 reel
The
Yam
of
the
Slowem'ell
reel
In the Hanging Glacier Conntry...!I reel
The Sunset Trail
1 reel
The Trail to Cloudy Pass
1 reel
The Stampede
1 reel
American Game Trails
1 reel
"THE BEACON FILMS," INC.
Somewhere in Brittany.
Sea Anemones.
_ j- |
Life
in Egypt.
Offering
of Flowers.
S, |. i
Animal ofStudies.
Gorges
the Bourne.
'
In the land of the Hellenes.
Portugese types and costumes.
In the Land of the Rising Sim.
Curious Creations of Pond Life.
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Metro-Drew Comedies (weekly).
Metro Travelogues (weekly).
MUTT AND JEFF FILMS
ANIMATED CARTOONS
1.
Jeff's
Toothache.
2. Mutt and Jeff in the Submarine.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS (WKBKLY)
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
4— 10. Bilibid, the " Sing Sing " of the Philip17. The
The Pasig
River (The Filipino River).
44—— 24.
pines.Lowlands of Luzon.
BRAY CARTOONS
4— 27. CoL Heeza Liar Wins the Pen«*nt.
55—— 10.
3. Al
Falfa's Scientific
Diary.
A Toyland
Paper C:hase.
5— 17. Bobby Bumps and His Goatmobile.
S— 24. Kid Casey the Champion.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Pa the travels (See Path*).
UNIVERSAL
versal).Sam at Work (See Powers UniUncle
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Upper
Mountain
In the Bavarian
Land of the
Hindoos.Lakes.
Victoria Falls.
(
Should a Baby Die?
5 reels
VITAGRAPH (V. L. S. E.)
FRANK DANIELS' COMEDIES
5 — 1. Mr. Jack Hires a Stenographer.
5— 8. Mr.Series).
Jack, His Dukeship (End of the Jack
5— IS. Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife.
5 — 22. Kernel Nutt the Janitor.
5— 29. Kernel Nutt the Footman.
6— 5. Kernel Nutt and the Hundred Dollar Bill.
6—12. Kernel Nutt in Mexico
SERIALS
The Girl and the Game
Signal Film
The Secret of the Submarine Signal
Peg
the Ring
Universal
Mary o'Social
Page,
The strange C^ase •f..Essanay
The
Pirates
Kalem
The Iron Claw
PatM
Who's
Guilty?
Path*
The Mysteries of Myra International
Film Service
Gloria's Romance
Klciae
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Wait

a

Minute

!

Just because a picture contains only one thousand feet of film, don't get the idea that
it is merely a filler.
The comedies made by the E. & R. Jungle Film Company featuring
"NAPOLEON"
are one reel Features.

and

"SALLY"

Properly handled they will prove one of your greatest drawing cards. They are
a sure cure for a sick box office. Try them.
Write or wire for particulars.

4

E. ® R. JUNGLE

FILM

COMPANY,

1720 North

Soto Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
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CLASSIFIED
FOR Si%.IvE.
Two foot Warne Corapensarcs,
slightly used, good condition, j/ Ai^
dress L. E.BxHibitors
Lemon, AurorA, 11^ , y'
If your pictures have the least flicker
or lack of bnlliancy, get a NUIDEA 6
in I Combination Shutter. New Invention
Surprising Results. Dpes the business.
Guaranteed. Price $4!oo.
Wm. Rehfuss Mfg. Co., La Crosse, Wis.
"WANTED
Representative to handle the featnre Guarding
Old Refs.,
Glory," Required.
in Oklahoma. Bond,
Southern Film Service Company, 315
Carondelet, New Orleans, La.
A. R£ YOU A LIVE -WIRE?
Then \yrite Us at Once. Big
Money in Taking Motion Pictures
for
News.We Advertising,
and Priced
Home
Talent.
Are the Lowest
House tioninPicture
the Cameras.
Country Selling
Write Mofor
Information. We Are Specialists
in Equipping Beginners. Describe
Your Locality. We Will Tell You
if It Can Be Made to Pay. A few
Sample Bargains.
Ememann, 200 ft. capacity, Seasoned
Oak Case, Ememann F: 3.5 Anastigmat lens. Our price, $62.50. Williamson M. P. Camera, 100 ft. capacity,
teakwood case, F: 6 lens. Our price
including sole leather carrying case,
$55.00. Phantoscope M. P. Camera,
200 ft. capacity, magazines side by
side, fine mechanism, Carl Zeiss F:
3.5 lens. Our price with carrying
case, 187.50. Professional Kino, 200
ft. capacity, teakwood case. Film
register to 200 ft. regular spindle,
trick spindle, English Claw movement
with balance-wheel
steady
picture. Fittedinsuring
with 50 aM.rock
M.
B. & L. Zeiss Tessar lens F: 3.5 in
focusing mount. Our price, $125.00.
Williamson Professional M. P. Camera, 400 ft. capacity, regular and
trick crank, direct focusing, two
lenses. 2-inch and 3-inch Zeiss Tessar F: 3.5, 5 magazines and two carrying cases, our price, $175.00.
Write us today.
DAVID STERN CO.
1047 E. Madison St.
Chicago, 111.
In business since 1885.
The advertising; you get from
iyour electric sign in the day
time is free. The advertising
you get at night with a Federal
sign is unsurpassed.
FEDERAL SIGN SYSTEM
(ELECTRIC)
Lake & Deaplaines Streets,
CHICAGO.
C A
I L L E
Ticket Office Equipments
Embody Ticket Sellers, Ticket
Choppers,
Theatre RecordChange
LedgersMakers,
and Theatre
Tickets. Catalog on request.
Caill* Bros. Co., 1003 Amaterdam
,
Ave., Detroit, Mich.
AIRDOME BENCHES
made of seasoned Maple lumber, any
length desired. All leading makes of
a>0Tlti£ picture machines. Operating
booths that pass Inspection. New and
iUghtlj Obed. Q«t onr prices before
bojlng eUewbere. All orders Ulled
■ame day as received.
LEAB8 THEATHE SUPPLY CO.,
609 Chestnut St.
St. Louis, Ho.
OPERA

CHAIRS
Complete
PromptLino
Sbipmenta
Write for
Cat«togoe witk
Direct
Fsctorr Pricn
PEABODY SCHOOL
FURNITURE CO.
gIZ W. Fearth Street,
North Mipfhtttfr, lod.
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THE BEST PICTURES AT
THE LOWEST PRICES
Large
of the
Players Hand
11 x 14,Colored
2 5c. Pictures
each, $1.85
per dozen if you order now.
Write and ask how to keep your house
crowded at every performance.
R. K. ST ANBURY, FuUer BIdg., New York
Irani^rieK
Automatically supplies only such voltage as arc
requires.
No waste of
current
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
432 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A,
Experienced and Reliable
Camera
men
at Your Immediate
Disposal
RAPID, EFFICIENT SERVICE
Cinema Osmora Club, 1006 Times Bnlldlne
•Phone Bryant 6558 New York City

Adjustable Opera Chair
Can
be changed
frompressing
adult's catch
chair
to child's
chair by
and raising. Write for booklet.
Family Opera Chair Organization, St. Lonis, Mo.
MENGER & RING, Inc.
Manufacturers of
POSTER and LOBBY
DISPLAY FRAMES
J04 W. 42Bd Straat
N«w York

H

Q
POSTERS—
Everywhere
Offices
— Chicago and
New York

no W.40I1! STREET, NEW YORK

/^rc (orifno Her
HELPING
TO ion
PROTECT
" civilizat
;^;
Criterion Theatre
New York
Speed Controller Company, Inc.
257-2S9 WilluB Stred
NEW YORI
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screen
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your

operator

overcome

this by installing a Late Model
MOTIOGRAPH.
machine

It

is the

that will fit your needs.

In performance — Low Maintenance Cost and Service it has
no equal.
Ask your dealer about
MOTIOGRAPH.
If he has none

on

the Late

Model

his floor to show

you, write us.
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OPTICAL
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HOW"

MACHINE^
THAN ITS

MOVEMENT

,

*

ADVANCE
IN "INTERMITTENT"
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
IS THE MEMORABLE
ACHIEVEMENT THAT HAS PLACED

POWER

S

CAMERAGRAPH

IN ITS PRESENT

PRE-EMINENT

POSITION

Fig. 2

Fig. I

Perfect Projection of motion pictures made possible by the only basicly different rotary intermittent movement in over 300 years, applicable to use in projection machines.
Fig. 1 is a phantom view of the Movement complete.
Its very appearance bespeaks the
strength and durability which distinguish it above all other movements.
Fig. 2 shows a frontal view of the important elements.
At Point A will be seen the unique
shape of the driving cam by which maximum speed is obtained in changing from
one picture to another, with minimum wear on the film.
THE

WHOLE

COMBINES

FOR

STEADY

FLICKERLESS

PICTURES
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Motion

99 r— Having

studied the

straight single core and " U "
core type choke-coils with
either one or two separate
windings for choke-coils, is
there any other form of core
used for choke-coil design and
construction ?

of

Motion

Picture

Picture

Projectio
Hallberg
n

News

Simplified

By
Ans. — From
view point of
manufacturer
often times does

J. H.
the
for manufacturing a choke-coil of this description and
on this account it is not commonly used.
the
who
It is evident that on account of the comparatively
not
large radiating surface and uniform distribution of the
make up a sufficient
magnetism, the " W " type core works at very low temperature and with the least possible vibration and unquantity of chokebalance.
coils to warrant the
making of special
dies for punching the

core laminations, the straight core or " U " core construction is the cheaper and simpler proposition.
Either the straight core or the " U " core gives, under
normal conditions, entirely satisfactory results and are
the types generally used.
In the accompanying Fig. 49, there is illustrated what
is known as the " W " core w,hich is thus termed on
account of the fact that the shape of the core looks
like a " W."
In referring- to Fig. 49 we observe at once that the
center part of the core is practically twice as large
as the two side cores which extend from the lower part
of the core body.
The coil or ' windings are mounted tipon the center
core and the dotted lines indicate the magnetic flux
through the core legs.
Ans. — If you will
100 — Why is the middle leg
stop and think, you
of the " W " core made of
will realize that the
twice as large cross section as
magnetizing coil bethe side legs?
ing mounted upon
the central leg and having a given number of turns and
amperes flowing, creates a certain number of magnetic

Fig. 49

Fig. SO

The choking or reactive efifect of a coil designed along
the lines illustrated in Fig. 49, can be varied by moving
the coil or the core relative to each other in a similar
manner as has been described for the reg-ular straisrht
or " U " core types.
1 01 — How may the reactive
effect of a " W " type core
choke-coil be increased or decreased without increasing or
decreasing the number of turns
or changing the amperes flowing in the coil or without moving the coil relative to the
core?

Ans. — Fig. 50 il-

the "W" a
type
corelustrates
with
lines of force. For a given number of "magnetic lines
laminated
magnetic
of force and for a given purpose, the center core must
circuit closing core
therefore be of a cross section, capable of carrying the
total magnetic flux generated by the coil without undue
G, placed
in tomagnetic relation
the
crowding and consequent overheating.
ends of the three
Following the dotted lines we find that after leaving
the central core, they divide, one-half going through
core.
each one of the outside legs, which on that account can
legs of the "W"
necessarily be made one-half the cross section of the
It has already been explained to you how by moving
center leg.
this circuit closing core, relative to the core legs, the
magnetic resistance of the iron circuit, can be increased
The form of choke-coil construction gives perhaps the
or decreased in consequence of which the current flow
very best balanced magnetic distribution and a coil dein the coil included in the circuit will be decreased or
signed and constructed with this type of core, gives
increased
as desired.
perfect regulation, but it requires special dies and tools
Oopyright, 1916, by J. H. Eallberg.
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The Madison Will Occupy Site at Comer of Grand Circus Park and Broadway — Ninety-nine Year Lease Obtained
on the Property — C. Howard Crane, Who Has Designed All Other Kunsky Theatres, Has Prepared Plans
for a Building Expected to Represent His Best Work
JOHN
KUNSKY,
Detroit's
erect H.in Detroit
a theatre
to bemotion
known picture
as the magnate,
Madison. willIt
will occupy the site at the southwest corner of Grand Circus
Park and Broadway, now occupied by the store buildings running
back for a distance of 185 feet on Broadway, a ninety-nine-year
lease having been obtained upon the property. A five-story office building will be erected upon the Witherall Street side facing
the park, and a three-story office and shop structure will occupy
the Broadway frontage, surrounding the theatre building proper,
which will be a huge affair seating 3,100 and with a spacious
stage as large as any in the west, thus offering accommodations
for the largest of dramatic and spectacular productions. The
upper floors of the office building will be taken up entirely with
the offices of the various enterprises controlled by Mr. Kunsky,
additional space now being required for the handling of his already large interests.
The rise of John H. Kunsky as a power in the theatrical
firmament of Detroit and Michigan has been almost what might
be well termed as meteoric. First starting with the most modest
of capital in the days of the penny arcade, Mr. Kunsky has risen
within the space of a few short years to one of the most prominent factors of the business in the United States.
It was while engaged in the operation of penny arcades with
the late A. Arthur Caille, that an article in the Scientific American stating that a machine to reproduce life size photographs in
motion had been invented, caught his eye, and realizing the vast
possibilities of such an invention from the amusement standpoint, Mr. Kunsky quickly interested Mr. Caille, with the result that they took the next train East, witnessed the invention
demonstrated and arranged for the purchase of an entire outfit.
The Casino theatre, the first moving picture theatre in the world
to be put into operation was then built at 28 Monroe avenue, the
results being most satisfactory. Then followed other theatres
of the same nature in Detroit and other cities, which was followed by the construction of the most successful old Majestic
theatre, which stood upon the site now occupied by the Kresge
Five and Ten Cent Store building on Woodward avenue. In turn
came the Columbia and the Garden, both of which met with instant public favor.
Kunsky a Theatre Builder Years Ago
About this time, Mr. Caille's interests were purchased by Mr.
Kunsky, Mr. Caille retiring from the business. Mr. Kunsky immediately expanding with the promotion and the erection of the
Liberty theatre situated upon the site of the old Scotch Presbyterian Church at the corner of Bates and Farmer streets. As to
the success of this theatre, Detroit is already familiar.
Spurred on by his success along his chosen line of endeavor,
Mr. Kunsky then constructed the Alhambra, located at the comer
of Woodward and Kenilworth avenues, and known as one of the
most beautiful residential theatres in the United States, which in
turn was followed by the taking over of the Washington theatre,
to that time known as a complete failure, and making it into a
playhouse catering to capacity audiences seven days in the week.
Last September, the Strand theatre, situated at the corner of
Grand River avenue and Fourteenth street and seating 1,500,
was opened under Mr. Kunskys direction.
The new Madison, his latest venture, marks the greatest effort
of Mr. Kunsk/s career. All information regarding the probable
cost is met with a smile and the statement that it is not a question of money but of quality, style and comfort. However, some
idea of the investment involved is obtained from the statement
that the plans call for a very superior and highly decorative
structure with an entrance from Grand Circus Park, the lobby
leading through to the theatre being mostly of solid marble which
will be enhanced by ornamental work of the most costly construction and embracing the latest architectural ideas along this line.
Leading directly into the theatre, this lobby will open into a
beautiful foyer which, it is said, will excel anything as yet advanced in theatre construction anywhere in the country. The

huge theatre will contain a roomy main floor and balcony, while
the reception rooms, smoking rooms and grand promenade will
excel in appointments his other theatres. The decorations will
follow in general a color scheme of green and pure white.
The entire building will be illuminated from the street through
a novel system of indirect lighting which will throw into bold relief at night, the entire structure of white glazed terra cotta
without the displaying of a single electric bulb. Surmounted
by a huge electrical sign, the building will throw out in illumination which will be evident for blocks around. The top floor
of the office building will contain the most handsome suite of offices in Detroit, all being finished in pure Circassian walnut of
massive design and panelled in artistic fashion and luxuriously
furnished to match. The structure will have its own heating and
lighting plant, thus being absolutely independent at all times of
any mishaps that might otherwise occur.
Largest Photoplays Can Be Shown at the Madison
Even a higher class of photodrama and musical features will be
presented than is now shown in the Washington, Liberty, Alhambra, Garden, Strand and the various other theatres which are
now controlled and operated by Mr. Kunsky, this being made possible by reason of the great capacity and facilities offered. Due
to this fact, extended engagements of the large photodramatic
productions which are now obliged to seek the dramatic theatres
in Detroit in order to obtain sufficient revenue from the box office to make profitable their exhibition in Detroit, will be offered.
A great pipe organ costing $50,000 will be installed, which will be
played in company with a fine symphony orchestra of twentyfive or more pieces, while many innovations, which are not as yet
given out for publication, will be introduced.
No small factor in the success of the realty deal is George W.
Trendle, corporation lawyer, and legal adviser to Mr. Kunsky.
Mr. Trendle, although a young man, has shown exceptional aptitude for promoting and financing business enterprises. Engaged
by Messrs. Caille and Kunsky almost at the outset of their successful operations along theatrical lines as their legal representative, Mr. Trendle has grown up with the Kunsky interests and to
him is due no small amount of credit for the preparation of the
ways and means of financing the various large ventures represented. To his care has been entrusted the organizing, the
capitalizing and the successful working out of the many varied
and complex financial details connected with the promotion of
each Kunsky venture. While engaged in the practice of law and
handling a large and lucrative corporation practice, the demands
of the Kunsky enterprises have made it necessary that he set aside
certain definite periods each day to consult with Mr. Kunsky in
order to keep in smooth and profitable operation, the ever growing and pressing affairs of the corporation which he represents,
and it is in Mr. Trendle's care that the intricate details of the
financing, planning and construction of the new Madison has been
placed by Mr. Kunsky.
To Schmied-Sisman Company of Detroit has been awarded the
building contract while Frank Farrington has been appointed by
Mr. Kunsky to act as his personal representative in the supervision
of the construction work.
C. Howard Crane, also of Detroit, and one of the most prominent theatre architects in the United States, who has the Madison
plans in charge, and who has designed every theatre erected by
John H. Kunsky and also the beautiful Majestic at Woodward
and Willis avenues, states that the Madison will represent his
supreme effort in theatre construction.
The loan on the property has been placed with the Tillotson
and Wolcott Company of Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati and
New York, who will doubtless make an offering of these bonds to
investors in Michigan at some date within the near future.
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Who will answer all questions you may send in, no matter how simple or difficult
WHAT IS AVERAGE EXPENSE OF KEEPING A
MACHINE OF AVERAGE MAKE IN REPAIR?
E. S., Natchez, Miss. — / had the pleasure of reading your writeup in Motion Picture News j'w the May 27 issue, headed " Waste
in the Operating Room Through Incompetence." If every exhibitor would read articles of that kind, it would give him a few
interesting points and at the same time would benefit the operators
and give them encouragement.
I am the operator at Baker Grand theatre, Natchez, Miss., and
belong to Local No. 293 of New Orleans.
I am now using two Powers 6-A machines and would like to
know the average expense for keeping a machine of average make
in repair when operated about seven hours a day, six days a week
for three years.
I hope you will answer this question in the near future with
little or no difficulty as I am asking this question so that I can
convince the boss.
Ans.— Thank you, Brother Operator, for your interesting letter.
and proprietors should beI agree with you in that the managers the
operators have to meet
come familiar with the problems which
and solve.
If the manager knew how much cheaper it is to avoid trouble
than to patch things up after the trouble has occurred he would
always give you what may be necessary to keep your equipment in
first-class operative condition.
I am glad you belong to Local No. 293 of New Orleans, as it
shows you are the right sort of an operator.
My experience has been, that the operators who belong to the
Union, are generally men who have been tested and tried, by more
experienced operators, generally in charge of the Unions and a
manager should look favorably upon the employment of Union
operators because of the assurance that he will then get better men.
The cost of repairs on the moving picture machine varieswithsomethe
what with the make of the machine and more particularly
conditions under which it may be operated, and the care which
it receives.
As all modern machines are now guaranteed for the period of
one year against mechanical defects as well as against wear, it
is your privilege when purchasing a new equipment to send your
mechanism, after it has been used less than one year, to the
manufacturer by express prepaid, who will then overhaul the
mechanism and put it in first-class working order without expense
to you. In view of this fact, it is not necessary to count the cost
of repairs on the mechanism of a projector during the first 12
months, as far as the manager is concerned at least.
However, with the beginning of the second year, you are operating under your own guarantee and expense. Experience proves
that a machine which has been handled with a reasonable amount
of care a id not misused, can be repaired at the end of the second
year for a sum ranging between twenty and thirty dollars. When
the machine becomes old and requires repair during the period of
the third year, then the expenses may be slightly more than specified above because at that time, there may be necessary the replacement of a few gears aid shafts which had not shown wear during
the first two years of operation, but it is safe to say, that a projector can be kept in first-class repair for twenty-five dollars per
year, during the first four years of its life.
After three or four years the machine can of course be kept
in repair, but then the chances are that the manufacturer has
brought out new and modern mechanisms and machines and it

would be to your advantage then to dispose of your old machine
and install a new more modern equipment.
It is well to remember that repair work can be done better at
the factory where the machine is made than at any other place, but
you can secure this service through your local dealer or distributor
who will no doubt loan you a mechanism, while yours is sent away
to the factory for repairs.
I am glad to have had this opportunity to hear from you and you
may call on us at any time.
WANTS ADVICE ON A GOOD CARBON
A. LaF., Two Harbors, Minn.- — Would appreciate very much advice on a good carbon. I have been using Electros to good advantage, but as there are no more to be had must find a good substitute. The current is A. C. iio volts, 60 cycles, and I have a
Compensarc which I operate at the 60 notch.
Have already tried Speer Carbons both 54 ond ^ sizes. The
i/s seems to give fair light for three or four reels, but after that
the lower carbon heats up so that it threatens to heat my carbon
holders. The 54 -^^^ doesn't act this way but I can't get a good
light from them.
Am sending you a carbon which you will note heated up a distance of about 5 inches. What causes this? The ^/i Electra
burns fine under same condition that this carbon was tested.
Ans. — Your question about the best carbon for you to use has
l,een carefully gone over and I would recommend that if you had
such good results with the Electra carbons that you secure some of
them which I believe can be purchased in the open market in the
X 12-inch size cored at eleven or twelve dollars per hundred.
However, if you cannot get the Electras you may still use the
f^-inch cored Speer carbons in the upper holder and a J^-inch
cored Speer carbon in the lower holder. Setting the lower carbon
straight up and down and the upper one inclined at an angle of
aljout 25 degrees relative to the lower. It is a fact that sometimes carbons will disintegrate wTiich will cause the carbon to
glow red for a considerable distance, due to over-load of the
carbon or in some cases due to the carbon being faulty. Sometimes a carbon may not be forced under high enough pressure
when manufactured or the material may .not be exactly right.
You know as well as I do, that we have oftentimes had batches
of foreign carbons which have been poorer than others and if I
were you, I believe I would put my case up to the Speer Carbon
Company of Saint Marys, Pa., and I am sure that they will replace any defective carbons for you or tell you what in their
opinion might be the cause of your trouble. The Speer Company
are more familiar with their own product than anyone else, and
they may help you out.
There is also a carbon made in this country by the National
Carbon Company, which I understand is quite satisfactory. There
is no reason why you should not try through your regular dealer
or distributor to secure several makes of carbon until you are
satisfied.
With a Ft. Wayne Compensarc on the high notch, you secure at
least 60 amperes and with this current you ought to use a ^-mch
cored carbon. If you have difficulty in getting a carbon to suit
you at the present time, I would recommend that you use a 5^-inch
Speer carbon and reduce your current to the second notch and
then I am sure you will get a very good light. In fact, as good
as you will get with 5^-inch carbons overloaded at 60 amperes on
the high notch.
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NET CASH PRICES
For Regular Speer Carbons
pointed both ends, $37^0 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $50.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $70.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed one end, $115.00 per M. (500 in a case)
pointed one end, $150.00 per M. (500 in a case )
for 100 Carbons
Case Lot Filled
Prices at 10% Advance on Above

to give satisfaction or money

Carbon

back

Company

DEPT. "N"
(Makers of Carbons for Electrical purposes during the past 25 years)
ST. MARYS,
For Sale by Leading
J. H. HALLBERG, 727 Seventh Ave.,
KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N. State
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Rhodes Building,

PA.

M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:
New York, N, Y.
E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.
St., Chicago, 111. KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.,
CO.,
813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
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PREPAREDNESS
Now is the Time to Prepare your Theatre for the Hot
Weather.
Make it attractive, inviting and Cool. Take
out that old Equipment and get UP-TO-DATE.
Would you be interested in a plan to make your improvements
and allow them to pay for themselves?
Write us today for Special Offer
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPANY
Note chcinge of address
THIRD FLOOR MALLERS BUILDING
S. E. CORNER WABASH AVE. & MADISON ST.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph.
Power's,parts
Simplex, allStandard
and Edison Machines, Genuine to
Repair
the M. P. and
Theatre goods pertaining

SCREEN

LIGHT THAT NEVER

Tne "ORIGINAL GOLD FIBRE SCREEN

FAILS*'

"Perfected.

CTlMiNUSfl
Products
Sflir>/T l_OUIS Cine
I CMiCflGO
I PITTSBURGH Company,
I NEW VORK

MOTION

PICTURE
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LIGUT JUMPS AND SPUTTERS ALL AROUND THE
BOTTOM OF THE CARBON AND GOES OUT
C. IV. D., Lewisburg, Tenii. — / have been reading Projection questions and answers in Motion Picture News and am very much
interested in them. The first tiling I look for when I get the
"News" is the Proje^ction questions.
I want some information about my light.. I am using a Ft.
Wayne A C to D C Generator, wired for two lamps. I am positive that it is wired as with No. 8 wire. The most of the time I
get atomfine
light; as good as I want with Bio y% cored carbons botand top.
Sometimes the light gets to jumping and sputters all around the
bottom carbon and will go out. I have used several kinds of carbons and find the Bio to be the best. I have the generator about
JO feet from the machine.
Ans. — Your complaint about the arc with your generator jumping
and sputtering from time to time has been carefully considered and
I have also examined the diagram of connections which you sent.
After due consideration of your trouble I recommend that instead of using 5/^-inch cored carbon in the bottom or lower negative
holder you use a carbon not larger than 9/ /6-inch and probably
for better results a j4-inch cored carbon in the lower holder with
the 5^-inch cored top.
The unsteady light you complain of is caused by the lower carbon being too large in diameter, which the small arc you are
operating with, does not maintain hot enough to always keep the
arc centered in the core. When the arc happens to jump out of
the core, it establishes itself on the solid part of the lower carbon
which, of course, is cooler and as it has no core flux it increases
the resistance of the arc stream which then goes out or consumes
the carbon irregularly and that is the cause of your unsteadiness.
Use the smaller size cor^d lower carbon mentioned and your
troubles will be over.
SIMPLEX
A

MACHINE

INSTALLED

IN NEW

YORK

HEADQUARTERS OF WOMEN'S CLUB
Simplex projection machine has been installed in the rooms
of the National Federation of Women's Qubs, located on

MACHINES

Power— Simplex— Baird
HALLBERG'S 20th Century Motor
Generators
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SANIZONE Deodorants, the perfect perfume for Motion Picture and all Theatres
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
Ask for Catalogs

l^CWid
Lewis

^^^^
lYl.
WddU
LPHIA, PA.
aabPHILADE
Sw
M kJ

'WHITE
^

LIGHT

Especially constructed for Motion Picture
service. They are complete equipments, ready to
install, simple to handle, and are lSa2ngrJ£<Ufl"^
Bulletin 10922.
WaSiieiSledricManufacfhiruiSCbmpaiiy,
Saint Louis. Missouri.

the thirty-fifth floor in the Metropolitan Life Building, New York,
a photograph of which appears above.
PEEBLES

SUCCEEDS TOUCHON IN HOUSTON
OFFICE OF CONSOLIDATED
UPON the resignation of Charles D. Touchon as manager of
the Houston office of the Consolidated Film and Supply Co.
Harry T. Peebles was placed in charge. Mr. Peebles has been
with the Consolidated as road man for some time.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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BETTER SATISFACTION
This notice is addressed to the
minority of our subscribers who
do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who
wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage
you from writing direct to our
advertisers; in fact, you do not
do enough of it for your own
good, but we do want you to
get
needs.the proper goods to fit your
There are many, perhaps you,
who are too busy to write each
company separately; therefore we
are offering our co-^peratlon,
which ceive
means
that you will
refull information
on any
subject which you may designate
by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods
in which you are interested.
Tour inquiries thus received
will be forwarded to reputable
manufacturers, even though the
goods on formation
which
wish in-in
are not y»u
advertised
the "News."
1. Architectural Suggestions
2. Arc Controllers
3. Brass Ealls
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Carbons
7. Chairs
8. Chair Upholstery
9. Converters and Transformers
10. Developing and Printing
11. Developing Tanks
12. Disinfectants and Perfumes
13. Economizers and Rheostats
14. Mectric Signs
15. Elevators and Escalators
16. Exterior Lighting
17. Film Carriers
18. Film Cement
19. Film Cleaners
20. Film Stock
21. Fire Extinguishers
22. Floral Decorations
23. Generators
24. Gas Engines
25. Heating Apparatus
26. Interior Lighting
27. Interior Telephones
28. Lenses
29. Lighting Sets
30. Lobby Display
31. Lobby Novelties
32. Metal Ceilings
33. Motors
34. Mural Paintings
35. Musical Instruments
36. Paints
37. Perforating Machines
38. Printing Machines
39. Projection Machines
40. Projection Slacblnes (Home)
41. Projection Booths
42. Rectifiers
43. Reels
44. Rewinders
45. Screens
46. Slides
47. Slide Ink
48. Studio Ughts
49. Tickets
50. Ticket Selling Machines
51. Ticket Taking Machines
52. Uniforms
53. Ventilating and Fans
54. Vacuum Cleaners
Oeoilemen: Please send me
descriptive
the Uata.
subjects markedmatter
in the onaboT*
Name .
Theatre
City . .
State
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PHILADELPHIA OPERATORS, LOCAL
HOLD SUCCESSFUL BALL
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NO. 307,

A LTHOUGH Philadelphia Moving Picture Operators' Union,
Local 307, I. A. T. S. E. had decided to have their annual
entertainment take a different form this year, when the crucial
moment came, the appeal of the dance won the day — or rather the
night.
This, the fifth annual affair of the union, brought out the operators and their friends in goodly numbers, making the entertainment not only enjoyable but a financial success as well.
The ball took place on Monday, May 29th, at the Eagles'
Temple, at Broad and Spring Garden streets. On account of the
warm weather no special stunts were on the program, but all who
attended had a good time. Excellent music was furnished by the
Apollo orchestra, of which Professor Henry Clay Stagg is leader.
The exchanges proved their friendship for the operators by
liberal advertising in the souvenir program. The Local showed
its appreciation- by dedicating one of its dances to their advertisers.
In fact every dance was dedicated to some member or friend of
the operators, a novel idea that made the programs unique. While
the merriment was at its height a delegation from the New York
office of the Oliver Morosco and Pallas Pictures Photo Play companies of 220 West Forty-second street, appeared on the scene
headed by Julian M. Solomon, Jr. Hundreds of large balloons
were set afloat amongst the dancers and diners bearing the picture
of Myrtle Stedman as an American Beauty, named after a forthcoming Pallas release. The excitement and diversion thus created
made one wonder why other producers were not on hand with
their souvenirs.
The committee in charge of the ball whose indefatigable efforts
carried it to its successful conclusion were as follows : B. F. Bache.
John J. Stevens, Walter G. Murray, John A. Harris, Louis Krouse,
Abbot Oliver, Wm. Hamilton, Sr., Charles Smith, while Joseph V.
Freil and Walter G. Murray managed the floor.
Amongs those present were Charles Segall, president of the
Exhibitors' League and proprietor of the Apollo theatre. Jay
Emanuel, treasurer of the League and manager of the Ridge
Avenue theatre ; George Dembow, manager. Fox Exchange ; Philip
Greenherg, manager. New Film Exchange ; W. B. Leggett, of New
York Biograph Company; Samuel Lefko, National Poster ExchangeG.
; Michaels, Tri State Star Features ; D. Starkman, Electric Theatre Supply Company ; George Schwartz, same ; Jay A.
Wiest, of Pathe; M. A. Heenan, Bluebird; J. F. Gill, Triangle;
Harold Rodner, Metro ; Charles Pierce, Dallas Pictures of New
York; Arthur Graver and Julian Solomon, Sr. Among the operators were seen Ben Harris, Midvale theatre ; Seymour Brown,
Jefferson theatre ; Ross Peters, Knickerbocker theatre, and others.
HALLBERG APPOINTED PROJECTION EXPERT
FOR CIRCLE THEATRE, INDIANAPOLIS
The Circle Theatre Company, under the direction of Robert
Lieber, of Indianapolis, advises us that J. H. Hallberg, Projection
Editor of the News has been appointed Consulting Expert for the
complete electrical and machine equipment for the new Circle
Theatre, which it is expected will be finished sometime during the
middle of August.
The Circle Theatre will have a seating capacity of more than
three thousand and will be one of the best equipped motion picture theatres in the middle states. Robert Lieber is introducing
several new features in the design and decorative arrangement
and
withon the
of Mr. Hallberg we' look for the best
results
the co-operation
screen.
Description of the Circle Theatre with illustrations and specifications for the Projection installation will appear in a later issue
of the News.
SIMPLEX

MACHINES
"GLORIA'S

THE

PICKED

BY KLEINE

FOR

ROMANCE"

Globe theatre, Broadway and Forty-sixth street.
New York, is now showing George Kleine's serial
" Gloria's Romance," with Billie Burke. Mr. Kleine selected aSimplex machine for the projection of the picture.
Charles Urban of London, who brought over the
feature "How Britain Prepared," which is shown in the Lyceum
theatre. Forty-fifth street, also uses Simplex projectors.
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Hallber

g

has moved
to the new
Film Building
729

7th

Ave.

and has established
the
s h o wforroom greatest
in the World
Motion Picture
Machinery

Apparatus

and

Suppli
There will beeson exhibition all standard
make Motion Picture
Machines, Motor
Generators,
formers,TransConverters,

Carbons, Lenses of all
kinds, with a full line
of accessories and
supplies, operating on
single or poly-phase
A. C. aswell as with D.
C— A special switch
board has been provided with Watt meters, volt and ampere
meters and the necessary control switches
to give a prospective
purchaser
an absolute demonstration
of
the efficiency of the
HALLBERG
20™ CENTURY
MOTOR
GENERATORS
Transformers and
other electrical apparatus with any make
Projection Machine.
Distributor of
Power' s- Simplex-Baird
M. P. Machines
Send for Free Circulars and
Catalogues,
for Hallberg*s
Bigcents.
10(V-pagebutCatalogue,
send
25
1 EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETE AND CARRY
"SPEER"
AND OTHER
MAKE CARBONS,
ALSO SUPPLIES.
Send $2.50
for latest Operator's
Book,
"MOTION
PICTURE
ELECTRICITY."
J.
729H,7thHALLBERG
Ave. ~
NewYork
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Mr.

Dealer!

How are you meeting the demand
for better projection lenses than the
regular equipment of the various machines?
It will pay you to investigate and
stock the best — the new Marlux oversize projection objective.
Marlux gives more light and greater
steadiness of illumination. Write your
nearest distributor or direct to the
makers.

Crown
Optical Co.
ROCHESTER,
NEW YORK
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ONTARIO EXHIBITORS WANT PROBATION
PERIOD FOR OPERATORS SHORTENED
special to Motion Picture News.
Toronto, June 3.
DECAUSE so many moving picture machine operators are enlisting, and because many returned soldiers are learning the
business, Ontario theatre proprietors want relief from the regulation which compels an assistant operator to serve a year before he
can get his certificate as a full fledged operator.
A delegation of moving picture exhibitors waited on Robert
Newman at the parliament buildings May 25 and laid the matter
before him. He told them to put their request in the form of
a petition which he could lay before the provincial treasurer.
The delegation represented that so many operators had enlisted
that if some relief were not given many moving picture shows
would have to close their doors, as the law demands that none
but qualified operators may have charge of moving picture machines, and soon there would be no operators left. On the other
hand the delegates pointed out that many of the assistant operators
who have served for seven or eight months are quite ready to
take their examination. They asked, therefore, that the law be
amended to read : " An applicant for a moving picture operator's
license shall have served as an apprentice to an operator for a
period sufficient to satisfy the inspector," rather than " for a period
fact that many returned soldiers are being employed as
of The
one year."
assistant operators was another ground taken by the delegation
in urging that the period of probation should be shortened. These
men should be enabled to earn their full pay as early as possible,
they urged. The pay for operators is stated as $15.00 a week for
evening performances only, $18.00 where Wednesday and Saturday
matinees are included, and $20 a week for all day and evening,
when two shifts are run.
UNCLE

SAM'S
FIRST TRAIN
IS EQUIPPED
WITH SAFETY
TWO SIMPLEX
MACHINES

THE

U. S. government Safety First Train, consisting of thirteen all-steel coaches, equipped with government safety first
applications, left Washington, May 1, at 10 o'clock, carrying with
it two complete Simplex projectors for use at the various train
stops.

The right screen is essential in any
auditorium in which motion pictures are
presented, but it is positively indispensable in any airdome in which the management hopes to realize to the fullest possible extent upon their investment.
RADIUM GOLDFIBRE SCREENS
use less electrical current than any other
screens made — and the minimum of electrical current produces the maximum of
results. This means that with RADIUM
GOLD FIBRE SCREENS airdomes are
enabled to start their performances at
least an hour earlier than is possible with
any other projection surface. An hour's
extra show each summer evening means
a lot of money.
fFrite Today for Price
and Detailed Information.

Every

Little
Ray

of

Light
Does
Full

Its
Share

of Work
on

the

RADIUM

Crowds Anxious to Get a View of the Simplex Machines on the U. S.
Safety First Train
The moving picture machines will be operated from each side
of a baggage car, which contains a large electrical generator and
pictures will be projected upon temporarily arranged screens,
thereby showing them from both sides at one time. This IS
train
will be on the road about three months.

FACTORY IN NORTH BORO, MASS.
COMPLETELY DESTROYED
of Northl)oro, Mass., which has for
Corporation
Blair
THE
RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN, Inc.
some time past been perfecting its new standard projection
machine has met with an unfortunate setback.
220 W. 42d St.
New York City SCREEN
On May 20 the factory and its contents was entirely destroyed,
including machinery, tools and thirty projection machines, which
Canadian Distributors — Allfeatures, Ltd., No. s6 King St., W. Toronto, Can.;
had been completely assembled.
AUfeatures, Ltd., Scala Theatre Building., Montreal, Can.
Whether the company will continue its experiments in the motion picture line and reproduce its projector is as yet undecided.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICT URE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
GOLD

FIBRE

BLAIR
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HANDY

TOOL

KIT FOR OPERATORS
FULTON COMPANY

IS SOLD

NEWS
BY

EVERY

trade requires its own special tools, and a good workman always takes pride in owning a fine set of the implements
of his trade. The growth of the moving picture industry has been
so rapid that only recently have the needs of the projection machine operator been taken into consideration. The old days when
the operator repaired his machine with bits of twine, bent nails,
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projector. Everything in the kit was selected because of its
special adaptability for projection work.
The collection includes two kinds of pliers ; three sizes of screw
drivers; four special broaches, and a tap wrench for broaches;
two sizes of rawhide mallets; two machine hammers; amber glare
glasses; assorted taper pins; "V" block; vise; electric hand-lamp
with battery; complete set needle files; roll of rubber tape and
roll of friction tape; and an oil can. These articles are packed
in a special enameled metal case measuring eight by seventeen
by six inches.
II

"THE
I
I The Toast Wherever

DAY! "
Film Men

Foregather.

—SEPTEMBER 9—
I
3
Studio Directory of Motion Picture News
and the like, have passed, and today the man in the booth should
be a highly-trained, skilled mechanic, and his tools must be the
best obtainable.
Progressive operators will be interested in a handy tool kit
now being sold by the E. E. Fulton Company of Chicago. This
company has included every article that years of experience have
shown necessary for the perfect operation and maintenance of a

THE
THE
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£: \H/^/yo

BIGGEST

ASSET

Best Advertisement and Surest Sign of SUCCESS is a Refreshed and Smiling Audience
and the FIRST ESSENTIAL is CLEAR, FLICKERLESS PROJECTION
You do not have to take our word for it, because
PROJECTORS
are demanded by the most exacting Exhibitors from the Atlantic to the Pacific and in Foreign Countries

UADE MAU 9AU>
THE

PRECISION

MACHINE

Send for Catalog "N"
CO., Inc.
317 East 34th Street, New

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

York

Look at the "News!'
I
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Camera
liiiii

A Department Devoted to Motion Picture Photography in All Its Phases, Studio and Laboratory Work

Cloud
Effects in Motion
Pictures
To Lend an Added Charm and a Sense of Artistic Finish to the Exterior Scenes, a Cloud Effect or a Sunset Is
Sometimes Introduced by Producers of the Better Class — Means and Procediure for
Good Rendition of Clouds Outlined
TO

lend an added charm and a sense of artistic finish to the
exterior scenes of a motion picture a cloud effect or a sunset is sometimes introduced by producers of the better class.
Such an effect properly photographed is always pleasing to behold
and we shall endeavor to outline the means and procedure by
which a good rendition of clouds in exterior scenes may be attained.
It is known to most all photographers and has been pointed out
in a former article in the Camera Department that cine negative
film is chiefly sensitive to the blue violet end of the spectrum, and
even the average amateur knows that because of this predominant
blue violet sensitiveness of the film stock, skies and clouds which
radiate these actinic rays in greater proportion than the rays of
other parts of the spectrum, are generally badly overexposed in
the negative.
Such density in the sky area of a negative can only result in the
sky being a clear white, without any vestige of clouds in the resulting positive prints, unless some means has been employed in
taking the picture to cut down the excess of blue violet light
reaching the sensitive film.
A logically and frequently employed method of " getting the
clouds in " is to close down the lens diaphragm to a pin-point
aperture. Provided the lens possesses a diaphragm which will
close to a very small opening (and not every cinematograph taking lens will do this) the clouds will be secured all right — but the
foreground and other objects in the picture will be so much underexposed asto show absolutely trasparent in the negative. This,
however, is not always a disaster as, if it be desired to portray an
evening scene with the cloud formations in the sky, the other underexposed portions of the negative will print in black in the positive and yield very pleasing silhouettes against the sky line. The
closing scene of many a pretentious motion picture has been photographed in just this way.
Cloud Eflfects Often Wanted
There are many occasions, however, when a producer wants the
clouds in the picture, but the characters and setting must also be
shown in full detail, in which event a light filter must be used on
the lens to achieve the desired result. The ignorance displayed by
many cameramen on the subject of light filters or " ray screens "
as they are frequently and more or less erroneously called, is prodigious. For instance a so-called cameraman went to one of the
largest photo-supply houses and said he wanted to buy a
"filter.
Motorchromatic
filter,"
meaning,
of course,
Orthochroniatic
He stated that
he had
been told
that it an
would
decrease the
contrast in his negatives, which might or might not be the case,
according to whether he used a compensating filter or a contrast
filter.
The class of filters likely to be most useful to the motion piclure photographer may be termed compensating filters, as they are
chiefly designed to retard the action of the blue violet rays and
allow light of other colors to record satisfactorily on the film
which results in more natural looking pictures.
The compensating filters obtainable for motion picture and
general photographic work may be divided, roughly speaking, into
two styles, namely, graduated filters in which the color is deep
at the top and gradually decreases in hue until at the bottom there
13 nothing but clear glass; and the regular filter, which is of

an even color all the way through and over its entire area.
Before proceeding further with the descriptions of individual
types of light filters, we shall here state the qualifications which
all light filters should possess, if they are to be of real value and
are expected to perform satisfactorily. The prime requisite of a
compensating filter is — that it shall not transmit (or allow to pass
through) any ultra-violet light. Whether a light filter transmits
ultra-violet rays or not can only be determined by examining the
filter in question with the spectroscope, as ultra-violet emanations are quite invisible to the human eye. Consequently all makers of light filters claim that their product is spectroscopically
tested, although in many cases such an assertion is a joke and can
be so proven.
Another important requisite of a light filter is that it be
mounted with a high degree of optical accuracy and that the two
sides of the glass be absolutely piano-parallel to each other. The
best glass for filter making which is anyways moderate in price is
Patent Plate, the surfaces of which are parallel to each other
within limits of a few thousandths of an inch. Glass of this
quality or better must be incorporated in the making of the filter
if sharpness of focus is expected equal to that which the lens will
give without the filter.
First Qualification of a Good Filter
The first qualification of a good filter, namely, complete absorption of the ultra violet, is easily made possible by using a proper
dye when preparing the same. A dye which completely absorbs
the ultra-violet and is very popular with makers of good light filters is Filter Yellow K or Rapid Filter Yellow as sometimes
known. And as regards the glass for use in making the light
filters it will be noted above that Patent Plate is a suitable selection, whereas, for those who require the utmost in definition in
the photographic images, filters may be secured mounted in optical "flats." " Flats " are pieces of glass which have their surfaces
ground to absolute parallelism and are comparatively high in cost.
They are hardly needed in cinematographic work, being mostly
required in copying with long focus lenses and in three-color
negative making.
To resume our description of the light filters available for motion picture camera work, it may be stated that for cloud effects
the most popular and efficient style will be the graduated filter,
having deep color at the top which diminishes in intensity until
towards the bottom it consists of clear transparent glass. While
graduated filters may be had mounted in round cells to slip on
the front of the lens, the best form is a rectangular filter in an
adjustable mount which will permit of its being slid up or down
in front of the lens and the desired area of the film image subdued by the colored portion of the filter.
It can be readily seen that with a filter on the lens graduated
so that the top portion is covered with the yellow tint and the
foreground portion has only clear glass in front of it, the excessive action of the blue violet of the sky will be retarded preserving the cloud formations in the negative, while the foreground
will receive its full exposure as the lower clear glass portion
of the filter exerts no appreciable diminishing influence on the
light which passes through the lens. Thus it may be readily inferred that a good graduated light filter is a valuable adjunct to
a cameraman's outfit.
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Although there are numerous graduated filters obtainable not
all are good ones. Some of domestic manufacture, it is regrettable to say, are found upon spectroscopic examination to transmit considerable ultra-violet light, which shows that the proper
dyes were not used in their manufacture or at least not in the
right proportion.
Other Uses for Graduated Filters
The use of a graduated filter is not solely confined to cloud
and sunset effects however. By turning its mount around so that
it is in a position crosswise to the lens instead of up and down,
a harsh lighting at one side of the picture can be toned down,
or a scene with trees or other dark foreground on one side and
a distant or brightly lighted view, such as water on the other may
be successfully photographed, where a satisfactory and pleasing
result would hardly have been possible without recourse to the
horizontally mounted graduated filter.
Filters of even color throughout, e. g., ordinary compensating
filters, are frequently employed by intelligent motion photographers, however, and negatives secured through their use show
superiority to negatives made with the unscreened lens, although
theoretically, a compensating filter should be used in connection
with an isochromatic or panchromatic emulsion. The action of
the compensating filter is briefly — to retard the action of the blue
violet rays sufficiently to allow the greens, yellows, and reds to
act with sufficient intensity upon the sensitive emulsion.
A valuable point about the ordinary compensating filters is
that they may be procured in varying densities or depths of
color. Filters of varying density are generally known as 2X, 3X,
5X, etc., according to the extent to which they increase the exposure above the normal. Thus a 2X filter would require an exposure twice as long as would be required without the filter on
the lens, a 3X would require three times the exposure and so on.
Although a 2 times filter could be used without fear of underexposing on almost all classes of camera work, a 3X or 5X filter is
something every cameraman should possess, as sometimes in
summer when out on the water, or in Southern climes overexposure cannot be avoided even by employing the smallest stop
in the lens, without the addition of a light filter. Especially is
this true when working on deserts or tropical waters where the
intense light of the sky is doubled by being reflected back from the
sand or the waters of the ocean.
Where to Set Filters
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Perhaps after going so deeply into this all important matter
of light filters and- their relation to cinematography, some of
our readers will resire to know where filters of good quality
and reputable make are obtainable.
With regard to graduated light filters, by far the best we have
seen are those sold by Allison and Hadaway of 235 Fifth avenue,
New York. These are the celebrated filters made by Sanger,
Shepherd and Company, Ltd., a well-known English firm making
apparatus for color photography. The Allison and Hadaway concern have laid in a supply of graduated filters in such sizes as
to particularly take care of the cameraman's wants.
Ordinary compensating filters of even color throughout are supplied by all prominent makers of photographic lenses, such as
(Continued on page 3801)
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Edited by Ernst Lux
This department is maintained for the exhibitor s assistance with a view of suggesting proper musical illustrations for
current photo plays. MOTION PICTURE NEIFS will be pleased to help solve any difficulties the exhibitors may
have with their musical programs. All communications should be addressed to the Music and the Picture Department.
DON'T BE AFRAID TO PLAY THE " OLD SONGS "—
—PEOPLE LIKE THEM—BUT USE DISCRETION
Dear Mr. Luc,—
I am a young man, sixteen years of age, and have had two
years' experienee in playing for motion pictures.
My vianager has asked vie to play Irish and Scotch airs and
folk songs with the pictures; that the people like to hum the songs
to themselves. Now I do not think the people would like to hear
those old tunes for pictures, and would appreciate more music that
was up to date.
Will you give me your ideas on this kind of music for pictures?
Yours truly,
Carleton a. James.
Editor's Note : Your query is difficult to answer properly as you
do not state a specific instance. I will nevertheless try to explain
the use of the character music you speak of.
The continued playing of folk songs or reminiscent melodies is
not good, nevertheless when you desire to create an Irish, Scotch
or any other foreign musical atmosphere, you can only do it by
playing the older and known folk songs. Patrons of the picture
theatre love to hear the old songs when judiciously used. Such
numbers should not be continued throughout an entire picture.
After the proper creation of the musical character you desire by
the playing of a well-known and reminiscent number, it is more
entertaining to follow the impression created by modern music of
similar characters, inserting reminiscent numbers of proper musical temperament at proper intervals for the purpose of maintaining musical character suggestion.
If you will take time to study your picture theatre audience you
will find that it is made up more of older people who find picture
theatre entertainment more to their liking, as it can be enjoyed in
their preferred quiet manner. The older members of the audience
always appreciate what we will call the old songs. It is not good
form to play any feature throughout and maintain certain character tone. For instance you may have a picture supposedly taken
entirely in Ireland or Scotland; the characters, locations, scene
sets and costuming might suggest the Irish or the Scotch throughout, nevertheless it would be poor musical form and still poorer
entertainment, were you to continue playing Irish music throughout the entire five reels of the picture, should the picture be a
feature.
Your character suggestions should be placed at such points as
to accent the effect and where the action of the screen is not too
prominently defined temperamentally, a good rule to follow is to
ignore the character effects entirely when you desire to create pathetic or heavy dramatic synchronization.
You will find many other opportunities for both the reminiscent
and modern character numbers at other points in the picture and
by dividing your musical interpolations in this manner you will find
yourself playing a much improved program that will more readily
appeal to the senses of your audience.
To be a good picture musician you must be broad-minded and
not confine yourself to what you consider new or old in music.
Confine yourself rather to what you consider good or bad. The
old numbers that we remember are those that were accepted by
the public as good music. If this was not the case they would have
been forgotten long ago. Good musical numbers live in the mind
of the public forever, regardless of whether they are old or new
publications.

SOUSA,

MARCH KING, REPRESENTING A COMMITTEE OF PROMINENT NEW YORKERS, PRESENTS EDOUARDE, STRAND CONDUCTOR,
WITH SILVER LOVING CUP

ON

the stage of the Strand theater, New York, May 30, John
Philip Sousa, bandmaster and march king, representing a
committee of prominent New Yorkers presented a huge silver
loving cup to Carl Edouarde, musical director of the Strand.
This token is an appreciation from one thousand patrons of the
Strand theater.
The idea of presenting Mr. Edouarde with some token of appreciation originated with one of the Strand patrons who brought
this suggestion to B. A. Rolfe, managing director of the Strand.
As soon as it became known that this testimonial was to be tendered Mr. Edouarde numerous persons who had enjoyed his
weekly concerts asked that they be permitted to contribute to the
testimonial. Accordingly a committee was formed to further the
arrangements, comprising Daniel Frohman, John Philip Sousa,
Carl Laemmle, Adolph Zucker, R. A. Rowland, Mitchel H. Mark,
Mrs. J. Christopher Marks, Leo Feist, Banjamin A. Rolfe, Max
Spiegel and John D. Gluck. As Mr. Sousa had been a life-long
friend of Mr. Edouarde he asked that he be permitted to make
the presentation speech.
Mr. Edouarde has been leader of the Strand orchestra since the
opening of the theatre two years ago. Before that time he had
gained a solid musical foundation from a variety of studies and
positions. Mr. Edouarde was born in Cleveland, O. As a young
man he began the study of the violin, later going to Europe to
complete his musical education. He graduated from the Royal
Conservatory at Leipzig in 1899. Returning to this country he
made a tour with Liberati's Band as violin virtuoso.
Following his tour Mr. Edouarde assumed the professorship of
harmony and theory in the Cleveland Conservatory of Music. He
resigned this chair several years later to become a conductor of
Knapp's Millionaire Band, after which he organized the Carl
Edouarde Concert Band. When the strand was opened its founders offered the post of musical director to Mr. Edouarde and he
abandoned his organization to accept the position.
TWO

VALUABLE SUITES FOR PICTURE
OR ORCHESTRA LEADERS

PLAYERS

the late problem features quiet action requiring simIN manyilar of
musical temperament for the purpose of synchronization
has continued quite often for fifteen or more minutes. To avoid
the music becoming tiresome on account of continued repetition,
suites of two or more numbers properly selected can be used at
such points to great musical advantage. The "Dawn" suite, published by Witmark and Sons, New York City, is a suite of three
numbers, having a pathetic or romantic appeal throughout.
" The Characteristic Sketches " by Frank P. Atherton, published
by Oliver Ditson, East Thirty-fourth street, New York City, is
a suite of three numbers which does not only maintain a pathetic
or romantic appeal but creates a dramatic color at very appropriate
intervals. It is the one suite that- I know of where the musical
composition implies to perfection the musical sense of the title,
namely, No. 1, " Wandering " ; No. 2, " Entreaty " ; No. 3, " ConBoth of these numbers play for twelve or more minutes without
tentment."
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an}' tonal monotony. Every orchestra leader or picture pianist and
organist should have them. Both numbers can be gotten for piano
solo or orchestral arrangement.
Beginning vifith this week, we shall suggest each week musical
numbers, both old and new, which can be used to good advantage
by picture musicians, explaining in each issue the value of the numbers as picture music. Save these suggestions for future reference.
Space is too limited to give many numbers in each issue.
THE

WALBROOK, BALTIMORE, OPENED
29— IT SEATS 1,200

ON MAY

BALTIMORE'S newest motion picture theatre, the Walbrook, at
North avenue and Rosedale street, opened Monday night.
May 29. The opening night was rather elaborate and city officials
and prominent citizens from all sections of the city attended the
performance. The Walbrook has 1,200 seats and is the largest
residential house in the city limits. The building has a frontage
of 48 feet with a depth of 150 feet and the exterior is rather simple but rich. The interior woodwork is finished in French gray
while the principal wall color is of old ivory. The walls are
panelled in Rose du Barry silk between embossed and enriched
panel mouldings, with scrolls and flower festoons to match. The
floor covering is of heavy maroon-colored carpet.
There is a large gallery and boxes have been arranged in the
front line with a perfect view of the screen. The theatre was
built by a stock company formed by the residents of the neighborhood. The officers are. Harrison L. Stires, president; Oscar
Teschner, vice-precident ; Otis J. Tall, treasurer, and Clarence H.
Konze, secretary. The attractions being presented consist of Triangle, Fox and V. L. S. E.
CHORUS

OF 35 YOUNG

WOMEN

INTERPRETS

MUSIC

FOR INCE'S "CIVILIZATION" AT
CRITERION, NEW YORK
IN addition to having composed a score longer than that of the
average opera, embracing more than forty themes, Victor L.
Schertzinger has written both the words and the music of several
incidental songs sung during some of the more intense emotional
scenes and entre acts of Thomas H. Ince's muchly-heralded eleven
reel Cinema peace production " Civilization," at the Criterion
theatre.
A selected chorus of thirty-five young women interprets Mr.
Schertzinger's music. Another interesting departure is a 'cello
solo, which accompanies one of the scenes, played by Thomas
Yorf , a young man Mr. Ince considers a " find," having brought
him to New York all the way from California.
CLOUD

EFFECTS IN MOTION PICTURES
(Continued from page 3799)
Voigtlander, Goerz, Bausch and Lomb, Taylor, Taylor and Hobson and other photo-opticans. The G. Cramer Dry Plate Company of St. Louis, are also specialists in light filters of the highest
quality and the " Ideal " ray filter made by Burke and James of
Chicago, has been popular with photographers for many years
and will stand a rigid test.
Before closing, it will be well to give a few pointers as to the
correct usage of a filter. Opinions differ as to whether a filter
should be placed before or behind the lens. As the placing of a
filter in either of these positions will alter the focus of the lens
(generally lengthening it slightly) it is best to focus the image
with the filter in position. It will probably be most convenient
for the cameraman to use his filter in front of the lens, in which
event the filter should be placed close to the front glass of the
same. Never place the filter on the outer end of the sunshade an
inch or more from the lens combination, as in this case the definition or sharpness of the image would be sure to suffer.
AMERICAN MOVIE CAMERA COMPANY PERMIT
IS REVOKED BY FRISCO COMMISSIONERS
THE Commissioner of Corporations has revoked the permit of
the American Movie Camera Company of San Francisco to
dispose of stock, as its assets are under attachment. This concern
sold no shares other than in exchange for shares of the Pocket
Movie Camera Company, which it succeeded.
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ALL

Kimball Organs are masterpieces, whether they
consist in a carefully selected group of orchestral
tones for a house seating less than five hundred or
whether they contain every instrument that can be
utilized in the most exacting picture and enough of
them to fill the largest auditorium with musical sound.
The electrical mechanism is quick, accurate, dependable
and puts the whole instrument as completely under the
domination of the organist as the symphony orchestra the
conductor.
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Magdalene

By ERNST LUZ
Projection Time, 70 Minutes
Paramount Feature
some prioi*
leader tobymakenotes
orchestrasuggested
organist oror numbers
player, numbers,
one manto orchestra
for the pianist,
possible suggested
as to makeTheit numbers
adapted theso picture.
This plotforisplaying
will do
be used; similar
preparation
as well. It is intended that no unnecessary expense be addeddofornottheneed
exhibitor or musician.

21.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Cue to Stop Number
Number Suggested
Description of Music
a western tenderfoot."
and
$40,000
"
Co.)
&
(Ditson
"
Pansies
" Tulip and
(H. Rom.)er
Desc.
After telephoning scenes.
Int
After wife walks out of room where gambling.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 3 "— B-2
H. Dr. Andante
After Westerner hit on head.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set. No. 3 " — A-1
Agitato
Policeman picks up Steve from street.
"To a Star " (W. Jacobs)
Desc. (H. Path.)
"Salvation Army Patrol" (C. Fischer) After wife comes from auto.
Salvation Army
"Serenade by Jeffrie (Boston Music Co.) Connects 1 and 2.
Desc. (H. Rom.)
PART 2.
" Maida finds her new happiness."
City Park scene.
" Rosemaiden " (E. Schuberth)
Waltz (Leg.)
Maida gives soup to Steve in Salvation Army
"Second Reverei " (Cundy & Co.)
Desc. (H. Rom.)
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 3 "—A-1
Agitato
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 3" — B-2
Dr. Andante
Rock of Ages
" Tourjous Jamais" by Waldteufel
Path. Int. and Waltz
PART 3.

quarters.
Steve hit by auto on street
After
Salvation Army standing singing.
" Scuse me lady," etc.
Connects 2 and 3.

" A gleam of sunshine."
" Sheriff Tom Barrett."
" Spring Dreams " (Leo Feist)
"Meet me here at 9:30 to-night."
"Forget Me Not" by Waldteufel
" Character Suite Sketches No. 1 " (Ditson & Co.). Connects 3 and 4.
PART 4.
" Character Suite Sketches No. 2 " (Ditson & Co.).
17. Desc. (H. Leg.)
" Character Suite Sketches No. 3 " (Ditson & Co.). After Boyce arrested.
18. Desc. (H. Leg.)
Prison cell scenes.
"Rosemary" (M. Witmark)
19. Desc. (H. Leg.)
Connects 4 and S.
" Starlight " (Chappell & Co.)
20. Inter. (L. Desc.)
PART 5.
After prison cell scenes.
21. Desc. (Path.)
"Twilight" (Chappell & Co.)
' You said if I came here to-night."
"Visions" by Tschaikowski
22. Desc. (H. Leg.)
Jack Morgan shot by Maida.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set. No. 3 "—A-1
23. Agitato
Police station scene.
"Chimes of Love" (C. Fischer)
24. Desc. (H. Path.)
To end.
"La Flamme " (Ricordi & Co.)
Waltz (Leg.)
and make
Notes : This picture affords excellent opportunities for character is not important and is placed in the picture to promptyouryoucontrol.
go beyond
to
pomts
changing
the
for
impossible
it
obtainFor
depth.
musical
serious
obtaining
for
and
synchronization
^3ing the heavy ^ i a. ^
6
u
ii ^ „„ „
No. 2 should bc a light 2/4 number. No. 6 should be a number
and pathetic effects numbers of legato move- characteristic of the Salvation Army. I know no better number than
ments should beromantic
selected as near
as possible.
« -phe Salvation Army Patrol," published by Carl Fischer, Cooper
EffectArmy
Notescan: beTheused
usual
drumNo.effects
vation
during
6. A characteristic
single pistol of
shottheat Salthe Square,
Nos. 8New
and York,
25 should be medium slow waltzes of legato movement,
endNos.of No.
23
is
also
good.
All
other
effects
should
be
avoided.
No.
12
is
positive number
screen tosuggestion
Ages "
1, 5, 7, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, and 24 should be slow is the only apossible
use. Nos.and13 the
and song
15 are" Rock
concertof waltzes
serious numbers, having pathetic or romantic appeals with an em- having slow and apealing introductions. Nos. 14 and 21 are slow
phasizcd dramatic effect.
^
numbers with pathetic or romantic appeal. Must be quiet numbers.
For Xos. 16, 17, 18 and 19 a suite of numbers of similar musical No. 20 should be a light 4/4 number. The organ can be used to good
temperament can be used to good effect. The cue to stop for No. 18 advantage throughout the entire picture,

14. Desc. (Rom.)
15. H. Leg. Intro, and Waltz
16. Desc. (H. Leg.)
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COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

is essential for a successful picture entertainment, and
BARTOLA

ORCHESTRA

is essential for providing perfect music.

Our catalog explains this.

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 710-711 Mailers BIdg., Chicago, III.
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STRAND, IN ALTOONA, PA., OPENED ON MAY 29
BY SILVERMAN BROTHERS, IS A 1,670-SEAT
HOUSE
ALTOONA, PA., has a new picture theatre of modern design
and equipment — the Strand, which opened its doors to the
public on May 29. The enterprise of its owners, Silverman
Brothers, is well illustrated by their advertising of the opening.
Not content with a page or two of newspaper space, they employed
a ten-page section in the Altoona Times, in which the theatre
was fully described from every angle. This section also carried
the advertisements of all the 'building and accessory firms which
were concerned in the construction and equipment of the house.
The Strand is a theatre of 1,670 capacity, with 920 seats on the
first floor and 750 in the balcony. A wide lobby, 40 by 60 feet,
provides entrance to the theatre from Eleventh avenue, through
half a dozen double doors. The lobby is adorned with beautiful
matched panels of marine brocadilli marble, around all sides. The
inclined promenade, leading from the lobby to the lounging room
on the second floor, and thence to the balcony, is built with a floor

Exterior of the Strand, Altoona, Pa., from Architect's Drawing
of quarry tile. The walls of the lobby, lounging room and
promenade are of caen stone.
The first floor has been treated with a harmonious color scheme.
The proscenium arch, in which the screen is installed, is flanked
on each side by four boxes, two on each floor, while the paintings
over the arch are extended around on either side of the balcony.
Four loges are also provided, between the boxes and the regular
seats. A magnificent chandelier is suspended from the ceiling,
and lighting fixtures have been arranged conveniently in all parts
of the house.
- Three distinct general lighting systems are provided : a general
lighting system, emergency and remote control. In addition, there
is a battery system, which makes it possible, in case the other systems fail, to illuminate the theatre until the current is turned on.
The fire escapes are all wide and substantial. Floors are of
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concrete and heavy rails are used as guards. The fire escapes on
the Eleventh avenue alley side lead into a fire tower. The platforms are all built with concrete floors, and have steps with
non-slip treads.
For the convenience of patrons there are ladies' retiring rooms,
men's smoking rooms, parcel rooms, drinking fountains, public
telephones, children's playrooms, an information bureau, and many
other comforts. The toilet rooms, as well as the wash rooms and
matron's room, are finished in Venoso marble, with floors of tile.
Two offices on the second floor are equipped for the Messrs. Silverman, and their office force. On the third floor are located the
ushers' quarters and the press room.
A roof garden will be opened June 15. This will occupy the
space over the theatre entrance, and will be 40 by 60 feet.
Young ladies act as ushers at the theatre. Paramount and
Triangle pictures are shown exclusively in Altoona at the Strand.
Four performances are given daily. The music is furnished by
a Wurlitzer-Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra.
OAKLAND

THEATRE IN PONTIAC, MICH., READY
IN OCTOBER, WILL SEAT 1,800
THE general contracts have been let and work has been started
on the new Oakland theatre, store and office building, on the
southeast corner of Saginaw and Water streets, Pontiac, Mich.
This theatre will be one of the largest and most beautiful
theatres erected in the state and is owned and will be operated by
the Oakland Theatre Company of Detroit, officers of which are
A. I. Marentette, president; James H. O'Donnell, vice-president;
Harry Goldstein, second vice-president, and Frank C. Cook, secretary and treasurer.
It is expected to have the building ready for occupancy about
the first of October. The building itself will be modern and fireproof throughout. The entire front is to be built of white terra
cotta, which will also carry around some distance on the side
street.
In addition to the theatre portion, the building will also contain
four modern stores on the first floor and several well appointed
suites of offices on the second floor. The basement will contain
space for a billiard room and barber shop and will have separate
entrance from the street.
The theatre proper is to be built on the amphitheatre style,
similar to the Majestic theatre, Detroit, and will have a seating
capacity of about 1,800.
The interior decorative scheme is carried out on the Adam
style and the opinion gained from the architect's sketches is that
it will far surpass anything yet designed along these lines. The
foyers and lobbies are very spacious, in fact, they are large enough
to accommodate the entire audience. Spacious retiring and toilet
rooms have ben provided for ladies and gentlemen and all the other
conveniences provided for a modern theatre building such as check
rooms, and loungmg rooms, are included in this building.
Inclines instead of stairways are used to reach the various levels,
which makes every portion of the theatre easy of access. The
building is open on all sides so that there are exits in every direction at every point in the theatre. This feature alone is something that few theatres can boast of.
The stage is large enough to produce most any attraction and is
completely equipped in every detail. The dressing room and
musicians' rooms are all located under the stage. The building
will have its own power plant and heating apparatus.
Special attention has been given to the ventilating which is to
be a very elaborate system.
The Frank Farrington Company, of Detroit, has been awarded
the general contract. C. Howard Crane of Detroit, who has
designed and planned a great many of Detroit's beautiful theatres,
including the Majestic, Alhambra, Garden, Strand and others.
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MARKET

WHO
PAYS
THE
COST
of installing a SOSM.AX & L.WDIS STAGE SETTING? You do, originally, but your patrons repay
your investment many times over. They will come
to your house oftener and in greater numbers. They
will patronize your theatre because they appreciate
the distinctiveness and beauty of SOSMAN & LANDIS creations, because they find that the setting
minimizes eye-strain, and because it helps out the
illusion created by the pictures.
We will design a setting for your theatre at a price
you can easily afford — some models co?t only ^200.
Our
handsome
catalog is yours for the asking — why
not send
for it now?
SOSMAN

& LANDIS
COMPANY
SCENIC PIONEERS FOR 37 YEARS
417 SOUTH CLINTON STREET
CHICAGO

FANS— FANS
8 in. Chicago A. C. or D. C.
8 in. Breezer A. C. or D. C.
12 in. D. C. Regular
- 16 in. D. C. Regular
12 in. D. C. Oscillating - 16 in. D. C. Oscillating
16 in.
C. Exhaust Fans 57 in. D.
D. C. Ceiling Fans 12 in. A. C. Regular
- 16 in. A. C. Regular
12 in. A. C. Oscillating - 16 in.
C. Oscillating
58 in. A.
A. C. Ceiling Fan 16 in. A. C. Exhaust Fan Other sizes of fans at prices correspondingly low. Write for our Complete
Catolog of Picture Machines and Theatre Supplies.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO., 5 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Made in Switzerland
CARBONS
Write us for descriptive circular and price list
JONES
& CAMMACK
Sole Importers
12 Bridge Street
New York City
THEATRE

ATLANTA
ALL

ACCESSORIES^.^

EisiKOMrir

GEORGIA

STREET REALTY BUYS TW'O THEATRES
IN SAN FRANCISCO
THE Market Street Realty Company, which controls one of the
most valuable pieces of property in San Francisco, located at
Fourth and Market streets, and which is to shortly erect an immense moving picture house, has purchased the Portola theatre,
almost adjoining this site, together with the Market Street theatre,
opposite Fifth street. The Portola is one of the leading houses
in tlic downtown district, with a seating capacity of about 1,100,
and has been the home of many film successes, it being considered
a mark of honor to have productions presented there. It is conducted under the management of Eugene Roth, who is acknowledged to be one of the leading exhibitors of the entire country,
and who will continue in charge of the house as well as assuming
the management of the other two.
The Market Street theatre is of about the same size as the
Portola and is centrally located. It has been conducted for years
by Hallahan and Getz and until recently was a program house,
using General service. Feature attractions were put on recently
and this policy will be continued by the new management. With
two 1,100 seat houses now in operation on Market street and a
third one with a capacity of almost three times as many planned
the Market Street Realty Company has taken a commanding position in the downtown amusement field.
PIEDMONT IN ATLANTA, IN HEART OF BUSINESS
DISTRICT, COST $100,000 TO BUILD
TPIE newly completed Piedmont Theatre, of Atlanta, Georgia,
is one of the finest picture houses in the South. It is located
on the heart of the business district, a few doors froin the Keith
Theatre and the Ansley and Piedmont hotels. Hugh Richardson,
the Atlanta capitalist, authorized A. T. Brown, the architect, to
draw plans calling for an expenditure of $100,000. The site of the
theatre is worth $400,000.
The house has been leased to Charles and Peter Mion for a
term of years and is under the management of Ralph DeBruller.
The Piedmont Theatre has exclusive first-run service from the
Paramount and exclusive rights on the George Kleine-Billie Burke
serial. A feature of the daily program is the concerts played on
the J. P. Seeburg player. The big instrument is operated by a
relay of three experts who were brought to Atlanta for this purMANY SPEEDCO ARC CONTROLLERS INSTALLED
pose.
IN EASTERN THEATRES IN THE LAST WEEK
RECENT installations of Speedco Arc Controllers have been in
The Regent theatre, Rochester, N. Y. ; Rowland and Clark's
Regent, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; another to Keith's Prospect, Brooklyn, N.
Y. ; two more to the Vitagraph Company's studio, in Brooklyn,
N. Y. ; Loew's Lincoln Square, New York City; the Wilson,
Baltimore; the Strand, Flint, Mich.; another to the Cortland
Opera House, Cortland, N. Y. ; the Liberty, New York City, and
the Criterion, New York, for Ince's " Civilization."
"PERCENTAGE PICTURES" IS SPECIAL ARTICLE
IN " NOVELTY NOTES," ON SCREEN CAREERS
ujVTOVELTY NOTES" for June contains an exhaustive spe•»•^ cial article, entitled " Percentage Pictures," which is important to all who are interested in the future careers of Anita
Stewart, Mary Pickford, and Charles Chaplin and their probable
effects on the motion picture industry.
" Novelty Notes " is mailed to exhibitors only : but any of News
readers may obtain a copy of the June issue if they will send
their names and addresses to " Novelty Notes," 115 East 23rd
street. New York.

XHE of prorrjiDence
F*LAYERJS
any YOUR
slzt-d picture
Instantly. WIHEin US
VVAMTS.caDU beyuufurnished
fall to
display the face of a popular player who is appearing
at your house you are overlooking an opportunity for
larc'T receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL KMOWN
I'LAVKEthe prominently
displayedof will
draw more moner
than
mere announament
a name.
LARGE DAM) COLORED PICTURES.
Size 22 X 28 75c Each Size 11 x 14 20c Euh
SEMI-PHOTO
POST CARDS
$3.00 per thousand.
your announcement
on correspondence
side and Print
moll
them weekly. PHOT0ORAPH8, »l2e 8x10, all the DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR BUYS ALLISON AND
HAD AW AY LIGHTS
promlni'nt players,
dUferent namei,
CItAVUItE
FOLDERS,600 containing
pictures20c.of each.
all the
prominent
playen,
including
feature
etara,
$10.00
p>T
thousand.
ALLISON & HADAWAY, 235 Fifth avenue. New York City,
manufacturers of studio lights, report that they have just
, SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of ill the playcre, 600
names, 40c. each.
made a shipment of their New Panchroma Twin Arc portable
TRANSPARENCTES, ALL SIZES, from 50c. to $2.50.
KAC-SIMILE OIL PALNTINOS from $8.00 to $25.00, lights to the United States Government. These lamps were oraccording to size and frames.
dered by the Department of Interior after they had tested a sample submitted to them some time ago. Each lamp is 8,000 candle
KRAUS IVfFG. CO., 220 W. 42nd Street. IM. Y.
12th Flo«r, GANDLER BUILDING.
power and fitted with special made trunks for quick transportaSend for CaUlogoe ot o»er 600 playen and umplei free. Write Di
tion purposes.
■i>ln| detalli of your dull nights, and we will lend yoo a remedy.
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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WESTERN WILL MAKE FEATURES ON
22,000 ACRE RANCH
special to Motion Pictuke News.
Chicago, June 3.
The Great Western Film Company is a new Minnesota Corporation which intends about June 15 to start producing western
features on a 22,000 acre ranch near Malta, Montana. A. R.
Tobin, business manager, states that he secured the services for
this company of Wallace D. Corburn, the cowboy poet, who will
appear as one of the stars ; C. W. Hitchcock as producing director, and of William P. Cooper, formerly with the Moffet Studios
of Chicago, as photographic director. It is also the plan of this
company to erect a studio in St. Paul for the purpose of producing commercial pictures.
The Raths-Sevolt Company of St. Paul has secured the agency
for the Portoscope, a small projector, manufactured by the Motion Picture-Scope Company of Chicago, in the Northwest territory.
The National Carbon Company of Cleveland, Ohio, who had
an exhibit at the Northwestern Exhibitors' Convention in Minneapolis, in charge of I. V. Chrissman, demonstrated their new
metal carbons. Five hundred samples of these were distributed
among the exhibitors and operators who attended the show.
The Western Electric Company of Chicago had a booth at
the Minneapolis Convention, in charge of L. E. Luckman, in which
they displayed their inter-phones for theatres, national carbons,
fans, Pyrene extinguishers and Mazda lamps.
D. C. Cookingham, general manager and one of the owners of
the Hertner Electric and Manufacturing Company of Cleveland,
Ohio, was present at the Minneapolis Convention to demonstrate
their transvertor to the Northwestern exhibitors.
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BROWN

CRISP OF CLUNE RETURN TO LOS
ANGELES
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 3.
MANAGER of Production Lloyd Brown and Director Donald
Crisp of the Clune Film Producing Company, have returned
from a stay of several weeks with Harold Bell Wright at his
ranch home in Arizona, with a completed script for the story " The
Eyes of The World." Settings and properties are now being built
at the studio in Hollywood, but most of the scenes will be made on
the setting described by Wright in his book.

THEATRE
MAILING

ALA., FILMED BY GAUMONT FOR
" SEE AMERICA FIRST "
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., the " Pittsburgh of the South," will be
shown in pictures in Gaumont's " See America First " series
June 21. This is one of the last southern cities to be pictured in
" See America First " at the present time, since the Gaumont
cameraman has come North to take advantage of the summer season. On June 14 will be released some memorable views of Yellowstone National Park.
DIRECTORY

OF NEW THEATRES
ALABAMA
The Strand theatre, Montgomery, has let a contract to the Carrier Air
Conditioning Company for a new ventilating system in the theatre. The
air will pass into the auditorium through 350 mushroom ventilators beneath
the chairs, and will be drawn out by an exhaust in the attic of the buildminutes.ing. There will be a complete change of air in the building every two
ARIZONA
The Phoenix Amusement Company, composed of Messrs. Mouk and
Richard, have opened their seventh theatre, The Rex, at Prescott. The
company has the Columbia of one thousand seats, and the Amuzu at
Phoenix, the Iris at Rey, National at Hayden, Iris at Florence and the
Juarez at Sonora.
ARKANSAS
The Yale Theatre Company of Oklahoma is spending around $50,000
on their new theatre in the Schulte Building, Fort Smith, which was recently
by vaudeville,
General Manager
L. W.
Brophy. The house, when completed, leased
will play
stock and
pictures.

LIST

EXCHANGE

N65

SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 2003 Randolph
425 ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Printing Typewriting
Addressing Multigraphing

OPERA

CHAIRS

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Department. Send blue print
or sketch for Free Seating Plan.
If you are desirous of reseating, we
can help you dispose of old chairs.
Write for Catalog N.
We
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor Seating.

AND

BIRMINGHAM,

AND

STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

CAniDI
I UK9
THIS
in on
cash OFFER
C
FYUIRITAD
Every exhibitor will agree that his one best asset is a
classy program to go to his patrons weekly. The most effective and
classiest program on the market is our Souvenir Portrait Card program.
It reaches the home, is a sure patron getter, and is the cheapest advertising known. And now you can purchase them at an undreamed of
price — Listen
1000 Weekly Programs, $3.22
Printed on the backs of our famous artistic Souvenir
Portrait Cards. We had designed and reproduced in colors portrait
cards of forty-eight of the biggest stars in filmdom — Billie Burke,
Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Francis X. Bushman, etc. You print
your advertising program on the back. Use one a week. Write for
sample programs and circular showing "Six Ways to Build a Bigger
Patronage."
Cahill-lgoe Co., 117 W. Harrison St., Chicago
Make

Your

Lobby

Display Attractive
There is nothing more fascinating
to the public than a bright brass frame
to dispJay your photos or posters.
We make Lobby and Theatre Fixtures and Brass Rails of every description.
Don't fail to visit our Showrooms.
Write for catalog.
The NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Coast representative, G. A. Metcalfe, 117 Golden^ate Avenue, San Francisco, California.

Ford and Meyer, who took overLIthe
Acme
theatre
Castro and Twenty' haveat since
IA ago,
FORN
fourth streets, San Francisco, CA
a short
time
purchased the
Palmer and Vicksburg theatres in the immediate vicinity. As the district
is not large enough to support three theatres one or more of these will be
closed, except on special occasions.
The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while ; justify them.
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The plan of E. M. Frazier to erect a large moving picture liouse on
Stevenson street, San Francisco, and to secure an entrance to the theatre
through the space now occupied by the Empire nickelodeon, bridging the
rear street, has brought forth a storm of protest from property owners in
the vicinity. It was set forth by the protestants, who appeared before the
board of supervisors, that such an arrangement would upset property
values and would tend to increase the fire hazard. Mr. Frazier has applied
for
permitcommittee.
and this has been approved by the building committee and
the astreet
Turner and Dahnken of San Francisco, who conduct a circuit of moving
picture houses in California, Oregon and Nevada, plan to erect a new
theatre at Richmond, where a large lot is owned. This new house will
supplant the one now being conducted there and will have a seating
capacity of 2,000. A. W. Cornelius of San Francisco is the architect.

Exclusive Mi-nufacturers of
^niWffl pll COAPAIT'
Furnishings for Theatres, Schools,
Churches and all Puhlic Buildings

CANADA
William Brown, who has for some time controlled the Majestic and
Crystal theatres in Vancouver, B. C, has just added the Maple Leaf to
his string, taking over the lease formerly held by the National Amusement
Company. The house will hereafter change its program daily, and the
admission price has been reduced to five cents.
Mr. Smart, well known in Rockwood, Ont., has decided to open a moving
picture house there.
ILLINOIS

When you want Opera Chairs, remember ve have
50,000 CHAIRS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
in 6 different styles in Imitation Mahogany and Circassian Walnut finisfaefl,
assuring you satisfactory selection and
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
Other designs of Upholstered and Unupholstered Chairs unlimited in
number,
furnished
in 25 selected.
to 50 days after receipt of specificationB, depending
on character
of chairs
Our Consultation Service, specializing in designing economical arrange*
ments for theatre seating is tendered to you without any charge whatever.
Descriptive literature on request.
For prompt attention address :
General Offices: 1012 LYTTON BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Sales Offices in all principal cities
iiHiiitifiimmiinuuiiKiuinniiuiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiitiiiiuuJiii

INFORMATION
I am interested in Motion Picture Photography
and would like
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J. A. Behrick and Son, contractors, has been awarded the contract for
the erection of .a $22,000 motion picture theatre in Robinson. The building
will be modern in every respect, with a seating capacity of eight hundred.
H. E. Otey, owner and manager of the Robinson Opera House, is having
that theatre remodeled. The main floor is being lowered five feet,, giving
e.xits level with the pavement. The front entrance also has been improved.
INDIANA
Charles Porter has bought the Old Trails theatre at Centerville. The
theatre has been in charge of Mr. Cook, who was forced to give it up
on
account of City.
poor health. Mr. Porter formerly operated a picture show
in Cambridge
Otto E. Banschbach, of Shelbyville, has taken charge of the Grace
theatre at Martinsville, as Manager for F. J. Rembusch, owner of the
theatre. Mr. Rembusch and Mr. Blackstone have dissolved their business
arrangement which has e-^isted for some time, during which time Mr.
Blackstone
has Mr.
been Banschbach
in charge ofhasthebeen
Graceemployed
theatre by
as well
as the Blackstone
theatre.
Mr. Rembusch
for
the lastness.four
years
and
has
much
experience
in
the
motion
The Grace theatre will be open each evening hereafter.picture busiW. W. C. Barnes, of Marion, has been awarded the contract for erecting
the new theatre building of the Washington Theatre Company, on the site
of the old Mecca club, in West Fourth street, Marion. Work will begin
soon.
The Strand theatre, in North Michigan street. South Bend, has reopened
under new management, with shows at popular prices.
Alexander John McCabe, publicity man of the Orpheum theatre, Fort
Wayne, and formerly in charge of the publicity of several of the leading
motion picture theatres of Fort Wayne, recently was married to Miss Norma
Estelle Merkel, of Fort Wayne.
A combination, pipe organ, piano and complete orchestra instrument has
been installed at the Crystal theatre, Decatur, by William Parent, manager
of the theatre.
Mr. Weintraut,
of Waldron,
has bought
James
north sideto
motion
picture theatre
at Greensburg
and will
moveAlcorn's
the equipment
Waldron.
H. T. Coons of the Gem theatre, at Hobart, has bought an electric transverter for his theatre, and hereafter will use direct current.
The Grand and Lyric theatres at Aurora, which were closed recently for
two weeks on account of a breakdown in the power station, have reopened.
Mt. Vernon, is to have a new motion picture theatre. Mr. Crebs has
purchased the Palace livery stable and will put up a new film house on
that asite.
Steel floor,
ceilings
in the architect's specifications, and
with
concrete
makearetheincluded
house fireproof.

LOUISIANA
The Ivy
theatre,
at
Annette
VillereGarnier.
streets, New
has reopened under the management and
of Emile
High Orleans,
class vaudeville
Without
Obligation
and pictures are being featured by the management.
All plans have been completed for the leasing and operation of the new
Strand theatre, at Baronne and Gravier streets. New Orleans. The theatre
on my part to obtain information on the equipment
will be finished in October at a cost of several hundred thousand dolalrs.
as checked
The Saenger Amusement Company has leased the Strand from the De
Soto Biulding Company for a period of ten years. It will be two-stories
high, and will contain seven modern office buildings in addition to the
CAMERAS
theatre proper. It will be finished throughout in Caen stone and marble,
and will seat 2,000. The exterior will be white terra cotta, and concrete
CAMERA ATTACHMENTS
and steel will be used on the inside. Silent rotary fans and a system of
vacuum
cleaning will be installed. The Strand theatre will be directed by
TRIPODS
one of the best known picture men in the country, E. V. Richards, Jr.,
aRialto.
close friend
and associate
of S. inL. the
Rothapfel,
New York's
LENSES
The dominant
interests
De Sotoproprietor
Building ofCompany
are
Commissioner of Public Safety Harold W. Newman and his brother,
FILM STOCK
Leonard Newman, of the brokerage concern of M. W. Newman and Sons,
Henry Beer and Edgar H. Bright, of the cotton firm of H. and B. Beer.
STUDIO LIGHTS
L. C. Asbury recently reopened the Canal Airdome, Canal and Rocheblave streets. New Orleans.
LABORATORY APPARATUS
The Empire theatre, New Orleans, has ordered two Simplex projection
machines from George Vivirito.
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
It has became known that the Pearce interests are back of a plan to
build a moving picture theatre to scat several thousand in Canal street.
New Orleans. This enterprise is expected to eclipse anything yet undertaken by the Pcarces. Just as soon as a desirable site is selected, the buildbegin, interests.
it is announced.
Theing willPearce
New Orleans, have donated an entire movmg
(Tear out this advertisement and mail to MOTION PICpicture " theatre " to the Warren Easton High School.
Pictures will be
TURE NEWS, 729 7th Avenue, New York.)
boys, and will consist mainly of educational
school
the
to
regularly
shown
subjects.
'
,
„
,
, .
Name
Spanish Fort, one of the most popular New Orleans summer resorts, in
probe
would
pictures
motion
free
that
announced
summer
this
openingjected nightly. On Sunday afternoons a cameraman from the Harcol Film
Theatre
pictures
these
and
seekers,
pleasure
of
groups
various"
"
shoots
"
Company
brings
later. .The ,,new, . scheme
resort a week .
at thenumbers
are shown
Address
, ,the
• , out
,
in large
crowds
An immense cooling system has been installed in the Iriangle theatre.
every manin this connection that thepractically
New Orleans. It is notedis featuring
fact that the inside
this summer
agement in Canal street
of its theatre is several degrees cooler than the temperature on the street.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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Fire caused a loss of $1,025 at the Peoples theatre, 2736 Dryades street.
Newthe Orleans,
when flames started from a projection machine and spread
to
main floor.
MICHIGAN
The opening of the following Detroit theatres will probably take place
before the expiration of the next sixty days : The Ferry Field theatre,
Grand River avenue and the Boulevard; The Drury Lane, Woodward and
Grand Circus Park and the Regent theatre, Woodward and Horton avenues.
Jack Mowitt has been appointed manager of the Knickerbocker theatre,
Jefferson
and Mowitt
the Boulevard,
the New
Ingersoll-Gaukler
Detroit. Mr.
formerly owned
managedby the
Empire theatre.Company,
The Vaudette theatre at Three Rivers, has been purchased by George
Pierce, of Constantine, who is remodeling same for the exhibition of
features exclusively.
Architects Charlton and Kuenzli, of Marquette, have been engaged by
August E. Brauns, of Iron Mountain, to prepare plans for a moving
picture theatre building, that will be 60 by 75 feet in size, and situated
on East Ludington street.
The Star theatre in Bay City, is now under the management of L. R.
Simpson, who also has the Alladin theatre in that city.
MISSOURI
With the honor of being the oldest moving picture theatre in Kansas
City
one to closed
start there
far backHarry
in 1898
— thewasYaletheArcade,
720
Main— the
streetfirstrecently
its doors.
Fogel
proprietor.
This house was first opened in the year of the Spanish-American war.
It is the only house in Kansas City that has not changed its location since,
starting. Incidentally it is also one of very few houses to claim the
constant ownership that it does. But once has it changed hands in 1911,
HarryA. Fogel
purchased it from its originators, Carl Mincing, J. F. Mincing
and
D. Flintom.
OHIO
Kenton is to have a motion picture theatre seating 900 persons. It
will be the remodeled Opera House. The main floor will seat 500, while
400 can be accommodated in the two balconies. There will be three main
aisles in the theatre, while the lighting will be of the indirect type. Work
will be started within sixty days.
The Empress, another Kenton motion picture theatre, has just been
remodeled and put into service. A National ticket vendor also has been
installed. It is an electrically operated machine and facilitates the handling
of tickets. A new gold fibre screen has been added to the equipment.
Miss Hazel Kuntz is the new pianiste.
The Royal motion picture theatre, Tiffin, has been sold to William H.
Wolf, a retired traveling salesman. The house was turned over to Mr.
Wolf by Fred. J. Curtis and Peter B. Hipp, who owned the theatre for
a number of years.
The Star theatre, Delaware, has been closed for repairs. A new floor
will be put in on the same level with the sidewalk. The back wall be torn
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out and the theatre enlarged. Other improvements include new twin
electric fans and a marble entrance.
OKLAHOMA

The Electric is the name of the theatre which opened at Commerce
recently. The house is modern in every detail, seats 600, has a new model
Simplex projector, and is using features.
A new picture house is reported to be in the field at Muskogee. When
completed, it will be 40 by 70.
Sans Souci
vaudeville
are Park
used. and Airdome has opened at McAlester. Pictures and
W. T. Spears has secured the contract to remodel the Yale theatre at
Muskogee. It calls for $15,000 worth of alterations. Mr. Brophy, manager,
says he will have the finest house of its size in Oklahoma when the Yale
is worked over.
A. G. Hall, manager of the Strand at Drumright, has resigned and is
sojourning in California. Dave Williams, his successor, also manages the
Majestic.
PENNSYLVANIA
The Orpheum theatre at Forbes and Murry avenues, in the Squirrel Hill
district of Pittsburgh, one of the finest residence sections, has opened. It
is one of the prettiest theatres in the city. Mark Browarsky is the proprietor of the Orpheum and the theatre seats 400 persons. It is equipped
in the finest style. The pictures are changed daily and feature subjects
will be used. An admission price of ten cents is charged and the music
for the theatre is furnished by a pipe organ.
TEXAS
Tyler and Everidge have recently opened the Star theatre at Rising Star.
They
started have
rathera light
well. plant and new projection equipment, and are getting
J. R. Wells from Denison, has bought the Garden summer theatre at
Longview,
H. R.
Yates.
The Fourfrom
States
Amusement
Company, was incorporated at Texarkana,
Texas,
last
week
for
$750.
They will operate the Lyric, Queen and airdome in that town.
Jesse Cook has opened the Brookstone Airdome af Denison. He is
running vaudeville, light stock and pictures.
J. J. O'Malley
is no longer
the Queen theatre, Abilene, having
resigned.
His successor
is H. G.withHaynie.
C.
J.
Musselman's
new
motion
picture
in Paris,
be modem
in every particular. It will seat around house
900. Paris
was will
visited
by fire
some weeks ago, and Mr. Musselman lost his three theatres. He is now
operating
a
temporary
house.
A. W. Lilly, operating two houses in Commerce, has purchased the two
theatres in Wolfe City, a town not far from Commerce. The houses were
the Sunset and Busby, but immediately after Jack got them, one of
them was changed to the Hippodrome, which is the name of one of the
Commerce houses.
10 Ft. X 32 In.

Lithographed Streamer Banners
for all Paramount, Triangle, World,
Equitable, Metro, Fox, Pathe, and
all other Feature Pictures.
GOOD PROPOSITION
T O DISTRIBUTORS

30c. EACH
At Your Exchange or
NATIONAL POSTER CO.
518
Mailer's
Building,NewChicago,
III.
145 W.
45th Street,
York City
310 Palace BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn
207 Broadway Market BIdg., Detroit, Michj

'V'hihifn'y .• t^n^n/^^t^ (^-y^ foi" which you are asked to pay One Dollar each or more, are
Tl/ffJ^J^niunur
IVir,
K^UUUCri^crd
^^^^
^^^^^
selling regular at 75 cents each.
We still have about five thousand MALTESE CROSS condensers left from our last import.
Take advantage of this price. They are guaranteed against discoloring, are the purest crystal condensers produced at any price. Per dozen, $7.50, half dozen, $4.00. Get the habit, deal with the best Motion Picture
Supply House in the country.
For 16 years in the lead.
THE STERN MANUFACTURING
CO., INC., Philadelphia, Pa.

For

Artistic

Display

and

Lobby
Stage

Decorations
Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS.
TREES, VINES, LEAVES. GARLANDS,
WREATHS AND PALMS.
Estimates made and theatres decorated under
contract by our expert.
Our 32-page catalogue No. 3, illustrating in
colors the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration, FREE.
FRANK NETSCHERT COMPANY, INC.
61 Barclay Street
New York City
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.
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ACCESSORY

Send

in

NEWS

SECTION

Vol. 13. No. 24

your

Contribution

!!!

NOW!!!

Mail

May

15th Donation
or the 10% of the receipts
!
!
of your day to the

Exhibitors

Motion

Your

Picture

Campaign

for the

Actors*

Fund

of

America

TODAY
Many Exhibitors who have signed up to contribute 10% of
one day in their theatres to the Motion Picture Campaign for
the Actors' Fund of America are delaying the culmination of
the campaign by tardiness in sending in their checks. Lists
of contributors are being w^ithheld from publication aw^aiting
the checks promised.
Exhibitors ! Please send in your
checks today ! !

^^nJi

in

^nur

Olontrtbutton

Nom

SAMUEL GOLDFISH, Chairman
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
30 East 42nd St. Annex, New York
Please

Mail

in Your

Contribution

at

Once

Checks payable to the MOTION PICTURE CAMPAIGN FOR ACTORS' FUND
J. Stuart Blackton, Treasurer, Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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FEATURING

1

Cool —
Coming
waves
ondays
hot

Air
changed
every
minute

Fans

G-E

i//m

hi fill
)\\m

Yes — G-E Fans are a big feature on hot days as far as box office receipts go. The cool house is the big house.
When buying Fans look for those with the G-E monogram in the
center; there is over twenty years' experience in Fan Building behind it.
Insist on G-E Fans — -those that will be just as good five or six years
hence as they are today — the quiet-running fans that need no more attention than oiling once a year.
If your nearest dealer or lighting company cannot supply you,
write us.

General
General

Electric
Office

Company

Schenectady,

N. Y.

Sales Offices in AH Large Cities
6092
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THE PLAY BYMAPy
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E
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RELEASED
JUNE
8
OFMA
MMING

PRODUCED

BY

Oliver Morosco Pto^opL)^ ^•
PARAMO

UrsfT PICTURES

JUNE

HAS

THE

aUALITY

1916

CIRCULATION

I always

the

24,

THE

TRADE

advertise

Lasky

-it brings

OF

me

name

business

J. E. TOMPKINS
Princess Theatre
Colorado Springs, Colo
DISTRIBUTORS
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE, LTD.
mm

VOL. XIIL No. 25

Jesse liasky Feature Play C9(m
FOUR, EIGHTY-FIVE FIFTH /WENUE, NEW YORK CITY
Cecil &. DeMi
esse L. Lasky
Samuel Goldfish
Pres.
Vice-Pres. and Treas.
Director Gen

PRICE

10 CENTS

of

'
ittct'
cuBYCfTHE
FAMOUr

NOVELIST,
DANBY,
IN

FRANK

OF

CLOVER"

ANOTHER
INTEREST

FAMI
HEAI

ENGLISH

PRODUCTION

"MY

OLD

plOPi

LIKE

DUTI

lie 24, 1916

MOTION

PICTURE

FAMOUS
'i

48

SUPREME

NEWS

PLAYERS

PHOTOPLAYS

A YEAR

DANIEL FROHMAN
Introduces
The caplivating.fascinating
I

|| h^r initial screen
as

appearance

Susie

Snowflake

A photo- drama of Broad 11)33;
and the Home Toivn,
Shannon

Fife.

Released

June

22"^

on

the

FAMOUS
PLAYERS
niM
ADOLPH
ZUKOR,
PRESIDENT
DANIEL. FROHMAN, MANAGING DIRECTOR

I2-4-I30
CANADIAN

@

WEST
56XiJ
T,
NEW
YORK
DISTRIBUTORS-FAMOUSTREE
S PLAYERS FILM
SERVICE Ltd.

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us,
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are the productions of
Famous Players Film Co., Jesse L. LasJ^y Feature Play
Co., The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co., Pallas Pictures

Quality

in a photoplay

will attract

desirable patronag^e,
Consistent

quality in a

program

will hold and build up that desirable patronage.

Paramount exhibitors prosper today and build up for tomorrow on a
foundation

of consistent quality.

Are

satisfied?

YOU

Write

Our

Exchange

To-day

rOUREIOHTYFIVE NEVSr
J-X FIFTHAVENUE
YORK. N.Y. & FORTY FIRST

Be Bure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU valtie.
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Yiijie, vs. Shotgun
Make

a list of twelve

representative

people that you would like to see in
your theatre and then figure out
how many of these twelve would be
interested in
Paramount

Pictographs

{The Magazine

on the Screen)

Paramount-Burton Holmes
Travel Pictures
Paramount-Bray

Animated

Cartoons and BrayGilbert Silhouettes
Shooting in the dark with a shotgun
is not likely to bring home much
game. Daylight and the rifle — that's
the Paramount exhibitors' way.
Are

YOU

Write

satisfied?

Our

Exchange

Today.

\^
<y FOUR ErOHTY FIVE
NUE iff^T^^fiT
NEW FIFTHAVE
YORK. N.Y.
'Jf

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertUers.
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Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.
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MOORE
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25
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Play
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A
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good

acting;
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some
much,
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success!
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Produced
Feature

J
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Director
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'a\
WaI
^A \
1

u
'A 1

1
Ka I

Va I
Stop!

A

Look!

Listen!

MAN
in Pennsylvania received $10,000 for suggesting
the use of these words by the railroads.

They will be worth
them to the conduct

equally as much to you
of your business.

if you

apply

^
^ 1 KtKit1 Ka I^At
'A \
^1

fA \

1 Kt 1
VA \
I

'a\
Kit
^ 1
'A \

Stop!

Consider the drawing powei — the box-office value — of
each picture for your theatre before you book it. You
would not pay the same for a mixture of copper, silver,
and gold that you would for pure gold. Neither should
you pay the same for all pictures, regardless of whether
they are good, bad, or indifferent.

Look!
See every picture screened before you book it, and then
select only those which you know will please your patrons. Don't buy "a pig in a poke." All pictures are
not of equal appeal. Do your booking on a basis that
will permit you to take what you want and what your
patrons want, rather than what someone else wants
you to take.

Listen

ta\

The

the

V.

Open-Booking,

L.

S.

Box-Office

E,

Ki 1
^ 1
^1

Way

'a\

^ 1 Kit
Ki\ 'a\
Kl 1
'A \
'A 1 Kii
Kt \
Kl 1 Kit
Kti

Ki^1 1Ka\ ^ 1
KtV Kit

Wa^y

Value

Ka I
'a\

Ka^
Va I Ki\
Kt\
Ta I
r*^
^1
Ta\
TA \ Ktl1 Ka\
Kl 1

Keep your ear to the ground for your patrons ' comments
and then pass these on to the manufacturer. In short, use

Book

rd\ Kt 1

Va\ Kt \
VaI
Kt 1
'A 1

^1

your position to have pictures made to their (your patrons')
order. All of which, when summed up, simply means —

fiX
'Al

Kt 1
Va I^Kt 11 'a\
'A 1
Va I Ka\
Kt 1
TAX ^ Kil Ka\

Kll

!

'A a

3

Ki 1
1
KA
Ki\i 1

.^T^

jPT—

J"*^

.^TU. J—Tmrn

^1
Kit

VL.S.

E.

Inc.i
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COIPAPX

2^12^
4VI4VI

OFMERICA

^
Released ifirou^fi.
L. S. E. //2c. ^
^
df^
ui^^
'/d^
'ii^
i4f■
iT^mt d ' Ttm tT'rmm
i^VUi
W^"

J'T^

The Topmost
EDGAR

Effort Of
LEWIS

Master Director of
"The

Great

Divide"

"Souls in Bondage"
'The Flames

of Johannis

Is epitomized in
'A 1
1

'1
'A 1 ■
^rll

Tax

"Thos

e

Who

^<l
^1 '^l

^1 ^ 1
^rl 1 'A \ Pi 1
'1
'A \
^1 'a\

Toil

1

^1
^1
^ 1

Vau
ta\

TAt

'A \
VaM

^1

From the pen
of that widely
known author

Va\

^1

Va I
^1 TAt
'A \
^ 1
^ 1'A \Va I
^ 1
TAX ?i
VAX Kt\
\ ^ 1
Tt\
Va 1 ^ 1
rA \
rjt 1

^ 1

A big, forceful, heartappealing epic of Justice,
Honor, Strife and Love.

Daniel

Carson

Goodman
Featuring
NANCE
O'NEIL
' The Bernhardt

of America
^A ^A^l

iMtMiMtj^tMtyiKiMf^Ai^Ai^Ai^Kt^
lUBIN

FEATURE

Released throu^h'V.lj.S.'E.Inc.
rAlMtMtMlM,tM,l^Ai^Kl^Al^At^AlM

^ 1
^ 1
74 1

^ 1
^ 1
^ 1

Ta\
?l^ 1

4«
Into

The

Primitive

Robert Ames Bennet's Most Popular Story, filmed
as an intensely thrilling drama of Jungle life, and
featuring Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver, Harry
Lonsdale and Eugenie Besserer.
"A superior production." — Motion Picture News.
"Strictly out of the ordinary." — Motography.
"Realistic and purposeful." — Exhibitor's Herald.
"Kathlyn Williams at her best." — Dramatic Mirror.
"Into The Primitive —
Two

"

-ry^

Relea sed
I

Men

and a Woman"

."^^ .^t— ^t—

through.

V

.^i^

L.S.E. Inc.

^^rmm ^^n^ 1^^^™ ^^rmm ^^Pmm ^^Ftm ■TVbb ■ ■ ^ ■ ■ ""i

Tm
FTl
U.S. PAT.
TRADE
MARKOFF.
HEO!^
Warda

Howard

Supported by
Duncan
Ernest

NcRae

u

Maupaiiv
and

JoKiv Lorenz
Is presented in
"That
Sort"
In 5 acts
By Basil McDonald Hastings
Directed by Charles J. Brabin
William

t

Gillette

Is presented in
'Sherlock Holmes'
In 7 acts
Arthur Berthelet, Director
Essanay

Features

"The Little Shepherd of Bargain
Charlie Chaplin's Burlesque on
"Carmen"
"The Row"
Havoc"
"The Discard"
"Vultures of Society"
"The Misleading Lady"
"Captain'Jinks of the Horse
"A Daughter
of the City"
Marines"
"The Alster Case"
"The Raven"
"The Crimson Wing"
"The Man Trail"
"A Bunch of Keys"
"The Blindness of Virtue"
"In the Palace of the King"
"The White Sister"
"The Slim Princess''
"Graustark"

t
^^^^

St-

BRANCH
OFFICES
PhUadelphia
229 N. 12lhSL
Pittsburg

Atlanta
75 Walton SL
Boston
67 Churcb SL
Chicago
Adams St. and
Wabasb Ave.
Cincinnati
129 West 7i1iSL
Cleveland
2077 E. 4lh St
Dallas
1900 ComnurceSL
Denver
1433 Cbampa SL
Detroit
502 Peter Smilb
Kansas City
Mo.
12lli& Walnut SL
Los Angeles
643So. OlireSL
Minneapolis
608 N. First A>e.
New York City
1600 Broadwar

j "/ know not how
to govern our own
' course save hy the

Gentlemen :
I trust you will not take as flattery,
nor as a forerunner for some special concession, the few true facts as I see them, and
as expressed below:
I have been an exhibitor of V-L-S-E features ever since they were first released in
this territory, which is over a year. There
must be a reason :
First of all, would say that if honest
and square dealings, well balanced programs,
with clean and wholesome subjects, are to be
considered as assets, the V-L-S-E certainly
has them.
Your open booking policy is a boon to
every exhibitor, for the tastes of various
communities are bound to vary, so it is up
to each exhibitor to study his patrons and
cooperate with your exchanges.
The plan of scaling the price of each
subject is a splendid one and most equitable.
Every subject can't be as good as another
even though the directors and actors try to
make them so.
It's the box office statements that tell which are the best.
In other
words, the public has its likes and dislikes, and all you or I try to say or do
can't change them.
In this day of so-called chaotic film
conditions,
it is apparent that the producers who stick closest to the real commercial Bide of the business, are those that
will withstand the much talked of "over production. " Yours respectfully,

117 Four tb At.
San Francisco
986 Market SL
Salt Lake City
129 E. Secood
Soatb SL
St.3630Louis
Olive SL
Seattle
415 OlireSL
Waskington
D. C.
811 E Street.
N.W.
New Orleans
342 Baronie Sl
117 Walton Sl
Syracuse
Toronto
15WillonATe.
Montreal
198 Sl. Catherine
Sl., West

^ ■proven ex'^erience
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1^ ."T—
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MAGAZINE—
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Editor
S E.

Fact

BR-AOSTHECT

V I C E
INDEPENDENT
REVIEWS
FILMS
OF FEATUHE

OF
Charlie Chaplin's
'^BURLESQUE

ON

CARMEN"

Essanay — V, L. S. E.
AS A WHOLE
Great Box Office Winner
STORY
Good
DIRECTION
Good Bits of Business
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
STAR
.Wonderful Personality
[SUPPORT...,
o
Good
EXTERIORS ,
Good
INTERIORS
Acceptable
[DETAIL
Good
LENGTH
Four Parts

I would

say

be booked
id played

that this canfT^^^^

any place safely ( (55/1^5
up

advertising.

heavily
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How can an advertiser continue advertising?

MUTUAL

EXCHANGES!

By giving YOU value.
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Thrills! Thrills!
Beauty
And Gorgeous
Every chapter is a tremendous rapid-fire succession of monumental
daring, adventure, mystery! Yet Secret
don't forget
that "The
of the
Submarine" is a production of
dazzling beauty! Chapters
shown to date have had interspersed brilliant
scenes
with
terrors and
carnage.
Chapter
Five, released June 19th, is not
only a great combination of
plot, mystery and struggle, but
the big scenes show richlygowned beauties and interiors
of rare magnificence.
Millions Reading
The Story!
E. Alexander Powell,
the famous war correhas novelized
Secret1,000
of spondent,
the
Submarine""The
for
over
newspapers.
Each
week the new chapter appears
in these
papers. The
narra-a
tive is powerfully
penned,
marvelous recital of gigantic
struggles
adventures.
Millions are and
reading
the story
— want to see the motion
pictures.
the list: These papers head

if.
3
ewi tcnino

^amen
^uaniia
has more great scenes in Chapter Five^ — wears
dazzling gowns — is fascinating!

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.

New York World. Buffalo Courier,
Dallas Journal, IndianapoliM Star,
Philadelphia Inquirer, Cleveland
Leader, Omaha Bee, Milwaukee
Journal, Baltimore American,
Pittsburgh Gazette-Times, San
Francisco Chronicle, Los Angeles
Record
AND 1,000 OTHERS
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MILLIONS!
Hundreds

upon

hundreds

of

theatres

from

one

end

of

the

country to the other are showing "The Secret of the Submarine" to packed
houses! Over one thousand representative newspapers are publishing E. Alexander Powell's
great novelization of "The Secret of the Submarine." Literally — millions are following this
triphammer hit — millions look forward every week to smashing, crashing chapters that
stampede audiences to remarkable demonstrations of enthusiasm! The success of "The
Secret of the Submarine" knows no bounds, is making new motion-picture history! !
American Film Co., Inc., presents

Directed by Ge rge Sargent

The Film Novel of the Hour!

Overflow

Your

Theatre!

Book "The

Secret of the Submarine"

Overflow

your

box

office with

Today!!
bumper

receipts. Boom all your attractions. Book "The
Secret of the Submarine" for that dull night. Make its
wonderful drawing-power pay you big profits — instead of
a competitor. Send your reservation now — no obligation
involved — just helps protect you. Act today while public interest is at fever heat! High-power co-operation
of every kind.
Apply to "The Secret of the Submarine" department of any
Mutual Exchange, or at Mutual Film Corporation,
71 W. 23d St., New York City

American

Film Company,
Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, Pres.
CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

^QEomasK^tiauedon
is the storm center of the big
dramatic climatxes!
Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.
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PICTURES

A

Modern

Knight

Art
Davis
a two-part
"Mustang"
drama,Acord
excitingand
and Nita
thrilling,
with inmany
good laughs.
Directed by William Bertram. Released June 23d.
The

comedy-

Abandonment

With Helene Rosson and E. Forrest Taylor. This is a gripping five-part
" Flyingby A"
society
drama forcefully
Directed
Donald
MacDonald.
Releasedpresented.
June 15th.
The

Gentle

Conspiracy

AE. Periolat
two-partand "Alfred
FlyingVosburgh.
A" drama
featuring
Vivian Rich,
An intense
human-interest
story. George
Directed by Carl M. LeViness. Released June 19th.
The

House

on

Hokum

Hill

A new
in comedy
— a plotregisters
unique every
— with
Sheehan
and
Carol idea
Halloway,
whose versatility
atom John
of merriment.
Directed by Archer McMackin.
Released June 21st,

The
Day's
Work
Asuccess,
comedy
emphasizing
antithesis
of system — a big
with Orral
Humphrey andtheLucille
Ward.
Directed by Orral Humphrey.
Released June 25th.
These

productions

offer

every

exhibitor

a biff opportunity to establish his theatre
as a place of high'Class amusement
BOOK
PACK

THEM
THE

AND
HOUSE

All "Flying
A," Stales
"Beauty"
and " Muttang"
are Film
distributed
throughout
the United
and Canada
exclusively productions
by the Mutual
Corporation

AMERICAN
FILM
CO., Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON, President, Chicago, Illinois
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IRON

MITT

With
Ben

Turpin

and

Rena

Rogers

VOGUE
famous
comic artists in a
travesty on melodramatic
mystery,
with Paddy
McQuire
and Arthur
Moon
in the supporting cast.
Directed by Jack Dillon,
Here's
wrecker,

Released June 25 tL

another VOGUE
profit - getting gloomwith funny Rube Miller and charming

little Madge

Kirby

in the

leading

roles.

It's called

RUFFHOUSE
Directed by Rube Miller.

Released June 20th.

Get in the VOGUE
van for BIGGER, BETTER
BUSINESS,
Theatres showing Vogue Comedies are the busy ones,
Slapstick With a Reason
BOOK
TWO

THESE
TODAY

Distributed throughout the United States and Canada exclusively by
Mutual Film Corporation
Vogue

Gower 2uid Santa Monica
Los Angeles, CaL

Films, Inc.,
Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.
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As you can see from the pictures/above, this is an exceptional play that keeps you guessing to
the end. A strong Gaumont cast headed by two popular stars, Alexander Gaden and Iva Shepard.
"The criminal thumb" is responsible for its possessor's final undoing after three strong acts revealing night-life in a great city. Written by Lionel Barrymore and Wright Huntington; directed by
Edwin Middleton.
THREE
GREAT
GAUMONT
SINGLE
REELS EACH
WEEK
MAKE
THEM
WEEKLY
ATTRACTIONS
ON
YOUR
PROGRAM
Harry Palmer. Full of fun
'he worldThefirst
MUTUAL WEEKLY— Motion "fPictures.
scoop-in
by
Anii'at
ONold. KOMICS—
KARTO
for
young and
On same reel
with ecl whimsicalities
iest"
News
Reel
in
America.
First
to
give
the
news
you
read
on
the front page of your newspaper.
U. i>. governmentofficial
film
of"SEE
NationalAMERICA
Parks taken by FIRST"—
Department of Interior.with
Recent rethe
Bears
Film.
in
Magazine
il
The Mutu
REEL LIFE same
relation to a magazine that the Mutual
leases include Yellowstone.
Pike's Peak, Yosemite, Atlanta, Ga..
and Birmingham,
Ala.
Weoldy d(j09 to a newsp;ir>er.

uaamoDt
Co.
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
FLUSHING, N. Y.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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HORSLEY

CRANE

PRODUCTIONS

WILBUR

GEORGE

OVEY

MARGARET

WILLIAM

THE

NEWS

GIBSON

CLIFPORD

BOSTOCK

ANIMALS

These animals will be at Luna Park, Coney Island, for the
summer of 1916 (opening May 27th). Animal pictures
will be produced there which the public (your customers)
will be permitted to witness, thereby increasing their interest in my productions.
Book them.

Studios:
Los Angeles, California
Laboratories:
Bayonne, New Jersey
London Office: 93 Wardour St., L<mdon, England

DAVID

HORSLEY
LOS

PRODUCTIONS

ANGELES

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them !
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George

(By AiHox^emei*
AMoHoivPiclureNoVcl
IRE RECEIVED BY
tD-BREAKING CROWDS."
"A STORY THAT WILL FIND
ECHO IN EVERY HEART."
— Kitty Kelly in Chicago Tribune
"Gloria's Romance" is the story of
a little girl who grows up. Miss
Burke has mirrored with exquisite
precision the adolescent unfolding
skillfully indicated by the Hughes.
Through her youthful hoydenism
peep glimpses of aspiring young
ladyhood, but her attitude is mostly
of rebellion and effervescent mischief. Along
with ishermistress
mischievousness Miss
Burke
of a
naive selfishness that finds particular
scope in some of the moonlit scenes
where she wanders through lovely
gardens or scrambles slyly over the
veranda balustrade. "Gloria's Rothe find
human
of a
story thatmance" iswill
echo kind
in hearts
In every city street and village
home.
"SOMETHING FINE AND
DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT."
— Dorothy Day in Des Moinei Tribune
I went to the Palace yesterday
along with a lot of other fans, to see
something different— something wonfine— Billie
Gloria's I
Romance—derful yand
like Burke
all thein others
came away satisfied. I had seen Billie Burke
something fine and distinctlyand
different.
"A TENDER, SYMPATHETIC
AND BEAUTIFUL STORY."
— Indianapolis Star
With Billie Burke as the star and
the advent of the first "motion picture novel" called "Gloria'.s Rothe Keystone
hundredsmance"
of people
awayturned
yesterday.
"Gloria's Romance"
is
a
tender
sympathetic, and beautiful story that
affords Miss Burke an opportunity
to do some really striking acting.
"SETS A NEW STANDARD
OF LITERARY QUALITY."
— Oakland (Cat. ) Tribune
This new screen novel sets a new
standard In Ilterarj- quality of motion-picture stories, for It is logically developed, carefully plotted and
an Intense, compelling tale of the romance of a young society woman.

— Seattle Post Intelligencer
"Pretty Billie Burke in 'Gloria's
Romance' at
is just
delightfullythedainty Rex
as she
is onas the
stage.
Miss
Burke
has
a
personality that fairly beams out on the
screen. Manager Hemrick of the
Rex is much gratified with the reception the picture received by record-breaking crowds yesterday."
"BILLIE BURKE
CHARMED THOUSANDS."
— Portland Oregonian
With Billie Burke, the "star supreme," in "Gloria's
Romance,"
the
million-dollar
film novel,
as the headline attraction on a program of exceptional merit, the T. & D. theater,
the Portland home of Turner &
Dahnken motion pictures, opened yesterday. Billie Burke charmed thousands just as she did in "Peggy" and
the two reels of "Lost in the Everglades" are full of Billie Burke
pranks.
"TAKING MOTION-PICTURE
FANS BY STORM."

No. 25

KlciixeV Gx^^^^si

F. Zie^feld Jr. )

by Mr.grMri^.Rvipcrl

"BILLIE BURKE BROKE
HOUSE RECORD SATURDAY."
— Houston Chronicle
Billie Burke, at the Queen theater
Saturday, broke the house record for
a Saturday attendance. Manager C.
A. McFarland said the crush was
the heaviest he had experienced since
the house was opened, and that the
crowds
out thejammed
day, andthein lobby
some throughparts of
the day blockaded the sidewalk.
Billly Burke appears in a picture
that peculiarly fits her talents and
makes an impression that lingers.
"GLORIA'S ROMANCE AN OUT
OF THE ORDINARY SERIAL."
— Canton (Ohio) Nenjjs- Democrat
Kleine is making an out of the orserial in "Gloria's
the firstdinarychapter
of which Romance."
is now being usual
shown
at
the
It is unin its story, Lyceum.
in the excellence
of itsner incast
and
in
the
elaborate
which it is being staged. man"BILLIE BURKE IS

Hm^Kcc

"BILLIE BURKE GIVEN
WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITIES
— Minneapolis Tribune
In order to accommodate admirers
of Miss mance"
Burke,
the "Gloria's
Roproduction
least
six times a day
at istheshown
New atPalace.
The
doors open
at noon,
Romance"
is run
until and
time "Gloria's
for the
vaudeville
between and
the matinee and program,
evening shows,
then
again between
the two Billie
eveningis vaudeville performances.
given
some play
wonderful
to disher ability opportunities
in the gymnasium
with boxing gloves, with the foils in
a fencing bout, as the hostess at a
chafing-dish
a girl playful
graduate and as herparty,
own asnatural,
self.
"BILLIE BURKE MORE

WINSOME THAN EVER."
—Tulsa (Okla.) World
If Billie Burke is to appear in
more exquisite gowns than those
worn in the she
first will
chapter
have of to"Gloria's
call In
ALTOGETHER CUNNING." Romance."
the services of a fairyland sartorial
wizard and to use a colloquialism,
— Neixi York Times
"there ain't
no such Miss
animile."
"Gloria's
Romance"
Burke Inis
An interesting experiment was be- ravishingly
beautiful
gun last night at the Globe theater
some than ever
before.and more winwith the first exhibition of the first
— St. Louis Globe-Democrat
chapters of a new movie serial enwithBurke
BilThis screen novel by Mr. and Mrs.
lie titled
Burke "Gloria's
as theRomance,"
star. Miss
'PICTURE LOOKS LIKE IT
Rupert lutelyHughes
is
setting
an
absoproved
herself
a
good
screen
subnew standard in literary merit
ject. She is winsome and girlish
of
Miss spirits
Burke looking, and when she dons the — Detroit NewsCOST A FORTUNE."
is motion-picture
bubbling over stories.
with good
cunning. of a boy she is altogether
and cheerfulness. The film is taking clothes
the motion-picture fans by storm,
Radiant Billie Burke in a new seand the Columbia is presenting the
rial film opened yesterday at the Mastory to capacity houses from 11 a. "MISS BURKE DEVELOPS
jestic theater; and Billie, who is
m. to 11 p. m.
CAPACITY FOR MISCHIEF." introduced to us as a little girl,
doesn't look a bit over twelve. The
serial is said to have cost a million
"ATTRACTIVE BACKGROUNDS — Nenu York Sun
dollars, and from the introductory
AND FINE CAMERA WORK."
In her present play Miss Burke, episode one guesses readily that the
who is in the role of a tomboy press agent is no faker.
daughter of a millionaire, develops
an infinite capacity for michief. This
— Nenu York Morning Telegraph
leads
her into a variety of escapades
Billie Burke fastened her grip even
most of the comedy ac- "MAKING A HIT WITH
tighter on New York audiences last from tionwliirh
of til" picture is drawn.
night when she appeared In the first
MOTION-PICTURE PATRONS."
two chapters of the George Kleine
"NO MORE POPULAR PICTURE
photoplay
serialtheater.
"Gloria's The
Romance"
at the Globe
serial
— Seattle Post Intelligencer
proved to be a happy combination of
HAS EVER BEEN SHOWN."
"Glori.a's Romance." with petite
well-chosen cast and interesting surBillie Burke playing the part of
roundings.
The
picture
is
a
per—
Indianapolis
Star
sonal triumph for Billie Burke, and
Gloria, is makingof a the
hit Rex.
with motionshe Is excellently supported by Henry
Rupert
No more popular picture has ever picture patrons
has written a story that fits
Kolker. Without being spectaculiir, been shown than "Gloria's Romance." Hughes
Billie
Burke
like
one
of
her
own
which,
featuring
charming
Billie
"Gloria's
Romance"
Is entertaining
and
exciting.
The beauties
of Palm Burke, is packing audiences into the gloves. She just revels In It. And
this
diminutive
comedienne
has
no
Beach form an attractive back- Keystone. Week by week Interest
this charming serial grows, until competitor when it comes to revelground for the action, and fine cam- In
ing. She is the real spirit of joy.
It seems that ere long the theater
era work is responsible for some ad- will
not be large enough to hold all Tt is easy to see that she Is having
mirable photographic effects which
materially add to the finish of the who want to follow the fortunes of as much fun in the screen as her
auditors are out of it.
Gloria.
production.
Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS when writing to advertisers.
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"A PRETTY STORY; A NORMAL LOT OF CHARACTERS."

"GLORIA'S ROMANCE ENTHUSIASTICALLY RECEIVED."

"INTEREST SO KEEN
EXTRA SHOWS NECESSARY"

— Neiv York Mail
Judging- from the first two chaptersthing
of "Gloria's
different in Romance,"
a serial is somebeing
developed. All serial pictures heretofore have been built of weirdly impossible and thrillingly melodramatic
incidents, but this serial is made up
of subtler things; a pretty story, a
normal lot of characters who are
neither thorough villains nor thorough heroes and complications of a
sort which will not make the sensible person writhe with laughter at
their absurdity.

— Sioux Falls Leader-Press
"Lost in the Everglades," chapter one of "Gloria's Romance,"
Kleine's turing
20-part
photoplay
feaBillie Burke,
Henryserial
Kolker
and other stars, was enthusiastically
received at the Colonial on Wednesday,filmand novel
the opening
of the
elaborate
gave new
insight
on
the work of Billie Burke.

— Minneapolis Tribune
Despite the fact that the vaudeville
program
this isweek
Palace theater
one at
of the
the New
best ever
presented at that theater. Miss Burke
holds her own in the film portion of
the program.
The patrons
demonstrate their interest
by remaining
after the vaudeville to view the serial, and so keen has the interest
been that it has been necessary to
run the
film after
the last performance at night,
who came
late. to accommodate those

"AUTOMOBILES LINE STREET,
PEOPLE BLOCK SIDEWALKS."
"PACKED OUTSIDE DOORS
— Omaha Bee
OF REX THEATER."
Automobiles lined the streets and
'GRAND OPERA HOUSE
people blocked the sidewalks In the — Seattle Times
PACKED TO THE LIMIT." vicinity
of the Muse theater Friday
night, when the first chapters of
Billie Burke is certainly a favorite
"Gloria's
Romance," featuring Billie with
— San Antonio Express
the women in this city, for evBurke,
were
shown
at
that
theater,
ery afternoon at the Rex theater
The Grand Opera House was packed and "Lost in the Everglades," the
they
are
doors of
to the limit Friday to see "Gloria's opening chapter of the story was up the Rex packed
theater outside
in theirtheefforts
to
Romance,"
the new
see this famous little star in the
story, in which
BillieRupert
Burke Hughes
Is the to the expectations aroused.
latest and greatest of her successes,
featured star. A hand-to-hand con- "DESPITE HEAVY RAIN
"Gloria's Romance." There is only
flict with a real Seminole Indian is
one Billie Burke, and there will be
THEATER
WAS
PACKED."
the
big
thrill
in
chapter
two
o'f
the
only one,nerisms
forcannotherbe clever
little manGeorge
duplicated.
and theKleine
fight motion-picture
appeared to benovel,
no
make-believe affair, but the real — Atlanta Journal
thing.
Admirers of Miss Billie Burke "MOST LAVISHLY PRODUCED
flocked to the Piedmont theater Monday to see the first chapter of
SOCIETY PLAY OF YEAR."
"Gloria's Romance." Despite the
"BILLIE BURKE OUTSHADOWS
heavy rain, the Piedmont was packed — Peoria Star
EVERYBODY ELSE." in
fromthe themorning,
opening until
reel the
at 11:30
doorso'clock
were
The Apollo today has the second
shut at night. Miss Burke, as a mis- chapter
of "Gloria's
chievous girl (she grows up in later which Billie
— Houston Chronicle
Burke hasRomance,"
achieved thein
chapters), charmed her audience on climax of photoplay production — the
Billie
Burke
has
already
estabthe
opening
day,
and
they
went
llished herself as a foremost screen away to tell their friends, so that most lavishly produced and whimsically delicious society play of the
star, just
as she
has longstage.
been She
be- Tuesday was another busy day at the
loved on the
speaking
Piedmont.
photographs
perfectly—
so perfectly,
in fact, that one
can almost
see the
year.
sunset red gold of her hair and the "GLORIA'S ROMANCE PLEASES "THRONGS GREET BILLIE
wonderful blue of her smiling eyes —
BURKE AT STAR THEATER."
LARGE CROWDS AT LYRIC."
and
consciousness"
term "camera
wholly unknown
to the is
littlea
— Illinoii State Journal
player. cellentMiss
Burke's
is ex-so — Springfield Neuus-Record
in every
way, support
but Billie
Billie Burke, the most charming
Yesterday
greeted
the star,
aroutshadows everybody else in any
of the throngs
fascinating
little
and every production in which she actress in filmdom, came to the Lyric Billie rivalBurke,
at the Lyric in her
Thursday in her latest offering,
appears.
latest and greatest film success, en"Gloria's
Romance,"
and it pleased
large crowds
at the theater.
Many
titled "Gloria's Romance," and her
who saw the production declared that appearance on the screen can be ap"MOST EXPENSIVE FILM
preciated as though she were appearMiss Burkevantageappears
to farfirst
bettermovie
ading in person.
NOVEL EVER PRODUCED." play.
than in her
"GLORIA'S ROMANCE IS
•—Savannah Netus
"THEATER
LOBBY
PACKEDSHOWING UP BEAUTIFULLY."
The Odeon gave the Savannah
amusement public several sensations
HUNDREDS TURNED AWAY"
last week, principal among which
— St Ij)uis Globe-Democrat
was the presentation of the most expensive serial ever produced, Billie — Milnjaukee, Wisconsin
"At the Columbia the George
With the theater packed, the lobby
Burke
'Gloria's
with Billiefilm,
Burke,
the starRomance,'
supreme,
Those whoin saw"Gloria's
the first Romance."
episode of jammed and hundreds turned away, Kleine
this production need not be assured Billie Burke in "Gloria's Romance" and an excellent cast is showing up
welcomed at the Merrill theater beautifully. Miss Burke has the most
of the high character of the new film was
Sunday.
novel.
engaging part
in herYOU
career."
How can an advertiser continue advertising?
By giving
value.

3845

"BILLIE BURKE A STAR OF
SCINTILLATING CAPACITY."
— Pittsburgh Press
in "Gloria's
Romance"
isBillie
surelyBurke
a star
of scintillating
capacity. Her charming actions, her
sweet
smile for
andherhera clean-cut
have made
reputation acting
to be
envied by stagefolks the world over.
"BILLIE BURKE MORE
LOVELY THAN EVER BEFORE.
— Dallas Nenvs
Billie Burke is more lovely than
ever
in the third
of "Gloria's
Romance,"
for chapter
she appears
as a
school girl who plays basketball,
tennis, fences and holds chafing-dish
orgies in her room.
"AN ACHIEVEMENT
IN A CLASS BY ITSELF."
—Norfolk {Va.) Pilot
Billie Burke in her 20-week serial
came and saw and conquered. If the
subsequent
installments
of "Gloria's
Romance"
measure
to the
first Miss
one,
revealed yesterday
atup the
Wells,
Burke's
serial
is
going
to
be
set
down
in the annals of motion pictures as
an achievement in a class by itself.
"PRODUCTION A MARVEL OF
BEAUTY AND EXCELLENCE."
— Worchester Gazette
If Worcester was ever treated to
a genuine
feasttheater,
it had where
it today at the screen
Pleasant
Billie Burke was shown in the first
chapter
of "Gloria's
Romance."
The
production
is a marvel
of beauty
with a strong and rapidly moving
story of deep interest.
"GLORIA'S ROMANCE
TO BREAK ALL RECORDS."
— Milnvaukee News
Billie Burke, into "Gloria's
all Rothein
records shemance,"setthreatens
when shebreak
appeared
"Peggy." some months ago. "Gloria's
Romance."
which is opened
at the Merrill on Sunday,
an excellent
play
and gives Billie Burke no end of opportunities to display her talents.
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HOLLISTER

intrigue

and

loyal

friendship

are

mould-

ed into a story that is stirring with the vivid and colorful atmosphere of Latin America, and unforgettable in
its tense
to

a

drama — punch

crashing

climax.

after
A

punch

big, smashing

every way — a throbbing
story
lavishness and realistic detail.
RELEASED,

BooK

in

WEDNESDAY,

the

mounting

staged

JUNE

steadily

production
with

in

unstinted

28th

World's
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West
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Regular
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pictures
years

Alice

are

shown,

Hollister,
and

of popularity — not

known

with

a

following

gained

by

over-

night. Miss HoUister's vivid interpretation of The
Woman,
at whose
feet all men
are captives,

Lotus
is an

in the

triumph.

cast

whose

name
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"Every past performance of the motion picture makers was outdone, and by an incredibly wide margin, last night
at the Criterion Theatre, when 'Civilization' was shown for the first time."
—LOUIS DE FOE, N. Y. Morning World.
" 'Civilization' sets a new standard in motion picture enterprise, and stands out as tjie highest attainment of the
art of the screen."
— RENNOLD WOLF, N. Y. Telegraph.
" 'Civilization,' seen at the Criterion Theatre last night, is the most remarkable picture of war that the screen has
shown. It places Ince on an artistic footing with David Belasco. 'Civilization,' in short is a gigantic, moving, and
above all, human picture of war and its consequences." — CHARLES DARNTXDN, N. Y. Evening World.
"Entertainment on an artistic level with 'Ben Hur.' "—ALEXANDER

WOOLLCOTT,

N. Y. Times.

"It was a daring thing to attempt the formidable task of challenging comparison with the 'Birth of a Nation.' The
result exceeds all expectations."
— LOUIS SHERWIN, Evening Globe, N. Y.
"The triumph of 'Civilization' is assured." —CHARLES

HENRY

I

MELTZER, N. Y. American.

"It may be said that 'Civilization' surpasses anything which has gone before in motion
production."
— S. M.picture
WELLER,
N. Y. Review.
" 'Civilization,' a pictorial wonderwork."— BURNS MANTLE, N. Y. Evening Mail.
" 'Civilization' is a real landmark." — CHARLES

F. ZITTEL, Evening Journal, N. Y.
I

LOUIS

SHEWIN

NEWYOmCLOBE

1005

Brokaw

Bldg.

N.

Y.

City
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EDWARD
THE MOVING
SAYS:

Exhibitor
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Owner

tlie critics say of

WEITZEL IN
PICTURE WORLD,

The unanimous opinions of the trade
press credits the Ivan Film Productions
with the manufacture of better features
month after month.

"It hits the spectator a wallop between
the eyes — you are floored by the
dramatic situations:" — He calls it "A
dramatic knockout!"
OSCAR COOPER IN
MOTION PICTURE NEWS,

A real opportunity for live- wire
exchange owners to become exclusive distributors of Ivcin productions in several territories is now
available.

SAYS:

"The action of thi? picture moyes
at top speed, holding the intere&t
thruout."

i I

IJ

THE IVAN ARE THE ONLY
A FEATURE EACH MONTH

IVAN

Exchange

FILM
126 WEST

ri

MANUFACTURERS RELEASING
ON THE OPEN MARKET PLAN

PRODUCTIONS,
46th STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY
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of

previous

J. Locke's

works, "J^ffery" is in the hearts of
half a million readers. It is a strong,
wholesome

story,

play of great

C.

scenic

dramatic

striking

creating

Smith
WOODRUFF

to both stage and screen including

Eric

Blind,

Florence

Paul

Doucet,

Stanley

Doris

Sawyer
A

and

action.

by ELEANOR

and a cast known

photo-

variety

Aubrey

supported

a

Deshon,
Dark

and

world famous novelist
His most popular work
A masterfully artistic
production
The

Frohman

Amusement

Corporation

Eighteen East Forty-first Street
WILLIAM L. SHERRILL, President
"JAFFERY" WILL BE COMPLETED

New

York

FOR RELEASE ABOUT JULY 15
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TRIAHGLE

r" Motion Pictures are successes or failures because'the public patronizes them or withholds
patronage. If a picture achieves financial success it is either because it is a bad picture depending on crude sensationalism, or because it
is a good picture made according to high ethical
standards byjtalented men and women with a
definite purpose behind it.
TRIANGLE PICTURE PLAYS are of this
latter class. Their aim has been to portray the
big things of life, to bring to the screen the
greatest possible quality and quantity of entertainment until now TRIANGLE PLAYS have
earned first place where good things are appreciated by merit alone.
The actual cost of making TRIANGLE PICTURES is never considered. The orders are to
make the best and then beat that in the next
picture — to spare no effort to get just the right
effect — that indefinable touch of perfection so
noticeable in TRIANGLE Productions.

BESSIE BARRISCALE
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TRIANGLE PLAYS are the very latest word
in the production of motion pictures. They show
you miles upon miles of wonderful natural
country; peoples you have read about only in
books.
They don't hold you to one set of emotions,
either, but rush you swiftly through the gamut
of them all. They give comedy, tragedy, laughter, tears all in rapid succession. Their magic
carries you delightfully through space and time.
You spend an hour among the marvels of the
beautiful north, its ice and snow and wonderful
scenery. Then, whisk! You are on the blazing
Mexican battlefields holding your breath as a
horde of savage soldiers descends on a defenceless city. Another change and you roar with
laughter at the ridiculous complications of some
Keystone Comedy.
If you are an exhibitor and are not running TRIANGLE PLAYS why not drop us a line for information
regarding their presentation.
TRIANGLE FILM CORPORATION, 1459 Broadway, N. Y.

BESSIE LOVE
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UNICORN
FILM

SERVICE

CORPORATION

This
What
Mr.

The

very

best

Is

You

Exhibitor

one

and

jects ever produced.
posed of stars
Clean

and

much
for
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Make up your mind now to investigate Unicorn Film Service,
it will make money for you and please your audience.

New
BostonYork City
. .
Springfield
Bangor. . ..
Buffalo ...
Syracuse . .
Albany . . .
Philadelphia .
Washington, D.
St. Louis . .
Omaha
. .
Kansas City .
Wichita
. .
Minneapolis .

EXCHANGES:
Indianapolis, 129 W. Washington St. J. W. Cotter
1.30
46thSt.St.. H.S. W.
207 "West
Pleasant
M. Harwell
Moscow Chicago . Mailers Bldg. ■ . . . L. J. Schlaifer
167
Dwight
O'Brien Cleveland 750 Prospect Ave. . . L. C Gross
Eastern
TrustSt.Bldg.Wm.
W.J.F. Brennan
Pittsburg . 125 Fourth Ave. . . Jack Kraemer
23 W. Swan St. . H. E. Hughes Detroit . 183 Jefferson St. . . W. D. Ward
565 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hiekey Toledo . 415 Summit St. . .R.E.Peckham
680 Broadway William Lawrence Cincinnati 531 Walnut St. . Harry E. Coffey
1309 Vine St. . . . A. G. Sleen Denver . 1436 Wcllon St. . . L. Goldstein
C, 434 9th St., N. W
Western Division Manager . . . J. A. Eslow
3628 Olive St. . . Sam Werner Eastern Division Manager . ' Fred B. Murphy
Unicorn Exchange
To he Opened
Gloyd Bldg.
. . J.W.Morgan
Unicorn Exchange .... ....
Atlanta
San Francisco
Dallas
Salt Lake City
Produce Exchange W. L. Merrill
Seattle Portland New Orleans Los Angeles

The men in charge are experiencetl film men who will co-operate with you in every
way. Write the exchange in your territory or direct to the JNew York home office.
Unicorn

Film

Service

Corporation

IKE SCIILANK, General Manager
126-130 West 46th St.
New York City
(Names and dates of our releases can be found in "schedule of
current and coming releases" on back pages of this publication)
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JUNE 2I.CASEYS DREAM

1^

JUNE28.CASEYinaPAWNSH0P:^
JULY 5. CASEYtheMILLI0NAIRE mm
JUIY 12. CASEY THE'DETECTIYE.,
JUIY Ift CASEY THE WIZARD ;J
JUIY 26. CASEY'S SERVANTS '
AUGUST2I^*«'I^JERI1YtheJANII0R:.Sp^^^^^^^^^^^^
THD coicnnr
AUGUST 9. JERRY THE JANITOR
episode?.-Ji; Zv T. ^jA^/^ ^^/J^tt ^^TcS^
AUGUST 16. JERRY THE JANITOR episode 5.
AUGUST 25. JERRY THE JANITOR EPIS0DE4.
AUGUST 50. JERRY .THE JANITOR EPISODE 5.
SEPT. 6. JERRY THE JANITOR episode s.
SOLE

CLANG

COBB

JR. COLUMBIA

DISTRIBUTaR

THEATRE

BLDG.

The "NEWS" advertisers believe - YOU worth -while; justify them.
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SERIAL FILM CORPORATION PRESENTS
the Tremendous Sixteen Episode Serial

THE

YELLOW
By Louis Tracy — Produced

MENACE
by William

Steiner

EDWIN
STEVENS
the Eminent Dramatic Star as
**ALI SINGH"
The Mongolian l^Demon who Invades a Helpless United States.
Hundreds of Overwhelming Scenes. Thousands of People. Cast of Noted Artists Includes
Florence
Malone,
Margaret
Gale, Arma.t\A
Cortes,
Gerald
Griffin,
Dave Wall,
Marie Treador,
A.lbert Hall and Many
OtKers
E^qually Famed
THE BEST ADVERTISED SERIAL EVER PRODUCED— WATCH FOR THE RELEASE DATE!
Ninety-eight

per cent of the population of America is keyed up right
now to see '*The Yellow Menace"
Eleven hundred newspapers will carry the soul-shaking story
What some noted men say about "The Yellow Menace"
ARTHUR BRISBANE, Editor N. Y. Journal:
Speaker CHAMP CLARK, of the House of Representatives:
The yellow men have been through two wars recently and know
If
I
had
my
way
I
would
out Doctrine.
that entire Asiatic gang. —
\Vc will never arbitrate the shut
Monroe
how
makebe war.
wouldto not
a joke. A million Iialf breeds, armed by orientals,
Editor METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE:
The Japanese lookfar into the future. Japan is waxing rich and N. Y. AMERICAN, May 26, '16:
What the Germans have done, using Turks, the Japanese could
strong through the great war. Japan will fight us unless
do using Mexicans. Their fleet lies ACROSS THE PACIFIC.
we are better prepared than f he is. The Japanese problem at the present spells WAR in the not
distant
It is soN(JTlittleIMAGINARY.
— Issue
July.future.
iijiO
look
after a few weeks.A "little" Mexican war might not
DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY THE CONCERN WITH A CONSCIENCE
FT.
UNITY

SMES

CORPORATION.
NEWYORK
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THOA\AS
DIXON

VICTOR
HERBERT

NOW

PLAYING
NEW

YORK

LIBERTY

THEATRE,

SUN

"Battle thrills in 'The Fall of a Nation.'
Wonderful scenes of war."
NEW
YORK
TIMES
"Finely spectacular.
is effective."
EVENING
"The scenes of
their scope and

Mr. Herbert's score
JOURNAL
battle are terrific in
magnificent in their

photography."
EVENING

YORK

"A powerful and fascinating spectacle.
The audience watched it with breathless interest."
EVENING

MAIL

SUN

'Thomas Dixon presented 'The Fall of
a Nation' with thunderous effect"

" 'The Fall of a Nation' is
inspiring."
CAPACITY

NEW

NEW
YORK AMERICAN
"The new show is a decided hit — a triumph of
film art. Will please countless thousands."
NEW
YORK
PRESS
"As a photographic spectacle, it ranks with
'The Birth of a Nation.' Victor Herbert's
music is surpassing."
EVENING
WORLD

BUSINESS

PRICES

MARKS

AT

$2.

ALL

PERFORMANCES

OFFiCE-r

OF

THE

CORPORATION

I
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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THE

ssanay—

LATEST

Chaplin

Comedy

'TOLICE"

Is the Yearns Greatest
Laugh Producer
CHARLIE CHAPUN himself says: "It's a scream."
Read what the critics from east to west say:
This new vehicle of tremendous laugh getting^
power ranks with Chaplin's greatest work.
— New York Dramatic Mirror.
Exhibitors who want to give their patrons a
real laugh should show this picture.
— Exhibitors Herald.
"Police" is funny in the extreme.
— Motion Picture News.
Manager Field of the Colonial says Chaplin's
"Police" drew the biggest Sunday crowd he
ever had. It is as funny as the advertising
would strive to make one think it, and moves
the house to laughter.
— Kitty Kelly, Chicago Tribune.
Chaplin in "Police", if possible, is funnier
than ever. To appreciate it, watch the crowds.
•—Mildred Joclyn, Chicago Post.
"Police" is a winner. — ZJatfas (Tex.) Herald.
Chaplin fans are delighted with this comedy
which drew capacity crowds at The Empress.
— Dea Moines Ha.) Register.
It is the most screamingly funny of all his
funny comedies. — Atchison (Kans.) Globe.
This mirth provoking comedy is pleasing all
crowds at the Regent theatre.
—'Indianapolis (Ind.) Star

_i.General

Film

Service

1333 Argyle St., Chicago

The

of

Absolute

All

Every photoplay

Test

Photoplays
must

meet

the final test of sales

power.
If it does not it is a failure. If it cannot attract
the public it is useless, as no photoplay is of any
value on a shelf.
Essanay's short subjects have met the test; its
actors are known the world over; its plots carry the
fundamental element of human interest that
appeals to all.
Essanay plays sell ; they please.
FRANCIS
X. BUSHMAN
is presented in
"The Girl at the Curtain
The strange case of a couple who wed with a curtain between them,
so that neither sees the other. Having- carried out the provision of a
will they separate. Later they meet and fall in love to find they are
already man and wife.
2 act drama (reissue) — June 20

ADE'S
GEORGE
"Fable of the Undecided Brunette"
is another of his quaintly humorous satires on the present day girl. It
keeps all in an uproar of laughter.
/ act comedy — June 21
ANN

KIRK

and

EDWARD
ARNOLD
are presented in
"A Traitor to Art"
The story of a girl's tragic failure as an
artist in a great city; her final reclamation from the ultra-Bohemian life
through a minister who loves her and
brings her happiness.
3 act drama — June 24
General

Film

Service

rn-.]:Mj:<Mj.Mjj:HHi.ij?i
1333 Argyle St., Chicago
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VICTORY
for

IS won

a 6 act photoplay
based NEXT
on the
LITTLE
GIRL

"THE

VICE

EXPOSE

of a senate

Film

DOOR"

investigating

upheld

in

committee

Chicago

Council

"The Little Girl Next Door" need not fear further interference from the Chicago Council
Judiciary Committee, as the resolution directing Chief of Police Healey to revoke the
permit was tabled. A score of clergymen, club-women and social workers testified to the
" moral value " of the picture, and urged that restrictions be removed so that high school
girls and boys might be permitted to see it. The Rev. M. P. Boynton, one of the first to
favor the granting of a permit for the picture, said at the meeting of the committee:
"There can be no just criticism of the film. I believe in turning the light on immoral
conditions, and for that reason I believe the picture is doing good." — News Report.
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Last

Week's
Luncheon
by
the
way was and still is the prime purpose of the Board
Delat
held
n
luncheo
the
SOMEONE remarked at
of Trade.
monico's, June 8, at vi^hich were present sixty-four
If, as the Chairman pointed out, the Board of Trade has
leaders of all branches of the industry, that the Board
failed in its purposes, this is only to be expected as one of
of Trade had justified its existence by this accomplishment alone.
the preliminary stages in the always rocky road toward the
final unification of a new and big industry.
nPHE luncheon was not a Board of Trade affair, although
'■ the idea of it originated within the Board. But the
missionary work for trade organization already done by the
Board of Trade was clearly demonstrated when the chairman called for a rising vote in favor of some kind of a
national trade association.
The vote was all but unanimous.
/^NLY two years ago the Board of Trade idea, first
broached in this industry, met with no response
whatever. Only a year ago a small meeting greeted the
proposition with intense pessimism. The general, if superficial comment was : " It can't be done."
At last week's luncheon sixty-two men got spontaneously
to their feet and said they wanted a national association
of and for this industry.
After that the meeting, despite its very able handling by
the chairman, was not of so clear and undivided a mind.
* * *
'T'HERE was truth as well as humor in the remark of one
^ speaker who said the meeting most clearly indicated
the well-worn line that the industry is still in its infancy.
If one may analyze the tenor of the meeting, its drift,
after its spontaneous outburst for organization, was
marked by two states of mind : first a vagueness of thought
as to how to organize, and secondly by the same old feeling
that has always saddled the onward movement of the
motion picture business, namely a suspicion of the other
fellow's good intentions.

pr OR myself and with no desire to be stubborn or obtuse,
I fail to see just where — and no one has yet indicated
where — ^the Board of Trade has had other than the best of
intentions. It still stands in the position in which it started,
namely to be of utmost and impartial good to all branches
of the industry.
It has made mistakes undoubtedly — what organization
indeed or what individual in this industry has not? — but
I fail to see why it should be done away with or what practical good can be thereby accomplished.
And in the same connection I suggest that this whole
industry and every man in it owes a debt of gratitude to
the men who for no gain and no glory willingly assumed
a considerable responsibility and expense in starting and
upholding this first organization movement and who have
unfailingly and to the serious detriment of their private
businesses given freely their time to its many committee
and directors' sessions.
LJ O WEVER, the movement for a greater trade organization has been launched. We have a general committee composed of the sixty-four men present at the
luncheon and a sub-committee with instructions to prepare
and submit to the general committee a plan of organization.
In the writer's opinion this plan of organization should
in no way disturb the exhibitor organizations, national,
state and local. It should aim to increase and strengthen
these organizations, which must always remain separate
and devoted to the exhibitor.
These organizations can be fully represented in the general trade organization through these officers as members
or through standing committees.

'X'HE chairman opened the meeting by sweeping the decks
clean, completely clean, as you have to do in the
trade when you offer a new matter of mutual good.
He did not, as the newspapers erroneously stated, anT ET everyone help now. Send suggestions to the comnounce the dissolution of the Board of Trade.
mittee. Don't stand off and let " George " do it all.
But he said that all the officers and dire(^ors would
Don't wait to be invited, and above all don't be suspicious.
resign, if desired, and that the Board of Tradf would disWe've got to have a trade organization. There's no
solve if desired — that anything and everything possible
question about that. And w^e've got to have it mighty
would be done to facilitate the accomplishm/nt of a broad,
all-embracing trade association formed for Ine general and
If you don't think so, say why.William
If you doA.think
so — help.
Johnston.
mutual good and to the satisfaction o^all /jncemed which
quick.
copyright, 1916, iy Motion Picture Vews, Inc.
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done in a large degree by the industry itself, far more effectively than could ever be done by means of legalized
censorship ; and the plan you propose seems to afford a
frame work on which some* such
* * structure could be built."
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" A Substitute for Censorship " Finds Favor
LAST week's editorial, headed " A Substitute for
Censorship," has called forth expressions of strong
commendation from exhibitors and producers alike.
Letters endorsing the plan have been received from many
vitally interested in seeing censorship forever laid to rest
through the constructive substitute, which Motion
Picture News outlined.
Lee A. Ochs, president of the New York State League,
writes : " I am in hearty accord with your entire article.
No doubt a few points could be worked out, which would
make it a little better, but, as whole, I think you have
solved the problem."
* * *

ANOTHER endorsement comes from Louis F. Blumenthal, treasurer of the New York State League. He
says : " I wish to say that, after reading carefully your
article, ' A Substitute for Censorship,' I am heartily in
accord with the general principles expressed therein."
As representative of the opinion of producers, Paul H.
Cromelin, of the Cosmofotofilm Company, writes :
" I have read with much interest your editorial entitled
' A Substitute for Censorship.' It is of peculiar interest
because it is constructive. I have opposed legalized censorship of motion pictures for many years and am more
strongly of the opinion today than ever that any cure for
such evils as exist in the industry must come from within.
I deplore the action of those concerned in the industry
asking for and favoring legalized
* * * censorship.
nl AM opposed on principle, and as respects the prin^ ciples involved there can be no compromise. That
there are evils which have developed and which require
treatment no one who knows the industry well would seriously deny. Therefore, I would welcome any plan by
which the leaders would unite in an honest endeavor to
cut out causes for complaint and believe that this could be

FINALLY, this endorsement from Carl H. Pierce, of the
Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company, is cited:
" I believe that the editorial in this week's issue of your
paper is fundamentally sound ....
If the editorial
has in mind a ' Board of Review ' that shall include the
idea of an entirely clean slate, I am heartily in favor of the
proposition, and shall most sincerely advocate it to all the
executives on the Coast."
Motion Picture News invites every exhibitor and exchangeman in the country to write us your views on the
editorial — the more the better.
What Is a Real Screen Story?
IT will not do for the makers of pictures to be too pessimistic about progress in the industry, and particularly
progress as related to the quality of photoplays themselves.
It is perfectly true that the average story which finds its
way to the screen should never have traveled the costly
road which landed it there. But little is gained by condemning the mass of screen stories in toto, without making
some attempt to discover just what kind of stories the
screen ought to get.
A story may be excellent in novel form or book form, or
as a stage play, and fall flat when it is screened. It may
contain a great idea, and still, in photoplay form, fail to
convince. In incident it may be strong; as a spectacle,
stirring; in characterization, excellent, and still lack the
vital spark.
* * *
HTHIS will be, and is true of photoplays adapted from
short stories or novels more than any other. The
reason is evident. It has been stated before, and it should
be restated now : a lot of inaccuracies and flaws in character delineation can be covered up by clever description
under the pen ; they cannot be covered up on the screen,
where everything must stand forth to the eye.
It would be well for the makers of pictures to remember
this fact in their search for material that really belongs on
the screen. They should also remember that the screen
is not the place for dramatic duels between characters in a
play which was first of all written for the speaking stage.
That sort of drama is too *much
on dialogue.
* dependent
*
"VY/HICH leads us to remark that whatever else the true
"
screen story must have, it must not be conditioned
upon psychology dependent on the spoken word. As somebody has very correctly said, you cannot photograph
dialogue. All you can do is to render your picture somewhat convincing, by falling back on conversational subtitles. And conversational subtitles really have no place
on the screen.
The production of a real photoplay is a complex matter.
Many things, many minds enter into it. But the story is
the fundamental thing. The opening wedge toward the
widespread development of screen writers will come
tlirough the realization that the screen is not the place for
any story which hinges on word psychology.
Surprisingly few producers seem to know this. They
still cling to the idea that the screen should copy the stage,
even to copying the sort of dramatic material native to the
stage. These producers are the reactionaries in the business. Like the reactionaries in a political party, they stick
to old theories in spite of the fa.ct that these theories are
entirely out of place. The real screen story must be written for the screen.
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Projected

at

Luncheon

Over Sixty Prominent Men in the Motion Picture Industry Meet at Luncheon at Delmonico's, New York, on June 8,
to Initiate Plans for the Formation of a Trade Association Which Shall Come Up to the Expectations of Producers, Exchangemen and Exhibitors Alike
MORE

than sixty of the most prominent men in the motion picture industry at a luncheon held at Del8, initiated
planswhich
for theshould
formationmonico's
of a June
trade
association
be thoroughly representative of the whole
industry.
A subcommittee was appointed, with
Walter W. Irwin, chairman of the meeting, as the head, to formulate definite plans
for the association, and report back to the
committee of the whole, consisting of all
those who were present at the June 8
luncheon. The report of the sub-committee will be heard at a meeting to be held
June 29.
Besides Chairman Irwin, this organization committee consists of the following:
Jules E. Brulatour, Nicholas Power, J. H.
Hallberg, Lee A. Ochs, John J. Whittman,
L. L. Levine, W. Stephen Bush, William A.
Johnston, Tracey Lewis, William W. Hodkinson, and Jesse L. Lasky.
It was the sense of the meeting that each
branch of the industry is an important
member of the motion picture family; that
family diiferences and disputes ought to be
amicably adjusted within the family circle,
so that the industry as a whole could present asolid front, not only in opposition to
adverse legislation, but liekwise in support
of constructive measures, as well as all
other matters pertaining to the welfare
and further development of the business.
It was also the consensus of opinion that
in the formation of such an association,
this industry owes a duty not only to itself,
but to the public, to see to it that so great
a vehicle of entertainment and education
should not be handicapped or harassed in
its development, but on the contrary should
be permitted to advance constantly in those
qualities that make for enlightenment, education and entertainment.
Purpose of Meeting Outlined by Irwin
The purpose of the meeting was outlined
by Mr. Irwin, who spoke in part as follows :
In order to save time, we will get down to
work at once. This meeting, gentlemen, was
not called by the Motion Picture Board of
Trade, it is not a meeting of the Board of
Trade, it is a meeting of the entire industry,
for the purpose of considering the formation
of an association which will be representative
of the entire industry, and which wUl gain the
confidence of every one in it. No business has
progressed and gained the prominence, the degree of success, and in many respects the stability, that this industry has gained in so short
a time; and at the same time so neglected to
know itself, to know those who constitute it,
or
to form an association for its protection and
promotion.
Frankly and honestly speaking, the Motion
Picture Board of Trade has not been able to
fulfill its objects. It was formed with the best
of intentions. It was the intention of every
one who had anything to do with it that it
should gain the confidence of the entire industry, and that each branch of the industry
should come into it with a proper representation. The fear seems to have existed that the
Motion Picture Board of Trade is a manufacturers' association.
Now, the o£Bcers and directors of the Board
otf Trade are quite VFilling to relinquish their
positions to others who may be selected by the
entire industry. I think I can confidently say
to you that they are quite willing to amend the
charter in any respect that this meeting may
consider that it should be amended.
In the

first place, it has been suggested that its name
ought to be changed. With that suggestion I
agree. The name, the Motion Picture Board
of Trade, seems to smack too much of manufacturing.
Two Directors from Exchangemen Suggested
It has also been nrged by the exhibitors tha*
the exchangemen have two directors and the
producers two directors, and that the exchangemen and producers are one and the same, because in every instance the exchange is controlled by the producers, or the producers are
controlled by the exchange organizations, and
that, therefore, the exhibitors ought tp have a
representation andequal
to the representation of
exchangemen
exhibitors.
In this respect I think they are right, and I
know the Board, at least those whom I have
heard express an opinion, agree as to this; and
the Board of Trade is perfectly willing to do
anything this meeting may think proper to
bring about an association that will have the
full confidence and co-operation of the whola
Industry. They are willing to go further than
that. They are quite willing to dissolve the
Board of Trade, so that the Board of Trade
will not be in a position of inviting manufacturers or exhibitors to come into it. The purpose of this meeting is to form an association
by which no one is invited to come in, by which
we have all come together of our own TOlilion
for the purpose of forming an association which
is thoroughly representative.
The fact that the Board of Trade has not
been able to carry out the purposes and intentions with which it was formed is not unusual; in fact, is quite natural. Other trade
organizations, as you know, when first formed
In an industry, go tlirough this same period of
uncertainty, of suspicion and of misunderstanding; and It is not until vital questions
confront the whole industry and cause the entire industry to get together, just as we are
here in this splendidly representative gathering,
that those comprising an industry are able to
understand each other, to do away with the
differences, and, as we propose to do to-day,
amend the existing trade organization so that
it meets the requirements of the entire industry, or else discard it and create a new association which will be able to present a solid front
to questiona that affect the entire industry.
Now, there are but a few questions that we
ought to consider this afternoon. The first one
is, do we agree that this industry has arrived
at the point where we ought to have an association based upon proper representation jErom
each branch of the industry, so that all questions affecting the whole industry may be determined by the Industry, and with the agreement that the minority shall abide by the
decision of the majority.
If we agree that such an association ought
to be created, the next question Is the method
of establishing its budget by a proper contribution from every branch of the industry.
Understanding and Friendship Desired
Therefore, gentlemen, the paramoimt question to be discussed this afternoon is whether
we have arrived, or may arrive, at a degree of
understanding, acquaintanceship and friendship, each branch of the industry vntb each
of the other branches, so that we may have
an association which will gain not only the
confidence of the manufacturers and equipment
men, but the confidence of the exhibitors. No
association that you will be able to form can
meet the situation on questions such as censorship, railroad and express rules, insurance, and
a host of other questions that must be considered, unless we have the exhibitors with us.
As the Board of Trade was formed with the
best intentions, sincere intentions, and as the
Board of Trade stlU possesses those same intentions, it is our purpose, if it be the will of this
meeting, either to permit the Board of Trade
to be so amended that it will meet with the
desires, squarely, of each branch of the industry, or to dissolve it, and form a new assiociation which will obtain the necessary coindustry. operation and confidence of every one In the
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton spoke
next, after which there was a general discussion in which many of those present
participated.
J. W. Binder, Executive Secretary of
the Motion Picture Board of Trade of
America,
ment : after the meeting, made this state-

I am much gratified at the representative attendance at the meeting. I believe the action
taken Is wise and along constmctve lines. The
original plan of organization and the budget
of the Board of Trade were never considered
by me as being permanent. The plan was
tentative, and the budget intended to suffice
only for the organization period, until the full
membership had been secured. When it became apparent that, from whatever reason, the
full strength of the different branches of the
industry could not be enrolled, I at once began
work upon a broader plan, a larger budget
and a more equitable method of raising the
same. Under the former procedure, a few concerns bore the brunt of the expense connected
with
the Board's
Careful
study of work.
existing Trade organizations
In other industries showed that in the majority
of cases the money to be raised for trade organization purposes was secured through a selfimposed tax on the unit of production. In the
film industry this is the thousand-foot reel of
film. The plan evolved, after discussion with
the Board of Directors, has been placed at the
disposal of the new committee. If adopted, it
vrlll raise a budget adequate for the things
which must be done by a trade association
industry. being burdensome to any one In the
without
I am sure that the Committee appointed will
work out a plan which will be fair and equitable, and which wUl enlarge upon the beginnings
made by the Board of Trade, the result being
an efficient trade organization, thoroughly
representative of the whole industry. If this
is done, I shall feel thoroughly repaid for the
time and energy I have personally given to the
work in the past.
I do not feel, nor does any one, I believe,
familiar with what the Board has accomplished that it has In any sense been a failure,
I have only to i>oint to the splendid fight made
against ington,
thethe achievement
Federal censorship
bill in dinner,
Washof the Wilson
and to the fact that in the eleven States in
which the legislatures met this year, out of
sixty-four bills hostile to the motion picture
Industry introduced, only eleven became laws,
to Itprove
assertion.
is a this
source
of keen regret to me that I
«hall not be here to take an active part in the
srganization to be bnUt. I am sailing for I/Ondon onsion of Saturday
to execute
a private
an extremely
important
nature,commiswhich
it is a great
honor
to
have
been
to un-If
dertake. Ishall be absent until asked
July 15.
the committee has not completed Its labors at
that tune, my best efforts, and as much time
as I can give, will be at its disposal.
Those present were:
A. H. F. Banshof, H. Berbamn, J. A. Berst,
J.thal,
W. I^ouis
Binder,J.J.Bull,
StuartWilliam
Blackton,
L. P. Cranston
BlumenBrandt,
Brenton, WiUiam A. T. Brady, J. E. Brulatour,
W. Stephen Bush, John F. Chalmers, Harry
Cochrane, Paul H. Cromelin, Edward Earl,
Jack Edwards, Joseph W. T. Engel, WlUlam
Fox, Arthur S. Friend, Samuel M. Field, E. K.
Gillett, Huntly Gordon, J. C. Graham, B. B.
Hampton, I. N. HartsaU, Balph W. Ince, W. W.
Irwin, L. B. Jennings, Wm. A. Johnston, Ad. T.
Kessell, Jr., Jesse Lasky, Arthur Leslie, Tra«y
Lewis, Lewis L. Levine, Ben Lyons, Lesley
Mason, McDonald, Lee A. Ochs, M. Oestreicher,
Carl H. Pierce, Nicholas Power, P. A. Powers,
John F. Robertson, S. L. Rothapfel, Richard T.
Rowland, William M. Seabury, S. M. Spedon,
W.
N. Selingsberg,
E. Shallenberger,
B. Tietel, John
Sam Semler,
Trigger,W.Carl
Wilson,
Charlesdon, C. K.
Urban,
John
J.
Wittman,
Charles
ConVon Dousen, J. H. HaUberg, Terry
Ramsaye, H. T. Edwards and Lloyd B. Willis.
NELLIE PHILLIPS, GENERAL FILM,
KILLED IN STREET CAR
ACCIDENT
Nellie Phillips, a bookkeeper employed
in the General Film Company branch office at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., was killed Saturday, June 3, when a street car in which
she was riding was struck by a train.
Miss Phillips had been employed in the
Wilkes-Barre office for more than two
years and her efficiency and fidelity were
highly
Company.appreciated by the General Film
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Ochs Candidate

Barney Bernard (Vitagraph)
RECIPE FOR A SUCCESSFUL MOTION
PICTURE DEPARTMENT
One of the most successful motion picture pages in Ontario is being conducted
by E. Y. Watson for the Toronto Sunday
World. His page gets all the advertising
it can carrj' — and more. The answer is:
Mr. Watson makes it his business to cooperate in the fullest possible measure with
exchanges and exhibitors. His first step
upon assuming the position of motion picture editor was to visit all the exchanges,
with a view to grasping their viewpoint.
This is a winning policy. We have yet
to hear of a single newspaper, which has
found exhibitors or exchangemen unresponsive tointelligent co-operation.
"BATTLE CRY" IN NEW ORLEANS
UNDER NEWSPAPER AUSPICES
In line with the propaganda for preparedness, The Times-Picayune brought to
New Orleans the Vitagraph-V-L-S-E feat"The Battle
of Peace."
It was
shownure,for
a week Cry
at the
Crescent theatre
to S. R. O. business, and the run was
lengthened.
Other New Orleans papers co-operated
with the Times-Picayune in bringing the
subject of preparedness home to the people
of the city. Theatre parties were arranged,
at which the G. A. R., the Sons and Daughters of the Revolution, the Spanish War
Veterans and other organizations were
guests.
DRESSES AS GIANTESS TO HERALD
"SLIM PRINCESS"
Manager F. J. Potter, of the Ruby theatre, Chelan, Wash., pulled an original
stunt in advertising " The Slim Princess "
by attiring himself as a midinette, representing agiantess, about seven feet tall.
SMALL FIRE IN NEW ORLEANS
OFFICE
Special to MorroN Pktuiie News.
New Orleans, June 10.
A slight fire in the office of the World
Film Corporation, 836 Common street,
caused a loss of one hundred dollars. One
of the films caught fire, but was quickly
extinguished before the flames could
spread.
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Local for National President

Announcement Comes from Local's Headquarters and Delegates Are Instructed to Vote for
New York Man from First to Last — Platform Is Made Public
nPHE candidacy for National President of
One national convention and one exposition or trade show each year to be held
■•■ the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
simultaneously in the city chosen by the
of America of Lee A. Ochs of New York,
was the announcement made last week at convention. The exposition should be
the headquarters of New York Local, 218 under the auspices of the exhibitors with
West Forty-second street. The boom was
co-operation
tire industry. and participation of the enlaunched by the New York Local of the
The establishment of a credit system
Exhibitors'
and Ochs
its delegates
wereto
instructed toLeague,
vote for
from first
that will insure the increase in memberlast. Similar instructions have been voted
ship of the league.
The establishment of a bureau of inby the Bronx and Brooklyn locals during
the week.
formation for the benefit of the league's
Mr.lows : Ochs's platform is announced as fol- members.
The establishment of a grievance comEqual participation and voice with the
mittee, whose duty it shall be to adjust
all differences between exhibitors and other
manufacturer and distributor in all plans,
programs, conferences and movements that branches of the industry, which committee
affect the industry as a whole.
shall be permanently located in New York,
A campaign of co-operative work that the headquarters of all the large manuwill bring the strength of the National
facturing, distributing and accessory conExhibitors' organization up to 100 per cent,
cerns.
of the total number of motion picture exSuch progressive legislation, as shall be
hibitors inthe United States.
beneficial to all branches of the motion
A local in every motion picture center,
picture
national. industrj', whether local, State or
great or small, in the United States.
Eva Tanguay, Famous

Comedienne,

Now

a Picture Producer

Surrounded by Competent Staff, Vaudeville Star Is Engaged in Filming " Eva's Deal in
Pork," Which Will Introduce Her to Screendom
A MOST
important
of ing the only vaudeville star who played in
the week in filmannouncement
circles is that
New York City for three consecutive years,
famous Eva Tanguay is at present busily
playing 22 return engagements at the
Colonial Theatre, 27 return engagements
engaged in the production of a motion
at the Alhambra Theatre, New York City;
picture.
" Eva's
Deal in Pork
is the title
the famous
comedienne
has "selected
for
and 25 return engagements at the Orpheum
her introduction into filmdom.
Theatre, Brooklyn.
For her initial bow to the screen. Miss
During the past year. Miss Tanguay has
Tanguay has created what is said to be a
been the recipient of many offers to forsake the legitimate stage for the screen.
new and original character.
She is now surrounded herself with a competent staff, all of whom are well known
" PARAMOUNT
SUNDAE" EXPLOITED
BY WESTERN EXHIBITOR
members of the moving picture world, it
is said.
Thomas Bruce, manager of the Electric
Theatre in Hoquiam, Wash., contributes
Miss Tanguay has the distinction of beto the current issue of Paramount progress the receipt for a Paramount sundae,
which Archie Stafford of Hoquiam has invented.
The formula for the sundae follows :
Put leaf of lettuce on 8-inch plate, take
large scoop of orange sherbet, put small
scoop vanilla ice cream on top, giving
mountain effect, cover all with whipped
cream. Cover half way to top with ground
pistaschio nuts (representing trees), over
balance put ground cocoanut (representing
snow). Decorate around bottom with
maraschino cherries and fruit in season.
Dip large lump of sugar in alcohol, place
on top of sundae and light.

Donald Brian

(Famous Players)

" TWO CHIMPS AND A CHUMP " MAKE
HIT IN LOS ANGELES
The Peerless Film Service of Los Angeles, which is handling the E. & R. subjects in that territory, has booked them
for weekly release at Clune's Broadway
theatre, and Napoleon last week was guest
of honor at a matinee performance. The
attendance was unusually good, and the
pictures are to continue there indefinitely.
The first one shown is named "Two
Chimps and a Chump."
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^'The Fall of a Nation"
Rises
to Dramatic
Heights
Dixon Subject, Shown at Liberty Theatre, New York City, on June 9, to Enthusiastic Audience, Proves a Spectacle
Capable of Teaching a Powerful Lesson for Preparedness While Holding the Attention by Brilliant
Examples of Motion Picture Art
'HOMAS DIXON'S "Fall of a Nation " opened at the Liberty theatre,
New York, on June 6, before a
trade audience which cheered almost constantly. The picture is Mr. Dixon's plea
for an adequate army, and in a combination of the spectacular and the interest
created by a personal story he accomplishes
his purpose with considerable clarity and
force. At the close of the performance
Mr. Dixon made a short speech, in which
he thanked the audience for its appreciation and praised all those associated with
him in the production of the picture.
Victor Herbert, who composed a musical
score specially for the picture, was also
brought up on the stage. Besides announcing himself for Preparedness, Mr.
Dixon spoke of the combination of a picture and music composed to fit its action
and the fact that " The Fall of a Nation "
was the first picture to be so treated.
"The Fall of a Nation" spells Preparedness not only with a capital P, but with
every one of its twelve lessons in smashing bold-faced type. The picture, which
is in a prologue and three acts, takes about
three hours to run, including three short
intermissions.
The prologue deals with the various
peoples that first migrated to American
shores and on which the foundation of
American democracy was built. The persecuted Germans, French, Italians, Russians and Irish are shown in their native
lands in the critical period which started
their immigration to North America. The
prologue goes on to show the signing of
the Declaration of Independence and the
breaking away from England. Various
typical bits of United States history are
introduced depicting the manner in which
America's Americanism has been maintained during the country's development.
Foreign Army Shown on American Soil
But the poison of kings still taints America in the future, as Mr. Dixon says in a
sub-title, and in the picture proper he tells
of an imaginary and plausible occupation
pf the United States by a foreign army.
The army, assisted by an internal uprising,
instigated by an ambitious millionaire, is
termed as belonging to a nation greatly indebted to the United States through the
present war. America's inadequate army
is shortly overpowered, the eyes of the
Pacifists and Peace-at-any-Price supporters are opened, and so, after two years of
suffering under the yoke of the " Emperor,"
an uprising led by women succeeds in
crushing the foreign power and re-establishing the republic.
There are several personal stories interwoven with this main theme. There is the
love affair of Virginia Holland, at first a
pacifist but later a true fighter, and John
Vassar, a congressman, who leads the
United States army when the uprising materializes. There is also the little romance
indulged in by Billy Holland and Zonia,

Vassar's niece, which is one of the particularly bright threads of the picture. And
then there is the tragic little story of the
Italian family who came to America seeking peace and liberty. The father is killed
in the war. He is carrying the American
flag in a charge when he falls. The little
son is shot in a street riot, and only the
mother is left to carry on the fight against
the enemy.
The battle scenes that grace much of
the first part of the picture are, to say the
least, thrilling. Flashes of aeroplanes dropping bombs on the American lines are inserted between scenes of' war waged on the
earth. The invading army possesses three
formidable appearing howitzers of the
German type, which look exactly like the
real thing. The explosion of shells is terrifying in that many times throughout the
battle the earth in close proximity to the
soldiers is ripped asunder and its fragments scattered through the air.
Included in the detailed action of the
film is a pointed attack on a certain Pacifist
who might still have been Secretary of
State. There are also certain things about
the invading army which are strongly
mindful of the Kaiser's forces.
Dixon Assisted by Gushing
Mr. Dixon was assisted in the direction
by Bartley Gushing. The directors were,
of course, confronted with a tremendous
task. Any one who would attempt to picturize the subjugation of the United States
is in such a position. The general impression conveyed by " The Fall of a Nation "
is that the producers had a difBcult job.
The greater part of the action transpires
on Long Island. The battles are fought
there, and it is the haven of the refugees.
One finds the question " Why did not the
refugees take to the Rocky Mountains or
the Great Lakes ? " confronting him. Long
Island, where the fighting was going on,
was not a very safe place. Neither have
the producers shown serious regard for
time and space and the intelligence of their
characters. How could the United States
troops prepare an uprising for several
months or years, which ever the case may
be, and then steal all the way from the
middle West to Long Island without being
surprised by the enemy? How could the
organization of rebels be carried on in
a New York attic with rifles, machine guns,
and ammunition continually carried in
right under the noses of the passersby?
Another score that may be chalked up
against the producer is the use of backdrops in a few of the interior scenes. The
motion picture ought to have progressed
beyond such elementary things by this time.
The players, none of them exceedingly
well known, exhibit sufficient ability to do
full justice to their parts. Percy Standing,
Arthur Shirley, Lorraine Huling, Leila
Frost, Flora MacDonald, M. Giroci, Phillip
Gastrock and Burton Wilson have some of
the most important roles.

The photography of the play is very
good, and it was aided on the opening
night by excellent projection. The musical
score, furnished specially for the picture
by Victor Herbert, discountenanced in
many cases the errors made by the producers. The music was inspiring and arranged to fit the scenes of the picture with
great care.
Comments of New York Dailies
Some of the comments of the New York
on Mr. Dixon's picture follows.
daily
The press
Times :
The battle scenes on Long Island are admirably worked out, but Mr. Dixon is shrewd
enough to sprinkle the picture with children. A
tiny Italian boy is seen after the battle is oyer
groping among the dead for his father, a tiny
American girl is seen hiding under the table
where some invading officers have just been
dining riotously.
Mr. Herbert's score is effective. It helps a
lot.
It motifs
is easyto enough
to find
miscellaneous
musicial
accompany
a photoplay,
but
here we have a score adjusted also to its rhythms.
Of course there are dissonantal crashes for the
battle scenes. In one scene of lamentation, the
figure on the screen moves to the measures of a
strain taps.
that is And
a blending
" Lead Kindly
Light of"
with
in the ofprologue
the origins
this country are traced, in scenes which show it
as a place of refuge and new life for the variously paniment
oppressed
to a time
musical
accomwhereinofis Europe,
woven from
to time
the
airs of our national anthems.
This music adorns a photoplay that lasts all
evening, an example of good motion picture photography without any evidences of the advance for
which one must watch with interest in the handling of this new art form. And, like all big
spectacular pictures, it must face the eternal
question,
as good
as 'been
The possible
Birth of toa
Nation ' ? "" Is Itit has
not yet
answer this in the affirmative.
The Press :
" The Fall of a Nation " carries a message and
a warning that are brought forth clearly and
graphically
the story picture
is developed.
sents a most asremarkable
of battle, Itof prebig
guns in action as the Teutonic armies used them
against Liege and Namur, and shows remarkable
riding and drilling of large bodies of men and
women.
The Evening Sun :
Turning from history to prophecy, Thomas
Dixon inpresented
*' The theatre
Fall of with
a Nation
" last
night
the Liberty
thunderous
effect. The reverberations of his 42 centimetre
cannon,matched
as simulated
Victor Herbert's
were
by thein applause
for the music,
battle
scenes, despite the unaccustomed sight of the
Stars and Stripes going down to defeat. Those
same big guns will be heard far and near, for this
photoplay
bound to maketheatrical
a widespread
success.of
It is an isunnecessarily
compound
thrills and laughs, but it is so entertainingly done
that it will please the crowds.
Mr. Dixon's
story isinvader,
of the whose
conquest
America
by an imperial
legionsof
bring great cannon — " the world is ruled by a
machine," demptiontheby a apt
captionarmy,
readsaided
— and byof a itswhite
revolunteer
clothed legion of women working within the
enemy's lines. It is a new Ku Klux Klan.
It is as a demonstration of the need of preparedness that the picture is supposed to have its
great ever,
drawing
power.
howthat it will
in theOne
end might
owe itsthink,
dividends
half to its sweeping excitements and half to Mr.
Dixon's
uncanny "genius
stirring
up aofruction.
" The Clansman
stirredfor old
embers
racial
prejudice
intocreate
fire and
" The Fall
of asortNation
is bound to
something
of that
of an"
effect. Its story has its crux — not in the mere
invasion
of America,
bits of organization,
accomplishment by the
aid of a but
secretin armed
which rises in a night and seizes the country. A
pleasant suggestion truly for Americans in these
daysThe! preparedness lesson will have to be taken
as a flight denof
the film
prophetic
imagination,
for consation of the
or some
other cause
has
made
the
conquest
of
the
country
and
its
reconquest lack plausibility.
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Scenes from Three Vitagraph Offerings for the Week cf June 19: "Would You Forgive Her?" "Curfew at Simpton Center," and "Stung!"
The Tribune:
If a dramatist invents a little story about a
million men springing to arms in the United
States and cooperating with a foreign foe in the
conquest of America, and if he further arranges
matters so that a number of pretty girls in white
win back the country by making love to the
enemy vent
— him.
why,Mr.of Thomas
course, A.
thereDixon,
is nothing
prewhose tonewest
motion picture opened last night at the Liberty
theatre, must be given credit for concocting a
delectable romantic fantasy.
When, however, Mr. Dixon names his picture
" Thehe Fall
of a Nation,"
believe
that
is telling
a big storyand orpretends
solving ato national
problem, then it is time to do something about it.
"isThe
a Nation
not big.
In fact,
so Fall
trivialof that
seven" isdozen
pictures
like itit
would not send a single patriotic thrill down the
spine
nor accelerateA one's
pulsea beats
by so somemuch
as a semi-quaver.
film, like
play, needs
thing more than an American flag to make it
thrilling.
Some of those present at the premier
were :
Ex-Judge Alton B. Parker, Miss Charlotte Burnett, Mayor John Purroy Mitchel,
Theodore Rousseau, State Senator James
H. Walker, Henry Martyn Brigham, S.
Stanwood Menken, Edward D. Marsh, R.
L. Patterson, Mrs. Lilla Radc]yf¥e Dugmore, Thomas H. Ince, Richard A. Rowland, Joseph W. Engel, Commodore J.
Stuart Blackton, Herbert Brenon, Dr.
Ralph Opdyke, Joe Weber, Henry Albert
Phillips, J. B. Duke, A. J. Drexel Biddle,
Jr., A. B. Duke, B. N. Duke, T. B. Yuille,
Henry R. Hoyt, W. R. Perkins, Alexander
H. Sands, Jr., Lorraine Huling, Mrs. Huling, Leila Frost, Flora MacDonald, Percy
Standing, Mrs. Helen S. Brown, Mrs. C.
W. Bradshaw, Mrs. Margaret Oldham,
Captain Ridley McLean, Mrs. Charles E.
MacMillan, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dixon,
Victor Herbert, Mrs. Robert Adamson,
Reginald Barlow, A. H. Woods, Jesse L.
Lasky, W. A. Twitty, W. T. von der Lippe
and Mary Pickford.
EXPRESS
STRIKE
IN INDIANA
AFFECTS EXHIBITORS
Motion picture proprietors in northern
Indiana have been seriously affected by the
strike of expressmen in Chicago, as all
traffic has been entirely suspended out of
Chicago in the shipment of motion pictures.
Since the outbreak of the strike two of
the leading theatres of Elkhart have been
sending men to Chicago every day to procure their pictures. An automobile delivery including Elkhart, South Bend and
Goshen has been started, to deliver the
films to these three cities every day. As
some releases are made from other cities,
and shipments are made from motion picture houses in every city, the theatre
owners will not be without pictures.

Miss
Eyton
on First
Newto York
" Prince
Chap
Selig Star,
Here with
Director Visit
Marshal toNeilan
Film NewforFeature,
Will Also
Buy "a
Few Gowns and Perhaps See the Town Later
pretty busy there since. When we got into
THIS is an "interview" with Bessie
Eyton, the young Selig star, who
New York — there are five of us in the comlanded in New York on Friday, June 9.
pany— it was raining, and we didn't see
Stripped of its verbiage, and everything
much. Nevertheless, I think it is a wonderelse, it resolves itself into these facts :
ful city, and if I can, I'm going to try and
1. She is at the Great Northern Hotel.
stay over a few days after our work is
2. She is making her first visit to New
finished and see some of it."
York.
4. " There are a lot of scenes in our new
picture which call for a New York setting,
3.
She
thinks
New
York
is
"
wonderful."
4. She is here to make New York scenes
so Mr. Neilan decided that the only thing
to do was to come here. Some of these
for the new Selig feature, " Prince Chap."
5. She will also buy a few gowns and
scenes are at the steamship piers, and
things.
others in the streets. Next week we are
6. She is unusually fond of picture work,
going to motor out to the Benedict estate
and foresees a great future for films.
at Greenwich, Conn., to make some imAfter this synopsis of the interview
comes the full working scenario in Miss
5. "Of portant
course
scenes." I will do some shopping;
E>1:on's
extent. own language, to a greater or less women are expected to think of that first,
so I won't disappoint anybody. A few
gowns and things like that, I suppose, will
constitute my shopping; I hear there are
wonderful shops in New York."
6. " I like picture work. Just now I have
nothing to do but wait, but when we are
at work we earn all we get. Nevertheless,
it is my style of work, and I am ambitious
to do everything I can in it. I have never
been on the stage and my sole experience
in this line is before the camera. We have
just
Churchill's
'The remarkable
Crisis,' in
twelvefinished
reels, and
it is a really
picture. Many of the scenes we made at
Vicksburg, using the old forts and the
original locations of the novel. Our new
picture
promises" to
good."
The also
" interview
nowbe especially
closes with
the
observation that Miss Eyton is young, active, auburn haired, pretty and bright. With
this
equipment
she bids fair to realize her
ambitions.

Bessie Eyton
1. " I'm spending my time around the
hotel right now, waiting a call from Marshal Neilan, our director. We're here to
work and not to play, and just as soon as
the weather is decent we'll begin. That's
why I have to stay pretty close to the tele2 and 3. "Yes, this is my first glimpse
of New York. Up to last March I had
never
been out of California. Then I came
phone."
east
as far as Chicago, and have been kept

RUTH ROLAND TO APPEAR IN
KNICKERBOCKER FEATURES
Ruth Roland is the latest acquisition to
the group of stars appearing in Knickerbocker Star Features. Melies Manufacturing Company has arranged with H. M. and
E. D. Horkheimer for the production of a
number of three and five reel dramas featuring Miss Roland, and the star of " Who
Pays?" and other serials is now working
in her first picture, for release on the
Knickerbocker program in the General
Film service.
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GRETCHEN HARTMAN. METRO,
BEGAN STAGE CAREER AT
ELEVEN
Gretchen Hartman, the piquante Adelaide Severn of the Metro-Rolfe production, "The Purple Lady," which is her first
Metro picture, was born in Chicago, where
she went to school. When she was eleven
she weat on the stage and played Mary
Jane in " Mary Jane's Pa," the play by
Edith Ellis in which Henry E. Dixey was
starred.
From then until she grew up, which was
not long ago, Gretchen was bothered by
the Gerry Society, and other people, who
though that a child, even as clever as she,
should not be on the stage. But she remained in the play three years. Her first
grpwn-up part was in " The Master of the
House," with Florence Reed.
She appeared in musical comedies, among
them " The Flirting Princess " and
" Sweethearts," with Christie MacDonald.
Then she mysteriously lost her voice, and
went into pictures, her first experience being with the Biograph. Going to California, she reveled in the outdoor life of
the motion picture colony, riding anything
from a blooded horse to a bucking broncho,
swimming and playing tennis and golf.
She played the insane wife of Rochester
in the film production of " Jane Eyre," and
appeared in " The Mystery of Orcival,"
" Fit for the Burning," " On the Heights "
and other pictures.
Three Women
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" Big Pictures Are Antidote for Summer Dullness " — Irwin
V-L-S-E Proved by Its Efforts Last Hot Season That Theory That Business in Film
Industry Must Fall Off at This Time Is a Fallacy," He Declares
<<DIG pictures are an antidote for sumable business than they do during the winter months.
D mer dullness,' says Walter W. Irwin, general manager of the V-L-S-E, in
"If the legitimate theatre manager can
discussing plans of the company to better
do this, certainly the moving picture exits record of last year, when its business,
hibitor who is more familiar with the pubinstead of falling off during the hot season,
lic's likes and dislikes in pictures than his
actually, increased.
theatrical competitor, and who is better
able to surround those pictures with the
" We proved by our efforts last summer,"
environment that makes for their greatest
Mr. Irwin continued, " the fallacy of the
old theory that business in the film industry
success, should find it easy to dpulicate or
must necessarily fall off in the summer
excel
his competitor's experience.
time. This is simply another way of saying
" It is simply a question of selecting
those productions which are so powerful
that exhibitors ai'e keen, intelligent busiin their dramatic appeal, that the public
ness men, and that if proper co-operation
is offered them, they will join in putting on
will seek them, regardless of the sate of the
pressure when the handicap is greatest.
weather; and then advertising these productions to the widest possible extent.
"It would be foolish to try to discount
the fact that hot weather does tend to keep
" The reason we, of the V-L-S-E, feel
people away from theatres. But on the so confident as to what we may expect durother hand, it is equally apparent that
ing these next few months is. first because
strong attractions and intelligent service
we have taken extensive steps to see to it
may be used to counterbalance the in- that our service in behalf of our customers
fluence of such weather.
is complete and unfailing in its efficiency;
second : because our manufacturers have
" This is best proved by the fact that the
legitimate theatres during the summer
gone to unusual lengths to provide pictures
months turn their theatres into moving pic- that will give to an exhibitor's business,
ture houses, secure the very best possible
the needed stimulus to keep it at a normal
attractions which they can obtain, exploit
level during the torrid season."
them with the same enterprise that they
use in publicizing their stage offerings, and
.VARIETY GETS RIGHTS TO TWO
as a result, frequently play to more profitUNITY SUBJECTS

Are the Stars in Three Fox Films for June

Bertha Kalich Will Be Seen in "Ambition," Virginia Pearson in " A Tortured Heart," and
June Caprice WUl Appear in " Caprice of the Mountains "
THREE women are the stars of the
Other releases promised for the near future include Theda Bara, William Farnum,
three new William Fox releases anGeorge Walsh and Anna Luther. The
nounced for the month of June — Bertha
Kalich, Virginia Pearson and June Caprice.
promised policy of releasing one Bara, one
The stories range from the rough life of Farnum, one Pearson, and one Kalich picthe Southern mountaineer to the careers
ture each month, will be carefully followed.
These are the announced releases for the
of metropolitan politicians ; the actresses
month of July :
range from Madame Bertha Kalich, with
with her wide fame and well-established
July 3. — Bertha Kalich in " Ambition," a
reputation on both stage and screen, to lit- vital drama of intrigue, in which love and
tle June Caprice, of whom William Fox
politics are mixed. It is an American
theme.
declares he is going to make a full-fledged
film-star within one year.
July 10. — Virginia Pearson in " A Tortured Heart," a story of village gossip and
In Madame Kalich's supporting cast are
Kenneth Hunter and William H. Tooker,
the evils it leads to. This picture was takand little Kittens Reichert. Stuart Holmes
en in and near Savannah, Ga.
and Fuller Mellish, well-known English
July 17. — Harry Hilliard and June Caactor, are in the Virginia Pearson picture.
price in " Caprice of the Mountains," a
story with all the freshness and vigor of a
June
HiUiard.Caprice's leading man is Harry S.
spring picnic.

Andrew J. Cobe, vice-president and general manager of the Unity Sales Cr-rporation, announces that he has just consummated a deal whereby the states rights to
the entire state of New York and Northern New Jersey have been acquired by
Louis Rosenbluh, president of the Variety
Films Corporation, for the two Unity Features, "My Country First," and " The PurBothsuing
areVengeance."
backed up by a strong line of
advertising and publicity to help the exhibitor exploit them thoroughly and in a
money-making way.
AMBROSIO TO FILM ALL OF
D'ANNUNZIO'S WORKS
The Authors Film Company, Inc., American representative of Ambrosio, the largest photoplay producer in Europe, announce that Gabriel D'Annunzio, Italy's
greatest
poet,
has signed
a long-term
tract with
Ambrosio
for the
filming ofconall
his works, past and to come.

CHARACTERISTIC POSES OF FOX FILM STARS TAKEN FROM THEIR LATEST PHOTOGRAPHS

June Caprice

Bradley Barker

Jose Collins

Harry Hilliard

Annette Kellermann
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Selznick Closes Big Deal in Chicago for Young Films
Forms Partnership with Jones, Linick and Schaefer Syndicate for Organization of Million
Dollar Distributing Company to Cover Middle "West
LEWIS J. SELZNICK, founder and Schaefer syndicate, a $1,000,000 distributing
company will be incorporated under the
president of the Clara Kimball Young
name of Lewis J. Selznick Productions,
Film Corporation, has closed a big deal with
Inc., of Illinois.
Aaron J. Jones, head of one of the biggest
The franchise is for a period of five
syndicates of motion picture theatres in
years and gives the Jones syndicate excluthe middle west, for the exclusive distribusive control of the Clara Kimball Young
tion of Miss Young's feature pictures in
tliat territory. Under the terms of the
Film Corporation output in Illinois, southern Wisconsin, Indiana and western Kenfranchise granted the Jones, Linick and
tucky. The syndicate paid Mr. Selznick a
large sum for the franchise and the distribution of the pictures will be conducted on
Moore Is Re-engaged by the Famous Players Film Company
a fifty-fifty basis between Mr. Selznick and
Actor Who Appeared Opposite Mary Pickford in Many Successes Signs a Long-Time
the syndicate.
Contract and Will Shortly Be Co-Starred with Hazel Dawn
The preliminary negotiations for the deal
picture and has been identified with sevOWEN MOORE has been re-engaged
were handled
by two of Ben
Mr. S.
Selznick's
sonal representatives,
Cohen perand
by the Famous Players Film Comeral notable productions, has just completNed H. Spitzer, who were sent to Chicago
pany, under a long term contract, and will
ed a successful engagement with the Triabout two weeks ago. Mr. Selznick was
angle Film Corporation.
shortly be co-starred with Hazel Dawn,
sent for to close the deal last Thursday and
In his previous connection with the Famon his arrival in Chicago the final details
ous Players Mr. Moore appeared in supwere quickly settled.
port of Mary Pickford, and played oppoMr. Selznick has now completely covered
site her, in the first photoplay in which she
a great proportion of the United States
was starred by that company, " Caprice,"
as well as in several subsequent successful
with his private exchanges. The New England states are controlled by a partnership
pictures. Their joint appearance under the
Famous Players banner marked the first with Green and Abrams of the Boston
reunion of Miss Pickford and Mr. Moore
Photo-Play Company; New York state and
since the old Imp and Biograph days when
northern New Jersey are covered by the
they first apeared together.
home office or exchange, under the manThis is the first time that Miss Dawn and
agement of Sol J. Berman ; southern New
Mr. Moore have been associated together
Jersey and Pennsylvania are in control of
on the screen and it is confidently expected
a partnership between Mr. Selznick and
by the producers that the combination will Messrs. Stanley J. Mastbaum and and W.
be a happy one.
B. Smith of Philadelphia and Michigan is
similarly in control of a company headed
by Mr. Selznick and Harry I. Garson of
Detroit.
COPYRIGHT BUREAU FORMED TO
PROTECT AUTHORS
Messrs. Cohen and Spitzer, Mr. SelzScenario writers who have lost their
nick's advance representatives, are leaving
at once for the West where similar deals
scripts, or who think their ideas have been
appropriated by readers and worked up into are in the course of negotiation between
other photoplays, will be interested in the Mr. Selznick and various local film interests there.
announcement that a corporation has been
formed under the name of the Dramatic
PARAMOUNT BUTTONS FOR
Authors' Copyright Bureau, with offices in
SOUVENIRS
the Longacre Building, which has a new
Ov.'en Moore
Several thousand artistic Paramount butand attractive way of overcoming that difficulty and protecting the writers.
tons are being supplied by the Paramount
The company claims to have found a way
Pictures Corporation for sale through its
in an adaptation of a stage success on the
to protect ideas in short story or scenario
Paramount Program, the title of which
exchanges. They carry the Paramount
will be shortly announced. Mr. Moore,
form which will prevent their being pil- trademark on a yellow background and
make attractive souvenirs for distribution
who has been a popular figure on the screen
fered by unscrupulous producers of photoever since the pioneer days of the motion
among Paramount audiences.
plays.
W'hile waiting for scenery from the
winter studios at Jacksonvile, Fla., it was
the intention of Director Edwin Middleton of the Gaumont Company to take a
number of exteriors in and about Flushing, N. Y., where the main studios and
tlie laboratories are located.
However, the rain upset his plans and
the scenery had been received and arranged before the clouds lifted. No pictures were taken the first four days after
the companies arrived.

I

Illustrating Recent Episodes of " The Iron Claw," Pathe Serial
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High Lights in the New Million Dollar Annette Kellermann Film, " A Daughter of the Gods," Soon to Be Presented by William Fox
POST ARRIVES ON COAST FOR DUTIES
WITH TRIANGLE
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 10.
Charles Johnson Post has arrived on the
coast to supervise the publicity matter for
the Triangle Film Corporation, and has
opened offices in the Currier Building, Los
Angeles. Marion Strauch, who was assistant to Carlyle Ellis, formerly in charge of
this work, is to continue with Mr. Post.
Mr. Ellis has returned East.
The studio publicity will be handled in
the future as in the past, Kenneth O'Hara
having charge at the Ince plant, William
Hart at the Keystone, and Benjamin Ziedman at the Fine Arts.

" Daughter of the Gods " Is Nearly Ready for Showing by Fox
Broadway House Will Be Picked Next Week for Brenon-Kellermann Marine Spectacle
for Which Bowers, Composer of Many Musical Successes, Will Write Elaborate Score
but none of the newer suggestions were so
HERBERT
film conception,
which wasBRENON'S
in the making
in Jamaica
applicable to the picture as the initial title.
for eleven months, is now almost ready
To indicate the " pitch " of this spectacle
it should be said that although its battle
for production in the greater cities of the
United States and Europe.
scenes are tremendous, the picture itself
Within the next week announcement will is not a war film or dependent upon any of
be made of the name of the Broadway
these phases for its appeal, as powerful as
they are. The picture is imaginative,
theatre to give shelter to this production
for a run of months, and as rapidly as poetic, physically beautiful and all the way
through its 10,000 feet the imagery and
possible thereafter, the other larger cities
of the nation will be opened up.
poetry of a great directing genius shows
itself.
" A Daughter of the Gods " will receive
Mr. Fox has announced the selection of
a distinctive mounting. Many reasons
Robert Hood Bowers, composer, to write
HOBAN WILL MAKE CARTOONS
entered into the selection of " A Daughter
FOR INTERNATIONAL
of the Gods " as the title for the Foxthe musical score for "A Daughter of the
Brenon-Kellermann picture. For months
Walter C. Hoban of the Hearst forces,
Gods." Not only will he write the musicial
score, with an introductory number already
under
the
warm
Jamaica
skies,
Herbert
cartoonist for the New York Journal and
completed which is destined to become one
Brenon made his picture with "A Daughter
creator of cartoons
" Jerry onfor
the the
Job,"International
is to make
of the most popular airs of the year, but
animated
of the Gods " as his working title. Creators
Film Service.
he will also personally rehearse for Mr.
of pictures who begin their pictures with
Fox the orchestra assembled for the prea designation are beyond question influHe is twenty-five years old, and was
sentation of the picture.
enced by their temporary titles. More and
born in Philadelphia. After a short course
The composer chosen jointly by Mr. Fox
at St. Joseph's College, he went to the more the picture continued to adhere to
Philadelphia North American and became
its temporary poetic designation. In the and Herbert Brenon to make the world's
sporting cartoonist. In 1913 he came to course of recent months scores of titles only million dollar picture memorable in
were under consideration by William Fox,
a musical way will be remembered by
New York and joined the Hearst collecHerbert Brenon and their close consultants.
tion of trained pencil pushers.
millions of persons as the composer of the
once popular shows, " The Vanderbilt
Cup,"more
"Thethan
Hoyden,"
Red musical
Rose,"
and
a score "The
of other
Vacation for Miss Young Before She Begins " Common Law "
CapeUani Will Complete Adaptation of Chambers' Story and Prepare Sets While the Star productions.
in Resting Period Makes a Study of Chief Role
Mr. Bowers was born in Pennsylvania
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, star and week. Miss Young will decide upon the in 1877 and after being graduated from
Franklin and Marshall College, studied
vice-president of the film corporation
three pictures to follow " The Common
organized in her name, finished her last Law." These will be selected from the list music under Thomas Whitney Surette,
of popular novels and successful plays, the Frederic Grand Gleason and Constantin
picture for her old company. World Film,
von Sternberg. In 1902 he received the
last week, and after a brief vacation will motion picture rights to which are already
gold medal of the Chicago Conservatory
secured by Miss Young and Lewis J. Selzbegin work on her first production, " The
for excellent work.
nick, president of the corporation. While
Common Law," an adaptation of the noted
at the Springs Miss Young will make a
American novel by Robert W. Chambers.
Among his compositions have been
thorough study of the character of Valerie,
Miss Young's final picture under World
" Rubes and Roses," 1903 ; " The Paraders,"
Film auspices was finished under the directhe heroine of Chambers' novel, and on
her return will be prepared to step right 1903; "The Maid and the Mummy," 1904;
tion of Albert Capellani, who has been en"The Vanderbilt Cup," 1906; "The
into the role before the camera.
gaged as director general of Miss Young's
Hoyden," 1907; "A Grecian Garden," 1908;
own company, and will sever his connecIn the mean time, M. Capellani will com"The Anniversary," 1908; "The Silver
tion with the World Film within a few
plete his adaptation of the novel and begin
Star," 1909; "The Wife Tamers," 1910;
weeks. Miss Young's contract with the the construction of interiors at the studio,
"A Certain Party," 1911; "The Scare
World does not terminate until July 15. so that there will be no delay in beginning
the production on the date set, July 16. Crow," 1911 ; " The Red Rose," 1911 ; " The
The interval not being long enough to perGirl," 1911; "California," 1911;
mit the taking of another picture, it was
The director general has practically de- Antique
decided that Miss Young should take a
cided upon the two directors who are to "In the Barracks," 1912; "The Little
Parisienne," 1912; "The Red Heads,"
work under his supervision in the preparafew weeks' vacation.
1913; "The Water Cure," 1913; " Omika,"
Before leaving for Poland Springs this
tion of two pictures simultaneously.
1913 and a large part of " The Rose Maid."
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PARAMOUNT BAS-RELIEF ANIMALS
OF SECRET MANUFACTURE
Paramount exhibitors now have the opportunity to offer their audiences the sort
of comedy which might have entertained
the ancient Greeks had the characters in
a frieze of the Parthenon suddenly come
to life and indulged in comic antics.
Ashley Miller, the inventor of the animated bas-relief on the screen, which is
now released regularly on the Paramount
program through the Bray studios, is one
of the best-known of American film directors. His idea for the film novelty which
bears the same relation to sculpture that
the animated cartoon does to drawing,
grew out of a watch fob in relief, which
Mrs. Miller gave him in Paris two years
ago.
No one but the artists, cameramen and
directors knows how the Plastiques are
realljSculpture
is
the made.
result of
months inofmotion
carefulpictures
work
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Apostle of Vengeance " Is a Kay-Bee Subject
Hart
Story Is Based on Kentucky Feudists and Is from Pen of Katterjohn— with
Fannie Midglcy,
SafTord
and
Jack
Gilbert
Are
in
the
Cast
Joseph J. Dowling, Mary McCoy, Marvel
S/'ccial to Motion Picture News.
made by artificial means, and this one is
Los Angeles, June 10.
said to be far superior to any previously
coming from this studio.
"THE Ince Kaj'-Bee subject completed
The famous Bella Union resort of the
this week for the Triangle is " The
San Francisco Barbary Coast has been
Apostle of Vengeance," a tale of Kentucky
feudists, in which William S. Hart is built in replica at the Culver City Ince
starred in the part of a minister, the eldest
plant for use in the current H. B. Warner
son of a Kentucky mountaineer. The big subject, which pertains to the story of a
punch of the story is when he is brought
vagabond. The setting covers one entire
face to face with a problem of choosing
stage. Another unusual setting is that
built to resemble the interior of a New
between avenging the death of his father,
York cathedral for the Frank Keenan
killed by the feudists, or abide by his scriptural teachings. The story was written by story being filmed by Reginald Barker.
Monty M. Katterjohn, and is said to be
This was built by Art Director Robert
founded on facts told the scenario writer
Brunton from photos especially taken for
by a member of a famous Kentucky
the purpose. It is said to be even larger
feaudist family.
than the cathedral sets used in " Waifs,"
Fannie Midgley appears in the part of and
the one in " The Market of Vain Despent by Mr. Miller and C. H. Ranson, the
Hart's mother, Joseph J. Dowling as the
head of the opposing faction, Mary McCoy
Director-Actor William S. Hart has
comedy director, in a little studio in the
is the pretty mountain lass who finally wins
taken up his new story, written especially
Bronx, where the sculptor's art, the photographic lens and the possibilities of the
the minister, and others are Marvel Saffor him by Monty M. Katterjohn. In this
ford and Jack Gilbert. This story, like
films were all utilized to produce a new
Mr. Hart appears as a soldier of fortune,
screen feature.
most others in which Hart appears, has a and the scenes are laid along the border of
big fight scene, in which a bootlegger is Mexico and the United States.
HEPBURN OF GENERAL IN CHARGE
Asire."
very distinct tribute was paid to Louise
Hart's opponent. One unusual thrill for
OF SALT LAKE BRANCH
this is afforded by Marvel SafTord, aged
Glaum, Kay-Bee leading woman, for her
fourteen years, who allowed herself to be ability as a make-up artist this week, when
William Hepburn, formerly assistant
dropped from a bridge overhanging a her sister, thinking she had been badly inmanager of the Los Angeles General Exchange, has been promoted to the position
mountain stream to the water, twenty-five
jured, fainted when she saw her in the
feet below.
of manager of the Salt Lake branch, and
cafe wearing grease paint scars. Miss
In making this picture the producing
has gone to that city to take up his new
Glaum had just been working in scenes
work. Hepburn has been with the Los
company encountered a mountain rainfor a vampire story in which she is supstorm, and for three hours worked in it
Angeles exchange for a number of years,
posed to fall through a plate glass mirror.
to secure absolute realistic efTects. In the In the accident her face is badly cut. The
first having been in charge of the propast many scenes of this kind have been
jecting machine department.
make-up was so perfect that it not only
badly frightened her sister, but cameramen
were able to take close-up views with the
actress' face which covered the entire
Play Within a Play, with Wilbur, Is Horsley Offering
frame.
J. C. Jessen.
"Wasted Years" Will Be Released on June 24 in Five Reels — Mae Gaston Is Once More
"MACBETH" IS GIVEN WEST COAST
the Leading Feminine Support of the Star
PREMIERE
A PLAY within a play, produced by a
special to Motion Picture News.
Three youngsters are also in the supcast headed by Crane Wilbur, will
porting cast, Thelma Salter, Thelma Burns
Los Angeles, June 10.
and George Harris.
be notable among the Horsley-Mutual re" Macbeth," with Sir Herbert Beerbohm
leases for the week of June 24. It is a
This drama was staged under the direcTree, was given its West Coast premiere
tion of Robert B. Broadwell. June 22 is at the Majestic theatre, Los Angeles, Tuesfive-reel Masterpicture, de luxe edition,
the release date.
"The Wasted Years."
day evening, June 6, and is scheduled for
Mr. Wilbur, who is also the author of
an indefinite run. It is the expectation of
" Jerry's Elopement," a one-reel Cub
this play, is seen in an entirely different
comedy, starring George Ovey in his fa- the managers of the theatre that it will
role than in previous Horsley productions,
mous character of Jerry, will be the second
draw for a number of weeks, or until the
in the character of an aged man. Such is Horsley production released by Mutual the
D. W. Griffith subject "The Mother and
his character as he watches the play of same week.
the
is ready
This latThe entire strength of the Cub comedy
terLaw
film is" said
to be for
the showing.
next attraction
for
" Youth,"
has
wasted.to look back over the years he supports Mr. Ovey, the greater amount of the Majestic.
On the other hand, he is also seen as a the action falling to Claire Alexander,
Thomas H. Ince's spectacle " Civilizayoung and innocent country youth, who
George George, Louis FitzRoy and Janet
tion," which had a seven weeks' run, closed
falls heir to considerable wealth, and, castSully. Others in the cast are Jefferson OsSunday
June as4.goodTheas last
ing aside the simple and quiet life of the
borne, Ray Lincoln, Robert Kenyon, Joseph
business night,
was almost
that week's
of the
village of his boyhood, enters a life of VonMeter, Harry Jackson and Arthur
first, and the receipts were far better for
Mund.
romance and adventure, to fall the victim
the last week than any of the intervening
of a woman of the world.
The wind-up of Horsley-Mutuals for weeks. No announcement has been made as
the last week of June is a Centaur feature,
Mae Gaston, who has been seen in numto Mr. Ince's intention with regard to the
erous productions from the Horsley stu" A Siren of the Jungle," from the pen of film on the coast. It is reported it had
Theodosia Harris, and is a vehicle for the been booked at San Diego and also at San
dios, is once more the leading feminine
support of Mr. Wilbur.
co-stars, Margaret Gibson and William
Francisco, but these rumors cannot be veriClifford.
Jessie Burnett, a new edition to the Wilfied. Mr. Ince's local manager, Eugene H.
bur Company, shoulders the character of
Miss Gibson portrays a rather different
Allen, is awaiting advices from the chief
role than heretofore, and the same is said who is now in New York.
the " worldly woman," and John Oaker departs from his usual line to work opposite
of Mr. Clifford. The supporting cast conThe first showing of the National Drama
Miss Burnett as one of the chief tools to
tains such players as Frederick Montague,
Corporation's subject, "The Fall of a Nabe instrumental in the downfall of the Harrish Ingraham and Claude Lampman.
tion,"torium
has been
booked
for Clune's
Director Charles Swickard supervised.
theatre on
Monday,
June 19. Audiyouth.
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American-Mutual Offerings : " Convicted for Murder," " Van Deusen's Eggs-Spensive Adventure"
ENOUGH BLUEBIRDS TO CARRY
EXHIBITOR THROUGH " HEATED
Bluebird Photoplays,
TERM "Inc., has selected
enough features to carry its exhibitors
through the well-known " heated term "
and into the regular season for theatregoing. While the publicity department has
not been authorized to foretell the complete list, the following is a forecast of a
few releases.
" The Deacon's Demise " may appear under a different title. Lynn Reynolds wrote
the story and directed the production.
While it is a story of love and adventure,
there is a " surprise finish." Myrtle Gonzalez will be the leading lady in the company and Val Paul her leading man; others engaged in unfolding the story are
George Hernandez, Fred Church, Frank
McQuarrie, Nannie Wright, Jack Curtis
and Lule Warrenton.
George Gibbs' novel, " The Silent Battle," has been made the subject of another
Bluebird release. F. McGrew Willis prepared the scenario and Jack Conway directed the production. J. Warren Kerrigan, Lois Wilson, Maud George, Harry
Carter, Ray Hanford and J. F, Connolly
will be the principal players. The scenes
are largely exteriors of picturesque and
beautiful locations, but there are one or
two interiors that, it is said, will awaken
great admiration for their beauty and extensiveness.
"L'Abbe Constantin," employing Francelia Billington, Louise Lovely, Rupert Julian, George Berrill, Zoe Bech and Eisie
Wilson, will be directed by Rupert Julian.
The scenario, furnished by E. J. Clawson,
is based on Ludovic Halevy's story of the
same title, and this Bluebird will appear
among the August releases.
MELFORD'S LATEST LASKY SUBJECT
IS "THE SELFISH WOMAN"
Director George Mel ford's latest subject
for Lasky has been titled "The Selfish
Woman." Cleo Ridgley plays the star part
of
the for
woman
who weds
engineer
solely
the money
he is'ato civil
inherit
from
his rich parent. The young man's father
learning of this, and not content that his
son, Wallace Reid, shall be an engineer,
pays her a fabulous sum if she will prevent the completion of the contract her
husband has taken. In carrying out this
work for her father-in-law she falls in love
with her husband.
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Pedigrees, Pups and Pussies,"
and Another Scene from " Con- ■
victed for Murder "
Davis Buys $20,000 Worth of Script for Universal While East
He Intends to Produce Photoplays That Uplift and Instruct as Well as Amuse, and Was
Guided by This Plan in Selection of Material
He also bought scripts and rights to
eneral of UniDAVIS,
HO.
and vice-president of the plays from Fred Jackson, the well known
City director-g
• versal
short story writer ; Captain Leslie Peacock,
Universal Film Manufacturing Company,
from whom he purchased about ten scripts;
left New York a few days ago for " the
Robert Davis, editor of Munsey's Magaof filmland."
capital
zine; Clarissa Mackie, author of some fiv«
His stay
in the East was prolonged from
hundred
short stories; H. O. Durant, editor
time to time, for the principal object of his
of the Famous Players scenario departtrip was to purchase scenarios, moving
ment; John Russell, well known short story
picture rights to books, past, present and
writer; Robert Wells Ritchie; Suzanne
future fiction hits, and in fact everything
Buck; Albert Payson Terhune; Lawrence
which offered possibilities for screen proMcCloskey; Kate Jordan; Anna Wynne;
duction. The moving of the eastern comAndrew Soutar; Mary Rider; Helen Bailpanies of the Universal to Universal City
ly ; Rev. S. C. Spaulding ; Thomas Smith ;
naturally increases the demand for scripts,
Edna Schley; Robert Innis, Tarleton Winand Mr. Davis has spent considerable time
chester; Thomas Gray; Bertram Lebhar;
reading manuscripts and visiting the vaTheodore Bayer; Mildred Rhodes; L, A.
rious book publishers and magazine editors
Drayer; Orlando Moore; Lawrence Pedin his search for good material. During
his stay in the East he read hundreds of rose; Anita Gaebler; Sinclair Kirtley
scripts and during the last four weeks of Royle; W. M. Baker; Llewelyn G. Humphreys; Victor Norman Miller; Eugene
his visit he purchased over $20,000 worth
Shade Bisbie; Frederic Truesdell; E. W.
of scenarios and negotiated for the moving
Voute; F. E. Ackerman; Maryn Lanier
picture rights for some of the best books
Magruder; D. Benthall; Maude Moore
and magazine stories on the market today.
Clement; George S. Wheate; William
It is the intention of Mr. Davis to proBradley and Ross Whytock, according to
duce photoplays that uplift, instruct and
the announcement.
educate as well as amuse, and he has been
Many other offers on well known books
guided by these elements in his choosing of
and plays are pending and when decisions
scripts. He is absolutely opposed to the
have been made the Universal will have
morbid, melodramas, and plays without
other interesting announcements of matemorals, for he believes the public do not
rial to be used in the production of photowant to see unpleasant things. He believes
that the company which seeks to aid the
Despite the fact that the companies from
patrons and assist the children, instead of plays.
the eastern studios are moving to Univerputting evil thoughts in their minds, is the
sal City, the scenario department will conone that is going to remain at the top of
the industry.
tinue its headquarters at 1600 Broadway
for several weeks, where Helen Starr and
A careful study of some of his purchases
her big staff will be engaged in disposing
is interesting. He has purchased the rights
of the enormous quantity of material now
to "The Pearl of Orr's Island," by Harin hand. When this has been done, Miss
riet Beecher Stowe ; " The Rose Garden
Starr will move her department to UniHusband," by Margaret Widdemer ; " Idle
versal City, and she begs to state that she
Wives," by James Oppenheim ; " The
will be pleased to receive scripts and promMeasure of a Man," by Norman Duncan;
submitted.
ises all writers quick action on all material
" The Place Beyond the Winds," by Harriet Comstock ; "If Any Man Sin," by
Cody; "The Spotter," by Canfield, "The
GRAY IN CHARGE OF PLAIN DEALER
Mainspring," by Charles McLean; "Little
FILM PAGE
Eve," by Edgerton ; " Walda," by Mary
The
Cleveland
Plain Dealer has a new
Kincaid; "The Edge of Hazard," by
moving picture section editor, Arthur Gray,
George Horton ; " The Light on the Hill,"
last week a member of the general
by Martha Gielow ; " The Message," by until
news
staff.
E. Arthur Roberts, the former
Louis Tracy; "The Promise," by James
moving picture editor, has been transferred
Hendryx ; " The Last Lady of Mulberry,"
to the general staff.
by Henry Wilton Thomas.
■ -
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PROCTOR

IN CHARGE OF METRO
CHICAGO OFFICE
R. O. Proctor, for the past year manager
of the Kansas City branch of the General
Film Company, has been made manager of
the Chicago office of the Metro. He assumed his new position June 12. His successor at Kansas City has not yet been
named.
Air. Proctor entered the service of the
General in 1911, after two years as an exhibitor in Chicago. He served as inspector and in other capacities, including
manager of the Wabash exchange, for two
j-cars. He was three months in charge at
Omaha, then opened the Des Moines office. He went from Des Moines to Kansas
City in July, 1915, and has been markedly
successful there, as elsewhere. Under his
administration the Oklahoma branch was
made a sub-branch under the Kansas City
office, thus adding Oklahoma to Kansas
and western Missouri as the Kansas City
territory.
"A MAN'S
SOUL"
IS NOW "THE
INNER STRUGGLE" AND "CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE" IS "CONVICTED OF MURDER "
The title of the five-reel Mutual Masterpicture, De Luxe Edition, for release June
12, has been changed from "A Man's Soul "
to " The Inner Struggle," and that of the
two-reel American-Mutual release for the
same day from " Circumstantial Evidence "
to " Convicted of Murder."
In " The and
Inner
Struggle,"
Greenwood
Franklin
RitchieWinnifred
are the
principals, while the leading roles in " Conof Murder"
are played by Edward
Coxen victed
and
Lizette Thorne.
" CIVILIZATION " TRANSCONTINENTAL TRAVELERS KEEPING
SCHEDULES
Telegraphic advice from the two youths
who are riding from Los Angeles to Portland, Maine, to advertise " Civilization,"
is to the effect that they are keeping up
with their schedule. They were last heard
from at Kansas City, and expect to complete the trip by the last of June. All
along the route the lads have been receiving very enthusiastic receptions by theatre
men and theatre patrons.
LUCAS A VISITOR IN DALLAS
Among the recent visitors in Dallas, was
Arthur Lucas, district superintendent of
the Triangle Film Corporation, with headquarters inPhiladelphia. According to rumors around the Triangle office, many big
things have been promised their exhibitors, with Mr. Lucas' visit.
R. Levine, the new Southern division
manager of the Fox Film Corporation, is
visiting the Dallas Fox office this week.
KILEY IS ROADMAN FOR LYNCH,
IN BOSTON
D. A. Kiley, a former assistant director
and more recently studio manager for the
Eastern Film Corporation, has been engaged as road salesman by the E. W.
Lynch Enterprises, Boston, states rights
buyers. He will cover Maine and New
Hampshire.
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Pictures in South America

Fine Arts-Triangle Star, Now in East, Looks Forward to Going Below the Equator in the
Fall, if Possible, and Would Like to Film Pictures in Europe
r\ESPITE the fact that the weather was
" You ought to see the scenarios sent to
'-^ was cold and rainy, that he was to me," continued Mr. Fairbanks. " Ever since
attend a wedding in the role of best man,
some of the fans discovered I was someand that he was being interviewed, Dougwhat of an athlete, I've been getting scripts
las Fairbanks was as ever contagiously
calling for me to jump from the Woolsmiling when seen at his hotel last week
worth Building, take the Hudson on the
by a representative of Motion Picture
run, fall in and out of the subway and
News. It takes a wonderfully sunny disthe like. The
Perhaps
thinkwrite
I'm
position to shine through such a trio of human.
result they
is thatdon't
I usually
clouds, but " on or off," Mr. Fairbanks is
always
the just
smiling
" Doug."
He has
arrived
in the East at the
head of another Fine Arts-Triangle company to take up work during the summer
at one of the numerous Fort Lee, N. J.,
studios. He will star in three feature pictures to be made on this side of the continent, during the summer months. After
that
story— :well, let Mr. Fairbanks tell his own
" When the fall comes," said Mr. Fairbanks, I" want to go down to South America and make a few pictures there, and
then when that's over and if the war stops,
I want to tour all Europe with a company
and make pictures wherever we stop.
We'll be able to get variety that way and
there's no one in the company that will
object. Why should they? They'll have
a nice trip, see the world and get the work
in When
en route."
put to the eternal question as to
whether he would ever go back on the
stage, Mr. Fairbanks laughed it off.
"Never," he said; "what's the use? On
the stage it's up some time during the
morning, and then it's eating and loafing
until show time. Then it's to the theatre,
to spend several perfectly good hours on
the stage saying the same thing you said
the night before. After that supper and
perhaps bed. Working for pictures is quite
another matter. You, or at least I, am
dragged out of bed at six in the morning by two doctors, rubbed down and
dressed by two other people. Then after
I've, grabbed a bite, all four of 'em throw
me across a horse and I'm taken to the
location. You eat when you can and when
you can't, you work. You're ready for
bed at sundown. I've been out in the open
allHethedoes
time. indeed.
Don't Mr.
I lookFairbanks
it?"
has a
skin tanned to a dark shade of brown.
He looks fully capable of doing the part
he has already done in " The Carquinez
Woods," a Brete Harte story, picturized.
In this Mr. Fairbanks is to appear as an
Indian. Before this release will come
" Flirting With Fate," something on the
style of " His Picture in the Papers," says
Mr. Fairbanks, because the other proved
so popular.
Alan Dwan will produce the first picture made in the east and the second will
be in charge of John Emerson. Jewel
Carmen will play the feminine leads in
the eastern releases. She is one of Mr.
Fairbanks' finds. In " Reggie Mixes In "
she had just a small part in a reception
scene, but one sight of her on the screen
was enough to convince Mr. Fairbanks of
her suitability for leading role« opposite
himself.

the scenario with the director."
During his stay in the east Mr. Fairbanks will reside at Pelham. Here he will
keep his yacht and every morning sail
through the Harlem River, over into the
Hudson and across to Fort Lee. As Mr.
Fairbanks says, " Why use an automobile,
taxi or even a street car when you can
have a yacht ? "
FIFE BACK FROM MEXICO WITH
SCRIPT FULL OF LOCAL COLOR
Shannon Fife, the photoplaywright, who
has been in Dallas, Texas, for the past few
months, has returned to New York with
a kitful of new scenarios. During his trip
to the South Fife made a number of trips
with scouts from the Texas Rangers into
Mexico, where he had an opportunity of
studying Mexican conditions at first hand.
Fife was commissioned by the Amalgamated Photoplay Service to write two feature scenarios with Mexican atmosphere.
In addition he brought back with him
another scenario for Douglas Fairbanks
and three well-known women stars.
NATIONAL CINEMA WILL MARKET
EXPOSITION SCENICS IN SERIAL
FORMSyndicate, Inc., has
The National Cinema
just purchased the world's rights to the
official Panama-Pacific International Exposition negatives from E. M. Asher, who recently acquired these rights from the ExE. H. Kaufmann andpositionS.Players
M.Corporation.
Krellberg, executives of
the National Cinema Syndicate, Inc., announce that they will market the pictures
throughout the world in serial form, this
being the first attempt to market scenic
and educational pictures in this manner.
"SIMON LEGREE" BURGER DINES
SALESMAN
RECTOR'S
" Simon
Legree " ATBurger,
manager of
Film SerInternational
exchanges of the
his New York solicientertained
vice,
Inc.,
tors at luncheon on June 6.
Fifteen film salesmen, tried and true,
sat down to the viands as dispensed by
the house of Rector. The occasion marked
Hearst Inof the new
the inauguration
ternational News Pictorial,
a weekly news
reel devoted to current events.
IS THAT— THAT— THAT— SO!
Assistant Manager C. C. Vaughn of the
Mutual exchange in Omaha, was in Kansas City, Mo., last Sunday, the Sunday before that, the Sunday before that, the Sunday before that, the Sunday before that
— in fact he has been going to Kansas City
every Sunday for a long time. Assistant
Manager C. C. Vaughn is not married yet..
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Marguerite
Players in " The Yellow Menace " : (Left to Right) Edwin Stevens,
Armand
Cortes Gale, Gerald Griffin, Florence Malone, J. A. Hall, Marie Treador,
VIM COMPANY NOT TO COME NORTH
FOR SUMMER
Contrary to expectation, the three Vim
comedy companies will not come to New
York for the summer months, but will
remain in Jacksonville, Fla. Managing
Director Louis Burstein, after consultation with Mark Dintenfass, determined to
take advantage of the extraordinary season which Florida is experiencing, and
dispense with the difficulties attending removal from the spacious and up-to-date
studios on the St. James River.
This decision affects the companies
headed by Harry C. Myers and Rosemary
Theby, Bob Burns and Walter H. Stull,
and
Babe received
" Hardy with
and satisfaction
Billy Ruge. from
The
news " was
all the players, who have formed ties that
bind them to the southern city.
McGOWAN, HELEN HOLMES AND
COMPANY NO LONGER IN
HAWAII
Special to Motion PrcTURE News.
Los Angeles, June 6.
Director J. P. McGowan, Helen Holmes
and other members of the Signal Film
Producing Company, are expected to arrive in Los Angeles June 7 or 8 from
Honolulu, where they have spent about
two weeks in the filming of scenes for
" The Diamond Runners." Wireless messages from McGowan state the company
spent two days in filming scenes at Honolulu, two days at Hilo, and then went to
the interior, where they were able to find
decidedly tropical locations, and some outof-the-ordinary mountain scenery. These
settings are very appropriate for this photoplay, which is laid in the diamond mines
of South Africa.
LEONE, COMIC OPERA BANDIT, IN
"ETERNAL QUESTION"
In Mme. Petrova's production "The
Eternal Question," produced by the MetroPopular Plays and Players, is Henry Leone,
well known as a comic opera bandit of the
speaking and singing stage. Mr. Leone
plays an Italian organ-grinder in the production.
COBB ADDS CARTOONS BY AHEARN
TO RESERVE RELEASES
C. Lang Cobb, Jr., sales and publicity
manager of the Reserve Photoplays Company, announces that, in conjunction with
the releases of the Ray Comedies, beginning June 21, the Reserve will release
through him a series of comedy cartoons by
Ahearn, head of the Newspaper Enterprise
Association.

Cobe of Unity Sales Signs for Comedy Releases from Eagle
He Completes Negotiations with Drmn of Jacksonville for Subjects to be Known as the
" Tweedledum and Tweedledee " Series, with Perez as Star
has been enlarged. Mr. Cobe reports heavy
ANDREW J. COBE, vice president and
general manager of the Unity Sales
business with " My Country First " and
Corporation, announces that he has signed
" The Pursuing Vengeance."
for the comedy releases of the Eagle Film
A forthcoming release is announced unCompany, of Jacksonville, Fla., following
der the title, "The Bishop's Secret," which
negotiations with William J. Dunn, of that
is said to employ in its enactment well
concern. The films will be known as the known screen and stage players.
Arthur Rosenbach is making an extended
" Tweedledum and Tweedledee " series,
and will feature Fernandez Perez, the visit to every independent exchange in the
Spanish comedian.
country in pursuance of Mr. Cobe's policy
of co-operation and service. Mr. Rosen" Perez is unique in his line," said Mr.
Cobe. " His methods are entirely diflfer- bach will also make reports upon conditions
in the field.
ent from anything we now have upon the
screen. At the present time we do not care
" We have only just started to develop
to divulge details of his identity, but we
our plans," said Mr. Cobe, "and in the
may satisfy curiosity later when he is the near future, I will have an announcement
to make which will be of great interest to
success we are certain he will be."
The activities of Unity Sales in the past
everj'one in the trade. I can only say at
the present time that it involves a new
few weeks have been quite extensive. Besides planning an advertising campaign in plan of distribution elaborated from my
connection with " The Yellow Menace," the present ideas. I am in hopes that this plan
sixteen episode serial in which Edwin
will solve the problem which has been the
Stevens is starred, Mr. Cobe has developed
greatest bug-bear of producers, exchangemen and exhibitors alike, namely, to get
plans by which the story of the serial will
the extreme extensiveness of distribution
be printed in 1,100 newspapers throughout
the country.
under the present systems, no matter how
The business of the company has develhighly they may have been developed. I
oped so rapidly that new quarters have
intend making a radical departure from all
previous efforts in this field, and when my
been engaged for the press and advertising
department, and the auditing department
plans are ripe, I shall announce them."
Over 14,000 Scenarios and Synopses Received by World
Script for Prize Contest Flows Into Office of W. A. Brady from All Parts of the Country
and Is Sent by People in All "Walks of Life
It is his wish that the names be removed
OVER fourteen thousand scenarios and
synopses have been received at the and deposited with numbers to match, in
World Film offices since last Thursday,
a safety deposit box. This has been done.
when the announcement went forward that
The five thousand dollars to be awarded
that concern was in the field for scenarios
the nineteen winners have been deposited
and would give five thousand dollars in in the Mutual Bank of New York. The
prizes for the nineteen best stories or ideas
contest will be concluded September 15 and
received.
the awards made about January 1. AlThe influx of stories, ideas, synopses and
ready several important magazines have
scenarios, is not from any one section or made endeavors to secure the fiction rights
confined to any one class.
to the winning stories, same to be pubFrom the Bureau of Mines, the Senate
lished simultaneously with the releasing of
Chamber, the Scranton Correspondence
the winning pictures.
Mr. Brady looks forward to receiving no
School faculty, Columbia University, Leland Stanford, from the Border Patron
less
than 30,000 scenarios and ideas. " Two
along the Mexican Frontier, from mining camps, advertising departments of big good stories will well repay us," he said.
concerns, and from girls and boys yet in
NORMAN S. ROSE AND ELOISE DE
their school days, the scripts have come
MONTFORD MARRIED
The wedding of Norman S. Rose, one
pouring in. Identification marks are being removed from the scripts and numof the heads of the Triangle publicity debers placed thereon. Mr. Brady, when
partment and Eloise de Montford, stepdaughter of Maurice V. Samuels, a New
he gets to the point of selecting the winner, will not know who wrote the best York playwright, was solemnized on -June
10.
material.
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SHEER PLACES MANY STARS
William A. Sheer, former casting director for the World Film Corporation, who
recently incorporated as a personal representative and manager for individual
screen artists, has placed more than a dozen plaj-ers with various film companies and
has signed under his management a number of stars. '
Among the engagements made by Mr.
Sheer arc : Carlyle Blackwell, to star with
tjie Solax company; Alma Hanlon, to star
with the Ivan company; Jack Meredith, to
play the lead in a Premo picture; J. Herbert Frank and Helen W^eer, with Triangle; Arthur Domalson and Robert
Vivian, with Ivan and William Hinckley,
as the lead with Olga Petrova in the next
Popular Plays and Players production.
Among the numerous stars Mr. Sheer
has placed under personal contract are
Kitty Gordon and Lillian Lorraine, both of
whom are expected to be signed for a series of pictures with producing organizations within the next few days.
WILLIAM ALEXANDER IS MADE NEW
YORK EXCHANGE MANAGER
FOR FOX
William Alexander, formerly South
American representative of Fox Film Corporation, has been appointed manager of
the New York exchange.
Nat C. Beier, formerly manager of the
Fox New York exchange, has been appointed aspecial salesman in the Greater
New York territory.
Albert W. Eden, formerly roadman in
tlie Seattle territory, has been appointed
manager of the Denver exchange for Fox.
Field Carmichael, formerly manager of
the Denver exchange, has been appointed
manager of the Fox Los Angeles exchange.
S. N. Robinson, formerly manager of the
Los Angeles exchange, has been appointed
manager of the Alinneapolis Fox exchange.
E. A. Westcott, formerly manager of the
Minneapolis exchange, has been appointed
a special salesman in the Minneapolis territory by Fox.

Edna Goodrich (Morosco)
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Chicago Representatives, Under

Redfield, Make

Three-Day

CHICAGO
of V-L-S-E,
under the representatives
command of Frank
Redfield,
made a three days' invasion of Milwaukee
last week. Private showings of three V-LS-E features were given in the Strand
Theatre to exhibitors ; personal calls were
made upon the photoplay editors of seven
Milwaukee papers; and a successful campaign in general was carried out.
The V-L-S-E men had headquarters and
display rooms in the Wisconsin Hotel.
Gordon Laurence, publicity manager of the
Chicago office, went to Milwaukee the day
before the campaign started and called up'
each exhibitor over the telephone, following
this with postal cards announcing the following program :
Thursday, 10 A. M., Strand Theatre,
exhibition of "The Suspect" featuring
Anita Stewart. 12 M. Reception, souvenirs
and refreshments at Wisconsin Hotel.
Friday, 10 A. M., Strand Theatre, private
exhibition of " The Cave Man " featuring
Robert Edison. 12 M. Wisconsin Hotel,
Dutch Lunch for exhibitors.
RAYMOND WALBURN A MEMBER OF
VITAGRAPH FORCES
Raymond Walburn, who has been one of
the leading juvenile actors on Broadway
for several years, has joined the Vitagraph forces, and is now a permanent
member of the stock there. His first appearance in the silent drama was in "The
Man Hunt," which has just been released.
Mr. Walburn accepted this engagement
while wating for the first rehearsals of a
stage engagement, but he made such a favorable impression on the screen that he
has decided to remain in motion pictures.
For two years he appeared with William
H. Crane, and was last seen on Broadway with Henrietta Crosman at the Palace Theatre. He is a graduate of the
Oliver Morosco stock company of Los Angeles and made his first appearance on
Broadway
in "The
Greyhound."Indiana,
Mr. Walburn was born
in Plymouth,
and
is a graduate of Purdue University.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Among the prominent visitors to New
York from out of town points during the
last week were :
Douglas Fairbanks, Fine Arts studios.
Los Angeles.
Marshal Neilan, Selig studios, Chicago.
James Delves, secretary M. P. E. L. of
A., Pittsburg.
Hector Turnbull, Lasky studios, Hollywood.
Hy. Eilers, Filers Music , House, Portland, Ore.
A. Silverman, Pittsburg.
Bessie Eyton, Selig studios, Chicago.
Campbell Mann, Selig studios, Chicago.
Cecil Howland, Selig studios, Chicago.
Glen Darling, Selig studios, Chicago.
Among the visitors who returned to their
homes were :
Charles Urban, London, Eng.
H. O. Davis, Los Angeles.
R. D. Hanish, Columbus, O.

Command
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of Frank

Invasion of Milwaukee
Saturday, 10 A. M., Strand Theatre, private exhibition of "The Badge of Courage."
12 M. Wisconsin Hotel Reception. 11 P.
M., Wisconsin Hotel, supper and address
by S. E. Abel, Chicago, branch manager
of the organization.
The big feature of the campaign was the
eight-reel Vitagraph production, " God's
Country and the Woman," which started
a two weeks' run at the Majestic theatre,
Milwaukee. Following out the idea of cooperation with exhibitors, Mr. Laurence
handled the publicity for this, assisting the
exhibitors in preparing their newspaper
copy. S. E. Abel, Chicago branch manager,
delivered an address at the banquet on
Saturday night, which was attended by
most of the Milwaukee showmen. The
success of the campaign is attributed
largely to the efforts of Messrs. Redfield,
Troupe, Gallas and Laurence, who comprised the working crew. The way was
paved for future business dealings with
exhibitors, and a large number of signed
orders received.
JAMEYSON IN CHARGE OF PUBLICITY
FOR PATHE IN KANSAS CITY
Howard Jameyson, former Kansas and
Oklahoma traveler, for the Kansas City,
Mo., Pathe exchange, is at the head of a
publicity department installed by C. S. Edwards, Jr., branch manager. After much
deliberation Mr. Edwards decided to inaugurate this department. The record
made by Jameyson is responsible for his
position as chief of the department.
The word co-operative will probably denote the function of the new work more
than publicity. The main object will be
to help exhibitors. The present campaign
is being devoted to pushing serials.

Mae Marsh in Fine
"The Arts-Triangle
Wild Girl of the Sierras,"
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AMALGAMATED WILL ESTABLISH
THEATRE STRING
Special to Motion Picture News.
Chicago, June 10. .
The Amalgamated Theatres Corporation
has recently been organized with offices
at 1003 Mailers Building, for the purpose
of establishing a string of motion picture
theatres in Chicago. Samuel Katz, secretary and general manager of the corporation, and formerly owner of the Avon,
Wallace, Illinois, and Janet theatres, states
that it is the object of this amalgamation
to secure the right kind of film for the
theatres represented. So far there are
twenty-six theatres represented, each one
a high-class house of 800 seats or over,
located in different parts of the city.
It is their plan to increase this number to about thirty-five. They have negotiations on at the present time for six
more and are building three new houses.
Mr. Katz says that stock in this concern
is not for sale to the public. It is entirely
owned by eight men, all well known in
Chicago film circles. Besides Mr. Katz,
the officers of this company are Barney
Balaban, president, and Frank Schaefer,
vice-president.
BEN GRIMM JOINS METRO-YORKE AS
PRESS REPRESENTATIVE
Ben H. Grimm, of the reportorial staff
of the New York Evening Journal, has
accepted a position as special press representative of the Yorke Film Corporation,
the new producing company headed by
Harold Lockwood and May Allison, releasing regularly on the Metro program.
Mr. Grimm is now with the company
at the Thousand Islands, where the Lockwood-Allison company is engaged in photographing the exterior scenes for " A
One Cylinder Courtship." Mr. Grimm is
an experienced newspaper man, and has
worked in several capacities on the Journal and other big newspapers.
ROYALTY AND NOBILITY SEE "DUMB
GIRL OF PORTICI" IN LONDON
Queen Alexandra witnessed the Pavlowa
film, " The Dumb Girl of Portici," on May
16 at the Philharmonic Hall, in London.
At the conclusion of the performance, Her
Majesty expressed her pleasure and enjoyment of the picture, and made known the
interesting fact that this was the first public cinema performance she had attended.
The princess Royal, Princess Henry of
Battenberg, Princess Maude, the Grand
Duke Michael and Countess Torby, the
Princess of Monaco, the Due d'Orleans,
the Countess Grosvenor, and Lady de
TrafTord were a few of the other notable
people present last week.
INGE GETS RIGHTS TO LAST DAVIS
STORY
Picture rights for Richard Harding
Davis' late story, " Somewhere in France,"
has been purchased by Thomas H. Ince,
and continuity is being made from the
manuscript by J. G. Hawks, who will have
it completed within two weeks. Louise
Glaum will in all probability be starred in
this narrative of war and intrigue, which
has appeared in the Metropolitaii Magazine. ' ' ■ '
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Mutual Will Release Six Features with Florence Turner
The Pictures Will Be Known as the Florence Turner Series of Mutual Star Productions,
and the First Is Set for Release on June 19
ANNOUNCEMENT is made by the
Mutual Film Corporation of the release of six productions featuring Florence
Turner and a cast of capable players.
These pictures will be shown as the Florence Turner Series of Mutual Star Productions. The first will be presented to
the public June 19.
" Far From the Madding Crowd," a film
adaptation of the famous novel by Thomas
Hardy, has been selected for the initial release. This story is so well known to
readers of English literature that its presentation on the screen merits the attention of all lovers of the artistic in the silent drama. The picture was produced by
Larry Trimble.
In the cast supporting Miss Turner are
Henry Edwards, Campbell Gollan and Malcolm Cherry of the Royalty theatre, London.
The second Florence Turner production
is " Doorsteps," a screen version of the
famous English comedy drama, which was
one of the biggest of stage successes. It
will appear on July 20, with the same all
star cast.

"The Welsh Singer" will be released
August 17. In this picture Miss Turner is
called upon to display to her fullest scope
her artistry in depicting tense emotion. The
exterior scenes in "The Welsh Singer"
were declared by a member of the Royal
Art Academy to be the most beautiful examples of photography he had ever seen.
The
film version follows the original story
closely.
The fourth of the Florence Turner Mutual series is " The First Settler's Story," a
screen adaptation of the famous poem of
Will Carleton. The screen possibilities of
this work were readily seen by Larry Trimble, who directed the photodrama. " The
First Settler's
Story " will be released September 14.
" Shop Girls,' 'a five reel sociological
drama, is the fifth of the series and will be
ofifered the public on October 12. The last
of the Florence Turner series is a five reel
human interest drama, " Redeemed," which
will appear November 9. All these pictures
were produced under the direct supervision
of Larry Trimble, one of the best known
of' English directors.

New York League Is Going to Be at Chicago with Bells On
At Meeting on June 5 Arrangements Were Made to Send Big Delegation to Convention — •
Ochs, Rothapfel, and Johnny-on-the-Spot Sam Trigger Among Delegates
Fisher, David Picker, C. R. Martineau,
AT a meeting held by the Motion Picture
Exhibitors League, Local No. 1, at Philip Menschel, Al Jutkowitz and Messrs.
Glynn and Ward. Arrangements have been
their offices at 218 West Forty-second
made to engage a special train on the New
Street, New York City, on Monday evening, June 5, arrangements were made to
' ■■•.>'arrangei
send a big delegation to Chicago, and the York
The Central.
committee reported final
following were elected delegates:
ments regarding the Beefsteak, Dinner ^to
Lee A. Ochs, Samuel H. Trigger, Louis
be given to Lee A. Ochs on June 28 at Re;isr
F. Blumenthal, Benjamin Lyons, Max Oestenweber's, Brighton Beach, and judging
from all appearances and the gregt derqand
reicher, 1. N. Hartstall, Wilham Hilkefor tickets, the affair will be one grand
meier, J. J. Wittman, Samuel L. Rothapfel,
Morris Needle, Charles Steiner, Adolph
success. For tickets, apply to I. N. HartWeiss, Charles Haring, Otto Lederer, Gus
stall, 218 West Forty-second Street.
A legislative committee has been appointKoenigswald, Ed. Gorman, Samuel Rhonheimer, Henry Haring, Joseph Klein, Al.
ed to take up the matter of adverse legislation. An elaborate luncheon was served
Harstn, Frank Peters, Max Tischer, William Bigall, A. B. Samuelson, Herman
and the meeting finally adjourned at 3:30
A. M.
Mayer, Mr. Bock, Louis Rosenthal, Charles
Omaha Screen Club Ball Will be Made an Annual Affair
Success of the Event on May 25 Leads to This Decision — Club Also Plans Monthly Dances
During the Cool Months
Special to Motion Picture News.
invited from the various film companies.
Omaha, Neb., June 10. Thousands attended the first ball.
Now the talk, practically assuring such
THE ball of the Screen Club and Photoan affair annually, is for a dance monthly
play Managers Association at Omaha
on May 25 will be made an annual aflrair.
during the cool months. As an adverWhile no formal action has been taken,
tising feature for the motion picture busithis decision was reached at a meeting of
ness, nothing was ever tried in Omaha
the Screen Club Monday, June 6. At the that was such a big success as the ball.
same meeting the financial results from
The ball on May 25 yielded a big balance after all expenses were paid. This
the first venture, which was highly sucwas
divided between the coffers of the
cessful, by the way, were distributed and
a campaign started to establish quarters
local film organizations and the Actor's
for the club.
Fund, quite a lump being sent east.
The idea of the ball was to invite all
Not quite enough is in the treasury for
exhibitors from the Omaha territory to the the Screen Club to establish the quarters.
city for a day of automobile rides, visits To make up the balance the film men are
to the clubs, exchanges and other places
talking of individual subscriptions. The
of interest, ending with a big ball at the club has .decided to meet Fridays instestd^
of Mondays f of their ltinche©n iiueetiogSiH.
city auditorium and a banquet. Stars are
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SABINE VERSION OF STEVENSON
STORY PLEASES AUTHOR
Martin Sabine, who has appeared in support of Tolin Drew, Maude Adams and
others, and who himself has headed his
own productions and those of famous producers, makes his bow as a film producer
with his five-part feature " The Pursuing
Vengeance " based upon Burton E. Stevenson's celebrated novel, The Boule Cabinet,
which heralds the adventures and exploits
of " Crochard, the Invincible."
The feature, which is distributed through
The Unity Sales Corporation, was recently
viewed at a private exhibition by Mr.
Stevenson, who, after viewing it, wrote Mr.
Sabine the following letter :—
May 25th.
My dear Sabine :
I confess that I have had some misgivings as to your film version of my story
"could
The Mystery
the Boulea Cabinet."
You
not haveof chosen
more difficult
book; indeed its plot is so intricate that it
seemed to me well-nigh impossible to translate into pictures. I was therefore very
agreeably surprised, when I saw the film
the other afternoon, to find not only that
you had followed the story with remarkable fidelity, but that you had succeeded in
making it entirely intelligible, and at times
even thrilling.
If I have any criticism to make of it, it
is that it is too tense. But that is probably
a virtue rather than a fault!
Sincerely yours,
Burton E. Stevenson.
WRIGHT AND HORNE, AT OPPOSITE
ENDS
OF CONTINENT, SETTLE
POINT
QUICKLY OVER
TELEPHONE
William Wright of the Kalem Company
found it necessary to send some hurry-up
instructions to Director James Home at
the Glendale, Cal., studio last week.
As time was more important than the
expense, the special department of the New
York Telephone Company was started on
the task of getting communication established clear through to the Coast. It required a little over a half hour to complete the connection, but when it was
through Mr. Wright, in New York, and
Director Home at Glendale, were enabled
to thresh the point in question out far
more satisfactorily and in much quicker
time than it would have been possible to
secure a reply to the first telegram.
DELEGATES TO WOMEN'S CLUBS
CONVENTION SEE "D.WID
GARRICK "
Under the auspices of the American
Club Woman, a large audience of delegates in attendance at the recent biennial
conference of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs in New York, were invited
to see " David Garrick," the Pallas-Paramount photoplay.
Motion pictures were a live topic of discussion at the conference and " David Garrick" was chosen as an example of the
high-grade photoplay. An address on the
subject of " Better, Cleaner Pictures," was
given by Jane Stannard Johnston in connection with the showing of the filiii.
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Rose Coghlan, Stage Favorite for Many Years, Is Ivan Star
Company Plans to Make Pictures Distinctive with Casts Composed of Players Whose
Ability Entitles Each Member to Being Starred Alone

Alma Hanlon

Rose Coghlan
Marguerite Snow
jubilee as an actress, will be in the cast.
SOMEWHAT along the Hnes of revivals
of famous old time successes in the le- Alma Hanlon, leading lady for Pathe, the
gitimate where a cast is composed of all World Film and Fox is also included.
Arthur Donaldson, the original Prince of
stars, will be the policy of the Ivan Film
Productions which will in the future limit
Pilsen, a famous delineator of character
their productions to casts composed only
roles, star of William Fox; Edward Macof performers, each one of whom would
kay, a name well known to theatre goers
ordinarily be starred alone.
the country over, and William A. Bechtel,
The first film to be made along these
are
all included in the next Ivan photodrama.
lines will be " The Faded Flower," the next
release on the Ivan program. Besides MarFrom present indications, " The Faded
guerite Snow, who for a year was starred
Flower " should be ready for release about
by Metro, Rose Coghlan, the legitimate
July
1, through the chain of Ivan Exchanges.
star who this year celebrates her golden
New Studio Enables Essanay to Get Plays Ready Weeks Ahead
With Extra Floor Space and the Summer Camps Established, All Directors Can Work at
Once, if Necessary — President Spoor Sees All Production Obstacles Overcome
will never wane. In fact, it is on the asESSANAY'S
new operation
studio which
has
cendancy, without interfering in any way
been in full
for now
several
with the hold features have on picture
weeks, has proven a great boon to the company in facilitating the quick production of patrons. A two or three reel drama well
played, to my mind is one of the real atphotoplays.
With the large number of feature protractions ofthe
theatre."
The three
reelmotion
Essanaypicture
releases
for July,
ductions as well as its shorter films, Essare
as
follows
:
anay was greatly handicapped for a time in
" The Regeneration of Margaret," a
producing with sufficient speed. All obstacles were overcome with the opening of story on the topic of defective babies, which
the new studio. But with the extra floor
carries a love interest also. Warda Howard, Ernest Maupain and John Junior take
space and with the summer camps estabthe leading roles.
lished, all of Essanay's score of directors
can work at once, if necessary.
" Power," is a story of politics and love.
Sydney Ainsworth and Nell Craig appear
The result of this speeding up of proas the leads.
ductions, through additional floor space has
"The Secret of the Night" is played by
resulted in the company having completed
Lillian Drew, Sydney Ainsworth and John
plays for many weeks ahead. Practically
Lorenz.
all photoplays for the month of August
now have been finished with work going on
" The Grouch " is a comedy drama with
Harry Beaumont and Harry Dunkinson,
for still further advance dates.
neither of whom require any introduction
This additional room also gives more
to lovers of this kind of picture.
opportunity for careful detail work on the
John Lorenz and Ann Leigh are featured
shorter subjects. George K. Spoor, presiin " Repentance," a story of how a girl
dent of Essanay, is a firm believer in the
one, two and three reel comedies and
drives away her fiance by her sneers at religion, only to see her error and win back
dramas, and believes in giving them as
her faith and the man.
much attention to detail as the longer features.
MANN VISITS HOME OFFICE OF
" While there is room for first class feaPARAMOUNT
tures the shorter subjects will always be in
George
R.
Mann, general manager of
demand," said Mr. Spoor. " I believe in
putting just as good material into the
Paramount's Washington Exchange, made
a brief visit to the Paramomtit Pictures
shorter subjects as in features and in playing up the leading actors.
Corporation's offices, 485 Fifth Avenue,
" The popularity of the short photoplay
New York City recently. : . ■ ni. ■ - - :
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EDITOR'S NOTE. — It is the desire of "Motion Picture News" to include under this heading novel advertising ideas, successful schemes
in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre — everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade.
We invite every exhibitor to write us about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information
along any line. Address : Editor, " Motion Picture News," 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
THREE EXHIBITORS HIT UPON SAME
m
NOVEL PLAN FOR ADVERTISING
Miniature Craft Advertises " Secret of the Submarine
" WHO'S GUILTY? "
Streets of Omaha for Monroe Theatre
Several live exhibitors out west have
found in the Pathe series "Who's Guilty?,"
produced by Arrow Film Corporation, opportunities for unique advertising. J. A.
Berst, vice-president and general manager
of Pathe, has recently received three letters, one from an exhibitor in Milwaukee,
another from St. Louis and still another
from Seattle, which show that each exhibitor had hit upon the same idea of intensifying public interest in the Pathe
series.
The first letter came from the Strand
Theatre in Milwaukee, This enterprising
house has offered a six months' admission
ticket, good for two persons, to the person or persons submitting the best answers
as to who is really guilty in each of the
weekly episodes. Agnes Thoms received
the prize for the best letter on the first
episode. Her letter said :
" I believe that Mrs. Bullard, the wife
of Dr. Bullard is guilty. If Mrs. Bullard
had taken a deep interest in her husband's
work and been with him hand and hand,
he would never have seen the other woman, no matter how hard she had tried to
lure him on and have him all herself."
In St. Louis the prize winner labeled
" the other woman " as the guilty person,
because " she deliberately robbed a loving
and faithful wife of her happiness."
Only in Seattle was " Dr. Bullard " deHow the Monroe Theatre, Omaha, Advertised " The Secret of the Submarine
clared to be the guilty one because the
V.
SIDE came
came to Omaha and the
the Submarine," he had a sign company
prize winning letter said, " a man marries
H.
construct a miniature craft, wrote on it in
Monroe theatre. Twenty-sixth and
for better or worse and if Dr. Bullard's
large letters the name of the picture,
Farnam streets, from Minneapolis, largewife could not adjust herself to social conadorned it with a flag advertising his theditions, materially changed by their prosly through his friendship for Max Weisatre and the picture, and had it drawn
feldt of the Mutual Exchange in Omaha.
perity, that fact would certainly not justify
Side is a live wire addition to Omaha
through the streets of Omaha by an athim in going to another woman for symtractive little Shetland pony.
exhibitors. To advertise " The Secret of
When not in use it stands in front of
pathy."
his theatre.
AN EXAMPLE OF REFINED AND EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING
IMPORTANT
NOTICE
GAIETY,
MUSKOGEE,
SHOW'S FILMS
OAK PARK THEATRE
FOR CHILDREN
NO OTHER THEATRE IN OAK
PROGRAM FOR
At the request of members of the TeachPARK. MELROSE
MAYWOOD.PARK.FOREST
PARK.
RIVER
er-Patron clubs of the various schools of
FORESTTRE. AUSTIN.
NOR THE
Muskogee, Okla., the Gaiety Theatre at
WILL PARK
SHOW THEATHE
BILLtE BURKE SERIAL PLAV.
"GLORIA'S ROMANCE. "
that
place every
has arranged
children's
A PARAMOUNT MASTERPIECE
pictures
Saturdayto show
afternoon
and '
WILL
ALSO
BE
SHOWN
EACH
WEEK IN CONJUNCTION WITH
night, the films to be passed upon by a comTHE BILLIE BURKE SERIAL.
mittee of the clubs.
5AL-ARY
OFCOMBINED
THESE STARS
Every
effort will be made by both this
Sl.SOO.OOO.OO
jOn/^y^^mu/ay. ^teAt/ayjOtu^ '^^^^kne^ulay^
SPECIAL PRICES FOR BILLIE BURKE SERIAL DAYS
management of the Gaiety and the mem-NIGHTS— ALL a^AYS HBSCIIVVD— SB CENTS — CHILDREN lo CENTS
bers of the Parent-Teacher clubs to get
MATINEES a)S0ANb^4.-00-ADllLTS II CENTS— CHILd'nCN IO CENTS
pictures for the special shows that aire'
clean and educational.
Showing Two Pages of a N«at i^our Page Announcement Issued by Oak Park Theatre, Chicago
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FREE TICKETS IN HERALDS PROVE
PATRONAGE BUILDERS
Paramount Progress calls attention to
the fact that many exhibitors do not get
all of the advertising value out of the
heralds which they secure from exchanges
for distribution among their patrons. A
new line of usefulness for heralds is contained in the idea sent into the Paramount
offices by Hannaca & Morgan of Glasgow,
Mo., managers of the Electric Theatre.
" On each Paramount day," they wrote,
" we place one of your heralds, properly
stamped, in an envelope, in one out of every
ten of which we place a free ticket to
our theatre good for that night onlj'.
" We change the ticket each time, and
instead of using a cardboard ticket, make
this out on thin paper, stamping or writing on same. In this way the boj' making tlie delivery cannot tell which ones
have tickets and give them to any favorite
party.
" Ourlearned
patrons
have
to and
look prospective
into these patrons
heralds
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Theatre, Philadelphia
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to find out if thej' contain a free ticket.
Of course, once opening the herald they
will, most likel}- read the herald. Eightyfive per cent, of the tickets come in, and
in nearlj^ everj' instance it is accompanied
by one or two paid admissions."
3 DETROIT THEATRES SUCCESSFUL
WITH CHILDREN'S SHOWS
The Alhambra, Rosedale and Gladwin
Park theatres of Detroit, Mich., are having splendid success with children's
matinees each week. Children in the localities of these houses are regular patrons
of their theatres.
The only trouble experienced by these
special kid performances is the wear and
tear on the furniture. One manager told
the News representative that after every
children's matinee he finds between $5 and
$10 worth of damage to the house; they
break chairs and in other ways do damage
to the house. " But it's something hard to
regulate," said this manager. " It's no
cinch to handle from 500 to 1,000 boys and
girls." Educational and scenic pictures,
comedies and fairy stories are what the
children like. Some of the managers find
a lot of good available material in the releases of four and five years ago.
ALBERTA EXHIBITOR FINDS MATINEES FOR CHILDREN SUCCESSFUL
The first exhibitor in Alberta to adopt
the Saturday morning matinee for children was Max Allen, Paramount distributor for Northern Alberta and manager of
the Monarch theatre of Edmonton. The
initial feature film was " Cinderella," with
Mary Pickford. The Famous Players star
proved the usual wonderful magnet and
overflow audiences of mothers and children resulted.
One of the features of the morning
matinees at the Monarch is the weekly appearance offorty children from the provincial government children's shelter. Accompanied by their matron. Miss Macdonald, the youngsters attend the Saturday morning matinees as regular as clockwork, the admission fee being paid in advance by philanthropists who make it a
point to provide all the recreation possible for the little orphans.
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The Choralcelo

The Tioga is

athetheatre
of the Itworld's
crowningof l>eauty.
achicv o(enicnicomfort,
to its oflongrefinement—
list of artistica temple
triumphs.
will havefinesttheinfirstpicture
and forptayi.a longIt nowtimeaddsthe
'inly CI}atfll(cIo
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andhave will
become thethe names
Mecca ofofthemusic-lovers.
All the soul-stirring
melodies
and
concerted
numbers
thai
immortalized
great
composers
in all their grandeur by some of the most famous musicians, whose exquisite renditions willare bethe presented
si.mdard
byyou which
other Theatre.
anisis" performances arc judged. You will never realize the utmost in amusement until
visit theall Tioga
1 THEATRE

Hear the
CHORALCELO
Today

17th Tand
Sts.
GA
IOVenango
Exclusive showing of
Paramount and Metro Pictures
Three Performances Daily -- 2:00, 7:00 and 9:00 p. m.

A Glimpse o£ the Tioga's
" Newspaper
Ad asEffective
It Appeared
the Philadelphia Evening
Ledger. " Reason
Note theWhyModern
Layout and
Use ofin Border
THE

new idea in motion picture advertising iswell illustrated by the accompanying cut, reproducing in reduced size an
advertisement run in the Philadelphia
Evening Ledger by the Tioga theatre of
that city. The copy in this ad is " reason
why" copy. It does not confine itself to a
mere catalogue of pictures, dates and stars.
It tells the newspaper reader why he should
visit the Tioga, not only because the photoplays ofTered are good, but also because the
theatre is first-rate in its appointments,
and the music is of a high order.
It is said this is the first time a neighborhood theatre has taken a full page in a
metropolitan newspaper. Does such advertising pay? Listen to what Manager
Columbus Stamper, of the Tioga, says :
" I used such a large display ad to create
prestige for the picture play, which I believe to be an art ; to introduce the ' Choral-

celo,' which I believe is the world's most
expressive musical instrument, and to let
the people of Philadelphia know that located in their midst was a theatre unique
in every respect and devoted to the highest type of entertainment.
" I believe in advertising — I believe in refined advertising. I believe in telling my
possible, as well as my present patrons,
why they should attend the Tioga theatre.
I do not believe in circus stunts, nor do I
believe in the 'movie' idea. I do not believe
in extravagant claims as ' The best in the
world,' hence I use 'reason why' advertising
and plenty of it. / have not spent one cent
in intelligent advertising that has not returned to me a hundred-fold."
The Hagerty
and Bell Agency, who also
handle publicity for eleven other PhiladelTioga. phia houses, prepare all publicity for the
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on the Screen Will

Fame

Be Seen in Pictures from General in Week
' I 'HE General Film program for the week
of June 19-24, inclusive, is strong in
the names of players who have attained
fame on the screen.
" The Reprisal," in three parts by SeHg,
featuring Fritzi Brunette and Jack Pickford, will be first on the program, Monday. This is a story of the Southlands,
in which romance plays a prominent part.
" Stung " and " The Elephant's Dinner,"
Vitagraph short reels will provide the
first comedies of the week, while the SeligTribune News will tell the story of important happenings. " The Misunderstood
Boy," a one-part
reissue
in which
Robert
Harron Biograph
and Lillian
Gish
share
honors, will be shown next. " Otto's
Legacy," a Lubin one-part comedy, will be
last to fade away on the screen that day.
Essanays comedy-drama in two parts,
" The Girl at the Curtain," a reissue featuring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
Bayne, will be the first picture shown
Tuesday. This will be followed by a
Kalem comedy, " The Beggar and His
Child," after which a Biograph reissue in
two parts, " The Reformers," presenting
Mae Marsh and Robert Harron, will be
screened. Then will follow " Out of the
Ruins," an Edison three-part reissue, featuring Pat O'Malley and Gladys Hulette.
This picture achieved great success when
originally released.
The program for Wednesday will start
when " That Lovely Widow," by Kalem is
shown. Then will follow Essanay's " The
Fable of ' the Undecided Brunette'," one
of George Ade's best stories. Edison offers "The Pied Piper of Hamelin," a
drama reissue in one part, in which Herbert Prior is starred and which will be
the closing number for that day.
drama,and" Love's
inLubin's
which three-part
Ada Gleason
C. E. Law,"'
Van
Auker are featured, will be the first pre-

The

of June 19-24

sented on Thursday's program. Then will
follow the Selig-Tribune, bringing the big
news of the day right down to the very
minute, after which a Vim comedy,
" Never Again," featuring Plump and
Runt, will be offered^
Virginia Norden will be starred in the
first picture shown Friday, a Knickerbocker star feature three-part drama,
" The Ancient Blood." A Kalem comedy,
one of the " Sis Hopkins " series, " Her
Great Invention," will follow, and Vitagraph offers " The Curfew at Simpton
Center," and " For Better or Worse," a
Vim comedy, featuring Pokes and Jabbs,
each a single-reel comedy, will close the
day's program.
" A Traitor to Art," an Essanay production in three parts in which Ann Kirk
and Edward Arnold have the leading roles,
will be screened as the opening picture
Saturday. " Persistency," a Lubin one-part
comedy, precedes " Would You Forgive
Her
a Vitagraph
drama have
in which
Leah
Baird? " and
Arthur Cozine
the stellar
roles. Then will come " The Mysterious
Cipher," an episode in Kalem's " Hazards
of Helen." The program for the week
will be brought to an end by " Taking a
Chance,"
Tom Mixx.Selig's one-part drama featuring
EDITH STOREY
WILL BE SEEN IN
" THE SHOP GIRL," A"V" SET FOR
RELEASE ON THE 26TH
Edith Storey and Antonio Moreno are
seen in the leading roles of " The Shop
Girl," a Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature
in five parts, announced for release on
June 26. " The Shop Girl " was picturized
from the novel of the same name by C. N.
and A. M. Williamson, and directed by
George D. Baker.
Miss Storey is first seen as a clothing
model, on board a steamer returning from

Producers

Europe. Peter Rolls (Antonio Moreno),
son of the millionaire of the same name,
becomes infatuated with her, despite her
station, but his sister Ena breaks off the
affair by telling Winifred that Peter is already engaged and is only trifling with
her. In the city, Winifred loses her position with the modiste and finds herself
blackballed in the trade.
She finally obtains a position as saleswoman in a Peter
store searches
owned bythePeter's
Meanwhile
city infather.
vain
for her. His search leads to his father's
store, where he is informed that his sister had obtained Winifred's discharge that
morning. Following information given
him at the store, Peter is just in time to
rescue Winifred from the clutches of Megeison, the store manager, who had inveigled her into his home. Although sceptical of Peter's intentions at first, Winifred's happiness is complete when she sees
that he really loves her.
A cast of Vitagraphers is seen in this
production, among them Lillian Burns, Edward Dunn, Thomas R. Mills, Josephine
Earle, Harold Forshay, Templar Saxe and
others.
VIVIAN MARTIN AT WORK IN "NELL
OF Martin,
THUNDER
"
Vivian
who MOUNTAIN
recently arrived
in
Los Angeles to take up her new engagement with the Oliver Morosco Photoplay
Company and Pallas Pictures, is now engaged upon her first vehicle to be released
under the Morosco brand on the Paramount Program. " Nell of Thunder Mountain "is the title of Miss Martin's new subject by Alice von Saxmar.
The star and supporting cast, under the
direction of Frank Lloyd, is now at work
in the pine forests at the top of the San
Bernardino Mountains in a spot noted for
its wild beauty. The cast includes Edward
Peil, William Jefferson, Jack Livingston,
Louise A. Emmons, Alice Knowland, Herbert Standing and John McKinnon. James
Van Trees is master of the tripod.

Scenes from Three Essanay Productions : " Fable of the Fearsome Feud," " A Traitor to Art," and " The Regeneration of Margaret ''
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THE REPRISAL" FROM SELIG ON
JUNE 19 FEATURES BRUNETTE
Continuing his policy of utilizing his
best stars and stories for regular program
service, William N. Selig. president of the
Selig Polyscope Company, announces another list of picture plays for the final
two weeks of June and the first week in
July. These dramas will be released in
tlie regular service of the General Film
Company.
■ The Reprisal," released Monday, June
19, features Fritzi Brunette, Jack Pickford,
Guy Oliver and others. " The Reprisal "
is the story of the South and of the vengeance of a woman. Miss Brunette and
Jack Pickford are afforded many opportunities for versatile work.
■■ Taking a Chance," released Saturday,
June 24, presents Tom Mix in a Western
story.
On beMonday,
" The contains
Sacrifice a"
will
released.JuneThis26, drama
strong plea for preparedness. Eugenie
Bcsserer enacts the leading role and is
supported by Harry j\Iestayer and Guy
Oliver.
'■ The Return," one of William E. Wing's
motion picture stories, is booked for release through General Film Company's regular service on Monday, July 3. Kathlyn
Williams is featured and is supported by
Guy Oliver, Wellington Playter, Harry
Lonsdale, Sidney Smith, Vivian Reed and
others.
On Saturday, July 8, the Tom Mix series
of Western comedies begin. A Tom Mix
one-reel comedy will be released through
General Film service every Saturday
thereafter until further notice.
"HOUSEKEEPING" IS FIRST VIM
COMEDY WITH MEYERS
AND THEBY
July 5 was the date set for the first
release in the General Film service of the
Vim feature comedies, starring Harry C.
Myers and Rosemary Tlicby. " Houseke ping" isthe title of the first release.
Mr. Myers and Miss Theby enact the roles
of a young couple who, from having no
furniture at all, go to the other extreme
when Uncle Jim sends them all his fine
antique furniture. The little flat is transformed into a storehouse, and from this
situation the brisk comedy develops to
the climax, which leaves Mr. Myers and
Miss Theby sitting on the roof in a
severe rainstorm, homeless and forlorn.
One of these feature comedies will be
released each Wednesday in the General
service.
the
second"Spring
release. Cleaning" is the title of
" WOULD

YOU FORGIVE HER? " FROM
GENERAL FILM
Vitagraph will release through the General Film Company, during the week of
June 19, a three part Broadway Star Feature, "Would You Forgive Her?" featuring
Leah Baird, under the direction of Van
Dyke Brooke; "Stung,' a one reel comedy,
with Stanley Dark, Lillian Burns and
Templar Saxe; and "Curfew at Simpton
Center," another thousand-foot comedy, in
which Otto Lederer, George Kunkel, Webster Campbell, Jack Mower and Florence
Vidor will be seen.
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" Youth's Endearing Charm " Is the American's First Medium
for Mary Miles Minter, Who Will Appear in Pathetic
Orphan
"\/ RUTH'S Endearing Charm," pictur*■ ized from Maybelle Heickes Justice's ever popular story of the same name,
has been chosen as the first of the five-reel
American-Mutual features starring Mary
Miles Minter.
Under the direction of William C. DowIan, latest of the directors to join the
American-Mutual studios, the production
is now well under way.
In this comedy-drama, Miss Minter will
be seen in the pathetic role of Mary, a
little orphan bound out by an asylum to
the family of a brutal farmer.
Insofar as atmosphere and the selection
of the proper locations are concerned, the
picturization of Miss Justice's story is being followed with exceptional care. For
the filming of a number of the important
exterior scenes, Miss Minter and her entire company of players, cameraman, director and the various assistants, will spend
almost a week in one of the garden spots
of the Santa Ynez range, some fifty miles
south of Santa Barbara, where the American-Mutual studios are located.
Director Dowlan, who will be in charge

ofRole
the filming of the feature productions
starring Miss Minter until the arrival at
Santa Barbara of James Kirkwood, recently engaged by President Samuel S.
Hutchins of the American-Mutual studios
to devote his entire time to Miss Minter's
production, spent several days in an auto
tour of the Santa Ynez range, selecting
the necessary locations.
Director Dowlan has been given carte
blanche, so far as the studios are concerned, with the privilege of calling into
play any of the players, cameramen, lightexperts or studio
deeming necessary
to theaccessories'
producing heof may
the
feature.
For the enacting of many of the interior scenes, Miss Minter will use both
an indoor and outdoor stage, especially
erected for her by the American-Mutual
studio management.
A number of interesting and novel light
effects, obtained by means of recent mechanical inventions perfected by the studio
electrical department, will be seen for the
first time in this feature production, it is
announced.

The World's Great Snare'' Famous, and " The American
Beauty," Pallas, from Paramount on June 26 and 29,
Respectively
One of the most famous resorts of EuPARAMOUNT pictures relaesed for the
rope, "The Spreewald near Berlin," the
week of June 26 will be " The World's
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel PicGreat Snare," in which the Famous Playtures
will show this week as another of
ers will feature Pauline Frederick, and
the
beauty
spots chosen by Mr. Holmes
" The American Beauty," a Pallas producto picture to screen audiences how the
tion, starring Myrtle Stedman. " The
goals of the European tourist looked before
World's Great Snare " will be released on
they were defaced by the ravages of the
June 26 and the Pallas picture on June 29.
Short reels also announced for release
present war.
this week by Paramount include " Bobby
"SHERIFF OF PLUMAS" OFFERS
Bumps' Fly Swatter," Earl Hurd's drawHELENE ROSSON EXCELLENT
ing in the Paramount-Bray Animated CarROLE
toons, the " Spreewald Near Berlin," in
the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel PicHelene Rosson, has an alluring role in
tures, showing Europe before the war, and
" The Sheriff of Plumas," a two-part
the twenty-first release of the Pictographs.
Mustang drama in which William Stowell
In the opening scene of this release of
has the principal masculine role.
the Animated Cartoons, Bobby Bumps, the
This is the story of a rough man of the
adventurous youngster originated by Earl
plains who in earlier years was a crook.
Hurd, discovers that a perfect skating rink
He tried to straighten out, and succeeded
for years until he accidently met an old
is
supplied
by
Dad's
unadorned
head.
Dad
is shown on the screen attempting to take
timelooting.
pal who persuaded him to again take
to
a nap and keep off the flies at the same
time. A close-up of the rink reveals the
He does so to send his son through
flies performing stunts on roller skates.
college. The son squanders funds sent
Bobby pauses in his industrious knocking
him by his parents, but later repents, and
out of the flies for the pup to brush a few
returns home, where he falls in love with
off Dad's head, but the sport proves too
a wonderful girl, and defends his father,
tame, so he shifts the responsibility to the
whose sudden death might have brought
findings.
pup. The fly brush attached to the pup's
disgrace except for the son's clever criminal
tail works nicely and entirely to Dad's satisfaction, until a bee enters the scene, causThis photo drama will be released by
ing general excitement, a chase, and an
Mutual
on June 16.
areoplane flight.
Pictographs in this edition will show the
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK IN
"Training of a Lion," "Which Do You
GAUMONT SCENICS
Remember?" in Hugo Munsterberg's
"Testing the Mind" series; a screen jaunt
The Gaumont scenic series, " See Amerto Coney Island and the picturizing of Monica First," will present views of Glacier
National
Park in the June 28 and July 12
tessori methods in the "Better Babies"
releases.
release, " .Seeing with the Fingers."
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Illustrating " The Purple Lady," a New Metro Photoplay, with Ralph Herz and Irene Howley
MME. PETROVA IN "THE ETERNAL
QUESTION,"
SET ONFORJULY
RELEASE
BY METRO
3
Mme. Petrova will be seen in the starring
role in " The Eternal Question," a five
part Metro play, produced by the Popular
Plays and Players, which will be released
July 3. This feature was produced under
the direction of Burton King and the supervision of Harry Revier, supervising director at the Popular Plays and Players
studio. A supporting cast includes Arthur
Hoops, Mahlon Hamilton, Edward Martindel, Warren Oland, Henry Leone, Howard
Messimer and Evelyn Dumo.
The story of " The Eternal Question "
deals with the discussion of two clubmen on the eternal question, woman. One
held that birth and breeding made the
woman, while the other contends that
clothes were largely responsible. They
make a wager to test their theories. A
young woman, the role essayed by Mme.
Petrova, playing a grind organ and carrying a monkey, comes along at this time.
She is selected for their subject.
The girl is fitted out with clothes galore,
-and introduced at a charity ball as a Russian Countess. A novel love situation develops and it also develops that the girl
is in truth royal born. She has run away
■from home because her father, the King
of Montenaro, has tried to force her into
marriage with the Grand Duke. The
Duke traces her to America, and is successful in abducting her aboard an outgoing steamship, bound for the Mediterranean. She is rescued in a spectacular
manner, and of course, all ends happily
when she is married to her American
champion.
"KID CASEY, THE CHAMPION," THE
STAR IN PARAMOUNT-BRAY
ANIMATED CARTOON
Changes in the release date schedule
for Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons
make possible the debut of a new leading
man in these drawings — " Kid Casey, the
Champion," originated by Fred Moser, who
will appear before Paramount audiences
"forHistheinitial
first adventure
time on June
will 15.
take the place
of " Colonel Heeza Liar and the Bandits,"
the release date of which has been advanced one week. Subsequent animated
cartoons, which have already been announced, will appear in their original
order, but with the release dates also advanced one week in each case.

American-Mutual Spreads a Banquet of Film Delicacies for
Sampling by Public With Discriminating Taste
Who Would Not Die." Others in the cast
WITH
workreel
completed
on " Purity,"
are Leona Hutton and Harry Keenan. The
the the
seven
allegorical
feature
story of the picture has to do with twin
starring Audrey Munson, director and
brothers, and the many dramatic events
players at the American - Mutual studios
that
follow in their wake.
in Santa Barbara are at present en" Dust," another of the five part features,
gaged in the filming of no less than a
will present Winnifred Greenwood and
score of subjects running from five to one
reel in length.
Franklin Ritchie in the chief roles, supported by Harry von Meter, Louise Lester
" Purity," which is to be released shortly
and a strong company of players. The
by Mutual, will be ready for the cutting
story is from the pen of Julian Lamethe
room within the next few days. Immediately after this work is completed,
and is being staged by Director Edward
Sloman.
prints will be rushed East for a special
The many two reel subjects being filmed
showing by Mutual.
at the American-Mutual studios are diverse
Chief among the five reel features now
in plots and offer a number of Mutual
under way at the American studios, is "The
players in the chief roles.
Sign of the Spade," first of the new Amer" Pastures Green," first of the two reel
ican-Mutual productions to be filmed under
the direction of Murdock MacQuarrie,
subjects, is a story of the big town and the
who in recent months has been directing
country, in which a city idler is depicted
in a series of adventures. Alfred Vospictures for the Signal-Mutual studios.
Helene Rosson will be the featured player.
burg, Vivian Rich and George Periolat are
the principal players. The piece, written
Alan Forrest, a newcomer to Americanby Arthur H. Godden, is being filmed by
Mutual releases, will make his initial apCarl M. Le Viness.
pearance in this production appearing opposite Miss Rosson, in a juvenile role.
Art Acord and Nita Davis essay the leadGeorge Gebhardt, a character actor, is also
ingtangroles
in "Sandy
a Musto make his bow as a Mutualite in this
two reel
drama —byReformer,"
Karl Coolidge
and
directed
by
William
Bertram.
The
story
production.
Another of the five reel features will be has to do with Sandy, a cowpuncher, who,
after years of work on the prairies saves
released under the title of "A Million for
$2,000, which he invests and loses in a
Mary." This is the first of the comedymining swindle. The story, however, has
drama features starring Kolb and Dill, the
a pleasant ending and Sandy not only gets
character men of vaudeville. The produchis money back, but gets a bride as well.
tion is being handled by Director Rea Berger and presents the co-stars in the famous
Anthony Coldeway is the author and Alroles of Louie and Mike.
fred Hollingsworth the director of
May Cley, a clever young actress and a " Castles in Spain," a two reel drama featrecent addition to the American-Mutual
uring Edward Coxen, Lizette Thome and
studios, appears with the funmakers in the
George Field.
role of Mary. The story was prepared es"The Good for Nothing Kid" is the
pecially for the introduction of this pair
title of a two reel subject written by Frank
of mirth-makers to Mutual followers by Al
Borzage and put in scenario form by Karl
Santel from a story by Aaron Hoffman.
Coolidge. Borzage is the star, appearing in
the part of a good for nothing son of an
In "The Man Who Would Not Die,"
another of the five reel features under way,
Eastern millionaire. Anna Little and
which will be released as a Mutual Star
various of the players who have appeared
Production, William Russell, the principal
in Mustang-Mutual releases appear in the
cast with him.
player, essays a double role. This production is from a story written especially to
Another of Constance Crawley's stories
suit Mr. RusselFs histronic talents, by will
be released by the Mutual under the
Mabel Conden. It was prepared for the
title of " Fear." It will be in two reels
screen by J. Edward Hungerford and is and presents Frank Borzage, Anna Little,
being filmed under the personal direction
and Tack Richardson in the principal roles.
of Mr. Russell, assisted by Jack Prescott.
Borzage is also directing the subject.
Charlotte Burton essays the chief sup"Love's Bitter Strength" and "Like a
{Continued on page 3914)
porting role to Mr. Russell in "The Man
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if

I shouted
get some a scenes
of Alarguerite
Clark,'
cameraman
at the Famous
Players' studio to the stage carpenter.
"What are you doing — kidding me?,"
demanded the carpenter threatingly. For
Miss Clark is only four feet eight inches
in height.
" No, I'm not kidding. I want it," replied the cameraman, and then when the
carpenter made signs which suggested a
lack of mental balance on the part of the
speaker, he preceded to explain that in
the scenes which he had in mind Miss
Clark was imprisoned in the balcony of a
French chateau. The whole set representing the interior of the chateau had been
constructed, showing not only the balcony
in question, but even the floor above, and
the only way to get those particular incidents was to erect a scaffold out in the
middle of the floor facing the balcony and
to place the camera on top of this improvised platform.
Pauline Frederick and James Kirkwood
held up all traffic in front of the Famous
Players studio in Fifty-sixth street. New
York, while they had an interesting flirtation. Of course it was all for a scene in
" The Evil Thereof," and it was done un-

tiny's Toy," in which Louise Huff is to
be featured on the Paramount Program
shortly. The action called for " Thugs "
and O'Brien thought that as long as these
" persons " would have to battle with the
police, it would be much more realistic
to have bonafide prize fighters play the
parts. It would undoubtedly add several
fistfulls of realism to the performance at
any rate. However, there are those who
did not envy O'Brien when he began calling the gentlemen of the mits all sorts of
near-polite names as he lost his temper
at their inability to grasp the technical details of the action. It was extremely debatable as to just how far professional etiquette would impel a pugilist to permit
the director to go before knocking him
into a cocked hat. O'Brien seemed to know
the secret, for he escaped " unmassacred."

Wupperman, Julia Wayne Gordon and Mr.
Drew will be seen in the principal characterizations.
Dr. Mary Walker Visits "V" Studio
Dr. Mary Walker was one of the prominent members of the General Federation
of Woman's Clubs who visited the Vitagraph studios at Flatbush recently on special invitation of Messrs. A. E. Smith and

Anna Luther (Fox)

Alice Joyce (Vitagraph)
der the direction of Joseph Kaufman, who
has charge of this Paramount picture. It
was just a flash of a scene, but they took
some time in preparing for it and rehearsing, so that there was a long line of automobiles in front of the studio which
formed an impromptu audience.
John O'Brien Proves Himself a Diplomat
John B. O'Brien is a brave man. The
Famous Players, director deliberately engaged four professional pugilists for " Des-

June Caprice (Fox)
Earle Williams, the Vitagraph star who
won favor in " My Official Wife," " My
Lady's Slipper," " The Juggernaut," " The
Sins of the Mothers" and " The Goddess,"
has received hundreds of letters of inquiry
as to the reason of his non-appearance on
the screen in new Vitagraph productions.
For the past six months Mr. Williams has
been working in a serial by C. N. and A.
M. Williamson, which was originally intended for release during the latter part
of last May. But, unfortunate weather
conditions during the winter months held
up the work, extending the time of production, which will entail work on his part
well into the summer. The serial is now
scheduled for release in September.
S. Rankin Drew has begun work on a
new Vitagraph photoplay picturized from
a popular serial by Robert W. Chambers.
It is to be a Blue Ribbon P'eature in which
an all-star cast, including Anita Stewart,
Brinsley Shaw, Anders Randolf, Frank

J. Stuart Blackton. It was Dr. Walker's
first introduction to the mysteries of motion picture production and she was as happily interested as a young girl with her first
mechanical doll.
Director William P. S. Earle of Vitagraph is working on " The Battle Cry of
War," under the personal supervision of
J. Stuart Blackton, who wrote the script
for the picture, with Cyrus Townsend
Brady. In the cast are such notable players as Harry T. Morey, Alice Joyce, Joseph Kilgour, James Morrison, Dorothy
Kelly, Naomi Childers, Templer Saxe,
Walter
Connelly.McGrail, Edward Elkas and Bobby
Barney Bernard of " Potash and Perlmutter,"
fame, Feature
is working
on aVitagraph
five-reel
Blue Ribbon
for the
Company under the direction of Paul Scardon. Other prominent players in the cast
are Marion Henry, James Morrison, Thomas R. Mills, Edward Elkas, Adele DeGrade
and Mary Maurice.
" The Girl Philippa," a story by Robert
W. Chambers, which ran in the Cosmopolitan Magazine, is being produced by the
Vitagraph Company under the direction of
S. Rankin Drew. Anita Stewart will be
seen in the title role. Others in the cast
are S. Rankin Drew, Brinsley Shaw, Anders Randolf, Frank Wupperman, Ethel
Corcoran, Alfred Rabock and Julia Swayne
Gordon.
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Betty Howe

Howard Estabrook

Frank Daniels is still working with Alice
Washburn under the direction of C. Jay
Williams in the single-reelers which are
released by the Vitagraph, weekly.
Director Eugene V. Mullin of Vitagraph
is hard at work upon a three-reel melodrama with Evart Overton, Denton Vane,
Miss Mayfield, Logan Paul and Adele
Kelly in the cast.
An original efifect has been secured by
General Director Gasnier for a new Pathe
serial now being produced by the Astra
Film Corporation.
Daring Fire Stunt Shows Nerve of Actors
George Brackett Seitz, the author, had
written in a fire at sea and in one of the
scenes a number of frenzied blazing figures are supposed to leap into the ocean.
The effect is easier written than done. Director Gasnier was not stumped, however,
he had fourteen asbestos suits made, facsimiles of the clothes worn by the actors.
Gasoline was poured on the suits and the
actors — those who volunteered for the stunt
— were set afire. The suits were rather
warm, but by swift running, the actors
managed to keep the blaze going out behind them long enough for them to reach
the rail and leap into the sea.
The cabaret set used in the third episode
of the new Pathe serial being produced by
Astra, is the largest ever erected in the
Pathe studios. During the excitement of
a fire scene one of the young women became excited and fainted. General Director Gasnier picked her up.
" A coach ! Quick, a coach !" he cried,
turning to the property man.
Director Gasnier is from La Belle France
and, when excited, his accent sometimes
denotes it. "Props" ran to the property
room. No, there were no coaches there.
He glanced out the window. By the door
of the studio there was an omnibus.
" Props " ran madly out the door and
packed the wagon to a nearby entrance.
" The coach is ready, sir," he said running back to Director Gasnier.
Gasnier gazed about. It was not in
sight.
" Outside, sir," continued props, pointing.
" Bring it here," demanded the director.
" It is too large. It takes two horses
to pull it," was the answer.
Then comprehension dawned.
" How manded
do Gasnier.
you spell your coach," de" C-o-a-c-h."
" You spell mine c-o-u-c-h. Fetch me
one quick."
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FILM SERVICE NOW AT WORK

ON NEW PHOTOPLAYS

Irene Castle

Nigel Barrie
Jean Sothern
Jean
Sothern
handles
the difficult title
" An Earthquake " Engineer
role
in
the
"
Myra
"
series
in a manner that
George Brackett Seitz, author of " The
marks her an actress of capability. The
Iron Claw," and the new Pathe serial now
brothers Wharton state that the part of
being produced by the Astra Film Corporation, has a new position. He is a Myra in this series is one of the hardest
graduate earthquake engineer.
In the fourth episode there is a tremendous earthquake, a few scenes of which
are being done in miniature. A very careful miniature was built of a Northwestern
Canadian town. The ground was made to
quake by a number of levers beneath the
marvelous toy. To have things working
exactly right Mr. Seitz got under the
miniature and, at Director Gasnier's orders,
worked the earthquake himself. The
ground crawled and swelled as per program, but the bottom of a river running
directly over the control levers — and the
ambitious young author — gave way. The
cameras were grinding and he had to stick.
Iterri — one brand new suit to the tailor's
and an unnecessary bath.
Nance O'Neil, one of the best known
emotional actresses in the country, who recently completed her contract with the Lubin Company, is busily at work reading
scenarios and plays. Miss O'Neil's plans
for the future have not been definitely settled, as she is considering several offers
Annette Kellermann in a Scene from William
from motion picture producers as well as
Fox's Million-Dollar Spectacle
three plays from theatrical producers.
parts that has ever come before them in
Under the leadership of Director-General
their long experience as producers.
Paul Dickey things have begun to hum at
Irene Castle has danced for the English
the International Studios. Harry Fox has
Queen and is back in Manhattan ready to
been engaged to play comedies, and says
that he loves screen work. Betty Howe,
act for International. Director-General
Paul Dickey and assistants have been
fresh from her comedy successes with
working eighteen hours a day.
Vitagraph, has joined the International.
Howard Estabrook is doing some of the
Nigel Barrie of " You're Here and I'm
Here " fame has been engaged to play
best work of his career as the psychic deleads for the International. Mr. Barrie is
tective in " The Mysteries of Myra."

Gaumont Players on Shipboard En Route from Florida to New York
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DIRECTORY-STAM
CHANCE

TO

(SHEEPSHEAD
THE MOTION PICTURE STUDIO DIRECTORY,
published by The Motion Picture News, will hold a contest open only to motion picture actors, actresses, cowboys
and cowgirls in conjunction with The Big Stampede, to be
held at the three-million-and-a-half-dollar Sheepshead
Bay Speedway, New York City, Aug. 5th to 12th, inclusive, 1916. The exponents of Western art and pastimes
are, through the medium of the screen, probably better
known to the general public than even the champion professional cowboys and cowgirls themselves ; consequently
the motion picture industry should be properly represented
at the big Frontier Day celebration and competitive arena
tournament, which will be held at
Sheepshead Bay under the name of
" The Big Stampede," where it can be
decided conclusively in fair and open
competition just who are the world's
champions in sports and pastimes of
Cattle-land. This contest will be
separate and distinct from the open
Stampede contest and will be open
only to men and women who have
played for the screen for a period of
not less than six months. The same
judges will officiate for the MOTION
PICTURE STUDIO DIRECTORY
contest as those who judge the various

No. 25

PROV

BAY,

NEW

So-and-so were the best types and could perform the most
hazardous and thrilling " stunts," depicting Western life
in such and such a picture. Now is the time to decide,
before an audience of a hundred thousand people daily, at
this mammoth tournament, just who excels in each particular type and style, and just what company can lay
claim to having the best exponent of the western art. We
expect to hear from Tom Mix, Art Acord, Vester Peg
(Perry), Fred Burns, Bud Osborne, Neal Hart, Walter
Cameron, Bert Gudgeon, Hart Gibson, Rose Wenger
Gibson, Jane Bernondy, Happy Jack Hawn, Nellie Hawn,
Curley Eagle, Bob Anderson, Joe Ryan, and many others
who are eligible. We will also expect
to hear from G. M. Anderson, W. S.
Hart, Douglas Fairbanks, Harry Pollard, Dustin Farnum, and many others
who will be eligible for certain events.
You will notice from the list of prizes
offered that the events include actor
horseman, depicting the best cowboy
type ; actress horsewoman, depicting
best cowgirl type; best dressed and
best equipped cowboy and cowgirl ; so
that actors and actresses who do not

perform " stunts " are also eligible.
This contest will determine championships in a fair and unbiased way before
competent judges, before the
events in the World's Championship
largest crowds ever gotten together to
contest, which is of course open to
witness such sports, on the largest and
ever>'body. THE MOTION PICTURE STUDIO DIRECTORY is
finest race-course of its kind in the
world. The management will furnish
offering prizes, and in addition free
horses for you to select from and has
advertising space in THE MOTION
Guy Weadick
PICTURE STUDIO DIRECTORY.
ample accommodations to care for
your own horses if you desire to furnish your own mounts.
The details of the contest and prizes follow on the opposite
There is no entrance fee, it costs you nothing to be seen and
page, and other announcements will follow in subsequent
issues of Motion Picture News.
compete for the prizes. Let us hear from you all, the more
Mr. Guy Weadick is the Director-general of The Stamthe merrier! Don't wait until it is all over and say that
pede and invites all of the motion picture contestants who
" you didn't know " ! If you can deliver the goods, now is
the time to prove it. If you are not here to compete some
so desire to compete in the open contest and if possible
of the unkind ones might accuse you of an attack of cold
show the professionals up. This is the golden opportunity
to settle once and for all the controversies which constantly
feet. For full information and entry blank, which is absolutely free, address MOTION PICTURE STUDIO
arise between the different motion picture cowboys and
DIRECTORY, Stampede Contest Manager, 729 Seventh
cowgirls and between the companies themselves as to just
Ave., N. Y. C, c/o Motion Picture News.
who is the best type and exponent of Western feats in filmdom. Each and every film company has at some time or
Watch for next week's announcement. — Remember the
another laid particular stress on the fact that Mr. or Miss
date, Aug. 5 to 12, New York City.
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Champion All around Moving Picture Cowboy — i solid
Actor horseman (not professional) depicting best cowgold medal.
boy type, one-half page adv. in Studio Directory.
Actress horsewoman (not professional) depicting best
Champion All around Moving Picture Cowgirl — i solid
gold medal.
cowgirl type, one-half page adv. in Studio Directory.
Best dressed and best equipped cowboy, one-quarter page
Champion Moving picture actor horseman (not professional horsein Studio Direcman) one page
tory. Bestequipped
dressed
and best
adv. in Studio Directory.
cowgirl,
one-quarChampion movter page
adv. in
Studio
Directory.
ing picture actress
horsewoman (not
Cowboy catchprofessional horseing largest number
woman) one page
of running
horses
adv. in Studio Diin one loop, quarrectory.
ter page adv. in
Moving picture
Studio Directory.
company having
Cowgirl wlio
the largest number
has the most novel
of best contestants
Scenes That Will Make " The Stampede " a Distinctive Frontier Show
will be awarded
photograph of her
taken during conhandsome silver trophy.
test, quarter page adv. in Studio Directory.
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tainable, this record has never been
equalled.
To get some outdoor scenes for the new
Theda Bara picture. Director J. Gordon
Edwards had to build an Algerian city in
the grounds behind the William Fox studios at Fort Lee, N. J. A large part of
the city was erected, at a cost of $60,000.
It extended about five blocks down a narrow street, and had mountains towering
above, in the background.
Many of the big outdoor scenes in the
new Fox picture in which Madame Bertha
Kalich is appearing were made on the
estate of E. Drexel Godfrey, of Redbank,
N. J. Mr. Godfrey has a projecting outfit
in his house, and entertained the actors
often with pictures in his own moving picture show.
Clay M. Greene, twelve times Shepherd
of the Lambs Club, and widely known as a
dramatic writer, photoplaywright and director of motion pictures, has resigned from
the Lubin Company, and is being warmly
welcomed back to New York after a three
years sojourn in Philadelphia.
Greene's first play was produced in 1870
and since that time he has written so many
plays, sketches, books, scenarios and adaptations for both screen and stage, that he
long ago lost all track of them. Twentyfive years ago he won for himself an international reputation as an adapter of stage
plays. " Greene, the play tinker," was the
title his many friends conferred on him.
He was one of the most popular Shepherds
the Lambs Club ever had and during his
long membership he wrote over one hundred sketches for the club stunts.
Three years ago the Lubin Company per-

a typical outdoor man — his riding, swimming and golfing proclivities being exceeded only by his attainments in the dance.
Olive Thomas will lend her girlish charm
to the lens for the new Hearst organization.
Miss Thomas states that she prefers drama
to comedy.
Anna Luther has joined the William Fox
Corporation. From this time forth she is
to be star de luxe on the Pacific coast. It
is said of Anna that she is the only girl on
the screen who never looks "mussed up" no
matter how hard the wind blows. Which,
in itself, is quite some recommendation.
Alex K. Shannon, who is acting with
the William Fox companies in Fort Lee,
N. J., has been elected president of the
Fort Lee Screen Club, a newly organized
social association. In four weeks the club
has grown to a membership of 225 men,
and plans are afoot to make it even larger.
At present there are eighteen classifications of moving picture employes admitted
into the club, from directors and actors,
down through men employed about the
studio. The headquarters of the organization is at Ft. Lee, and members of moving
picture establishments within a radius of
three miles are admitted to the club. It
plans to build a home on Main Street, in
West Ft. Lee, and to affiliate with the New
York Screen Club later. More than a
dozen companies have studios within the
area recognized by the association.
Wortham Erects 17 Sets in One Day
Ed Wortham, technical director of the
William Fox company whioh is now working at QifTside, N. J., has achieved a record in erecting scenes. He placed seventeen sets in one day. So far as ascer-
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suaded him to join them and during his
time there he wrote innumerable scenarios
and adapted the majority of the feature
pictures produced by that organization.
Green also directed dramas and comedies.
J. Grubb Alexander, scenario writer at
Universal Heights, is one of the staff of
that studio who left for Universal City in
advance curred
ofbecause
theAlexander,
" mainguard."
ocwho This
had long
been pining to write in the Western atmosphere, had his application for a transfer
" in " before the general transfer of Eastern Universalites was decided upon.
" I want to write Western stories," said
Alexander, who has made a reputation for
Eastern society plays, before he bid New
York adieu, " and I want to write them in
the genuine Western atmosphere. I am
turning my attention altogether to Western
drama. It does a writer good to change his
NETWORK
OF CONCRETE WALKS FOR
topics, I think."
INCE-CULVER STUDIOS
Now that practically all of the buildings
for the Ince Culver City studios are nearing completion, the work of connecting all
departments and stages by a network of
concrete walks has been taken up.
REYES PICKED FOR "UNDER

TWO

Herbert H. Heyes, who will be seen in
" Under Two Flags," a new William Fox
production, was engaged because he resembled to a remarkable degree the hero of
FLAGS"
the picturized novel.
Mr. Heyes has been leading man in many
Broadway legitimate productions.
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By J. C. Jessen
special to Motion Pictuke News.
Los Angeles, June 10.
EDDIE LYONS and Lee Moran are
home from their trip to New York,
arriving Friday of last week. They
immediately took up work at Universal
City, where as co-directors and players,
they will produce one-reel Nestor comedies, the brand in which they have been
appearing for the past four years. The
first story is named " Kill the Umpire," in
which they are supported by Eileen Sedgwick. The comedians were given a hearty
welcome by all their old associates at the
film city, and after spending an hour or
two in getting their wardrobe and effects
located in their new quarters, they began
the work of making their first subject without the supervision of Director Al. E.
Christie.
The New York office of the Universal
has sent to U City, Franklyn Farnum to
play leads opposite Ruth Stonehouse. Farnum is a legitimate stage actor, and this
is said to be his first appearance before the
camera. He will appear first in " The
Spring Song," a fiive-reel Bluebird written
by Harvey Gates, and being produced by
William Worthington. Kingsley Benedict
is to play the heavy.
In number five of " Timothy Dobbs,"
which features Carter DeHaven as the aspiring screen actor, Dobbs is forced to try
again because he learns that his sweetheart
from Centerville is on the way to California to see him. He applies at the Ince
studio at a time when a temperamental
leading man has just left, and gets on to
do a riding act, His sweetheart arrives,
and learning where he is working, goes
there immediately. She is in time to see
him ride all over the place, in and out of
the lines, and fall kersplash in a stream
which his horse is supposed to dash across.
Mary hears the bawling out from the director, and poor Tim goes in search of a
place where genius is appreciated. Bob

of

West

Coast

Milash continues as Tim's valet, Vola
Smith is Mary from Centerville, and Mina
Cunard is the leading woman of the film
company.
While waiting for sets, Wallace Beery
has filmed a one-reel comedy which has
been named " The Janitor." The director
appears as the janitor who has a pet monkey and aspirations to win the heart of the
stenographer in the hotel. The action of
the photoplay shows a dream of the janitor,
who is awakened by his employer while
kissing the monkey. Others in the comedy
are Gilmore Hammond and Ruby Cox.
" Loss or Gain " for Exhibitor Gain
A one-reel story being filmed is " Loss
or Gain," by Director Jacques Jaccard.
This is one of the "Little Stories of Real
Life " series, v/hich features Raymond Nye
and Roberta Wilson, with a supporting cast
of Jessie Arnold, W. J. Bageman and
Frank MacQuarrie. It is the story of an
industrious man with a social butterfly
wife. When deprived of the companionship of the wife, he falls in love with his
stenographer. He refuses to make known
his feelings to the girl until he comes upon
his wife enacting a love scene with one of
her admirers.
The U company, under the direction of
Jay Hunt is home from Eureka, where they
filmed exteriors for " The Wilderness
Creed," a three-reel story, and " Redwood Land" of two reels. The casts for
each includes Jack Holt, Lucille Younge,
Jack Nelson, Albert MacQuarrie and Mrs.
Jay Hunt as principals.
Redwood Land," as the title indicates,
is also laid in the lumber ,region of California, with the eternal triangle serving
for a plot.
Joker Director Allen Curtis is making a
two-part comedy, " Married for Revenge."
Two country fathers decide that their children shall marry, regardless of the fact
that they have never met. The children
refuse to do as they are bid, and each one
goes to the city, where they accidentally

Studios

meet while under assumed names. Both are
anxious to be married to revenge their
IMilburn Moranti and Lillian Peacock are
parents.
the children, William Franey, and Chester
Conklin the fathers, and Gale Henry the
old maid.
A one-reel Universal picture being made
by Cleo Madison and William Mong, is
" Tilly, the Little Swede." The co-directors
together with Charles Gumm make up the
cast. The story is that of a Swedish girl
being robbed of her money while on her
way to her home, when her father is dangerously ill. She sees the hand of man disappear from her berth in a Pullman car
and follows him, but he escapes. Later she
comes upon him, and by the assistance of
money.
companions, he is forced to return the
A three-reel western Universal now being
made by Director George Marshall is entitled Well
"
Represented." Harry Carey is
featured in this as the leader of the Diamond A ranch cowboys, who inherits his
father's estate on condition that he go
East and manage it for a year. Neil Hart,
William Quinn and Olive Golden are the
principals supporting Carey in the photoThe name of a painting, " The Grieving
play.
Dryad," serves for the title of a one-reel
Universal filmed by C. D. Bennett from
scenario by F. McGrew Willis. Bertram
Grassby appears as the heavy, an artist of
unsavory reputation, Maude Emory takes
the part of the wife and Wadsworth Harris
the husband. The woman had once served
the artist as a model, and left his employ
to escape his attentions.

Life Sav
LittleLittle
Elizabeth
James, aer"
diving nymph,~
"The
is featured in a one-reel picture, " The
Little Life Saver," being made by Director
C. S. Elfelt, in which she appears as one
of the children who dive for coins from
the beach pier. Her father was a lifeguard who becomes an invalid after an

Dorothy Dalton, Ince Star, in the Second Hansen,
Prize Car
at Ascot
Park Motor
Carnival
— Ince Motorcycle
Team En Route Across the Continent — Arthur
Driver
of Winning
Ince Car
at Carnival
and His Associate

3900
accident, whose condition can be bettered
only by an expensive operation. The coins
secured by the girl serve to pay their living expenses, and daily she saves a bit for
the operation fund. One day a doctor
swims beyond the tide ropes, and is overcome by cramps. The girl dives to his aid,
and is able to keep him up until the lifeguards can reach
informed
the bravery
of thehim.
girl, W'lien
the doctor
goes of
in
search of her, learns of the condition of
her father, and arranges for him to be
taken to the doctor's hospital, where the
necessary operation is performed free of
charge. Arthur Allardt is tlie doctor, and
Edward Hearne the father.
The magazine story l)y Edward Balmer,
" The State's Witness," has been adapted
for the screen by Walter Woods, and is
being produced in three reels Ijy 101 Bison
Director Henry McRae. Alarie Walcamp

Billie Rhodes and Betty
Compson of the Christie
Company
is the girl, Lee Hill the nortlierner, L. E.
Shumway the plantation owner, and E. N.
Wallock and Helen Wright are others
in the cast.
An aged man telling the story of his
early life, brings about the reunion of
separated man and wife, and serves as the
plot for " Memories," a one-reel Universal
drama, written and Ijeing filmed by Allen
Holubar. Both man and wife go to the
aged one for advice, and his story of how
his life was blighted causes them to realize
the importance of reuniting for their own
happiness. Holubar appears as the old
man, Paul Byron as the husband, Helen
Leslie as the wife, and Betty Schade, the
old man's wife.
The Bluebird photoplay originally named
" The First Stone," is to be titled " Wanted,
a Home." The picture lias just been completed by the Smalleys, who will next take
up the making of " Saving the Family
N'ame." This is an adaptation prepared l)y
Lois Weber from a story of the same name
by Evelyn Heath, and will be in five reels.
Mary MacLaran (formerly Mary McDonald;, heads the big cast for the subject. The film will require a number of
elaborate settings whicli are now being
prepared at U City.
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Myrtle Gonzalez and Fred Church are
to play the principal parts in another Bluebird named " The Girl of Loft Lake." being made by Director Lynn Reynolds. Many
of the scenes for this subject will be filmed
in the southern California mountains.
Scenario Editor Eugene B. Lewis has
written a five-reel drama now known as
"Under Currents," which Director Otis
Turner is filming with Flora Parker DeHaven and Jack Mulhall as principals.
Clara McDowell, who played leads for
the Biograph for several seasons, has been
engaged as leading woman for the Universal by Marshall Stedman of the U City
engagement department. She has been cast
to play in " Sea Mates," a one-reel drama
being produced by Director Francis
Powers. The story is by Powers, and the
scenario was prepared by Frank Wiltermood. Opposite Miss McDowell will be
Charles Mailes, who played many leads
with her previously.
Director Robert Leonard, Ella Hall, Herbert Rawlinson, and other members of the
Universal staff, are at Coronado Beach,
California, making exteriors for " Little
Eve
from Edgarton,"
the novel aof Bluebird
the samesubject
name. adapted
Clements Completes First Rooney Comedy
Director Roy Clements has completed
the first Pat Rooney comedy, " The Bell
Hop," and will shortly take up the filming
of additional photoplays of this character
with Rooney as the featured lead. Rooney,
it is understood, is to remain U City
for several montlis.
Director George Cochran is shortly tu
take up the iiiming of " His Big Sister,"
a drama of one reel by Calder Johnstone.
Marjorie Ellison plays the leading part,
that of a girl W'ithout means who, while
working in a hotel, discovers that her
brother has forged a check. She induces
men of influence to obtain the brother's
release.
Jack Kerrigan and company have returned from a stay of two weeks in the
vicinity of Coultersville, California, where
exteriors for " The Beckoning Trail " were
filmed. Kerrigan and all members of the
company have a good coat of tan.
Allen Forest, formerly of Universal and
later with Lubin at Coronado, has been selected by President S. S. Hutchinson as
leading man to play opposite Helen Rosson.
President Hutchinson has also added Murdock MacQuarric and William C. Dowlan,
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late of Universal, as directors of American
companies.
The Clune Film Producing Company has
about completed all sets for its next production,The
"
Eyes of the World," and
Director Donald Crisp is now selecting

Pat Rooney and Ed Sedgwick
Universal in " The Bell Hop,"
players for the various parts of the subject. Active production will begin soon.
Gus Inglis, of the firm of Willis and
Inglis, who has been in New York for the
past four or five weeks making arrangements for eastern representation of the
firm, is now on his way to the coast, having completed negotiations with Arthur W.
Kane of 224 West Forty-second street,
New York. With this connection, the firm
of Willis and Inglis will be in far better
position to serve their individual clients, as
well as the independent producing companies they represent.
The Rolin Phunphilm Company are
finishing the Lonesome Luke burlesque of
"Julius Caesar" for Pathe. One of the
scenes to be made was that of the chariot
race, and before it was completed, the sets
in use were practically smashed to pieces.
The cause of the breakage was the catching of Lonesome
on through
a chandelier. The horsesLuke's
dashedwhip
madly
a fountain and thus the stapc was flooded.
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Activities In and About Universal City: (Left to ricrht) Bri^hTti S. Young, Head of Knights of Pythias, Visists Universal Zoo; Robert Leonard Company
at Colorado Beach; Phillips Smalley Company at a Ranch Near Los Angeles
Several days the players worked on exterior locations for this, and the costumes
worn gave old Sol the opportunity of his
life to perpetrate a goodly number of sun
blisters.
The Italia-American Film Company has
been organized by Italian capitalists of San
Francisco, and has opened a studio at 1500
San Pablo avenue, Berkeley, where they
are filming a six-reel subject which has
been titled " Pam's Daughter." Scenes for
this are laid in Italy, and the direction is
in charge of Hal Mohr.
The title for the E. and R. subject originally named " Dynamited," has been
changed to " When the Clock Cuckooed."
This week a comedy is being made under the working title of " Rival Detectives,"
wherein a man and a woman of the police
force are detailed to arrest a female crook.
The crooks get in their work, and the two
detectives are deprived of their stars, which
are awarded Sally and Napoleon. Annette
DeFoe, Eugenie Ames and Walter Rogers
appear in the cast under the direction of
J. J. Franz.
Director Al. E. Christie is making " The
Deacon's Widow," from a scenario by
Arthur Mackley. This comedy has a small
town atmosphere, with Billie Rhodes as
the vampish widow. Nolan Leary is the
juvenile who falls for her winsome ways,
but he cannot secure the inheritance left
him by his father unless the bride is given
an official O. K. by his guardian. Deacon
Sneak. The deacon decides he wants the
- widow, until she attends an ice cream sociable and there stages an oriental dance
which shocks the longhairs. The deacon
then gives the juvenile the inheritance and
a big cash bonus besides if he will get her
out of town and prevent further scandal.
Eddie Beery appears in the part of the'
deacon.
No Ad. for a Lemon
Another Christie company is making
'' Her Sun Kissed Hero." No, this is not
an ad. for a lemon, but a comedy which
gives Dave Morris the role of a life guard
at a beach. Two college youths are in
love with the fair dame, Betty Compson,
but the supposed bravery of the lifesaver
causes the girl to turn them down for
him. The college boys learn he is mariried, the part of the wife being played
'by Harry Rattenberry, and they induce the
-wife, Jo. make a parade on the beach with
the six small children when the guard is
cooing nearby with the girl. At the same

time they have a fisherman jump overboard and feign drowning, and show the
guard to be a coward.
Both companies at the Selig studios began the making of new pictures during
the past week. Director T. N. Heffron is
filming " The Old Man Who Tried to Grow
Young." Al W. Filson appears in the
featured part of the photoplay, an elderly
man of wealth who desires a young wife,
taken by Vivian Reid. In his search for
youth, he comes upon a Hindoo faker,
who sells him a formula which will rejuvenate him. This, however, proves to be
but a poor hair dye. He discovers the
girl he wishes to wed is in love with his
secretary, and he finds ways and means
of putting the young man out of the way.
But alTairs are eventually righted, and the
young people come into their own, which
points out the mockery of the old man
in attempting to regain youth. Charles
West and Harry Lonsdale appear in good
parts in the photoplay.
A story of a very unusual plot is being filmed by Director Robert Daly. This
is named " The Germ of Mystery." A
scientist succeeds in finding a toxine taken
from a spider, which can be used for medicinal purpose:; under proper conditions.
Ordinarily, however, the toxine is a deadly
poison. A spider is stolen from the laboratory, and an inventor who has perfected a new explosive is killed. The death
is charged to the scientist, but detectives
he secures are successful in proving his
innocence. Guy Oliver is the scientist,
Frank Clark the inventor, Fritzi Brunette
the inventor's daughter, and others playing important parts are Lillian Hay ward
and James Bradbury.
Margaret Gibson is appearing in the
featured part of "A Good For Nothin'
Brat," being filmed at the Horsley studio
by Director Charles Swickard. Fred Montague, Margaret Faust, Louis Durham and
Dave Allen take the other important parts.
Another two-reel photoplay in production at the Horsley plant is named " A
Woman's Reputation." This was written
by Crane Wilbur, who appears in the part
of a gentleman gambler, who accidently
murders a man in a gambling place when
the stranger insults a society woman.
Supporting Wilbur in the picture are May
Gaston, Leo Smith, Harrish Ingraham and
Corrine Bradford.
The Horsley Club comedy company has
just filmed "The Hero of E. Z. Ranch,"

with George Ovey in the featured part.
Practically all of the exteriors for this
comedy were made on a big ranch at Tropico, where about twenty-five players were
used every day during the past week. Supporting Ovey in this are Claire Alexander,
Louise Horner, Janet Sully, George George
and Louis Fitzroy.
Four Fine Arts Subjects Completed
Four features were completed at the
Fine Arts studio last week, and within
the next few days all of these companies
^vi\\ take up the filming of new subjects.
With the completion of the feature
adapted from the Bret Harte story " In
the Carquinez Woods," Director Alan
Dwan and the lead, Douglas Fairbanks,
departed for New York, where they will
make subjects at the New York studio
of the Fine Arts. They were accompanied
by Jewel Carmen, who will play leads opposite Fairbanks in one or more subjects.
In the picture just completed, Fairbanks
appears in the steller role, that of a halfbreed. One of the last scenes made was
that of a forest fire from which the halfbreed rescues the girl of the dance halL
Fairbanks in performing this, was painfully burned, but it did not interfere with
him completing his scenes for the picture.
The Norma Talmadge-Tully Marshall
picture, originally known as " The Dope
Fiend," has been completed in every particular and renamed " The Devil's Needle."
The photoplay has for its leading role, an
artist who is induced to resort to drugs
for inspirations when he fails to make
advancement in his chosen profession.
The drugs cause him to sink to the lowest
depths of humanity, and then there is a
reformation. The picture is the first made
under the direction of Chester Withey.
Another Triangle subject completed has
been named " The Old Player." DeWolf
Hopper plays the featured part, that of
an actor overtaken by old age and pressing financial conditions. While fulfilling
an engagement with a stock company he
becomes interested in a fatherly way in
an ingenue, taken by Bessie Love. Director Lloyd Ingraham was in charge of
filming
" The story
Old Player."
The Irish
featuring Mae Marsh
and Robert Harron, completed by Director
Paul Powell, is to be known on the screen
as " The Marriage of Molly-0." In the
photoplay Powell has introdticed some new
ideas, spoken of at the studio as fantastical episodes in which fairyland scenes are
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shown. The purpose of this being to impress upon the audience the romantic and
poetic character portrayed by Harron, who
tells Mae Alarsh the story of a troublesome fairy. Exceptionally beautiful scenery
was found to serve as locations, and the
pictures are said to have the appearance
of oil paintings.
A farewell dinner was given Director
Dwan and Douglas Fairbanks by Fine Art
studio pla>ers and other friends Friday
evening at the Hoffman cafe. The guests
numbered about fifty, and there were numerous sparking after-dinner talks and impromptu entertainment stunts provided hy
the film people.
Master George Stone of the Fine Arts
studio has been loaned to Thomas H. Ince
for his appearance in a Kaj-Bee photoplay
starring William S. Hart. Little George
has pla>ed leading juvenile roles in four
or' five Fine Arts releases, and is considered the most finished actor of his age
connected with the Los Angeles filming
colony.
The contributions of the Fine Arts Triangle studio to the Actors' Fund endowment, has been increased to beyond the
twelve, hundred dollar mark. The list is
headed hy D. W. Griffiths, Sir Herbert
Tree, and practically every member of the
organization contributed according to their
means.
The William Fox third company directed
by Richard Stanton, has gone to Yuma,
Arizona, for exterior scenes to be used in
their first subject, which has been titled
" The Beast." George Walsh and Anna
Luther are the principals, with Hershall
Mayall and Harry Devere as principals of
the supporting cast.
Unusaal Actor in " Honor System "
Meter Louis Eytinge, whose release
from the Arizona prison practically all Ad
clubs are trying to secure, was induced to
play a minor part in the Fox film, " The
Honor System," when Director R. A.
Walsh and company were at the Arizona
prison at Florence. Eytinge edits a magazine entitled Postage, from the prison, the
magazine being published in Boston. His
business getting letters first attracted attention of the advertising men, and they
\ave since sought his release. With the
exception of recutting the photoplay. Director Walsh has the picture completed.
The Canadian northwest story being
filmed by Fox director Oscar Apfel, which
stars William Farnum, is to be named

Scenes from Horsley-Mutual Productions:
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" Hope " or " He Rides With Hope." Exteriors for the photoplay were made at
Huntington Lake timber region recently.
The Lasky photodramatic department is
to be discontinued at the studio, and will
in the near future be conducted in connection with the New York office of the
company. Hector Turnbull has already
left for the east, and will be in charge there
of a staff' of writers for the preparation
of photoplays. The continuity writers will
remain at Los Angeles, but the majority
of
plays w'ill be handled by the New York
office.
Laskj' director George Melford has returned from a vacation, and is at work
on the filming of " The House of the Golden Windows," which co-stars Cleo Ridgley
and Wallace Reid.
Marie Doro, star for the Laskj^ Companj^
productions, last week gave a dinner party
at her Hollywood home in celebration of
her birthday anniversary. Among the
guests were Charles Chaplin, who presented the hostess with a practical miniature motion picture camera. Following
the dinner, lights were secured from the
Lasky studio, a scenario was quickly written, and a small photoplay was made with
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, Elliott Dexter
and Miss Doro as principals.
Film Colony at Auto Fashion Parade
Many members of the west coast film
colony took part in the Memorial Day races
and auto fashion parade, held at Ascot
Park, Los Angeles, under the auspices of
the California Committee of the Actors'
Fund endowment. This proved entirely
different from any event of the kind previously staged in this portion of the country, and attracted a fair-sized crowd, which
added a goodly sum to the fund raised by
the California Committee.
The principal race event was that of
ten miles for the photoplay championship
and trophy offered by Barney Oldfield.
The event was won by a Mercer car named
" Civilization," owned by Thomas H. Ince,
and driven by Arthur Hansen; time, ten
minutes and six seconds. Ashton Dearholt of the American Film Company, Santa
Barbara, driving a Premier owned by William Russell, took second place. The third
entrant was Wallace Beery, director at
Universal, who was a dangerous contender
for first place until the fifth lap, when a
tire was thrown.
In the five-mile motorcycle race, Wake
Walters of L-Ko took first place in four
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minutes and forty-seven seconds. Frank
Good, former professional and registered
A. A. A. driver, gave an exhibition mile
in fifty-three seconds. Good is now
cameraman at the Fine Arts studio.
There were about fifty contestants in
the fashion show, and the winner was selected by the crowd in the grandstand, the
one receiving the greatest applause being
named the winner. Five were first selected, these being Edna Goodrich of
Morosco ; Myrtle Gonzalez, Universal ;
Myrtle Stedman, Pallas; Dorothy Dalton,
Ince Kay-Bee, and Pricilla Dean, Kalem.
The cars were all very attractive, and the
fair
in fashion's
latest drivers
decree. were
In thegowned
final selection
Miss
Dean won the greatest applause, and was
awarded first prize. Dorothy Dalton was
honored with the second trophy. During
the afternoon there were comedy pictures
made by L-Ko and Keystone companies.
Charles Murray of the Keystone was master of the day, and the program provided
an afternoon of continuous merriment.
Richard Bennett and his children and
Adrianne Morrison, leading woman, who
are to play in American multiple reel subjects, arrived in Los Angeles the latter
part of last week, and after a few days'
stay here, will go to the Santa Barbara
studios. They were met in Los Angeles
by President S. S. Hutchinson of the
American Company, who is now dividing
his time between the Los Angeles Mutual
producing studios and those at Santa Barbara. Subjects in which Mr. Bennett will
play have not been definitely decided upon.
The L-Ko comedy makers have finished
the
of " Billy
SpringArmstrong
Fever," a and
one-reeler
whichfilming
features
a bevy
of pretty girls who take part in a fashion
show staged in a canoe promanade at one
of the local parks. Since the finishing of
this picture, Armstrong has been working
in another in which he attempted to do a
wire walking act, and fell from the top
of a telegraph pole. At first it was thought
he was fatally injured, but he is now on
the road to recovery, and will be able to
resume his work shortly.
Morning mail recently brought to Director Francis Ford of the " Peg o' the
Ring" serial definite news of the sale of
a copper mine in Arizona of which he was
practically sole owner. Mr. Ford had considered the mine little better than worthless, and when the news of the sale came
to him, he declared a holiday for all members of the producing company.
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GENERAL MANAGER McGEE IS GUEST
OF COL. AND MRS. SELIG
James L. McGee, general manager of
the Selig Pacific Coast studios, Director
Colin Campbell, Marshal Neilan and others
of the Selig Company who remained in
Vicksburg, Miss., to film battle scene pictures, returned to Chicago on Monday,
of " The Crisis "
production
S.
June
is about The
completed
with the exception of
one or two scenes which were reserved
for Chicago. Mr. McGee expects to return to Los Angeles within a few days.
Mr. Campbell will remain in Chicago for
some time to superintendent the cutting
and trimming of " The Crisis " negative.
Mr. McGee was a guest to dinner at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William N. Selig on Wednesday evening, June 7. The
dinner was given in observance of Mr. McGee's birthday anniversary. His brother
from Milwaukee, Wis., was present.
KEAN APPOINTED BY LOCKWOOD
Special io Motion Picture News.
Vancouver, B. C, June 10.
As a result of a recent visit made to
Vancouver by E. B. Lockwood, cinematographer representing the Selig-Tribune
weekly in the northwest, it is likely that a
representative for British Columbia will
be appointed in the person of A. D. Kean,
who has for some years been active in this
territory, and has covered everj' important
center in British Columbia. Most of his
subjects were, however, released by himself for use in local houses, altliough in
recent months he has supplied considerable
of the material used in the Ford Canadian
Monthly.
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Two
Players
of Note
at Work
in in
" Where
Love Isand" for
Ann Murdock
Appeared
for Number
of Years
Frohman Successes,
Henry Edison
Stanford
Is Remembered by His Appearance
ANN MURDOCK, the Frohman star,
and Henry Stanford, an actor best
known to the American public by his appearance in the role of Jerry, with Laufor
Heart,"
o' My are
" Peg nces,
Taylor
rette
engaged
one thousand inperforma
at the Thomas A. Edison, Inc., studios in
New York in the production of a five-reel
feature picturization of " Where Love Is,"
n of Among
J. Locke's
William the
an
of
membersnovel
that name.
of adaptatio
the company that is playing in the support of Miss Murdock and Mr. Stanford,
are Leonie Flugrath, Mabel Trunnelle,
Bigelow Cooper and other Edison players.
The first scene of the picture was filmed
on June 5, and it is expected that fully
two months will be required to complete
the production.

as Jerry in " Peg o' My Heart "
port of Laurette Taylor in " Peg o' My
Heart," was leading man with Viola Allen
in " The White Sister," and with Eleanor
Robson in " The Dawn of a Tomorrow."
When the new theatre in New York was
opened, Mr. Stanford was chosen to play
the leading roles in the productions offered there. Recently he has been appearing at the Century theatre. The majority
of the members of the supporting cast in
the picture are widely known to the public through their appearances in Edison pictures.
" Where Love Is " is one of a series
of five-reel features that are being made
at the Edison studios.

William J. Locke, the writer of " Where
Love Is " is one of the best-known of
present-day English noveltists. The story
of studio life in England was adapted for
the screen by Edward H. Griffith, head of
the Edison scenario department. The
photoplay not only follows the story of
the book, but it contains many skillful
touches by which the whimsical charm of
the original tale is preserved. Ann Murdock not only is talented and beautiful,
but she has a secure reputation and many
admirers.
For a number of years she appeared in
Frohman's successes.
Mr. Stanford besides appearing in sup-
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LOUISE HUFF WILL MAKE FIRST
APPEARANCE AS STAR FOR
FAMOUS PLAYERS
Louise Huff makes her first appearance
as a featured player in the Famous Players-Paramount release for June IS, "Destiny's Toy," which was written and directed by John B. O'Brien. The major
portion of the action was staged on Block
Island, with a cast including J. W. Johnston, John Bowers, Harry Lee and others.
This is Miss Huff's second Famous
Players role. She was seen in that company's adaptation of " The Old HomeSpecial music has been arranged for
" Destiny's Toy " by G. Schirmer, the
music publisher.
stead."
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EXCHANGES

PATHE BANQUET IN KANSAS CITY TO
Dallas Is Tribute to Efforts of
CELEBRATE BIG BUSINESS
" Film Frolic and Vodvil " in
Exchangemen and Exhibitors
A banquet was given at the Hotel Baltimore, Kansas City, Mo., by employees of
S. Hart, and Mabel Normand mixed with
THE Film Frolic and Vodvil, presented
the Pathe exchange there, who took this
to the Dallas people Sunday, June 4, Theda Bara and Clara Kimball Young —
method of celebrating the largest business
afternoon and evening, under the auspices
the crowd " got so excited about the thing,
of any month done since the national
that they pulled up the chairs and used
of the newly organized Dallas Screen Club,
was a success.
pront-sharing plan of Pathe went into efthem for flappers to applaud with " — this
fect.
quotation according to Jim Kelly, in reEverj' exchange manager in Dallas
The principal address was made by C. S.
worked to make the affair successful.
marking of the success of the entertainment.
Edwards, branch manager, but nearly all
Billy Byrd of the Fox exchange was the
present said a few words. Those present
The Dallas Screen Club was recently or"vodvil director"; C. A. Clegg of the
ganized to afford an organization for the were : E. E. Heller, K. A. Agnew, Darline
Mutual was " ticket man " ; Ned E. Depinet
exchange men and exhibitors where matO'Dell, Mary Bowman, Hattie Bolton, Ruth
of the Consolidated office had the treasurters of importance to the trade could be
Richards, Emma A. Guenther, C. S. Edership ; C. A. Logan of the Southern World
thrashed out. The success of the show
wards, Jr., and William Beckenstine. Much
exchange directed the publicity and adenthusiasm was rrianifested throughout the
means that a great deal of important work
vertising campaign for the event; while
may now be accomplished by that body.
E. T. Peter of the United was one of the
proceedings.
House Committee; Lew Remy, Triangle,
was the official " programmer" ; and — well,
Chaplin Pictures Are in Constant Demand in Kansas City
everj' exchange man in the town was something or other. In addition to the exchange
Territory; Gill Enthusiastic Over Business
managers, R. H. Campbell of the Labor
publicity man of the Universal, is just as
THE Chaplin pictures are going great in
Temple assisted in securing music, Jimmy
Kansas City, Mo., according to P. O.
enthusiastic
o' the
Kelly of the Consolidated and C. A. Walkand declares regarding
that it will" Peg
surpass
any Ring,"
other
Proctor, manager of the General Film
er of Motion Ficiure Journal were responserial
ever
on
the
market.
Company exchange in that city. The Gensible for a novelty film.
H. G. Hill, manager of the Motion Piceral is handling '' Police " and from reports
Beginning Thursday afternoon, the
emanating from that office, the film will be
ture Supply Company, is more than enthudowntown district of the city was invaded
siastic regarding the business of his new
a record breaker. The Wonderland theaby thirty-four pretty girls, stenographers
tre of Kansas City, a downtown house, has
enterprise.
Gill's of
venture
and inspectors from the various exchanges,
has just been Although
in the fieldMr.a matter
four
booked it for seven days, which Mr. Cropin a ticket selling contest. A man would
weeks,
he
reports
business
as
exceedingly
per says is the longest run on any Chaplin
have a vision of " loveliness bedecked in
good. He is now carrying a full line of
picture ever made in that city. When the
lighting fixtures and a ventilating system,
many pennants and ribbons " — then the
Apollo
ran
"
Carmen,"
it
had
it
for
two
fireworks would start — and Gosh ! How
in addition to the regular line of supplies.
nights, and the second evening broke all
those girls could talk. Of course, the guy
He feels sorry he did not start in this line
records for attendance at that house. Conbought. The stunt was repeated Friday
earlier in life.
sidering the fact that the Apollo is in the
and Saturday, and the house was sold out
An announcement m.ade with regret in
front rank of K. C. theatres, it must be admitted that Chaplin is getting by fairly
one sense and with the greatest of pleasfor
both
performances
by
two
o'clock
Saturday.
ure in another is that pf the recent apwell. Both " The Floor Walker " and
The show included four acts of vaude- , " Police" were passed by the Kansas state
pointment of John W. Hicks as assistant
ville, a pianologue, a sister team of singbranch manager of the Oklahoma City ofboard of censorship without the resemblance of an elimination.
fice of the General Film Company. A reing and dancing, a real " nigger " comeorganization, which recently took place, put
dian, and a harmony-four that was strong
Ted L. Morse, formely of the General
that office under the direct supervision of
on all brands of song. Then, mixed beFilm Company, is now working out of the
tween the vaudeville, were six reels of
P. O. Proctor, Kansas City manager of the
Kansas City office of the World Film Cornew film, pre-releases, and the one reel
General, with the result that both branches
poration, having succeeded J. S. Stout, who
novelty.
are managed by him. A. L. Teagarden,
recently left there for the Salt Lake City
The novelty film contains more stars
formerly manager of the Oklahoma City
branch of the World. Mr. Morse, whose
than ever appeared in one film before.
territory will be principally Kansas, is a branch, resigned and in his place Mr. Hicks
There are five or six prominent on the
was appointed. His positior. carries the
very popular person among the neighbortitle of assistant branch manager, although
ing exhibitors, and in his new position as
Triangle program, four from Paramount's
he is in complete charge of the office in
producing organizations, two from Fox,
traveler will undoubtedly extend his acthat section, being responsible to Mr. Procfour from World, eight from V-L-S-E,
quaintance.
tor alone. No one has yet been appointed
To hear the managers of the exchanges
one from Kleinc. With the co-operation
of the exchanges, the film was made by
in Kansas selling serials talk about this
to fill Mr. Hicks' place here.
clipping that part of the first reel where
class of pictures, one would get the imfFIIITE IS IN CHARGE OF MUTUAL IN
pression that the greatest thing in the
" introduction of characters " takes place,
OKLAHOMA
world is a serial picture. However, it is
and the many short strips combined in one
reel.
M. S. White, former manager of the
a fact that they are going in great style.
Mutual office in Fort Smith, Ark., has sucC. S- Edwards, Jr., local manager of the
Al Russell, of the Metro exchange; had
ceeded H. A. Bandy as manager of that
Pathe, recently discovered that he had
promised to "lecture a picture" if the big
concern in Oklahoma City. White has
show did not get the audience on its feet
booked thirty-eight Kansas City houses for
been going upward for the past three years,
"The Iron Claw," in addition -to having
near the end — but happily for Al, it wasn't
since he started in the film business in the
bookings on the picture taken every day
necessary. With Charlie Chaplin sandfor the next six weeks., George Bowles,
wiched between Billie Burke and William
United exchange in Dallas.
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CARRICK ESTABLISHES EXCHANGE
IN CLARKSBURG, WEST VIRGINIA
C. V. Carrick of Philadelphia on his recent southern trip established an exchange
in Clarksburg, West Virginia, which will
be ready for business on June fifteenth.
This will be known as the Universal Film
Exchange branch of the Interstate Film
Company and will handle all releases of
the company, including Bluebirds, Red
Feathers and the ixegular Universal service.
Pathe's " Who's Guilty " is taking unusually well for a series in that territory,
where series as a rule are less popular
than serials. The exhibitors have booked
the releases up to June twenty-seventh to
the number of ninety-eight theatres.
The Supreme Feature Film Company,
Harry F. Grelle, manager, has booked
" The Dumb Girl of Portici," with Pavlowa, to the Forrest theatre, a large legitimate house, for a run of two weeks. The
picture is being advertised in all daily
papers just like a regular theatre attraction and will be put on with a symphony
orchestra. The prices will be twenty-five
and fifty cents. The office of the Supreme
Company is at 1325 Vine street.
The Monarch Film Company, the Empire Film Company and the Attractive Film
Company, now occupying the building at
1223 Vine street, have been given notice
to move in two weeks as the building will
be torn down. This is part of the property
owned by the Quaker City Cab Company,
which purposes to erect at once a large
seven story film building on the site, which
runs from 1215 to 1223, inclusive. The
rest of the property is unoccupied by
insignificant dwellings. The building is to
be seven stories high, of fireproof construction, and will contain all facilities for the
proper handling of films. Several other
buildings have been planned, but before
reaching fruition were for one reason or
another allowed to fall through.
SAN
FRANCISCO
FILM EXCHANGE
BOARD
OF TRADE
MOVES TO
HEWES BUILDING
The Film Exchange Board of Trade of
San Francisco, with which practically all
of the exchanges of the city are now affiliated, has removed its headquarters from
the Merchants National Bank Building at
New Montgomery and Market streets, opposite the Palace Hotel, to the David
Hewes Building at Sixth and Market
streets. When this organization was formed
a year and a half ago, great care was tak<?n
to see that every step made conformed in
every respect to the provisions of the law,
and offices were taken adjoining those of
M. L. Asher, attorney for the Board of
Trade.
For a long time his services were in
frequent demand, but now that the organization is in smooth running order he is
called less frequently in consultation and
it was thought best to remove the offices
nearer the center of the film exchange industry. Most of the important exchanges
are located vvithin four blocks of the new
quarters and Manager Fred Peachey is
enabled to reach any of these on short
notice when occasion arises.
In addition to having more space at its
command for general offices in the new
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quarters, the Film Exchange Board of
Trade has also arranged for the use of a
large assembly hall and its meetings can
be held with more comfort than formerly.
The organization has proved its value to
the industry through its recent effective
fight against censorship in its locality and
through its victory in causing the rail*
roads to set aside their proposed restrictions on the carrying of film as hand baggage within the confines of Greater San
Francisco. It has also been instrumental
in bettering conditions in the film business
to a great extent through curtailing credit
and effecting collections.
DENVER

EXCHANGEMEN INVADE
LOS ANGELES
Los Angeles film exchange row has been
invaded by former Denver exchange employes, and the new men in this field, Harry
Lustig of Metro, W. H. Cree of General,
and Field Carmichael of Fox, find almost
the reverse to that of their former work.
In Denver practicall)' all of the business is
taken care of by mail, fully eighty-five per
cent of the theatres being located outside
of Denver and its suburban towns. There
are but five cities in that territory with a
population of twenty thousand or more,
nine of ten thousand or more, and sixty
of one thousand and less.
The Los Angeles territory is almost the
opposite, as more than fifty per cent of the
theatres of the territory are those in Los
Angeles, and about fifteen per cent are
located in towns a short distance from Los
Angeles, and so close that the managers
find it to advantage to personally deliver
and carry home their films. In one respect
the Los Angeles territory is a good deal
like that of Denver — some of the patrons
are eight or nine hundred miles from the
exchange. The Denver territory includes
Colorado, southern Idaho, Utah, western
Kansas, New Mexico, Nebraska, and a part
of South Dakota. The Los Angeles territory embraces southern California, . Arizona and southern Nevada.
STOUT SEES IMPROVEMENT IN
BUSINESS ON PACIFIC COAST
X. K. Stout, manager for the Mutual
Film Company, San Francisco, states that
there are strong indications of an improvement in business, and he thinks that the
next three or four weeks will see a change
for the better among the exhibitors generally. His firm's plan of going into specialties is meeting with unusual . success,
and in many features they are running to
capacity business, particularly in the Chaplin output.
Sol. L. Lesser, head of the Golden Gate
Film Exchange, and All- Star Feature Distributors, recently gave a private exhibition
of "Where Are My Children?" to a selected group of prominent people, who pronounced it a superb production.
LAURENCE IS IN CHARGE OF V-L-SE
ADVERTISING IN CHICAGO
Gordon Laurence is now in charge of
the publicity department of the VitagraphLubin-Selig-Essanay, Inc. Chicago Exchange, and will assist exhibitors in the
preparation of newspaper advertising copy.
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MONTREAL
UNIVERSAL BALL TEAM
WINS ANOTHER VICTORY
Baseball has taken firm root among the
film men in Montreal. The unbeaten Universal Stars completed their third game
of the season, at Atwater Park, on Saturday, May 27, defeating the Tivoli C. C.
Club, by a score of 19 to 9, and from all
reports the game was a brilliant affair,
which may have been because most of the
players were formerly members of big
league teams. The C. C. Club has stars of
note. Red Kauffman, one time was star
of the Rochester Athletic Club; J. Marks
is from the Winnipeg Maroons; H. Kauffman is from the Yokahoma Baseball Club;
A. Kirsch is from the New York State
League : J. Rosenthal, the Lachine Ball
Club ; A. Sawyer, the Boston Up State
League ; T. Conway, the Old Canadian
League; H. Lubin, the Tri State League,
and J. D. Lightstone, the Nelson, B. C,
Boundary League.
The Universal players are : E. Groneau, late of Fordham College ; T. Byerle,
late of the University of Pennsylvania; S.
Taube, the Pacific Coast League ; S. Darwin, the Ottawa League ; G. Nicholas of
the Grecian Stars ; E. McMahon, from St.
John, N. B., ball team; H. Barry, the New
York Giants, and J. Orkney is from the
City Senior League.
HOWE

BUYS INTEREST IN ASSOCIATED, KANSAS CITY

G. B. Howe, formerly assistant manager of the Universal Film and Supply
Company, Kansas City, Mo., has resigned
and is now manager of the Associated Film
Service. He purchased a controlling interest in that company from H. G. Gill,
who organized it the first of February.
Mr. Gill will devote his time to the Motion Picture Supply Company, which firm
he recently organized and which has offices
adjoining the Associated Film Service.
Mr. Howe had been with the Universal
for three years, working up to the position
of assistant manager from that of accountant for the company. He announces that
there will be no change in the policy of
the Associated Film Service, except that
some new Universal pictures will soon be
added.
PATHE EXCHANGE IN BANGOR, ME.,
WITH BERMAN IN CHARGE
Pathe Freres announces the opening of
an exchange in Bangor, Me. Alfred Berman,
formerly manager of the General Film
Company in Boston, New Haven and
Albany, will have charge of the office. Exhibitors inMaine find that difficulties in delivery of films by express and other exigencies, and the privilege denied them of
looking over films before booking places
them at a disadvantage. To obviate this
situation the Pathe company is establishing
an exchange in Bangor.
BRYSON TAKES DESERVED REST
Manager J. V. Bryson of the California
Universal Exchange, Los Angeles, is on a
two weeks' vacation which he is spending
at Minneapolis, and during his absence the
exchange is in charge of Dave Burshon.
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STEE^ MAKES RECORD OPEMNG AN
EXCHANGE IN WASHINGTON,
D. C, FOR UNICORN
What is without a doubt the record time
for establishing an exchange is the opening of the Unicorn branch in Washington,
D. C, by A. G. Steen, manager of the
Philadelphia exchange.
Arriving in the Capitol City at 8 P. M.
on May 22, by ten Mr. Steen had his location decided on, and the Philadelphia office
on the long distance phone. Tuesday
morning saw all necessary matter from the
parent office on hand and by 3 o'clock
eight hundred circular letters were on their
way to nearby exhibitors. Now came a
small army of painters, paper hangers, carpenters and electricians. By 4 P. M. Wednesday' every workman was ont, the building metamorphosed for its new purpose
and five weeks' releases on its shelves
ready for customers.
The rapid growth of the Unicorns in the
Philadelphia territory- necessitated the opening of the Washington branch, which is
located at 439 Ninth street, N. V\'., in the
Plaza Theatre Building and occupies three
floors.
This week a branch office was opened in
Wilkes-Barre by Mr. Steen. The managers of these new exchanges have not yet
been appointed.
Unicorns are now being shown in Philadelphia at the " Million Dollar Globe " as
the only pictures in connection with the
vaudeville program of this theatre. The
manager, David Sabloskey, well known in
film circles, generally reports a good reception for these pictures, with the some program running one week.
RYDER CONCENTRATES EFFORTS ON
"THE LITTLE GIRL NEXT DOOR"
The Universal and Bluebird exchanges
have vacated 183 Jefferson avenue, Detroit, and have moved to splendid new
quarters at the southeast corner of Cass
and Fort streets, where they occupy the
first floor and basement of a fireproof brick
building. As soon as all the alterations are
completed and the fixtures installed, invitations will be sent to every exhibitor in
Michigan to attend the formal opening.
Manager George Weeks says it will be
" an affair worth while."
The Michigan-Metro Film Corporation
will temporarily continue at 183 East Jefferson avenue; in the same building is located the Unicorn Film Exchange under
the management of W. D. Ward, who, by
the way, reports business to be far ahead
of expectations.
Robert S. Bendell, manager of the Bluebird exchange, has recovered from his recent illness and is feeling as good as ever.
He also reports unusual brisk trade in
Ohio and Michigan. His road staff comprises J. L. McCurdy for Michigan and
Ira H. Cohn for Ohio.
John E. Ryder is concentrating liis efforts on "The Little Girl Next Door"
which is running indefinitely at the Grand
Circus theatre, 301 Woodward avenue, Detroit. Mr. Ryder just completed some
splendid work for the Essanay on the
" Mary Page " serial.
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City Universal Exchange

Under Guidance of Bowles,
OUPPLYING both the motion picture
exhibitors and the newspapers with
news and feature stories through the same
medium, is the feat being performed successfully bythe publicity department of the
Kansas City Universal exchange. Believing the ordinarg house organ of exchanges
grows dull to the exhibitors and has no
chance whatever of having its stories reprinted by newspapers, George H. Bowles,
head of the publicity department, began,
upon taking up his duties with the Universal three months ago, a real motion picture
newspaper, which is known as The Universal Weekly.
As the name implies. The Universal
Weekly is issued once every seven days
and goes to 900 exhibitors in Missouri and
Kansas and 300 newspapers. As a result,
the editor is not only keeping the exhibitors
interested in Universal plays and players,
but is landing a great deal of newspaper
publicity each week as a result of both
dailies and weeklies reprinting stories from
the columns of The Universal Weekly.
But that is not the only claim of the little picture newspaper. It now has a paid
circulation of more than six thousand and
a total circulation of 7,500. Shortly after
the paper was born, exhibitors began writing to the editor asking if they could not
purchase the Weekly in lots to give to their
patrons each week to keep them interested
in Universal plays and players. A low
price was quoted on lots as small as 250
and the orders quickly came in.
Mr. Bowles hit upon The Universal
Weekly plan as a result of coming from
the newspaper ranks. He recently resigned
from the Kansas City Star as assistant city
editor to take up the Universal's publicity
work.
Before leaving the Star he also

Mitchell, Manager

of Laemmle

the Film Business "
TAKE MITCHELL, manager of the
J Bluebird exchange, Omaha, since it
was established, is now manager of the
Laemmle Film Service Company, to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of F. A.
Van Husan, Jr., manager for the last seven
years, vv^ho resigned to conduct the business of the Western Supply Company,
which he recently established here.
J. W. Jackson was appointed Mr.
Mitchell's successor to take the place of
George A. Rogers, who resigned as assistant manager to go with Van Husan as
manager of the Western Supply Company.
Van Husan and Rogers have seen
the Laemmle branch in Omaha grow
to be one of the most important in the
country. Their accomplisiimcnts as film
men are known to all in the industry in
that section of the country. They are still
in the motion picture business, handling
supplies only, however, and that is a source
of gratification to their many friends.
General Manager Morris Fleckels of the
Laemmle exchanges will be in Omaha next
week to name a new manager for the Bluebird exchange. He will probably promote

Brings Out a House

No. 25
Organ

Old-Time Newspaper Man
handled the motion picture columns and
there found that • most of the publicity
stories sent out by the different companies
were unfit for newspaper use, at least without rewriting or cutting. Therefore, he decided when joining the Universal forces
that there was only one way of reaching
both the newspapers as well as the exhibitors, and that was through a motion
picture newspaper made up of short crisp
feature and news stories. And right from
the start, the newspapers were quick to
scent a departure from the old-style press
agent stuff, and began reprinting stories
from the weekly as well as commenting
upon the paper editorially.
The Universal Weekly is a three-column
sheet of four pages, gotten up in a conservative style, with editorials and a screen
criticism column. On the first page the
more important news and feature stories
are displayed and a regular style, both as
to heads and the use of words, is adhered
to throughout. There is no exaggerated or
false promises made for the advance pictures.
The head publicity department of the
Universal in New York liked the paper
and its idea so well that copies of it were
sent to every Universal exchange with the
request that each issue a similar paper.
Indianapolis and Oklahoma City already
have started house organs fashioned after
The Universal Weekly and Detroit, St.
Louis and Wichita are considering it for
the near future.
One thing the editor of The Universal
Weekly always impresses upon the exhibitors is that to get big results they must advertise. Through this advice, he is bringing the newspapers and the exhibitors closer together for the benefit of both.
Exchange

in Omaha,

Knows

from A to Izzard "
one of the Omaha men to Jackson's place
as auditor.
Mitchell's rise in the film business hasbeen steady but sure. For ten years hewas a private correspondent for Carl'
Laemmle, and was also the head of theBlackstone Film Company of Oklahoma
City, Okla. He went to Omaha as publicity
man for Van Husan and from that position stepped into the managership of theBluel)ird exchange. He has built up a demand for these new films in the Omaha
territory until Bluebird pictures may be
seen anywhere.
Jackson went with the Laemmle exchange in Omaha as bookkeeper.
That .
was two years ago. Ability won him promotion and placed him in line for the
assistant managership.
The success of the Laemmle branch
under the management of Van Husan and
Rogers is confidently expected to continue
under Mitchell and Jackson, with the constant growth due such an establishmeiit in
a territory as rich as that supplied by
Omaha. No other changes in the exchange -:
are expected.
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Foreign

Parts
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Australia

Views

special to Motion Picture News.

May 1.
THE most important recent event in film
circles has been the presentation of
D. W. Griffith's spectacle " The
Birth of a Nation," by J. C. Williamson,
Ltd., at the Theatre Royal, at the highest
prices yet charged for a motion picture entertainment inAustralia, the highest being
six shillings and the lowest one shilling
(approximately $1.50 and 25 cents). Although the " Nation " is wholly American
its apearance in this country at such a time,
when war is the chief topic of conversation, will go a long way toward making the
picture a success from a financial standpoint. It was impossible to obtain a seat
at the opening performance, half an hour
before it was timed to start.
- The remarkable contrasts of home life
and battle scenes portrayed in the picture
all have the effect of making the spectator
realize the evils of warfare. The deeds
of heroism were loudly applauded and the
whole audience at the Royal were carried
away with enthusiasm. When a foreign
people becomes so enthusiastic over the
history of America it is not hard to imagine
what a reception the " Nation " must
have received in its own country. Mae
Marsh and Henry Walthall, and particularly the latter, won more applause than the
other members of the cast. A splendid
orchestra of thirty members rendered appropriate music, the most conspicuous
being " In the Gloaming."
The allegorical scenes that were shown
in the picture in America have apparently
been cut, as they were not in the film
shown here. J. C. Williamson has adopted
a shadow stage for the screening of this
and other pictures, and it helps very much
to concentrate the mind more on the subject, as only the screen is visible.
The Sydney Bulletin announces that
" owingof toFoxwinter
Adelaide
home
Filmsconditions
has been the
closed
down
by the J. C. Williamson Co., Ltd."
Vera Pearce, the talented young artist
who has appeared in a number of photoplays, recently carried off first honors in
a beauty contest conducted by T. H. Eslick, an American who manages a vast
amusement area in Sydney, known as the
White City. Miss Pearce won out of a
total of 780 entries.
The Colonial theatre has been taken over
by Hoyt's, Ltd., who intend making extensive alterations prior to reopening. The
Colonial was one of the first theatres to
be built in Sydney by that enterprising
pioneer, J. D. Williams.
Waddington Adds Theatre to List
Waddington, Ltd., has added another

as

Novel

Stunts

Films

theater to its list, this time the enormous
Glaciarium which has been for the last
four or five years under the control of
West's, Ltd. The Willoughby production
of " Joan of Arc of Loos " is the opening
feature under the new management.
Alfred Rolfe, who is making a series of
industrial pictures for Australasian Films,
Ltd., is at present taking scenes at the
Lithgow Small Arms factory, N. S. W.
" Peggy," the Triangle play with Billie
Burke, proved so popular that it has been
extended an extra week's run at the Crystal
Palace and the Lyric theatre, three weeks
in all.
Australasian Films, Ltd., has produced
a multiple reel drama featuring Richard
Lang, and will be releasing it shortly.
The sixth Triangle program at the Lyceum, Sydney, consisted of the " Disciple "
(Kay Bee); "His Picture in the Papers"
(F. A.), and "A Game Old Knight" (Keystone). The audience did not appreciate
the slow acting in the Ince picture, but
Fairbanks jumped into fame from the outset and bids fair to rival Charlie Chaplin.
Other features being screened include
" Should a Mother Tell," " A Gilded Fool,"
" The Walls of Jericho," " Chimmie Fadden " (Lasky) ; "Commanding Officer"
(London); "Her Great Hour" (Equitable), and "The Flash of an Emerald"
(World).
George Darrell, who wrote the story and
starred in the Eraser Film production,
" The Sunny South," some time ago, is at
present appearing in a series of Shakespearian plays with Allan Wilkie at the
Adelphie, Sydney.
A fire occurred in His Majesty's theater,
Hobart, last week, during a matinee performance and a large number of valuable
films were destroyed. The operator was
also severely burned about the arms and
legs.
John Gavin, who was joint producer of
the " Martydom of Nurse Cavell " with
Post Mason, is now at work on a farce
comedy subject featuring Ernest Vockler,
who has gained a considerable amount of
notoriety through his theatre lobby Chaplin
impersonations.
Rawdon Blandford, producer for the
Southern Cross Film Company of New
Zealand, is at present in the forest districts of that country making scenes for a
multiple reel picture entitled " The Test,"
a story of the survival of the fittest. The
scenario is by William Satchell, author of
" The Toll of the Past," and a recent novel,
" The Greenstone Door." Nada Conrade
has been engaged as leading lady for the
production
of " Theis being
Test." screened in two
Edmund Breese

Made

There

photoplays — " The Song of a Wage-Slave "
(Metro, at the Australian, and "The Walls
of Jericho"), at the Strand.
Variety, a newsy paper conducted by
Martin C. Brennan of the Brennan-Fuller
vaudeville circuit, has begun a page or so
devoted to motion pictures. Walter Sully
is in charge of this department. Footlights, another vaudeville paper, also began
a " movies column " recently.
Slipping on " Founded on Fact "
" Murphy of Anzac " is a three reeler
produced by John Matthews for the Eraser
Film Company, and is described as a
" thrilling patriotic war drama founded on
fact." It is founded on fact, but that is
where it ends, for the finished picture is
almost farcical. Archie Eraser has been
in the business long enough to be able to
get hold of a much better scenario than
the one produced. John Matthews, the
producer, is an American and he has made
the Australian soldiers do the American
drill, which, of course, is a big mistake.
The photography is the one good point of
the whole production. The settings are
very cheap, and some scenes aboard a
troopship are incorrect. The story is inconsistent al through. It runs as follows :
Murphy returns home from work to find
his " gal " waiting for him to come to a
party she is giving. Arriving there Murphy
is the only man not in khaki, and Smith
(Martyn Keith) hands him a white feather.
Murphy enlists and discovers that Smith is
a spy ; he pitches the latter overboard. The
Anzacs attack the enemy. Smith, who has
swum (must have been some swimmer) to
the shore has been recognized by the enemy
commander. They are driven back and
defeated; meanwhile Murphy has been rescuing the wounded with the aid of a donkey. A sniper gets him, and fatally
wounded, he saves the life of the General
before collapsing. Daniel T. Lalor plays
Murphy creditably, while the remainder of
the cast, Ethel Bashford, Clive Earnham,
and Martyn Keith do the best possible under the circumstances. As a picture entertry.
tainment Murphy
"
of Anzac " is nearly
the worst attempt yet made in this counI paid a short visit recently to the city
of Goulburn, N. S. W., which is about 150
miles south of Sydney. The public are
fairly well served with photoplays, three
theatres running nightly, the Lyric, Empire
and Majestic. Fox and Metro are booked
to start shortly at the Majestic, while the
Lyric shows Paramount and World. Triangle and Equitable usually form the chief
attraction at the Empire. Goulburn is a
growing city of 12,000 inhabitants.
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Irene Howley, who plajs the leading female role in " The Purple Lady," a forthcoming Metro release, has received a
peculiarly appearing dog, all crated and
everything, at her suite in the Colonial
Hotel.
The dog is the gift of an unknown admirer, and the only clue she has is that it
came by express from Bayside, L. I. She
took the strange critter to the Bide-A-Wee
home, and had an expert go over the dog
with sounding instruments and X-ray
paraphernalia. The expert pronounced the
dog one of the finest specimens of a Mosquito hound that he ever laid an eye on.
The Mosquito hound, which is indigenous
to the shores of Little Neck Bay, is not
found in any other quarter of the globe,
save in the unrestricted section of Harrison, N. J.

Bruce, George Irving, Maurice Costello
and other Bayside dog fanciers, always
carry a Bayside Bugle (advt.) with them
to call back their dog.
Miss Howley has named her pet hound
" Amos Keeto." She intends to raffle him
off during the height of the mosquito season, and give the proceeds towards building a shelter station at Bayside where the
trains stop.
APPENDIX. — This report comes to us anonymously. Thereit are,
however,in well-founded
reasons
for believing
originated
the Metro publicity
department. Analysis shows this; to wit:
Paragraph
forthcoming
release."
This
expression1. is" Apeculiar
to the Metro
above publicity
department, where the inmates have learned to
say it in their sleep. That may be why it is
said so frequently, " at her suite in the Colonial
Hotel." Pleasant
Miss Howley
No. 96NewSharrott
avenue,
Plains, lives
Statenat Island,
York
(ring right hand bell) and not at the Colonial
Hotel. This, being a concrete fact, would not
likely be known in the aforesaid offices.
Paragraph 4. " Going round and round with
great Forty-second
velocity." Astreet.
popular sport at Broadway
and
Paragraph
5.
"
Jim
Corbett,Bugle
Cliff
Bruce,
* *
* * always also
carry(it amust
Bayside
— ."
A true
statement,
be
admitted)
typical
of
this organization.
Paragraph 6. " » ♦ ♦ Bayside, where the trains
stop." Also true and also typical.

Were it not for the fact that Miss Eyton
is now a distinguished visitor to our
pleasant little city, we would never dream
of reprinting this verse from the Vicksburg
Herald :
Perhaps you do not realize
Just in a day or two ;
You have really captured Vicksburg;
We are all in love with you.
Your gentle girlish modesty
Your smile and oh, such eyes !
Your
" Thehycnotize.
Southern Girl,"
Are acting
things ofthat

Vol. I.

No. 25

TALK

LONGACRE

Chester Beecroft, recovered from his
long session in the hospital, has joined the
American-Mutual forces.

The dog belongs to the pointer breed,
and has a sharp beak, something after the
fashion of an ant eater. It is ambidextrous, and can run either backwards or
forwards. Its hair is covered with a phosphorescent coating, and it works as faithfully and efficiently at night, as in the day
time. The Mosquito hound cannot bark,
but it hums beautifully. This is the decoy song that attracts the guileless mosquito.
Then, too, when wet, the dog emits
an odor that has something of the aromatic tone of citronella. This fragrance
invariably attracts countless mosquitoes
who foregather on the dog's back, and
roll and tumble in his long hair. When the
hound finds that he has a full party aboard,
he starts to chase his tail, going round and
round with great velocity, until the unfortunate mosquitoes become dizzy and
fall off his back. Most of them are killed
outright, and those that escape instant
death are maimed and crippled for life.
The only ones that avoid injury altogether
are the veteran mosquitoes, who know the
Mosquito hound and his traits. They have
learned long ago to volplane off his back to
safety.
Once a Mosquito hound flushes up a
covey of choral mosquitoes, it is difficult
to get him to retrieve. Jim Corbett, Cliff
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" There's
One candear
hearMiss
the Bessie
ladies Eyton
say ; I "
While they gaze in admiration
At your poses in the play.
Do linger here for just as long
As you can make your stay ;
For there will be some aching hearts
When you have gone away !
Not only is the world of books and
magazines the poorer, but the screen has
lost a fast-developing asset in the death of
Harris Merton Lyon, in New York, June 2.
Mr. Lyon, who, at the age of thirty-three
had won himself a secure place in the
literary world, had recently announced his
plan to turn his attention toward pictures.
ONE of the best news sources this side
of the Mississippi River* is responsible for these facts concerning the elevators in the Leavitt Building: It is customary for one of the film concerns on an
upper floor to set the clocks ahead ten
minutes in the forenoon, and ten minutes
back in the afternoon, thereby adding twenty minutes to the working day; on a lower
floor the same custom is in vogue, except
that the clocks are twenty minutes ahead
or behind, and still lower down the variation is forty-five minutes. Consequently,
if one leaves his office on the top floor
to goto to
twelveten,o'clock,
will
get
the lunch
streetatabout
or two hehours
previous, establishing something of a
world's record for express elevators. Getting back is the rub, however. If he leaves
the street level at ten o'clock, it will be
nearly one before he reaches his office.
• Telephone Bayside 2696.
Time out while we extend hearty congratulations toHerman L. Gantvoort and
Miss Gretchen Morris, who were married
in New York, Tuesday, June 6. Mr.
Gantvoort is well known in picture circles;

Ten cts. a copy
Bayside, L. I., June 12, 1916

EDITORIAL
from Bayside to Fort Lee,
Another thing which we and a hard trip at the best,
it seldom is. President
should have, is an early ex- which
press train to the city; we Peters would do well to look
mean one running about into this, we suggest.
seven o'clock or thereabouts ;
Local News
so many of our citizens now
— ClilT Brucc's auto was in
being engaged in studios at quite
up Sunday night
Fort Lee or Yonkers or about a12 smash
m, Clifl not being in the
other places far removed, car himself, which was a lucky
we maintain. Another car,
and it being necessary for thing,
with the
" L. we
L. "hear,
on theto
and initials
belonging,
them to be on hand in time side,
young actress living at the
to get made up, the regular aSavoy
Hotel in N. Y. dashed out
trains run too late to be of of a side street and hit Cliff's
service. It is a long way car a good wallop. Nobody was
hurt much, but Cliff's car looks

like an explosion
in
tory. lift
Cli: hopes to get a new
car out of the mix-up, especially
wire facif thehismanchaufTeur
with " says.
L. L. " is the
one
— The BUGLE does not make
threats, but if Bill McCormick,
of
Y. doesn'twe quit
our N.subscribers
will annoying
have to
I<rint
what
we
have
heard about
him.
— Geo. Irving was at the theato see Olga Petrova tre,inTues.a eve.,
new play.
— Too much rain this week has
been bad for the motorists, but
the L. I. railroad has benefitted.
— Bob Mclntyre and wife are
now iji Bayside for the summer,
they occupying the same house
with Pearl White.
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Current: Lubin Comedy and Drama: Scenes from "Otto the Reporter," "Two Smiths and a Haff " and "The Scapegrace'
he contributed largely to the success of
Motion Picture News Studio directory.
Miss Morris is a native of Cincinnati, and
is rapidly making a reputation in New York
as a singer.
William Fox, through his press department, now admits adding the word " photoplay " to the English language. The coinage of the word came about through its
use in an electric sign in front of the New
York theatre, seven years ago, and the
expression was quickly picked up by the
press. We recall the sign perfectly, and
are inclined to endorse Mr. Fox's philological record. Contestants will please file
their claims at once.
Hector Turnbull, who returned to the
coast after a short visit to New York, four
weeks ago, is back in town. He has moved
his waste basket into the Lasky offices in
Fifth avenue, and will have charge of the
scenario department in the East for an indefinite period.
MILO BEGINS WORK

IN BALTIMORE
Baltimore, June 10.
The Milo Film Corporation, recently organized in Baltimore, has begun work on
pictures. A picture taken at the Oriole
Park ball grounds several days ago was
shown during the early part of the week
of June 5 at the New theatre, and attracted much attention.
The Milo Film Corporation is now at
work on -a comedy and a drama which
will be released shortly. It is understood
that the concern will sell its productions
to one of the leading New York picture
concerns.

"U"
JUVENILES
DIRECTED
BY A
WOMAN FOR "KIDDIE SUBJECT"
Special to Motion Picture News,
Los Angeles, June 10.
Lule Warrenton, who has been a member
of the Universal stock company for more
than three years, playing feature character
parts, has been placed in charge of a juvenile company, which is taking up its first
picture, a one-reeler, entitled " The Calling of Lindy."
Only children will appear in the subjects, made under the direction of Mrs.
Warrenton, and a number of stories have
already been prepared by the directoress.
Mrs. Warrenton has been on the stage all
her life, and is in every way qualified for
this work.

Kathlyn Williams and Charles F. Eyton Married on Coast ^
Romance Between the Star of Hundreds of Selig Reel Life Romances and Manager of the
Morosco-Pallas Studio Began Over the Footlights Ten Years Ago
Special to Motion Picture News.
actress' ability and beauty. A strong friendLos Angeles, June 10.
ship grew between the two and they became
A ROMANCE which began over the engaged. After the wedding day was set,
footlights in Salt Lake City ten years
a lovers' quarrel caused them to drift apart.
ago between Kathlyn Williams, star of
More than a year ago they met in this city,
hundreds of Selig reel life romances, and
renewed their friendship, and the trip to
Riverside resulted.
Charles F. Eyton, manager of the MoroscoMiss Williams is one of the best known
Pallas studio, Los Angeles, led to their
and beloved stars of filmdom, and has no
marriage, Friday evening, June 2, at Riverside, California. The couple are now on a doubt played in more successful subjects
honeymoon trip of one month through the than any other present day photoplay aceast, and later will make their home in
tress. From her earliest success, " The AdLos Angeles. Accompanied by friends, they
ventures of Kathlyn," which by the way
drove to Riverside, where the marriage
was the first photoplay serial, she has been
ceremony was performed by Reverend I. D.
a favorite in this country as well as in all
foreign lands where American films are
Van Arnan of the First Methodist Episcopal Church. In the bridal party were Juan
shown.
Charles Eyton has been affiliated with
de la Cruz, Mr. and Mrs. Robert von Saxman, Mr. and Mrs. Al. W. Filson, and Mr.
theatrical and motion picture enterprises
and Mrs. Edward J. LeSaint.
for the past fifteen years, in association
The romance had its inception when Miss
with Oliver Morosco. Since the inception
Williams was a member of the Willard
of the Oliver Morosco Company, he has
Mack stock company in the Utah city. Mr.
been general manager of the organization,
Eyton went there to see a play for Oliver
and manager of the Pallas-Morosco studio.
Morosco, and was greatly attracted by the
J. C. Jessen.
James Kirkwood Signs with American to Direct Miss Minter
Company Will Put on a Series of Features with Her as the Star — Director Is a Picture
Maker of Seven Years' Standing
TAMES KIRKWOOD, well-known phoTo-Morrow" and "Rags." He also diJ toplay director, has signed a long term
rected "The Gangsters of New York," a
contract with the American Film Company,
successful picture made at the Reliance
and has left for the American studios at studios and released by Mutual. As a Reliance director Mr. Kirkwood made two
Santa Barbara, where he will begin the
direction of a series of features starring
one-reel pictures a week for a year.
Mr. Kirkwood is forty years of age. He
Mary Miles Minter. The contract negotiis a member of the Lambs, the Players
ations were conducted by President Freuler of Mutual.
and the Screen Club.
After a successful stage career, Mr.
OCTAVIA HANDWORTH WILL BE
Kirkwood began directing pictures seven
STAR OF ARROW FEATURE
years ago at the old Biograph studios,
when David Wark Griffith was directorBecause of her effective work in an imgeneral there. He put out a number of
portant role in Handworth
Pathe's "Who's
picture versions of Klaw & Erlanger proseries, Octavia
will be Guilty?"
starred
ductions, among them " Classmates," in in a feature drama to be produced by Arwhich, Blanche Sweet and Henry Walthall
row when the present series is finished.
Miss Handworth, a well-known figure
were
staxted.
'
----Mr. Kirkwood directed ten pictures for- on the stage and the screen, was engaged
Famous Players, featuring Mary Pickford,
by President Shallenberger of the Arrow
and played important roles in these offerCompany on her recent return from
Europe, where she appeared for several
ings, among them " The Eagle's Mate,"
years in pictures and on the stage.
" Behind the Scenes," " The Dawn of a
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This latest and greatest Universal
Serial — '15 weeks — 30 reels has got them
all beaten — yes, not alone beaten but entirely
all
outclassed in power of crowd getting — in thrills —
punches — and
in story
— in swiftness
of action
. . that's
whyin hundreds
thousands
of Exhibitors
have .pronounced
"Peg O' The Ring" a
HUGE
BOX
OFFICE
ATTRACTION
that is getting the money in gobs for thousands of Theatres. Huge inj
conception, unique in plot, different in atmosphere, new and clever in the
manner it is staged and fascinating more and m^re as the episodes come and,
go "Peg O' The Ring" stands out alone as the BEST serial on the market today

got

0

TME

RlN(i

— has the "pep" in it, has the action, the sets, and gives the public
of this country exactly what they want in distinctly new
and clever serial erltertainmenl . The very fact that it gives
the public what it wants is why it is winning out BIG
everywhere. Headed by the two greatest Serial Stars—

GHEATEST
SHOW

PICTURE

•v.

GRACE

CUNARD
AND

FRANCIS

FORD

ind including a huge cast of talent, acts»

—

incidents and real circus events, "Peg O'The Ring" tops them all. Book it now
for the big money in it. Book it for the
added prestige, popularity and pro\
fits itwill bring to you. Communicate with your nearest Universal
Exchange for more facts and fig
/5
ures and be sure to ask for a
copy of the smashing big Ad
campaign book that tells you
how to put this great serial on
in a manner that will keep your house packed for 15
straight weeks. Write today. Tomorrow may see
it in che hands of your competitor.
Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
CARL LAEMMLE, President
'The Largest Film Manufacturing
Concern in the Universe"
1600 Broadway
New York
so

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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ON

THE

T
SE
REGULAR
UNIVERSAL

An

Unparalled

Achievement

the costly and
THE achievement of putting ION
famous DORSEY EXPEDIT
TRAVEL
on the regular Universal Program, estabUshes a precedent that has never been equaled in
the entire history of Program Pictures. Here's a
series of Travel pictures that are as distinctly different from the ordinary so-called Travel pictures
as day is from night. The famous DORSEY EXPEDITION TRAVEL PICTURES are wonderful
indeed, and of a quality that will
draw capacity House for
every single week
/vi^t
yare_
the
shown.

pktures

PROGRAM

for Universal

Exhibitors

its vast
Mighty Universal
the resources,
ONLY
financial
able to with
handle ANY
moving picture proposition, would think of
such a wonderful move as to put a tremendous
quarter of a million dollar feature ON THE REGULAR UNIVERSAL PROGRAM without one
single solitary cent extra to regular Universal Program Exhibitors. Were this colossal Feature in
the hands of some special feature concern. Exhibitors would have to
pay a huge fee to secure it
and whatever they paid, would
be money well spent, for the
DORSEY
PICTURES
are great.

IrvHa"- -p9

OW the Universal
can afford to put
on the regular program such a tremencous
feature costing over a quarter
of a milllion dollars is the astonishment and the speculation of the trade. The fact
that WE HAVE DONE IT
at not one cent extra cost to
regular users of the Universal Program is the interesting part. If you are
NOT a user of the Universal Program, try to secure itfor your territory
immediately.
If ycu
can't secure it now,
watch your opportunity and get it. This
huge feature can be
booked at attractive
rates to Exhibitors
not using versal
the Program.
UniGet more facts
from any change
U today.
ex5^"= AO-

UNIVERSAL
FILM

p8 \ icai^ V

MANUFACTURING
CO.
CARL LAEMMLE, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern
NEW YORK
1600 BROADWAYin the Universe"
Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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WAIT!

CREATEfT

COMEDIAN

HAVEN

WORl-D^^r

Create5*t

Comedies^

Somsthing new, startling
ly o." ginal and clean.
Minus the vulgar
slap-stick, the cheap and
suggestive — -just clean.
A series that will delight
fans and pack the Exhibitors' houses.
Carter De Haven, the
King of modern
comedy brings to
this remarkable
series a freshness,
and exuberance that
is captivating and fascinating. Everything
from cast to direction
will be unusual and
attractive.
The series, names and
de ails soon to be announced, will be
directed by Wallace
Beery, who is staking
a well earned reputaticn
on achieving something
different from anything in the
comedy line from anything
ever attempted. Your nearest
Universal Exchange can give
you more facts. Investigate now
UNIVERSAL
Film Manufacturing Co.
Carl Laemmle, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe'
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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I
New

Laws

and

Court

Decisions

This department is designed to keep the industry informed of all news concerning new or projected laws. Federal,
State, County or Municipal, that may affect the business, and all events involving any branch
of the trade with the authorities in all sections of the country
CANADA

Exhibitors' Fight to Gain Sunday Opening Right in Wichita,
Kansas, is Under Way; Restraining Papers Filed Against
Authorities
HTHE exhibitors of Wichita, Kans., who
•*• recently announced their intention of
fighting an ordinance for prohibiting picture theatres from opening on Sunday, have
launched into their campaign with legal tallent and much opposition. On May 29 eight
exhibitors filed papers in the district court,
seeking to restrain the city commissioners
and the chief of police from enforcing the
ordinance against Sunday pictures. The
petition alleges that the ordinance is void
because the commissioners have no legal
authority to adopt it; that it is in violation
of the Kansas constitution and infringes
on the rights of citizens as outlined by
the constitution of the United States.
Numerous other reasons are urged for the
repeal of the ordinance. The suit is
brought by Joe C. Fox, L. G. Hicks, Don
Powell, A. R. Ford, J. M. Benson, C. C.
McCollister, E. L. Martling and the Southwestern Amusement Company as joint petitioners.
Fifty Wichita churches, through their
ministers, have begun the opposition and
have retained O. A. Keach, a prominent
lawyer of the city. His staff will be three
men from the Public Morals Committee
of the Ministerial Alliance, as follows : Guy
L. Brown, for four years supervising theatre censor for the city commission and
church federation of Trenton, N. J., and
leader of the " Clean Theatre Movement "
in New Jersey; Rev. W. W. Bolt, and
Rev. J. C. Beitel.
E. C. Mills, of the Mutual Film Corporation, of Kansas City, will probably
handle the case for the Wichita exhibitors,
although this has not j-et been definitely
decided.
A public demonstration for Sunday pictures was held at the Palace theatre there
on Sunday evening, June 4, at which the
crowd was larger than the capacity of the
house. Rev. L. M. Birkhead, pastor of the
Unitarian Church, presided. He spoke
briefly in favor of clean, uplifting pictures
on Sunday as well as on week days. He
was followed by other well-known citizens
of the town. The principal address at the
demonstration was made by Mr. Mills, who
made an impressive speech.
He declared that the theatres did not
want Sunday shows unless the majority of
the citizens did, a condition which he believed existed. The Wichita Ministerial
Association had been invited to send a

speaker to talk against Sunday shows, but
declined on the ground that the subject is
a question of law which the courts must
decide, and that debating it will have no
effect one way or other on the dicision of
the court.
When the application for the injunction
was called up for hearing, on June 3, it
was postponed until June 17, owing to the
absence from the city of City Attorney
James Conly.

MAY HAVE FEDERAL
CENSORSHIP
Chairman Horne, of the Manitoba provincial picture censor bureau, assumed his
duties on the morning of June 1, and Frank
Kerr, who held the same position with the
Winnipeg censor bureau since its organization in 1910, dropped out of office automatically, the city bureau having ended its
existance on May 31.
In this connection it is interesting to note
that Winnipeg was the first citj' in Canada
to establish a censor bureau for moving
pictures. Mr. Kerr has staled that he believes that ultimately a federal bureau will
be established for the whole of Canada.

Bluebird Plans National Campaign to Push Trade-mark Value
Merits of the Plays Will Be Emphasized by Sure-Fire Methods, Says General Manager
Hoffman— Consistent and Continnous Advertising Is His Idea
patronize theatres where Bluebirds are
decidInc., has
s, change
BLUEBIed RD
to makePhotoplay
a radical
from the
shown.
This will
be a sporadic
' flash,'
but
a consistent
andnotcontinuous
advertising
usual method of photoplay exploitation,
and will soon begin a national campaign to campaign that will proceed for many
months in papers of tremendous circulabuild up the trade-mark, emphasize the
merits of the play, and establish public
confidence in its productions. Stars will
" We are prepared to combat the arguments of the numerous element always
not be advertised, but the entire company
ready
to
decry an innovation. There will
will be equally mentioned whenever individual players are referred to, hereafter, in be exhibitors who will declare that photoBluebird publicity.
plays cannot be established along lines that
followed to create the value of a comGeneral Manager M. H. Hoffman, in aretion."
mercial trade-mark. There will be others
making the announcement, points to the
who
will
insist upon "stars" and "big
Sphakesperian truism that " The play's the
thing," and states that Bluebird admits it. names " to plaster in front of their theatres.
But we fully expect to convince these ex" The promoters of theatrical attractions
hibitors of the folly of their honest convichave found the play and not the player to
tions
in
due course of time."
be the most important part of their enter" It must be remembered that patrons of
prizes. After spending thousands of dollars to make a star, the investment has time
photoplays are becoming more discriminating every day. Too often have they been
and again been lost for the reason that, regardless of the merits of the star, a play trapped into buying tickets because a ' big
suitable to the individual artist could not be name' was attached to an inferior photoplay. The public has too long indulged itdiscovered."
self in the beguilement of 'big names.'
" Bluebird is prepared to go forward on
There is sure to be a reaction, and Bluethis radical basis, and we are confident of
bird is preparing for the harvest that will
success. In the first place we know the
evacuate when the public understands that
nature and merits of the plays we will preBluebirds may always be depended upon
sent for several months to come, and, fortified with this knowledge, we intend to
for consistently superior entertainment."
convince the public that the Bluebird tradeEDNA MAYO PREPARES FOR WORK
mark stands for the best in photoplaying,
IN " RETURN OF EVE "
production and photography regardless of
Edna Mayo is preparing to begin work
the transient notoriety of any individual
on the Essanay production of " The Reartists employed in the casts."
turn of Eve." Representatives of the com" We have decided upon a national campany are now in the Georgian Bay counpaign to embody newspapers and billposttry seeking an island setting for the scenes
ing, to exploit the Bluebird productions as which require such a location. The interior
a whole. In this way the exhibitors of
will be completed before the playBluebirds will have audiences inclined to scenes
ers go to the lake countrv for exteriors.
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Illustrating " The Inner Struggle,"
AMERICAN-MUTUAL FILM DELICACIES
(Continued from page 3S93)
Knight of Old" are two other two reel
subjects now under way at the AmericanMutual studios. In the first Edward Coxen,
Dizette Thorne and George Field have the
chief parts. The piece was put into scenario form by Anthony N. Coldeway from
a story by Nellie Brown Duff.
" Like a Knight of Old," from the story
of the same name by B. M. Bower, offers
Art Acord and Nita Davis as the leads. It
is being filmed by William Bertram and
deals with a misfit motion picture outfit
which tries to " shoot " scenes in the cowcountry and becomes involved in a stage
hold-up.
LOCKWOOD AND MAY ALLISON AT
THOUSAND ISLANDS FOR "ONE
CYLINDER SAM" SCENES
Despite the backward summer and the
continued cold water and belated bathing
season, a Metro-Yorke company of players
now working at the Thousand Islands have
been obliged to turn polar bears, swim in
the icy water and absorb the spray from
racing motor boats. The company is
headed by Harold Lockwood and May Allison, and includes Lester Cuneo, Bert
Busby, Lee Walker, Philip Masi, Dan HanIon, Lillian Halpern and Mrs. Mathilde
Bnmdage. Henry Otto, the new Lockwood-Allison director, is in charge of the
crew.
The players are at work on the fivepart feature, " One Cylinder Sam," which
was adopted by Director Otto from the
novel, " Sam," written by E. J. Rath. Much
of the action of this story is laid around
the Thousand Islands and Director Otto
anticipates obtaining some novel effects.
While there he will photograph many picturesque localities that have never been
seen upon the screen. " One Cylinder Sam "
is a comedy-drama, with plenty of thrills
and a mystery story.
BIRMINGHAM, ALA., IN "SEE
AMERICA FIRST"
The Gaumont Company will show views
of Birmingham, Ala., in its scenic, " See
America
June are
21. located
The largest
steel millsFirst,"
in the ofSouth
there.
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An American-Mutual Masterpicture, with Winnifred Greenwood and Franklyn Ritchie
Eighteen Stars of the Universal Forces Will Appear in Pictures
for the Week
ING BAGGOT, Mary Fuller, Herbert
•t*' Rawlinson, Ben Wilson, Violet Mersereau, William Garwood, Thomas Jefferson, Paul Panzer, Edith Roberts, Eddie
Lyons, Lee Moran, Billie Rhodes, Edna
Hunter, Gale Henry, William Franey, Hobart Henley, Francis Ford and Grace Cunard, stars of " The Adventures of Peg O'
the Ring," all appear on the Universal program for the week of June 19.
One by one the East Coast players are
leaving for Los Angeles. Even King Baggot may go. Baggot has the position of
honor on the program for the week of
June 19, appearing in the five-reel Red
Feather drama, " The Man from Nowhere," inwhich he is supported by Helen
Martin. On the same day Neal Burns,
Betty Compson and Ethel Lynn disport in
the Nestor comedy, " Wanted, a Husband."
On Tuesday, June 20, Herbert Rawlinson and Agnes Vernon share honors in
" The False Part," a two-reel Gold Seal
light drama, which is followed on the same
day
by theWilliam
Imp comedy,
" HisandPicture,"
in which
Garwood
Violet
Mersereau play the principal roles. Thomas Jefferson and Zoe Bech, his little costar, share the screen in the Big U drama,
" The Grip of Crime," on the same day.
Mary Fuller in the two-reel Victor detective drama, " The Scarlet Mark," is the
star of the program for June 21. Miss
Fuller is supported by Joseph Girard. On
the same day. Animated Weekly, No. 25,
and the L-KO howler, " The Jail Birds'
Last Flight," with Billie Armstrong, Carmen Meyers and Gene Rogers, will be released.
" Behind the Secret Panel," a three-reel
drama in which Paul Panzer, William
Welsh and Sonia Marsel take the principal roles, will be released on June 22
as the feature of the day. It will be followed by the Power's comedy, " The Young
Harry Benham and little Edith Roberts
Sleuths."
make
a delightful pair of sweethearts in
the Imp comedy drama, " The Heart
Wrecker," which will be released on June

of June 19
23. On the same day Lois Weber and
Phillips Smalley reissue " The Rosary,"
which, although four years old, is considered to be one of their masterpieces.
Just so the day won't be too serious, Eddie Lyons, Lee Moran and Billie Rhodes
cavort abdVit in the Nestor two-reel comedy, "What Could the Poor Girl Do?"
The supernatural and life after death enter in a large measure into the Bison tworeel animal drama, " The Ghost of the
Jungle," which is said to be one of the
eeriest productions in which Rex De Rosselli and Yona Landowsky have appeared
for the Universal. On the same day William Franey and Gale Henry cut up some
didoes in the Joker comedy, " The Fall of
Deacon
Stillwaters."
On June
25, Ben Wilson appears in the
two-reel Rex domestic drama " The Fool,"
in which he is supported by Edna Hunter.
On the same day Hobart Henley shares
honors with Sydell Dowling in the
Laemmle drama, " The Rogue with a
Heart." On the same day Gertie Selby
and Reggie Morris do their worst in the
L-KO comedy, " Dirty Work in a BeanDuring the week of June 19 the eighth
episode of " The Adventures of Peg o' the
Ring " will be released, with Francis Ford
and Grace Cunard furnishing the thrills.
"PRINCE CHAP" PLAYERS GO TO
NEW YORK
Active
work
on the Selig feature proery."
duction The
"
Prince Chap," began when
on Thursday, June 8, Director Marshal
Neilan escorted Bessie Eyton, Cecil Holland, Leo Pierson and other Selig players
to New York City. Special scenes for
" The Prince Chap " will be filmed in
Gotham. It will be the first time that
Bessie Eyton ever visited the metropolis
of America. After a week's work in New
York City, the players will return to Chicago, where work of producing the picture
play will be continued. Mr. Neilan will not
only direct the production of " The Prince
Chap," but he expects to play the lead.
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KANSAS CITY SCREEN CLUB IS
ORGANIZED
Special to Motion Picture News.
Kansas City, Mo., June 10.
The Kansas City Screen Club, which has
been a matter of conjecture for a number
of weeks, is at last organized. At the
Hotel Baltimore, on June 9, nearly one
hundred representatives of the exchanges,
supply houses, and moving picture theatres, and members of the press, were present at a dinner held late in the evening.
In addition to the forming of the Screen
Club, the banquet was also of importance
as a farewell to R. O. Proctor, formerly
Kansas City manager of the General Film
Company, who recently left to take charge
of the Metro office in Chicago.
A jeweled gold fob was presented to
Mr. Proctor by a representative of the
Amusement Association of Kansas City,
who, in a short talk, thanked Mr. Proctor
on behalf of the association for the great
work he has done in furthering its activities. Although this organization of the
Screen Club is merely temporary, the fact
that the exhibitors and exchange men got
together is one of great importance. To
E. R. Pearson, E. C. Mills and Joseph Gilday must go great credit for bringing
about this affair. These three gentlemen
have devoted much time to preliminary
plans, and this formation is a result of
their activity. The club has not yet undertaken any definite movement, but as soon
as it is fully under way will take up matters of interest to the industry.
IVAN COMPANY WILL ISSUE TWO
PICTURES A MONTH
Having released one feature production
each month for the last half year the Ivan
Film Productions have decided, at the continued requests of the exhibitors and exchanges, toincrease their production to two
each month.
In line with this policy, they have obtained the services of Wray Physioc, who
was one of the pioneer feature directors
with the old Ramo Company and later
served two years with the Biograph.
Mr. Physioc will immediately put in production aspecial feature written by two
well known photodramatists, the title of
which is " Human Clay." This story will
employ an all star cast in line with the
Ivan company's new policy of all star cast
productions.
Sets are being erected in the Ivan studio
and immediately upon finishing his exteriors, Mr. Physioc and his company will
occupy the second stage of the plant.
" Human Clay " will be the first of the
two-a-month Ivans and will be ready about
the middle of July, when it will be released
through the Ivan exchanges as the second
picture bearing the Ivan brand for that
month.
NORMA

TALMADGE MADE MAID OF
HONOR BY JERSEY CITY

Norma Talmadge, the Fine Art-Triangle
star, was officially designated Maid of
Honor for the " Made in Jersey City
Week" celebration held under the auspices
of the Jersey City Chamber of Commerce.
The honor was paid her as the most prominent Jersey City girl now in pictures.
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Costello and Ethel Grandin Featured by Consolidated
Former Vitagraph Star and Actress Also Well Known to Picture Public WiU Be Seen in
"The Crimson Stain Mystery," in 16 Two-Reel Chapters

Eugene Strong

Ethel Grandin

PRELIMINARY plans for the production of " The Crimson Stain Mystery,"
a new serial, in which Maurice Costello and
Ethel Grandin are to appear, have been
completed by the Consolidated Film Corporation, and work will begin at the New
York studios of the company immediately.
The serial, which is to consist of sixteen
two-reel chapters, will be released through
Metro exchanges, beginning August 21.
The scenario for the serial is complete, and
the story is being novelized for use in a
list
hune.of daily papers, by Albert Payson TerThis will be the first appearance of
Maurice Costello on the screen since he
severed his connection with Vitagraph, last
winter. He will be starred in the new serial, and his salary is said to be around
$1,500 a week. Mr. Costello is known as
the the
firstmotion
great picture
popular screen.
favoriteWhen
" madethe"
by
industry was in its first stages Mr. Costello began to build up a great personal
following, and thousands of persons all

Maurice Costello

over the country have long been demanding
his return to motion pictures.
Ethel Grandin is also well-known for her
work in Universal and other features. Supplementing these two will be Eugene
Strong, playing a juvenile part. He is popular with thousands of " movie fans." The
direction of the picture will be in the hands
of T. Hayes Hunter, who has produced
scores of successful photodramas.
The Consolidated corporation has made
special arrangements with Metro, whereby
the " Crimson Stain Mystery " will be distributed on a special booking plan. The
corporation is composed of a group of men
long prominent in the picture field, as manufacturers and as experts in the distribution of films. O. E. Goebel, formerly president of the St. Louis Motion Picture Corporation, which released its product
through Universal, is president of the Consolidated corporation. August Froebel, another officer of the concern, will have
executive charge of the distribution and
exchanges.

Vogue Studio Stages Are Fitted with New Diffusing System
Lighting Is Planned by Manager Crone, Who Also Engages Three Players for Horsley
Organization, Gipsy Abbot, Elsie Gleason and Nell Farrin
Special to Motion Picture News.
turns. The plot hinges about the shipment
Los Angeles, June 10. of a large sum of money at a time when
there is a strike by the railway employees.
been fithave diffusing
stages new
THE Vogue
an entirely
ted with studio
Ben Turpin and Paddy Maguire are secured as strike breakers to act as brakeman
system along plans made by Manager
Crone. This new type makes possible the and conductor on the limited train to transuse of more or less light as desired, and
port the money. Melodramatic scenes take
place in which a train is dashed off the end
may be quickly changed. Manager Crone
has engaged Gipsy Abbot as lead for the of a pier at Long Beach. Later when the
Jack Dillon company, and Elsie Gleason as money is recovered and placed on a
freighter found to contain ammunition for
the lead for the Rube Miller organization.
Another new member is Nell Farrin, who
the allies, the ship is dynamited. Land and
will play heavy and vampire parts. All sea transportation facilities falling, an aerthree of these new members of the Vogue
oplane isthen put to use. Jack Gaines appears as the heavy in the comedy, and it
Stock company are well known in photoserves also as the debut vehicle for Gipsy
play circles. Gipsy Abbot has played with
Abbot.
a number of coast companies, most recently
Director Rube Miller is doing the part of
with the Balboa and Horsley organizations ;
a waiter in a cafe comedy which will in
Elsie Gleason was for a long time with
Selig, and later played with Universal and
all
probability
named
" Chicken
Soup."
Arthur
Traverasbe is
the chef,
and Madge
Keystone. Miss Farrin has been identified
Kirby, Alice Neice and E. V. Shaw are
with the Lubin, Fox and Kalem organizations.
other principals. With the completion of
The first. Vogue two reel comedy will be this, Traveras will leave the Vogue organization to become assistant director to
finished within a day or two by Director
Donald Crisp of the Clune Film Company.
Jack Dillon. The story is very intricate,
having many complications and unusual
J. C. Jessen.
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REPUBLICAN CONVENTION SCENES
IN SELIG TRIBUNE
Jack Wheeler, editor-in-chief of the Selig-Tribune, accomplished some enterprising work when he directed his force of
cameramen Saturday, June 3, in the filming of unusual scenes of the Preparedness
Parade, in Chicago, 111. A special Selig
Preparedness film was manufactured and
was exhibited in many Chicago theatres
Saturday evening and Sunday. The SeligTribune spared no time nor expense in
filming scenes coincident with the Republican National Convention in Chicago the
week of June 3.
Among the special cameramen assigned
to the convention by Editor Wheeler,
were: L. J. Simons of Washington,
D. C. ; Fred M. Delaven and John J.
Pasztor. These expert staff cameramen
were personally directed by Mr. Wheeler.
A special edition of the Selig-Tribune
carrj'ing convention scenes was released.

Series of Pictures with All-Star Casts Is World Plan
Among the Subjects to Appear in Next Three Months Is " Husband and Wife," Last Season's
Broadway Success — Cast Includes Holbrook Blinn and Emmett Corrigan
ity of the play and the finished picture
WITHIN the forthcoming three months,
William A. Brady will offer on the
And the
now result."
Mr. Brady is going to produce
new World Film program, a series of all- shows
a number of similarly cast plays. Within
star cast pictures.
The first of these productions is that of the next week, Edwin August, Muriel Os-'
triche and Mollie King will begin work on
last season's Broadway success, " Husband
and Wife," which under the direction of a visualization of the famous old sentiBarry
O'Neill,
mental song, " Sally in Our Alley," which is
of actual
work. was completed in two weeks
now being done into story form by a promThe cast of "Husband and Wife" in- iment author, and Gail Kane and House
cludes Ethel Clayton, Holbrook Blinn, EmPeters will complete work on " The Velvet
mett Corrigan, Gerda Holmes, Montagu
Paw," which is the first all-star picture
made by Maurice Tourneur and which conLove and Dion Titheridge. " There was no
tains, besides Miss Kane and Mr. Peters,
useless rehearsing," says Mr. Brady. " The
a complete cast of World Film players.
players were given parts just as though
Holbrook Blinn, and a cast of players,
they were to study the lines for a stage probegin work within the next few days on
duction. Mr. O'Neill then outlined the business of the story, conveyed to the players
Alfred Henry Lewis' story, " The Man
his ideas on the construction and continuHigher Up," in which June Elvidge, Gerda
Holmes and other more than popular players will occupy the principal roles, while
Edna Wallace Hopper, Frank Sheridan,
Virginia
Lead for
forHerIrving,
Joins
" V " and
Macey Harlan and Alec B. Frances will be
Actress
Will Be Hammond,
Seen in Feature Former
Especially Written
by Cecilie
B. Pettersen
seen this month in " The Perils of DiProduction Will Be Directed by Thomas Mills
Carlyle Blackwell, Muriel Ostriche and
with Peggy Hyland as his leading lady.
VIRGINIA HAMMOND, former leadother well known players are at work in
ing lady for Sir Henry Irving, E. H.
Mr. Sothern's director is Fred Thomson.
Sothern and other notable players, is the
Work is also going forward on the first
" Molly o' Pigtail Alley," which is the first
co-starring
vehicle for these two prominent
latest legitimate star to join the Vitagraph
vorce."
Alice
Joyce
Vitagraph
subject,
"The
Batartists.
forces. She will be seen first in a feature
tle Cry of War," a sequel to " The Battle
written especially for her by Cecilie B. Cry of Peace," being produced by William
" There will be no resorting to the senP. S. Earle.
Pettersen, and the production will be under
sational in these productions," said Mr.
the direction of Thomas Mills.
Barney Bernard is enacting his first VitaBrady. " We completed ' Husband and
graph role under the direction of Paul
Although this will be her first appearance
Wife ' in two weeks and did not have to
Scardon. This is a character similar to
send an automobile off a cliff, capsize a
in a Vitagraph photoplay, Miss Hammond
Potash, which Mr. Bernard made famous
is not a novice as a picture player. She has
boat, stage a train wreck or rescue any fair,
maiden from a villain, and it was because
appeared in a number of features for anon the speaking stage in " Potash and
other producing company.
the six stars in the picture more than acted',
Mr. Mills had just been advanced to a Perlmutter."
their roles,
they through
anticipated
director's
directorial position from the ranks of the A BIRD BRINGS PRIMATES TO SELIG
wishes
and went
theirthescenes
with
ZOO
remarkable
faithfulness
and
celerity,
and
Vitagraph stock company, where, for two
The stork has been working overtime at despite the fact that the cast cost more
years, he has played a wide range of parts.
the Selig Zoo, Los Angeles, the past few
than six thousand dollars a week, the
Previously, he was engaged as a legitimate
actor with several stars.
days, with the result that the nursery now
picture cost less than some which have
contains three brand new baby leopards
E. H. Sothern has practically completed
had a considerably minor cast, in the point
and two lion cubs^
work on his first production for Vitagraph,
of salaries."
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ANTOINETTE WALKER, SIGNED FOR
"LITTLE MUSKETEER," WAS "GOOD
LITTLE SOLDIER"
PLAYS IN BROADWAY
Not missing a season on Broadway since
her earliest stage experience, is the record
of Antoinette Walker, obtained to make
her picture debut in support of Henry B.
Walthall in his forthcoming Essanay feature, "The Little Musketeer."
Miss Walker is known to theatregoers
everywhere, especially because of her performance with David Warfield in " The
Music
Master,"
during the run of that play
for several
seasons.
She is a cousin of W^alker Whiteside and
her first stage experience was obtained under his supervision. She played boy parts
in various Shakespearian productions and
as soon as she became old enough to undertake leading roles was engaged by David
Belasco.

WHILE workmen were employed building an elaborate set in the Popular
Plays and Players studio for a throne room
to
be used
in Petrova
" The Eternal
Question,"
in which
Mme.
is starred
on the
Metro program, someone suggested that
just such a room could be found at
the Hotel McAlpin. "Bobby" North, general manager at the studio, at once got into
communication with L. H. Boomer, mariaging director of the McAlpin, and arrangements were completed within the next
hour for the Metro players to use the
famous Green room.
It is one of the most decorative private
banquet rooms in the country, with high
domed ceiling and three hanging chandeAntoinette Walker

liers with a profusion of sparkling pendants. A number of valuable canvases
hang on the walls, including some of the
best works of Sir Godfrey Enellor, Sir Peter Lely, J. Van der Bank, Thomas Hudson
and Wissing. Several of these works of
art date back to 1670. For the best part
of a week the Metro players, with their
many studio lights, cameras and other paraphernalia, were in the Green room, and
some excellent photography was . obtained.
The scenes staged were in the throne room
of a mythical European principality, and
they form an important and interesting
part in the production of " The Eternal
Question," which will be presented to
Metro patrons shortly.

Gaumont Will Cast Miss McCoy in Three-Reelers for Mutual
Scenario Editor George Proctor Is Instructed by General Manager Bradford to Seek Proper
Vehicles for Actress Whose Work in " Isle of Love " Made Hit
Productions other than " The Music Masest drawing card to date. Story strong.
ter " in which she appeared of late, have THE success scored by Gertrude McCoy
been " The Yellow Jacket," " Mr. Wu,"
in the Gaumont feature, " The Isle of Star exceptionally popular."
" Nearly Married," " The Love Trust," and
Love," has influenced General Manager F.
Minneapolis. — "More pictures of this naG. Bradford to give exhibitors of shorter
" The Lily."
ture will always get over."
photoplays an opportunity to feature Miss
Philadelphia. — " This feature with Gertrude McCoy has made more money than
McCoy
in
their
houses.
Hence,
Miss
McPEGGY HYLAND, LEAD FOR SOTHERN,
Coy will be seen in a number of three-reel
IS ACTRESS WITH BRITISH
anyWork
otherhasrecent
picture."
Mutual Pictures. Four manuscripts have
already
begun far in advance
REPUTATION
so
that
the
McCoy
pictures
can be released
already been prepared for her. "The first
Peggy Hyland, a petite and dainty acpicture will be Robert Burns's story of every other week beginning July 20. Ed-tress who won fame on the legitimate stage
New York life, " Gates of Divorce." It win Middleton will direct them. He directwill be released July 20.
and in feature pictures in England, is one
ed " The Isle of Love."
of the latest players to be signed by the
There was an insistent demand from MuRobert Burns has gone • over his story,
Vitagraph Company. Miss Hyland, who
tual branch managers for Miss McCoy in " Gates of Divorce," to fit it to her personhas appeared successfully in London with
ality. John B. Clymer will provide a phoMutual pictures after " The Isle of Love "
Cyril Maude and in a number of the late; had been seen. Scenario Editor George
toplay, tobe released August 3. It is called
D. Proctor was immediately directed tc
" The Wonderful Desire." Rennold Wolf
George Edwardes' musical comedy producis .the author of the picture starring Miss
tions, besides starring in such cinema fea- seek photodramas for Miss McCoy. Some
McCoy August 17. Its name has not been
tures as " The Love of an Actress," " John
of the reports from branches upon " The
definitely selected. The fourth play for
Halifax, Gentleman," " Infelice " and
Isle Qf Love " follow :
her is as yet unnamed. It will be released
" Caste," has been assigned to E. H. SothSeattle. — "A positive knockout. Give us
August 31. This will carry Miss McCoy
ern's company as his leading lady. She is more like it. We can book them solid."
now at work in a romantic drama by Paul
well through the summer in pictures. A
West, in which Mr. Sothern appears as a
Atlanta. — "Exhibitors in our territory are
company has been assembled from the Gaualways on the alert for this class of film."
business man whose creed is "get what
mont players to support her in these photoBaltimore. — " Bids fair to be our strongyou want, no matter hp\y, but get .it." . .. !
plays.
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VALENTINE GRANT MAKES UNIQUE
CONTRIBUTION
BAZAARTO ALLIES'
Valentine Grant, the Famous Players
star, made a unique contribution to the Allied Bazaar at the Grand Cenral Palace,
New York, when she dressed a large doll
in an Irish colleen's costume, an exact replica of the costume she brought from Ireland and wore in " The Innocent Lie," and
presented it to the women in charge of the
Alsatian booth.
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Frank Shaw Is Made Head of " V " News Service Department
Beginning with the Company in a Small Position, He Makes Rapid Rise in Four Years
He Will Look After Advertising and Press Matter
partment of which Sam Spedon was chief.
pRANK
SHAW, headofof the
the reorganized
News SerDuring spare moments, Shaw learned type*
vice Department
writing, with the result that he was apVitagraph, has risen rapidly to his present
pointed assistant to the press agent of the
position since he entered the employ of
Vitagraph theatre. He found time also to
the company four years ago.
His first job with Vitagraph consisted of organize the Vitagraph baseball team,
which won the motion picture cliampionlooking after the stock room, which was
operated as a branch of the publicity de-

Hearst International News Pictorial Issued June 12tli
Two Releases a Week Is Plan of Company, Under Management of MacManus, Who Declares
That the Publishing Magnate Will Introduce Revolutionary Ideas in the Pictorial
E. B. Hatrick, who has personal charge
THERE is a brand new current event release in filmdom. This news reel is of the Hearst International News Pictorial,
and who is an authority on news subjects,
booked for two releases a week by the International Film Service, Inc., and is known as
has arranged for the automatic shipment
the Hearst International News Pictorial.
of the film from all parts of the world.
The International has cameramen in all
No small measure of credit for the sucparts of the world to contribute to this
cess of the new reel is due J. K. Burger,
news reel. With the Allies at Salonica and
manager of branch exchanges for the International. By means of the telegraph
representing International, is Aerial Varges.
which is used extensively by the I. F. S., on
Mr. \'arges will record the more interestaccount of affiliations and wire service with
ing events on the battle front for the new
Hearst Pictorial.
the various Hearst publications, Mr. BurNelson G. Edwards is another film faithger arranged for the distribution of the
ful who will take a chance on getting shot news reel to the many exchanges througha few times a day for the benefit of the
out the world.
camera. He is now at Constantinople with
In an interview with E. A. MacManus,
the Turks and Germans.
general manager of the I. F. S., it as
Tracy Matheson is with the United
stated that Mr. Hearst will infuse some
States punitive forces in Mexico, and right
revolutionary ideas into the new pictorial.
now he is the only cameraman with GenThe first release date is June 12.
eral Pershing.
Robert Ellis Will Direct Ivy Close in Comedies for Kalem
His Work in the " Sis Hopkins " Subjects B rought Him Into Notice as Comedy Director
— McKey, in "David Harum" Three Seasons, Picked for Cast
the popular acrobatic comedian who has
AN Ivy
indication
of Kalem'sis plans
Close comedies
found for
in the
the scored in the " Sis Hopkins " comedies, will
announcement that Robert Ellis, one of the be drafted for the company supporting the
most valued producers on the Kalem staff, English beauty.
would handle the reins with the new comWilliam McKey, prominent as a stage
comedian, and in feature screen producpany.
tions, has also been secured as a member
Ellis has placed to his credit as a producer in the last two years a number of of the company. McKey, who will be remembered as a Kalem comedy favorite a
Kalem's most successful multiple reel profew years ago, played the title role in
ductions, including a numljer of the Broadway Favorites productions presenting
" David Harum," for three seasons, and in
prominent stage players. His work on the the Charles Frohman production of " Eben
Holden." He also became known in every
"Sis Hopkins" comedies has brought him
section of the country as the Sheriff in
into notice as a comedy producer.
Another announcement concerning the
" Pud'n Head Wilson," a role he played
for five seasons.
Ivy Oose comedies is that Henry Murdock,
J. A. Berst Distributes Bonuses to Seventy-two Pathe Employees
Vice-President and General Manager of the Company Plays " Santa Claus in June " and
Rewards Hustlers at Exchange Branches, in Accordance with His Profit-Sharing Plan
PLAYING Santa Claus in June is the greatly increased earnings for many of the
unusual role which has fallen to J. A. sales force.
Members of the staffs of thirty offices
Berst, vice president and general manager
will receive these checks, which range
of Pathe Exchange, Inc. Mr. Berst celebrated the first day of the month of roses
from amounts representing " vacation
money" to large sums.
by signing seventy-two bonus checks
C. R. Scelye, the Pathe business mandrawn to the order of seventy-two hustlers
in the Pathe Branch offices who earned this
ager, who is now making an inspection tour
among the various Pathe offices, reports
money over and above their salaries. These
checks are the first to be sent out under
that Mr. Berst's bonus system has everyone digging early and late and that if
Mr. Eerst's new profit sharing plan which
there are any sluggards in the Pathe force
has been responsible not only for greatly
increased business for Pathe, but also
he "has so far failed to see them- ■'-

Frank Shaw
ship, and the Vitagraph Five, the recognized 150-pound basketball champions of
Greater New York.
His second promotion came as recognized
assistant to Mr. Spedon, publicity manager, and John W. Grey, then advertising
manager of Vitagraph. He was called upon
to employ the knowledge he gained in that
capacity when he was put recently in charge
of the News Service Department, under the
supervision of Harold Bolster, assistant to
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton. As head
of this department, Shaw is responsible for
posters, lobby display, photographs of players, cuts, advertising and all press material
turned out by Vitagraph's staff of writers.
Mr. Shaw, who is not yet twenty-one
years of age, will assume the duties of a
benedict June 28, when he will lead one
of Brooklyn's fair daughters to the altar.
ALICE HOLLISTER PLAYED VAMPIRE
ROLES AS EARLY AS 1912
Alice Hollister, who is starred in Kalem's
coming five-rcelcr,
" The General,
Lotus Woman,"
released
June 27 through
was an
early interpreter of vampire roles on the
screen.
The Kalem star began her work in roles
bordering on that type when she appeared
as Mary Magdalene in the Kalem spectacle,
" From the Manger to the Cross." That
was back in 1912. Miss Hollister also appeared in " The Vampire," a Kalem tworeeler,
and " The
Destroyer.-"
•
Of French
descent,
Mi^a Hollister'
was'
born in Worcester, Mass.r
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SUGGESTED ty J ane AdJams ;
story by Stella W^ynne Herron;
adapted for tlie screen, and produced
ty tkat genius of tlie film world
LOIS WEBER
"S/loes" — tke work of tkese tkree
notable women — is tbe nearest approach
to screen perfection ever presented.
It IS an intensely kuman story of a
working girl who "sold kerself for a
pair of sboes.
It is greater tlian drama. It is a chapter from life.
It is a photoplay masterpiece. Maintaining the
BLUEBIRD standard — "S ft O es" is a perfect
photoplay.
Book through your local BLUEBIRD Exchange
or Executive Offices
BLUEBIRD
PHOTOPLAYS
(Inc.)
1600 Broadway
New York
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Glimpses of Billie Burke -in " Hidden Fires," Chapter 6 of George Kleine's " Gloria's Romance'
KLEINE MAKES PROMOTIONS IN
GENERAL FILM BRANCHES
Greater Number of Eastern " U " Players Now in the West
Members of Remaining Companies on Atlantic Coast Hurry to Finish Pictures in Work —
Julius Stern, One of the Organizers of Universal, Shortly to Depart for West Also
In line with President George Kleine's
policy of rewarding efficient employes, the
WITH
the departure last Sunday of wishes and good will of the many players
General Film Company announces the folWilliam Garwood, Edith Roberts,
who have worked for him during his solowing promotions :
Howard Crampton and Irene Hunt from
journ here. At present he is straightening
Charles Stombaugh becomes branch manout his affairs in the East preparatory to
New York City to Universal City, the
ager at Des Moines, succeeding C. W. Jefleaving for the West, where he will engage
greater number of the eastern companies
fries.
formerly at work in the Fort Lee studio
in the producing end of the business with
J. W. Hicks, until recently assistant
are now established in the western film Abe Stern, his brother.
branch manager at the Kansas City office,
city, where the Universal forces will be
Mr. Stern was one of the organizers of
has been transferred and promoted to centralized in the future.
the Universal Film Manufacturing Combranch manager of the Oklahoma City ofpany. In his stay as studio manager in
Among the recent arrivals at " 'niversal
fice, succeeding A. L. Teagarden.
the East he has supervised the production
city during the past few days are Joe GeGeorge T. Aimes, widely known in the
rard, William Welsh, Matt Moore, Jane
of over one thousand negatives. He has
motion picture industry, has been placed in Gail and Baby Alexander. It is expected
also been responsible for many stars in the
motion picture field today, and gave many
charge as manager of the Philadelphia of- that those still in the East will have their
fice, succeeding H. H. Buxbaum, who was
pictures finished very shortly now and will
of the present Universal players their start
be on their way west by the end of this in pictures. Included among them are Viorecently transferred to New York to occupy a similar position there.
week.
let Mersereau, King Baggot, Hobart HenJulius Stern, who has been manager of
Another change announced by the Genley, William Shay, Edith Roberts, Sydell
eral Film Company is designating C. C. the eastern Universal studios for a numDowling and others. Such well-known diEzell as branch manager at Atlanta, Ga.,
rectors as Herbert Brenon, George Loane ,
ber of years, will leave for the West withsucceeding J. L. Marentette.
in a week. He is taking with him the best
Tucker, Francis Grandin, Stuart Paton,
Edward Le Saint, Rex Ingram, Frank
Crane, Bob Daley and Ray Smalhvood
" Past Performances " Mean Permanency for 2 World Players
started in tlie business under Mr. Stern in
Francis, Recently in Numerous Broadway Successes, Is at Work with Miss Young in " Story
the old Imp studio on Eleventh avenue,
of Susan," and Hines, Eccentric Comedian, Will Be Seen in " Miss Petticoats "
New York.
TWO film players, well known from their
Johnny Hines, one of the leaders of the
Probably his two greatest pictures are
work in past productions, are now
young school of eccentric light comedians,
has also become a permanent World player
" Neptune's Daughter " and " Traffic in
permanently with the World Film Corporation.
and is now at work in support of Alice
Souls," made by Herbert Brenon and
George Loane Tucker, respectively.
Brady in her forthcoming production,
Alec B. Francis, recently in various
" I regret that I am leaving the Uni" Miss Petticoats." During his several
Broadway successes, such as " The Soliciversal," Mr. Stern said to the News
years as a screen player, Hines has aptor," "The Girl From Kays," " The Barrepresentative. " But there comes a time
peared in fifteen features and strangely corister," and " Our Flat," made his World
incident he made his first appearance on
in every young man's life when he wants
Film debut in " The Wishing Ring," in
spread out and go into business for
which Vivian Martin appeared. Since then,
the screen in Alice Brady's company as a to
himself. I have that desire now, and it is
he has portrayed many roles and in such
sailor in "As Ye Sow" and is now playing
this ambition which is causing me to leave
film productions as " Vanity Fair," " After
precisely the same sort of part in " Miss
this great organization.
Dark," " The Imposter," " Alias Jimmy
Johnny Hines was graduated from the
Petticoats."
"It is my intention to start a producing
Valentine," " Man of the Hour," " The Balcompany on the coast, where I will make
let Girl," and " Human Driftwood." He is stage, where he has appeared with William Gillette, George M. Cohan, under the my own- pictures, which may be released
now at work in support of Miss Young in
of William A. Brady, and
on the Universal program. We have en" The Story of Susan " and will be seen in management
gaged Francis Ford and Grace Cunard,
a highly important role in " The Perils of Oscar Hammerstein, and was featured by
World Film in " The Cub." His work in who will probably make a serial for us
Divorce," in which Edna Wallace Hopper
and Frank Sheridan appear.
this subject earned him a long time conafter they have finished 'Peg o' the Ring'
tract with that company.
Mr. Francis is from the spoken stage.
for the Universal. And we are now neHines will be seen at regular intervals
He was educated at Uppingham College
gotiating with other well-known stars.
and Mount Memory College, Ireland, and
" At present I am getting everything in
in support of the stellar World Film players, being seen next early in August.
for years sought the education that comes
shape preparatory to my leaving. All the
In addition to Francis and Hines, Frank
from experience by roaming the British
companies 'are making strenuous efforts to
Beamish and J. Clarence Harvey are allied
have their pictures finished by the latterEmpire
from
Land's
End
to
Simpra.
Mr.
Francis will now devote his entire time to now under the Brady-Made banner, both
part of next week, so that they will be
of whom have received detailed mention, in able to leave for Universal City. I, will
World productions and has an ambitious
these columns.
routine planned for him by that concern.
probably be ready to start then, too." r
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Big Bookings Feature Week in Philadelphia Offices
Dumb Girl of Poriici " Scores Big Success at Forrest Theatre — Managers of Various
Exchanges Report Heavy Business on Recent Pictures
EARLE W. SWEIGERT, manager of generally, to keep in touch with World
exhibitors.
the International Film Service Ex" La Boheme " is scheduled for a first
change, Philadelphia, took a few days off
last week and married Marjorie E. Hall of run of a whole week at the Palace Theatre,
Philadelphia. In spite of all stories about
Philadelphia, a large and first-class downtown house.
the absorption of managership, our old
The Famous Players Exchange finds
friend Dan Cupid, manages to get in his
innings.
business keeping up to the mark in spite
season.. Many new exThereside
youngat couple
after a few
days'West
trip of the advanced
hibitors all through the state are signing
will
5619 Thomas
avenue,
Paramount
contracts.
Philadelphia. The honeymoon will be
The leaders of several of the best orcompleted in July, when Mr. Sweigert exchestras, especially the Stanley and the
pects to attend the League Convention in
Palace,
say
that the music scores now isChicago. The office force gave the Newlysued with the Paramount pictures are a
weds a big send off and a handsome pedestal lamp to light their matrimonial path.
great help in properly interpreting the pictures which they accompany.
During the absence of the groom, the InManager Harry Scott says that the
ternational exchange affairs were managed
by G. W. Trimble.
Kleine series of " Gloria's Romance " has
had the voluntary praise of every exhibitor
Harry F. Grelle, manager of the Supreme Feature Film Service, formerly of so far booking it. The first neighborhood
house to show the film was the Tioga, at
Pittsburgh, reports a big success of the
Seventeenth and Venango streets. After
" Dumb Girl of Portici," at the Forrest
the performance was over, C. Stamper,
theatre. At the opening performance
manager, called up to announce that he
every seat in the large building was taken.
had done the biggest business in the history
Representative people of the city and suof the theatre since his management, alburbs not usually seen at picture houses
though the picture had only been taken on
filled the auditorium.
trial and had been shown on the poorest
The big eight reeler was put on with
night of the week.
mam' special features, amongst them artisG. T. Ames, the new manager of the
tic stage settings framed in soft draperies
General Film Company, is busy getting acof blue and black. The music was esquainted with the Philadelphia exhibitors.
pecially' notable, comprising a symphony
" After I make all the theatre men my
orchestra of twenty under the leadership
friends," said Mr. Ames, " I will feel that
of Professor Carl Bernthaler of Pittsthe first step to successful managership has
burgh, a well-known musician and direcbeen accomplished." No changes will be
tor.
made at present in the office force. Mr.
Most of the music was taken from AuAmes was with General several years ago,
ber's opera of " Masaniello," from which
but more recently was with the New York
the scenario of the " Dumb Girl " was
Bluebird exchange, from which place he
written. Pavlowa acted in the opera became to the Quaker City.
fore transferring her art to the screen.
George Bennethum, secretary of the InThis picture is scheduled for two weeks
terstate Film Company, drove up to Harat the Forrest. It is also having a run
vey's Lake last week to open his amuseof several weeks at the Pitt theatre, Pittsment park at that popular Pennsylvania
burgh. Until the big runs are over the
feature will not be shown in any of the
Pennsylvania picture houses.
In New Jersey, the other state controlled
by the Supreme on this release, Mr. Grelle
already has thirty-five to forty bookings.
About forty-five in Pennsylvania are on
the waiting list for the attraction.
On " Where Are My Children," there
are already fifty-five bookings in large New
Jersey cities. In Pennsylvania the feature
is not yet on the market.
One June 19th the " Ne'er-Do-Well"
will start a run at the Forrest. Manager
Leon Netter has a lot of big surprises up
his sleeve for the launching of the Rex
Beach story.
The Masterpiece has just added "Life
Without Soul " to its releases. On this
the rights have been acquired to southern
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, District
of Columbia and Virginia by Mr. Netter.
J. M. Squires, an exhibitor of Union
Hill, N. J., paid a visit to Philadelphia for
the express purpose of booking " The
Spoilers."
Harvey Day, manager of the World exgxhange is taking trips to Scranton, HarrisHelen Gibson in
The Hazards of
a Scene Kalem
from "
Helen,"
i'burg, Lancaster and eastern Pennsylvania
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resort. The trip was made in the big touring Mercer, and the show was opened with
a flourish. Besides the usual summer
amusements, Mr. Bennethum makes an airdome a special feature of the park.
Samuel Lifko, head roadman for the National Poster exchange at 1231 Vine street,
reports a good demand for the poster end
of the business through his territory. Recent successful trips to Baltimore and
Washington, out of the state, and to Scranton and Wilkes-Barre within, have inspired
optimism in Mr. Lifko's soul.
JUANITA HANSEN IN DARING STUNT
FOR "SUBMARINE"
Juanita Hansen, who has the role of
Cleo Burke in " The Secret of the Submarine," is said to have performed a
hazardous stunt for the tenth chapter of
the serial. While Thomas Chatterton was
struggling in quicksands at the foot of a
cliff, Miss Hansen lowered herself by a
grape vine in order to rescue him.
Miss Hansen sustained a few bruises,
but the most disagreeable part of the adventure was due to poison oak growing
on the brink of the cliff. This made itself
evident the next day much to Miss Hansen's discomfiture.
RALPH HERZ, METRO, TAKES BRIDE
Ralph Herz, the Metro star, who will
make his debut in motion pictures on the
Metro program in " The Purple Lady,"
just completed, has been quietly married to Frances M. Logan, a young society
favorite in Washington, D. C, and the
daughter of the late Major William Richard Logan. The wedding, which grew out
of a romance that had its beginning last
winter, was solemnized in the presence of
a few friends at the Shoreham Hotel,
Washington, D. C. Mr. Herz and his
bride are spending their honeymoon in Atlantic City and New York City.
FAIRBANKS AND DWAN SOON AT
WORK IN THE EAST
Douglas Fairbanks, the Triangle star,
Allan Dwan, who has directed most of
the recent Triangle pictures in which Mr.
Fairbanks has appeared, and several members of the star's supporting company,
will arrive shortly in New York from the
Pacific Coast and will start work immeon a new
picture at the Triangle's
eastern diately
studio
in Riverdale.
Mr. Fairbanks will be seen shortly in a
screen version of Bret Harte's, " In the
Carquinez Woods," the last picture to be
completed before leaving for the East.
FLORENCE TURNER THE STAR IN
"FAR FROM THE MADDING
" Far from the Madding Crowd," a picturization of Thomas Hardy's
novel, and
"
CROWD
first of a series of
six Mutual
star productions featuring Florence Turner, is the
chief feature offering of the Mutual for
the week of June 19.
This was filmed under the difection of
Larry Trimble, and includes in its cast
Henry Edwards, Campbell Gullan, and
Malcolm Cherry, all members of the Royal
theatre, London. Marion Grey and Dorothy
Rowan are also in the easti- ' - ■
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Women's
Clubs
Go
on
Record
Against
Censorship
Federation Adopts a Resolution for the Appointment of a Committee to Co-operate with the Film Producers to
Secure a Higher Moral Standard of General Productions and a Larger Supply of Proper
and Appropriate Pictures for Children
to antagonism, there is a great opportunity
IN the official report of the survey made
ries. The success of a children's program
for a better understanding between the club
of the film field by the General Federain such places as Providence, R. I., is due
women of the country and the motion pic- to the fact that it was not started as a phition of Women's Clubs during its recent biennial convention in New York city,
ture producers as to the immediate needs
lanthropic uplift for the poor children, but
censorship is twice mentioned and in of the boys and girls.
introduced in the best house in the city.
neither instance is it apparently looked
" That a workable plan of procedure now
are " shocked
upon by the clubwomen with much favor.
in operation in many communities involves
towns
small
People infrom
differently
people
in cities.
For this"
reason the same pictures cannot be selected
" Lest there be a misapprehension as to a special program for boys and girls ; that
this plan is being extended to include the
the significance of the word censoship,"
for all communities. You cannot superimfamily program.
says the report, " as considered by the Fedpose your ideal on the masses. Films must
eration, let it be clearly stated that this
" That this plan now operates through
be correlated with study courses in schools
word is used constructively, in an editorial
local groups working with their local exbefore the motion picture can be effective
sense, and not destructively — meaning sehibitors and exchanges involving the indias a visual aid in instruction. The film
vidual support of every club woman in visualizes the relationships and sequences
lection rather than exclusion."
the
community.
of hfe with startling vividness so rapidly
Further along the report says : " State
censorship does not protect sufficiently ac" The the development of the plan on a that the child mind is apt to have mental
cording to reports of delegates from states
national scope necessitates a central comindigestion. Here is where the wise parent
can help so much.
where legal censorship now operates."
mittee
to
work
directly
with
the
producers."
The Federation adapted a resolution for
There are many people with art feeling
Points Brought Out at Conference
the appointment of a committee to co-opin
every community. If you can make proeiate with the film producers to secure a
ducers believe that there are people with
The conference brought out some interesting facts, such as: If programs do not
higher moral standard of general producthat feeling who will patronize artistic prohave plenty of action children will continue
tions and a larger supply of proper and apductions, you will get them, and the adolespropriate films for children.
cents will take care of themselves.
to patronize the perils and mystery seThis committee consists of Mrs. Charles
W. Cartwright, chairman, Minneapolis,
Minn. ; Helen Varick Boswell, New York
Goff, V-L-S-E, Suggests Plan to Find Out What Public Wants
Let Exhibitors Distribute Slips of Paper Outlining Available Releases, Giving Names of
City ; Mrs. George Zimmerman, Freeport,
O.; Mrs. Dexter Thurber, Bristol, R. I.,
Stars and Other Information, for Patrons to Drop in Voting Box
and Louise Connolly, Newark, N. J.
of stars and such information as the patron
AW. GOFF, assistant general manager
Purpose of Committee Is Public Service
should have, and upon which they may in• of the Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Esdicate their choice. The blanks could be
The purpose of the committee is one of sanay Inc., is back in New York, following
a tour of four middle-western cities in deposited in a vote box at the exit and by
public service and helpful co-operation
the verdict of his patrons the exhibitor
which the Big Four has branch offices.
" with every sound agency — commercial,
could be guided.
philanthropic, or educational — working perThese included Chicago, Cleveland, Cincinnati and St. Louis.
sonally or through organizations along lines
" There is no question as to who should
Mr. Goff's tour was made in line with the choose the films. The parous are the ones
of betterment."
who pay to see them and the patrons should
During the convention almost daily conthe V-L-S-E in continually strivsultations were held under the direction of policying toofcement
a closer relationship in the have the final say as to what they see. This
Big Four family, the more effectively to important question should not be left to the
committees, civic and education and a subcommittee of the Drama with discussions
personal whims of the exhibitor.
bring about intensive co-operation and
carried on by representatives from many
standardization. Various discussions along
" Ultimately, the will of the public will
make itself felt upon the producer. He will
states. A most comprehensive survey of this line were had with members of the
sales forces.
be forced to stage the sort of plays the
the motion picture situation from a naAs was the case last summer with the
majority demands. It would be a form
tional standpoint has resulted. The following statement covering the findings was
V-L-S-E, Mr. Goff found the quietus giv- of censorship at which no one could take
presented to the convention at its final sesen all along the line to the stereotype assion :
sertion that warm weather reduces the volume of film business. Increased business,
exception."
illllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllll^
" A symposium of opinions has been
gathered not from theory, but from the and lots of it was the report in each of the
1 CROPPER PROVES A "CUPID 1
actual experiences of workers engaged in V-L-S-E branches visited.
I HELPER " AND THINKS IT IS 1
studying and working out constructive
Interviewed in Cleveland by the dramatic
i ABOUT TIME TO OPEN A
1
methods.
editor of the Plain Dealer, Mr. Goff de1
MARRIAGE BUREAU
1
clared that public opinion is the hnk that
" These finds developed that too much
emphasis has been placed upon the evil must ultimately connect the patron with the B R. C. Cropper, Kansas City, Mo., =M
M manager of the Universal office, is J
side of motion pictures and demonstrated
M considering the establishment of a g
producer.
the necessity for a positive, constructive
" Let the public dictate the sort of photoM marriage bureau. Without any effort g
policy to minimize the harm and empham on his part three of his employees J
plays the producing companies present,"
size the good.
said Mr. Goff. " That is the aim of the Big M were recently married, and the cpies- J
H tion now debated in the Universal g
" The consensus of opinion was that the Four, through its open booking policy.
motion picture must be recognized for the
M office is: What results would be ob- g
" Our idea is that each day, an exhibitor
present as a commercial amusement rather
should flash on his screen the titles and plot M tained if Mr. Cropper would get into B
M the game and help Cupid? In a period g
outlines of releases that will be available
than an educational or philanthropic meH extending over but three weeks, three J
dium. That a national demand for better
for him the following week. The slide reM employees became life partners. G. B. g
conditions is evident.
quests his patrons to indicate their choice
g Howe, assistant manager, and Leona M
M McMillan, assistant booker, both of M
" That this demand is based upon the peby applause or in some other well-defined
culiar danger to the adolescent of a large manner.
BM long
Cropper's
office, Corirme
recently Armstrong,
took the Hg
step, while
percentag;e of the films now being displayed
" Another plan that strikes me as being
=
the
genial
telephone
operator,
also
upon therScreen.
practicable, is for the exhibitor to dis: joined the ranks.
B
tribute among his patrons, slips af - paper
"That believing in thp ^rength of conoutlining available releases, giving names
certed action and co-operation as opposed
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NOW THEY CAN "FURBISH UP"
QUICKLY AT " V '
A " ience
Beauty
" for will
the soon
conven-be
of actorsEmporium
and actresses
opened at the Flatbush studios of the Vitagraph Company. It is the result of a suggestion made by Evart Overton to Studio
Alanager A. Victor Smith, and will be the
only one of its kind connected with any
motion picture plant.
A building located within the inclosure
directlj' opposite the big studio is being
converted into this new department, and
when completed, will contain a ladies' hairdressing and manicure parlor, barber shop,
bootblacking stand, tailoring establishment
and first aid department, for the exclusive
use of members of the Vitagraph Company.
When Overton returned from a " road
trip " (which in motion pictures means a
few weeks in the country on "locations"),
he found that he had forgotten to leave
orders to have his dress suit pressed, that
he needed a haircut and shave. The nearest barber shop is situated about a halfmile from the studio in one direction and
a tailoring establishment the same distance
in the opposite — then it was " wait your
turn," which meant considerable time had
been wasted before he had attended to his
requirements. The thought then struck Mr.
Overton : " Why not have our town tailor
and barber?" He made known the idea
to Mr. Smith, who thought so well of the
plan that he enlarged on the suggestion and
included conveniences for the ladies. The
first aid department has been in operation
for the past ten months, but it will be transferred to quarters in the " Beauty Emporium."
EDWARDS GIVES FOURTH ESTATE
MEMBERS CHANCE TO SHINE
C. S. Edwards, Jr., Kansas City manager of the Pathe Exchange, seems to have
a hankering after newspaper men for his
work. Some time ago he took in his employ as a traveler Howard Jameyson, who
was for a long period a reporter for a
trade paper, while the latest addition to
his staff is T. J. Folan, formerly the Kansas representative of Motion Picture
News.
Jameyson was such a success that Edwards thought another newspaper man
might be.
DONATES AFTERNOON'S RECEIPTS TO
CANADIAN RED CROSS
On a recent afternoon manager Murdock of the Variety theatre, Victoria, B.
C, turned over his entire receipts to the
Esquimau branch of the Red Cross Society, and on the same afternoon the management of the Ivel's Pharmacy, situated
just across the street from the theatre,
did the same with the money taken in at
its soda fountain. The ladies of the Society assisted at both places during the
afternoon, and a substantial amount was
raised for the Red Cross. The stunt was
given considerable publicity in the papers,
and as nothing is more popular in Canada
just at this time than the work of the
Red Cross Society, much favorable attention was directed toward .those responsible
for the contribution.
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SELIG FINISHES "THE VALIANTS OF

Gertrude

McCoy (Gaumont)

At the Selig studio, Los Angeles, the
VIRGINIA "
final scenes have been made for " The Valiants of Virginia," in five reels, and within
the next week Director T. N. Heffron will
take up a new subject.
Director Robert Daly has finished " The
Preacher," and is now picking a cast for.
the filming of an L. V. Jefferson three
reel
subject
entitled
Mystery."of
Fritzi
Brunette,
Selig"Astar,Germ
was hostess
a dinner party last week at the Alexandria
Indian room, Los Angeles, in celebration
of her birthday. The guests included a
number of the prominent people of Los
Angeles filmdom.

Three Summer Camps Furnish Settings for Essanay Films
Chattanooga, Tenn., Starved Rock, ILL., and Camp Logan Supply Realistic Backgrounds for
Filming of Features Under Policy Established by President Spoor
Director Fred E. Wright established the
Essanay already has established three
camp at Starved Rock, where he took
summer camps where outdoor scenes more
representative of the picture involved can
many of the scenes in the three-act photobe taken. This is in accordance with the
plaj' " Power." Starved Rock is one of
the beauty spots of the country, with its
system inaugurated last year by President
dells, shaded brooks, swift streams and
George K. Spoor, when several summer
thick-foliaged hillsides. Other Essanay dicamps were established for the hot searectors will make use of this point from
son.
time
to
time. Mr. Wright, in his picture,
" This enables us not only to get more
" Power," also visited Arizona, where he
realistic settings for our pictures, but better backgrounds. I am convinced that a made use of the Roosevelt dam, the great
beautiful background greatly enhances a power plants and irrigation systems near
Phoenix. These are all shown in this picture as a background to a thrilling plot
The three camps established are Chattawoven about the battle of the people
nooga,
Tenn.
;
Starved
Rock,
111.,
and
Camp
picture."the artillery and rifle range of the
against the financial interests for their
Logan,
Illinois National Guard.
rights to public utilities.
The camp near Chattanooga was utilized
Director J. Charles Hayden, with Henry
B. Walthall and a supporting cast, have left by Director E. H. Calvert, who took a
for Camp Logan, where they will take
large part of the scenes in "According to
the Code," Essanay's five-reel feature rescenes for Mr. Walthall's next feature
leased in July through the V-L-S-E.
play, " The Little Musketeer." This story
Though Mr. Calvert and his troupe have
has much of its action during the Civil
War period, and some battle action is returned, the camp will remain so that a
company can make frequent excursions
shown. One thousand infantrymen and
several hundred horsemen will be shown in there to take scenes requiring a mountainous country. It is thus possible to use as a
guerrilla warfare. Arrangements will be
background all the rugged scenery of the
made so that Essanay players can at any
mountains of Tennessee in photoplays retime encamp at this place to take any
quiring such settings.
scenes requiring a military atmosphere.
Other camps will be established later as
the need requires, so that a large part of
the country will be covered by players who
will visit them from time to time.
WORLD FILM SIGNS BIG CONTRACT
WITH TURNER AND DAHN
The World Film Company has just put
over another big contract. They have
signed up Turner and Dahnken for first
run privileges for that firm's new playhouse in Portland, Ore., and for their theatres respectively in Reno, Nevada and Oakland, San Jose and Watsonville, Cal. This
firm is well pleased with business conditions, noting a good business generally
with the exchangemen, due to the fact that
the attendance is increasing at the theatres.

Betty Schade (Fox)

SCHUSTER IN KANSAS CITY
E. A. Schuster, auditor from the home
office of the General Film Company, was a
recent visitor to the Kansas City branch,
wncre lie stayed for several days. •
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Star in Fox Marine Spectacle, " A Daughter of the Gods," Written and Directed by Herbert Brenon, Braves Perils
of the Deep in Jamaica to Get Scenes of Unusual Action for Picture — Alligators and Heavy Surf
Pounding on Jagged Rocks Have No Terrors for Her
( <' I 'HE motion picture that can proI vide one good, lively heart-tugging thrill to each one thousand
feet of its length heretofore has had a
good right to be called a successful picture," said a Fox official the other day.
"On that basis the $1,000,000 William
Fox film spectacle. " A Daughter of the
Gods," written and directed by Herbert
Brenon, might be expected to provide ten
very good, thrill? in its total length of ten
thousand feet.
" This picture provides a separate and
distinct thrill every ten feet of its entire
length — or one thousand to the picture.
" To obtain the typical photoplay thrill
the average director sacrifices the drama
and beauty of his picture. But the thrills
that Herbert Brenon has gathered together
in his picture intensify its beauties in
nearly every instance, and increases the
hold of the picture upon your liking.
"Annette Kellermann, the star of this
picture, has a repertoire of thrills all her
own, and when you see what happened to
her in " A Daughter of the Gods," you
can well believe that the exciting physical
adventures allotted to her fellow players
in the picture will set new records for daring in the film world," he declared.
Here is an incomplete inventory of her
ten adventurous months spent in Jamaica,
all of which, and more, are found in the
picture:
She is beaten against a ragged coral
headland, pulled away from the rock each
time by the undertow and hurled back
again — each time seemingly by a larger and
more powerful wave. And in this episode
she is bound about, with her arms entirely useless, by heavy ropes. Both Herbert Brenon and Miss Kellermann declare
that during the taking of these scenes her
back was cut from shoulder to waist as
if she had been beaten by a brutal jailer
with a cat-o-nine-tails. Thrice was she
taken unconscious from the water, begging
in a half-conscious way, for the moment,
not to be sent back into the boiling surf.
But each time, her courage undaunted, she
voluntarily went back and finished the
scene.
Life in Danger at Every Turn
In another of the water sequence of
scenes she swims almost with the speed
of a train or a motor ahead of a shark,
whose fin races along the surface not ten
feet behind her. Again, she is struggling
in a tremendous sea and gains a temporary
haven on a rocky ledge or table, not more
than two feet wide, and here gigantic
waves many times as high as the average
man or woman, pound her into helplessness and wash her off the rock and back
into the foaming waters.
Later Miss Kellermann is tossed at the
order of an insane Sultan into a pool filled
with savage and hungry alligators. The
spectators see the alligators poke their
noses to the surface, blowing bubbles in

the water as they expel air through their
nostrils. Annette Kellermann is held aloft
over the edge of the pool. The huge
mouths of the alligators are poked out of
the water, wide-open, and then she is
dropped into their very teeth — yet escapes,
as the film will reveal.
Once more in the water she reveals her
prowess when she outswims a hundred
Jamaica negroes — the fastest swimmers in
the entire Caribean country. And she does
this after escaping from a savage jailer and
the pursuing Sultan, who have her imprisoned in a tower. She leaps from this
tower to the sea — a distance of 103 feet
— and is not even momentarily stopped by
her impact with the water.
In one of the beautiful Gnome City
scenes — laid at the foot of a beautiful cascade that comes crashing down from the
mountains — she is stoned and beaten with
sticks by several hundred dwarfs who
imagine her to be their enemy. Just before this episode she has been rescued
from the water and is almost unclad while
blows and missiles are rained upon her.
Mounted on horseback and clad in coat
of mail and clanking armor Miss Kellermann, in another scene, fights a sword
battle with the leader of an opposing army
on the sea wall of the beleaguered Moorish
city, and when she receives a feigned death
blow, topples on horseback into the sea.
The camera follows her to the water and
you see the horse churning and kicking
so close to the heroine of the picture that
every moment seems to be but one before
her death.
Then rider and horse are separated in
the water and you watch the brave swimmer
while the heavy coat of mail weights her
down and makes death by drowning immi^lllllllllim!lllil!!lllll!illllllllllllllllllllll!IIIIIIINilllllllll!!IIIIIKIIIIII|l!!llllllllllllll!l^^
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nent. She divests herself of the armour
and, having died in the world of the mortals, she enters the life of the immortals
and swims out into the sea as a mermaid
to join her mates.
Most Daring Feat of AH
What is said to be the most exciting
and
of all
of for
Missdescription
Kellermann's
feats daring
has been
saved
till
now. After being hurled to the alligators
and escaping them, the mad Sultan orders
the flood-gates of the pool raised and she
is swept out of the water gate into a roaring rapid, down which she plunges for a
distance of two and a half miles — still
bound tightly about the arms. The swift
current pulls her into mid-channel of the
rapids and ever downward she plunges at
train-speed. The ever-present camera follows her down the boiling waters to the
edge of a precipitous waterfall and then a
camera below the fall picks her up at the
brink and follows her on a fifty-foot drop
into a Niagara-like whirlpool at the bottom of the waterfall.
Once more there is a daring feat to
record. The mad Sultan has almost torn
all of Miss Kellermann's clothing off during a struggle in the harem. At that moment sparks begin falling all around. A
volcano nearby has burst into active eruption. Panic-stricken thousands flee through
the street. The Sultan's favorites flee
screaming from the harem. Miss Kellermann, who in her role is protected by the
gods and possesses unusual powers, runs
almost nude into the streets while fire and
lava and sparks fall on every side and
there turns the volcano fire into rain which
falls in a drenching torrent and saves the
In still another scene she rushes on
populace. over a narrow and dangerous
horseback
mountain road at the head of 1,200 gigantic
mounted worriers on her way to the rescue of her lover Prince — only to be slain
in an ensuing scene by the Prince, who has
not pierced her identity.
" A Daughter of the Gods " will be ready
for its premiere in just about a fortnight.
INGENIOUS WALLPAPER HERALD ON
"BATTLE CRY OF PEACE"
The latest herald distributed by the Isis,
Longmont, Col., theatre is printed on
varied hues of wall paper, and reads :
" Look ! We are tearing the wall paper
off our walls to make room for the crowds
that will want to see ' The Battle Cry of

OF
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BANNERS ON STREET CARS EMPLOYED
IN VANCOUVER
"
The advertising
campaign being conducted
Peace.'
by the Globe theatre, Vancouver, B. C, calling attention to the inauguration of Tripictures car
at that
house,andincludes
bannersangle
on street
fenders,
large space
in the newspapers.
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HERES ACTION FOR YOU— PLENTY
OF BEARS, WALRUS AND SEAL IN
A GAUMONT
More of the Gauniont animal studies
taken by Elwin R. Sanborn, are seen in
Reel Life, the Mutual Magazine in Film,
Number Seven. First in importance are the
bears. There are excellent pictures of
black, brown and polar bears. Two hotblooded denizens of the deep are also in
this issue of Reel Life, the seal and the
walrus.
Another section of this release pictures
college students preparing for their life
work by practical work in the fields at an
agricultural college.
BURGER REPORTS BIG"MYRA"

BUSINESS

J. K. Burger, manager of branch exchanges. International Film Service, Inc.,
left New York on Thursday, June 8, for
Philadelphia, Washington and Atlanta.
During one of Mr. Burger's previous
visits to Atlanta, George Allison, International exchange manager in that city
dubbed Mr. Burger " Simon Legree," and
the name has always stuck.
Mr. Burger has just returned from an
extended business trip west, and reports
that " The Mysteries of Myra " are showing to an unprecedented business.
"THE HIDDEN FACE," GAUMONT,
WON'T HIDE AFTER JULY 6
In its series of fortnightly releases of
three-reel photoplays the Gaumont company will release as its first July offering
" The Hidden Face. This Mutual picture
will go to exhibitors July 6, with Alexander
Gaden and Iva Shepard as the stars.
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June Brings Better Business to Exchange
Ragland Signs Big Contracts
JUNE is bringing better business to the
New Orleans exchanges. There was
a serious depression that existed for three
weeks, but it has apparently vanished. Big
features are invariably the drawing cards
these days, even at the suburban houses.
Louis Levin, the late Fox luminary, and
named southern division manager only a
few weeks ago, has left for the Dallas headquarters, after having given the New Orleans office a week of his time. He appointed Paul Engler, lately acting manager
of the Fox Atlanta office, as his personal
representative. Mr. Engler by this appointment is shifted to New Orleans.
At the Atlanta office Mr. Levin installed
T. W. Brady as manager. Mr. Brady formerly traveled for Fox out of the Detroit
office. He succeeds O. P. Hall, who resigned ashort time ago.
Mr. Levin found conditions in New Orleans booming for Fox, and he states that
similar conditions exist in the rest of the
Southern territory. He found his stay in
New Orleans profitable, as he signed Herman Fichtenberg for Fox service at the
latter's Isis theatre in Houston.
The Pathe Goldberg cartoons now are
being
Trianon
theatre.shown
The first
new run
seriesat isPearce's
attracting
large
crowds nightly. Raoul Junet, Pathe manager in New Orleans, said that practically
all old Pathe customers in that territory are
taking on the Goldberg series for second
run.
The News representative found these live
exhibitors buying on the Row last week:
P. V. Black, of the Grand, Donaldsonville ;

Strenuous Fights for Tom Moore in " Who's Guilty? " Series
But These Set-Tos Come Easy to the Actor, Because He Is a Healthy Young Irishman, and
Doesn't Believe in " Faking " Struggles Before the Camera
When Hansel and his company went to
N almost every one of the fourteen
Ogdensburg, N. J., recently to make some
photo-novels which make up the Pathe's
" western " scenes for " Sold Out," they
"Whose Guilty?" series, Tom Moore, who
got everything they wanted except good
is co-starred in these pictures with Anna
Nilsson, has had a real fight. These set- weather. Between showers Hansel mantos have come perfectly easy for Moore,
aged to take some of his scenes, including
about eight before a special mining camp
because he is, first, a healthy young Irishshack.
man, and, second, because he is a devout
When everything had been filmed, deactor, who does not believe in "faking" a
stage fight.
spite delays, except the remaining twelve
scenes in and about the shack exterior, the
But it comes rather hard on those whom,
rain fell more steadily and dishearteningly
according to the stories, he must defeat.
The other day they were staging a big than before. Yet Hansel had to get the
scenes, because he was working on a time
fight
in theof Arrow
studios Moore
for " Sold
the fifth
the series.
and Out,"
Alan
schedule.
Then he solved his problem. He sought
Hale, who is about twice Moore's size,
the owner of the shack, and after parleywere ordered to " go to it."
ing with him for a few minutes. Hansel
They fought and struggled all over the
room, while the cameras clicked and Howbecame the cabin's owner. Then he ordered his mechanical crew out into the
ell Hansel, the director, yelled to them to
downpour,
with instructions to take the
give him " a real fight." Finally, as the
shack apart, keep every piece, transport it
script called for. Hale got Moore down.
(It was the idea that later Moore should
to Yonkers, where the Arrow studios are,
and there reconstruct the building.
defeat Hale.) Then, after getting Moore
This was done. An empty lot near the
down, Hale lit into him in earnest. So
much so that Hansel interfered.
studio and backed up by a steep hill, was
" It's wrong to strike a man when he's rented. Then he got his men busy, and in
surprisingly few hours the shack that had
down," said Hansel to Hale.
" Well, if you knew all the trouble I've stood in Ogdensburg, fifty miles from
been to to get him down," retorted Hale, Yonkers,
and all. was reconstructed, " atmosphere "
" you wouldn't be talking like that."
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Orleans;

for " Gloria's Romance "
Bert Tiller, Arcade, Lake Charles, and J. C.
Landen, Istrione, Jackson.
Speaking of visitors, New Orleans entertained afew of the big ones last week.
Harry C. Drum, of the World; Pat
Powers, of the Universal, and Arthur
Lucas, of Triangle, came in rapid " concussion " ; then Merle E. Smith, general superintendent for George Kleine.
Mr. Drum was on his way to the Pacific
Coast, although he managed to spend a
couple of days in New Orleans. Pat
Powers, treasurer for the Universal Manufacturing Company, was there only one day.
Arthur Lucas and Merle E. Smith were
both one day visitors. Friends of Mr.
Lucas were glad to find him once more in
excellent health.
Mr. Smith was surprised and gratified
with the quantity of business done by the
New Orleans office of George Kleine.
Through the energy of J. C. Ragland, the
New Orleans manager, and an efficient
traveling crew, fifty-four signed contracts
were obtained from as many cities for Billy
Burke in " Gloria's Romance." Fiftythree other applications have come in,
making a total of 107 Southern cities and
towns booked for the serial.
In New Orleans what is one of the most
important moving picture contracts ever
signed was made by Jac. Miller, owner of
the Empire theatre, with J. C. Ragland,
George Kleine manager. Miller through
this
contract
to show
Romance
" for agreed
twenty weeks
at the" Gloria's
Empire
theatre at a weekly rental of seven hundred
dollars, a total of $14,000. This is so far
the largest price ever paid for a picture in
New Orleans, but so great has the demand
for Billy Burke been ever since that charming actress appeared here in her premier
picture, that Manager Miller expects to
cash in on the proposition.
Raoul Junet, manager of the Pathe, Inc.,
exchange, stated that his office broke all
collection records the past week.
K. A. Bugbee, manager of the Metro exchange, left this week for a run to northern Louisiana and central Mississippi. Mr.
Bugbee expects to visibly increase the circulation of the new Metro house organ in
that territory before he returns. The circulation figures at present run well over
20,000, and Metro exhibitors all over the
territory report they are having a great
success with the magazine.
Amusements, a weekly newspaper devoted principally to the moving picture
theatres of New Orleans, which is being
used by some houses as a program, made
its initial appearance last week. The paper
is being published by a local trade paper
correspondent. Its makeup is good, and
the idea seems to have caught well with the
exhibitors.
Mrs. Antoinette Evans, who recently put
on a fashion show at the Crescent theatre,
now is the fashion conductor on the staff
of the New Orleans Times-Picayune. Mrs.
Evans is the wife of R. King Evans, manager of the V-L-S-E branch and president
of the Associated Film Manag^fs of New
Orleans.
A. Jules Benedic.
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EXAMINATIONS

" SHOES "
(Bluebird — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
FOUR reels of film are consumed here in depicting the effort of
Eva, a salesgirl earning five dollars a week in a five and ten
cent store, to struggle along on a dilapidated pair of shoes. She
gets splinters in her feet, catches cold and is humbled by her own
comparison of herself with other girls. At the end of the fourth
reel she takes a deciding step. She goes out penniless and comes
back a day later with a new pair of shoes adorning her feet. She
has, as Jane Addams wrote in a book, " sold out for a pair of
shoes."
It is indeed a pathetic plight that Eva is iru Her father is a
loafer, her mother sympathetic but unable to offer assistance. She
has no friends, and a singer in a low cabaret proves her only means
of procuring money outside of the small amount she receives from
the store and dutifully turns over to her mother intact. It is just
one of the world's tragedies, and the picture tells it simply and
without the slightest vestige of elaboration.
If " Shoes " strikes an audience in the right mood the people
are going to be greatly moved by it. If it strikes it in the wrong
mood they are going to grow tired of it, for it is so simple in
theme that there is of a necessity much repetition of incident.
There is, on the other hand, a purpose to the likeness of the situ-

She takes the part of Eva and is in it every minute of the time.
She is not taxed by requirements for varied facial expression and
retains a sorrowful, downcast look throughout the picture. This
attitude of Miss MacLaren's makes her character unusually real.
Harry Griffith as tHe' good-for-nothing father, Mrs. Witting as the
mother, William V. Mong as the cabaret singer, and Jessie Arnold
as another shop girl who has tasted bitter fruit comprise the supporting cast. S. Norton and A. Ziegler have done excellent work
on the photographic end of the production.
FOUR VIM COMEDIES
(" Spring Cleaning" Their
" — " The
" WillEach)
A Woman Tell? " —
DreamConnecting
House " —Bath
One" —Reel
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THESE single-reel feature comedies, starring Harry C. Myers
and Rosemary Theby, who virtually carry all the action by
themselves, are well produced and photographed in excellent style.
They should prove good entertainment for audiences which do not
insist upon marked originality of plot, and they contain nothing
which will offend anybody's sensibilities.

The " Evidence " Uncovered
In addition, the story of each treats of a well-known situation in
family life and for this reason they should interest almost any
audience, even if they do not succeed in provoking extraordinary
hilarity.

Eva Meets the Cabaret Singer
ations, because it makes the final step taken by the girl seem justifiable and consequently all the more pathetic. But your average
audience wants a little more action than " Shoes " offers.
Lois Weber, who produced the picture as well as adapting it
from Stella Wynne Herron's story, has pictured the life of the girl
at great detail. Not much is left to the imagination regarding her
trials and hardships. But Miss Weber has gone a step too far in
showing a closeup of the girl extracting splinters from the sole of
her foot. She has gone too far in showing the girl scraping mud
from her feet with a pair of scissors. There is such a thing as
being too realistic.
The last reel takes up the " what might have been " and when
this is over there is a short return to the actual picture. The girl
has confessed to her mother and is forgiven. Then the father
comes home, happier than usual, for he has exerted himself to such
an extent that he has procured work. But it was all too late.
Mary MacLaren is a new actress uncovered by Miss Weber.

Myers appears as a husband and Miss Theby as his wife in each
comedy. Their work is pleasing. In " Spring Cleaning " Myers,
a traveling man who has just abandoned the road for good, gets
home in time to be subjected to the torments of house cleaning;
in " The Connecting Bath " the pair, intending to be divorced, stop
at the same hotel, and discover through the medium of notes
passed under the door that they really love each other ; in " Will a
Woman Tell?" — the best of the series shown so far — woman's
inability to keep a secret is satirized ; and in " Their Dream
House " husband and wife buy a cheap bungalow from a crooked
real estate agent, discovering too late that the water pipes are all
out of order, and the house built of paper and other cheap material.
We can select " Will a Woman Tell ? " as representative of the
kind of humor offered in these comedies. Its story, the nearest approach to originality in the series, tells how the husband, constantly in trouble because his wife tells everything she knows,
sends her to bed one night with the instruction, " Whatever you do,
don't look out of the window at the woodshed." Then the husband
goes out, gets a box from the woodshed and buries it in the yard.
The wife, of course, follows him. After they have retired the
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hujband leads his wife to believe that he is a murderer and has
buried the evidence. Tlie next day she tells the " secret " to a
neighbor, and the police finally arrive to make the arrest. The
husband escorts the crowd to the yard, digs up the empty box, and
then leaves his wife to read the inscription on the top. It reads:
■■ \"ou can't keep a secret, but you can keep this."

The Hazards of Housecleaning
!^Iyers, v^'ho directed the comedies, designed his own sets and
they are very good, particularly the " Dream House," which is a
seven-room structure especially built, and well arranged and decorated. The camera work is by Harry Keepers.
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nifred Greenwood is Louise, and T. J. Carrigan enacts the role
of the chevalier. Other well-known players who appear are
Charles Clary, Myrtle Stedman, Adrienne Kroell, Lyllian Leighton, Leighton Stark and James O'Burrell.
Judged by present standards, the acting is too hurried, and
the absence of close-ups, coupled with imperfect lighting and
inferior photography, make it hard for the players to properly
convey their emotions.
Every scene was taken in the studio, landscapes and marine
views being improvised with painted drops. A snow storm of
paper flakes is used. Many of the sets are unusually large, and
the presence of numerous extra people frequently gives an air
of elaborateness.
In spite of its technical faults, there may be many who will
want to see this picture, because it shows favorites now scattered working together, and because it will recall a bygone , era
to faithful fans.
" THE WILD GIRL OF THE SIERRAS "
(Fine Arts-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE presentation of Mae Marsh, Robert Harron and Wilfred
Lucas in a single picture is enough to insure its success, even
if it were not distinctive in other ways. It is a combination of
screen talent hard to beat, and if we were an exhibitor we yvould
advertise this triple alliance for all it is worth.
But the picture has other merits, particularly its extraordinarily
beautiful exteriors. These wood and hill scenes, in which the play
of light is so perfect that it looks almost as if it were artificially
supplied, give the appearance of having been painted instead of

"THE TWO ORPHANS"
(Selig — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2nd
THERE is a historic as well as a histrionic interest attached
to this picture, since it is a reissue of a film made some
years ago. The cast is note-worthy, containing names now enrolled in studios from New Rochelle to Santa Barbara.
Like many productions of that period, it is a costume play,
the locale being France in the days of swords, snuf¥ and Sedanchairs. The story is an involved melodrama of court life, at times
difficult to follow.
Two young orphaned girls, Louise and Henriette, journey to
Paris. Henriette is kidnapped by a licentious Marquis, and Louise,

The Boy Turns Down the Gambler

" Her Sight Can Be Restored "
who is blind, falls into the hands of thieves. Henriette is rescued
by a chevalier who loves her, but she refuses to marry him until
her sister is found. The searchers come upon Louise just as
the thieves are about to murder her. Papers from the police
archives disclose the fact that Louise is of noble origin, her
Countess mother having secretly married. To add to the general
happiness,
be restored.the court physician promises that the girl's eyesight can
The part of Henriette is played by Kathlyn Williams, Win-

photographed.
seen anything
Many scenes alsoW^earehave
tintednever
in superb
fashion. quite like them.
The photography and settings are of the first importance in.
this picture, because it is a romance of a girl who has grown up
in the wilds and it is absolutely necessary that the settings harmonize with her nature. We are certain that the exhibitor will be
delighted with the way in which this has been done.
As to the story, the picture is fanciful, but it ought to be a welcome relief because it gets clear away from the ordinary run of
l)lots. There is no attempt to create a big " punch." Instead, we
have a lot of pretty scenes built around the slave-like devotion of
the girl to Bob Jordan, who comes into her domain with a gambler
and his woman companion to look at a worthless mine which the
two are trying to unload on Bob. Bob sees the girl running about
in the woods and, mistaking her for a wild animal, fires, wounding
her in the arm. This leads to their meeting. By a series of cutbacks, itis shown that the girl had been a denizen of the forest
after her mother and sister had been killed by Indians. It develops
that the gambler is the girl's father, but instead of the usual recognition scene between father and daughter, the story sends the
gambler away without knowing who the girl is. Neither does she
know that the gambler is her father.
Miss Marsh's portrayal of the girl, Roliert Harron as the boy
and Wilfred Lucas as the gambler are excellent, with first honors
going to Miss Marsh. Others are Maisie Radford, Olga Grey
and James O'Shea.
The story is by F. M. Pierson and Anita Loos, and the direction by Paul Powell.
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"PERILS OF DIVORCE"
(Worl.d Film — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
A COMMENDABLE admission on the part of the producers
states that this picture is melodramatic. It is also extreme
melodrama in more ways than one, The story is of this type
from title to final fadeout. The acting is pronouncedly of such
flavor, inasmuch as the principals enter into the spirit of the
picture with zeal that astonishes. The subtitles are on a par with
the story and the acting.
'.' Perils of Divorce ", is a class picture and doubtless we will
only be voicing the producer's sentiments on the subject when
we state that its appeal is totally confined to the class that boasts
of no great learning. The ten-centers in the ten, twenty, thirty
audiences, the shop girl as definitive of a certain class, the unskilled laborer — to those will " Perils of Divorce " bid for popu-

Tegar's Compliments Fall on Eager Ears
larity. And as there are a great many such persons in this broad
land, the road which the picture will travel seems smooth and
easy.
At the outset a very happy couple is introduced, Constance
Graham and John Graham. Enter Alice Lorraine — villainess extraordinary. Alice manipulates affairs in the way that only vilfeinesses can and later we find as a result that John and Constance have separated and that Alice has married John. Of course,
in due time John realizes how Alice has pulled the wool over
his eyes and there is a reunion.
For melodrama, the story has been constructed unusually well.
Although there are divorces, there are no court room scenes.
The situations are not unduly strained and the incidental characters have been selected by one who really understands dramatic
values. Of its kind then, " Perils of Divorce " is exceedingly
good.
Edna Wallace Hopper as Constance, Frank Sheridan as John,
Ruby Hoffman as Alice, Alec Francis as Craig, the family friend,
and Macey Harlan as Tegar, the villain, are the principals. All
the cast with the exception of Miss Hoffman overact considerably, but the mistake is not so serious, considering the general
tone of the picture.
The scenes range between ice skating by torch light, all down
the line from suburban villas and club houses to Broadway cafes
and even to a Chinatown "joint." The atmosphere is always
realistic in these scenes. In fact Edwin August, who directed,
has also done his share in producing a teeming melodrama.
" THE SCARLET WOMAN "
(Popular Plays and Players-Metro — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
lyr ADAME
beauty before
and poise
lend distinction
iVl
this sex PETROVA'S
subject. As noted
in pictures
selected asto
vehicles for her, the material is too thin for five reels, and there
are a number of improbabilities in the plot. Nevertheless, the
Petrova personality is potent enough to create a great deal of
interest.
In addition, the production is excellent — by which we mean that
Director Edmund Lawrence has maintained a high Metro stand-
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ard in settings, lighting, and the handling of the cast. There
are able
Arthur
ward impersonations
Martindale, Frank by
Hanna
and Hoops,
others. Eugene O'Brien, EdCertainly the central situation is strong in dramatic possibilities, and the events leading up to it are depicted with force. This
situation involves the sacrifice of honor by a wife in order that
she may save her husband from execution for a murder of
which he is guilty. She pays the price to the district attorney,
who thereupon conducts a weak prosecution, and the husband
is acquitted. This action is developed in about three reels, and
while it is not free from padding in the shape of cut-backs, its
effectiveness is undeniable.
After this, the suspense is let down for several hundred feet
while a virtually new dramatic situation is developed. The husband, freed, discovers what his wife has done, and divorces her.
Remembering that the district attorney had told her that a beautiful woman possesses great power which she may use as she
wills, the wife takes the easiest way, selecting men of wealth
as her lovers, and becoming a well-known character in the cafes
of the city. She meets a young man of character and social
position, who is a candidate for district attorney against the man
who freed her first husband. He wins, defeating his grafting
rival. Meanwhile, he has fallen in love with the scarlet woman,
and asks her to become his wife, not knowing her past, although
it is quite inconceivable to the spectator that he should not have
known it.
After their marriage the defeated grafter tells the young husband who and what his wife is. Husband and wife separate for
a time, and she finally determines upon suicide. Learning that
a letter in which the woman had told him her past had been
kept from him by the grafter and a scheming girl, the husband
arrives just in time to save his wife from death.
" BATH TUB PERILS "
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
ALTHOUGH much of this is fast and furious slapstick, it is
not particularly novel. But the last few hundred feet offer
one of the most ingenious bits of action so far presented by Keystone.
After Fred Mace, as a flirting hotel proprietor, has made himself a thorough nuisance by amorous attentions to the wife of a
guest, and is reduced to pajamas by his own enraged wife, the fun
starts. The guest shoots at the proprietor and accidentally hits
one of the big water pipes. This starts a flood, which eventually
fills the whole room in which the proprietor had been imprisoned
by his wife, as she thought. The gas pipes and the water pipes
get
whenheater
the guest's
wife gas
decides
to take
a bathfilled
she
findsmixed,
the hotandwater
filled with
and the
gas pipes
with water.
Finally she is blown out of the hotel in her bathtub, floats down
the street and out to sea, where the picture ends with the pursuit of her in full swing.
This last ludicrous situation is a sure laugh-bringer and is
worked to its fun-making limit. In the cast are Dale Fuller, Hugh
Fay, Claire Anderson, and a number of girls attired in gymnasium
regalia. E. A. Frazee directed.
"ATHLETIC FEATURE FILM SERIES"
(Selig-V-L-S-E— First Reel)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2nd
THIS is the first reel of a series that proposes to show in action
the foremost exponents of every sport from football to pool.
The initial release opens with a scene in Mike Gibbons' gymnasium, showing the ring general performing such training stunts
as weight-pulling, rope-shipping, and shadow-boxing. Then a
three-round sparing match between Mike and his brother Tom is
staged.
Cutler, the American cueist, is then pitted at the billiard table
against Yamada, the Oriental expert. After a few innings the
two cracks demonstrate fancy exhibition shots.
Following this. Doctor Roller wrestles with Fred Dalkins for
two falls.
Pictures of this kind certainly ought to interest the male contingent of an audience, especially since many have not had an
opportunity to see the heroes of the sporting page in the flesh.
Judging from the increasing attendance of women at boxing
matches and wrestling tournaments, the fair sex, too, likes to follow the performances of the mat and squared ring gladiators.
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" THE SPELL OF THE YUKON "
(Popular Plays and Players-Metro — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
THE title of this picture accurately describes the location and
atmosphere. Although the drama of the story is enacted
in New York (presumably), there is enough of the Alaskan wilds
and the big snows to make this the home note of the picture.
The photography of the exterior scenes is excellent; the locations have been well chosen, and their full artistic value has been
realized. Considerable artistry has been brought to bear in the
subtitles, which are dissolved in over short scenes, illustrative of
the spirit of the caption. Many lines from the poem of Robert
W. Service are utilized as subtitles.
The story, which is taken from this same poem, is told in few
words : Jim Carson, foreman in a big factory, is in love with Helen
Blair, a stenographer in the offices. Temple, the proprietor, is
also in love with Helen, and he " frames " Carson's books to make
it appear that he is a thief.
Unable to get a hearing, Carson leaves the shop, threatening
revenge on Temple. He goes to Alaska, to join Adams, a "pal"
of other days, but arrives just as Adams has been murdered, leaving his infant son uncared for. Carson adopts the boy, and brings
him up. In the course of eighteen years in Alaska, Carson strikes
gold, and becomes wealthy.
He takes his adopted son and comes back to New York. Here
he finds Helen has married Temple, and there is a daughter, Dorothy, whom the boy meets; the two fall instantly in love. Carson, however, finds the girl is the daughter of his old enemy, and
forbids the boy to see her again. In the meantime he begins a
campaign to ruin Temple, and is on the varge of success.
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We hasten to say, however, that this is not a war drama. It is
a human interest story, depicting the reformation of a crook,
.who escapes from the police after killing a rival gangster in
self defense, enters the house of some society folk while a
party is in progress, and is given a chance to make good by Philip,
whose father owns the factory.
It is possible to develop such a theme in two ways : to make it
a psychological study, with many close-ups and little " action " ;
or, to give first place to action, and make psychology seem incidental. The Vitagraph people chose the latter method, and, we
think, chose wisely. Psychology is present, but it is not over-

Darcey Warns His Benefactor
emphasized, while there is plenty of action, and a fair degree of
suspense. The story is not without its flaws, but it holds.
Such a picture stands or falls, of course, by the work of the
player who has the role of the crook. This picture stands. That
it does is distinctly to the credit of James Morrison, whose portrayal of the crook is natural, sympathetic and of undoubted
appeal. We are certain that his work will find response from any
crowd of picturegoers.
The supporting cast is well chosen as to type, and gives uniformly good renditions. It includes Belle Bruce, Billie Billings,
Emanuel A. Turner, Mary Maurice, Robert Gaillard, Gerald Gordon, John Costello, Logan Paul, Dan Hayes, and Charles J.
Giegerich, Jr.
Paul Scardon produced the picture from a script by Charles T.
Dazey. The direction is fully competent.

" You'll Pay for Thisl "
Temple induces Helen to go to Carson, and plead with him
for mercy. Carson is about to thrust her ruthlessly aside, when
she confesses that Dorothy is his own daughter. His viewpoint
changes ; he promises to let up on Temple, and sanctions the marriage of the young folks, without, of course, revealing Dorothy's
true parentage.
Edmund Breese does some strong work as Carson, and is ably
seconded by Arthur Hoops as Temple. Christine Mayo as Helen
and Evelyn Brent as Dorothy present sincere and convincing
work. Others in the cast are Billy Sherwood, Frank McArthur,
Joseph S. Chaillee, Jacques Suzanne, Mary Reed, Harry Morevelle, and Baby Volare. The picture was directed by Burton King.
" THE REDEMPTION OF DAVE DARCEY "
(Vitagraph Blue Ribbon- V-L-S-E — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE exhibitor who books this picture will find his patrons
pleased not only by the work of the cast, but also by a
timely twist given the plot. The last named element involves a
munition factory, and a scheme by foreign agents to blow it up —
not an unheard of screen situation, of course, but the sort which
brings a photoplay home to the spectator, and makes it seem
more real to him.

E. FORREST TAYLOR APPEARS OPPOSITE MARIN SAIS AND
OLLIE KIRKBY IN "SOCIAL PIRATES," KALEM
E FORREST TAYLOR is now appearing opposite Marin Sais
• and Ollie Kirkby in " The Social Pirates," Kalem's series
by George Bronson-Howard.
The latest Kalem star entered the screen world less than a
year ago, after an unusually successful stage career. He has appeared with such stars as Brandon Tynan, Catherine Countiss and
Willard Mack, and was for four years a member of the last
City.
mentioned
player's famous producing stock company in Salt Lake
Following that engagement, E. Forrest Taylor organized his
own repertoire company, touring the principal cities of the country
with Clara Kimball Young as his leading woman.
STURGEON

ERECTS TANK

FOR SCENE IN "THROUGH

DIRECTOR Rollin S. THE
Sturgeon
WALL of
" the Western Vitagraph
Company, has caused the erection of a big tank at the
J lollywood studio for scenes in the multiple reel subject " Through
llie Wall," adapted from the Cleveland Moffitt story. Scenes were
made in this during the past week, and William Duncan and
Nell Shipman, leads of the picture, worked in the water for three
hours. At the end Duncan carries the leading woman through a
trap door, entrance to which was gained below the surface of the
water.
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" THE WAY OF THE WORLD "
(Red Feather-Universal — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY PETER MILNE
••'T'HE Way of the World" was adapted by F. McGiew Willis
l from the Clyde Fitch play. It makes entertainment of the
average sort. Hobart Bosworth is again the star. He appears as
John Nevill, the heavy. Nevill is bent on winning a young woman,
Beatrice, by hook or by crook, but he fails, and at last meets death
by Beatrice's own hand. Mr. Bosworth has not delineated his
Nevill with the precision and skill that we have become accustomed to associate with his work. Perhaps it is because he has
almost always heretofore played the hero. At any rate, in " The
Way of the World," he gives an entirely too likable impression
during the first phases of the picture and the cropping out of the
villainous characteristics in the final episodes hardly jibes correctly with the earlier impression gained from his acting.
The production, which was in charge of Lloyd B. Carleton, is
very good. The director was in no difficulty over spectacular
scenes or thrillers, but the story is finished in a straightforward
complete manner. The handling of each individual scene, simple
though it may be, is done in a thoroughly adequate style. The
photography is equally as good.
John Nevill, an unhappily married man, meets Beatrice while
abroad and falls in love with her. On learning that he is married
Beatrice has nothing more to do with him. Later in America

The Rescue

Beatrice marries Croyden just after he has been elected governor.
Nevill appears again and persuades Beatrice to accept him as a
friend. Two years later the Croyden family is exceedingly happy,
as a new addition in the shape of a baby has arrived.
It comes to the end of Croyden's term and his political enemies
cast about for something to damn him before the public. They
hit upon Beatrice's close association with Nevill and Nevill himself causes them to print a bit of scandal which casts doubt on
the parentage of the Croyden baby. With this Croyden loses all
faith in his wife. Beatrice goes to Nevill's home to beg him to
contradict the scandalous report but instead
Nevill shows his true
colors. In desperation Beatrice stabs him with a paper knife and
dying he makes a denial of the report.
Dorothy Davenport as Beatrice and Emory Johnson as Croyden
are excellent in their respective roles, while others in the cast are
Gretchen Lederer, Jack Curtis, C. Norman Hammond, Adele Farrington and Herbert Barrington.
" CHIP'S BURLESQUE ON CARMEN "
(Juvenile Film Corporation — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
CHILDREN are nearly always attractive in a picture ; more
^ than this, they have an appeal which is even stronger to their
elders than to themselves, and a good children's picture, according
to all the rules, should be a .good box-office investment. This
picture is recommended as such.
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Joseph and Janethel Monahan are developing into real professional screen artists. Part of this is apparently due to their inherent ability, but most to the intelligent and painstaking effort
of their director, J. A. Fitz Patrick, who is also, we believe, their
cousin. He appears to understand them, and they certainly understand him.
Joseph is an excellent juvenile imitator of Charlie Chaplin ; in
this subject, the Chaplin burlesque on Carmen has again been
burlesqued, in ludicrous and yet touching manner. Where Charlie
became a pigmy, Chip becomes a giant, with the aid of a cloak
and another boy who kindly offers his shoulders. The other
features of the ChapHn burlesque are also reversed, insofar as
has been possible.
Little Janethel is an attractive and rougish Carmen. The bullfight is laughable
also theThe
antics
of is
Chip
" Bon Doze,"
the Don
Jose of as
thisareversion.
piece
wellon costumed;
the
scenery in such a burlesque on a burlesque, may well be overlooked ;
one hardly expects an attempt at the reproduction of Seville or a
Spanish bull-ring.
The only suggestion we can make is that a little more attention
be paid to the cutting in several spots, especially where Chip rides
the goat through the gateway, and Chip's fight with the bull.

" FOOL'S GOLD "
(Essanay — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM C. ESTY, 2ndTHEwishes
woman
gambles figure
for high
stakes against
husband's
is anwhoeveryday
in photoplay
life.herHere
she is
again, besetted with the same difficulties her celluloid sisters have
experienced so often. Enough unusual and diverting variations
from the routine plot are injected to bring the interest well up
to the standard of the average program release.
Darwin Karr plays the hoodwinked husband effectively, Nell
Craig enlists pity in the role of his auction-bridge mad spouse,
while Patrick Calhoun and Marion Murray use a time-tried formula in acting the villain and villainess parts.
Auction devotees will speculate why the actors look through
the cards after every hand — apparently every winning bid is notrumps. This petty detail is the only fault attributable to the
director. The settings and photography are adequate.
Helen Rowe, wife of a wealthy young business man, becomes
a victim of a card-sharper. He wins all her money, and she
finally has a paste imitation of her valuable necklace made, giving
the original to pay her losses. The imitation necklace is stolen
by a thieving maid. A detective, called in by Rowe, ascertains the
real state of affairs, rescues Helen from the embrace of the
sharper, and recovers the necklace, without
arousing Rowe's sus■
. i
picions. This adventure cures Helen's gambling fever.
MUTT AND JEFF IN THE MOVIES "
(Mutt and Jeff Film — One Reel)
|
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE war zone serves once more as a setting for the antics
of Bud Fisher's two eccentrics, but this time it is a mimic
war zone, with a cameraman at hand to " take " the scenes. The
cameraman is disappointed in Jeff's method of charging a trench
single-handed, and announces that Jeff " spoiled the greatest war
The spectator
is anything but disappointed, however, and is
picture
ever filmed."
thoroughly amused. It is difficult to burlesque war without offense, but Fisher does it in clean and effective fashion.
SEVENTY-TWO-YEAR-OLD

CIVIL WAR VETERAN IN A
METRO
MARCUS MORIARITY, who plays the part of Potter, the
butler in the Metro-Columbia production, " The Flower of
No Man's Land," is seventy-two years old. He fought through
the civil war, and was a bugler in Sherman's army. Mr. Moriarity has been a motion picture actor for eight years.
DUNCAN

McRAE, OF A"THE
FLOWER OF NO MAN'S LAND,"
PLAYWRIGHT

DUNCAN McRAE, who plays the male lead in " The Flower
of No Man's Land," is a successful writer of plays. The
Gamut Club prodiiced his sketch, " The Woman Across the Way "
recently,
with Air. McRae and Miss Minnie Dupree in the leading
roles.
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"SILKS AND SATINS"
(Famous Players — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM RESSMAN ANDREWS
uCiLKS AND SATINS" is a shimmering fabric of old ro*J mance. The story, free from red-dyed realism and the
vierccrizcd threads of near realism, is of fine romantic texture
throughout. The plot, sentimental but not mawkish, was woven
by a hand that knew how to gather up the loose ends of narrative for a satisfactory explanation at the denoument. The story
is singularly free from frayed and threadbare incidents and is
anything but patchwork. Like a good garment, " Silks and Satins " ought to wear well with the public.
Speaking of clothes — why did the hero of " the story in the
story " go about bedecked in the regimentals of an Austrian
Hussar, vintage of the 19th Century, when he is described as
a Gentleman of France and the other characters were in clothes
of the Colonial period? However, it doesn't matter much. The
hero carries himself with such a debonair air, the matinee girls
will pass over this anachronism in costume, particularly in the
exciting moment when Friend Hero, over six feet, picks up
dainty Marguerite Clark, less than five feet, and carries her across
a stream.
" Silks and Satins " will make a strong appeal to audiences
of women and girls, not only on account of the sentimental interest of the plot, but because there are more kinds of feminine
raiment than any mere male review could hope to understand
at one look.
But he can understand the significance of the scene where the
villain stands under a hill teasing the heroine, the hero glancing
down at the pair, his " gorge rising " at the sight of beauty in
distress. In a few seconds, the hero, who will surely find favor
with the matinee contingent, confronts Friend Villain (nobody's
friend) and gives him a punch that makes him forget he is a
villain and reminds him he is just a human being with considerable susceptibility to pain.
Marguerite Clark in the role of Felicite is more happily cast
than she has been in a few other plays. In her present part
she has ample opportunity to exercise the sprightliness and show
the sweet winsomeness associated with her best impersonations.
The story in brief is as follows : A young girl about to be
married at the command of her father to a man she does not
like, finds in a secret drawer the diary of a relative, a beautiful
but wilful girl, who a hundred years before, was placed in similar
disagreeable and disheartening circumstances. The experiences of
the oppressed fair one in former days are all faithfully recorded
and her woes make a deep impression on the present day miss,
who l;y the time she finishes the last page, resolves to emulate
the example of her ancestor and marry the man she wanted,
instead of the man picked out by her officious Pa.
The director, J. Searle Dawley, and the photographer, H. Lyman Broening, deserve credit for their work. The direction shows
care and the camera end of the production indicates a mastery
of technical difiiculties. Miss Clark's supporting cast pleases,
wHandysides
ith \'ernonas Steel
in the role
the Marquis;
W. of
A. Jacques
Williams Desmond
as Henri;; Clarence
Thomas
Holding as Felix Breton and Fayette Parry as Annette.

gratifying. The scenes are laid in Naples (the atmosphere of
which is admirably gained by Jamaican locations and one or
two street sets), in the Pennsylvania coal region, and in New
York. Throughout, the staging is elaborate, and remarkably
pleasing to the eye. There are some excellent lighting effects,
and other evidences of superior dirction.
In the supporting cast are Arthur Donaldson, who gives an
excellent character sketch of an old Italian roue, who with La
Terribula (Mrs. Cecil Raleigh) makes a practice of trapping young
girls. They entrap Helena (Miss Collins), and she is forced
to submit to outrage at the roue's hands. Then the girl goes
to America, and finds her husband dying from the effects of a
coal mine explosion. She goes to New York, meeting there a
young artist (Armand Cortez). To gain the consent of his uncle
to their marriage, they proceed to Naples. Helena discovers
that the uncle is the old roue who outraged her, and carrying
out an oath of vengeance, she captivates him, and then poisons
him. After which, she chokes La Terribula to death. The evidence is covered up effectively, - and Helena returns with the
artist to America and happiness.

" A WOMAN'S HONOR "
(William Fox — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
<< A WOMAN'S HONOR" introduces Jose Collins as a William Fox star in a story which is strong in both senses
and which is well handled by Director Roland West. Except
for slight confusion, due to the necessity of clearing the ground
for the central situation, this picture is one of the best of recent
Fox releases.
It is easy enough to tell a screen player when you see one,
just as it is easy enough to identify an actor or an actress who
wishes to be a screen star, but fails. Unless we are very much
mistaken. Miss Collins has the makings of a genuine screen star.
Her presence, her features, her animation, her command of restraint, and her ability to hold dramatic scenes are clearly shown.
It is her work, more than anything else, which puts this picture
over. Having seen its reception by an audience in one of Mr.
Fox's New York houses, we feel justified in saying that the
picture does get over, although if we had not witnessed its effect
on an audience we would stii! be certain of the appeal of Miss
Collins' acting, and of the dramatic worth of the picture.
In addition, the picture has a variety of setting that is truly

PAUL HEMEL, OPERATOR AND LECTURER, IS SOLDIER
WITH RECORD FOR BRAVERY
Sl>ecial to Motion Pictuke News.
Montreal, Que., June 10.
some very disLAST week the Montreal Universal office had
tinguished visitors, among whom was an old operator, Paul
Hemel. He, in the year of 1914, was an operator and lecturer at
the Sun and Star theatres, St. Henri, Montreal. At the outbreak
of the war Mr. Hemel enlisted as a private and after a regular
training course was transferred to England, and was stationed
there three months.
From there he went to France and Belgium, and spent seven
months in the trenches. After two days on the firing line he
earned his first stripe as lance-corporal. The promotion was made
Ijy Major Roy, who was killed while saving his men and winning
the V. C. Two months later Mr. Hemel had earned his second
as corporal from Captain Girouard, now a Lieuenant-Colstripe
onel in Montreal. One month later Hemel was made sergeant
while on patrol in No Man's Land. While
Guybuyor,
by
City.Major
capacity he was wounded in the chest and later on
in this
acting
v/as promoted to lieutenant with the 171st Battalion of Quebec

"THE REPRISAL"
j
(Selig — Three Reels)
|
REVIEWED BY THEO. S. MEAD
1
prothis
in
part
leading
the
takes
who
FRITZI BRUNETTE,
duction, proves her versatility as a screen actress. Her first
role of an unsophisticated Southern girl is later changed to
that of a hardened, revengeful woman, who realizes her physical
charms and does not hesitate to use them on the object of her
revenge. She plays this vampire part effectively, emphatically
registering
the different emotions of hate, love and cynical amusement.
Jack Rodney, played by Jack Pickford, is sent by his wealthy
family to a Southern sanitarium to recover from tuberculosis.
Here he meets and falls in love with Alma Thorne, a girl of
poor parentage. Jack's brother Louis, determined that his
younger brother shall not marry beneath his station, rushes to
the scene and arrives in time to break off the wedding in the
midst of the ceremony. He carries Jack back home, where the
latter dies. The heart-broken Alma marries an old friend of
the family at her mother's dying request. Five years later, now
a beautiful widow, she encounters Louis Rodney, and still cherishing thoughts of revenge, sets out to make him fall in love
with her. For years Louis had cynically considered all women
as fortune hunters, but he succombs to Alma's charms and they
are married. Right after the marriage ceremony, she discloses
her identity, recalling to her husband the time when he ruined
her youthful love for his younger brother. Maddened by the
thought of losing her, Louis goes to the next room to commit
suicide, but the revolver falls from his trembling hands and
explodes. Alma, thinking he is dead, and realizing that a real
love for him has developed, rushes into the next room and falls
into his arms.
Guy Oliver plays the part of the cynical woman-hater conThe supporting cast includes Frank Clark, Lillian Hayvincingly. W.
ward and Al.
Filson.
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" THE PROMISED LAND "
(Essanay — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY THEO. S. MEAD
THE charm of this picture lies in its unpretentiousness. It is
the old story, simply told, of a dapper city salesman breaking
in upon the love of a small town boy and girl. It develops along
the usual lines, from the time when the attractive traveling man
meets the innocent village maiden, and starts to win her affections
away from the drug clerk, who is diligently studying to become a
surgeon.
With tales of the city he feeds her imagination and she runs
away with him to be married. He leads the life of dissipation in
the city, finally leaving her to get along as best she can. She
secures employment as a nurse, and at the hospital finds her village
lover, who is now a rising young surgeon. He is still devoted,
but she will not hear of his love while her husband still lives. One
day a patient is brought into the operating room ; when the bandages are lifted and he is recognized as the reprobate husband, and
it looks as though their problem is to be solved.
But the generous surgeon and lover says he can save the man,
and then, just as one is wondering how things are to end happily,
the girl awakens. Her elopement has been a dream, and a good
lesson to her, for she now realizes that she can only find happiness
with her village lover.
The story is full of human interest and well acted by an excellent
cast headed by Bryant Washburn, Marguerite Clayton and Edmund
F. Cobb. The scenes of the small town society life are realistic
and in fact nothing about the picure is overdrawn or inconsistent.
It is a very good three reel program offering, which most audiences will find both refreshing and interesting.
"PARAMOUNT Reel)
SHORT SUBJECTS"
(Burton Holmes' Travelogues — One Reel. Paramount Pictographs — One
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
BURTON HOLMES this week discusses " The Penal Colony of
Palawan," in the Philippines. He shows in detail the work
Uncle Sam has undertaken and is accomplishing in the way of
reforming native criminals, and illustrates the fact that this is so
successful that three unarmed white men are sufficient to guard
1,300 prisoners.
Cottages, farms, recreation and industries are supplied for the
prisoners, who are changed from criminals into useful and productive citizens. There are also glimpses of charming and unusual
scenery in the neighborhood.
The Paramount Pictographs contain a moving diagram illustrating how the United States fleet might be destroyed. Although
this was prepared by a naval expert, Henry Reuterdahl, it is not
impressive, and it apparently presupposes a supineness and ignorance of naval tactics and strategy on the American side, which
the writer has never observed in the United States Navy. Professor Munsterberg gives an illustrated article on testing the mind,
showing the various trends of the human mental machine. There
is also a striking scenic picture of Idaho, in which a motor boat
successfully plows upstream through Wild Goose Rapids.
KEMBLE FILM COMPANY SECURES "THE ZEPPELIN RAIDS
ON LONDON " AND " THE SIEGE OF VERDUN " FOR
STATE RIGHTS
THE part the Zeppelins are playing in the world war is portrayed in moving pictures in " The Zeppelin Raids on London " and " The Siege of Verdun," which played to capacity
audiences in the Park Theatre under the auspices of the New
York Globe.
Pronounced at the time of their first showing as " the most spectacular war pictures ever seen," they actually show the giant Zeppelins flying over London, the bombardment of that famous city,
and the attack on the huge dirigibles by anti-aircraft guns, and
the devastation the " Zeps " leave in their wake.
" Deadman's Hill," Le Mort Homme, as it is known all over
France, that slaughter pen where men died like sheep, is shown in
all its thrilling realism. The blowing up of the Malancourt Bridge
at the siege of Verdun, shown one minute a magnificent structure
of steel and brick, apparently as strong as Gibraltar, shelled into
a heap of ruins.
The Kemble Film Corporation of Brooklyn has secured the
American rights for these films and they will be. states-righted
by them.
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THEATRE BUILDING IN BALTIMORE RUNS AHEAD OF
PICTURE DEMAND
Special to Motion Picture News.
'
Baltimore, Md., June 10.
'T'HERE have been complaints among the exhibitors in the
A center of the city houses during the past six months regarding the lack of business. While some theatres show an increase over a corresponding period of a year ago many complain that business is not so good. In discussing the condition,
Guy L. Wonders, president of the Maryland branch, Motion
Picture Exhibitors League, said that while the business at the
Wilson, of which he is manager, has shown an increase, it was
quite
true that a number of houses were less prosperous than
formerly.
" I hope," said Mr. Wonders, " that this condition is only
temporary, but I am afraid that the situation will not improve
for some time. During the last two years, owing to the building
of new picture theatres and the conversion of former theatrical
houses into motion picture theatres, the seating capacity of the
film houses in Baltimore has increased between ten and twelve
thousand. Of course, the interest in the photoplay has been
going ahead by leaps and bounds, yet the new business has not
kept pace with the increasing capacity of the picture theatres.
Most of the new houses have been built in the residential
sections. The houses are very attractive and this has had a
tendency to hold the people uptown at night, where formerly they
would come downtown, and attend one or more of the picture
shows in the center of the city. Of course, some of the smaller
houses, and the least desirable in the residential section have been
closed, but this has not equaled the increase in the capacity of the
new theatres built. There are, at present, several theatres in the
course of construction, which will open within the next few
weeks, and will add probably a thousand to the seating capacity.
There will be a few houses closed during the summer, but even
taking this into consideration there will be more houses, and
larger houses doing daily business in Baltimore than last summer.
Baltimoreans are by no means losing interest in moving pictures ;
in fact, the film drama will become more popular than ever, but
it is simply a case where the business is more widely distributed
than ever before.
MABEL

TALIAFERRO SIGNS WITH METRO-ROLFE FOR
ELEVEN FIVE-PART FEATURES
MABEL TALIAFERRO has signed an engagement with
Metro-Rolfe to appear in at least eleven more five-part productions. The first of this number, " God's Half Acre," is now in
production, and will be released the middle of July. Edwin
Carewe, who has been directing Miss Taliaferro, and who appeared with her in " The Snowbird," her last feature on the
]^Ietro program, will direct all the Taliaferro productions.
Miss Taliaferro has the distinction of being the first recognized
stage star in America to appear in motion pictures. This was
when she played the title role in " Cinderella " for Selig.
Miss Taliaferro was not only the first American star in pictures, but she was the first Metro-Rolfe star, appearing in the
stellar role of "The Three Of Us." Previous to "The Snowbird" she was seen on the Metro program in " Her Great Price."
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Among the prominent visitors to New York from other points
during the past week were :
Norma Talmadge, Fine Arts Studios, Los Angeles.
Gus Inglis, Willis and Inglis, Los Angeles.
Bessie Eyton, Selig Studios, Chicago.
J. W. Martin, Milwaukee.
Mae Murray, Lasky Studios, Los Angeles.
Herman Rifkin, Eastern Feature Film Company, Boston.
Harry Rowson, of the Ideal Film Renting Company, London, has
returned to England.
BERGER DIRECTS KOLB AND DILL
KOLB and Dill, the German comedians of West Coast fame,
who made one picture in Los Angeles, last year, and who
have been engaged by President S. S. Hutchinson of the American
Company, are now at the Santa Barbara, Cal., studios working in
their first subject which is being made under the direction of Roy
Berger.
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" The Promised Land." (Essanay. Three reels.
Sat., issue.
June 17.)— Reviewed at length elsewhere in
this
" The Fable of the Undecided Brunette."
(Essanay.
Wed., forJune
21.) ;— the
Thisstory
George
Ade :
fable
not shown
review
follows
A chicken was being rushed by two candidates,
one a tin horn and the other a provider. The
cheap guy was trench broke, and could be kept
busy changing the records on the phonograph.
The provider was a financial feather-weight. The
doll was up a stump when it came to make a
choice. She could not bring herself to lean
against a stingy old thing who never buckled.
If she married the provider he would give her
everything he owned, but all he owned you could
put in a steamer trunk. Auntie advised the doll
to center her affections on some tractable person
who wasclam.
neitherThea prospective
closefisted
doll finally pauper
fell fornora ageneral
manager of set habits and untheatrical generosity,
who put things on a business basis. Moral : It
is necessary to make a few purchases both before
and after marriage.
" The issue.Girl
and theTues.,
Curtain." (Essanay. Rereels.
for review
;Two the
story followsJune: 20.)— Not shown
Bradley is left an immense fortune provided
he will marry Mary Burns, a distant relative,
a girl he has never seen. Mary at first refuses,
but consents to marry him on condition that they
at They
once are
separate.
- with a curtain separating
married
them, so neither one sees the other. Later Mary
becomes
and theythatfalltheyin
love with Bradley's
each other,stenographer
without realizing
are already married. The discovery of their relations makes both happy. Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne are the leads.
"The Bachelor's Alliance." (Kalem. Wed.,
June
14.) at
— Several
look
sideways
a womanbachelors
again butvowwhennever
Ethelto joins
the police force, they all forget their vow and are
consequently
that is
her
sweetheart,arrested
who —arrests
her allandexcept
makesTom,
her
his wife.
Edwin
Ray
Coffin
prepared
this
scenario which has many humorous moments in it
despite
old age.
Jack MacDermott, itsVictor
RottmanEthel
and Teare,
Gus Leonard
are
the principals.
" The16.)Stenographer's
Strategy."
Fri.,
June
Sis Hopkins
gets among
a job(Kalem.
as a things
stenogra—pher in this
picture and
other
saves her employer from receiving a lecture from
his wife for flirting, through a very clever ruse.
This comedy by S. A. Van Pettcn makes average
entertainment.
Henry besides
MurdockRose
is asMelville
prominent
as
ever while others
are
Frank Mizney, Mary Kennedy and Richard
Purdon.
" A Race Through the Air." (Kalem. Sat.,
June 17.)— Helen Gibson's featured stunt in this
"aeroplane
Hazards onto
of Helen
" number
is a fails
drop tofrom
a train.
The feat
appearan
as thrilling on the film as it probably was
actually, as the falling body goes much too fast
to take definite picture shape. The story by
Herman A. Blackman is a good one and adheres
strictly to railroad technique.
" In the Service of the State." (Kalem. Two
reels. Mon., June 19.) — This number of " The
Social
Piratesthey
" takes
andservice
Mary man
aboardin
ship, where
assist Mona
a secret
regaining
plans
held
by
a
foreign
spy.
It
is as
well built as the other numbers and maintains
the interest from first to last. Marin Sais and
Ollie Kirkby in addition to playing with the same
sincerity as they have in the preceding numbers,
wear Bomc very beautiful gowns. E. Forrest
Taylor,
R. L. Dell and Frank Jonasson are others
in the cast.
"The13.)Alaskan
(Kalem.
June
— This isMouse
not anHound."
educational
as theTues.,
title
might imoly but simply another Ham comedy of
a very good sort. Ham has a valuable Alaskan
Mouse Hound (which is the author's name for
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daschund)
him ofbyarrest,
a crook.
He can't
get rid of itthrust
and isupon
afraid
so when
Bud
comes along he gladly gives it to him. Bud
returns the dog to its owner and gets a reward
which Ham promptly steals and which in turn
is promptly stolen from Ham by a policeman.
" The June
Scapegrace."
Thurs.,
8.) — This is(Lubin.
the old Three
story ofreels.
the
banker's
son
who
steals
from
the
bank
to cover
his garnbling debts and stock market speculations.
It receives nothing strikingly new in the handling,
and must be considered of only average interest.
Settings and photography, as usual, are very
good. The cast gives fairly good renditions, but
some of the scenes which aim at sentiment are
quite painful. George Routh, Bird Hopkins,
Adelaide Bronti, Adda Gleason, Alan Forrest,
and Evelyn Page are the players. The direction
is by Jack Byrne from a script by Josephine
McLaughlin.
"The Avenger." (Lubin. Two reels. Tues.,
June
13.) — for
A murder
this starts
and holds
several mystery,
hundred feet.
Then well
the
mystery
is
cleared
up
by
means
of
a
cutback
which shows that the Hindu servant killed
his
master because the latter had stolen a bit of
parchment from a temple in India. The dead
man's
son, Hindu
in collaboration
with aby reporter,
causes the
to commit suicide
rubbing
phosphorous on the face of the idol — phosphorous
being
a sign
of the
god'sRobert
displeasure.
L. C.
Shuraway,
Sidney
Hayes,
Gray, George
Routh,
Melvin Mayo are in
the
cast.Velma
LeonWhitman,
D. Kent and
directed.
" Two Smiths and A Haff." (Lubin. Sat., June
10.) — Betta
Hafif her
doesn't
want arrives
to marry
Smith,
so when
brother
from John
the
West
with
his
friend,
Jack
Smith,
the
saved from scandal, and the cost of new family_
weddingis
cards, by marrying Betta to Jack. It is a mildly
amusing comedy,
well-produced
to sets
and
lighting.
In the cast
are Francis asJoyner,
George
Raymond, George Clarke, Jessie Terry, Herbert
Fortier, Kempton Greene, Flo Williams, June
Daye, Lenore Peacock, and Margaret Moore.
Clay M. Greene is the director.
a Chance."
(Selig. Sat.,
—
In" Taking
this Tom
Mix Western,
Tom June
wins24.)the
rancher's daughter by rescuing both her and her
father'sman.money
a crookis automobile
The usual from
stage-coach
supplanted bysales-an
automobile. This adds a touch of novelty and
supplies Tom Mix with a new vehicle for his
dare-devil
feats.
is aappeal
worth-while
singleof
reeler
and one
whichIt will
to the host
Mix fans.
"The Ancient Blood." (Knickerbocker Star
Feature.
reels.which
Fri.,prompts
June 23.)
This is
one
of thoseThree
pictures
the — reviewer
to talk about the settings rather than the story,
because the story is very, very old, and is not
handled in a genuinely dramatic way. The settings are good. Mostly exteriors, they show
rugged hills, deep woods, and suggest admirably
the atmosphere of the Canadian Northwest. The
interiors are excellent, also. The story tells how
a halfbreed girl marries a young Englishman who
comes out to the Northwest, goes back to England with him, finds high society not to her liking,
and returns to Canada and to Jacques. The cast
does average work. It includes Virginia Norden,
Ruth Lackaye, Myrtle Reeves, Alice Smith.
Mitchell Scanland, Philo McCuIlough, Neil
Hardin. Lake McKee, Robyn Adair, and Frank
Erlanger. Charles Bartlett directed.
MUTUAL
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"Doughnuts."
(Falstaff.
Sat., Chamberlain,
June 17.) —
Conductor
786. in private
life Riley
has
trouble
with
his
young
wife's
lack
the kitchen. He goes to sec the doctor, ofbutskillis soin
terrified
by the array
he sees
that he escapes
throughof carpenter's
the window.tools
Eventually
he, his dog. and a thief who broke into the kitchen
and
ate some When
of the hebride's
doughnuts,theallbride
go tois
the hospital.
is discharged
waiting for him with the news that she has prepared an elaborate meal in celebration of his
recovery. He gasps in despair, but on arrival at
home is met by an expert cook which his wife has

Exliibitor

engaged.
Keyes and
Walter HiersGladys
are alsoLeslie,
in theFrances
cast.
"The Gentle Conspiracy." (American. Two
reels.
Mon.,of June
This picture
will story
hold
the interest
most 19.)—
audiences,
though the
is improbable and contains some minor inconsistencies.
The headstrong daughter of wealthy parents
runs away to the city where she is killed in an
automobile accident. The next night the house
of her parents is robbed, and among the thieves
captured is a young girl who perfectly resembles
the daughter. In order to save his invalid wife
from learning the fate of their child, the husband
forces this young outlaw to take the place of
their daughter. Later it is learned that the girl
IS theirwhoniece,
the daughter
the invalid's
sister,
also being
ran away
from homeof years
before.
The cast includes Louise Lester, Vivian
Rich,
George Periolat and Alfred Vosburgh.
" Ruffhouse." (Vogue. Tues., June 20.)— This
comedy
is one series of rough-house fights among
the nurses
and surprisingly agile
in a
hospital. A bomb finally explodespatients
g
the ward and thus ending the reel.demolishin
While
no
original stunt is pulled, except in picking a hospital for the location, neverthele
will doubtless be enjoyed by thosesswhothislikepicture
slapstick comedies. The cast includes Alice Neice,
Madge Kirby, Arthur Travars
and Rube Miller.

Wed.,
amusing
andof (Beauty.
original
„r
J June
H°"se21.)—
on Anhow
Hokum
Hill."
comedy,
shows
writer
thrillers
loses
hiswhich
mind because his thefagged
brain
cannot
devise a method of saving his hero and heroine
from a terrible end. With the aid of his patented
plot machine, he conceives the plot. The progress
of his story is visualized on the screen and the
typewritten manuscript
is used
sub-titles It
is a clever idea and out of the as
beaten path
The cast includes John Sheehan,
Carol Holloway,
Gough, John Stepplmg, Rick Rosson and John

ers." (FalstafT. Mon., June 12.)—
IhisRealestat
IS a clever
comedv, in which Oscar and
Conrad fall into the clutches
real estate
shark, who sells them lots which ofarea under
at the sea side, m such manner that they havewaterno
redress in court. Mrs. Conrad comes to the
rescue, she makes the
acquaintance of the real
estate agent,
him to take her sailing; she
contrives thatandthegets
boat shall be capsized
off
the Conrad and Oscar property, and as he just
cannot
swim,
she helpsandhimConrad
onto theready
" lots."
There
finds Oscar
have himhe
arrested for trespassing, and his onlyto salvation
to buy back the lots at a substantial advance.is
McNish,
ir'ir-'^?^*- Louise
'"t^'udesEmerald
Claude Bates
Cooper,andFrank
MorganE.
*
Jo
Jerrys ne
Elopement."s.
(Cub. Fri., June 23.)—
George
Ovey
has
the
support
of
a
large
cast
his
impersonation of a French count ; he doesin
this to win a girl, but just as his wooing is progressing the real count appears. Jerry flees, but
that night he throws note
to the girl, attached
to a brick. The brick a hits
her father and knocks
him unconscious, but the girl
gets the note, and
prepares to elope with Jerry. She is kidnapped
by the count, however, and imprisoned in a deserted house. Jerry discovers
hiding place
and leads the cops there, but allthe
are thrown into
the basement through a trap door.
and Jerry organize, regain their liberty,Thetrappolice
the
count, and Jerry wins the girl.
. A June
Modern
Two drama
reels.
Fri.,
23.)—Knight."
This
a(Mustang.
good Western
containing some hard isriding
and
thrills,
particularly when
stage-coach with its occupants
crashes over a the
clifT. A cowpuncher
falls
in
love
with a movie actress, whose company is in the
West to .secure atmosphere. After some humorous complications, he is hired by the company
In a real
h
pulled
by two
desperadoes,stage-coac
in place ofhold-up,
a fake one off
which the
movie company had planned,
the
cowpunche
r
rescues the leading lady from
the bandits
who proves to be her deserted oneand ofdespised
husband. Ihe husband is killed in the wreck of
the stage-coach,
the two lovers are free to
marry. The cast so
Art Acord, Nita Davis,
Ashton Dearholt, includes
Clarence Burton,
W Fordycc. Bessie Banks. George Gerhardt,Al.Harry
McCabe and Carle Morrison.
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a dual role. She appears as a society girl and
atocrook
who
takes
the
former's
place
with
intent
rob. The ending is considerably exciting.
Mrs. Brundage, Joe Girard and Tony Merlo are
the other principals.
"A Jail Bird's Last Flight." (L-Ko. Wed.,
June 21.) — Showing the manner in which two
rounders
were antics
taken inin byjaila they
fair "completely
cop-ess " and
how by their
destroyed it. Billy Armstrong and Gene Rogers do
excellently as the tiirts in this while Carmel
Meyers
a veryscenes
prettyis foil.
The roughhouse inmakes
the final
hilariously
funny
while the comparatively calm action of the opening scenes is equally humorous.
" Behind the Secret Panel." (Imp. Three
reels.
Thurs., that
June a 22.)
— This melodrama
the troubles
flirtatious
wife createdshows
for
herself and her nihilist husband while living in
Russia. The woman finally manages to elude a
desiring officer, free her husband and escape to
America. This picture, the scenario for which
was prepared by William A. Lathrop, has a great
deal of interest in it although it is a little rabid
at^
times. Paul Panzer, Sonia Marcel, William
Welsh,
the leads.Tony Merlo and Howard Crampton are

Work."
Sun., June
25.)"The
— ThisDay's
comedy
shows (Beauty.
how an author
who
writes books of practical advice fails in putting
this advice into practice. In trying to arrange
their house in an orderly manner so that he w-ill
make who
a gooddisapproves
impressionof onhim,his hewife's
wealthyin
aunt,
succeeds
upsetting it from top to bottom, breaking up the
furniture, flooding the bath room floor and creating a perfect bedlam of disorder. His ridiculously
impractical, but perfectly good intented attempts,
make the picture hilariously amusing. The cast
includes Orral Humphrey, Lucille Ward, Mollie
Shafer, Joe Massey and Madeline Eordyce.
Iron for
Mitt."
Not"Theshown
review.(Vogue. Sun., June 25.) —
"A Traitor to Art." (Essanay. Three reels.
Sat., June
24.) — Not
review:
the small
story
follows
: Brunda
Adamsshown
and for
Arthur
Synott,
town sweethearts, become engaged. Brunda becomes an artist's
Synott aherminister.
Later Synott
marriesmodel
her, and
not knowing
former
life. Knowing that a nude picture of her is to
be exhibited and that her husband will see it,
Brunda
goes toThethe artist
artist'scomes
studioupon
and her
destroys
the picture.
and
threatens standingarrest,
but
his
jealous
wife,
misunderthe conversation, rushes in and kills the
artist and herself. Appearing in the cast are
Ann Kirk, Edward Arnold, Hugh Thompson and
Marian Lydston.

" The Young Sleuth." (Powers. Thurs., June
22.) — In which two kids turn detectives and accidentally capture a crook. The action of this is
much too slow in the earlier footage, while the
picture never demands more than slight interest.
Children, Frank Butterworth and Irma Sorter,
are the leads, and the subject will find its
warmest thoughwelcome
from child
such offerings
picture-goers,
we have seen
of muchalbetter quality.

PAT HE EXCHANGE, INC
" Luke's
Flivver."
This Luke
comedy is full Fatal
of action
of the (Rolin.)
faster —sort.
is pilot of an auto conveying a large party to
the picnic grounds. They stop and spread their
lunch,
and ina crowd
some way
Luke's party
mixed with
of fashionable
folk becomes
out for
aseedayhim,in apparently
the country.
When
Luke's
making way with passengers
the lunch,
a riot follows, in which flying articles of lunch
figure importantly.
"The Iron Claw." No. 17. (Pathe. Two
reels.) — This chapter, entitled " The Vanishing
Faker,"tary, into
brings
Manley,
Golden's
more David
disrepute,
following
his secreclaim
that
he
was
the
"
Laughing
Mask,"
which
he was unable to prove. He is dismissed claim
from
the Goldensiderablehousehold,
but presents
Margery, him
withwithcon-a
lingering affection,
dog as a parting gift. The Iron Claw plans a
sweeping revenge at a lawn party to be given by
the Goldens. This is to dynamite a huge oak
tree, and hurl it over onto the pavilion while the
latter ishasfilled
with involved
merry-makers.
pet dog,
which
becomes
in a poolThe
of molasses,
rolls across the note to Legar, in which one of
his henchmen explains the plot. The note thus
gets to Manley, who is able to frustrate the plot.
Creighton
are
featuredHale,
in thePearl
cast.White and Sheldon Lewis
" From Kitchen Mechanic to Movie Star."
(Split reel.) — This is another of the animated
Goldberg
cartoons, the
relating
monia Emptydome,
maid the
of allhistory
work, ofwhoArn-is
amputated from her job just in time to fall into
the arms of a movie director who is looking for
someone " with a face that was started but never
finished."
When diamonds
she returns
she
is covered with
whoseto the
flashkitchen
overcomes
her late mistress. On the same reel is a beautiful scenic study of " Japan's Ancient Capital —
Nara."
" Luke's Luke,
Societychauffeur
Mix-up."in (Phunphilms.)
Lonesome
the home of —a
wealthy family, is called in to take the place of
a guest of honor at a reception and the resulting
complications
side-splitting,
we have
lost our sense are
of comedy.
There imless
are pretty
girls
too, one of them who is quite bewitchingly so, has
a prominent part, which she fully well deserves.

Edith Storey in a Scene from " The Shop Girl,"
Vitagraph-V-L-S-E
picture idol comes to the house for dinner and at
the instigation of the mother leaves his manners
in the ever,
studio,
acting and
very consents
much liketo aletpig.
Howmother softens
daughter
and Herbert love. Agnes Vernon, Helen Wright
and Antrim Short are good support. William
Worthington directed.
"His Picture." (Imp. Tues., June 20.) — A
very good
the husband.
wife's jealous
nature
leadscomedy
her to inspywhich
on her
She
believes that he secretly meets a vampire, but
instead he is sitting for his picture. William
(jarwood, Violet Mersereau and others appeared
in a scenario by William Addison Lathrop, while
Ray Schrock directed.
"The Grip of Crime." (Big U. Tues., June
20.) — This picture, scenario written by Calder
Johnstone and produced by George Cochrane,
should prove of more than usual interest. The
acting throughout is good, while the character
study of an old Italian rendered by Thomas
Jefferson is most pleasing. Lena Baskett,
Biirton Law and Frank Newburg are the rest of
the principals.
" The Scarlet Mark." (Victor. Two reels.
Wed., June 21.) — A melodrama relying much on
coincidence
for its advancement,
inter-in
esting nevertheless.
Mary Fuller butis most
featured

UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
" The Man From Nowhere." (Red Feather.
Fivethereels.
in
issue Mon.,
of JimeJune17. 19.) — Reviewed at length
" Wanted — a Husbjmd." (Nestor. Mon., June
19.) —young
Many wife
humorous
result
the
borrows complications
a husband that
she when
may
inherit a fortune, her real mate being away on
a business trip. This was staged with one of
the popular
NestorEthel
castsLynn,
including
Compson,
Neal Bums,
Harry Betty
Rattenberry,
Stella Adams and Joe Janecke.
" The False Part." (Gold Seal. Two reels.
Tues., June 20.) — Herbert Rawlinson can always
play
picture
he an
assumes
his
right the'
rolemotion
here with
the hero
resultandthat
excellent
comedy _ romance has been produced. The girl
loves friend Herbert from his picture work, but
her mother has greater things in store for her
in the. shape 'of a languid society man. The

Paul Dickey, International Director-General

" What Could the Poor Girl Do? " (Nestor.
Two
June 23.) —written
An excellent
on thereels.
crookFri.,melodrama
by Alburlesque
Christie
and
produced
by
Eddie
Lyons.
Lj-onswants
as theto
hero, Billie Rhodes as the girl who
reform, comes
andenraptured
Lee Moran
as
the
crook
who
beat the smell of heliotrope, are
the principals. The closing scenes are of the
rough panyand
variety
that Christie's comdotumble
so well.
Numerous
situationscanof the
underworld
melodramapopular
are burlesqued to a really unproarious degree. Stella
Adams, Harry Rattenberry and Ed Bums support the three leads.
"The Heart Wrecker." (Imp. Fri., June 23.)
—manWilliam
of the
city
who isAddison
killed byLathrop's
lightning story
after his
betrayal
of a country girl while not anything original
makes very fair entertainment as pictured in this
reel. George Ridgewell directed and his cast, a
good one, is composed of Edith Roberts, Harry
Benham and Tony Merlo.
"The Ghost of the Jungle." (Bison. Two
reels. Sat., June 24.) — While the inmates of the
LTniversal zoo are introduced in places throughout this picture, it relies for its suspense and
interest on the melodramatic plot which is well
worked out. The scenes and photography are
very good
while presence.
the beasts Jay
furnish added
suspense by their
directed
Yona Landowska,
Rex de Roselli, Hunt
Guy Hedlund
and Colin Chase in the principal roles.
" The Fall of Deacon Stillwaters." (Joker.
Sat.,edy June
24.)
While
the author
of opporttmithis comhas notusual
taken—Joker
full cast
advantage
his
ties. the
makes ofthe
reel worth
while. It tells of a rabid deacon reformist who
innocently gets reformed the wrong way by the
town toughs. William Franey, Gale Henry,
Charles Conklin and Milbum Moranti are the
principals. Allen Curtis directed.
" The Fool." (Rex. Two reels. Sun., June
25.) — An inventor at work on a labor saving
device is deserted by his wife. His invention
finally reaches perfection, but at the instigation
of a girl whom he has grown to love he breaks
up the machine because it will throw many men
out of work. This story is fair up to the final
point and then its foolish. Ben Wilson and
Edna Hunter are the leads.
"The Rogue with a Heart." (Laemmle. Sun.,
June
— A robber
regenerated
the loveof
of a 25.)
woman
is nothing
new tothrough
the realm
pictures, and though pictured here with little
regard to steady character development it carries
with it a certain amount of suspense that helps
along. Hobart Henley, Sydell Dowling and
Sydney
Braceybv are
the Dittmar
principals.
scenario
was
prepared
Harry
and The
produced
by
Robert Hill.
" The Sheriff of Pine Mountain." (Rex. Two
reels. Stm., Jime 11.) — The sheriff of the northern town finds himself confronted with the alternativehisof arresting
sweetheart's
brother theor
flinging
dutybutto ithis
theturns
winds.
He chooses
former course,
out that
the boy is
guiltless,
while theBensheriff
is ableDorothy
to capture
the
real murderers.
Wilsoti,
Phillips
and
William
Courtleigh,
Jr._,
are
the
leads
in
this
drama which, laid in realistic snow scenes, makes
an acceptable production. William A. Lathrop
are the leads".
'_
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'• Peg o'Episode.
the Ring."
Special
Feature.
Seventh
Two (Universal
reels. Week
of June
12.)
— This number, entitled " The Wreck," moves
somewhat slowly and repeats many of the situations brought
"forward
the former
The railroad
crash
the bigin thriller
of the chapters.
number,
can be made much more effective by better cutting of the lilm. This scene shows a freight car
stalled on a bridge. Peg and Lund, Jr., are on
top and when an e.vpress approaches they are
obliged
smashes to
the jump
car to into
atoms.the water. The engme
WEEKLIES

firemen of
No. 45. — Recruit
Hearst-Vitagraph,Berkeley,
Cal., celebrates its
Boston at drill: memorial
at
service
liftieth birthdav ; Soldiers, Hampton, Va.National
; new
Home for Disabled
at 'Frisco; delegates to
car tested
mono-rail Clubs
Women's
convention, guests of \ itagraph
;
President Lowell, of Harvard, and Gen. Wood,
review Harvard student regiment ; Republican
" fa\'orite sons" pose for camera;pushball
Columbiagame;
and
York University stage a
New views.
other
Selig-Tribune, No. 46. Society men go into
troop at San Francamp as members of cavalry day's
Manat hospitalouting
pupils field
cisco ;Cambridge
established
chester, Mass. ; military
for G. A. R. veterans in Chicago park; President
at Arlingday address
memorial hotels
delivers; Chicago
Wilsonton cemetery
crowded to the
doors bv delegates to the Republican convention;
at Chi-ot
s ion
march for mpreparednes
'citizens
200,000 cago;
commemorat
solemn procession
London; pretty models
Lusitania tragedv, in New
York.
pose at fashion show.
at the Republican
Scenes
47.
No.
Pathe News,
at work in factories
convention, Chicago; women degrees
at Vassar s
get
girls
in London; 250
fiftieth commencement ; troops on guard at Dublin
Coney Island welto prevent
children ;on outing; new type
orphan uprisings
comes 2,000further
on motor cycle arrives at Columof machine
bus X. Mex.gun; crew of U. S. S. Oregon honors
deledead comrades at San Francisco ; Western
West
n visit Arrow
conventio
Club
Women's
to
gates
finishes
service
on
Reclamati
S.
U.
•
Point
Idaho;
Rock dam at cost of $5,000,000, Boise,Aberdeen,
automobile drives motor boat, at St.
Louis.
at
parade
ess
preparedn
great
;
Wash.
Weekly, No. 24. — St.
Universal Animated
Louis preparedness parade; Brown University
LibShakespearean roles; Statue t;of Gen.
womenertyplav
illuminated by battleship searchligh
ess regiment ;
Wood reviews Harvardat preparedn
Sheepshead Bay draws
American Libertv Dav
84,000; bathini; beauties parade at Venice, Ca . ;
views of the German high seas fleet; last public
m New \ork;
; "L" bywreck
of Kitchener
views
other views,
and cartoon
Hy Mayer.
INCORPORATIONS
In Delaware :
ILLINOIS ANIMATED ADVERTISING
COMPA.XV; manufacture and sale of motion
for advertiseslides
andat lantern
picturement;films
Del.;
Wilmington,
$25,000 in
capitalized
incorporators are: Melbert B. Gary, New York
City ; Ernest
wardo
Verdes, L.NewConant,
York New
City. York City ; EdFELBER FILM COMPANY; manufacture of
; capilantern slides, etc. incorpomoving photographs,
Wilmington,JohnDel.T.; CostcUo,
talizedare:at $50,000
rators
John E.in Fitzgerald,
J. B. Felbcr, all Pittsburgh, Pa.
IN NEW YORK:
FILM FIRE PREVENTION AND MOTION
PICTURE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION;
manufacturing
waresfilms,
and equipment,
merchandiseetc.re-;
lating to motiongoods,
picture
-.apitalized
at
$250,000
in
Manhattan
are: Kenneth S. Ferguson, 485 West; incorporators
135th street.
New York Citv ; Wallace MacIJougall, 203 West
106th street. New York City; Abram MacDougall,
193 Meseroie avenue, Brooklyn.
E. I. S. MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION; general motion picture business; capi-

PICTURE

talized at $15,000 in Manhattan; incorporators
are : Dixon Boardman, Pelham Manor, New
York; Bradford Boardman, 375 Park avenue,
New York; Walter E. Green, 12 Summer street,
Orange, N. J.
EMAR
FILMcapitalized
CORPORATION;
motion picture business;
at $5,000 in Manhattan;
incorporators are; Michael Resnick, 734 East
160th street. New York; Harrv Hayman, 445
West 124th street. New York; Chas. B. Mintz,
288 Madison street. New York.
KING KOMEDY FILM COMPANY, INC.;
manufacturing
picture atfilms,
acces- ;
sories, etc. ; capitalized
$2,000novelties,
in Manhattan
incorporators are: Louis Weiss, 51 Avenue A,
New York; Fdk. Beck, 220 West Forty-second
street. New York; Geo. M. Merrick, 220 West
Forty-second street. New York.
TWENTIETH CENTURY FILM COMPANY, INC.; manufacturing films, accessories,
supplies,
etc.; capitalized
at $1,000
tan; incorporators
are: Louis
Weiss, in51 ManhatAvenue
A, New York City ; Fdk. Beck, 220 West Fortysecond street. New York City ; Jeanette Pomerance, 1262 Fiftieth street, Brooklyn.
SANGER PICTURE PLAYS CORPORATION ;manufacturing films, accessories, motion
picture, etc.; carry on business with $10,000 in
Manhattan ; incorporators are : Wm. H. Rolstoiii,
122 East Seventy-sixth street, New York; Eugene
B. Sanger, 139 Pelham road. New Rochelle,
N. Y. ; Brown Rolston, Plainfield, N. J.

Float Built by Thomas H. Ince and Used to
Advertise " Civilization "
THE BIDDLE PUBLISHING COMPANY,
INC.; printing,
publishing,
bookselling,
manufacturing motion picture
films,
accessories,
etc. ;
cai)italized
at
$25,000
in
Manhattan;
rators are: Chas. C. Metzter, SO Broad incorpostreet,
New York; Earl Swain, 50 Broad street, New
York; Thos. R. Horton, 239 West Thirty-ninth
street. New York.
NEPTUNE MOTION PICTURE EFFECTS,
INC.; motion
films, eiTects,incorporators
etc.; capitalized at $15,000icture
in Manhattan;
are ; Howard Thurston, Beechhurst, L. I., N. Y. ;
Rialto F. C. Leithold, 1400 Broadway, New
York; Bailey C. Elliott.
BARRE ANIMATED CARTOONS, INC
motion picture films, etc.; capitalized at $1,000
in Nyack; incorporators are: Arthur Rosenbach
729 Seventh avenue. New York ; Louis Shafar
man, 729 Seventh avenue. New York; Harry G
Kosch, 218 West Forty-second street, New York
ENTERPRISE FEATURE FILMS CORPO
RATION; manufacturing moving picture films
supplies, accessories, etc. ; capitalized at $500 in
Manhattan; incorporators are: Samuel B. Potsf
sky, 511 West 129th street, New York City; Ra
Zagon, 729 .Seventh avenue, New York City .
Emanuel
York
City.S. Manheiner, 729 Seventh avenue. New

ADS
CARTOON
MOTO-ADS.
SEEN
HAVE
YOU
UNTIL
LINE
ANY
DON'T HANDLE
CATALOG FREE. BIG PROFITS FOR EXHIBITORS AND AGENTS.
AMERICAN COMMERCIAL FILM CO.
CHICAGO
150 W. Austin Avenue
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Y'ork.
THE NEW YORK CIVILIZATION FEATURE FILM COMPANY, INC.; exhibit motion
picture
film inknown
as " Civilization
" ; capitalized
at
$10,000
Manhattan;
incorporators
are: Al.
H. Woods, 236 West Forty-second street. New
York; Thos. H. Ince, Longacre Building, New
In Virginia :
DREAMLAND PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY, INC.; to conduct a general amusement
part and business; capitalized at $10,000 in Richmond, Va. ; incorporators are : G. W. Stallings,
Richmond, Va. ; Thos. R. Spencer, Richmond,
Va. ; W. J. Boeckel, Petersburg, Va.
LEWIS T. SELZENICK PRODUCTIONS,
INC., OF NEW YORK; the taking and producing of motion pictures, etc. ; capitalized at $500,000 in Richmond, Va. ; incorporators are : L. L.
Lacy, John
mond, Va. H. Bookok, J. V. Talley, all RichSTATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP
Statement of the ownership, management, circulation, etc., required by the Act of Congress
of August 24, 1912, of Motion Picture News,
published
weekly, at New Y'ork, N. Y., for
April
1, 1916.
Statefore me,of aNew
Y'ork,public
County
of New
Benotary
in and
for York,
the State
and County aforesaid, personally appeared H.
Ashton Wyckofif, who, having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is the
business manager of Motion Picture News, and
that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the owneretc., in
of the
the above
aforesaid
publicationship,
for themanagement,
date shown
caption,
required by the act of August 24, 1912, embodied in
section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit:
1. That the names and addresses of the pubmanagingMotion
editor,Picture
and business
managelisher,
rs, are :editor,
Publisher,
News, Inc.,
729 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y. ; editor,
William A. Johnston, 729 Seventh avenue. New
York, N. Y. ; managing editor, Lesley Mason, 729
Seventhager, avenue,
York, N.729Y.Seventh
; businessavenue,
manH. Ashton New
Wyckoff,
New York, N. Y.
2. That
the ownersowners,
are: (Give
and addres es of individual
or, if names
a corporation,
give its name and the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more
of the total amount of stock) Motion Picture
News. Inc., 729 Seventh avenue. New York, N.
Y. ; William A. Johnston, 729 Seventh avenue.
New York, N. Y. ; E. Kendall Gillett, 729 Seventh
avenue. New York, N. Y. ; H. Ashton Wyckoff,
729 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y. ; Henry F.
Sewall, 729 Seventh avenue. New York, N. Y. ;
Percy Alden, 729 Seventh avenue. New York, N.
Y. ; Wentworth Tucker, 729 Seventh avenue. New
York, N. Y. ; Carl Tucker, 729 Seventh avenue.
New York, N. Y.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees
and other security holders, holding 1 per cent or
more of total amount of bonds, mortgages or
other securities, none.
4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names
owners,
and list
secu-of
rity holders,of iftheany,
containstockholders,
not only the
stockholders and security holders as they appear
upon the books of the company but also, in cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the personing,oris corporation
such two
trustee
is actgiven ; also for
thatwhom
the said
paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full knowledge andditions
belief
as to the
circumstances
conunder which
stockholders
and and
security
holders who do not appear upon the books of
the company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the said
stock, bonds, or other securities than as so stated
H. ASHTON WYCKOFF,
by him.
Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this Sth
day of April, 1916.
HERMAN S. FULD.
Notary Public, Kings County, Kings County
Clerk's No. 49, Kings County Register No. 8050,
New York County Clerk's No. 114. New York
Register
No. 8118. expires March 30, 1918.)
(My commission
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Chelsea19th2459Street, New York City
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Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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GENERAL
FILM PROGRAM
RELEASES FOR COMING WEEK
RELEASES FOR CURRENT WEEK
Monday, June 26, 1916.
Sunday, June 18, 1916.
KALEM— The Music Swindlers, (Fifteenth of the SoKNICKERBOCKER
STAR
FEATURE— Pay Dirt
cial Pirates), D., 2000
Special
(Henry King), D., 5000
20740
BIOGRAPH— The Unwelcome Guest, D., 1000 (Re-IsMonday, June 19, 1916.
sue)
KALEM — In the Service of the State (Thirteenth of
LUBIN— No Place Like Jail, C, 1000
"The Social Pirates"), D., 2000
Special
SELIG— The Sacrifice, D., 3000
BIOGRAPH— A Misunderstood
Boy, D., 1000 (ReSELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 51, Topical, 1000
Issue)
20750
VITAGRAPH— The Foxy Trotters, C, 1000
SELIG— The Reprisal, D., 3000
20745
Tuesday, June 27, 1916.
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 49, Topical, 1000
20749
EDISON— The Southerners, D., 3000
LUBIN— Otto's Legacy, C, 1000
20751
ESSANAY— The Voice in the Wilderness, D., 2000 ReVITAGRAPH— Stung, C, 1000
20748
Issue)
Tuesday, June 20, 1916.
KALEM— Ham Comedy (Title not decided)
LUBIN— Out of the Flotsam, D., 2000
BIOGRAPH— The Reformers, D., 2000 (Re-Issue).... 20756
Wednesday, June 28, 1916.
EDISON— Out of the Ruins, D., 3000
20757
ESSANAY The Girl at the Curtain, D., 2000
20752
BIOGRAPH— A Fair Rebel, D., 3000
KALEM— The Beggar and His Child (Ham Comedy) 20754
EDISON— One reel Drama (Title not decided)
Wednesday, June 21, 1916.
ESSANAY— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
St. Louis, Cart and 500 ft., Sc., Split reel
EDISON— The Pied Piper of Hamelin, Juve., 1000.... 20762
KALEM— When Opportunity Knocked, (E. T. Com.).
ESSANAY— The Fable of the Undecided Brunette, C. 20761
KALEM— The Lotus Woman
(Alice Hollister), D.,
KALEM— That Lovely Widow (E. T. Comedy)
20760
5,000
Thursday, June 22, 1916.
Thursday, June 29, 1916.
LUBIN— The Return of John Boston, D., 3000
LUBIN— Love's Law, D., 3000
20763
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 52, Topical, 1000
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 50, Topical, 1000
20766
VIM— Better Halves, C, 1000
VIM— Never Again, C, 1000
20767
Friday, Jvme 30, 1916.
Friday, June 23, 1916.
KALEM— Setting the Fashions (Sis Hopkins)
KALEM— Her Great Invention (Sis Hopkins), C, 1000 20771
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Master
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Ancient
of the House, D., 3000
Blood, D., 3000
20768
VIM— For Value Received, C, 1000
VIM— For Better or Worse, C, 1000
20773
VITAGRAPH— Losing Weight, C, 1000
VITAGRAPH— Curfew at Pokey Center, C, 1000
20772
Saturday, July 1, 1916.
Saturday, June 24, 1916.
ESSANAY— The Regeneration of Margaret, D., 3000.
ESSANAY— A Traitor to Art, D., 3000
20774
KALEM— The Engineer's Honor, (H. of H. Series)..
KALEM— The Mysterious Cipher (H. & H. Series).. 20782
LUBIN — Edison Bugg's Invention, and Under a BarLUBIN— Persistency, C, 1000
20777
rel, Split reel Comedy
SELIG— The Girl of Gold Gulch, D., 1000
SELIG— Taking a Chance, W. D., 1000
20782
VITAGRAPH— Title not reported
VITAGRAPH— Would You Forgive Her? D., 3000.. 20778
MUTUAL
FILM
Monday, June 19, 1916.
AMERICAN— The Gentle Conspiracy, D., 2000
04834
Tuesday, June 20, 1916.
VOGUE— Ruffhouse, C, 1000
04836
Wednesday, June 21, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 77, Topical, 1000.... 04837
BEAUTY— The House on Hokum Hill, C, 1000
04838
GAUMONT— See America First, Sc., The Belle of the
Village Green, Shgrf., Split reel
04839
Thursday, June 22, 1916.
GAUMONT— The Criminal Thumb, D., 3000
04840
Friday, June 23, 1916.
MUSTANG— A Modern Knight, D., 2000
04843
CUB— Jerry's Elopement, C, 1000
04845
Saturday, June 24, 1916.
CENTAUR— A Siren of the Jungle, D., 2000
04846
Sunday, June 25, 1916.
BEAUTY— The Day's Work, C, 1000
04848
VOGUE— The Iron Mitt, C, 1000
04849
GAUMONT— "Reel Life," Magazine reel
['. 04850

Monday, June 26, 1916.
AMERICAN— The Fate of the Dolphin, D., 2000.
Tuesday, June 27, 1916.
VOGUE— A Safe Loss, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 28, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 78, Topical, 1000....
BEAUTY— When Adam Had 'em, C, 1000
GAUMONT— See America First, Sc., (Glacier National
Park, and Kartoon Komics, Split reel
Thursday, June 29, 1916.
AMERICAN— Tangled Skeins, D., 3000
Friday, June 30, 1916.
MUSTANG— The Demon of Fear, D., 2000
CUB— Jerry's Big Haul, C, 1000
Saturday, July 1, 1916.
CENTAUR— A King o' Make Believe, D., 2000
Sunday, July 2, 1916.
BEAUTY— The Gink from Kankakee, C, 1000........
VOGUE— Just for a Kid, C, 1000
GAUMONT— " Reel Life," Magazine reel, 1000

04851
04853
04854
04855
04856
04857

04860
04862

04863
04865
04866
04867
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WEEK

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' the Ring,
No. 8, D., 2000
Monday, June 19, 1916.
RED FEATHER— The Man from Nowhere, D., 5000..
NESTOR— Wanted, a Husband, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 20, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— The False Part, D., 2000
BIG U— The Grip of Crime, D., 2000
IMP— His Picture, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 21, 1916.
VICTOR— The Scarlet Mark, D., 2000
L-KO— The Jailbird's Last Flight, C, 1000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 25, News
Thursday, June 22, 1916.
IMP— Behind the Secret Panel, D., 3000
POWERS— The Young Sleuths, C, 1000
Friday, June 23, 1916.
IMP— The Heart Wrecker, Com. D., 1000
REX— The Rosary, D., 1000 (Re-Issue)
NESTOR— What Could the Poor Girl Do?, C, 2000..
Saturday, June 24, 1916.
BISON— The Ghost of the Jungle, An. D., 2000
JOKER— The Fall of Deacon Stillwaters, C, 1000
Sunday, June 25, 1916.
REX— The Fool, D., 2000
LAEMMLE— The Rogue With a Heart, D., 1000
L-KO— Dirty Work in a Beanery, C, 1000

01544
01526
01527
01528
01529
01531
01532
01533
01534
01535
01536
01537
01538
01539
01540
01541
01542
01543

UNICORN
Monday, June 5, 1916.
PURITAN— The Rosary, D., 2000
GAYETY— The Baby in the Case., C, 1000
Tuesday, June 6, 1916.
HIAWATHA— Bob Armstrong's Reward, W. D., 1000
LILY— The Crucial Test, D., 1000
JUDY— Taming of the Shrew, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 7, 1916.
BUFFALO— Broken Hearts, W. D., 1000
HIPPO — Mixed Brides, and Pale-Faced Injuns, C. Sp.
PURITAN— The Missing Necklace, D., 1000
Thursday, June 8, 1916.
LILY— The Formula, D., 2000
JOCKEY— Johnny-On-The-Spot, C, 1000
Friday, June 9, 1916.
RANCHO— The Higher Voice, W. D., 1000
GAYETY— The Re-Made Maid, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Two Waifs, D., 1000

650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659
660
661
662

Saturday, June 10, 1916.
SUNSET— The Rustler's Retribution, D. W., 1000
SUPREME— The Eternal Truth, D., 1000
HIPPO — Hubby's Escapade, and His One and Only,
C. Split reel

665

Sunday, June 11, 1916.
UTAH— A Squaw's Loyalty, W. D., 1000
JOCKEY— Two of a Kind, C, 1000
PURITAN— The Recoil, D., 1000

666
667
668

663
664
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UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' the Ring,
No. 9, "The Leap," D, 2000
Monday, June 26, 1916.
RED FEATHER— It Happened in Honolulu, D., 5000
NESTOR— The Browns see the Fair, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 27, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— Jackals of a Great City, D., 2000
REX— The Toy Soldier, C, 1000
IMP— Peggy and the Law, D., 1000
Wednesday, June 28, 1916.
BIG U— God and the Baby, D., 1000
L-KO— Pirates of the Air, C, 2000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 26, News
Thursday, June 29, 1916.
LAEMMLE— The Human Cactus, D., 2000
BIG U— Twice at Once, C, 1000
POWERS — Sammy Johnsin, Magician, Cart-C, and
The Children's Paradise, Ed., Split reel
Friday, June 30, 1916.
IMP— Blind Man's Buff, Com-D., 2000
VICTOR— Muggins, D., 1000
POWERS— Such is Life in China, (Hy Mayer Com.).
Saturday, July 1, 1916.
BISON— The Money Lenders, D., 2000
JOKER— Bashful Charley's Proposal, C, 1000
Sunday, July 2, 1916.
REX— The Sting of Conscience, D., 3000
LAEMMLE— Baseball Bill, No. 1, C, 1000

01563
01545
01546
01547
01548
01549
01550
01551
01552
01553
01554
01555
01556
01557
01558
01559
01560
01561
01562

PROGRAM
Monday, June 12, 1916.
PURITAN— The Lure of Gold, D., 2000
GAYETY— Little Grains of Rice, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 13, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The Wisdom of the White Man, W. D.,
1000
SUNSET— Mother, D., 1000
JOCKEY— Their Noble Relation, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 14, 1916.
RANCHO— From Out of the Past, W. D., 1000
HIPPO— Wifie's Dilemma, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Cashier's Ordeal, D., 1000
Thursday, June 15, 1916.
PURITAN— The Ghost's Bride, D., 2000
GAYETY— Love and Overalls, and His Wife's Visitor,
Com., Split
Friday, June 16, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The New Prospector, W. D., 1000
JOCKEY— The Closed Door, C, 1000
LILY— The Blindness of Jealousy, D., 1000
Saturday, June 17, 1916.
RANCHO— His Leading Lady, W. D., 1000
SUPREME— The Nobler Love, D., 1000
HIPPO— A Circumstantial Hero, and The Live Wire,
Com., Split
Sunday, June 18, 1916.
RANCHO— The Man Who Came Back, W. D., 1000..
JOCKEY— The New Maid, C, 1000
SUPREME— The Little Heroine, D., 1000.».<>;.w^..v4¥.

675
676
677
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
685
686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
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GENERAL

FILM

dates

PROGRAM

BIOGRAPH
S— 22. The Mistake, D. (Re-Issuc) 1000
5—
LooneywithNow?
6 — 23.
29. Who's
The Hous<!
the C
Closed Shutters, 2000
(Re-issue)
1000
5 — 31. Woman Against Woman, D
3000
5— 31. The Woman in Black, D
5000
6— 5. The Girl Across the Way, D. (ReIssue)
1000
6— 6. The Yaqui, Cur., D. (Re-Issue) 2000
6 — 12. The Spirit Awakened, D. (Re-issue) .. 1000
6—14. Liberty Belles, C
3000
6 — 19. A Issue)
Misunderstood
Boy, D., (Re- 1000
6—20. The Reformers, D., (Re-Issue) 2000
EDISON
6— 6. The Stoning, D. (Re-Issue) 3000
6— 7. Love's
and
Camping Labor
with theLost,BlackCart.,
Feet, Sc.,
Split .3000
Reel
6 — 13. The Man in the Street, D. (Re-issue)
6—14. The Charge of the Light Brigade, D.IOOO
6—20. Out of the Ruins, D
3000
6—21. The Pied Piper of Hamelin, Juve 1000
ESSANAY
S— 20. A Rose of Italy, D
3000
5— 23. The Condemnation, D
2000
5— 24. Canimated
Nooz
Pictorial,
No.
10,
Cart., and 500 ft. Sc
Split Reel
5— 27. The Schemers, D
3000
5—30. The Song in the Dark, (Re-issue), D.2000
5— 31. The
Fable
of
the
Willing
Collegian
Who Wanted to Get a Foothold, C.IOOO
6— 3. Our People, D
...3000
6— 6. Orphan Joyce, D
2000
6— 7. Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of Berlin, Cart., and 500 ft. Sc.,
Split Reel
10. Putting
Fool's Gold,
D
3000
66—— 13.
it Over,
C
2000
6— 14. Canimated
Nooz
Pictorial,
No.
11,
Cart., and 500 ft. Sc
Split Reel
6— 17. The Promise Land, D
3000
6 — 20. The Girl at the Curtain, D
2000
6—21. The Fable of the Undecided Brunette,
C
1000
6—24. A Traitor to Art, D
3000
KALEM
S— 10. Not What the Doctor Ordered, C 1000
5— 12. A Lunch Room Legacy, C
1000
5— 13. TheSeries),
BridgeD
of Danger (H. of H. 1000
5—16. The Irish Rebel, D
1000
The Innocent
Artful Dodger,
1000
55—17.
— 19. An
Vampire,CC .' 1000
5— 20. One
ChanceD
in a Hundred (H. of H. 1000
Series),
55—24.
— 23. Ham's
Busy Ghost,
Day, C
1000
The Bogus
C
1000
5—26. The Baby Grand, C
1000
5— 27. The
Red Stanley (H. of 1000
H. Capture
Series), ofD
5— 30. A Bunch of Flivvers, C
1000
5 — 31. A Smoky Adventure, C
1000
6 — 2. Sis the Detective, C
1000
6— 3. TheD
Spiked Switch (H. of H. Series), 1000
6— 6. Midnight at the Old Mill, C
1000
6— 7. In Cinderella's Shoes, C
1000
6— 9. Juggling Justice, C
1000
6— 10. The Treasure Train, D
1000
66—17.
— 16. The
Stenographer's
1000
A Race
Through theStrategy,
Air, DC
1000
6— 19. In the Service of the State, D
2000
6 — 23. Her Great Invention, C
1000
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES
5— 5. The Oath of Hate, D
3000
5—12. Broken Fetters, D
3000
5— 17. Spellbound, D
5000
5—19. A Child of Fortune, D
3000
5— 26. The Flirting Bride, D
3000
6— 2. Shadows, D
3000
6— 9. The Stained Pearl, D
3000
6— 16. Pay Dirt, D
3000
6 — 23. The Ancient Blood,
D
3000
LUBIN
5 — 13.
S— 15.
S— 16.
S— 18.
S— 20.
5—23.

Jenkin's Jinx, C
1000
Otto the Artist, G..
1000
The Beggar Kmg, D
2000
Jackstraws, D
....3000
The Winning Number, C... ...1000
Otto the Hero, C
1000

for

ready

5 — 25. Prisoners of Conscience, D
3000
5—27. Oh I You Uncle, C
1000
5—29. Trilby Frilled, C
1000
5— 30. The Final Payment, D
200O
6— 1. The Code of the Hills, D
3000
6— 3. Pickles and Diamonds, C
1000
6 — S. Otto, the Reporter, C
1000
6— 8. The Scapegrace, D
3000
6—10. Two Smiths and a HafiF, C
1000
6—12. Otto the Cobbler, C
1000
6—13. The Avenger, D
2000
6—15. Sons of the Sea, D
3000
6—17. Hubby Puts One Over, C
1000
66—22.
— 19. Love
Otto's isLegacy,
C
1000
Law, D
3000
6—24. Persistency, C
1000
SELIG-TRIBUNE NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Monday and Thursday.
SELIG
5—11. Selig-Tribune, No. 38, Topical 1000
5—13.
Duty,D
D
1000
5—16. The
The Sheriff's
Hardy Way,
3000
5—18. Selig-Tribune, No. 40, Topical 1000
5—20. A Boarding House Ham, C
1000
5—22. The Test of Chivalry, D
3000
5— 27. A Five Thousand Dollar Elopement,
C
1000,
5— 29. The Hare and the Tortoise, D
3000
6— 3. Crooked Trails, D
1000
6— 5. A Temperance Town, C
3000
6 — 10. Going West to Make Good, D
1000
6—12. The Two Orphans, D
3000
6—17.
The
Cowpuncher's
Peril,
D
1000
6 — 19. The Reprisal, D
3000
6—24. Taking a Chance, W. D
1000
RELEASE DAYS
GENERAL FILM
Monday une,
— Biograph,
Vitagraph. Lubin, Selig, Selig-TribTuesday — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin.
Wednesday — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem.
Thursday
Vim. — Essanay, Lubin, Selig-Tribune,
Friday — Knickerbocker Star Feature, Kalem,
Vim, Vitagraph.
Saturday
— Essanay, Kalem, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
MUTUAL FILM
Monday — American, FalstafT, Vogue.
Tuesday — Thanhouser, Vogue.
Wednesday
mont. — Beauty, Mutual Weekly, GauThursday — Gaumont, American.
Friday — Mustang, Cub.
Saturday — Centaur, f alstaff.
Sunday — Beauty, Vogue, Gaumont.
UNIVERSAL FILM
Monday — Red Feather, Nestor.
Tuesday — Gold Seal, Rex, Imj).
Wednesday — Victor, L-Ko, Animated Weekly.
Thursday — Laemmle, Big U, Powers.
Friday — Imp, Victor, Nestor.
Saturday — Bison, Powers, Joker.
Sunday — Rex, Laemmle, L-Ko.
VIM
5—11. The Water Cure, C
1000
5— 12. The Pretenders, C
1000
5—18. Thirty Days, C
1000
5— 19. A Fair Exchange, C
1000
5—25. Baby Doll, C
1000
5— 26. Villains and Violins, C
1000
6— 1. The Schemers, C
1000
6— 2. The Land Lubbers, C
1000
6— 8. The Sea Dogs, C
1000
6— 9. A Dollar Down, C
1000
6— 15. Hungry Hearts, C
1000
6—16. The Raid, C
..1000
6 — 22. Never Again, C
1000
6 — 23. For Better or Worse, C
1000
VITAGRAPH
5 — 13. The Accusing Voice, D
3000
5— 15. The Lucky Tumble, C, and Scenes in
Iceland, Sc
Split Reel
5 — 19. More Money Than Manners, C
1000
5— 20. Miss Adventure, Com.-D
3000
5—22. The Cost of High Living, C... 1000
5— 26. The Battler, C
1000
5—27. The Wheat and the Chaff, D
3000
5— 29. The Idle Rich, Com.-D
1000
6— 2. The Loneliness, C
1000

reference

6— 3.
6— 5.
6— 9.
6 — 10.
6 — 12.
6—16.
6 — 17.
6—19.
6— 23.
6 — 24.

Carew and Son, D
3000
New York, Old and New
1000
She Won the Prize, C
1000
The Strange Case of Robert Burnham, D
3000
Her Loving Relations, Com.-D 1000
Harold the Nurse Girl, C
1000
Ashes, D
3000
Stung, C
1000
Curfew at Pokey Center, C
1000
Underneath the Low Down, D
3000

MUTUAL FILM RELEASES
5— 8.1.
AMERICAN
2000
5—11. Pierre Brissac the Brazen, D
5—15.
The
Touch
on the Key, D
2000
5—18. The Profligate,
D
3000
Pretender, D
2000
5—22.
5— 29. The
Four Months, D
3000
6— 1. Repaid,
D
2000
2000
6— 5. The Release of Dan Borbes, D
3000
6—12.
6—19. The Trail of the Thief, D
Jealousy's
FirstMurder,
Wife, D
D
2000
Convicted for
2000
5—17. The Gentle Conspiracy, D
2000
BEAUTY
5—21.
5—24. Twenty
Billy VanMinutes
Deusen's
Fiance, C
C
1000
5—28.
in Magic,
1000
5— 31. Adjusting
His Claim, (J
1000
The
Pork
Plotters,
C
1000
6—
4.
6— 7. The Comet's Comeback, C
1000
Ima Knutt Gets a Bite, C
1000
6—11.
6—14. Thinim
Billy VanStout,
Deusen's
Operation,
C....1000
C
1000
6—18. Billy Van Deusen's Eggs-spensive Adventure,
C 1000
6—21.
6—24. Pedigrees, Pups and Pussies, C
1000
The House on Hokum Hill, C
1000
C
1000
6— 3. The Day's Work,
CENTAUR
6—10.
6—17. Clouds in Sunshine Valley, D
2000
6—24. The
Lion'sof Nemesis,
D
2000
The Star
India, D
2000
A Siren of the Jungle, D
2000
5—12.
5—19.
CUB
5— 26. Terry's Perfect Day, C
1000
1000
6— 2. Harmony and Discord
Preparedness,
C
1000
6—
9.
6—16. Sawdust Love, C
1000
6—23. Jerry's Big Lark, C
1000
Jerry and the Moonshiners 1000
C
1000
5— 1. Jerry's Elopement,
FALSTAFF
5— 8.5.
The
Dashing
Druggist's Dilemma, C.IOOO
5—13.
Sleigher's Strategy, C
1000
5—15. The
The Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C
1000
5—20. Deteckters,
Freddie's Frigid
Finish,
C
1000
C
1000
5—22.
5—27.
Sweet
Sisters, C
1000
5— 29. Steven's
Politickers,
C
1000
6— 3. Sammy's Semi-Suicide, C
1000
6—
5.
C
1000
6—10. Disguisers,
Peterson's
Pitiful
Plight,
C
1000
1000
6—12. Advertisementers, C
6—17. Where Wives Win, C
1000
Real Estaters, C
1000
C
1000
5—21.
5—24. Doughnuts, GAUMONT
"Reel Life"
1000
5—25. See America First (Savannah, Ga.),
Split Reel
5—28. and Kartoon Komics
3000
5— 31. Armadale, D
"Reel Life"
1000
6—
4.
See
America
First,
Sc.
and
Kartoon
6— 7. Komics, Cart
Split Reel
"Reel Life," Magazine
1000
See America First, and Kartoon
6—
6— 8.11 Komics, Cart
Split Reel
3000
6— 14. The Flames of Vengeance, D
, "Reel Life," Magazine Reel
1000
6—18. See America First, Kartoon Komics,
Split Reel
6—21. Scenic and Cartoon
"ReelAmerica
Life," First,
Magazine
See
Sc., Reel
The Belle of 1000
6—22.
6—25. the Village Green, Shgrf Split Reel
The Criminal Thumb, D
3000
Magazine Reel.
5—12. " Reel Life,"MUSTANG
5—19.
Gulf Between, D
2000
5—
26. The
The Blindness, D
2000
6— 9.2. Jack, D
2000
A Man's Friend, D
.2000
6—16.
Pilgrim, D
.. . .2000
6—23. The
The Sheriff of Plumas, D
......2000
A Modern Knight, D
2000
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MUTUAL WEEKLY
Issued every Thursday.
THANHOUSER
The Weakling, D
The
of '61, Broadway,
D
When Spirit
She Played
D
The Answer, D
For
Uncle
Sara's
Navy,
C
The Nvmph, D
John
Brewster's
Brothers
Equal, Wife,
DD
VOGUE
Germatic Love, C
A Mix-Up
at the
Rudolph's,
C
The
Man with
Hod, C
The Chinatown Villains, C
Rival Rogues, C
NaHonal Nuts, C
Shy Thirty Cents, C
Nailing the Lid, C
A Plane Story, C
His Blowout, C
Delinquent Bridegrooms, C
Ruffhouse, C
The Iron Mitt. C

S— 2.
5— 4.
5— 9.
S— 16.
5—23.
5— 30.
6— 6.
6—13.
5— 9.
S— 14.
S— 16.
S— 21.
S— 23.
5—28.
5— 30.
6— 4.
6— 6.
6—11.
6—18.
6— 20.
6—25.

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

DATES

2000
3000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

INC.

Week of May 29, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 14, D
2000
Who's Guilty?
No. 4, "The Silent Shame," 2000
D
Ice, C
1000
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 8, and The
"Tokio Exposition, Scenic Split Reel
Week of June 5, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 15, D
2000
Who's
Guilty? Last,
No. 5,C
''Sold Out," D
2000
Luke Laughs
1000
The Fatal Pie, Cart., and Some Fresh Water
Fishes, Ed
Split Reel
The Zinc Mines of Lang Hit, Ed., and
Around Mt. Fugi (Japan) Sc. Split Reel
Week of June 12, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 16, D
2000
Who'sD
Guilty? No. 6, "Sowing the Wmd," 2000
An Awful Romance, C
1000
France's
Canine Allies,
Ed., and The Gorges
of Colorado,
Sc
Split Reel
Week of June 19, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 17, " The Vanishing
Faker," D
2000
Who's Guilty? No. 7, "Truth Crushed to
Earth," D
2000
Luke's
Fatal Flivver,
From Kitchen
MechanicC
to Movie Star, Cart., 1000
and
Japan's
Ancient
(Col. Reel
Sc.) Capital — Nara Split
A Matrimonial Martyr, Col. Com.-D 1000
UNICORN
5—17.
5—24.
5— 31.
6— 7.
5—22.
5—25.
5— 29.
6— 2.
6— 5.
6— 9.
6—12.
6—15.
S— 25.
5— 20.
6— 6.
6—13.
6—16.
-16.

FILM

PROGRAM

BUFFALO
1000
Love,of D
Divided
In the Hills
Kentucky, D
1000
Rival Candidates, D
1000
Broken Hearts, Western D
1000
GAYETY
Mary's
Mistake, and TrickingSplitthe Reel
Trickster
The Busy Bee, C
1000
A Bride to Order, and In the ansBalkSplit Reel
All for the Love of Laura, C
1000
The Baby in the Case, C
1000
The Re-Made Maid, C
1000
Little Grains of Rice, C
1000
Love
Overalls, and His Wife's
VUitor,and C
Split Red
HIAWATHA
Falsely Accused, D
1000
A Daughter of the HilU, D
1000
Bob Wisdom
Armstrong's
The
of theReward,
White Western
Man, W. D.IOOO
D.IOOO
The New Prospector, W. D
1000
JUDY
A Musical Deception,
Black Mark, C

C. and The
Split Reel

PICTURE

FOR

READY

5—23.
5— 30. Hubby's
Present, and Our Darling's
Playmate
Split Reel
6— 6. The
Skating Craze at Moodyville, C.IOOO
Taming of the Shrew, C
1000
HIPPO
The New Ranch Owner, C
1000
A Gentleman of Leisure, and our Dar5—
31.
Split Reel
6— 3. A Modernling's
Hercules,Chips
C
1000
6— 7. Nearly Married, C
1000
Mixed
Brides,
and
Pale-Faced
Injuns,
6—10. C
Split Reel
Escapade, and His OneSplit
and Reel
6—14. Hubby's
Only, C
6—17. Wifie's
Dilemma,
C
A Circumstantial Hero, and the Live 1000
Wire. C
Split Reel
PURITAN
5—30.
5— 31. Kentucky Brothers, D
1000
1000
6— 4. The Wheat King, D
6—
5.
The
King's
Vengeance,
D
1000
6—11. The Rosarv, D
2000
6— 12. The Recoil, D
1000
6—15. The Lure of Gold, D
2000
The Ghost's Bride, D
2000
LILY
6—
6.
The
Sacred
Oath,
D
2000
6—
Crucial Test, D
1000
6—16.8. The
The Formula, D
2000
The Blindness of Jealousy, D
1000
5—21.
5—24. A Midnight Escapade,
1000
JOCKEY C
5— 27. The Hobo Imposter, C
1000
6— 1. O'Brien's Investment, C
1000
Find, and the Enchanted
6— 4. Billie's
Matches
Split Reel
6— 8. Willie the Sleuth, C
1000
6—11. Johnny-On-the-Spot, C
1000
Two
of
a
Kind,
C
1000
6— 13. Their Noble Relation, C
1000
6—16.
6—18. The Closed Door, C
1000
The New Maid, C
1000
RANCHO
6— 2.
A Double Reward, D
1000
6—
9.
6—14. The Higher Voice, Western D
1000
6—17. From Out of the Past, W. D
1000
1000
6—18. His Leading Lady, W. D
The Man Who Came Back, W. D 1000
SUNSET
5—20.
Mexican Insurrection, D
2000
5— 26. The
Mystery at Shallow Creek, D...1000
6— 3. The
6—10.
His Indian Guardian, D
1000
6—13. Mother,
The Rustler's
Retribution, Western D.IOOO
D
1000
5—25.
SUPREME
5—26. The Village School Master, D
1000
5— 29. The Empty Crib, D
1000
6— 2. The Price He Paid, D
2000
6— 3. When a Man Weakens, D
1000
6— 9. The Heart of a Peddler, D
1000
6—10. The Two Waifs, D
1000
6—14. The Eternal Truth, D
1000
6—17.
The Noble
Cashier's
1000
6—18. The
Love.Ordeal,
DD
1000
The Little Heroine, D
1000
UTAH
5—21.
5— 27. The Wrong Room, D
1000
6— 4. The Indian Child's Gratitude, D
1000
6—11. Fate's Decree, D
1000
A Squaw's Loyalty, Western D
1000
UNIVERSAL

5— 31.
6— 1.
6— 8.
6—15.
6—20.
5—20.
5— 27.
6— 3.
6—10.
6—17.
6—24.

PROGRAM

ANIMATED WEEKLY
Issued every Wednesday.
BIG U
The Attic Princess, D
Brother Jim, D
The Sea Lilly, D
Betty's
Com.-D
The
flripHobo,
of Crime,
I)
BISON
Hulda the Silent, D
The Wedding Guest. D
Tammany's
Tiger,
C
Cage Man.
D
ATheRailroad
Bandit,
D
The- Ghost of the Jungle, An. D

Vol. 13.

NEWS

1000
1000
1000
1000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

No. 25

REFERENCE

5—23.
5— 30.
6— 5.
6—13.
6—20.
5—16.
5—21.
5—23.
5—26.
5— 30.
6—
2.
6— 5.
6—13.
66—— 16.
18.
6 — 20.
6—22.
6—23.
5—13.
5—20.
5— 27.
6— 3.
6 — 17.
6—24.
5—19.
5— 30.
6— 1.
6— 4.
6— 3.
6—11.
66—15.
— 18.
6—25.
5—24.
5—28.
5— 31.
6— 7.
6—11.
6—14.
6—21.
6 — 25.

GOLD SEAL
Woman Who Followed Me
Silent Man of Timber Gulch, D..2000
Rose Colored Scarf, D
2000
Melody of Love, D
3000
False Part, D
2000
IMP
When Slim Picked a Peach, C
1000
Claudia, C
1000
The Health Road, D
1000
The Unconventional Girl, D
2000
A Double Fire Deception, C
1000
"Jim
Slocum,
No. C
46,393," D
2000
His Little
Story,
1000
Her Wonderful Secret, C
1000
The
Devil's
Image,
D
2000
A College Boomerang, C
1000
His Picture, C
1000
Behind the Secret Panel, D
3000
The Heart Wrecker, Com. D
1000
The
The
The
The
The

A Wife for a Ransom, C
1000
A Raffle for a JOKER
Husband, C
1000
A Stage Villain, C
1000
A Dark Suspicion, C
1000
Love Quarantined, C
1000
The Fall of Deacon Stellwaters, C.IOOO
LAEMMLE
Heartaches, D
2000
The Fur Trimmed Coat, D
1000
Two Mothers, D
2000
The Wire Pullers, C
1000
Alias Jane Jones, D
2000
The False Gems, D
1000
Her
Soul's
Song,
D
2000
L-KO C
Romance at Random,
1000
The Rogue With a Heart, D
1000

A Busted Honeymoon, C
1000
Gamboling on the Green, C
1000
Tough Luck on a Rough Sea, C
2000
Billie's Waterloo, C
1000
Phony Stars
Teeth,AreandMada,
False C
Friends, C.IOOO
How
2000
The
Flight, C
C
1000
Dirty Jailbird's
Work in Last
a Beanery,
1000
NESTOR
5—15.
a Devil,
Cand Ed... Split 3000
4— 20. He's
The Roy
land Villain,
Reel
5— 22. Her Celluloid Hero, C
1000
5—26. Love and Brass Buttons, C
1000
5— 20. All Over a Stocking, C
1000
6— 2. Good Night Nurse, C
1000
6—
6. Twixt
Never Love
Again andEddie,
C C
1000
6— 9.
the Iceman,
1000
6—12. Their Awful Predicament, C
1000
6—16. Almost a Widow, C
1000
6—18. Wanted, a Husband, C
1000
6—23. What Could the Poor Girl Do? C .2000
POWERS
5—20. Their Social Smash, C
1000
5— 25. Mr. Fuller Pep — He Dabbles in the
Pond, Cart., and Classic Dances,
Vaud
Split Reel
5— 27. Storming the Trenches, C
1000
6— 1. It Can't Be True, C
1000
6— 8. Mr. Fuller Pep — He Breaks for the
Beach, Cart, and Pygmies of the
Zoo, Ed
Split Reel
6— 10. Betrayed by the Camera, C
1000
6 — IS. Prof.
Wiseguy's
Trip
to
the
Moon,
Cart., and Little Journeys in. Japan,
Sc
Split Reel
6—22. The Young Sleuths, C
1000
REX
5—18. A Wife at Bay, D
2000
5 — 21. Love Triumphant, D
2000
5—23. " Virginia," D
JOOO
5—26. Harmony in a Flat, C
1000
5— 28. A Gentle Volunteer, D
3000
6— 3. A Cad, D
1000
6— 4. As in a Dream, D
3000
6 — 9. The Code of His AncestorB. D
1000
6— 11. The Sheriff of Pine Mountain, D
2000
6—18. The Finer Metal. D
2000
6—23. The Kosary, D. (Re-Issue) 1000
6—25. The Fool, D
2000
VICTOR
The Three
Wishes,
D..........'
1000
5S_17.
— 24. The
Limousine
Mystery,
D
2000
6— 7. Object— Matrimony, C
2000
6— 9. The Scorpion's Sting, D
3000
6—16. The Golden Boot, C
1000
6—21. The Scarlet Mark, D
2000
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Bluebird Photoplays
5— 1.
5 — 8.
5 — 15.
5 — 22.
5 — 29.
6— 5.
6— 12.
6—19.
6— 26.

The Crippled Hand (Ella Hall) . . . 5 parts
The Glided Spider (Louise Lovely). 5 parts
Elusive Isabel (Florence Lawrence) 6 parts
A Son of the Immortals (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5 parts
Naked Hearts (Rupert Julian) S parts
The Eye of God (Tyrone Power and
Lois Weber)
S parts
Bobbie of the Ballet (Louise Love- ly) 5 reels
Thecast)
Three Godfathers (All star 5 reels
Shoes (Mary McDonald) S reels

4— 3.
4— 10.
4— 17.
4— 24.
5— 1.
5 — 8.
5— 15.
5—22.
5— 29.
6— 5.
6— 12.

Fox Film Corporation
Blue Blood and Red
Slander
A Modern Thelma
A Man of Sorrow
Blazing Love
The Eternal Sapho
Sins of Men
Battle of Hearts
The Spider and the Fly
Hypocrisy
A Woman's Honor

S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Ivan Feature Productions
1— Forbidden Fruit (Everett Butterfield
and Paula Shay)
5 reels
2 — A Paula
Fool's Shay,
Paradise
(Chrystine
Mayo,
and Joseph Burke).... 6 reels
3 — The Immoral Flame ( Maude Fealy) ... 5 reels
4— The Mignon
City of Anderson)
Illusion (Paula Shay and 6 reels
5.— Her
Husband's
(Sally Crute,
Mignon
Anderson Wife
and Aug^istus
Phillips) 5reels
Kleine-Edison Feature Service
EDISON
1—12. The Catspaw
5 reels
1— 26. The Innocence of Ruth
5 reels
2— 9. The Martyrdom of Philip Strong.. 5 reels
2 — 23. At the Rainbow's End
5 reels
CEO. KLEINE
1— 19. Wild Oats.
5 reels
2 — 2. The Final Curtain
5 reels
2 — 9. When Love is; King —
5 reels
2— 16. The Scarlet Road
5 reels
3 — 1. The Mishaps of Musty Sufler 10 reels

F. A. BALSHOFER
4— 24. The Come-Back (Harold Lockwood
and May Allison)
..5 reels
6—12. The Masked Rider (Harold Lockwood and May Allison) 5 reels
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
3 — 13. Lovely Mary (Mary Miles Minter).S reels
4— 3. The Kiss of Hate (Ethel Barrymore) 5 reels
4— 10. The Half Million Bribe (Hamilton
Revelle and Marguerite Snow) ... 5 reels
5— 22. Notorious
GallagharSnow)
(William Nigh 5 reels
and Marguerite
POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS
4— 17. Playing with Fire (Mme. Petrova).5 reels
5 — 29. The Scarlet Woman (Mme. Petrova)5 reels
5—15. The
Spell of the Yukon (Edmund 5 reels
Breese)
B. A. ROLFE PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
3—20. Her Great Price (Mabel Taliaferro) 5 reels
5 — 1. The Snow Bird (Mabel Taliaferro) . 5 reels
6— S. Dorian's
Divorce
(Lionel Barrymore 5 reels
and Grace
Valentine)
6— 19. The(ViolaFlower
of No-Man's- Land 5 reels
Dana)
QUALITY PICTURES
3—27. The Wall Between (Francis X.
Bushnian and Beverly Bayne)...S reels
5— 8. A Million a Minute (Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne)....S reels

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Mutual Masterpictures
DE LUXE EDITION
Week of June 5, 1916.
107. Whispering
Smith (Helen
Holmes), Signal
S
108. Soul Mates (William Russell),
American
5
Week of June 12, 1916.
109. The Inner Struggle, American... 5
110. The Abandonment (E. Forrest
Taylor and Helene Rosson),
American
5
Week of June 19, 1916.
111. The Wasted
Years
(Crane
Wilbur), Centaur 5
112. Far from the Madding Crowd
(Florence Turner), Turner 5
Week of June 26, 1916.
113. The Sign of the Spade (Helene
Rosson), American
5

Red Feather Productions
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Paramount Pictures
S5——
5—
6—
6—
66——
6—
5—
5—
5—
6—
6—
5—
5—
6—
6—

FAMOUS PLAYERS
The
(^Hazel (Peggy
Dawn)
SaintsTrust
and Smners
Hyland).5S
(Title Not Decided), (Marguerite
Clark)
5
The Evil Thereof (All Star Cast).. 5
Her Romance (Marguerite Clark).. 5
Destiny's
Toy (Louise
Susie Snowflake
(Anna HufI)
Pennington 5
and Wm. Courtleigh, Jr.)
5
26. The
World's Great Snare (Pauline 5
Frederick)
JESSE LASKY COMPANY
8. Maria Rosa (Geraldine Farrar)....5
11. Alien Souls (Sessue Hayakawa) . . . 5
22. The Frameup (Blanche Sweet).... 5
1. The Gutter Magdalene (Fannie
Ward)
5
19. The Clown (Victor Moore) 5
MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
18. Pasquale (George
Beban)
5
PALLAS
1. David Garrick (Dustin Farnum) . . . 5
8. TheGoodrich)
Making of Maddalena (Edna 5
29. The American Beauty (Myrtle Stedman)
5

15.
25.
29.
5.
12.
15.
22.

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS
4— 18. Big Jim Garrity
5 reels
5 — 15. The Girl With the Green Eyes.... 5 reels
6— 19. A Matrimonial Martyr
5 reels
Triangle Film Corporation
KAY-BEE-INCE PRODUCTIONS
5— 14. Not My Sister (Bessie Barriscale)S reels
5— 21. The Primal Lure (Wm. S. Hart).. 5 reels
5— 28. The Market of Vain Desire (H. B.
Warner).
5 reels
6— 4. The Bugle Call (Wm. Collier, Jr.)..5 reels
6— 11. The Sorrows of Love (Bessie Barriscale).
5 reels
6 — 18. The Dividend (W. H. Thompson
and Charles Ray)
5 reels
6 — 25. The Apostle of Vengeance (Wm. S.
Hart)
5 reels
FINE ARTS-GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
5— 14. Susan Rocks the Boat (Dorothy
Gish)
5 reels
5 — 21. A Child of the Paris Streets (Mae
Marsh and Robert Harron) 5 reels
5— 28. Mr. Goode the Samaritan (DeWolf
Hopper)
5 reels
6— 4. Going Straight (Norma Talmadge).5 reels
6— 11. Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fair- banks) 5reels
6— 18. An Innocent Magdalene (Lillian
Gish)
5 reels
6—25. A Wild Girl of the Sierras (Mae
Marsh)
5 reels
KEYSTONE-SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
4— 30. The Lion and the Girl (Joe Jackson) 2 reels
4— 30. His Bitter Pill (Mack Swain) 2 reels
5 — 7. Her Marble Heart (Charles Murray). 2 reels
5 — 7. A Dash of Courage (Harry Gribbon)
2 reels

4— 17. Her Bitter Cup (Cleo Madison) ... .5
4— 24. Thrown to the Lions (Mary Fuller) 5
5— 1. Dr. Neighbor (Hobart Bosworth)..5
5 — 8. A Huntress of Men (Mary Fuller). 5
5 — 15. A Youth of Fortune (Carter and
Flora Parker De Haven) ..5
5— 22. Half a Rogue (King Baggot) 5
5— 29. The Iron Hand (Hobart Bosworth
and Jane Novak)
5
6 — 5. TheHaven)
Madcap (Flora Parker De- 5
6 — 12. What Love Can Do (Adele Farrington)
S

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay
HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Tuesday and Friday.
VITAGRAPH
4— 24. God's Country and the Woman
(Nell Duncan)
Shipraan, Geo. Holt and 8 reeU
Wm.
5 — 1. The Law Decides (Dorothy Kelly,
Bobby Connelly, Harry Morey and
Louise Beaudet)
7 reels
5— 8. Britton of the Seventh (Charles
Kent, Bobby Connelly and Eulalie
Jensen)
5 reels
5—15. The Ordeal of Elizabeth (Lillian
Walker, Donald Hall and Evart
Overton)
6 reels
5— 22. The Suspect (Anita Stewart) 6 reels
5— 29. The Lights of New York (Leah
Baird and Walter McGrail) 5 reels
6 — 5. The Destroyers (Lucille Lee Stewart) 5 reels
6 — 12. The Pedemption of Dave Darcy,
(James Morrison)
5 reels
LUBIN
4— 10. The
Flames
Johannis (Nance
O'Neill)
5 reels
5— 8. Love's Toll (Rosetta Brice and
Richard Buhler)
5 reels
6— 5. Those Who Toil (Nance 0'Neil)..5 reels
SELIG
3— 20. The Ne'er-Do-Well
iams and Wheeler (Kathlyn
Oakman) .Will. . . 10 reels
4— 3. The Cycle of Fate (Bessie Eyton,
Wheeler Oakman and Edith Johnson) .5. reels
5 — 1. At Piney Ridge (Fritzi Brunnette).5 reels
5 — 29. Into the Primitive (Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry 5 reels
Lonsdale)
ESSANAY
4— 10. Burlesque on Carmen (Charlie
Chaplin)
.4 reels
4— 24. The Little Shepherd of Bargain Row
(Sallie Fisher, John Junior and
Richard C. Travers)
5 reels
5— IS. Sherlock Holmes (William Gilette).7 reels
6 — 12. That Sort (Warda Howard, Ernest
Maupain, Duncan McRae and John
Lorenz)
5 reels
World-Equitable Program
4— ^24.
5— 1.
5— 8.
5—15.
5—22.
5— 29.5.
6—

WORLD
The Closed Road (House Peters and
Barbara Tennant)
5 parts
The Feast of Life (Clara Kimball
Yoimg)
Her
Maternal Right (Kitty Gordon) 55 parts
parts
Sudden Riches (Robert Warwick). 5 parts
Tangled Fates (Alice Brady) 5 parts
Fate's Boomerang (Mollie King).. 5 reels
His and
Brother's
(Ethel Clayton 5 reels
CarlyleWife
Blackwell)
6—12 Perils
of Divorce (Edna Wallace
Hopper and Frank Sheridan).. 5 reels
La Boheme (Alice Brady) 5 reels
What Happened
at 22 Ashley)
(Frances Nel- 5 reels
son and Arthur
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ALL FEATURES BOOKING AGENCY
Right Off the Bat
5 reels
AMERICAN COMMERCIAL FILM CO.
Animated Cartoons
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM
CO.
The Battles of a Nation
6 parts
AUTHORS FILM CO., INC.
3 — 27. Sins of the Father
4 parts
4— 3. Her Redemption
4 parts
4— 10. Denise
4 parts
4— 17. Love's Sacrifice
6 parts
45—— 24.1. AUnder
Woman's
Awakening
parts
the Mask
55 parts
CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE
CORPORATION
March — The Unwritten
Law (Beatriz
Michelena)
7 reels
May — The
Woman
Who
Dared
(Beatriz 7 reels
Michelena)
July — Kismet (Otis Skinner) 10 reels
CELEBRATED PLAYERS' FILM CO.
The Birth of a Man
5 parts
CHAMPION SPORTS EXHIBITION
Willard-Moran Fight
4 parts
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
German Side of War
5 reels
Russian Side of War
4 reels
CLARIDGE FILMS, INC.
Heart of New York
5 reels
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
Incomparable Mistress BeUairs..4 parts
Liberty Hall
4 parts
The Black Spot
4 parts
Victoria Cross
4 parts
O 18
4 parts
His Vindication
5 parts
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
No. 10. Haunted.
No. 11. Have a Heart.
No. 12. It Made a Monkey of Him.
No. 13. Two Chimps and a Chump.
No. 14. Twin Cupids.
No.
IS. Oil
Auntof Hepsey's
No. 16.
Revolution.Heir.
No. 17. Who's It?
E-K-0 FILM CO.
The Invisible Enemy
S reels
ELDORADO FEATURE FILM CO.
The Impersonation
5 reels
FORREST FILM CORPORATION
Bottom of the Sea
5 reels
JOS. V. FARNHAM
Rmce Suicide
6 parts
The Awakening of Bess Morton.. 5 reels
GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
Sins of Great Cities (E. Thomsen).4 reels
The Man with the Missing Finger
(Alfred Hertel)
4 reels
For Her Son (Betty Nansen)....4 reels
ATheWoman's
Honor
(Elsie
Frolich)4
Folly of Sin
5 reels
reels
The Mother Who Paid
5 reels
HANOVER FILMS
Marvellous Macist
6 parts
Should a Baby Die?
5 parts
ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM
Alice in Wonderland 6 parts
HIPPODROME FILM CO.
At the Front with the Allies
HERALD FILM CORPORATION
■'—27. Charlie's White Elephant, C. Cart..l reel
4— 3. Charlie's Barnyard Pets, C. Cart...l reel

and

44——
45——

PICTURE

Miscellaneous

10.
17.
24.1.

Charlie
C. Cart..l
Charlie the
the Busy
AnimalBarber,
Tramer,
Com. reel
Cart
1 reel
Charlie's
Jitney
Hunt,
Com.
Cart..l
reel
Charlie Prepared, Com. Cart 1 reel
JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION
4— 1. World War in Kidland
1 reel
4— 8. A Chip OR the Old Block
1 reel
4— IS. Chip's Elopement
1 reel
4—22. Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers. . . .2 reels
45—— 29.
Chip's
Rivals
reel
13. For Sale a Daddy
11 reel
5— 27. Chip's Carmen
2 reels
KULEE FEATURES
Germany on the Firing Line 6 parts
MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE
Twilight Sleep
B. S. MOSS
Three Weeks
S reels
Salamander
5 reels
One Day
S reels
F. O. NIELSEN
Guarding Old Glory
5 reels
Just
of College
S4 reels
Little OutSunset
reels
The Spoilers
9 reels
All for a Girl
5 reels
PHOTODRAMA COMPANY
How Molly Made Good
6 reels
PROHIBITION FILM CORPORATION
Prohibition
S parts
RAVER FILM CO.
The Other Girl
S reels
Life Without Soul
S reels
The Fortunate Youth
Driftwood
RAY COMEDIES
6— 21. Casey's Dream
6 — 28. Casey's Kids
RIALTO FILM CO.
The House of Mirrors
STANDARD NEWS FILM, INC
Standard Travelogues 32 parts
Are We Ready?
4 parts
The Animal World
5 parts
Navies of the World
1 reel
The
Price
of
Liberty
S 1 reels
Aircraft
reel
SUN PHOTOPLAY CO., INC.
The Princess of India
5 reels
A Woman Wills
S reels
The

SUPREME FILM CO.
Cowpuncher

TRANS-OCEANIC FILMS, INC.
The Life and Adventures of Shakes-

65——
6—
6—
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6 parts

peare 6 parts
UNITY SALES CORP.
29.S. My
DianaCountry
( Colored}
parts
First
63 parts
12. The Pursuing Vengeance 5 parts
19. The Bishop's Secret
4 parts
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Unto the Darkness
4 reels
In the Ranks
4 reels
Harbour
Lights
Enoch Arden
44 reels
reels
Mysterious Man of the Jungle 3 reels
WAR FILM SYNDICATE
On the Firing Line with the Ger- mans 6 parts

No. 25

Releases

MISCELLANEOUS
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP., OF
AMERICA
The Film Hunters
1 reel
The
Yarn
of
the
Slowern'ell
1
reel
In theSunset
Hanging
Glacier Country...!1 reel
The
Trail
reel
The Trail to Cloudy Pass
1 reel
The Stampede
reel
American
Game Trails
11 reel
"THE BEACON FILMS," INC.
Somewhere in Brittany.
Sea Anemones.
Life
in Egypt.
Offering of Flowers.
Gorges
the Bourne.
Animal ofStudies.
In the land of the Hellenes.
Portugese types and costumes.
In the Land of the Rising Sun.
Curious Creations of Pond Life.
EMERALD M. P. CO.
6 — 1. Tom & Jerry, Bachelors, No. 1....2 reels
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Metro-Drew Comedies (weekly).
Metro Travelogues (weekly).
MUTT AND JEFF FILMS
ANIMATED CARTOONS
1. Jeff's Toothache.
2. Mutt and Jeff in the Submarine.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
CORPORATION
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVELPICTURES
7 — 10. Beautiful Bavaria.
7— 17. Down the Danube to Vienna.
7— 24. The Real Bohemia.
7 — 31. Picturesque Prague.
8 — 7. From Carlsbad to Moravia.
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS
5 — 2S. How Colonel Heeza Liar Captures Villa.
6— 1. Bobby Bumps Goes Fishing.
6— 8. Farmer Alfalfa and His Tentless Circus.
6— IS. Kid Casey the Champion.
6— 22. Colonel Heeza Liar and the Bandits.
6— 29. Bobby Bumps' Fly Swatter.
7— 6. Farmer AHaKa's Watermelon Patch.
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
Pathi travels (See Pathi).
UNIVERSAL
versal).Sam at Work (See Powers UniUncle
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
Upper
Mountain
In the Bavarian
Land of the
Hindoos.Lakes.
Victoria Falls.
Should a Baby Die?
5 reel*
VITAGRAPH (V. L. S. E.)
FRANK DANIELS' COMEDIES
S— 1. Mr. Tack Hires a Stenogrrapher.
S— 8. Mr.Series).
Jack, His Dukeship (End of the Jack
5— IS. Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife.
S — 22. Kernel Nutt the Janitor.
5— 29. Kernel Nutt the Footman.
6— 5. Kernel Nutt and the Hundred Dollar BilL
6— 12. Kernel Nutt in Mexico
SERIALS
The Girl and the Game
Signal Film
The Secret of the Submarine Signal
Peg
the Ring
Univerial
Mary o'Social
Page,
The strange Case of..Essanay
The
Pirates
Kalem
The Iron Claw
Path*
Who's Guilty?
Path*
The Mysteries of Myra International
Film Service
Gloria's Romance
Kleine
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CREATOR OF THE
WORLD FAMOUS SONNY

JOHNSON

HAS DISCOVERED
GREATEST

KIDS
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and has them working in a series of Kid Day reminders
ONE-REEL-KID-KOMEDIES
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AUGUST

SHOW
ABRAMS

STREET
FORTY SECONDcity
WEST YORK
220-224
new

Incorporated concern with modern film and
office equipment, prepared to furnish same,
as well as required bond and references
with regard to business responsibility, wishes
to represent weekly program and feature
films as distributors for Texas, where we

STUDIO

have transacted business with every-worthwhile theatre for the last five years. Correspondence invited.
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COAST

1 1 ,T ia_ W { »•
Have you arranged your bookings on Frederick J.
LilVe- W ire
dXni DllOr
Ireland's High-CUss Comedy Series
TOM
<a
JERRY?
IF
NOT — DO
IT NOW
Two reels a week for lo solid weeks.
First release Monday, June 26th
A Sure-Fire Box Office Winner for the Hot Weather Season

EMERALD MOTION
PICTURE COMPANY
Released exclusively through
AMERICAN STANDARD MOTION
PICTURE CORPORATION
Executive Offices : 166 W. Washington St., Qiicago
Branches in all principal cities.

The " NEWS " advertisers believe YOU worth while ; justify them.

1?*
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CLASSIFIED
WANTED
Films ou health and hyf;ieno, tuberculosis, sanitation aud occupational (lisoasos, complete with titles.
Universal Camera Co., 1007 Times
Bids., -^ew York City.
CacHibitors
If your pictures have the least flicker
or lack of brilliancy, get a NUIDEA 6
in I Combination Shutter. New Invention
iiuTprising ResuUs. Does the business.
Guaranteed. Price S4.00.
Wm. Rehfuss Mfg. Co., La Crosse. Wis.
FOR SAI^E
Two Ft. Wayne Compensarcs,
slightly used. Rood condition. L. E.
Lemon. Auror.i. Illinois.
WANTED
High-Class
Mid-Western
Amusement scenarios.
Corp., 1635
Lytton
BldR.. Chicago. III.
AR£ YOU A LIVE, WIRE?
Tlicii Write Us at Once. Big
Money in Taking Motion Pictures for
News Advertising and Home Talent.
\N'e
the Lowest
the arc
Country
selling Priced
MotionHouse
Picturein
Cameras. Write for information.
We are Specialists
equipping
beginners. Describein your
locality.
\Vc will tell you if it can be made
to pay. Write us today. David
Stern Co.. 1047 E. Madison St.,
Chicago. III. In business since 1885.
Information with regard
to Cinema business in
Europe given free of
charge.
G. KACZKA,
32 Rue de Moscou, Paris
The
your advertising
electric sigrnyouin get
the from
day
time is free. The advertising
you get at night with a Federal
sign is unsurpassed.
FEDERAL SIGN SYSTEM
(ELECTRIC)
Lake & Desplaines Streets,
CHICAGO.
Theatre Slides
NIAGARA SLIDE;CO.,'Lockport, N. Y.
P><one— BfyanllVeig
Pan American
Film Laboratories
Perfect Film Tilles Our Specially. Titles
for Export Films will have our Prompt
and Careful jAttcntion.
145 W. 45lh St., NEW YORK CITY
PICTURE MACHINES
New and
slightly and
usedKdison
F'owcr's.at
Simplex,
Moliograph
bargain prices. Opera and folding
chairs, Opcratinjr Booths that pa«s
fire InRpcciion. Picture curtains and
everything for the M. P. Theatre at
lower prices, than ofTored by our compctiiorv.
LEARS THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANr
509 Chestnut Street, SI. Louis, Mo.
OPERA

CHAIRS
Complete
PromptLino
Sbipmenta
Write for
Citalofne with
Direct
Factory Prices
PEABODY SCHOOL
FURNITURE CO.
802 W. Fourth Street.
North Manchester, lod.

PICTURE
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C A
I L L E
Ticket Office Equipments
Embody Ticket Sellers, Ticket
Choppers,
Theatre RecordChange
Ledgers Makers,
and Theatre
Tickets. Catalog on request.
Caille Bros. Co., 1003 Amsterdam
Ave., Detroit, Mich.

HAS THE gUALlTY CIRCULATION OF THE TRADE
TABLE

OF

CONTENTS

Irani^rteK
Furnishes a superior controlled direct
current that produces the perfect arc for
moving picture projection.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CD.
432 Prospect Ave., Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

LAST WEEK'S LUNCHEON (WILLIAM A. JOHN- STON) 3873
Editorials
3874
Broader Trade Association Planned at Luncheon
3875
" Fall of a Nation" Rises to Dramatic Heights
3877
Women's
Clubs
on1,000
Record
Against
Censorship
3921
Thrills
to
Every
Feet
of
Kellermann
Film
3925
Ochs Candidate of New York Local for National President. 3876
Eva Tanguay, Famous Comedienne, Now a Picture Pro- ducer 3876
Bessie Eyton on First Visit to New York
3878
" Big Pictures
for Summer
Dullness " — Irwin. . . . 3879
Three
Woman Antidote
Stars in June
Fox Films
3879
Selznick Closes Deal for Young Films in Chicago
3880
Owen Moore Re-Engaged by Famous Players
3880
" Daughter of Gods " Nearly Ready for Showing
3881
Vacation for Miss Young Before " Common Law"
3881
"Play
Apostle
of Vengeance
" Is Kay-Bee
Subject
3882
Within
Play is Horsley
Offering
3882
Davis Buys $20,000 Worth of Scripts for Universal 3883
Fairbanks Wants to Make Pictures in South America 3884
Cobe Signs for Comedy Releases from Eagle
3885
Over 14,000 Scenarios Received by World
3885
V. L. S. E. Makes Three Day Invasion of Milwaukee 3886
Mutual Will Release Six Features with Florence Turner 3887
New York League Going to Chicago With Bells On
3887
Omaha Screen Club Ball Will Be Annual Affair
3887
Rose Coo-hlan is Ivan Star
3888
New Studio Enables Essanay to Get Plays Ready Weeks
Ahead
3888
Two
Players
of Noteand AtC. Work
in " Where
Love Is "
3902
Kathlyn
Williams
F. Eyton
Marry
3909
James Kirkwood Signs with American to Direct Minter 3909
Bluebird Plan a National Campaign
3913
Costello and Grandin Featured by Consolidated
3915
Vogue Studios Fitted with New Diffusing System
3915
Series with All Star Casts World Plan
3916
Virginia Hammond Joins Vitagraph
3916
"Eternal
Question"
Scenes inFilmed
McAlpin
3917
Gaumont Will
Cast McCoy
Three atReelers
3917
Shaw
Head ofNews
'Vitagraph
NewsStarts
Service
3918
International
Pictorial
June 12
3918
Ellis to Direct Ivy Close
3918
Berst Distributes Bonuses
3918
Greater Number of Eastern Universal Players Now in West 3921
Past Performances Mean Permanency for World Players.. 3921
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HgT. strand Theatre,
Akron, Ohio.
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PROOt

Dear Slr:-

=

IfoBld like to lootilre as to whst
make of machines yon Tise In your projection department.
An ex theatre man from this place was
in Airon last week and while there attended a show
at your theatre. He told me that It was the first
tine that he ever saw what he called perfect projectioa.
YoTirs tn^ly.
.V
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OPTICAL MFG. CO., 568 W. Randolph
Western Office: 833. Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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News

Simplified

By J. H.
Ans. — No, when
of force will attract the sheet iron, causing a tremendously loud and unpleasant humming.
the core of a chokeIn
many
instances operators have not been familiar
coil is properly designed and securely
with this condition and in consequence thereof, perfectly good choke-coils and transformers as well, which
clamped it is practically asolid body
depend upon magnetic leakage for the regulation, have
been condemned and sometimes discarded.
without vibration. However, many irresponsible concerns attempt to make these coils and as a result they
105 — How is the choke-coil Ans. — In view of
are improperly constructed and assembled and theregenerally connected to a mov- the fact that the
fore, cause a great deal of vibration with consequent
ing picture machine?
. choke-coil is a device
hum, very annoying in many instances.
to be connected in
The remedy in a case of that kind is to introduce
series, the connections are made in a similar manner
means whereby the laminations can be securely clamped
as for an ordinary rheostat. In other words, on a 1 10
and held in fixed position, relative to each other and to
volt A. C. circuit, one line terminal goes directly to one
the coil which excites the core. This matter has already
of the carbons, the upper one for instance, then from
been mentioned in a previous answer.
the lower carbon the current passes to the beginning
end of the choke-coil and from the other end back to
103 — What
proposition Ans. — The chokethe second line terminal, thus completing the circuit in
should be taken in installing a
coil should be placed
series with the arc and line when the switch is closed
choke-coil for a moving picture on a small foundaand the carbons are put together.
machine?
tion or support preferably made of slate
106 — What effect has a vary- Ans. — A varying
or similar insulating material and in all instances there
ing line voltage upon the cur- line voltage proshould be an air-space, not less than 10 inches or 12
rent at the arc when controlled duces exactly the
inches between the floor or wall, and any part of the
by a choke-coil?
same effect at the
choke-coil where the operating room or booth is conarc with a choke-coil
structed inwhole or in part from iron or steel.
as is the case with a rheostat. If the line voltage drops,
the amperes through the arc will decrease, and if the
104 — Why is it necessary to
Ans. — It has been
line voltage increases the current flowing over the arc
place the choke-coil 10 inches stated that all chokewill increase in proportion.
or 12 inches away from the iron coils must be proor steel structure constituting vided with a mag107 — How do you adjust the
Ans. — Usually the
part of the operating booth? netic air-gap which
current at the arc with a chokeline voltage
is a
means a break or a
coil?
known quantity determined by the
separation of one or more parts of the iron core constituting the magnetic circuit.
electric light Company and you can secure the miniThis break in the iron circuit is necessary in order
mum and maximum voltage delivered from the service
to secure the constant current regulation which is reby the electric light Company, by asking them. Howquired as a ballast or steadying effect for the arc.
ever, it is well to state to the electric light Company
You remember that in the choke-coil the magnetic
that you intend to use a choke-coil for so many amperes
lines of force, always follow the iron circuit because it
in series with an arc of so many volts, which may be 50
is the path of lowest resistance.
amperes at 35 volt arc. With this information- the electric light Company, can judge the power factor of your
Suppose an air-gap is introduced, then the magnetic
lines of force will leak around the windings, as has
installation and this will allow them to figure on a
been illustrated. Therefore, if through carelessness or
sufficiently large transformer installation to prevent
excessive voltage drop.
misunderstanding the choke-coil should be placed close
to the iron wall of a sheet iron booth the magnetic lines
With a thorough understanding of the foregoing
H. Halllerg.
Copyright, 1916, iy
102 — Does a choke-coil when
properly constructed, vibrate
so as to make excessive hum
or noise when used in connection with a projector arc?
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when you order the choke-coil it is specified for a given
voltage and to be adjusted for a given amperage, and
when you receive it and connect it in accordance with
the instructions furnished with it, the correct results
should be obtained with the carbons, separated maybe
^-inch.
If for any reason the line voltage should be lower
than contemplated the choke-coil may be adjusted, as
has been mentioned before, by either increasing the airgap or by moving the coil or the core, so that a lesser
number of turns will surround the iron.
On the other hand, if the voltage is too high and the
current f^ow at the arc too great, then the opposite
method must be- followed, in reducing the air-gap in
the core, if it is made in two sections or by lowering
the coil on the core so as to surround the core with a
greater number of turns, or if the choke-coil is of the

Tioga

is Model

House

Vol. 13.
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kind where turns are cut in or cut out, cut in more turns
to reduce the amperes for excessive line voltage.
io8 — Suppose
the adjustments which have been suggested in the foregoing answer
have been tried and the amperes at the arc is still excessive
or too low, what should then
be done?

Ans. — If the regular adjustments provided for, do not effeet the proper regulation at the arc,
then you can be
fairly sure that the
choke-coil is not of
the correct size or design. It maybe however, that the
number of C3'cles delivered by the electric light company, is not exactly as was originally specified and
under this condition it becomes necessary to introduce
other means for additional control or to exchange the
choke-coil for one suitable to the exact cycle conditions
of the system.

Run

on

Model

Methods

2\ot Only Is It Pleasingly Decorated and Shows Worth-While Pictures, but Manager Stamper Lets the Public
Know What He Has to Offer by Using All Forms of Effective Publicity — New Musical Instrument,
Only One Outside a Private Home in Philadelphia, Is Part of Equipment
HA\'ING
celebrated
its first anniversary,
the Tiogato
theatre,butat recently
Seventeenth
and Venango
streets, is entitled
be called one of Philadelphia's newest photoplay houses. It also
has the distinction of being one of the city's best. A neighborhood house, it employs not only the methods of the most up-todate theatres in this class, but also the advertising, the music and
the general " live-wireness " of the most progressive "downtown"
homes of the motion picture.
The Tioga, whose name comes from the section of the city in
which it is situated, is of brick and concrete with terra cotta facings, has an attractive entrance of Doric design, while an electric
sign adds to the brightness of the evening performance. The
lobby is large and furnished with comfortable cane furniture,
while plants, flowers and paintings add their appeal to the patron.
The auditorium is unique in that it forms a perfect square and
has all of its sixteen hundred seats on one floor without a single
post anywhere. The screen is built across one corner, insuring

forming an unusual but pleasing combination. The ventilation is
of the most improved, the air being changed every three minutes
by a series of large exhaust fans located in a cupola above the
auditorium. Seven spacious aisles and fourteen exits make for
speed and safety in the handling of large crowds. Handsome
bronze chandeliers adorn the ceiling and sides. The lighting is of
the semi-indirect order with dimmers. Simplex machines are used
with a throw of one hundred and forty-three feet in a direct
line.

The Screen and Orchestra, Tioga Theatre
A Wagner converter and an improved mercury arc rectifier are
part of the equipment. A Mirroroide screen is used.
Comfortable Leather Chairs
Interior of the Tioga Theatre
perfect vision from any angle; thus there is not a poor scat in the
house. When the house was built in 1915, its architects, Sauer
and Hahn of Philadelphia claimed it as the first of this construction in the country.
The decorations are carried out in tones of red, gold and tan,

Leather upholstered chairs of roomy design add to the comfort of the audience. It is in its music, however, that the Tioga has
its strongest asset at the moment.
There has just been installed in the theatre a $10,000 Choralcello, an entirely new instrument to the picture house, although
many are owned by the millionaires of the country.
The Tioga Choralcello, the first in Pennsylvania outside a
{Continued on page 3965)
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Getting

Crowds?
Is your theatre drawing as it should ?
Or is your competitor in the next block
getting the lion's share of business ?
You must keep your place in the public
eye — make it stand out above all the
others — if you want to get the 'people.

Flood
Will

NEWS

Manager Sharding of Georgia
Motion Picture Theatre, writes
that his net profits are $63 to
$70 a week.

Lighting
Do

It

It is the most unutual form of illumination in the whole lighting field — floods
the entire building with briUiant daylight illumination — makes it the bright
spot for blocks around.
X-Ray

Flood

Light-Units
Are powerful silvered glass reflectors,
whose mirror - like surface throws a
67,750 candle power beam with a 250
watt Mazda lamp. These are the units
which light the Woolworth Tower in
New York.
Get this striking form of publicity for
your theatre. Be the first in your town
to use X-Ray Flood Lighting.
Our engineering department will plan
this illumination for you. Write,
sending rough sketch of building
front, with dintsnsions, and state
'.
whether lights can he mounted on
opposite side of street.

National X-Ray
244 West Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO

Reflector Co.
21 West 46th Street
NEW YORK

Motion put the money in the motion picture business and
the BUTTER-KIST Pop Corn Machine acts the same way
in making people stop, look and buy! Hundreds of theatre
owners
are now
operating this "little gold mine." And you
are
missing
without
it. from $300 to $3000 EXTRA yearly profits
This wonderful machine will make big Extra Profits for any theatre,
large or small.
"Profits as high as S112 per week." writes F. G. Pickett of the
Hippodrome
Theatre
at Fairmount.
W. Butter-Kist
\'a.
"Profits S5.25
to S8.50
a day from
machine in our
lobby," writes H. G. Heck of Utica. N. Y.
Scores of theatres paying rent, light and heat from Butter-Kist
sales.
Butter-Rist
makes the famous crackling white A Small Payment
pop corn with the toasfy flavor. starts this machine popping you
Folks can'trance.resist
coaxingto fragDraws its
people
your extra profits and increasing theatre
theatre. Occupies only 26 by 32 attendance.
Balance soon paid
inches of floor space! Plenty of out of Butter-Kitt
earnings.
room in the lobby or down near the
stage. Move a chair and you
have room fcr it.
Mail the MoneyRuns Itself
Making Coupon
Automatically pops, removes
and getGoldour Mine,"
handsome book.
the unpopped kernels, and butters Little
gives "The
photos, le'*ers, proof ofthatprofits,
easy
each
fluffy whiteit tomorsel
evenly —
crisp!superheats
then
a tantalizing
bign
F-R-E-E!
You
lose
cold
terms and ATfull / details. cash
It's
We re advertising this matchless every dayandyoumail
delay. A-nB3taiiMiK«n
treat
to
millions
—
line
up
your
Holcomb &
theatre with this big new national the coupon
HokeVanMfg.Buren
Co.,
'f 557
ONCE.
success.
^ St., Indimapolis.
HOLCOMB
& HOKE
your
/ postpaid,
Ind. Send FREE
photc-book, "The
Little
GoldthatMine,"
MFG. CO.
f / and
figures
prove
*
profits
are
in
theatres.
557 Van Buren Street
f Name
what the ' Butter-Kist"
Indianapolis, Ind.
/ Business
f stores, etc.
Address

'
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Edited by J. H. Hallberg
Who will answer all questions you may send in, no matter how simple or difficult
USE OF CARBONS FOR RHEOSTATIC PURPOSES
UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS
M. H. Cranholt, Long Beach, Calif. — Am looking for information again, so am appealing to you through the columns of Motion Picture News.
1. Assuming that a ^ by 12-foot carbon has a .resistance of
about Yz ohm (am I correct in this calculation?) , why would
it not be possible to use these carbons for rheostatic purposes,
arranged in an insulated frame after the style of coils with an
adjustable cut-out. This cut-out, it seems to me, could be arranged so as to work on the last two carbons, up and down,
thus giving a very fine adjustment.
2. If the above is possible, please state how the calculation of
resistance differs between a regular M. P. projection arc circuit and an incandescent house lighting circuit. That is, how
could you calculate the ohmic resistance required to run a small
arc lamp, pulling 6 amperes on a lighting circuit? 110 line — 48
arc 50 = 1 6/25 would be my answer to the amount of resistance required to pull 50 amperes on a regular 110 projection circuit.. Now, it doesn't seem to me that this law would apply to
the lighting circuit, as that would mean 10 ohms resistance, pulling 6 amperes and if this be true and the carbon matter be true,
what size carbons would be required to make up the resistance
of the latter puzzle, if puzzle it be? If you will straighten this
out in my tangled dome I'll come again.
Ans. — The use of carbon sticks or pencils or plates or circular
discs for use as a resistance medium in the control of electric
circuits, has been known to electrical engineers and manufacturers
for many jears. As a matter of fact, there was a company in
Chicago 20 years ago, which was construction and selling rheostats of all kinds composed of carbon discs as a resistance element. I do not believe this company is still in existance because the rheostats evidently do not prove entirely satisfactory,
as none of them, are to my knowledge at least, in use to-day.
The difficulty met in using carbon as a resistance element is
due to the disintegration which begins between the contact you
have to make with the carbon material and the conductor when
the temperature exceeds 125 degrees centigrade. The oxidation
and consequent destruction of the contact between the carbon on
the clamp or conductor increases as the current flows through the
carbon is increased, which of course, also increases the temperature of the carbon. The contact will be absolutely destroyed
in a very short time, unless the temperature of the entire rheostat unit be kept down below 125 degrees centigrade, which is
about J4 the temperature at which the better wire and grid rheostats are now being operated.
You understand it would be entirely too expensive to make a
rheostat which would operate at such a low temperature and the
size of the rheostat, using carbon as an element, would be too
large to fit into ordinary spaces provided for the rheostat control
of projector machines.
The resistance of a ^ inch M. P. carbon is about .008 ohms per
linear inch when cold. If a current is put through a 5^ inch carbon
the temperature will constantly increase and the resistance will
increase up to a current flow of about 15 amperes at which time
the resistance per lineal inch will be about .011 ohms and the temperature will then be about 100 degrees centigrade, which is almost
■ the danger point, or at least the maximum practical point at which
!a £3rboji can be operated a? a resistance unit. ' ■
■ T would aJvise you hot to fool with carbon as a resistance me-

dium. The continued change in temperature from hot to cold
will expand and contract the carbon clamps used for conveying
the current and before long unless the clamps are tightened up
continuously the contact will be destroyed.
The directions for calculating the resistance required in series
with a projector arc are given on pages 20 to 22, inclusive, in the
book lows :"Motion Picture Electricity" and formula No. 2 is as folE
C
This formula is the electrical
for figuring the numR = designation
—
ber of ohms for resistance required for your rheostat when you
know the line voltage and the number of amperes required for
your work. For instance, if you have 100 volts and you require
20 amperes for your work the formula in simplified form reads
as follows :
100 volts
" Resistance in ohms of rheostats equals
20 amperes or written
out: 100 volts divided by 20 amperes equals 5 ohms, which is the
resistance
requiredthisin formula
your rheostat."
Now, bringing
down to your condition, if you have
a 110 volt lighting circuit and you wish to operate upon this circuit an arc at 50 volts, which is about right, with 6 amperes flowing, your condition is as follows :
Line voltage 110 minus 50 volts at the arc leaves a balance of 60
volts which you will have to compensate for in your rheostat.
Coming back to 60your formula it reads, " Resistance in ohms ,of
rheostat equals — which equals 10 ohms.
6
In other words, you have to provide a resistance unit which has
a carrying capacity of 6 amperes at 10 ohms to do your work. The
above formula can be used for any number of amperes or volts.
Incandescent lamp and motor loads are of course figured on the
same lines but with different factors as regards voltage and amperes.

WANTS PROJECTION INFORMATION FOR
THEATRE BUILDING
IN BELZONI,
MISSISSIPPI

A. C. B., Belzoni, Miss. — We are erecting a motion picture
house and would like to have some information. Our building
will be 30 feet by 100 feet with 26 foot walls. Will have about
8 foot or 10 foot lobby and a 20 foot stage, a balcony for about
forty or fifty seats. Will have about 350 seats on the lower floor.
Please advise about what heights the screen should be and
about what elevation the seats should be on the lower floor and
balcony. Any suggestion you make will be greatly appreciated
by us and after the building is completed we will send you a
photo of the structure.
Ans. — The height of the screen and the elevation of the seats
depends entirely upon the design of your building. Your architects should provide for this department a plan and sectional
blue-print of your building. You should state if the floor is
to be level or inclined ; and if so, have you decided on the pitch
or the drop in inches per running foot towards . the- itagei
As a general rule. -remembet that your screen-shcSSdiJ"? lo-
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DAY

CARBONS

NOW!!!

NET CASH PRICES
For Regular Speer Carbons
pointed both ends, $37.50 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $50.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $70.00 per M, (1,000 in a case)
pointed one end, $115.00 per M. (500 in a case)
pointed one end, $150.00 per M. (500 in a case )
for 100 Carbons
Case Lot Filled
Prices at 10% Advance on Above

to give satisfaction or money

Carbon

back

Company

DEPT. "N"
(Makers of Carbons for Electrical purposes during the past 25 years)
ST. MARYS,
For Sale by Leading
J. H. HALLBERG, 727 Seventh Ave.,
KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N. State
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Rhodes Building,

PA.

M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:
New York, N. Y.
E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, IlL
St., Chicago, 111.
KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.,
CO.,
813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
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Are You Working at a Disadvantage ?
Do you realize how many people go away from your
theatre dissatisfied with your projection. A satisfied patron
is the best advertisement you can have.
Let us show you how we can help you satisfy your patrons
by installing new equipment and letting it pay for itself
by increased business.
Write today for our plan.
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
Note change in address
Third Floor Mailers Building
S. E. Corner Wabash Ave. & Madison St.,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dealers
in
Motiograph,
Simple.x,
Standard
and to
Edison
Machines, Genuine RepairPower's,
Parts and
all goods
pertaining
the
M. P Theatre.
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cated as low as possible, relative to the majority of seats or
rather relative to the majority of better seats in your house.
You must make sure that if the floor is level with the seats
preferably staggered, that is, the seat in every other row being
in direct line, the screen must be located just high enough so
that anyone sitting in the last row can see the bottom of the
picture when another person is seated in the second row ahead
directly in front.
If the screen is placed too low, interference will occur, and
if the screen is placed too high undue raising of the head, which
is very tiresome on the audience, becomes necessary. It is on
this account that the theatre floor is generally sloping down
toward the stage from the rear.
The pitch or drop of the floor depends upon local conditions
and there are theatres using from level floor to a drop of 1
inch to the foot, and I should say that with anywhere from
54-inch to ^-inch drop, good results can be obtained and the
average is about ^-inch drop to the running foot for best results. When you have a sloping floor, you do not need to
stagger your seats, as the seats may then be placed one behind
the other, row for row, which makes a better proposition from
all points of view.
Not knowing how far j'our balcony extends, and the size of
picture you desire to project, it is impossible to give you exact
location for the screen. The observer in the last row on the
main floor must be able to view the top of the picture and
the bottom, without interference, at the same time without moving. In your balcony, the person in the last row must be able
to view the bottom as well as the top of the picture, at the same
time, without moving.
If I had your blue-prints as above referred to, this matter
could be laid out and determined within a few minutes' time,
but perhaps if you give your architect the above information
he will be able to locate your screen, which for the size theatre
you specify, should not be larger than 11 feet high by IS feet
wide, nor smaller than 9 feet high by 12 feet wide.

MiNUSA Cine Products Company,
THOMAS

INCE INTRODUCES
SCHEME

NOVEL

PROJECTION

IN " CIVILIZATION "
By J. H. Hallherg
MOTION
PICTURE
MACHINES
K/^IVILIZATION," Thomas Ince's latest production is a magv-< nificent piece of work. The writer had the good fortune
to be present during the opening performance in the Criterion
theatre, New York city, and was greatly impressed by the novel
Power— Simolex—Baird
features introduced in the projection.
The motion picture machine equipment is installed in a booth
HALLBERG'SGenerators
20lh Century Motor
located on the first balcony and consists of two latest type Simplex
Projectors, equipped with motor drive and Gundlach lenses. The
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
machines have the large type " S " lamphouse and the arcs are
controlled by special rheostats, adjustable from 50 to 100 amperes
SANIZONE Deodorants, the perfect peron D. C.
fume for Motion Picture and all Theatres
Each arc lamp is controlled by an arc controller manufactured
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
by the Speed Controller Company, the purpose of which is to
Ask for Catalogs
automatically maintain the voltage and in consequence thereof,
the amperage constant at each arc. This arrangement allows the
operator
to devote his entire time to the finer details necessary
J^CWId IVl.
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U
PHILAD
ELPHIA, PA.
Swaa
Lewis M
in Thomas
a projection
of the
kind usedeffects
in "Civilization."
Ince, equipment
realizing the
wonderful
possible with this
latest production of his, developed a very simple and efficient
system for making certain of the scenes on the screen appear
real and life-like.
Warner
This new edition of Mr. Ince's to the projection equipment
WHUE
in " Civilization " consists of specially designed color screens, by
means of which- the operator in charge under instruction by the
^ I.IGHX
director, introduces color tints upon the screen.
In some' of the great battle scenes, for instance, the flashes
from guns and cannons are brilliantly illuminated with a red
tint, while the sky may appear dull and gray or dark blue, if
Especially constructed for Motion Picture
the scene be at night. It is difficult to describe this realistic
service. They are complete equipments, ready to effect and one should see "Civilization" in order to appreciate
the beauty and magnificence of the film and the effects, due to
the introduction of the color screens in front of the projective
Bulletin 10922.
lenses.
There are sunsets and other views at dawn which by means
of this tinting are charmingly real.
Waineiflednc Manu£adurmiG)mpaiiy,
The introduction of the color screen is extretpely simple, hht
Saiut Louis. Missouri. " .
one must use good judgment in applying the proper colors of
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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BETTER SATISFACTION
This notice is addressed to tha
minority of our subscribers who
do
Dot regularly answer advertisements.
The service described li, however, open and free to all who
wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage
you from writing direct to our
advertisers; in fact, you do not
do enough of It for your own
good, but we do want you to
get
needs.the proper goods to fit your
There are many, perhaps you,
who are too busy to write each
company separately; therefore wo
are offering our co-iperatlon,
which
meansinformation
that you will
r«ceive fuU
on any
subject which you may designate
by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods
in which you are Interested,
Your inquiries thus received
will bo forwarded to reputable
manufacturers, even though the
goods on formation
which
wish in-in
are not you
advertised
the "News."
1. Architectural Suggestions
2. Arc Controllers
3. Brass Ralls
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Carbons
7. Chairs
8. Chair Upholstery
9. Converters and Transformers
10. DeTClopIng and Printing
11. Developing Tanks
12. Disinfectants and Perfumes
13. Economizers and Rheostats
14. Electric Signs
15. Elevators and Escalators
16. Exterior Lighting
17. Film Carriers
18. Film Cement
19. Film Cleaners
20. Film Stock
21. Fire Extlngalshera
22. Floral Decorations
23. Generators
24. Gas Engines
26. Heating Apparatiu
26. Interior Lighting
27. Interior Telephones
28. Lenses
29. Lighting Sets
30. Lobby Display
31. Lobby Novelties
32. Metal Ceilings
33. Motors
34. Mural PainUngs
35. Musical Instruments
36. Paints
37. Perforating Machines
38. Printing Machines
39. Projection Machines
40. Projection Machines (Home)
41. Projection Booths
42. Rectifiers
43. Reels
44. Rewlnders
45. Screens ^
4G. Slides
47. Slide Ink
48. Studio Lights
49. Tickets
50. Ticket Selling MacblneB
51. Ticket Taking Machines
52. Uniforms
53. Ventilating and Fans
54. Vacuum Cleaners
Gentlemen: Please s«Dd me
descriptive
tba lists.
sabJects
markedmatter
in the onaboT*
Nana
Theatre
City
Btst*-
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the proper density and the screen must be made of the proper
shade to suit a particular view. This necessarily requires the
direction of someone who knows every detail of the film and
then a regular color screen schedule for the film must be pro- U
vided exactly in a similar manner to that required by the stage
electrician for a regular production for the control of his spotlights and color effects on the stage.
There is installed a 16-foot by 20-foot Radium- Gold Fibre
Screen, and the distance from the lends to the screen is about
92 feet.
Mr. Ince has also introduced a novel feature in a pantomine
ROTARY
prologue in the beginning of the picture which describes the
horror of the beginning of war which carries the observer into
the film later on presented in the most realistic manner possible.
CONVERT[R
Speer projector carbons are used to
tion on the screen. The projection is produce
in chargetheof illuminaThomas
operated at
Walker and George Huntley. Mr, Walker
the Eden Musee for several years. Later on, Mr. Walker
was in the employ of the Precision Machine Company, and when
George Kleine put on " Quo Vadis " he was in charge of the
projection.
Co-operating with Mr. Walker is George Huntley, who for
the past four years has been with Lyman Howe. The experience of these men in charge of the projection accounts to a
large extent for the perfect projection in "Civilization."
The machines were installed by B. F. Porter. Every operator should take an afternoon or evening off to see " Civilizahis time.tion," because he will get new ideas and it will be well worth
ROBERTS AND CARTER SUPPLY COMPANY,
NASHVILLE, ADDS REPAIR DEPARTMENT
AMONG

the popular moving picture supply houses of Nashville is the Roberts and Carter Supply Company, of Nashville, Tenn., which now occupies a suite of handsome offices at
511}/^ Church street. A repair department has been installed.
Machinery of the very latest type has been installed and will be
in complete running order within a week or ten days. On January 1, the company got out a catalogue in which a complete
list is given of all supplies carried by the concern. This catalogue will be sent on request to all those who wish one.
The Roberts and Carter Supply Company is under the supervision of J. I. Roberts, who is president of the company. In
speaking of the business of the company, Mr. Roberts in an interview with the " News " representative had the following to say :
" Nashville has always been in need of an up-to-date motion picture supply house and it is my intention to fulfill this long felt
want. We intend to carry a line of supples, from a five cent
admission ticket to a Powers' or a Simplex or Motiograph moving
picture machine. Here will be found everything that the exhibitor
needs. Dewey Kilby, an experienced roadman was recently added
to the traveling force of the company. Mr. Kilby has had many
years of experience in the motion picture supply line and will
undoubtedly prove a valuable addition to this department."
The officers of the Roberts and Carter Supply Company are as
follows : J. I. Roberts, president, H. A. Carter, general manager.

EXHIBITORS IN VANCOUVER, B. C, AGREE ON
POLICY OF EMPLOYING ONLY NON-UNION
OPERATORS
PURSUANT to an agreement made by practically all the exhibitors of Vancouver, B. C, the operators in their theatres
were notified on June 3 that beginning on the tenth of the month
all the houses concerned would be operated on a strictly non-union
basis, as far as operators were concerned, and that those of the
present operators who wish to retain their positions must immediately resign from the labor organization. Not all of the houses
employ union men at the present time, but it is stated that all motion picture theatres in the city with the exception of the Orpheum
have agreed not to employ members of the union in the future.
It is thought that with such a united stand on the part of the
exhibitors, the majority of the operators will give up their union
affiliations, although many are of the opinion that the union will
not go out of business without a struggle. The attention of the
We have secured good advertisers to talk to VOU.
Listen to ihtiu I
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"SUN-LIT"
PICTURES
AND PERFECT
REEL DISSOLVING
The
machine they
are all talking about
The Martin Rotary Converter
is positively the only machine
on the market which does not
require a compensarc for emergency purposes. Its emergency
panel provides A. C. for the
lamps should the rotary for any
reason become temporarily out
of service. The elimination of
this extra expense makes the
Martin the cheapest machine
to install.
Consider this fact when purhasing a converter — It will
save you cmoney.
Over One Hundred Martin Rotary Converters installed in
Chicago alone. Write for list
of theatres using them.
Write far Full Information.
NORTHWESTERN
ELECTRIC
CO.
617 W. Adams St., Chicago, III.
1009 Brokaw BIdg., New York.
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Film Service

Results=

Get from it not only the interesting story
but the clear, brilliant pictures with sharp
detail and even illumination. That is what
holds patrons — and it is the sure result of
usins:

{auscK

|omb

Projection

[enses

They help make business profitable by giving the
quality of pictures the public like — and patronize.
Bausch & Lomb objectives and condensers have
the unanimous approval of operators who use them.
Edison & Nicholas Power Machines are regularly
equipped with these superior lenses. You can get
them through your film exchange.
Bausch ^ Ipmb Opt'c^' ©•
569 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y;
New York Washington Chicago San Freincisco
Leading American Makers of Photographic and Ophthalmic Lenses. Microscopes, Projection Lanterns {Ba lopticons) and other high-grade optical products

We

Sell

SCREEN
SATISFACTION

days there's
great
deal ofa
difference between selling
"Screen Satisfaction" and
merely selling
"Screens."

There are scores of patented projection surfaces on the market
and many ofof the
them
are offered as "Gold Fibre" products. All
imitations
original
RADIVM
GOLD
FIBRE SCREEN
differ from it m:iterially in the manner of their manufacture,
but the real, essential point of difference in our favor is that
The Radium Gold Fibre Screen Is Manufactured and Sold by a Company That
Positively Guarantees its Product
and Sees to It that Every
piece of Merchandise
''Makes Good''
RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREENS ARE
IDEAL FOR AIRDOMES
Write for Price a)id Detailed Information
Radium Gold Fibre Screen, Inc.
220 W. 42d ST., NEW YORK CITY
CANADIAN
DISTRIBUTORS — Allfeatures. Ltd.. s6 King St., W.,
Toronto. Can.; .Allf'-atures, Ltd., Scala Theatre BIdg., Toronto, Can.
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Vancouver Trades and Labor Council has been called to the matter by Delegate Thomas of the Operators Union, and it is thought
that some formal action will be taken at the next general meeting.
A statement given out by W. P. Dewees, manager of the Rex
theatre, sets forth the objection to the union as being principally
on account of the alleged disposition of that body to spread reports
exaggerating the dangers connected with the operation of a projection machine, and of the effect that such reports would have on
the theatre-going public. Another objection, though a minor one,
it is said, is that the exhibitors object to the rule of the union requiring an extended apprenticeship before a man is given an operator's card.
The managers do not contemplate the employment of returned
soldiers as operators, as was done in Calgary, according to the
statement of Mr. Dewees, and neither is there any thought of reducing salaries ; but the managers seem determined that the union
must go.
EQUIPMENT BUSINESS OF PHILADELPHIA
SUPPLY HOUSES IS BRISK
T EWIS M. SWAAB of 1327 Vine street, Philadelphia, has
■I—' had a brisk business in equipment lately, having just put into
the Lincoln theatre at Fifth and Christian streets, Phila., a 6-A
Power's machine. This theatre is just reopening after being closed
for several months. J. Greenstine is the present manager.
A 6-B Power's has just been installed in the Opera House at
Waynesboro for the proprietors, Decker and Karper. Two 6-B
Power's were also put in Blaker's theatre at Wildwood, N. J.
Gilbert Blaker is manager of the house.
The Calehuff Supply Company of 1301 Race street, Philadelphia, has just taken the agency for the Strauss Ticket Booth of
New York. Those booths come in all styles ranging in price from
a low figure to several hundreds. In fact they can be made to
order in any fashion to match the design and decorations of a
given theatre. The one on display is a striking one of white and
gold with marble slab and mosaic glass dome.
" SAFETY

— and these

Vol. 13.
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FIRST " SCHOOL

OF OPERATORS

MEET

THE moving picture operators' union of Evansville, Ind., will
conduct a "safety first" and efficiency school for rnembefs
at its meetings hereafter. Sylvester Ruschmeier suggested the plan
to the members, which met with their approval.
MANY

THEATRES

OPEN

IN MICHIGAN

TOWNS

NEW theatres to open in Michigan during June are: C. A.
Miller's new theatre in Alma ; the Whitehall theatre , in
Whiteliall and the Robinhood theatre in Grand Haven. . The
Drury
Lanetime.
and the new Regent theatres in Detroit will not open
for some

Get acquainted
with "FULCO"
The Depewbnent
Store
trade
PICTURE
MOVING
MACHINES O- EQUIPMENT O- SUPPLIES
Our catalog covers the line fromA'Z
E. E. FULTON COMPANY
156 W. Uke St. CHICAGO, ILL.
<s** <$>*■ <S^ ^tS^

Made in Switzerland
CARBONS
Write us for descriptive circular and price list
JONES
& CAMMACK
Sole Importers
12 Bridge Street
New York City
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Projectors
USED
at

CRITERION

THEATRE

BY
THOS.

H.

INCE

FOR

"CIVILIZATION"

ThePrecision

Machine

(o:Tnc.

317 East 34th: St- NewT&rk

Motion
Picture
Jobbers,
Dealers
and
Exhibitors
Our new projector is placed on exhibition at 217 W. 42nd St., New York City, and one of these is in our
shotv room at 1023-25-27 Race St., Philadelphia. We extend you a cordial invitation to call at either of the above
places and inspect this machine. We wish you to criticise it, boost it and ^woc^ it. ' We don't claim it to be
faultless, nor is this machine a creation of a divine inspiration, as is claimed by some. It is the work of- human
hands and mechanics that know how. There may be some defects in these samples. The lot we are making for
placing on sale will be perfect and your criticism will be appreciated. We will sell you a machine at a fair price
which is better than the highest price projector placed before you today. We solicit your inquiry. Descriptive
matter will be ready for distribution in a few days.
THE

STERN

MANUFACTURING
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

CO.,

Inc.

^gSbooowoooooouoooooo 0000000000000000 00 o ■^•-'ooooooooc"
THE
PROJECTOR
FOR
YOU

must throw a perfect picture,
stand up under the heavy grird
of years, be economical in operation— in fact, you want a projector
that you can install in your booth
and forget about it.
^ The American Standard
Motion Picture MaSEND
AMERICAN
STANDARD
MOTION PICTURE MACHINE CO.

chine isthat projector. It will
not remind you of its existence
thru frequent and heavy repair
bills. Its perfect p3rformance on
the screen will delight you, your
operator, and especially your
patrons. You will forget present
projection troubles once you get
the American Standard.
FOR PARTICULARS
HOW.
rsiELW

Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.

m
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The

Camera
— =a» Miiig.'>L-.

.4 Department Devoted to Motion Picture Photography in All Its Phases, Studio and Laboratory Work

The

Telephoto

Lens

in

Cinematography

1

Weil-Known Type of Photographic Objective, for Which Many Uses Have Been Found in the Field of Motion
Pictmre Camera Work, Is the Telephoto Lens — As Name Implies, It Will Give Larger Image of
a Distant Object Than Will the Lenses in Common Use by Cameramen
A WELL-KNOWN type of photographic objective, for which
many uses have been found in the field of motion picture
camera work, is the telephoto lens. As its name implies, the
telephoto lens will give a larger image of a distant object than will
the lenses in common use by cameramen.
As the telephoto lens is simply an adaptation to photographic
work of the Galilean telescope, the invention of the same may be
said to date back to the days of Galileo, who first made and used
a telescope such as we are all familiar with.
The introduction of lenses having the properties of a telescope
into photography was brought about in 1891. The late J. H. Dallmeyer of London, Dubosq of Paris and Dr. A. Miethe of Berlin
(the last-named being also credited with having produced the first
photographic anastigmat lens) brought out their telephoto lenses
simultaneously in the year mentioned, although all had worked
quite independently of each other.
Although many refinements in the optical corrections and mountings of telephoto lenses have been made since that time, they remain the same in basic principle, and we shall endeavor to explain
the principle and construction of the telephoto lens and describe
such types as have found their way into the hands of motion picture photographers.
How Telephoto Lenses Are Made
A telephoto lens is generally formed by the addition to an ordinary photographic objective (positive lens) of a negative lens, the
latter being placed between the regular photographic lens and its
posterior focus. The addition of this negative lens greatly reduces
the convergence of the light rays from the positive lens, and in addition gives the effect of having shifted the latter farther forward
than its actual position. The negative element of a telephoto combination has a shorter focus than has the positive element, and in
the form of telephoto lens generally used in ordinary photography
means is provided for increasing or decreasing the separation between the negative and positive elements. In this way the size of
the image to be photographed may be varied between certain limits
dependent upon the relative focal lengths of the elements of the
complete objective. Such, in brief, is the principal and action of
the ordinary telephoto lens for photograpliic purposes. Although
it has the advantage over long focus lenses of not requiring a
great camera extension to secure large images, its magnifying powers are attained at the sacrifice of speed, a consideraljle increase
in exposure being necessary when using such a combination.
To meet the requirements of hand camera and motion picture
photography, in which very little camera extension is possible,
special forms of telephoto lenses have been produced by some of
the leading makers of photographic lenses. These are characterized by their ability to give a large image with a short camera
extension, and they are also possessed of tolerable rapidity, being
therefore available for focal plane camera work and cinematography. It may be further stated that lenses of this type consist
of a well corrected -positive element and a well corrected negative
element, the same being mounted at quite some separation from
each other in a mounting of fixed pattern with no means provided
for varying the separation.
As it is the purpose of this article to treat the lenses of this
description we will start with the Dallmeyer lens, as the wellknown London house of J. H. Dallmeyer have always occupied a

prominent place in the development and manufacture of telephoto
lenses for photographic purposes. In addition to being one of the
first in this field (as noted above) the Dallmeyer concern also
introduced some years ago a telephoto lens called the " Adon."
This lens combines considerable magnifying power with a short
camera extension and enjoys a world-wide popularity among photographers. Appreciating the requirements of the motion picture
cameraman, the Dallmeyer concern have quite recently introduced
a series of telephoto lenses especially applicable to cinematography.
Most Popular Telephoto Is the Dallmeyer No. 9
Of these Dallmeyer telephoto lenses for motion picture work
the most popular without a doubt is the No. 9, which has a focal
length of six inches and requires an extension of only three inches.
Its magnifying power is three diameters and it possesses the
serviceable speed of f.4.5. This lens enjoys great popularity with
" Newsfilm " cameramen, as it allows them to secure views of
celebrities and interesting bits of action from a distance. It might
be here remarked that a good telephoto lens is one of the prime
requisites of a news photographer's equipment.
For the sportsman or naturalist, who perhaps requires a lens
of higher power, the No. 10 Dallmeyer, with a speed of f.6 and
a focal length of eight inches (requiring an extension of four
inches), will be a wise selection. In justice to a really excellent
article, it must be said that the performance of these Dallmeyer
telephoto objectives is not surpassed by that of any other lens of
like nature.
Another telephoto lens, suitable for cinematography, which numbers some of the foremost cameramen among its adherents, is the
Ross " Telecentric " lens made by Ross, Ltd., of London, the
makers of the well-known " Homocentric " anastigmat for general
photographic use.
Although the Ross " Telecentric " lens is made in a variety of
focal lengths, only one of them is eminently suitable for motion
photography.
is thespeeds,
nine inch
" Telecentric,"
whichBoth
is obtainable in two This
different
namely,
f 5.4 or f 6.8.
of
these lenses, which have a focal length of nine inches, require an
extension
4^ inches.
seen " Telecentric
mounts ofof very
excellentWeandhave
practical
construction," lenses
and thein
manner in which a telephoto objective is mounted will be found
an important factor if the best results are desired.
The Emil Busch Optical Company, a German concern who also
maintain a headquarters in London, placed upon the market several years ago a telephoto lens of the type we are here considering
called the " Bis-Telar."
The Busch " Bis-Telar " gives a magnification of two times the
size of image which would be produced by an ordinary photographic objective of similar focal length. The speediest of the
" Bis-Telars " is the one of eight-inch focus. This lens has a speed
of f 7. and requires an extension of 4% inches, or about half its
focal length, in common with all the lenses of this type.
The seven-inch "Bis-Telar" has a speed of f 9. and also requires a4^-inch camera extension. Having been on the market
for a number of years, these Busch tele-objectives are well known
and their performance is quite favorably commented upon.
An article on the subject of telephoto lenses would hardly be
complete without reference to the contribution along this line
of that celebrated lens maker, Carl Zeiss^pf Jena, Germany.
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The Zeiss telephoto objective is called the " Magnar " and its
focal length is 18 inches, but the camera extension required is only
about 6 inches. It has a speed of f 10. and a very great magnifying
power. On account of this enlarging power there is means provided within the lens mount for altering the separation of the
lens elements, as when used for very distant views the lens requires aslighly different adjustment than when used on comparatively close subjects. On account of its larger size the " Magnar "
is not so well adapted to use on cinematograph cameras as the
other objectives mentioned, but like all Zeiss lenses it is well corrected and yields satisfactory results.
The well-known optical firms Voigtlander and Sohn and C. P.
Goerz, while making telephoto negative lens attachments (for use
in conjunction with their regular objectives), do not supply special
compact lenses, such as we have described above, for telephoto
work.
The C. P. Goerz American Optical Company, however, recommend for this class of work their " Dogmar " and " Celor " photographic lenses fitted in Micrometer Mounts or extension collars.
The " Dogmar " lens has a speed of 4.5 and the speed of their
" Celors " ranges from f 4.8 to f 5.5, according to the focal length
selected. A lens of 8^-inch focus of either of these types will
give an image approximately four times larger than will a twoinch cinematographic objective at the same distance.
We have also seen Zeiss Ic Tessars of six-inch focus and upwards mounted in extension collars and used on motion picture
cameras to secure large images of distant objects. But it will
be obvious that ordinary photographic objectives of 4-inch focal
length and over are designed to cover a much larger area than
that of a motion picture film image, and consequently the volume
of light transmitted by such lenses is so great, that the negative
images secured through their use are generally veiled over by
some degree of fog due to this great excess of transmitted light.
This can be remedied to some extent by having the inside of the
extension mount well blacked, and by inserting in the backmost
end of the extension tube a mask which will only allow a beam of
light the size of a cinematographic film image to reach the exposure aperture of the camera, but still the image is generally
veiled over to some degree.
When a Light Filter Is Employed
In using these telephoto lenses to secure pictures of distant
views and in other phases of scenic work it is almost imperative
that a light filter be employed. The reason why a compensating
filter should be employed in photographing a distant view is not
difficult of explanation. Upon looking at a far distant scene a
slight mist is generally perceptible, the same being caused by
minute particles of dust and water vapor in the air. These particles reflect the ultra-violet and blue-violet rays to a great extent,
and unless a filter which will largely absorb these rays is employed in making the exposure, the distant parts of the mountains
or landscapes photographed will appear veiled with mist in the
completed results. Zeiss furnishes a special filter which increases
the exposure 5 times for use with the " Magnar " lens when taking
scenic pictures.
For comparatively close or mid-distance work, such as naturalistic or Newsfilm cinematography, it is not generally found necessary to employ a filter, and in these classes of work the exposure
necessary through a compensating filter would frequently prohibit
satisfactory results being secured.
Although there are other telephoto attachments and photographic lenses which could be employed in the class of work with
which this article deals, we have described those best known to the
well posted cameraman and are sure that among the lenses described, anyone can find the lens best suited to his wants.
MAGNESIUM
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Camera

For
Motion
Photography
Write for Illustrated Catalogue
1007 Times Bldg., New York
The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO. Branches -{(-L 821
229 Market
E. Sixth St.,
St., San
Los Francisco
Angeles
559 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago
A determination to be at your service.
C artoons, animated advertising films.
T itles of every description made to order.
I n full swing, da; and night.
V ersatile in film efficiency.
E astman Raw Stock (shipments made the same day).
ACTIVE
MOTION
PICTURE CO
tlOl W. RanaolpH Street
CKica^o
Perfect Developing
andin
TITLES
Negatives Developed . Ic. ft
Sc.
Positive Printing .... 4c. ft. Cards Free
SatisfactioB guraateed by onr fifteen years' experience
Special
GUNBY BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th Street,

QUALITY

Printing
any
language
complete
Tinting Free
price on quantity orders.
New York City

means

EVANS

FOR FILM PHOTOGRAPHY

A. F. P., Buffalo, N. Y. — Can you cite to us any new developments in outdoor lighting for motion picture work, especially along
the line of aluminum or magnesium light sticks or candles. If
you have the name of the makers of anything of this kind you
would confer a favor by furnishing the information.
Ans. — Many producers of motion pictures avail themselves of
the magnesium torches, or " flares," as they are frequently termed,
in order to secure novel or artistic effects in taking scenes at night.
Scenes showing a party searching through the woods by the
light of torches are nowadays frequently shown; .and in. this
{Continued on page 3966)
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We Do Particular Work for Particular People
Developing and Printing ONLY
Evans

Film Manufacturing Company
Numbers 416-418-420-422 West 216th Street
Telephone 6681 Audubon
NEW YORK CITY
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This department is maintained for the exhibitor s assistance with a view of suggesting proper musical illustrations for
current photo plays. MOTION PICTURE NEWS will be pleased to help solve any difficulties the exhibitors may
have with their musical programs. All communications should be addressed to the Music and the Picture Department.
The

Picture

Evolving

Its Own

Form

of Musical

Expression

Music for the Pictures Will Become a Noble and Worthy Sister of the Music of the Operatic and Concert Stage,"
Says Victor L. Schertzinger, Composer of the Score for the Thomas H. Ince Spectacle, " Civilization,"
Just Put On in New York City
Ince, himself no mean musician and possessed of a marvelous
HAS the motion picture which has revolutionized so many
musical sense, if I can coin a term, spent many midnight hours
walks of life and forms of art, evolved and is it evolving
an entirely new and absolutely different school of modem
with me conning over the score and the script and then lo and
music?
behold, two or three days later, the scene we had worked on
Victor L. Schertzinger, who. composed the score of Thomas
v/ould be cut out because it didn't come up to the exacting Ince
standard.
H. Ince's giant spectacle, " Civilization," which electrified New
York at its premier at the Criterion, and has kept right on elec" Theti there is the matter of tempo. This is all important and
nobody who has not made a study of the technique of the pictures
trifying, declares that it has; and "Vic" is willing to back up his
can come within a mile of writing a really good motion picture
assertion by sitting right down at the piano and pounding the poor
thing to powder.
score. I mean a score that for masterly work, dignity and
Mr. Ince is far too observant of technical skill and effects to
musical beauty will accord with the productions of the great
have allowed his greatest work of screen art to have suffered
masters of the photo-drama.
from the lack of sympathetic and inspiring music to bring out its No Place for Temperament
every light and shade, and, after mentally revolving in his mind
who should compose the score (a process in which he considered
" Also temperament must be banished to the four winds. The
studio and the location are bad places for persons possessed of
every name of note in the music world) he exclaimed to his
assistant directors :
temperaments. Somebody has said that genius is merely a
capacity for hard work. I don't know; but I do know that the
" Schertzinger's the man. He's the only composer on earth
studio and the location are places for hard work and not for
who really knows the technique of motion picture composition."
' genius ' to cavort its erratic self.
Mr. Schertzinger is twenty-five, and suggests the college athlete
in the pink of condition far more than he does the musician of
" Analysis of every scene must be made in composing a worthy
picture score and the right perspective taken. At the present time
pictures that New York has now acclaimed him. He had written
there is a tendency to regard any hodge-podge of different tunes
the scores of several other big Ince pieces. He had also, and
and operatic selections, played in slow or fast tempo according
here's something of interest to picture fans, written literally
to screen action, as all right for the pictures.
hundreds of scores to fit the action of pictures which were being
made in the studio.
" This is all wrong. The motion picture, which has changed
the face of so many aspects of our social and artistic life, is
Picture Music Radically Different from Other Forms
slowly but surely evolving its own form of musical expression. It
may take time, possibly years, but when it comes the music of
" Composing music for pictures is as radically a different form
pictures will be a noble and worthy sister of the music of the
of musical expression as tlie futurist productions of some of our
operatic and concert stage. But it will be distinct— it will be
more rabidly modern composers," said Mr. Schertzinger, as in
different— a form of art as inspiring as that from which it
shirtsleeves he sat at the piano on the stage of the Criterion and
directed a rehearsal of the chorus of " Civilization," led by
springs — the motion picture."
Kathryn Barnard, the concert singer. He shoved his Panama
PLAYER SALES COMPANY,
PHOTO
AMERICAN
hat to the back of his close-cropped head, and thought a moment.
MOVE TO GOLDEN
WILL
FRANCISCO,
SAN
" Victor Herbert expressed it pretty well to me the other day,"
GATE AVENUE
he went on, " He said ' one of the tough things about composing
for the pictures is that you write in a perfectly good Bom
THE American Photo Player Sales Company, for several years
to fit a certain scene, but when you come to look for that scene
located on Kearny street, near Sutter, in the heart of the
the Bom has gone.'. It's been cut out of the picture by the aspiano district, is preparing to remove at an early date to the Film
Exchange Building on Golden Gate avenue, San Francisco. The
sembler, or the director."
entire second floor of this large structure has been taken over and
" I think," continued the Music Master of the Movies, " that
Mr. Herbert very neatly expressed there just one of the difficulties
is being fitted up at a heavy expense for the use of the concern.
confronting the man who composes for big features such as
A large stock of players will be kept on hand to give customers
a fair idea of the line carried and a miniature theatre will be
'Civilization;' but after all that is nothing to a seasoned picturemusic
writer.
In
the
first
place,
let's
take
the
case
of
'
Civilization.'
fitted up to illustrate the proper relations between moving picHundreds of thousands of feec of film were taken while it was
tures and music.
in the maksng, and yet when it came to be assembled it was
This theatre will be available at all times to film exchange men
cut down to eleven reels.
who may wish to show their productions to exhibitors under the
most favorable conditions. This company has long felt the need
" Now then, during the year for its production, I had to spend
every minute of my time with the company, in the studios during
of having a location near the leading film exchanges in the city,
the day and at my piano at night. You see my score had to
and its new home will be right in the heart of the industry, no less
keep pace with the picture or else when it was ready to be
than four exchanges being on the ground floor of the building,
with six in the building directly across the street.
produced I'd have been hopelessly behind with the music. Mr.
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RISINGER
CONDUCTS
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
AT KNICKERBOCKER, NASHVILLE, ANOTHER
TRIANGLE THEATRE MAKING SPECIALTY
OF MUSIC
ANOTHER Triangle house has been added to the list of those
making a special feature of music. The Knickerbocker,
Nashville, Tenn., has in addition to installing a ten thousand dollar
Kimball pipe organ, engaged an orchestra composed of artists well
known in symphonic
work, and placed in
charge of the entire musical department, Buel
B. Risinger, an organist
prominent
in his profession.
Mr. Risinger is one of
the pioneer orchestra
directors who made a
specialty of orchestral
interpretation for the
pictures. Long before
the picture theatres became a fixture in every
prominent city block,
Mr. Risinger had arranged special music for
several traveling picture
attractions and had conducted orchestras in this,
work on the road. He
directed an orchestra of
twelve men over the
Valentine Circuit with the " Queen Elizabeth " production featuring Sarah Bernhardt, and for several years directed the music over
the Montgomery circuit of picture theatres. The Knickerbocker
orchestra is composed of men well chosen by Conductor Risinger,
and some of the men have been under his direction for several
years. The massive pipe-organ is used in connection with the orchestra and also as a solo instrument, Mr. Risinger himself presiding. The orchestra and its conductor have gained a firm hold on
the affections of the Nashville theatre-going public during the
short time that the theatre has been open. The Knickerbocker
policy includes the two weekly changes of the Triangle program,
which it runs two days each. On the remaining two days Fox productions are shown. The seating capacity of the theatre is 1,200
and the prices are from ten to fifty cents.
STRAND, OMAHA, IS SAID TO HAVE THE SIXTH
LARGEST PICTURE ORGAN IN THE COUNTRY
A PIPE organ said to be the sixth largest installed in any motion picture theatre in this country has been put in the
Strand, Omaha. A special musical program was given at the
opening, the feature being Billie Burke in " Peggy." At the same
time the Strand began opening at 11 A. M., daily, instead of at
1 P. M., as formerly.
The new instrument is a three manual Hillgreen Lane and Company pipe organ and is played by Florence Usher, an Omaha girl,
and Louis Meier, who went to Omaha from a Seattle, Wash., theatre for that purpose. The Strand was filled on organ opening
day. Manager H. M. Thomas having seen to it that the event was
well advertised. The organ is said to be the largest west of Detroit and is a decidedly new thing for Omaha. Other organs
are features of Omaha theatres, but none are so large as this one.
The Strand seats six hundred people on the main floor, five hundred in the balcony and four hundred in the gallery. Matinee
admission is ten cents, with ten, twenty and thirty cents for
evening shows. Palms, flowers and flower boxes, with carefully
hidden lights, abundantly decorate the interior of the building. A
new feature is the singing of birds, cages of the little feathered
songsters being everywhere about the building. The stage, as a
decoration around the screen, is a regular plant conservatory, with
birds singing in the branches of the trees all the time.
Eight reels are used in each show and six shows are given
every day. Thirty people are employed about the building, which
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SPECIAL SCORES are now published for Orchestra and Piano to fit all

MUSIC

Paramount Releases
Every Exhibitor should use them
Ask your Exchange
We have on hand a few Orchestra and
Piano parts for

SCORES

CARMEN
which we will sell at reduced rates.
Small Orch. $2.00 Piano 75 cts.
Cash with order — Postage extra
G, SCHIRMER,

3 East 43d St., NEW

YORK

Send for free booklet " Music for the Photoplay"
THEATRE
MAILING

AND
LIST

EXCHANGE
SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
N66
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
Phone, 2003 Randolph
425 ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Addressing
Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting

Kimball Organs are masterpieces, whether they
consist in a carefully selected group of orchestral
tones for a house seating less than five hundred or
whether they contain every instrument that can be
utilized in the most exacting picture and enough of
them to fill the largest auditorium with musical sound.
The electrical mechanism is quick, accurate, dependable
and puts the whole instrument as completely under the
dorriination of the organist as the symphony orchestra the
conductor.
ALL

Established
1857
CHICAGO
W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Eastern Office:— 507 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

MOVING

FOR
SALE
PICTURE
MAILING

LISTS

Only complete one to be had, numbering 22,000;
price, $40.00; itemized by states, oi- $3.50 per
thousand for states you want. Postage guaranteed.
1173 Film Exchanges
.. $4.00
149 Manufacturers and Studios
1.00
210 Moving Picture Machine and Supply Dealers 1.50
Write for particulars
Trade Circular Addressing Co.
1663^ West Adams Street, Chicago
Franklin 1183
Estab. 1889
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THI

OVER!

You want the best music obtainable —
provide it. You want the

biggestvalue you can get foryour money
—SEEBURGS

give it.

But above all you want an instrument that will give unfailing, constant
service —

SEEBURG

PIPE

ORGANS

and Self-Playing

Orchestras

are so sturdily built and simply designed
that they are always on duty.

Why

bother with repair crews and adjustments ?
Give the seating capacity of your
house and we will submit styles and
prices to fit your requirements. Get in
touch with the nearest SEEBURG
dealer today.

J. P. SEEBURG
PIANO
MANUFACTURERS
1010
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is located in the heart of the business district, across the street
from the city's principal hotel. Triangle and Fox service is used.
Two Powers 6-A machines are used, throwing eighty-five feet to
a Minusa screen. August Herman is the chief operator.
The Strand occupies a place along with the legitimate theatres in
the news and amusement columns of the newspapers, and Manager
Thomas makes plentiful use of newspaper, billboard, painted
board and program space for advertising. Theatre parties are held
at the Strand, and the names of those attending go into the society columns of the papers.

THIN

SEEBURGS

NEWS

CO.

Republic Bldg., CHICAGO
BRANCHES:
BOSTON
BEAUMONT, TEX.
NEW YORK
M . Steincrt Sons
702 Pearl St.
PITTSBURGH
162 Boylston St.
720 7th Ave.
431 Liberty St.
SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA
PHILADELPHIA
6s No. Pryor St.
S2 Turk St.
923 Walnut St.

SIGNAL AMUSEMENT WILL BUILD $50,000
THEATRE IN CHATTANOOGA
special to Motion Picture News.
Chattanooga, Tenn, June 10.
NEGOTIATIONS have been closed by directors of the Signal
Amusement Company for a twenty-live year sub-lease on
property at 626-28 Market street, which is the site for the proposed new theatre for high-class motion pictures and legitimate
theatrical productions. Approximately $50,000 will be spent in
converting the building into a theatre. It is hoped to have the
work finished by November 1. As soon as the plans, which are
being drawn by Clarence T. Jones, architect, are completed and
the present tenants move the work of construction will be taken
up. Mr. Jones will go to New York, Chicago, Cincinnati and
Atlanta to study several modern details in the designs of newly
built theatres.
According to the plans, the theatre stage will be about sixty
feet wide and forty-eight feet deep. The opening to the audience will be about 32 by 40 feet. An attractive lobby will serve
as an entrance to the building. It is understood that the seating capacity will be 1,500, which includes the lower floor, balcony
and boxes on each side of the stage end. The intention is to
have the building so lighted that the clearness of the pictures
will in no way be hindered. When pictures are being projected
a fifty foot deep shadow box will be used. The front of the
theatre will be of colored tile and terra cotta. The front vdll
be brilliantly lighted by an indirect lighting system. Announcement of the shows will be reflected on a large electric plateglass reflector. Music will be furnished by an orchestra. A
musical instrument of 3,000 combination tone pipes will be installed. A modern cooling system is included in the plans for
equipment. The interior decorations will be simple. The films
to be shown at the new picture house will be the best obtainable, it is understood. The building project is being supported
by Nashville and Chattanooga business men.
FRIENDLY,
DENVER

CONFIDENTIAL NOTICE ISSUED BY
EXHIBITOR TO PATRONS ON INSTALLATION OF WURLITZER, TELLING

THEM ''IT IS THEIRS"
AFTER the installation of the new Wurlitzer-Hope-Jones
Unit Orchestra organ in the Isis Family theatre of Denver,
Colo., F. L. Baxter, proprietor and manager of the theatre, sent
out the following notice in connection with the new installation :
" To the old patrons — in particular : The new organ has been
installed for you. To be sure — we are pleased to make new
friends, but most of all we appreciate our old ones — you who have
been coming here for months and even years. There are thousands of you, whom I do not have the pleasure of knowing by
name, but whose faces have become so familiar, that the place
would a be
lost without
them. The
a ' familyto affair
than
business.
As manager,
I am Isis
moreis more
than anxious
please'
you. There will be no formal opening, no invitations. I just want
you to come as you have always come and feel that the organ is
" S. L.it Baxter,
yours. It will play whatever the Isis family wants
to play.

" Proprietor and Manager."
This illustrates the way in which some theatre owners and managers throughout the country are catering to their old patrons, and
by means of a cleverly worded notice of this kind, showing them
how important they are to the progress of the house.
This also shows the importance which is being attached to the
musical
come. equipment and how strong an advertising force it has beBe sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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I
Music Chart By ERNST
LUZ
Straight''
Going
I Triangle Feature
Projection Time, 65 Minutes
1
This plot is adapted so as to make it possible for the pianist, one man orchestra player, organist or orchestra leader to make some prior
1
playing the
The numbers
to be used
; similar numbers, or numbers suggested by " notes " will do
1 preparation
as well. It for
is intended
that picture.
no unnecessary
expensesuggested
be addeddofornottheneed
exhibitor
or musician.
1
Description of Music
Number Suggested
Cue to Stop Number
1
1. Polka Inter
" Dew Drops " (M. Witmark)
"In the underworld," etc.
I
2. Desc. (H. Path.)
" Arrietta " (Ditson & Co.)
Child lies down by dog.
i
3. Waltz (Leg.)
"A. B. C.(Jos.
Dramatic
Set No.
15" — B. 2
"At the house," etc.
I
W. Stern
& Co.
1
4. H. Dr. Desc
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. IS" — C. 3
"At last they were tracked."
1
S. Hurry
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 13 " — A. 1
" The bulls are after us."
After "The Pinch."
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 13" — B. 2
6. H. Dr. Andante
I
i
7. Hurry
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 13" — C. 3
Connects 1 and 2.
1
■
Man shot, falls from fire escape.
I
8. H. Dr. Andante
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 13" — B. 2
" Higgins' wife was saved," etc.
"A client of Remington's," etc.
"Cradle Song," by Hauser
9. Desc. (Berceuse)
1
1
10. Inter. (L.)
"Sesame" (Leo Feist)
"Higgins."
I
11. Desc. (H. Leg.)
"Broken Melody" (C. Fischer)
1
12. Waltz (Len. Leg)
"Sphinx" (Chappell & Co.)
Connects 2 and 3.
i
" Confident that Remington dare not refuse," etc.
I
13. Desc. (H. Leg.)
"Romance and Rondo" (Ditson & Co.)
1
14. Desc. (H. Path.)
"Faith and Hope" (Ditson & Co.)
Connects 3 and 4.
.
I
" Back to the old job," etc.
"That evening," etc.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. IS" — B 2
IS. Waltz (Len. Leg.)
1
"At midnight," etc.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No, 15" — A. i
16. Inter (P.)
1
"Hello, Jimmie," etc.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 1S"-'C. 3.,
17. H. Dr. Desc
I
Jimmie opens window.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 15" — B. 2
18. Waltz (L.)
1
Briggs enters bedroom where wife.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 15" — C. 3
19. H. Dr. Desc
I
Wife recognizes Briggs.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 15" — D. 4
20. Agitato (L.)
I
After " You dassent scream," etc.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. IS" — E. S
21. H. Dr. Andante
1
S.
4 and room
Connects enters
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 15" — D. 4
22. Agitato
1
I
Husband
where Briggs attacking wife.
Guests enter room.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 3 " — A. 1
23. Hurry
I
Butler telephoning.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 3" — B. 2
24. H. Dr. Andante
1
" Remington's injured child," etc.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 3 " — A. 1
2S. Hurry
I
Briggs climbing up at house.
" Last Hope," by Gottschalk
26. Desc. (Path.)
1
"You double crossed me once."
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 1" — A. 1
27. H. Mysterioso
1
Remington throws Briggs out of window.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 1" — B. 2
28. Hurry
I
To end.
"A. B. C. Dramatic Set No. 1 " — C. 3
29. Sh. Dr. Path
I
I
This picture under ordinary circumstances would be found very
for picture playing sold by j. Stern and Company, 102 West Thirtyeighth street. New York City.
de1 difficult to play orchestrally should perfect synchronization be find
No. 1 should be a light number of polka style, suggestive of chilnumbers which you will
i sired. This plot, however, suggests picture
dren at play. Nos. 2, 11, 13 and 14 must be slow numbers played
in itself is very good.
^ greatly simplify its playing. The
and having a dramatic as well as pathetic appeal. No. 26
legato
apbe
to
fail
cannot
it
given
here
1 With
I
predated. the musical setup as
should be a quiet number, slow and melodious, having a strictly
i
1, ' intentionally
■i
11 seti this
4.1,- score to
i demonstrate
J ™ <. what
^u-tcan be
r,„ done
A^r,^
pathetic
3, 12 andNo.15 must allbebea slow
legatoorwaltzes
I
IT have
pleasingappeal.
theme Nos.
and melody.
berceause
cradle
I by specially composed and arranged numbers for picture
work, such
^^^^^ giving baby in arms suggestion.9 should
10 should
a light
2/4
I as Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27,
or 4/4 intermezzo. Nos. 13 and 14 mustNo. play
five or bemore
minutes
I 28 and 29. These numbers are known as the ABC dramatic sets
each.
5lliiliiiiiittil»»iiiMiiirMiMiii»iiiHiiitiiiniiiiitiiiitinittiniitHiiiiiiiniiiiriiiiiiiiHiiiiiitiiiiMiiiiiiiiimn»iiiitiiiitMiiiiiiiiiimiMiHiiiniiini»
Musicians, mechanicians, and managers
THE

BARTOLA

agree that

ORCHESTRA

is the last word in musical instruments.

Catalog ?

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 710-711 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.

oshkos^hrwS;onsi„

A. B. C. PHOTO PLAY MUSIC
New and Modern Melo-Dramatic Music for Picture Playing Composed and arranged by Ernst Luz
No scene changes too quickly to be illustrated by A. B. C. numbers.
Appropriately and competently arranged for the
lone Pianist, Organist, One-Man Instrument Player or Orchestral combinations of 2 to 35.
SIXTEEN SETS NOW READY
Set No. 1. A Murder Scene of three numbers.
Set No. 12. A Fire Scene of four long numbers.
Set No. 2. A heavy plotting description and fight. Two long numbers.
Set No. 13. A Classy niuetration of agitation. Three long numbers.
Set No. 3. Illustrating Tumult with a plaintive aftermath.
Set No. 14. A HetTy Illustration of patios and agitation. Two concert numbers.
Set No. 4. A Society Scene illustrating agitation and its result.
Set No. 15. A Society Drama scene of five long numbers. Indispensable for RecepSet No. 5. A Burglar Scene. Four numbers useful in every iiioture.
tion or Cabaret scenes interspersed T^ith dramatic situations.
Set No. 16. A Heavy Dramatic Description of three long melodious numbers.
Set No. 6. A two-numbered set illustrating incendiarism inciting confusion.
Set No. 7. A three-numbered set of genuine Indian music.
A. B. C. Music makes musical synchronization to the photo play drama simple.
Set No. 8. A Fight and Chase illustration containing full sized galop.
PricesNos. 1 to 8.
Nos. 9 to 16
Set No. 9. A Storm Scene of three long numbers.
Small Orchestra, Organ and Cello
25c Each Set
40c Each Set
Set No. 10. A Diabolical Scene of three numbers.
Full Orchestra
35c "
55c ||
Set No. 11. A Western Scene of three numbers, containing a complete Western
Piano Solo and Accompaniment
10c "
10c "
Intermezzo and Galop.
Extra Parts
5c "
5c "
PHOTO-PLAY

MUSIC

Publishers: —
CO., 1520 Broadway, New York City

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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$150,000

This Small Philadelphia House Is Located on Ground Representing an Investment of $500,000 — Architecture and
Decorations Are in the Style of the French Renaissance, Period of Louis XVI — Ivory, Old Rose and Gold Are
Blended in Pleasing Harmony — Chairs of Circassian Walnut Are Upholstered in Spanish Leather
THE Arcadia theatre, 1529-31 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, is style, period of Louis XVI. The outside, while not especially
striking, is pleasing and attractive. But it is on the interior comthe pride of Alexander B. Boyd, president of the Cecelia
forts and luxuries that good taste and lavish expenditure have
Amusement Company. A visit to this Httle playhouse de
gone hand in hand. The conventional ticket booth that marks the
luxe will indeed show that neither time, trouble, nor expense have
photoplay house is in itself a mark of art, standing as it does in a
been spared in its construction and adornment.
vestibule of French marble.
The architects, Henon and Boyle, Fuller building, Philadelphia,
have embodied the newest ideas in science and art in their plans.
Marble of the same kind was used for the floors of the lobby
The plans were decided upon only after Mr. Henon had made a and foyer, while Venetian mirrors line the walls, adding to the
impressive entrance. Once inside, a veritable fairyland for pictour of the principal cities of America and Europe in his search
tures greets the eye. Ivory, old rose and gold are used with delicate touches in the decorations. A carpet specially woven for Mr.
Boyd in deep rose with gray borders edged with black, blends into
the dainty color scheme. Old rose brocade panels line the walls,
while ceiling and frieze show roses and cupids on the background. The comfortable chairs of Circassian walnut are upholstered in Spanish leather harmonizing with the general color
effect. These were furnished by the American Seating Company.
Artistic Marble Drinking Fountains
On each side of the theatre are artistic marble drinking fountains, while soft lights cast over them a mellow glow. The whole
lighting system is unique. Some lights are behind cornices, others
in beautiful hanging lamps of old bronze. Soft silk velvet hanging of deep rose, edged with gold brocade, drape the large stage.
This stage is a little higher than in most theatres. In order to
conform with the Philadelphia building laws, an exit had to be
provided in the rear and the architects met this problem by putting
it right under the stage. Retiring rooms for women and men are
fitted with tiled floors, and walnut is used in all woodwork
throughout the house.
Projection equipment was installed by the Precision Machine
Company of New York City. Music is furnished by a Kimball
organ costing $20,000 and said to be one of the largest and finest
Kimball instruments east of the JVlississippi.
Probably no single one of the many modern improvements incorporated inthe Arcadia is of more importance and has a more
direct bearing on the comfort and health of patrons than the airpurifying and cooling system. By means of this system 60,000
cubic feet of pure air are circulated throughout the playhouse
every moment that it is open. This does not merely mean outside
air that has been cooled by fans and drawn into the building, but
air that has been " washed " and from which not only all impurities
but all dust particles as well have been ehminated. Through the
medium of this newly patented apparatus the air can be brought
into the building in ideal condition, no matter what the outside
weather conditions may be. It will be heated when necessary. It
will l)e cooled when necessary. It will be humidified as the occasion requires, and always it will be pure and provided in practically unlimited quantities. On the most humid day in summer, it
is claimed, the inside temperature of the Arcadia can be made
twenty degrees lower than that of the street outside.
Thus provided with every device to please the most critical, the
Arcadia has been launched into a successful career. Large crowds
Exterior of the Arcadia Theatre, Philadelphia
marked the opening day, and the lobby was gay with many floral
offerings sent by friends of Mr. Boyd, who will be his own manfor suggestions and inspiration. The building itself is fireproof,
ager. The theatre is open from 10 A. M. to 11:30 P. M. The
costing over $150,000 while the ground represents an investment
prices are fifteen cents for afternoon, and twenty-five cents for
of $500,000. Thus over one-half million dollars has been put into
evening performances.
A well balanced program including the best features is being
this theatre seating only five hundred people. The architecture
and decorations of the Arcadia are in the French Renaissance
used, plays running usually two successive days.
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TIOGA THEATRE IS A MODEL HOUSE
(Continued front page 3950)
private home was purchased through the Anderson Galleries of
284 Madison avenue, New York, from the Choralcello Company
of Massachusetts. This instrument is entirely different from an
organ, having no pipes. It has the strings of a piano, but is controlled by electric vibrations.
It is made of wood, aluminum and steel ribbons and runs the
whole gamut of sound from a whisper to the roar of cannon or the
peal of thunder. The various units of this instrument are located
in different parts of the house, giving the effect of coming from
everywhere in general and nowhere in particular. Its peculiar
and unusual appeal may be best described by its name of the
" Celestial Voice."
The theatre is owned by the Tioga Theatre Corporation, of
which Columbus Stamper is treasurer and manager. Mr. Stamper,
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WE
48
WILL
HELP
YOU
Billie Burke
Charlie
Chaplin
Mary
Pickford
Francis X. Bushman Theda Bara
Clara Kimball Young
Marguerite
Dorothy Gish
Mary
Fuller
Fannie WardClark
Kathlyn Williams
Mabel Normand
Blanche Sweet
Cleo Madison
Fatty
Pauline Frederick
J. Warren Kerrigan Anita
Crane Arbuckle
Wilbur
Stewart
Hazel Dawn
Ella
Hall
King Baggot
Helen Holmes
Mary
Miles
Minter
Mme. Petrova
William Farnum
Grace Cunard
Beverly Bayne
Alice
FrancisBrady
Ford
Vivian
Martin
Ruth Roland
May Allison
Harold
Lockwood
Gail
Kane
Pearl
White
Viola Dana
Bessie Barriscale
Edna
Henry Mayo
Walthall
William S. Harte
Marguerite
Edith
StoreySnow
Earl
Williams
Flo LaBadie
Betty Brown
Gladys Hulette
Nance O'Neil
EVERY ONE OF WE 48 WILL HELP YOU TO GET lOOO
WEEKL Y PROGRAMS FOR S3.00. WRITE FOR SAMPLES
Cahill-lgoe Co., 117 W. Harrison St., Chicago

OPERA

CHAIRS

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Department. Send blue print
or sketch for Free Seating Plan.
If you are desirous of reseating, we
canWrite
help for
you Catalog
dispose of
N. old chairs.
We Seating.
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.

ALL

The Tioga Theatre, Philadelphia
who managed the first picture house in West Philadelphia, has
always been noted for his progressiveness, so it is not surprising
that he rescued the Tioga from seeming failure in its first days and
made it the success it has since become. S. H. Sisty is house manager and A. Elmer Seward musical director. Mr. Seward says it
is no easy task to master the Choralcello, but once learned it repays
the student, being the most fascinating of instruments.
Stamper Certainly Has the Right Idea
Manager Stamper believes in publicity, first, last and all the
time. That is, the right kind of advertising, for it is only, the best
methods that ever have a place at the Tioga. A weekly, house
organ is issued entirely free from any outside advertising, although
many merchants in the neighborhood have been eager for space.
In this organ are given the names and synopses of the features to
be shown throughout the week, also the times of the performances
and the exact hour of the features. Each week there is an editorial on some special feature which it is desired to emphasize.
This little house organ has been pronounced by experts as one of
the best issued. The theatre is advertised in the daily papers and
on billboards.

PLAYERS
of prominence in any sized picture can be furnlfhed
instantly. WIEE US TOUB WANTS. If ysa fiU to
display the face of a popular player who la appearinj
at your bouse you are OYerlooMng an opportonlty for
larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL KNOWN
PLATERtlie prominently
displayedof will
draw more mon^
than
mere announcement
a name.
LAEGE HAND COLORED PICTUBES.
Size 22 X 28 73e Each Size 11 x 14 20e Eub
SEMI-PHOTO POST CABD3 S3.50 per thousand. Print
your
on correspondence
them announcement
weekly. PHOTOQBAPHS,
size 8side
i 10,andaU mAll
tin
prominent
playen,
600
dUferent
names,
GRAVURE FOLDERS, containing pictures20c.of each.
all the
prominent
thousand. players. Including feature stars, $10.00 per
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of all the players, 800
names, 40c. each.
TRANSPARENQES, ALL SIZES, from 50c. to $2.60.
FAC-SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS from $8.00 to $25.00,
according to size and frames.
KRAUS MFG. CO., 220 W. 42nd Street. N. Y.
12th Flo«r, SANDLER BUILDING.
Write os
S«nd tor Catalogae of over 600 players and samples free.
living details of yoor dull nights, and we will send yon a remedy.
MaKe

THE

Your

Lobby

Display Attractive
There is nothing more fascinating to the
public than a bright brass frame to display
your photos or posters.
We make Lobby and Theatre Fixtures
and Brass Rails of every description.
Don't fail to visit our Showrooms.
Write for catalog.
The NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717 Sycamore Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
loi Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
68 W. Washington St., Chicago, III.
CoELSt. representative, G A. Metcalfe, 117 Goldengate Avenue, San Francisco, California.
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BIG
PROFITS
ADDED TO YOUR
AIRDOME OR
MOVIE SHOW
Put corna amiKinscr\'
Peanut PopMachine to work. Then
watch the nickels and
dimes roll in. Ever>body likes fresh buttered popcorn and fine
roasted peanuts. Their
savor is enticing. No
one can resist it. .Attracts people to your
place, away from Mokes
other
amusements.
your success certain.
Brings double profits.
You get an extra nickel
or dime from
tomers. Sellyour
a bagcus-of
popcorn or peanuts to
people when they go
in — selltheythemcomea out.
bag
when
Don't pass this proposition by.moneyIt'smaker
the biggest
you
can tie to your business.
We have
SO Styles of
KINGERY
Popcorn and Peanut
Easy Time Payments
MACHINES
suitable for everj' location — on wheels or stationary. Select any size and
style you want. We'll trust you. Pay only a little each month out of
profits
So don't let lack of ready money hold you back. We
make a you
mostmake.
liberal proposition.
Big book, handsomely illustrated in colors showing
so styles from S11.50 up, and letters from Kingery
FREE
owners telling how easy it is to make big money with
these
wonderful
wait,forbuthimgetwillallgetthe thefactsbusiness.
NOW. There
The first
man that
starts amachines.
KINGERY Don't
working
are
big
PROFITS
waiting
for
you.
Get
busy,
write
us
now
—
and
we'll
tell you
all about it.
KINGERY MANUFACTURING CO., Dept. 636, CincinnaH, 0.
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There is also a mailing list. The neighborhood is both a business and a residence one.
The biggest stunt ever sprung in the picture house advertising
line in Philadelphia was accomplished by Mr. Stamper when he
took a whole page in the Evening Ledger, a couple of weeks ago,
to advertise the installation of the Choralcello and incidentally
the theatre itself. In fact this is said to be only the second time
that a whole page was taken in a daily paper by any motion picture theatre. A dedication recital with Clarence Reynolds at the
Choralcello was featured and after the first week of the instrument's installation a Sunday evening invitation concert was given.
There are daily matinee and evening performances at the Tioga.
Twelve employes take care of the patrons. On Saturday there is
always added some feature that especially appeals to the youngsters. The management does not believe in souvenirs. The only
thing given in that line being a copy of Picture Progress each
month, on the back of -which is printed the advertisement of the
theatre.
All of the publicity of the Tioga is in the hands of Haggerty
and Bell, whose offices are in the Heed Building, Philadelphia, and
who make a specialty of motion picture theatre advertising.
Irene Page Solomon.
MAGNESIUM

TORCHES FOR FILM PHOTOGRAPHY
(Continued front page 3959)
day of accuracy and attention to detail in film production the
only practical way to make such a scene would be to employ
the magnesium candle or torch.
Another depiction of artistic nature and pleasing effect is
the representation of a party assembled round a campfire out
in the open. Such scenes are nowadays frequently made with
the
of magnesium
than aidwhen
done in the" flares,"
studio. as the effect is much more realistic

Another effect that takes well with audiences is the opening
of the door of a cabin or house, isolated in the woods, at night,
revealing the interior completely illuminated and light streaming
out of the door. In cases where electric current is not available
so that arcs cannot be employed, this effect is obt.iined by having the interior of the house brightly lighted by the magnesium
candles.
These magnesium torches or " flares " are also of great convenience when it is desired to take pictures in caves, or in fact
all poorly lit places, where electric current is not obtainable and
the possibility of using portable lamps is thereby precluded. The
magnesium torch is not, however, to be preferred to portable
lighting units, as it cannot compare with them in steadiness of
burning. In point of actinicity or value of the photographic
illumination, " flares " will be found very good. Magnesium burns
with an intensely actinic light, and for this reason a word of
advice will not be amiss as to the correct use of the magnesium
candle.
Never place these magnesium candles or " flares " so that their
direct rays are in the field of the lens. The light being so intensely actinic will cause a large halo of halation in the film
image surrounding the main source, if placed within the field
of the lens. This of course cannot be entirely avoided in torchlight processions, but we have seen several otherwise good campfire scenes completely ruined by the harsh lighting and halation
from the camp fire itself. A stone or other opague object placed
between the "flare" and the lens would have saved the picture
in all its charm.
With regard to the makers of these magnesium torches, we
suggest that the correspondent communicate with the I. C. Newman Company of 320 Broadway, New York City, who are makers
of such "flares" for a wide variety of effects, as well as supplying smoke pots, bombs and anything else a film producer
might desire in the line of fireworks.
DIRECTORY

OF NEW THEATRES
CALIFORNIA
The St. Francis theatre on Geary street, San Francisco, opposite the St.
Francis Hotel, is rapidly nearing completion and will be opened early boin
according to the plans of the owner, N. L. Joscy. This house will
July,
conducted as a high class photoplay theatre and will be the closest place
of amusement to the exclusive shopping district. A iiuniber of unusual
features are being incorporated in the construction of this house, including
the placing of the screen at the front of the building. Music will be
Company.
furnished by a fine instrument made by the American Photo Player Sales
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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The Regent theatre in San Mateo, which was formerly owned by Charley
Hart, who died suddenly a short time ago, has been purchased by J. i-.
■'^^The're has been a number of changes byin J.theatres
at San
The
H. HUtse;
to J.Diego.
R. Carlysle
Alhambra at Fifth and F, has beenthe sold
by Wool
street has been purchased conducted
across
the Dream, immediately Sorrell.
James Hartigan, who formerly
and Hemsley from John
rethe Come
has purchased
La Jolla,
a theatremodeledatthe house
and increased
the seating
capacity.Agam on M street,
Hicks,
The Plaza theatre at San Diego, under the management of R. b..
and three-reel
features, and returned to the one, two
has discontinued
Exchange
which is furnished by the Los Angeles General
service,
has been
Angeles,
Los
streets,
Main
and
The Royal theatre, Seventeenth
Fuller, and the new . parties
of Capt. on.
Riddel and McMurray
purchased
essi
taken byposs
have
camp use, and is now
A portable theatre has been built for mining
is fitted with hardwood floors
stationed at the Atolia Tungsten camp. This
The portable house
dancing.
for
performances
the
following
used
is
which
-has three hundred and fifty seats.
.
John Carnakes is building a new theatre at Bakersfield which will be
known as the C. & S. This occupies a new building especially builtseatsfor
and the theatre will have a trifle more than five hundred
the
Carnakes was in Los Angeles during the past week, and purchased
Mr. purpose,
for General service. The theatre
equipment
room
operating
will be opened about
June and
15. contracted
CANADA
Ralph Gribble, who formerly managed the Grand theatre. New Hamburg,
has taken a new position with the Hippodrome theatre, St. Catharines, Ont.
Mr. Gribble still retains an interest in the New Hamburg house, but all his
active work is given to his new position in St. Catharines.
A new theatre has been opened in Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont., to supply
entertainment for the thousands of Canadian troops centered there during the
summer months. The new house, which is called the Park theatre, seats
over nine hundred people, and is owned and managed by J. Burk.
Kennedy Hill, one of the most prominent moving picture exhibitors m
Toronto, has sold his interest in the Colonial theatre, situated in City Hall
Square, one of the the busiest corners of the city. Mr. Hill would not state
his future plans, but remarked that the gentleman who had purchased his
theatre, was from one of the western provinces, and as far as he knew,
there -would be no change in the policy of the house.
INDIANA
Joseph A. Werwinski and Clement Smoger have bought the Christian
Science church at South Bend. The structure will be moved to the south
side of Division street, between Scott and Chapin streets. The building
will be redecorated and will open about August 1 as a first class motion
picture theatre. It is planned to spend about $10,000 in remodeling the
structure. It is estimated it will cost about $2,000 to move the building
which is of solid masonry.
A small stage has been built in the theatre at Grandview, and it is
planned to give Sunday afternoon shows during the summer.
Vernon U. Young, theatrical magnate of Gary, and his associates have
let a tioncontract
to theBroadway
Magic City
Construction
for the
construcof the $60,000
theatre,
SeventeenthCorripany
avenue and
Broadway.
W. H. Lindsay, owner of the Ark and Paramount theatres at Logansport,
has bought the Grand theatre, Logansport, the only theatre in that place
running pictures exclusively not previously owned by Lindsay. Mr. Lindsay
took over the theatre from Everett J. Brown, of Lafayette, who has been
managing it since March 10. Mr. Lindsay has had several years experience
as a theatrical manager, having started the Ark theatre eight years ago
July 4. He opened the Paramount theatre a year ago last January.
Charles C. Lower, owner of the Crystal theatre, at Muncie, has bought
the Lyric
both
houses.theatre, Muncie, opposite the Crystal theatre, and will operate
A large ceiling ventilating fan, four feet in diameter, has been installed
the Dreamland theatre, at Mooresville, which will make it a cool and comfortable place on warm summer nights.
A new screen has been installed in the Joy theatre at Cloverdale. The
business at the Joy has improved considerably in the last year, one addition
has been
built to the east end of the building and it may be necessary to
build
a second.
Ernest Born, of Columbia City, owner of a motion picture house at
Montpelier, has sold the theatre to a Hartford City man.
Tad L. Johnson of Rockville, has bought the Cozy theatre on the west
side of the square. It will be renovated and placed in first class condition.
Meville Johnson, his son, will assist in managing the theatre.
The airdome at Camden, recently opened for the summer. Albert Metzger,
owner ofof the
Evans,
Knox.Fairy theatre at Knox, recently was married to Miss Marilda
IOWA
Dan J. Preston has opened the Crescent theatre, a new house, in
Audubon. He was in Omaha recently, and brought a new Power 6-B
machine, a Fort Wayne motor generator set and a Minusa screen from the
Western Supply Company. The Crescent seats 50 people, is ornamental in
appearance, comfortably equipped with the most modern ventilation and seating means, and is open every day.
Claudeairdome
B. Kerrin Sac
and City.
Frank G. Smith are arranging to erect a moving
picture
MASSACHUSETTS
Raymond W. Eberhard, once vaudeville performer and during the past
winter, manager
the Music Hall in Leominster, has taken charge of the
Premier theatre inof Newburyport.
Frank Culbert, operator, Fred G. Hause, pianist and T. H. Sunderland,
stage manager, have taken over the management of
Opera House at
Athol. These men formerly were in the emnlov of the the
Steinberg Company
which
managed
the
house.
It
was
the
company's
plan
to
close
down but an
offer was received from the present owners.
MISSOURI

The Shenandoah theatre, Grand and
avenues, St. Louis has
just closed its regular dramatic season,Shenandoah
and opened as feature picture
house with the ten-reel spectacle. " The Ne'er Do Well." aThe
Shenandoah
is controlled bv the Associated Theatres Company, under the general
agement of William J. Flynn.
houses in this group are the Arcoman-on
Arco and Manchester avenues ; The
Broadway and the St. Charles iust
opposite each other on St. CharlesThestreet,
Broadway; and the Juniata
at (jrand and Juniata. All these are motionnearpicture
theatres, and all are in
prosperous condition. The Park, on Delmar and Hamilton,
a dramatic house
also belongs to the chain of Associated Theatres.
We have secured good advertisers
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Exclusive Manufacturers of
Furnishings for Theatres, Schools,
Churches and all Public BuUdinga

When you want Opera Chairs, remember we have
50,000 CHAIRS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
in 6 different styles in Imitation Mahogany and Circassian Walnnt finishes,
assuring you satisfactory selection and
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
and Unupholstered Chairs unlimited in
ofin Upholstered
designs
Other
to 50 days after receipt of speciEcations, depending
furnished
number,
of chairs25 selected.
on character
Service, specializing in designing economical arrangeOur mentsConsultation
for theatre seating is tendered to you without any charge whatever.
Descriptive literature on request.
J^or prompt attention address :
General Offices: 1012 LYTTON BUILDING. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Sales Offices in all principal cities
iui iniinuiiiiiuiiiiniiiiiiiiuiiiiniiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiii i M m" iiinimiiiimiin«i"iii»iiim»m iiiiumiiminiiiiiiiinmniiiaiiiuiimirauiiiuiiii

The
Success of a Theatre
ajpends largely upon its attractiveness and safety. This is evidenced
eiery where by the large number of renovations going on.
Whether you are building a theatre or repairing the old, to keep
abreast of the times, you'll find that

will add to the general attractiveness of your theatre and at the same
time remain perfectly safe. They combine the beauty of moulded
plaster with the strength of steel. Easily and quickly erected, they
give a life-time of satisfactory service.
Our long experience in installing these ceilings in theatres, enables
us to make some worth-while suggestions.
Send for full particulars and copy
of handsome Catalog D. M. P.
Ill
The Berger Manufacturing Co., Canton, O.
New York Philadelphia Chicago
Boston
Minneapolis San Francisco
St. Loui
Branches :Export Dept.; • Berger Bldg., New York City. U. S. A.
s a
to talk to YOU. Listen to them !
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Do

You
Know

Ball Bearing ;
Long Wearing

^

How

•

It is often necessary to write a word or phrase
exactly in the center of the paper. It is simple
on the L. C. Smith & Bros, typewriter. Do you
know how ?
Do you know the best way to insert a large
number of sheets of paper and carbons at the
same time, so that the edges will all come even ?
Do
to letter
"half-space"
so have
that you
can you
writeknow
in anhowextra
and still
the
work look well ?
Do ^ ou know why the use of the Variable Line
Spacer increases the life of the platen ?
Do you know what can be done with our
Variable Line Spacer that can not be done with
any other ?
Do you know the best way to insert a sheet of
paper ?
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The cold wave that has just passed through this section of the country
has delayed the opening of a great number of independent airdomes this
season. mittedThere
have beenwith
only comfort,
two or three
evenings
this springcoolwhich
persitting outdoors
and this
exceptionally
weather
coming just after the cold and rainy season of last year, has made many
exhibitors think twice before advertising a program. No theatre has as
yet closed permanently for the summer. The West End Lyric theatre, which
usually moves its program to the Lyric Skydome, a couple of blocks away,
has been giving daily matinees in the theatre, and more often than not the
evening performance also in the house. And where the house and airdome
adjoin, other exhibitors have been showing inside.
NEBRASKA
W. L. Scritsmier of the Star, Broken Bow, was in Omaha the other day
and bought a new Simplex machine from the Western Supply Company.
Troutman and Puteney will open the Roynl theatre at Royal, July 1. It is a
new house, seating 300. It has been equipped with a Power 6-A machine.
NEW YORK
F. A. Jansen has rented the Family theatre, Albion, to H. H. Buckle who
also conducts the Scenic theatre in Medina. Mr. Jansen, although entering
the wholesale produce business will retain an interest in the house.
The Acme airdome, on Broadway, Elmhurst, opened its summer season the
last week in May and is already doing unusual business.
The World in Motion, Adams, has again changed hands and will hereafter
be run by Mr. Albright of Syracuse. Mr. Wicks, the former owner, has run
the moving picture house for about a month.
Albrecht Brothers, who have leased the old Rudolph bowling alley building, on Broadway, Middletown, for a term of years, for the purpose of
engaging
picture theatre
business, opened the new theatre to the general publicin ontheMemorial
Day night.
PENNSYLVANIA
A new balcony and ceiling work just built in the Palace Picture theatre,
Reading, caved in recently injuring three workmen who were still busy about
the place, and killing another. The theatre has been undergoing remodeling
for the past three weeks.
The Rex Amusement Company which operates a chain of theatres has
secured control of the picture house in Corry. Manley Parker, former
manager of the Temple theatre at Oil City, took up the duties of manager
in the Corry house on the first of June.
Ben. H. Zerr, proprietor of the Schuylkill avenue motion picture theatre,
Reading, hibitorshas
leasedof the
to HaasSouth
and Tenth
Mover,street.
motion picture exand owners
the house
Star theatre.
TEXAS
Paul Reno, former vaudeville artist, is opening an airdome at Brownwood. He will use pictures for a time, then vaudeville with films.
The Hippodrome Amusement Company, of Fort Worth, will increase
its capital
stock to and
$200,000
and will
theatreshouses
in Wichita
Corsi-in
cana,
Waxahachie
Austin.
Eacherect
of these
will beFalls,
modern
every detail. Pierre C. Levy is secretary and treasurer.

Do you know how to "front feed" envelopes ?
If you cannot answer "yes" to all these questions, it will pay you to send
for the booklet — "The Silent Smith." It's yours for the asking. Drop a card to
L. Ci Smith & Bros. Typewriter Company
Factory and Home Office : Syracuse, N. Y.
-. ^
Branches in all Principal Cities
311 Broadway
New York City
Full Line of Standard and Silent Models
illlllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

GE.ORGIA.
NOW IS THE TIME TO EQUIP WITH FANS
We will furnish you (4) oscillating fans,
the kind that distribute the air by swingingrentin different
direct curat a total directions,
of $44.00.for Alternating,
$50.00. Also Ceiling Fans, Bracket and
Ventilating.
Fidelity Electric Co.,

For

Artistic

Display

and

Lancaster, Pa.

Lobby
Stage

Decorations
Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS,
TREES, VINES, LEAVES, GARLANDS,
WREATHS AND PALMS.
Estimates made and theatres decorated under
contract by our expert.
Our 32-page catalogue No. 3, illustrating in
colors the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration, FREE.
FRANK NETSCHERT COMPANY, INC.
61 Barclay Street
.
New York City
lie sure to mention " MOTION . PICTURE NEWS" whei:n writing to advertisers.
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HALLBERG
IS

r
J. H, HALLBERG

ON

THE

NOW

GROUND

FLOOR

The continued growth of HALLBERG'S Moving Picture Machine, Motor Generator,
Transformer, Carbon and Supply business has made it necessary to estabhsh the World's
greatest show-room and supply shop at the corner of 7th Avenue and 49th Street, on the
ground floor in the new Film Building.
•This new move of HALLBERG'S spells progress and success, and with your co-operation,
Mr. Operator and Mr. Exhibitor, I hope to make still further progress in the development
of new and useful machinery and goods to facilitate and improve the exhibition of motion
pictures and projection in general.
I want your co-operation and invite you to visit my new show-room
will be on exhibition.

where many

new things

I have a special department for expert projection advice and you are invited to consult with
me either in person or by correspondence about yoiir troubles and difhculties or about the
esta})Ushment of new theatres or improvement in your present projection.
HALLBERG

20th

CENTURY

MOTOR-GENERATOR
AND

SWITCH

BOARDS

are used in all leading theatres where

Made in three sizes. 25 lo 150 Amperes for A. C. to D. C. or for
D. C. to D. C.

I Am

the

best results are necessary. Rothapfel's
'*RIALTO" Theatre uses 2 Hallberg 20th
Century Generators.
For Sale by all Leading Distributors and Dealers
Free bulletin No 1 for the asking

Switch Board for
1 two arcs

Distributor of Power's
Simplex
and Baird M. P. Machines

"Speer/' "Electra," and "Bio'' Carbons
Send for Free Circulars and Catalogues, but for
Hallberg's Big 100-Page Catalogue, send 25 cents.
I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETE AND CARRY SUPPLIES
POWER'S 6B

Send $2.50 for Latest Operator's Book, "MOTION PICTURE ELECTRICITY"
J. H.

729

Seventh

HALLBERG,

Avenue

Swedish

The House

Electrical

Engineer

of Quality

Our advertisers tell us when we give YiDU the best magazine.

■SIMPLEX"

New

York
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THE
SIXTH

NATIONAL

EXPOSITION
Of

and

The

EXHIBITORS'

PICTURE

MOTION

LEAGUE

AMERICA

OF
And

MOTION

The

PICTURE

COLISEUM-CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS,
Will

Be The

This

Country

INDUSTRY

JULY

10™

TO 18™

INCLUSIVE

Biggest

EXHIBITORS
That

CONVENTION

SHOW
Has

Ever

Had

MANUFACTURERS
Are

You

Going

Place

To

Allow

Without

A

THE
Is The

One

That

You

Are

Display

The

You

Will

Catering

GET

YOUR

To.

The

They

Best

SPACE
OR

WIRE

To

Take

Goods?

Will Be Here

Chance

TEMPLE

in Vast

of Reaping
Picture

NOW
TO
LOUIS

WM. J. SWEENEY
Chairman, Convention Committee
MASONIC

of Your

Greatest and Biggest Motion
The World Has Ever Seen.

WRITE

1413

Show

To Miss This Opportunity of ReachIf You Are Without Space At This

Overlook

Benefits Of The
Trade Show

Great

EXHIBITOR

Numbers.
Can You Afford
ing The Real Buyer?
No!
Exposition

This

H.FRANK

Manager of Exposition
BLDG.,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

l!e ^..rc ;o r.n;n-.:o;i "MOTIO.X PICTIJUIC NKWS" when writing to advertisers.
THa WILLIAMS PBINTINO COMPANY, NBW YOBK

With Fort Wayne Compensarcs you get
exactly the light you want regardless of
the kind or quality of your current supply. Compensarcs change any kind of
current supply to that which is absolutely correct at the projection arc.
However special your screen may be,
however good your projection machine
or however clear the films, you cannot ^
-get good results with incorrect or poor
light to start with. A Compensarc will
give you

Steady Light— no flickering, no sputtering even when changing intensities or from
one machine to another.
Bright Light— strong, clear, bright pictures even when the house is well lighted.
White Light — no yellow streaks, no ghosts.
And there is also a big saving in your current bills when you use a Compensarc.
" Write for descriptive booklet on the safe, efficient, fool-proof, reliable Compensarc.

General

Electric

Company

Cleveland, Ohio
New Haven, Conn.
St. Louis, Mo.
Fort Wayne Dept., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Columbus, Ohio
New Orleans, La.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Dayton, Ohio
San Francisco, CalNew
York.
N.
Y.
Denver, Colo.
ADDRESS NEAREST OFFICE
Schenectady, N. Y.
Niagara Neb.
Falls, N. Y.
Des Moines, Iowa
Omaha,
Seattle, Wash.
Duluth, Minn.
Philadelphia,
Elmira, N. Y.
Louisville, Ky.
Pittsburgh. Pa.Pa.
Spokane, Wash.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Erie, Pa.
Springfield. Mass. 6169
Portland, Ore.
Memphis,
Tenn.
Joplin,
Syracuse,Ohio
N. Y.
Kansas Mo.
City, Mo.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Toledo,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
Providence,
R.
I.
Hartford, Conn.
Knoxville. Tenn.
Richmond,
Va.
Washington, D. C.
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Los Angeles. Cal.
Nashville, Tenn.
Rochester, N. Y.
Youngstown, Ohio
For Michigan Business refer to General Electric Company of Michigan. Detroit.
(formerly Hobson Electric Co.), Dallas, El Paso,
For Texas, Oklahoma and Arizona business refer to Southwest General Electric Company Electric
Company, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
Houston and Oklahoma City. For Canadian business refer to Canadian General

Atlanta, Ga.
Baltimore, Md.
Birmingham, Ala.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Butte, Mont.
Charleston, W. Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, Ohio

There are reasons—
come and see them.

Here
Perfect

We

you

actually

Developing

invite

you

secure

and Printing.

to

come

see, for yourself, how
we
supreme degree of film quality.
Come

and

see

how

we are able to deliver
pictures at ordinary prices.

Our

2,000,000
deliveries.
Our magnificent multiple
set studio will soon be
at your disposal at very
reasonable rental rates.

secure

and

superior

enormous

and
the

why
moving

capacity —

feet weekly — insures

prompt

Absolute
satisfaction
guaranteed on every order no matter how
large or how

Rothacker

small.

Film
SUCCESSOR TO

Industrial Moving Picture
Watterscn R Rothacker, President

Chicago

Mfg.

Co.

Co
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of
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TRADE
nil
-

for

motion

picture
—

LASKY

Photoplays

DISTRIBUTORS
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS
FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE, LTD.
Jesse llaskx Teature put Csm
FOUR. EIGHTY-FIVE FIFTH >WENUE, NEW YORK CITY
Jesse L. Lasky
Samuel Goldfish Cecil b. DeHille
Pres.
Vice-Pres. and Trees.
Director Gen
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A YEAR

FROHMAN
Presents

FREDE

RICK

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU

[n a stirring
picturization
of E.Phillips
thrilling
siovy.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH^
World's
Qms
Released June 26- on

Snare
the

FILM
PLAYERS
FAMOUS
ADOLPH
ZUKOR,
PRESIDENT
DANIEL FROHMAN, MANAGING DIRECTOR
I2-4-130
CANADIAN

(§

WEST
56ia
STREET,
NEW
YORK
DISTRIBUTORS -FAMOUS PLAYERS FILM SERVICE Ltd.
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are the productions of
Famous Players Film Co., Jesse L. Las^y Feature Play
Co., The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co., Pallas Pictures

You

attracted many

people to your

theatre by advertising- that feature
you played last week. It was a good
picture and pleased everybody.
How

many

of these

new

patrons

have you driven away by showing"
a poor picture the next time they
came

to your theatre?

Consistent
Paramount

quality is assured the
exhibitor and he assures

his patrons by displaying
Paramount Trademark.
Are YOU

the

Satisfied?

Write

Our

Exchange

To-day.

\Py ^aramoudt^iduroS-Cm'tmrat^^
TOUR EJOHTY nVE
AVENUE K.Y.
Vm>' 4/ FORTY FIRST g£
NEW FIFTH
YORK.

Be %\at to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertUeri,
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WEEK'S RELEASES
USIC
Mi
specially arranged
music for each fealure
beginning with release
of April 3rd, 1916, is
acailable at a small
rental. Whether you
have a full orchestra or
only piano, this
"^tature. arranged music
specially
will add greatly to the
effea iveness of each
4s\ our exchange.

Daniel Frohman presents
ANN PENNINGTON in
SUSIE SNOWFLAKE
produced by
Famous Players Film Co.
Jesse L. Lasky presents
VICTOR MOORE in
THE CLOWN
produced by
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Co.
PARAMOUNT-BURTONJ HOLMES
TRAVEL PICTURESiNO. 20
" Imperial ^Berlin "
PARAMOUNT PICTOGRAPHS
NO. 20
Preparedness — Destruction of the American
Fleet — Henry Reuterdahl.
Better Babies — Physical Independence.
How to Fall.
The Trend of Your Mind — Hugo Munsterberg.
He Has A Good Job — He Puts the Sand in
In Idaho — Shooting the Spinach.
Rapids.
PARAMOUNT-BRAY ANIMATED
CARTOONS NO. 23
" Kid Casey the Champion "

Write Our Exchange

To-day

FOUR EIOHTV FIVE FIFTH.WENUE ^.m' 2^ FORTY FIRST
NEW YORK . N.Y.

^ i

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News.'

It
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NEWS

ARE THE PRODUCTIONS

OF

Famous Players Film Co.
Mary Pickford
Marguerite Clark
Pauline Frederick
Hazel Dawn
Ann Pennington
Donald Brian
John Barrymore
Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Geraldine Farrar
Blanche Sweet
Marie Doro
Fannie Ward
Cleo Ridgely
Wallace Reid
Mae Murray
Victor Moore
Theodore Roberts

Co,

The Oliver Morosco Photoplay Co.
Anna Held
Lenore Ulrich
George Beban
Constance Collier
Rita Jolivet
Edna Goodrich
Vivian Martin
Pallas

Pictures

Dustin Farnum
Winifred Kingston
Myrtle Stedman
Are

YOU

Write

Macklyn Arbuckle
Florence Rockwell
Elsie Janis (Bosworth)
satisfied?

Our

Exchange

Today.

NEW

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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Be aure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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AMBITION

Desire

for

to

Victims
Home

Power

and

that

Leads

Sacrifice

Loved

to
She

Give

This
Up

Wife
All

Its

Position,

Ones— Every-

thing—to AccompUsh
Ends.

and

Lure

Overpowering

That

was

For

8

Selfish
willing
the

Man

Loved.

CORPORATION

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News ! "
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NEWS

Ashle^^

"What
Happened
at 22"
A theme, a loveable heroine in romantic adventure and
beautiful settings, that drive home the responsibility of a new
and developing situation.
""UI.IJ

produced

Frohman

Amusement

Corporation

"""" "I"
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We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them :
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newspapers
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tKe

PATHE

Here

are

some
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WH

/Atlanta, ua
.r.
„tc. /Atlanta journal
Boston, Mass. .....
„ . > - ..Boston Traveler
Providence, R. I
. Tribune
Milford, Mass
, . ^ , . „ .e* Daily News
Webster, Mass. ......
Times
Buffalo, N. Y
.
^-iwc.,: .News
Rochester, N.
.-. . . Photoplay News
Chicago, 111. .
,..
...... a - ..Herald
Springfield, 111
Illinois State Journal
Cincinnati, Ohio
.Times-Star
Columbus, Ohio
....Ohio State Journal
Louisville, Ky
^. , Louisville Herald
Dallas, Texas
,
„ c. . . News
Galveston, Texas
News

40
TKese

Nowata. Okla

, ,^ . ,

Teague, Texas
Shamrock, Okla.
Des Moines, Iowa

. Star

- The Times
,
Blarney
..... , Register

Gedar Rapids, Iowa . .. Republican and Times
Magnoketa, Iowa
Jackson Sentinel
Detroit, Mich
Detroit Times
Romeo, Mich
Observer
Williamston, Mich
Williamston News
Indianapolis, Ind. ........... .. ,^ .
Star |
Wichita, Kansas
. ..... .Eagle
Los Angeles, Cal
Record
Milwaukee, Wis._._._.,.„. , .Evening Wisconsin

newspapers
newsp^ipers,

pictures,

are

a

day

together

are

witK

fKe

iKe KovisesProduced
hy

packing*

7^e
25

PatHE
EXECUTIVE
WEST

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " wlien writing to advertisers.
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of
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tKem:
Madison, Wis. ...

Altoona, Pa-^. t« = ^ act. . . » . .
Tribune
Portland, Ore..,
^ . . Telegram
Salt Lake City, Utah . . i
. Tribune
Oakland, Cal
a.*... JTribune
Sacramento, Cal
.o.o. Union
St. Louis, Mo..
.Times
Owensboro, Ky
ao Inquirer
Washington, D. C^, o. —
. Herald
Wilmington, Del,
^. . Morning News

... Daily Democrat

Rahway, N.
^ ....... . Record
(New Orleans, La,
= = . ^ , . . The Item
NeviT York City. ..... The Evening World
New York City . The Jewish Daily Warheit
Bridgeport, Conn
Post Telegram
Bayonne, N. J. ........... e
. .Times
Rockaway Beach, N,, Y66s»«« The Argus
Ossining, N. Y.? s < ^^^5 ^ fOssining Citizen
Tarr5rtown, N. Y*, .Tarr5rtown Daily News
Omaha, Nebr, . . . s ^ e s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ > World-Herald
Philadelphia, Pa. . » > . The North American
Harrisburg, Pa. . * « » e « . . » > <s « « . * . .Patriot

Richmond, Va.
Times-Despatch
Baltimore, Md. , v- ■» «. • w
» . . American
Lancaster, Pa
.>
.Examiner
Hagerstown, Md..
„ . .Daily Globe
San Diego, Cal » . . . . ^
^an Diego Sun
Creighton, Nebr.
The Liberal
Flushing, L. 1. ... ^ ... . Flushing Daily Times
Greenpoint, N. Ys,. Greenpoint Home News
Mineola, N. Y.^,.. Nassau County Gazette
Winfield, La.
= ^
. ... Winfield Times

Wilkes-Barre, Pa
Evening News
Mauch Chunk, Pa
^ . .Daily Times
Reading, Pa
t... Reading Telegram
Atlantic Cfty, N.
^^
Press
Camden, N J..
^.^i. Post Telegram
Pittsburgh, Pa
e«_, ,
r, ...... . Press

being-
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Arrow
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to
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PATH
Has

everyone
The theatre
greatest

THE
worst

IRON
night,

"'THE

CLAW

IRON

that

made

I
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episodes/' J. S. Grauman,
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Regent

20
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Arnold Davis, Park Theatre,
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Mask'r
Laughing- iiv
CKaracter

GREATEST

everyone

SERIAL

guessing

friend is PATHE'S
few of tKem sa.y :

"It rained all day, yet we showed
*THE
IRON
CLAW
to over 2800 people in a 500 seat house
with

in.

showing

door/'

a house

Henry

"'THE
show

in

IRON

CLAW

it every

patrons

chapters

SHOW

were

are

Monday
delighted

draws

to be added.'*
J. F. Miller, Pastime

THEM

Feature
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Oeivl Director

Hoffman,

the

to a packed
to

right

know

Moline,
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next
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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PICTURES

HELEN

WARE

. .

ADELE

BLOOD

. .

JULIA

DEAN

MARIE

EMPRESS

MARGARITA
CLARA

. :

FISHER

lUMBALL

LENORE
MARY

. . .

YOUNG

ULRICH
BOLAND

.
. .

JANE GREY
. . .
LILLIAN LORRAINE
FLORENCE

■QUITADLE

REED

.

n "The Price"
n 'The DevU's Toy"
in **The Ransom**
n "Love's Crossroads'*
n *The Dragon?
n "Trilby"
in 'The Better Woman"
n "The Price of Happiness"
n "Man

and His Angel"

n "Should a Wife Forgive"
n 'The Cowardly

nOTlOAl RELEASING
PICTURE/
THROUGH
WORLD

FILM

Way"

CORPORATlOl

CORPORATION

Be sure to merition "^OXrOV PICT^"RT; iVEtVS " when wfititiR' to advertisers.

Extra

Pressure

"keep cool" in business during the summer means to put more steam on.

To

In other words, you must show
overbalance

We

Are

the appeal of the great outdoors.

Well

Appreciating
themselves

attractions which

Prepared

To

Help

your needs, our manufacturers

You

have

put on "extra pressure."

Strong as have been the offerings of this company
for the past months,
those which

" The

they have

are to come

been

outdone

by

during the torrid season.

Suspect

Sherlock Holmes''
''Into the Primitive'*
''Love's Toll"
are but forerunners

of a general list of dramatic

offerings charged with an interest and intensity
that will transcend any other attractions.
To

show

these subjects is to enjoy

ence of V-L-S-E
Steacdily

last year of —

IncresLsing

Business

Throughout

.-T— JT— ^T—

the experi-

^f— .T^—

VL.S.

E.

The

Summer

i^-^^ .T^ i-^T^

Inc,

iPTwi ^^*mm ■"^Sm ^^mm ^l%m r^mm ^^^tm ^Tmm ^TW* iTTim

By
Shop

**The
A

Girl"

Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
Feature in Five Parts

C. N. ^

A. M. Williamson
Featuring

Edith
Antonio

Storey
and

1^1

Moreno

Showing Character pitted against Caste —
the clash of Necessity with Expediency— the power
of Love to beat
down barriers
and claim that
which is its
own.
I

I

fir J I-/I I

TfiE YITAGRAPR
Released

COIPAPy

OFMERICA

ifirou<^fL'V.l..S.^.

Inc. [gT;

LUBIN
m

• »

Proffers

it

Lewis

Edgar

Masterful Production
"Thos

e

Who
14^^ 14

Toil

^14^ 14

From the pen of
Daniel
Carson

Goodman

featuring

2L
4W^^
i,
A^?i
rA
Nance

L
£
I

I

4^3^

ONeil

4^; i4r^ I
r. i2l': iZ

Visualizing and vitalizing a powerful
drama of the Pennsylvania oil fields, with
a tremendous human
interest appeal.

^aAvaa
^^^^

213^4
4?6i:?i
r.i2(rA'X

TUBIN
Re lea sed

FEATURE

through.

V

L. S.E. Inc.

i^T™ ^^rmm ■^▼■■i ^^fmm ^^P^ t^^am ^^Fmm ^^^^ ^^Fwm •^Tibb

^^^^
^^^^ I

^^^^

mi

;J

■

Released
i^TlM

throzis^hb V

L.S.E. //2C.

^^^B i^Tb™ i^^^™ ^^ftai f^^am ^^tm J^T^m ■ ■ "W""
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BRANCH
OFFICES
Philadelphia
229 N. \2th SL
Pittsburg
117 Fourth Av.
San Francisco
986 Market SL
Salt Lake City
129 E. Second
South SL

Cincinnati
129 West 74 SL
Cleveland
2077 E.4tbSL
Dallas
igOOCommerceSL
Denver
1433 Champa SL
Detroit
502 Peler Smilli

St. Louis
3630 Olive SL
I have been using the V.L.S.E. for about
four months, and can't help writing you how
pleased I am that I booked with you.
I like the open booking plan very much as
I find the patrons of my house like pictures
that are clean and free from the blood and
thunder kind, and under the open booking
plan I can pick out just what they like.
Always before I have been bound to a contract and had to take just what they wanted
to give me.
These failed to measure up to the class
of pictures that the people in this small
Western town, forty miles from a railroad,
like.
Yours very truly,

Kansas City
Mo.
12lli&WalnDlSL
Los Angeles
643 So. Olive SL
Minneapolis
608 N. First Ave.
New York City
1600 BroadwaT

THEATORIUM

THEATRE.

Manager .

"/ know not how
to govern our own
course save hy the
proven experience
of others.

1^

1^

1^

1^

1^

1^

VL.S.E.

1^

l>|K UIK

Inc.

14E!4E!4E!4Si4E!4C14Ei4EMEMC

Seattle
415 Olive Sl
Washington
D. C,
811
N. W.E StreeL
New Orleans
342 Baronne Sl
117WaItoaSL
Syracuse
Toronto
15 Wilton Ave.
Montreal
198 Sl Catherine
SL,Wesl
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Breakers

Exhibitor

ESSANAY-CHAPLINS

A

"B
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the
UR
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who
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played

f

IN
QUEo
nOU

MENI

EVERY
FOOT
LAUGH^

if.

T. D, FORM
jBii»^
Canadian

riniiiiiiiiiiri^#^

Montreal,
V. !•

S. E.

Chaplin
Toronto,

Inc»,

A
lAUGH.

IN CONNECTION
WITH THE
Pacific Railway
Company's
TeKffaph
COMMERCIAL CABLE CO. COMMERCIAL PACIFIC CABLE CO.
BRITISH PACIFIC CABLE.
HALIFAX-BERMUDAS AND WESTjjg^^l^g^lj^
■sMILUkN,
REACHES ALL PARTS OF THE/
READ THE NOTICE AND AOREEMEWT ON THE BACK
tiasnpiw. ■•mill'

New

Burlesque

on

hy over

three

York

Carmen

H. W.

April

IN
FOOT
DIEVERY

16th,

1916.

City,
beat

hundred

all

recorde

dollars

Conaver,

of the

on the

Mgr.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.
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HENRY

KDLKEIL

TWeiviy CKaq3lers-ANcW FealureClvdipler
Every Week.NoWSKoWir\§aiAi^rica!s Bluest
ajvdB(2slTKcaitres.T]^£0i\lV^eiv\iii\e feataie
serial cVer produced Witk<AicK.aL.piomirveivt
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Our advertisers tell us wheti we give YOU the best magazine.
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NEWS

Originality!

over

are

following

with

avid interest the adventures
of Mona
and Mary — the
most strikingly original characterizations the screen has had in
a decade.
It's the charm of two captivatingly clever girls and
the grip of blood-tingling adventures that makes "The Social Pirates"
the series that brings them back week after week.

MARIN
and

E.

Head

THE

SAIS

OLLIE

FORREST

KIRKBY

TAYLOR

the all-star cast in the next powerful

episode

SWINDLERS
MUSIC
RELEASED MONDAY, JUNE 26th

Mona and Mary clean up a fake music school, but not without a bitter fight and
many tense moments when their struggle seemed in vain. Intense suspense makes
this one of the strongest of the stories in this premiere series.

By

George

Bronson

COMPAN\^

KALEM
235-39
C o m p I e.t e

West
Line

Howard

23d Street
of

New

Catchy

York

City

Advertising

Yii- sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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HOLLISTER%

Five

powerful

woman's
blended

acts

4001

NEWS

*RBN2MLM^DE

—

The

vivid

tale

REGULAR
Released

Alice

a

passionate intrigue and a man's loyal friendship
in a tale that surges with strong emotions and

suspense that holds in a vise-like grip. Strong in box-ofEce
stronger still in satisfying power, yet you can book it

IN

of

value,

SERVICE!

Wednesday

Hollister, the original vampire

June

28th

of the photoplay,

and

with

a

following built by years of popularity, will pull the coins to your boxoffice when you show this superb feature.
Book

In The

World's

Biggest Programme — General

Film

Heralds, Cuts, Banners, Photos, Posters, Slides,
Etc., in the Complete Line of Publicity Aids

KALEM
235 West

How

23cl St.

COMPANY
New

can an advertiser continue advertising?

York

City, N. Y.

By giving YOU value.

Service
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Blown

A

Up

By

Mine!!

In Chapter Five of "The Secret Qj
the Submarine" spies attempt to
run the U, S. Channel, bi||
their boat is blown to atoms
by a floating mine; Hope
4 and CI 613 risk enormous
MahlinatcapJ;p«i(i'^Whi,
sea wJpii''^
dangers
light house and turns
out the light !
Big scenes that
amaze bi
crowds!

I'

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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The

raging, tempestuous scenes of "The Secret of the Submarine" are continued inanother pulsating two-act chapter — Chapter Six, released June 26th. The brilliant
beauty of the great seascapes is in powerful dramatic contrast to the terrors of the treacherous waters filled with floating mines — where the Americans and foreign spies strive for mastery ! !
Again — Thomas Chatterton and Juanita Hansen in tremendous adventures! Again — a chapter of
gigantic drawing-power ! !
American

Film Company,

Inc., Presents

V*--

Direeted by
George
Sargent
Crowds

The Film Novel of the Hour!
Blockade

Streets!

Exhibitors send glowing reports of success!

Read this letter —
Richmond, Ind., May 29, 1916
Today was openiner
our openine
day inforthe"THE
SECRETour OFsideTHEof Main
SUBMARINE."
We had "a regular
jam."
time (1:15
was blocked,
wishing Before
to pass were compelled
to take afternoon)
the other side.
Regardless ofstreet
inclement
weather and
and those
six
other high class features being shown at other houses today, we enjoyed a capacity business until 11:00 o'clock tonight. Considering that our audience changed on an average of once every
forty
minutes
(as we were running
butbox-office
three reels
today ) Any
will show
you who
whatneglects
'THE SECRET
OF THE
SUBMARINE"
do forgood
receipts.
exhibitor
this opportunity isoverlooking acanmighty
chance.
THEATORIUM,
C. E. HOFFMAN, Manager.
Book

Big

Business!!

—a week.
for fifteen
with! Show
"The toSecret
of the! Rush
Submarine."
A chapter
Make weeks
big money
big crowds
your reservation
today.
Chnch this money-making opportunity.
Apply to "The Secret
thm Corporation,
Submarine" 71department
of any
Exchange or at
Mutual ofFilm
W. 23d St.,
New Mutual
York City
American
Film
Company,
CHICAGO, Inc.
ILLINOIS
SAMUEL S.HUTCHINSON, President
SPECIAL! Over 1000 newspapers are publishing Powell's great novelization of"TheSecret
of the Submarine," including —
New YorkWorld, Boston Herald, Philadelphia Inquirer, Baltimore
American, Pittsburgh Gazette-Times, Buffalo Courier, Cleveland
Leader, Dallas Journal, Indianapolis Star, Omaha Bee, Milwaukee
Journal, San Francisco Chronicle, Los Ange'je9 Record.

AM

Better to read fifty advertisements than to miss the one YOU need.
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York, between

CHARLIE
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4 1 st and

1 10th

streets

CHAPLIN

in the latest Mutual Chaplin Special
THE

FIREMAN

was played as the feature attraction, first run, in 14 theatres — all but one of the big first
class theatres in that section! This strip of "main street" is picked out merely for the
sake of ready illustration. Every other section made a like showing — the town went
Chaplin mad. Reports coming in from all over the country read the same — crowds
turned away and patrons warmly enthusiastic in their praise of star and picture.
No such record smashing success has ever been I^nown. Every part of the world is
clamoring for the MuLual Chaplin pictures — for there never was such a sure thing investment. No speculation — just look up the business done in the thousands of houses that
showed The Floor-walker and The Fireman and get in in time for the next Mutual Chaplin
THE

VAGABOND
Released July 10

Our advertisers tell us when we give YOU the best magazine.

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

jiePemonof

Vol. 13. No. 26

Fear

A powerful, visionary photoplay based on the theme that "no man, who admits he is a
coward for a principle, is one." Anna Little, Frank Borzage and Jack Richardson
are the principles in this virile story of land and sea — a two-reel "Mustang." Directed
by Frank Borzage.
Released June 30th.
The Sign of The Spade
Helene Rosson and Alan Forest in a five-part masterpicture of society and underworld intrigue. Directed by Murdock J. MacQuarrie.
Released June 26th.
George Periolat in the important parts. Directed by
The Fate of The Dolphin
E. Mason Hopper. Released June 29th.
A strong two-part "Flying A" story of the sea,
featuring Edward Coxen, George Field and Lizette
When Adam Had 'Em
Thome — and a ship wrecked during one of the most
One-part "Beauty" comedy with John Sheehan and
violent electric storms ever filmed. Directed by
Carol
Halloway.
Directed by Archer McMackin.
Thos. Ricketts. Released June 29th.
Released June 28th.
Tangeled Skeins
A three-part "Flying A" domestic drama, with
Vivian Rich, Beverly Juneau, Alfred Vosburgh and

The Gink From Kankikee
Orral Humphrey is "the Gink" in this one-reel
"Beauty" comedy. Released July 2nd.

These subjects present the American Film Company's popular stars in powerful plots and action — with ideal scenery and photography
BOOK
THEM
FOR
ASSURED,
All
"Flying
A,
"
"Beauty"
and
'
'Muttang"
productions
are dis'
tributed throughout the United States and Canada exclusively
by the Mutual film Corporation
jnerican
Film

Co.

Inc.
SAMUEL S. HUTCHINSON
Preiidenl
Chicago, Illinois

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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MUTUAL

PICTURES

A

snappy, highly amusing, melodramatic burlesque—with the incomparable
Rube
Miller and strong
supporting
comedians.

cast of

VOGUE

Directed by Rube Miller
Released June 27th

JUST

FOR

AKID
Your
laughter

sides will ache with
when

you

Turpin

and Paddy

exhibit

kidnapped

an effort to secure
money

at a baby

see Ben

McQuire
babies

in

the prize
show.

Directed by Jack Dillon
Released July 2nd

^^^^
\Slapstick With a /feason^— "

iOGUfiHr

VOGUE Comedies
There's no argument.
Exhibitors' standby a
Boolf these

are
two

^oday, and Join the VOGUE van of money- malterso
Distributed throughout the United States and Canada exclusively by
Mutual Film Corporation
Gower and Santa Monica
Los Angeles, Cal.
Vogue
Films,
Inc.,

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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ID

FILMOOn

Ihe, Mutual_FU m.Ma^azine/
The whole wide world is searched for entertaining pictures. The mountains
of Georgia, the valley of the Nile and the Louisiana marshes contribute to
" Reel Life " for July 2.

Be sure to book this one-reel feature every week.
Carding,
spinning
'and
weaving
wool

Pyramids, Temples
and Tombs
andmothers' Method
Gr
"close range
2
lv
Ju
Bird life at
my ^ ^
Monuments of Ancient Egypt —
DIO. y
Gaumont
Animal
Studies
Also Use These Other

Great Gaumont

'SEEof cities,
AMERICA
Views
historic sites, andFIRST"—
i}laces of scenic
beauty, including U. S. Government film of National
Parks
released
by
permission
of
Department
of the
interior.
On same reel with
KARTOON
KOMICS—
.•\nimated reviews of current phases of life and
ludicrous satires upon people and events by Harry
Palmer. Popular with old and young.

Single Reels

THE MUTUAL WEEKLY
The standard motion picture screen newspaper of
America. Endorsed and used by leading New
York picture theatres. Shown at the Rialto,
Strand and Palace, the three leading Broadway
houses using pictures. Pictures taken at West
Point at II A.M., Tuesday, June 13, shown on
Broadway the same evening. Live news only.
The reel of scoops. Let your patrons see the
events the world talks about.

Book "The Criminal Thumb," now showing, and "The Hidden Face," released July 6.
Alexander Gaden and Iva .Shepard star in both of ihese three-act plays.

3^c
aioj, •■ MOTIOX PICTURIi NEW.S " when writing to advertisers.
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nnounces
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PRODUCTION^
FIR/T
THE

THOMAS
DIXON

VICTOR
HERBERT

Trade

Press

Reviews

Stamp

iVIost important
MOVING
PICTURE WORLD

This

Offering;

of

Work

as

the

1916-17

MOTION
PICTURE NEWS
" 'The Fall of a Nation'
rises to dramatic
"Battle scenes prepared on a gigantic scale.
heights.
Holds the attention by brilliant exVictor Herbert's stirring music probably the
most appropriate score ever written for the
amples of motion picture art. Audience cheered
accompaniment of a motion picture. Audialmost constantly."
ences will be carried along on a wave of
DRAMATIC
MIRROR
patriotic emotion."
"A huge colorful spectacle providing many
MORNING
TELEGRAPH
scenes
of rare beauty.
Thomas Dixon
'Tremendously effective and highly sensahad a genuine inspiration when he engaged Victor Herbert to compose the
tional. 'The Fall of a Nation' is a great
advance in the art of photo-drama."
orchestral score."
THE BILLBOARD
'Thomas Dixon's spectacle provides plenty of thrills with remarkable music by^
^yictor Herbert. There is plenty of comedy and really suberb photography.
Widespread

Demand

for Bookings

Capacity $2 Business at Liberty
Tlieatre, New Yoric

OFFICER

OF

THE

CORPORATION

:

1480

BROADWAY,

You are wasting your opporttmities if YOU ignore advertising.

NEW

YORK

4010

MOTIONPICTURENEWS

Be Bure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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If you like the " News," write our -advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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GEO;, K. SPOOR, Pres.
1333 Argyle Street. Chicago

EXHIBITORS
That
Ca^e
mine

as a "War

SAY

:

baby"

"(^he

Strange

of Mary
Ta^e" is a richer gold
than a powder contract. Henry

Walthall,

Edna

enthralling

Mayo,

story make

the

biggest

money

Get

it quick !

superb

acting, an

this great series

coiner

of the

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.

year.

No. 26

icturcs

ALABAMA
^

THEATRE

COMING

EVENTS

MONDAY
MARY PICKFORD
"RAGS"
DREW COMEDY

in

TUESDA Y
FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN and
BEVERLY BAYNE
"THE WALL BETWEEN"
WEDNESDAY
,
MARGUERITE CLARKE
in
"THE BLOWGUN"
THURSDAY
GEORGE BEBAN
in
"THE TERROR

OF TOPHET"

FRIDAY
MME. PETROVA
in
"THE SOUL MARKET"
SATURDAY
in
EDMUND
BREESE
,"
"THE SOUL BEREFT"
ALABAMA
TOEATRE

FRANCIS X, BUSHMAN

AND BEVERLY

BAYNE

In "Romeo and Juliet"

Over

One

Million

Circulation -Over

Five

Million

Interested

Readers

Ea^er

Hands

Reach

out

to

the

each

The

motion
week

Magazine

Your

Business

Builder.

Your

Business

Holder.

Your

answer

It solves

first of

stimulates your
ness can.

all your
patronage

dull

day

problem
as

exhibitor

for

Pictures

to the

picture

no

THE

problem.

for the

other

LIFE

Summer

thing in the

SAVER

FOR

months.
picture

HOT

It

busi-

WEATHER

PATRONAGE

B

Mlli

Its cost

is trifling

to you

It gives

you

a house

couldn't

duplicate

for

ten

has

picture

wanted

It is coupled
newspapers

Remember,

up

the

mand

before

it and

patrons

Pictures

coupon

your
know

and

look

Be

rival

has

what

let him

beat

you

signed

his

pa-

Don't

to it.

it today
up.

He

and

one

that

you

price.

A

to have

WEEK

because

the

it.

advertising

Magazine

mail

own,

MILLION

had

experience.

trons expect of him.

iTRE

a

it of you.

Fill in the

may

to

of your
the

a national

your

lishing brains and

times

grown

with

and

exhibitor.

publication

Its circulation
patrons

as the

campaign

for it in your

in 500

theatre.

is produced

by the

ready

your

when

daily

best

patrons

pubde-

LV

ROLf

E

PH0X0PIAY5

EI^D'S
ROSENF
HE
RZ

'a
Y
RA
SYDNE
LP
XIV
H
l«l

\
\

INOXPRBSENXS

PLE
UR
Pby
supported
IRENE
E
TH

'fl

\

U

casf.
wondLerplay
of Comedy- Drama
^Acls

directed
JL

by

Gcor^
^

Z
15?

LAD^'^
HOWLEY

A.Lessey.

^^^^^

Released

June
19ra-m
^Meiro Pi'ogi

# Jr

#•#
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UNICORN
FILM
SERVICE
CORPORATION

One

Exhibitor's
Opinion
Vaahington, D. C.
June Jrd, 19l6
tJNICORH FILM SERVICE CORPORATION
434 9th St. N. W,
Y/aahington, D. C.
Gentlemen;
It is with pleasure that I express my appreciation
for the drawing-power demonstrated in my ?laza Theatre where
the whole of your program has been showing now several weeks.
We have found a substantial increase in business since installing your service — and furthermore the great variety of subjects seem to please the patrons of that house.
Since using your service to filling in around our
features at the Garden and Strand (or picking subjects that
appropriately can be used as "fillers" on a BIG program,) we
are really delighted with our program — especially since
the Unicorn Service includes so many of the famous stars
of today, such as l£ary Pickford, Blanch Sweet, Henry Walthall,
Florence Lawrence, Owen Moore, Wilfred Lucas and many others —
These pictures all being produced by D.W.Griffith are indeed
a "find" for the purposes which they serve us.
We are glad to add our recommendation to the many
others you have probably received for the Unicorn Service.
With thanks for the many past courtesies' and with
■feeft wishes for your future success, teg to remain,
Very truly youro,

Make up your mind now to investigate Unicom Film Service,
it will make money for you and please your audience.
UNICORN FILM EXCHANGES:
New York City 130 "West 46tli St. H. W. Harwell IndianapoHs,
129 W.Washington St. J. W. Cotter
Chicago
Boston . . 207 Pleasant St. . S.M.Moscow
Mailers Bldg. . . . L. J. Schlaifer
420 Manhattan Bldg. Chas. Barolet
Springfield
Dwight
O'Brien Milwaukee
. L. C. Gross
750 Prospect Ave.
Bangor . . . 167
Eastern
TrustSt.
Bldg.Wm.
W. J.F. Brennan
Cleveland
Buffalo . . . 23 W. Swan St. , H. K Hughes Pittsburg . 125 Fourth Ave.
. Jack Kraemer
. W. D. Ward
Syracuse . . 565 S. Salina St. Geo. A. Hickey Detroit
183 Jefferson St.
. R.E.Peckham
Albany . . , 680 Broadway William Lawrence Toledo . 415 Summit St.
Harry E. Coffey
1309 Vine St. ... A. G. Steen Cincinnati 531 Walnnt St.
Philadelpbia
L. Goldstein
Wilkes-Barre, 35 S. Pennsylvania Ave., G.R.Wallace Denver . 1436 Welton St,
Washington, D. C, 434 9th Su, J\. W. . A. G. Steen Western Division Manager
Fred
. . J.B. A.Murphy
Eslow
St. Louis . . 3628 Olive St. . . Sam Werner Eastern Division Manager
Omaha
. . Unicom Exchange
To he Opened
Kansas City . Gloyd Bldg. . . J. W. Morgan
Wichita . . Unicom Exchange, John Brainard Atlanta San Francisco Dallas Salt Lake City
Seattle Portland New Orleans Los Angeles
Minneapolis . Produce Exchange W. L. Merrill
The men in charge are experienced film men who wiU co-operate with you in every
way. Write the exchange in your territory or direct to the New York home office.
Unicorn

Film

Service

Corporation

IKE SCHLANK, General Manager
126-130 West 46th St., New York
Names and dates of our releases can be found in ^schedule of current and coming releases" on back pages of this publication*

Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the "News."
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TRIANGLE
The

richest

successful

man,

PLAY/:

the biggest

merchant

has from

Vol. 13. No. 26

NEWS

O,
I

store, the most

the dark ages been

the one with sufficient foresight to pick out the
leader in the manufacture of the articles sold over
his counter,

and

to then

tie up with

as its authorized representative,
in on the value of the

this concern

thereby

cashing

manufacturer's good
will and trade-mark.
And this same rule applies to the business of exhibiting motion pictures.
The most successful theatres
are the ones that tie up with
the recognized leader in the
production of photoplays —
with the concern whose

Seven months

pictures have by their merit
alone won a reputation for
the highest quality.
This is the reason the

ago the exhibitor
was not positive
just how

the

public would
receive Triangle

number of Triangle theatres
throughout the country has
been constantly increasing.

productions.
Now experience
has proved not
only that the
public wants
Triangle Plays,
but that it is willing
to see them.

to pay real money

And so if you are an exhibitor and are
not already running Triangle Plays, why
don't you, too, make an effort to arrange
for their presentation at your theatre. A
line for information regarding their presentation would be the first step in the inauguration of a good business policy which has
been tried for years and never failed.

Be iure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers.
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For the exhibitor who is
running TRIANGLE PICTURES the two dramas
released for the week of
June 25th are of more than
passing importance. W. S.
Hart, whose following is
probably larger than any
other male star, appears in
' 'The Apostle of Vengeance, ' '
while Mae Marsh and Robert Harron may be seen in
"A Wild Girl of the Sier-

"The

Apostle of Vengeance" is a story much
different than any other in
which W. S. Hart has yet
appeared. The son of Kentucky parents, but brought
up in Vermont as a minister, he is made to face the
problem of choosing between avenging the death
of his father, killed in a feud
battle, and abiding by the
Scriptural lessons. His decision, his efforts to follow his life's teachings and then
the final vow to have revenge for the assault on his
little sister are only a few of the big scenes.

ras."

Then "A Wild Girl of the Sierras" with Mae
Marsh is a picture that is bound to appeal to every
motion picture enthusiast. Fifteen years ago a child's
mother was shot and killed by the Indians, and the
little girl escaped to the mountains to grow up with
only the beasts of the woods as her companions. The
picture is so unusual, so picturesque and pleasing in
its presentation that it cannot fail to make a lasting
impression.
Then, of course, there are the usual Keystone Comedies, veritable hailstorms of hilarity, unequalled in
their ability to make the most serious-minded laugh.
Triangle Film Corp., 1457 Broadway,

TRIANGLE

New

York City

PICTUREPLAY/

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if no.t, tell us.
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-Amprira^

beat

belovfd

o/Jlodern

Says Mr. Goodwin
in Iiis
world=famed

book: —

My

first wife was: —
An Angel.

My

second: —
A Silly Woman.

My

d:—
thir
A
Roman

My

rth: — Little Thing
fou
A Pretty

Senator.

h:—
fiftWoman.
My All

By CLAY M. GREENE
Today, I saw an eager, jostling throng,
Like some greed-laden human panorama,
Surround a playhouse door with vulgar clamour,
To honor Goodwin's star. " Seats I Seats I " their song :—
To witness his, NATHANIEL'S, show of laurelled glamour.

UNITY

SALES

CORlH)RATION.
720-7 '?AVK. NEWYORK

B« iurc to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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^ Corporation
-AnnounrpB

60Oi!»totrt
T)ramatic

Artist

the.

,
Phatoomma

*'Nat

Goodwin's

k"
fiv
recOw
e
ned Boo
eiv
of publicity
width).
Think
theatre
Richard

what

when

this means

you book "The

Q. Badger,

any other man

has received more
in America.'

(column

to you and your
Marriage

the publisher,

'*Nat Goodwin

miles

Bond."

says: —

notoriety than

By CLAY M. GREENE

EXCLUSIVELY BY
With

a Conscience^'

"You smile; you purse your lips; and even dcubt.
E'er I have laughed myself into perdition,
NAT GOODWIN will have filled with inarUion
The fame of every actor hereabout: —
For Nature gave him the Creator's tireless mission!"

UNITY
SALES?
CORPORATION.

729-7?Ay£;,

NEW YORld

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to tbemi

4022
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The

Motion

What

PICTURE

ALL

Picture

NEWS

AFTER

Lesson

Preparedness

HOW

in its Fourth

IT!

America

Means

PREPARED

Week
at the
NEW YORK

Other

to

Really

BRITAIN

Now

Vol. 13. No. 26

Lyceum

Theatre

Showings:

CHICAGO, Colonial Theatre, June 28th
BOSTON, Shubert Theatre, June 19th
PROVIDENCE, Opera House, June 26th
Philadelphia,

A

drama

Pittsburg and other important
will follow immediately

of fact

The

''REAL

United

far

more

THING"

States

Rights

thrilling

in "WAR

Controlled

FILM

cities

than

fiction!

FILMS"

by the

THE

PATRIOT

CORPORATION

729 Seventh

AL LICHTMAN, General Manager
Avenue

]','■ sur..: lo mention " MOTION PICTI'RIC NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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TANGUAY

EVA

offers
HER

FIRST

RELEASE

entitled

IN FIVE

REELS

tic
Energe
with Specially Arranged

Eva

"

Music

EVA TANGUAY
EVA TANGUAY

is the world's greatest eccentric comedienne.
is the only vaudeville star who played in N. Y. City three consecutive

EVA TANGUAY

years.
has played more return engagements
cal history.

EVA TANGUAY

this season played her twenty second return engagenient in the Orpheum
Theatre, Brooklyn.

EVA TANGUAY

this season played her twenty first return engagement
Theatre, N. Y.

EVA TANGUAY

this season played her twenty
Alhambra Theatre, N. Y.

EVA TANGUAY

holds the Box Office record in every vaudeville theatre in which she has
appeared.
is the girl who won the diamond medal in the contest for biggest
business in New York.
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Many a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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of

dlcte

scenes of the bombardment

of London

by

the fleet of Giant Zeppelins, and the trail of destruction in their wake; "Deadman's Hill" the human slaughter pen taken inside the firing lines; Lord
Kitchener's review of the Coldstream Guards — the last pictures taken of this
great warrior just before he met his tragic death.
THIS IS THE ONE PICTURE WHICH BRINGS HOME THE
HELLISHNESS OF WAR
IN ALL ITS GRIM REALISM!
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YEAR

SUCCESS

Ben D. Crose, Regent theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
"The Little Girl Next Door" carried the city by storm. It is the talk of the town.
It is doing such an
enormous business it was necessary for us to open the Colonial theatre. We packed both houses and
turned away business.
Representative citizens, including ministers and sociological workers are enthusiastic in its praise.
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Chicago!

OU'RE going to Chicago, I suppose."
" Yes, indeed, I'll be there."salutation about Times
This seems to be the usual
Square these days. Without any advertising, blare of
trumpets and the like, there is quite apparent a strong,
steady undercurrent of belief that the Chicago Convention will be the most important and largest gathering ever
held within the industry.
* * *
THIS state of mind is all the more remarkable in view of
fact that two trade expositions have already been held.
Interest in the forthcoming convention seems not to be
dissipated in the least.
Chicago is an ideal convention city, but this is a minor
consideration. The attraction of the convention is the
belief that there will be gathered there a very large number of exhibitors; and a large gathering of exhibitors is
of vital interest to every■ *branch
* *of this industry.

EXHIBITOR organization was never, potentially at
least, so promising as it is to-day. Things are stirring
in the local and state organizations. For the first time a
number of candidacies have been announced, well in advance, for the office of National President ; and there are
indications that more will arise.
Exhibitors, too, if we are to believe the reports from the
prominent inland states, are considerably more prosperous.
They are in a stronger position as buyers, — stronger than
ever before in exhibitor history — because of overproduction and exchange competition.
* * *
THEY are thinking about organization, really thinking
about it and wanting it. Time was, not long ago,
when the leaders had to go on a veritable roHnd-up to
make even the semblance of a state organization. Exhibitors to-day are organizing at their own individual initiative. They are the right type of men to organize. They
represent the survival of the fittest. They have stood the
test of severe trade conditions. The speculator, the insincere, the incapable exhibitor — the kind of man who will
not organize
gone.
° — is °
* * *

AND best of all, the exhibitor of to-day, the exhibitor
who will be found in Chicago, is ready and willing to
confer, to co-operate for mutual good with other branches
of the industry.
He knows that conditions are greatly changed. At the
trade luncheon held in New York recently a New York
exhibitor, a prominent organization man, was very quick
to deny emphatically the statement made by a speaker that

dissension existed between the maker and exhibitor of
* * *
pictures.
1 T is true that at one time in this industry the exhibitor
was forced to rebel and even then to no avail. To-day
he need not rebel ; he can confer.
It is, as a matter of fact, high time for the buyers and
sellers in this business to get together. They must eventually, just as has been true in every other industry.
It may not be possible, it probably is not possible, to
bring together the makers, distributors and exhibitors as,
individuals in one trade association.
Also, as stated in a previous editorial. Motion Picturc
News believes firmly in exhibitor organizations, national,
state and local, and that whatever form a general trade
association takes it must in no wise interfere with the perpetuation ofthese exhibitor bodies, but on the other hand
it should reorganize fully *and* help
* stimulate their growth.
DUT the point of the matter is : it is not necessary to
•"-^ effect national and general organization in order to
bring about full co-operation and understanding between
exhibitors and manufacturers. Just the same results can
be had through conferring committees from each branch,
and the identity and stability of the exhibitor organizations kept intact and unchanged, as they must be kept.
This system of conferences is highly necessary.
I have talked with exhibitors and find them more than
willing to co-operate ; and I find manufacturers in exactly
the same frame of mind. Both are willing and eager to
do their share. Actually, all that remains is to bring them
* * *
together.
IVyTEETINGS within the industry do mestimable good
these days. The time is ripe for them. I have failed
to find one conference in which harmony and intelligent
understanding was not very quickly and readily had between branches of the industry which otherwise were
stand-offish and wholly unaware of the other's wants and
good intentions.
Take the matter of advance payments for film service.
There is not a problem confronting the exhibitor to-day," not even excluding the problem of censorship, which so'
concerns his business welfare ; particularly is this of the"
small exhibitor who is a very potent factor in this business, and whose needs demand the earnest consideration
of the m.aker and distributor.
There are wrongs in the deposit plan. There is no doubt ■
of that and they should be corrected. T am not at all sure
(Continued on page 4030)
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On to Chicago
(Continued from page 4029)
that the manufacturer is cocksure of the correctness of
the plan ; some, indeed, are opposed to it.
And I do believe that a joint conference between all
the manufacturers and a representative body of exhibitors
could solve the problems to their mutual satisfaction in
a single day's session.
* * ^
nnHEN there is censorship, and other legislative evils.
The exhibitor is and will remain everywhere the man
on the firing line, tackling at once, through his exhibitor
organizations, the troubles confronting him in his town
and state. But he needs, as many an exhibitor organization knows — a united trade body back of him with the full
sinews of war.
This can only be had through full trade co-operation and
understanding.
There is no theory or idealism here. These are cold,
hard facts — true of every other industry and, of course,
true of this.
* * *
'T'HE Chicago convention can accomplish much along
these lines, and it is the plain duty of the convention
to go down in history as tackling these broader, bigger
essentials in a big and broad way.
We are growing up in this industry. We have got to
take our full place alongside other big industries and work
out our salvation along the lines of economic laws — laws
which you cannot argue against and which must and will
rule this business in all its phases whether we want them
or not.
The fundamental economic law of any industry is cooperation between its branches.
Let's start it at Chicago.
William A. Johnston.
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" Real Publicity " vs. " Unadulterated Bunk "
THE editorial ])ublished on this page a week or two ago
which delineated the attitude of at least one photoplay page editor toward the mass of publicity aimed
at him from all quarters of this industry has provoked at
least one comment. In its way it is as good and as true
as the one which inspired it, and for that reason we reproduce ithere, for the benefit of publicity men who are
looking for suggestions and ideas.
CAYS

this writer:

" The motion picture editor out in Omaha that sent
so much motion picture ' publicity ' floating into the waste
basket, as related in a recent number of the Motion Picture News, is not alone in that predicament by a long shot.
The writer until recently was dramatic editor of a Boston
newspaper and in the course of a week received publicity
matter from the majority of film companies. It is not
stretching the facts to say that 95 per cent, of that publicity was unadulterated *
bunk.* *
<<^^NE day Sally Whatnot would be announced as having purchased a Chinese rice hound which had to be
muzzled when Sally took him down Broadway because he
insisted on biting every Chinaman he met.
" Next day Bull Blazer, the most popular film star in the
universe, would be proclaimed as the winner of a gunning
match down on Long Island, having made 394 bullseyes
out of a possible 300. And sometimes Sally would fall out
of her automobile over the side of a cliff and land in a
prune tree 5,000 feet below, shaken but ready for the
next scene. And Bull once in a while would happen into a
regular theatre in Washington and just happen to sit down
in a stall next to President Wilson himself, who never sits
anywhere
a box and, it turns out later, didn't go to
the
theatre but
thatin night.
* * *
"(^ NLY once in awhile did a story come along that had
any depth to it, that showed evidences that the publicity man could see farther ahead than the tip of his nose,
that was a brief for the motion picturs and not a hand bill
for a star's vanity.
" The fact that there are some publicity men with something like a large vision, men who know that a boost for
the film game at large is a boost for their own little portion
of it,-— this fact was the only thing that prevented the
editor from throwing his film mail in the basket.
* * *
<< A PROPOS of this situation it is interesting to note
the reply written this week by a motion picture editor of one of the best known international newspapers
to a publicity man who had written asking for information
as to the space devoted by that paper to the pictures. The
reply was in part :
" ' We are not at all interested in the publicity matter
sent out by the majority of film companies. We do not
care whether this star takes milk baths or whether that
one has a poodle dog that can sing " The End of a Perfect
Day" while devouring a string of sausages. What we do
want is the earliest possible information of every straw
which indicates better things in the film situation.
" ' We are among those who feel that the film which
has behind it nothing but the desire to make money, and
which gives its audience a clap-trap story done hurriedly
with sets and situations which were outgrown years ago,
is slowly but .surely working its own way to the junk heap.
Therefore, whatever real publicity you may be able to
send us we should be glad to consider for publication.'
" Note that the letter says ' real ' publicity. It is the
writer's experience that 95 per cent, of the ' publicity ' for
the pictures has nothing of reality about it."
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An Accounting Asked for by Waters and Clark — " Bill Is Not Brought by These Men as a Protective Committee
Representing Preferred Stockholders," Says Smith, Vitagraph President, " but as Individuals — Exhibitors
Should Not Be Misled by the Suit — Business of Company Going on as Heretofore"
ager of the General Film Company, and
real facts of the pending case as to be calAN action, asking for an accounting
was active in controlling its business policy
and a permanent receiver was begun
culated to do great injury to me individually and to the Company of which I am a and carrying into effect the very transacin the Supreme Court of the County of
director.
tion of which he now complains.
New York, against the General Film Company, its directors and its component firms
"In 1915, upon a change of management,
" The publication in question, while purporting to set out certain features of the
Mr. Waters resigned as general manager,
and their heads, by the filing of the papers
and at the same time was elected as a
bill of equity filed by Percival L. Waters
in the case June 12. The plaintiffs are Perand James B. Clark, is so misleading as to director of the Company to represent the
cival L. Waters of New York and James
interests of one of the common stockB. Clark of Pittsburgh, Cadawallader,
convey an entirely false impression to motion picture exhibitors and others as to the
holders against whom he is now bringing
Wickersham and Taft being their attorneys.
suit.
real facts in the case.
The complaint, a document of thirty thousand words, is dated June 6 and was sworn
" That in the suit instituted by the U. S.
" In the first place, the bill is not brought
Government against the General Film
to on June 10. The papers were served
by Messrs. Waters and Clark as a protective committee representing the other preCompany et al., both Waters and Clark,
forty-eight hours later.
ferred stockholders of the General Film
The defendants in the case are named as
the present plaintiffs, were witnesses for
follows :
the General Film Company, and testified
Company, but is brought by them as individuals and as record holders of substanAlbert E. Smith, George Kleine, J. A.
to the legal and proper manner in which
tially less than 800 shares of the capital
the business of the company was conducted
Berst, Frank L. Dyer, W. N. Selig, Sigstock of this Company out of a total capitalduring the very periods covered by their
mund Lubin, Alice M. Long, administraization of 11,000 shares.
trix of Samuel Long, deceased ; G. K.
present complaint.
Spoor, W. T. Rock, William Pelzer, J. J.
" This contest is the outgrowth of a con" These facts speak for themselves and
the exhibitors and the public generally may
tention on the part of the preferred stockKennedy, Paul G. Melies, Carl H. Wilson,
holders of the General Film Company that draw their own inferences therefrom.
Frank J. Marion, American Biograph Co.,
certain large earnings of this Company for
Kalem, Inc., Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Pathe
" The motive of the publication in seFreres, Lubin Film Manufacturing Co., the years 1910 to 1914, inclusive, over and
lecting my name from the entire group of
above what was necessary to pay the divicommon stockholders and directors of the
Vitagraph Co. of America, Esannay Film
dends on the preferred stock of the ComManufacturing Co., Selig Polyscope Co.,
General Film Company, and placing it in
pany and a twelve per cent dividend upon
Melies Manufacturing Co. and General
the forefront of the article clearly indicates
the common stock of the Company, was
Film Co.
that the article in question is intended to
Among the important citations in the improperly distributed among the common
do something more than convey to the mostockholders because by their consent it
complaint are the following :
tion picture industry information respectwas paid to them as the purchase price of
That pursuant to said resolutions (named earlier
ing a pending lawsuit.
in the papers) said defendants not only have
film instead of being paid in the form of an
caused said sum of $2,396,397.50 to be paid in increased
"The business of the General Film Comdividend.
cash, but have also caused large credits to be
pany is being conducted as heretofore. It
entered
upon
the
books
of
said
defendant
Gen" The contention of the General Film
eral Film Company in favor of the defendants,
still maintains its numerous branches, covCompany and its common stockholders is
Biograph Company,
Kalem Company (Inc.),
ering the entire United States and Canada,
Pathe Freres, Lubin Manufacturing Company,
that it is no concern of the preferred stockMelies Manufacturing Company, Vitagraph Comand
supplies
over 6,000 customers reguholders how it was distributed inasmuch as
pany of America, Essanay Film Manufacturing
larly and promptly with the product of
Company, Selig Polyscope Company, Thomas A. it belonged absolutely to the common stockmany of the leading film manufacturers of
Edison, Inc., and Kleine, and said George Melies,
holders and the preferred stockholders had
on the following dates and in the following
the country, and is constantly improving
amounts respectively:
no interest therein because their dividends
its
facilities and its service and will conDuring the calendar year 1910... $134,863.11
had been fully paid.
During the calendar year 1911... 1,055,579.98
tinue to do so.
During the calendar year 1912... 1,678,268.23
" For these reasons the General Film
During the calendar year 1913... 510,552.95
"
When
these facts are understood, I am
During the calendar year 1914... 1,133,437.56
Company, acting under the advice of counsure that the publication of the article reDuring the calendar year 1915... 123,860.54
sel, refused to bring suit against its comferred to will not cause any dismay or
mon stockholders to recover the earnings so
$4,636,562.37
lack of confidence in the minds of the
distributed
and
hence
Waters
and
Clark
as alleged net profits so payable under said contracts for the years 1910, 1911, 1912, 1913, 1914,
customers
the General
Company."
bring this suit in their own names for
and alleged accrued interest thereon, of which
When theof attention
of P.Film
L. Waters
was
aggregate sum of $4,636,562.37 said sum of $2,- this purpose.
called to the trade journal article above
396,397.50 so paid in cash formed a part.
is the whole question at issue and
Elsewhere the complaint charges that the de- all" This
other matters contained in the bill are
referred to he said : " I regret most deeply
fendants, to theCompany
" great and
loss its
and preferred
injury ofstocksaid
General Film
the publication of the article. It was premerely
incidental
thereto.
holders, decided upon a policy disastrous to
mature to say the least and therefore not
said company but favorable to the competitors
"
Certain
significant
facts
respecting
this
of said company, many of whom were then accuscontroversy are entirely overlooked in this as correctly stated as it might have been.
distribute
said ' featureof 'allmotion
pic-' article.
"The printing of the complaint was only
tures— totomed towit.
the elimination
' feature
finished on Saturday, June 10, and it was
motion pictures from the distributing programs
" In 1913 Richard A. Rowland, President
of said General Film Company, and in pursuance
served on Monday, June 12. This article
of said policy did so eliminate such ' feature ' of the Metro Pictures Corporation, an acwas published, I believe, on June 14.
motion pictures."
tive rival of the General Film Company
When the published story of the suit was
" Our attorneys, Messrs. Cadwallader,
and a former partner of one of the plaincalled to the attention of Albert E. Smith,
Wickersham and Taft, and all others contiffs and joint-owner with him in the preferred stock of the General Film Company,
president of the Vitagraph Company, he
nected, were expressly cautioned in admade this statement to Motion Picture
vance to give out no publicity whatever. I
brought
suit in the same court to accomNews :
plish substantially this same purpose, and
went to them, and immediately my attention was called to the article, and found
"A recent publication in a motion pic- upon the filing of an answer thereto by the
ture trade paper, published in the city of General Film Company, setting forth the that they had neither given out publicity
New York, which contained reference to a above-cited facts, the bill was withdrawn
nor any interviews whatsoever.
and the case discontinued.
suit brought by Percival L. Waters and
" In a matter of this kind the facts, if
James B. Clark against the common stockpublished at all, should only be given in
" That during most of the time covered
holders of the General Film Company and
full and correctly after plenty of time has
by these payments and during which the
bill of complaint alleges the Company was
been taken to review the matter from all
the General Film Company, in which my
mismanaged, Percival L. Waters, one of angles to give out only a true impression
name is the only name displayed as the defendant, is so misleading respecting the the plaintiffs herein, was the general manof the whole situation."
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Illustrating Three Universal
EXHIBITORS HOLD
MEETING
The Exhibitors League of America, Local No. 11, met last Thursday night at the
Triangle theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.
The meeting was an open one and invited
as its guests were W. W. Irwin and Joseph
McFarlane of the V-L-S-E, C. B. Seelye
of Pathe and Joseph Hardigan, Commissioner of Weights and Measures, New
York City.
Mr. Hardigan gave an interesting discourse on the purchase of coal and the
assistance his department would give the
exhibitors in seeing that they got the correct weight in purchasing coal in quantities.
W. W. Irwin talked on organization, referring to the proposed formation of a
central body of adjustment and advisement for the whole industry, incidentally
subspeaking of the progress made bya the
plan of
committee appointed to suggest
closer co-operation.
Mr. Seelye gave a trade talk, lauding
the Pathe Company for the many helpful
things they had done for the exhibitors;
showing they were for the exhibitors first,
last and always.
Grievances were registered against producing concerns for breach of contracts.
These were referred to the Grievance
Committee. One exhibitor made complaint
against a competitor for unfair methods.
This was referred to a committee of arbitration.
inThe meeting was a very active and and
teresting session. The eighty members
after
guests in attendance remained until
refreshments were served, about 3 A. M.
Friday.
—
BERST MAKES CHANTER GENERAL
SUPERINTENDENT OF FACTORIES
J. A. Berst, vice-president and general
manager of the Pathe Exchange, Inc., has
superinL. Chanier, general
appointed G.of factorie
s and studio of the
tendent
Pathe Exchange. Mr. Chanier will have
under his immediate supervision the factory in Bound Brook, the factory in Jersey City, the studio in Jersey City, and the
Pathe News department.
Mr. Chanier has previously been connected with Pathe, being at the time
of his resignation some two years ago, one
of the oldest in point of service of any
employee of the house. He is an acknowledged expert in technical matters. Mr.
Chanier was lately superintendent of the
Sclig Polyscope studios and factories in
Chicago.
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" Little Girl Next Door " Draws 4,000 Patrons a Day
In Chicago, Where Picture Enters Seventh Week, It Is Necessary to Continue Showing
on Saturday and Sunday Nights to Two o'Clock in the Morning
Harriet E. Vittum, active in reform work
ENTERING its seventh week, " The Lit
in
Chicago, appeared before a council comtie Girl Next Door," the film conmittee to protest against the film, declaring
structed on the report of the Illinois vice
commission, continues to undiminished
that it shows, " pandering in all its hideousbusiness at the LaSalle theatre, Chicago. At
ness." The film does show the pitfalls
which beset a girl in large and small cities
every performance the house has been
crowded since the very first showing, an
alike, and for just such reason it was permitted to be shown in Chicago.
average of 4,000 patrons a day being maintained.
She further charged that persons under
age were permitted to see the film, but
On Saturday and Sunday nights it is necHarry Earl, manager of the house, proessary to continue the show until 2 o'clock
in the morning to care for the immense
duced affidavit denying this, and the committee took no action.
line in the lobby and in front of the house.
The film is being booked from Room 521,
The film has appeared to good business
First National Bank Building, Chicago,
in St. Louis, Peoria, South Bend, Alton and
Illinois.
other Illinois and Indiana cities.
Pennsylvania League Elects Officers in Pittsburgh
A. J. Barthell Is Made President; Fred M. Smith, Vice-President; James Delves, Secretary,
and I. W. Shearer, Treasurer — Everybody Getting Ready for Convention
Special to Motion Pictuee News.
Pittsburgh, Pa., June 17. ficers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, A. J. Barthell; vice president,
T the annual election of the officers
Fred M. Smith; secretary, James Delves,
A
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
and treasurer, I. W. Shearer.
League of Pennsylvania the following ofDirectors: I. W. Shearer, James Delves,
^uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiniiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
F. W. Herrington, A. J. Barthell, G. W.
Sahner, Sol Oppenheimer, Chris. Volmer,
Henry Poke and Oliver McKee.
This league has been doing excellent
the state and the memwork bersthroughout
will assist in getting men elected to
State Legislature who will be a help to
the business instead of a hindrance.
At a recent meeting of the Motion Picture Exhibitor's League of Pennsylvania
the following committee was appointed to
go to New York with the object of securing as many film stars as possible to appear
at the coming exposition of the organization to be held here June 26-27-28: F. W.
Herrington, G. W. Sahner, A. J. Barthell
and James Delves.
The arrangements for the holding of the
big exposition have been going on at a
G. L. McCoy, Jr.
rapid pace.

= Jean Sothern of the International with g
g
One of Her Mascot Dolls g
iiiiihmiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiliiiii»

INTERESTING FILM DEPARTMENT IN
SHREVEPORT PAPER
An interesting department devoted to
film news, is conducted in The Caucasian,
Shreveport, La., by Frank Grosjean. It
gives the fan a lot of information about
screen plays and players, written in a
bright and entertaining style.
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Pathe's
$5,000,000
Serial Program
Follows
"Claw
Grip of Evil," Called a " Master Plot in Fourteen Chapters Showing the Real Side of Humanity," Is Picturization
of a Basic Idea Affecting the Whole Course of Human Life from the Moment Man Became a
Sentient Being — Jackie Saunders and Roland Bottomley in Chief Roles

Jackie Saunders, the
IMMEDIATELY following upon VicePresident and General Manager J. A.
Berst's announcement of a five million
dollar serial program for Pathe comes the
statement that on the close of Pathe's last
serial ' The Iron Claw," a new continued
photoplay will be released on July 17.
It is called " The Grip of Evil." The
basic idea was conceived by Le Monte
Waldron, a New York newspaper man.
The picturization was made by Douglass
Brunston, who was largely responsible for
the " Neal of the Navy" scenario. The
novelization of " The Grip of Evil " has
been entrusted to Louis Tracy, the author
of " Wings of the morning."
" The Grip of Evil ' is neither a serial
nor a series in the accepted sense of the
terms. It has been called " A Master Plot
in Fourteen Chapters Showing the Real
Side of Humanity." America's greatest
men have expressed their opinions on the
question which it asks every man and woman. Their thoughts will be presented on
the screen for the benefit of the millions
of photoplay fans who will crowd the theatres to see the pictures in the course of
which will be portrayed the ideas conceived
by men whom they know personally or by
both national and local reputation.
" The strongholds of evil and of wrong
in the world are not as strong as they
look," said Woodrow Wilson, President of
the United States. " Age by age man is
struggling step after step to the day when
he shall live in the full light that shines
upon the uplands."
" Most emphatically I assert my belief
that while evil as an abstract entity always
has a part of Humanity in its grip, the
world is always growing better and more
worthy of its Creator year by year," says
George W. P. Hunt, Governor of Arizona.
Evil of Economic Inequality
Mayor James W. Curley of Boston
throws a bomb among those who believe
that the world is getting better and better.
He says that provided his interpretation as
to what constitutes evil is accepted, his
answer is " Yes."

Star of the Forthcoming Pathe - Balboa Series "The Grip of Evil"
a total of very nearly a million and a half
" The evil of economic inequality as it apdollars, and the value of the publicity obplies to the struggle for a livelihood is more
tained in this connection is impossible to
brutal in our day than in ancient times bedetermine. It is now announced that five
cause of the subtle character of its achievehundred thousand dollars will be spent in
ment," he declares.
He makes the incontrovertible statements
advertising the serials now planned or in
that of the three hundred thousand infants
course of production.
who die annually in America, more than
on " Theof Grip
of Evilhas"
willThebe campaign
the most extensive
any Pathe
one-half are victims of mal-nutrition, and
yet instituted. Some of the papers that
that of the eight million women employed
have already agreed to run the stories are:
in the United States, fifty per cent are engaged in what might properly be termed
Baltimore American, Albany Times Unmanual labor that often makes them unfit
ion, Atlanta Constitution, Buffalo Times,
for motherhood. This is a most powerful
Butte Daily News, Cincinnati Times-Star,
Cleveland Sunday Leader, Ohio State Jourindictment of our economic and social systems.
nal, Dallas News, Rocky Mountain News,
The view that while Humanity is making
Denver, DesMoines Register & Leader, Galprogress, it is nevertheless in the grip of
veston News, Houston Chronicle, Los Anevil, is advanced by United States Senator
geles Record, Louisville Herald, New Orleans Sunday Item, Omaha Sunday Bee,
George W. Norris from Nebraska.
Philadelphia
North American, Pittsburg
" In my judgment," he says, " the greatChronicle, Portland Telegram, Providence
est evil, as applied to Government and to
Law, is the evil of partisanship. It is the Tribune, Richmond Times Despatch, Rochester Photoplay News, Salt Lake Telegram,
same evil that induces the legislator, the
public official to follow the mandates of St. Louis Times, San Francisco Daily
News,- Seattle Post Intelligencer, Wichita
the party leader, party boss or party maBeacon, and the Worcester Evening Post.
chine. It is the evil that induces public
officials to follow their conscientious conExperts Prepare Publicity
victions for the sake of party regularity and
" The advertisements to which the exhibitors can tie up have been prepared by
Stating
that the decision of the Pathe
party
solidarity."
experts with a view to directing and holdCompany to give to moving pictures someing the interest not only of the present mothing bigger than entertainment value
tion picture theatre-going public but of those
alone, is of immense importance. Governor
who have not yet become film fans," said a
L. B. Hanna of North Dakota says : " I be- prominent Pathe official.
lieve that they can be made one of the
" This will mean that an exhibitor by exgreatest and best sources for real amusetensive advertising according to the sugment and education of any movement that
gestions of the Pathe company may bring
has ever been inaugurated, and I am glad
not only all his old patrons to see the new
to add a word that will help to elevate the picture, but may see unfamiliar faces in his
kind, quality and character of the moving
To Serial Publicity Manager G. A.
These brief extracts from the letters of audiences."
Smith, should go credit for the manner in
prominent
pictures." men, will serve as an indication
which he has carried out the new ideas
of the extent to which differences of opinconceived by Mr. Berst and Mr. Sellye,
ion can exist on the great question prewhich will be instituted for the first time
sented by Pathe's motion picture.
in this campaign in close co-operation with
Million and a Half in Advertising
Messrs. Parsons and Winchester of the
Pathe company.
Pathe has already spent in the advertising of serials in newspapers and billboards
"The Grip of Evil" has been produced by
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the Balboa Amusement Producing Company with Jackie Sanders, heroine of a
hundred photoplays, and Roland Bottomley,
the young English actor whose success
on the screen has been so immediate.
The story deals with John Burton, born a
poor man who later inherits millions. With
his money comes unhappiness, and he sets
out to solve the question : " Is Humanity in
the Grip of Evil?" His quest for the answer takes him into every walk of life, societj', politics, the underworld and what
lies between.
W. A. Douglas is supervising the production at the Balboa Studios.
SECRET OF "SPAGHETTI" CONSUMPTION WILL COME OUT ON JULY 13
A new use for a safe — patent applied for
— is divulged for the first time in the Vim
comedy release of July 14, entitled " The
Great Safe Tangle." Bob Burns, inventor
of the new method, hopes to receive his
patent papers before release date. Until
then the secret cannot be revealed.
Not to be outdone in inventiveness,
" Babe " Hardy, the famous Plump, offers
specifications for consuming large quantities of food in " Spaghetti,' the Vim comedy release of July 13. Without going into
details, it may be said that his idea involves
the great basic principle of scientific distribution of labor, as approved by leading
economists.
MARY

CHARLESON JOINS SELIG
STUDIOS
Mary Charleson is the latest motion picture star to be engaged by William N.
Selig to appear in Selig pictureplays. Miss
Charleson arrived recently in Chicago, III,
from New York City, and immediately assumed aleading role in " A Prince Chap,"
now in course of production at the Selig
Chicago studios.
Marshal Neilan is the Director in charge
and will also play the leading masculine
role. " I am very glad indeed to be privileged to work for Mr. Selig," said Miss
Charleson upon her arrival in Chicago.
" Mr. Selig has an enviable reputation as
a producer of artistic plays."
"JUANITA HANSEN MATINEE" AT
LOS ANGELES HOUSE
A "Juanita Hansen Matinee" was recently held in Los Angeles, Manager Miller
of the Alhambra theater being host.
Every woman attending the matinee received aphoto of the star of " The Secret
of the Submarine " who was there in person and made a speech.
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Signal Players Get Many Novel Scenes in Hawaii Islands
Among the Material for an Educational Is the Filming of a Volcano by Daylight and
After Dark — Cameraman Sues Stood on Ledge That Afterwards Fell Into Bubbling Lava
Special to Motion Picture News.
away from the brink, and the company has
since learned that the cliff on which he
Los Angeles, June 17.
stood
while the films were made, has given
AFTER a most successful trip, Helen
way and fallen into the lava which remains
Holmes, Director J. P. McGowan
at
and company .of Signal players, arrived
heit.a temperature of 2,200 degrees fahrenhome this week from a month in the HaThe company arrived in Los Angeles on
waiias where they made exterior and many
Wednesday, and after a day of rest took up
interior scenes for the Mutual Masterpicthe filming of the exterior scenes for " Juture " The Diamond Runners," and secured
dith of the Cumberlands," in which Helen
a great quantity of other material for eduHolmes will play the name part. During
cational films and the Mutual News
Weekly.
the company's absence from the studio,
mammoth sets were built depicting street
While aboard boat, by the aid of an
scenes of a village of the Cumberlands disequipment of artificial lights they were suctrict with courthouse, public square, log
cessful in making both interior and excabins and other scenes. In the mountains,
teriors on the ship, using practically every
a short distance from the studio, other log
part of the big steamer. Arriving at Honolulu they spent several days there where
cabins including a double one, and a moonthe Pleasanton Hotel and grounds served
shiner's still have been built for use in the
subject now being filmed.
for settings. Later they were at Hilo near
Work on the new subject was taken up as
Hawaiia's famous volcano Kilawea. Arriving at San Francisco they were confronted
it was found that not all the necessary exterior scenes could be found in the Hawaiias.
with the duty of each one looking after his
Consequently these are now being built at
own baggage owing to strikes of longshoremen there. A truck was engaged by Directhe studio. The story of the " Diamond
tor McGowan, and the members of the
Runners " is built around the clashes between British revenue officers of the Kimcompany individually saw that their baggage was taken from the boat and loaded.
berly Mines of South Africa and an organTo insure that it was delivered promptly,
ization of illicit diamond buyers. Director
McGowan spent considerable time there,
Jean Perkins, a member of the company,
climbed aboard the truck, and while leaving
first as an officer of the Australian Lanthe wharf, strikers attacked him thinking
cers during the Boer war, and later in the
he was a strike breaked. Ropes holding the
employ of the British government.
The members of the company who made
baggage were cut and Perkins pulled down
the trip to Honolulu, and are taking part in
off the wagon. When the strikers learned
the second subject besides Miss Holmes
the true conditions they aided in reloading.
These scenes were shot by Cameraman S. and Director McGowan are Paul C. Hurst,
Leo D. Maloney, Thomas G. Lingham, WilA. Sues, together with others for the Mutual Weekly.
liam Brunton, Chance E. Ward, Louella
While in the Hawaiias, Director McGowMaxam, Jean Perkins and S. A. Sues, cameraman.
an arranged for the filming of the annual
With the completion of the two subjects
review of Hawaiian troops at Honolulu, the
christening of a one-year-old native baby,
now under way, the company will go to Eureka, Cal., for scenes of a lumber region
and hundreds of feet of sports and pastimes of the Hawaiians. Besides exteriors
story. Plans for this trip are now being
for " The Diamond Runners," between four
made by Director McGowan, and the comand five thousand feet of film was exposed.
pany will leave within a short time.
Perhaps the most important educational
subject secured was that of scenes in and
I^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH J. C. Jessen.
about the volcano. The crater with clouds
of colored gases was filmed by daylight as
I SPEAKING OF THE STUDIO |
well as after night. Every few months
subterranean action causes the lava of the
I
DIRECTORY— ARE
|
crater to rise within less than four hundred
I
YOU READY?
j
feet of the top, and it was in this condition
when Cameraman Sues secured his pictures. At the time he was warned to stay iiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniii
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*' Laemmle Company, Without Aid from Other Concerns in Industry, Gains Victory Affecting Whole Picture
Business," Declares Official — " Had Decision Gone the Other Way Every Exhibitor in Country Might Be
Compelled to Pay Royalties on a Machine After He Had Purchased the Projector

us N. Hand has handed
ICEa August
JUST
decision in the United States
down
Circuit Court of Appeals in the case of
the Motion Picture Patents Company
against the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company and the Universal Film Exchange of New York, wherein the complainant claimed the right to collect royalties on all machines having the LathamLoop — a small mechanical contrivance
which is attached to the machine.
The decision affirmed the ruling of Judge
Hough, v;ho demurred the complaint when
the case was before him in the lower court.
"Without the aid of the Motion Picture
Board of Trade, or the assistance of any
other company, the Universal Film Manufacturing Company has won one of the
greatest victories in the entire history of
the trade," said a prominent Universal official. "The whole industry is affected by
this decision, and directly and tremendously
benefited, for it is of the most vital interest
to every exhibitor, exchangeman and producer in the United States, and, had the
case been decided in favor of the complainant, it would mean that every exhibitor in
the country might be compelled to pay a
royalty on his projection machine even
after he had bought it. It would also mean
that the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company would be compelled to pay about
$150,000 in back royalties."
The Judge's Decision
In rendering its decision the Court said :
" It was held hy this Court in the case of
Victor Talking Machine Company v.
Straus, 230 Fed. 449, that a license to use
a patented talking machine upon payment
of an initial royalty to cover the life of the
patent and upon condition that the licensee
purchase all sound records to be used with
the machine from licensor was valid even
though the license provided that title to the
machine should pass to the licensor upon
the expiration of the patent if the terms of
the license had been observed.
The present case differs from that case
because here the title to the machine at once
passed by the sale of the projecting machine to the Seventy-second Street Amusement Company. We think this case comes
within the doctrine of Bauer v. O'Donnell,
239 U. S. 1, rather than that of Dick v.
Henry, 224 U. S. 1. This is especially true
since the enactment of the so-called Clayton Bill which provides :
That it shall be unlawful for any person engaged
in commerce in the course of such commerce, to
lease or make a sale or contract for sale of goods,
wares, merchandise, machinery, supplies, or other
commodities, whether patented or unpatented, for
use, consumption or resale within the United
States or any territory thereof ... on the
condition, agreement or understanding that the
lessee or purchaser thereof shall not use or deal
in the goods, wares, merchandise, machinery supplies or other commodities of a competitor or
competitors of the lessor or seller, where the effect
of such lease, sale, or contract for sale or such
conditions, agreement or understanding may be
to substantially lessen competition or tend to
create a monopoly in any line of commerce.

" This Act was not regarded as applicable
either in the District Court, or in this
Court, in the case of Victor Talking Machine V. Straus, supra, because that case
was decided upon a demurrer to the bill
upon the face of which no substantial restraint of competition or monopoly in any
line of commerce appeared. Here, however, the testimony shows that the complainant has a monopoly under its patents
or projecting machines so that if no films
not manufactured by complainant can be
used upon these machines the complainant
will obtain an absolute monopoly of the
film business in spite of the fact that its
patent on films has expired.
Comes Under Clayton Act
" If the provisions of the Clayton Act
mean anything at all this case falls within
them and the restrictions as to use of films
other than complainant's with the projecting machines are, therefore, void. Indeed,
the Report of the Judiciary Committee of
the House concerning the Clayton Act
shows that its purpose is to reach the film
monopoly. A portion of this report, quoted
by Judge Dyer in his opinion in United
States V. United Shoe Machinery Co., 227
Fed. 507, is as follows :
Where the concern making these contracts is
already great and powerful, such as the United
Shoe Machinery Company, the American Tobacco
Company, and the General Film Company, the
exclusivebecomes
or " tying
madeagencies
with local
dealers
one "of contract
the greatest
and
instrumentalities of monopoly ever devised by the
brain of man. . It completely shuts out competitors, not only from the trade in which they are
engaged already, but from the opportunities to
build up trade in any community where these
great and powerful conditions are appearing under
this system and practice.
" Judge Sessions has held in the case of
Elliott Machine Co. v Center, 227 Fed. 126,
that this act apphes to contracts made before the passage of the act and we think
his opinion justified by decisions of the Supreme Court on which he relied. Louisville
and Nashville Railroad Co. v Mottley, 21,
U. S. 467; Armour Packing Co. v. United
States, 209 U. S. 56; Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington R. R. v. Schubert,
224 U. S. 603. In the case of United States
V. United Shoe Machinery Company, 227
Fed. 507, Judge Dyer reached the same
conclusion in regard to the Qayton Act.
" Inasmuch as the contract with the Precision Machine Company involved and restrained interstate commerce, it makes no
difference that the particular act of infringement occurred within the State of
New York, and the prohibitions of the
Clayton Act apply.
" Marienella v. United Booking Offices,
227 Fed. 170; Nash v. United States, 229
U. S. 373.
" It is urged that the defendant, Prague
Amusement Company, cannot rely upon the
license and repudiate its terms. It does not
rely upon the license but obtained a lease
of the machine from the owner, the Seventy-second Street Amusement Company,
which acquired it after having paid the pur-

chase price, and this freed the machine
from the unlawful restrictions. The remarks of this Court upon the motion for a
stay pending the decision of the appeal from
Judge Dickinson's decree in the criminal
prosecution for violation of the Sherman
Act, 225 Fed. 800, would be applicable to
the case if the restrictions we have held illegal had been held valid. Then it would
have been true that the defendant who was
using the patented article under a license
ccvliM not question the validity of the patent, or claim it lacked invention. These remarks are not applicable when the restrictions are held invalid and the article having been thus Irecd from all icstrictions
may be used at ihe will of the licensee.
" In view of the foregoing considerations
it is unnecessary to discuss the other defenses raised by the defendants and the decree
dismissing the
affirmed." were
The attorneys
for bill
the iscomplainant
Melville Church and George F. Scull, while
Edmund Wetmore, John B. Stanchfield and
Oscar W. Jeffery acted as counsel for the
defendants.
TOM

TERRISS SECURES OPTION ON
WHITESIDE FOR PICTURES
Tom Terriss, who produced the Unity
picture " My Country First," announces
that he has secured an option on all the
famous plays in which Walker Whiteside
has appeared, and also an option on the
personal appearance upon the screen of Mr.
Whiteside himself. Mr. Terriss will direct the Whiteside pictures and is negotiating for a studio of sufficient scope for his
Among the Whiteside triumphs in which
plans.
the actor is to appear under the Terriss
direction are " The Typhoon," " The Ragged Messenger,"
Beloved
Traitor,"
the latter
by Frank" The
Packard,
the author
of
" The Miracle Man," and several other
dramas in which Mr. Whiteside has endeared himself to the public the country
over. Mr. Terriss announces that these
photo-dramas will be released through the
Unity Sales Corporation, through an agreement made between himself and Andrew
J. Cobe, vice-president and general manager of the Unity concern. The Whiteside
productions, according to Mr. Terriss, will
be marked by originality and novelty both
in photography and artistry. Mr. Terriss
is now at work engaging a company of
sufficient
strength to support Mr. Whiteside.

MARIE EMPRESS IN "SIREN OF THE
Marie Empress is featured with Frank
Mayo in a forthcoming Knickerbocker Star
" of the Slums,"
Feature entitled " SLUMS
The Siren
an extravaganza
a husband's
tempt to cure hisbased
wife upon
of her
tendency atto
dramatize personal experiences. Miss Empress has the role of an actress with playwriting aspirations, who goes into the
slums for material.
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MELTING POT PICTURE PLANNED
BY SUNBEAM
Special to Motion Picturf. News.
Cleveland, O., June 17.
The Sunbeam Motion Picture Corporation has at last released the name and the
synopsis of its first picture. It is in eight
reels, with
is tothebemuch
called
"Hyphenated,"
deals
discussed
status of and
the
hyphenated American. An immigrant girl
comes to this country from Austria. An
immigrant boy comes here from Poland.
Both are subject to abuses at our gates
which are unwarrantable, considering that
all our forefathers were immigrants, fleeing from abuses.
These two strangers educate themselves,
become naturalized citizens, and marry,
joining in the melting pot to make, not the
hyphenated American, but the real American. Mitzi Hajos takes the part of the little Austrian girl, but the part of the boy
has not yet been allotted. The theme of
the play was suggested to Mr. Ridgewell
by an immigrant, now naturalized, who
writes the story with great heart interest.
During the course of the play the ship
guards, and army quarters are shown, and
our peaceful land is contrasted with the
war countries of Europe.
FLINTOM BACK IN KANSAS CITY
AFTER NEW YORK TRIP
A. D. Flintom, president of the Kansas
City Feature Film Company, has just returned from a short trip to New York
City. The Kansas City Feature Film Company is going to produce not so much
quantity this year as quality.
P. C. Reed, manager of the Kansas City
Feature F'ilm Company, recently made a
trip to Des Moines, Iowa, where he stayed
for two days visiting the Paramount headquarters at that city.

1 Middle Row: Fred. W. Hartmann,
i Sec'y Conv. Com.; J. H. Frundt,
I August Zilligan, Jr., Fred. Schaefer,
I Expo, and Finance Com. ; H. LieI berthal, Chairman Printing and
II
Bottom Row:Badge
HarryCom.
Hyman, M. S.
I
Johnson, Julius A. Alcock

Special Train Out of New York to Chicago for Convention
Exhibitors Can Travel Over New York Central on July 8 at Round Trip Rate of $40.30 —
Tickets Good for Any Return Train Except 20th Century
cars will be attached to New York Central
FOR the accommodation and greater
comfort of those who will attend the train No. 41 leaving at the same time.
The advantages of special arrangements
Sixth National Motion Picture Convention,
Chicago. July 10-18, a special train will be above outlined must be apparent to all,
principal among which are the pleasure of
provided over the New York Central Railroad on the following schedule :
traveling together and the opportunity to
discuss matters of mutual interest enroute.
Saturday, July 8. — Leave New York
(Grand Central Terminal), 1 p. m. ; AlTo co-operate, send your request for resbany, 4:25 p. m. ; Schenectady, 4:57 p. m. ;
ervation together with check covering railroad and Pullman charges to W. V. D'room
Lifsey,
Utica, 6:47 p. m. ; Syracuse, 8:15 p. m. ;
Rochester,
A. G. P. A., New York Central Railroad,
P'rom 10:04 p. m.
ROUND TRIP RAILROAD FARE AND ONE WAY PULLMAN FARES
Railroad
Lower berth
Compt.
Upper berth
New
York
Albany
3.60
16.00
4.50
13.00
32.20
Schenectady
31.50
3.60
4.50
$40.30
4.00
16.00
14.00
3.20
11.50
28.40
Utica
13.00
10.00
$5.00
$14.00
2.80
3.50
26.30
$4.00
$18.00
Syracuse
23.00
2.40
8.50
11.00
Rochester
21.00
3.00
8.50
11.00
3.00
Buffalo
Sunday, July 9. — Leave Buffalo, 12 :02 a.
m. ; arrive Chicago, 11:50 a. m.
This train will have club car and dining
cars, and the schedule will enable up-state
members to avail themselves of this train
and join the Convention party.
Railroad tickets at fare quoted are good
on any train returning excepting the 20th
Century Limited. They are limited for return to reach original starting point not
later than July 19lh. A minimum of one
and one-half railroad tickets is required for
the exclusive use of a compartment and
two railroad tickets for a drawing-room.
Compartments accommodate two persons
and drawing-rooms three persons.
There must be one hundred in the party
to secure a special train ; otherwise, special

1216 Broadway, New York City, who will
also be glad to give any further information desired. Sam Spedon is in charge of
transportation.
JUANITA HANSEN TO HAVE OWN
COMPANY
Juanita Hansen, who is now appearing
in the American serial " The Secrets of
the Submarine," is to be given her own
company and director to produce love-interest dramas as soon as the serial is completed. This will be her first appearance
in a romantic subject, having played comedy leads with Kolb and Dill and Ford
Sterling, and adventure in " The Martyrs
of the ."Mamo " and "The Secret of the
Submarine."
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Company Is in the Market to Pay $1,000 Each for One Hundred Photoplays Submitted in the Form of One Thousand Word Synopses by Novelists and Playwrights of Recognized Ability — Offer Is in No Sense a Prize
Contest — Company Does Not Want Lurid Melodramas or Scenarios With Sex Theme
ANOTHER record was established by announcement at trained writers only be- and though the company's history has been
linked with the names of such great writers
the Famous Players Film Company,
cause we do not want anything but thousand-dollar ideas.
as Hall Caine, William J. Locke, Mark
pioneers in the production of a program of feature plays, in its announcement
Twain, Anthony Hope, Israel Zangwill,
" As each script is submitted to our photoplay department, it will be read, judged
Robert Hichens, Henry Arthur Jones,
that it would pay $1,000 each for one hundred photoplay ideas — a total investment of on' its intrinsic merits without reference to Clyde Fitch, Richard Harding Davis and
any other preferred idea. There will be others of equal prominence, nevertheless,
$100,000 in original photoplay ideas. The
scripts are to be submitted in the form of no placing the script aside to wait for the
it can be authoritatively stated that the
thousand word synopses, thus offering the final comparison with hundreds of others
author's reputation will have absolutely
successful authors compensation at the which have passed the first reading. Nor
no bearing on the acceptance or rejection
rate of a dollar a word — a rate hitherto
will there be any special judges engaged
of any of the one hundred scripts. Phofor the work of passing on the merits of
confined to only a very few of the greattoplay values are the only essential factors
est writers of our time.
the ideas. Scripts will be judged solely
in determining the merits of the ideas.
The announcement, which is being made
on the standards best suited to prescribe
" We are excluding the general public
for the needs of the company.
through several of the leading magazines
because it is our experience that less than
of the highest literary standards and
Kind of Plots Not Wanted
one per cent, of the so-called scripts subthrough the book review departments of
mitted by amateur writers are worth readsome of the leading newspapers, has been
" It will not be easy for even the clevering. The rest are absolutely worthless and
est
authors
to
earn
the
remarkable
rate
of
directed through these channels because the
a v/aste of time. Rather than wade through
a dollar a word which we have offered,
producers are anxious only to receive
thousands
of samples of that sort of matescripts from authors of recognized merit.
for the scripts must meet certain well-derial, we are anxious to confine ourselves
fined restrictions. We are anxious to exclusively
The offer is in no sense a prize contest.
to the works of trained authors.
avoid lurid dramas of the objectionable
" We have scrupulously avoided the
" Our position in this matter does not
sex variety and we do not want political,
mean that we believe the amateur writer
' prize contest ' in making this announceto be a totally negligible quantity. It is
ment," declared Adolph Zukor, president of religious or other controversial subjects.
We also prefer ideas which are especially
the Famous Players organization, " because
unquestionably true that the amateur writer
suitable for Mary Pickford, Marguerite
we consider the contest to be very unfair
occasionally strikes a good idea — that is,
to the authors who submit scripts on that
Clark, Pauline Frederick, Hazel Dawn,
the germ of a good idea. But it is almost
basis. Lured by the bait of some fair Ann Pennington and our other stars — but impossible for him to weave a story that
we do not insist that the ideas be confined
stipend offered as the first prize, they are
is intrinsically worth presentation on the
solely to plots necessitating feminine stars.
feature screen.
forced to compete on a ' heads I win and
tails you lose ' plan, because if they fail to Any really great or unusual plot will be
"That is a job for the experienced ficwin the prize they receive very negligible
accepted no matter whether for men or
tionist and playwright. But, as we have
women stars, provided it embodies an idea
offers for their work if it proves acceptapledged ourselves to pay a thousand dolble at all.
lars for each of the hundred scripts which
which is intrinsically worth a thousand dollars to the company.
we accept, we feel that we are amply justiWant Best Stories or Nothing
fied in limiting our offer to the literary
"Although we have restricted our announcement to authors of proven merit.
" In this case, however, we are making a
flat proposition that we have appropriated
$100,000 for the purpose of acquiring one
hundred original scenarios which we conPhotodramatists Plan Outing profession."
at Bayshore on June 24
sider to be worth $1,000 each to us. It
At Invitation of Edward J. Montagne of Vitagraph Studios That Particular Beauty Spot of
is a matter of no importance to us whether
Long Island Is Selected for the Event
one writer earns the entire $100,000 or
rected by Ralph Ince. Planning big things
whether it is divided among one hundred
THE Photodramatists, formerly the Edwriters. We want the best ideas that
for the coming year, an entertainment
Au Club, numbering among its members the most prominent writers for the committee composed of Mrs. L. Case Rusmoney can buy and we want nothing but
sel, chairman, C. Doty Hobart of Famous
the best. Therefore we have definitely
screen, have reached the age-old conclucommitted ourselves to pay $1,000 each for
Players and Edward J. Montagne of Vitasion that " all work and no play " may
affect them as it did the immortal Jack,
acceptable scripts and we will reject everygraph, was appointed.
and at a meeting held on the 8th of June,
The club, which already numbers among
thing that does not measure up to our
decided
to
enjoy
an
outing
and
general
its members the best-known writers and
standards. There is no middle ground —
reunion.
directors for the screen, plans to open its
it is the best or nothing.
doors to the established writers of fiction
At the invitation of Edward J. Mon"
But
since
this
is
not
a
prize
contest,
and drama who are entering the photoplay
there is no time limit on the submission of tagne of the Vitagraph's Bayshore studios,
field.
that particular beauty spot of Long Island
the ideas — we are always open to the rewas chosen as a Mecca, a shore dinner to
ceipt of scripts until the one hundred thouAmong the members present were Presifollow after the pilgrims have paid their
sand dollars has been exhausted. Theredent Howard Young, of Metro, Vicefore there is no reason for an author subdevotions at the shrine of Director Ralph
President Arthur Leeds, recently scenario
Ince.
mit ing ahalf-baked idea to us, as writers
editor for Edison, Mrs. Mary Louise Farhave ample time in which to work out the
June 24 was set for the pilgrimage.
ley, secretary of the club; Charles T. DaRecreant members of The Photodramatists
polishing up of their ideas.
zey,
author of ' that twenty-year-old suctake notice, and send in reservations if in" Furthermore, the authors can submit
ces , "In Old Kentucky" ; Mable Heikes
tending to join the carayan. Addre* the Justice, well-known story writer. Equitheir scripts without the fiear that they
table was represented by Cecelie Peterson,
will be accepted or rejected according to secretary, Mrs. Mary Louise Farley, 607
their relative merits as compared with the W. 136th street.
Metro
by June Mathis as well as PresiAfter an address by L. Case Russell, the
dent Young; Famous Players by C. Doty
works of thousands of ' contestants.'
club members were treated to a showing
Hobart, Vitagraph by George Plympton,
There will be no spectacular photographs
of stacks of manuscripts almost completely
of the latest Vitagraph Blue Ribbon FeatCharles Reese and Mr. Montagne; Sunfilling an entire suite of offices while one
beam by Director George Ridgwell ; Thanure, "The Destroyers," adapted to the
screen by Edward J. Montagne from a houser by Agnes Johnson, while the free
of the judges bears aloft the prize-winning
script. We have purposely directed our
story by James Oliver Curwood, and di- lance writers were well represented.
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DOROTHY KELLY PROVES A MISTRESS IN THE ART OF MAKE-UP
AT VITAGRAPH
Dorothy
the little \'itagraph
ing woman,Kelly,
has established
herself inleadthe
course of the taking of Louis Joseph
N ance's serial, " The Secret Kingdom," as
one of the most efficient makeup artists
among all the actresses of the Vitagraph
studio.

Dorothy

Kelly (Vitagraph)

In her part as Inez in " The Secret Kingdom," Miss Kelly, who is the " villainess,"
assumes many disguises. She appears as
a little old lady, as a parlor maid, as a
widow, as an innocent ingenue in whose
little pink mouth butter wouldn't melt on
an August Sunday, and then as herself,
the beautifully wicked Inez, bent upon fortune through the devious channels of intrigue and, if necessary, theft and murder.
Inasmuch as the versatile and vivacious
Dorothy manages to circulate all around
the studios when she's waiting for a scene,
any of her unlimited number of friends
in the various departments have had shocks
lately, for she has appeared in so many
differing aspects and forms, that if you
see a strange lady crossing the Quadrangle,
you can take it for granted it's Dorothy
Kelly in another disguise for " The Secret
Kingdom."
CHARLIE CHAPLIN GIVES MARIE
DORO MINIATURE CAMERA
Marie Doro, the star of the Jesse L.
Lasky Feature Play Company, recently was
the hostess of a party of photoplay stars,
directors and producers at her home in
Hollywood, California: The occasion was
a house-warming by Miss Doro and her
husband, Elliott Dexter, who have recently completed furnishing their home. One
of the features of Miss Doro's house is
that she has provided a miniature theatre
on the lower floor to which, following supper and dancing, the guests adjourned to
see some interesting motion pictures.
Miss Doro, who has become a great enthusiast, not only in acting for motion pictures but in the actual making of them,
was surprised at the close of the supper
when Charlie Chaplin, who was one of
the guests, arose in his seat and after a
short address presented the star with a
miniature motion picture camera he had
specially constructed for her.
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Kansas City Will Have Screen Club with Seventy Members
Exhibitors, Exchangemen and Supply Men Will Gather for Promotion of Social and
Business Interests — Pearson Is President and Harden Is Secretary
Special to Motion Picture News.
Joe Gilday, of the WilHs Wood, also
Kansas City, Mo., June 17. spoke heartily of the merits of a Screen
KANSAS CITY is to have a Screen
Club. " Some people think I'm a bear and
Club. This is the most welcome
a grouch, but if you organize a Screen
announcement that has been made in KanClub and meet me there, you'll find I'm
sas City for many a day — and it will doubta regular
fellow,"washe full
said. of comments by
less mean more for the business of motion
The meeting
men who had visited other cities and noted
pictures than anything since the organization of the Amusement Association of
the success of Screen clubs there. New
Kansas.
York, Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha, the
The eighty men who gathered at the
coast, Texas — from everywhere came
Baltimore Hotel last week were full of West
reports of success. And Kansas City, one
enthusiasm for the enterprise. There was
of the best cities in the industry, without
one so far.
some difference of opinion as to the character the organization should take, whether
The meeting had been arranged by a
committee consisting of E. C. Mills, E. R.
it would be wholly social, or partly business. But after the discussion had waged
Pearson and Joseph Gilday. After the rehalf an hour it was discovered that there
freshments, served at small tables where
was little difference after all — the chief
the visitors got well acquainted, E. R.
purpose was to secure a meeting place for
Pearson was elected temporary chairman.
social purposes of the men in the industry
He conducted the preliminary discussions.
Then E. C. Mills was given the floor and,,
— exhibitors, exchangemen, and supply men
in other lines than films.
in his trenchant way, he aroused excite" We want to come here and look into
ment to a high pitch. There was unanithe faces of the exchange managers, and
mous voting for the organization, and for
find out really what kind of fellows we
the temporary officers, who are as follows :
have been doing business with," said the
exhibitors.
E. R. W.
Pearson,
L. S. E.,
president;'
Charles
Harden,V. Metro,
secretary;
C.
S. Edwards, Jr., treasurer.
F. I. Buckingham, chief owner of the
The following committee was appointed
Apollo theatre, declared that his business
interests demanded his participation in any
on permanent organization : R. C. Cropenterprise that brought exchangemen and
per, George B. Harrison, Joseph Gilday, W.
B. Tuteur, F. I. Buckingham and E. R.
exhibitors together, for such co-operation,
Pearson.
even on a purely social basis, was bound
to build the business.
On this committee Mr. Cropper and Mr.
" I know what's going to make more
Pearson are exchange managers ; Mr. Harrison is writer for a producing company,
trade for
he said.We" It's
trade
for the
the Apollo,"
other theatres.
all more
want
and Mr. Gilday, Mr. Tuteur and Mr. Buckto see everybody prosper. If I had it in
ingham are exhibitors.
The treasurer has collected five dollars
my power to destroy all the other motion
picture houses in Kansas City except the
initiation fees from about seventy applicants for membership.
Apollo, I would certainly destroy the
C. S. Stevenson.
Apollo at the same time."
More Selig Athletics to Strong- Arm Public Interest
Second Series, Released Through V-L-S-E, Will Show, Among Other Things, a Wrestling
Match to a Finish Between Russian Mat Artist and Greek Champion
demonstration of correct training methods
THE second of the Selig Athletic series,
will not only be interesting but instructive
released through V-L-S-E, Inc., on
to lovers of the science and physical culJuly 3, will be as interesting and as entertaining in every respect as the first film,
ture.
the company declares.
Molla Bjurstedt and Mrs. May Sutton
CAPACITY HOUSES ARE DRAWN BY
Bundy, the greatest of women tennis play"CIVILIZATION" IN NEW YORK
ers, are presented in a closely contested
Aljsolute
capacity in the very first week
tennis match for the world's championship,
and
each
succeeding
week of its run has
and they also exhibit lightning-like accuracy in their serving.
been achieved practically from the premier
There is also a wrestling match to a of " Civilization," Thomas H. Ince's multiple reel production at the Criterion theatre.
finish between William Berne, the Russian
New York. Sixty additional chairs have
strong man, and William Demetral, the
been placed in the Criterion theatre filling
Greek champion. This contest for supremevery Ijit of available space and seats have
acy between two physically perfect gladiators cannot but arouse intense interest.
been placed on sale eight weeks in advance.
It has been found necessary to absolutely
Lovers of billiards will be pleased with
the pocket billiard match staged between
dispense with the free list, but the manJoe Concommon, champion billiard player
agement announce that a professional matinee
will
givenfuture
at 11 to
o'clock
mornof the Eastern States, and " Cowboy " Wesing in thebe near
take some
care of
the
ton.Jimmy Clabby, middleweight champion
members of the press and prominent men
and women of the motion picture world
boxer, demonstrates his training methods
and concludes with a glove contest with
who were unable to attend the opening invitation performance.
Joe Welling and Steve Kenney. Clabby's
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Paramount

William L. Sherry of New York Is Vice-President and James Steele of Pittsbm-gh Secretary and Treasurer —
Ex-President Hodkinson Is on the Board of Directors, with Steele and Raymond Pawley — Heads of Producing Companies Assure New President of Maintaining Artistic Standards

the annual meeting last week of the
stockholders of Paramount Pictures
Corporation, followed by a meeting
of newly elected directors, a new administration was chosen for the ensuing year.
The new officers are Hiram Abrams, of
Boston, president; William L. Sherry of
New York, vice-president; and James
Steele of Pittsburgh, secretary and treasurer. They succeed in the order named.
AT

" I was very gratified to receive these
offers of continued co-operation from the
producers. It is obvious their united support is essential to Paramount's success.
Their statements to me to-day set at rest
all rumors of the possibilities of their affiliation with any other film interest."
Mr. ment : Zukor gave out the following state-

the inception of this branch of the industry, he possesses a sympathetic and comprehensive understanding of the needs of
the greatest number of exhibitors. To supply these needs he has committed himself
to bend every energy, and I am confident

"I can only add to the statement issued
by Hiram Abrams, the newly elected president of the Paramount, which I have seen,
that his quotation of my promise to give
the new Paramount regime my sincerest

William L. Sherry

Hiram Abrams
William W. Hodkinson, James Steele and
Raymond Pawley. The directors include
the five men named above.
Mr. Abrams, who succeeds Mr. Hodkinson as president, has been active in the
administration of Paramount since its inception two years ago. Immediately after
his election Mr. Abrams notified Adolph
Zukor, president of the Famous Players
Film Company, Jesse L. Lasky and Samuel
Goldfish, president and treasurer, respectively, of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play
Company and the heads of the Pallas and
Oliver Morosco Photoplay companies of the
change of administration. The executives
of these companies, which release their productions through Paramount promised
their co-operation in making the new administration attractive to the exhibitors and
the photoplay public.
In a statement Mr. Abrams said :
"The constantly growing interest in the
motion picture throughout the country permits us to anticipate a most active era for
the Paramount Pictures Corporation in the
future. The heads of the various producing companies releasing through Paramount have assured me that they will make
every effort to surpass their artistic standards. On the roster of these companies
are the most noted stars of the stage and
screen, including Mary Pickford, Geraldine Farrar, Marguerite Clark, Marie Doro,
Pauline Frederick, Blanche Sweet and
many others.

I

J

James Steele
support is fully justified by my intentions
and desires.
"Speaking for the producers, I can offer
complete assurance that any change of
policy adopted by Paramount will be for
the advanced merit of the program and the
greater good of exhibitors. During its
former activities, the Paramount Pictures
Corporation has established a high standard for efficient distribution and co-operative service to exhibitors. It is in the nature of things that these principles should
go steadily forward. The producers are
determined to keep active pace with their
advancement by producing constantly better photoplays so that the productional and
distributing units of the program shall attain and maintain the highest possible degree of efficiency.
"Mr. Abrams has the unlimited confidence of the producers and exhibitors
throughout the country. Being one of the
oldest and most practical film men in the
world, and having been identified with the
distribution of feature productions from

that the whole-hearted support of the producers which will be extended him, will
aid in securing results which will be gratifying alike to producers, distributor, exhibitors and the photoplay public."
SUB-COMMITTEE
MEETS
TO DRAFT
PLAN FOR BOARD OF TRADE
W. W. Irwin, Lee W. Ochs, Jesse
Lasky, John J. Whittman, L. L. Levine,
J. H. Hallberg, W. S. Bush, Tracey Lewis
and Wm. A. Johnston, members of the
sub-committee appointed by the General
Committee on the new national trade association, met on Thursday, June 15, at
the offices of the V. L. S. E. to draft a plan
of organization. Attorney Wm. M. Seabury and Arthur S. Friend were also present.
A great deal of favorable progress was
made and the following committees were
appointed to meet at once and report
back to the general sub-committee : on Constitution and By-Laws, W. S. Bush, Arthur
S. Friend, L. L. Levine and William M.
Seabury; on ways and means of raising
an annual budget : W. W. Orwin, Lee W.
Ochs, J. H. Hallberg and Wm. A. Johnston.
TRIANGLE WILL OPEN EXCHANGE IN
TORONTO
From a reliable source it has been learned
that Toronto is to have another film exchange. The newest recruit to the business there will be the Triangle Company,
which, it is said, has completed arrangements to open offices in August. Two men
holding responsible positions in that city
ship.
are under consideration for the manager-
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Players Who Appear In Vogue - Mutual Comedies : (Left to Right) Arthur Moon, Alice Neice, Ben Turpin, Rena Rogers, Paddy McGuire, Madge Kirby,
and Jack Gaines
THREE

DETROIT HOUSES GO BACK
TO THE DAILY CHANGE
The Alhambra, the Garden and the
Strand theatres, Detroit, Mich., which some
months ago announced a poHcy of changing pictures only four times a week, have
renounced that plan and are back to the
policy of changing daily. One of the managers said to the News representative:
" We tried out running pictures two days
each, but we found that it was not a good
thing for a neighborhood house where you
get so many of your customers almost everj' night. Not alone that, but if you can
offer them seven pictures a week, you certainly have a much better chance to get
them oftener than if you can only offer
them four pictures weekly.
" You may save a little by running the
pictures two days, but you make up for
it by the losses of people not coming so
often. There are exceptional cases where
it pays to run pictures two days, but it is
not the best policy regularly, especially in
view of the increasing number of houses
that are invading every neighborhood. You
must remember that a neighborhood theatre has little transient trade to cater to —
hence it is very different from the downtown houses."

TAYLOR FINISHES "THE PARSON OF
PANAMINT" FOR MOROSCO
Special to Motion Picturk News.
Los Angeles, June 17.
Both of the Morosco-Pallas producing
companies have completed their subjects.
Director Frank E. Lloyd with Vivian Martin and company, filming "Nell of Thunder
Mountain,"
is home from the Pine Crest
mountain district.
Director William D. Taylor has finished
"The Parson of Panamint," and is now
busy cutting the film. Dustin Farnum appears as the parson, and goes after the title
held by his brother William for fight
scenes. The story opens in a city where
the parson fights a mob to protect one man,
and in the rough and tumble brawl, Farnum
gives a wonderful exhibition of hand-tohand fist warfare, throwing around his
husky combatants as though they were pygmies.
Edna Goodrich and Lenore Ulrich will in
all probability be starred in the next features. Dustin Farnum will remain here for
one more picture before leaving for a vacation, which he will spend at his home near
Bridgeport, Maine.

Offices
" Civilization
" Staff
in Necessary
New York
SuccessLarger
of the Ince
FeatureforMakes
Removal from Old
Quarters
— Executivie,
Publicity and Advertising Departments Will Be in Times Building
OWING to the success of Thomas H.
spread broadcast on behalf of " CiviliiaInce's " Civilization " at the Critetion." James Shesgrin, formerly with
rion theatre, New York, it has been found
Henry W. Savage and more recently with
Margaret Anglin, has been appointed house
necessary to take larger offices and to increase his executive and publicity staffs.
manager by Mr. Ince for the Criterion theAt present the booking end of " Civilizaatre during the run of " Civilization," and
later will enter the campaign publicity detion" isbeing handled in the suite of offices
partment with Robert Grau. Four of the
in the Longacre Building while the adverbest known publicity men, now engaged in
tising department is in the Eltinge Theatre
Building and the publicity department in New York, whose names will be announced
the Brokaw Building, but a deal has been
be sent on tour ahead of " Civclosed with H. H. Frazee which makes it later, willilization "companies
which are going out
in the early fall.
possible for the executive, advertising and
At the head of the New York publicity
publicity staffs to move into the Times
Building at Broadway and 42nd street
department will be Beulah Livingstone, formerly associated with Arthur Hopkiiis ;
next Thursday in the suite until now occuElizabeth Marbury, the Times Producing
pied by Mr. Frazee, who will move back
into his former offices in the Longacre TheCorporation, etc., who has the unique distinction of being the first young girl to be
atre Building on West Forty-eighth street.
A number of persons have been added to placed at the head of a motion picture publicity department in the metropolis. The
Mr. Ince's staff of " Civilization " promoters whose headquarters will be at the new
Chicagoboosted
showingby of
" is now
being
J. "L.Civilization
Barnard, who
will
offices, but J. Parker Read, Jr., will conact as general executive and promoter in
tinue, as heretofore, to be Mr. Thomas H.
Ince's
general matters.
and personal representative
manytion " is
of soon
the large
where
" Civilizain
all business
to be cities
shown.
Fifteen
office
Robert Grau will be general manager
and publicity assistants, stenographers and
other helpers have also been engaged by
for both the mammoth national and international publicity campaigns about to be Mr. Ince for the new offices.
Grace Carlyle with Rita Jolivet for Morosco Subject
Actress Who Appeared on Speaking Stage in " Midchannel " with Ethel Barrymore Is
Cast as Eleanor Williamson in " An International Marriage," for Paramount Release
Prior to her appearance on the screen,
GRACE CARLYLE,
knownandamong
trons of both the screen
stage pafor
Miss Carlyle attained success on the speaking stage during her career of seven years.
her talent and beauty, has become affiliated
Her appearance included engagements with
with the Oliver Morosco Photoplay Company at Los Angeles. Miss Carlyle will Ethel Barrymore in " Midchannel," with
make her debut under the Morosco brand
Hattie William in " The Girl He Couldn't
in Rita Jolivefs new film vehicle, " An In- Leave Behind Him," with Rose Stahl in
ternational Marriage," a forthcoming re- " Maggie Pepper," with John Drew in " The
Prodigal Husband " and more recently with
lease by George Broadhurst, on the Paramount program.
Elsie
Ferguson
Margaret
Schiller."
In
stock
she receivedin "wide
experience
at Elich
A strange coincidence in connection with
Gardens, Denver, and in Los Angeles.
Miss Carlyle's new engagement is the fact
that through it she has renewed an old
In " An International Marriage," as Eleanor Williamson she will appear in direct
friendship formed years ago with Courtenay Foote, who also makes his debut as a contrast to Rita Jolivct, who plays a carefree daughter of a wealthy American.
Morosco player in this photoplay. Incidentally Miss Carlyle is a stage artist who
has not come to the motion picture field HERALD MAN GOES TO PARAMOUNT
Coolidge W. Streeter, formerly of the
and immediately claimed she preferred the
New York Herald, is now on the editorial
screen to the stage. " It is difficult to have
staff of the Paramount Pictures Corporaa preference between the two," said she retion in the .Pictograph department.
cently. Each has an enjoyable contrast."
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Scenes from Three Unity Productions: "My Country First"; "Diana"; "The Marriage Bond"
STUNT WITH WIRE CABLE ACROSS
CANYON PUTS DIZZY THRILL IN
" SUBMARINE "
A wire cable had to be stretched across
a canyon two hundred feet wide and over
two hundred feet deep and a cabin with two
rooms constructed on one edge of the
chasm in order to get the proper effect for
one of the big scenes in the ninth chapter
of " The Secret of the Submarine."
Several members of the company traveled
across the cable in a little iron car which
seemed pitifully inadequate while it was
suspended over the canyon, but it remained
for Tom Chatterton, as Lieut. Hope, U. S.
N. to furnish the climax.
In order to reach Cleo Burke (Juanita
Hansen) who is imprisoned on the other
side, Chatterton started over the cable
hanging only by his hands and with nothing between him and the rocks below.
When he is half way across, the cable is
cut by Mahlin (George Webb) and the suspended man had an actual drop of twentyfive feet before he was brought up sharply
by the safety attachment.
"SHOP GIRL" AND "KERNEL NUTT"
FROM "V" JUNE 26
Vitagraph release through V-L-S-E for
the week of June 26, consist of "The Shop
Girl," a five part Blue Ribbon feature with
Edith Storey and Antonio Moreno, and a
one
comedyFrank
of Daniels
the "Kernel
Nutt"
seriespart
in which
is starred.
"The Shop Girl" was picturized from the
C. N. and A. M. Williamson novel by
George D. Baker, and the supporting cast
includes Lillian Burns, Thomas Mills,
Josephine Earle, Harold Foshay, Templer
Saxe, and Edward Dunn. In "Kernel Nutt
in
AliceMexico,"
WashburnMr.andDaniels
Adele is
De assisted
Garde. by
PLAYW( RIGHT) TULLY ADMITS HE'S
WRONG IN TRIANGLE SUIT
Richard Walton Tully, the playwright,
who asked the Supreme Court of New
York for an injunction against the Triangle Film Corporation, alleging that the
copyright of his play, "The Bird of Paradise," has been interfered with in the production of the Triangle feature, "Alhoha
Oe," has asked leave to discontinue the
action. Permission was granted, Mr. Tully
paying all costs.

Many Stars in Films from General, Week of June 2 6- July 1
They Include Eugenie Besserer, Harry Mestayer, Francis X. Bushman, Gerda Holmes, Mary
Pickford, Charles H. Mailes, L. C. Shumway, Dorothy Barrett, and Mabel Trunnelle
the stellar role, assisted by Harry Millarde.
IN the announcement of the weekly program of the General Film Company for
" The Return of John Boston," a Lubin
June 26-July 1, inclusive, are found the
three-part drama, is first on Thursday's
program. Golden Madden and George
names of Eugenie Besserer, Harry
Routh have the important roles in this
Mestayer, Francis X. Bushman, Gerda
Holmes, Mary Pickford, Charles H.
production. Selig-Tribune and " Better
Mailes, L. C. Shumway, Dorothy Barrett,
Halves,"
a Vim comedy, will conclude the
day's releases.
Mabel Trunnelle, Richard Tucker, Dorothy
Gish, Charles West, Golden Madden,
On Friday is released " The Head of the
House," a three-part drama made by
George Routh, Alice Hollister, Frank
Knickerbocker
Star Features, with Frank
Mayo, Lillian West, Harry Millarde, Tom
Mayo and Lillian West in the titular roles.
Mix, Victoria Forde, Warda Howard,
Ernest Maupain, Charles Kent, Belle
This will be followed by " Setting the
Bruce, Gordon Gray, Thomas R. Mills,
Fashion," one of Kalem's " Sis Hopkins "
series, after which will be shown VitaCharles Wellsley and Jack Pickford.
Selig's " The Sacrifice," a three-reel
graph's " Losing Weight " and Vim's " For
drama, heads the program for the week.
Value Received," comedies in one reel each.
Two Essanay stars, Warda Howard and
In this Eugenie Besserer and Harry
Ernest
Maupain, will be greeted in the
Mestayer share titular honors. This picfirst picture, shown Saturday, " The Reture will be followed by " The Foxy Trotgeneration of Margaret," a three-part
ters," aVitagraph one part comedy, which
drama. " Edison Bugg's Invention," a
precedes a chapter of the famous SeligTribnne, telling pictorially all the big news
Lubin comedy in one part, and " Under
the Barrel," from the same studio, will
of
the
day.
"
The
Unwelcome
Guest,"
a
Biograph reissue in one part, featuring
supply
humor
day.parts,
" Letitia,"
Vitagraph
dramafor inthethree
with ana
Mary Pickford, Charles H. Mailes and
all-star
cast,
including
Charles
Kent,
Belle
Jack Pickford, follows. " No Place Like
Bruce, Gordon Gray, Thomas R. Mills and
Jail," a one-part comedy from the Lubin
studio, will close the day.
Charles Wellsley, will precede " The Engineer's Honor," an episode of the " HazEssanay's " The Voice in the Wilderards of Helen " series from Kalem. The
nes ," areissue of a very successful drama
program for the first day in July will be
in two parts, featuring Francis X. Bushman and Gerda Holmes, will be shown
closed with Selig's " The Girl of Gold
first on the screen Tuesday. " The Explorer," aKalem comedy, will add spice
PATTERSON ENTERTAINS MEYERto the program of that day, which is also
FIELD AT UNIVERSAL CITY
bulwarked by Lubin's " Out of the
Morris
Meyerfield, Jr., president of the
Flotsam," a two-part drama, in which L. C.
Gulch." theatres, was entertained at UniShumway and Dorothy Barrett are seen
Orpheum
versal City last week by E. G. Patterson,
in the principal roles. This will be followed by Edison's " The Southerners," in secretary of the big film concern. The
head of the greatest vaudeville chain of
three parts. Mabel Trunnelle and Richard
Tucker have the chief parts.
theaters in the world exhibited keen interest in the work of the twenty-six producWednesday's releases are led by Kalem's
ing companies at Universal City.
comedy, " When Opportunity Knocks."
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of TURKS AT CLOSE RANGE BY EFFORTS
St. Louis will furnish additional entertainOF EDWARDS
ment. "A Fair Rebel," released by BioNelson B. Edwards, staff cameraman of
graph, in three parts, will follow, featuring
the Hearst International News Pictorial,
Dorothy Gish and Charles West. Then
with the Turkish army at Constantinople,
will come Kalem's first five-reel feature,
released through General Film Service,
has secured some unusual pictures, showunder the new policy. This is entitled
ing Turkish war activities "close up," it
is said.
" The Lotus Woman." Alice Hollister has
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Small Attendance at Michigan Meet, but Lots of " Pep "
Officers Elected Are: President, August Kleist; Vice-Presidents, J. M. Neal, S. A. Moran
and H. L. Rahn; Secretary, A. J. Moeller; and Treasurer, George Thatcher
Special to Motion Picture News.
the annual convention in Detroit. The fact
Detroit, Tune 17. cannot be denied that Detroit being the
headquarters of the state film exchanges
A LTHOUGH the attendance of members at the annual convention of the attendance there would be much larger
than in any other city in Michigan. For
Michigan State Branch, No. 4,^ Motion Picthat reason the December meeting should
ture E.xhibitors League of America, held
at the Hotel Wenonah, Bay City, June 13 be a whopper for attendance.
Officers were elected as follows : presiand 14, was not as large as had been anticipated by the officers, there was a marked
dent, August Kleist, Mt. Clemens ; vicepresidents, J. M. Neal, Lansing, S. A.
spirit of enthusiasm on the part of those
Moran, Ann Arbor and H. L. Rahn, Bay
who did put in an appearance. There
were two executive sessions and one open
City ; secretary, A. J. Moeller, Howell, and
treasurer, George Thatcher, Bay City. Mr.
session. It was really Tuesday afternoon
Simpson of Bay City was elected national
before the convention got under way, and
this first session was given almost entirely
vice-president. Seven delegates were
elected to the national convention.
to the reports of the officers, the standing committees and the appointment of
At the afternoon session, President Herrington of the National organization, spoke
special convention committees. Tuesday
on the moving picture industry, past, presevening was spent in seeing the sights —
ent and future ; on the work of his assomotoring — and visiting the various theatres.
ciation, emphasizing the great importance
Wednesday morning was really the best
session. The members voted unanimously
of co-operation between exhibitors, exchanges and the producers. Peter Jeup
to resume semi-annual meetings and it was
also spoke in the afternon on what the
voted to hold the next semi-annual meeting in the city of Detroit, which would
Michigan association had done, and especome on the second Tuesday of December.
cially regarding unfavorable legislative
matters.
Al. U. Thornburg.
It was also unanimouslv decided to hold
Blache Will Pay $1,000 for Script, If He Gets First Pick
He and Madame Blache Will Shortly Open Their " Greater Blache Studios " Adjoining the
Present Blache-Solax Stages and Produce for World and Pathe
Madame and Herbert Blache will shortly
<*T am willing to pay $1,000 apiece for
* good dramatic scenarios," states Heropen
their " Greater Blache Studios " adbert Blache to the Motion Picture News.
joining the present Blache-Solax studio on
Lemoine Avenue, Fort Lee, N. J. The
■"In fact, I would rather pay $1,000 to good
feature writers who will give me first
" Greater Blache Studios " will produce
choice of their work, than a lesser sum.
dramatic features for World and Pathe, in
But I must have first choice and the work
addition to the programs with whom they
have present arrangements. It is due to
must be the writer's best. I have no objection to writers who sell $1,000 stories to
this additional production work — which
me writing for as many other producers
starts the moment the " Greater Blache
as they please, but they must first present
Studios " are opened — that Mr. Blache
all their dramatic themes to me if they
needs so many good scenarios of the strictly feature order and is willing to interest
want $1,000 right along for their plays.
all the bigger writers of moving picture
With that simple understanding, I am willing to give $1,000 for every dramatic
scenarios, but the figure will be as cheertheme I can use, and I accordingly hope to
fully paid to an unknown if he can furnish
surround myself with the best staff of the right kind of material that will meet
all requirements.
scenario contributors in the country."
giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiifliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiii»
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AUTHORSHIP OF A METRO BY AN
UNKNOWN WOMAN IS VEILED IN
MYSTERY
Mystery veils the identity of the writer
of " The River of Romance," the MetroYorke screen play in five parts, which
Harold Lockwood and May Allison are
now producing. The book of the same
name, from which Director Henry Otto
adopted the photoplay, was published under
the nom de plume of E. J. Rath.
Director Otto has made every effort to
learn who the writer is. His inquiries
brought him the information that the writer
of " The River of Romance" is the wife of
a United States Senator. More than that
he was unable to ascertain despite thorough
investigation.
Picture rights to the book were secured
through a man acting as the agent of the
authoress. He allowed the Yorke Film
Corporation to use the story only on the
condition that the talented authoress remain unknown. This agent, other than to
confirm the fact that the authoress was the
wife of a Senator, would say nothing conr
cerning her.
SET OF LOUIS XIV FURNITURE FOR
INGE GULVER GITY STUDIO
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 17.
To the property equipment of the Ince
Culver City studio, has been added a complete dining room set of Louis XIV furniture. Itwas all imported, and by critics
is spoken of as the handsomest, costliest
and rarest of its kind in the country. It
was purchased on the recommendation of
the art director, and shortly will be used
in scenes.
Additional workmen were added to the
corps now engaged in the building of the
Ince Culver City plant last week, when
they took up the building of a new carpenter shop. This department has been
located temporarily in one of the open air
stages, and as soon as the building, 60 by
150 feet, can be completed, the large number of machines will be moved there. This
building, like all others at the plant, will
be of fireproof construction and up to date
in every respect.

By
Typical
Examples
of
Posters
Issued

the
Paramount
Pictures
Corporation
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LOCKWOOD AND MAY ALLISON
NEARLY DROWN IN ST.
LAWRENCE
Harold Lockwood saved himself and
May Allison, his co-star in Metro-Yorke
photoplays, from possible drowning in the
St. Lawrence River recently. The MetroYorke company were in the Thousand Islands, making exteriors for " The River of
Romance."

Harold Lockwood and May Allison, Metro, at
the Thousand Islands
Mr. Lockwood and Miss Allison were
out for a row in a skiff when the Steamer
Toronto hove in sight. She threw a high
swell in her wake and the skiff was capsized. Mr. Lockwood kept himself and
Miss Allison afloat until they were rescued.
"WOODSMEN" ON CHICAGO STREETS
HERALD "GOD'S COUNTRY"
Gordon Laurence, publicity manager for
the Chicago V-L-S-E office, recently put
over a winning stunt for " God's Country
and the Woman," when the picture was
running at the Fine Arts, Chicago. He
liired two men dressed as woodsmen of the
North to parade about the streets in the
Michigan avenue district. Then attracted
great attention, and won space in the newspapers.

PICTURE

of Valeska Suratt, Soon to be
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Election of Officers in Pittsburgh Screen Club on July 2
Members Expect a Lively Voting Contest, as Candidates Are Electioneering with Zeal
and Excitement in the Organization Runs High
Special to Motion Picture News.
blum. Official Organizer : Max W. Herring.
Pittsburgh, Pa., June 17.
Board of Governors, three-year term :
G. R. Ainsworth, M. Feitler, George
THE election of officers of the Pittsburgh Screen Club will be on.e of the
Sweitzer.
liveliest' affairs ever held by the organizaBoard of Governors, two-year term :
tion.
Charles Seltzer, George Oldfield, C. W.
In some cases there are four or more
Eckhardt, John McAleer and John Long.
candidates for office, and when the election
Board of Governors, one-year term :
is held, on July 2, there should be no end
Mayer Silverman, D. L. Harmon and A. J.
Barthell.
of interest displayed, as all of the candiA number of important speeches were
dates are out electioneering, and excitement runs high.
made by the members of the Screen Club
Among the candidates are the following:
at the last meeting, when the various men
were nominated for office.
For President: H. B. Kester, A. W.
Cross, A. H. McClelland, Charles Seltzer.
Mr. McAleer stated that the passive submission to the fines imposed on the film
For Vice-President : H. A. Lande, J. P.
Donovan and G. R. Ainsworth.
men by the aldermen before whom the
cases had been tried has disappeared. The
Secretary : William Mayer.
fines are not permitted to go unnoticed as
Treasurer : Charles Reamer, David
in the past.
Simon, Mayer Silverman and John Long.
G. L. McCoy, Jr.
Corresponding Secretary: 'M. J. KornEducationals May Be Shown in Louisiana Rural Schools
Representative Leopold Introduces Measure Authorizing Their Exhibition, with Idea of
Teaching Children to Appreciate Good Pictures — Plan Will Help Theatre Attendance
Special to Motion Picture New^.
been attempted. What Louisiana has at
Baton Rouge, La., June 16. present is a " traveling " moving picture
show, one on wheels, which accompanies an
REPRESENTATIVE Simon Leopold
has introduced in the Louisiana leg- agricultural educator on his trips throughout the various parishes. A parish, let it
islature abill authorizing the exhibition of
educational pictures in the schools of the
be explained, corresponds to a county in
rural districts. Part of the measure is as
other states. This " traveling " show has
follows :
accomplished
much Representative
good. PerhapsLeopold
that's
one
of the reasons
" To authorize the State Board of Eduwants
to
broaden
the
moving
picture
work.
cation to provide films and slides and arrange for their distribution in the various
The only stumbling block in the present
bill seems to be the $10,000 appropriation.
parishes (counties) ; to create a department to have supervision of this work ; and
In these "hard" times, it's hard work to
get the state to appropriate anything unless
to Exhibitors
appropriate in$10,000
to
finance
it."
this territory are not at it's badly needed. The new administration
all antagonistic to this bill ; as a matter of has been pledged to economy, also. But
fact they favor it. Under the terms of it is thought some plan could be devised
this law, the films would be shown only to put Mr. Leopold's measure through.
in rural schools. Thus the children would
VAN DYKE FILM BUYS KALEM
be in a measure taught to appreciate good
STUDIO
pictures. This probably would mean more
The Van Dyke Film Producing Company
business for the exhibitor.
has recently purchased the old studio of
Louisiana has used moving pictures before in educating her rural citizens, but
the Kalem Company in New York at 251
West Nineteenth street.
nothing so broad as the present bill has
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Louise
" The Myrtle
Grasp Gonzalez
of Greed in"
(Left andLovely
right) inCenter,
" The Secret of the Swamp "
THOMPSON, LABORATORY CHIEF FOR
DIXON, IS EXPERT CHEMIST
Thomas Dixon arrived in Los Angeles
on June 14 and went at once into conference with his chief photographer, William
C. Thompson, at the Dixon Studios and
Laboratories, combining discussion of plans
for the opening of " The Fall of a Nation "
at Clune's Auditorium, with preparations
for the new feature which Mr. Dixon will
produce as soon as the various touring
companies are organized. Air. Thompson
reported the success of several experiments
he has been making while his associates
have been in the east launching the production at the Liberty theatre. He has
been " pulling an Edison " at the new laboratories built for him by the National
Drama Corporation, rarely being absent
from them more than six hours a day.
Mr. Thompson got his start in the chemical laboratories at Columbia University.
After he got his degree his work attracted
so much attention that he was admitted
to the American Chemical Society and
other organizations of scientists.
MAGNER

WILL HANDLE IVANS IN
SAN FRANCISCO
The Nat Magner Company, which has
ofifices in the Pacific Building, San Francisco, has made arrangements to handle releases of the Ivan Film Productions, Inc.,
in that territory, the deal having been conNew York. summated on Mr. Magner's recent visit to
This concern has also purchased the business and stock of the New Film Corporation, 120 Golden Gate Avenue, and has
taken over additional offices.
REUBEN IS ROADMAN FOR BARR IN
LOUISIANA TERRITORY
A. S. Reuben, motion picture editor of
the New Orleans Daily States, forsook the
Fourth Estate last week for the "Fifth
Estate.' He goes to Maurice F. Barr of
Bluebirds, Inc., as roadman, having Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas and part of Alabama as his territory.
Mr. Reuben will sell " Peg o' The Ring,"
the Universal serial being released in that
territory through Bluebirds, Inc.

Universal to Copyright Up-to-the-Minute Animated Films
AU Views of the Republican Convention in Chicago WiU Thus Be Protected from Theft —
Editor Cohn Presents Hughes with Set Showing Nominee
vention, the Animated Weekly covered the
THEobtaining
Universal's
Animatedso Weekly
photographs
up to theis proceedings from every angle and had a
minute that Editor Jack Cohn is taking care
moving picture camera continuously during
to have them copyrighted.
the sessions. With this privilege, the AniWhile in Washington, D. C. recently.
mated Weekly obtained the pictures that
Cameraman U. K. Whipple succeeded in were shown in the Strand, Rialto, Broadgetting such excellent pictures of President
way and other New York theatres.
Wilson that Cohn decided to have them
When the Republican candidate, Charles
Evans Hughes, came to New York, after
protected by copyright. Later he sent
the nomination. Cameraman Whipple took
Whipple to Oyster Bay, where Roosevelt
a series of pictures of him on the roof of
posed especially for the Animated Weekly.
the Hotel Astor. The New York Sun,
Finding that some of these pictures were
Press and several Sunday papers eagerly
being stolen, Cohn resolved to put an end
sought and used them in their publications.
to it by copyrighting all the pictures which
were taken at the Republican Convention
Editor Cohn presented the candidate with
at Chicago, and all others taken during the
a set of these pictures, and sent another set
to Washington to be copyrighted.
political campaign. During the first conHart in Story of Aztec Setting for Triangle Kay-Bee
Actor Is Giant Castilian Hero of Sixteenth Century Story, Elaborately Staged and Produced
—Hart Finishes Another Film Along International Boundary
Special to Motion Picture News.
Dorcas Matthews, Herbert Far jean, and
Los Angeles, June 17. Robert Courtman.
William Hart and company of players
The Aztec story made recently at Incewhich include Chas. K. French, William
ville starring William S. Hart, who has
Bray, George Stone and others, are home
alwa3'S appeared as a western hero, in an
entirely new role, is to be released shortly
from spending more than a week on the
barren wastes along the international
by Thomas H. Ince as a Triangle Kayboundary, south of El Centro, California.
Bee. The subject has been titled " The
The story being filmed gives Hart the part
Captive God," which refers to the part
of a free lance soldier.
played by Hart, that of a giant Castilian,
who when shipwrecked in the sixteenth
J. C. Jessen.
century, goes to a new land and there is
adopted by the people as their leader be- OF COURSE "THE MAN WHO TRIED
TO GROW YOUNG" COULD WITH
cause of his strength and wisdom. SetEUGENIE BESSERER IN THE LEAD
tings constructed for this film are of the
most expensive type and exceedingly large.
Eugenie Besserer has returned to Los
They represent early day architecture of
Angeles after acting parts in " The
the Aztec. Shorn of his six shooters,
Crisis," in Chicago and Vicksburg, Miss.
sombrero and chaps, Hart appears in this
She arrived home all enthusiasm regardpicture in a role that is entirely new for
ing her trip and "The Crisis," but greethim. The story was written by Monty
ings were scarcely over when Director
M. Katterjohn, and gives the actor and
Heffron's eye alighted on her with glee
supporting players a most interesting
and he exclaimed : "The very person I
romance with an atmosphere heretoneed," and without more ado she was cast
fore unused for the screen. Aiding
for an important part in the new Selig
Hart in this are Enid Markey, P. production, " The Man Who Tried To
D. Tabler, Dorothy Dalton, Robert McKim,
Grow Young."

July 1, 1916
AGENCY

HANDLES
PUBLICITY FOR
NASHVILLE EXHIBITORS
In more than one city, exhibitors are
finding it to their advantage to place the
handling of their publicity with advertising
agencies. Good results are obtained by
having trained writers prepare ad copy,
and look after the "planting" o£ stories
in the newspapers. This is possible, of
course, only in the larger cities. But the
principles of picture publicity are the same
everywhere, and some of them are neatly
stated in the following letter to Motion
Picture News from the Anderson Advertising Agency, Nashville.
" A realization
that your
energies
are directed in the benefit
of those
connected

with tlie motion picture industry in all its
ramifications, inpired this message from
one who represents a clientele of exhibitors
in this city with publicity and advertising
service.
" Our organ — Amusement News — ^is selfsupporting. A complete program of all the
local theatres is given, although subordinate to the interests of our clients. Cooperation has been cheerfully given by the
producing companies furnishing service to
our patrons and the paper promises to be
popular, especially with the feminine element toward whom we direct our main
volume of advertising.
" The stories about coming plays are a
bit more lengthy than we furnish the newspapers— with an obvious reason. We find
that a short, snappy story, gleaned from
reviews furnished by leading trade
journals, including Motion Picture News,
is the ideal medium to run in the amusement columns of local newspapers. Conditions here are a trifle slack and we could
exploit the ancient circus poster style without the least trouble, even in the news
columns, but such a method is decidedly
against our ethics. Our complaint we wish
to register is the manner in which advance
press matter is written — and some of the
larger companies are the chief offenders.
We are indebted
the timely
in " Motion
Picture toNews
writtenarticles
from
time to time by publicity men who are doing much to remedy the gross carelessness
of the producing end in not furnishing the
proper kind of copy, and also to your campaign in winning over the press to a more
reasonable viewpoint to our needs — which
is more space."
"IT WAS THIS
DECIDEDLY
A HIT," SAYS
EXHIBITOR
Editor, Motion Picture News,
New York City.
Dear Sir: I have thought for some
time that I should write a line to give
your magazine a boost, as I consider it
equal to any picture magazine I have
ever had and think I know most of them
in publication, as I have been a subscriber to them in the past. Your good
book reached me in the way of a sample
copy. I read it at once. "It Was Decidedly aHit."
You will have my subscription for a
year more. It is just right, splendid descriptions and all anybody could ask.
Very truly yours,
R. W. Jeslyn,
77 Bank Street, Lebanon, N. H.
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Rembusch Throws His Hat in the Ring for National President
Head of the Indiana Branch Has the Support of His State and the Illinois Organization —
He Is One of the Most Prominent Exhibitors in the Country
League. He is, as always, vitally interFRANK J. Rembusch, president of the
Indiana State branch of the M. P. E.
ested and he wants a "big" man for presiL. and one of the most prominent and
dent, "a man who has done things and
popular exhibitors in the country, anis doing them, a big man in his own terrinounces in a letter to Motion Picture
tory." But he feels that he has done his
News that he is a candidate for national
share of work in the past seven years and
president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
he is going to Chicago " not even as a
League of America.
delegate, but with a spirit to assist all I
Mr. Rembusch needs no introduction to
possibly can in perfecting a good organizathe exhibitors of the country. He has
tion and for the good of the industry." Wm.
taken a prominent part in every convention
G. Sweeney is prominently mentioned for
national
secretary.
and in the affairs of the Exhibitors League
since its inception. He owns several theThe field is therefore open to Mr. Rematres in Indiana and heads the present
busch in the Middle West, and the candidates are now narrowed down to Lee W.
state league, in which he has always been
Ochs of New York, Fred J. Herrington
a foremost organizer.
It is stated that Mr. Rembusch has the of Pittsburgh, national president of the
solid backing of the Indiana and Illinois
League, and Frank J. Rembusch of Shelbyville, Indiana.
State organizations. Other possible candidates from the Middle West, Wm. J. SweeMr. Rembusch is out on a platform feaney of Chicago, Tom Furniss of Duluth
turing the curtailing of ruinous competition, the details of which will be announced
and Peter J. Jeup of Detroit have announced in terms that leave no room for
in the next issue of Motion Picture News.
All the candidates, it is believed, favor
doubt that they will not enter the lists.
Mr. Jeup holds a civil service position in systematic co-operation with the producer
Detroit, which makes him ineligible. Mr.
and distributor, upon some practical basis
Furniss, who has received a number of not to interfere with the entity of the Exletters advocating his candidacy, asks Mohibitors League, in order to secure ^'tal
tion Picture News to deny any desire
improvements for the betterment of exhibitor conditions.
upon his part for any office in the National
Grifl&th Is Putting Finishing Touches on Big Multiple
Producer Has Not Had Anything to Do With Pictures for Several Years Except " Birth of
a Nation " and the Forthcoming " Mother and the Law "
r\ W. Griffith, who is working night
anyone except the members of my personal staff who look after minor details.
and day at his studios in California putting the finishing touches to his
" With this production out of the way,
forthcoming production of " The Mother
I resumed work upon " The Mother and
and the Law," has wired to his New York
the Law." a study which has taken a major
offices the following statement :
part of my time for the past four years.
This story is now nearing completion and
" In the light of reports that are reachwill be revealed in New York early in the
ing me through the press and newspaper
clippings from New York, I deem it only
Fall. The enormous profits of " The Birth
fair to the public to state my plans. The
of a Nation" have been turned back into
this production for the public's approval. I
efforts to associate the popularity of "The
do not wish to announce anything further
Birth of a Nation" with several recent
motion picture productions in the East is regarding the new production until it is
seen and passed upon by the people who
wholly unwarranted. Eliminating the time
have been so generous to my productions
spent in bringing out this story, I have not
in the past, but I would like to request the
worked on any picture production except
privilege at this time of making it emphatic
" The Mother and the Law." The ideas
I have not had anything to do with any
revealed in " The Birth of a Nation," as that
other picture for several years excepting
far as its screen version is concerned, were
entirely my own and were worked out
without the assistance or co-operation of
IRENE
these
two." CASTLE, FAMOUS DANCER,
SWIRLS INTO INTERNATIONAL
|iiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiniiiiiiuiijuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiui[iiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiimuiiuiiu
SERIES
Irene Castle, the famous dancer, has reI THE JUNE INDEX OF
|
turned from a flying trip to England, where
she said good-bye to her husband, Vernon
I
REVIEWS (COVERING | Castle, before his departure for the front,
as a member of the Royal British Flying
I
THE ISSUES OF JUNE
| Corps.
Mrs. Castle began work last week in
I
3.JULY 1 INCLUSIVE) | the first of a series of photoplays for the
International Film Service under the suI
WILL BE PUBLISHED |
pervision of Director-General Paul Dickey.
Immediately upon landing in New York
I
IN NEXT WEEK'S
| Mrs. Castle was presented with the Hearst
trophy awarded the motion picture actress
I MOTION PICTURE NEWS | receiving the most votes at the recent Exposition of the Motion Picture Board of
Trade at Madison Square Garden.
.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiimniniunioiiimiiimimiiiiniiniimniiimininiiimiiniiiiniiiniim^
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" THE QUITTER," WITH LIONEL
BARRYMORE,
FROM METRO
ON JULY 10
" The Quitter," a five part Metro-Rolfe
film, in which Lionel Barrymore is starred,
and Marguerite Skirvin is featured, will be
released on the Aletro program July 10.
The story was written by Izola Forrester,
a special writer on the New York Evening
World, and produced under the direction
of Charles Horan.

A Scene from "The Quitter" (Metro, July 10)
P. Thad. Volkman assisted in the direction. Among the prominent members of
the cast who appear in support of Mr.
Barrymore and Miss Skirvin are Edward
Brennan, Paul Everton, Charles Prince and
Julius D. Cowles.
VERDUN

PICTURES PLAY TO
CAPACITY

The " Germany's Battles at Verdun " pictures, which are presented by the New
Yorker Staats Zeitung and under the management of Samuel Cummins, of 1476
Broadway, have made an exceptional record for themselves by drawing capacity
business in all the theatres on the Loew
circuit around New York, where they have
been booked for 100 days. In conjunction
with the special advertising amongst their
regular patrons, the Loew Enterprises have
used page and half-page newspaper advertisements to promote this picture, which
has been done with great success. This
picture has been cut down to 4,000 feet
and contains nothing but action. Samuel
Cummins, representing the owners of these
pictures, intends to State-right this picture
and accept bookings beginning the latter
part of this month.
CONVENTION IN CHICAGO FROM
JULY 12TH TO 18TH, INCLUSIVE;
The date of the annual convention of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of
America, in Chicago, is set for July 12 to
18, inclusive. The committee in charge
of arrangements is fast getting its plans
under way for the reception of members
of the league intending to be present in
Chicago next month. Reports from headquarters indicate a larger attendance than
at any previous meeting of the national
body.
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Spokane City Council Is Out
Civic Body No Longer Considers the Rulings
for Basis of Film Censoring and
Special to Motion Picture News.
Spokane, June 16.
pACE to face with the declaration of the
city council that " teeth must be put
into the city censorship," theatre managers
of Spokane again have a life-sized scrap
on their hands.
City censorship in Spokane up to this
time has been a most informal affair, based
simply on a resolution of the council,
passed sonic five years ago, that the commissioner of public affairs be entrusted
with the task of seeing that the theatre
owners toed the mark. It was tacitly understood at that time that the rulings of
the National Board would be taken as a
basis for local administration.
That some exhibitors have not been
making eliminations ordered by the board
is the basis for the present trouble. " The
Island of Love " has been particularly
pointed out as one subject which was run
intact.
The city council two weeks ago passed
a formal ordinance, making the commissioner of public affairs city censor. He
is empowered to visit all theatres and see
that the National Board's rulings are observed. For violations of the ordinance,
a fine of one hundred dollars or a jail
sentence of thirty days is provided.
The commissioner has entered upon his
work by associating with him an advisory
committee of citizens, two of the members
of which are the dramatic editors of two
of the daily newspapers.
The Amusement Managers' Association,
of which Ralph Ruffner, manager of the
Liberty theatre, is president, is busy with
plans for securing a referendum vote on
the ordinance.
By filing a referendum petition signed
by ten per cent, of the voters, the association can hold up the operation of the
ordinance for six months, until a special
election on it can be held.
The largest of the newspapers are op-

for More Rigid Censorship
of the National Board of Review Sufficient
Gives Official Arbitrary Power
posed to the referendum, on the ground
that the ordinance gives the exhibitors a
"would
squarebe deal
" and that a special election
costly.
Taking advantage of the censorship agitation, the management of the Auditorium
has succeeded in getting some brand new
advertising
for " Theshown
Birthat ofthe a Clemmer,
Nation."
The
film, originally
has been rebooked at the Auditorium.
The city council is unlikely to make any
reversal of its former position, which permitted the film to be shown three weeks,
but a committee of colored citizens already
have made a formal protest against its exhibition.
INCE PREPARES FOR CHICAGO
OPENING OF "CIVILIZATION"
Thomas H. Ince, producer of " Civilization," left for Chicago last week to arrange
for the production of his spectacle, beginning June 24, at the Grand Opera House,
one of the leading Chicago playhouses.
Mr. Ince is accompanied by his executive staff, including J. Parker Reade, Jr.,
general representative, and J. L. Bernard,
director of publicity and advertising. The
producer declined to comment on the rumors which have been rife since "Civilization's "success, on the manner in which
it would be marketed.
" The date of the Chicago opening and
the theatre in which ' Civilization ' will
have its Chicago premier will be announced
shortly," was all that Mr. Ince had to say.
It is understood upon good authority,
no confirmative statement has yet been issued in regard to the purchasing or marketing of the state's rights on " Civilization." There have been many rumors but
none are confirmed. Victor Shertzinger,
who wrote companied
the Mr.score
Civilization,"
acInce of
to "Chicago
with the
rest of the party, to examine the acoustics
of the theatre which may be selected.
LADIES'

Claire McDowell (Universal)

NIGHT
MAKES
REEL FELLOWS BANQUET BRIGHT AS DAY
Special to MorioN Picture News.
Chicago, June 16.
A large and enthusiastic turn-out for the
Ladies' Night of the Reel Fellows Club
of Chicago, held Thursday evening in their
new spacious quarters at the Hotel Morrison, made this one of the most successful meetings in the history of the club.
A specially selected cabaret furnished entertainment during the dinner, after which
the time was enjoyably filled by talks from
the
and guests
10 o'clock,
whenmembers
the cabaret
of the until
Boston
Oyster
House appeared. Later on in the evening
the banquet hall was cleared for dancing.
The crowd was most representative of
Chicago film circles and included the prominent exchangemen and exhibitors in addition to many players from Essanay, Selig
and the Emerald Film Company. President Nehls presided as toastmaster and in
a speech of welcome to the guests, contributed much of the success of the meeting to the untiring efforts of M. G. Watkins, secretary of the club, and Henry
Miller, one of the board of governors.
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Vitagraph V-L-S-E Offerings: Lucille Lee Stewart in "The Conflict"; Edith Storey in "The Shop Girl" and Frank Daniels in "Kernel Nutt '
PROGRAM CHANGES IN MILWAUKEE
AN ESSANAY SHOWS PANAMA EXaviator, are making the trip West in an
auto.
HOUSES
POSITION; 70 VITAGRAPHERS
AT SAN DIEGO
Special to Motton Picture News.
The negatives of the motion pictures of
Special to Motion Picture News.
Milwaukee, Wis., June 18. the World's Fair, which were controlled
San Diego, Cal., June 17.
A number of changes have occurred in by Mr. Asher, are being marketed by the
Capt. Wilbert Melville, who has been at
National Cinema Syndicate, Inc., 1600
the bookings of the local houses. The
the head of the Lubin studio at Coronado,
Merrill theatre, since its opening showing
Broadway. Asher has not given out anyhas sold his private yacht Vergana to C.
thing
as
to
his
future
plans
;
but
will
have
Triangle plays, has let go its contract for
H. Crocker of San Francisco.
these productions, which after the first of an announcement to make after his arrival
Charlie Chaplin in " Police " has been a
the month will be shown at the Toy the- in the West.
big drawing card at the Cabrillo theatre.
atre. The Toy has had to cancel the Metro
Seventy members of the Vitagraph Comprogram which it has been playing for CUB COMEDY COMPANY BOASTS OF
pany were among the passengers on the
A BAND
some time in order to handle the Triangle
Harvard from the north on Friday, and beThe Cub Comedy Company, funmakers
program. It is expected that the Merrill
tween San Pedro and this city a number
will play Metro pictures part of the week
of the Horsley-Mutual forces, have a band.
of scenes were taken for a feature.
instead of Triangles and then fill in the It is a regular aggregation of musicians,
Among the recent releases from Essaeleven in number, with George Ovey as the
balance with opening market bookings.
nay is a reel devoted to the exploitation
Manager H. D. Graham, manager of the leader. The other members are : Ross
of the Panama California International
Fisher, Robert Turnbull, Clair DeWitt,
Merrill theatre since it opened, who has
Exposition, now being held here. The film
had much to do with its success, with a Joseph VonMeter, Jefferson Osborne,
gives many representative views of the
fifteen cent admission fee in the face of Arthur Mund, Gordon MacGregor, Abe
grounds, buildings and crowds, as well as
Lincoln, Robert Kenyon, George George,
much adverse criticism, has resigned. His
scenes along the Isthmus.
resignation, which will take effect July 16, and A. V. Wiggins.
was a great surprise to his many friends
DUSTIN FARNUM WILL CROSS
AMES IN CHARGE OF GENERAL AT
in this city. It is said that Mr. Graham
CONTINENT BY AUTO
DETROIT
will go with the Kleine people, working out
Not
only
a cross country automobile trip,
E. M. Ames arrived in Detroit June 12 to
of their Chicago office. Just who will sucbut one that will start at the most southceed Mr. Graham has not been announced.
take charge of the local branch of the Genwesterly point in the United States and
eral Film company here. He succeeds A.
has a northwesterly point as its destination
CHANGES MADE IN MUTUAL OFFICES
J. Gilligham, who has opened the National
AT MILWAUKEE
is now being arranged for by Dustin FarFilm company in the Empire theatre .buildnum, the Pallas-Paramount star. With
Special to Motion Picture News.
ing, which he owns. Mr. Ames was forSan Diego, Cal., as the starting point
Wilwaukee, Wis., June 18.
merly assistant manager of the Twenty" Dusty " is mapping out a route that will
E. Auger, special representative of the third street exchange of the General, and
terminate at Bucksport, Me., his home
Mutual Film Company, arrived in this city his associations with the General date back
town, where he will spend his vacation.
for a period of five years.
last week to go over the affairs of the local
It is planned to have the first print of
exchange. Coincident with his arrival here
" The Parson of Panamint " delivered to
a number of ch^mges have been made in
Carl H. Pierce, head of the New York ofthe local forces. Alfred Tanzer, who has
fice, by " Dusty " on his way through New
been handling " The Fighting Germans "
York. For his trip across the country he
arid " On the Firing Line with the Gerwill use a powerful new Marmon roadster
mans " out of New York, was appointed
and it is understood that he will be accomassistant manager.
panied by Tom Kennedy, the pugilist who
John Griffiths will specialize on the Star
has promised to lift the car out of any bad
series, while E. L. Leith, who has been
spots encountered on the trip.
with the General Film Company as special
man for the Essanay releases, will go on
AMATEUR WRESTLING BOUTS AS A
the road for the local office. Mr. Auger
LIVE WIRE STUNT
expects to remain in Milwaukee for some
days, and will inaugurate a number of new
James W. Pribyl, manager of the Columbia theatre, Tenth and Hickory streets,
features in the exchange offices.
Omaha, noticed the number of amateur
ASHER RETURNS TO THE PACIFIC
wrestlers in his neighborhood. Joe StechCOAST
er, aspirant for the national championship
E. M. Asher, who has been in New York
and now nationally celebrated in sport circles, lives in Dodge, Neb., near Omaha, and
for the past five months, haS left for the
his fame had stirred up admirers in PriCoast. Mr. Asher was formerly associated
with Sol L. Lesser, with whom he came
byl's neighborhood. So between pictures
lately he has been giving aspirants a chance
East for the purpose of inarketing
to match their abilities. They gladly do it
the " Ne'er-Do-Well." Mr. Asher and
for nothing.
Virginia Pearson (Fox)
William Bastar, manager of Art Smith, the
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'•FARMER AL FALFA'S WATERMELON
PATCH" IS PARAMOUNT-BRAY
CARTOON
Panacea for the blues is provided in the
situations of the comedy release " Farmer
the
Al Falfa's Watermelon Patch" in
Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons. The
drawing is the work of Paul Terry and the
story centers around the eviction of an
obstinate, ebony southern from old Farmer
Al Falfa's melon patch. In the opening
scene tlie farmer is shown sprinkling his
melons. At the first opportunity the darkj'
steals in and starts a sumptuous feast.
Noticing the intruder, Al Falfa orders
him out, but the visitor is so intent upon
eating that he pays no attention. Al Falfa
resorts to his shot-gun, but the bullets
bounce back, the invader being solid from
the shoulders up. Maudie, the mule, called
to die farmer's aid, beats her heels against
the darky's head, but it is compelled to
leave with feet sore and badly bent. After
employing every violent method at his command,'Al Falfa gives up in despair. Then
a tiny mouse comes tripping along, climbs
to
foot and causes him
upon the enemy's backwar
d flips and a big
vanish with two
whoop.

ARTHUR LEVEY WILL OPEN EXPORT
OFFICE FOR AUSTRALASIA, INDIA
AND SOUTH AMERICA
Announcement is made that Arthur
who reLevey, well known to the trade,
cently resigned from the Australasian
Films, Ltd., will shortly open an office for
an films to Austhe exportation of Americ
tralasia, India and South America, besides
s for these terhandling commercial agencie
ritories. Mr. Levey, one of the pioneers
in the industry, at the time state rights
were in vogue, maintained an office in the
Candler Building, which was a rendezvous
for buyers and through which he handled
many prominent foreign features, among
them "A Message From Alars," "Little
Lord Fauntleroy," " World, Flesh and the
Comedies," beDevil," and " Harry Lauder
sides doing a general export business, and
import business with England. Mr. Levey
carries with him a most comprehensive
foreign terriknowledge of conditions in the
success of
tories which should insure
his venture.
P4INS TAKEN BY WORLD TO GET
CORRECT ATMOSPHERE FOR
" BOHEME "
When " La Vie de Boheme " is thrown
upon the screen, patrons of photoplays will
have an opportunity of witnessing the great
length to which motion picture producers
go in order to procure the proper atmospheric detail.
Mons. Capellani, the French director,
n, conwho is responsible for its productio
structed entire villages, macadamized
decorated the innearly a mile of street,
terior and exterior of numerous dwellings
and compelled his male characters to grow
whiskers to fit the characters in order to
eliminate the possibility of poor make-up
spoiling the artistic effect.
Paul Capellani, who plays the part of
Rudolphe, gave up social life for seven
weeks in order to encourage the stubble on
his otherwise smooth chin.
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ANOTHER

FIREPROOF BUILDING AT
INCE PLANT
special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 17.
|
Another addition building to the Ince
| Culver City studios now being built will
serve as a receiving department for supplies of the plant. This will be 60 by 100
| feet, of two floors, and will be of the same
construction as other buildings at the plant
I — steel and concrete, fire-proof.
I

?niiiiiiiiiitiiiiiniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
Alice Brady, who plays the part of Mimi
in the famous Murgur story, paid the expense of a Parisian modiste to New York
in order to secure the proper fashion effect
obtaining in the period of 1840.
In addition to this, three dozen buildings,
representing land-marks in the Latin Quarter of Paris, were constructed and four
huge truckloads of curios rented at goodly
prices, in order to assemble the proper interior of a French curiosity shop.
The picture had the personal supervision
of William A. Brady throughout, and the
World Film Corporation is using " La Vie
de Boheme " as a standard, up to which
the " Brady-Made " pictures are to be
measured.

TWO AFTERNOONS A WEEK FOR CHILDREN'S SHOWS IN 'FRISCO
The Republic theatre, San Francisco,
has set aside two afternoons a week to
be given over to a program arranged
especially for children, which is to be
presented at five cents for children and
ten cents for adults. The shows will be
given under the immediate direction of
the League
the Children's
theatre, a
branch
of theof Recreation
League.
SHEAR ATTENDS MEETING OF
CONSOLIDATED MANAGERS
Al G. Shear, manager of the Consolidated-Universal of ice in New Orleans, has
been in Atlanta attending an executive,
semi-annual session of Consolidated managers' called by William Oldknow. Others
in attendance included Ned Depinet of Dallas, Walter Price of Atlanta, and Tom
James of Memphis.

Beatriz Michelena Is Cast for Marguerite in " Faust "
With Completion of " The Woman Who Dared," California Motion Picture Corporation
Announces Preparation for an Adaptation from the Famous Opera
WITH the final scenes of Beatriz
Michelena in " The Woman Who
Dared " completed, announcement is made
by the California Motion Picture Corporation that they now have in preparation a

This adaptation by the California Company should be a notable one and well in
keeping with their present attempt toward
something out of the ordinary in pictures.
No role could be better suited to Miss
Michelena's beauty and emotional powers
as a screen actress than Marguerite, officials of the Company declare.
Linked with Beatriz Michelena's name
and beauty, it is impossible to anticipate
the fullities.scope
of thedateproduction's
possibilThe release
will be announced
in a forthcoming issue.
'MUTT AND JEFF DAY" AT PHOENIX,
ARIZONA, THEATRE
The Columbia theatre, Phoenix, Ariz.,
worked a neat stunt in conjunction with
the Arizona Gazette. The Gazette wanted
to get every child in Phoenix to see " Mutt
and Jeff," so it gave a free ticket to each
youngster who brought a drawing of the
two eccentric characters to its office. More
than 1,500 children received tickets, and
then went to the Columbia on " Mutt and
Jeff Day"
mated form.to see their favorites in ani-

Beatriz Michelena as Marguerite in the California's production of " Faust "
pretentious adaptation from the opera
" Faust," and that Miss Michelena is playing the role of Marguerite.
It has frequently been intimated that
Beatriz Michelena contemplated this characterization for the screen, for it was
known that when she came to pictures from
the opera, she brought with her a decided
longing
in
film. to see " Faust " adequately done

SUCCESSFUL AS EXHIBITOR IN TOWN
OF 105 PEOPLE
Dorchester, Iowa, is a town of about one
hundred and five population, eleven miles
from the nearest railroad station, but it is
not too small to support a successful picture theatre — the Princess, managed by C.
Plambeck. Mr. Plambeck gives two shows
a week, and runs features twice a month,
using the General Film Service. He has
his own electric plant.
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EDITOR S NOTE.
It is the desire of " Motion Picture News " to include under this heading novel advertising ideas, successful schemes
in the management, decoration and equipment of the theatre — everything, in fact, done by the exhibitor to stimulate his trade.
We inydte every exhibitor to write us about any new enterprise he has; also to come to us for advice or information
along any line. Address: Editor, "Motion Picture News," 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
EXHIBITOR ADVOCATES USE OF VEST
Excellent Suggestion for Criticism Blank from House Organ of
POCKET PROGRAMS
Victoria Theatre, Buffalo
John A. McNear, Jr., manager of the
ficial results, and you might find it valuMystic Theatre at Petaluma, Cal., advohave often urged exhibitors to incates the use of vest-pocket house organs
able
to give the whole back page of y-our
cite sj-stematic criticism from pahouse organ to a criticism blank, preceded
in a letter to the Progressive Motion Pictrons, not only with regard to the way the
by some effective house talk as the Victoria
ture Company, which has been contributed
theatre is conducted, but also respecting
has done.
to Paramount Progress. He says :
the qualitj- of photoplays shown. This last
is
of
first
importance,
and
we
fail
to
see
WAR
" I strongly advocate the use of a proVANCOUVER THEATRE ADMITS
gram only large enough to be accommohow any exhibitor can omit making it part
VETERANS FREE
of his regular business.
dated in every man's and woman's pocket
or pocketbook, as so many of the patrons
The most effective scheme, and certainly
During a week's engagement of " Canof the motion picture houses are those on
ada's Fighting Forces" (the official Canthe streets or engaged in business that drop
adian war pictures) at the Orpheum
Your
Decision
Counts
in to see a show or arrange their dates
theatre in Vancouver, Manager James Pillso as not to conflict with other business,
ing admitted all returned veterans free, it
in order to see a picture that appeals to
being
onh- necessarj- to displaj' the button
^
The
VICTORIA
ha5
a
wholesome
them. It is a fact that a program such
which they receive on their discharge.
respect for your o p i d i o a of moticn
as I suggest and make use of will please
On the evening of the opening day of the
them and be appreciated by every one,
league baseball season the Vancouver and
more so than one that is too large to be
Spokane teams were guests of the house,
^ and
YOUpassarejudgemfnt
the only upon
unbiased,
true critic
conveniently carried in the ordinary
the productions
and Sergeant Fred Wells, who was
of the VICTORIA every tune that
pocket.
wounded in the battle of Ypres, and who
you obser\'e a play.
delivers a lecture in connection with the
" About sixteen months ago I started the
use of a small program v.ith the idea that
films, added to his regular talk an interthose using the same could keep them in
^ you
It is tell
lair theto usVICTORIA
and lairer to YOU
esting description of baseball games as
what that
you
their pocketbooks for ready reference. The
played by the soldiers behind the lines in
think
of
its
offerings.
adoption of this program has proved to
France, when off dutj-. Big business was
done throughout the week.
be a wonderful success, shown bj- the number of requests in person and mail orders
^ Last week we asked your opinion. The
response was most gratifying, and, therefor the same.
lore we ask most respectfully for ycur
. HERD'S ENTERPRISE IN SHOWING
by FILMS OF LOCAL EVENTS
criticism again.
" My program is issued weekh* and is
readj- for distribution at Saturday and
A bit of enterprising motion picture work
Sunday shows for the week commencing
was done by \Y. W. Watts, owner of the
ATTRACT IONS
the following Mondaj-, thus giving us the
A'audette and Gaiety theatres, Springfield,
best two days of the week for advance
111., in connection with Springfield's preadvertising. The program consists of four
paredness parade in which 15,000 people
pages, printed on first-class stock Sj^ by
marched. Mr. Watts had a camera man on
7y2, the first page is given up to name
hand to get views of the parade, the bigand date, with house announcements. The
gest ever seen in the Illinois capitol.
second, third and fourth pages show the
As soon as they were taken, the film was
week's program. Our issue is 3,000 weekly
rushed to Chicago and developed. It was
The
and costs approximately $8."
taken on Saturday evening and was back
Victoria's
Criticism
Blank
for
Use
Readers of Its House Organ
in Springfield and on the screen at the
lOWAN TIES VP ADVERTISING TO
Vaudette
theatre Monday afternoon. Hunthe onh^ permanently useful scheme is to
SCHOOL BOND ELECTION
dreds of people saw themselves on the
get your patrons to express their opinions
screen at the exhibition of the parade picThe other day, Vinton, Iowa, was holdin writing. They ma\- tell }'0U what they
tures. Mr. Watts also exhibited scenes in
ing an election, so Manager Arthur G. think of a picture, as they pass out of the
connection
with the Catholic Union pageant
Stolte, of the Palace, tied up his throwtheatre, and this is better than not receivheld on the Sunday following the prepareda-ways that day to the main topic of ining any opinions
all.write
But down
wouldn't
ness demonstration.
terest in the town.
be better
to have atthem
theirit
At the top he had printed in large black
verdicts in some regularly devised form.
SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE STUNT FOR
type: Have you voted on the school bond
Xow the A'ictoria Theatre, Buffalo, one
proposition? But be sure you attend the
of the Mitchell Mark enterprises, prints a
ADVERTISING " OVERALLS "
F. T. Mendenhall, who recently opened
best show in the city at the Palace Theatre.
criticism blank on the last page of a rethe opera house in Pacific Junction, la.,
cent issue of its house organ, which may
The attraction was " The Girl and the
be useful to j^ou. The accompanjdng cut
Game," and Stolte reports that this sort
foimd advertising the Mutual special " Ovof advertising brought good results. He
reproduces it in reduced size. Note that
eralls," to be a simple matter. He emalso found that- giving a free matinee to
ployed anumber of boys to dress in overthis is the second edition of the Victoria's
criticism
blank
idea.
We
suggest
that
you
school children on the opening day was
alls and parade the streets with signs adyertising the picture.
excellent publicitj-.
might adapt it to your theatre with bene-
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ican victory of Andrew Jackson over the
British in 1815.
July 2 Gaumont Will Release " The Hidden Face
Landmarks of Ancient Egypt in Reel Life
On the same reel Cartoonist Harry Palmer has one of his ludicrous Kartoon
■"P HE Gaumont three-reel release of the Reel Life features bird life, being pic- Komics.
tures in the series of Gaumont animal
first week in July is a melodramatic
studies.
The third single-reel released weekly by
feature called " The Hidden Face." It will
Gaumont is the Mutual Weekly. Since this
be shown as a Mutual Picture July 6. The
The "See America First" city for July
stars are Alexander Gaden and Iva Shep5 is New Orleans, La. There are pictures
motographic news reel depends for its sucard. The photoplay has its scenes laid at of the Cabildo, the Spanish government
cess upon the timeliness of its news, it is
building which became the seat of French
impossible to forecast what the issue of the
an old New England tavern, although no
authority, and then in turn the home of the
effort has been made to localize the story
week of July 2 will contain. However, a
too closely.
United States government ; St. Louis
recent feast of the Mutual Weekly is worth
Others in the cast are Lucille Taft, Mabel
chronicling. Pictures of President Wilson
Cathedral, erected in 1794; the French marE. Trinneer, Henry W. Pemberton, John
ket, known all over the world; and Metairie
addressing the cadets at West Point on
o'clock.
Reinhart, Alyles McCarthy, Charles W.
Cemetery, one of the most beautiful burial
graduation day were shown the same evenTravis, Albert Macklin, James Levering,
places known. There is a picture of the
ing in the Rialto theatre. New York, at nine
Fritz Orlamond and James Davis.
monument which commemorates the AmerThe first day of the week, July 2, is
marked for the release of the ninth number
of Reel Life, the Mutual Magazine in Film.
As usual, this one reel Mutual picture has Blanche Sweet in Laskys " Dupe " and Donald Brian in The
three subjects. An industry which the maSmugglers," from Famous, Are Paramounts for July 3
jority of people do not know is still pracFlivver " and " Boob Town New York,"
BLANCHE Sweet in the Lasky producin which Gotham is picturized as the city
ticed in the United States, is pictured in
tion "The Dupe," and Donald Brian
the spinning of wool and its home manuwh^re people are too busy to work.
featured by the Famous Players in " The
facture into cloth by women in the mounSmugglers,"
will Pictures
be the stars
in the
Comedy is Patch
staged " inin " this
Farmer
Al Falfa's
reel
Paramount
released
for fivethe
tains of Georgia. The Gaumont cameraWaterirelon
release
of the
man found that this primitive method was
week of July 3. The Lasky picture will
Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons and
be released on Monday and that from
in vogue in the families of well-to-do
Paul Terry, the artist, has provided a nummountaineers, those who were well able to
Famous Players on Thursday.
ber of amusing situations.
purchase cloth woven on modern looms. All
Short subjects v/hich complete this
" Munich, the Magnificent," will be the
the processes are shown from the shearing
third release in the European series of the
week's program will be " Munich the Magof the sheep, through carding and spinning
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel - Picnificent "in the Paramount-Burton Holmes
to the weaving on a loom over one huntures, showing the Meccas of the tourist
Travel-Pictures ; Paul Terry's drawing,
dred years old.
as they looked before the war.
" Farmer Al Falfa's Watermelon Patch,"
A second section of Reel Life shows
in the Paramount-Bray Animated Cartoons
MONTESSORI PUPILS IN
and the weekly release of the Paramount
some remarkable motion pictures of temPICTOGRAPHS
Pictographs.
ples, tombs and palaces of ancient Egypt.
Included in the index of this Pictograph
These include the pyramids and the
Kindergarten tots in the Montessori
Sphinx, the celebrated ruins of the Temple
schools of New York City and Lawrence,
edition will be " Weights and Measures,"
of Phtah, the grand temple at Karnak, 1,200
" Testing Your Mind ; Memory for NumL. I., tures
areof thestarred
in "Better
Babies" One
feafeet long and 300 feet wide, and the ruins
Paramount
Pictographs.
bers," by Professor Hugo Munsterberg,
of the Temple of Ammon, the largest in and more " Better Babies." Film novelties
of the latest releases shows how to teach
Egypt. A third section of this issue of
in the same issue will be " Assembling a the child to dress and undress.

On

July 1, 1916

Scenes from Selig Offerings: (Left and
Right)
" The V-L-S-E
Valiants of Virginia,"
"MAUD,
EDUCATED MULE,"
FROM THE
INTERNATIONAL
ON
JULY 3
"A Tempest in a Paint Pot," by George
Herriman and " Maud, the Educated
Mule," are animated cartoons scheduled for
release July 3, by the International Film
Service, Inc.
"Maud," in the leading "heavy" role of
the latter subject, whales the everlasting
daylights out of the rest of the cast, including our old friend " Si," who in due course
of the narrative, is treated to a fast ride
on a barrel. His career over greater New
York and environs is not even slowed up
by a collision with the Woolworth building,
whrch crashes to ruin and desolation before the cataclysmic hoof blows of the
long-eared bird from Missouri.
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and Kathlyn Williams
in Characteristic
Comedy
Poses; (Center)MixScene
from a New Tom

" Susie Snowflakes'^ a Famous Players Subject Featuring Ann
Pennington, Deals v)ith Musical Comedy Life
star of the dow each Sunday on its way to the church
PENNINGTON,
ANN
down the road. Susie's mother had run
Ziegfeld " Follies," makes her photoaway from home with an actor and her
play debut in the title role of " Susie Snowspinster sisters had never forgiven her,
flake," a Famous Players production released on the Paramount Program June 22. though there were those in town who said
that jealousy was the chief motive of their
Appropriately enough, the story deals with
austere behavior.
musical comedy stage life and Miss Pennington plays the role of a young girl who
Little Susie's personal success on the
rises to stardom on the stage.
stage fails to save her company from financial shipwreck and she is soon stranded.
But her theatrical laurels fail to appeal
Through the efforts of an old actor who
to her very maidenly and exceedingly prudish aunts, whose knowledge of life and the
had been a friend of her mother's, Susie's
world in general consists in reading the
marble-facaded aunts are persuaded to receive their niece at their home. Of course
Bingville Weekly Wheeze and in seeing the
there
are many clashes of temperament and
congregation file past the sitting room winideas when Susie's Broadway culture is exhibited to the straight-laced ladies of her
mother's household, and there are many
Three Part Broadway Star Feature, " Letitia," Heads Vitagraph
times when the aunts are scandalized by
List for Week of June 26
Susie's conduct. But their greed gets the
better of their Puritanical instincts when
teacher, feminine gender, superlative beauTHE three part Broadway Star Feature,
they discover that the despicable son of
ty, moves in above him, Kunkel hastens to their
" Letitia," heads Vitagraph's releases
landlord, a very wealthy gentleman,
withdraw
his
objections
to
terpsichore,
and
for the week of June 26. "Letitia" is a
is
regarding
Susie with more than passing
soon becomes a past master of the art himdrama and the program is balanced by the
interest.
self. Other Vitagraphers in the picture
aid of "Losing Weight" and "The Foxy
But Susie scorns their importunities to
are Anne Schaefer, Carmen Phillips, Jack
Trotters," two single part comedies.
accept
the young man, for she has already
Mower,
Archie
Warren
and
Vera
Rowe.
Charles Kent in " Letitia " enacts the role
found a staunch friend in a young doctor,
Dave Smith directed the picture from
of Dent, an old business man who is sufof whom her aunts naturally do not apGeorge F. Burkhardts scenario.
fering from failing health owing to the
prove. It is a local entertainment in which
fact that he constantly broods over his misIn " Losing Weight," Hughey Mack, ViSusie does one of her best little Great
deeds years before, when in a burst of
tagraph's heavyweight comedian, finds his White Way dances that brings matters to
anger, he had deserted his wife and little enormous girth a hindrance to him in busa head and puts the overbearing aunts in
iness. While on his way to close a million
child, Letitia. Knowing his secret sorrow
their proper place, while it leaves Susie to
dollar contract, Hughey is halted on every
and fearing his life would be short unless
be loved by her doctor.
hand by his immense corporation. He
the girl is found. Dent's faithful old valet
reaches the office just in time to be too late,
introduces his daughter to his master as his
For the theatre scenes in " Susie Snowand decides to take a course to reduce his flake," the Famous Players erected a comlong lost daughter Letitia, hoping to make
plete replica of a musical comedy theatre
the old man happy and lengthen his life. excess avoirdupois. After working like sin
in the studio. Here Miss Pennington did
The ruse succeeds, and when, after months
for a couple of weeks, and refraining from
one of the celebrated dances which has
of happiness with his " Letitia," Dent final- all of his favorite pastimes, such as drinkmade her the idol of musical comedy.
ly succumbs, the valet and his daughter are
ing beer, he hops on the scales and "goes
satisfied that they have done their duty.
Among those who appear in support of
out for the count " when he sees that he
Belle Bruce is Letitia, and others in the has gained 1^0 pounds or so. After this
Miss Pennington are Leo Delaney, William
sad experience, Hughey decides to revert
cast are Hugh Wynne, Gordon Gray,
Courtleigh, Jr., William J. Butler, Marcia
Harris and Billie Wilson.
Thomas R. Mills, Charles Wellesley and
to his former "diet" of beefsteaks, potaFrank Chapman. Harry Davenport directs
In accordance with a new arrangement
toes and beer, on which he is speedily rethe picture from a scenario by Gordon Arentered into with G. Schirmer, Inc., the
ducing weight. Jewell Hunt and John Flathur Smith.
tow are assistant laugh makers in this comwell known music publisher, a special musiedy which was written by Lawrence Semon
George Kunkel in " The Foxy Trotters "
cal score has been prepared for this suband C. Graham Baker and directed by the
expresses his disapproval of that popular
ject, copies of which are obtainable from
former.
indoor sport, dancing. When a dancing
the various Paramount exchanges.
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Scenes From " The Velvet Paw "

"PURITY" FROM MUTUAL ON JULY
17 FEATURES AUDREY MUNSON
Announcement is made by the MutuSf
Film Corporation of the release of a sixpart film allegory, " Purity," featuring Audrey Munson, the world's famous artist's
model and international beauty, on July 17.
It was produced at the studios of the
American Film Company, Inc., and several
hundred actors figured in. the filming of
this feature.
Many of the scenes were taken in a natural amphitheatre on one of the most beautiful estates on the Pacific coast. Weeks
were taken to perfect the scenes and every
detail was worked out under the eyes of
artists of note.

A

ist who gets her to pose for an allegorical
painting. She does it to get money so that
her sweetheart's poems may be published.
She is successful and the lovers are hapThepily united.
allegorical characters Evil, Beauty,
Art, Music and Drama all play important
roles in this remarkable drama. Prominent in the cast supporting Miss Munson
are Eugenie Forde, Nigel de BruUier and
William Carroll. There are numerous ballets which add ancient atmosphere to the
action.
HERE'S A STORY WITH AN ENTIRELY
NEW'' PLOT—" OSTRICH PLUMES "
One of the seven wonders of southern
California, the Cawston Ostrich Farm, has
been ii'ii.d by the David Horsley Company
icr (exteriors cf a two-reel drama named
" Ostrich Plumes." The title may be
changed. At this institution there are more
than five hundred ostriches. In one scene
the beautiful birds of the desert literally
kick a "man" to pieces when he is thrown
into the iot in which they are kept. In
another instance, the heroine, Margaret
Gibson, rode one of the large birds to secure help to prevent a riot. The drama
IS by Theodosia Harris, the direction in
charge of Charles Svvickard, and William
Clifford plays the lead opposite Miss Ciibson.
The story pertains to an order received
by a plume manufacturer prescribing a
particular shade. The foreman of his dyeing department is unable to secure the tint,
and tries to induce an old English dyer
to tell him the necessary dyes needed to
secure the peculiar shade. This is refused,
,-nvl
"''1 English dyer is employed. The

foreman causes dissatisfaction among the
other employes, and they bodily eject the
old man. It is at this point that he i.<;
cast into the den of the kickers, and the
daughter rides for help.
RUNAWAY ENGINE FURNISHES
THRILL FOR A "HAZARDS OF
A runaway engine serves to give cause
for Helen Gibson to perpetrate another
"
thrill in the Kalem
" Hazards
of Helen "
HELEN
single reel subject. The actress to prevent
a collision, climbs aboard another locomotive, and on parallel tracks races with the
runaway until the two engines are even.
She then throws a rope from one to the
other, and hand over hand climbs from one
to the other.
This will be used in the subject entitled
" To Save the Road."
C. Routh, who has played in a number of
Universal subjects, and for the past several months has been with the Lubin Company at Coronado, has been signed by the
to play heavies with the
"Kalem
HazardsCompany
" company.
YOUR PATRONS WILL STAND UP
UNDER INSTRUCTIONS ON
"HOW TO FALL "
Correct and incorrect methods of falling
are to be shown on the screen in Paramount Pictographs. All ages and conditions of " slippers " are shown from the
portly man who takes an unexpected toboggan on a banana peel to the child who
takes a harmless tumble in the nursery and
the bruise-proof drunkard. This feature is
entitled " How to Fall."

Scene from the American-Mutual Feature
" Purity," Starring Audrey Munson

Miss Munson, who has posed for many
of the greatest works of modern sculpture,
reviews at a large garden fete her most
noteworthy poses which are known all over
the world.
The story is taken from Greek mythology. Purity wanders over the earth exerting a good influence on everything. She
is loved by a struggling poet who idolizes
her. They both love but he is unable to sell
his poetry and marriage is impossible because of his poverty. Purity's wonderful
beauty and {{race of body is seen by an art-

Charles Chaplin in Two Scenes From " The Vagabond," His Next Mutual Release
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made by the FrohRD time was
RECOman
Amusement Company in the
production of its new picture, "Jaffrey," from the novel of William Locke.
Under the direction of George Irving, who
had a cast of unusual size to handle, the
picture has been finished in a little less
than three weeks. The Equitable studio, at
Flushing, L. I., was used for the interiors,
and the outside work was done in the
neighborhood. No announcement regarding the release of the picture has been
made.
With the elaborate production of " Romeo and Juliet," in which Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne are to appear, and
with Max Figman and Lolita Robertson
and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew making
comedies at full steam, the floor of the
Rolfe-Metro studio has been a busy place
during the last two weeks. The situation
has been somewhat complicated by the fact
that in the comedy just finished, Mr. Figman required a pack of dogs of all breeds
and sizes. The dogs were obtained, but not
secured, and it required a special staff to
catch them and keep them under control
once they were in the studio ; even now
there is a lingering fear that eight or ten
dogs may have crowded into the balcony
scene between Romeo and Juliet.
For some of the scenes in the new William Fox photoplay starring Msdame Bertha Kalich, the entire company wjs transferred to Red Bank, N. J. In an effort to
find a good setting for the scenes, Direoor
James Vincent discovered a beautiful estate
on a hill. Inquiry revealed that the estai,^
belonged to E. Drexel Godfrey.
Owner of Estate Made Pictures for His
Amusement
Mr. Godfrey was extremely cordial to the
Fox players, invited them to his home, and
willingly gave his consent to their taking as
many pictures as they liked on his grounds.
He then announced to them that he had a
projecting machine of his own set up in
his house and a small camera for taking-

moving pictures. He was, in fact, a film
fan of the first order.
At nights, during the stay of the company, Mr. Godfrey invited them to his
house, entertained them, and showed them
moving-pictures in which they themselves
had acted. In the day, he would follow
them about the grounds, watching the camera work. Many of his friends came
around, and a temporary camping outfit
was arranged, consisting chiefly of a great
supply of cushions. When scenes were
shifted to other parts of the estate, the
cushions followed on a large wagon, and
the
set up.temporary seats for spectators were
Herbert Heyes, who is in a forthcoming
William Fox feature, had not acted in pictures for seven months, before his engagement for this picture. As a result, he suffered from red eyes for a week after his
first
day's
said for
the him.
lights of
the studios acting.
were tooHemuch
Conrad Cantzen, who plays in a new William Fox film, has played with dozens of
well-known actors throughout the country.
He has had one experience, he says, which
will always remain in his mind. Marguerite Mather, a famous actress of the eighties
and nineties, died in his arms.
Cantzen
was playing
in " Cymbeline
with
Miss Mather,
in Charleston,
W. Va.,"
some sixteen or eighteen years ago. He
was one of the brothers of Imogen, and he
was just about to recite the requiem over
the body of his supposedly dead sister.
He suddenly felt the limp body in his
arms convulsed, and he knew by the expression on Miss Mather's face that something was the matter. He signalled into
the wings and had the curtain rung down.
Ten minutes later, the actress was dead.
Mr.
Cantzen has not played " Cymbeline " since.
Mary Charleson, who has been featured
in innumerable productions by the Vitagraph, Lubin and Equitable companies, has
joined the Selig Company. For her first
production Miss Charleson will appear in
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" The Prince Chap," which is to Ije directed
by Marshall Neilan. Miss Charleson was
given an enthusiastic sendoff by her many
friends in New York.
Lincoln Signs for Another World Picture
E. K. Lincoln, has signed for another
picture with the World Film, and will be
directed by Frank Crane. Lincoln was engaged by William A. Brady to appear in a
special World Film production and was
persuaded to sign a contract for a second
picture.
Marguerite Clayton of Essanay is learning to play the ukelele. So far the weird
wail of the Hawaiian music has not been
heard around the studio, but Miss Clayton
shortly. — or threatens — that it will be
promises
The latest opportunity to see Miss Clayton is in " According to the Code," new
five-act feature drama, in which she plays
opposite Lewis S. Stone.
The quaint Quakers of early Pennsylvania have served as subjects for the films
in few instances, as compared with the
other peoples of the world, but a delightful story has been built around them in a
forthcoming Essanay three-act piece, " The
Way of Patience." It is a story of a girl
who rebelled at the stringent creed of her
people and went out into a strange world.
The theme is built on how her unusual innocence permitted her to explore the depths
of society and escape unscathed to later
find the right man. Nell Craig offers an
excellent interpretation of the part. Darwin Karr appears in the masculine lead.
Ernest Maupain is the heavy lead.
There is one interior scene at the MetroRolfe studio which will never see the light
of the screen. That is the private office
of Director Edwin Carewe. Interior decorators had just completed their deadly work
of repainting his room, when Mr. Carewe
dropped in with his stenographer to answer his mail. Instead of a dark blue, or
subtle green, Mr. Carewe found his room

Interesting Glimpses of William Fox's " A Daughter of the Gods." in which Annette Kellermann Is Starred
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a vivid baby pink. It was enough to drive
any self respectable director to drink, not
to say, to a private audience with the general manager of the studio. Mr. Carewe
took a room across the street while the
decorators went over the walls and ceiling
with a battleship gray coating. Not that
Mr. Carewe is temperamental, but there is
a limit to color endurance.
Viola Dana can qualify as an endurance motion picture actress, when she is
awake. In making her new Metro production, "The Flower of No Man's Land,"
it was necessary to keep the entire company busily working for thirty-six hours, and
they had to stay up all night.
In the wee small hours of the morning,
long past the little star's usual bedtime, she
was not required for a few minutes, and
went fast asleep in her little rocking-chair
used in the scene. The members of the
company urged Director John-H. Collins
not to wake her up until it was absolutely
necessary, so changing the order in which
he intended to take the scenes, he directed
all those that could be taken without her.
Finally Miss Dana awoke and rubbed
her eyes. When she found what had been
done she was indignant. " It's very sweet
of you all, and I appreciate it," she said,
" but I have as much endurance as anybody." And she insisted on going through

Irene Castle (International)
all the scenes in which she appeared without stopping.
As the thirty-six-hour session drew to a
close old Marcus Moriarity, the motion
picture ve,teran of the civil war, who is
seventy-two years old, hesitated as he took
his hat to leave and asked, " Sure, that's
all you want to-day, Mr. Collins?"
Jersey Woods Furnish " Western " Atmosphere ^
Up a branch line of the Erie railroad,
in the corner of New Jersey that is nearest to the Penn.sylvania woods, is the little
village of Ogdensburg. It is the center
of the zinc mine section of the state, and
in many ways it resembles Leadville and
-Cripple Creek in their palmy days.
Director Howell Hansel had to have
same real western atmosphere and settings
for some of the " punch scenes " in " Sold
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Out," one of the fourteen " Who's Guilty?"
photo-novels which the Arrow Film Corporation has produced for Pathe. Hansel
knew of Ogdensburg and the zinc mines.
So he took his company, headed by Anna
Nilsson and Tom Moore, for a few days'
in the real wilds of New Jersey.
There they made a number of big " western "scenes, including mine blasts and mine
avalanches. Mostly they used the natives
to help out for the " extras." But as the
natives never before had seen a moving
picture in the making, they took many a
rehearsal before they learned not to look
the cameras dead in the lens.
One old chap, a rural free delivery employe, was asked to hand a letter to Moore
at the cabin door. But he wouldn't do so
until he had read the contents of the envelope, to make sure it was nothing that
might violate the postal laws. Another
native, all the time he was driving into and
out of the picture, kept asking, out of the
corner of his mouth, " Am I doin' all
right?
Hey? for
Am the
I doin'
all general
right?" store
It remained
village
proprietor to kick up the biggest row. Eugene Cugnet, the French cameraman of
the Arrow forces, went to the store and
asked the merchant for a favor. The result was a riot. Hansel heard the row and
rushed into the store to rescue his foreign
knight of the lens.
"Why did you hit him?" Hansel asked
the indignant proprietor.
Don't Miss This One
" Well boss," said the grocer, a bit frightened by Hansel's belligerent manner,
" what would you do if a French guy came
into your store and asked whether he
could take a moving picture of your

with the result that things have been arefficiency.ranged to secure the greatest amount of
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Hansel" did not know — but he did take
cheese?
the cue and hustled Cugnet to the hotel.
Edward Jose, who has been directing the
Pathe serial, " The Iron Claw," is completing the final details after many months of
hard work, not only for himself but for
everyone who has appeared in it.
Just recently Mr. Jose celebrated his first
year as an independent producer and during that time he established an enviable
reputation for himself, having filmed " The
Beloved Vagabond," " Simon the Jester,"
"The Closing Net," " Nedra," "The Light
That Failed," and over fourteen episodes
of "The Iron Claw." These plays made
fifty-four reels, an average of over a reel
a week.
Mr. Jose is planning some big activities,
following the completion of " The Iron
Claw," which will shortly be announced.
The Raver Film Corporation moved its
executive offices to their studios at Rockville Centre, Long Island, last week. The
building, which will house the offices of
the company, is finished and ready for
occupancy.
So much of Mr. Raver's time was demanded at the studios in the supervising
of construction and installation of equipment, that the offices maintained in the
World Tower building were moved to the
studio as soon as the office building was
completed.
In its new home the Raver Comjjany will
have even better facilities than it enjoyed
in the New York offices. Everything was
carefully planned by Mr. Raver personally.

The studios are only thirty-five minutes
from New York City. Territory buyers
seeking
state Thomas
rights onplay
" The
Other James
Girl,"
the Augustus
featuring
J. Corbett; "Driftwood," from the play by
Owen Davis ; " The Fortunate Youth,"
from William J. Locke's novel, or "Life

Wheeler Oakman (Fox)
Without Soul," adapted from Mary W.
Shelley's book, " Frankenstein," will be met
at thethedepot
by the
and
pictures
will company's
be exhibitedautomobile
to them
in the studio projection room.
This Story Holds Water, All Right
Just what harm four solid days of rain
can do was discovered at the Vitagraph
studio in Brooklyn last week, where more
companies are at work than ever before.
A great deal of outdoor work had been
arranged to relieve the pressure for floor
space in the glass studios, and about June
11 came rain. Wally Van, directing Earle
Williams in " The Scarlet Runner," S.
Rankin Drew, directing Anita Stewart in
" The Girl Philippa," Lawrence Semon, directing Hughey Mack in a comedy, and
Esq.
several others were hard hit by J. Pluvius,
Many extra people had to forego appearance in the pictures until better weather.
When that came, however, the yard at
Vitagraph swarmed with automobiles and
activity, people and " props," costumes and
color.
" It beats the old days," said an elderly
individual in the yard, who has been thereabouts since the first brick was laid.
Marc MacDermott, Vitagraph star, and
one of the most popular artists on the
screen, will soon start work under the
direction of Charles Brabin. Brabin directed MacDermott for three and a half
of the five years he was with the Edison
Company, which includes the " World
Tour" made by that company. It was under Brabin's supervision that the first fivepart MacDermott features were produced.
"The Life of Edgar Allen Poe," featuring
Henry Walthall, is one of Brabin's many
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Madame Olga Petrova in Three Scenes from Her Newest Metro Production,
Get Real Bowery Types
achievements during his engagement with
the Essanay Company.
Director Van Dyke Brooke was in despair
Mary Imlay Taylor, who has written a when Leah Baird insisted upon realism in
number of the stories used by MacDermott
a Broadway Star Feature now in the course
in the past, is the author of the play in of production.
which the pair will be reunited. It is a
A number of scenes called for a typical
modern drama dealing with social and
rough Bowery dance-hall and the director
political life and is ideally suited to Machad no idea where to find his characters.
Dermott's distinctive type. Work will be Miss Baird scornfully tabooed the idea of
started on this subject the latter part of using the " extras " in the yard and another
the week.
course had to be found.
The summer has lured another shore deAt last Miss Baird suggested that they
votee back to the salt water. Northpoint,
go to some employment agency in the lower
L. I., has welcomed the return of Edith
section of the city and seek their types.
Storey, the Vitagraph star, to her cottage
They did this with wonderful results and
at that interesting place, and the active
the picture, which will be released in the
near future, promises to present characters
figure of the heroine of "The Shop Girl"
is seen every evening where boating and
which one would fear to meet in the dark.
swimming are prevalent.
They are the very essence of highwaymen
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and pickpockets and even the players
watched them furtively while they were at
the studios.
Vitagraph Director Eugene MuUin and
his company of players headed by Evart
Overton are back at the Flatbush Studios
after a few days' trip to Perth Amboy, New
Jersey, where they filmed a number of
exterior scenes in a coming Broadway Star
Feature from the pen of James Oliver
Curwood.
The second picture in which Barney Bernard will appear was written especially for
him by Senor Andres de Segurola, the celebrated baritone of the Metropolitan Opera
Company. It will be produced for the Vitagraph by Paul Scardon. In this latest offering Bernard will play both the role of
a grasping banker and that of a big-hearted
pawnbroker.
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By J. C. lessen
Stccial to Motion Picture New?.
Los Angeles, June 17.
of General Manager
return
the
WITH
H. O. Davis from the east, and
confirmation by wire of decisions
to center producing activities at Universal City, work of increasing the capacity of
the gigantic producing plant to accommodate
the increased forces, was immediately begun. The change to be made means the
expenditure of a considerable sum for the
erection of additional dressing rooms, directors' offices, and the building of an entirelj- new studio which will hjv; a sta.zr.
space of approximately 75 by 150 fee", and
of the same shape and design as the recently constructed feature producing studio.
The new one will be located immediately
north of the present feature stage and face
on Laemmle Boulevard, which connects the
front and back portions of the film municipality.
Scenarios Prepared for Newcomers
Since the return of Mr. Davis, he has
been besieged from morn until night by a
long line of people, many of whom have
been w^aiting weeks for an interview.
When he went east it was given out that he
would be back within ten days, but additional business prolonged his absence to
weeks instead of days. The only statement
that could be gained from the decidedly
busy general manager, was to the effect that
plans for increasing the capacity of the
studio have all been made, and the work
W'ill be completed by the army of workmen
regularly employed, so that no loss of time
will be occasioned by the transfer of the
producing organizations from the East
to the West, with the exception of the few
days the people spend on the train.
Scenarios have been prepared for the

Scenes from
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companies coming to Universal City, and
filming of new subjects will be taken up
immediately upon their arrival there. This
was brought out by the announcement that
Rex Ingram has taken up the filming of
" The Chalice of Sorrow," in five reels,
with Cleo Madison as star. Wedgewood
Knowles has been engaged to play in this
production. Ingram arrived one day, and
began production on the following. He
formerly directed Paul Panzer.
With the transfer of Cleo Madison to the
direction of Rex Ingram, Wm. Mong, who
has been co-director with Miss Madison,
will take charge of a company. His first
picture
will be " The Betrayal," consisting
of one reel.
Jane Gail, being starred in the Universal
subject "The Thcmsand Leagues Under
the Sea," has arrived in Los Angeles from
the Fort Lee Universal studios, and Violet
Mersereau, and William Garwood have arrived to take up production here. A still
later arrival was Matt Moore.
Grace Helen Bailey, a writer who has
contributed to magazines and who wrote
stories from every country while on a trip
around the world, has been sent to U City
by the New York Universal office, and will
be connected with the scenario department.
Joseph LeBrandt, who has been connected
with the Universal scenario department in
the east, has arrived at the western producing plant to continue his work.
Telegraphic advice received at U City
Saturday, was to the effect that a party of
players who had been engaged at the Fort
Lee U Studios, was leaving Sunday for
Los Angeles. The list included Ben Wilson, Howard Crompton, William Garwood,
Edith Roberts, Irene Hunt, Hobart Henley,
Gertrude Cameron, and others.
An addition to the U producing staff was
made in the engagement of Raymond Wells

(Left to Right)
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Ethel Teare in "When Opportunity Knocked
Gibson in " The Hazards of Helen "

as director. Wells recently jumped into
international prominence in planning and
producing the most remarkable Shakespearian spectacle known to the theatrical
world when for the Actor's Fund he produced Julius
"
Caesar " in a natural amphitheatre, and with a cast composed of
the leading actors of the film colony. His
first picture will consist of three reels, and
is entitled " The Caravan." This will feature little Lena Baskette, the child dancer,
supported by Jay Balesco, Clara McDowell,
and other equally prominent players.
Mendelssohn's " Spring Song," the favorite selection of a boy violinist, serves as an
introductory part of a five reel Bluebird
titled " Spring Song," which stars Ruth
Stonehouse in her first Universal number.
Harvey Gates wrote the scenario, and the
production is in charge of William Worthington.
Little Dorothy Clark plays the part of
Cecile as the child, and others are Kingsley Benedict as the h eavy, Arthur Holt m u
character part, William Canfield, Wadsworth Harris and Helen Wright. Franklyn Farnum plays opposite Ruth Stonehouse.
Myrtle Gonzales Found in " The Girl of
" The
Lost Girl
Lake of
" Lost Lake " is the name
given a five-reel subject now in the making
under the direction of Universal Director
Lynn Reynolds, who is also credited with
the writing of the scenario. Myrtle Gonzales plays the star role, that of Jude, a
simple girl of the mountain country, who
lives with her father, a trapper.
Val Paul appears in the role of the city
youth, George Hernandez the prospector,
Bertram Grassby the artist, Fred Church
the
stageandcoach
driver,
JackbigCurtis
the Ruby
girl's
father,
others
in the
cast are

Ham

in "Ham

the Explorer";

and Helen
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A Scene from the Rolin-Pathe
Cox, Jack Connelly, Bobbie Mack and
Mary DuCello.
The theatrical story adapted from the
Evelyn Heath novel " Saving of the Family
Name," gives to Mary MacLaron the role
of an unintentional vampire, at least she is
looked upon as a vampire by the parents of
wealthy young men who fall in love with
her. Supporting Miss MacLaren are Carl
Von Schiller, Jack Holt and Phil Smalley.
Two fisher lads of a Damon and Pythias
friendship, both secretly in love with the
same fisher girl, forms the plot for " Sea
Mates," a one reel Universal. Francis
Powers is directing this, and has a cast
composed of Clyde Bunson. Harold Skinner, Charles Mailes and Clara McDowell.
" I Got Yer Number " is a one-reel Joker
comedy Director Allen Curtis is filming
with William Franey, Gale Henry, Charles
Conklin, Lillian Peacock and Milburn Moranti. It all pertains to Mr. Binks, a poor
henpecked husband going out for a glorious time.
,The troubles of a baseball fan of the
forty-two centimeter variety that accrue,
furnishes the story for " Kill the Umpire,"
made by Lyons and Moran as their first independent contribution to the Universal.
Besides Eddie and Lee, Eileen Sedgwick
and Mina Cunard appear in the cast.
For more than a year Lule Warrenton.
the character actress, has had dreams of
directing a company of juvenile players,
and last week saw her first picture projected on the screen. It is named "The
Calling of Lindy." The title part is that
of a little colored girl with a decidedly
strong singing voice which drowns out the
voices of the other children, causing the
teacher to stop her from singing. But a
day came when Lindy's voice was needed.
It was when a fire occurred at the school,
and Lindy was the only one with a voice
which could be heard above the din. She
calls the children to order, and they file out
of the burning building. This act made
her the heroine of the school.
for 10,000
Three Days' Entertainment
Knights
Universal City officials last week were
hosts of B. H. Canfield of Cleveland, O.,
general manager of the Newspaper Enterprises Association; H. L. Schmetzstorff,
managing editor of the Los Angeles Record, and L. Sanders, editor of the Seattle
Star, on one day, and on another day Frank
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Travesty of "Julius Caesar'
J. F. Thiel, assistant treasurer of the U. S.,
and former collector of Los Angeles port
Claude I. Parker, were entertained at the
film municipality.
Plans have been made for the entertainment of the ten thousand Knight Templars

Dorothy Gish (Fine Arts) in "The School Marm"
who come to Los Angeles for the tri-annual conclave, June 17 to 24, and on Friday,
June 23. the visitors will spend at Universal
City. General Manager Davis is personally
making the plans for the entertainment of

the great number of visitors, and the program will include a rodeo by Universal
cowboys and cowgirls under the direction
of Harry Carey and George Marshall, assisted by Neil Hart. Among the women
riders will be Jane Bernoudy, Olive Golden
and Winnie Brown. The members of the
Universal zoo will give a number of acts
which Rex D. Roselli will supervise. In
the afternoon there will be a reception for
the visitors in which the leading players of
all Universal companies will participate.
Fritzi Scheff as guest of Adele Farrington, spent four hours at Universal City last
week while in company with her manager
and his wife. She was accompanied over
the grounds by Engaging Director Marshall
Stedman.
The breaking of a saddle girth during the
making of a scene, this week endangered
Cleo Madison. She was to ride speedily
across the location, and just after starting,
the leather broke, permitting the saddle to
slip to the side of the horse. Miss Madison
clung to the saddle, and the horse becoming frightened, ran away, continuing until
it came face to face with an impassable
fence. Aside from a number of scratches
and bruises, the actress was not injured.
Some wonderful water scenes were made
for " The Little Life Guard," when sixyear-old Elizabeth Janes dived and swam
with her hands and feet tied. The girl has
gained considerable reputation as an unusually clever swimmer, and been given the
name " The Bimini Seal."
The Lynn Reynolds U Company producing "The Girl of Lost Lake " which stars
Myrtle Gonzales, has gone to Bear Lake
Valley for the exterior scenes of the picture. Director George Cochran and company including Marjorie Ellison and Jack
Nelson, are spending a few days in the
vicinity of Oxnard, making desert scenes
for the comedy drama " Never Too Old to
Woo." Clififord Elfelt and company including Smith are at Mount Baldy making
exteriors for five one reel mountain stories.
Lyons and Moran having completed their
first picture, have taken up the filming of
" The Bunglers," which is in one reel, and
written by Ben Cohn.
Universal City was for a few minutes
threatened with a disastrous fire when exploding hand grenades set fire to the dry

The Helen Holmes-Signal Company in the Pleasanton Hotel Grounds. Honolulu.
Shows the Principals of " The Diamond Runners " Cast
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grass on the foothills. It was not noticed
for several minutes, and the flames gained
considerable headway before members of
the producing company and others began
fighting the fire. It had crept toward the
studio buildings when General Manager
Davis noticed the smoke, and directed a
large number of workmen to aid in the fire
fighting. More than ten acres was burned
before the fire was gotten under control.
Statistics compiled from records of Universal City laboratories, show that Allen
Curtis, director of the Joker Comedies,
who has been with the company for three
years, has made more than one hundred
and seventy-five one reel comedies.
While waiting for sets for the sixth episode of the " Timothy Dobbs " series, Director Wallace Beery produced a one reel
comedy named " The Janitor's Vacation."
written by himself, and in which he ap-

Director Joseph De Grasse and His New Leading Lady, Dorothy Phillips, Universal
pears as the Janitor. The role was that of
a Swede, which is his best known screen
character. He was supported in the production by Gertrude Astor and Peggy
Coudray.
Keenan in Gold Field Play
Lanier Bartlctt of the Ince scenario staf¥,
has provided Director Reginald Barkfi
with a heart interest drama of the California gold field days, written especially for
Frank Keenan, who will be starred in the
role of a hermit of the hills, whose peculiarities are cause for the theme of the photoplay. Enid Markey, Robert McKim and
J. P. Lockney will appear with Keenan.
Two Ince Kay-Bee companies are absent
from the studio. One including Louise
Glaum, Howard Hickman, Jerome Storm
and others, with Dal Clawson as cameraman, and Charles Giblyn as director, has
gone to San Diego where the birdmen of
the United States aviation station will work
with the players for scenes in " Somewhere
in France," by J. G. Hawks, adapted from
the Richard Harding Davis story. Much or
the action for the photoplay takes place
near the battlefields of Europe, and aviation plays a big part in the narrative.
Director Walter Edwards with Dorothy
Dalton and William Desmond and other
players has gone north -of Monterey, Cal..
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for ocean scenes along the coast of an unnamed island, where the romance of a
young stranded missionary takes place. The
Pacific Coast near Monterey offers some
wonderful scenery which heretofore, it is
said, has not been used in pictures. The
story is by Monty M. Katterjohn and Lanier Bartlett, and gives William Desmond
the fourth role of a minister.
John Lynch, short story writer, has been
added to the scenario staff at the Ince Triangle studios of Culver City, increasing the
number of writers to six. The entire staff
now including C. Gardiner Sullivan, J. G.
Hawks, Monty M. Katterjohn, Lanier Bartlett and Russell E. Smith.
The Christie Company under the direction of Horace Davey, is filming " Those
Primitive Days," a caveman comedy with
Betty Compson, Dave Morris, Neil Burns,
Gus Alexander, Harry Rattenberry and
others in the cast. While coming from location in the mountains near Chatsworth
Park one day during the past week, a tire
exploded and the company was forced to
resort to the primitive ways. It was a two
mile walk to a farm house to a telephone,
and fully four hours from the time of the
accident until another auto was secured.
In the meantime they had a dinner of boiled
eggs and baked potatoes, and made a bonfire to keep warm.
Director Al E. Christie is making " Over
a Cave Man," in which the girl, Billie
Rhodes, wants a man of the primitive type
who rules by power rather than persuasion.
Her suitor, Harry Hamm, learns of a wild
man, Eddie Barry, and soon gives her
enough of the close to nature life to win
her.

San Diego Exposition for use of the Japanese tea gardens for other scenes.
The coming Kalem series being made by
Director James Horne at the Glendale studios, has been titled " The Girl From Frisco." This, like the " Social Pirates,"

" Girl from Frisco " Is a Kalem Series
Elaborate arrangements are being made
at the Christie studio for the filming of a
Japanese comedy which will be m.-^de next
by Director Christie. Several street and
garden settings have been completed, and
arrangements have been made with the

Violet

Mersereau

Conversing
Director

With Her

Home's most recent release, is of the
nature of a series, each episode being complete within itself. Marin Sais will play the
featured part throughout this series, which
is of an equal suffrage nature, and will attempt to prove that women can rise to opportunities which confront them, and prove
themselves as capable as men. The question arises in the first episode entitled,
" The Fighting Heiress," when a western
girl takes up the challenge made agains*
her sex, and in the remaining episodes will
attempt to prove that her contention is
right.
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Members of the Jay Hunt Company (Universal) in Northern California Filming Three Photoplays
Episode number two is titled " The Turquoise Mine Conspiracy," and it is the girl
who succeeds in aiding the rightful owners
to hold their property. Supporting Miss
Sais in the series are True Boardman in the
male lead, Ronald Bradbury appears as the
heavy. Jack McDonald, who appeared as
Slapstick in Seligs " The Spoilers," plays

ter, and the plot deals with her experience
in a night court.
Sets are being built for the filming of
" The Storm," an original photodrama by
Mrs. H. C. deMille, mother of Cecil B. and
\Villiam C. deMille. Director Frank Reicher has been assigned to the making of this,
which will star Blanche Sweet. Reicher is
at present engaged in directing the filming
of the completing scenes for " Public Opinion," in which Miss Sweet is starred. The-,
photoplay shows the effect sensational
newspapers may have on the minds of their
readers. In this instance, a nurse is
charged with the murder of a woman, ana
public opinion created by the newspapers
condemns her before trial, thus causing the
trial to be one of a very unfair nature.
"For Ten Thousand Bucks"
Practically the last scene to be made for
the first two-reel Vogue comedy which has
been
Ten inThousand
was thetitled
end "For
of a chase
which twoBucks,''
automobiles run through an entire building occupied by a saloon. The first one, a miniature car, partially cleared the way for the
other, a big seven passenger machine that
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followed. Both cars were running at a
speed of twenty-five miles an hour when
they hit the front of the building, and the
brick walls failed to retard their speed to
any noticeable degree. The scenes were
made without accident. In the making of
other scenes for the picture, a train of seventeen cars was used on the Salt Lake railroad, and locations between Los Angeles
and San Pedro served. This will probably
be released early in July.
Director Jack Dillon is now engaged in
filming " Bungling Bill's Dress Suit,"
wherein a spendthrift as his only inheritance from a rich uncle is given a dress
suit. The usual Vogue cast with the exception of Elsie Gleason, new Vogue leading
woman, appear in this.
A second two-reel Vogue is now in the
making by Director Rube Miller and company. It is of the nature of a water story,
and a majority of the exterior scenes will
be made at Point Firmin where all kinds
of coast scenes can be secured. Ben Turpin with Miller and Gypsy Abbott will be
the principals of this two reeler.
The last one reel Vogue Miller subject
with many scenes laid in a cafe has been
titled
a la Carte."
Two " Jealousy
new members
have been added to
the Vogue stock company in the persons of
Ward McAllister, who appeared as the
Frenchman in " The Diamond From the
Sky," and Lillian Hamilton, who has played
with a number of coast companies.
The Rolin Film Company organization
has been increased to two companies. One
composed of D. Lampton, the fat boy,
Harry Todd, Mary Joslin, Fred Newmeyer,
Billy Fay, Estelle Harrison and others, will
be under the direction of Hal Roach, who
is responsible for the success of the "Lonesome Luke " series released by Pathe. Harold Lloyd, who has appeared in the part of
Lonesome Luke in all comedies, with Gilbert Pratt will direct the second company,
Lloyd apearing in the principal part. Others
of this organization will be Bebe Daniels,

'SlilliiiMiliuiiltMMLniiiLlii .

William Farnum in the William Fox Production,
" The Man from Bitter Root "
a character part, and others in important
parts are Frank Jonasson, Barney Furey,
and William Parsons. Director Horne and
company left Friday for Randsburg, Cal.,
where they will make scenes for episode
number two.
The Lasky Company has purchased from
William A. Hurlburt, playwright and author of " The Fighting Hope " and other
legitimate stage successes, a photodrama
written especially for Marie Doro. This
will be filmed by Director William C. deMille upon the completion of the one in
which Miss Doro is now working entitled
"The Kid." In the present subject Miss
Doro appears in the role of a slum charac-

The Robert Leonard-Universal Company at Coronado. Where Scenes Were Taken for " Little
Eve Edgarton "
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Harry Pollard. Bud Jamison, Earl Mohan
and Cliarles Stevenson.
The one reel subject, a burlesque on
"Julius Caesar." has been filmed by Director Hal Roach, and the Rolinites are now
filming a physician's story. A city ambulance and other hospital equipment was secured for use in the comedy, and some real
thrills were taken when an ambulance run
was made that ended in a collision with a
street car.
Pegging Away at Ninth "Ring"
The Stern Company with Francis Ford
and Grace Cunard, are now busy on the
ninth episode of " Peg o' the Ring," which
will have a Mexican atmosphere. The circus goes to the border line, and for these
scenes some very elaborate sets have been
built.
The L-Ko Company has finisbed the filming of " Lizzie's Lingering Love," which
features Alice Howell, and was mad? under the direction of Jack Blystone. The
subject consists of three reels and is of an
underworld type, in which a girl released
from prison attempts to go the straight and
narrow path, but is prevented from doing
so by her former pals.
Three two reel L-Ko subjects are now in
production. Billie Ritchie is scheduled to
create some new thrills in a daring dash
across roofs of down town Los Angeles
buildings, and for another, Dan Russell as
conductor will drive a street car off the end
of a pier at a nearby beach.
Katiierine Griffith, character a"tress,
Belle Bennett, ingenue, and Joe Moore,
juvenile actor and brother of Tom and
Matt Moore, have all been added to the
stock company of the L-Ko organization
Practically all members of the Vitagrapli
Company went to San Diego recently
where Director Rollin S. Sturgeon will film
shipwreck scenes for the Cleveland Moffit
story, "Through the Wall." Director
Sturgeon was accompanied by sixty extra
players besides the regular members of the
cast, and about one hundred and fifty additional ones will he engaged at .San Diego
to take part in the scenes made there.
Director William Walbert is making the
last scenes for a three-reel drama entitled
" The Gratitude of John Winston," wherein a man of the world, a widower, while
on his way home from the club, finds a
waif whom he takes with him and later
adopts. The principals are Corrine Griffith,
Webster Campbell and Jack Mower.
Work on the filming of a series of onereel comedies has been started by Director
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Dave Smith. The first has been titled
" It's A Bear." The story has to do with
newlyweds who insist upon keeping a dog
in an apartment house against the wishes
of the janitor. The principals of the cast
are Mary Anderson, Archie Warren,
George Kunkel and Ralph McComas.
"A Woman's Reputation"
A David Horsley dramatic company
headed by Crane Wilbur and May Gaston,
are still working on the subject "A Woman's Reputation." Western gambling
hall scenes, which require an area 200 by
300 feet, were made at the studio by the
aid of about one hundred extra people, all
in evening costume.
The most recent addition to the David
Horsley studio is a first aid hospital in
charge of Dr. F. C. S. Barlow. A special
building has been erected which is being
equipped with all surgical instruments,
operating table and necessary accessories.
All children of the Jewish orphanage
of Huntington Park were guests of the
David Horsley studio one afternoon last
week, complementary to the services the
children gave in scenes for " Wasted
Years," the most recent Horsley five-reel
subject. Many scenes were made in and
about the charitable institution, and practically all of the children took part in drills.
Crane Wilbur on this occasion acted as
guide for the party, and gave each child an
autographed photograph.
Abraham Carlos, general representative
of the Fox Film Corporation, is in Los
Angeles for a short stay investigating business conditions, and for a short visit at the
Fox studio. He is making a tour of inspections over the country and finds very
gratifying growth of business at all of the
exchanges in this country which have been
oiicned by the company he represents.
Theder theFox
b'ilm Corporation
direction
of Richard Company,
Stanton, unhas
Ijeen encountering difficulties in the filining
of scenes for "The Beast," at the border
of the United States near Yuma, Arizona.
The weather conditions have greatly delayed productions, and the company, headed
by George Walsh and Anna Luther as leading people, is still in the south. During
their absence the studio technical staff is
ljuilding sets for this, and they will be
ready by the time the producing organization returns.
Governor Hunt of Arizona has written
t') James Marcus, assistant director to R.
A. Walsh of the Fox Film Corporation
producing staff, complimenting Marcus on

the make-up he used to impersonate the
,A.rizona governor. Director Walsh is now
nearing the end of the filming for the
eight or ten-reel subject, "The Honor System," and by the end of the week all scenes
will be in the cutting room.
The William Farnum Company is working at the studio, Director Oscar Apfel
having- made scenes in the Sierras for a
Canadian northwest picture which he is
now finishing. Gladys Brockwell plays the
leading feminine part. The subject has not
been given a permanent title.
Started Picture for Completion in East
Before departing for New York, Fine
Arts Director Alan Dwan and Douglas
Fairbanks started work on their next production. The scenario called for a number
of western scenes with mountain settings,
and these were made here. The film will
be completed in New York. Fairbanks has
the role of a dare-devil cowboy, and performed a number of riding scenes. A
greater portion of the play is laid in the
east.
" The Marriage of Molly-0 " is now being completed at the Fine Arts studio.
Robert Harron and Mae Marsh are to
play in a comedy drama being written for
them by Anita Loos. Lloyd Ingraham will
direct the production of this. The working
script will be completed within a few days,
and filming taken up.
\\^ilfred Lucas has been chosen as star
for the Fine Arts play " Hell-To-Pay
Austin," written by Mary H. O'Connor.
Austin becomes the guardian of Brier
Rose, taken by Bessie Love, and others
selected for this cast are Mary Alden, Eugene Pallette, Ralph Lewis and others. The
part taken by Lewis is that of the father,
minister by profession, who fights a losing
batttle with barleycorn.
Motion picture rights for the Rupert
Hughespurchased
story, "Laughter
have
been
for Fine of
ArtsShiloh,"
production.
The story, which ran in the Saturday Evening Post, has for its leading character a
young girl of a small rural town, who is
unadaptable to any vocation until the dancing craze hits the village. The girl then
starts a dancing school with herself as the
teacher. Lillian Gish will in all probability
play the leading role in this production.
Inmates of the Los Angeles County hospital were given entertainment this week
when Lillian Gish arranged for a showmg of "TheTheBirth
a Nation"
at the
institution.
FineofArts
actress learned
that a number of the inmates had expressed
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a desire to see the picture, and she immediately secured projecting machine, equipment and the use of a copy of this famous
film.
The closing day of school at the Fine
Arts studio, arranged by the teacher, Sarah
McClung, was one of the big events of the
year at this film plant. Perhaps the most
important event of the afternoon was the
distribution of one hundred dollars by
Douglas Fairbanks to the kiddies that
made the highest grades. The pledge of
the money was made early last fall, shortly
after the opening of school, and throughout the year it has been an inspiration to
all pupils. The program consisted of talks
by Manager of Production Frank E.
Woods ; Business Manager J. C. Epping,
and Mr. Fairbanks. George Stone, Buelah
and Thelma Burns and Mae Giraci gave
recitations. The entire class sang " The
Owl and Pussy Cat." There were two
dancing numbers by Carmen DeRue and
Violet Radcliffe, Mildred Harris and Pauline Stark, and the program ended with the
singing of " America." The exercises were
held on the big stage at the studio where
a special set was erected for the purpose.
Finish Four Keystones
The filming of four Keystone subjects
has been completed, and two have already
been shipped to the eastern laboratories
of the company. The list includes " Hearts
and Sparks," the story of the wireless spark
plug ; " His First False Step," with Chester Conklin as the property man ; " His
Wild Oats," and " Ambrosa's Cup of Woe."
Ford Sterling is the featured player of
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" His Wild Oats," who takes the part of
a flirting tailor, who tires of his wife, Ella
Haines, and wins the love of the wife of
a sharpshooter, taken by Polly Moran.
The melodrama prop, the mortgage,
serves as a cause for action in "Ambrosa's
Cup of Woe." He loses the farm, but not
until after an artist had seen his wife and
induced her to go to the city to pose for
him. Joey Jacobs, a four-year-old actor,
with his trained pig, makes his debut in
this comedy. The pig, about the size of
a three-months old, submits to harness and
is
boy.driven about promiscuously by the little
Victor Herrman, who for more than a
year and a half has been director of comedies at the L-Ko studio, has been engaged
by Mack Sennette to serve in that capacity,
and began work last week.
James Young, who was engaged to direct Mabel Normand in five-reel comedy
dramas, has resigned and J. Farrell Macdonald has been secured for this position.
The company is now at work on the first
subject, known at the studio as "MounBred." Normand Company has purThetainMabel
chased motion picture rights of J. M. Barrie of London, author of " The Little Minister," and this, one of the first of Frohman successes, will be produced next. Miss
Normand will appear in the part of Babbie,
the role made famous by Maud Adams.
Arbuckle to Go Back to Coast
Arrangements have been completed for
the return of the Roscoe Arbuckle Com-
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pany from New York, and the Keystone
heavyweight director-comedian will leave
the east for Los Angeles upon the completion of the comedy he is now working on,
" The Waiters' Ball." He is expected to
arrive in Los Angeles about July 1.
Players of two studios were considerably surprised last week when the marriage of George Walsh, leading man of
the Fox Film Corporation, and Seena
Owen, star of Fine Arts studio, became
known. The wedding occurred at San
Diego on February 5. Since that time the
parties have been successful in keeping the
news from their large circle of friends.
Director R. A. Walsh, brother of the
groom, and Miriam Cooper, former Griffith
actress, who played one of the leading
parts in " The Birth of a Nation," were
secretly wed about the same time at Albuquerque, New Mexico. The wedding of
the latter couple became known several
weeks ago.
Lenore Ulrich, who arrived in Los Angeles for an engagement of several months,
will begin work in her first Pallas-Morosco
subject this week. Scenario for this, now
being completed, has not been named. It
is a story of international intrigue, with
scenes laid in Europe during the present
conflict. The story, however, is not to be
classed with one dealing with matters of
the present war.
Director Lloyd and company experienced
many hardships while at Pine Crest in the
filming of exterior scenes for " Nell of
Thunder Mountain," which stars Vivian
Martin.
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MARSTON BOOKS "GLORIA'S ROUniversal Outgrows Its Quarters in Washington, D. C, and
MANCE" IN NEW ENGLAND
THEATRES
Unicorn Opens Its Doors in the Plaza Theatre Building
Manager Marston of the Boston George
the quarters became the office of the New
THE Universal, Washington, D. C, has
Kleine exchange has just returned from
York Film Rental exchange, so it is quite
again outgrown its quarters and has
a trip to Maine, where he booked houses
natural that they should fall into the hands
moved into larger and more commodiin
Gardiner, Augusta, Hallowell, Bangor
of
another
exchange.
ous ones. Under the name of the Washand Lewiston, Me., for Billie Burke in
The exchange is under the management
ington Film Exchange, it is now located
" Gloria's Romance." He booked the New
at 307 Ninth street, just a block from its of W. A. Kline, who goes from the same
Strand, J. Keller, manager, at Gardiner ; the
former location and right in the heart of service in Philadelphia. He is a man thoropera house, Tom Cuddy, manager, Auoughly alive to the needs of the exhibitor
the picture center. Since the handling of
gusta; and the Silver theatre, J. J. Fray,
and believes that another service will find
the Red Feather and Bluebird features.
a permanent place in the picture field. In manager, Waterville, and many others.
Manager Yates has been hard pressed for
" Gloria's Romance " is in the Park and
fact this has already been demonstrated by
space and proper facilities, and now with
the books of the Unicorn.
Fenway theaters, Boston, and both manthe new program of four daily releases,
agers have written of the unexpectedly
The large downtown feature houses are
moving became an immediate necessity.
large
business
done. These reports of unalso
making
use
of
this
service
for
fillers
The present quarters are in many ways
expected business have come in from all
n>ore fitted for their purpose than the of- and find them popular with their patrons.
over New England.
fices vacated. They are better fitted up,
This is especially true of Crandall's and
the Garden in Washington and several
better ventilated and lighted, and two floors
houses in Baltimore. The Plaza is using GILLIGHAM GIVES UP MANAGERSHIP
are occupied by Universal. Each of these
OF GENERAL IN DETROIT
the first releases of this service and this
floors have a larger space than the former
theatre
is
also
being
used
by
this
exchange
A.
J.
Gilligham has resigned as manager
quarters.
for frequent exhibitions for exhibitors as
of the General Film Company in Detroit,
For a few days everything was in conwell as the exchange itself.
fusion, but no interruption was allowed
and has opened offices at 189 Woodward
to business and the exhibitor was not
avenue, Empire Theatre building, where he
Mr. Kline has secured as his right-hand
assistant, Willi am Mack, a man who was
will operate as the National Film Company.
av.'are of the ' change until all was over.
associated with Tom Moore in the exMr. Yates has assigned ample space to the
Mr. Gilligham is the longest in point of
service with the General Film Company,
change field, and who has since known
repair department, the shipping, the poster
in which he is also a stockholder. He owns
service with the General, Universal and
and paper departments, publicity material,
states rights features. He has grown up
bookkeeping and delivery departments. His
the Empire theatre in Detroit, and is presiown office is located in the front of the
with that territory as a film center and
dent of the Gilligham and Smith Company,
building, but Mr. Yates is likely to be has made the territory grow as a film cenwhich operates a chain of six theatres in
Grand Rapids.
ter during that time.
found in any other part of his domain supervising al branches of his exchange.
Herbert C. Wales has arrived in Washington, D. C., to take charge of the manBarr, New Orleans, Plans Extensive Advertising for " Shoes
agement of the World Film branch there,
Sessions to Make Flying Gulf Trip; Luncheon Brings
succeeding C. W. Bunn, who resigned to
Out Film Men
accept a similar position with Pathe in
atre under the management of the New OrIV/rAURICE F. BARR, manager of the
Chicago. Mr. Wales went from Albany,
leans Times-Picayune.
N. Y., where he conducted a motion pic- J-Vl Bluebirds, Inc., New Orleans office,
Members of the New Orleans exchanges
is planning an extensive advertising camture theatre supply house, and previous to
that was associated with the General Film
enjoyed a luncheon at the DeSoto Hotel a
paign for Mary MacLaren, who makes her
few days ago. It was an informal affair
Company.
debut in " Shoes." The press is to be used,
with other publicity stunts, from time to which nearly every member of the newlyHe has had a decade of experience with
time.
formed Film Managers Association atvarious phases of the motion picture intended.
dustry, most of this time l>eing spent in
Beyond the fact that " Southern " has
The Fichtenberg Enterprises and the
been added to the World Film office, and
the exchange field.
Mr. SchafTer, eastern division manager,
Columbia Amusement Company have treat" Company " substituted for " Corporation,"
ed New Orleans film fans to a demonstrathere has been no change at that exchange
went to Washington to install Mr. Wales
in New Orleans. Neither has an official
tion of quick work in picture taking and
and remained a few days. He frankly acannouncement been sent exhibitors in the
development. One hour after the last line
knowledged his regret at the departure
territory. They, however, or all those who
of Mr. Bunn and his close associate, Mr.
of 40,000 marchers in the preparedness parade on June 3 had passed the reviewing
read the newspapers, have been informed
Friedman. He spoke in the highest terms
of the change.
stand at the City Hall, moving pictures of
of the condition of the Washington terriAnna H. Sessions, manager of the New
tory and the strides it had made in the
the parade were flashed at the Plaza theatre and at the Columbia. The films were
Orleans World office, will leave next week
past year.
rival films, although nearly everybody went
The Unicorn Exchange has opened its on a flying trip over the Gulf territory.
door in Washington, D. C, and is located in Miss Session declares she will be her own
to both theatres for the purposes of comtraveling representative.
the picture district, over the Plaza theatre.
them. has been selected for a fuC. E. Tandy, of the Southern Paramount
New paring
Orleans
These quarters were once the home of the
Pictures Company, visited Manager H. F.
sole film distributors of Washington, when
ture release by the Gaumont in " Seeing
Tom Moore controlled the film market
Wilkes recently and then went on his way
America First Series." E. Guetlein, staff
to
Atlanta.
cameraman of the Gaumont studios, is in
there. Later he sold the office to the. Genthe city taking views of the principal
eral Film Company when that company
" The Battle Cry of Peace " spent two
streets, harbor and historic spots.
wished to locate in Washington. Then
weeks in New Orleans at the Crescent the-
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PICTURE PEOPLE
MARCH
IN NEW
ORLEANS PREPAREDNESS
PARADE
To the tune of " America, I Love You,"
" Dixie," and other inspiring airs, two hundred members of the New Orleans film colony, including at least seventy-five women,
marched eight abreast in the Preparedness
Parade in that city recently, with 40,000
other patriotic citizens. The moving picture industry was the fourth unit of Division Seven in the giant parade, and virtually every exchange manager, a number of
exhibitors, stenographers, rewinders, cashiers and poster clerks participated.
A feature was the bevy of pretty girls
and women, that followed closely behind
the exchangemen, forming eight abreast,
clad in white. The fair sex was captained
by Mrs. Al G. Shear, wife of the New Orleans Universal Film manager, with Bertha
Sobel, daughter of N. Sobel, owner of the
Washington theatre, as aide.
Big, jovial S. T. Stephens, New Orleans
head of the Mutual Film Corporation, acted as unit marshal of the motion picture
men, in the absence of Al. G. Shear, who
was in Atlanta attending the semi-annual
convention of Universal managers. Mr.
Stephens had as his aides Nat Erlich, manager of Triangle; Maurice F. Barr, manager. Bluebirds, Inc. ; R. King Evans, manager V-L-S-E; Hoyt Morrow, manager.
General Film; F. C. Ragland and Elmer
Smith, of George Kleine's forces ; Paul
Ford, of the Peerless Feature Film Company; Gaston Dureau, representing the
Fichtenberg Enterprises and F. C. Wilkes,
resident manager of Paramount.
Mr. Rotherford, special representative
from Mutual's home offices and Raoul Junet, manager of Pathe, directed the second
column of film men. Frank Marfese, and
Nat Sobel served as captains of the exhibitors contingent. G. B. Mars, of Mars theatre, was a marshal of the parade.
ONE FIVE-REELER A MONTH IS
BANNER PLAN FOR KANSAS
Placing one five-reel feature a month,
and having no little features of any kind,
is the principal characteristic of the Banner Film Company, which has just started
in Kansas City, under the management
of A. G. Hull. The Banner Film Company is going to place in that territory a
photodrama depicting the question of race
suicide. This photodrama has been run
in the principal cities of Missouri and
Iowa, and in Kansas City, Mo. The receipts of the first four days amounted to
$1,500.
It was first run at the Wonderland theatre. Mr. Hull plans that the feature of
each month shall be booked at each house
for from one to four days. The race suicide photodrama has already been placed
at the Palace theatre in Des Moines and
at the New American, Davenport ; Amuzu,
Muscatine ; and at the Rex theatre, Ottumwa.
WEDDING

BELLS JINGLING
OMAHA
J. E. Flynn, assistant manager
General Film Company branch at
will be married June 20 to Marie
ine FitzGerald.

IN
of the
Omaha,
Joseph-
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R. & R. Jungle Paper Showing the Benign Countenances of
Napoleon and Sally Brings Out the Youngsters
in Kansas City
nn HE Monarch Feature Film Company,
Company. The United Feature Service,
which is to be its name, will rent a high
■'■ Kansas City, is supplying the degrade of features running from two to
mands of the exhibitors for E. & R. Jungle
features and the Ivan pictures. J. H.
four days, and each feature will be either
five or six reels long.
Kamm, an exhibitor of Coffeyville, Kan.,
The United Film Service is still releasing
who was in Kansas City recently, says that
the moment a poster showing Napoleon
regular programs and is supplying nearly
and Sally is placed before the entrance
forty per cent of the airdomes in Kansas
every kid in the town crowds around, and
City and this vicinity.
The Unicorn Film Service has estabthat the performances are packed with chillished abranch at Wichita, Kan., with Jack
dren who sometimes stay for the second
showing. H. H. Hughes, manager of the
Brainard in charge as manager. Mr. BrainAlhambra theatre of Springfield, Mo., was
ard was formerly with the Wichita office of
the Mutual. The Unicorn has added to its
in Kansas City during the past week and
force of travelers Roy Bettis, who will
says that contrary to opinion the Ivan productionA" Fool's Paradise," was one of cover Missouri and Eastern Kansas, and
the best liked pictures shown in that city, W. M. Beckenstein, formerly of the Pathe,
for Iowa and Nebraska.
and that it was the talk of the town for
some time. Another proof of the popularJohn Hicks, a former roadman for the
General Film Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
ity of Ivan productions is the case of E. M.
is to take the place left vacant by R. O.
Henle, of Muscatine, la., who has booked
Proctor, who was given a farewell dinner
every production and is now waiting for
at the Baltimore hotel. Mr. Hicks has been
more. The Royal theatre,. St. Joseph, Mo.,
has just taken on a two-day program of in the office for some time and has worked
all-Ivan pictures.
for the General Film Company for five
Frank Tacy, the manager, visited the
lately.
Albert M. Goldstein, formerly with MarMonarch Feature Film Company's office
tin and Estes, selling " The Spoiler," " The
An additional feature office, due to the years.
Christian," and other features is now witli
the Fox exchange at Kansas City.
growth of the film exchange, is on the proR. L. Hewitt, for seven months assistant
gram for the United Film Service Comto R. O. Proctor, manager of the General
pany, of the Gloyd Building. This office
will operate under the supervision of A. A. at Kansas City, goes with Mr. Proctor to
the Metro at Chicago.
Chatkin, now of the United Film Service
Two Roadmen for International in San Francisco, Feeling
Stimulating Effect of Western Atmosphere, Get Enough
Contracts to Make Them First-Rank Salesmen
or four times as large as the San Francisco
THAT San Francisco and its tributary
territory can boast are now trailing in the
territory forms one of the greatest
dust. We are doing double the business of
fields for film exchanges in the entire counthe Los Angeles branch and are making
try is the tribute that is paid to that section
gains right along. Exhibitors are finding
by H. L. Knappen, manager of the recently
opened International Film Service at 280 that the advertising done by the Hearst inGolden Gate Avenue. To illustrate his
terests are bringing big results and newspoint, Mr. Knappen calls attention to the
paper publicity is due for a big boom here.
fact that bookings at this office passed the The advertising balloons put out in connec$25,000 mark some time ago and that out of
tion with the " Mysteries of Myra " are beten offices in the largest cities in the couning snapped up by exhibitors about as fast
try San Francisco stands fifth, being led as we can get them, more than five thousand having been distributed from here so
only by such cities as New York, Chicago
and Boston, the population of which are
far. Many are featuring ascensions, fasmuch greater than the population of San
tening tickets for their shows to the balFrancisco.
loons
and liberating them." News is now
The Hearst-Vitagraph
The city of Chicago alone has more theatres than there are in the entire Pacific
known as the Hearst-International News
slope. In spite of the disadvantages of a Pictorial and Manager Knappen states that
scanty population and a limited number of every effort will be made to keep it in the
theatres two salesmen of this branch, H.
front rank, with plenty of Pacific Coast
material. A branch office is to be estabKorper and H. Krause, stand in the very
lished at Salt Lake City and bookings from
first rank among the sixty salesmen of the
that territory will come through the San
ten offices. In speaking of this record Mr.
Francisco office. Advices have been reKnappen recently said : " There is someceived in San Francisco from the main
thing in the Western atmosphere, and particularly in San Francisco, that serves to office that within a short time feature releases will be made.
stimulate salesmanship. When this office
was opened predictions were freely made
TANDY IS A VISITOR IN DALLAS
that a success could not be made of it, as
San Francisco was overrun with film exC. E. Tandy, general manager of the
changes and the field was too limited.
i'aramount exchanges in the South, and diWestern men were placed in the field and
lector general of the Southern World Film
some branches serving a population three
offices, has been visiting in Dallas.
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HOFFM.4\ J ISITS TORO.\TO A^D
COyPERS WITH WEEKS, DETROIT
BRANCH
M. H. Hoffman, general manager of excliaiiges for Bluebird, was in Toronto recently, and George Weeks, of the Detroit branch, also went to Toronto to confer with Mr, Hoffman, during his visit.
I rom Mr. Weeks, it was learned, that he
intends to shortly open a publicity department in Detroit, similar to the one in
operation in Toronto. Several men are
being considered for the position, but no
announcement yet has been made.
W. H, Davidson, who for some months
past has been special representative of the
Universal Company, in Ontario, announced
hif resignation to take place immediately,
and also the fact that he w'ould shortly
assume the managership of the Toronto
office of the World Film Corporation.
It is reported, on good authority, that
Charles Stevens, representative of the
Klcine Company, under Mr. Cooper, in
Montreal, will make a change very shortly,
and come over to the Universal Company,
and take over the position left vacant by
Air. Davidson, who has recently resigned,
to go to the World Film Corporation.
RATHNER GETS RIGHTS TO " CIV ILL
ZATIOA" FOR SIX STATES
Thomas H. Ince has just disposed of
the state rights to his production of " Civilization "in six states to H. Rathner, a
well known film magnate and manager of
the Supreme Feature Film Company.
The states selected by Mr. Rathner are
as follows : Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa,
North and South Dakota and Montana.
Mr. Rathner was in New York to attend
the premier of "Civilization" and immediately began to negotiate. The price paid is
not stated, but Mr. Rathner said on signing
the contract he expected to make a quarter
of a million dollars on the deal.
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Butner of Triangle in Quaker City Swings Around

the Circle in

His Territory; Osborne

Tries Roadman Efficiency Plan
ON account of the demolition of the being made in the office to arrange the
various holidays so they will not in any
building at 1223 Vine street, Philadelphia, to make way for the modern film
way conflict.
A new method of business efficiency is
l uilding about to be erected on this site,
the Monarch Film Company has moved
being tried out by Manager Osborn. In orback to its original quarters at 1220 Vine
der to test each roadman's ability and furstreet and the Empire Film Company has
ther to get better acquainted with the Pathe
moved to 1208 Vine street.
exhibitors, Mr. Osborne will each week
Manager JamesButner of Triangle took
take in another part of his territory accompanying the salesman on his rounds.
a swing around the circle last week, makThis work will keep the manager out of
ing
several
days'
stop
at
Washington
and
Baltimore.
his office several days each week.
Beginning Thursday, June fifteenth, the
The " Matrimonial Market " is booking
Hearst International News Pictorial will
fast. "Who's Guilty?" has also taken a
new and rapid stride. Exhibitors say it
start on a fresh phase of its career through
the International Film Service, Inc., that
arouses keen interest as each person can
being the release date for the Quaker City exercise his own judgment over the answer. Testimonial letters are coming in
Exchange. During his recent tour of the
to the exchange every day about this series.
exchanges General Exchange Manager BerThe Orpheum in Wilkes-Barre played it
;':er paid a flying visit to the Philadelphia
office.
to 4,500 paid admissions in one day recently. Interest in the picture is augmented
All the Philadelphia V-L-S-E employes
are rejoicing at the recent dictum of the
by the fact that twenty prominent newshome office to give every employe of a
papers in the district are publishing the
story serially. The North American is
full year's service, two weeks' vacation with
running it in Philadelphia.
pay in advance, if desired. Plans are now
SANFORD AND SCOTT BOOK ENTIRE
UNITY PROGRAM FOR TEXAS
After a visit to New York, extending
over a long period, during which time they
viewed scores of features, comedies and
educationals, F. M. Sanford and C. R. Scott
have returned to Dallas, Texas, having

FOX BOSTON EXCHANGE SEEKS
LARGER QUARTERS
Manager Campbell of the Boston Fox
exchange is negotiating for a new building, the present quarters having been outgrown. Itis expected that the building will
have a floor space of 15,000 square feet
and will be occupied in the fall. Manager
Campbell claims more houses in Greater
Boston than any other feature exchange.
He signed the Hamilton theatre, Dorchester, and the Imperial, South Boston,
last week. Charles Phillips, Fox representative, is on the road again after an illlicss. Fox has sold to Goldstein Brothers
of SpringficJd fifty features for their house
at Hampton Beach, N. H., this summer.
GRANBY A VISITOR IN DETROIT
Mitchell Granby, manager of the Toronto, Can., office of the Fox Film Corporation, was in Detroit Sunday, June 11, as
the guest of C. G. Kingsley. Detroit man-"
ager for Mr. Fox. Mr. Granby visited
some of the leading Detroit theatres both
downtown and in the outskirts, ai)d expressed surprise at their splendid construction and lafge capacity as compared to"
many in other cities. Mr. Granby reported
Fox films to be in brisk demand in Toronto
despite the war in Europe.
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that the Sanford and Scott exchange will
henceforth be known as the Unity Exchange, and the firm will handle the entire
output of Unity.
A big trade showing, to which exhibitors
from the entire Sanford-Scott territory
have been invited, will be held shortly in
Dallas, and the Unity product, including
the Nat Goodwin releases and the serial
" The Yellow Menace," will be shown.
Both members of the firm are well
known in film circles, especially in the
Southwest. Mr. Scott has operated a chain
of theatres and exchanges for several years
and Mr. Sanford is equally well known,
having been for a long time in charge of
the Southwestern interests of the World
Film Corporation.
DEPINET BACK IN DALLAS FROM
ATLANTA TRIP
Ned E. Depinet, manager of the Consolidated's office in Dallas, has returned to
Dallas from a trip to Atlanta, where he
conferred with General Manager William
Oldknow regarding the two big features
tlieir company has recently acquired from
the Universal, " The Dumb Girl of Portici " and "Where Are My Children?"
ARNOLD

IN CHARGE OF EXCLUSIVE
AT LITTLE ROCK
S. A. Arnold, for a long time manager
of the Palace theatre. Little Rock, Ark.,
known as the man responsible for so many
live stunts in the show business there, is
now manager of the Exclusive Feature
1 ilni Service's branch office at Little Rock.

Messrs. C. R. Scott and F. M. Sanford
Ijooked the entire program of the Unity
Sales Corporation for Texas, Oklahoma,
Louisiana and Arkansas.
Mr. Scott is very- enthusiastic aljout the
Unity program and declares it is of consistently high quality- He also announces

WALLACE

MADE UNICORN HEAD IN
WILKES-BARRE
George R. Wallace has been installed as
manager of the Wilkes-Barre office of the
Unicorn, which is at 35 S. Pennsylvania
avenue, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Mr, Wallace
hfLs. been in. the_ exchange business in
Wilkes-Barre for over four years. . ;
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This department is designed to keep the industry informed of all news concerning new or projected laws, Federal,
State, County or Municipal, that may affect the business, and all events involving any branch
of the trade with the authorities in all sections of the country
Tax on Theatre Tickets in Alberta Now

in Effect; Houses

in

Calgary and Edmonton

Will Bring Government $3,000
a Week
The new Alberta provincial theatre ticket
own ticket, more confusion and delay retax went into effect on June 1, and resulted
sulted, and the exhibitors will donbtless rein a great deal of confusion on account of
quest permission to have the men on the
door receive the tickets, to be deposited
the fact that patrons generally were not
aware of the new law, and much time was
by them in the box ; or for a box or hopper
with a sufficiently large opening to allow
consumed in explaining the necessity of
the tickets to be tossed in without any
paying an extra cent for admission to motion picture theatres. Patrons were thus
trouble.
The tickets themselves are in different
handled very slowly, and at times the lobbier were more crowded with people at- colors, and bear the provincial crest. The
tempting to purchase tickets than were the one-cent tickets, used by the picture houses,
auditoriums of the theatres themselves.
are pink ; blue ones representing a tax of
Present plans of a number of managers
two and one-half cents are used by other
theatres charging up to a dollar admission ;
contemplate providing an additional box
while admission prices of a dollar or over,
office especially for the sale of the tax
coupons, to be open for a short time each
and circus tickets, carry a white ticket sellday. There was considerable objection to
ing for five cents. Soldiers are exempted
from the tax, as are also partiotic, religious
the payment of the tax, and some people
or charitable entertainments.
even refrained from attending the theatres,
IX is estimated that the theatres of Calrather than suffer the so-called " imposigary and Edmonton, representing about
tion."
one-fourth the number in the province,
The receptacle provided by the government for the tickets is a small red box, will bring in a revenue of somewhat more
with a very tiny slot in the top, into which
than $3,000 per week. Exhibitors are althe tickets are to be placed. As the law
lowed acommission of ten per cent on the
provides that each patron must deposit his coupons sold.
NEBRASKA
TOWN
DIGS
UP OLD
ORDINANCE FOR ENFORCEMENT
OF SUNDAY CLOSING
Exhibitors throughout Nebraska — those
who know of it— are interested in the manner by which the Lyric theatre at Wymore,
Neb., was closed.
When the Lyric, under the ownership
and management of H. W. Dimmitt and
W. H. Small, opened on Sunday a few
weeks ago, many of the church people and
some of the business men protested vigorously to Mayor Rawlings, who stated that
there was no ordinance to prohibit the theatre from keeping open on Sunday. He
said he was not opposed to a motion picture theatre running on Sunday, and as
there was no ordinance against it, the
Lyric could not be closed.
When Dimmitt and Small were approached by a committee of business men,
they said they could not operate at a
profit without the Sunday business. They
refused to close. The committee made several flank attacks and with the aid of some
of the city authorities succeeded in digging up an old ordinance which prohibited
moving picture shows from operating in
Wymore on Sunday, so all the managers
could do was to close. The matter may
be taken into tJie court's.

Sunday closing was put into effect in
half a dozen small Iowa towns by the
election there June 5.
STEWART APPOINTED WAR TAX
TICKET DISTRIBUTOR
Theatre men in Hamilton, Ont., and the
surrounding district will be interested to
know that David Stewart, proprietor of the
Red Mill theatre in that city, has been
appointed by the Ontario Legislature distributor of the theatre war tax tickets for
that district.
This will mean a saving of time and
labor for the theatre men and will also
save them from a heavy investment in the
tickets. Mr. Stewart is ready to supply
these tickets upon application.
JOPLIN MANAGERS FORM CLUB
The Joplin Managers Protective Association was organized in Joplin, Mo., June
E, to secure co-operation in all projects
lor the general benefit of the industry.
The theatres whose managers are interested in the movement are the Princess,
Electric, Royal, Empress, Gayety, Club,
New Joplin, Ideal and Star. The officers
of the association are E. M. Chapman,
Ideal, president ; L." P. "Ballard, Club, and
New Joplin, secretary.

ATTEMPTS
TO STOP
SHOWING OF
"LITTLE GIRL NEXT DOOR" IS
RECEIVED WITH COOLNESS
The attitude of the central Illinois public toward censorship was illustrated by the
coldness with which attempts in Springfield,
111., were received to stop the showing of
" The Little Girl Next Door," LieutenantGovernor Barret O'Hara's " vice " expose
film. In spite of the fact that O'Hara and
his vice commission movement enjoy widespread unpopularity in Springfield the effort to forbid the picture exhibition died
aborning.
The film was shown at the Gaiety theatre.
It ran for a week at that theatre, getting
the largest houses of any motion picture
exhibition since " The Birth of A Nation."
Two things are credited to its drawing
power. Not the least important of these
was the advertising that the cinematograph
version of the vice trust activities received
through the unsuccessful attempt to stop
it in Chicago. The other was the fact that
O'Hara is well known in Springfield and
that part of the vice commission sittings
were in Chicago. Many of the scenes were
taken in the capitol.
OBNOXIOUS CENSOR ORDINANCE IN
SAN FRANCISCO IS SAFELY LAID
TO REST
The censorship ordinance, which has
been under discussion by the board of
supervisors of San Francisco for the past
three months, passing successively from
the police committee to the board as a
whole and back to the committee again, is
now safely buried and an understanding
has been reached whereby it will not be
brought up again in its present form. Work
has commenced on the drafting of a new
ordinance by moving picture interests and
when censorship is made an issue again
this will be introduced and will have the
backing of the police committee of the
board of supervisors, the members of which
are being consulted in the preparation of
the ordinance.
This will do away with a board of censorship and will place moving picture
houses on a basis with regular theaters.
Whatever chance the former measure had
of passage was lost when the Royal Arch
went on record as favoring censorship as
an effective means of stifling publicity in
the coming Prohibition campaign.
giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiii!niiiiiii:iiinii:iiiiiiiiiii!iiiii^
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special to Motion Picture News.
Paris, June 1.
IT is easy for one to sit in a chair, smoke
a pipe and write long articles against
the importation of films into France, as
long as there is no one to contradict the
■writer.
For many months this has been going
on in England as well as in France, but,
as I said in some of my previous articles,
without the suggestion of a remedy for this
so called evil.
I believed that the only people who are
able to judge best the present situation in
France, are the producers, therefore I decided to see them.
It may be of interest to the readers of
Motion Picture News to have an exact
notion of the business of the French film
producers right from the start up till today,
and what they think of foreign films. My
first call was on Monsieur Nalpas, manager of the Societe Generale de Cinematographic, late Film d' Art Company, who
was good enough to trace in full the history of this companj' for the readers of
Motion Picture News.
"This company, he said, was formed in
February, 1908, by three well known men,
^^I. M. Laffiitte, a banker, Henri Lavendan,
a well known author, and Le Bargy, the
great actor of the Comedy Francaise. Thus
the three factors necessary for an enterprising concern were brought together;
\ iz., finance, talent and acting.
Firm Makes Another Start
They made arrangements with Pathes,
who agreed to print and release their films.
Unfortunately for them the company was
formed with a very small capital, 50,000
francs, which capital was soon absorbed.
They were handicapped by the fact that no
films of more than eight or nine hundred
feet would go anywhere at the time being,
and it proved quite impossible to make anything really interesting of such a limited
length. After all sorts of trouble, the company succeeded in increasing the capital to
250,000 francs, which allowed them to make
a good start.
They soon made themselves known all
over the world with the films " La Tosca,"
by \'ictorien Sardou, with renown artists
like Mile. Sorel and Mr. Le Bargy from
the Comedy; with " L'Empreinte," from a
scenario by Henri Lavendan, with Mile.
Mistinguette and Max Dearly; with " L'Assasinat du Due de Guise," also from a
scenario of Mr. Lavendan, with Mile.
Kobinne and Messrs. Le Bargy and Albert
Lambert, from the Comedy Francaise.
In Aii^ust, 1909, Monsieur Paul Gavault

France

Say

About

was appointed manager of the company and
under his management the company started
selling their productions direct. In April,
1910, another change took place. This time
Mr. Delac, well acquainted with the film
business, was appointed manager of the
company. This time the firm was registered under the well known name of Le Film
d' Art. It was under this gentleman's
management that the films, " Madame Sans
Gene," with Madame Rejane, and "La
Dame aux Camelias," with Sarah Bernhardt, were made.
At the end of 1911, Mr. Delac again increased the capital to one and a-half million francs and changed the name to the
one it now bears, Societe Generale de
Cinematographic.
The management of the theatre, which
was built in 1912, was intrusted to L.
Nalpas, who has since become manager of
the company. It is under his management
that the firm has released films like " The
Three Mousquetaires " by Alexandre
Dumas, the great Vaudevilles like : _" Un
Fil a la Patte," " Le Dindon," " La Puce a
rOreille " and many others with the great
comedian Germain who is one of our best
Comedy actors.
Nalpas Now in Charge
Since the beginning of the war, Mons.
Delac has been called to the front, and Mr.
Nalpas has taken over the reins of this
company. It is Mr. Nalpas who has given
us the two patriotic films " La Fille du
Boche " and " Alsace " with Madame
Rejane.
I was also told by Mr. Nalpas that their
next film to be released will be " La Flambee," from a scenario of Monsieur Henry
Kistemackers, with Madame Jane Harding
playing the principal role.
" What do you think of the big campaign
carried on by some of our papers against
foreign films?" I inquired.
"If we had good films and enough to provide our requirements, we would not buy
anyAfter
foreign
answered.
whatones,"
I washe told
by Mr. Nalpas,
manager of the Societe Generale de Cinematographic, about foreign films, as reported in my previous article, I went to see
Mr. Pathe.
I find, and a good many with me, that it
is much easier to get near Mr. Poincare,
the president of the French Republic, than
to come near Charles Pathe.
People Think Pathe Owns All Theatres
If it is impossible to see the king of the
French film world, it is always possible to
get hold of one of his officials, who in most

Situation

There

cases is ready to give the requested information.
I was fortunate to get the ear of one of
them, who most willingly consented to give
me information about this world-renowned
firm :
" The name Pathe," is synonymous with
the phonograph and cinema business ; in
France the name of Pathe to the general
public means cinema," he said. " People
often say let us go to Pathe. This does
not mean to one of Pathe's establishments,
but simply to a cinema theater. Many people still believe that all cinemas and every
film is owned and made by Pathe."
The reason, of course, is that the kinema
industry in France was actually developed
by Pathe; a few years ago nothing but
Pathe films used to be seen at the kinemas,
and most of the kinemas opened by different people, used to call their theaters
" Cinema Pathe " This was a guarantee
for a success.
It must be admitted that Charles Pathe,
a most enterprising man, was one of the
first to predict the enormous development
of the kinema ; and thanks to his energy
this company has made an enormous extension inthe last few years.
Business of this firm has grown more
than 20 per cent, in a comparatively short
time. It is wonderful what profits they
have been able to realize for the last fifteen
It is interesting to know that until 1913,
they used to buy all the unprinted films
years.
abroad, and Charles Pathe then succeded
in raising the capital of the company from
fifteen to thirty millions of francs, with the
intention (which was immediately carried
out) to build a larger film manufactory;
and using the first uninflammable films, this
firm was able to secure the world's market
for such films.
" Films produced by our firm," this gentleman told me, are shown all over the
world, and of which only about five per
cent, are released in France. The firm
produces films all over the world, their
manufactories abroad representing a value
of over 50 millions of francs.
It may well be said that it is one of the
largest film producing concerns in the
world, and also one of the largest French
industrial companies.
All Paris Knows Pathe Offices
The general offices of this concern are
well known to every Parisian and those
who have come to this city ; they are on the
Boulevard des Italiens and occupy a very
large building.
The first floor is entirely occupied by
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Three of the Allegorical Scenes From the Thomas
the "Compatibilitie" ; they are impossible to
approach ; they have the control of the
business, which amounts to over 60,000.000
a year. The second floor is taken up by
the manager's and secretary's offices. Third
floor is occupied by French and foreign
correspondents and the fourth by the technical and commercial administration. From
here also direct telegraph and telephone
lines communicate with the different manufactories outside Paris. One of the largest
is at Vincennes, a suburb which was occupied by 1,700 employes, previous to the
war.
Up till 1907, the firm produced very
nearly 30,000 meters of film daily, and in
1909, the production was raised to 70,000
meters a day ; and in 1913, when the firm
first produced uninflammable films, their
production jumped up to 160,000 meters;
before the beginning of the war it got to
the fantastically sounding figure of 300,000
meters a day.
In addition to their special studios for
scientific, entomological, microbiological
and radio cinematografic subjects, they
have a very important and wonderfully installed coloring studio where over 500 girls
were occupied.
The second largest works are at Joinville, on the beautiful river Marne, about
one hour from Paris, where over 1,000 people used to find occupation. Well, all this
or nearly every thing has been stopped
since the war.
" We are not producing anything worth
mentioning," said the official. " We are
buying any good negatives we are able to
and you will therefore understand that
we consider that it is absolutely ridiculous
to say we ought not to show any foreign
made films. We want an enormous quantity of good subjects and we have to get
them from England, America or Italy."
MORE BUILDINGS FOR "V" IN
HOLLYWOOD
Special ie Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 17.
Plans have been made for a number of
new buildings which will be erected almost immediately at the Hollywood Vitagraph plant. These include a number of
additional dressing rooms, a large garage,
and following the building of these will
be taken up the construction of a new office building, which will be erected on the
corner at the entrance of the thirteen acre
plot.

Dixon
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Fall of a Nation "

Countryof Aim
" Fall
of a Drama,
NationLargest
" Planned
Within
Three Wide
Months, Exploitation
According to Present
of National
Cities Will
Have the Picture, and Several Companies Will Be Sent Out on Tour
THE National Drama Corporation, fol- first production outside of New York is
lowing the successful production of scheduled for Monday, June 19, in Clune's
Auditorium, Los Angeles. Mr. Dixon is
" The Fall of a Nation " at the Liberty
now in California, where he went to sutheatre, has begun preparations for a counpervise the opening on the coast. On his
try-wide exploitation of Thomas Dixon
way east he will stop in Chicago, where
and Victor Herbert's patriotic musical spectacle. Within three months, according to the Illinois Theatre will house " The Fall
present plans, the largest cities in the counof a Nation " from July 3 indefinitely. Mr.
Dixon is specially pleased at his success
try will have the attraction and several
in obtaining the Illinois, as it as at that
touring companies with complete orchestra
will be sent out. Ever since the opening
theatre that " The Birth of a Nation "
at the Liberty there has been a steady de- bad such a long engagement. He is also
mand for " The Fall of a Nation " in the happy in the selection of the night before
best combination theatres throughout the the Fourth for the opening, believing that
entire country.
this augurs well for the success of his
Before this demand is satisfied, however,
appeal to the patriotism of the nation.
From the south, where the Dixon books,
it is the aim of Mr. Dixon to make proplays and film features have always been
ductions in the large centers of populaprofitable, the desire for bookings of his
tion. This will pile up publicity for th;
theatre owner in the smaller cities of the
newest work are so numerous that four
companies are projected for the territory
section and make the booking of the spectacle profitable for all concerned. The
south of Mason and Dixon's Line.
Color from a Palette as Well as " Local Color " for Pathe
Realistic Effect Is Heightened in "A Matrimonial Martyr" by Putting the Picture Through
the Hand Process of Pathecolor, Berst Explains
dresses worn by Miss Roland insisted on
UDEALISM," said J. A. Berst, viceA V president and general manager of color. So we sent ' A Matrimonial Martyr '
abroad to our Paris laboratories, there to
Pathe, the other day in talking of " A Matbe treated to the tedious and expensive
rimonial Martyr," Pathe's next Gold Roostprocess
of Pathecolor.
er release, " is the essential quality in a
picture — that goes without saying. It was
" People generally appreciate the element
a recognition of that fact which prompted
of color as one that makes for greater realthe house of Pathe a number of years ago
ism. This appreciation makes itself felt
to experiment in coloring films, since by the by the exhibitor as witness the enormous
use of natural colors realism is increased.
bookings on our ' Beloved Vagabond. ' A
The coloring process is laborious and costRose Among the Briars,' and ' The Shrine
ly, but the popularity of Pathe pictures in
Pathecolor bears witness to the fact that
" A Matrimonial Martyr " is a comedydrama
in five " reels, for release on the
of Happiness.'
the extra labor and expense is well worth
Pathe Gold Rooster Program in the week
while, and it is evident that along with the
increased realism of colored pictures comes
of June 19. It was made by the Balboa
a greatly added beauty as well.
company, and features Ruth Roland,
" When we saw the Balboa company's
charming star of the "Who Pays?" series,
" The Red Circle " series, and the Gold
production of ' A Matrimonial Martyr ' for
our Gold Rooster Program some months
ago, the beauty of its photography and its Rooster Play, " Comrade John."
ANITA STEWART TO BE LEAD IN
wonderful outdoor scenes demanded no
less appreciation from us than the process
"THE GIRL PHILIPPA"
Anita Stewart, whose most recent apof Pathecolor, which is hand-color.
" Blackberry patches, outdoor swimming
was inin" aThe
Suspect, picturization
' is to have
the stellarpearance
role
Vitagraph
pools washing mossy banks, fruit orchards,
of "The Girl Philippa " by Robert W.
country estates, flower-fringed roads and
Chambers.
lastly, but not leastly, the charming summer
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IT is to the Universal publicity department
that we are indebted for a hint as to
the celebrated
Celtic origin
Odiva," a more
or less
star ofof "vaudeville.
Four
times on one page of typewritting she is
referred to as " O'Diva."
Landslides on the seven hills of Inceville,
it is solemnly reported, have altered the
courses of streams running through the
grounds into the sea, and now broks which
used to run the other side of the mountains, trickle by the dressing room doors.
A number of actors are able to catch
enough trout for lunch by throwing a line
out of their dressing room windows, and
when one fair young thing who draws pay
from the Inceville aggregation, reached her
dressing room the other morning, she
found six oysters lined up by the threshold
waiting to be opened, and a large lobster
which had crawled up close to the window,
was broiling in the sun.
Yes, Edwin, in reply to yours of the 7th,
we will be glad to join you in any offensive,
or summer drive against the type of pressagent you mention. Your part in the campaign, however, commences in the same
geographical location as does charity.
Special carbon copies to this department
contain the information that Joe Engel has
a Victrola (adv.) installed in his
*
automobile. When he is halted by traffic
jams, etc., he merely sits back and turns on
the music. His repertoire includes mostly:
" Star of the Sea," " Star-light, Star
Bright," " Evening Star," and " Twinkletwinkle Little Star."
*This space for sale.
Sometimes these bits of comedy correspondence which we so love to reprint,
originate right in our own office. To one
of our pulchritudinous confreres — to be exact, Lillian Krieger — we owe this letter,
postmarked Cardiff, South Wales, and opened by the censor:
My sibledear
sir: please
me as Picture
soon as News
posthe sample
copy send
of Motion
as I have not got the copy that you said you
would send me, I should like to Have as I am
Interested in American Cinema papers as I have
told you in my first
Withletter
Love.
The young woman above mentioned insists that there is nothing personal in the
form of the signature, so it must be meant
for all of us. Surely we are loved by our
advertising friends, as Shakespeare and the
Mellin's Food Company would have it.
Valeska Suratt's press agents (yes, we intended the plural ; are now bragging that
she drops her Hs. We are not going to
contest it, but — why specify Hs?

TALK

James Smith and Rose Richter, heads of
the assembling and joining department of
the Fine Arts studios have arranged to sign
each other up for life.
Poetry had a good week of it during the
seven days ending at 6 P. M., June 17. We
received a clever little prose-verse credited
to Marie Doro, and a perfectly good piece
of verse-libre directed at Earle Williams,
but as both were carbon copies, we suspect
our inability to control the exclusive rights.
We like poetry, but not the carbonized
kind.
Hot out of Australia comes the complaint that American screen actresses show
lack of form — physically. The complaint
has crystallized into the statement that
only Mabel Normand and Beverly Bayne
satisfy the public taste when appearing in
a bathing suit. The kick specifically mentions "flat-chestedness." We have a collection of photographs admirably calculated to refute this charge; it includes Marie Dressier, Olga Petrova, Kate Price,
Lule Warrenton, Valeska Suratt, et al.

De Wolf Hopper, who has had charge of
the subscription list at the Triangle-Fine
Arts studio, has notified the managers of
the Actors' Fund of America that his list
has exceeded the twelve hundred dollar
mark and that before the time expires for
contributions to be made, it will be considerably larger.
Heading the list is David W. Griffith and
among others whose names appear on it
are Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, De Wolf
Hopper, Douglas Fairbanks, Norma Talmadge. Fay Tincher, Constance Collier,
Frank E. Woods, G. W. Bitzer, Wilfred
Lucas, John Emerson, Alan Dwan, Owen
Moore and, in fact, practically every employee of the Fine Arts studio in Southern California.
After twentj' strenuous weeks making
" The Iron Claw " serial, Creighton Hale,
the hero of the serial, will leave in a few
days for his vacation, going on a motor
trip
through
for the
futureNew
are England.
not definite,Hale's
as heplans
has
had a number of offers for serials and five
reel subjects.

If
Ten cts. a copy
Bayside, L. I., June 19, 1916
CO. His wife is another addition summer, and Cyril Scott is exEDITORIAL
pected back inCostello
these parts
to our colony of picture stars.
has soon.
got a
The Bugle agrees with — Arthur Ashley honored our new— Maurice
job
;
he
is
going
to play in
village
with
an
auto
call,
part
in
a
new
moving
picture
many of our citizens anent smiling
Sun. last.
serial, or continued story, for a
the recent advertising of the — Jean Doyle, whose husband is N.
Y. company. Cos is a popular
of the famous Doyle & Dixon fellow,
we wishis himback
success.
film play " Civilization " in troop, is summering in Bayside, — Billand Willis
from
city papers, although none she going to N. Y. nearly every Mexico, and got out on the Baymorning
on
the
8
:49
train.
side
tennis
courts
the
first
thing.
of this advertising was print- — H. Reichenbach, of Wright — L. A. Searl, who manages the
ed in the Bugle, yet our op- ave., this city, has learned to cartoon dept. for Mr. Hearst's
in N. York, is a guest
position is not taken from drive his own car, being known atfilmtheCO.,
yacht club for the summer,
selfish motives and we are around
McKenna's
and the
his wife, Victoria Searl, who
First M. Jim
E. church
as Young
De with
is also in the motion picture bus.,
not inclined to cry " Sour Pal— ma.John Ince and Riley Hatch being quite well known as a
Grapes." This advertising aft.
were observed together on the actress. The BUGLE and Ye
was all about preparedness, 5 -.22 train from N. York, Tues. editor, who knew Mr. Searl in
Chgo.,
manythem
yrs. toago,
and at the top was a picture — Marsh Farnum has gone west to
welcome
our are
midst.glad
Nance O'Neil the famous N.
of T. Roosefelt, and at the to join his brothers. Dust, and Y.— actress,
is Baysiding for the
bottom one of Pres. Wilson. Bill, the boys in New York giv- summer.
ing him a great sendofF.
This is bad taste, no matter — J.
-^Harry
Hilliard,
been
H. Goldfrap and wife, and acting in pictures forwhothehasWorld
CO.,
autoed
out
to
Bayside
Sun.
Schayer
expect
to
bewhat one's politics, and al- E. Richard
come Bayside residents on July 1,
though some people say re- they having engaged a house near last.— Oscar Eagle Sundayed in
publicans and their ilk have ences.
Jim Corbett's and given refer- Bayside, he getting a pretty good
dinner at Cliff Bruce's, so we are
always been bad losers, still — PERSONAI^If Pearl White, instructed.
the President is the first of this city, will communicate with — Frank Alworth is one of the
BUGLE she will be placed in latest celebraties to become a
American, and should not be the
touch with someone very anxious Baysideite, he getting a house
given second place, in our to meet her. adv.tf.
down towards the yacht club.
Geo. Irving and wife were
view. We repeat, this is bad out— for
a
spin
with
Ye
Editor
on
taste, and we disapprove of Long Id., last Wed. eve, the car
If it happened in
seeing it in the public prints. ours
being as(Jeorge's
and not
might beHudson
inferred6, from
the
above. Thanks, Geo.
Local News
— We regret to find our cashier
holding something against us,
— Leon A. .Searl and his wife, is
Bayside,
it's in
The Bugle. Make
especially
memorandums
Victoria, have moved to our what we havethetlrawn
ahead on ourof
midst, and have taken up their wages.,
which
is
very
annoying
in
domicile
at thewho^■acht
club.pictures
Leon our humble view.
is the man
draws
your own test.
of K. Kat for Mr. Hearst's film • — Jim Corbett is home for the
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GERALDINE FARRAR ON COAST FOR
12-WEEK
ENGAGEMENT
IN 5, 7
AND 10-REEL SUBJECTS FOR
LASKY
Geraldine Farrar and her husband, Lou
Tellegen, are in Los Angeles for an engagement of twelve weeks in motion pictures to be produced by Cecil B. deMille.
Prior to the arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Tellegen, representatives of the Lasky studio
made all possible arrangements for the
comfort of the celebrated singer and actor
husband. A handsome residence located in
the centre of a private part in Hollywood
was leased for the two, and a retinue of
servants engaged.
It is expected that Miss Farrar will play
in at least three separate photoplays while
there, but at the office of Director deMille,
no information could be given out, pending
answers to telegrams to the New York office of the Lasky company. It is understood photoplays of five, seven and ten reels
respectively, are being considered. It is
the intention of Director deMille to use the
same players in these subjects as appeared
in the Farrar-Carmen and other pictures
made last year.
Lou Tellegen will not appear in the cast
with Miss Farrar.
The arrival of the singer and her husband caused a gathering of celebrities at the
station including a number of opera singers
of international reputations who are on the
coast.
ALMOST ALL THEATRES IN
MILWAUKEE SHOW
PICTURES
Special to Motion Picture Nev.'f.
Milwaukee, Wis., June 17.
All but two of the burlesque houses, a
stock theatre and a popular price vaudeville house have gone into pictures. " The
Birth idson
of theatre
a Nation,"
re-opened
Davlast week.
This isat itsthesecond
summer in Milwaukee and indications point
to another year almost as good as last.
The Majestic, the big time vaudeville
house, is playing features at twenty-five
cents.
Incidentally there are to be a number of
changes in the bookings at the various theatres. The Toy theatre has secured the
Triangle plays, which have been shown at
the Merrill theatre. The Merrill goes to
the open market booking. All indications
point to a record summer here.
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Fireproof Paint Building Added to Pallas Studios
Structure Is in Course of Erection Near Main Stage to Shorten Trips of Artists to Scenery
Department for Proper Color Schemes for the Settings
CONSTANT
enlargement
and improvehas appeared in such photoplays as " The
ment is evident at the Pallas
Pictures
Raiders " with H. B. Warner, " The Sacristudios in Los Angeles. One of the adfice" with Bessie Barriscale, "The No
ditions now being built is a fireproof buildGood Guy " with Willie Collier, " Senator
ing for the purpose of storing paints and
Biggs " and others of equal import, includoils used in the finishing of large sets. The
ing the " Graft " serial. Prior to his appearance on the screen Mr. Frederick
building is being erected near the main
stage and when finished will eliminate the
played on the speaking stage for twentytroubles of the artists who must now make
two seasons in stock, comic opera and
vaudeville.
many trips back and forth from the scenery
" Doc " Cannon is another actor of wide
department lo the stage, in order to get
proper color schemes for the settings.
experience, principally in character leads.
Various prop buildings and sets used in Among his screen characterizations were
the last production are being torn down to those in "Mr. Jitney" with DeWolf Hopmake room for several large exterior sets
per in Fine Arts productions, with Douglas
for " Nell of Thunder Mountain," starring
Fairbanks in " The Good Bad Man,"
Vivian Martin. Many men have been
" Modern Magdalene," " The Honor Sysadded to the carpenter and technical
tem," etc. On the speaking stage he apforces in order to have the big street scenes
peared in various branches of the theatre
for " The Parson of Panamiht " ready for including minstrelsy, variety, melodrama,
Dustin Farnum when he returns from the
vaudeville, stock and in executive capacities
desert with his company.
for various theatrical and circus organizaThe Pallas Pictures roster of players has
tions. For David Belasco he appeared with
also increased on several occasions of late, Mrs. Leslie Carter in "Adria " and was
the most recent acquisitions including Walone of the first to play Ursua in " Quo
Vadis." Mr. Cannon is now appearing in
ter S. Frederick and "Doc" Pomeroy Cannon, both motion picture players of promian important character with Dustin Farnence. Walter Frederick went from the
num in " The Parson of Panamint," being
New York Motion Picture Company and
produced at the Pallas studios.
Hear Ye, Hear Ye ! Pittsburgh Makes Call for Convention
Final Arrangements Are Completed for the Fourth Annual Exposition of Exhibitors of
Pennsylvania, Scheduled for June 26-28, in the Moose Temple
of stars on each day of the convention. A
FINAL arrangements are being completed for the Fourth Annual Convenspecial ladies' reception committee has been
tion and Exposition of the exhibitors of appointed to provide entertainment features
for wives of exhibitors.
Pennsylvania, which will be held at Moose
Further information with regard to the
Temple, Pittsburgh, June 26-28. Invitations have been sent to all exhibitors in convention may be obtained from Secrethe Keystone State, and in West Virginia
tary Delves, 823 Penn avenue, Pittsburgh.
and northeastern Ohio. Committees are
SHOWN
TO GOVERNOR
actively at work to make the affair the "INDIANA"
best of its kind ever held by Pennsylvania
OF THE STATE
showmen.
The preliminary presentation of " InMany questions of vital interest to the
diana," the historic motion picture filmed
exhibitor will be taken up, particularly lo- by the Selig Company to commemorate the
history of Indiana as a State, was given
cal and state censorship. The exhibits and
advertising display, it is announced, will in the Indianapolis State House, on Wedbe elaborate. The latest devices known to
nesday evening, June 7. A select audience
the industry will be on exhibition.
was present, including the Indiana State
Historical Commission, the Governor of
President A. J. Barthell, of the PittsIndiana, members of his staff, and other
burgh local, and James Delves, state secretary, were in New York last week to state officials. All expressed satisfaction
over the worth of the motion picture.
arrange for the appearance of a number
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Renowned

THE

DORSEY

EXPEDITION

PICTURES
A

Quarter

Feature
Silver

of

a

Million

Handed

Platter

To

All

out

Dollar
on

a

Universal

Exhibitors.
TOPS

EVERYTHING

IN

PROGRAM

HISTORY

AN

accomplishment EXTRAORDINARY— au achievement for Universal Program users that " tops "
anything ever heard of. The famous DORSEY EXI'EDITION PICTURES are as vastly different from the
usual so-called Travel pictures as day is from night. You
can advertise them BIG — making the higgest noise you
ever made — for 14 straight weel<s — insuring yourself 14
straight weeks of capacity houses. Booked through any
other medium than the Universal you would be forced to pay
BIG PRICES for this 14 week box office attraction. As
a regular U Program user you get this marvellous Travel
series for 14 weeks without one cent extra cost. Nonusers of the U Program can book these Dorsey Expedition
Pictures at atti-active rates. Communicate with your
nearest U Exchange, and get the regular U Program if you
possibly can, which includes this DORSEY EXPEDITION
. without extra cost. Get busy today.
UNIVERSAL
FILM
MFG.
CARL LAEMMLE, President

CO.

"The Largest Film Manufacturing Concern in the Universe"
New York
1600 Broadway
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Delights
Fascinates!
Thrills with the charm of the dangers and daring of the circus arena. Delights with a love story
that is true and tender. Fascinates with the circus atmosphere — life with the people of the circus
and under the big white tops. Never in all the history of serials has there been a subject so universal
in its appeal to young and old of both sexes. Everyone loves the circus and

FRANCIS

GRACE

Peg

o'

the
FORD

qUNARD
15
WEEKS—30
REELS

15

RING

WEEKS—30

REELS

With its circus atmosphere, its high class circus acts, with its deeds of daring, and red-blooded
action, is daily demonstrating that when it comes to serials "you have to hand it to the Universal."
With a brilliant all-star cast headed by those popular serial players — Grace Cunard and Francis
Ford — it is daily " cleaning up" for thousands of foresighted Exhibitors throughout the land — men
who saw the tremendous possibilities of the first and only circus serial and who knew from experience
that the Universal would perform even more than it ever promised.

All
Booking
Records
Smashed
late for you to connect with this assured money-maker.
Never in the history of Universal serials — the most sucWrite to-day for full particulars and for the big FREE
cessful of all serials ever presented — has the record of
(to Exhibitors) Advertising Campaign Book — cover in six
"Peg O' the Ring" been equalled in the number of bookings. Exhibitors everywhere are getting capacity business
colors and gold. Complete advertising plans that will
make "Peg O' the Ring" a sure-fire winner for you. Write
every episode because "PEG" the great circus serial has
or wire your nearest Universal Exchange to-day, or the
caught the public fancy. IMPORTANT: — It is not too
FILM
UNIVERSAL

MANUFACTURING
CO.
CARL LAEMMLE, President
"The Largest Film Manufacturing ConceTn in the liniverse"
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

MeT^v- a packed house is directly traceable to an advertisement in the " News."
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DOROTHY
KINGDON
SELLS PATHEPHONES AT ALLIED BAZAAR
Dorotliv Kingdon, who in private life is
the Ba ronness Dorothy \ an RaA'en, and
remembered for her work in Pathe, Biograph and Reliance productions, has been
assisting Mrs. Robert Bacon and Airs.
Francis Rogers in selling the Pathephone
at the .-\llied Bazaar. The Pathephone was
presented to the Bazaar by Pathe Freres.

Dorothy Kingdon
Miss Kingdon has under consideration
offers from western photoplay companies,
but it is probable she will continue her picture -^vork in the East. She has onlj- recently recovered from an injur}' sustained
in the filming of "The Governor's Boss."
FORD IS ASSISTANT TO CECIL B. DEMILLE
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 17.
A number of changes were made last
week at the Lasky studio upon the return
of Cecil B. deMille from the east. Captain R. Ford, who has been in charge of
the engagement department, has been selected as assistant to Mr. deMille, and will
take up this new work as soon as he recovers from a slight operation which he
recently underwent at a local hospital.
Milton Hoffman, general manager of the
studio, has selected Fannie Ferris, for a
long time head of the engaging department
for William H. Gregory of Xew York
City, to succeed Captain Ford. Miss Ferris
has arrived at the studio and has taken
up her new work.
BARRETT IS AT HEAD OF MUTUAL
TORONTO

IN

W. Barrett, formerly manager of the
Winnipeg branch of the Universal Film
Company, who resigned recently, and returned to Toronto, has been appointed
manager of the Toronto branch for the
Mutual Film Corporation. Mr. Barrett,
was on the road for the Mutual Company
for a few weeks, but his occupancy of the
manager's
matter of achair
shortwastime.inevitable, and only a
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" Star Courses " of V-L-S-E Films Is Big Four Aim ■
For Small Towns Unable to Book Large Features Company Arranges Lists of Four, Five
and Six Plays Lending Themselves to Exploitation on " Chautauqua Plan "
the critics in the little town of Muncy, Pa.
AN entirely new departure in the distribution of films — in the form of star
Public spirited citizens of that little town
courses of V-L-S-E feature plays — has
called a meeting for the purpose of planting trees and otherwise improving the town
been instituted by that distributing organization.
park. One of those in attendance had
Realizing that sometimes the very small
heard of the V-L-S-E plan of star courses
towns cannot afford to book features of exand proposed that subscriptions be taken up
to run such a course. Tickets for the setraordinary merit such as " The Battle Cry
ries of entertainments were printed and 260
of Peace," "The Ne'er-Do-Well," "Sherof them sold. Besides this number of
lock Holmes," and " The Great Divide,"
tickets, single admissions were also sold
representatives of the Big Four have arranged various lists of four, five and six when the pictures were displayed.
feature plays that lend themselves to the
With the proceeds on the course tickets,
the promoters booked a star course in the
exploitation by the exhibitor on the Chautauqua plan. The manner in which the
Philadelphia branch office of the Big Four.
plan is being received by the small-town
These
included " Graustark," " The Rospatrons is the most pertinent evidence that
ary," "The Island of Regeneration," and
it fills a long-felt want.
" The White Sister." They were shown
A fact which is making the star courses
one a week.
particularly popular in small towns is that
There are less than a thousand inhabitants in Muncy, but when the course was
they not only provide amusement and entertainment for the inhabitants, but they
completed and the promoters figured up
also raise money for civic and charitable
their box office receipts and paid off all expurposes. While the original intention of
penses, they found a most substantial profit
in the strong box.
the subscription plan was merely to obtain
This same plan was worked recently by
a guarantee to provide the means for the
a V-L-S-E exhibitor on a single picture. J.
exhibitor covering the expenses of booking
the features in the courses, many of the
A. Karnes, manager of the Lyric theatre,
exhibitors have enlisted the aid of civic, soBlacksburg, Va., received repeated requests
cial and religious organizations in their
to run " The Battle Cry of Peace " and
communities, with the result that both they
couldn't see his way clear to do it, but upon
and the associations have found themselves
the star course suggestion he went among
in possession of hundreds of dollars in his townsmen and secured one hundred
fifty subscriptions and upon running the
profits.
The success of the plan is illustrated by picture, did the largest business of his exthe reception which it has received from
perience.
Twelve Companies at Work in Essanay Studios in Chicago
Production of Walthall's Next Vehicle Is Begun — Antoinette Walker, Leading Woman
for Warfield in " Music Master," Takes Chief Supporting Part
had to display his unusual ability. He
TW^ELVE
companies
at workon ina ever
will be supported by numerous stage stars
the Essanay
studiosare atnowChicago
program of two and three reel subjects, to- and Essanay players who are customarily
to be seen in leading roles. Antoinette
gether with two pretentious feature productions. Itis possible for this number of Walker, leading woman for David Wardirectors to be constantly at work because
field in "The Music Master" and other
of the massive third studio, now complete
Belasco productions, takes the chief supin every detail, which alone is large enough
porting part. Exteriors will be filmed at
to accommodate the varied sets of four or
Camp Logan, the rifle range and encampfive directors.
ment grounds of the Illinois National
Two companies can work in each of the
Guard, situated )ust north of Fort Sheridan, the United States army post.
two older studios, thus making it necessary
for only three or four directors to do ex" The Return of Eve," with which Edna
teriors while the others are inside. A large
Mayo will make her next bow to the screen
stock company, augmented as required by public, deals with a group of scientists who
stars of established reputation on the stage,
experiment with two babies by placing them
on an island and supplying them with
enables each director to have a cast of unusual strength for every subject.
necessities, but permitting them to know no
other humans. When the children reach
The extraordinary activity has been made
necessary by the order of President George
the age of nineteen years, the aged scientists
find the lime has come for their experiment
K. Spoor that the next two Essanay multiand take the children to civilization. Here
ple reel dramas, featuring Henry B. Walthall and Edna Mayo, respectively, be made
the simple girl and boy of nature are lost
decidedly artistic offerings. Thus, the one,
in a whirl of society. By its deceit and
two or three reel subjects, are being made
sham they are disgusted and return to their
somewhat farther ahead of program than
Eden. But having tasted of the world outusual, in order to clear the studios for the
side, Eden is no longer Paradise and they
two features. Sets for one feature will
return
ings. to the society of other human betake up the space in the largest studio,
while the sets for the other play will be
Eugene O'Brien, long a Broadway leadconstructed in both other studios.
ing man , who has played opposite the
greatest
women stars in pictures, will supWorkhicle hasonalready
Henry begun?
B. Walthall's
nextgives
veThe play
port Miss Mayo. Other stage stars of high
Mr. Walthall the best opportunity he has
standing will appear in the other roles.
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= Views from Four American Photoplays for Mutual Patrons: "The'
] Gentle Conspiracy," " Convicted for Murder," " The House on Hokum
1
Hill," and " The Comet's Comeback "

MITCHELL LEWIS. METRO, IS "HEAP
BIG CHIEF"
Mitchell Lewis, who pla\s Kahoma, the
Indian, in Viola Dana's first Metro production, "The Flower of No Man's Land,"
can speak the Ute language fluenth", and
knows some of the Onondaga language.
He has made a specialty of Indian parts,
and has lived among the Indians in various
parts of the country. He has also played
African headsmen. Chinamen, and everyday American types.
His father was Welsh and his mother
Bohemian.
Mr. Lewis was formerly in the United
States navy. He was on the Wasp in Cuba
and Porto Rico, during the Spanish-American war. Later he went to the flagship
New York, and was schoolmaster in the
naval training school at Newport. He has
medals for bravery in action.

Two Hundred Letters from Exhibitors Praise Selig Plays
Policy of Featuring Company's Stars in Shorter Length Productions and Devoting Time
and Care to Their Making Brings Results
nPHE Selig Polyscope Company has on
tunities and she is supported bj' such stars
as Wellington Player, Guy Oliver, Sidney
* file over two hundred commendatory
Smith, Vivian Reed and others.
letters written by exhibitors of motion pictures and all highly praising the productions
"Some Duel," a Tom Mix Western
being released by the Selig Company
comedy released Saturday', July 8, through
through general film service. William N.
General Film service, is the first of a series
of Alix Western comedies. Every SaturSelig's policy of having his best stars appear in shorter length productions, and of
day until further notice a Tom Mix comedy
devoting time and care to making the Selig will be released. They wull be in one or
two reels.
one, tW"o and three reel pictureplays meritorious in every wa}', has resulted, accord"A Milk White Flag," one of Charles
ing to a statement of the Selig Company
Hoyt's cleverest satires, will be released in
in trebling its business during the past six three reels by the Selig Company, through
months.
General Film service on Monday, July 10.
Otis Harlan will be featured. His support
Mr. Selig in the pursuance of his General
includes a company of players each one
Film policy announces the release of "The
carefully chosen for a certain type in this
Return," through General Film service on
Monday, July 3. "The Return," in three
Hoyt
comedy.
another
reels, was produced by Thomas N. Heffron
Tom Mix
comedy,"Legal
will be Advice,"
released through
the General Film Company on Saturday,
from the story written by William E. Wing.
SELZNICK
NEGOTIATING
FOR FORKathlyn Williams is afforded many opporEIGN AGENCIES TO HANDLE
YOUNG PICTURES
July 15.
World Has Program to Sharpen Interest During Dull Months
Ben S. Cohen and Ned H. Spitzer, perOn July 3 WiU Be Released " The Crucial Test," on July 10 " The Weakness of Man," on
sonal representatives of Lewis J. Selznick,
July 17 "Sally of Our Alley," on July 24 "Paying the Price"
are in Minneapolis where they are negoIn direct contrast, in a story as imlike
tiating with interests there for the distri- THE program of releases of the World
and a theme as dissimilar, Holbrook Blinn
Film Corporation for the dull summer
bution of the Clara Kimball Young picwall characterize the release date of July
tures throughout Minnesota, the Dakotas
months, according to the \way it is at present arranged, is of sufficient interest the
and Nebraska. They will also visit Denver,
10, in a tale, " The Weakness of Man."
company believes, both in point of stars
San Francisco, New Orleans, Birmingham,
July 17 will see two World stars, Carlyle
and
stories
to
attract
attention.
and Atlanta on a similar mission.
Blackwell and Muriel Ostriche in their first
On July 3, Kitty Gordon, last seen in co-starring vehicle, " Sally In Our Alley,"
Meanwhile, Mr. Selznick is personally arranging the foreign distribution. He is ne" Her Maternal Right " will make her
which was produced from a scenario ingotiating with agencies for Russia, Great
spired by the famous old song classic of
third World appearance in " The Crucial
Britain, France and South America.
the same name in which both Mr. Blackwell and Miss Ostriche have roles. " Sally
In Our Alley " is in contrast to the Kitty
Baltimore Censors Begin to Perform Their Functions
Gordon and Holbrook Blinn pictures which
Board at Work on the Holy Duty of Keeping Test."
the Public Mind Free from Any Picture
precede it. It is of the heart touching, senContamination in Maryland, and Theatre Patrons Will Soon Feel Uplift Effect
timental type and a relief from the highly
Special to Motion Pictuee News.
bers are persons of high standing, and it dramatic efTorts of the other two.
Baltimore, June 17.
On July 24, Gail Kane will be seen again,
is believed will give perfect justice to the
EMBERS
of the Motion Picture
exhibitors and manufacturers, as well as
this
time in " Paying The Price."
M Board of Censorship began active
carry out the lines of the censorship law.
Folowing
upon "La Vie De Boheme,'.'
Guy L. Wonders, manager of the Wilson
operation on Monda}-, June 19. The Board
com.es Alice Brady on July 31, in " Miss
on that date began to view film for release
theatre, has been working with the censors
Petticoats," based entirely on the popular
novel of the same name and staged under
Monday, June 26 and thereafter.
and has given them the benefit of his wide
the personal direction of William A. Brady
experience in the motion picture field. Mr.
The censors have located in a large suite
in the precise locale of the original story.
Wonders will represent in Baltimore five
of rooms at 204 East Lexington street,
A number of the scenes were staged on
or six of the largest film manufacturing
near the Baltimore film center. The motian picture exhibitors are very enthusiboard an old whaler, off the coast of Masconcerns in the country, and for this reason will be in constant touch with the
astic over the personnel of the Maryland
sachusetts, while others were made in
censors.
A. F. Gillaspey.
various spots, called for by the author.
Censorship board, as the individual mem-
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• LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE" IS • BORROXTED " FROM BALBOA BY PATHE
FOR GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS
'■ Little Mary Sunshine," a recent Pathe
Gold Rooster play, has met with remarkable success. The chubby dimpled face
of filmdom's " littlest leading lady " has
caught the public fancy to such an extent
that exhibitors have been petitioned by
their patrons for more pictures in which
she appears.
In consequence, J. A. Berst, vice-president and general manager of Pathe, has
contracted with the Balboa company for
the exclusive services of the child in forthcoming Gold Rooster Plays.
As public and exhibitors alike have persisted in calling the baby " Little Mary
Sunshine" (the title of h^r first feature),
everyone concerned has forgotten the name
on her birth certificate, and as " Little
Mary
in
film Sunshine
history. " she will probably go down
The famous bear that was her playmate
in her first feature will probably appear
in the new pictures. Henry King will
again be her director.
ADMIRAL WINSLOW, COMMANDER OF
PACIFIC
FLEET, GETS BEFORE
CAMERA AT "U" CITY
An admiral of the United States Navy
performed before the camera at Universal
City on Monday, May 29. The distinguished gentleman in the service of the
United States who enacted the role assigned to hi m IS the commanding officer of
the Pacific fleet — Admiral Cameron McR.
Winslow, and at the time he was visiting
the famous picture plant with the officers of
his staff and those of the flagship Milwaukee and the San Diego, to which place they
had been escorted by President John S.
Mitchell of the Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce and President E. G. Judah of
the Merchants and Manufacturers of the
southern city.
The admiral and his party had passed a
pleasant half hour in watching Harry
Carey and his company, under the direction
of George Marshall, make a number of
scenes
drama. for " Well Represented," a western
A THEATRE IN CHICAGO IS NAMED
THE V-L-S E
Alfred Hamberger, one of the best
known exhibitors in Chicago, last week
formally opened the V-L-S-E theatre in
that city.
Mr. Hamberger chose the Ziegfield theatre for the christening under the V-L-S-E
banner. This house is situated in one of
the best locations in the city, at 624 Michigan Boulevard, and is also one of the largest theatres in the city.
In his opening announcement, Mr. Hamberger states that it is his purpose to give
the V-L-S-E theatre the best of his long
and successful experience in handling theatres, and points significantly to his choice
of Big Four features exclusively for the
house.
The new theatre was opened with the big
Essanay seven-part feature, "Sherlock
Holmes," with W illiam Gillette in the title
role. The first night audience was a most
representative one.
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Miituals for Dates Near at Hand

Range from Drama

to Comedy

"The Decoy," with Frances Nelson, Will Be Released on June 29; Second Masterpicture Is
" The Sign of the Spade " and " King o' Make-Believe " Appears on July 1

Scenes from Two Mutual Masterpictures de Luxe — Left, Frances Nelson in "The Decoy"; Right,
Helen Rosson in " The Sign of the Spade "
a stirring story of the sea ; filmed at the
FRANCES NELSON, who, in recent
months has starred in several notable
American-Mutual studios and starring
productions, is presented by the Mutual
Edward Coxen and Lizette Thorne, first of
Film Corporation as the chief player of the two reelers of the week will be released
" The Decoy," a five act human interest
drama, to be released as a Mutual MasterThe Mustang-Mutual two reel offerings
June
of the 26.week will be released June 30, under
picture, De Luxe Edition.
This production, a picturization of Herthe title of " The Demon of Fear." This
bert Hall W'inslow's story, " The Country
is an unusually interesting drama, featuring Anna Little and Frank Borange.
Girl," which will be released June 29, tops
Mutual releases for the week of June 26.
Considerable interest, so far as exhibitors and fans are concerned, is centered in
As Glory Moore, the heroine of Mr.
Winslow's romance of love, intrigue and
the Centaur-Mutual release of July 1, "The
revenge. Miss Nelson has been cast and in King O' Make Believe," because it offers
Crane Wilbur, in the first of the new two
her support there appears a compan}- of act
feature releases in which he is to star.
players headed by Herbert W. Frazer, in
the role of Jim Davers, Frank Beamish, as
" The King O' Make Believe " is a
Milt Bannon, leader of the society crooks
romantic comedy. It was filmed under the
and card sharps, Leonora Harris, and
direction of Robert B. Broadwell, especialTim Cronin as Perkin's valet to Milt Banly assigned to handle the short length Wilbur features, and presents a company in
non, are other important members of Miss
his
support including Joseph Hazelton,
Nelson's large supporting company.
John Oaker, Mae Gaston, Pearl Elmore, O.
Second of the Mutual Masterpictures De
Bigelow and various others.
Luxe Edition, scheduled for release during
the week of June 26, goes to the public on
Vogue offerings for the week are " A
Safe Loss," starring Rube Miller and
that date under the title of "The Sign of
"
Just
for a Kid " with Ben Turpin and
the Spade." This marks the first of the
Mutual Masterpictures, De Luxe Edition,
Rena Rodgers. These comedies will be refilmed under the direction of Murdock
leased June 27 and July 2, respectively.
MacQuarrie since joining forces with the
"When Adam Had 'Em" featuring
American Film Company, Inc. In this proCarol Halloway and John Sheehan, for reduction, founded on a story by Kenneth B.
lease June 28, and "A Gink from KankaClarke, Helen Rosson is the featured
kee," starring Orral Humphrey, to be released July 2, are the offerings from the
" Beauty " studios.
player.
Alan Forrest, recently engaged as leading
" Jerry's Big Haul," featuring George
man for Miss Rosson, makes his first appearance in this feature release. Others
Ovey, is the Cub offering for June 30.
in the cast are Warren Ellsworth, Clarence
pllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
Burton and George Gebhardt.
I BELLMAN INCREASES TIMES 1
Mutual's three act offering for the week
I
SCREEN SECTION TO
|
of June 26, " Tangled Skeins," an AmeriI
TWELVE
PAGES
1
can Drama, featuring Vivian Rich and
Alfred Vosburgh, will be released on June
S George H. Bellman, the remark- 1
gably successful photoplay editor of^
29. This feature, screened under the direcgThe Seattle Times, has increased The J
tion of E. Mason Hopper, is founded on
^Times' Sunday screen section tog
the adventures of a rich son of a rich fam(twelve
first week
it con-^g
ily whose love escapades with a foreign
Bsisted ofpages.
eight, The
the second
of ten.
countess and the beautiful ward of his
M Mr. Bellman has found by experi-g
mother lead him into a series of unusual
gence that the columns of Motion Pic-g
Sture News furnish up-to-the-minute g
situations. George Periolat is also a memBreading matter, and he finds eachg
ber of Miss Rich's supporting company.
S issue of The News most useful to himg
Three two real subjects comprise
gin
making up his photoplay depart- Jg
gment.
Mutual's short length features for the
liiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
same week. "The Fate of the Dolphin,"
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NEGRO COMPANY ORGANIZED IN LOS
ANGELES
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 17.
Believing there is a field for subjects
in which negroes appear as the players, Los
Angeles negroes have organized the Lincoln Motion Picture Company, which is a
partnership with sufficient capital to make
a number of two-reel pictures. Noble
Johnson, who has played Indian and negro
parts at Los Angeles studios for the past
two or more years, is president and leading man. Dr. J. T. Smith is treasurer and
Clarence Brooks, secretary. Buelah Hall
is leading woman of the company.
Prior to the organization of the company, the members investigated the field,
and found in excess of a thousand theatres, the majority located in the south,
conducted solely for negro patronage. In
the opinion of the organizers, there is a
field there for pictures made wholly by negroes, they believing such subjects will
draw usual patronage.
The first subject of two reels, which as
yet has not been named, shows possibilities for the colored race to improve their
conditions if they seek education. The leading man is a graduate of a colored men's
college, secures employment in his chosen
vocation — civil engineer — by a heroic deed,
in which he saved the life of a big factory
owner's wife. There is a love interest
throughout, and the photoplay points the
way to happier days for negroes if they
will but persevere.
CAMPBELL FILMS FORTS SUMPTER
AND MOULTRIE FOR "CRISIS"
Director Colin Campbell, of the Selig
Polyscope Company, escorted special players and a staff of cameramen to Charleston, S. C, on Thursday, June 8. At
Charleston old Forts Sumpter and Moultrie will be filmed for the forthcoming
production of " The Crisis." After
Sehg
visiting Charleston, Director Campbell will
go to New York on business connected
with the production and then will return
to Chicago.
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Young

Film Corporation

Begins Work

Director General Capellani Is Engaged on Scene Plots for " Common Law,^ Arranging
Details of Production and Casting Parts for the Picture

Latest Photographs o£ Clara Kimball Young, Who Is Resting Before Beginning Work on " The
Common Law
" general offices of the corporation In
at the
THE Clara Kimball Young Film Corporation has begun the actual work of the Godfrey Building, receiving the applicants for studio positions and casting parts
producing its first feature picture. Miss
for the picture. For the benefit of players
Young left New York last week for a
seeking an interview with him, his office
well earned rest at Poland Springs, Maine.
are from three to five o'clock in the
Before going she had the satisfaction of hours
afternoon.
knowing that what had been the greatest
The temporary studio in which Miss
ambition of her life was realized and that
Young
will work pending the completion
the corporation organized in her name was
of her own plant on Long Island, has been
actually engaged in the preparation of the
selected and the lease will be signed this
first production in which she is to star
week. The temporary studio is located in
under the new auspices — the picturization
New Jersey, but its name cannot be given
of Robert W. Chambers' novel " The Comuntil the lease is signed. It is likely that
the first three of four pictures will be made
Director
mon Law." General Albert Capellani has
in this plant, as it will be months before
the permanent studio is ready for business.
begun
on few
" Theweeks
Common
Law."
Within work
the past
the creator
Miss Young will remain at Poland
of " Les Miserables " and " Camille " has
Springs
until July 15 or thereabout, readded another triumph to his achievements
turning
begin her part in " The Common
— the screen version of " La Vie de la Law " on tothe
day specified in her contract,
July 16. Meanwhile M. Capellani and his
M. Capellani is now engaged in preparing
assistant directors will have the production
Boheme."
well under way — with all the scenes in
for " The Common Law "
plots
scenic
the
and arranging the details of the production.
which Miss Young does not appear finished.
When not at the studio he may be found
Advertising Manager E. R. Schayer has
carte blanche from Mr. Selznick to spare
no expense in preparing material. Half a
Cobe Secures " Marriage Bond " Featuring Nat Goodwin
dozen of the biggest illustrators and porCeleon
Based
Is
Picture
Humor—
of
Gift
His
Display
Role Gives Actor Opportunity to
trait painters in New York, including HarCountry
"My
and
"Diana"
Include
brated Novel and Play— Other Unity Releases
rison Fisher, Malcolm Straus and James
Montgomery Flagg, are at work on
vice-president and ports heavy business all over the country,
sketches in color from which the lithoANDREW J. COBE,
particularly for the sixteen episode serial
general manager of the Unity Sales
graphs are to be made, and such leading
"
t
corporation, announces that he has secured Firs" The Yellow Menace " starring Edwin
exponents of modern decorative art as
Flato and Fritz Winold Reiss are engaged
"The Marriage Bond, " in which Nat C. Stevens and produced by William Steiner.
Goodwin is starred. This is said to be A special publicity and advertising camin
preparing advertising designs and pospaign will be made on behalf of this serial
based on a celebrated novel and play, and
ters.
employs in its enactment a cast of well
The advertising campaign will include
and the story of " The Yellow Menace "
known screen favorites. Mr. Goodwin is will be run in 1,100 newspapers.
the use of 24-sheet stands throughout the
" The Yellow Menace " has received the
seen in a role which, it is announced, gives
country this summer and the expenditure
him opportunity to display his gifts of endorsement of several noted public men
of many thousands of dollars in such
including Col. Roosevelt, Arthur Brisbane
humor.
magazines
as the Saturday Evening Post
and others, it is announced.
and Ladies Home Journal. Arrangements
Other Unity releases include the " Tweehave been made with the publishing firm
dledee and Tweedledum " comedy series,
SONNENBERG DIES IN OAKLAND
with Perez, the European comedian ;
of Grosset and Dunlap to issue a special
Julius Sonnenberg, for the past four
" Diana, " a colored feature, portraying the
Clara Kimball Young edition of " The
years assistant manager of the Oakland
romance of the immortal huntress ; " My
Common Law " this summer, illustrated
Orpheum,
Oakland,
Calif.,
and
prior
to
that
Country First," with Tom Terriss ; and
with " stills " from the picture and portrait
treasurer of the house, passed away recentstudies of Miss Young. This edition will
" The Pursuing Vengeance," with Sheldon
Lewis.
ly in a hospital in that city, following a long be sold at fifty cents on all news stands
Arthur Rosenbach of the firm who is illness. He was a cousin of Morris Meyerand will be used by exhibitors in connecfeld, president of the Orpheum Circuit.
tion with their showings of the feature.
making " a swing around the circle " re-
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MARIN SAIS PLANS "MOUNTED
CROQUET ' TEAM OF STARS
The latest benefit proposed for the Actors' Fund of America is a widely advertised polo game between a women's team
composed of screen stars in the Los .Angeles film colony and either the Coronado
or Burlingame masculine aggregations.
Marin Sais, Kalem's star, is the instigator
of the plan and it has received the enthusiastic support of both her fellow players
and the Los Angeles newspapers.
The Los Angeles Times last week pronounced the proposed team " a better
' Follies,'
than a Ziegfield's
drawing
substantial donation
to raise
and certaincard
fund."
Actors'
the of
forOne
the first volunteers to present
her name to Miss Sais. was Helen Gibson,
whose daring riding is a feature of the
" Hazards of Helen."

Marin Sais (Kalem) and Her Polo Pony
Miss Sais, who is just now being starred
Pirates."
" The Social
Olliea Kirkby
with
has been
lover ofin horses
from childhood
and took up the "mounted croquet" for
recreation last fall. One of her pet ambitions has always been the organization of
a woman's team and the possibility of benefiting the Actors' Fund was sufficient to
cause her to put the plan into operation at
once.
" What a wonderful thing it would be,"
declared Miss Sais, last week, "if we
could complete the organization of the team
and possibly take part in the Motion Picture Studio Directory's contests at the
Sheepshcad Bay Stampede."
SCEMCS AND CARTOONS ADDED TO
ALLIANCE LIST BY HILL
The Alliance Film Company of Texas,
in Dallas, J. W. Hill, Jr., manager, has
secured the " Charlie - Fatty - Maybelle "
comedy cartoon subjects for Texas and
Oklahoma; and will have one new release
each week.
Mr. Hill is adding a scenic subject to the
comedy cartoons, making the film a full
thousand feet. The cartoons are from 600
to 7fX) feet in length. Bookings are rapidly coming in on the contract basis.
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Magazines of General Circulation for Bluebird Publicity
Company Will Begin Nation-Wide Campaign With an Advertisement in the Saturday
Evening Post During June, Exploiting "The Three Godfathers" First
THE Bluebird people are going in heavy
Then will come " Shoes," with Mary McLaren.
for their new policy of impressing
the public with their plays and productions.
Future announcements will go into deThe first of the advertisements in their
tails for " Broken Fetters," " The Love
nation-wide campaign of general publicity
Girl," "The Grasp of Greed," " The Silent
will appear in the Saturday Evening Post
Battle," and " The Secret of the Swamp,"
during June and page advertisements will July releases introducing as the leading
be used for some time to come.
players, Violet Mersereau, Ella Hall, Louise
But there will be continued for the imLovely, J. Warren Kerrigan, and Myrtle
mediate use of exhibitors the distribution
Gonzales, in the order given.
of information on the personal element
Among the August features will be " By
that enters into the productions.
Fate's Decree," bringing Dorothy Phillips
The national campaign will be started
into the Bluebird fold ; " Little Eva Edgerjust at a time when several of what Bluewith Ella Hall leading; "The Beckbird considers its very best pictures will be ton,"
oming Trail," another one for Kerrigan;
ready and waiting to be distributed on
" Wanted a Home," a Lois Weber production that brings forward Mary MacLaren,
schedule. The first advertisement will relate to " The Three Godfathers," a psychothe
little
girl of " Shoes " for her second
logical start for the advertising series, for
essay
at
leads,
" L'Abbe
the reason that the story was originally
which will have and
Rupert
Julian Constantin,"
in the name
printed in the Saturday Evening Post.
Three Lasky Subjects Through Paramount During July
Blanche Sweet in 'The Dupe," Cleo Ridgely in
part."The Selfish Woman; and Mae Murray
in " The Dream Girl " Are Announced
"Temptation" with Geraldine Farrar, and
be reTHREE Lasky
leased throughproductio
Paramounnst will
on the first " Alien Souls " with Sessue Hayakawa, and
three Mondays of July, the schedule being
other features, all of which were produced
Blanche Sweet in "The Dupe," July 3 ; by Cecil B. De Mille.
Wallace Reid and Cleo Ridgeley in "The
In support of Blanche Sweet in "The
Dupe" there will appear Thomas Meighan,
Selfish Woman," July 10; and Mae MurErnest Joy and Veda McEvers. The cast
ray in "The Dream Girl," July 17.
The first two are by Hector Turnbull,
for "The Selfish Woman" includes in addition to the stars, Wallace Reid and Cleo
and "The Dream Girl" by Jeannie McPherson. Cecil B. De Mille, who produced
Ridgely, Joseph King, Charles Arling, Billy
Elmer, Bob Fleming, Edythe Chapman and
"The Golden Chance," of which Miss McPherson was the author, directed the new
Dorothy Abril, and in support of Mae
Mae Murray vehicle.
Murray dorein Roberts,
"The James
Dream Girl"
be TheoNeil, will
Earle
Fox,
Mr. Turnbull's well known features are
Charles H. West, Mrs. L. McCord and
" The Cheat " with Fannie Ward, " The
Heart of Nora Flynn" with Marie Doro,
Mary Mersch.

World-Equitable Open Booking Takes Well with Exhibitors
Pictures Now Marketed by This Plan Include " Trilby," " The Price," " Divorced," " Blue
Grass," " A Daughter of the Sea," " A Circus Romance " and " Sealed Lips "
INCE
which were made from August, 1915, until
discontinuance of active prothe discontinuance
SINCE the
May of this year, and all of which are
Eauitable Motion Pictures
the the Equitable
duction. duction,
Corporation, releasing through the working throughout the country, which,
branches and exchanges of the World Film,
judged from the accruing number of bookhas placed all the features of that concern
ings, appeal highly to the exhibitor.
Mr. Feist states that the open booking
on an open booking plan which, according
to General Sales Manager Felix F. Feist
idea will continue indefinitely on these productions.
of World-Equitable, has met with a gratifying response.
HOBART BOSWORTH ENGAGED IN
The entire output of the Equitable is
SUPPORT OF FARRAR
now, and has been for the past two months,
a\ aiiable to exhibitors on the open booking
Special to Motion Pictuke News.
Los Angeles, June 17.
plan. The productions in this policy includes Clara Kimball Young and Wilton
Special stories are being prepared for
photodramas in which Geraldine Farrar is
Lackaye in "Trilby," Helen Ware in "The
to appear under the direction of Cecil B.
Price," Katharine Osterman in "DidcMillc. Hobart Bosworth has been esvorced," Thomas A. Wise in " Blue Grass,"
Muriel Ostriche in "A Daughter of the
pecially engaged to play an important role
Sea " and " A Circus Romance," William
in the support of Miss Farrar. Others to
be Theodore RobCourtenay in " Sealed Lips," Frank Shericast will
the Reid,
appearerts,inWallace
H. C. Carpenter, and
dan and Arthur Ashley in " The Struggle,"
other prominent players who supported the
Bruce McRae and Gerda Holmes in " The
Chain Invisible " and Katharine Kaelred in star in the three pictures made last year.
" Idols."
All Geraldine Farrar subjects will be made
In addition to these are twenty others
under the supervision of Cecil B. deMille.
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Of Course
You
Are
Going
to the
News''
Stampede?
Everyone in Filmdom Is Eligible for the Contest to Be Held at Sheepshead Bay from August 5 to 12 — Many Companies Intend to Send Their People by Special Train East for Entry in the Events — Write
" Motion Picture News Studio Directory " Editor for Details
THE Motion Picture News Studio Directory's Stampede
Contest editor is already receiving numerous inquiries about
the Stampede Contest to be held at Sheepshea(' Bay, New
New York City, August 5 to 12.
Several companies from the west are sending special cars to
bring their people from the west coast to the east to compete
ir this big contest.
Anyone and everyone in filmdom is eligible for the Open
Stampede Contest, whether they participate in the Motion Picture News Studio Directory Contest or not. In other words,
entrance in the Studio Directory Contest, which by the way is
absolutely free, does not bar you from participating in the World's
Championship Contest. In order that you may understand, if
you have not already received the information from the Stampede Contest itself, we will give you here some details of this
colossal tournament.
The Stampede will be held at the three-million-and-a-half-dollar Sheepshead Bay Speedway for eight days, and is open to the
world. Fifty thousand dollars in prizes are offered and the decision of the toworld's
in the reunion
differentofWestern
In addition
this itchampionship
will be a frontier
the Westsports.
and
East. The governors, cities. Boards of Trade, Chambers of
Commerce and other public bodies of the western states are cooperating to insure a western demonstration that will stagger
New York. Theodore Roosevelt says that he will be there. Mexico, South America and Australia are sending their crack riders
and ropers. More than a thousand cowboys and cowgirls will
be seen in open contest in the Sheepshead Bay arena.
Well-Known Men Interested in Event
The jubilee will be conducted under the auspics of a cotrie of
famous gentlemen sportsmen who have underwritten all purses
and expenses. August Belmont, Harry S. Harkness, W. A. Harriman. Judge R. L. Lovett, John C. Milburn, Jr., Horace M. Kilborn, Ralph Pulitzer, Lewis J. Spence, and William B. Walker
are numbered among the honorary stewards. The Hotel Men's
Association,
the Merchants'
greatattendance
railroad
trunk lines have
enlisted in Association,
the movementandto the
attract
from all over the country. The Great Northern Railroad will
bring on more than a hundred Blackfeet Indians from Glacier
National Park, who will be encamped in their tepees with the
other Indians in; a frontier Indian village.
One of the rhost picturesque features of the celebration will
be a last gigantic round-up of the men who made western history. Oldtimers who paved the way for those who came later;
pioneers who drove oxwagons, stage-coaches, prairie schooners
and mule teams and rode the bony express in the early days
of the West. The Oldtime Trail Drivers Association of Texas
is coming in a body. Dodge City, Kan., is sending its mounted
cowboy band with its train of boosters. Arrangements are being made to bring on a train load of three hundred wild range
horses for the arena competition. Trap shooting will be a conspicuous incidental feature and John Philip Sousa, the march
king, who is an expert himself, is among those who have proffered trophies. Guy Wedick, a young Westerner, who is the
highest authority on the sports and activities of the Range-Land,
will be director-general of the celebration.
The prize list of the principal events of the Stampede is copied
below from the announcement folders. This is not the Motion
Picture News Studio Directory Contest, although all of the Directory contestants are eligible to enter.
COWBOY BUCKING HORSE RIDING CONTEST
(With Saddle)
Day Money
Final Money
1st
SlOO
3rd
$50
1st
$1500
and World's
2nd §75
4th ?25
pionship
Title Cham5th $250
2nd $1000
3rd $750
6th $125
4th $500

COWBOY

TRICK
Final AND
MoneyFANCY RIDING

1st S750 and World's Championship Title
2nd 5500 3rd $250 4th S125 5th S75
6th $50
COWBOY STEER BULLDOGGING
World's Championship on Four Steer Average
Day Money
Final Money
1st 350
3rd $15
1st $1000
2nd
$25
ship and
TitleWorld's Cham2nd S750
4th S250
3rd $500
COWBOY NIGHTSHIRT RACE
One Half Mile Race Daily
Day Money
1st $25
2nd S15

3rd $10

PONY EXPRESS RACE
One Half Mile Race Daily
Day Money
1st $60
2nd $40

3rd $20

COWBOYS ROMAN STANDING RACE
One Half Mile Race Daily
Day Money
3rd $15
1st $40
2nd $20
COWBOYS BUCKING BULL AND STEER RIDING
(With Saddle)
$10.00 a Mount
** COWBOY WILD HORSE RACE
(This is a Daily Race. Dav
Special
Entrance Fee $10 per day)
Money
1st $100
2nd $75

3rd $50
4th $25

5th $15
6th $10

COWGIRL BUCKING HORSE RIDING CONTEST
(Slick)
Day Money
Final Money
1st $75
3rd $25
1st $1000 and World's Cham2nd $50
ship Title
2nd $500
3rd S250
COWGIRL TRICK AND FANCY ROPING
Final Money
1st $500 and World's Championship Title
2nd $400
3rd $300
COWGIRLS ROMAN STANDING RACE
One Half Mile Race Daily
Day Money
1st $30
2nd $20
.

4th $200

3rd $10

COWBOY

BAREBACK BUCKING AND HORSE RIDING
(With Surcingle)
Day Money
Final Money
1st $50
3rd $15
1st $1000 and World's Cham2nd $25
ship Title
2nd $750
4th $250
3rd $500
5th $125
COWBOY

TRICK
FANCY ROPING
FinalAND
Money

1st
and World's
Championship
Title
2nd $750
$500
3rd $250
4th $125
5th $75
6th $50
COWBOY RELAY RACE
(This is World's Championship
Event for Sixteen MUe Race)
Final Money
1st $1500 and World's Championship title
2nd $1000
3rd $750
4th $500
5th $250

6th $125
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STAGE COACH RACE
One Half Mile Race Daily
Day Money
1st $100
2nd S75
3rd $25
CHUCK WAGON RACE
One Half Mile Race Daily
Dav Money
1st $60
2nd S40
3rd $25
COWBOYS BUCKING STEER RIDING
(Surcingle)
S5.00 a Moiuit
** COWBOY STEER ROPING (3) STEER AVERAGE CONTEST
Special Entrance Fee $50
Day Money
Final Money
1st SlOO
3rd §50
1st $1000 and World's Cham2nd $75
4th $25
ship Title
2nd $800
$5th $200
3rd $600
6th $100
4th $400
COWGIRL BUCKING HORSE CONTEST
(Hobbled Stirrups)
Day Money
Final Money
1st $50
3rd $15
1st $600 and World's Cham2nd $25
pionship Title
2nd $400
3rd $200
COWGIRL TRICK AND FANCY RIDING
Final Money
1st S500 and World's Championship Title
2nd §400
3rd §300
COWGIRL RELAY RACE

4th $200

(This is World's Championship
Event for Sixteen Mile Race)
Final Money
1st SIOOO and World's Championship Title
2nd $750 3rd $500 4th $250

5th $125

6th $75

Ten dollars is the entrance fee into' any or all of the events
listed above, with the exception of the Cowboys' Steer Roping
Contest and the Wild Horse Race, which calls for an extra
entrance fee, as indicated by the asterisk above.
No event at the Stampede will be called a tie or draw. All
contests go to a finish for a decision. All rules and judges are
to be chosen by a popular vote of the contestants.
Personally, we look for some of the Motion Picture News
Studio Directory contestants to show up some of the professionals. The entry blanks are now ready and may be had on
application by addressing The Stampede Contest, Motion Picture
News Studio Directory (published by Motion Picture News),
729 Seventh avenue. New York City. Let us hear from you all,
and remember the date, August 5 to 12, New York City.
Additional details will be forthcoming in the next week's issue.
JOHN W. CORNELIUS, WELL-KNOWN
IS DEAD

ST. LOUIS EXHIBITOR,

JOHN W. CORNELIUS, well-known moving picture exhibitor
in St. Louis, died on June 9, at Hot Springs, Arkansas, where
he had gone for a brief rest and to recover from a recent illness.
Mr. Cornelius had been improving in health and had planned to
return to his home on the very day that the telegram arrived
announcing his death, which had been caused by heart failure.
Mr. Cornelius began his motion picture activities in St. Louis
six years ago, when he bought the site in Sixth near Pine street
for the Lyric theatre.
This house was erected for a strictly motion picture theatre,
at a cost of $45,000. Two years ago Mr. Cornelius purchased the
West End Lyric theatre, which was entirely rebuilt and made
into the theatre de luxe of the west end. Last year the Lyric
skydome at Dclmar and Taylor was added as a summer theatre,
and drew much praise for its beauty and attractiveness as an
outdoor picture show. Just recently controlling interest in the
Royal was acquired by Mr. Cornelius, and all these theatres have
become known as strictly high-class motion picture theatres. Mr.
Cornelius has been ably assisted by his wife in his theatrical enterprises, and his son James. Mrs. Cornelius, who is considered
an expert in selecting a picture program, will continue to operate
the Cornelius theatres under the same policy as has been maintained in the past. Mr. Cornelius was fifty-eight years old when
he died. His body was taken to St. Louis for burial.
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TRAVELOGUER HOLMES, IN THE DOMINION FOR SCENES
IN "CANADIAN LIFE AND INDUSTRIES," STOPS IN
ST. JOHN, N. B.
special to Motion Picture News.
St. John, N. B., June 17.
BURTON HOLMES the Travelogue man and Mr. Moomaw of
the Essanay Film Company, who have been taking Eastern
Canadian scenes in connection with Mr. Holmes Travelogue on
" Canadian Life and Industries " are in the city. Mr. Holmes
will spend nine weeks travelling in the Dominion as the guest of
the Canadian-Pacific Railway Company, who have placed at his
disposal the private car Brunswick.
Among other typical New Brunswick features pictures were
secured of the Reversing Falls, which natural wonder no other
country on earth possesses with the exception of China. The St.
John River enters the harbor through a narrow gorge, running
swiftly down until the gradual rising of a thirty foot tide forces
the water back and causes the rapids to actually reverse and run
up From
stream.here Mr. Holmes will go to Ottawa, where he is to be
the guest of the Duke and Duchess of Connaught and later he
will go west and through the prairie provinces to the Pacific coast.
RIALTO IN BALTIMORE OPENS ON JUNE 24
THEmotion
Rialtopicture
theatre,house,
Baltimore's
latest and
will formally
openmost
on handsome
Saturday,
June 24. The Rialto is an up-town house, in the fashionable
center of the city, with its entrance on North avenue near Linden avenue. The theatre will have a seating capacity of five
hundred and is most elaborately finished. The exterior is of art
brick, with a massive marciuise over the entrances and extending
to a point nearly on a level with the curbing. The interior decorations are of white, old ivory and old rose. The general color
scheme of the walls is of old ivory with large panels of old rose,
the panel mouldings being finished in tints of gold. All tapestry
and hangings will also be of old rose. The seating will be of
the cabinet variety, finished in mahogany. The pictures will be
projected upon a gold fiber screen.
The theatre will be equipped with a piano and a Kimball Orchestral organ. The structure was built by the Linden Amusement Company, of which Myer Fox is president. Mr. Fox is
also president of the Mount Royal Amusement Company, which
owns and conducts the Mount Royal theatre on North avenue
near Mount Royal avenue. Arthur Price, a well-known Baltimore motion picture man, manager of the Mount Royal, will also
manage the Rialto. Mr. Price has arranged for Paramount,
Triangle, Metro and other leading pictures to be presented.
There will be a daij^ change of program.
SAN BERNARDINO FILM COMPANY IS ORGANIZED WITH
CLEMENTS AS GENERAL MANAGER
Special to Motion Picture News.
Los Angeles, June 17.
Amotion picture company has been organized by business men
which will be known as the San Bernardino Film Company,
located with studios at San Bernardino, California. Hal Clements
has been engaged as general manager, and work of building the
studio is now under way on the grounds at E street and Base Line,
San Bernardino. The company plans to make one, two and threereel subjects, but has not made any announcement concerning releases.
PATHE SCENIC, "ASCENT OF MT. RANIER," IS SHOWN IN
TACOMA
MANAGER Quimby of the Pathe Seattle office gave a private
showing of " The Ascent of Mt. Rainier," a Pathe scenic,
before the Chamber of Commerce and Rotary Club of Tacoma,
recently, and these two bodies were so much interested in the
picture that they are sending circular letters to all the Chambers
of Commerce and Rotary Clubs throughout the United States,
calling their attention to the scenic.
THE MOTION PICTURE STUDIO DIRECTORY IS OUT
1
AUGUST 29
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EXAMINATIONS

"THE CLOWN"
(Lasky-Paramoiint — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
VICTOR MOORE has been given a part of more than the
usual sympathy in this subject, and special effort is made to
reach the deepest sympathies of his audience. This is successful,
despite a number of technical shortcomings in the dramatic construction. That the picture will " grip " there can be no doubt.
The situations have all been created before on the screen, but
they are surrounded with an unusual atmosphere. The incidents
and " business " are well handled, and the telling of the story is
done on a plane which all will understand and absorb. The
whole is well in keeping with the Lasky standard.
Victor Moore is seen as " Piffles," a light-hearted clown, with a
big fujid of good-fellowship. He saves the crippled son of Judge
LeRoy from a runaway team at the circus, and is carried nearly
dead to the Judge's own home.
There, during a long convalescence, he meets Milicent, the
Judge's daughter, whose sweetheart, Dick, has gone into the desert prospecting. News comes that Dick has perished of thirst,
and Milicent attempts suicide. Piffles, who has fallen in love

cides that it is no place for him, and so, after leaving a note advising Milicent that any court will give her a divorce on the grounds
of desertion, steals away and rejoins the circus.
Thomas Meighan plays Dick, and Florence Dagmar plays Milicent. Ernest Joy, Tom Forman, Horace B. Carpenter, Wallace
Pike and Master Jerold Ward handle the other roles capably.
"BROKEN FETTERS"
(Bluebird— Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
WRITTEN and directed by Rex Ingram, "Broken Fetters"
can be counted upon to interest picture-goers chiefly because of the handling Mr. Ingram gave it. It is a story of adventure, with a strong human appeal, portraying the somewhat
incredible experiences of a young girl, who falls into the clutches
of Foo Shai, a Chinatown despot, the proprietor of a gamblingden and a white slave establishment.

Foo Shai Invites the Artist to Gamble

The

Child's Affection for the Clown *

with the girl, but realizes that he " aint got a chance," sees her
attempt to drown herself, and rescues her. He learns her story —
that she is about to become the mother of Dick's child, and in
her despair she could think of no way out except death.
To protect her name Piffles offers to marry her, and she accepts him as husband only in name. After the child is born, her
father sends for the pair, and gives Piffles a job in the bank,
where he makes a success.
The report of Dick's death is false, but when he returns, after
having located a rich mine, he finds Milicent married, and drops
out of sight again. This time he goes to New York to superintend the selling of stock in the new mine.
The mine becomes a bonanza, and it is decided to buy up all
the outstanding stock. The only holder who won't sell is a man
in Los Angeles, and Dick goes west to make a deal. The holder
is Piffles, and at the latter's house, Dick meets the girl for the
first time in three years. He hears the whole story, and learns
that the boy romping on the floor is his.
Piffles from behind the curtain, sees the --fconciliation. He de-

The atmosphere of Orientalism pervades the whole, and is
easily the most striking thing in the picture, because Mr. Ingram
was unusually successful in securing the right settings, locations
and types. There are several exciting scenes centering about the
Chinatown resort, and these are convincing, as to acting, as well
as to atmosphere. If we except two or three scenes in which the
despot attempts to assault the girl, it may fairly be said that
there is nothing likely to give offense.
Violet Mersereau offers a characteristic portrayal of the unfortunate little girl, who is stolen from her Mandarin guardian
in China, and brought to the Foo Shai establishment in New
York, but she is overshadowed by Frank Smith. Smith does an
excellent, and really out of the ordinary bit of character acting
as Foo Shai. Others are Kittens Reichert, Charles Francis, Earl
Simmons, William T. Dyer, Paul Panzer, Isabel Patterson, William Garwood, as the hero, Paddy Sullivan, Guy Morville, and
Charles Fang. Mr. Garwood has a congenial role as an American artist, whp eventually brings about the rescue of the girl,
and Fang is excellent as a young Chinaman who befriends the
heroine on several occasions.
In addition to the principals, the Chinese and slum types deserve especial mention, for they contribute greatly to the worth
of the subject. Summed up, " Broken Fetters " will get over,
because of Mr. Ingram's skillful direction, the human touches,
and the excellent atmosphere.
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Striking Views of " La Vie de Boheme," A World
"POWER "
(Essanay — Three Reels)
REVIEWED BY THEO. S. MEAD
THE political drama of recent years has been a very popular
subject with the American people. And at this particular time
when the interests in the political situation is aroused to an unusual pitch, almost any sort of a picture that shows a boss of the
conventional rough and ready type, and which contains a smattering of graft and of crooked gang methods will meet with the approval of the average audience.
"Power" is a political drama filled with action from start to
finish. Evan Dexter is a struggling young lawyer, who lacks
gumption to such an extent that he allows his sister Lucille to
almost literally lead him by the hand to the saloon of Pat O'Riley,
a political boss, a man unknown to her except through the papers.
She asks O'Riley to throw some lucrative employment her brother's
waj'. Of course, the boss is struck at once by Lucille's beauty,
and as a matter of fact, Nell Craig is very alluring in this role. So
when a short time later a compromise between O'Riley and the
capitalists' interests allows the former to name a candidate for
Governor, Evan Dexter the young lawyer, is the one he chooses.
Dexter is very much puffed up over his breathlessly rapid rise to
power, and turns from O'Riley to the interests of the capitalists,
who wi«h to secure a franchise on the power rights of a state
water way. He signs the bill which gives them these rights, with-

The Challenge
out any compensation for the state. O'Riley in the meantime, has
met the Governor's sister Lucille on several occasions, and under
her influence has decided to turn over a new leaf. He defeats
the plans of the dishonest capitalists by the effective method of
burning the signed franchise and of threatening the Governor that
he will send him to the penitentiary if he affixes his signature to
another franchise. At this juncture the picture ends with O'Riley
and Lucille departing on their honeymoon.
As intimated, Nell Craig plays the part of Lucille Dexter with
considerable charm. Sydney Ainsworth is seen as tlie Governor,
Carroll C. James as the political boss and Ullbrich Haupt as the
leader of the capitalists' interests. Each member of the cast
receives an opportunity to display emotional acting, which is fully
taken advantage of.
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Film Production, in Which Alice Brady is Starred
Some beautiful exteriors, showing the disputed water fall,
pleasingly run through this production. The interiors are well
staged and the photography is excellent throughout.
"LA VIE DE BOHEME"
(Paragon-World — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
IN the case of a classic such as this, it is hardly competent to
to enlarge upon the story. This is a case where direction
and mounting are everything, and they have not failed. In passing it might be mentioned that in all the various ways Henri
Murger's story has been presented to the public, it has never
been offered in a dressing which got more out of it as a dramatic work.
The picture comes to the exhibitor loaded with unusual advertising value. Every performance of the Puccini opera, every
sale of the original novel, and every reference to the dramatic
and operatic stars which have appeared in opera and play, have
added just that much to the advertising which has prepared the
way for the picture. Everybody knows of " Boheme," and almost everybody
likeAmerican
to know producers,
" Boheme " who
itself. could have
There
are few,would
if any
given this story the production which Albert Capellani has. It
required not only an intimate knowledge and sympathy with the:
Paris of the period portrayed, but also an intimate knowledge
of
the have
peculiar
of the
Quartier Latin,
and the
bohemians
which
now life
almost
disappeared.
Although
his "public
in this"
country cannot be very exacting in the matter of geography,
Mr. Capellani has not allowed his vigilance to relax, and those
who know their Paris will recognize the careful accuracy of the
locations. A striking instance of this is an " exterior " in the
fourth reel, with shows Mimi leaning over the wall and looking into the Seine. In the background is the He de la Cite, with
the Palais de Justice and Notre Dame dominating, thereby
definitely locating the camera in the real Latin Quarter.
To picture goers who want a slice of a life they have never
known, and never will, this picture will have an especial appeal.
The narrow and intricate streets of old Paris, and the cafes
and rookery studio buildings have been carefully rebuilt at the
Paragon studios, and realistic street scenes are the result. The
costuming and manners are also accurate ; it is hard to find an
artistic flaw in the production.
Alice Brady is a charming Mimi. Mimi, it will be recalled,
is the little nameless orphan, Avho fled from a life of servitude,
and fell in with a bohcmian colony of poets, artists and musicians.
At the same time Rudolph, heir of a wealthy uncle, heard the
call of bohemia, deserted his uncle's home, jilted his wealthy
fiancee, and also joined the cafe company, immediately falling
in love with Mimi.
They were separated by the uncle, and Mimi, for the sake
of her lover's future, wandered homeless for months, until exposure and starvation brought her low. Then she wandered back
to Rudolph, who was wailing faithfully in the garret, and died
in his arms. The uncle and Rudolph's fiancee relented in time
to clasp the girl's hand before she drifted across the border.
The cast in this picture is of high order. June Elvidge is
Madame de Rouvre, Paul Capellani is Rudolph, Leslie Stowe is
the Uncle Durandin, Chester Barnett is Marcel and Zena Keefe
the pretty and sprightly lusette. The character of Schaunard, the
musician, is also introduced, for reasons which are not apparent.
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" THE MYSTERIES OF MYRA "
(International — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY H. S. FULD
THIS episode opens with the Black Master and his cohorts
using the Black Arts to will that " the heart of Myra shall
beat slower — slower — slower," and by their machinations give
every promise of succeeding. Varney (Allen Murnane) the villain lover of Myra, finds Myra on the verge of collapse and only
the opportune arrival of Dr. Alden (Mr. Estabrook) saves her.
Dr. Alden sets up a machine in Myra's room and with the electroscope finds the direction of the thought waves emanating from
the Black Lodge and through a condenser in the shape of an
umbrella, collects and confines them in a Leyden jar.
Warning everyone not to touch the jar he leaves. Varney,
coming in later, is surprised at the remarkable improvement in
Myra and she innocently tells him that Dr. Alden (his rival for
her hand) has arranged an apparatus to circumvent the Black

NEWS

In the prologue, Crane Wilbur is seen aS Old Weatherby, a
broken derelict. A passerby gives him a coin, and he spends it
him.
for admission to a theatre where the play of " Youth " attracts
In the gallery he witnesses a visualization of his own past life.
This is somewhat disappointing, as the title leads us to believe
that it has been a life of reckless dissipation, whereas, the young
man, barring a youthful cultivation of the wild oats ranch, about
followed the normal course.
He leaves his home town on receipt of word that he is heir
to a fortune, promises his sweetheart, June, to return for her immediately, and goes to the lawyers' office in the city. He finds
he is heir to $200,000, and as soon as he receives it, stops a while
to " see the sights." He sees them so thoroughly that one morning he wakes up with an awful head, and finds he has married
a roof-garden habitue.
June comes on in search of him, finds him married, and goes
back broken-hearted; later she marries his rival. His wife leaves
him when she discovers she is to become a mother. She dies,
and by accident he finds his little daughter in a tenement, after
he has spent nearly all his fortune in the search for the child
and her mother.
He starts back for the old home town, in the fond hope that
he can patch things up with June, but on the way he is robbed
of his clothes, money and automobile by a band of gypsies. He
also finds June married, and he and the child wander on with
the wagon and team the gypsies have left behind.

Psychic Science Battles with Black Art
Lodge. She shows him the arrangement, and he, in trying " accidentally-on-purpose " to dislodge the connections, comes in contact with the jar and receives a severe electric shock.
Hurriedly leaving he rushes to the Grand Master and tells
him of the machine Dr. Alden has installed. The Master shuts
himself up in a lead-lined room where the rays from the machine
cannot reach him.
Myra notifies Dr. Alden by telephone of Varney's visit and
escape and he hurries to her home. On reaching there he causes
Myra to try and concentrate her thoughts on the Grand Master,
and by steadily gazing into a crystal globe direct him to his
lair. She glimpses the Master as he opens a slide in the door
of the lead-lined room, and her quick " Here he is, doctor," directs
his hand and the rays shoot through the opening in the door,
and the last we see of this episode is the rays striking him and he
falls in the doorway.
The remarkable photographic effects that have won such favor
during this series are kept up in this episode, and if such a thing
could be, are even better than the predecessors. The interest is
kept up and leaves one breathlessly waiting the next release.
" THE WASTED YEARS "
(Horsley-Mutual Masterpicture — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
IN THIS subject Crane Wilbur does some of the best work
of his screen career, up to date. He appears to have conquered an early tendency to overact, and gives a convincing portrayal of a sympathetic character.
He has not been given a good vehicle. The story is " there,"
but something has gone amiss in its presentation. The picture
starts off well, and the interest is strong until almost the fourth
reel, where it becomes involved in a complication of illogical and
banal situations, and the original impetus is lost. This is to be
regretted, as with a different handling, and a little bridging over
the mellow spots it could have been made into an excellent subject.

The Rivals
The child dies of consumption, and the father becomes a wanderer. When the show is over, the audience files out, leaving the
old derelict silent in his seat. An usher discovers that he is dead.
Mr. Wilbur has the assistance of Mae Gaston, one of the real
pretty girls of the screen, whose attractiveness loses nothing by
its contact with the camera. Others in the cast are Jessie Burnett,
John Oaker and Thelma Salter.
"MUTT AND JEFF IN THE INDESTRUCTIBLE HAT"
(Mutt and Jeff Film — One Reel)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE steadily
qualitymaintained.
of humor inThey
Bud are
Fisher's
cartoons
alwaysanimated
a pleasure
to theis
spectator because they contain, in each case, a genuine comedy
idea. For the past several weeks, we have viewed these films
in a New York heatre, and they captured the audience every
time.
In this release, Jeff is attempting to find a hat which Mutt
can't throw away. After several futile experiments, he buys a
Prussian helmet, hoping Mutt will impale himself on the spike.
Instead, Mutt merely tosses the hat up to the ceiling, where it
sticks. Then Jeff gets an Australian Boomerang Hat, telling
Mutt that he can't throw it away, because it will return to Jeff's
head. It does return, but on the final throw Jeff, unfortunately,
moves his head, and is floored by the blow.
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"THOSE WHO TOIL"
(Lubin-V-L-S-E — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
A STORY of the light of labor to gain its rights from capital,
" Those Who Toil " is strong in human and heart interest,
and offers Nance O'Neil in one of her typical emotional roles.
It was directed by Edgar Lewis, one of the most careful and competent of producers, a fact which enables us to say that it is a
thoroughly worthy offering.
The action is thrown against a realistic background — the Pennsj'lvania petroleum regions — and these give an impression of bigness, which, curiously enough, Mr. Lewis did not feel it necessary to carry out in his mob scenes, for these employ a comparatively small number of people. Instead of emphasizing the spectacular side, Mr. Lewis, working from a script by Daniel Carson
Goodman, sticks pretty closely to the main emotional theme —
Jane
Brett's leadership
strikers
as the result of wrongs she
has suffered
at the handsof the
of the
oil owners.
This theme is amplified by having the son of the owner come
to the oil fields to investigate conditions. He meets Jane, of
course, and falls in love with her. After the strikers have delegated Jane to burn the tanks, the young man discloses his identity to her, and she pleads with the strikers to hold off from
violence. They accuse her of treachery, whereupon there is a
fight, and the strikers attack the house in which Jane and her
lover are hiding. The young man rushes out of the house to address the strikers, and Jane, following, is slightly wounded in the
arm. His fearlessness forces the mob to listen to him, and he
induces them to go back to work on the promise that their demands will be met.
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to visit a friend, Phyllis, and later, being obliged to earn her own
living, becomes the companion of Mrs. Stanley, a society woman.
Miss Roland also plays the role of Mrs. Stanley, a harsh,
volatile virago, who hurls books, pictures and statues at her harmless husband, her friends and servants until the husband goes
away for a few months, taking their young daughter to school.
Mrs. Stanley decides to go to Reno and get a divorce, and she
leaves Miss Desmond to impersonate her in her absence. The
sweet disposition of Erma mystifies the servants, and when Phyllis
comes for a visit at the same time as one of Mrs. Stanley's friends
arrives for the same purpose, there is considerable confusion as to
her real identity.
Then Mr. Stanley returns. Like everyone else, he mistakes Erma
for his wife, and on account of the change in her manner, finds
himself falhng in love with her all over again; Erma, on her part,
finds herself falling in love with Stanley.
Erma's uncle dies, leaving her a small fortune. When the lawyer
calls to inform Miss Desmond, Erma is obliged to introduce Phyllis
as Miss Desmond. Then, a young man, who has fallen in love
with Phyllis, is restrained by the belief that she is Mrs. Stanley.
Things are hopelessly complicated, when a telegram arrives from
Reno, announcing that Mrs. Stanley has obtained her divorce.
Then everything is quickly straightened out.
Andrew Arbuckle gives some excellent work as the " matrimonial martyr," and Miss Roland is the center of interest whenever she is on the screen. The supporting cast is satisfactory.
" THE SOCIAL PIRATES "
(Kalem — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY H. S. FULD
A RATHER unusual story is told in Episode 14, this latest adventure of the two young girls who help another unfortunate
young lady from the clutches of two masculine schemers. The
title, " The Music Swindlers," is very appropriate to the plot and!
it would be hard to find one more apropos. Winnie (Priscilla
Dean) and her father have come to the city from their country
home in order that the musical talents of the former may be developed.
A Prof. Hermann has told her that she has a great future and
by misleading statements has caused the father to give him all
his money and in addition, to mortgage his home to raise more
money. The old man dies when he realizes that he has lost his
all and Winnie is about to be dispossessed from her room when
she is found and rescued by the two girls who are on a slumming
expedition.

Jane Defies the Superintendent
Herbert Fortier, as the oil owner; Victor Sutherland, as his
son ; John Sharkey, as the ringleader ; do effective work, and the
rest of the cast — Tom Tempest, Fred Chasten, Ray Chamberlain,
and Adelaide Hayes — are entirely acceptable. Settings and location render the atmosphere very well indeed.
Good opportunity is given Miss O'Neil to register her emotional
scenes, and she takes full advantage of them. The action, as a
whole, moves with a fair degree of rapidity. There are several
cutbacks to cover incidents prior to the main story, but most
of these are brief.
"A MATRIMONIAL MARTYR"
(Balboa-Pathe — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F. THEW
NOT so much because of its unique situations, and the handling
of the story, but because of the magnetic qualities of the
star, and a magnificent hand-coloring of the print, this subject is
one of great attractiveness. It should find a wide appeal and be
an excellent box-office investment for almost any exhibitor.
Anyone can understand green grass, brilliant flowers and blue
sky, and even those who do not grasp even the elementary human
emotions will appreciate this picture. Ruth Roland, the star, plays
a dual part, and some clever double photography is brought to
bear to lend conviction to scenes where she appears in conflict with
herself.
She first appears as Erma Desmond, a happy young girl living
with her uncle and aunt in the country. She goes away to the city

The Pseudo Theatrical Manager Is Trapped
The two girls Mona (Marin Sais) and Mary (Ollie Kirkby) take
her to their home and proceed with the help of a friend (R. E.
Bradbury), a newspaper reporter who plans to trap the professor.
The girls succeed in their plans and by threatening to present
their case to the district attorney are enabled to get quite a sum
from the professor and turn it over to Winnie.
The story is replete with action and good acting on the part
of the principals. It is one of the best of the series.
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" THE MAN BEHIND THE CURTAIN "
(Vitagraph Blue Ribbon-V-L-S-E — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
A CONSIDERABLE amount of mystery attends the opening
of this melodrama, as the leader correctly names it, and
the spectator is prepared for a film in which the keynote is suspense. He is not disappointed, although he may feel that the
suspense created by the initial scenes is not fully sustained by
what follows :
We have Edna (Lillian Walker) walking innocently into a
tragedy, when she goes to apply for a job at the Stanhope home.
Her first view of Mrs. Stanhope is of that lady dead, and she
turns aside to see a hand, grasping a knife, thrust out from
behind a curtain. Shortly afterwards, Gardner appears, and it
is not difficult for the spectator to identify him as the murderer.
Edna is of course terror-stricken by the appearance of guilt,
and the rest of the story is devoted to freeing her from it, but
not before she has married Harry, son of the dead woman. In
order to bring the two lovers together, it was considered necessary to " plant " a rather far-fetched situation, in which Harry
rescues the child of whom Edna is governess.

Gardner is Caught
The Stanhope butler, a confederate of Gardner's in a theft
conspiracy — the motive for the murder — plagues Edna after her
marriage to Harry, and his accusations ultimately drive her from
her husband's home. Harry, rather weakly, does not give her
opportunity to explain. Edna meets Gardner by accident and
encourages his attentions until she has discovered who and what
he is. Curiously enough, Gardner does not appear to recognize her. Edna persists until she has brought about the capture
of Gardner, after the latter has killed the butler. This she does
by enlisting the aid of a detective and masquerading in male attire. Harry, of course, is in at the finish.
The story is not new, and it is essentially, as we said, melodrama. The improbabilities are evident, but nevertheless the picture as a whole, should prove good entertainment, particularly
for patrons who admire Miss Walker. The supporting cast is
acceptable, and includes Evart Overton, William Dunn, Templer
Sax, John Costello, Helen Pillsbury and Bobby and Helen Connelly. The direction is by C. J. Van Deusen.
"GLORIA'S ROMANCE'
(Kleine — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY HARVEY F, THEW
THESE chapters, three and four, two reels each, of the Billie
Burke serial, take Gloria Stafford from the wilds of the Florida everglades to th^ whirl of gay society in New York, and the
changes are as striking as the scenes are beautifully and elaborately
mounted.
Gloria, the young daughter of Millionaire Stafford, who escaped
from her governess at a Florida hotel, and became lost in the everglades, was captured by Seminole Indians. She is followed by
young Dr. Royce, who loves her, and Richard Freneau, a broker
friend of her father. She is rescued through the bravery of Royce,
but while the latter is fighting for his Hfe with an Indian youth.
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Freneau conducts Gloria back to her father; after Royce overcomes his assailant and rejoins the party, Freneau is taking the
credit for the rescue. Even Gloria believes he is her preserver,
and the young doctor lacks the " nerve " to assert his own claims.
The experience decides Stafford to leave Florida, and return to
New York. Here Gloria is again made to feel the restraint of the
governess control, and such pleasure as she does get is obtained by
stealth. In the same way that she obtained the freedom which
came so near resulting fatallly in Florida, she gets a chance to witness a magnificent reception in the New York home. There she
finds both Freneau and Royce, and there she is left with the close
of Chapter Four.
The set used for this reception scene is one of the most elaborate
and complete ever used in pictures. It is in keeping with the mouning of the entire production, and the atmosphere of wealth and refinement inwhich young Gloria lives is excellently represented.
Billie Burke plays the part of a young girl charmingly; her carriage and manners are entirely of the " flapper " style, and her
screen magnetism is dominant.
The cast also includes Henry Kolker, David Powell, William
Roselle, Frank Belcher, William T. Carleton, Jule Power, Henry
Weaver and Frank McGlynn.
"THE UNBORN"
(Kulee — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY H. S. FULD
WITH Gertrude Bondhill playing the lead and doubling in two
roles, this latest release, dealing with a current topic, is
masterly handled. With the present day agitation for so-called
"birth control" it certainly behooves one to be extremely careful in any propaganda dealing with the subject. How much more
so when a story that has for its theme such a topic, is amply
exemplified in " The Unborn.
The producers and director are to be congratulated on the wonderful arrangement and delicate treatment that this picture has
received. There is nothing in the feature verging on the suggestive nor anything suggesting vulgarity. The story — in fact, there
are two stories in one — is interesting throughout and holds the
observer in tense attention till the end. Good photography, excellent acting, beautiful exterior scenes, all help to make this a more
than ordinary release. Coupled with an interesting plot it be^
comes desirable.
A young girl (Gertrude Bondhill) in the country is betrayed
by a young man, Richard Greenville (Wharton Jones), from the
city. Later her son (Gertrude Bondhill) is adopted by his father,,
only to renounce him when he finds out that Greenville was the
cause of his mother's disg.firace. The different ways that society
women try to avoid motherhood, neglect their husbands, etc., also
an outraged home where the father threatens to take the law
into his own hands — these are mere incidents that lead to the
climax.
The doctor whose criminal practices are finally brought to an
end is named very appropriately, Dr. Ahlbad (Bert Merket) and
he plays his part very well. The subtitles are in rhyme and show
great care in the making and some of the sentiments expressed
therein are well worth remembering. Altogether, through delicate
handling of a delicate subject, this release is one in a hundred.
Would specially recommend it for women's clubs though, rather
than children's matinees.
"THE LOVE COMET"
(Keystone-Triangle — Two Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE ingenious tricks for which Keystone is justly famous come
to the fore in " The Love Comet." It is distinctly a trick
picture, employing an aeroplane which apparently shoots through
the upper air, bearing a young man, who finds it easy to effect an
elopement by catching up the girl with an anchor.
When they are aloft, they amuse themselves by sending down
fireworks, which the girl's father, an alleged astronomer, mistakes for a comet. They have still more fun by catching up a
nego minister as he is delivering a sermon. The girl objects to
his presence in the aeroplane, and the hero accommodatingly makes
the machine loop the loop, with the result that the negro's face
turns white out of fear. The objection is then removed.
Such stunts, worked by trick photography and other devices,
makes the picture thoroughly funny. Joseph Belmont, Ora
Carew, and Joseph Callahan are the principals. Walter Wright
directed.
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" CASEY AT THE BAT "
(Fine Arts-Triangle — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY OSCAR COOPER
THE poem, which De Wolf Hopper used to recite to delighted
audiences, has been used as the basis of this comedy-drama,
with Hopper, of course, in the role of the mighty batsman. For
the first time, according to a subtitle, the world learns why Casey
struck out in the final game between Mudville and Frogtown.
The reason was this: just as the Frogtown pitcher was about to
hurl the fateful third strike, Casey observed in the crowd a
boy who was to bring him news of his little niece — the child had
been seriously injured in a fall from a tree. Thinking the worst
had happened, Casey was apparently rattled, and fanned.
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In addition, the atmosphere is very fine, and the camera was
skillfully placed in more than one outdoor scene, so that the picturesque and the dramatic blend, as they should.
The action moves slowly at first, the author and the director
being at great pains to " plant " the feud situation thoroughly before they bring Hart into it. When he does arrive, things quicken
considerably, and the climax is reached about the middle of the
fifth reel. Here the minister, who is of course Hart, after carrying out his plan to bring the gospel of love to the Valley of
Hate, is confronted with the fact that his sister has been outraged by a member of the hostile clan, and then hurled from a
bridge. He throws off his ministry and becomes " The Apostle
of Vengeance." In the midst of a rainstorm, the man he is seeking falls down an enbankment at the feet of the minister, begging him " For God's sake " not to kill him. These words strike
the minister with force, and he spares the boy. This brings the
necessary softening of heart in the enemy clan, and all ends well.
Joseph J. Dowling gives a sterling impersonation of the leader
of the McCoys, and Nona Thomas is very appealing as the
heroine. Others are Fanny Midgely, Jack Gilbert, Marvel Stafford,
and Gertrude Claire. The story is by Monte M. Katterjohn.
" THE PRIMA DONNA'S HUSBAND "
(A. & W. Film — Five Reels)
REVIEWED BY WILLIAM RESSMAN ANDREWS

Casey and the Heroine
Author William E. Wing and Director Lloyd Ingraham went
to great trouble to provide sufficient material to justify the length
of the picture, and perhaps also to bolster up Mr. Hopper's slight
skill as a pantomimist. And they have succeeded in putting a lot
of excellent small-town stuff on the screen, as well as in working up the three baseball games in a really dramatic way. In
fact, the best thing in the picture is the portrayal of small-town
life, for which a lot of admirable types are gathered.
Mr. Hopper's work is a little more effective here, because he
is not called upon to carry the whole burden. Some of the
scenes have considerable heart interest, notably those depicting
Casey's love of children, and his kindly good-nature toward the
villagers. Mr. Hopper seems to fit the atmosphere of this subject better than he fitted the atmosphere of some other pieces
in which he has appeared.
Also, he has the assistance of many of the best character players
in the Fine Arts studios, among them Kate Toncray, Carl Stockdale, William H. Brown, Robert Lawler, and Hal Wilson. Marguerite Marsh is very pretty as the heroine. Others are May
Garcia, Frank Bennett, Bert Hadley, and Bert Hughes. The settings, lighting, and photography are thoroughly good.
"THE APOSTLE OF VENGEANCE"
(Keystone-Triangle
— Two COOPER
Reels)
REVIEWED
BY OSCAR
IN the gallery of characters contributed to the screen by William
S. Hart, " The Apostle of Vengeance " ranks as one of the
most impressive. The burden he is called upon to bear is heavy
by reason of a story which calls for quick shifts from brotherly
love to hate, and then back again ; and it is exceedingly difficult
to make this convincing before the camera. Nevertheless, Mr.
Hart, through his magnetism, succeeds in holding the spectator
throughout.
For this reason, we can recommend Mr. Hart's work as sufficient in itself to guarantee that the exhibitor may book "The
Apostle
" with
safety.
There ofareVengeance
other things
to commend
: human touches centering
about a child; the admirable mountaineer types; a gun-fight between feudists that is filled with action ; the element of strong
pathos which arises out of the attack on the minister's sister by
a drink-crazed boy; and the particularly dramatic scene wherein
the minister preaches the doctrine of brotherly love to the group
of feudists in the grove.

it' •»•
I 'HEfour
Prima
holds the
the first
reelsDonna's
with a Husband"
tenacity making
the interest
spectatorin begin
to
believe he is witnessing an unusually well-constructed photoplay,
but in the fifth reel many of the scenes disappoint from a lack
of dramatic force. In these incidents the motives of the characters are not brought out in as sharp relief as in the previous
episodes of the picture. They serve as mere picturesque settings for the people in the story, and fail to carry on the action
satisfactorily. At the beginning of the fifth reel the story is
pretty much disclosed, and the audience is by this time impatient
for a swift culmination of the climax. Many of these latter
scenes would be improved by cutting, and in some cases subtitles would bridge over the period of time to better advantage.
The fifth reel is by no means " slow " throughout — only in spots.
These spots, like the extraneous growth on a perfectly good
peach, can be taken out, to a decided improvement of the action
of the picture.

;.
.-'

Constance Recognizes Her Father
The story is told by a series of intermittent flash-backs, novel
in effect. The convict husband is seen musing in his cell, and
his reminiscent mood is rev^caled in numerous dissolves. Every
once in a while, in the midst of the events shown to have taken
place before his imprisonment, the audience is reminded that the
man is living over his past life in memory, through the re-appearance of the dissolve showing him lying on the cell cot, his
features writhing in hopeless despair.
Holbrook Blinn gives a sympathetic characterization of Henry
Vale, the musical director, who is serving a sentence of sixteen
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Transacted
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Announcement

Edwin August
Tom Chatterton

J. Farrell MacDonald
J. P. McGowan

Donald Crisp
Al. E. Christie
John Dillon
William Dowlan

George Melford
Henry Otto

Charles Giblyn
Henry King
Burton King
Ed. J. Le Saint
Murdock McQuarrie
WILLIS
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Harry Edwards
Francis Ford
William Garwood
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The Lincoln Motion

Harry Pollard
Phillips Smalley
George Sargent
Edward Sloman
Richard Stanton

Picture Company

of Los Angeles, wishes to announce
its first release, a two-part drama, entitled

Rollin S. Sturgeon
William D. Taylor
Otis Turner
William Wolbert
Lois Weber

AND

the

Realization

INGLIS

Negro's
a Ambition

of

Wright and Callender Building, Los Angeles
New York Representative, ARTHUR S. KANE, 220 West 42nd Street

It is a beautiful story, well acted by an
all-star Negro cast.
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I WHEN SEPTEMBER 10 COMES DON'T SAY
1 WE DIDN'T WARN YOU ABOUT SEPTEMBER
9!

|
I

WHAT?
WHY, THE STUDIO DIRECTORY,
COURSE!
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Exchangemen

should look up the houses

in their territory, see how

many

are

catering to Negro patrons, and get busy.
OF

If you can count the Negro population
you can count the admissions.

CARTOON
ADS
DON'T
HANDLE
ANY-LINE
UNTIL
YOU
HAVE
SEEN
CATALOG FREE. BIG PROFITS FOR EXHIBITORS ANDAfOrO->105.AGENTS.
AMERICAN COI^MERGIAL FILM CO.
_ v
150 W. Austin Avenue
\^
CHICAGO; -

This picture is one all Negroes will want
to see and one of which all may justly
be proud.
Theatre

Perfect
Developing

and

of Your

Printing
There are reasons —
Come and see them.
We sell Eastman raw
stock and can make
shipment same day
order is received.
Dependable Service
Guaranteed Quality

Rothacker Successor
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to
Industrial Moving Picture Co.
CHICAGO,
:: U.S.A.
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FILM PROGRAM

" A June
Traitor
Sat.,
24.) —toNotArt."
shown(Essanay.
for review.Three reels.
" The Voice in the Wilderness." (Essanay. ReTwo reels.
issueissue.
not shown
for Tues.,
review June
; the 27.)
story— This
followsre-:
A young author takes his butterfly wife to the
country. He falls over a cliff and is taken by
a sculptress to her cabin. His wife, thinking
him dead, marries another man, so he is free
to marry this sculptress with whom he has
fallen in love. In the cast are Francis X. Bushman, Irene VVarlield and Gerda Holmes.
■' Vernon Hov^e Bailey's Sketch-book of St.
Split reel.
28.)
—Louis."
Sketches(Essanay.
of interesting
points Wed.,
in andJunearound
St. Louis share this reel with 500 feet of Western
scenic.
"The Regeneration of Margaret." (Essanay.
Threeview ;the
reels.
July: 1.)Shortly
— Not after
shownthefordeath
restorySat.,
follows
of her The
husband,
Chandler's
daughter
born.
child isMrs.
defective,
and Dr.
Belknap,is
a specialist, persuades the mother to let the
baby die. Another doctor secretly steals the
child and by an operation makes the baby a
normal human being. The doctor brings up
the baby with his own son, and the two fall
in love with each other. Thinking they are
brother and sister, however, they do not think
of marriage until an accident discloses their
real relationship. The players are Warda Howard,hounErnest
Maupain, Oberle.
John Junior, Patrick Caland Florence
" The
Child."featuring
(Kalem.Hamilton
Tues.,
June
20.) Beggar
— This and
Ham Hiscomedy,
and ingDuncan,
is
one
of
the
best
so
far.
But
the part of a girl is screamingly funny takand
Ham as the butler or majordomo is one laugh
after another. In the safe robbing scene their
combination
of pathosThis
and release
comedyis isbound
a masterpiece of pantomime.
to be
a winner.
(Kalera.
Wed., owner
June
21.)"That
— The Lonely
daughterWidow."
of a wealthy
newspaper
is placed on her own resources. How she tries
to
gooddown
as a and
reporter
on her
father's
onlymake
to fall
the son
of the
city paper,
editor
brings in the story, is aptly shown. The plot is
well worked out, and Ethel Teare as the daughter
and Jack McDermott as the son easily carry off
the honors. A typical Ethel Teare comedy, with
good photography and plot.
"Her Great Invention." (Kalem. Fri., June
23.) — diesInRosethis
latest has
of the
Hopkins
comeMelville
to "doSissome
quick " action.
Two escaped lunatics lead to mistaken identities
and one laugh follows another. Henry Murdock
as one of the lunatics is inimitable and he deserves special mention. There is not much of a
7jlot, but the laugh provoking situations following
fast on one another more than make up for that.
"When
(Kalem.
June
28.)—Opportunity
Ethel TeareKnocked."
makes a good
artistWed.,
and
as
supporting
cast and
she Freddie
has two Fraelick.
able assistants
in aVictor
Rottman
The
latter's serves
impersonation
of the
servant
despecial mention.
Thecolored
struggle
between
Reggie and
Sam
(Rottman
and
Fraelick,
respectively) is realistic in the extreme, and in fact
the acting of all the principals is beyond fault.
A good
story,
photography
ing make this excellent
a desirable
number. and good actthe Fashion."
June
30.)" —Setting
Rose Melville
makes a (Kalem.
wonderful Fri.,
play when
she makes her pigtails the latest fashion in swelldom. The opportune absence of a noted hair
dresser, in whose establishment .Sis is working,
gives her a chance and she succeeds beyond all
expectation.s, and before she leaves she has had
to call for the aid of Henry Murdock in the capacity of janitor and Frank Minzy as the mail
man.
is real iscomedy
through the whole
reel andThere
this number
a winner.
Sacrifice."
(Selig.in 3another
reels. part
Mon.,of June
26.)"The
— Reviewed
at length
this
issue.
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' " ■
,
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"The Girl of Gold Gulch." (Selig. Sat., July
1.) — casual
The plot
of this
is notit furnishes
clear to
the
observer,
but picture
nevertheless
the foundation for the usual horseback and stagecoach riding of the Tom Mix Western dramas.
A stage-coach
driver
and his
sweetheart
outwit a schemer who
attempts
to secure
the claim
to
a
mine
by
tampering
with
the
stage-coach
so that it breaks down en route. The girl
leaves the stage-coach, and by hard riding on
horseback, arrives at the destination before the
schemer, with the money necessary to buy the
claim. Tom Mix is assisted by Victoria Forde,
Joe Ryan and Ed Jones.
Selig-Tribune, No. 47 (Mon., June 12.) — Naval
cadetsiels onofCommencement
Annapolis reviewed
by Secretary
Day ; last
picture ofDanthe
late Lord Kitchener, London, Eng. ; President
and Mrs. Wilson attend barge launching at
Manchester, Mass. ; U. S. Coast Artillery target
practise ; suffragists march in Chicago ; opening
of G. O. P. convention in Chicago; National
Guard of Illinois marches in Chicago to stimulate
enlistment.
Selig-Tribune,
No. fire
48. in(Thurs.,
June 15.)--$2,000,000
water front
San Francisco,
Cal. ;
Knights Templars parade in Brooklyn, N. Y. ;
ship in San Francisco harbor;
large
of
launching
scenes relative to the Mexican and European
wars; Dario Resta wins auto race in Chicago,
of Charles E. Hughes with
latesthis photograph
111.
one ; of
daughters; and other events.
MUTUAL

1 llllllllllillllM^^

PROGRAM

"The Fate of the Dolphin." (Flying A. Two
is a
reels. Mon., June 26.) — The locale of this
seaport and the story a melodrama, m which
small
the fleet owner's son attempts to get the hero
shanghaied, but is himself framed up by the
heroine. Harry Von Meter, George Field, Edward
Coxen,ence Lizette
Burton headThorne,
the cast.Perry Banks, and Clar"A Safe Loss." (Vogue. Tues., June 27.)—
Henrv Huckins, Madge Kirby, Art Tavares, and
Rube' edy,
Miller
play the about
principal
in this com-of
which centers
the roles
disappearance
a safe and the exploits of a dishonest clerk. It
is fair entertainment. Rube Miller directed.
"When Adam Had 'Em." (Beauty. Wed.,
June 28.) — This is a variation of the story of the
wife
who herwants
won'tof
forsake
for tothecharm
club.herShehusband
enlists sothehe aid
acharms
psychic,on.who Hubby
gives her
a
snake
to
practise
her
gets home very late one
night,
and
the
snake
has
a
conspicuous
part
the fmal reconciliation. In the cast are Johnin
Sheehan, Carol Holloway, John Steppling, Mary
Talbot, and Al Santell.
" The Demon of Fear." (Mustang. Two reels.
Fri., June
30.) —" Of
heart interest
" The
Demon
Fear
a import,
story.
James
Oliver, ofwhose
wifeis isa story
about within
to become
a mother,
is told by his physician that he must not engage
in a physical encounter or get hurt in any way or
it would kill his wife. He thereupon meets a tough
in a saloon and engages in a quarrel. Forced to
fight or admit cowardice, he does the latter. Then
one of the spectators, an old man, tells a story,
with this as his text : " No man who will admit
that
he is aAnna
cowardLittle,
for principle,
is one." Frank
Borzage,
Jack Richardson,
and
Oueenie Rosson worked under the direction of
Sorzagc.
"Tangled Skeins." (Flying A. Three reels.
Thurs.,per, thisJune
— Produced
by E. Mason
Hopis a29.)
interest
who marries
ahuman
Countess
whenstory
he ofis Randall,
abroad,
and returning
to the
West,withmeets
young when
shepherdess and falls
in love
her.a Later,
he
is
advised
that
the
ship
on
which
the
Countess
sailed was lost, he marries the shepherdess, but
his mother scorns the girl and she is banished.
Then the Countess unexpectedly appears. After
Randall loses the Countess he searches for the
shepherdess, who is also tracing her child. She
finds fant
thatand all
Randall's
mother AlhasVosburgh,
adopted the
inends well.
Vivian
Rich, Beverly Juneau, Louise Lester, Emma
Kluge, and George Periolat are in the cast.
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"Jerry's Big Haul." (Cub. Fri., June 30.)—
Jerry has trouble with his landlady, and when
the
to eject
gets latter's
the betterhusband
of him comes
and throws
him him,
out ofJerry
the
window ; therefore he is obliged to dodge the
cops, and while hiding in the park, he meets
Josie, and falls in love with her. Josie takes
him home to call on Papa, and Jerry, waiting
in the parlor, comes upon burglars who are
blowingband,open
safe.Jerry,
The islandlady's
huswho haspapa's
followed
outside when
the explosion occurs, and a box of money flies
through the window aiid lands in his hands.
Jerry runs and catches his enemy, and denounces
him to the police. The money is recovered, and
Jerry is the hero of the hour. Besides George
Ovey, the cast includes George George, Claire
Alexander, Jefferson Osborne, Janet Sully, Robert
Kenyon, (jordon McGregor and Harry Jackson.
" Just for a Kid." (Vogue. Sun., July 2.)—
Paddy McGuire, Ben Turpin, Rena Rogers, Arthur Moon,
Ed. J. Laurie,slapstick,
and Jackwhich
Gainescenters
perabout form
the amusingly
theft ofin athis
child by Bungling
Bill and
Bloggie, two rogues.
"The Gink from Kankakee." (Beauty. Sun.,
July 2.)drama— areSmall
town politics
and byold Orral
style Hummeloburlesqued
amusingly
sey.
phrey, John Gough, Lucille Ward, and Joe MasMutual atWeekly,
annualsailRose
Festival
Portland,No.Ore.77.;—U.Tenth
S. troops
for
Philippines;
fatalin crash
on New
"L " ;
forty-five
killed
$4,000,000
fire atYork
Baltimore;
Wilson addresses graduates of Naval Academy;
battleship Pennsylvania placed in commission;
twelve dent
firemen
in blaze at Frisco;
PresiWilson overcome
heads Washington
preparedness
parade ; views of Candidate Hughes ; other views.
UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
" Peg o' the Ring," No. 8. (Universal Special
Serial. Two reels.) — An exciting auto and motor
cycle chase and two involuntary high dives into
the surf add " pep " to this chapter of the circus
serial. mobile
Thedash, Lunds
capturethatPegshe after
the autoand finding
has given
the
coveted letter to the police, take her back to
their shack on the seaside and tie her to a post,
leaving her alone. Just before this, in attempting
to escape from the same shack, Lund, Jr., throws
one of his captors from the window into the sea
far below, in leaping out of the same window, is
shot as he falls through the air. His senseless
form is washed up by the surf and he lies on the
beach apparently dead. The chapter closes with
him lying there, and a fire, started by rats which
have
gnawed
envelopes
Peg. through a box of matches, slowly
"It Happened
in Honolulu."
(Red Feather.
Five
in thereels.
issue ofMon.,
June June
17. 26.) — Reviewed at length
"The Browns See the Fair." (Nestor. Men.,
June Nestor
26.) — The
is the
this
whichSanAl Diego
ChristieFairwrote
and scene
Horaceof
Davey directed. A married couple and a flock
of children
at theseenplace
average
amusement. We have
betterfurnish
Nestors,
but this
one
gets some laughs. Neal Burns, Stella Adams, and
Betty Compson are the principals.
"The Jackals of a Great City." (Gold Seal.
Two nerreels.
June 27.)—
in whichTues.,
a rejected
suitorSnowing
made the
goodman-by
putting his
rival
in
love,
a
man
of
unkindly
tentions to rout. This is rapid fire melodramainending with a series of fights that spur on the
interest. Harvey Gates prepared the scenario
for Edward
LeSaint's
Harry
and
Stella Razetto
have direction.
the principal
parts.Carey
Toy Soldier."
(Rex., ofTues.,
A "The
real man
takes the place
a lifeJune
sized27.)—
toy
soldierceedsand
is shipped
to England.
He guise
sucin catching
two burglars
before his
is given away. A cleverly produced subject, the
man playing the soldier being expert in the
art of playing the dummy.
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" Bashful Charlie's Proposal." (Joker. Sat.,
July 1.) — When two brothers look exactly alike
many humorous possibilities result. Allen Curtis
has seized every opportunity available in this
resemblance
and ofhashisproduced
an excellentWilliam
comedy with a story
own concoction.
Franey and Charles Conklin are the brothers
while Gale Henry and Lillian Peacock are others
important in the cast.
" Muggins."
(Joker,
— Separation of husband and
wife Sat.,
resultsJulyfrom1.) the
social
aspirations
of
the
latter
but
a
reunion
is affected through their child. Rather trite drama
of little interest and not worthy to bear the
name of its author, Harvey Gates. Clifford
Elfelt directed Gretchen Lederer and Norbert A.
Myles in the principal roles.
"TheJuly
Sting —of Laid
Conscience."
(Rex. Three reels.
Sun.,
inbybeautiful
landscapes, and2.)enhanced
very finemountain
photography,
this feature presents only a fair sort of story,
and is hardly worthy its given amount of footage.
It has just a little suspense and only a fair
amount of love interest. Sydney Ayres, Doris
Pawn, Dixie Carr, V. T. Henderson, Louella
Maxam and Ruth Snyder are the principals.
" Base Ball Bill." (Laemmle. No. 1. Sun.,
July 2.)duced— by This
is the and
first has
baseball
proBill Mason
as itscomedy
forte rapid
action. Rapidity, however, is not all that is essential to comedy and the tricks employed in
this reel are rather old and too familiar for
use without material elaboration. Billy Mason
is the lead as the hero of the village nine and
does fair work throughout.
Universal Animated Weekly, No. 25. (Wed.,
June 21.) — President Wilson leads Preparedness
Parade in Washington, D. C. ; disastrous results of cyclone
new
president.
Generalin LiJackson,
; more Mich.
troops; China's
depart from
Canada to fight for England ; burial services
of General Gallieni, Paris, France ; Rario Resta
wins auto race, Chicago, 111.; $2,000,000 fire
sweeps San Francisco's
water frontreceives
; U. S.com-S.
Pennsylvania,
newest dreadnought
mission, Norfolk, Va. ; Mexican war scenes;
President Wilson attends commencement exercises at West Point, N. Y. ; Philadelphia National
Leagueship baseball
team raisesPa. last
years championflag, Philadelphia,
; cartoons
by Hy
Mayer.
INTERNATIONAL

FILM SERVICE

Hearst International News Pictorial, No. 47.
(Tues.,contained
Jime 13.)in— this
Among
items
weeklythe areinteresting
views at news
close
range of the 1916 Presidential candidates, the
coast defense guns in action on the Pacific (ioast,
the
end thecollision
on the
" road
New
YorkrearCity,
launching
of a" Llarge
oil in
steamer
at San Francisco, in addition to the regular
fashion section. The scenes from the European
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battle front comprise closeups of the British naval
guns in action at Salonika. The educational part
of the film is devoted to the fishing industry near
Washington, D. C, and shows thousands of shad
being hauled ashore with big nets.
Hearst-International News Pictorial. No. 48.
(International) — Finish of Chicago motor races,
Chicago ; President Wilson addresses graduating
class at West Point; Educational Feature (sheep
grazing in Southern Utah) ; Charles E. Hughes,
Republican nominee, besieged by reporters at
his Washington home; Field Marshal Von Mackensen cheered by the populace in Constantinople ;
scenes at the Democratic National convention,
St. Louis; Colonel Roosevelt striken with painful attack on steamship pier. New York; Pennsylvania National Guard in sham battle at Philadelphia; President Wilson reviews parade of
65,000 preparedness advocates, in Washington ;
latest Fashions.
" Maud the Mule " and " A Sad Awakening."
(International.
June 20.) —laughable,
Two cartoon
comedies,
more Tues.,
than ordinarilly
are
the work of F. Opper and George W. Herriman.
In the former the squire is holding his savings
in his hand preparatory to giving them to his
nephew when Maud puts her head in the window
and gobbles them up. Maud gets a slam in the
eye and retaliates by kicking the squire across
the lots where he strikes a fence wire and
bounces back to Maud who kicks again. Back
and forth from wire to hoof goes the squire and
there are laughs galore.
" A Ignats
Sad Awakening
" isaccessories
a Krazy Kat
with
and a few
suchcomedy
as a
piece
of
cheese
and
a
sheet
of
fly-paper.
Both
are very good comedy conceptions.
INCORPORATIONS
The Corporation Trust Company, 37 Wall
street. New York, reports the following new corporations:
In Delaware
:
THE TOBOGGAN AMUSEMENT COMPANY;
Conducting
capitalized at $6,000 in places
Dover, ofDel.amusement;
; incorporators
are : John McLaren, New York City ; E. B.
Knowlton, New York City and E. M. Beyhl,
New York City.
PRACTICAL PORTABLE PROJECTOR
Co. ; to manufacture motion picture projection
machines and supplies ; capitalized at $50,000 in
Wilmington,
C. L. Peyton, ChicagoDel.;
; W.Incorporators
R. Mengel,are:Chicago,
and
Wm. W. Plewes, Chicago.
In Illinois:
SMILE & LAUGH FILM COMPANY; To
Manufacture and operate moving picture films ;
capitalized
in Chicago;Chicago
incorporators
are Edmundat $2,000
D. Levinsohn,
; Benj.
Simon, Chicago, and Emil Greenhut, Chicago.
WESSLUND PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANYita;liTo
operate
place of 111.amusement
; capzed at $5,000
in Paxton,
; incorporators
are : C. R. Cruzen, Paxton ; F. L. Wesslund,
Paxton, and K. E. Rodeen, Paxton.
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UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGE COMPANY; Moving picture business; capitalized at
$50,000 in Chicago, 111. ; incorporators are : John
J.
Laine,
J. Dubois, Chicago and
Edwin H. Chicago;
Collins, Paul
Chicago.
In Maine:
. PARILLO-BROOKHART PLAYERS FILM
COMPANY; Produce motion pictures, and exhibit same, conducting studios and school for
teaching art of expression, etc. ; capitalized at
$500,000 in Portland, Maine; incorporators are:
Bert Brookhart, Portland ; Charles C. Hutchins,
Portland ; Lola B. Hutchins, Portland.
In New Jersey :
HUDSON terprises;
TOBOGGAN
CO.; Amusement
capitalized at $10,000
in Town en-of
Union, N. J. ; incorporators are Victor C. Berger,
1338 Sheridan PI., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Harry F.
Peters, 703 9th Ave., N. Y. C. ; William Peters,
33 Palisade Ave., Town of Union, N. J.
In New York:
WERTSNER COMPANY, INC.; Mfg. moving
picture screens, mounting maps, etc. ; capitalized
at $100,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are:
Clayton S. Wertsner, Delanco, N. J.; Albert
G. Wertsner,
J. ; Frank
nett, 525 Park Delanco,
Ave., E. N.Orange,
N. J. M. BenMILITARY MOVIE TARGET COMPANY,
INC. ; Mfg. kinematograph rifle ranges, moving
picture apparatus, supplies, etc. ; capitalized at
$3,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are: Thos.
J.
I. ; John
Frank P.D.Vincent,
Ames,
63 Regan,
E. 59th Westbury,
St., New L.
York;
1108 Lincoln PI., Bklyn., N. Y.
ANSONIA AMUSEMENT COMPANY, INC.;
Theatrical and motion pictures; capitalized at
$100,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are: Harry
Shiffman, 7 W. Ill St., New York City; Simon
Lind, 624 E. 6th St., New York City; Abr.
Stock, 706 Fairmont PI., New York City.
PICKFORD
CORPORATION;
Theatrical and motionFILM
picture;
capitalized at $50,000
in Manhattan ; incorporators are : Gladys Mary
Moore, 270 Riverside Drive, N. Y. ; Charlotte
Smith, 270 Riverside Drive. N. Y. ; Dennis F.
O'Brien, 1482 Broadway, N. Y.
EDMAX AMUSEMENT COMPANY, INC.;
Theatrical and motion pictures business ; capitalized at $1,000 in Manhattan; incorporators are:
Edmund Plohn, 251 W. 82nd St., New York
City; E. Bernhard Binberg, 251 W. 82nd St., New
York
City; Wm. Lamkay, 1878 7th Ave., New
York City.
MONARCH PHOTO PLAY CO., INC.; Motion picture and theatrical business ; capitalized
at $10,000 in Brooklyn; incorporators are: Julian
H. Clark, 531 Fulton St., Bklyn.; Kate R. Clark,
531 Fulton St., Bklyn.; Robert Russell, Hotel
Navarre, New York City.
NORIEGA FILM COMPANY, INC.; Gen.
film and motion picture business; capitalized at
$50,000
Manhattan
: ManuelH.
Noriega, in316
W. 58th; incorporators
St.. New Yorkare City;
H. Waller, 140 Nassau St., New York City; V.
C. Bogardus, 140 Nassau St., New York City.
MORRIS
theatrical
business, motion GEST,
pictures,INC.;
etc.; Gen.
capitalized
at $1,000
in Manhattan ; incorporators are : Morris Gest,
104 W. 39th St., New York City; Arthur S.
Friend, 51 E. 52d St., New York City; Geo.
Illmensee, 104 W. 39th St., New York City._^
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RIGHTS

PURCHASED

BRANCH
LOS Ari(aCLE.S
5J4-W£ST8I!!ST.
CALIFORMIA
FULL OF ACTION
STATE RIGHTS FOR SALE
SENSATIONAL SUCCESS
Now playing to capacity, 100 days on Loew Circuit, New York City, under the auspices of the New Yorker Staats Zeitung
FOR

THE

PACIFIC

COAST

4000 feet of battle scenes full of thrills and sensation
at Verdun^'
*s Battles
y
"German
SAMUEL CUMMINS, REPRESENTATIVE,
ROOM 904, LONG ACRE BUILDING, 1476 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Made by
Mv
I 5 •«r \A7 ivo Pvl-iiKJ-l-rtf Have you arranged your bookings on Frederick J.
r. l-lVe-VVire
ILXniDlCOr
IreUnd-s High-CUss Comedy series
EMERALD MOTION
PICTURE COMPANY
TOM
(a
JERRY?
Released exclusively through
AMERICAN STANDARD MOTION
IF
NOT — DO
IT NOW
PICTURE CORPORATION
Two reels a week for lo solid weeks.
First release Monday, June 26th
Executive Offices : 166 W. Washington St., Chicago
A Sure-Fire Box Office Winner for the Hot Weather Season
Branches in all principal cities.
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Releases

—
GENERAL
FILM PROGRAM
RELEASES FOR COMING WEEK
RELEASES FOR CURRENT WEEK
Monday, July 3, 1916.
Monday, June 26, 1916.
BIOGRAPH— The Blue or the Grey, D., 1000 (Re-IsKALEM — The Music Swindlers, (Fourteenth of the Sosue)
cial Pirates), D., 2000
Special
KALEM— Black Magic (Fifteenth of the Social PiBIOGRAPH— The Unwelcome Guest, D., 1000 (Re-Isrates) D., 2000
Special
sue) 20788
LUBIN— Otto the Traffic Cop, C, 1000
LUBIN— No Place Like Jail, C, 1000
20789
SELIG— The Return, D., 3000
SELIG— The Sacrifice, D., 3000
20783
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 53, Topical, 1000
SELIG— Sclig-Tribune, No. 51, Topical, 1000
20787
VITAGRAPH— Billie's Mother, C, and a tour from
VITAGRAPH— The Foxy Trotters, C, 1000
20786
Bergen to Bandak, Sc., Split Reel
Tuesday, June 27, 1916.
Tuesday, July 4, 1916.
EDISON— The Southerners, D., 3000
20795
BIOGRAPH— His Trust and His Trust Fulfilled, D.,
ESSANAY— The Voice in the Wilderness, D., 2000 Re2000, (Re-Issue)
Issue)
20790
EDISON—
KALEM— Ham Comedy ("The Explorer"), C, 1000.. 20792
ESSANAY— The Fable of the Fearsome Feud Between
LUBIN— Out of the Flotsam, D., 2000
20793
The Furst Families, C, 2000
Wednesday, Jime 28, 1916.
KALEM— The Peach Pickers (Ham Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— A Fair Rebel, D., 3000
20801
Wednesday, July 5, 1916.
EDISON— One reel Drama (Title not decided)
20780
EDISON — No release reported
ESSANAY— Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of
ESSANAY— Canimated Nooz Pictorial, Cart., And 500
St. Louis, Cart and 500 ft., Sc., Split reel
20799
ft., Sc., Split reel
KALEM— When Opportunity Knocked, (E. T. Com.). 20798
KALEM— Notch Number Nine, D., 1000
KALEM— The Lotus Woman
(Alice Hollister), D.,
VIM — Housekeeping,
(Harry Myers and Rosemary
Five Parts
20804
Theby), C, 1000
Thursday, June 29, 1916.
Thursday, July 6, 1916.
LUBIN— The Stolen Master, D., 3000
LUBIN— The Return of John Boston, D., 3000
20809
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 54, Topical, 1000
SELIG— Selig-Tribune, No. 52, Topical, 1000
20812
VIM— A Day at School, C, 1000
VIM— Better Halves, C, 1000
20813
Friday, July 7, 1916.
Friday, June 30, 1916.
KALEM — The Psychic Phenomenon (Sis Hopkins).,
KALEM— Setting the Fashions (Sis Hopkins)
20817
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Crooked
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURE— The Head of
Road, (Henry King), D., 3000
the House, D., 3000
20814
VIM— Furnished Rooms, C, 1000
VIM— For Value Received, C, 1000
20819
VITAGRAPH— When it rains it pours
VITAGRAPH— Losing Weight, C, 1000
20818
Saturday, July 8, 1916.
Saturday, July 1, 1916.
ESSANAY— Power, D., 3000
ESSANAY— The Regeneration of Margaret, D., 3000 20820
KALEM— (H. of H. Series) Title Not Decided, D., 1000
KALEM— The Engineer's Honor, (H. of H. Series).. 20827
LUBIN— A Terrible Tragedy, C, and The Rival
LUBIN — Edison Bugg's Invention, and Under a Barrel, Split reel Comedy
20823
Queens; C, Split reel
SELIG— The Girl of Gold Gulch, D., lOOO
20828
SELIG— Some Duel, Com-D., 1000
VITAGRAPH— Letitia, D., 3000
20824
VITAGRAPH— No •'Broadway Star Feature" this weekl
MUTUAL
FILM
Monday, June 26, 1916.
Monday, July 3, 1916.
AMERICAN— The Fate of the Dolphin, D., 2000
AMERICAN— Killed by Whom? D., 2000
04868
04851
Tuesday, June 27, 1916.
Tuesday, July 4, 1916.
VOGUE— A Safe Loss, C, 1000
04853
VOGUE— The Chaser Chased, C, 1000
04870
Wednesday, June 28, 1916.
Wednesday, July 5, 1916.
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 78, Topical, 1000.... 04854
MUTUAL— Mutual Weekly, No. 79, Topical, 1000.... 04871
BEAUTY— Billy Van Deusen Masquerader, C, 1000.. 04872
BEAUTY— When Adam Had 'em, C, 1000
04855
GAUMONT— See America First, Sc., (Mobile, Ala.)
GAUMONT— See America First, Sc., (Glacier National
and Kartoon Komics, Cart., Split reel
$4873
Park, and Kartoon Komics, Split reel
04856
Thursday, July 6, 1916.
Thursday, June 29, 1916.
AMERICAN— Tangled Skeins, D., 3000
GAUMONT— The Hidden Face, D., 3000
04874
04857
Friday, June 30, 1916.
Friday, July 7, 1916.
MUSTANG— The Demon of Fear, D., 2000
MUSTANG— The Taming of Wild Bill, D., 2000
04877
04860
CUB— A Merry Mix-Up, C, 1000
04879
CUB— Jerry's Big Haul, C, 1(X)0
04862
Saturday, July 8, 1916.
Saturday, July 1, 1916.
CENTAUR—
The
Good-For-Nothing
Brat, D., 2000... 04880
CENTAUR— A King o' Make Believe, D., 2000
04863
Sunday, July 2, 1916.
Sunday, July 9, 1916.
BEAUTY— The Gink from Kankakee, C, 1000
BEAUTY— The Gink Lands Again, C, 1000
04882
04865
VOGUE— Just for a Kid, C, 1000
VOGUE— Hired and Fired, C, 1000
04883
04866
GAUMONT— " Reel Life," Magazine reel, 1000
GAUMONT— " Reel Life," Magazine reel, 1000
04884
04867
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UNIVERSAL
RELEASES

FOR

CURRENT

WEEK

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' the Ring,
No. 9, "The Leap," D, 2000
Monday, June 26, 1916.
RED FEATHER— It Happened in Honolulu, D., 5000
NESTOR— The Browns see the Fair, C, 1000
Tuesday, June 27, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— Jackals of a Great City, D., 2000
REX— The Toy Soldier, C, 1000
IMP— Peggy and the Law, D., 1000
Wednesday, June 28, 1916.
BIG U— God and the Baby, D., 1000
L-KO— Pirates of the Air, C, 2000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 26, News
Thursday, June 29, 1916.
LAEMMLE— The Human Cactus, D., 2000
BIG U— Twice at Once, C, 1000
POWERS — Sammy Johnsin, Magician, Cart-C, and
The Children's Paradise, Ed., Split reel
Friday, June 30, 1916.
IMP— Blind Man's Buff, Com-D., 2000....
VICTOR— Muggins, D., 1000
POWERS— Such is Life in China, (Hy Mayer Com.).
Saturday, July 1, 1916.
BISON— The Money Lenders, D., 2000
JOKER— Bashful Charley's Proposal, C, 1000
Sunday, July 2, 1916.
REX— The Sting of Conscience, D., 3000
LAEMMLE— Baseball Bill, No. 1, C, 1000

PROGRAM
RELEASES

01563
01545
01546
01547
01548
01549
01550
01551
01552
01553
01554
01555
01556
01557
01558
01559
01560
01561
01562

UNICORN
Monday, June 19, 1916.
700
UTAH— A Squaw's Loyalty, D., 1000
701
GAYETY— Little Grains of Rice, C, 1000.
702
SUPREME— The Two Waifs, D., 1000....
Tuesday, June 20, 1916.
SUNSET— The Brand of Fear, D., 2000
702A
JOCKEY— General Mixup, C, 1000
702B
Wednesday, June 21, 1916.
BUFFALO— The Measure of Man, D., 2000
703
HIPPO— Wii^e's Dilemma, C, 1000
704
Thursday, June 22, 1916.
704A
LILY— His Brother's Sin, D., 2000
704B
HIPPO— The Village Flirt, C, 1000
Friday, June 23, 1916.
705
JOCKEY— The New Maid, C, 1000
RANCHO— From Out of the Past, D., 1000.
706
SUPREME— The Eternal Truth, D., 1000....
707
Saturday, June 24, 1916.
708
BUFFALO— The Barrier of Race, D., 2000
HIPPO— A Circumstantial Hero, and The Live Wire,
Comedy, Split
709
Sunday, June 25, 1916.
710
BUFFALO— A Message from the Hills, D., 2000
SUPREME— The Nobler Love, D., 1000
711

FOR

COMING

WEEK

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE— Peg o' the Ring,
No. 10, D., 2000
Monday, July 3, 1916.
RED FEATHER— The Way of the World, D., 5000..
Tuesday, July 4, 1916.
GOLD SEAL— They Wouldn't Take Him Seriously,
Com. D., 2000
REX— The Head of the Family, D., 1000
IMP— The Clever Mrs. Carter, C, lOOO
Wednesday, July 5, 1916.
VICTOR— Behind the Veil, D., 2000
L-KO— A Gambler's Gambol, C, 1000
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY— No. 27, News
Thursday, July 6, 1916.
IMP— The Man Across the Street, D., 2000
BIG U— The Wishing Lamp, Juv-D., lOOO
POWERS— The Janitor, C, 1000
Friday, July 7, 1916.
IMP— The River Goddess, Com-D., 1000
VICTOR— Any Youth, D., 1000
NESTOR— Double Crossing the Dean, C, 2000
Saturday, July 8, 1916.
BISON— The Committee on Credentials, D., 3000
POWERS — Sports of the Rajah in Mysterious India,
from the Dr. Dorsey Expedition, Ed., 1000
JOKER— An All Around Cure, C, 1000
Svuiday, July 9, 1916.
REX— A Dead Yesterday, D., 2000
L-KO— Getting The Goods on Gertie, C, 1000...

01582
01564
01565
01566
01567
01568
01569
01570
01571
01572
01573
01574
01575
01576
01577
01578
01579
01580
01581

PROGRAM
Monday, June 26, 1916.
HIAWATHA— The New Prospector, D., 1000
JOCKEY— Clarence the Cowboy, C, 1000
PURITAN— His False Friend, D., 1000
Tuesday, June 27, 1916.
UTAH— The Indian Trail, D., 1000
LILY— The Inner Mind, D., 1000
JOCKEY— A Bald Lie, C, 1000
Wednesday, June 28, 1916.
BUFFALO— The Strength of the Weak, D., 2000
PURITAN— The Recoil, D., 1000
Thursday, June 29, 1916,
UTAH— The Bandit's Bride, D., 1000
SUNSET— Fires of Fate, D., 1000
HIPPO— Family Troubles, C, 1000
Friday, June 30, 1916.
PURITAN— The Slums of Humanity, D., 2000
JUDY— A Resourceful Lover, C, 1000
Sunday, July 2, 1916.
BUFFALO— A Deserter's Courage, D., 2000
LILY— The Derelict, D., 1000
Sunday, July 2, 1916.
PURITAN— The Fortune Hunter, D., 2000
GAYETY— The Lure of the City, C, 1000

725
726
727
727A
727B
727C
728
729
729A
729B
729C
730
731
732
733
734
735
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GENERAL

FILM

PROGRAM

BIOGRAPH
S — 29. The House with the Closed Shutters,
(Re-issue)
1000
5 — 31. Woman Against Woman, D
3000
5— 31. The Woman in Black, D
5000
6— 5. The Girl Across the Way, D. (ReIssue)
1000
6— 6. The Yaqui, Cur., D. (Re-Issue) 2000
6— 12. The Spirit Awakened, D. ( Re-issue) .. 1000
6— 14. Liberty Belles, C
3000
6 — 19. A Issue)
Misunderstood
Boy, D., (Re- 1000
6—20. The Reformers. D., (Re-Issue) 2000
6— 26. The Unwelcome Guest, D. (Re-issue) . 1000
6—28. A Fair Rebel, D
3000
EDISON
6— 7. Love's
and
Camping Labor
with theLost,BlackCart.,
Feet, Sc.,
Split Reel
6 — 13. The Man in the Street, D. (Re-issue) .3000
6— 14. The Charge of the Light Brigade, D.IOOO
6—20. Out of the Ruins, D
3000
6—21. The Pied Piper of Hamelin, Juve 1000
6 — 27. The Southerners, D
3000
ESSANAY
S— 30. The Song in the Dark, (Re-issue), D.2000
5— 31. The
theGetWilling
Collegian
Who Fable
Wantedof to
a Foothold,
C.IOOO
6— 3. Our People, D
3000
6 — 6. Orphan Joyce, D
2000
6— 7. Vernon
Howe
Bailey's
Sketch
Book
of Berlin, Cart., and 500 ft. Sc.,
Split Reel
6— 10. Putting
Fool's Gold,
D
3000
6—13.
it Over,
C
2000
6— 14. Canimated Nooz Pictorial, No. 11,
Cart., and 500 ft. Sc
Split Reel
6— 17. The Promise Land, D
3000
6— 20. The Girl at the Curtain, D
2000
6—21. The nette,
Fable of the Undecided
BruC
1000
6—24. A Traitor to Art, D
3000
6— 27. The
Voice
in
the
Wilderness,
D.
(ReIssue)
2000
6— 28. Vernon
HoweCartBailey's
St. Louis,
and 500Sketch
ft.. Sc.Book
.Splitof Reel
7 — 1. The Regeneration of Margaret, D
3000
KALEM
5 — 19. An Innocent Vampire, C
1000
S — 20. One
ChanceD
in a Hundred (H. of H. 1000
Series),
5—23.
Ham'sBogus
Busy Ghost,
Day, C
1000
5—24. The
C
1000
5—26. The Baby Grand, C
1000
5—27. The
Capture
of
Red
Stanley
(H.
of
H. Series), D
1000
5—30. A Bunch of Flivvers, C
1000
5— 31. A Smoky Adventure, C
1000
6— 2. Sis the Detective, C
1000
6— 3. TheD
Spiked Switch (H. of H. Series), 1000
6— 6. Midnight at the Old Mill, C
1000
66—— 9.7. Juggling
In Cinderella's
1000
Justice,Shoes,
CC
1000
6— 10. The Treasure Train, D
1000
66—— 16.
Stenographer's
1000
17. ATheRace
Through theStrategy,
Air, DC
1000
6— 19. In the Service of the State, IJ
2000
6—23. Her Great Invention. C
1000
6— 24. The Mysterious Cipher
1000
6— 26. The Music Swindlers, D
2000
6— 28. When Opportunity Knocked
1000
6— 28. The Lotus Woman, D
5000
6 — 30. Setting the Fashions
1000
7 — 1. The ?:nginecr's Honor
1000
KNICKERBOCKER STAR FEATURES
5—12. Broken Fetters, D
3000
5—17. Spellbound, D
5090
5—19. A Child of Fortune, D
3000
5— 26. The Flirting Bride, D
3000
6— 2. Shadows, D
3000
6— 9. The Stained Pearl, D
3000
6—16. Pay Dirt, D
3000
6— 23. The Ancient Blood. D
3000
6— 30. The Master of the House. D
3000
LUBIN
S— 23. Otto the Hero. C
1000
S— 25. Prisoners of Conscience, D
3000
5—27. Oh I You Uncle. C
1000
5—29. Trilby Frilled, C
1000
5— 30. The Final Payment. D
2000
6— 1. The Code of the Hillg, D
3000

6— 3. Pickles and Diamonds, C
1000
6— 5. Otto, the Reporter, C
1000
6— 8. The Scapegrace, D
3000
6—10. Two Smiths and a Haff, C
1000
6—12. Otto the Cobbler, C
1000
6— 13. The Avenger. D
2000
6—15. Sons of the Sea, D
3000
6—17. Hubby Puts One Over, C
1000
6—19.
Otto's
Legacy,
C
1000
6—22. Love is Law, D
3000
6—24. Persistency, C
1000
6—26. No Place Like Jail, C
1000
6—27. Out of the Flotsam, D
2000
6— 29. The Return of John Boston, D
3000
7 — 1. aEdison
Bugg's Invention, and Under
Barrel
Split Reel
SELIG-TRIBUNE NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Monday and Thursday.
SELIO
5—16. The Hardy Way, D
3000
5—18. Selig- Tribune, No. 40, Topical 1000
5—20. A Boarding House Ham, C
1000
5—22. The Test of Chivalry, D
3000
5 — 27. A Five Thousand Dollar Elopement,
C
1000
5— 29. The Hare and the Tortoise, D
3000
6— 3. Crooked Trails. D
1000
6— 5. A Temperance Town, C
3000
6—10. Going West to Make Good, D
1000
6—12. The Two Orphans, D
3000
6—17.
Peril, D
1000
6—19. The
The Cowpuncher's
Reprisal, D
3000
6—24. Taking a Chance, W. D
1000
6— 26. The Sacrifice, D
3000
7— 1. The Girl of Gold Gulch, D
1000
RELEASE DAYS
GENERAL FILM
Monday
— Biograph, Lubin, Selig, Selig-Tribune, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem, Lubin.
Wednesday — Biograph, Essanay, Kalem.
Thursday — Essanay, Lubin, Selig-Tribune,
Vim.
Friday — Knickerbocker Star Feature, Kalem,
Vim, Vitagraph.
Saturday
— Essanay, Kalem, Lubin, Selig,
Vitagraph.
MUTUAL FILM
Monday — American, FalstafT, Vogue.
Tuesday — Thanhouser, Vogue.
Wednesday
mont. — Beauty, Mutual Weekly, GauThursday — Gaumont, American.
Friday — Mustang, Cub.
Saturday — Centaur, Palstaflf.
Sunday — Beauty, Vogue, Gaumont.
UNIVERSAL FILM
Monday — Red Feather, Nestor.
Tuesday — Gold Seal, Rex, Imp.
Wednesday— Victor, L-Ko, Animated Weekly.
Thursday — Laemmle, Big U, Powers.
Friday — I™p> Victor, Nestor.
Saturday — Bison, Powers, Joker.
Sunday — Rex. Laemmle. L-Ko.
5—18.
5—19.
5—25.
5— 26.
6— 1.
6— 2.
6— 8.
6— 9.
6—15.
6—16.
6—22.
6—23.
6— 30.
6— 29.
5 — 19.
5 — 20.
5—22.
5—26.
5—27.
5— 29.
6— 2.
6— 3.
6— 5.
6— 9.

VIM
Thirty Days, C
A Fair Exchange, C
Baby Doll, C
Villains and Violins, C
The Schemers, C
The Land Lubbers, C
The Sea Dogs, C
A Dollar Down, C
Hungry Hearts, C
The Raid, C
Never Again. C
For Better or Worse, C
For Value Received, C
Better Halves, C
VITAGRAPH
More Money Than Manners, C
Miss Adventure, Com.-D
The Cost of High Living, C
The Battler, C
The Wheat and the ChaflE, D
The Idle Rich, Com.-D
The Loneliness, C
Carew and Son, D
New York, Old and New
She Won the Prize, C

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
lOOB
30«0
10«0
1000
3000
1000
1000
3000
1000
1000

6— 10. The Strange Case of Robert Burnham, D
3080
6 — 12. Her Loving Relations, Com.-D 1000
6—16. Harold the Nurse Girl, C
1000
6— 17. Ashes, D
3000
6—19. Stung, C
1000
6— 23. Curfew at Pokey Center, C
1000
6—24. Would You Forgive Her?, D
3000
6—26. The Foxy Trotters, C
1000
6—30. Losing Weight, C
1000
MUTUAL

FILM RELEASES
AMERICAN
5—11. The Profligate, D
3000
5—15. The Pretender, D
2000
5—18. Four Months, D
3000
5— 22. Repaid, D
2000
5— 29. The Release of Dan Porbes, D
2000
6— 1. The Trail of the Thief, D
3000
66 —— 12.5. Jealousy's
First
Wife,
D
2000
Convicted for Murder, D
2000
6—19. The Gentle Conspiracy. D
2000
6 — 26. The Fate of the Dolphin, D
2000
6— 29. Tangled Skeins, D
3000
BEAUTY
5 — 21. Twenty Minutes in Magic, C
1000
5 — 24. Adjusting His Claim, C
1000
5—28. The Pork Plotters, C
1000
5—
Comeback,
1000
6— 31.4. The
Ima Comet's
Knutt Gets
a Bite, C
C
1000
66—— 11.7. Thinim
Billy VanStout,
Deusen's
Operation,
C....1000
C
1000
6— 14. Billy Van Deusen's
Eggs-spensiveC Ad- 1000
venture,
6 — 18. Pedigrees, Pups and Pussies, C
1000
6— 21. The House on Hokum Hill, C
1000
6—
24.
The
Day's
Work.
C
1000
7— 2. The Gink from Kankakee, C
1000
CENTAUR
6— 10. The Lion's Nemesis, D
2000
6—17. The Star of India, D
2000
6— 24. A Siren of the Tungle, D
2000
7 — 1. A King o' Make Believe, D
2000
CUB
5 — 19. Harmony and Discord
1000
5— 26. Preparedness, C
1000
6— 2. Sawdust Love, C
1000
6— 9. Jerry's Big Lark, C...
1000
6 — 16. Jerry and the Moonshiners 1000
6—23, Terry's Elopement, C
1000
6—30. jerry's Big FALSTAFF
Haul, C
1000
5— 1.
5— 5.
5— 8.
5—13.
5—15.
5—20.
5—22.
5—27.
5— 29.
6—
6— 3.
5.
6— 10.
6— 12.
6—17.

The Dashing Druggist's Dilemma, C.IOOO
The Sleigher's Strategy, C
1000
The Kiddie's Kaptain Kidd, C
1000
Freddie's Frigid Finish, C
1000
Deteckters, C
1000
Steven's Sweet Sisters, C
1000
Politickers, C
1000
Sammy's Semi-Suicide, C
1000
Disguisers, C
1600
Peterson's
Pitiful
Plight,
C
1000
Advertisementers, C
1000
Where Wives Win, C
1000
Real Estaters, C
1000
Doughnuts, C
1000
GAUMONT
5—25. Armadale, D
3000
5—28. " Reel Life "
1000
5— 31. See America First, Sc. and Kartoon
Komics, Cart
Split Reel
6— 4. " Reel Life," Magazine
1000
6 — 7. See America First, and Kartoon
Komics, Cart
Split Reel
6— 8. The Flames of Vengeance, D
3000
"Reel
Life," First,
Magazine
ReelKomics,
...1000
66—— 14.11. See
America
Kartoon
Scenic and Cartoon
Split Reel
18. See
"ReelAmerica
Life," First,
Magazine
66—— 21.
Sc., Reel
The Belle of 1000
the Village Green, Shgrf Split Reel
6—22. The Criminal Thumb. D
3000
6 — 25. " Reel Life," Magazine Reel.
6 — 28. See America First, Sc., and Kartoon
Komics
Split Reel
7— 2. "Reel Life," Magazine reel
1000
MUSTANG
5—19. The Blindness, D
2000
5— 26. Jack. D
2000
6— 2. A Man's Friend. D
2000
6— 9. The Pilgrim, D
2000
6—16. The Sherifl of Plumas, D
2000
6—23. A Modern Knight. D
2000
6— 30. The Demon of Fear. D
2000
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MUTUAL WEEKLY
Issued every Thursday.
THANHOUSER
The Weakling, D
The
of '61, Broadway,
D
When Spirit
She Played
D
The Answer, D
For Uncle
Navy, C
The
Nymph,Sam's
D
John
Brewrster's
Wife,
Brothers Equal, DD
VOGUE
The Man with the Hod, C
The Chinatown Villains, C
Rival Rogues, C
National Nuts, C
Shy Thirty Cents, C
Nailing the Lid, C
A Plane Story, C
His Blowout, C
Delinquent Bridegrooms, C
Ruffhouse, C
The Iron Mitt. C
A Safe Loss, C.
Just for a Kid, C

S— 2.
5— 4.
5— 9.
S— 16.
S— 23.
5— 30.
6— 6.
6—13.
S— 16.
5—21.
5—23.
5—28.
5— 30.
6— 4.
6— 6.
6—11.
6-^18.
6—20.
6—25.
6— 27.
7— 2.

PATHE

EXCHANGE,

DATES

2000
3000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

INC.

Week of May 29, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 14, D
2000
Who's Guilty?
No. 4, "The Silent Shame," 2000
D
Ice, C
1000
Siberia, the Vast Unknown, No. 8, and The
Tokio Exposition, Scenic Split Reel
Week of June 5, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. IS, D
2000
Who's
Guilty? Last,
No. 5,C
" Sold Out," D
2000
Luke Laughs
1000
The Fatal Pie, Cart., and Some Fresh Water
Fishes, Ed
Split Reel
The Zinc Mines of Lang Hit, Ed., and
Around Mt. Fugi (Japan) Sc. Split Reel
Week of June 12, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 16, D
2000
Who'sD
Guilty? No. 6, " Sowing the Wind," 2000
An Awful Romance, C
1000
France's
Canine Allies,
Ed., and The Gorges
of Colorado,
Sc
Split Reel
Week of June 19, 1916.
The Iron Claw, No. 17, " The Vanishing
Faker," D
2000
Who's Guilty ? No. 7, " Truth Crushed to
Earth," D
2000
Luke's Kitchen
Fatal Flivver,
From
MechanicC
to Movie Star, Cart., 1000
and
Japan's Ancient Capital — Nara Split
(Col. Reel
Sc.)
A Matrimonial Martyr, Col. Com.-D 1000
UNICORN
5—17.
5— 24.
5 — 31.
6 — 7.
5— 22.
5— 25.
5 — 29.
6— 2.
6— 5.
6— 9.
6 — 12.
6 — 15.
5—25.
5— 20.
66—13.
— 6.
6—16.

FILM

PROGRAM

BUFFALO
Divided Love, D
1000
In the Hills of Kentucky, D
1000
Rival Candidates, D
1000
Broken Hearts, Western D
1000
GAYETY
Mary's
Mistake, and TrickingSplitthe Reel
Trickster
The Busy Bee, C
1000
A Bride to Order, and In the Balkans Split Reel
All for the Love of Laura, C
1000
The Baby in the Case, C
1000
The Re-Made Maid, C
1000
Little Grains of Rice, C
1000
Love
Overalls, and His Wife's
Visitor,and C
Split Reel
HIAWATHA
Falsely Accused, D
1000
A Daughter of the Hills, D
1000
Bob
Armstrong's
The Wisdom
of theReward,
White Western
Man, W. D.IOOO
D.IOOO
The New Prospector, W. D
1000

JUDY
S— 16. A Musical Deception,
Black Mark, C

C. and The
Split Reel

FOR

READY

5— 23. Hubby's
Present, and Our Darling's
Playmate
Split Reel
5 — 30. The Skating Craze at Moodyville, C.IOOO
6 — 6. Taming of the Shrew, C
1000
HIPPO
5— 24. The New Ranch Owner, C
1000
5 — 26. A Gentleman of Leisure, and our DarSplit Reel
5 — 31. A Modernling's
Hercules,Chips
C
1000
6— 3. Nearly Married, C
1000
6— 7. Mixed Brides, and Pale-Faced Injuns,
C
Split Reel
6 — 10. Hubby's
Escapade, and His OneSplit
and Reel
Only, C
6—14. Wifie's Dilemma, C
1000
6 — 17. A Circumstantial Hero, and the Live
Wire, C
Split Reel
PURITAN
5— 30. Kentucky Brothers, D
1000
5— 3 J. The Wheat King, D
1000
66—— 4.5. The
King's
Vengeance,
D
1000
The Rosary, D
2000
6—11. The Recoil, D
1000
6 — 12. The Lure of Gold, D
2000
6—15. The Ghost's Bride, D
2000
LILY
6— 1. The Sacred Oath, D
2000
6— 6. The Crucial Test, D
1000
6— 8. The Formula, D
2000
6—16. The Blindness of Jealousy, D
1000
JOCKEY C
5— 21. A Midnight Escapade,
1000
5—24. The Hobo Imposter, C
1000
5— 27. O'Brien's Investment, C
1000
6— 1. Billie's
Find,
and
the
Enchanted
Matches
Split Reel
6— 4. Willie the Sleuth, C
1000
6— 8. Johnny-On-the-Spot, C
1000
6—11. Two of a Kind, C
1000
6—13. Their Noble Relation, C
1000
6—16. The Closed Door, C
1000
6—18. The New Maid, C
1000
RANCHO
6— 2. A Double Reward, D
1000
6— 9. The Higher Voice, Western D
1000
6—14. From Out of the Past, W. D
1000
6—17. His Leading Lady, W. D
1000
6—18. The Man Who Came Back, W. D 1000
SUNSET
5— 20. The Mexican Insurrection, D
2000
5— 26. The Mystery at Shallow Creek, D...1000
6— 3. His Indian Guardian, D
1000
10. Mother,
The Rustler's
Retribution, Western D.IOOO
66—— 13.
D
1000
SUPREME
5—25. The Village School Master, D
1000
5— 26. The Empty Crib, D
1000
5— 29. The Price He Paid, D
2000
6— 2. When a Man Weakens, D
1000
6— 3. The Heart of a Peddler, D
1000
6— 9. The Two Waifs, D
1000
6—10. The Eternal Truth, D
1000
6—14.
The
Cashier's
Ordeal,
D
1000
6—17. The Noble Love, D
1000
6—18. The Little Heroine, D
1000
UTAH
5—21. The Wrong Room, D
1000
5— 27. The Indian Child's Gratitude, D
1000
6 — 4. Fate's Decree, D
1000
6— 11. A Squaw's Loyalty, Western D
1000
UNIVERSAL

6— 8.
6—15.
6—20.
6—28.
6—29.
5— 27.
6— 3.
66—17.
— 10.
6— 24.
7— 1.

PROGRAM

ANIMATED WEEKLY
Issued every Wednesday.
BIG U
The Sea LiUy, D
Betty's
Com.-D
The
GripHobo,
of Crime,
D
God and the Babv, D
Twice at Once, C
BISON
The Wedding Guest, D
Tammany's
Tiger,
C
The Cage Man,
D
A Railroad Bandit. D
The Ghost of the Jungle, An. D
The Money Lenders, D

1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
.2000

REFERENCE

5— 30.
6— S.
6—13.
6—20.
6— 27.

GOLD SEAL
The Silent Man of Timber Gulch, D..2000
The Rose Colored Scarf, D
2000
The Melody of Love, D
3000
The False Part, D
2000
Jackals of a Great City, D
2000

5—23.
5—26.
5— 30.
6—
6— 2.
5.
6—13.
66—18.
— 16.
6 — 20.
6—22.
6—23.
6—27.
6—30.

IMP D
The Health Road,
The Unconventional Girl, D
A Double Fire Deception, C
"Jim
Slocum,
No. C
46,393," D
His Little
Story,
Her Wonderful Secret, C
Devil's Boomerang,
Image, D
ATheCollege
C
His Picture. C
Behind the Secret Panel, D
The Heart Wrecker, Com. D
Peggy and the Law, D
Blind Man's BuSf, Com.-D

.1000
2000
1000
2000
1000
1000
2000
1000
1000
3000
1000
1000
2000

5—20.
5— 27.
6— 3.
6— 17.
6— 24.
7— 1.

A Raffle for a JOKER
Husband, C
1000
A Stage Villain, C
1000
A Dark Suspicion, C
1000
Love Quarantined, C
1000
The Fall of Deacon Stellwaters, C.IOOO
Bashful Charley's Proposal, C
1000
LAEMMLE
6— 1. Two Mothers, D
2000
6— 4. The Wire Pullers, C
1000
6— 3. Alias Jane Jones, D
2000
6— 11. The False Gems, D
1000
6—15. Her Soul's Song, D
2000
6— 18. Romance at Random, C
1000
6—25. The Rogue With a Heart, D
1000
L-KO D
6— 29. The Human Cactus,
1000
7— 2. Baseball Bill, No. 1, C
1000
5—28.
5— 31.
6— 7.
6—11.
6—14.
6—21.
6 — 25.
6— 28.

Gamboling on the Green, C
1000
Tough Luck on a Rough Sea, C
2000
Billie's Waterloo, C
1000
Phony Teeth, and False Friends, C...1000
How Stars Are Mada, C
2000
The
Flight, C
C
1000
Dirty Jailbird's
Work in Last
a Beanery,
1000
Pirates of the Air, C
2000
NESTOR
4— 20. The Royland Villain, and Ed... Split Reel
5— 22. Her Celluloid Hero, C
1000
5— 26. Love and Brass Buttons, C
1000
5— 20. All Over a Stocking, C
1000
6— 2. Good Night Nurse, C
1000
6— 6. Never Again Eddie, C
1000
6— 9. Twixt Love and the Iceman, C
1000
6—12. Their Awful Predicament, C
1000
6—16. Almost a Widow, C
1000
6—18. Wanted, a Husband, C
1000
6—23. What Could the Poor Girl Do? C...2000
6— 26. The Browns see the Fair, C
1000
POWERS
5— 27. Storming the Trenches, C
1000
6— 1. It Can't Be True, C
1000
6— 8. Mr. Fuller Pep — He Breaks for the
Beach, Cart, and Pygmies of the
Zoo, Ed
Split Reel
6— 10. Betrayed by the Camera, C
1000
6— 15. Prof.
Wisegujf's
Trip
to
the
Moon,
Cart., and Little Journeys in Japan,
Sc
Split Reel
6—22. The Young Sleuths. . C
1000
6 — 29. Sammy Johnsin, Magician, Cart-C, and
The
Children's
Paradise,
Ed...
Split
Reel
6—30. Such is Life in China
REX
5—23. " Virginia," D
1000
5—26. Harmony in a Flat, C
1000
5— 28. A Gentle Volunteer, D
3000
6— 3. A Cad, D
1000
6 — 4. As in a Dream, D
3000
6— 9. The Code of His Ancestors, D
1000
6— 11. The Sheriff of Pine Mountain, D
2000
6— 18. The Finer Metal, D...
2000
6—23.
D. (Re-Issue) 2000
1000
6—25. The
The Rosary,
Fool. D
6— 27. The Toy Soldier, C
1000
7 — 2. The Sting of VICTOR
Conscience, D
'. 30O0
5— 24. The Limousine Mystery, D
2000
6— 7. Object — Matrimony, C
2000
66—16.
— 9. The
Scorpion's
Sting,
D
3000
The Golden Boot, C
1000
6—21. The Scarlet Mark, D...,
2000
6 — 30. Muggins, D....
1000
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RELEASES—

CURRENT

AND

COMING

,"1

1
Bluebird Photoplays
6— 12. Bobbie of the Ballet (Louise Love6— 19. The Three Godfathers (All star ly) 5 reels
cast)
5 reels
6— 26. Shoes (Mary McDonald) S reels
7 — 3. Broken Fetters (Violet Mersereau).5 reels
7—10. The Love Girl (Ella Hall) 5 reels
7 — 17. The Grasp of Greed (Louise Lovely). 5 reels
7—24. The Silent Battle (J. Warren Kerrigan) Sreels
7 — 31. The Secret of the Swamp (Myrtle
Gonzales)
5 reels
Fox Film Corporation
5— 29. The Spider and the Fly
5 reels
6— S. Hypocrisy
5 reels
6 — 12. A Woman's Honor
5 reels
6— 19. East Lynne (Theda Bara) 5 reels
6— 26. The Man From Bitter Roots (William
Famum) S reels
7— 3. Ambition (Bertha Kalich) 5 reels
7— XO. A Tortured Heart (Virginia Pearson) 5reels
7— 17. Caprice of the Mountains (Harry
Hilliard and June Caprice) 5 reels
Ivan Feature Productions
1— Forbidden Fruit (Everett Butterfield
and Paula Shay)
S reels
2 — A Fool's Paradise (Chrystine Mayo,
Paula Shay, and Joseph Burke) 6 reels
3— The Immoral Flame (Maude Fealy)...5 reels
4— The City of Illusion (Paula Shay and
Mignon Anderson)
6 reels
S.— Her Husband's Wife (Sally Crute,
Mignon Anderson and Augustus Phillips) 5reels
Kleine-Edison Feature Service
1— 12.
4 — 26.
2— 9.
2 — 23.
1_19.
2 — 2.
2— 9.
2— 16.
3— 1.

EDISON
The Catspaw
5
The Innocence of Ruth
S
The Martyrdom of Philip Strong.. 5
At the Rainbow's End
5
GEO. KLEINE
Wild Oats
5
The Final Curtain
5
When Love is King
5
The Scarlet Road
5
The Mishaps of Musty Suffer 10

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Metro Pictures Corporation
p. A. BALSHOFER
4— 24. The Come-Back (Harold Lockwood
and May Allison)
S reels
6— 12. The Masked Rider (Harold Lockwood and May Allison) 5 reels
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPORATION
3 — 13. Lovely Mary (Mary Miles Minter).5 reels
4— 3. The KisB of Hate (Ethel Barry more) S reels
4— 10. The Half Million Bribe (Hamilton
Revelle and Margruerite Snow)...S reels
5 — 22. Notorious Gallaghar (William Nigh
and Marguerite Snow)
S reels
POPULAR PLAYS AND PLAYERS
4— 17. Playing with Fire (Mme. Petrova).S reels
5 — 29. The Scarlet Woman (Mme. Petrova)5 reels
5— IS. The Spell of the Yukon (Edmund
Breese)
5 reeli
B. A. ROLFE PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
3— 20. Her Great Price (Mabel Taliaferro) S reels
5— 1. The Snow Bird (Mabel Taliaferro) . 5 reels
6— 5. Dorian's
Divorce
(Lionel Barrymore S reels
and Grace
Valentine)
6 — 19. The(ViolaFlower
of
No Man's-Land 5 reels
Dana)
QUALITY PICTURES
3—27. The Wall Between (Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne)...5 reels
S— 8. A Million a Minute (Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne)....5 reels

No.
Nb.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Mutual Masterpictures
DE LUXE EDITION
Week of June 5, 1916.
107. Whispering
Smith (Helen
Holmes), Signal
S reels
108. Soul Mates (William Russell),
American
5 reels
Week of June 12, 1916.
109. The Inner Struggle, American... 5 reels
110. The Abandonment (E. Forrest
Taylor and Helene Rosson),
American
5 reels
Week of June 19, 1916.
111. The Wasted Years (Crane Wilbur), Centaur S reels
112. Far from the Madding Crowd
(Florence Turner), Turner S reels
Week of June 26, 1916.
113. The Sign of the Spade (Helene
Rosson), American
5 reels
Paramount Pictures

S—
S—
5—
6—
6—
66——
6—
5—
5—
5—
6—
6—
5—
5—
6—
6—

FAMOUS PLAYERS
The Trust (Hazel Dawn)
5
Saints and Sinners (Peggy Hyland).S
(Title Not Decided), (Marguerite
Clark)
5
The Evil Thereof (All Star Cast).. 5
Her Romance (Marguerite Clark).. 5
Destiny's
Toy (Louise
Susie Snowflake
(Anna Huff)
Pennington S
and Wm. Courtleigh, Jr.)
5
26. The
World's Great Snare (Pauline 5
Frederick)
JESSE LASKY COMPANY
8. Maria Rosa (Geraldine Farrar)....S
11. Alien Souls (Sessue Hayakawa) . . .5
22. The Frameup (Blanche Sweet).... 5
1. TheWard)
Gutter Magdalene (Fannie 5
19. The Clown (Victor Moore) 5
MOROSCO PHOTOPLAY COMPANY
18. Pasquale (George
Beban)
5
PALLAS
1. David Garrick (Dustin Farnum)...5
8. TheGoodrich)
Making of Maddalena (Edna 5
29. Theman)
American Beauty (Myrtle Sted- 5

15.
25.
29.
5.
12.
15.
22.

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
GOLD ROOSTER PLAYS
4— 18. Big Jim Garrity
5 reels
5 — 15. The Girl With the Green Eyes.... 5 reels
6 — 19. A Matrimonial Martyr
S reels
Triangle Film Corporjrtion
KAY-BEE-INCE PRODUCTIONS
5 — 14. Not My Sister (Bessie Barriscale)5 reels
5—21. The Primal Lure (Wm. S. Hart).. 5 reels
5— .28. TheWarner)
Market of Vain Desire (H. B. 5 reels
6— 4. The Bugle Call (Wm. Collier, Jr.). .5 reels
6— 11. The Sorrows of Love (Bessie Barriscale)
5 reels
6—18. The andDividend
H. Thompson 5 reels
Charles (W.
Ray)
6 — 25. The Apostle of Vengeance (Wm. S.
Hart)
5 reels
FINE ARTS-GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
5 — 14. SusanGish)
Rocks the Boat (Dorothy 5 reels
5—21. A Child of the Paris Streets (Mae
Marsh and Robert Harron) 5 reels
5— 28. Mr. Goode the Samaritan (DeWolf
Hopper)
5 reels
6— 4. Going Straight (Norma Talmadge).5 reels
6— 11. Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fair- banks) 5reels
6— 18. An Innocent Magdalene (Lillian
Gish)
5 reels
6—25. A Wild Girl of the Sierras (Mae
M.-irsh)
S reels
KEYSTONE-SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
4— 30. The Lion and the Girl (Joe Jackson)2 reels
4— 30. His Bitter Pill (Mack Swain) 2 reels
5 — 7. Her Marble Heart (Charles Murray). 2 reels
5 — 7. A Dash of Courage (Harry Gribbon)
2 reels

Red Feather Productions
5 — 1. Dr. Neighbor (Hobart Bosworth)..S
5 — 8. A Huntress of Men (Mary Fuller). 5
5 — 15. A Youth of Fortune (Carter and
Flora Parker De Haven) 5
S— 22. Half a Rogue ( King Baggot) 5
5— 29. The Iron Hand (Hobart Bosworth
and Jane Novak)
5
6— 5. TheHaven)
Madcap (Flora Parker De- S
6—12. What
Love Can Do (Adele Farring- 5
ton)
6—19. The Way of the World (Hobart
Bosworth)
S

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay
HEARST-VITAGRAPH NEWS PICTORIAL
Issued every Tuesday and Friday. ,
to and including No. 46
j
VITAGRAPH
1
4— 24. God's Country and the Woman
(Nell Duncan)
Shipman, Geo. Holt and 8 reels
Wm.
5— 1. The Law Decides (Dorothy Kelly,
Bobby
Harry Morey and 7 reeU
Louise Connelly,
Beaudet)
S— 8. Britton of the Seventh (Charles
Kent, Bobby Connelly and Eulalie S reels
Jensen)
5—15. The Ordeal of Elizabeth (Lillian
Walker, Donald Hall and Evart
Overton)
6 reels
5 — 22. The Suspect (Anita Stewart) 6 reels
5— 29. The Lights of New York (Leah
Baird and Walter McGrail) 5 reels
6— 5. The Destroyers (Lucille Lee Stew- art) S reels
6— 12. The Redemption of Dave Darcy,
(James Morrison)
5 reels
LUBIN
4— 10. The
Flames
Johannis (Nance
O'Neill)
5 reels
5— 8. Love's Toll (Rosetta Brice and
Richard Buhler)
5 reels
6— 5. Those Who Toil (Nance 0'Neil)..5 reels
SELIG
3— 20. The Ne'er-DoWell (Kathlyn
Will-10 reels
iams and Wheeler
Oakman) ....
4— 3. The Cycle of Fate (Bessie Eyton,
Wheeler Oakman and Edith John- son) 5 reels
5 — 1. At Piney Ridge (Fritzi Brunnette).S reels
5— 29. Into the Primitive (Kathlyn Williams, Guy Oliver and Harry 5 reels
Lonsdale)
ESSANAY
4— 10. Burlesq^ue
on Carmen (Charlie 4 reels
Chaplm)
4— 24. The(Sallie
LittleFisher,
ShepherdJohnof Bargain
Junior Row
and
Richard C. Travers)
5 reels
5— 15. Sherlock Holmes (William Gilette).7 reels
6— 12. That Sort (Warda Howard, Ernest
Maupain, Duncan McRae and John
Lorenz)
S reels
World-Equitable Program
4— 24.
5— 1.
5— 8.
5 — 15.
5 — 22.
5— 29.
6— 5.
6— 12.
6— 19.
6— 26.

WORLD
The Closed Road (House Peters and
Barbara Tennant)
5 parts
The Feast of Life (Clara Kimball
Young)
5 parts
Her Maternal Right (Kitty Gordon) 5 parts
Sudden Riches (Robert Warwick). 5 parts
Tangled Fates (Alice Brady) 5 parts
Fate's Boomerang (Mollie King).. 5 reels
His and
Brother's
(Ethel Clayton 5 reels
CarlyleWife
Blackwell)
Perils of Divorce (Edna Wallace
Hopper and Frank Sheridan).. 5 reels
La Boheme (Alice Brady) 5 reels
What Happened
at 22 Ashley)
(Frances Nel- 5 reels
son and Arthur
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ALL FEATURES BOOKING AGENCY
Right 0£F the Bat
;
S reels
AMERICAN COMMERCIAL FILM CO.
Animated Cartoons
AMERICAN CORRESPONDENT FILM
CO.
The Battles of a Nation
6 parts
AUTHORS FILM CO., INC.
3— 27. Sins of the Father
4 parts
4— 3. Her Redemption
4 parts.
A— 10. Denite
4 parts
4— 17. Love's Sacrifice
6 parts
4— 24. A Woman'* Awakening
5 parts
5— 1. Under the Mask
5 parts
CALIFORNIA MOTION PICTURE
CORPORATION
March — The Unwritten
Law (Beatriz
Michelena)
7 reels
May — The
Woman
Who
Dared
(Beatriz 7 reels
Michelena)
July — ^Kismet (Otis Skinner) 10 reels
CELEBRATED PLAYERS' FILM CO.
The Birth of a Man
5 parts
CHAMPION SPORTS EXHIBITION
Willard-Moran Fight
4 parts
i
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
German Side of War
5 reels
Russian Side of War
4 reels
'
CLARIDGE FILMS, INC.
;
Heart of New York
S reels
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs..4 parts
Liberty Hall
4 parts
The Black Spot
4 parts
Victoria Cross
4 parts
O 18.....
4 parts
His Vindication
S parts
E. & R. JUNGLE FILM CO.
No. 10. Haunted.
No. 11. Have a Heart.
No. 12. It Made a Monkey of Him.
No. 13. Two Chimps and a Chump.
No. 14. Twin Cupids.
No. 16.
15. Oil
Auntof Hepsey's
No.
Revolution.Heir.
No. 17. Who's It?
E-K-O FILM CO.
The Invisible Enemy
5 reels
ELDORADO FEATURE FILM CO.
The Impersonation
5 reels
FORREST FILM CORPORATION
Bottom of the Sea
5 reels
JOS. W. FARNHAM
Race Suicide
6 parts
The Awakening of Bess Morton . . 5 reels
GREAT NORTHERN FILM COMPANY
Sins of Great Cities (E. Thomsen).4 reels
The Man with the Missing Finger
(Alfred Hertel)
4 reels
For Her Son (Betty Nansen) 4 reels
ATheWoman's
Honor
(Elsie
Frolich)4
reels
Folly of Sin
S reels
The Mother Who Paid
5 reels
HANOVER FILMS
Marvellous Maoist
6 parts
Should a Baby Die?
5 parts
ESKAY HARRIS FEATURE FILM
Alice in Wonderland 6 parts
HIPPODROME FILM CO.
At the Front with the Allies
HERALD FILM CORPORATION
4— 10. Charlie the Busy Barber, C. Cart..l reel
4— 17. Charlie
the Animal Tramer, Com. 1 reel
C^rt.

MOTIONPICTURENEWS

45—— 24.1. Charlie
Charlie's Prepared,
Jitney Hunt,
Cart..l1 reel
Com. Com.
Cart
reel
JUVENILE FILM CORPORATION
4— 1. World War in Kidland
1 reel
4— 8. A Chip OB the Old Block
1 reel
4— 15. Chip's Elopement
1 reel
4— 22. Chip's Backyard Barn-Stormers. . . .2 reels
45—— 29.
Chip's
Rivals
reel
13. For Sale a Daddy
11 reel
5— 27. Chip's Carmen
2 reels
KULEE FEATURES
Germany on the Firing Line 6 parts
France on the Firing Line
6 parts
The Unborn (Bessie Bondhill) 5 parts
MODERN MOTHERHOOD LEAGUE
Twilight Sleep

4097

MISCELLANEOUS
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORP., OF
AMERICA
The Film Hunters
1 reel
The
Yam
of
the
Slowem'ell
reel
In the Hanging Glacier Country...!1 reel
The Sunset Trail
1 reel
The Trail to Cloudy Pass
1 reel
The Stampede
American
Game Trail;.
.}1 reel
ree)
"THE BEACON FILMS," INC.
Offeringof of
Gorges
the Flowers.
Bourne. j
l
Animal Studies.
' '"^ : I
Portugese
and Hellenes.
costumes.
In the landtypes
of the
' --I
In the Land of the Rising Sun.
Curious Creations of Pond Life.
Lord Kitchener at the Front
In
Land ofZoothe Edelweiss
The theAntwerp

Three Weeks
S reels
'
B. S. MOSS
Salamander
5 reels '
One Day
5 reels
F. O. NIELSEN
6— 1. Tom EMERALD
& Jerry, Bachelors,
1....2 reels
Guarding Old Glory
5 reels
M. P. No.
CO.
Just Out of College
5 reels
INTERNATION FILM SERVICE
Little Sunset
4 reels
International News Weekly
The Spoilers
9 reels
All for a (Jirl
5 reels
Comedy Cartoons
METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
PHOTODRAMA COMPANY
Metro-Drew Comedies ( weekly )i
How Molly Made Good
...6 reels
Metro Travelogues (weekly). ,
PROHIBITION FILM CORPORATION
MUTT AND JEFF FILMS
Prohibition
5 parts
ANIMATED CARTOONS
RAVER FILM CO.
1. Jeffs Toothache.
2. Mutt and Jeff in the Submarine. \
The Other Girl
5 reels
Life Without Soul
S reels
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
The Fortunate Youth
CORPORATION
Driftwood
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVELPICTURES
RAY COMEDIES
7
—
10.
Beautiful
Bavaria.
6— 21. Casey's Dream
,
7— 17. Down the Danube to Vienna.
6— 28. Casey's Kids
7—24. The Real Bohemia.
7— S. Casey's Wedding Day...
7 — 31. Picturesque Prague.
7— 12. Casey's Servants
8 — 7. From Carlsbad to Moravia.
7—19. Casey the White- Wing.
PARAMOUNT-BRAY CARTOONS
RIALTO FILM CO.
6 — 8. Farmer Alfalfa and His Tentless Circus.
The House of Mirrors
6 — 15. Kid Casey the Champion.
6— 22. Colonel Heeza Liar and the Bandits.
STANDARD NEWS FILM, INC.
6
— 29. Bobby Bumps' Fly Swatter.
Standard Travelogues 32 parts
7—
6. Farmer Alfalfa's Watermelon Patch.
Are We Ready?
4 partis
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
The Animal World
5 parts
Navies of the World
1 reel
Pathe travels (See Pathe).
The Price of Liberty
5 reels
Aircraft
1 reel
UNIVERSAL
versal).
SUN PHOTOPLAY CO., INC.
Uncle Sam at Work (See Powers UniThe Princess of India
5 reels
A Woman Wills
5 reels
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
SUPREME FILM CO.
Upper
Mountain
In the Bavarian
Land of the
Hindoos.Lakes.
The Cowpuncher
6 parts
Victoria
Falls.
Should a Baby Die?
S reel*
TRANS OCEANIC FILMS, INC.
VITAGRAPH (V. L. S. E.)
The Life and Adventures of Shakespeare 6 parts
FRANK DANIELS' COMEDIES
5— IS. Kernel Nutt Wins a Wife.
UNITY SALES CORP.
5 — 22. Kernel Nutt the Janitor.
5 — 29. Kernel Nutt the Footman.
5— 29. Diana (Colored)
3 parts
6 — 5. Kernel Nutt and the Hundred Dollar Bill.
6— 5. My Coimtry First
6 parts
6
— 12. Kernel Nutt in Mexico
6— 12. The Pursuing Vengeance 5 parts
66—— 26.
19. The
The Bishop's
Secret
4
parts
Lottery Man
5 reels
SERIALS
7— 3. The Marriage Bond
S reels
VARIETY FILMS CORPORATION
The Girl and the Game
Signal Film
Unto the Darkness
4 reels
The Secret of the Submarine Signal
In the Ranks
4 reels
Harbour Lights
4 reels
Peg
o'
the
Ring
Universal
Mary Social
Page, Pirates
The strange Case of..Essanay
Enoch Arden
4 reels
The
Kalem
Mysterious Man of the Jungle 3 reels
The Iron Claw
Path*
Who's Guilty?
Path*
WAR FILM SYNDICATE
The Mysteries of Myra Film
International
Service
On the Firing Line with the Germans 6 parts
Gloria's Romance
Kleine
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Photoplay Manuscripts Typewritten
fifty cents per thousand words. Chas.
Corby,
N. V. 333 Decatur St., Brooklyn,
FOR SA.IvE
Two Ft. Wayne Compensarcs,
slightly used, good condition. L. E.
Lemon, Aurora, Illinois.
FOR SAI^E.
to close Estate, Picture Theatre in
large city vicinity of New York.
Capacity
1200.
Big earner,
able terms.
Principals
only. reasonAddress J. W. K., c-o Motion Picture
News, 729 Tth Ave.. N. Y. City.
are: you a live wire ?
Then Write Us at Once. Big
Money in Taking Motion Pictures for
News Advertising and Home Talent.
We are the Lowest Priced House in
the Country selling Motion Picture
Cameras. Write for information.
be- '
eqiiipping'
We are Specialists
ginners.
Describe" in your
locality.
We will tell you if it can be made
to pay. Write us today. David
Stern Co., 1047 E. Madison St.,
Chicago, 111. In business since 1885.
Plione— Bfyant 7619
Pan American
Film Laboratories
Perfect Film Titles Our Sperialt;. Titles
for Export Films will have our Prompt
and Careful Attention.
145 W. 45th St., NEW YORK CITY

MENGER & RING, Inc.
Manufacturers of
POSTER and LOBBY
DISPLAY FRAMES
M4 W. 42nd Street
New York
Main 3413
Agent Mirror
Screens
F S128
LEO RYAN
Broker in Pacific Coast
Picture Theatres
730 S. OliTC St., Film Eichange Rom
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
Experienced and Reliable
CAMERAMEN
at Your Immediate
Disposal
RAPID, EFFICIENT SERVICE
( ini-ina ( am. ra Cliil,. 1006 Timi-. Ilulldlni;
•rhan- llr.Tiinl 8.'..',8 .V-i. York (Jllr

POSTERS— Everywhere
Offices- Cfiicago and New York
The advertising you get from
your
electric
the day
time is
free. Bipn
The in
advertising
you get at night with a Federal
sign is unsurpassed.
FEDERAL SIGN SYSTEM
(ELECTHIC)
Lake Sl Desplaines Streets,
CHICAGO.
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PICTURE

MACHINES

New and
slightly and
used Edison
Power's,at
Simplex,
Motiograph
bargain
prices. Opera
chairs, Operating
Boothsandthatfolding
pass
fire inspection. Picture curtains and
everything for the M. P. Theatre at
lower prices than offered by our comLEAKS THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
petitors.
509 Chestnut Street, St. Louis, Mo

lran:^rteK
Better light without waste of current.
Better pictures with less trouble for
operator
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
432 Prospect Ave,, Cleveland, Ohio, U. S, A,
C A
I L L E
Ticket Office Equipments
Embody Ticket Sellers, Ticket
Choppers,
Theatre RecordChange
Ledgers Makers,
and Theatre
Tickets. Catalog on request.
Caille Bros. Co., 1003 Amsterdam
Ave., Detroit, Mich.

iFLICKERlESSj
110 W.MId STREET, NEW YORK
OPERA

CHAIRS
Prompt
Complete Lino
Shipments
Write for
Catalogae with
DirectPrice»
Factory
PEABODY SCHOOL
FURNITURE CO.
802 W. Fourth Street,
North MancheiCer, Ind.

co
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intjuse
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THEATRES

Ask Us Where They
Are in Your City
Speed Controller Company, Inc.
257-259 William Street NEW YORK
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CONSTRUCTION,
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PICTURE

OPERATION

NEWS
OF

DEVOTED
THEATRE,

H.A. A.I. NELSON.
SHERMAN. ViecPRESIDPdl
JOHN ELLIOTT. SCCRBT
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SUCH

AND

STUDIO

PROJECTION AS IS DEMANDED FOR

THE
Elliott & Sherman
FILM CORPORATION

Produce Exchange Bldg.
MINNEAPOUS, MINN.

Controlling
the following
States:
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Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
564 W. Eandalph St.
Chicago, 111.

"RAMONA"

Gentlemen:-

MADE

After having made a thorough investigation of
we have decided that on
1916 Motiogreph,
model productions
new future
your
all our
«e will use the Motiograph
that it will more
machine exclusively, heing satisfied
the work required of it. Kindly ship us 8 maohmeE
than
fully doequipped.
to he used
I might
that th
with our next
great add
producti

POSSIBLE

BY THE
THE

1916
JE-HTB

IS

USE

OF

MODEL

MOTIOGRAPH

The

today
best buy

of

$285.
THE
ENTERPRISE
OPTICAL
MFG.
CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.
568 WEST RANDOLPH
STREET
Western Office: 833 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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HOW'
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TROUBLE
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PICTURE
PROJECTION

OF

AN

DEVICE

EXCLUSIVE

AS

FEATURE

SIMPLE
OF
Asms
CAMERAGRAPH
POWER'S

EFFECTIVE

When the lower loop is lost, the film necessarily rips or tears apart. While
making repairs an impatient audience h entertained by a dark screen.
Power's Automatic Loop Setter eliminates this constant source of trouble by
continuously maintaining the lower loop.
The loop forms around roller A. Any slackening of the loop draws the roller
upward, thus disengaging the take up. The loop immediately assumes normcil
proportions. The roller springs into its original position and the take up again
starts to operate.
You should have our Catalogue D which gives complete details
of many exclusive features.
MAILED
NICHOLAS
NINETY

GOLD

UPON

REQUEST

POWER
ST.

COMPANY
NEW

YORK

Construction,

Everything for

Equipment

Theatre, Exchange and Studio

and Operation
Section

Motion

of

Picture

Motion

Picture

Projection

News

Simplified

By J. H. Hallberg
109 — In answer to question Ans. — The number
108 you state that if the volt- of cycles per second
age of the system is right for or the frequency of
the choke-coil in,stalled and ad- the current on an aljustments have been made as ternating system
they should be, the failure of must be known and
the choke-coil to produce re- of a given number
suits may be caused by the for a given chokecycles of the A. C. system be- coil to produce a cering too high or too low for the tain result at the arc.
choke-coil. What is the effect If the cycles or
of the cycles being higher thein number of reversals
the choke-coil is made for?
per second of the
line current are
greater than estimated, the reactive or choking effect
of the choke-coil will be increased so that the voltage
and, in consequence thereof, the amperes at the arc will
be reduced, and therefore the illumination will be decreased and results will be unsatisfactory.
no — What is the effect of
Ans. — It is evithe cycles on the lighting sys- dent in view of the
tem being lower than antici- foregoing answer
pated using a choke-coil? that if the cycles are
below normal the
choke-coil will offer less reactance or choking effect
and in consequence thereof the voltage and amperes at
the arc will be higher with an increase in the illuTnination on the screen.
Ill — In what
proportion Ans. — The reacdoes the reactive effect of a
five effect of a
choke-coil increase or decrease choke-coil will inwith change in cycles?
crease in practically
direct proportion to
the increase in the number of cycles on the system, and
likewise the reactive effect of the coil will decrease in
practically direct proportion with a decrease in the
cycles or frequency of the current supplied to the chokecoil and the arc.

peres, which in the case illustrated would be about loo
amperes to the arc. If you wish to put it another way,
the 60 cycle choke-coil which would take care of a voltage drop of 70 volts at 50 amperes when used on 30
cycles would take care of a voltage drop of only 35
volts at 50 amperes.
In view of the above, if" your choke-coil is suitable
for 60 cycles no volts to control an arc of 35 to 40
volts, as is an average potential for an A. C. arc with
a choke-coil, then if you put the same choke-coil on a
30 cycle circuit the line voltage could not be no, but
it should be reduced 35 volts, in which case the line
voltage should not exceed 75 volts. If, however,
through misunderstanding or not kntnving the consequences, you should put the 60 cycle no volt chokecoil in series with an arc on a 30 cycle circuit also at
no volt, you would get about 100 amperes at the arc.
From the foregoing you can readily understand that
the cycles on an A. C. system is a very important factor
on the control of an arc when a choke-coil is used.
112 — What is the effect on
Ans. — If the
the choke-coil when the cycles choke-coil is made
are lower or higher than in- for the regular adtended?
justment necessary
with 60 cycle current
and for some reason it should be used on a system carrying alower frequency than 60 cycles, then the current floAving through the coil and through the arc will
be increased, and the increase in amperes will overheat
and perhaps ultimately burn out the coil.
If, on the other hand, the frequency is higher than 60
cycles or higher than the number of cycles for which
the coil is made, then there will be no damage done to
the coil, and the result will simply sum itself up into
a lower number of amperes than required for the work
at the arc.
113 — Why should the cycles Ans. — In the
on an electric system vary or smaller towns the
be different than originally electric lighting
contemplated or specified?
plants are sometimes
overloaded. Under

In other words, if you have a choke-coil which is
made for 60 cycles it may offer a voltage drop of about
70 volts with 50 amperes flowing, but when you put this
coil on a system supplying 30 cycles only, keeping the
this condition the engines at the power house may operate at slightly lower speed than normal. The loss of
arc at the same voltage, or carbon separation, the chokecoil will offer considerably less resistance or reactance
even one or two engine revolutions per minute will in
some instances change the cycles five or ten per cent.,
and will pass practically double the number of amCopyright 1916, by J. H. Hallberg
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for that matter, depending- upon the change in speed
of the engine.
It is sometimes impossible for the smaller central
station, at least, to always maintain the cycles constant,
and this may account for the fact that operators of motion picture projectors find the voltage up to the mark,
but still they cannot secure proper lig:ht when using
choke-coils or special transformers for the control of
projector arc lamps.
I have known of cases where it has been necessary
in small power houses to speed up the engines in order
to secure greater horse-power and capacity from the
generators to take care of the increased load which may
have come on the plant before the lighting company

Pictures

in

Sway

in
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has had opportunity to put in additional engine and
generator equipment.
Then again the governors on the engines are not always perfectly adjusted to give exactly the same speed
with light and heavy load. This may account for the
fact that in the afternoons, operators complain of a
poor light, which is due to the fact that with light loads
the engines may operate at slightly higher speed, and
in consequence thereof the generators will also, operate
at increased speed, delivering a higher frequency than
normal, which you will understand from the foregoing
increases the resistance or reactive efifect of choke-coils,
transformers or A. C. economizers, thus reducing the
amperes at the arc.

Capital

City

This

Summer

Theatres in the Northwest Section of Washington, D. C, Are Ready to Take Care of Patronage Expected from the
Public Attending Other Amusement Places in the Cool Months — The Florida, Seating Nearly
1,400; the Princess, the Dixie and Others Doing an Excellent Business
Sl^ecial to Motion Picture News.
and churches all over the city have raised funds in this manner.
Washington, D. C, June 17.
The Dixie, under the management of the Wickham Brothers, is
A SURVEY of the field in the northeast section of the city running the Universal program. It specializes in serials and just
shows it to be amply fortified for the summei season, when
at present " Peg o' the Ring " is very popular. " The players have
the closing of the schools and other amusements will leave
as much to do with bringing the residential patron to the show as
the pictures in sway for the diversion and recreation of the resithe playespecially
itself," commented
manager.
and
women
have their the
favorites,
about" The
whomchildren
they have
dents. The Florida, with its capacity of nearly 500, and its adjoincreated an atmosphere of personal acquaintance, and so I make
ing Florida Garden, seating 1400, is the largest five cent admission
it a point to bring to the Dixie the players whom my patrons like
house in the vicinitj'. The management never raises the price and
offers a Universal program show of six reels at night and eight
and thus maintain a well filled house."
reels for a matinee. With a judicious mixing of comedy and
Crandall's Apollo, with its capacity of 1,000 and its adjoining
drama, the patrons are given a diversified show which is sure to park of 1,400, stands as the largest and most artistic house in the
please everyone somewhere. The music offered is by an excellent
northeast. This is a standard ten cent theatre, with children admitted for half price. Here the pick of the big productions are
pianist who knows how to follow the pictures.
The Florida possesses a Mirroid screen, which has the property
presented with a five piece orchestra under the leadership of Ralph
Barrett. An interlude of music opens each show, thus affording
of not distorting the size of the figures irrespective of the angle
and nearness of view. The manager has also slanted his screen
the exit of people without obstructing the view of a photoplay
on the screen. The Apollo may be described as a downtown
to meet the grade of the floor of his house and thus gives an
theatre brought to the residents. Manager McDonald and his
equal distribution of light over the screen from the projection
machine. He says he finds this from experience more restful to corps of assistants are most solicitous of their patrons and have
won the approval of the neighborhood by the excellent attendance
the eyes and it offers a brighter picture.
The projection room of the Florida deserves mention, as it is at the Apollo.
9 by 36 feet in dimensions, divided into three parts. On either
side of this arc rooms 9 by 9 feet, for the rewinding of films, Empire Uses Triangle, Kleine, and V-L-S-E Service
The Empire, under Manager Greenberg, is another ten cent
repair of machines and films, storing of reels, washing room, and
other conveniences for the operator and the proper equipment of house using Triangle, Kleine, V-L-S-E, and similar features.
a modern booth.
" The Girl and the Game " has found popularity at this house.
Music forms an important part of the show at the Empire, where
Particular About Projection
a five-piece orchestra under the leadership of James Sears artisticThe manager of the Florida is particular about the projection
ally accompanies the pictures. Manager Greenberg contends that
good music is an important drawing card for the patrons of the
of his pictures. " A careful operator, a good machine, and an
pictures. " People simply will not remain in a theatre where the
excellently clear screen," he remarked, " can do more to give your
music grates upon the ears or is not in harmony with the subject
house a good reputation than even the subjects of the pictures
themselves, because the pictures change daily, but these three
on the screen," remarked Mr. Greenberg. " Whether your patrons
are musicians or not, or whether they even understand music is
essentials become a part of the equipment of the theatre and can
make or break it. A poor subject can be greatly improved by of no consequence; they know what music pleases them and they
good
elaborate
film nortlieast
killed by are
poor the
projection."
want
The that
Homemusic."
is the newest house in the northeast, whose brilliant
Two projection
other fiveandcentan houses
in the
Princess,
dome can be seen a long way off. Admission here is also ten
with a capacity of 400, and the Dixie, with 500, but both of these
present a ten cent show on Sunday, with an orchestra. The
cents, with children at half price, and big features form the proPrincess, under the management of Richard Waldron, is using
gram, which is changed daily. Duets of the violin and piano furnish the music, which is always in keeping with the subject on the
the pick of the General program of four or five reels. It anticipates going into longer features in the future if a demand is screen.
created.
Manager Dolan of the Home has given to his neighborhood a
Recently the Princess was offered to the local public school for picture theatre which is artistic and commodious. The weekly
bulletin of the plays to be presented is very attractive, the title
three consecutive mornings to present "Hiawatha" for the benefit
page giving a picture of one of the screen stars. In advertising
of the playgrounds. A goodly sum was realized and the superinhis pictures, Mr. Dolan makes the player the headliner, believing
tendent expressed his gratitude to the management. It is community interests of this character on the part of the picture houses
that this is the best means of publicity. The Home has a continuous performance on Sunday from 3 P. M. to 10:30. It also boasts
that have made the resident theatre exceedingly popular. Man{Continued on page 4106)
agers are usually quite ready to assist in local benefits and schools
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Here*s
the
Portable
Projector
That
Has
Made
Film
Men
Talk!
It's different from all the rest — not only portable, but more convenient to carry than a
traveling bag. That's only one big feature of the
PORTADLE
DcVr
y
PROJECTOR
Another — it is positively a Portable Motion Picture Projector of professional quality.
It shows up the film to best advantage, meaning more sales for the industrial film man,
the road man and the exchange man. To the musician the DeVry means greater
satisfaction in writing his synchronized score. In connection with the film industry
there are a great many other uses for the DeVry Portable Projector.
SPECIFICATIONS: Size, 17xl7x7i inches. VVeight, 19i pounds.
Runs standard reels and films. Threads or rewinds automatically.
Universal motor.
SOME OF THE USERS: Camel Film Co., Supreme Film Co.,
C. & N. W. Railway Co., Western Electric Co., Burroughs Adding
Machine Co., Northern Navigation Co., Mich. State Tel. Co.,
Chicago Tribune, Chicago Herald, U. S. Gypsum Co., and many
other prominent concerns.
Write for full information and prices and
learn where you can see a demonstration
The
117

DeVry

N. FIFTH

Corporation

AVENUE,

Dept.

H, CHICAGO,

NEW

ILL.

MODEL

AUTOLA
MUSIC

FOR

A MARVELOUS
NO
ANY

ADVERTISING
MUSICAL

MUSICIAN
ONE CAN PLAY
^ t
/^y

INVENTION
NEEDED
AN AUTOLA

ON YOUR AUTO
YOU PLAY IT YOURSELF
IN YOUR LOBBY
YOUR TICKET SELLER
PLAYS IT

Price
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
SUPPLY DEALERS
WRITE FOR AGENCY
PATENT APPLIED FOR
BARTOLA MUSICAL
20 ALGOMA STREET

POWERFUL TONE
LOUD AS A BAND
INSTRUMENT CO.
OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN
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Edited by J. H. Hallberg
Who will answer all questions you may send in, no matter how simple or difficult
COLORED GLASSES IN LAMPHOUSE
ordinary operator, especially one not thoroughly familiar with projection, and therefore I herewith submit a table which gives a
DOORS
very complete index to the different foci stereopticon and moving
F. H., Washington, D. C: — In operating moving picture mapicture lenses as required for different distances for different size
chines for many years I find that the different manufacturers of pictures. This table is reproduced by courtesy of the Precision
moz-ing picture machines and stereopticons use different colored
Machine Company, Inc., and is taken from their instruction book.
glasses in the lamphouse door to protect the operator's eyes. Some
The illustration at the bottom of the lens table shows the relause a red glass only; others mill use a red and a green glass; then
tive position of the arc between the two carbons, the condensing
some will use a green and a yellow or a red and blue glass; in
fact, any combination of color and thicknesses from one glass up lenses,
screen. lantern slide (designated by "LS"), the objective and the
to three,
You understand, of course, that when a film is used in place of
I have never understood just why so many different color the lantern slide the film is placed a considerable distance away
combindtions for glasses in lamphouse doors were used and I now
from the condensing lenses, due to the fact that it is much smaller
ask you to kindly advise through the Projection Department what
in area than the slide. Therefore when a film is used it would becolor combinations are the best to protect the operator's eyes and
located further away from the front condensing lens and closer
at the same time to give the best and clearest view of the arc and
to the objective than shown in the illustration.
carbons.
Axs. — Several years ago when I made arc lamps for industrial
and street lighting purposes, we had occasion to make tests on difTHE " LENS TABLE OF FILM PROJECTION " WILL BE f
ferent glass combinations to protect the eyes of the lamp testers,
FOUND ON PAGE 4110
I
who sometimes had to operate in a room where maybe 50 or 100
arc lamps were burning at the same time. During these tests it
was always necessary to have a clear view of the arc and the condiENTERPRISE OPTICAL COMPANY ENLARGES ITS
tion of carbon points. About the same time experiments wer,e conducted on electric welding, under my direction, and for this class
FACTORY
of work even greater care in selecting the proper colored glass
THE Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company, of Chicago,
combination to protect the eyes was necessary.
has found it necessary to enlarge its quarters and factory,
Aly experience has been that while it has been the practice to
and has taken over an additional 9,000 square feet of floor space in
use a combination of anywhere from one to three or five thicknesses of red and blue glass to protect the eyes of men operating
the Rupreck Building. This means a considerable increase in output. Charles H. Hahn, of this company, left on June 12 for a five
electric welders, the final and most satisfactory combination
worked out, proved to consist of one green and one red glass.
weeks' trip through the south, in the interests of his firm; he expects to be back in Chicago in time for the National convention in
This color combination is now extensively used in the helmets
used by electric arc welders and is considered from both a practiThe Enterprise company reports that Elliott and Sherman, of
cal and scientific point of view to offer the very best protection
July.
to the eyes and to give the clearest view of the arc.
MinneapoHs, who control the right to "The Birth of a Nation"
You can secure the red and green glasses in almost any color
for seventeeen states, and who recently purchased " Ramona " for
the Northwest territory, have placed an order for eight 1916 Model
density you want and, of course, the lighter the shade the greater
Motiographs. This machine will be used exclusively in the future
the transparency.
in the showing of these pictures.
I would recommend that wherever it is possible the operator
should be protected by a combination of one green and one red
The Lagoon theatre, one of the newest of Minneapolis playglass placed in the lamphouse door and the density to be selected
houses, with the largest downstairs seating capacity of any theatre in that city, has also installed 1916 Model Motiographs.
by the operator to suit his own convenience.
I think that this is one of the points which should have had discussion long ago and it looks as if the manufacturers of moving
SLIPPER ISSUES USEFUL INSTRUCTION CARD
picture machines might look into the matter and make experiments
FOR OPERATORS
on their own hook, and they should get together so that all glasses
in moving picture machine and stereopticon lamphouse doors are
J SLIPPER AND COMPANY of 728 South Olive street, Losof uniform color with maybe a selection of two or three densities
• Angeles, has issued a useful instruction card to operators.
to suit the individual operator.
It contains a great quantity of statistical information for operators, and the remedies for poor results. Slipper and ComINFORMATION ABOUT LENSES IN REGARD TO
pany are accessory dealers handling Powers, Baird and Simplex
machines.
THROWS AND FOCUS
DIFFERENT

E. M. Baudette, Minn. — Please give me some kind of a line on
lenses in regard to throws and focus. Please let me hear from
you in regard to this matter.
Ans. — There is data obtainable on which to base the calculation
of the foci of lenses relative to the size of the image on the lantern
slide or on the film to the projected picture on the screen for different distances. However, such data is not necessary for the

SWETT,

NICHOLAS

POWER, IN DALLAS
FRED W. SWETT, Nicholas Power Company's expert projection man, is visiting the Southern Theatre Equipment Company in Dallas. " Freddy " has a host of friends in and around
the trade who have been "shaking his arm off"'
among
few days.
these
Dallas last
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for all classes

J^xl2, cored,
9 16x12, cored,
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NOW!!!

NET CASH PRICES
For Regular Speer Carbons
pointed bolh ends, $37J0 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $40.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $50.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed both ends, $70.00 per M. (1,000 in a case)
pointed one end, $115.00 per M. (500 in a case)
pointed one end, $150.00 per M. (500 in a case )
for 100 Carbons
Case Lot Filled
Prices at 10% Advance on Above

to give satisfaction or money

Carbon

back

Company

"N"
DEPT.purposes
(Makers of Carbons for Electrical
during the past 25 years)
ST. MARYS,
For Sale by Leading
J. H. HALLBERG, 727 Seventh Ave.,
KLEINE OPTICAL CO., 166 N. State
SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Rhodes Building,

PA.

M. P. Machine Distributors, Including the Following:
New York, N. Y.
E. E. FULTON CO., 154 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
St., Chicago, 111. KANSAS CITY MACHINE & SUPPLY CO.,,^:^
CO.,
813 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.
Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. METCALFE, 117 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Cal.
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DO

NOT

WAIT

TOO

LONG

To put in that new Machine.
PROCRASTINATION IS
THE EXEMV OF SUCCESS.
People who go after things,
get them quicker than those who wait for them.
We can equip your Theatre complete (with tlie exception of Films and
Posters) and sell for cash or on the instalment plan.
Write today for catalog
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
Note change in address
THIRD FLOOR MALLERS BUILDING
S. E. CORNER WABASH AVE. & MADISON ST.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph, Powers, Simplex, Standard and Edison Machines. Genuine toRepair
and all goods pertaining
the M.parts
P. Theatre
MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINES

Power-Simplex-Baird
HALLBERG'SGENERATORS
20th Century Motor
Mirroroid Screens Made in Three Tints
MINUSA Gold Fibre Screens
SANIZONE Deodorants, the perfect perfume
for Motion Picture and All Theatres
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS
ASK FOR CATALOGS
1327 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Lewis
M. Swaab
Get acquainted
with "FULCO"
The Department
Store
MOVING
PICTURE TRADE
MACHINES ^ EQUIPMENT <&■ SUPPUES
Our catalog covers the line fromA-Z
company
UlXKlP
f^ltSt.on CHICAGO,
^ 156
^ ^W. Uke
in rris.
ILL.

Made in Switzerland
CARBONS
Write us for descriptive circular and price list
JONES
& CAMMACK
Sole Importers
12 Bridge Street
New York City

SCREEN

7^e VRIGJNAL

LIGHT THAT NEVER

GOLD FIBRE SCREEN

FAILS*'

"Perfected.

MiNusfl Cine Propucts Company.

IN SWAY IN CAPITAL CITY THIS
SUMMER
(Continued from page 4102)
of a large and well equipped projection room suitably located.
The Staunton is another ten cent house of the northeast section
which caters to its patrons with a well selected program of big
productions. This is one of the Atkinson chain of houses and is
under the management of Theodore Hartman. Excellent music
accompanies the pictures, while a good screen and projection have
added to the causes for popularity of the Staunton.
During the school term just closing this house has been offered
to local churches and schools for means of raising funds for local
interests. On each occasion goodly sums were gathered for the
cause. Mr. Atkinson is very liberal in this respect, making his
house a fellow worker in community interests.
The Orpheum is a northeast house that claims popularity in its
neighborhood. It offers a program of variety which meets the
favor of its patrons.
Already the parks and air domes have opened, though their consecutive nights of running have not as yet been very numerous.
The Florida Garden and Apollo Park have been operated in conjunction with the adjoining theatre, and will continue to be so
managed during the summer season.
The northeast, however, also possesses other parks, as the
Maycroft, which has for several seasons been the most popular
family open air picture show in this vicinity. There is every
reason why this should continue in favor under the management
of Harry Crandall, who recently acquired this park.
The Imp, under the management of William Minix, is another
airdome in this section. The Unicorn service is being run here
with success, accompanied by good music. It has a capacity of
700, which is ample for its patronage.

WiLLARD Howe.
LOCKWOOD- ALLISON
CAMERAMAN, ANTONIO
G AUDIO, MAKES REPUTATION FOR
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHY
ANTONIO GAUDIO, formerly cameraman-in-chief for the
Universal, has joined the Metro-Yorke forces. He is a
master of motion picture photography, as is evidenced by the
beautiful photography in the many big features he has photoMr. Gaudio will travel to California with Harold Lockwood
graphed.
and May Allison, where Metro-Yorke features, following " The
River of Romance," which Mr. Lockwood and Miss Allison are
i!ow producing at Thousand Islands, will in future be produced.
Mr. Gaudio has become a member of the Metro-Yorke staff at
the request of Director Henry Otto, who is directing the two
stars.
Besides the Universal, Mr. Gaudio has been connected with
several other American firms. Before he came to America he
was head cameraman for the Ambrosio Film Company, of Italy.
It was his work for the latter concern that attracted attention to
Mr. Gaudio's work.
ESCH REPORTS MOTIOGRAPHS IN PHOENIX AND
PRINCESS THEATRES, LA PORTE, INDIANA,
ARE SATISFACTORY
WH. ESCH, owner of the Phoenix and Princess theatres, La
• Porte, Ind., was in Chicago last week on business. Mr.
Esch uses Motiographs in both his theatres and reports that they
are giving him great satisfaction. Mr. Esch states that in his
opinion the manufacturers are fast bringing on both national and
local censorship, by releasing pictures which are objectionable to
tlie neighborhood and small city audiences.
While La Porte is a broad-minded city, he says that in several
instances he has been forced not to exhibit pictures which he
booked without first viewing them, on account of the reform interests who are continually waiting a chance to put through a local
censor board.
LABORATORIES OF SIGNAL DO WORK FOR FOX,
VOGUE AND LONE STAR CHAPLIN
THE laboratories of the Signal Film Corporation present a very
busy appearance at this time, as Superintendent Orrin Denny
has taken on the work of the William Fox studios in addition to
that of the Signal Corporation, Vogue Films, Inc., and the Lone
Star Chaplin Company. The four companies require about sixty
thousand feet weekly.
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FENWAY THEATRE IN BOSTON IS IN THE
FASHIONABLE BACK BAY DISTRICT
THE arrangement of the screen and stage of the Fenway,
Boston, is unusual. The orchestra is seated behind a rail on
a level with the audience and beyond is a balcony on which the
singers stand. The specially constructed Gold Fibre screen can be
seen plainly from every seat in the house. A large organ was
installed by M. Steinert and Sons Company, and is played by B.
B. Gillette, organist for many years at Trinity church, Boston.
The Colonial Realty Company has spared no expense in the construction or fittings of the house. The architectural design is in
the Adam style, and the decorations are carried out in maroon and
gold. The lobby and foyer are of imported Italian marble. The
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Mr,

Dealer!

How are 3'ou meeting the demand
for better projection lenses than the
regular equipment of the various machines?
It will pay you to investigate and
stock the best — the new Marlux oversize projection objective.
Marlux gives more light and greater
steadiness of illumination. Write your
nearest distributor or direct to the
makers.

Crown
Optical Co.
ROCHESTER,
NEW YORK

MOVING

Exterior of the Fenway Theatre, Boston
fittings in every respect are in keeping with the general atmosphere
of refinement which is essential to any Boston picture house which
hopes to attract a clientele in the Back Bay district. The ushers
wear neat dresses of blue cloth trimmed with gold. The house
was painted and decorated by James I. Wingate and Son of
Boston.
The management has set out to follow a high standard worthy
of Triangle photoplays. Seats on the floor are twenty-five cents,
those in the balcony fifteen and twenty-five.
Three prominent film houses in the Back Bay, the Exeter Street,
St. James and Fenway are doing excellent business. The Exeter
runs Paramount, the St. James World and Equitable and the
Fenway Triangle.
DEAGAN

UNA-FON PLACED
THEATRE

IN NASHVILLE

ADEAGON electric Una-Fon has been installed at the Bijou
theatre, Nashville, a new house for colored people recently
opened under the management of Milton Starr, former- owner of
a chain of theatres on Cedar street, Nashville. The Una-Fon has
been placed outside the Bijou box office.

FOR
SALE
PICTURE
MAILING

LISTS

Only complete one to be had, numbering 22,000;
price, $40.00; itemized by states, or $3.50 per
thousand for states you want. Postage guaranteed.
1173 Film Exchanges
$4.00
149 Manufacturers and Studios
1.00
210 Moving Picture Machine and Supply Dealers 1.50
Write for particulars
Trade Circular Addressing Co.
1665^ West Adams Street, Chicago
Franklin 1183
Estab. 1888

^

LIGHT

•' Especially constructed for Motion Picture
service. They are complete equipments, ready ' to,
install, simple to handle, and are TSaSwer^WlUlhfe^
Bulletin 10922.
j\ .
WaaTi<^Klp<^rMaTiiiffl<^ringGiinpaMy
Saint I/ouis. Missouri.
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AN ENLARGED

HALLBERG

J. H. HALLBERG
the recognized
Motion Picture Pro3 eel ion Expert has
moved his large estabHshment into the new
Film Building at 7th
Ave. & 49th Street,
where he has established the greatest
and most complete
show-room in the
World for Moving Picture Men. By knowing how Mr. Hallberg
has established a reputation among the
better Exhibitors and
has gained the confidence of all individuals and concerns interested in Motion
Picture Projection
and theatres, you are
invited to call. Orders
for any class of goods
or any make moving picture machine
are usually filled on
the same day they
are received.
HALLBERG
20™

CENTURY
MOTOR
GENERATORS
Transformers and
other electrical apparatus give best results
with any make Projection Machine.
Distributor of
Power'
M. s-Simplex-Baird
P. Machines
Send for Free Circulars and
Catalot;ue*,
for Hallberg's
BiK cents.
100-page but Catalogue,
send
25
I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETE AND CARRY
"SPEER"
AND OTHER
MAKE CARBONS,
ALSO SUPPLIES.
Send $2.50 for latest Operator's
Book, "MOTION PICTURE
ELECTRICITY.
Swedish
J. H. HALLBERG Electrical
Engineer
729 7th Ave.
New York

SAVOY, WASHINGTON, D. C, WILL
ACCOMMODATE 1,540
THE Savoy, Washington, D. C, which has stood for several
years as the largest motion picture theatre in the northwest
section of the city, will be enlarged so as to give it an increase in
seating capacity of 540 over its present capacity of about 1,000.
To do this the building will be increased in width by thirty feet,
the lobby changed and other alterations made. At least three
hundred of this seating capacity will be obtained by the erection
of a mezzanine balcony, which promises to add beauty and comfort to the theatre.
The rear of the building will be extended and a large stage
installed which will be artistically finished. The set of the screen
will be something unique. The interior decorations will be altered
to meet the requirements of the improvements.
The Savoy will continue to be, as always, the home of high class
feature photoplays, a standard which has maintained excellent
patronage for this house.
B. Stanley Simmons is the architect who is looking after the
enlarging of the Savoy. It is proposed that there will be no interruption to performances during the alterations, as the .Savoy Park
adjoining will amply provide for patrons to the capacity of 1,500.
ANOTHER

THEATRE, IN VANCOUVER, FOR THE
PANTAGES CIRCUIT
A THEATER, which has been under consideration for a number
of months, has just been announced for Vancouver, B. C,
and it is stated that actual construction will be undertaken early in
July. The house will be an addition to the chain controlled by the
Pantages Circuit, with Alexander Pantages at the head, and a
central location has just been secured on Hastings street, directly opposite the Rex theatre. The site is at present occupied
by a hotel and the Strand theatre, which will be demolished as
soon as possible.
The property ha§ a frontage of 103 feet on Hastings street, and
extends back for a distance of 120 feet. The ground will be
used entirely for the purpose of the theatre, there being no stores
or offices in the building. The structure will cost between $150,000 and $200,000, and is being designed by B. M. Priteca, who
also planned the Pantages houses in Seattle, Portland and Tacoma.
C. A. Godson, from whom the site has been secured by lease,
with the option of purchase within five years, will have an interest
in the house.
ROTHACKER FILM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SENDS OUT CAMERA CREWS TO REPUBLICAN
AND DEMOCRATIC CONVENTIONS
I 'HEhadRothacker
Film active
Manufacturing
Company,
of Chicago,
has
an especially
week. Among
other things,
a camera
crew has been sent to Toledo to secure special pictures of the
Knights and Ladies of Security Convention, which is being held
in that city. H. S. Moss, of the producing department, is directing
a special industrial reel at the Chicago studios. W. C. Aldous, of
the Technical department is now in Washington, D. C, doing some
special research work; he expects to visit film plants in and
around New York City, returning to Chicago by way of Philadelphia.
The company had three camera crews working with artificial
lighting equipment in the Congress Hotel during the Republican
national convention. Three camera outfits, under the direction of
Leslie Smith also went to St. Louis to film the Democratic convention.
MOTION PICTURE SUPPLY COMPANY IN KANSAS
CITY, MO., IS SELLING MANY PROJECTION
MACHINES
Kansas City, Mo., June 17.
A FULLY equipped show room is the center of attraction in
the Gloyd Building. The Motion Picture Supply Company
has opened the eyes of every one coming into their main office.
Motiograph and Powers machines have constituted the major part
of sales in the last two weeks. A ten-foot show case is elaborately
decorated with accessories and across one end in the machine
demonstration space.
H. G. Gill, the manager, has plenty of "pep" and frequently puts
out an advertisement that attracts attention. Many of these
schemes have been followed with success.
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BETTER SATISFACTION
This notice Is addressed to th*
minority of our subscribers who
do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described Is, however, openhelp.
and free to all who
wish our
We do not wish to discourage
you from writing direct to our
advertisers; in fact, you do not
do enough of it for your own
good, but we do want you tA
get
needs,the proper goods to fit yonr
.There are many, perhaps you,
who are too busy to write each
company separately; therefore we
are offering our co-operation,
which ceive
means
that you will
refull iivformation
on any
subject which you may designate
by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods
in which you are Interested,
Your inquiries thus received
will be forwarded to reputable
manufacturers, even though the
goods cn formation
which
wish in-in
are not you
advertised
1. Architectural
Suggestions
the
"News."
2. Arc Controllers
3. Brass Ealls
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Carbons
8.7. Chairs
Chair Upholstery
9. Converters and Transformers
10. Developing and Printing
11. Developing Tanks
12. Disinfectants and Perfumes
13. Economizers and Rheostats
14. Mectrlc Signs
15. Elevators and Escalators
16. Exterior Lighting
17. Film Carriers
18. Film Cement
19. Fllin Cleaners
20. Film Stock
21. Fire Extinguishers
22. Floral Decorations
23. Generators
24. Gas Engines
25. Heating Apparatus
26. Interior Lighting
27. Interior Telephones
28. Lenses
29. Lighting Sets
30. Lobby Display
31. Lobby Novelties
32. Metal Ceilings
33. Motors
34. Mural Paintings
35. Musical Instruments
36. Paints
37. Perforating Machines
38. Printing Machines
39. Projection Machines
40. Projection Machines (Home)
41. Projection Booths
42.
43. Rectlflers
Beels
44. Ecwlnders
45. Screens
46. Slides
47. Slide Ink
48. Studio Lights
49. Tickets
50. Ticket Selling Uaehlnes
51. Ticket Taking Machine*
52. Uniforms
63. Ventilating and Fans
54. Vacuum Cleaners
Oentlemen: Pleaa« sand me
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DUNDEE, OMAHA, SEATING ONLY 410, COST
$25,000, AND GETS EXCELLENT PRICES
nPHE Dundee theatre, an up-to-date picture house, was opened
A at Fifty-first street and Underwood avenue, Omaha, Neb.,
by Manager A. C. Hartman on June 1. It cost $25,000 and is the
only motion picture house in Dundee, an exclusive suburb. Manager Hartman had a hard fight, circulating several petitions,
before he could get a place for his theatre. Then Dundee was
annexed to Greater Omaha, its local rules were wiped out and
there remained no obstacle to a theatre. The Dundee seats 410.
The indirect system of lighting is used, the Baird flickerless
projector, and a Gold King screen are other features of the house.
The seats are two inches wider than common in other theatres.
A ventilating fan that changes the air every four minutes is
used.
Manager Hartman put it to a vote of the people of the suburb —
all of them among the wealthier class — whether he should charge
regular prices and show the usual pictures, or higher prices and
show the highest type of films. Almost unanimously they voted
for the latter, so he is charging ten and twenty cents — a price no
other suburban theatre there has yet tried to charge. The Dundee
promises to be one of the most popular theatres among the children, special matinees being a regular feature.

THE

PALACE STANLEY CHAIN, PHILADELPHIA,
INSTALLS AUSTIN ORGAN

DESIRING still further to improve the quality of its already
excellent organ and orchestra music, the Palace, one of the
Stanley theatres, at 1214 Market Street, has just installed a HookHastings echo organ.
This instrument is built in the back of the house behind a decorative grille work. The organ, though not a large one, adds to
the beauty of the big Austin in the front of the house. The vox
humana, the flute and the viola are the three stops which enable
the organist to complete the whole gamut of sounds. The echo is
worked by electric buttons attached to the main organ which the

SECTION

musician presses at will. The organ was purchased from the
Boston, Mass., agency, but was almost entirely rebuilt in adjusting it to the requirements of the big organ.
This work was in the hands of James de Baun, who is in charge
of all the organs in the Stanley chain. That Philadelphians show
appreciation of good music is proved by the large audiences seen
regularly at the Palace.
First run feature pictures, in the district between Broad and
Seventh streets, are run by the Palace. The usual comedy, scenic
and educational short subjects round out the two hour program.
BARTOLA

INSTALLS $10,000 ORGAN IN THE
VERNON, CHICAGO
THE Bartola Musical Instrument Company has installed a Bartola de Luxe in the new Vernon theatre, an 800-seat house at
Sixty-first street and Vernon avenue, Chicago. This house, one of
the most beautiful in the city, opened on Saturday, June 17. The
Bartola de Luxe is a $10,000 instrument, and its installation is being featured by the management. The Ashland Photoplay Company of Chicago has also purchased a special Bartola Grand to be
installed in their Ashland theatre. West Madison street and Ashland avenue. This instrument will replace a three-piece orchestra.
Charles C. Pyle, general sales manager of the Bartola company,
is now on a ten days' trip in the east. He will visit Detroit, Cleveland, Erie, Pa., and New York.
KORNICKER

WILL APPOINT REPRESENTATIVES
OF MENGER AND RING

ALBERT KORNICKER, traveling representative for Menger
and Ring, 302 West Forty-second street. New York City,
manufacturers of lobby display frames, has just left on a trip
covering cities as far as Detroit. Mr. Kornicker is showing their
latest designs and models in lobby display frames.
Mr. Ring will also leave in a few days on an extensive trip
through the West, visiting their dealers and also appointing dealers
to represent them in localities where they are not represented.
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SHERMAN
President

LOCAL

No. 384

L A. T. S. E. and M. P. M. O. of U. S. and C.
has joined the staff of the

Motion

Picture

News

and will take charge of the

Projection

Department

beginning with the

JULY

22

ISSUE

Brother Sherman has had broad experience and in undertaking his new duties wishes to impress upon all union
members

the fact that he is behind

them

in every

way

and in turn is looking for their support.

Send

in Articles
or Any

- Suggestions

Other

- Questions

Communications
to

PROJECTION
Motion

DEPARTMENT
Picture

News

729 Seventh Ave., New York
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The

Camera

A Department Devoted to Motion Picture Photography in All Its Phases, Studio and Laboratory Work
Methods

of

Maying

Film

Titles

Titles May Improve or Ruin the Effect on the Screen and Are Therefore Receiving More Attention and Care in
Their Preparation and Subsequent Photographing Than Formerly — For All This, Much Title Work
on Many Otherwise Good Productions Is an Eyesore
IT is known and conceded by all competent film producers, and by
Supposing however that the cards have been printed and proofread for possible errors in speUing, etc. (which should never be
critics and others who have studied the motion picture closely,
that the titles (or captions as sometimes termed) inserted in a evident in the finished product) we will now pass to the consideration of the various methods of photographing these cards or
film may improve or ruin its effect on the screen.
otherwise reproducing their reading matter upon motion picture
Film titles are nowadays receiving more attention and care in film.
their preparation and subsequent photographing than was formerly
A few years back there were to be seen in many laboratories
the case, but still the title work on many an otherwise good production is an eyesore and greatly militates against the effect of printing machines (for printing film positives) of foreign manufacture, which in addition to being capable of ordinary positive
the picture and its reception by an audience.
printing were also possessed of a projecting arrangement for title
In the following article we shall give an outline of the various
making. The first proceeding in using such a machine was to
methods by which titles are made in film laboratories and endeavor
photograph the title-card (black with white lettering) upon a plate
of about X 6 cm. size. Having been developed, fixed and
dried, this negative plate was placed in a suitable receiver within
/
\
/
\
/
\
\

\ /
_CL.
c.

to set forth the correct procedure to be followed if good dear
titles are to be secured.
The first item to receive consideration will be the title-cards
which bear the printing or lettering which is reproduced in the
film captions. Cards were formerly most always lettered by hand
with a brush and lettering ink or paint and many a fine effect
lettered or painted by hand has been seen on the screen.
As a matter of time and economy in producing these title-cards
the printing press is now largely employed and printed cards are
now greatly in the majority in the title departments of most laboratories. There is no standard size for title-cards and such cards
come to the laboratories in many different sizes and dimensions,
while it will also be found that hardly any two establishments use
a card of similar size.

Fig. 2
the housing of the printer mechanism behind which was a condensing lens and a light source, the latter being generally a Nernst
glower or a focus-filament incandescent globe. At the proper
local distance in front of the glass negative title-plate was a lens
so focussed as to project a sharp image of the lettering on the
plate upon a section of film in the exposure aperture of the printing machine. The image being critically focussed, positive film
was then run through the printer and the images impressed or
exposed upon it by projection.
Another Method of Title-Making
Another method somewhat similar in operation to that of the
projecting title-printer just described, but now little used is as
follows: The title-card is photographed upon a lantern plate so
that a small image is secured, about M by 1 inch or the size of a
regulation film picture. This is then cut out of the lantern plate,
with a glass cutter, and inserted in the printer at the exposure
window or aperture so that positive film threaded through the
(Continued on page 4117)
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QUALITY
EVANS
means

PERFECTION

We Do Particular Work for Particular People
Developing and Printing ONLY
Evans

Film Manufacturing Company
Numbers 416-418-420-422 West Z16th Street
Telephone 6681 Audubon
NEW YORK CITY

"EASTMAN"
in

the

answers

"How
THEATRE
MAILING

AND

film
the

clear

EXCHANGE

LIST

question,

should

SERVICE

We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchanges, state rights owners,
publicity mediums and producers, selected as to
territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes
N
were recorded in our list last year. Its use means67
a saving to you of from 30 to 50% in postage, etc.

a motion

EASTMAN

Perfect Developing and Printing
TITLES in suiy language
Negatives Developed . Ic. ft.
per foot
complete
Positive Printing .... 4c. ft. Cards Free
Tinting Free
Satisfaction gnaranteed hj oar fifteen years' experience
Special price on quantity ordeis.
GUNBY BROS., Inc., 145 West 45th Street, New York City

beV^

picture

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone, 3227 Chelsea
425 ASHLAND BLOCK, CHICAGO
Phone, 2003 Randolph
Addressing
Multigraphing
Printing Typewriting

Universal

margin

CO.,

N. Y.

UP-TO-DATE
CAMERAMEN
SHOULD
USE

Camera

For
Motion
Photography
Write for Illustrated Catalogue
1007 Times Bldg., New York
The UNIVERSAL CAMERA CO. Branches 821
Market St., San Francisco
229 E. Sixth St., Los Angeles
559 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago

FOR

MOTION

PICTURE

CAMERAS

HERE are few lenses better known or more widely
used than the GOERZ, —
CAMERA MEN
The organization of the Associated Film Producers, Inc., offers
the greatest opportunity for camera men who can do good work.
Our work is non-dramatic and we are developing special fields
wherein capable camera men throughout the United States and
Canada can make their cameras very profitable. Send for our
booklet on this plan.
DE\'ELOPING AND FINISHING FILM
A new process enables us to develop film with the dust evil entirely eliminated. Every breath of air that enters our film rooms first passes through
water which extracts all dust, and gives you a film as clear as crystal. Our
process
is
scientific and a great advance in film production. It also
iiisures quickstrictly
delivery.
PROSPECTIVE CAMERA MEN
If you are going to get a camera and make a business of motion picture
vvork we have a plan that is sure to interest you, make you start comparatively easy and prepare you for a good business.
Send for booklet which will be sent free.
Associated Film Producers,
682 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

KINO

HYPAR

F 3.5

LENS

which has met all the exacting reqtiirements of both studio
and field motion picture photography. It is made in 1%, 2,
2% and 3 inch focus. In addition, we manufacture GOERZ
LENSES for long distance or telephoto work, the GOERZ
MICROMETER MOUNT, GOERZ ROUND CLOSING DISSOLVING AND VIGNETTING DEVICE, DOUBLE EXPOSURE and other devices for producing the latest and
best screen efifects. Write now for our new descriptive matter. We are at your service for technical or other information.
C. p. Goerz

American Optical Co.
Office and Factory
S17 N. East 34th Street, NEW YORK CITY
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Music

and

the

Picture

Edited by Ernst Lux
This department is maintained for the exhibitor's assistance with a view of suggesting proper musical illustrations for
current photo plays. MOTION PICTURE NEWS will be pleased to help solve any difficulties the exhibitors may
have with their musical programs. All communications should be addressed to the Music and the Picture Department.
Musical
Synchronization
to Dramatic
Photoplays
What Is Musical Synchronization to Photoplay Action? Is There Such a Thing, and If There Is, Why Do We Continually Renew the Old Argument About Everybody Having Different Ideas of Picture Music? —
What Is Music in Picture Playing Really to Agree with to Be Effective?
fact — that correcting errors found in these scores require more
WHAT is musical synchronization to photoplay action? Is
time than the rehearsing or playing of them. Knowing this to
there such a thing, and if there is, why do we continually
be a fact, why is there then such a misconception regarding the
renew the old argument about everybody having differrequirements for picture music synchronization? The first and
ent ideas of picture music? To synchronize means to cause to
greatest mistake that musicians make when entering the field of
agree simultaneously. The very definition of the word, meaning
picture music is to pride themselves with their wonderful knowlto agree, proves that to have so many minds to disagree about
edge of musical terms and designations, trying with that knowlmusical picture synchronization is wrong and detrimental to the
edge to create musical synchronization. All this knowledge is of
cause of better picture music. Leaving the word " synchronizalittle or no value in picture playing. It is first required that the
tion " on the side, let us find out to what extent we can agree
musician understand music not only as to its known interpretain picture music.
tion, but its possible interpretation. Allegro, moderato, adagio,
What is music in picture playing really to agree with to be
andante
maestoso, etc., don't mean anything in picture playing,
eft'ective?
Should ititbeagree
with down
the thoughts
of the individual
and is of no assistance whatsoever when synchronizing music to
minds or should
cindered
and exclusively
confined
the picture.
to the picture thought or action conveyed by the screen? The
great fault in picture music at the present time is that so many
Still a Thousand Other Allegro Movements
are trying a method of making a musical diagnosis of the picIf I were setting a musical score for my own use, having seen
ture to conform with their meager knowledge of picturedom and
the
picture in advance, I might see some hurried action on the
picture music. This is a pure and simple statement of fact, and
screen and select an allegro movement to follow this action, later
1 don't want my readers to believe that it hides one iota of sarselecting a number which I, having seen the picture, would know
casm, for while this is a deplorable fact, the fault does not at
to be appropriate. Nevertheless there would be a thousand other
all belong to the musician.
known allegro movements that would be far from good or proper
Every musician cannot be a great conductor or composer, not
for the same scene or situation. Consequently any layman should
every or any musician will be able to create good musical synbe able to see and every musician should know that such musical
chronization topictures. It is an assured fact that when the
terms used in picture music suggestion mean nothing and can
producers give one-tenth of their attention to the thought of
only
confuse rather than assist. The same rule holds good with
picture music, they are at present giving to stars, good, bad and
color or phrasing designations placed in music. The number
indifferent, paying them fabulous salaries and often ruining thouyou are playing might suggest that you play loud and the screen
sands of dollars' worth of film, it will take little or no time for
might suggest that you play soft. If you are playing in a picture
the creation and recreating of authorities on picture music ; and
theatre, and really playing pictures, play as the screen suggests,
the more talented will energetically enter the field.
and you will greatly reduce your personal faulty picture playing.
Producers Can Give Picture Aid to Exhibitors
There is only one possible way of diagnosing a picture so as
There is still the old and erroneous idea among the producers
to make it possible for the player to intelligently set a musical
that picture music is and should be the worry of the exhibitor,
program in a manner giving him confidence that he will be able
regardless of the fact that the exhibitor today is paying five
to musically synchronize with the screen action, and that is by
times as much for his film as he paid three years ago. I am
suggesting to him what musical appeal or effect he will need to
more than convinced that the producers are the only people in
produce to synchronize with the ensuing picture thought or screen
the industry today who can give the proper aid to the musician
action. With such suggestions every picture music student will
and exhibitor if they desire to do so. Furthermore, musical asfind a way to help himself, and will not necessarily have to look
sistance to his picture is of even more value to the producer
through one thousand allegro numbers to find thirty-two bars
than the exhibitor, and when once properly thought out, it will
that he thinks are appropriate to play at a certain picture point
add longevity of the film. It is to be regretted that a few of
where some one has suggested that he should play an allegro.
the enterprising producers in the past have spent such enormous
Two factors are positively necessary to simplify picture music
amounts of money on picture music and derived therefrom so
and
reduce the present difficulties of the musician and exhibitor.
little benefit. They have, however, only themselves to blame,
The first, that the picture musician make a thorough study of
for had they worked along the lines of musical picture uplift for
musical appeal and effect. Every musician hoping to follow the
the masses instead of the classes they would have received apart of picture music should make a special effort in his musical
preciative commendation.
lesearches to study the kind of music wherewith he can obtain
To say the least, musical scores are impossible for the picture
theatre orchestra when programs are changed daily, and in all pathetic, romantic, dramatic, mysterious, agitated, hurried, tumultuous, etc., appeals and effects. It should not be required of the
other theatres where proper rehearsals are impossible. My expicture theatre musician to be able to create both the theory and
perience has taught me that the theatres having proper rehearsals
perform, for this will be impossible to ninety per cent of all
are so equipped as to not require a musical score, and would not
the musicians there may be found in picture theatres a hundred
use them on account of their ability to make a special effort to
years from now.
stand alone and unique in their individual ways of presenting
their program. We will omit restating what we know to be a
(Continued on page 4119)
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Martyr

LUZ

Projection Time, 70 Minutes
Pathe "Gold Rooster" Feature
This plot is adapted so as to make it possible for the pianist, one man orchestra player, organist or orchestra leader to make some prior
preparation
playing the
The numbers
to be used;
similar numbers, or numbers suggested by " notes" will do
as well. It for
is intended
that picture.
no unnecessary
expensesuggested
be addeddofornottheneed
exhibitor
or musician.
Number
Suggested
Cue to Stop Number
Description of Music
1.
2. Inter (Light Desc.) XXX
" Sprakling Eyes" (C. Fischer)
"Mrs. Hugo Stanley, etc."
& Waltz XXX
"Spring, Beautiful Spring" (Jos. Stern) "I'm going away, Gilberta, etc."
3. Short Intro
fRom) XX
"Twilight" (Chappell & Co.)
"Stanley, the Henpecked, etc."
4. Desc.
Inter (Light Desc.) XX
"Shades of Night" (Jos. W. Stern & Co.) Connects 1 and 2.
" The Witching Hour, etc."
5. Short Light'Intro & Waltz XXX. .."First Love" (J. Remick)
"At Phyllis Burnham's, etc." (Quick)
6. Inter-Trot. X
"Bo Peep" (J. Remick)
"Time flits quickly on."
7.8. Desc. (Light) XXX
"Joy of outh " (E. Schuberth)
" Willoughby Crane, etc."
(Rom) XX
"Venetian Love Song" (C. Fischer) Connects 2 and 3.
9. Desc.
Inter-Trot X
"Sweet Violets" (J. Remick)
"The Green Eyed Monster, etc."
10.
"Artist's Life" (Strauss)
Bedroom scene.
11. Light Intro & Waltz XXXX
Desc. (Light Leg) XX
"Longing" (G. Schirmer)
" When midnight came."
12.
13. Ghost Number. (Comedy) X
"Ghosts" (Chappell & Co.)
"The months roll, etc."
"In Roseland " (F. B. Harrus)
Connects 3 and 4.
14. Inter. (Light Desc.) X
Neutral
(Light)
(Slow
Opening)
"
Sybil
"
(Chappell
&
Co.)
"Aunt Hannah's illness, etc."
XXXXXX
Light Intro & Waltz XXX
"Vienna Beauties" (Strauss)
Connects 4 and S.
" And once again does Erma, etc."
16. Galop (Light) X
Mrs. Stanley.
"Allegro No. 2" (G. Schirmer)
Husband
on and off screen after Erma imitating
17.
" Whitebird " (Chas. K. Harris)
Addressed telegram envelope on screen.
18. Inter (Light) X
(Light Rom) XX
"One Summer Day" (C. Fischer)
"Business demands urge the lawyer, etc."
19. Desc.
Inter (Light) X
"Witchery" (John Church)
To End.
dious
numbers
to
with the beautiful natural color efifects
Note: — In music plots each reel of film is divided into 10 units of throughout the entireconform
picture. All efifects are disturbing to the more
time, each sequently
unitwhendenoted
by
one
X
representing
about
1%
minutes.
Conmelodious
musical
numbers
and
should therefore be eliminated.
a number is designed by XX it plays about 3 minutes,
Music
Notes:
—
Nos.
1,
4,
13
should
be light
4/4 numbers
XXXX about
6
minutes,
etc.
When
no
X
appears
after
musical
demezzo style. Nos. 17 and 19 should beall2/4
intermezzo
numbers.of interNos.
scription itmeans that the number is very short and does not play a
2,
5,
10
and
15
should
be
light
concert
waltzes
with
lively
introductions.
minute
more.the Cue
Whenis cues
to stop
are in quotation
" are" Nos. 3, 8 and 18 should be medium slow numbers of romantic
appeal.
it means or that
reading
matternumbers
or sub-title.
All other cues
6/8 numbers preferred. Nos. 6 and 9 are 2/4 Trots, commonly used
action on screen. All segues should be made quietly and clean. When
for modern dancing. Nos. 7 and 11 are moderate 4/4 numbers, with
quick segues or abrupt stops are necessary it will be mentioned in Cues
legato movements predominant. Should be of light temperament. No.
or Notes. When the time of each 1,000 ft. of film is less than 15 min12 should be a comedy number in 6/8 with a ghost suggestion. No.
utes there will appear less than 10 X's in each reel. To get the correct
14 must cover 9 or 10 minutes of time and a selection of comic opera
time
in eachof projection
reel by 1%.for each reel, multiply the number of X's appearing
airs can be used if the opening movement is in slow tempo. When
Eflects are of little consequence. The action throughout is of a organ is used alone, special care must be taken to select a program of
light and airy numbers.
lighter vein and every effort should be made to set a program of melo-

ALL

Kimball Organs are masterpieces, whether they
consist in a carefully selected group of orchestral
tones for a house seating less than fve hundred or
whether they contain every instrument that can be
utilized in the most exacting picture and ensugh of
them to fill the largest auditorium with musical sound.
The electrical mechanism is quick, accurate, dependable
and puts the whole instrument as completely under the
domination of the organist as the symphony orchestra the
conductor.

TTie Score's the Thing
SPECIAL SCORES
are nowto published
and Piano
fit all for Orchestra
Paramount Releases
Every Exhibitor should use them. Ask your Exchange
We have on hand a few Orchestra and Piano parts for
CARMEN
which we will sell at reduced rates. Small Orch. $2.00
Piano 75 cts. Cash with order — Postage extra
G. SCHIRMER,

3 East 43(1 St., NEW

YORK

Established
1857
CHICAGO
W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Eastern Office:— 507 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK

It is hard to refer to
THE

BARTOLA

ORCHESTRA

without using superlatives.

Hear one and Factory
see why.

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 708-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.
WE

BUILD
ORGANS

WITH
THE

Oshkosh, Wisconsin

ELECTRIC

SYMPHONY

AND

ACTIONS
PLAYER

CO.

ORCHESTRIONS
WRITE FOR CATALOG
FACTORY
COVINGTON,

KENTUCKY
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His 100,000 Dollar Theatre, Sixth Avenue and Capitol Boulevard, Draws Crowds Because Public Realizes That It
Will See Worth-While Pictures Amid Pleasing and Comfortable Surroundings — Special Section of the
House Is Reserved for Ladies Every Afternoon — Music Is Furnished by Organ and Orchestra
by an expert from the factory who went to Nashville for this
SOMETHING new for Nashville, Tenn., is the method of conpurpose. The Knickerbocker has two main entriinces, one on
struction and general appearance of the one hundred thousand dollar Knickerbocker theatre, William H. Wasserman,
Sixth avenue and the other on Capitol boulevard, the same genmanager, which was thrown open to the public several weeks ago.
eral design being followed in each. At neither end are there steps
to the main floor, the natural downward sweep of the main floor
Fireproof in every particular, perfectly ventilated by the latest
which begins at the boulevard entrance being so constructed that it
known " mushroom " system, and beautifully decorated in ivory,
ends on a level with the Sixth avenue entrance. All lobbies and
green and gold, altogether it is one of the handsomest establishments in the South. According to Mr. Wassman, the operating
aisles of the Knickerbocker are laid with noiseless non-slipping,
room alone cost more than his first theatre, the Crystal, in its black and white composition cork, said to be little short of everlasting. Under a special test which was given this product at the
entirety. The Knickerbocker is divided into two sections, exPennsylvania terminals in New York seventy thousand people
clusive of the usual special boxes. Contrary to the general rule,
walked over it daily for ten months without wearing its surface
the lower floor contains the popular priced seats, while the mezmore than one thirty second of an inch. Manager Wassman has
zanine floor has been so arranged as to give exclusiveness and the
followed the ideas of the most expert decorators of the country,
highest order of comfort and conveniences. On this floor all
and is very proud of the result. Ivory, green and gold have been
seats are upholstered in plush, and numerous maids look after the
blended so as to give a most pleasing effect. Over the auditorium
comfort of the patrons. In the construction of the building, the
idea back of the scheme has been comfort, and all seats are of the
and mezzanine floors are sixteen suspended semi-indirect chandemost modern design and rest even upon the floor.
liers of the most modern pattern. By the use of specially constructed controlling devices these lights may be made to give off
As in his previous ventures, Mr. Wassman has paid more attention to ventilation than any other thing, as he has learned from
any degree of brilliancy desired, and this feature will be of material help in the proper showing of the pictures without darkening
experience that it is impossible to be comfortable in an illy ventithe building to an extent sufficient to hamper the easy movement
lated room. Manager Wassman says, he has been convinced that
many people have complained of pictures hurting their eyes, when,
of the theatre's patrons.
as a matter of fact, it was not the picture but impure air. Any
One of the largest pipe organs ever manufactured by the Kimball Company, accompanied by an orchestra led by Prof. Buel B.
first class projecting machine will put a picture on the screen
Reisenger, one of the foremost organists and conductor consisting
smoothly enough to prevent the hurting of the eyes, says Manager
of the following artists, E. Daniel Worland, flute virtuoso; George
Wassman, but bad air will have the same effect on the eyes as
smoke, the fact it is invisible making it no less irritating. The
Hodge, tympanist; Mozart Lucier, violinist and assistant director,
make up the musical equipment of the Knickerbocker. A unique,
"mushroom" system of ventilation is the very latest word in its
line, and this system, coupled with the process of "washing" the
yet absolutely necessary adjunct to this great organ is the "echo
air before it is allowed to enter the building, gives perfect ventilaorgan " which is located in the extreme rear of the building, back
tion at all times.
of the mezzanine floor. Though separated from the organ proper
The fresh air is taken from the top of the building, is drawn
by the entire length of the building, the " echo organ " is operated
down and through the washing machine and then is blown all over
by Prof. Reisenger from his seat in front of the screen.
On the main floor, at the Boulevard entrance, Manager Wasserthe building through the " mushrooms," one of which is located
under each seat. This air is not allowed to remain in the building,
man has provided rest rooms and toilets for ladies. On the opbut is drawn out from the top, giving a continual flow, fresh and
posite side of the Boulevard entrance from the ladies' rest rooms
cleanly washed. This system not only serves to ventilate the
are the gentlemen's lavatories. In the construction of the building,
building during the summer months, but in the winter, when artiManager Wassman has seen to it that even the smallest conveniences have not been overlooked, hundreds of dollars having
ficial heit is required, the same process is followed, except that,
before the air is passed into the building it is forced through a
been spent by him on what ordinarily are considered " little
heating device, where it is brought to the desired temperature.
In his search for a fitting opening program, Manager Wasserman
Next in importance to the ventilating .system is the cleaning
.system. Dusters and brooms have given way to a powerful
finally
decided upon one of Bessie Barriscale's successess, "Bullets
things."
vacuum macliine which leaves no possibility of accumulations of
and Brown Eyes," a Triangle Ince production of unusual merit.
impurities.
In addition to " Bullets and Brown Eyes " there was a keystone
Fireproof Projection Booth
comedy, entitled " The Village Vampire," produced by Sennett,
which was a scream from start to finish. The policy of the
In the construction of the projecting room the builders of the
Knickerbocker will be three changes per week, and only the very
Knickerbocker have readied the acme of security and safety in
best
pictures will be allowed to go on the screen. All offerings
so far as there might be danger to patrons or other parts of the
will feature Triangle plays, produced by Griffith, Ince and Senbuilding. Constructed of reinforced concrete and equipped with
nett. Manager Wassman has also secured the William Fox serthick steel doors, it would be possible to create a roaring furnace
vice for the Knickerbocker.
of this department without so much as marring the paint even
within a few feet of it. To still further reduce the possibility of Special Seat Reservations for Ladies
An innovation for Na.shville is to be introduced by the Knickerdanger, a separate room, built along the same lines as the projecting room, has been provided for storage and rewinding of films,
bocker with the reserving of a special section of the tlicatre each
afternoon
for ladies exclusively.
and during performances there will at no time be any film in the
projecting room except that being shown on the screen. The
The prices to be charged for admission to the Knickerbocker
projecting machines used in the Knickerbocker are the latest
will be ten, fifteen and twenty-five cents. The seats on the entire
main or lower floor will l)e ten cents, on the mezzanine floor,
creation of the Edison factory at Orange, N. J., and were installed
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fifteen cents and boxes twenty-five cents. A special feature will
be the reservation of private boxes for parties desiring to attend
any particular performance. These reservations, which can be
made at any time and for any length of time ahead of the show
date, will be fifty cents. When thus reserved they will not be sold
again until they have been used, whether the persons making the
reservations claim them in the first or last part of the evening.
The prevailing idea and policy of the Knickerbocker will be to
give " service," plus cleanliness and comfort and entertainment of
the highest order. The operating booth of the Knickerbocker is
in charge of Irvin Robert, an experienced electrician with years of
training in his line of work. As his assistant, Mr. Roberts has
the support of H. A. Carter, another expert electrician. Both Mr.
Roberts and Mr. Carter are members of the I. A. T. S. E., union.
The Knickerbocker is strictly a union house and employs nothing
but union men in all of its departments.
METHODS

OF MAKING MOTION PICTURE TITLES
{Continued from page 4112)
printing machine will come in close contact with the plate at the
exposure aperture. Upon running positive film through the
machine a title is thus printed. This method requires the installation of a recess or grooves at the aperture of the machine to
receive the little glass negative and is open to the objection that
as the film moves and the negative is stationary the emulsion of
the film stock is liable to be scratched.
Quite similar to the last mentioned method is that which is
known in laboratories as " duping " a title. This method is used
when it is necessary to duplicate a title for which the cards are
missing but of which a small fragment of either the original
negative or positive film is at hand. A small piece of the original
title to be " duped " is taken and the perforations cut away below
the image to be utilized as at a.-b. Fig. 1. The reason for cutting
away the perforations as indicated is to keep the claw-movement
of the printer from drawing the piece of film through the printer
gate. The fragment of film fixed as above is secured to the
aperture plate of the printer, with the image to be printed from
accurately centered before the exposure window, and positive
film threaded and run through the printing machine, and the
result will be a fac-simile of the original title. This method, while
handy at times, is also open to the objection that it scratches the
film run through, and titles are frequently made by this process
where economy is desired as it is only necessary to photograph
a half a foot or so of negative title.
Where quality is the aim it will be found best to employ a motion
picture camera, a title-board or stand, and artifical lights, photographing the titles full length with correct exposure, crisp focus
and even illumination, in this way doing the job right.
The camera for title-work may well be of just as high quality
as those used for production work, although this not necessary, it
being more to the point to have a skilful photographer to make
the titles than a twelve dollars a week boy. Cameras for title
work should have an adjustable aperture plate or floor-line so
that the titles produced can be made to match or " frame up " with
film taken on any camera. While masks may be used to alter the
aperture line in the camera an adjustable aperture which may be
raised or lowered, by means of a small lever on the outside of the
camera, will be found the best arrangement for the taking instrument used in a title department. There are a number of skilled
mechanics who make and fit these adjustable apertures to most
any type of camera.
Next in importance is the stand, the same being a combination
of the easel upon which the cards to be photographed are mounted
and the table or support for the camera. There should be incorporated in the design of the stand means for moving the camera
towards or away from the easel and means for moving the easel
or title board up, down and sideways, thereby facilitating the
centering and focussing of the image in the camera.
Many laboratories employ a miserable makeshift, knocked together from a few boxes and boards to mount the camera and
cards upon for title photography. On the other hand we have
seen very creditable title making apparatus (made on the premises)
in some other film plants. A most ideal type of title making stand
and easel is shown in Fig. 2. The outfit illustrated in addition to
being adjustable in all directions has a large and easily read footage countered which may be noticed just below the camera, and is
motor driven.
Although a motor driven title camera is preferred by many as
tending to give more even exposures, it will be found that many
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Every exhibitor will agree that his one best asset is a
classy program to go to his patrons weekly. The most effective and
classiest program on the market is our Souvenir Portrait Card program.
It reaches the home, is a sure patron getter, and is the cheapest advertising known. And now you can purchase them at an undreamed of
price — Listen
1000 Weekly Programs, $3.22
Printed on the backs of our famous artistic Souvenir
Portrait Cards. We had designed and reproduced in colors portrait
cards of forty-eight of the biggest stars in filradom — Billie Burke,
Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford, Francis X. Bushman, etc. You print
your advertising program on the back. Use one a week. Write for
sample programs and circular showing "Six Ways to Build a Bigger
Patronage."
CahilMgoe Co., 117 W. Harrison St., Chicago

OPERA

CHAIRS

Steel — Cast

Iron

Exceptional
in Quality
— Comfortable
You are invited
to make
use of our
Service Department. Send blue print
or sketch for Free Seating Plan.
If you are desirous of reseating, we
can help you dispose of old chairs.
Write for Catalog N.
We Seating.
manufacture Special Out-ofDoor
STEEL FURNITURE CO.
1475 Buchanan Ave., S. W.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
ALL

THE of prominence
F^LAYERS
in any si/id piiiurv tiiu be furnlsbed
instantly. WIRE IS VOUK \V.V.TS. If you laU U)
display the face of a pupular player who \a appearlDjf
at your house you are overlooking an opportunity for
larger receipts. THE FACE OF A WELL KNOWN
PLAYERtlae prominently
displayedof will
draw more monov
than
mere announcement
a name.
LARGE HA.ND COLORED PICTURES.
Z2 X 23 73c Each Size 11 x 14 20c Euh
SEMI-PnOTO
POST CARDS
S3.50 per thousand.
Size
your announcement
on correspondence
side and Print
mall
them weekly. PHOTOGRAPHS, size 8x10, aU Uu
prominent players, 600 different names, 20c. each.
GItAVURE FOLDERS, containing plcturra of all the
prominent
thousand. players. Including feature stars, $10.00 per
SINGLE COLUMN CUTS of aU the plajera, 600
names, 40c. each.
TRANSPARENCIES, ALL SIZES, from 50c. to $2.60.
FAC-SIMILE OIL PAINTINGS from $8.00 to $25.00,
according to size and frames.
KRAUS MFG. CO., 220 W. 42iid Street, ^a. Y.
BUILDING.
Send for Catalogue12thof noor,
over 600CANDLER
players and
samples free. Write as
Bivins details of your dull nights, and we will send you a remedy.
Make

Your

Lobby

Display Attractive
There is nothing more fascinating
to the public than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or posters.
We make Lobby and Theatre Fixtures and Brass Rails of every description.
Don't fail to visit our Showrooms.
Write for catalog.
The NEWMAN MFG. CO.
717 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Branch Factories and Show Rooms:
101 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
68 W. Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Coast representative, G. A. Metcalfe, 117 Golden^ate Avenue, San Francisco, California.
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Know

Ball Bearing ;
Long Wearing

How

•

It is often necessary to write a word or phrase
exactly in the center of the paper. It is simple
on the L. C. Smith & Bros, typewriter. Do you
know how ?
Do you know the best way to insert a large
number of sheets of paper and carbons at the
seime time, so that the edges will all come even ?
Do
to letter
"half-space"
so have
that you
can you
writeknow
in anhowextra
and still
the
work look well ?
Do J ou know why the use of the Variable Line
Spacer jncreases^the^life^of the^ platen ?
Do you know what can be done with our
Variable Line Spacer that can not be done with
any other ?
Do you know the best way to insert a sheet of
paper ?
Do you know how to "front feed" envelopes?
If you cannot answer "yes" to all these questions, it will pay you to send
for the booklet — "The Silent Smilh." It's yours for the asking. Drop a card to
L. C. Smith & Bros. Typewriter Company
Factory and Home Office: Syracuse, N. Y.
Branches in all Principal Cities
311 Broadway
New York City
Full Line of Standard and Silent Models
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII llllllllllllllllll llllllllllllllllll lllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

GEORGIA
NOW IS THE TIME TO EQUIP WITH FANS
We will furnish you (4) oscillating fans,
the kind that distribute the air by swinging in different directions, for direct current at a total of $44.00. Alternating,
$50.00. Also Ceiling Fans, Bracket and
Ventilating.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster, Pa.
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of the best titles seen have 'been photographed by a hand driven
camera. Some of the cleverest titles makers prefer to run the
camera by hand. When motors are attached to title cameras the
pull cy carrying the belt from the motor is generally attached to
the single picture shaft or trick spindle. This is done to assist in
reducing the speed of the motor which should not drive the camera
too fast as positive stock is used in photographing titles and if
the camera was worked too fast under exposure would undoubtedly result.
Kind of Lights Used
Having stated the desirable qualities of cameras and stands for
use in title work the lights to be used piust now be looked into.
Cooper-Hewitt tubes made in short sites for just this class of
work are probably the first choice of the majority owing to the
steadiness of their illumination and their even distribution of light
over the copy being photographed. Some of the arc-lamps used
by photo-engravers are also particularly adapted to title work,
however, the best examples of such being the Bogue lamp, made
by the C. J. Bogue Electric Company of this city (an enclosed type
arc) and the Joyce Arc lamp which is a flaming arc made by the
Maurice-Joyce Engraving Company of Washington, D. C.
Too great stress cannot be laid upon the proper arrangement
of the lights with relation to the copy on the easel, if even illumination isto be secured. In Fig. 3, a. is the copy board or easel,
b-b are the lights placed at each side of same, and both lights
should be inclined at the same angle to the copy board in order
that the illumination may be equalized as roughly indicated by
the dotted lines in the diagram. The camera is indicated by C
in Fig. 3 and the field of the lens also shown by dotted lines.
Equalizing the illumination as illustrated above is one of the most
important points to be observed in photographing titles.
There are other classes of work executed in the title department
including the making of the inserts, such as copies of letters,
photos, books, newspapers, etc., which appear in completed film
subjects. In the opinion of the writer a better effect would generally be had if inserts were photographed in the studio under the
supervision of the producing director. It certainly destroys all
illusion to see a man reading a letter out of doors or perhaps in a
sumptuous living room set, followed by a flash of the letter on a
dead black background and held by fingers as black as coal. The
black background alluded to is the velvet on which the letter to
be copied is placed while the darkness of the fingers holding the
same is caused by the inability of the positive stock (almost invariably used in the title department) to correctly render flesh
tones.
Should Be Photographed on Negative Stock
Such inserts and particularly photographs and any objects containing colors or delicate half-tones should be photographed on
negative stock, although a very good copy of a photograph can be
secured on positive film by slightly over-exposing and giving the
same short development. It might be well to state here that positive stock is extensively used in title making on account of its
comparatively contrasty nature and its ability to give clear white
letters and dense black background.
The exposure given in photographing titles will vary with the
conditions in different places such as camera speed, lights used,
and otiier details of the methods employed.
HENRY REIMERS,
GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT
OF LABORATORIES, WITH SELIG FOR 18
YEARS, DEAD IN NEW YORK
I-IeNRY REIMERS, forty-three years of age, died at the Bellevue Hospital Tuesday, May 30. His body was shipped to his
brother in Chicago for burial. Reimcrs had been with the Selig
Polyscope Company for eighteen years, holding the position of
general superintendent of laboratories. He was known as the
father of cameramen, being the first man to use a motion picture
camera and establish a laboratory in this country.
The trade at large cannot help but feel the loss of such a
man. Reimers was not only the first cameraman, but last and
not least, one of the very best. He made several tours of the
world, and each proved a financial success. His last position
was with the Diamond Feature Film Company, 1547 Broadway,
New York City.
Communications can be addressed to his brother Fred Reimers,
520 Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111.
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SYNCHRONIZATION TO DRAMATIC
PHOTOPLAYS
{Continued from page 4114)
It is more than enough to ask of a picture theatre musician
to be acquainted with a proper library of music, its possibilities
in picture synchronization, and the ability to play the music so
as to be appreciated by the listening public. It should, therefore,
be the musician's duty to study his music with a view to knowing its value for picture synchronization. Until he has made this
necessary study, he cannot call himself a picture musician.
The second necessary factor is the producer. It is his duty to
see that his picture is so assembled as to make musical synchronization possible, not ridiculous, and then furnish the necessary
information, making it possible for the musician to properly select
from his own and known repertoire of music, especially accumulated and selected for picture theatre work, to set a program
which he in advance knows will be appreciated by the public.
No one would have the audacity to ask any second person to
do that which they were not acquainted with or what is considered impossible. Why should such conditions exist as they really
do exist in the film industry, which is one of the greatest industries in the world?
Until picture music is studied with a view of knowing its
temperamental appeal and effect, very little advance will be
made in picture music, and you can rest assured that when picture music advance is a fact not every Tom, Dick and Harry will
be an authority.
.
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All Eyes
A

GHAIR
to

See and Be Comfortable

Press Catch

Tilt Forward

health by complying with the laws and in providing the best
possible service to their patrons.
This shipment was the first of the summer consignment, consisting of 2,000,000 Health Cups made by the Individual Drinking Cup Company, 220 West Nineteenth street. New York City,
and will be largely used by theatres in and around San Francisco. These cups are sold from penn3'-in-the-slot machines which
allow a substantial profit for the exhibitor. If these cups were
laid end to end in a single row they would stretch ninety-five
miles, or, from New York to Philadelphia.
OF SCORE FOR "CIVILIZATION"
GOES TO CHICAGO
VICTOR L, SCHERTZINGER, composer of the musical score
for Thomas H. Ince's eleven reel photodrama, " Civilization," who has been conducting the orchestra at the Criterion theatre since the New York opening has left for Chicago, where he
will conduct the premier of " Civilization " at the Grand Opera
House. Mr. Schertzinger will resume his duties at the Criterion
theatre about July 1.

NEW

That Enables Everybody

LARGEST SHIPMENT OF PAPER CUPS IS SENT
FROM NEW YORK TO SAN FRANCISCO BY
INDIVIDUAL DRINKING CUP COMPANY
THE largest single shipment of paper cups ever made across
the continent was just made from New York to California.
The health laws against the use of common drinking glasses m
California are now being rigidly enforced. With the advent of
warm weather and the consequent necessity of furnishing ice
water to patrons, the demand for paper cups has been enormous.
Exhibitors have generally co-operated with the local boards of

COMPOSER

on a Line

Pas I B_iLk

Can be changed -from an adult's, chair to
a child's chair by pressing the catch and
raising
illustrated.
position asand
locks just Returns
as easily.to adult's
It provides a child with a seat proportioned to his body, a foot rest the right
height
and
putsadults,
the child's
eyeshimon toa line
with those of
enabling
see
without annoyance to others or discomfort to himself. The

Adjustable Chair
offers theatre owners something for which there
is a real need. Fortunately it is not an extrd
expense but an added source of profit because
Does
away the
withpatronage
the free kids.
Increases
of ciildren; also th?
adults who come with children.
Attracts
adults who
won't chil^
now ;
attendonpatronage
t>ecause
of ofdiscomfort
of holding
dren
their laps.
Attracts patronage from theatres not equipped
with Foco chairs.
FOCO Chairs cost new only a few cents more
than
ordinary
chairs.
in all into
sizes Foco
and
finishes.
Old chairs
can Made
be converted
Chairs at considerably less than the cost of new
chairs. Leading chair companies are licensed t9
make Focoit— Chairs and can supply you.
Write for booklet showing reel pf_ actual ^
chairs in use.
Family Opera Chair Organization
315 N. loth Street, St. Louis, Mo-:

it

Ju Child's Position

In Adult's Position
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SIMPLEX SOCIAL CLUB WILL HOLD SIXTH
ANNUAL OUTING AT BELVEDERE PARK,
NORTH BEACH, L. I., ON JULY 22
THE Simplex Social Club, Composed of employees of the Precision Machine Company are making extensive preparations
for their sixth annual outing, to be held at Belvedere Park, North
Beach, L. I., on Saturday, July 22. At last year's outing over two
hundred employees and their friends made the event one to be long
remembered, and this year the event is expected to eclipse all pre\ious efforts. The entertainment committee have arranged for an
elaborate
tivities. cabaret entertainment at the conclusion of the day's fesThe baseball game, which is planned for the afternoon has
aroused a strong spirit of rivalry among those who are to participate, and with the other sporting events all are assured of a
"good time." The officers of the club are: E. Hoffman, president;
W. C. Michel, treasurer; R. C. Kneuer, recording secretary, and
T. Healy, financial secretary. The best wishes of the News is
extended to the members for an ideal day, and a merry one.

WURLITZER-HOPE-JONES ORGAN INSTALLED IN
DE LUXE, LOS ANGELES
When yiu want Opera Chairs, remember we have
1
A WURLITZER-HOPE-JONES Unit Orchestra has been
installed in the De Luxe theatre, Alvarado and Orange
j
50,000 CHAIRS
| street, Los Angeles, and Proprietor-Manager Frank L. Schafer
I
ALWAYS IN STOCK
| has engaged Bruce Gordon Kingsley as director of music. AtI in 6 diflerent styles ia Imitatioa Mahogany and Circaseian Walnut finUhes, |
tractive announcements concerning this addition to the theatre
i a«8uriiig you eatisfactory selection and
i
equipment
were sent out to all prospective patrons by the manI
IMMEDIATE SERVICE
|
agement. Aday was set aside for introduction of the new instrui
Other designs of Upholstered and Unupholslered Chairs unlimited in =
ment to the patronage of the house.
= Qumher, fumiBhed ia 25 to 50 days after receipt of specifications* depending ^
= on character of choirs selected.
g
CAMERAMAN LAWRENCE GOES TO UNIVERSAL
g
Our Consultation Service, specializing in designing economical arrange* 1
i ments for theatre seating is tendered to you without any charge whatever. g
CITY
1
Descriptive literature on request.
1
GEORGE
LAWRENCE,
cameraman,
who has made a number
§
For prompt attention address :
p
of subjects for firms in and about San Francisco, including
I
General Offices: 1012 LYTTON BUILDING. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS |
" The Nature Man," which was released by the Universal, has acM
Sales Offices in all principal cities
^
cepted aposition tendered him by Manager of Production Charles
Rankin
of U City, and is in Los Angeles to take up the new work.
gmTiinimMnrinoiimmnimmiminiiiiiiiiiiiiinHiHniiiinimiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiin iiiiiiiniil
One SIMPLEX, 110 volt motor and motor-drive attachments complete, — slightly used but
guaranteed in perfect condition, $220.00. One SIMPLEX, absolutely perfect, complete with
lenses. $190.00. Two No. 6A complete with motors, $195.00 eadh. One No. 6A complete,
guaranteed perfect, $155.00. One No. 6B complete, brand new, $268.00. One No. 6 machine,
$115.00.
One EDISON MODEL D, $105.00.
IMPORTED MALTESE CROSS CONDENSERS,
These condensers cannot be equaled.

guaranteed against discoloring, 75c each.

All of the above machines are guaranteed to be in perfect condition, some
of which have been slightly used.
Money refunded if not satisfactory.
THE

STERN

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

Inc.

PHILADELPHIA,

For

Artistic

Display

and

PA.

Lobby
Stage

Decorations
Install our line of Artificial FLOWERS,
TREES. VINES, LEAVES, GARLANDS.
WREATHS AND PALMS.
Estimates made and theatres decorated under
contract by our expert.
Our 32-page catalogue No. 3, illustrating in
colors the latest artificial flowers for Theatre
decoration, FREE.
FRANK NETSCHERT COMPANY, INC.
61 Barclay Street
N«w York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers.
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WANTED!
THOSE

Motion

Picture

Motion

Picture

Motion

Picture

WHO

HAVE

Projection

Machines

Screens
Accessories

of

All

Descriptions
Scenery — Properties
Electrical

FOR

The

SALE,

TO

Stage

Lighting

INVESTIGATE

THE

Official

Effects

ADVERTISING

Trade

MERITS

OF

Journal

a monthly publication issued by the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
and Moving Picture Machine Operators of the United States and Canada,
107 West 46th Street, New York City

Consider

What

The

FOR ITSFXF.

Official

Trade

CIRCULATION,

Journal

OCTOBER

Has

i, 1915, WAS

Accomplished

BUT 1394

COPIES WHICH HAS BEEN INCREASED TO AN ASSURED
CIRCULATION FOR JULY i, 1916, OF 18,614 COPIES

WEIGH

WELL

WHAT

IT

CAN

ACCOMPLISH

Send for Sample Copy and Advertising Rates.
F.

G.

^

FOR

Both will surprise you

LEM ASTER,
Manager
107 West 46th Street
New York, N. Y.

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

YOU
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CONTRACTS

ALREADY

SIGNED

[
FOR
FOR

SIXTH

NATIONAL

Motion

EXPOSITION
OF THE

Picture

Exhibitors
AND THE

Motion
Coliseum,

The

Success

of

the

Are
CHOICE

Picture

Chicago,

Pathe Film Company
General Film Company
Universal Film Company
Mutual Film Company
Metro Film Company
World Film Company
International Film Service
Selig Polyscope Company
Essanay Film Mfg. Company
Vitagraph Film Mfg. Company
American Standard Film Corporation
Bluebird Photoplay Company, Inc.
American Film Mfg. Company
Melies Film Company
Rothacker Film Mfg. Company
Ivan Film Company
Fox Film Company
Paramount Film Company
Triangle Film Company

SI>ACE
THE

You

SPACE

of America

Industry
10th

Monarch Film Producing Company
Celebrated Players Film Company
Mirror Screen Company
Seeburg Organ Company
Bartola Musical Instrument Company
Wurlitzer Organ Company
Photoplay er Company
Kleine Optical Company
Nicholas-Power Machine Company
Midwest Theatre Supply Company
E. E. Fulton Supply Company
Precision Machine Company
Edison Motion Picture Machine Co.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Company
Optigraph Company
National Carbon Company
Speer Carbon Company
Exhibitors Supply Company
Chase Sign Company

Exposition

CONVENTION

League

111., July

to 18th.

Sosman & Landis— Scenic Artists
Eastman Kodak Company
American Seating Company
Heywood Bros. & Wakefield
A. H. Andrews Chair Company
Mills Novelty Company
Commonwealth Edison Company
Peoples Gas, Light & Coke Company
American Theater Hospital Company
Amusement
Motography Supply Company
Motion Picture News
Moving Picture World
Exhibitors Herald
New York Telegraph
New York Dramatic Mirror
Billboard
Wid's Reporting Company
Amusement — Minneapolis

is Assured

by

the Above

Firms

Represented?
CAN
APPLY

WM.

s

STILL

BE

HAD

TO
LOUIS

J. SWEENEY, Chairman
Convention Committee

H. FRANK
Manager

of Exposition

1413 Masonic Temple BIdg., Chicago, 111.

I I' H in-. M-.Wh"

wli.-i] wriliiiK lo advcrti;
TUB WILLIAMS PIIINTINO COMPANY.
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